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LIGHT ELECTRIC

RUNABOU MARK
XXXVIII

“'5‘

Three-point Body

Suspension.

 
 

Battery Beneath

  

Plenty of Room

for “ Carrying

Things.”

No Jolts, Jars or

Strains.

 

 
Electrical and

. Five Speeds up_ Foot Brakes.

to I5 miles per "

hour.

 

Brake Locking
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WITHOUT TOP $900.00 WITH TOP $075.00

Our new Catalogue "illustrating and describing 20 different Columbia Automobiles is

the most artistic book of it's kind ever issued. It will be sent to any address on request.
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2.; ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., Hartford, Conn.

Salesrooms: 134-136-138 West 39th St., NEW YORK. 74-76-78 Stanhore St., BOSTON. 142! Michigan Ave.. CHICAGO.A
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TEEBAKER ELECTRIC

THERE IS CHARACTER IN DESIGN

AND THAT REFINEMENT

IN THE FINISH OF

BAKER

ELECTRICS

THAT PLACES THEM

' IN A DISTINCTIVE CLASS.

  

THE STANHOPE.

THE PLEASING LINES AND SERVICEABLE QUALITIES ARE ENDORSED AND APPROVED.

THE BAKER REPUTATION IS DISTINCT AND WIDESPREAD.

THE DEALER OF EXPERIENCE CARRIES

A LINE OF ELECTRICS.

THE BAKERS

HAVE JUST THAT TOUCH OF REFINEMENT

AND ATTRACTIVENESS THAT PUTS

YOU IN TOUCH WITH THE

BEST PEOPLE.

THE lMPBlIAL.

A LINE TO US WILL BRING PRINTED MATTER.

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. s. A.

  

  



‘ AMERICAN y

Clincher , Rims

NEW UNIFORM CLINCHER TIRES

ELECTRICALELY WELDED

Thompson Process

  

TO WHICH WE HAVE ADDED IMPROVEMENTS

“Swedoh” Spring Steel

WHICH WE ROLL OURSELVES.

’ That is Why They Have Such a Large Sale.

AMERICAN TUBE 8: STAMPING CO.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.



DIAM®ND

DETAQHABLE

TIRES

The only Detachable Tire Manufacturer that

has equipped its repair stations with facilities to

rebuild every part of the Detachable Tire.

A PQINT WQRTHY 6F

QQNSIDERHTK’DN

New York. Qincinnati.

:z:::;..,...; Diamond Rubber 2:111“
Buflalo. ' Denver.

Detroit. San Francisco.

HKRGN, GHIQ, U. S. A.
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i'l‘he MQYEA
'.

\FQLLQWS N0 STANDARD ‘'\

" pl \
..

“BUT SETS ITS own AND SETS IT mun
l~ Q

ADE Ior the critical and [or those \

to whom quality is the first

‘ consideration.

Truly a Triumph of American

"' mechanical| ability, incorpor

ating the best foreign practice, with a

refinement of detail and construction

never belore attempted.

If you would possess one of these superb cars, now is the time

to speak.

3-7 West 29th Street,

NEW YQRK QlTY.
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PLEASURES OF AUTOMOBILING

WILL BE GREATLY ENHANCED BY THE USE OF

HARTFORD or DUNLOP

PNEUMATIC TIRES

The ORIGINAL and “MODEL” TYPES of SINGLE!

AND DOUBLE TUBE TIRE CONSTRUCTION

Appreciating the fact that requirements vary as to Single "Ribe and Detachable Tire

Construction, we offer the most reliable of both types—The Honest Standards.

THEY WERE BEST YEARS AGO. AND YEARS OF INTELLIGENTLY PERSISTENT.

CAREFULLY DIRECTED EFFORT ,HAS MADE THEM BETTER TO-DAY.

 

Where Quality is desired—whe Comfort, Durability, d Protection against Annoyances is wanted—

Where All-’round Satisfaction is manded—these tires _uld be adopted. Let us prove this to you by

sending you signed statements from some of the most prominent makers and users in this country.

The Hartford Rubber Works Company, Hartford, Conn.

  

  



WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going' to

get a.

WINIIIN
So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order.

 

PRICE, GUMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE (30., Cleveland, U.S.A.

 

 

 

  

  

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The U. S. LONG DISTANCE

TOURING CARS :zzifexzzzziti“imam.

Our book Is of unusual Interest to Automobilists. Sent free on request.

 

 

Built for service, long runs and hlll climbing,

simply operated. free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order.

  

Type A—Runabout. $I,250.

Tyye B—Tonneau. 1,500.

Type C—Tonneau, 2,500.

  

TYPE C—TONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Engine.

U. S. LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE CO.,
Factory, 307 Whlton Street, Jersey City, uo-m West 4m Street, New York.  
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6&J Inuts
merit the attention of all who are looking for “ the best tire" and will not

be satisfied with anything else.

We make no noisy generalizations, which, like rockets, explode

with much commotion, but end in nothing but vanishing smoke,

The proof lies in the unanimous verdict of satisfaction rendered

by their users ever since pneumatic tires were first introduced,

and in their great and constantly increasing use everywhere,

which proclaims them to be of the highest quality that skillful

workmanship and best material can produce.

“Only Kndwn Values are lmitated”
Do not be misled by imitations. Demand the “ 06‘: J.” and money

will be saved by getting more wear with fewer repairs.

6&J C“. Indianapolis, ma; u. s. A.

n
'1

A TRADE TERM:

“WESTllN-MUTT - QUALITY" -

IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERY WOOD or WIRE.

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

GET WITH US.

WESTON-MO'TT oo., Utioa, N. Y.
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Three Gold Medals. The

o/a//'—*4;‘l\ . ‘

i

1

“AMERICA’S LEADING AUTOMOBILE.”

  

  

~500MILE
RELIABILITV Conn-:51 ‘

K N

00t9’-”f0/5'—"/902.

'0'67' SEARGHMONT

1.5661021 '

‘ Qua/flaromflns/mv/s 5,

  

FRONT VIEW—TYPE VII.

 

QQ’A

- 500 MILE'

RELIABILITY CONTESTI K

The MOTOR has FOUR ALUMINUM DOORS, which can

f be removed in a few minutes, permitting the adjustment of

  

YOB_/Aufl E I‘

06f..9'—/'I0/5/-/'/.902.

C.4-Z.FouRII|£R-SEARI:HM0NT

  

rods or of any of the internal bearings, without pulling the

motor apart.

 

Our New Catalogue explains many other features which will

appeal to the experienced motorist.

 
 

I I JBK TON RN \

\

0ct9'—"fo/5'-"/.902. '

  

New York-Boston Reliability Conlesl. ‘ REAR VIEW-TYPE VII.

Searchmont Automobile Company,
North American Building, PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

FACTODIES: summon-r (nun CHESTER), n.

( jolm wANAMAKlR, New York and Philadelphia. Pam-c: Wnus. Louisville, Ky _ A. P. SmmAxlIR, Pittsburgx

, | H. B SHATTUCK & SUN, “06'0". CLIVBLAND AUTuMoaiul 8: SUI-I'm Co.. (,leveland. Nuw Junsm- AUTOMUNII.‘ Lu, Newark. N. J. I

:4 Gi'rmms Blo'rnlns Co.. Chicago. Roculsn‘un AUTOMOPILI! C0,, Rochester, N. Y. I¥II<\I\SIPI‘I VALLEY Ann-Emmi} (rm, S}. Loun, M0.

| Jorus AUTOMOBILI Co.. Milwaukee. W. H. WIBRR. Detron. Srscuu. Mom! meI 1.x Loi, LincInnau.

L Fisnln AuToMoBILI Co.. Indianapolis. CINTAUR MOTOR Vnmcu Co.. Buffalo.
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“THE RED DEVIL” AND THE TIRES THAT EQUIPPEI) IT.

The Honorable Tom L. Johnson Tells His Experience

_wmr_

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tires
As Equipment on the Famous

“Red Devil" Touring Car.

FOUR THOUSAND —\ A wonderful record

MILES TRAVEL 1:31” TVLETTER 3 and yet no better

Over Some of _ than that experi

the Roughest ' ' ' ‘ enced by many

_ _ other users of

Roads m Ohm. Goodrich Tires.

  

m1}: mltq nf Cbnelanh

‘ Ton n. sour-son mvou_

#The B. F. Goodrich 60-, Yeb-IQJQOS.

Akron, Ohio.

Gentlemen,

Please send me by express two rubber "shoes"

or outer csses for my son's Touring Car.

Vle have Just taken off the two front outer

tires that have been on the “Red Devil" from the day it

leftithc shop. My son estimates that they have traveled

over four thousand miles. The condition of these tires

is something wonderful, considering that they have prob

ably sustained the hardest wear of any rubber tires ever u

on a machine and they really ought to go into s glass

case. If, on account. of this record, you would care

to have thcm,.1 would be glad to send them to you with

my compliments.

Yours very truly,

<91, , 7’

,' 

The above cut is a true picture of the tires referred to In Mr. Johnson's letter. No’uttrmpt having been made to retuuch

‘ the photograph or obliterate in sny way the msrks of wesrr

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY,

Akron Rubber Works,

NEW YORK. 06-68 Reade Street. BUFFALO, 9 West Huron Street.

CHICAGO, HI I ske Street. A K R 0 N , O H l O. DETROIT, 80 Best Congress Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission Strut,

BOSTON, 157 Summer Street. LONDON, ENGLAND, 7 filow Hill, B. C. DENVER, I444 Curtis Street.
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An Automobile is Only as Strong as its

Weakest Part.

 

Careful engineering in designing and arduous road tests have

determined to a nicety in the high quality Touring Car

correct proportions for carrying loads, and for withstanding

vibration due to uneven roads. One part is proportionately as

strong as the other. Follow the construction of the "TOLEDO"

throughout and you cannot help but be impressed that the time

spent upon its engine and transmission insures silent, smooth

running carriages of great durability and long life. Pistons,

1903 MODE!" ‘ CYLINDER, 2‘ DRAKE HORSEDOWER TOURING CAD' connecting rods.fly wheels—in short.all reciprocating parts—are

This car was a feature of both the New York and Chicago Automobile Shows. accurately balanced, resulting in a continuous, even motion.

 

 

Tell us your rcyuiremm/s and about [low mar/1 you wis/I to invest. We will send (ample/c analogues ,- i/zlorcs/ing automobile

li/cra/ure; gun/{y answer any question: you oil's/1 to pro/bound alul gz'w you [lie address of our agenl nearest you.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CAR CO., 3065 Central Ave, Toledo, Ohio.

“ LARGEST AUTOMOBILE FACTORY IN THE WORLD."

 

  

 

  

RESULTS at the NEW YORK SHOW Prove

the “YALE” MOTOR CAR a Success.

WE DEMONSTRATED TO ALL COMERS AND DID BUSINESS.

  

SIMPLICITY—

STRENGTH.

A RATIONAL VEHICLE,

AT A RATIONAL PRICE,

$1750.

NO VARIATIONS.

ELEGANCE IN DESIGN.

THOROUGHNESS IN

WORKMANSHIP.

  

WE HAVE APPOINTED THE FOLLOWING AGENTS AND WILL CONSIDER A FEW MORE: .

THE DU BOIS COMPANY, Ltd.. London, Englnnd. W. E. METZGER, Detroit. Mich. JAMES LUCEY Troy, N. Y.

PARDEE 5: COMPANY, Chicago, Ills. F. J. READ, Newtnnville, Mun. HYSLOP BROTHERS. Toronto, Ontorlo.

CENTAUR MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANV, Buflnlo, N.Y. QUILLING BROTHERS. Cleveland, Ohio. N. W. CHURCH, Loo Angeleefial.

THE KIRK MANUFACTURING COl'l PANY, Toledo, Ohio.

0 o o a - a s - ~ . : . : : z : I u : I : - . z . o o a
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AMERICAN. I SELF-OILING ENGINE.

ORIGINAL 1 NEw STYLE mm

' ‘ .‘ , , GUARDS.
SUBSTANTIAL' ' \" I‘ ~ ', SENSIBLE IGNITION.

TRULY SIMPLE. I ' . I. v - Plug Won’t Short Circuit.

SILENT. ~ . ' 1 . g JUMP SPARK.

SMOOTH RUNNING. ' " ' ' - " - é' _" . SPECIAL cous.

CONVENIENT ‘ ' i _ " ' . 1 '- ' " ‘ ' 20 GALLONS FUEL.

H ._ ,4 I ~~ 7 GALLONS WATER.

Centrifugal Geared Pump.

COMFORTABLE CIRCULATION GAUGE.

BEAUTIFUL.
. . . . All Bolts Case-Hardened.

(53,8113 the best car but]! m element‘s

 

HE I6-H. P. four-cylinder touring car shown above represents the best development in gasolene automobiles up

T to date. IMPROVEMENTS:—Throttle control from steering wheel. simplified sliding gear transmission

(interlocking); all steel CHASSIS, allowing customer to order any desired body; valves removable in minimum

time; spark-plugs connected to cables by chains, thus preventing snapping of wires. We make both 9 H. P. and :6

H. P. cars and employ the front vertical motor exclusively. Many other advantages. Write for full information.

THE £ocomobz'le COMPANY OF AMERICA, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BRANCHES : 76th St. and Broadway, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, London, Paris.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES MOVED FROM 7 E. 42d s:.. NEW TORK To BRIDGEPORT. CONN., ON APRIL 15:.

 

  

 

 

.__FRENCH AND AMERICAN4.

“'i'i’é' AUTOMOBILES.ELECTRIC MORS

Paris Automobile'Soclete Anonyme |903 Mode|

col 'Hm" hum". MGR' Attracted special attention

1 "j l 7 PARIS AUTO SHOW.
 

/OENiNAI\\

\lluinmnhile 00.
lea4 BROADWAY.

\ Tn: PHONE :

w } C...
2398 /,.

 

l0 H. P. PEUGEOT.

8 H. P. MORS

Prompt Deliveries of

:1“T; :°1;'°'i°‘ °f open DAY AND manr. RENAU LT,

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT PEUGE°TS

IN THE UNITED STATES.ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELEGTRIGS BlllllIGEll AND KEPT IN FlRST-LASS ORDER.
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VICTORIES :

Herrick Road Race,

April, 1900.

The 1,000 I'iiies Trial,

Hay, 1900.

Paris Exposition, l900.

Exelberg Hill Climbing

Contest.

Pike's Peak.

500 Miles Endurance Run.

Glasgow Reliability Trials

Pan American Exposition.

Speed Trials, Coney island

Boulevard. I

Eagle Rock Contest.
p

1/:e£oeomobile is the best auiibile.

aficmaiile
by .

v1

ViCTORlES:

Roslyn Hill, April, 1902.

Liverpool Exhibition, 1 902

Paris-Nice 600 Miles

Caravan.

Bex Hill Speed Trials. 0

l00 I‘lilea Run, New York

to Bridgeport.

Staten island Speed Trials

Chicago Club, .

100 Mile Test.

650 flilea Reliability :

Trials. 1

New York Boston Run:

Eagle Rock Hill, 1902.“

 

IMPROVEMENTS.

the best.

HE Locosurrey illustrated above is one of our 1903 Steam Models. A fine family car for city or country use.

T Steam water and air pumps; Klinger gauge; Pilot light; very large water and fuel

tanks; superheated steam; enlarged boiler; two sets independent brakes—Many other attractive improvements.

We are the pioneer builders of steam cars in this country and have placed 5,000 Locomobiles in the hands of

customers. Our experience, therefore is unequalled and our cars are Write for new booklets.

 

THE .Cocamobile COMPANY OF AMERICA, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BRANCHES: 76th St. and Broadway, New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, London, Paris. .

EXECUTIVE OFFICES movm FROM 7 B. 424 51., NEW YORK 1‘0 BRIDGBPORT, CONN., ON APRIL m.

 

 

 

 

It’s Easy to See

The advantages possessed by

The General
Comfortable riding, dependable mechanism,

ample power, easy steering and operating.

WITH TONNEAU ATTACHI'IENT.

Tonneau, giving extra seating capacity furn

ished if desired. This gives it all the advant

ages of a Touring Car. The 8 h. p. engine

and perfect mechanism make it serviceable

on any road. Write for catalog.

THE GENERAL AUTOMOBILE
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

,\

& MFG: co.
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Emmg \ THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH ‘

WWW IS AT
 

jfrencb iLich fiprings
5] IN THE HIGHLANDS OF SOUTHERN INDIANA,

ON THE

’ mum RllTE
(llc'LoQJmnNAPoUSL-QM"11%

'Y

 
 

 

 

is a veritable fountain of youth. It arouses thgftorpid

liver, renews the vigor, and makes a new man you.

all outside rooms, accommodates 800 guests, under the man

New MOdern Hotel, agement of Thomas Taggart, formerly of the Grand Hotel,

Q Indianapolis. Excellent cuisine.
 

GOLF, HORSEBACK RIDING AND ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR SPORTS.

Excumion rates from a" Pm“ of the c("MilfY- Send for Illustrated booklet.

CHAS. H. ROCKWELL, FRANK ]. REED,

Traffic Manager. Gen'l Pass. Agent.

 

 
 

 

 

WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWNWWWWIWWVWWWWWWW

THE NEW 2

KELLY GENERATOR \ ADAPTED %

TO ANY

MACHINE

T'fiTllCillCW One-Piece Steel Tubular Burner

i for Steam Vehicles is a Trouble Saver.

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends, Absolutely eliminates all danger of

fire under-lapping. As there are no air-tubes through the continuous

stop-tube the burner even if red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most

,' ' \tqjg ‘ important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

in? ' products. Write for circular.

 
 

No Steam Car is complete without one. Dues away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case.

2

 

 

 

IJII

KELLY HDLE BAR COMPANY, = Cleveland, Ohio. é
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An Ounce och—rformanccwsaA Ton of Explanations

THE uniformly perfect perform

ances of the ELMORE two

wk? cycle motors in every public

- reliability test and the strong

est testimonials from users all over

the land, explode

at every revolution

the statements that a two-cycle en

gine is not practical in an automobile.

 

 

 

 

  

The advantages of the two-cycle motor are obvious—simplicity itself, no parts or valves to get

out of order—no complexity‘anywhere. The very simplicity of construction is one of the reasons why

we can offer a $1500 7 H. P. Automobile for $800, and :1 IO H. P. Touring Car at $t4oo—a figure

unequaled in the wide, wide world. You’ll be the gainer by writing us at once.

 

 

ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, = Clyde, oh'io. l

 

 

 

 

BUFFALO’S PIONEER AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURER

EXPERIENCE COUNTS AND||WE HAVE HAD FIVE YEARS OF IT.

  

Can you The CONRAD

afford to sell 8 H. P. Gaso

your cns- leretlgunablout

tomers exper- u {- oiie niagg in

1mm“? , .-' g .2; _' a U. S. having

Our touring ' 1 ‘ a vertical

car is unsnr- dtliiulzlie

, \ ~ .. . ' ~. - cy n er
filith :iiid ' I; Q . . , ' _ i ' - ' motor. wheel

‘1 y f _ . ‘ - . .
,.' , .1 '1 steer and slid

' ".1 gear

by any. " _ transmission.

, v. > . , 1 - _ .. x which sells

— \‘fiif ' I H ‘ If " j,“ for less than

Prompt . ,1; I; . s . ~ w , , ' $1000.

Deliveries. . ' _ l ‘ -,~’ Price $750
:-;._ {La =. »\‘<'_.; . *2. .F . — ‘ /

3. . 3",. .E

CONRAD GASOLENE 12 PRICE; $12.50. 00.

THE CONRAD MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY, 1413-1419 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

AGENCIES —*W h

 

  

NEW YORK CITY—Penna lvania Electric Vehicle Co., 151 West 18th 51.; BOSTON—Bates Brothers, 145 Columbus Ave.; PHILADELPHIA—Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co '

2 0-156 North Broad St; PITTSEURG—L. C. Martin Co., 3W5 Forbes Ave., opp. Hotel Schenley; MINNEAPOLIS—Northern Cycle Exply Co., |r6 So.Sixth St: ROCHESTER—

. A. Mabbett, 66 East, Ave.; BINGHAMTON —- Bingltamron Automobile Station, :59 Water 51.; DETROIT — W. H. Weber, 1-148 Wo ward Ave.; DENVER - Fellter Cycle C04

CHICAGO—Chan. P. Root, 435 Wabash Ave.; INDIANAPOLIS—S. W. Elston, 2325 E. Ohio St.; AKRON, OHIO—J. W. Miller & (30.; WATERTOWN, N, Y.—W. C. Greene,

Washington Hall Block.
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The NEW W TE

  

 

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903

3.7} '7'?

  

AN AUTOMOBILE THOROUGHBRED.

The White Steam Motive power has made rec

ords in reliability contests, in races, and in

every-day use which speak for themselves.

Writ! for fidl fartirularn diagram: n/nrgi'ne, exprrlr' reporl: and ofllcia/ rem/[.1

of important eudurana contests.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(Automobile Department) CLEVELAND, OHIO.

11 Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Buflalo, N. Y.

pg Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 300 Rose Bldg.,Cleveland, Ohio.

goo Peat St., San Francisco, Cal. 4259 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

an Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. i 6: Stone St., Denver, Colo.

5?? Centre Ave , East En , Pittaburg. Pa.

BANKER BRO ERS CO., 629-63i-633 N. Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.

F. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO., Portland, Maine.

WALTER C. WHITE, European Representative, 49 Prian Street, West

minster, London, England.

  

 

QUALITY.
Experience proves the best material made,

none too good tor the

AMERICAN GASOLENE "

AUTOMOBILE

That’s what you get, when you buy one. Don’t

forget it, it will save you time and money.

 

Any Man,

Woman or

Boy can

operate it.

Experts not

needed.

Good Proposition for Agents. More

informalion in (am/agile.

THE AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE Co.,

SIkSZO Dist Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OI'IIO.

  

 

THE AUTUBAR
OF ARDMORE

  

 

10 H. P. GASOLINI MOTOR

Is a‘ Harmonious Whole.

Its success does not depend on any one feature, but is

the result of a perfected combination of exquisitely worked

out details. The most satisfactory automobile production

of the year and the price is equitable. Full information

and catalogue upon application.

 

THE AUTOCAR CO., Ardmore, Pa.

  

 

STUDEBAKER ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES
N0 EXPERT CHAUFFEUR NEEDED.

Can be Run Any Day In the Year, by Any Member of the Family.

Wide Touring Radius. A Successful liill Climber. Smooth Operation.

Reliable Brnka Control. Great Strength of Construction. "

Descriptive Catalogue on Application. Can be seen at the Following Reposi

tories, whore we also show a nil line of our celebrated vehicles and harness.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO.

Studebaker Bros. Co.. of New York, Studebaker Bros. M lg. Co., Cor. i5th and

Broadway and Seventh Ave., Cor. 48th Blake Sts.. Denver, Colo.

St., New York City. Studebaker Bros. Co., of Utah. l57 to i5o

State St., Salt Lake City, Utah.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., 378 to 388 Studebaker Bros. Mtg. Co.,3i7 to yo Elm

Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. St., Dallas, Texas.

Branch Houses and Selling Agents :

John Wanamaker, New York City. Toledo Motor Carrie e Co., Toledo, 0.

H. G. Martin & Co., Providence, R. 1. Cleveland Automohi e and Supply Co.,

W. H. Weber, Detroit, Mich. i46 Prospect St., Cleveland, 0.

C. H. Morrison, Topeka, Kansas. Seeds & Evans, 67 E. Gay St., Columbus,

John Wanamaker, Philadel hia, Pa. Ohio. _

'l‘he Paterson Automobi e Exchange, Cincinnati Automobile Co., 807 Race St.,

Paterson, N. I. Cincinnati, 0. ’ ‘

Rochester Automobile Co., i5o South The Halsey Automobile Co., 4259 Olive

Ave.. Rochester, N. Y. St., St. Louis, Mo.

Suly Mfg. Co., Pittsbiirg. Pa. Mason Carriage Works, Davenport. Ia.

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES, SOUTH BEND, IND.

First-Class Agents Desired In Territory not already Covered.
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“Longer Used, Better Liked"

 

 

 

 

“I had a Model C, used it for five

‘ months (not a cent for repairs) and

sold it for iust what I paid for it. I

now have a Model F, have driven

it over 4000 miles, over all kinds of

roads, with repairs not to exceed $25.00

and the longer I use it the better I

like as? \

  

 

"ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE."

 
 

Seats Five People. $2500.
 

 

NEW YORK, Eas'rnu Dnan-mnu-r, 317 W. 59th St. CHICAGO, Pardee & Co., i404 Michigan Boulevard.
PHILADELPHIA, Wm. F. Rudolph, m N. Broad St. PaCkard met-0r car Company, LOS ANGELES Norman w_ Church, “9 5‘ Main 5‘.

BOQTON, IL B. Shattuck & Son, :39 Columbus Ave. RREY uHIO, SAN FRANCISCO, H. B. Larzalere, 1814 Market St.DETROIT, MICH.,Wm. E. Metzger. ‘VA ‘ ’

THE PUPUIAR GASULENE BAR

l8 ACKNOWLEDOED TO BE

AT THE HEAD OF ITS CLASS.

  

 

 

Simple control—Free from complications—

Unequaled in construction—Will run anywhere

at any time and won’t tall to pieces on the road—

Always reliable.

BUILT ENTIRELY IN OUR OWN FAGTORIES.

PARTS NUT BOUGHT AND ASSEMBLED.

  

n h. p. King of Help/mm Tonneau

The llvorlte of two continents ; 8, 9, l0. l2 and 20 h. p. Aloo Bullneu

-— Delivery Wagonl. Dcrncq flotorl sold separately. Accessories con

atlnlly on hand.

AMERICA N-DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE COI'IPANY,

6 ! Controlled by F. A. La Roche Co.

I, 652-664 HUDSON STREETI Brlnch. I47 Welt 38th Street.

Branches: CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON.

If our Catalogue does not convince you,

a demonstration wlll.
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Patents cover the Three

Speed Transmission,

The Most Distinctive Feature

of the Haynes -Apperson Car.

PORTRAIT OF A WINNER. This transmission produces

the various speed changes

in easy stages. without the

jerky motion characteristic

of the French gear. and is

more flexible under all road

conditions than any other

automobile transmission in

existence. It has been con

sistme developed through

ten yean of hard service,

and has bren more thor

oughly tested under all con

ditions than any other

transmission made.

‘ Should thls be of Interest

we shall be much pleased to

tell you more about It. Write
.—

We for our Catalogue.

   

 

No. Z—Runabout, 9 h. p.

Won L. I. Non-Stop Contest. April, 1902

won TWO Blue I~ ibbons in this test.

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory, where every detail of Haynes

Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSON C0., Kokomo, lnd., u. s. A.

THE OLDEST flAKBRS 0F I'IOTOIP CAR5 IN Al'lERlCA.

Branch store: 381-385 Wabaah Ava., Chicago.

Eastern Representatives:

Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1230-1241-1243 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

And 66 West 45d Street, New York.

National Automobile 6r Mfg. Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

   

The cumulus cum
  

8 and 12 h. p. 2 cylinder and l6 h. p. 4 cylinder

SURREYS.

J. 0. BIiAIIIIES, U. 8. Agent IiIIIIELL & 00.
28 West 33d Streot. Telephone, 2754 Madison.

Downtown Garage, Motor Vehicle Storage & Repair Co., 131 West 31st Street.

Tele honeI :37 Madison Square.

Uptown Garage, C. L. Bell g Co., :50 est So‘h Street. Telephone, :56: River.

Baltimore Agency, A. G. Spaiding Bros, :5 West Baltimore Street.

Philadelphia Agency, Motor Vehicle Power Co., Sixteenth and Wood Streets.

Summit. N. 1., C. C. Henry. Yonkers, N. Y., William Shrive.

 

 

 

Tl'lE SHELBY MOTOR GAB 00.

SHELBY, OHIO.

IINU'AO‘I'UIIIO OF

IiASIIIENE III AND 20 II. P. BARS.
  

OUR MOTOR. Two PISTONS in one CYLINDER; takes charge

in the center, forcing both pistons in an outward direction, reducing vi

bration to a minimum. Over 40% better efi'iciency than in a single act

ing motor.

This is only one of the many superior points found in the SHELBY

CARS. For further particulars,

Address Department “F‘”

THE SHELBY MOTOR OAR 60.,

SHELBY, OHIO.

 

$2,500 WORTH OF

AUTOMOBILE FOR $750

THE PRICE OF THE

TOURING CAR.

Built tor service on all kinds of roads, with speed enough to

be exhilarating, and yet so simple that it can be

operated by a child.

flay we send you our catalogue W describing it ?

THOMAS B. I'EFFERY & CO., “"Mv'v'rtéomla
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,-—-'> PROBLEMS

  

It is an easy matter for optimistic and ambitious manufacturers to build an automobile which is superior

to all others—on paper—but to correctly solve the problems of automobile construction it is necessary to

build a machine that “goes”; that will keep on going and one free from the dangers of " accidents " or

“breakdowns” in races or endurance contests. Such a machine is

Thei Oldsmobile
  

PRICE, $650.00.

It has won the highest awards in all open contests, as well as proving to individual manufac

turers its superiority when challenged to maintain its acknowledged supremacy. Expelience

is the best teacher as to the correct proportions and proper material for connecting rods, crank

shafts and important working parts, and the record oi efficiency of the OLIJSMOBILE is
 

positive proof of the mechanical perfection, mathematical accuracy and the high grade of ma

terial used in the Standard Runabout, which is “built to run and does it.” Its simplified

mechanism leaves “ nothing to watch but the road,” and its untmbility easily makes

it “ The Best Thing on Wheels."

' SELLING AGENTS:

l)’

IS~

10k

at

\6

mt

nny

c.“

a“

 

FROM THE DE 7/?0/ I' TRIBUNE _

sunuu,

no wi. 0 its mat

tree a new eight-page

-tone supplement. It Will be a'

or art and of interest to every

$1,ooo AUTO RAE.

Fisher Defeated Mueller in 100

Mile Run Over Bad Roads.

INDIANAPOLIS, March -24.—Carl 6.

Fisher won the thousand dollar auto

mobile race today against Conrad

Muelior. The course was from this

city to Columbus andreturn. a die

tanco of 100 miles. The roads were

very heavy and rough. aevera-l obsta

cles having to be overcome. Fisher

made the distance in a little lean than

six hours, and was enthusiastically

 

 

received here by the local automobile

rilth The other machine had a break

I own.

Field Day at Fort Wayne.

‘1' W.\\'.\‘l2 Marth :I.

"~'I\-~|\‘ \‘t'nI-S '
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ALBANY, N. Y.—Automoblle Storage A

Trading Co.

ATLANTA, GA.—C. H. Johnlon.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—R. W. Whipple.

BOSTON, MASS.—Oldemoblle Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—..‘uynes Automobile Co.

CHARLESTON, S. C.—-Army Cycle Co.

CHICAGO, ILL—Oldsmobile Co.. Githens

Bron. Co

ccavanan'n OHIO—Oldsmobile do. I III

at. Biotin-Ml.COLUMBIA, a. C.—J.

DAVENPORT. IA.-Mason'a Carriage Wm‘ka.

DENVER, COLO.—-G. E. Human.

DETROIT, MICH.—Oldemoblle C0.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.-—Adama 8: Hart.

HARRISBURG, I'A.—Kllne Cycle Co.

HOUSTON, TEXAS—Hawxlna Automobile &

nllne “'nrks.One E

INDIANAPOLIS. IND—Fisher Automobile Co.

JACKSONVILLE. FLA.—F. E. Gilbert.

KANSAS CITY. MO.-—E. P. Moriarlty & C0.

LANSING, MICH.—W. K. Prudden & C0.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS
Offices and Factories: DETROIT.

  

LOS ANGELES, C.~\L.‘Oldamobile 00.

novisvrncn, KY.—SUICIIIIQ & Co.

MEMPHIS TENN—H. A. White.

MILWAUKEE, WIS—Oldlmobile Co.

MINNEAPOLIS. MlNN.——-A. 1". Chane & C0.

NASHVILLE. TENN.—John W. Cheater.

NEWARK. N. J.—Autovehicle 00.

NEW ORLEANS. LA.-—Atibott Cycle Co.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Oidamobile Co.

OMAHA, NEH—Didi; Gas Engine Workl.

PATERSON, N. J.—F. W. Stockbrldge.

PLAINFIELD. N. .I.—F. L. C. Martin Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.-—Ol'lsmoblle CO.

I‘ITTSBIIRG. P.—\.—Banker Bros Co.

POITGHKEEPSIE. N. Y.——.Iohn Van Benacboten.

RALEIGH, N. C.—Raleigh Iron Works.

ROCHESTER.

of the Pacific.

ST. LOUIS, IMO—MississippiValleyAutomoblle Co.

TEXARKANA. ARK.—J. K Wadley.

TUCSON, ARIZ.—Seager & Close.

N. Y.—Rochester Automobile Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL—Incomobtle Company

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Natl0nnl Capital Automobile Co.

GREAT BRITAIN—Oldsmobile Company ot Great Britain,

Ltd., London, England.

GERMANY—Ernest Welgaertner, Berlin.

HOLLAND—Bingham & Company. Rotterdam.

NORWAY. SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. T. Nlelaen & Co.,

Copenhagen_ Denmark; L. P. Rose 6‘: Co., New York.

CANADA—Hyslop Brothers, Toronto Ont.

MEXICO—Oldsmobile Co., Mohler A De Greaa, Mexico

City.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Camano & Company.

Bucnos Ayres.

SOUTH AFRICA—White. Ryan & Co., Cape Town: Shen

rii't', Swingley & Co., Johannesburg nnd New York.

AUSTéRAIJA—Knowles Automobile A: Power Co., Ltd.,

Sy ney.

NEW ZEALAND—VV. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd.. Auckland.

JAPAN—Bruhl Bros. Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR, INDIA. (YBYLON, CHINA, JAVA.

SUMATRA, BORNEO. FORMOSA—New York Ekport

& Import Co., New York City.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK TO

’ Jellerson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
I‘aetories : LANSING, MICII.

_ fi_qa
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NINE YEARS AGREEMENT ON SELDEN PATENT

l9 Makers of (iasolene Cars Form Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers—.

F. L. Smith, President, (ieo. H. Day, General Manager—initial Payment $3500.—

The Policy of the Organization, and how its Royalties Will be Divided.

,For six months past it has been no secret

from the Motor World, and from certain

ones in the automobile trade, that a com

bination for protective and licensing pur

poses was in process of being formed with

the Selden patent as a basis.

The work of promoting this project and

supervising the preliminary steps was done

by George H. Day, president of the Electric

Vehicle 00., of Hartford, which concern

owned the patent. The organization was

practically completed on the days of March

3, 4, 5 and 6, and officers were elected at

the Manhattan Hotel, New York City, on

the date last mentioned. There were still

further details to be perfected, and The

Motor World, under the injunction of a con

fidence, retrained from announcing the news.

Another person in the confidence of the or

ganizers, however, acting without their con

sent, spread the news broadcast through the

daily papers last Wednesday just after The

Motor World had gone to press. The news

as offered by the dailies, though, left much

to be explained as to the purposes and the

significance of the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers, as the organiza

tion is titled.

For the industry or motor vehicle making,

for the dealer in automobiles and for the per

sons who purchase them the perfection of

this association is quite the most important

event that has occurred in this relation in

this country. It means that a. fundamental

patent on all sorts of automobiles that use a'

hydrocarbon explosive engine has been rec

ognized by the courts and by the principal

manufacturers in this country, and that no

one can either make or sell an automobile

propelled by a gas engine without being

 

 

licensed by those who control that basic

patent issued to George B. Selden. The ex

clusive license rights of the patent, Dur

chased by the Columbia and Electric Ve

hicle 00. Nov. 4, 1899, are now controlled by

the new Association of Licensed Automo

bile Manufacturers, which with abundant

capital and other facilities is prepared to

prosecute infringements and to issue license

rights to such as they choose. In a word,

representative makers. after having seen a

test case decided by the court in favor of the

validity of the patent, have agreed to recog

nize it, pay license fees and to pool their

interests in order to compel all others to do

the same or to fight it out in the courts.

In thus combining the allied manufacturers

have also agreed to place subject to the

call and disposal of the Association cer

tain patent rights held individually by them

which cover details of construction, trans

mission, steering and other features in vari

ety enough to protect practically every de

tail of the modern automobile. By doing this

the individual makers turn the work of pro

tecting their own patent rights over to the

Association and thus save trouble and ex

pense to themselves, while at the same time

giving the combine an absolute control over

the whole business in gasolene automobiles

in this country. No gasolene automobiles

can be made and none sold, either domestic

or foreign, hereafter without paying license

fees to the Association or inviting suit from

that combination.

Although one of the most powerful indus

trial combinations ever etfected, the Asso

ciation. of Licensed Automobile Manufact

urers does not propose to exercise any

cramping suzerainty over the trade, but in

stead to promote the industry and conserve

the interests of the public. This it has a

peculiar power to do. In this connection one

of the members of the Association when in

terviewed yesterday said:

“It is not the intention to make the Asso

ciation a ‘close corporation.’ 0n the con

trary, its money will be expended and the

efforts of its officers put forth to further the

best interests of the automobile business and

prevent abuses. It will be our object to

improve the standard of the American auto

mobile, and to see that purchasers get full

value for their money by putting a check

upon any ‘wildcat’ or get-rich-quick pro

motions. There is noticeable even now a

tendency on the part of irresponsible per

sons to copy devices which established

makers have spent thousands of dollars to

perfect, and to assemble in the end a trashy

article that sells on looks but will not give

satisfaction. There is a tendency on the part

of men having small machine shops to put up

flimsy engines and carriage bodies and dis

pose of them, which they are now enabled to

do because of the demand for automobiles

exceeding the supply. This sort of business

the Association can and will stop. it will

not try to shut out reputable and established

manufacturers who build a reliable vehicle;

it will license all such, but it will license no

unreliable upstarts. In this way the Asso

ciation will protect the public and be a boon

to all purchasers of gasolene automobiles.

“Undoubtedly a number of manufacturers

who are not now members of the Association

will be invited to join and become one of the

licensees united to sustain the patents. The

Association as now formed controls nearly

500 patents and a number of others of great

importance which shortly will be issued will

be controlled by the Association.

“With regard to foreign automobiles with

gasolene engines, the importers of them will

be shown every courtesy and the opportu

nity tendered them to do business under the
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same. conditions of llccnsing that exist for

Americans, but imported gasolenc vehicles

cannot be sold here without the licensed

authority of the Association."

An idea of the financial strength 01 the

new combination can bc surmised from the

fact that the initiation fee for membership

is 2,300, plus $1,000 to cover in full royal

tics due on previous production. After this

$3,500 “cash in advance" has been paid the

members agree to pay quarterly a certain

royalty on their catalogued selling price on

every vehicle produced by them. Of this

money a certain percentage goes to the Elec

tric Vehicle Co. and the balance goes into the

treasury of the Association. The treasury

balance of the Association will be a fund for

whatever litigation may be necessary, and it

will be subject to the action of the execu

tive committee. It is estimated that the As

sociation will start with nearly $100,000 cash

on hand.

All royalty fccs begin to accrue from Janu

ary 1, 1903, from which date the licenses

extend until the year 1912, when the patent

will expire. The date for the annual meet

ing has been fixed as the first Wednesday

in November.

The oflicers of the Association elected

March 6 at the meeting in the Manhattan

Hotel are: President, F. L. Smith, of the

Olds Motor Works, Detroit. Mich.; vice

prcsidclit, Barclay H. Warburton, 0f the

Scarchinont Automobile Co., Philadelphia.

l‘a.; secretary and treasurer, Henry B. Joy.

of the Packard Motor Car Co., Warren, 0.;

general manager, George H. Day, of the

Electric Vehicle CO., Hartford, Conn.

Gcneral Manager Day will be the active

cxccutivc, with offices at 100 Broadway.

New York, and will hereafter dcvotc most

of his time to the work of the Association.

The executive committce is comprised as

follows: President F. L. Smith; E. H. Cutler.

of the Knox Automobile CO., Springfield,

Moss; M. J. Budlong, of the Elcctric \‘c

hiclc CO., Hartford, Conn.; Charles Clifton_

ot' the George N. Piercc CO., Buffalo, N. 12:

S. T Davis, Jr., of the Locomobile Company

of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

The Association bcirins its career with thc

following members and licensees:

Thc \Vinton Motor Carriage Company.

The (lids Motor Works. ‘

The Packard Motor Car Co.

The Peerless Motor Car Co.

The Haynes-Appcrson C0.

The Apperson Bros. Mfg. Co.

The Searchmont Automobile Co.

The Locomobile Co. of America.

The Geo. N. Pierce Co.

The Knox Automobile C0.

The Autocar C0.

The Electric Vehicle Company.

The U. S. Long Distance Automobile Co.

The Pan-American Motor Car Co.

The International Motor Car Co.

The Pope-Robinson C0.

The Waithnm Mfg. Co.

The J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

The H. H, Franklin Mfg. Co.

The perfection of this powerful and prom

ising organization has been effected only

after years of litigation and a great expendi

ture of money in the effort to establish the

value of the Selden patent. The. history of

this patent and of the litigation now be

comcs a matter of deep interest to all the

trade.

The Selden patcnt. the establishment of

whose validity by the courts made this As

sociation possible, wsa granted to George

B. Selden on November 5, 1895, and is num

bered 549,160.

Mr. Scldcn is :1 Rochester man and son of

former Judge Henry R. Selden, for many

  

  

 

 

  

yours a Judge of thc (‘ourt of Appeals of this

statc. His son was a l:l-\\’_\'0l‘ of rcputc, prac

tising: iu ltoclicstcr. One of his chief umusc

mcnts was experimenting with hot-soless

carriagcs, and after six years of cxpcri

mcntul work with five or six different types

of engines hc finally produced onc that

worked to his satisfaction. and hc filed an

application for a patent upon this May 8.

1879.

it now appears that thcrc was some design

in the long delay between Scldcu‘s applica

tion and the granting of the patent, for the

inventor did not press his case very strongly

in the patent office, merely complying with

the law to a sufficient extent to kccp his ap—

plication alive. The patent was granted on

the original and the amended application the

year before the busincss of making and soil

lng automobiles in America begun to assume

any considerable importance. The advan

tage to the inventor is evident to all who con~

sider that the patent, while granted on a

basis of the conditions existing at the time

the application is made, lives for a period of

scventccn years following its date of issue.

Selden knew that under the law which was

in force up to 1897 an application for a

patent could not be considered to have been

abandoned if prosecuted within two years

after the last official action. By complying

with the letter of the law, Mr. Selden man

aged to delay the granting of his patent for

sixteen and one-half years.

The record of the case in the Patent Office

shows that the application was rejected

May 31, 1879, and that an amendment was

filed May 26, 1881, nearly two years later.

A second rejection on June 17, 1881, was fol

lowed on May 15, 1883, by another amend

ment; and a third rejection on May 26. 1883,

was met by an amendment filed on May 18,

1885. An_ofllciai letter sent to Mr. Selden

on June 15, 1883, was not acted upon until

June 13, 1887, only two days before the ex

piration of the two years of grace allowed

by the. statute. Another rejection on June

21, 1887, was answered by a letter dated

April 13, 1889, and by an amendment flied

Junc 10, 1889.

Mr. Selden was required on June 14, 1889,

to furnish a “smooth copy” of the specifica

tion prior to issue; but, although the appli

cation was otherwise ready for allowance,

it was not until June 5, 1891, nine days b0

fore the statutory limit, that the substitute

spcciticution was filed. An official letter of

.luly 1, 1891. demanded a new oath prior to

issue, but it was not until June 28, 1892, that

Mr. Selden obeyed the order. The case was

then trausferrcd to another examiner, by

whom some of the claims previously allowed

were rejected on July 29, 1893. The next

amendment was filed on April 1, 1895. The

patent was finally granted on November 5,

1895, just at about the same time when the

motor carriage began to make its appear

ance in the streets of our large cities. All

of the nineteen original claims wcrc can

celled.

Thc nature of Selden's invention may be

seen from the accompanying drawings, rc

produccd from the letters patent. Figure

1 is a side elevation of the carriage, Figure

2 a front elcvation and Figure 3 a vertical

section through the engine employed.

The motor, L, is mounted on thc front

truck, with the cylinders arranged trans

vcrscly to the driving shaft and the air

rcscrvoir. (i. The carriage axle is driven

from the motor by the gears, M N. “Any

t'orm'of liquid hydrOcnrbon engine of the

comprcssion type may be employed." says

Mr. Seldcu in his specification. In the cur

riagc shown, however, air is compressed into

the rcservoll', 0 (Fig. 3), by an air pump,

d. and admitted to the working chamber, it,

by a valve, 1'. operated by a cam shaft, S.

Gearing, M, is employed to drive the cum

shaft. As air is admitted to the working

chamber a quantity of liquid hydrocztrbou.

taken from the tank, U, is injected into thc

combustion chambcr. '1‘. by the pump. 2.

The products of combustion arc ejected

from the pipe, X, by the opening of the

( Continued onIpage 29,)
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INCORPORATED CHAUFFEURS

Gasolene Car Operators Cut Loose From Others

and Organize—The Outlook.

All that was foreshadowed regarding the

chauffeur situation in New York in the

Motor World last week has come to pass.

The operators of gasolene cars divorced

themselves from all their fellows and pro

ceeded to organize by themselves. Article

of incorporation were filed at Albany on

“'ednesday of last week for the Chauffeurs'

Association of America, which was the

name finally pitched upon.

The incorporators are: Harry H. Hill,

Van Alen Soule, Sam Brock, Fred Walsh

and Charles E. Neal. Neal has been elected

temporary treasurer. Herbert T. Francis,

lately chief engineer for Alfred Harms

worth, and now operating for J. A. Ripley,

will probably be secretary and head of the

examining board. Alfred Poole, chauffeur

for Lawrence Waterbury; E. E. Hawley

and Fred Rankin are others who are prom

inent in the organization at this stage.

The plan on which the few have gone

ahead Is one that seems likely to meet with

the approval of the Automobile Club of

America and to ofler a partial solution of

the chauffeur problem.

According to their own declaration, the

men are anxious to have the approval of

the Automobile Club and to grade them

selves, so that the club ticket, stating that

a man is a first, second, third or fourth

grade member, will be recognized as a cer

tificate of a certain degree of proficiency.

If the Automobile Club cooperates and the

chaufleurs are able to go ahead as planned

the organization will be in effect the school

for chauffeurs, which the Automobile Club

and the National Association of Automobile

Manfacturers have wanted to see estab

lished.

The action forming this incorporated body

was taken before the time fixed for the sec

ond meeting of those who prepared to form

a club. About thirty of those not “on the

inside" went to the mobile station on

Wednesday of last week. Most of them

were operators of electric cars. Joseph

Kane, who was elected tempOrary chair

man. called the meeting to order. Then it

was learned that not one of the committee

1 five appointed last week 'to draw up a

constitution and bylaws was present.

Next it was learned that the five, all

gasolene car men, had joined some others

in forming a body that would exclude the

electric and steam carriage operators. The

meeting broke up informally with a great

deal of bitter talk about the “throw down"

and the impossibility of the “select few"

going ahead alone.

The chauiIeurs are now waiting for their

articles of incorporation to come from Al

bany and meanwhile the leading spirits in

the movement are perfecting their plans.

It has been decided to admit only the

operators of gasolene cars. As one of the

leaders explained:

“There are few chauffeurs hiredfor pri

vate electric rigs. Most of them operate

on public cabs. There are few chaufleurs

for private steam vehicles, because most

steam automobiles are runabouts. We final

ly concluded to. organize as an association

of chauffeurs of gasolene automobiles, and

our charter will be_ so drawn. and it will

enable us to do business as an employment

agency."

This same man defined the attitude of

the organizers toward the National Asso

ciation of Automobile Manufacturers by

saying:

“A manufacturer has talked to us and

tried to tell us that we must make it a

condition of membership not to accept a

commission. That is a separate question

from forming a club with members graded

according to ability and one that we will

settie with the dealers. I see no reason

why we should deal with the manufacturers

at all. They are not the employers. The

members of the Automobile Club are the

men,whose indorsement we want. We

shall seek the approval of the Automobile

Club of America and of the American Au

tomobile Association for our system of

grading and rating members. The ques

tion of tips and commissions is one that

can be dealt with later. As I have said, it

lies between the men and the garages to

settle that. If any one attempts to intro

duce it at the beginning of our formation

it is going to make trouble."

Haynes-Appenons in New vYork.

Hereafter the Haynes-Apperson Co. will

have direct representation in New York.

The Brooklyn Automobile Co., which has for

some time looked after the Kokomo concern’s

interests in Brooklyn, has decided to cross

the river and establish itself in this city as

well. It will, consequently, open a sales

room at No. 66 West Forty-third street, and

will, of course, give prominence to the

Haynes-Apperson cars.

It is also announced that the Brooklyn

Auto Co. has acquired the effects of the

Lonngland Motor 00., Hanson Place, Brook

lyn. L. R. Adams, who was the moving

spirit in the latter concern. now has an in

terest in the Brooklyn company.

 

Exports are Still Climbing.

During February the exports of automo

biles and parts showed a marked increase,

the figures being $63,224, as against $34,500

for February, 1902. For the eight months

of the fiscal year a gratifying gain was also

recorded. The value of the goods sent abroad

during the eight months ending February

28 was‘$666,223, as against only $429,182 for

the same period of the. previous year.

 

To Sell Danaeqs in Chicago.

J. B. McKeagne has opened an automobile

salesroom at 5,024 Wabash Ave. Chicago.

The American Darracq Automobile Co. has

arranged with him to handle the full line of

Darracq cars.

NEW YORK DEALERS UNITE

Form an Association to Deal With Chauffeur

Question and Rates.

Another of the steps suggested by The

Motor World recently when it threshed out

the confused chaufleur question in New

York City has been taken. Fourteen repre-_

sentative dealers of the metropolis met on

Tuesday and agreed to organize a local as

sociation. The meeting was held at 7 East

Forty-second street. The call for the meet

ing was sent out by Percy Owen of the Win

ton Motor Carriage Co. and George B.

Adams of the International Motor Car Co.

Mr. Adams presided. and Harry Unwin, sec

retary 0f the N. A. A. M., kept the min

utes. The chaufieur situation was thorough

ly discussed; also the matter of making uni

form storage charges by the number of

square feet of room occupied; of regulating

repair prices, and of endeavoring to have the

stations better clustered in certain localities.

The agreement to organize having been

signed by all, a committee was appointed to

draw up a constitution and by~laws, and re

port at a meeting to be held next Tuesday.

The committee is: Percy Owen, E. B. Galla

her and John F. Plummer, Jr.

 

Moore Quits and Sells out.

As was forecasted by the Motor World

last week, the C. J. Moore Mfg. 00., West

iield, Mass, has decided to wind up its at

fairs. The machinery of the plans has been

sold to a New York machine commission

house, and will be shipped away this week.

By the time the finished automobiles and

the tools of the establishment are sold it is

expected that the stockholders will realize

a substantial dividend on their investment.

The remaining fixtures and automobiles will

probably be sold by April 1.

Ex-President Moore has gone to Warren,

Ohio, where he has made a connection.

 

Eames Goes With Federal Company.

Lieutenant H. H. Eames has connected

himself with the Federal Mfg. (30., being in

charge of its automobile department. He

will, however. for the present, at least. con

tinue to look after the sale of Westinghouse

motors. Before going with the latter con

cern Lieutenant Eames was an officer of

the Electric Vehicle Co. -

 

Show in Milwaukee.

Still another local show is projected. Mil

waukee, “its, is to be the venue, and the

first week in May the date. The Milwaukee

Automobile Club is back of it, and the Ex

position building and the fair grounds are

suggested for the meeting place.

Fire Destroys Tire Factory.

Fire attacked and completely destroyed

the plant of the India Rubber 00., Akron.

Ohio, last week. The concern made the

Wheeler, a solid, wired tire for automobiles.
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A LIVE QUESTION

Get Your Money’s Worth

This man got his. He

bought a

Northern

and has iust had his first

ride in it.

  

'i' '

If YOU are going to buy a Runabout do as _

he did and take no chances. i- t

In it’s class the Northern stands supreme.

 

 

  

- - ./
’

_- I.
. . v .. n... V

_ . ‘Q . ‘3

NORTHERN MFG. COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
HOMAN & SCHULZ, Iooth . and Broadway, also 38th St. and Broadway, :w York, N. Y. ALVAN T. FULLER, z 3 ColumbusAGENTS: P. ESMARAIS a c ., Brian, Conn. BANKER BROTHER. OMPA '. Philadelphia, Pa. .Ill. CONNERAT, Sava nah, Ga.

0 O MOTOR CAR ‘ ,3: uron 51., Cleveland, io. NATIONA UTOMOBI 8: MA. U CTURERS CO., 2 Fremont St., San Francilco, Cal.

FRANK P. LSLEY, 284 Wabaa venue, Chicago, . MOTOR CAR CO. 0 N. J. Newark, N.].

REPAIR OUTFITS.

The FISK contains a new method of repairing a single tube tire

which is both positive and permanent.

  

Ave., Boston, Mass.

 

  

 

 

__ SPECIAL

(.1 RUBBER 0010)

~ ' REPAIR. >

FURTHER INFORMATION UPON APPLICATION.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY. '=

BRANCHES .'

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO.

‘04 Atlantic Ave. 40 DWIth St. u Chambers St. 916 Arch St. 52 State St.

SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, DETRIOT, SAN FRANCISCO.

"4 Second 5!.

SPECIAL CEMENT F: 1..

TOOL. ' a .

  

  

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

 

 

423 80. Clinton St. 28 W. Geneaee St. 284 Jelieraon Ave.
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Selden Patent as a Safeguard.

The discovery of a new gold field is in

variably followed by a wild rush of all

sorts, ages and conditions of men to the

spot. The desire to find “easy money" is

widespread and contagious.

Occasionally gold mines are developed in

the industrial field and the rush to "work"

it is but little less frantic than in the case

of the precious metal. Every man in a de

clining business or idle factory is quick

to see the opening and to throw himself

or his factory into it. Bicycle manufacture

was the most recent instance of the sort.

It was quickly overworked and the wrecks

that strewed the field. as a natural result,

were so many and so complete that the

debris has not yet been completely cleared

away. A deserving industry was crippled

in a night.

It is not to be denied that the automobile

industry is also viewed in the nature of

the newest industrial gold mine. The

“millions that are in it" or supposed to

be in it have attracted and are attracting

shoals of hungry promoters, speculators and

get rich quick "sharks," and as the busi

ness progresses and the fact gets abroad

that the demand is not equal to the sup

ply, the number is likely to increase rather

than diminish.

If, therefore, a barrier or a warning hand

can be raised, that will stay the onrusll of

this hungry horde, who will say that the

industry will not be immensely safeguarded

and benefited?

Regardless of all other considerations, it

seems to us that the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers deserves wnl'm

Welcome because of the abundant promise

that it holds in this direction. If member

ship is not placed within the reach of any

and all who are able to pay the “initia

of $3,500,

secure in the possession of the Selden

patent and with an ample fund for offence

tioll fcc" tllcn the association,

and defence, is positioned as nothing else‘

could be positioned to raise the barrier and

lift the hand that will warn "poachers"

off the automobile preserves and keep them

saier guarded. If before

granted, prospective members are made to

licenses are

abundantly prove that ther not not more pro

moters, speculators, shysters or "sharks,"

then the mischief and wreckage that so hurt

the bicycle trade can be and, we believe,

will be avoided.

If such assurances are given we cannot

see that it will profit any reputable manu

facturer to remain outside the fold, what

ever may be his opinion of the patent it

self. As we see it the ends which the as

sociation may be made serve are so pro

digiously beneficial that it is the better part

of wisdom and valor—also it is cheaper—

to join than to fight.

Is Still the Model Law.

Any tinkering with the model Connecticut

automobile law is unnecessary and regret

table. But if it had to he changed—in defer

ence to the frantic adjurations of Repre

sentative Warren and men of that ilk—the}

proposed amendments, reproduced in an—

other column, are as harmless as could rea

sonably have been expected.

In its proposed new form the Connecticut

law still stands head and shoulders in ad

vance of that on the statute books of any

other State. The much vaunted New Jer

sey law—the “most perfect in existence," as

an o'er-zealous adVQcate has characterized

it—ir in cumbersomencss and viciousness,

As was

Hyperion to a sntyr, so is the Connecticut

miles and miles removed from it.

measure to the New Jersey abomination.

Even our own proposed New York law is

innocuous beside the one from the State of

pines, sand and mosquitoes. It is severe

in places, but infinitely less drastic than

that of our sister State. There is some

chance of its being lived up to, and the m0

tol-ist does not have to go always provided

with a $50 bill with which to placate the

million of the law and vindicate its majesty.

There can be no two opinions regarding the

matter. Connecticut takes first place, with

New York second and New Jersey :1 bad

third in the list of States passing or about

to pass automobile laws.

Longlr Wheel Bl!“

Almost since the building of the first auto

mobile tllc lengthening of wheel bases has

gone on; and the end is not yet. Six, seven,

eight and even nine foot bases are com

monly met witll, and no outcry is raised in

opposition to them, no reaction sets in.

Only a short time ago it was reported that

a new foreign racing car would have a fifteen

i'oot wheel base. This is now denied, twelve

feet being given as the correct length be

tween wheel centres. Tile first figure was

startling; the lust will cause little or no sur

prise, for it is only slightly in exces of that

made familiar ill former practice. Higher

speed than ever before attained is demanded

in this year‘s racing cars; and it is a matter

of common knowledge that only by the use

of longer wheel bases could this be attained.

Hence the increase noted.

Extremes of this nature belong solely to

But wheel bases on road

vehicles always reflect any movement of

the kind. The present standards followed

the fashion set by speed cars. Even the

latter started with the “dumpy” underframes

the racing car.

that then marked and still are peculiar to

But a double influ

ence was at work to effect a change: Speeds

horse drawn vehicles.

were greater and demanded more space be

tween the front and rear wheels; and to

counteract the weakening eflect of such body

lengthening it was the easiest matter in

the world to strengthen by adding weight

and then use more powerful engines or m0

tors to counterbalance the increased weight_

The result was a decided and all around

betterment of the motor vehicle. It could

travel faster, but whether it did or not. it

became a vastly more comfortable vehicle to

ride in. As this became more and more ap
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parent the movement grew until it became

general. Even light and low powered cars,

designed for and capable of very moderate

speeds, were lengthened. and as a result pur

ticlpated in the general improvement.

At the present time we are accustomed to

look upon wheel bases as having settled

upon a standard, or rather a number of them,

depending upon type, weight and power.

But we have no assurance that the move

ment has really run its course. There are

plenty of cars that are longer of base this

year than in 1902, although otherwise little

changed. And it is by no means a foregone

conclusion that 1904 will not witneSs still

other changes along the same lines.

Need of Diplomacy.

As was pointed out last week, the situa

tion with regard to the regulation of the

chauiTeurs presents an unusual opportunity

for an effective and salutary co-operation

between the operators and the owners as

represented by the club. It has become

very plain, howeVer. that the preliminary

steps toward arranging such a co-operation

must be conducted with consummate tact.

The ehaufleurs have taken oflense at the

attempt of a manufacturer to dictate to

them concerning the acceptance of commis

They say that they do not look to

the manufacturers, but to the owners for

support; that the inestion of commissions

is one to be settled between themselves and

the storage station and repair men. Per

haps they are headstrong in this, but there

seems to be somefiogic in it. At any rate,

it can be seen that an intrusion of the ques

tion of commissions and fees at the outset

It

would be apt to upset all the. progress that

has been made and end the negotiations. '

The men are willing and anxious to or

ganize and arrange their ratings in a way

satisfactory to the club. They undoubtedly

are -willlng to have the grade certificates

issued by them vised by a representative

of the club. Without the recognition of the

club the organization of the men cannot

amount to much. With the indorsement of

the club and the A. A. A. to its ratings, it

could become a flourishing national body,

that under guidance by the club would be a

helpful institution to automobilists gener

ally. It would be a pity to have the oppor

tunity for instituting such a condition of

things spoiled by precipitate haste to bind

the men down to all of the ideas of the

club men and manufacturers.

sions.

of negotiations would be undiplomatic.

J

Diplomacy is needed. The first thing to

be done is to get the men organized in such

a way that there will be co-operation be

tween them and the club, and in such a

way that they will realize the importance

of the club‘s support. Until this is accom

plished other issues should be temporized.

The commission matter should be for the

time set aside as a separate question. No

good can be done by attempting to force the

men, but much can be done by going slowly.

if an attempt to make the men agree to this

and that is made, the result will be that

everything wili'iiy in the air and nothing be

accomplished. The cooperation should be

first established. Later it will be possible

to bring up the other matters,_and then the

bond of interest being existent, the club

would have the right to have something to

say, and with the power to revoke its recog

nition of the chauffeur‘s association, it could

hope to achieve what it cannot now while

there is a chaotic condition between owners,

dealers and chauffeurs.

there is some sound, practical business sense

in the declaration of the men that the ques

tion of commissions is betWeen them and

the dealers, and now that the latter are to

organize. they should be capable of regulat

ing such matters. Diplomacy is needed.

The situation has some promise in it, and

Perhaps, - however,

in making treaties a concessional spirit is

essential on both sides.

Demand for Commercial Vehicle. _

It would be no, easy task to find a more

widespread and urgent demand than exists

at the present time for self-propelch coin~

moreial vehicles. From all over the world

come appeals’t'or tliein. Apparently the de

sire to supplant the horse is gem-val, fre

quently insistent, and nothing could brifig

out more strongly his inefficiency and unsat

isfactorlncss. Ilumanlty tries aloud for re

lcase from the thraldorn, and turns to the

,n'otor vehicle as the, Moses that is to lead it

out of the land of bondage.

To the question whethersucli vehicles are

sufficiently developed and, above all, pro

cnrnble, the approaching commercial ve

hicle test will do much to give an answer.

its timeliness is sclf~cvident. The pleasure

automobile looms large in the public mind;

its mates, the delivery wagon and the pas

senger bus, will at once occupy a similar po

sition when it is demonstrated flint they are

ready. Every consideration urges the maker

to place himself in a position to supply the

demand that already exists, as well as to

prepare for tlin't;vnsily greniei one that will

trend close on its heels so soon as it is made

plain that it will not be compelled to go un

satisfied.

In our largest cities and towns, no less

than in the rural sections, and in the re

motest countries of the earth, the need ex

It only remains to supply it, and to

that task every effort should be dcvutcd.

ists.

Onesideness of the Crusade.

.If the present crusade against automobiles

should result in a reform of all road evils

and abuses we could regard it with consid

erably more cheerfulness than we do. Such

is not'llkely to be the outcome, howeVer. It

is the oflending motor vehicle that is aimed

at, not the horse-drawn one; and the mo

torists‘ peril is a matter that is not worth

much consideration. How much better it

would be if all offenders were pursued and

punished! The driver who goes to sleep and

gets on the wrong side of the road, without

a light or other sign to indicate his pres

ence; the country, town or city authorities

who permit obstructions or excavations to

exist, unguarded by a warning signal; the

railroad company which, to save a few

pennies, maintains a nuisance in the shape

of a lowered gate without a red lantern to

mark it—these are some of the conspicuous

offenders who should be brought up with a

round turn. Action against them would

benefit all road users.

Such an innovation as fitting watering

troughs with appliances for watering auto

mobiles is distinctly commendable. Hart

ford, Conn., has decided to try it, equipping

thrce troughs as a starter. The cost is nomi

nal, being only fili') for the three. Thus do

coming events cast their shadow before.

The sight of a horse and an automobile

ranged alongside of a trough, each taking in

the precious liquid that enables it to per

form its work, will soon cease to bc an un

usual one.

Wheels of large diameter and tires of gen

crous size are the winning combination; even

the small cars are undergoing a change

of this nature.

stilt, as a matter of course.

More comfortable cars re

As well expect an engine to run without

gnsolene or a tire without air as to look for

good work from a car that is not properly

cared for.

a

It
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MANY RECORDS FALL

Ormond-Daylona Beadi’lhovcs Fast, but Four

nicr's Mile Time Still Stands.

 

\Vhatever expectations: of a huge success

may have been formed of the motor races in

Florida last week were destined to disap

;ii
a

1.00. and Thomas in an Oldsmobile putting

up a new record of 1.06. Hathaway also

made a cut in the steam figures, covering a

mile in 1.28. Good as these times were, they

were disappointing. It was believed that the

Daytona end of the bench would prove faster.

but the second day's racing showed that the

contrary was the case. In repeated trials

against time both Winton and Thomas tailed

  

  

 

THE‘OLDSMOBILE THAT DISTINGUISHED lTSEl I".

pointment. Neither in the matter of per

formances nor of attendance did the meet

come up to expectations.

this, it was in both respects very far re

moved trom failure. Exceedingly creditable

w'ork Was done by the participating vehicles.

and it was demonstrated that a function of

the sort not only filled a certain want, but

could be made an unequivocal and perma~

nent success. Consequently, it ,was promptly

decided to continue the events as a fixture,

and a permanent organization was effected

at the conclusion of the meeting under the

name of the Florida East Coast Automobile

Association.

The beach bordering the broad Atlantic

between Daytona and Orinond presents

many advantages. It is level, smtoth and

hard.’ These facts‘ account for the remarka

bly good time made on it last week. But it

has its drawbacks also. To these were due

the absence of phenomenal times, if those ac

complished by the Indian motor bicycle and

the Thomas vidsmobilc be adjudged non

phcnomenal. The beach is hard, but it is

dead also, being abs rlutcly devoid of spring;

it is marred in spots" by uneven places; and

low tide and a hot snn'are necessary it the

best pertornlances are to be made. On Sat

urday in particular the latter qualities were

lacking, and undoubtedly prevented “'inton

from eclipsing the Fournier record of 51 4-5.

The net result‘ot the three days’ racing

was a slaughter of the then existing records

for light gasolene cars: steam cars and motor

cycles, and a very close approach to the still

standing 'Fournier mile record of 5145,

made in Brooklyn in '1901. i '

Thursday's trials were merely productive

0! good augury, Winton in his Bullet cover

ing a mile in 56, Hedstrom on his Indian

motor cycle riding the same distance in

But in spite of

to equal their performances of the previous?

day. In the free for all handicap, however.

Hedtrom and his Indian motor bicycle did

magnificent work. Timed by stop watches

at the start and 'finish, he won the race in

ccsstul in his trial; making a new motor

cycle record of 1.03 15, while Thomas failed

to equal his formcr mark by 3-5 of a second.

To a Motor World representative who saw

him in this city on Tuesday Mr. Winton

stated that the Bullet was equipped with

several devices that are to be used on the

cup racers, and one object of the trials was

to thoroughly test them. They worked per

fectly, he said, and he was more than satis

fied. '

The summary f. lion's:

THURSDAY. _

One mile against time—Alex. Winton, Win

ton "Bullet;" time. 50. American record

514-5, held by Henry Fourulel'.

One mile against time. motorcycles-Oscar

ichstrom, Indian Motor Bicycle; time, MB,

beating former rccunl at 1.10 2-5.

One mile againsttime, gasolene cars under

1.000 lbs—H. T. Thomas, Oldsmobile; time,

1.06, beating previous record of 1.35 3-5.

One mile against time. steam cars—J. F.

Hathaway, Stanley; time. 1.28, beating pre

vious record of 1.53.

One mile race. gasolene cars under 1,000

lbs—Won ( by Raymond Boothroyd, New

York, Oldsmobile; time._1.36.

FRIDAY.

Daytona Handicap, five miles: open to all

vehicles—Won by Oscar IIedstrom, Spring

tieid, Mass. lmlian motor bicycle, handicap

1.05, actual time 5.37; H. '1‘. Thomas, Lan

sing, Mich, Oldsmobile, handicap actual

time 6.05, second; Raymond Boothroyd. New

York City, Oldsmobile runabout, handicap

4.15, actual time 10.45, third; Alex. Wintou,

scratch. actual time 7.23, fourth.

Motor bicycle championship of Florida, one

mile—Won by W. W. Austin, Daytona; I).

l'. Merrill, Smyrna, second; time 1.36.
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TIMER AT FINISH AWAITING THE SIGNAL.

dashing style in 5.27—fignres much in ad

vance of any yet recorded by a motor cycle.

On Saturday the ()rmond end 01! the beach

was tried again-and more record breaking

was accomplished. Winton cut 3 4—5 seconds

off his time o! the first day, the new figure

being 52 1-5, or just 25 outside of Fournier‘s

record. At ten miles he also scored, cover

ing the distance in 10.26, lowering the former

record of 10.50. Iiedstrom was again suc

SATURDAY.

One mile against time—Alex. Winton, time

5‘.’ 1-5.

'l‘cn miles against time—Alex. \Viuton,

time 10.26, beating previous American record

of 10.50.

One mile against time, motor cycles—Oscar

Hcdstrom, time 1.03 1-5, world's record.

()ne kilometer against time, gasolene cars

nndcr 1.000 lbs—II. T. Thomas, Oldsmobile,

time 41 4-5, beating previous record of 59 sec

onds. .
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Pardon me if under the influence of this

really spring weather I burst into poetry

with:

Is there a town so poor and (lend

That ne’er unto itself has said.

“l'li have an auto show 'I"

U i 0

Writing about spring reminds me that there

is always one infallible way to tell when it

is really here. Consulting almanac-s,

weather prophets, ground hogs and the like

is all very well, so far as those consulted

and their abilities go, but when you want a

really copper rivetted, cast iron certainty as

to spring‘s arrival watch the daily papers

for the revival of the story of the private

automobile road certain always unnamed

Long Island millionaires are going to build

so they may scorch to their heart’s content

unmindful of the hampering liayseed of the

public highway. Earlier than usual this

hardy annual blossomed forth in the New

York dailies and is now reappearing in the

papers throughout the country, as it will con

tinue to do until Thanksgiving Day or even

later. Yes, spring is here. After this proof

of it none may doubt, and you can feel no

hesitancy in bestowing an unsuppressed in

terest in lighter garments and other pneuco

niac productions.

0

Without a doubt it is highly immoral to

swear, but, believe me, there is something

wrong with the man who does not want to

do so sooner or later in his career as an au

tomobliist.

i i Q

Why shouldn't the automobilists emulate

the example of the coaching devotees and

hold a spring parade through the park and up

the Riverside Drive? I can remember when

the annual coaching affair of this kind at

tracted thousands of onlookers and went far

toward winning the public favor, which had

first been denied the new carriage because

it was thought to be purely an attempt to

imitate English fashions, which were not

then as popular with the masses as they

now are. When, however, the public saw

the owners of the tannin-hands turn out

for the pubiic's inspection, the change which

came about was marvellous, and while it

may have gone to jeer, the public remained

to cheer, and forthwith the four in hand was

an accepted thing. It would be exceedingly

easy for the automobile club to have an af

fair of this kind. and if it was kept a purely

club event it could be made a thoroughly

representative exhibit of all that was finest

and best in the shape of automobiles. The

benefit which would result from the estab

lishment of some annual aflair of this kind

would be something surprising to those who

have not given the matter any considera

tion. The Automobile Club has doneso much

that has really been for the best interest of

the motor vehicle that it seems very little

to ask them to take hold of anything so

easily promoted as this parade would be, and

I would therefore like to see them give the

idea consideration.

U l i

If the unexpected always happens with

a motor, and we always expect the unex

pected to happen, what'll happen?

0 O i

Please don't think I am a Jeremiah, be

cause really I'm not: but let me say just a

few words to all of you who are planning to

buy an automobile. After you have con

sulted all of yo 1r friends, read all the liter

ature bearing on the subject, and have in

every other way made yourself the living

receptacle of the consolidated automobile

wisdom of the universe, make your choice

of a vehicle and hope for the best. If, as it

sometimes happens, you get the worst you

will at least have the satisfaction of knowing

that you had a happy time getting there.

That‘s all, and it isn't so bad, either.

0 U I

That the modern imitator of the horse

thief should be the automobile one is but

natural, though I must say that the new

comer has a lot to learn from his predeces

sor when he steals a $1,200 automobile in

New York and pawns it in Yonkers. This

was what happened, and aside from the

utter foolishness of the whble performance,

any man, even a thief, who would take an

automobile to Yonkers even to pawn it,

should be hung.

U I

Naturally it was an Irishman who whis

pered, “More power to ye," as his motor

gave very decided evidence of its disinclina

tion or inability to carry itself and its owner

up an incline.

. i Q

We might just as well prepare to take our

medicine. Regardless of any need or any

benefit which can come to any one except

the politicians, the users of automobiles must

follow in the footsteps of the horseshoers

and the corn "doctors" and appear before a

committee and pay for the committee' de

claring they are proficient enough to be al

lowed to be placed in control of an automo

bile unaccompanied by a. guardian or a wet

nurse. The gentlemen who make our laws

at Albany and in the City Hall have both

decided on this licensing outrage, at the

instigation of a yellow journal and a few

well meaning but non-thinking automobil

ists. Of course, the whole thing is a strike,

and is but an extension of the idea of gov

ernment by and for a political committee.

No one can claim that those automobilists

who sin most against the canons of decency

and the law do so because they are incompe

tent. The very opposite is true; it is be

cause they are most competent that they

proceed at a speed and disregard for the

rights and lives of others that none but an

expert would or could. How will licensing

\

help this condition of affairs? Of course, it

will not, nor was it ever expected to. but it

will provide “graft” for the politicians out

of the pockets of the automobillsts, whom all

politicians regard as only fit to rob and to

abuse. As a- sample of what automobilists

are coming to in this matter I might call at

tention to the fact that only last week a

delegation of union engineers called upon

Mayor Low to protest against the way all

applicants for a license to run a boiler in

this city were held up. According to the

protesting committee, it is practically im

possible to get a license without “giving up"

liberally to the examiners. Now if a labor

union, with all its power and pull, cannot

protect its members from being shaken

down when licenses are sought, what chance

do you think an automobiiist, minus organi

zation, pull or anything else but cash, will

have?

til

It won't do the least bit of good to say

so; nevertheless, it is a fact that within

reasonable limits the faster an automobile

is sent past a horse the better, since the

animal, seeing less of it, has consequently

less time in which to work up his agitation.

If horsemen realized the safety which re

sults from a rapidly passing motor vehicle,

perhaps they would not be so insistent as

they now are upon the limitation of the

speed of the vehicle to something slower

than a dog trot.

a o

’Tis a good thing there is a long "close"

season between shows. As it is, we are

pretty sure to have a superabundance of

them before the curtain is rung down on the

last one. The Washington function will, we

trust, be the final one, and it will provide an

agreeable variety, in that its outdoor feat

ures will play an important part in the grand

whole.

They have just dug up King Thothme's

chariot over in Egypt, and the diggers up

value the conveyance dug up at $25,000.

See the disadvantage of being born ahead

of the times. Just think what a big, red

racing our old King Thot could have got for

that much money had he only waited until

now.

0 l 0

There must be something wrong with Mr.

John Carter Brown Woods, of Providence,

R. I., who has actually brought suit for

$10,000 against a railroad company for run

ning into and demolishing Mr. 'J. C. B

Woods‘s automobile. You couldn’t find a

Jury in this country who would render a

verdict in Mr. Brown’s favor. Why, the

very idea of an automobile or the owner

thereof having any rights of any kind is a.

thing so foreign to the belief of the ordinary

citizen that it seems to me the height of ab

surdity to try and get twelve of them to give

a verdict to the contrary, no matter what

the evidence brought before them might

be. THE COMMENTATOB.
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BEST OF ALL LAWS RETAINED

Connecticut Legislature Likely to Pass Bill

Slightly Amending Present Measure.

 

 

Within the week the Connecticut automo

bile situation has undergone a marked

change. Compromise of a sort has carried

the day, and ln.place of the absurd Warren

and other anti-automobile measures two

reasonable substitute bills have been intro

duced and are likely to be passed without

opposition worthy of the name. .

One of the bills relates solely to the reg

istering, numbering and lettering of auto

mobiles. It provides for the registering with

the Secretary of State, upon the payment of'

a fee of $1, of every automobile owned in

the State. Upon receipt of the name and

address of the owner, with description of

the car, a certificate shall be issued, to

gether with a number, and the latter, pre

ceded by the letter “C,” shall be attached to

the back of the car. No other formalities

are necessary, and the act takes effect two

months after its passage.

Cars run by non-residents are exempted

from the provisions of the bill, provided they

have conformed to the provisions of a sim

ilar law in their own State.

The second measure amends the existing

automobile law. The present speeds of 12

and 15 miles per hour are retained, as are

all its other provisions. The changes con

sist of adding an imprisonment penalty for

violation of the law; of prohibiting driving

at a dangerous rate of speed, and of making

it obligatory to slow or stop on meeting

restive or frightened horse drawn vehicles.

The new measure in full is as follows, the

changes from the present law being indi-~

cated by the bracketed portions:

No motor vehicle shall be run on any high

way or public place [at a rate of speed dan

gerous to life and property; nor on any high

way or public place] outside the limits of a

city at a rate of speed to exceed fifteen miles

an hour; nor on any highway or public place

within the limits of any city at a rate of

speed to exceed twelve miles an hour. Upon

approaching a crossing of intersecting streets

or roads, the person having charge of the

power of such vehicle shall have such ve

hicle under control, and shall reduce the

speed of such vehicle until said crossing of

such street or road shall have been passed.

[Upon meeting or passing any vehicle drawn

by a horse, the person having charge of the

power of such motor vehicle shall reduce its

speed, and if the horse drawing said vehicle

appears to be frightened, the person in

charge of said motor vehicle shall cause said

motor vehicle to come to a stop.] Wherever

the term “motor vehicle" is used in this sec

tion, it shall include all vehicles propelled

by any power other than muscular, excepts

ing the cars of electric and steam railways

and other motor vehicles running only upon

rails or tracks. No city, town, or borough

shall have any power to make any ordi

nance. bylaw or resolution respecting the

speed of motor vehicles, and no ordinance,

bylaw or resolution heretofore or hereafter

made by any city. town or borough in respect

to motor vehicles shall have any force or

effect. The mayor of any city, the select

men of any town, or the warden of any bor

ough, may, upon any special occasion, or

whenever in their ‘ judgment it may be

deemed advisable, grant permits to any per'

son or persons or to the public to run such

motor vehicles during a specified time or

until such permit is revoked, up n specified

portions of the public ways or b ghways of

such city, town or borough at any rate of

speed. and may annex such other'reasonable

conditions to such permits as they may deem

proper. Any person violating any of the

provisions of this section shall be fined not

more than two hundred dollars [or impris

oned not more than thirty days, or both.]

The second measure, relating to the regis

tration of automobiles, is as follows:

Section 1. No automobile or motor vehicle

shall be used or operated upon the public

highways of this State until the owner there

of has complied with the requirements of

sections two, four and five of this act.

Sec. 2. The owner of every automobile or

motor vehicle shall file in the oflice of the

Secretary of the State a statement of his

name and address, together with a brief

description of every 8.1011 vehicle owned by

him, and shall obtain from said Secretary a

numbered certificate for each of such ve

hicles, which certificate shall state the name

of the owner of such vehicle and that he

has registered in accordance with the pro

visions of this act.

Sec. 3. The Secretary of the State shall

keep a record of all such statements and of

all certificates issued by him, which record

shall be open to the inspection of any inter~

csted party at all reasonable times.

Sec. 4. Every such automobile or motor

vehicle shall have the initial letter of this

State and the number of the certificate

issued for such vehicle displayed upon the

back thereof in a conspicuous place and

manner, the letter and figures of such name

and number respectively to be at least three

inches high.

Sec. 5. A fee of one dollar shall be paid

to the Secretary of the State for each cer

tificate issued by him in accordance with

the provisions of section two of this act.

Sec. 6. No license. permit or registration

shall be required of the owner or operator

of any automobile or motor vehicle as a

condition of operating such vehicle, except

in accordance with the provisions of this

act, nor shall any such vehicle be required

to be marked in any way except in accord~

ance with the provisions of this act. But

nothing in this section contained shall ap

ply to such automobiles or motor vehicles

as are offered to the general public for hire.

Sec. 7. The provisions of sections one,

two, four and five of this act shall not ap

ply to such automobiles or motor vehicle

as are owned by manufacturers of or deal

ers in such vehicles and are not employed in

the private business or for the private use

of such manufacturers or dealers.

Sec. 8. The provisions of this act shall not

apply to automobiles or motor vehicles or

to the owners thereof, provided, that such

owners shall have complied with the law

of any other State or territory of the United

States which shall have in effect a law

similar in all respects to sections one, two,

three, four. six, seven and eight of this act,

except that in such event such owners shall

display the initial letter of such State or

Territory in place of the initial letter of

this State.

Sec. 9. The penalty for violating any of

the provisions of this act shall not be lesl

than five nor more than twenty-five dollars.

Sec. 10. This act shall take etfect two

months after its passage.

AMENDED DOUGHTY MEASURE

ls Result of Compromise in This State—Many

Good Features are Retained.

 

 

The conference at Albany on Tuesday Of

last week resulted in a very decided clear

ing of the automobile atmosphere. An agree

ment was reached between the Automobile

Club of America, a represented by Presi

dent Shattuck, and the anti-automobile

forces, with. Assemblyman Doughty at their

head. As a result the Doughty bill, intro—

duced in the Assembly on ’March 11, will

receive united support and is slated for an

early passage.

The Doughty bill is a lengthy one, and

burdensome in some of its provisions; yet

on the whole it is not a bad measure, nor,

the present state of the public mind consid

ered, one that could lightly be rejected by

motorists. it is a vast improvement over the

malodorous Cocks law now on the statute

books, and even possesses some points of

superiority over the original Doughty bill

—Aihc Liberty bill, as it is popularly termed.

Indeed, the latter is used as a model, and

the changes made in it both improve and

hurt it.

The greatest merit of the new measure is

found in its speed regulations. These are

eight, fifteen and twenty miles an hour in

the cities and towns, in the non-built up

portions of the cities and toWns, and in the

country, respectively. The definitions are

simple and precise. "Non-built up” means

where houses are 100 feet apart. Upon

passing other vehicles or pedestrians an

eight mile speed is required; where schools

or churches exist it must not exceed ten

miles; over bridges, four miles; eight miles

within half a mile of a postolfice, provided

signs are posted. Boards of supervisors are

permitted to suspend the limits so as to al

low speed contests.

The present registration system is changed

so as to provide for the registration of each

vehicle owned; the fee remains $1. Each

person desiring to or employed to operate

vehicles must also be registered. Certifi

cates and numbers are issued by the Secre

tary of State.

in the matter of signalling the only change

is the insertion of the clause, “and upon re—

quest shall cause the engine of such auto

mobile to cease running." This interpola

tion is a tartling one, however, and has

already come in for criticism.

The penalties imposed for violations of

the bill are severe, unduly so in most cases.

it is made a misdemeanor to run a car with

out belng registered, or to refuse to show

a certificate to the proper official. For vio

lation of the speed clauses the first oflfence

is punished by suspension for two weeks,

one month for the second, revocation for

the third; the fourth time the offender is

barred from receiving a certificate.

Instead of the $26 fine at present imposed
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the first violation is punished by $50 fine.

the second by $50 to $100 or thirty days‘ im

prisonment or both, the third and subse

quent offences by imprisonment, or by im

prisonment not exceeding thirty days or by

a fine of! not less than $100 nor exceeding

$250. I

The proposed law is as follows:

Section 163. The commissioners, trustees

or other authorities having charge or con—

trol of any highway, public street, park

way, driveway or place, shall have no power

or authority to pass, enforce or maintain

any ordinance, rule or regulation by which

any person using a bicycle or tricycle, an

automobile or motor vehicle, whether the

same be propelled by steam, gasolene, elec

tricity or other source of energy, shall be

excluded or prohibited from the free ue oi

any highway, public street, avenue, road

way, driveway, park, parkway or place,

at any time when the same is open to the

free use of persons having and using other

pleasure carriages, except upon such drive—

way, speedway or road as has been or may

be expressly set apart by law for the ex

clusive use of horses and light carriages.

The board of supervisors of any county

may adopt ordinances, not inconsistent here

with, regulating the speed of automobiles

or motor vehicles on the county roads, high

ways or streets of such county, outside the

limits of cities. No ordinance, rule or regu

lation adopted by the authorities of any

city, in pursuance of this section, or of any

other law, shall require an automobile or

motor vehicle to travel at a slower rate than

eight miles per hour within the closely built

up portions of such city, nor at a slower

rate of speed than fifteen miles per hour

where the houses in such city upon any

highway are more than one hundred feet

apart. No ordinance, rule or regulation

adopted by the authorities of any munici

pality, in pursuance of this section, or of

any other law, shall require an automobile

or motor vehicle to travel at a slower rate

of speed than twenty miles per hour within

any town or village outside of the territory

within which the speed is restricted by the

latter part of this section.

An ordinance adopted by a board of super

visors, in pursuance of this section, regulat

ing the rate of speed of automobiles or motor

vehicles on the highways or streets of such

county outside of cities, shall supersede any

such ordinance in such county adopted by

the authorities of a town or village. But

nothing herein shall prevent the passage,

enforcement or maintenance of any regula

tion, ordinance or rule, regulating the use of

bicycles or tricycles in highways, public

streets, driveways, parkways and places, or

the regulation of the speed of carriages, ve

hicles, engines, automobiles or other motor

vehicles in public parks and upon park

ways and driveways in the city of New

York, under the. exclusive jurisdiction and

control of the Department of Parks of said

city, nor prevent any such commissioners.

trustees or other authorities in any other

city from regulating the speed of any ve

hicles herein described in such manner as

to limit and determine the proper rate of

speed with which such vehicles may be pro

pelled, nor in such manner as to require, di- ‘

root or prohibit the use of bells, lamps and

other appurtenances, nor to prohibit the

use of any vehicle upon that part of the

highway, street or parkway commonly

known as the footpath or sidewalk.

No automobile or motor vehicle propelled

by steam. gasolene, electricity or other

source of energy shall pass a person driving

.a horse or horses, or other domestic animal,

or foot passengers walking in the roadway

of the highway, or cross an intersecting

main highway, at a greater rate of speed

than eight miles per hour, nor pass a public

- school, on the days when school is held, be

tween the_ hours of 8 o‘clock ante meridian

and 4 o’clock post meridian, or pass a build

ing of public worship on the Sabbath day

during the usual hours of service at a greater

rate of speed than ten miles per hour, or

cross a dam or causeway where the travelled

portion of the roadbed is less than twenty

feet wide at a greater rate of speed than

four miles per hour. No automobile or ino

tor vehicle propelled by steam, gasoloue,v

electricity or other source of energy shall

run upon any highway of this State within

a distance of one-half mile of any postoftice

in this State at a greater rate of speed than

eight miles per hour, if the authorities hav

ing control of the highway or highways with

in such distance indicate by an appropriate

sign on the side of any highway upon which

speed is to be regulated that speed is to be

reduced to the rate of eight miles per hour.

Upon such sign there shall appear clearly

the words, “Slow down to eight miles," and

also an arrow pointing in the direction

where the speed is to be reduced. provided.

however, that if the territory beyond the

said limit of one-half mile of any postofiice

is built up to such an extent that in the

judgment of the authorities having control

of such highway or highways speed should

be reduced beyond such half~mile limit of

the postofi‘ice, that then, in such case, the

authorities having charge of such highway

or highways may erect such signposts at a

greater distance than onehalf mile of such

postoflice and at the limit of su'ch built up

portion of the highway, and thereupon no

such automobile shall be run within such

distance thus established at a rate of speed

in excess of eight miles per hour. Nothing

herein contained shall be construed as pre

venting a board of supervisors from setting

aside for a given time a road for speed tests

to be conducted under proper restrictions

Sec. 166. Registration by owners of auto

mobiles—Every owner of an automobile or

motor vehicle shall, within thirty days after

the amendment to this section takes effect,

file in the office of the Secretary of State a

statement containing his name and address,

with a brief description of the character of

such vehicle, including the name of the

maker and the number of the motor vehicle,

and shall pay to the Secretary of State a

registration fee of one dollar for each motor

vehicle.

The Secretary of State shall number the

certificates which he has heretofore issued

in the order in which they have been issued.

and upon request of the holder of any such

certificate shall, without further fee, stamp

thereon the number of the same or issue a

duplicate showing such number. Every per—

' son desiring to operate an automobile as

mechanic, employe or for hire shall, within

thirty days after the amendment to this sec

tion takes effect, file in the office of the Sec

retary of State a statement giving his name

and address, and also a description of the

character of the machine which he is en

abled to operate, and shall pay to the Score

tary of State a registration fee of one dollar.

The Secretary of State shall issue to such

person an operator’s certificate, properly

numbered, stating that such person is regis

tered in accordance with this section, and

shall cause the name of such person, with

the number of his certificate. to be entered

in alphabetical order in a book kept for such

purpose. Every person acquiring such a

certificate shall, at all times, when operat

ing an automobile, carry such certificate

with him.

See. 169. Stop automobile on signal—livery

person driving an automobile or motor v6)

hicle shall, 'at request or signal, by putting

up the band, from a person driving or riding

a res-Live horse or horses, or driving domestic

animals, cause the automobile to immedi

ater stop and remain stationary, and upon

request shall cause the engine of such auto~

mobile to cease running, so long as may be

necessary to allow said horses or domestic

animals to pass. This provision shall apply

to automobiles going either in the same or

in an opposite. direction.

Sec. 169a. License or permits for automo

- blies.-—Any person owning or operating an

automobile or motor vehicle, whether the

motive power of the same be electricity,

steam, gasoiene or other source of energy,

except such as are used for public hacks,

trucks or vehicles for hire, shall not be re

quired to obtain any license or permit pursu

ant to the provisions of any local or munici

pal resolution or ordinance, or the rules or

regulations of any commissioners, trustees,

supervisors or other authorities having

charge or control of any highway, public

street, parkway, driveway or place, or pur

suant to the provisions of any municipal

charter or any other statute, except as here

in contained. Every such automobile or

motor vehicle shall have the number of tin.

certificate issued under section one hun

dred and sixty-six by the Secretary of State

placed upon the back thereof in a conspicu

ous place so as to be plainly visible, the

numbers to be Arabic numerals, black in

white ground, each not less than three inches

in height and each stroke to be of a width

not less than half an inch.

A person who shall operate or run any au

tomobile or motor vehicle upon any highway,

public street, park, parkway, driveway or

place, without a certificate first had and

obtained as herein provided or being the '

holder of such a certificate, shall refuse to

exhibit the same on demand to any peace

officer, shall be deemed guilty of a misde

meanor, and upon conviction thereof shall

be punishable as provided in section out»

hundred and sixty-nine-b, and any person

who shall violate any of the provisions of

this statute, -or of any speed ordinance

adopted pursuant hereto, upon conviction

thereof, shall, in addition to the penalties

provided in section one hundred and sixty

nine-b, be further punished for a first offence

by a suspension of his right to operate or

run an automobile for a period of two weeks,

for a second offence by a suspension of his

said right for a period of one month, and

for a third offence by a revocation of his

said right. A person convicted four times

of violating a speed ordinance or ordinances

shall thereafter be disqualified and barred

from receivinga license certificate.

Sec. 169b. Penalty—The violation of any

‘ of the provisions of section one hundred and

sixth-three or sections one Ihundred and

sixty-six to one hundred and sixty-nine-a,

inclusive, or for violating any ordinance.

rule or regulation adopted by the authori

ties of any municipality, or the commis

sioners, trustees or other authorities of any

parkway or driveway, relating to automo

biles or motor vehicles, propelled by elec

tricity, steam, gasolene or other source of

energY, shall be deemed a misdemeanor pun~

ishable by a fine not exceeding fifty dollars

for the first offence, and punishable by a

fine not less than fifty dollars nor exceed

ing one hundred dollars, 'r imprisonment

not exceeding thirty days, or both, for a

second offence, and punishable by imprison

ment, or by imprisonment not exceeding

thirty days and by fine not less than one

hundred dollars nor exceeding two hundred

and fifty dollars for a third or ubsequent

offence.

Sec. 6. All acts or parts of acts regulating

the speed of motor vehicles, inconsistent

herewith, are hereby repealed.

Sec. 7. This act shall take effect immedi‘

ately.
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’ Thc Metropolitan Salcsrooms and Garages—IV

 

 

The one place in New York City where

automobllists can get in on the ground floor

with their cars. to the number of 200, is at

the grand garage of the Central Automobile

Co., at No. 1.684 Broadway. between Fifty

second and Fifty-third streets. As few of

should a place made to accommodate artil

lery, and that is what the structure was

built for. Originally it was the home of

the 2d Battery. N. G. S. N. Y. Later, in the

days of the bicycle craz~= it was a riding

school for the Michaux Club. composed of

The roomiucss and dryness of the build~

-ing are great virtues in this place. but they

do not overshadow the advantages it pos

sesses through being near the park and bc‘

in; equipped for the highest class of work

and storage attention._ While the capacity
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date ba ckthe garages of the metropolis

more than two or three years, this is one

of the earliest of the city's automobile estab~

iishniénts, as well as‘one of the mostspa

eious.

Housed in a building built for an armory.

this garage has the appearance of occupying

a place constructed especially for the. pur

pose. Thc front has a businesslike look, as

members of the. fashionable set. The huiid~

lug extends through the b10ck 180 feet. from

Broadway to Seventh avenue. and has a

frontage of 80 feet on each of those thor

oughfares. It is built of brick and iron and

stone. and is almost fireproof. With its

great skylightcd dome and its floor or solid

concrete. without a single pillar, it looks

the ideal place for stabling motor cars.

of the great floor is about 200 cars, there

are at this writing about 120 there. and these

are disposed in a way that facilitates ar

rival and departure and cleaning work to

the utmost. 'l‘ncl'c is a single row of cars

about the sides and the roar of the room.

and the rcst form an oval island in the ecu

trc. Between the rows of cars about the

walls and the central group is a roadway
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big enough for a touring car to be turned

about in it. This roadway extends around

the centre lot of vehicles, so that it forms a

track about fifteen laps to the mile. This

permits of cars being handled with the

minimum of turning about, as it is easy al

ways to run around the track to the door

way on Broadway. There is no entrance

from the Seventh avenue side now.

It is an impressive scene that meets the

eye when one stands in the gallery at the

front end of the building and looks over the

big hall. Gasolene and steam vehicles of

every description are to be seen, big im

ported touring cars, runabouts, broughams,

cabs and victorias. Steam vehicles are not

for the electrical and the gasolene cars. G.

Combet, an experienced French mechanic, is

in charge of the gasolene shop. The shops,

together with the rest of the arrangements

in “The Central," as it is familiarly known,

inspire appreciation of the words of the pre

siding genius of the place, who once said:

“We claim nothing except that we do the

very best work in every respect, give the

most thorough attention to stored cars,

prompt and polite service to patrons, and

charge proper prices for it. We maintain

the place for those who want the best of

everything."

Right in the driveway leading into the

building from Broadway is a platform on

kept supplied with full sets of parts of Pan

hards and all other foreign cars, and esti

mates for jobs of magnitude can be quickly

furnished.

The Central was opened in June, 1901, and

became a prosperous establishment almost

immediately. The business is incorporated

as the Central Automobile 00., and E. T.

Kimball is the proprietor and manager,

More, Renault and Peugeot imported can

and Bull’an electrics are the lines sold, and

a lively business is done in selling besides

storing cars. Mr, Kimball is now expecting

daily a shipment of Mors cars, of which

make he contracted for a number while in

Europe last fall. Most of the first lot will
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accepted because of insurance agreements

and also because of the business policy of

the company. 0n the south side of the build

ing is a washing table big enough to accom

modate two cars at a time, and are lights

are suspended from the roof so' that each

side of the car can be seen by the men when

cleaning without having to turn it around.

Beyond the washing table are the charging

boards, from which a dozen machines can

be recharged at the time time, for electric

vehicles form a considerable proportion of

the “boarders” at this station.

At the rear of the building are repair

shops of the first class, equipped with every

facility for mending engines and bodies; in

fact, so complete are they that they are

like a small factory for turning out entire

cars to order. There are separate rooms

one side for alighting patrons, and this plat

form leads into a comfortable waiting room

built off the entrance way in a manner that

reminds one of a keeper’s lodge at the gate

way of an English estate. An attendant is

stationed at this waiting room in the en

tranceway' both day and night. and patrons

do not have to enter the building for any

attention.

The business offices of the company are

reached by a winding stair from near the

gateway to a mezzanine floor about twenty

feet deep that extends the width of the

building, and has a balcony along its inner

edge that overlooks the main floor. Abut~

ting the offices on one side Is a large stock

room. in which a couple of men are busy

most of the time, and at. the other end is a

room for the chaufieurs. The stock room is

find purchasers awaiting them on their ar

rival, one of those who have bought being

Clarence E. Mackay.

The satisfying character of this station is

amply indicated by the class of patronage

it has. It does a big business in stabling

electric broughams used by people promi

nent in fashionable society, and a big busi

ness also in imported tonneau cars. A few

of those who store and repair at the Central

are George Gould, Clarence E. Mackay,

Colonel C. A. Postley, R. Horace Gallatin,

F. L. M. Masury, Archibald S. White, M, G.

Foster. W. G Brokaw, C G Gates, August

Belmont, J E. Schwab and J. B. Brady.

There is always a bustle at the Central.

for it is open every hour in the year, and

one can drop in at any of the odd hours

after midnight and find men washing car

riages, oiling, adjusting and attending to

charging. About eighty men are employed

in the place, and both the night and day

shifts are kept busy.
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NlNE YEARS AGREEMENT ON

SELDEN PATENT

f Continued from page 18.)

valve, V, through the medium of the cam

shaft, S.

A clutch. Y, might be interposed betWeen

the motor and the gearing. M N, in which

case the cam shaft, S, was to be positiVely

driven. By means of this clutch Selden Was

enabled to throw the driving axle in and out

of gear, an arrangement now used on eVery

gasolene carriage. Selden saw the incon

venience of extinguishing the ignition flame

or of closing the exhaust valve in order to

bring the carriage to a standstill. The

necessity of starting up the motor by hand

rendered the provision of a device whereby

the carriage could be stopped, although the

motor were still in operation. of no little

importance. He therefore introduced the

clutch, which. it may be safely said, con

stitutes one of the cardinal elements of his

invention.

The traction wheels, B, of the carriage are

attached to the axle by clutches, splined on

the driving shaft and held in mesh by springs

in order to enable the wheels to rotate in

dependently and to facilitate the turning of

corners. The arrangement, though crude, is

not a bad substitute for our modern differ

ential gear. The clutches are actuated by

hand wheels, 1. The air inlet, d1 (Fig. 3), is

likewise controlled by one of the hand

wheels through the medium of gears, c1.

The inlet supply valves between the tank.

U, and the pump, g1. are opened and closed

by a cord. e1, connected with a band wheel,

I. The steering apparatus conlsts merely

of a worm gearing driven from the hand

wheel, A.

In order to reverse the vehicle Selden in

tended either to employ the system of revers

ing gears used in connection with the feed

screws of engine lathes, or preferably to use

a crane neck, whereby the driving wheel

could be turned completely around under

neath the body.

From this brief description of Selden’s

“road engine" it is evident that almost every

important feature of the modern petroleum

automobile is included in the operative mech

anism. The main points are covered in the

first and broadest of the claims, which

reads:

“The combination with a road locomotive,

provided with suitable running gear, includ

ing a propelling wheel and steering mechan

ism, of a liquid hydrocarbon gas engine of

the compression type. comprising one or

more power cylinders, a suitable liquid fuel

receptacle. a power shaft connected with

and arranged to run faster than the pro

pelling wheel, an intermediate clutch or dis

connecting device, and a suitable carriage

body adapted to the conveyance of persons

or goods.”

A model, submitted with the application, is

still in the model room in the patent office

at Washington.

The Electric Vehicle Co.‘s predecessor, the

Columbia and Electric Vehicle Co., secured

from Mr. Selden the exclusive rights to his

automobile inventions, but only after about

six months' negotiation, during which thou

sands of dollars were expended in investigat

ing the validity of his patents. After this

investigation the company immediately com

menced a suit against the then strongest out

side automobile manufacturers, the Winton

Motor Carriage Co., of Cleveland, 0., and

the Gasolene Engine 00., of Buflalo, N. Y"

with the object of having the validity of the

patent thoroughly proven. The Electric Ve

hicle Co. was soon assured of a thorough

contest, as the principal outside infringing

manufacturers organized a defensive asso

ciation to support the Winton Co. Among

those who joined with the two above con

cerns at that time were the Packard Motor

Car Co., of Warren, Ohio; the Duryea Power

Co., of Reading, Pa.; the Autocar Co., of

Ardmore, Pa., and the Haynes-Apperson Co.,

of Kokomo, Ind. After action was begun in

the suit all of the aDoVe companies prac

tically withdrew with the exception of the

Winton Motor Carriage Co., of Cleveland,

and it is stated that between that concern

and the Electric Vehicle Co. very nearly

$200,000 has already been expended.

After suit was begun, with the Winton

Motor Carriage Co., Percy Owen and A. W.

Chamberlain named as defendants, a de

murrer was entered by the latter on Sept.

3. 1900. It was claimed that the Selden ve

hicle was not really a new invention at the

time the letters patent'were granted, and

therefore not a patentable device. - They of

fered British letters patent issued to Morel

in 1863, to Mackenzie in 1865, to Witty in

1830. and to Hilton & Johnson in 1878, and

United States letters patent issued to Lenoir

in 1861, in support of their demurrer, but

this was all overruled. Justice Coxe in the

United States Circuit Court handed down a

decision on November 10, 1900, manifestly

favorable to the inventor and overruling the

demurrer offered by the defendants.

Judge Coxe refused to hold with the de

fendants; contradicted the statement that

the gas engine for road purposes was not

new at the time Selden had applied for the

patent, and asserted that some measure of

inventiveness was required for the substi

tution of gas for steam as a motive-power

for road vehicles. Judge Coxe held that,

while the Rochester vehicle may have been

somewhat crude and tentative, it still must

be regarded as the first concrete effort to con

struct a road locomotive provided with a

liquid hydrocarbon gas engine of the com

pression type, which left the platform of the

carriage unobstructed.

The Commissioner of Patents, in his an

nual report for the year 1896, published in

the Oflicial Gazette for May 12, indorses the

Selden patent as follows:

“Selden, in 1895, received a patent, Novem

her 5, No. 549,160, which may be considered

the pioneer invention in the application of

the compression gas engine to road or horse

less carriage use.”

On November 30, 1900, Judge John It.

Hazel, in the U. S. Circuit Court at Buffalo,

agreed with Judge Coxe and dismissed all

the demurrers, with costs to be paid by the

defendants.

Then the case went to trial. and more than

2,000 pages of testimony were taken, which,

however, was simply for the defendant‘s

case. The evidence adduced was not only

from data in this country, but all of Europe

was searched for evidence of an anticipation

of Mr. Selden’s invention. When the defend

ant’s case was about to be closed it was

found that nothing had been found which

had not been known to the complainants,

the Electric Vehicle 00.; before they acquired

their exclusive rights from Mr. Selden.

It was only a few days ago that it became

known that on March 20 a decree was en

tered in the United States Circuit Court,

Southern District of New York, Judge La

combe, declaring the patent of George B.

Selden, No. 549,160, valid in law and in

fringed by the defendants. This decision

was rendered relative to the original suit of

the Electric Vehicle 00. and George B. Sel

den vs. the Wiuton Motor Carriage Co.,

Percy Owen and A. W. Chamberlain.

This action had been anticipated for some

time, the defendants recognlzlng their case

as hopeless and joining in the movement to

effect a protective organization, as already

told.

A few months before this decision was

rendered a suit for infringement was begun

against Smith & Mabley, of New York, for

infringement by selling imported vehicles,

and this case is yet pending.

Ray Will 30 to Buss.

By the middle of July next The Ray Auto

matic Machine Co., now at Cleveland, ex

pect to be located in their new plant at

Berea, seven miles west of Cleveland. The

company's business has grown to such an

extent that the present quarters have been

outgrown. Recognizing this fact, a tract of

about six acres of land has been purchased

at Berea. and plans are being drawn for

large factory buildings to be erected there

at once. There will be three different de

partments, devoted to automobile parts, ma

chinery and bolts and nuts, respectively.

_The location is an admirable one in point

of convenience. 0n the north there is about

1,000 feet of Lake Shore and Big Four track

age, while the Cleveland and Southern Elec

tric Railway bounds it on the south.

 

Special Department for Automobile Work.

To such proportions has theautomobile

business of the Billings & Spencer Co., Hart

ford, grown, that it has become necessary to

form a special section for this class of work.

An automobile forgings department has

therefore, been created. with an entirely sep

arate equipment of steam drop hammers,

etc. Here all the orders for automobile

forgings will be executed, and an increased

capacity as well as greater facility will re

sult.

Will Double its Capacity.

Considerable improvements will be made

to the West End and Allenhurst (N. J.) sta—

tions of the Electric Vehicle (‘0v When these

are completed, which is expected to be by

May 1, the stations will have twice their

former capacity.

The Moyea Automobile Company will en

ter a vehicle in the approaching commercial

test promoted by the A. C. A. A racing

Moyea car is alo planned, and will probably

make its appearance next summer.
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FISHER WINS THE THOUSAND

In a Borrowed Car. he Plows Through Indiana

mud for Gold and Glory—and Business. ‘

Quite the nearest approach to a long dis

tance road race that has been run in this

country in several years occurred on'the 24th

nit. in indiana, the route being from lndian

apolis to Columbus and return, a distance of

100 miles.

Fisher and W. A. Carr of the former place.

The contestants were Carl G.

Fisher is the Oldsmobile agent for Indian

apolis and vicinity, and Carr represented

(‘oarad Mueller, the Cadillac agent. The

race was for $500 a side and grew out of a

heated discussion as to the respective merits,

of the two cars and a resulting newspaper

challenge. Each side had its followers and

partisanship ran high.

The start was made trom Indianapolis at

9.19 a. n1., and although the roads were in

fearful shape, being huh deep in many

places, Fisher ploughed through it in tine

style, reaching the turning point at 12.22 and

crossing the finish line at 2.55 p. m.,

completing the hundred miles and winning

the race and wager in 5 hours 36 minutes.

Carr‘s connecting rod broke 48 miles from

the finish and placed him hors dc combat.

That there was intense rejoicing in the

Oldsmobile camp goes without saying.

li‘isher himself was so elated and so coliti

dent of the results that would foil or his per

formance over such vile roads that in wiring

the (lids Motor “'Oi'ks of his victory be

coupled it with an order for 10 cal-loads of

“the best things on wucels." What really

made his achievement the more. impressive

was the fact that in the race he used it her

rowed car; the demand for ()ldsmobiles hav

ing kept ahead of the supply. he had not

one of them in stock the night before the

event and was perforce c aupelled to borrow

one from a customer. and one that had been

in use all winter. ‘

Century Plans a New Factory_

General Manager Van Wagoner of the

(‘entury Motor Vehicle (‘o.. Syracuse. N. 1'"

was in New York last week. Iie stated to :1

Motor “'orld representative that it was the

intention of his company to erect a new

factory“one-quarter of a mile long in order

to provide facilities for their rapidly grow

ing business. A tract of ground is had in

view, and, although it is now occupied by

twenty-seven houses. these will be. torn down

to make room for the new buildings.

The (‘cutnry company has been unusually

succeszul in obtaining orders, these being

sufficient to keep the factory busy through—

out the scason. It is its intention therefore,

to henceforth devote itself to the producing

end of the business. The orders now on

the books will be tilled exactly as the de

livery dates call for the cars, and new ones

will be refused until this is done.

Steam Pump of Original Design.

In the Nelson steam water pump the John

Simmons (‘o., No. 11H to 110 Centre street,

New York. offer a radical departure from

any recognized type of pumping engine at

present applied to either stationary or trac

tlon work.

in this pump there are but two actual

working parts; there are no valves in either

the water or the steam cylinders; stutiing

boxes have been discarded, and instead a

ground sleeve is used, one in each distance

piece which separates the two cylinders,

The ground joints eliminate the necessity of

using packing. which is at all times unde

sirable and a nuisance. The pump is held
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together by a single belt, which passes longi

tudinally between the cylinders and has at

each end a bridge piece. crossing from the

centre of one cylinder to that of the other,

thereby distributing equally the strain on

all the joints. By simply removing a nut

thc whole“ pump may be taken apart for Ur

spectiou.

The Nelson pump may be operated as slow

ly as ten strokes per minute. or it may be

speeded up to the maximum steam pressure

carried. it will feed the boiler from any

pressure from ten to 300 pounds. and lift

water fifteen feet without priming. it will

pump three am] one-half gallons per mhmte

at any pressure up to 300 pounds and heated

to 200 degrees li‘ahrenheit.

  

 

  

Recent Incorporation.

Scranton. i‘a.——'l‘win .\lnl< r Vehicle t‘o..

“‘iill $11!".tltitl‘capital; to nunmi'm-iure ve

hicles of all kinds.

('olilinlllis. ()liiOAUnlllliilins Motor Vehicle

(‘0.. with Mormon capital.

'l‘oledo. Ohio—Todd .\lf,'_'. t'o__ with $101!.

ooo capital; to nmnnl'm—turc automobiles, bi

cycles and parts. The otiiccrs are S. S.

'l‘horu. president: .I. Y. 'l‘odd. general man

ager; J. 1), Crawford, secretary. aml .i. .l.

(‘ooue_v. treasurer.

Will Remove to Centre Street.

On April ill the iilcutric t‘ontact to will

remove to .\'os. 202 and ‘_'0l (‘cntrc street.

this city. They have taken on the line of

spark plugs. e|c.. made by ii. 1). Williams,

Syracuse. N. Y., and will market them here.

I to the hall.

END OF WASHINGTON SHOW

Attendance is a Disappointment. but Exhibitors

are Pleased—Much Business is Done.

Washington, D. 0. March 28.—-The sound

,ing of “Taps” by a bugler of the North

western Military Academy brought the au-v

tomobile show, which has been running here

for a week. to a close to-night.

This show. the second to be promoted by

the automobile dealers of this city, was

Somewhat of a disappointment so far as the

attendance was concerned; at no time dur

1ing the week was the exhibition hall any

where near being crowded. However, those

who visited the show appeared to be inter

ested in the subject, and were not hampered

in their inspection of the exhibits by a crowd

of the merely curious people who are gen

erally so much in evidence at trade ex

hibltions.

Despite the. small attendance the dealers

must have been pleased with what was ac

complished, as they have already decided

to repeat the event next year, but in~Con- "

'vention- Hall, the scene of the first show;

the date probably will be the last week of

March.

The Motor \Vorld man made a tour of

the ball just before the close of the show,

and saw "Sold" cards on seventeen ma

chines. .\ 10cal paper makes the assertion

hat the sales made during the week aggre

gated simooo, but this is probably some

what in excess of the actual volume of busi

llcss done. ,

The otiicers and members of the National

(‘apital Autoruobilc~t,‘lub were very much in

evidence at the show. the club having a

tastefully decorated booth near the entrance

The booth was applied with

easy chairs, and afforded an inviting rest

ing place for all who cared to avail them

selves of the club‘s hospitality. A large

table in the centre of the booth contained

late issues of all the automobile papers.

and those found nmch favor with the visit

ors. it is understood that the club will be

reorganized some. time during the summer.

and that it will then arrange to maintain a

country clubhouse.

(in Thursday J. l". Hurlbert. in a Cadillac

car. made an attempt to climb the steps of

the Capitol. He was going splendidly, and

had got about half way up, when his chain

broke and the car ran down backward, but

without injuring the car in the slightest del‘

L'l't‘tl.

Exhibition at Quaker City Next Year.

An automobile exhibition, to be held next

year, is being arranged for by the Philadel

phia Commercial Museum. Neither the date

nor the duration have yet been determined.

On March. 25'», the first day licenses Were

issued to New Jersey autoists at the otiice

of the Secretary of State. Trenton, 100 cer

tlficates were given out.
.r
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SELLING OOES BY FAVOR

How a 'Cute Salesman got an Endless Chain

Started From one Buyer.

“Talk about your endless chains; they are

not in it with the automobile business,” re

marked the salesman for a large New York

house that has a pretentious automobile de

partment. “If you make one sale to a man,

and he likes the car, you will find before

you wind up that anywhere from two to half

a dozen of his friends are secured as custom

ers also.

“You see, I don‘t always wait for custom

ers to come into the store. My list contains

the names of a number of people, some of

whom are actually thinking of buying an

automobile or have talked of doing so, while

others have not even reached the latter

stage. Strange as it may seem, the latter

are the kind of people I like to tackle.

There‘s a piquancy about it that fascinates

one after a while and more than ofl‘sets the

disagreeableness of trying to sell a man

something that he hasn’t the slightest inten

tion of buying. It takes ‘nerve' at first; but

you soon get used to it, and, as I say, like

it. There are all sorts of funny experiences

connected with it, and they preserve it from

monotony.

“One thing that helps us is the standing of

our house. It is only necessary to present its

card to get a hearing, and after that it all

depends on your line of talk.

“Some weeks ago—it was a nasty. rainy

day, with no danger of an overflow of cus

tomers at the store—I ‘braced’ a man in the

Empire Building. He dealt with the store,

and was a youngish man with a good income

who ought to have an automobile, even if he

did not think so. He only needed a good

talking to in order to perceive the error of

his ways. And I felt pretty sure that I could

bring him around if I had a fair show. At

any rate, i felt just in the humor to try.

"He was very busy, and did not give me a

very good opening. However. the sight of

my card thawed him a little, and I started

in. I soon got him interested, although he

did not seem to want to admit it. The fact

encouraged me, however, and I gave him a

good line of talk. The pleasures of automo

bliing were eloquently portrayed, and the

convenience, swiftness. endurance and all

around goodness of the self-propelled vehicle

dilated upon at length. After a while he

laid aside the pretence of indifference and

listened intently and even asked a few ques

tions. But he did not commit himself, not

even so far as to promise to drop in at the

store and take a look at the car. But I felt

pretty well satisfied with my work. and we

parted very pleasantly. .

“A few days later he called me up on the

’phone and asked me if I could give him a

ride on one of the ears. I made an evening

appointment with him and we had a fine

ride. 80 enthusiastic did he become that I

almost forgot what I was doing. and we had

got pretty well in town on the way back be

fore I began to think of slackening speed to

get down to eight miles an hour. To tell

the truth, I did not think of it at all until a

mounted policeman made the suggestion,

and to emphasize it took us along to the sta

tion house. My companion bailed me out,

and as we left the place indulged in some

pretty strong language about the idiocy of

such a speed limit. I felt then that he had

fallen a victim to the automobile bacilli, and

1 was well content to letvit get in its fine

work.

“Sure enough, he succumbed a short time

ago, purchasing the car I had recommended,

of course. Since then he has been a most

enthusiastic motorist. He operates his own

car, and has become quite expert in its man

ngement.

“But he did not stop there. He recom

mended it to his friends, and out of nearly

a dozen names that he has~given me. at vari

ous times I have made three sales and have

as many more as good as arranged for. Be

sides that, and here is where the endless

chain business comes in, those of his friends

who have bought are giving me the names of

friends of theirs to work on. ‘Go see Jim

So and So,” they will say. ‘lf you work him

right you can sell him a car.’

"‘You may be sure that I don‘t lose any of

these links _ of the chain. Each name is

treasured carefully, and if I succeed in sell

ing one in ten we will have trouble in get

'ting enough cars to supply our trade.”

 

Struck a nghtless Railroad Gate.

Only by the narrowest margin did a well

known racing motorist of the Middle West

escape serious injury or even death a short

time ago. He was Teturning home one

night, travelling, well, quite up to the legal

limit, when, without the slightest warning,

he crashed into a lowered and unlighted

railway gate. The gate was splintered into

fragments, of course, and the portion just

in front of the cur struck the steering wheel

and post with terrific force, bending both,

but fortunately not breaking them. The

thing was done in a moment, and almost

before the two men in the car could realize

‘ what had occurred they were across the rail

road tracks. A quick stop was made, and

an account of the damage taken. The steer

ing column was badly bent, but not so badly

that it could not perform its office; and no

other part of the car had been damaged.

Considerably shaken up and with a deter

mination to watch for railroad crossings

thereafter, the journey was resumed.

Parisian lione Marts, Decline.

The slow but certain substitution of auto

mobiles for equines is said to be evidenced

in the gradual falling 0!! of Parisian horse

sales. Cheri’s and Tattersall‘s marts are

beginning to Lee] unmistakably the effects of

the automobile‘s superiority, both in attend

ance of bidders and amount of bids.

 

World's Platinum Supply Come: From Russia.

The greater portion of the world‘s plati

num is produced' in Russia. Hitherto the

metal was refined in other countries, but

Russia is taking steps to do her own refin

ing, as the process is cheap and the price

nearly doubled thereby.

Rust and its Ravages.

Rust afl'ects injuriously both iron—or steel

—-and rubber. Unless a rim is well pro

tected by enamel or paint it will rust; and

then the tire is placed In some danger, It

the fabric is once attacked serious damage

is pretty sure to be done.

The French Cycle Automobile Traders“

Association has voted $2,000 to assist French

manufacturers to exhibit at the St. Louis

World‘s Fair. M. Darracq is president or

the board.

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

A NEW YORK ELECTRIC TRUCK USED FOR TELEPHONE REPAIR WORK
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STEAM CAR PROGRESS

Former Shortcomings Corrected and Vasin Im

provod Vehicles OiicredeAn Example.

"To those who have been watching closely .

the progress of what is called the motor

improvement, it has become apparent that

with the rapid development of efficiency in

gasolene cars, there has been during the last

year a corresponding and possibly even a

greater development in the efficiency of the

light steam car as a practical road vehicle,"

says Ii‘IIson Young in the Autocar.

"The condition of the light steam car was,

until a very short time ago, broadly this.

For some two or three hundred pounds the

purchaser has been able to get a light car

which would run in fine weather and on fine

roads with great eae and smoothness for a

short time, but which, after a little while,

would begin to show signs of wear and

tendency to break down, chiefly owing to

the lightness of construction and somewhat

haphazard trust in the operator's knowledge

and experience. The owner of such a car

wishing to get the greatest possible amount

of efficiency out of it found himself virtually

prohibited from taking it out except in fine

weather when the roads were dry, as the

splashing of mud into the bearings of the

small engine rapidly produced symptoms of

an approaching end to that engine‘s ef

ficiency. He found himself, moreover,

pinned down to routes where he could pick

up clean water within twenty mile stages.

and he was also under the necessity of re

plenishing the gasolene tanks at intervals of

not less than forty miles.

“This, of coure, although it provides pos

sibilities of a very pleasant kind of country

jaunt or journey, can hardly be described as

motoring in the serious sense in which that

term is nowadays used. To enable the steam

car to hold its own with its great rival, it

becomes at once necessary to extend its

sphere of ‘non-stop‘ activity, and to so

strengthen and protect its working parts that

it may be as independent of weather and

condition of roads as it is possible for a

pleasure vehicle to be.

“Now there are a great many people who

prefer steam as a motive power to any form

of internal combustion engine hitherto de

~vlsed, and the greatly improved education

of the public in matters of mechanics and

simple engineering, which has been brought

about by the increased use of machinery in

modern life, disposes of the alleged bogey

of difficulty of management with regard to

the steam engine. Really a small steam en

gine is easily managed and requires only a

little knowledge and the kind of common

sense that is employed in the treatment of

horses, or other animals. Just because it is

more sensitive than the gasolene engine, it is

more easily damaged by neglecttui usage,

but we have in the steam engine a power

ful, accommodating and faithful servant.

which makes few demands. Its ease in run

ning, when applied to a motor car, produces

the silence and smoothness that have done

so much to popularize it. It means much

more than increased enjoyment to those who

use it. Noise and vibration usually mean

wear, and this involves renewal and e!

pense; inversely, absence of noise and vibra

tion means less wear, and a resultant econo

my in bearings, tires and wheels.

"That the problems to which i have re

ferred as being of urgent importance have

not been neglected by the designers and

builders of small steam cars is abundantly

shown by the recent development and im

provement in their practice. So far as cars

running in England are concerned, the credit

for this improvement is mainly due to the

builders of the White cars. By grappling

with the problems of lubrication, condensa

tion, and, above all, of a boiler which should

be practically automatic and ‘fool proof’ in

its action, they have achieved much; and, by

a cure in construction which had not been

generally shown, they have gone far to re

move many of the disabilities under which

steam cars have hitherto labored.

- "In addition to this they have recently

brought out a steam ear of a type which I

believe will have a great vogue in the fut

ure, namely, a steam tonneau car with the

engine in front under a bonne't in such a

position that all taps and levers can be

brought immediater in front of the driver

on a control board, thus doing away with

the awkward fumbling under the seat made

necessary by a centrally placed engine.

This, however, is a heavy car, and comes

outside the scope of my immediate purpose.”

To Improve Road Across Jersey Meadows.

At last a decent road between Jersey City

and Newark is in sight. The Hudson Coun

ty Board of Freeholders have decided to im—

prove the Bclleville Turnpike across the Jer

sey meadows and make it passable for an

tomobiles and other vehicles. The work will

cost $55,000, onethird of which will be paid

by the State of New Jersey and the remain

ing two-thirds by Hudson County.

This will be hailed with satisfaction by

automobilists who drive their machines over

the Newark Plank Road, which is generally

congested with the traffic of trucks and trol

ley cars. The improvement of the Belleville

Turnpike will not only practically give the

automobilists a roadway of their own, but

will shorten by nearly two miles the journey

from Arlington, Bloomfield and Montclair to

the Jersey City ferries. _ !

Bridgeport cub Will Banquet.

Jesse B. Cornwall, Bernard Setzer and

Thomas Fish have been appointed a com

mittee to make arrangements for the annual

banquet of the Automobile Club of Bridge

port, Conn., which is 'to be held on Monday

evening. April 6.

A SCIENTIFIC “GRAFTER”

Wanted Both Dealer and Employer to Pay Tri

buts—His Cool Proposition.

“There are ‘grafters’ and ‘grafters’ in this

automobile business," said the salesman for

a specialty house in this city to a Motor

World man the other day. “As long as a

man is content to make a ‘decent bit’ I don't

condemn him utterly. But when he makes

a hog of himself I think it is time to call a

halt.

“Here is the game I ran up against the

“The chauffeur of

a wealthy young automobilist came to me

After ask

ing a lot of questions about it, and appan

ently receiving satisfactory answers, he got

down to business. He inquired the price.

and I told him that it was $20.

“ ‘I want three of them,’ he said. ‘Let me

see, your discount is—’ and he paused sug

gestively. I informed him that the price

was net.

“ ‘Oh, well, you can give me 10 per cent

anyway. That will be $2. Now, then, bill

the three to Mr. Blank’—mentioning his em

ployer—‘at $25 each. That will be $7 on

each coming to me, or $21. Then we will

both make something out of it.’

“His cool assumption that I would be a

other day," he went on.

to look at a device I am selling.

_party to such a nefarious scheme riled’me

so that I could scarcely find words to answer

him. Finally I managed to say that the

price was $20 net, and that I would sell

them and bill them at that figure or not at

alL He retorted that he could get other

dealers to make such an arrangement, and

he didn’t see why I should get so hot about

it. Well, maybe he can. But not from me.

If I can't do straight business I won‘t do it

at all."

Owner Acquitied: Chauffeur’s Turn Next.

Last week the case against W. K. Van

derbilt, jr.. in connection with the excessive

speeding of his automobile at Paris, was

again taken up before Judge Becker, who

said that, in view of the previous testimony

showing that Mr. Vanderbilt was not in the

automobile when the speeding occurred, the

former nominal sentence of two days' im

prisonment would be annulled, and all pro

ceedings against Vanderbilt would be dis

continued. The case against Vanderbilt's

chauffeur will be heard later.

 

Result of Bent Sparking Plug Points.

When a sparking plug is being placed in

its socket the points are very liable to be

knocked out of adjustment by accidental

contact with the cylinder wall, especially

when the operation is being performed at

night. The resulting misflres, or the entire

refusal of the motor, to start, often seem

quite inexplicable.
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BLOCKED THEIR LITTLE GAME

Automobile Club's Fulmination Against Chauf

icur‘s Evening Races—Practice is Stopped.

One of the abuses practiced by chafleurs

to which the Motor World called attention

last week was that of racing the cars of

prominent men on the Hudson County

Boulevard at night. It now seems that the

speeding on that highway has attracted the

attention of some one who has thought it

worth while to notify the Automobile Club

of America. Whether the speeding that was

reported was actually done by members, or

whether the cars of members run by their

chauffeurs were noticed, seems to be open

to question in view of the. practice of the

chauffeurs exposed by the Motor World.

At any rate, there has been posted on the

bulletin board of the Automobile Club the

following notice, signed by Secretary S. M.

Butler:

“It has been called to the attention of the

Club that several members are speeding

their automobiles on the Hudson County

Boulevard, New Jersey. The president de

sires me to urge upon the members that this

practice be stopped, and to say that reckless

driving on the Hudson County Boulevard

will prejudice the use of automobiles in New

Jersey."

Secretary Butler, when asked about the

notice last Saturday, said he could not state

from what source the information about the

speeding had come to the club, nor whether

the names of any members had been men

tioned by the informants. He said that it

was unfortunate for such things to be going

on at a time when the automobilists were

trying to get reasonable legislation in New

Jersey, and that the notice was posted with

regard for the bill which then was pending

the Governor‘s signature.

 

Bridge Tolls in Nutmeg State.

Fifty per cent more than for horse drawn

vehicles is the rate of bridge toll fixed by a

bill now before the Connecticut legislature

and reported favorably by the committee on

roads, rivers and bridges. It is as follows:

“For power vehicles, except motor cycles,

the fares and tolls of the several ferries and

toll bridges shall be as follows: For power

vehicles with not more than one seat, 50 per

cent more than the fares and tolls for a four

wheeled carriage and one horse; for power

vehicles with more than one seat, 50 per

cent more than on a four wheeled carriage

and two horses; and for each additional per

son accompanying such power vehicles the

same fare shall be charged as for additional

passengers in carriages."

 

‘

On August 30 a series of automobile races

will be given by the Frankfort (Germany)

Automobile Club.

To Test Validity of Local Ordinance.

In order to bring the question of the valid

ity of the automobile ordinance before the

Superior Court, P. George Gow, of San Ra

fael, Cal., who was recently arrested for

an alleged violation of the ordinance, sun

rendered himself to the authorities, and then

sued out a writ of habeas corpus. In his

petition Gow alleges that the ordinance is

oppressive, discriminating, prohibitory and

unreasonable, and is in violation of and con

h'ary to the rights and privileges granted

him by the constitution. Judge Lennon

issued the writ, and released Gow on his

own recognizance. It is the general opinion

that the ordinance is ridiculous and will be

invalidated by the court.

Here's a Detachable Roller Chain.

Any article emanating from the Whitney

Mfg. Company commands respect by reason

of that fact alone. The Hartford concern

has just brought out a new chain that will

compel attention on its own account and

prove a boon to motorists. It is a detach

  

able roller chain of original design, as will

be seen by reference to the out.

In addition to the regular side plate, B,

there is an auxiliary locking plate, A, made

of spring steel. The irregular shape of the

holes in the former effectually prevents its

turning on the rivets, while the spring steel

plate locks the regular plate and absolutely

prevents its coming ofl. Each link of the

chain is detachable. When necessary for

the purpose of making a repair, or to short

en or lengthen a chain, it can be taken

apart quickly and without any difficulty.

Notwithstanding these conveniences, all the

advantages of the solid link riveted chains

are retained. The new chain has been thor

oughly tested, its adoption by a prominent

automobile manufacturer following his ex

periments with it.

Difference Between Nerve and Nerves.

Nerves will play a considerable part in

the winning of the big European road races.

To drive a big car at upward of a fifty-mile

an hour pace calls for skilful_management.

As one famous racing man has put it, “con

testants have no business to have nerves."

Which is only another way of saying that

almost as much depends on the man as on

the machine.

Hartford Sets a Good Example.

It has been decided by the Hartford City

Council to fit up three of the city water

troughs with appliances for supplying auto

mobiles with water. The increasing num

ber of the self-propelled vehicles was given

as the reason for taking this action.

 

MILLWAUKEE\MOTORISTS FIGHT
 

Declare Automobile Bill is Absurd—Stop-on

Signal Clause is the Storm Center.

 

In the Wisconsin legislature the fight over

the Moldenhaur automobile bill is being

waged fiercely. The Milwaukee Automo

bile Club is taking the lead in the matter,

and last week it had a substitute bill intro

ducd.

The original bill provides that the driver

or chaufl’eur of an automobile shall stop his

machine if signalled to do so by any one up

proaching with a horse, the signal being the

putting up of the hand of the person driv

ing the horse. The substitute provides that

“every person in control of an automobile

or other motor vehicle shall, when approach

ing any person riding or driving a restive

horse or horses, operate such vehicle in such

manner as to exercise every reasonable pre

caution to prevent the frightening of such

horse or horses, and, if necessary to prevent

accident or injury, shall reduce the speed

of such vehicle until such horse or horses

shall have been allowed to pass, or until

such horse or horses appear to be under

control of their rider or driver." Another

section of the substitute provides that any

ordinance heretofore passed by any town,

village or city inconsistent with this pro

vision shall be null and void.

Arguments were heard both for and

against this substitute. The clause nullify

ing local ordinances was strongly attacked.

 

Determining the Tire Prmurc.

Tires should be given a degree of inflation

depending on their size and the weight they

have to carry. The pressure necessary cov

ers a pretty wide range—all the way from 50

to 80 pounds to the square inch. Taking a

touring car weighing in the neighborhood of

1.200 pounds, carrying four passengers, and

assuming the weight to be equally dis

tributed over the four wheels, the correct

pressure would be about 50 pounds to the

square inch. To determine the distribution

of the weight the car should be run with the

front wheels only on a scale and the weight

taken with its ordinary load, and then the

back wheels should be similarly treated.

Then the car should be weighed complete.

The back and front weights should total the

same.

As a good rough test, take the spokes of

the wheel and move them to and from you.

If the tire rolls materially under this treat

ment, you will know that more pressure is

wanted.

Taking Care of the Carburcltcr.

The carburetter should be periodically re

moved (about every 750 miles), dried and

carefully washed out with fresh gasolene.

In this way particles of dirt and any water

which may be present are got rid of, and

the chances of trouble on the road lessened.
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Getting Ready to Comply With Bill.

Prompt action has been taken in the way

of notifying motorists of the new automo

bile law in force in New Jersey. The meas

ure received the Governor's signature on

Monday night and took effect at once. On

Friday the Automobile Club of America

issued a circular letter to its members call

ing attention to it and pointing to the neces

sity of at once complying with its provisions

should the State be entered. Attached to the

letter was a blank “Declaration and State

ment," designed to be filled out by owners

of automobiles. A copy of the New Jersey

law accompanied the letter.

In several of the salesrooms and garages

also action on similar lines was taken. N0

tices calling attention to the passage of the

law were posted, and in some cases a brief

synopsis of its provisions was given. its

exacting regulations were referred to verbal

ly as well, the attention of customers, espe

cially if they were at all likely to use New

Jersey roads, being frequently drawn to the

matter.

“Pretty stringent, isn't it?" remarked one

local manager to the Motor World man on

Saturday as he pointed to the typewritten

notice that decorated the bulletin board in

the salesroom. “I suppose we will have to

comply in a hurry or they will get after us

in short order. Some of those fly Jersey

constables won't want anything better than

to pull in a few of us. And the penalties

are not to be sneezed at, I tell you. Think

of paying $50 just because you hadn't time

to get your license from the Secretary of

State at Trenton! 0r $15 because you

haven't got your number on your lamp!

“There‘s one thing certain," he went on.

“Either they will hold up for a few weeks,

until motorists can get their licenses and

numbers, or thét'e will be a wholesale jailing

of motorists that will do more to hurt Jer

sey with visitors of this class than anything

else that could possibly happen. Maybe

they—the oficers—wlll have sense enough to

go slow at first. But I am not at all sure

of this.”  

l'lis Pleasant Surprise.

“On the chance that his_car will be among

them, Mr. Masury drops around whenever

he learns that we have a shipment coming

in," remarked Assistant Manager Winans, of

the American Darracq Automobile Co. to the

Motor World man on Friday. indicating

John W. Masury, of the well known paint

concern. “He waits until the cars are un

packed, and when he finds it is not for him

he leave much disappointed.

“There is a pretty good chance of his get

ting his_car this week. In addition to the

one being unloaded we have several others

coming through the Custom House, and they

should reach us to-morrow. His car was

ordered nearly five weeks ago, and is about

due. For the matter of that, the one on the

dray now may be his. I’ll see if it is," and

he ran over a pile of invoices.

"Well, that’s funny,” he ejaculated. “It is

his, sure enough. Here it is, a 20 horse

power touring car, for John -W. Masury,

Maybe he won't be glad," and Winans hur

ried out to tell his customer of his good

fortune. '

No Danger With This Lamp.

On the score of safety alone a portable

electric lamp is worth many times its cost.

In addition. it has convenience, cleanliness

and cheapness to recommend it, and it is

therefore, not surprising that it should prove

popular.

The Evening Star lamp is the latest de

sign of the Electric Contract Co.. No. 53

Maiden Lane. New York, and is the result

of an effort to produce a high grade article

at a low price. it is finished in either nickel

plate or oxidized copper. The casing is of

 

  

_
-

brass instead of fibre or tin, thus making a

strong and durable lamp.

The three cells which compose the battery

are not soldered together in the form of a

cartridge, but are dropped into the tube one

by one, a construction which makes possible

the replacing of a single cell without throw

ing away the whole battery. Between the

lamp bulb and the battery is a thrust block

fitted with a spring, which prevents shocks

to the bulb and insures good electrical con

tact at all times. The lamp bulb is placed

in the focus of a polished aluminum reflector,

so shaped as to-concentrate the light upon

the object or surface to be illuminated.

The Evening Star lamp is made in four

sizes, the weights ranging from eleven t0

thirty-two ounces. The batteries will last

from five to fifteen hours, total use, accord

ing to the size. Although made to burn

only when the button is pressed, a device is

furnished at a slight extra cost which ren

ders it possible to burn the lamp continu

ously.  

Cause of the Chain Clicks.

A chain drive ought to be nearly noiseless

when new and in good condition, but as

chains are hardly ever encased in present

automobile practice, and as they are par

ticularly vulnerable to grit and difficult of

lubrication. they are subject to rapid wear.

After the rivets have begun to wear and the

tooth outline is deformed the chain stretche

and no longer fits the sprockets. The' block

or roller ceases to fall into its place properly,

but each block strikes its tooth and later

snaps into its space. There are thus two

separate noises for each link as it passes

each sprocket—when it strikes the tooth and

when it later snaps into place. and much

noise is the result.

George I‘. Hewitt has established a sales

room and garage at 812 College Ave., Apple

ton, Wis. He has taken on the Rambler car.

Lakewood Run to Open A. C. A. Season.

The 1904 season will be formally opened

by the Automobile Club of America. on

Saturday, April 4, when a run to Lakewood

has been scheduled.

The members will rendezvous at the Lake

wood Hotel on Saturday evening, taking

dinner there. The return to New York will

be made on Sunday or Monday. Storage

facilities can be had at Hoff’s garage, Main

street, Lakewood, where supplies can also

be obtained.

Chairman Emerson Brooks of the runs

and tours committee gives the following as

the best route from New York:

Via. Staten Island ferry to St. George,_

Shore Road to Tottenville, ferry to Perth

Amboy, Metuchcn, New Brunswick, Old

Bridge, Mount Pleasant, Morganvllle, Free

hold, Turkey, Farmingdale, Squankum and

Lakewood.

The distance to Lakewood is slightly more

than eighty miles, and the roads are nearly

all good. Last year the opening run of the

club took place on April 5, the destination

being Ardsley-on-the-Hudson.

 

Third Factory Addition for Cadillac.

As is well known, the Cadillac Automo

bile Co., Detroit, Mich., has among its stock

holders five of the ten wealthiest men in the

Michigan metropolis. Consequently it is

abundantly supplied with the sinews of war,

and the struggle to produce enough goods to

supply the ever increasing demand for this

phenomenally popular car is never interfered

with by lack of capital.

In providing increased manufacturing fa

cilities successive additions to the plant have

been made. The first took the shape of a

three story building 250 by 43 feet. The

second was a slightly larger one, 250 by 50

feet, and three stories, as before; a third

time ground has been broken, and a brick

building 100 by 60 feet and three stories

in height is in process of erecitiou. It will

be stocked with up to date machinery as soon

as completed, and put in operation.

The ability to fill orders is thus assured,

especially since and even during the New

York show the policy of refusing to book

any more was adopted.

 

Latest in Eye and Face Coverings.

An assortment of goggles that it would not

be easy to surpass for completeness and va

riety has been received by Charles E. Miller,

No. 97 Reade street, New York. Among the

new styles is one with a pneumatic protec

tor, a rubber tube filled with air and cov

ered with kid being so attached that it

comes in contact with the face. interposing

a buffer. Another has a detachable nose

piece with coverings for the ears. Various

skin covered goggles—otter and other soft

furs being used—are also comprised in the

collection. Veils, hoods and other head cov

erings~for women motorists are also shown.

B. A. Greene. manager of the John Wan

amaker automobile department in this city,

is ill with diphtheria. It will probably be

several weeks before he will be able to

leave his home.
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CLIMBS STEPS OF CAPITOL

Oldsmobile Goes up Untaltcrineg—Applaudcd

by Michigan’s Governor and Legislators.

 

In itsell.I the climbing ot a 44 per cent

grade by an automobile would be a notable.

performance; but when the "surface" of the

grade is composed of steps it will readily

be seen that the teat was one or a phenom

enal nature. .

A standard Oldsmobile. with E. Dean at

per cent. this being on a plank. Obviously,

therefore. the climbing of a still steeper in

cline. in the jerky manner necessitated by

the character of the “surface.” was a much

more meritorious performance.

 

Should set the Fashion in Catalogues.

Ot’ catalogues that are made up of more

than a cover. some adjectives and photo

graphic reproductions of a particular car or

cars, one has finally made its appearance,

tht of the Searchmont Automobile C0.. Phil~

adelphia.

The cover is a handsome one in red and

OPENING IN MINNEAPOLIS

Pence Establishment's Facilities Revealed—Well

Known Cars Shown to Visitors.

The new showrooms of the Pence Auto

mobile Co. at No. 315-319 Third street,

Minneapolis, Minn, were opened last week

In gala fashion in the presence of a large

Six of the eleven

makes of cars handled were shown. They

were the Cadillac, Baker, Toledo, Autocar,

assemblage of visitors.
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the lever. was the star performer in the lit

tle drama enacted on the steps of the State

(‘upitol at Lansing. Mich. and shown in the

acmnipanylng Illustration. There are twen

ty-flve of these steps. each having a rise of

six inches and a width of 131/: inches. making

an actual grade of 44 per cent. and one much

n.0re difficult to surmount than an ordinary

plank incline. lip this stately incline the

little runabout was driven. and the top was

reached without a falter. An entry was then

made into the rotunda. where it and its oper

ator were warmly received by Governor Bliss

and an admiring group of legislators.

Previously the steepest gradient ever sur

mounted by an automobile was one or 42.78

gold. and the typographical appearance is

high class. but. what is more to the point.

it contains the detailed plans of the Search

mont car, showing exactly where each and

every part. great and small. is located; the

more important parts. the carbureter, the

valves. the dynamo. the commutator. etc.,

are also shown separately and in section. so

that all may see and understand.

It is the most satisfying catalogue that

has yet seen the light. and points the plan

that all ultimately must or should follow.

 

Geo. l~‘. Keep. of Natick. Mass, has pur

chased an automobile store at \Valtham.

Mass. He will make a specialty of repair

lng.

II. 8. Long Distance and Stevens-Duryea.

The building. of which the Pence company

occupies the entire ground floor. is 50 by 150

feet in dimensions. The front part is used

for a showroom. and is 30 by 50 feet. Ad

joining this is a large room for storing, re

pairing and charging machines. This de

partment is equipped with a wash rack cou

structcd especially for this class of work.

and with other apparatus necessary to an

institution of its kind. in the rear is a ma

chine shop having all facilities for repair

work and machinery for making different

parts likely to be required.

Foster Mlllikcn has purchased a 24 horse

power Panhard from Barry & Hayes.
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CAN WE WELD IT BY ELECTRICITY?

Send sample, drawing, blue print or sketch

and tell us how many.

if it can he done, we can do ii.

THE STANDARD WELDING BU.

 

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

 

 

   

l ANY of the Leaders have adopted

“ rm “Whitney” Standards for Roller

Chains, and the following have written

strong letters endorsing same:

THOMAS H. IEFFERY & co., “Rambler.”

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO., _ “Cadillac.”

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO., - - “Knox.”

ELECTRIC VEHICLE c0., - - “Columbia”

AUTOCAR COMPANY, - _ “Autocar.”

BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE CO., - “ Baker‘”

GROUT BRos., - - - " Grout."

PRESCOTT AUTOMOBILE MFG. CO., “ Prescott."

WISCONSIN WHEEL WORKS, - “Mitchell”

AUTO VEHICLE CO., - - “Tourist.”

The Whitney Mfg. Co.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

  

  

 

 

IMPORTED

Motor Goggles
We have just received a large shipment of European Goggles

for automobile and motor cycle use.

We are United States representatives for the manufacturers.

Our prices are the lowest ever quoted in this country.

We are also sole American agents for the celebrated

BRAMPTON CHAINS, made from self-hardening steel. Sizes

in stock to fit the Panhard and other European motor cars.

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE

IN AMERICA,

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Mlnuhcturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

97-99-l0l Reade Street, NEW_ YORK.
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' .' . THE now: or RELIABLE CARSAutomobile g al' 2 a 2

Wheels BANKER BROS.CO S.fi 2 i i

For all Classes of Vehicles.STEAM, i o

ELECTRIC ;and gGASOLENE. 5

3 i 3

The largest manufacturers of high 'grade Automobile Wheels in the west St" New YorkUnited States. g

3 LADGEST DEALERS IN AMERICA. 2

Every wheel guaranteed exactly as 2 N0 EXPanm-rs SOLDrepresented. , ' ' a

6 a

NEW HAVEN CARRIAGE 50,, .513352253... 11:32:23.5:2:New Haven, Conn. S sowmnd s":---ool.0.----“.0........u....u=-uoo..o0000no“.......“00.:

I

LIGHT. POWERFUL. RELIABLE.

FOR

  

 

EXHIBIT'AUTOMOBILESHOW.

 

Gasolene Motors

FOR TONNEAU AND EVERY

OTHER STYLE VEHICLE.

:7 j' "s- . \_

.
_ x , -.

  

Write

Burma GASULENE mama 00.,
9 Bradley Street, BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A.

SPEEDY.

  

 

STEADY. ECONOMICAL.

'MOHSS.NVWS_L&IOdS.LIEIHXE
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Manipulation of the Clutch Mechanism.

The clutch and its treatment are of the

utmost consequence, durability of engine

and car alike being largely dependent upon

the proper design and manipulation of this

important structure.

The clutch is the medium by which the

throbbing life of the motor is transmitted

to the rest of the mechanism. Driving, as

it does, the road wheels of the car, its appli

cation should be gentle, yet certain and posi

tive in action.

Clutches are of many types. but all aim at

positive drive with instantaneous action,

yet at the same time power must be so grad

uated as to permit of starting being gradual,

in order that' the car mechanism may not

be strained. For this reason a friction

clutch is, usually preferred, the. most com

mon arrangement being a hollow cone on

the motor shaft, and on the transmission

shaft a solid cone, the outer surface of which

exactly fits the inner surface of the hollow

cone, .the two surfaces being normally held

in contact by the action of a powerful

spring.

The driver by means of his clutch pedal is

able to so compress this spring as to im

mediately throw the engine out of gear, the

endeavor of the spring to resist the action

of the pedal lever providing the necessary

delicacy of touch on again making engage

ment between the two portions of the clutch.

Many drivers, however, wholly ignore the

necessity for this gradual feeding in of the

clutch, while others are known even to be in

the. habit of throwing the clutch suddenly

into full gear, and at the same time operat

ing the accelerator, thus subjecting the

whole vehicle to a series of sudden jerking

strains eminently injurious.

Very little mechanical knowledge is re

quired to demonstrate the. folly of such

methods, but a consideration of the inevi

tably injurious efl'ects will be of use. in

the first place. the momentum of the motor

is so abruptly checked as to place a tremen

dously increased sttess on the connecting rod

and crank shafts. with danger, of course, of

breaking or jamming. As the engine recov

ers. or takes up the drive. the shock is felt

throughout the entire transmission mechan

ism. any part of which is liable to succumb,

but gear wheel teeth in particular are fre

quently broken from this cause.

Assuming, however, that motor and gear

ing withstand it, the shock is thrown direct

ly upon wheels and tires. and the method of

driving and the efficiency of the clutch have

probably more to do with the widely vary

ing performance of the pneumatic tire than

has any other cause.

Apart from the ruinous effect on the tires,

wheels have been known to be torn to pieces,

especially when belonging to the lighter type

of artillery or wood wheel, for these, though

extremely rigid in imparting the drive, have

but a small elastic limit, and torsional and

shearing strains eventually splinter the

spokes at the bolt connection or tear them

loose at the hub. There will thus be seen

the immense differences in the strength and

durability of a car according as it is proper

ly or improperly driven, and that, apart from

the danger of skidding, it is most essential

that the clutch should be maintained in g00d

order.

Some forms of clutch have both engaging

surfaces of steel; in others dissimilar metals,

such as steel and phosphor bronze, are used.

Again, one surface may be of steel and the

other a leather or fibre band.

Where both surfaces are of metal it» is

necessary to guard against much oil getting

on the surfaces. as in such case the clutch

will slip and allow the engine to race with

out imparting motion to the car. Another

cause of slipping is due to unequal wear of

the metal, so that the surface contact be

comes insutticient to take up the drive. From

this aspect leather or fibre lincd clutches are

to be preferred.

So soon as it is found that imperfect start-7

ing is due to defective clutch mechanism

an examination should be made and the fault

immediately remedied.

With judicious driving a good car should

be capable of being started as gradually as

a railway locomotive.

Brooklyn Want: an Automobile Squad.

An automobile squad. to be used for run

ning down nocturnal robberies, is suggested

by a Brooklyn paper. The ability to get.

around at high speed and to be always ready

are assigned as reasons for the choice.

Grim Sldetracha his own Bill.

Nowhere but in Pennsylvania could such

an atrocious measure as the Grim automo

bile bill have passed third reading in the

Senate. This was done. however, almost

before motorists realized their peril.

Headed by the Automobile Club of Phila

delphia, however, they rallied in opposition,

and a stop was put to the railroading of the

bill. For the first time Senator Grim, who

comes from Doylestown, in the northeast

ern part of the State, seemed to realize what

the effect of his bill would be if passed.

Convinced apparently that in the face of

the storm of opposition aroused. it could not

pass, he recommended its recommltment to

the Judiciary General Committee for fur

ther consideration. Here, it is said on good

authority, it will repose peacefully and safe

ly until the legislature adjourns.

The Grim bill, which was reproduced in

full in these columns a few weeks ago, im

posed snch intolerable restrictions and pen

alties on the users of automobiles that it

practically legislated them out of the Butt.

There are several other measures paladin:

in the Pennsylvania legislature bearing more

or less directly on automobiles. it is be

lieved. however, that all of them will fall

of passage.

York has Yeamings.

York, Pa., thinks it may soon have an au

tomobile factory “in its midst." Secretary

Geesey, of the Merchants' Association, has

received a letter from a concern, name not

stated, which proposes to build a factory for

the mahufacture of automobiles. With that

object in view information is desired as to

York's natural advantages, facilities and

conveniences as a manufacturing city.

To the Mammoth Cave in Automobiles.

A 1.500 mile trip is being planned by a

number of members of the Chicago Automo

bile Club. The project is to tour to the

Mammoth Cave. Kentucky, starting on June

25 and returning July 7. Already forty mem

bers are said to have signified their inten

tion of taking part in the event.

 

Gasolene is the sure enemy of rubber. and

will soon rot and destroy it.

 

  

Style “F.” Type 6.

Questlons wIII Save You Money.

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR co.,

The Peerless.

THE CAR TO HAVE

Is the Car which ll

PQWERFUL. SHVIPLE, BEAUTIFUL—THE

PEERLESS IS IT.—IT IS PEERLEQS.

Mechanical Construction, Ease of Operation,

and Grace of Lines.

In

Send Ior Catalogue,

CLBVBLAND,[OI‘IIO, U. S. A.



II. B. SHATTUBK

8c SUN.

BOSTON, MASS.

Distributors of

Oldsmobile,

Packard,

Auiccar,

Scarchmcni

WE HAVE CONSTANTLY (IN HAND

CHOICE BARGAINS

IN SECOND-HAND MACHINES

A full line at standard French

and American accessories

carried in stock

8TATE YIIlIR REQUIREMENTS. WE Iii-N

MEET THEM, IF ANYBODY BAN.

Ireland increases Automobile Speed.

Beginning 'April 1 a new law fixing the

maximum speed of “light locornotives"-~—

that is. motor vehicleswat fourteen miles

an hour takes effect in Ireland. Previously

the rate was the same as In Great Britain»—

twelves miles, as fixed by the act of 1896.

'I‘lienew regulations fix the maximum speed

limit at fourteen miles an hour. with the pro

vision that the light locomotive shall not

be driven at any speed greater than is rea

sonable and proper, having regard to the

trafiic on the highway, or so as to endan

rzer the life and limb of any person or to

the common danger of passengers. In towns

and villages the speed must not exceed six

miles an hour. Another new provision is

that the driver of a light locomotive shall

not quit the machine without having taken

clue precautions against it being started in

his absence.

 

“ IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT."

“srrvris"5c_rrrrvrn"
HIGHEST TYPE OF CASOLENE CAR

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

No. 690 Main St.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS. 

 

 

BELL & COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types. '

  

 

 

OM00000”.M.0:

O

250 W. 82:1,?“ NglAi‘rrirerthgomrgr‘rz2TSB2 River.

i srrrrrns crns lilEWllRlH %

é MORE THAN THEY 008T.

wrurrirrs srnnrr cons
  

Are made in all sizes and Styles for

iiuionrnhilcs, Motor Cycles and Gasolanc Engines.

Send for Car logu: and Prices.

Electric Contract 00., General Sailing Agents.

53 Maiden Lane, I54 Lake Street.

NEW YUWK. CHICAGO.
 

 

NEW PROCESS

PINIONS
Greatly reduce noise and vibration and make

a strong talking point in selling an

automobile. Better try them.

WE ALSO MAKE METAL GEARS.

The New Process Raw Hide Co.

 

 

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

 

 

   

  

The pleasure of going

when and where you wish

J safely, smoothly, silently,

without elaborate prepara

tion or tiresome interruption

is characteristic of

NHTIONHL

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Perfection of service due to

extreme simplicity of construc

tion. A child can operate a

“National.” Pcculiarly the

“ready " automobile for

R practical, every day,

all-thc-timc use.

  

 

 

Write for catalogue showing wide

variety oi latest electric vehicles

"\ NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,

14002. 22d St., Indianapolis, Ind.

  

HIS % page has been run

ning in high-class publica

tions of general circulations. This

helps sell NATIONALS. Better get

the agency.

National Motor Vehicle C0.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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723,071. Double Acting Four Cycle Explo—

sion Motor. Albert Thlery, Mai-cinelle. Bel

gium. Filed May 2, 1902. Serial No. 105,653.

(No model.)

Claim—1. In a double acting explosive

motor, the combination of a suitable frame,

two cylinders mounted on the frame, a piston

having its ends extending into both said cyl

inders, an arm attached to and projecting

radially from the piston about the middle of

its length, a cranked shaft journalled in bear

ings on the frame and extending transverse

ly of the piston. connections between said

radially projecting arm and said shaft,

whereby the latter is rotated as the piston

is reciprocated, auxiliary pistons moving

transversely of the main piston and control

ling the admission of explosive charges to

the cylinders, a counter-shaft, a drum se

cured to the conntershaft and having a cam

groove formed therein, levers connected to

the auxiliary pistons and each having a stud

extending into the cam groove on said drum,

and gearing connecting said counter shaft

and the shaft driven by the main piston, sub

stantially as and for the purpose described.

723,090. Steering Mechanism for Motor Ve

hicles. Robert Watson, Washington, D. 0.,

assignor to Patrick J. Collins and Christo

pher G. Boland, Scranton, Pa. Filed August

22, 1902. Serial No. 120,691. (No model.)

Claim—1. 'In a motor vehicle the combina

tion with a pair of pivoted axles, of a mova

ble bar having a sliding connection with

both of said axles, the parts of the axles

which are connected to the bar lying normal

ly in directions oblique to the line joining the

connecting points of the bar.

723,111. Exhaust Muffler. Alexander Win

ton, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed December 2,

1901. Serial No. 84,341. (No model.)

Claim—1. A muflier having a mutfiing

chamber provided with a muflllng escape,

and a yielding relief valve independent of

said mutiling escape.

723,160. Mechanism for Automatically Op

erating Exhaust Valves on Explosive En

gines. James E. Jones, Richmond, Ind.

Filed January 21, 1902. Serial No. 90,689.

(No model.)

Claim—1. In an automatic mechanism for

operating the exhaust valve on explosive en

gines, of the auxiliary cylinder (11) attached

to and communicating with the cylinder of

an engine, a piston adapted to slide in the

auxiliary cylinder operated in one direction

by the pressure in the main cylinder and in

the opposite direction by a spring (27), the

cylinder (11) provided with a slot. (12) ex

tending in from the open end thereof, and a

channel extending around the inner surface

of (11) and communicating with the pipe (13),

reaching therefrom to the exhaust chamber,

all substantially as shown and described and

for the purposes specified.

723.168. Propelllng Means for Automobiles.

Hermann Lemp. Lynn, Mass, assignor to

General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New-York. Filed November 2, 1900. Re

newed August 16, 1901. Serial No. 72,320.

(No model.)

Claim -—1. The combination of an internal

combustion engine, a dynamo electric ma

chine driven thereby, a storage battery con

nected to said dynamo electric machine, a

second dynamo electric machine, and a dif

ferential gearing to which both dynamo elec

trical machines are connected.

723.299. Armor for Pneumatic Tires. Harry

Parsons, London, England. Filed Dec. 17,

1902. Serial No. 135,544. (No model.)

Claim.—1. Antlslipping or protecting means

for the peripheries of wheels, pulleys or the

like. comprising attaching elements at op

posite sides of the wheel, and an antislipping

or protective medium secured to the attach

ing elements and extending across and

around the periphery of the wheel, said parts

being disconnected from though retained on

the wheel whereby the antislipping or pro

tective medium is free to move or shift its

position around the periphery.

723.326. Armored Element for Electric Bat

teries. Elmer A. Sperry, Cleveland, Ohio,

assignor .to National Battery Company,

Cleveland, Ohio, and Jersey City, N. J., a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed May 25,

1901. Serial No. 61,848. (No model.)

Claim—1. An ormored battery element

comprising a plate or grid, active material,

anda fabric which is attached to and in

corporated with said active material, said

active material extending through the inter

stices of said fabric and forming substantial

ly the surface of the electrode.

723,327. Storage Battery. Elmer A. Sperry,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to National Battery

Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and Jersey City,

N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Aug. 12, 1901. Serial No. 71,710. (No speci

mens.)

Claim—1. A composition for storage bat

tery elements consisting of finely divided

metallic lead moistened with a mixture of

a neutral liquid and ammonium hydroxid.

723,328. Storage Battery. Elmer A. Sperry,

“Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to National Battery

Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and Jersey City,

N.~ J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Aug. 12, 1901. Serial No. 71,711. (Specimens)

Claim—1. A composition for storage bat~

tery elements consisting of active material,

ammonium sulfate and a catalytic agent.

2. A composition for storage battery ele

ments consisting of active material, ammo

nium sulfate and alizarln.

723,329. Manufacture of Envelopes for Stor

age Batteries. Eimer A. Sperry, Cleveland,

Ohio, assignor to National Battery Company,

Cleveland, Ohio, and Jersey City, N. J., a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Aug. 12.

1901. Serial No. 71,712. (No model.)

Claim—1. The process of preparing fiber

or fabric for storage battery envelopes which

consists in subjecting the fiber or fabric to

a nitrating mixture composed of about one

hundred and thirteen and one-half parts of

nitric acid of 1.42° gravity and about one

hundred and fifty parts of sulfuric acid of

1.84". gravity at a maximum temperature of

about 78° Fahrenheit, whereby the carbo

hydrates other than the starchy carbohy

drates are nitrated and the starchy carbo

hydrates are not nitrated and subsequently

washing out the fiber or fabric.

723,399. Device for Filing Commutators

for Dynamos or Motors. Joseph B. Macin

tosh, Lexington, Mass. Filed July 10, 1902.

Serial No. 115,017. (No model.)

Claim.-—1. A device for filing commutators

while still in place in a motor or dynamo,

comprising a file holder having means adapt

ed to be engaged by the yielding brush hold

ing fingers of said dynamo or motor, and a

tile yieldingly carried by said file holder.

723,449. Electrode for Storage Batteries.

Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

Filed Nov. 28, 1902. Serial No. 133,115. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A battery electrode, comprising

a plate having an opening therein, a pocket

or receptacle secured in said opening and

having a concavcd surface, and an active

material in said pocket or receptacle, sub—

stantially as set forth.

723,450. Reversible Galvanic Battery.

Thomas A. Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.

Filed Nov. 28, 1002. Serial No. 133,116. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A reversile galvanic battery

employing an alkaline electrolyte and whose

oxidizable element on discharge is composed

of an electrclytically active insoluble mate

rial leed with mercury for the purpose of

preserving contact between the particles of

the active material, the latter being more

readily oxidizable than mercury, as and for

the purposes set forth.

723,451. Storage Battery. Justus B. Entz,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Electric Stor

age Battery Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Aug. 28.

1900. Serial No. 28,344. (No model.)

Claim—The combination with a compart

ment of a plate having a hooklike terminal

that extends opposite the face of the plate

whereby the wall of the compartment is

clamped between the bill of the hook and

the face of the plate so that the latter is held

to place in respect to the walls, substantially

as described.

723,487. Carbureting Device for Explosive

Engines. Thomas J. Richards, Franklin, Pa.

Filed Oct. 18, 1901. Serial No. 79,183. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In an apparatus of the char

acter described, the combination with a car

bureting chamber having supply and over

flow pipes leading into and therefrom, with

a gas draw-of! pipe provided with a suitable

valve, air inlet pipes adapted to be detach

ably connected with a heated air supply,

whereby heated air may be delivered to said

carburetlng chamber when the oil is still.

and which when desirable may be discon

nected from the heated air supply, to supply

air of the normal temperature as set forth.

723,502. Internally Fired Engine. Elihu

ThomsonLSwampscott, Mass. Filed Feb. 28,

1898. Serial No. 671,963. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an Internally fired engine, the

combination of a cylinder, a fire space which

communicates with the cylinder through a

passage that is always open, a piston ar~

ranged to draw in a charge of air on its for

ward stroke, a valve controlling the admis

sion of the charge, means for closing said

valve on the compression stroke of the

piston, a compressed air compartment com

municating with the cylinder space, means

for interrupting the communication between

the compartment and the cylinder space on

the second or power stroke of the piston,

whereby the compressed charge of air is sent

through the fire space on its return 'to the

cylinder space, means for supplying fuel to

said fire space, and means for exhausting the

return charges on the second return stroke

of the piston.

723,503. Internally Fired Engine. 'Elihu

Thomson, Swampscott, Mass. Filed Feb. 6,

1899. Serial No. 704,710. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an engine, the combination

of a piston and cylinder, means for injecting

a slightly compressed charge of air into the

cylinder at or about the completion of the

piston stroke, a compression space opening

into the cylinder wherein the charge is

further compressed by the movement of the

piston, a fire space or chamber communicat

ing with the compression space and the cyl

inder, and means for closing the opening be

tween the compression space and the cylin

der whereby the charge is compelled to pass

through the fire chamber and be heated on

its return to the cylinder.
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Purposes of Proposed State Club League.

in pursuance of the object of effecting an

organization of New York State automobile

clubs, the committee of the Syracuse Auto

mobile Club has sent out a letter outlining

the project. The letter asks for expressions

of opinion on the plan of calling a conven

tion at Syracuse in the near future for this

purpose. '

“It is not the purpose of the proposed or

ganization to antagonize in any way the Na

tional Association as it now exists, or any

other existing automobile club or organiza

tion, but to knit them together in a common

interest," the letter states.

"‘The primary purpose of the State associ

ation will be to secure legislation to improve

the highways of the State, and also concern

ing other matters of interest to automobilists.

It is believed that a State association, com

prising all or practically all the automobile

clubs of New York State, could wield a much

more potent influence upon members of the

State legislature than could scattered clubs

working individually and without a uniform

purpose. Having a common purpose clearly

defined. it will be. possible for every club

throughout the State to bring to bear upon

their respective members of the .legislature

an influence that will secure recognition.”

 

lays its Own Track.

Another non-skidder. this time combined

with a puncture preventer. has been brought

out in England.

It consists of an endless band of steel

mesh work. or other suitable material, ar

ranged so as to pass round the periphery of

the tire on the driving wheels, and from

thence round a ball bearing pulley affixed to

the side of the car, and adjacent to the road

wheels in such a manner that as the motor

is propelled along the endless bands will

form' tracks upon which the road wheels

travel. The band is of U shape in cross sec

tion. so as to obtain a grip on the tire, and

is lined with a suitable material in order to

minimize any chance of undue wear on the

tire. By means of guide pieces on the road

wheels any likelihood of the baud slipping

"it when the tire is subjected to any sudden

side strain is entirely eliminated. A car so

titted may be said practically to lay its own

rails as it goes along.

It is also the idea of the inventors, if pos

slble, to time the car direct by means of

these hands by attaching pulleys to the coun

tershaft. thus doing away with the usual

driving chain, and utilizing the bands for

driving. and preventing side slip and punct

ures at one and the same time.

 

At a Mile 1 Minute Pace.

It is no child's play to ride in a racing

car travelling at the rate of fifty or sixty

miles an hour. 0n the straight stretches

of road the speed exceeds that of the ex

press train, and during every moment of

the contest the lives of those in the car de

pend on the skill, nerve and judgment of

the driver. and on the absolute soundness

and strength of the mechanism. The very

air pressure, unless one has got used to it

by long experience, “is very difficult to

stand. It produces a smothering sensation

and a feeling of helplessness. Even in a

car going at forty miles an hour the feel

ing is very thrilling; and when two cars

are racing at this pace the dust is terrible

for the rearmost car, and the dashing

through the stinging and blinding clouds is

a most exciting performance.

 

“Strikes” Behind Automobile Legislation.

"We believe that many of the automobile

measures before the legislature are of the

‘strike' order, and not in the interests of

the public,” says the Newton (Mass)

Graphic. “The automobile has come to stay,

and the public will have to adjust itself to

the new conditions, as it did when electric

streetcars were first introduced. Reason

able regulations as to speed and a complete

system of registration and identification,

with a possible plan for licensing operators,

are all that present conditions demand."

 

Gatrus Order Mon Cars,

John W. Gates and his son, Charles G..

have ordered two 1903 Mors cars from Paris,

One is an 18 and the other a 24 horsepower,

’ They are due here in, a few days.

Peculiaritiu of Dogs and Chickens.

Dogs and chickens are twin evils that the

motorist has learned to dread. Nor is it

easy to say which takes precedence.

The chicken is the stupider of the two,

and can be depended upon to get into trouble

if it gets near a swiftly moving car. It will

stand in the middle of the road and do its

best to defeat the endeavors of the operator

to avoid it. If he drives straight ahead the

chicken will stand still; if he steers to the

right or the left the chicken will make a

frantic dive in the same direction, wings

outstretched, neck craned and wild squawks

of terror issuing from its throat. But if the

car prove the juggernaut that puts an end

to its existence, no material harm—save to

the biped—is likely to result. A small body

like that of a chicken is likely to be tossed

aside without injury to the car.

Dogs are considerably worse in this par

ticular. If one is struck he may break or

bend something, or cause the driver to loose

control of the steering. On the other hand

he is less likely to be struck. He may run

after the car and bark at it, but it is only

when he makes a miscalculation of the speed

or of the distance that he comes in contact

with it.
 

No Ride. no Vote.

An English “by election” last week again

demonstrated the popularity of the automo

bile. A parliamentary seat in the Chertsey

division of Surrey (London) was so hotly con

tested that it was dubbed the “motor car

election." Premier Balfour, Lord Rothschild

and other prominent persons lent their cars

for the occasion, and the anxiety of rural

voters to obtain a ride in a motor car was

among the amusing features, many of them

refusing to go to the polls unless cars were

sent to their homes to fetch them.

 

Preparing Gear Grease.

Gear-box grease should always, previous

to use. be mixed with lubricating oil until

the whole is of the consistency of treacle.

lf grease alone is used the gear wheels mere

ly cut a path through it, and no efficient in

brication takes place.
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THE M. SEWARII & SUN 00.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

"INDIAOYUIIII 0'

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE
AND

Special iirop Forgings ~

Automobiles I

AND OTHER WORK.

We are prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

RADIATORS and CONDENSERS

for Gasolene Cars. for Steamers.

OUR FACILITIES

and experience are such that

we can produce high grade

radiators and condensers at

prices that please. We'll be

pleased to submit quotations.

  

 

Whitlock Coil Pipe C0.

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

If you are going into the automobile business look over

circular A—lt illustrates Standard Auto Forgings In Stock,

Prompt We also Forge

Shipments
to

oi

Slook Forgings. Specifications.

  

“

Pat. Dec. re, 1890.

THE BILLINGS 8r SPENCER COMPANY, Hartford, Conn.

HAKERS OF

Drop Forgings of Every Description and the Celebrated Adjustable Automobile Wrench.

TIMEN ROLLER BEARINGS

ARE

ON wonnnrrrro

roe 2 runs

All sizes and styles of front

and rear axle and ar

  

tillery wheels.

TlMKENJ RLLER BEARING AXLE ($0.,

CANTON, OHIO
  

 

Crestmobile

$750.
Has more

good points

than any

other low

price car

i Writeiorcal-tlogrr-to

CREST

MFG. CO.

 

 

Main Oflice:

195 Broadway.

Cambridge. Mass

 
 

  

(so? ,_\ .episode-sooner.- 5
s

r

  
    

  I

WRITLTO'DAV [Oi (ATA L06

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO.

KENOSHA. wrs_

 

IiiElwoil-ParkorEiooirio[io.

i" g Q 0LEVELAND,0HIO.

I

Manufacturers

  

Of

’--< w

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Currents . Machinery

Yiiil olnnor on poor Filli rooo ponrr
than by using $2.00 of it to subscribe to

“W(the ——-—-

(looth "comma

In which each week appears a record

of all that is best, brightest and new

est in the world of mechanical traffic
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° ARTILLHlY

DCD1011 B0111011 8! CO. wooo

PARIS, FRANCE. AUTUMUBll-E

. WHEELS.
Standard Gasoline Motors and ARTILLERY

, Automobiles of the World. STEEL

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over M 0THE TR'ITJEerLlPPLlED. ',Addreu all communications to

  

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I19 Clarendon 5L. (near Bovleton) BOSTON, MASS.

Automobile I

Mountings

‘ ' ‘ _; Steering Devices

‘ STEEL RIMS Ior

boih Wood and

Wire Wheels.

New Gatals ue ‘ E

now ready.

I. i. when 00.
SYRACUSE, N Y.

JAIESVILLE, N. Y.

 

 

 

HETHER you use an auto

for business or pleasure,

W the fact remains that you

must look upon it as a

piece of machinery, and as

a piece of machinery it must have the

best lubricants to get the best results.

Dixon's Graphite has a place on every

automobile. A sample and booklet

83—g on request.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Januv Crrv.

Member of the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturersv

  

 

  

 

QOINOO

Polishe Brass Better NOt- -
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFABTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

AMERICAN fit comm
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS

]ENKINS 8L BARKER
Succussons To CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

IlUTUMOBlLE Y PATENTS II SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

  

 

  

No. 4. Tonneau Door Fastener.

Handles, Door Locks, Tonneau Hood

Fasteners, Handles, Key Hole Covers,

Metal Holdings, etc.

l'lANUF lCTURED BY

The English 8C Mersick Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

 

 

 

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKB Agent, 5!. Louie, Mo.

  

  

 

 

If interested in the best coils, spark plugs,

etc., write to THE DOW PORTABLE ELEC

TRIC CD, for catalogue and particulars.

Home Office 6: Factory, Braintree, Mass.

BRALCH OFFICISl—Ils Tremont Street, Boston, Mass; n35 Broadway,

New York, N.Y.; to La Salle St., Chicago, llle.; Harry R. Geer, St.l..ouis, Mo.

John Wannamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.

Maker: a_/ flu National A “variation 0/ A ufomobile Manufacture".

  

 

a. .r... seureonr ueoneronv. ..

Elfime “‘58.

G. F.8PLITDOBF, 17 Vlndeweler SLJH

%.

_

.

 

  

All Size: and Shapes,

also fitted with flex

lhle metal tubes.

Fleesi Quality Bulbs.

IIIilKEL PLATED on POLISHED aness.

Gleer, loud Tones.

Send for illustrated list and best terms.

EUGEN BAEDEKER,

l7 Newcastle Street,

Flrrlngdon Street.

LONDON, B. C
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$206179
We make over Twenty Types of Carl.

me for Catalogue.W

Mobile Company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.

MONOGRAM OILS AND GREASES
I'ICIALLV ADAPTID POI

AUTOMOBILE LUBRIBAIION
III‘I’I "I CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIIT

Oolumltie LIIATIOIIITI 00.. 22 Burilng Slip, New York.

It? SIMMONS ‘El

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue lent upon application.

"0 Centre Street, haw York City.

  

 

SMITH 8!. MABLEY,
3i 8-3l 6 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

lIPORYIRI

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIIUTORI

IIHIIIIRIIII, GIRIIIIIIIII I IIIIIGI Gilli AIDE AIIIRIGA.

  
  

MALTBY

PIINER AIR PUMP

MALTBY AUTOMOBILE

and MANUFACTURING Co.

I0 CLINTON SIBROOKLYNNY.

THE AUTOBAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effi

c‘ency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Veeey St., New York.

Improve Your Diroulellon

BY USING

THE lOBEE PUMP
. Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

lorall Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Cheap, Durable, Eflicient, easy

to app

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Lobee Pump & Machinery Co., 120-136 Terrace, Buffalo, u. I.

 

 

 

flaw TANDARD

MUTOGAS‘
VflADC MAhr

‘ GASGGASDLINtmuIII

, DRYnflATTERY

  

 

  

 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS.

HIGHEST A WARD.

more
NEVER BURN .‘I' BOILER

NO NEVER ORT OF STEAM.
Look bei'ortv you buy. See report of

. t'W York-Boston Run.

AGENTS ASSIGNED IN UNOOOUPIEO TERRITORY.

PRFICOTT AUTOMOBILE Mm. Co.,

. 83 Chambers Street, New York.

 

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
[5 cents perline of seven words, cash with order.

 

FOR bargains in used automobiles but as good

as new, address C. A. COEY & CO., 53H

Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, III.

 

BELL 8; COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80th St. New York. Telephone: 2562 Rirer.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. 

SEND five cents for our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.

 

ITUATION WANTED—On the Dashboard

of your automobile. Am fully competent to

keep machine perfectly lubricated without any

attention on the part of my employer. Have

splendid record, and references. Never known to

give trouble. M present employment is pretty

general, but I desire to make it universal. Com

pensation very moderate. Address MULTIPLEX,

care of The Automatic Lubricator Co., 1 I38 Caxton

Building, Chicago.
 

FOR SALE—Mark xn. Electric Carriage with

top, brand new 40 Mile Exide Battery, price

$700.00. 8. C. DOTY, 50 State St., Hartford,

Connecticut.

 

HOMAS TOURING CAR — New. 8 B. h. 1:.

motor, $600, a great bargain. T. SHEROW.

Miibrook, N. Y.

For. SALE—Locomobiie, good as new. uilh

p)

 

to A-I condition. ELSIE R. WOLF.

29 N. 2d St., Harrisburg, Pa.

 

ORIENT TRICYCLE, in good condition, sioo.

GEO. DU RLER. 882 Virginia AVCIIUL,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

OR SALE—French touring car; seats 5. alum

inum body, 3 speeds and reverse. capacity

i50 miles, elegant condition, extra baskets. lamps,

tires, etc. Owner going abroad; must sell quick;

best bargain this season. Call at once. J. M. GAL

LAWAY, 6th Floor, IS Murray St., New York.

 

ANT TO PURCHASE 2 light auto wheels,

1 light Oifl'erential; second-hand. C. A.

GRAY, r217 Main Street. Kansas City, Mo.

 

OR SALE—Grout steam automobile; almost

new, Will sell cheap for cash. J. BER

KOWITZ, 29 Cooper Street., Boston.

 

RADIA’DORS, TANl-(S,

RIUFF‘LERS.

unneznnH

O

O

D

S

  

Write to us for circulars, prices, etc. or send us blue print

and specifications.

THE RAY AUTOMATIC IAAOIIINE 00., No. 1 Water St. Cleveland, 0.

 

SMITH & MORTENSEN Co.,

l46-i48 West 39th St, NEW YORK.

Automobile Garage.

Importers of Foreign Machines and Supplies.

Bargains in Second-hand Foreign and Domestic

 

Machines.

 

 

“IT STARTS FROM THE snT."

“STEVENSHEOIIRYEA’T

HIGHEST TYPE OF CASO LEN E CAR

J. Stevens Arms 8|. Tool Co.

No. 690 Main St.,

outcomes FALLS, mass.

  

 

 

“0Memo...“Gee

o 0

' TDIIRING DAR °
2 THE F. B. STEARNS 00., 2

i CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A. :

“WOMMMOM

 

BOUGIE HERZ.

The only Spark Plug

IN THE

WORLD THAT i8 GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

RUNS JUSTAS WELLIN OH.

I You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it?

Money refunded in 30 days iii

satisfactory.

  

Soc: luronTnI roe U. 5- sun Cannon.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place, New York.

 

  

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
'I‘I-IIS ALWAYS ASSURED

When you use the

Domparimeni Sleeping Dars

DiNDiNNATimio DNIDAGD

C H 8:. D "on Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent [or train schedules,

or address

I D. G Enwaxns, P. T. M., Cincinnati, 0. l
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a FQLLQWS ND STANDARD

~ 0

ADE [or the critical and for those

M to whom quality is the first

consideration.

Truly a Triumph of American

? mechanical| ability, incorpor

ating the best foreign practice, with a

refinement of detail and construction

never before attempted.

If you would possess one ol these superb cars, now is the time

to speak.

3-7 West 29th Street,

NEW YQRK GITY.
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“THE RED DEVIL” AND THE TIRES THAT EQUIPPED. IT.

The Honorable Tom L. Johnson Tells His Experience

—WITI'I—

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tires
As Equipment on the Famous

. “Red Devil” Touring Car.

FOUR THOUSAND - A wonderful record
MILES TRAVEL REA HE ,7 PETTER * and yet no better

Over Some of A K: " ' ‘ than that experi

the Roughest
enced by many

Roads in Ohio other users of

Goodrich Tires.

  

\

mile (Mtg of (Elenelamh

if“
IAVII’I inn.

TON \. JOHNSON >0ch

  

‘ The n. r. Goodrich ce.. Feb-16.1903.

  

Akron , Ohio.

Gentlemen ,

  

Pieaee send me by express two rubber "shoes"

or outer cases for my son's Touring Cer.

We have Just taken off the two front outer

Urea that have been on the "Red Devil“ from the day it

  

left the shop. My :on'eatimates that they have traveled

over four thousand miles. The condition of theee tires

  

in something Ionderl‘ul, considering that they have prob

ably sustained the hardest wear of any rubber tirea ever

on a machine and they really ought to go into e glues

case. If, on account of this record, you nould care

to have them, I would be glad to send them to you with

my compliments.

Youre we ry truly,

The ubnve out Is a_ true plcture oi the tires referred to In Mr. Johnson‘s letter. No attempt having been made to rcteuch

the photograph or obllterate In any way the merks of wear.

THE B. F. oooorzrcn COMPANY,
Akron Rubber Works,

NEW YORK, 66-08 Reade Street. BUFFALO, 9 West Huron Street.

CHICAGO, I41 I eke Street. A K R 0 N, O H l O. DETROIT, 80 East Congress $treet_

PHILADELPHIA, 022 Arch Street. SAN FRANCISCO. 392 Mission Street

BOSTON, 157 Summer Streel. LONDON. ENGLAND, 7 Snow "III, E. C. DENVER, I444 Curtll Street.
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WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINTON
So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order.

 

PRICE, COMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE 60., Cleveland, U.S.A.

 

 

 

  

  

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The U. S. LONG DISTANCE

TOURIN(i CAR gratififzzziti“irim.
Our look is oI unusual InIeresI Io Automobilisls. Sent Iree on request.

  

 

 

 

Built for service, long runs and hlll climbing,

simply operated, free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order.

  

Type A—Runabout. $I.250.

Tyye B—Tonneau, I,500.

Type C—Tonneau, 2,500.

  

TYPE C—TONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Engine.

U. S. LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE C0.,.

Factory, 307 Whiton Street, Jersey City, ll0-ll4 West 4lst Street, New York_.
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6&JImes
merit the attention of all who are looking for “ the best tire" and will not

be satisfied with anything else.

We make no noisy generalizations, which, like rockets, explode

with much commotion, but end in nothing but vanishing smoke,

  

The proof lies in the unanimous verdict of satisfaction rendered

by their users ever since pneumatic tires were first introduced,

and in their great and constantly increasing use everywhere,

which proclaims them to be of the highest quality that skillful

workmanship and best material can produce.

“Only Known Values are Imitated”

Do not be misled by imitations. Demand the “ G& J.” and money

will be saved by getting more wear with fewer repairs.

0&J to. Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A.

  

 

  

  

 

A TRADE TERM:

“WESTON-MUTT QUALITY”
lN WHEELS.

ARTILLERY WOOD or WIRE.

 

 

 

  

GET WITH US.

WESTON-MOTT co., Utica, N. Y.
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WE ARE IN

BARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINlllN
‘So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order.

 

PRICE, GOMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES

 

IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Cleveland, U.S.A.

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

mention

THE uniformly perfect perform

ances of the ELMORE two

W cycle motors in every public

_i_. reliability test and the strong

est testimonials from users all over

the land, explode

at every revolution

the statements that a two—cycle en- '

gine is not practical in an automobile. k

   

 

   

The advantages of the two-cycle motor are obvious—simplicity itself, no parts or valves to get

out of order—no complexity anywhere. The very simplicity of construction is one of the reasons why

we can ofier a $1500 7 H. P. Automobile for $800, and a 10 H. P. Touring Car at $1400—figures

unequaled in the wide, wide world. You’ll be the gainer by writing us at once.

 

ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, I Clyde, Ohio.
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THE NEW

KELLY GENERATOR -\

for Steam Vehicles is 21 Trouble Saver.

No Steam Car is complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. 'Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case.

  

 
 

  

ADAPTED

TO ANY

MACHINE

 

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends, Absolutely eliminates all danger of

fire under-lapping. As there are no air-tubes through the continuous

' stop-tube the burner even if red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most

<. important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

“ct-E»- ‘ " '15 products. Write for circular.

wTighewhlie-Piece Steel Tubular Burner_ 2

or. BAR COMPANY, - Cleveland, Ohio. -

 

 

Cleanliness is Next to (lodliness

APPLIES WITH AS MUCH FORCE TO THE CONDI

TION OF THE TOOL BOX AS TO

ANYTHING ELSE.

Our Nickel-plated, “Copperized” and Nickel-plated auto~

mobile oilers don’t leak or permit the oil to ooze out, are

compact and shaped so that they reach every oil hole in the car;

can be carried conveniently and are altogether indispensable to

every automobilist. Incidentally one of them will carry gasolene

enough to run m_vehicle about ten miles.

Lamps and Engineers’ Sets.

Drop Forging, Sheet Steel Stamping, Etc.

 

t.

American Tube & Stamping (30.,

Succem to WILMOT & HOBBS MFG. co.,

BRIQGEPORT, CONN., U. S. A.
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- An Automobile is Only 213 Strong as its

Weakest Part.
Careful engineering in designing and arduous road tests have

determined to a nicety in the high quality Touring Car

 

  

 

  

correct proportions for carrying loads. and for withstanding

vibration due to uneven roads. One part is proportionately as

strong as the other. Follow the construction of the “TOLEDO”

throughout and you cannot lwelp but be impressed that the time

spent upon its engine and transmission insures silent, smooth

running carriages of great durability and long life. Pistons.

1903 MODEL, ‘ CYLINDER? 2‘ DRAKE HORSEDOWER TOURING CAD' connecting rods.fly wheels—in short. all reciprocating parts—are

This car was a feature of both the New York and Chicago Automobile Shows. accurately balanced. resulting in a COMIIHIOUS, even motion.

  

 

 

Tell us your reouz'remen/s and abouf 110w m'ue/z you wiJ/l to inter]. We will semi (amplele (dialogues; z'n/eresliug automobile

literature; glad/y answer any question: you wilt/1 to propou/ld and give you the address of our agent nearest you.

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR CAR CO., 3065 Central Ave., Toledo, Ohio.

“LARGEST AUTOMOBILE FACTORY IN THE WORLD."

 

 

RESULTS at the NEW YORK SHOW Prove

the “YALE” MOTOR CAR a Success.

WE DEMONSTRATED TO ALL COMERS AND DID BUSINESS.

SIMPLICITY—

STRENGTH.

A RATIONAL VEHICLE,

AT A RATIONAL PRICE,

$1750.

NO VARIATIONS.'

ELEGANCE IN DESIGN.

THOROUGHNESS IN

WORKMANSHIP.

  

WE HAVE APPOINTED THE FOLLOWING AGENTS AND WILL CONSIDER A FEW MORE:

THE DU BOIS COMPANY, Ltd" London. England. W. B. METZGER. Detroit. Mlch. JAMES LUCEY Troy. N. Y.

PARDEE & COMPANY. Chicago. Illa. P. J. READ, Newtnnvllle, Mass. HYSLOP BROTHERS. Toronto, Ontario.

CBNTAUR MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANV, Bull-lo, N.Y. QUILLING BROTHERS, Cleveland, Ohio. N. W. CHURCH, Lol Angelaflll.

THE KIRK MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

"":'::‘::::::.".é£€é€(i::::
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._FRENCH AND AMERICAN__.

AUTOMOBILES.
AGENTS FOR

Paris Automobile'Societe Anonyme

chnv Founmzn. Mon.

II&I8

H.P.

MORS
l903 Model

Attracted special attention

Agents for

THE

ELECTRIC

VEHICLE CC.

  

  

  

  

,/

/ EFT "\

THE

CENTRAL\\

\Autemehile C0,}
~, I684 BROADWAY.

 
  

  

  

StllVdEltl

 
  

Tanner‘s:

2397 } C01
. 1393 "

  
  

/./ 10 H. P. PEUGEOT.
  

8 H. P. MORS.
  

Prompt Deliveries of

RENALJ I_T,

PEUGEOTS,

Mercedes. ,

Prompt Deilveries of

8, ll, l8 H. P.

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELECTRle CIIAIICED AND KEPT III FIRST-CLASS DIIDEII.

  

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPCT

IN THE UNITED STATES.

    

 

 

  

mem THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

WWW I. ..

Jl’rencb lick fiprings
LN THE HIGHLANDS OF SOUTHERN INDIANA,

ON THE

mum RUTE
(mt-fijnmemwousa-bmsvmr[1w

va

 

 
 

 

  

 

is a veritable fountain of youth. It arouses the torpicl

liver, renews the vigor, and makes a new man of you.

all outside rooms, accommodates 800 guests, under the man

.I agement of Thomas Taggart, formerly of the Grand Hotel,

Indianapolis. Excellent cuisine.
 

GOLF, HORSEBACK RIDING AND ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR SPORTS.

Excursion rates from all parts oi the country. Send for illustrated booklet.

4 mmmmmm

 

 

CHAS. H. ROCKWELL, FRANK 1. RED,

Traffic Manager.

 

Gen'l Pass. Agent.
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on a pneumatic tire

is

the equivalent of the stamp “Sterling” on silver. E

WI-IZIT NAME IS ON THE

TIRE THAT YOU USE?

 

BRZ-INQHES :

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo,

1. o
Hartford Rubber Works Q0. g

BBBBEBWBBBBBBBBBBWBE6688866666886866686

_ Cleveland, Detroit, eh'icago. t“

i \

BBWBBBBBBBEEEEGHEGQGGGEGKfl
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The NEW WHITE

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903
  

TI'IE SILENT WHITE.

The most characteristic feature of the White motive

power is its smooth, even operation, without noise, vibra

tion or “racing” during a stop—just the difference

between comfort and discomfort.

Writs for full )articularl‘, diagram: o/mgine, e:/erl.r’ "port: and qflrial rem/tr

ofimportant endurance contests.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,
(Automobile Department) CLEVELAND, OHIO.

:1 Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Bufialo, N. Y.

509 Tremoot St., Boston, Mass. goo Rose Bldg.,Cleveland, Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 4159 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

an Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. r or Stone St., Denver, Colo.

59 9 Centre Ave, East En , Pittsburg. Pa.

BANKER BROTEI ERS CO., 619-63I‘633 N. Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.

F. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO., Portland, Maine.

WALTER C. WHITE, European Representative, 49 Princes Street, West

minster, London, England.

  

 

QUALITY.
Experience proves the best material made,

none too good tor the .

AMERICAN “50mm

AUTOMOBILE

That’s what you get, when you buy one. Don’t

forget it, it will swe you time and money.

  

 

  

Any Man,

Woman or

Boy can

operate it.

  

Good Proposilion for Age/11:. More

information in ram/agar.

 

Tun AMERICAN Moron Cums: Co.,

SIHZO Fast Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OI'IIO.

 

THE AIIIIIOAII
OF ARDMORE

  

 

  

to H. P. GASOLINE MOTOR.

Is a Harmonious Whole.

Its success does not depend on any one feature, but is

the result of a perfected combination of exquisitely worked

out details. The most satisfactory automobile production

of the year and the price is equitable. Full information

and catalogue upon application.

 

THE AUTOCAR 00., Ardmore, Pa.

 

  

STUDEBAKER ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES
NO EXPERT CHAUFFEUR NEEDED.

Can be Run Any Day in the Year, by Any Member of the Fltnlly.

Wide Touring Radius. A Successful Hill Climber. Smooth Operation

Reliable Brake Control. Great Strength oi Construction.

Dmcriptive Catalogue on A p licatlon. Can be seen at the Following Reposi

tories, where we also show a nil line of our celebrated vehicles and harness.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. CO.

Studebaker Bros. Co., of New York, Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., Cor. 15th and

Broadway and Seventh Ave., Cor. 48th Blake Sts.. Deliver. C010

St., New York City. Studebaker Bros. Co., of Utah, r57 to I50

State St , Salt Lake City, Utah. -

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., 378 to 388 Studebaker Bros. Mfg.Co.,3r1 to 319 Elm

Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill. St., Dallas, Texas.

Branch Houses and Selling Agents .

Iohn Wanamaker, New York City. Toledo Motor Carria e Co., Toledo, 0.

H. C. Martin 8: Co., Providence, R. I. Cleveland Automobi e and Supply Co.,

W. H. Weber, Detroit, Mich. 146 Prospect St., Cleveland, 0.

C. H. Morrison, To eka, Kansas. Seeds & Evans, 67 E. Gay St., Columbus,

John \Vanamaker, I liiladel Ma, Pa. Ohi

'l he Paterson Automobi e Exchange,

Paterson, N, I.

Rochester Automobile Co., 150 South

Ave.. Rochester, N. Y. St., St. Louis, Mo.

Suly Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa. Mason Carriage Works, Davenport, Ia.

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES, SOUTH BEND, IND.

First-Class Agents Desired in Territory not already Covered.

0.

Cincinnati Automobile Co., 807 Race St., ,

Cincinnati, 0.

The Halsey Automobile Co., 4259 Olive ‘
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The man MOTOR DO WITH TWO BLADES
would seem akin

m t TWO STROKES t th be f t OF GRASS OROW
“ ‘ ° WHERE FOUR ° 6 mac“ WHERE BUT ONE

make a WERE BEFORE REQUIRED Wh° made OREW BEFORE.

at anyrate the ELMORE MOTOR is in that class I .~

and is applied only to the c _

SBOO—ELNIORE RUNAOIITS Iii" TOURING BARS—SIROO

a \‘i"?

'e ‘li\\ -. I.

  

3‘22";

The vehicles themselves are like the motor—simple and as reliable as they are simple. They certame

' merit your inquiry if simplicity and not complication appeals to you.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, - - Clyde, Ohio.

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

:.u......OOIo-e.......----"'OQQQQOQ-MQQQQQOOQ- "0...... "0...:

TnE noun: or RELIABLE CARS The N

* BANKER BROS 00's * \
' ' DOAD WAGON.

: - 3 .

g g The only double cylinder road

5 wagon selling for $750.00.

QUICK DELIVERIES. AGENTS WANTED.

a Appearance,

'. 0 / .

i g Accessibility, ~._

141-143 West 38lh so, New YorK my Riding, I.“
: Easy Control, I V

5 LAneEsr DEALEos IN AMERICA. Compacmcs,

; no EXPERIMENTS some. 5 We ,0, We,

: 3 '

...‘§.'fl§.iiif‘.‘§s. arcane: FRIEDMAN AUTDMOBH-E ‘30
§°w°=‘““s‘~ 3 East Van Durcn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

:--.........»ue.“en. “no...”“name's-“coolOee----"0.0:
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The New Carburcttcr.
PORTRAIT OF A WINNER.

' ll "- -

 

A special feature of the

Haynes Apperson car is its

new Carburetter, one Of

which Is provided for

each cylinder, thus mak

ing them independent in

case of breakdown. They

are arranged in connection

with throttle chambersso that

the closing of the throttle re

duces also the gasolene aper

ture in the right proportion.

The carburetters are oper

ated simultaneously by a

button convenientfy located

in the floor of the car, a

spring under this button

being arranged to just bal

ance the weight of the leg.

, \zhen “'1: engine stops,

' . t e car uretter closes

“azimuth: 5.11.1111“5?1;5?t“;§i‘;2?7,2‘3” momma-"y. um pre
venting leakage of gaso

IQIIQ while the engine is It rest. The construction of this carburetter

is original with the Haynes-Apperson Company, and is covered by

patents which render its use exclusive.

 

 
 

8 and 12 h. p. 2 cyllnder and 16 h. p. 4 cvllnder

SURREYS

J. G. BRANDES, U. 8. Agent llllllELl. & 00.
28 West 38d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madison.

Downtown Garage, Motor Vehicle Stora e & Repair Co., :31 West 31st Street.

Tele hone, a375,: adison Square.

Uptown Garage, C. L. llell Co., :50 est 8011 Street. Telephone, :56: River.

Baltimore Agency, A. G. Spalding Bros, :5 West Baltimore Street.

Philadelphia Agency, Motor Vehicle Power Co., Sixteenth and Wood Streets.

Summit. N. 1., C. C. Henry. Yonkers, N. Y., William Shrive.

We are Pleased to Forward Literature on Request.

HAYNES - APPERSON C0., Kokomo, ma" U. s. A.
THE OLDEBT MAKERS 0F i'lOTOR CARS IN AMERICA.

Branch Stores: 38l-385 Wabash Av... Chicago.

Eastern Representatives:

Brooklyn Automobile Co.. 12394 241-1243 Fulton Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.

And 66 West 43d Street, New York City.

National Automobile & l'lfg. Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

Watch this Space for the Good Points 0! the Haynes-Apperson Automobile.

    

 

 

Conrad Cars
HAVE

Power and Speed
They also are as reliable as the lines! workmanship by Amer

ican mechanics can make them

Three ' ' ‘ ' j}. ' 12 H. P.

Speeds A _~ ' Double

Sliding Gear . _. - I . l ‘_ _ Cylinder

Trans j ~ _ ‘ ' _ Vertical

mission - ' ‘ “ '* Motor

. ‘ '51.
Our 8 h. p. Runabout with 2 speed sliding gear transmission. $750Not merely because we say so, but because its use

Our 10 h. p. Runabout with3 speed sliding gear transmission, $800on all sorts of roads, in all sorts of places by all

sorts of people has proven it to be right.

It is possible to pay more than the

Rambler Price, $750

but no amount of money will assure more

satisfactory service.

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST.

“1011138 B. Jeffery & C0., Kenosha, Wis.

 

The Conrad Motor Carriage Co.

1413 Niagara St., Buffalo, N Y.

AGENCIES:

New York. Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., :5: W. 18th St.

Boston, Bates Bros, r4: Columbus Avenue.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co. 150-256 N. Broad Street.

Pittsburg, L. G. Martin (Io _ 3995 Forbes Avenue, op . Hotel Schenley.

Minneapolis. Northern Cycle Su ply Co., “6 S. Sixt 1 Street.

San Francisco, A. E. Brooke Ri ley, i8 Fell Street.

Binghamton, Bin hamton Automobile Station, :59 Water Street.

Detroit, W. H. \ eber, :88 Woodward Avenue.

Denver, Felker Cycle Co.

Chicago, Chas. P. Root, 435 Wabash Avenue

Indianapolis, 5. W. Elston, 23-15 East Ohio Street.

Akron, 0., J. M. Miller Co.

Watertown, N. Y., W. C. Greene, \Vashington Hall Blk.
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flea/1205110

  

. \ \ "1

. . .l 1;

fire aLgoeamoéila 1'6 [/10 606'! automobile

A 60v: lk'melv'tbtl'lQOJ‘ Slrmlra/it “8" (Steam). a desirable touring mr.

IMPROVEMENTS: Enlarged boiler; indestructible water gnu 2'; I6 H. P. engine, encased and using superheated steam

Tour band brakes; VIctor Steam Pumps. Write [or full'details. e also manufacture gasolene cars.

Our new gasolenelAutomobiie is “ Easily thelbest built car In America."

lire £000m0bi/eiliompaoy’sliroouiivelHeadquanerisemoIod io‘faolory, Bridgeport, Bonn. '
_ 7filh Street and Broadway. New York . r3 Berkeley Street, Boston; 244; N. Broad Street Philadelphia'

BRANCHES” 1354 Michigan Avenue, Chicago; 39 Sussex Place, South Kensington, London. , I '

 

 THE PflPlILAR GASULENE MR. Just What You’ve Been lookiogjor.

THE

B I T ' I come oooounrrrroen . A notable advancement ‘

Is AcKNOWLEDch TO BE in 8'5 making

appliances.

AT THE HEAD OF ITS CLASS. Hm Fm and Mixing

_ " . _ Device in a Single
Simple control—Free from complicatlons— Chamber

Unequaled in construction—Will run anywhere '

at any time and won’t tail to pieces on the road— SIMPLE

Always reliablel GOMPAGT.

RELIABLE.

 
 

BUILT EiiTlliELY iii iillii 0Wii FAGTORIES.

PART8 NUT BOUGHT AND ASSEMBLED.

gasolene.

If our Catalogue does not convince you, EASILY APPLIED To ANY ENGINE

Absolutely automatic regulation of air and

a demonstration will.

CENTURY moron vEIIIoIEo .. ii‘iiii‘ii: R' ‘"' $31555 3 8°“,

-‘---
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NOTHING TO BUILT TO

WATCH BUT RUN AND

THE ROAD. DOES IT.

  

DE5ULTS 7—.

There are more people buying the OLDSMOBILE, more

agencies selling the OLDSMOBILE and more drivers satisfied

with the OLDSMOBILE than any other machine in the

world.

“I Wonder Why?”

Ask any of the following leading Automobile concernstheir respective cities.

s

SELLING AGENTS'-

ALBANY, N. Y.-—Auwln0bile Storm . LOS ANGELES, CAL—Oldsmobile Co., WASHINGTON. D. C.—Nati0nal Capital Automobile Co.

Trading Co. WUISVILLE. KY.—Sutc.llih & Co. GREAT BRITAIN—Oldlmobilo Company 0! Great Britain,

ATLANTA. GA.—C. K. Johnson. MEMPHIS, TENN.—H. A. White. Ltd., London, England. >

BINGHAMTON. N. Y.—R. W. Whipple. MILWAUKEE, WIS—Oldsmobile C0. GERMANY—Ernest Welgsertner, Berlin.

BOSTON, MASS—Oldlmobile Co. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—A. 1". Chase 5 Co. HOLLAND—Blngham & Company. Rotterdam.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Jl}"nel Automobile Co. NASHVILLE, TENN.—J0hn W. Chester CO. NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. ’I‘. Nielsen 8: Co.,

CHARLESTON, S. C.—Army e . NEWARK. N. J.—-Autovehlcie Co. Copenhagen, Denmark; L. P. Rose ll: Co., New York.

CHICAGO ILL—Oldsmobile Co., Glthenl NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Abbott Cycle Co. CANADA—Hysiop Brothers, Toronto. Ont.

Bron. . NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.—Oldumoblle Co. MEXICOWOIdsmobiie Co., Mohler & De Green, Mexico

CLEVELAND OHIO—Oldunnbile Oo. OMAIIA, NEB.—Olds Gas Engine Works. CRY

COIJYMBIA. S. 0—1. E. Riclill'dl PATERSON. N. J.—F. W. Stockbrldge. ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Ounano a. Company,

DAVENPORT. IA.—Maaon's Corrine. Worln. PLAINFIELD, N. J.—F. L. C. Martin Co. Buenos Ayree.

DENVER. COID.—G. E. Hanna-n. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Oldsmobile Co, SOUTH AFRICA—White, Ryan & Co., Cape Town; Shen

DETROIT. MICH.—Oldemobile CO. PITTSBURG. PA.—Banker Bros Co. rift, Swingiey & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.—Adums 8: Hart. POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.—-J0hn Van Benschoten. AUSTRALIA—Knowles Automobile &- Power Co., Ltd.,

HARRISBURG. PAR—Kline Cycle 00. RALEIGH N. C.—Ralelgh Iron ,Works. SydneY- '

HOUSTON. TEXAS—Hnw‘lns Automobile & ROCHESTER. N. Y.-—-Rochester Automobile C0. NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd" Auckland.

Goa Enxihe Wflrki- SAN FRANCISCO, CAL—Locomoblle Company JAPAN—Bruhl Bros. Yokohama and New York.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND—Fisher Automobile Co. of the Pacific. ASIA MINOR. INDIA. CEYLON. CHINA. JAVA.

JACKSONVILLE. FLA.—F. E. Gilbert. ST. IDUIS. MO.—Mlssisaippi ValleyAuton-ioblle C0. SUMATRA. HORNE), FORMOSA—New York Export

KANSAS CITY, MO.-E. P. Mort-fit! 1 Co. TEXARKANA, ARK -—J. K. Wsdley. 8: Import CO., New York City.

LANSING, MICH.—W. K. Prudden I: Co. TUCSON. ARIZ.—-Sedger & Close.

WDITI! FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK TO“

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich.

FACTORIES: DETDOIT AND LANSING, MICIL
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MAY AFFECT MANY AGENTS

Admission That Members of Selden Association

Have Discussed and Contemplate Drawing

the Line Sharply.

It leaked out late last week, after the

meeting of the executive committee of the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

facturers had adjourned, that the attitude

of the organization toward the agents for

unlicensed cars had been seriously discussed

—that is, whether or no dealers would be

permitted to handle both licensed and un

licensed vehicles.

When General Manager Day was asked

concerning the matter he frankly admitted

that the subject had been talked of, and, al

though no decision was arrived at, he inti

mated quite broadly that it was extremely

probable that the members of the associa

tion would shortly draw the line and confine

their agencies exclusively to dealers han

dling licensed cars.

Mr. Day said further that several of the

more important agents had expressed them

selves as unqualifiedly favoring a policy of

the sort.

Cadillac and Northern get Licenses.

Selden licenses were this week issued to

the Cadillac Automobile Co. and the North

ern Mfg. Co., both of Detroit. They were

two of the three concerns whose applica

tions were favorably acted on last week by

the executive committee of the Association

of Licensed Manufacturers.

trio has not yet paid its “iniation fee" of

$3,500.
 

Toledo Trade Added to.

The Kirk-Hall Co. has been formed and

opened a salosroom and garage at Nos. 713

and 715 JefferSOn street. Toledo, Ohio. E.

A. Kirk and Charles M. Hall comprise the

firm. and Yale. Oldsmobile and Waverley

cars will be handled.

 

The Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers yesterday took possession of

its new offices at NO. 7 East Forty-second

street. General Manager Day is, of course,

now located there.

\The third of the

For Wisconsin Follt Only.

One novel feature will he possessed by the

automobile show to be held beginning May

4 by the Wisconsin Association of Automo

bile Manufacturers and Dealers. It is the in
tention to limit exhibits to. “those makeszof

machines gotten out by manufacturers “7110

have agents in the State and to the automo

bile manufacturers of Wisconsin.” This

will prevent the encroachment of other con

cerns upon the territory of the present deal

ers. - - ‘

The show is'to be held in the Broadway

Armory, Milwaukee. R. 0. Farmer and Fred.

Patee have been named as a comi'nittee of

arrangements.

 

Court's Illness Postponed Sale.

Confirmation by the court of the receivers‘

sale to the Pope Mfg. Co. of the assets of

the American Bicycle Co., which carries

with it the International Motor Car Co. and

the Federal Mfg. Co., which was set for Mon

day last, 20th inst, did not occur, owing to

the illness of the judge. The lawyers and

others interested had gathered in the United

States Court at Trenton, N. J., when word

was received that Judge Kirkpatrick had

suffered an attack of heart trouble, necessi

tating postponement of the case for one

week.

Not an Exclusive License.

Some of the public prints have stated that

the Selden license issued to the Charron,

Girardot & Voigt Co. of America, “formerly

Smith & Mabley," was of a special char-ac

ter, granting to them the exclusive right’to,

sell imported cars in this country. This is

not, however, the case. It is the only license

of the sort yet issued, but it is expected that

several others will shortly be arranged with

leading importers.

 

May Reorganize Woodrull.

It is planned to reorganize the Woodruif

Automobile Co., of Akron, Ohio, and to in

- crease its capital stock from $50,000 to $500.

000. Subscriptions are being solicited in

Akron and other places, and it is said that

success is attending them. It is intended to

make A. M. Woodrnff, the present manager,

_ general superintendent of the new company.'

ALL THREE WILL GO

Winton. Owen and Mooers Formally Named to

Compete for Cup—Monday’s Trials De

velop Mainly Irritating Incidents.

 

 

Cleveland, the largest automobile manu

facturing centre in the United States, will

furnish the cars that will represent America

in the international race for the} James Gor

don Bennett trophy on July 2.

Two Wintons and a Peerless, to be hnn

died. respectively by Alexander Winton,

Percy Owen and Louis P. Mooers, have been

selected to form the team by the race com

mittee of the Automobile Club of America.

At last all is determined and the details

known, and there is surcease of turmoil and

anxiety for all. The team was settled upon

Monday morning at the Garden City Hotel,

after a second unsuccessful attempt had been

made to get a creditable showing out of

some other candidate car than the Winton

of Percy Owen. That entry has "made

good," and it is the only one of the six cars

of four difierent makes entered in the lists

of the Automobile Club that has done so.

The car entered by Alexander Winton was

accepted out of hand, he being a recognized

builder of racing cars who has been in the

cup race before and who first came forward

and made possible the sending of a team

reasons good enough. The two cars entered

by G. W. Matheson, of Grand Rapids, were

reported to the committee as being far from

ready when the time for elimination tests

arrived. Three cars, those of Percy Owen,

L. P. Mooers and H. S. Harkness, reported

ready on April 11, but only Owen and Mooers

toed the scratch on the morning of April 14,

when the starter's whistle blew, and of these

two only Owen acquitted himself with credit,

Mooers offered a substitute car for his spe

cially built racer of 80 horse power, but the

substitute was not supplied with gasolene.

When last Sunday arrived it was believed

that Owen, Mooers and Harkness would all

be seen the following morning on the six

mile course between Westbnry and Merrick.

Long Island; where the‘ postponed tests were
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to be held. Mooers had his big racer ready

and Owen bis swallowllke Wlnton, but

Harkness failed to appear.

The committee and the two candidates

repaired to the course at 6 a. m. and made

ready. This time there was an attendance

of about forty cars and a couple of hundrch

spectators on the course. The elfort at

secrecy having failed, the time and place of

the postponed trials were published widely,

and, very naturally, the spectators in the

touring cars got in the way. Shortly after

6 o‘clock Percy Owen, accompanied by Alex

under Wlnton, who had come on from Cleve

land for the trials, went for a preliminary

spin over the course and back. The weather

was bright, the road dry and in fine condi

tion and not a breath of wind stirred the

air. It was an ideal day for the tests, and

the low, rakish Wlnton skimmed along with

a quietness and smoothness that compelled

admiration.

Mr. Mooers and his Peerless were started

for the first formal trial at 6:20 o‘clock,

George lsham Scott riding along as time

keeper. For about three miles the big

Peerless car went along very fast, and then

the engine began to smoke. It grew so hot

that a stop had to be made. The circulating

pump was found to be out of order. The

Peerless returned to the starting point, near

Westbury, and remained there, being inef

fectually tinkered with until after the com

mittee had called the trials OE and returned

to the hotel.

At 6:25 Owen started his Wlnton from

Westbury, accompanied by Dave H. Morris

us timer. Going south to Merrick no time

was taken because the engine was not

warmed up. The arrangements of the com

mittee called for a standing start at West

bury and a six mile run. and a flying start

at Merrick, with only live miles timed. The

run was limited to tive mllcs’ travelling

north, because of a turn in the road a little

more than live miles from Merrick. Return

ing north on his first trip Owen made the

five miles from a flying start in 5:25. On a

second round trip, accompanied by Commit

teeman Scott, the Wlnton car made the six

mile run from the standing start at West

bury in 7:22 2-5. Starting on the return

northward the best time of any trip begun

to be made. Mr. Scott clockcd one mile in

1:04, another in 1:02 and a third in 1:04 2-5.

Just after the three mile post had been

passed a car with its toaneau full of spec

tators blocked the course and the racer had

to be brought almost to a stop to avoid cul

lision. A third trip was assayed, this time

with Mr. Morris timing. Good time began

to be made, when the lubricating feed pipe

became disconnected. This was due to the

carelessness of an attendant who made some

adjustments after the second run. Before

this trouble was remedied thc time limit for

using the course had expired. and the com

mittee called off the tests and repaired to the

Garden City Hotel, where they went into

executive session.

'It was rumored on Sunday that the com

mittee had planned for an endurance test of

200 miles at an average pace of fourteen

miles an hour, to follow the speed trials.

This was acknowledged by one of the com

mittee on Monday morning to be true.

It was somewhat of a surprise therefore

when the committee, after its meeting, an

nounced that no more trials would be held,

and that Percy Owen and L. P. Mooers had

been selected to complete the team. It is

understood that the considerations which in

fluenced the committee's action were prac

tlcally'those which the Motor World urged

last week. viz.: _

Three cars give more chances than one; the

Owen car has proven itself sufficiently and

thereby has assured the competency of Alex- '

ander Wlnton‘s entry, as the cars are

brother productions; the Peerless factory has

a good reputation, and whatever may be

now amiss with the Mooers car will doubt

less be remedied before the time of the race;

to close the lists and accept the two cars

on hand is the best thing to do, because

any arrangement for future tests would be

simply interference with the work of prep

aration to be done by the candidates.

The full race committee, composed of

George lsham Scott, Harlan W. Whipple

and Dave Hennen Morris, was present when

the decision completing the team was made.

"A. R. Shattuck and servant" were not on

the register of the hotel, nor did the pair

appear at any stage of the proceedings in

the second contest. How the committee

managed to reach a decision without the

presence of this couple is not known.

All during the morning of the second at

tempt to hold trials the question most often

asked along the course was, "Where is Hark

ness 1'" Mr. Harkncss had forfeited his right

to being considered as a competitor for a

place on the team by failing to be on hand

last week, but the race committee had ox

tcnded to him an invitation to try out his

racer on the course they had obtained, and

he had illlllollll’79tl his intention of being

present. It was subsequently learned that

Mr. ilarkncss had started with his car from

the shop in Brooklyn, where it has bccn

kept, at 4 o clock on Monday morning. lic

wanted to travel in the dark, and sought

buck roads because his car, belng fitted with

only two speeds, was essentially n lnw~

breaker at its slowest pucc. Before he

reached Jamaica the temptation to lot it out

a little was yielded to, and after a bump

over a “thank you, mn‘nm," tho cur came

down on a projecting rock in n way that

pounded the radiator and caused u look.

No facilities for repair were at hand on :I.

country road bcforc the dawn. and the car

remained in the road -whlle the time for the

trials expired, and then it was towed back

to the shop. Mr. Hnrkncss says he has

made a mile in 50 seconds with his our in a

private. trial. It is thought he will he named

as a snbstltutc on the American team if he

will accept the secondary honor.

Alcx Wlnton and Percy Owen were runni

festly elated at the Wlnton getting two

I

places. Mr. Winton’s plans seem to have

been matured beforehand, for on the way by

train to the city he announced that he and

Owen will sail for the other side on the

Campanla on May 30, and that the two

racers, together with the Wlnton “Ballet”

and a touring car, will be shipped on May 23.

The reasons for great secrecy regarding

the Wlnton racers which made information

about them- meagre a week ago seem to

have ceased to exist, for on Monday Mr.

Wlnton was most free about showing every

part of the car and answering questions.

Following is a more complete description

than was before obtainable:

it has a wooden truss frame amply rein—

forced with steel No cross reaches are used

in the body, it being held together and braced

by the radiator, engine, gear box and rear

axle, which are built in with it. The wheels

are of wood, 32 inches in diameter, with ~1

inch tires. The top of the hood that covers

the engine in front is only 32 inches from

the ground, and it runs perfectly flat from

bchind a shelving nose in front of the seat

for two that is just in front of the rear axle.

The engine has four cylinders laid horizon

tally transversely in the body of the car.

They are not opposing cylinders, but four

separate ones in a row laid side by side with

the explosion chambers at the edge of the car

on the right hand side. Each cylinder is of

BIA-inch bore and' (Much stroke. The dy

wheel for these weighs 125 pounds. The Q!

lnder heads lie a little below the line of the

frame with the spark plugs in the centre,

and these are covered and protected by an

aluminum slide that Is fitted over them so as

to form a sort of shallow box on the outside

of the car. With this slide removed easy ac

cess is afforded to all the valves. Every part

can be reached without getting under the

car. The exhaust pipes, which extend down

ward from the cylinder heads, are the low

est part of the car, having a clearance of

only seven inches from the ground. Alumi

num has been used for gear casings and

wherever practicable, and all the metal parts

not aluminum have been given a coat of

aluminum paint. There are two speeds for

ward and a reverse, the transmission being

by a shaft and bevel gears direct to the dif

ferential on the rear axle. A conical spring

clutch of original design is used that throws

out by means of cams. On each hub there

is an internal and an external hand brake,

each of which operates independently, and

each throws out the clutch whenever it is

operated. The ignition system consists of a

storage battery with Splltdorf coil and a

spark plug that works when covered with

oil. One carburettor serves for all the cyl

inders. The Wlnton wick feed system of

lubricating is employed. The gnsolcne tank

holds fifteen gallons. and there is capacity

for seventy-five pounds of water. The wheel

base of the ca't‘ is 100 inches and the tread

4 feet 8%- inches. it is rated at 40 horse

power. and weighs in racing trim 1.750

pounds. The Owen racer was shipped to

Cleveland on Monday night.

Concerning the other car entered by him

self, Mr. Wlnton said that it was like Owen‘s

car in looks. but quite different otherwise.

He would not be specific about all the points

of difference. but said that it is longer,

heavier and of greater horsepower.

The Mooers 80 horsepower raccr, which

was fully described In the Motor ’World last

week, is not the car that will be sent to Ire

land for the race. according to George

Banker. This he declared emphatically and

repeatedly during a lively altercation that

occurred on the course on Monday morning.
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STADIUM FOR DEMONSTRATIONS

Exhibitors at St. Louis Will Have That Privilege

—Other Affairs of the Exposition.

 

An exception is to be made in the case of

automobiles at the St. Louis Exposition next

year, the officials having granted permission

to show them in operation on a track, a

privilege granted to no other exhibitors. The

Stadium, which is large and well located»

will be used for this purpose. It may be

used for automobile demonstration purposes

at any time when there are no athletic

events in progress.

This privilege has been secured by the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers, which association i also arrang

ing with the Exposition ofiicials to provide

a stable or garage for the accommodation

of the demonstrating vehicles. it is pro

posed to erect a building for this purpose

near the Stadium, and also near the entrance

to the grounds. The expense of this build

ing, however, must be borne by the exhibit

ors, the Exposition oflicials feeling that the

mst of the Transportation Building and its

maintenance is too great to permit any tur

thcr outlay. The plan of the N. A. A. M.,

therefore. is to have a simple and yet ap

propriate design made, and the expense as

sessed among the exhibitors on the basis of

the number of square feet used by each.

This was the plan which was followed suc

cessfully at the Paris Exposition. Foreign

exhibitors will also be permitted to use the

stable on the same basis as the Amreican

automobile manufacturers, and the Chief of

the Department has requested the Commis

sioners of France and Germany to advise

him how much space will be required by

them.

The Association expects to learn in a short

time the number of automobiles which the

American manufacturers will have at St.

Louis for demonstration and how much

space will be required by them in the stable.

This information is necessary before designs

and estimates can be made ,by the Depart

ment of Works at the Exposition. The build

ing will have a cement floor and will be

thoroughly protected against lire, but the

care of the vehicles must be attended to by

the indivrdual owners. There will be all the

necessary facilities, such as water supply,

drainage, electric lighting, .urrent for re

charging batteries of electric machines, lock-.

ers for caretakers and chauffeurs, and sup

ply of gasolene.

 

Paine's Excuse for Assigning.

Last week J. Overton Paine went to the

wall, being arrested for contempt of court,

and almost immediately filing an assignment

for the benefit of his creditors. He gave as

one reason for the assignment “heavy losses

in automobile and bicycle stocks and fac

tories."

A couple of years ago_ Paine made an ef

fort to "break in" the automobile industry,

but he never passed from the talking to the

actillz Ime

The Week’s Incorporations.

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Syracuse Automobile

& Motor Co., with $100,000 capital. George

E. De Long is the ccrporator.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Brooklyn Automobile Co.,

under New York laws, with $25,000 capital.

Directors—L. A. Hopkins, S. H. Hunt and

L. R. Adams.

Jersey City, N. J.-—Royal Automobile .00.,

under New York laws, with $250,000 capital,

to manufacture motor vehicles. Incorpo—

rators: Louis B. Dailey, Warren N. Akers

and K. K. McLai-en, all of Jersey City, N. J.

Bufiaio, N. Y.—Electric Automobile Club.

under New York laws, with $500 capital, to

store and repair electric vehicles. Directors

~Van Loan Whitehead, Lauren W. Pette

bone, Edward J. Meyer, William Y. Warren,

Samuel J. Dark, Joseph P. Fell and Freder

ick B. Robins.

Portland. Ind—The Jones Cycle & Auto

mobile C0. of Portland, with $2,500 capital.

Corporators—F. Bimel, J. A. Richardson,

Will Detamore, S. H. Adams, L. G. Holmes,

A. V. Jones, J. A. M. Adair, E. M. Haynes,

J. A. Jaqua, R. H. Hartford, Byron Jones,

E. S. McGriff and C. D. Ames.

 

To Deal With Chauffeur Question.

Committees to deal with the chauffeur

question have been appointed by the Auto

mobile Club of America, the American Au

tomobile Association and the National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers, and,

pursuant to the idea put forth in the Mo

tor “'orld, the personnel of the three com

mittees has been made sufliciently alike to

make it in effect a joint body. The club has

appointed a committee of four, the A. A. A.

has appointed the same four and the Man

ufncturers' Association has named three, one“

of whom is on both the other committees.

This gives a working committee of seven,

with the same majority of four representing

the club and the national organization. The

committees are composed as follows: Auto

mobile Club and American Automobile As

sociation, E. B. Galleher, George F. Cham

berlin, Clarence M. Hamilton and Dave H.

Morris; N. A. A. M., E. B. Galleher, F. M.

Lande and Paul Deming.

 

Coming of _ the Clarkmobile.

An addition to the "mobile" family is the

Clarkmobile, made by the Clarkmobile Co.,

Lansing, Mich. It is a single cylinder gaso

lene runabout, developing 6% horsepower

and selling for $700.

The company has been incorporated with

$50,000, and has the following oflicers: A. C.

Stebbins, president; T. E. Thomas, vice-presi

dent; F. G. Clark, secretary, treasurer and

general manager; W. H. Newbrough, G. W.

Knapp, C. D. Woodbury and H. D. Luce, di

rectors.
 

Call for State Organization.

A call has been issued by Chairman H. \V.

Smith of the Automobile Club of Syracuse

for a convention to organize a State associa

tion, to meet at the Yates Hotel, Syracuse,

on Saturday, April 25. at 8 p. in.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE CHOSEN

New York Dealers‘ Association Getting Into

Working Shape—The Fifteen Men in Charge.

 

On Thursday of last week the organiza

tion of the New York Automobile Trade As

sociation was perfected by the adoption of

a constitution and by-laws and the election

of an executive committee of fifteen, in

whom the control of the club and the elec

tion of ofllcers will be vested. The mem

bership will be on an individual basis and

not on that of firm memberships, but not

more than one individual connected with

any concern can be on the Executive Com

mittee, and every member of the associa

tion will have the right of appearing before

the Executive Committee. George B.

Adams presided at the meeting and John F.

Plummer, Jr., acted as secretary. The Ex

ecutive Committee elected was as follows:

Percy Owen, of the Winton Motor Car

riage 00.; John F. Plummer, Jr., of the

Locomoblle Co. of America; Carleton Mab

ley, of Smith & Mabley; F. G. Armstrong,

of the Electric Vehicle 00.; E. B. Galleher,

of the Mobile Co. of America; B. M. Owen,

of the Olds Motor Works; F. D. Homan, 0f

Homan 8r. Schulz; Edward Hayes, of Barry

& Hayes; E. T. Kim-ball, of the Central

Automobile 00.; R. A. Greene, of John

Wanamaker; J. Lineberger, of the Rainer

00.; George B. Adams, of the International

Motor Car Co.; Frank Eveland. of the?

Spalding Bidwell 00.; and F. M. Lande, of}!

the U. s. Long Distance 00. F

A Membership Committee, consisting of

Col. I’ardee, E. B. Galleher and Percy Owen,

was appointed, and the meeting adjourned

to await the action of the Executive Com

mittee, which is to call a meeting aftu'

electing ofllcers.

 

The Liberty Short Circuited.

Last week a petition in bankruptcy was

filed against lsaac H. Newman and Ber

nard Rosenberg, doing business as the

Liberty Electrical Supply Company, at No.

136 Liberty Street, by the following named

creditors: Emil B. Abbott, $303; Bernard

Gothberg, $121, and William Roche, $170. It

was alleged that the concern is insolvent,

and that in the past four months they have

transferred :1 portion of their property to

give a preference and paid certain creditors

more than $3,000. They began business in~

February, 1902, claiming a cash capital of

$1,50, and sold batteries and other electrical

supplies.
 

Kidder Plant Purchased.

The plant of the Kidder Motor Vehicle Co.,

New Haven, Conn., which the directors re

cently decided to wind up, has been pur

chased by John H. Springer, of that city.

He will at once begin the manufacture of

both steam and gasolene can
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NORTHERN
 
 

costs a little more and is a great

deal better than any other run

about on the market.

Built for comfort and service

 

NORTHERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

HOMAN & SCH ULZ, tooth St. and Broadway, also 38th St. and Broadway, N:w York, N. V.; AL N T. F LER, Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.; P. DES

MARAIS & CO., Bristol, Conn; BANKER BROTHERS COMPANY. Philadelphia, Pa; R. . CONN , S nnah, 6a.; OHIO MOTOR CAR CO.

' 3|7b ron St., C land, Ohio; NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE & MANUFACTURERS CO.,a6 Fremont St., n Francisco, Cal.; FRANK P. ILLSLEY, :84

War IIIAvenue, ‘ 'cago, .; MOTOR CAR CO. of N. J. Newark, N.].

  

 

 

Success! ' Safety! Speed!

EMBODIED IN

Fisk Detachable Tire
MECHANICALLY FASTENED TO RIM. -

INNER TUBE CANNOT BE PINCI'IED.

AIR CHAMBER ALL ABOVE RIM.

ANYONE CAN TAKE OFF AND PUT ON.

Why use a type of tire originally intended for bicycles?

THE FISK DETACHABLE TIRE FOUNDED ON AUTOMOBILE REQUIREMENTS.

INTERESTING "TIRE TALK" ON REQUEST.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES .- .

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO,

604 Atlantic Ave. 40 Dwight St 83 Chambers St. 916 Arch St. 82 State 8!.

SYRACUSE, BUPPALO, - DBTRIOT, SAN FRAMISCO,

423 50. Clinton St. 28 W. Genesee st. 284 Jeilorson Ave. “4 Second St.
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New Yonk, APRIL 23, 1903.

What and How Bicyclists Fought.

It is not surprising that the New York

Motor Cycle Club has decided to take the

initiative in efiecting a national organiza

tion of motocyclists. The manner in which

the same burdensome impositions designed

to apply on big, broad, heavy cars are be

ing made to apply equally on the small,

single track motor bicycle is an apt illus—

tration of the intelligence and fairness pre

vailing in legislative halls. Between the

empty promise of the impotent League of

American Wheelmen to safeguard the inter

ests of motorcyclists and the disinterest of

the automobiiist, the motorcyclist has no easy

road to travel. Some of the laws require

him to do practically impossible things. it

is not these things, however, that are of

present concern; it is the hope and possibly

the shame that the projected organization

holds for the automobilists themselves.

When, nearly twenty-five years ago, the

League of American Wheelmen was formed,

there were scarcely 2,500 bicyclists in the

country, but they were subjected to just

such legislative persecution and were the

victims of such a hue and cry as is now the

lot of the automobilist. But once their or

ganization was eflected they did not counte

nance such licensing and tagging compro

miscs as now are the automobile organiza

tions' ideas of right. The first president of

the L. A. W. in his inaugural address laid

down this policy:

"We each have the right of every citizen

of this country to the equal and impartial

use of the public highways, and of the pub

lic parks and driveways, which our fathers

dedicated, or for which our taxes help to

pay; and we will not rest until we and our

brother wheeimen have the freedom of

travel on our wheels anywhere from Penob

scot Bay to the Golden Gate."

And the policy was adhered to unfaltec

lngly until “the equal and impartial use of

the public highways from Penobscot

Bay to the Golden Gate” became an accom

plished fact. Central Park, in this city, like

many other parks in other cities, was closed

to thejwheelmen. But they did not weep,

wail, threaten or compromise. Tth fought

for their inherited right to the free use of

the roads which their fathers dedicated, and

they won. There was no trade association

in existence at that time. Colonel Albert

A. Pope was about all there was of the

trade, and he did what the trade ought to

do. He opened his purse to help make the in

herited right secure.

The automobile industry has its associa

tion—one with a bulging treasury; the auto

mobilists have two so-called national organ

izations, with weak treasuries, and a local

organization with a national name and with

a strong box. But there is not one of them

with magnanlmity or courage enough, or

whatever it may be termed, to stand up and

concede nothing short of “the right of every

citizen of this country to the equal and im

partial use of the public highways.”

It. is because of the understanding that the

borning national organization of motorcy

clists means to stand or fall for that prin

ciple that its coming will be awaited with

more than usual interest and its welcome be

warm and hearty. 4

May it shame the nutomobllists into engag

ing in a man’s tight for a man‘s right!

Concerning the Commercial Test.

In enlarging the scope of the commercial

vehicle test by adding to the number of

classes the contest committee ha undoubt

edly acted wisely. The range of load car

riage is a wide one, from 750 to 20,000

pounds, and brings into the contest practi

cally every type of transportation vehicle ex

tant, or likely to be made in the near future.

The value of the contest is thus greatly en

hanced, and the promise of the committee

that the performance of each vehicle will be

published in detail is in direct line with the

avowed policy of obtaining the greatest pos

sible amount of publicity. Commercial

houses will, therefore, be enabled to satisfy

the desire for information concerning ve

hicles in actual operation which many of

them are known to possess, and collect data

and statistics upon which to base a decision

when the question of the retention or dis

pensation of the horse comes up.

The provision that contesting vehicles may

carry 300 pounds either in excess of or less

than the stipulated dead weight of their

class is also a well considered one.

If we take the case of a vehicle weighing,

say, 2,000 pounds, it will be seen that it

would, in the absence of this provision, be

compelled to go into the second class and

carry 1,500 pounds of dead weight, or the

same as a vehicle weighing 3,000 pounds.

But it may now add 300 pounds to the 750

required for the first class, and thus comply

with the provision that it must carry a

dead load equivalent to 50 per cent of its

own weight. 011 the other hand, a vehicle

weighing 7,200 pounds would have to go into

the fourth class and carry 6,000 pounds

were it not for this provision. By dropping

100 pounds it is still carrying half its own

weight, and at the same time retaining its

place in the third class.

It is provided that the awards shall be

based on the- running cost a ton mile and the

amount of time consumed in making the

runs. But no formula is given to show the

relative importance of the two factors in

making the calculation, nor is there any

speed limit fixed. Presumably the legal

limit of eight miles an hour will govern.

Massachusetts indecency.

Massachusetts may have been “the cradle

of liberty," but the law affecting automo

bilists which is now pending in its legislat

ure, and which is reprinted in another col

umn, makes it appear that the bottom is now

out of the cradle and Liberty is on the floor

scratching out its eyes. To constitute the

State Highway Commission a body with

power to deny to certain citizens the right

to use the public highways, or to revoke the
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right at will, is about as far removed from

republican liberty as the laws affecting Si

beria. To require that one class of citizen

shall not sell or otherwise dispose of his per

sonal property without reporting and record

ing the transaction may be according to the

American constitution, but we doubt it, While

to single out a particular and respectable in

dustry for special taxation and espionage is

repugnant to decency if it also is not illegal.

Such prospects make plain that in Massa

chusetts the manufacture, sale and use of

automobiles is considered worse than pawn

brokerage or the sale of firearms or poison.

If the law is enacted the unconvicted

thief or murderer will have more real liberty

than the Massachusetts automobllist.

Unreason in Tire Demand.

Within a couple of years the demand for

tires has undergone a remarkable change.

Where formerly the single tube had the field

almost to itself, we have seen the clincher

type achieve sudden and wide popularity,

until to-day it dominates the situation, and

leaves to its rival only a tithe of the trade

that it once possessed. ,

Already the season has advanced sutticient

ly to make it clear that users are demanding

clincher tire in the great majority of cases.

The belief that the sO-called was

largely talk is no longer a tenable one. Speci

fications of the cars on order call for the

Clincher tire in the great majority of cases,

the showing of the single tube being hardly

more than entitled to the appellation of scat

tering. One tire concern states that the per

centage of the demand for clincher tires

reaches almost 90 per cent, and that it is

quite unable to fill orders for them promptly.

“craze”

There is a strong probability that the tide

is setting too strongly in this direction to

last very long. The temptation to overdo a

matter of this kind is one very easily fallen

into, and it may very well he that users

who would be better suited with a single

tube tire have fallen into line with the mass

of other users and selected clinchers. But

excesses of this kind usually correct them

selves, and may be relied upon to do so with

out any great delay.

It is not easy to draw a broad line of dis

tinction 'between the two types and their

uses, yet the consensus of opinion is that

the following is a sound general proposition:

The users of light cars—runabouts and even

light touring cars—are likely to sutfer less

from punctures and other troubles when em~

ploying single tube tires than would fall to

their lot if their cars had clinchers fitted to

them. Conversely, the use of the latter on

the heavier cars is attended with advan

tages. The repair of big, heavy single tube

tires is not an easy matter, even with the

best repair appliances of to-day; and it is

just here that the clincher scores, while the

thickness of its outer cover preserves it from

many mishaps that the smaller sizes would

meet with.

At the same time it will be found that

‘there are motorists who will choose one or

the other tfiie of tire irrespective of its size

or the weight of the car it is to carry. In

doing so they will be actuated largely by

their individual preferences, sometimes forti

fied by experience, at others swayed merely

by the influence of others.

It is pretty nearly a foregone conclusion

that the present season will shed a flood of

light on the subject and enable an intelligent

judgment to be formed. Upon it will depend

whether or not the clincher type will re

tain its present overwhelming advantage.

 

Work for the Technical Committee.

One thing that the farcical tests to select

cars for the International Cup Race team

did demonstrate was the inadequacy of the

arrangements for a. satisfactory selection.

Even though all the cars had gone well over

the selected course and had made a good

showing in a two hundred mile run at four

teen miles an hour, it would not have been

known that they were perfectly fit candi

dates for the 369 mile race at high speed

over the lrish roads.

The construction of the car should have

been gone into and passed upon by experts.

It was acknowledged by the members of ii:

that the Race Committee having the say on

selecting the cars was not qualified to pass

on the technical details of construction.

The services of a technical committee were

needed to say whether or not there were

any serious shortcomings in the make-up of

the cars, such as might render them un

worthy representatives of America in an in

ternational race.

It is known that one car built to make

the team cannot be run slowly enough to be

taken through city streets under its own

power, and yet inv the race there will he

controls through towns were slow travelling

is required. Another candidate appeared

with an oil tank that would not hold one

third enough lubricant to last the journey.

and there were some severe criticisms made

on the Long Island course concerning vital

features of construction. Whether the criti

cisms were just or not, it would seem to be

obvious that a committee competent to

make criticisms on mechanical details

should have had a part in the selections,

with power to bar out machines having de

fects sufficiently serious to interfere with

the chances of finishing the race. It is a

sorry fact to record that only one car in two

days of trial made a round trip over the

six mile course without being obliged to

stop. It is true, too, that the only car which

attempted to travel the twenty miles be

tween the city and the course by starting

on the day of the tests could not get there

in time. Those who were there promptly

started the day before each time. The repu

tation of the manufacturers who built the

cup candidates leaves no room for doubt as

to their ability to produce satisfactory cars,

and unquestionably the cars that go to Ire

land will be' good enough to have a fair

chance in the race, but in the efiort to pro

duce something much superior and having

new features there is a possibility of the

most sound and conservative designers mak

ing mistakes in machines. For this reason

it would have been much more gratifying

to have had an elimination examination by

those competent to pass on the mechanical

details.

Now it is not generally known, but the

American Automobile Association has a

Technical Committee, made up of men of

recognized ability in mechanical understand

ing and of undoubted integrity. This com—

mittee is little known because it has been

languishing for something to do. It could

have found a worthy field for its abilities in

connection with the selection of the cup

race cars had the Automobile Club seen fit

to invite it to act in its behalf in this man

ner and given it power. Men of technical

Judgment have not figured enough in the

automobile contests. Good sportsmen and

intelligent men are hardly enough for em

test committees. It seems as it there amid

be some committee with the ability to de

tect faultlly constructed vehicles, with the

power to bar them from competitions in

which they might prove dangerous. This

does not refer to any case in point. It is

pointed out not because of the existence of

any dangerous “freaks” in the past or pres

out, but in recogniton of the fact that their

appearance on the scene is always a possi

bility which should be provided for.
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SUGGESTEDBYRECENT"AUTOMOBILELEGISLATION.”

 

 

 

Thesizeandappearanceofthelampofthefutureifthe

number-on-lampsrequirementscontinuetomultiply.

NewYor-k---'Neerase---

  

Therearofthevehiclehavingbecomeinsufficientforthe

displayoflicensenumbers,TheMotorWorldpresentstheseunpatentedcontrivancesdesignedtoobeythelawsofallstates.
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New Jersey has found time between the

passing of prohibitory automobile laws and

other equitable measures of a like sort to

indulge in a spring housecleaniug. 'l‘be're

sult of this has been that the Junk dealers

will be benefited by being enabled to pur

chase very cheaply a quantity of that class

bond paper upon which appears some excel

lent examples in various colored inks of the

printer‘s art. Nearly one thousand C01 pora

tions have had their rights taken away ttom

them by the-State of New Jersey because

the companies have for two years neglected

to pay the State the small amount site de

mands for the rights she grants tllclll.

Among this thousand dead ones thirty-seven

automobile corporations are numbered. I

don‘t suppose it will be necessary to add

that each and every one of this two score,

lacking three, of defunct automobile coll

cerns was a still-born infant; in fact, it had

never lived outside of the imagination of its

promoters, the regrets of its hackers and the

records of the State of New Jersey. Iicad

ing the list of the dear departed i find the

National Light and Power Co., whose $15,

000,000 in capital was to be used in putting

upon the market an electric battery which

was to so far have outdfidisoaed Edison’s

that the whole question of living would

have resolved itself in the more pressing of

a button bearing upon it the illotlogl'alli

N. L. I'. (I. But, alas, it could not be! With

the passing of the lifteen million dollar

promise of push-the-button propulsion we

are once more brought face to face with the

fact that Edison has now an undisputed

monopoly in the sweet bye and bye brand

of swiftncss. and we might just as well re

sign ourselves. But it's tough, blamed if it

ain't!

‘ II t

The automobile owner who, under the

combined misfortunes of a breakdown and

the unsolicited advice which the quickly

gathered Sunday crowd generously gives

him, can remain good natured is sure of a

great reward in the next-world. Heaven

would be incomplete without him.

it t t

Dear me! how young it musz me feel to

find in my mail last week one of those bills

of fare wherein the jokcsmith has been

allowed to saw out great jagged chunks cf

alleged humor and to indict the aforesaid

sawings upon a dcfenceless lot of dinner

caters! How it all comes back to me! In

the good old bicycle days of twenty or more

years ago. we never thought of having any

sort of a formal feed without this witty—

that’s what we called it—blll of fare, and

now, when I see “friction clutch salmon"

billed to be chased down the diner‘s throat

by “twenty-four horsepower pommes,“ with

a few “wheel steering tomatoes" on the side,

time rolls backward and I am once more

young again. Such originality and pretty

wit one scarce expects in these prosaic days

of automobiles; but then it is the unexpected

which always happens, even in menus, and

so I suppose I had no right to expect more

wisdom in the present generation than its

predecessor possessed. Like the poor, the

menu humorist we have always with us.

and we cannot hope to escape from either.

I have been surprised to observe that

automobilists seem to think it ill becomes

so great a commonwealth as that of the

‘State of Pennsylvania for it ti seek to enact

a law aimed at automobiles which, should

it pass, would virtually bar the motor ve

hicle out of Quaysylvania. Within a month

a man has been arrested in Philadalephia

for the unlawful act of kissing his wife on

Sandy, and the law under which this arrest

was legally made goes even further, and

specifically states that “no mother shall kiss

her child on the Sabbath or any day of fast

ing." Now, in a community having such

laws and actually enforcing them in the

year 1903, what right has any one to ex

pect that anything so modern as the auto

mobile would be treated with any different

legislation than that which is proposed for

it‘.’ “'ell. I wot not!

i 8 *

There is more to be learned about an auto

mobile by listening than there is by talk

ing. This explains why many owners learn

so little about the vehicles they pay so well

for.

I t I'

The unfortunate automobilist who has

found his holiday on Long Island roads cut

short by a combination of arr-1st. a fine and

a general shakcdowu all around has in his

anger been often tempted to remark "Well,

this is i" All wrong!

only the automobilist didn‘t know it. that‘s

all. The Farmer's (‘lub met at tho Amer

lt“lll Institute last week and oli'icially pro—

mulgatctl this paradise rating of Lonar

Island. That settles it. If, however. there

are still some doubters, then let them

listen to what Mr. H. ll. Fullerton said at

this Farmer‘s Club meeting which declared

Long Island to be a paradise: “No one ever

dies on Long Island,“ enthusiastically testi

ticd Mr. Fullerton, who. had he been ques

tioned, might have offered himself as a liv

ing example of his eternal life statement,

for had not Mr. Fullerton himself been one

of an automobile party of six which a Long

Island Railroad engine had scattered over

a six-acre lot, and did not he and the other

scattered ones get out of the hospital some

months later with their lives? Sure thing!

Now get you gone, hie thee to Long Island,

and there gladly pay whatever its_clam

digging, punkin‘ dusting “ledges” and

p’leecemen may charge you, for have you

not the word of the Farmers‘ Club and the

living testimony of Mr. Fullerton that while

 It is Paradise, '

you are on Long Island you are in Paradise

and cannot die!

l i 0

Some of those who think it obligatory

always to land the Automobile Club of

America often have queer ways of bestow- '

ing what they think, I suppose, is praise.

For example, I read in an afternoon paper

on Saturday that “Mr. F. F. Siton, of the

A. C. A., is quite proud of his success in

converting I’irk McHell, the playwright, to

automobiling, and in making such an enthu

siast of him that he has consented to have

his name proposed for membership in the

club.” Imagine what sort of an organiza

tion the ordinary reader must think the

A. C. A. is when a member of it is "quite

proud" solely because he has induced the

manager of a cheap comic opera company

to consent—mind you, consent—to have his

name proposed for membership?

. i 8‘

Competition may be the life of trade, but

I have noticed that it is often death to the

trader.

. I O

When it comes to travelling over a road it

is a moot question whether it is more diffi

cult to determine where to travel or how to

travel. Of course, to me the first question

is the only one which needs to be taken

seriously, since as a man possessed of 01'

dinary intelligence, I naturally believe that

the automobile has very effectually disposed

of the how part of the difficulty. Now, to

dispose of the first half of the dilema comes

Assemblyman McCullough with a hill at

Albany which seeks to compel all Highway

Commissioners in the State of New York to

erect sign posts at every crossroad telling

the poor wayfarer the distance and the route

to the nearest hotel. What more could any

one ask, unless it were that the name of the

nearest repairer and gasolene depot be also

printed upon .\Ir. Mct‘ullough's boards?

I t 8!

While some of those professionals who are

loudest in proclaiming their wonderful abili

ties as chauffeurs are jacks of all trades and

good at none, others, and I might say the

majority, of them, are jacks of no trade and

good at nothing—except bragadocio. All

this with due respect to the gentlemen who

don a leather coat and accept a hundred

dollars or more a month to run some one

elsc's automobile.

.I i 3'

Automobiles are conquering new fields of

favor every dav. Mr. Munroe, who aspires

to be a king of the fistic arena, has an

nounced that he finds nothing so conducive

to attaining physical perfection and condi

tion as a daily use of an automobile. I

don't know just how the gentleman employs

an automobile in his physical culture, but it

suffices that he has declared the trotting

horse as an adjunct to a prizefighter‘s train

ing outfit as superseded by the motor.

a a a '

Perfection does not come all of a sudden;

it grows slowly on a motor or a vehicle, like

the shell on a crab.

THE COMMENTATOR.
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The Metropolitan Salcsrooms and Garages—VII

 
 

One of the earliest established sales and

storaue stations in New York (‘ity. and one

of those most widely known. is the branch

of the \Vinton Motor (l‘arriage (‘0.. at NO.

154) East Fifty-eighth-st.. near 'l‘hird avenue,

 

 

 

This is the general headquarters for \Vintons

in this vicinity. and. barring factory sales,

it is claimed for it that _“more dollars' worth

of automobiles are handled in this place than

any other in the country." As it is the dis

trihuting station for all the greater New York

district. this claim is quite reasonable.

Housed in what was formerly a part of a

playhouse. the palm garden of Proctor's

Theatre, this establishment presents a strik

ing appearance, both outside and within. it

has a frontage of 104) feet on Fifty-eighth

  

It is lmiltstreet. and its depth is St) feet.

of steel and fireproof brick. with a vaulted

skylight overhead. A balcony runs around

three sides of the building. inside and from

the bases of the roof girders there loom

heroic bust carvings of the gods and god

esses of Grecian mythology. which lean for

ward over the spacious ground floor after

the fashion of iigurehcads on the bowsprits

of merchant craft.

The working space of the place is found

on the ground floor and in the basement, be

 

tween which there is communication by an

elevator. The ofllecs are in the balcony on

the front side of the building. from where

Percy Owen. the popular presiding genius

of the place. can see all that is doing on the

floor by glancing through the window of his.

private office. In the hillt'l)ll_\' also are found;
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the StuClil‘tIOlll. lavatory and waiting room

for customers.

On the ground floor and in the basement,

both of which have cement floors. wood cov~

ered, there is room for storing eighty ve

hicles. A thoroughly equipped repair shop.

80x40 feet in dimensions, is found at the

 

rear of the main floor. This workroom is

provided with two pits to accommodate the

mechanics working on the cars. There are

no posts on the main floor, and a magnifi

cent sweep is afforded for backing a car into

its place or getting it out. The storage vault

for gasolene is built out under the sidewalk,

and is pumped to the main floor near the

front door. Asbestos enters largely into

the interior construction, and the building is

as nearly fireproof as they make any. There

is electric lighting and steam heat through

out.

This is a branch station of the 'Winton

company. and has been so since it was

..4»AJ/"'

  

INTERIOR OF THE WINTON SALESROOM.

opened in December, 1900. No cars except

Wintons are either stored or repaired, and it

cannot therefore be classed, strictly speak

ing, as a public garage. The idea of it was

to provide a place where Winton patrons

might take their cars and be confident of

their being in the hands of men who thor

oughly understand them, instead of having

.
, .- .

\ {up {$- 1 I

to take them to strange repair shops.

The fact that the place is always well filled

and that from twelve to eighteen men are

kept busy all the time sufficiently attest!

that this station has enough to do looking

after Winton customers without taking out

side work.

 

Owing to a new disposition of the property

by the owners, however, the Winton branch

must more before December 1 of this year,

and a much larger place is being sought,

where probably the possession of more room

than any other place in the city may lead to

the taking in of other business than that on

Winton cars.

 

Federal's New Mill.

Three months or so ago, when the Federal

Manufacturing Company's sheet steel mill at

South Chicago, 111., was destroyed by tire,

there was little expectation that the new mill

then in process of erection at Elyria, Ohio,

would be completed in time to be of much

service for this season. But by extraordin

ary effort in pushing the work of building

and installation to completion the. new mill

is in operation to-day.

The new mill covers five acres of ground

and is considered by its Owners a model

plant. Although at present the mill is only

equipped for rolling cold steel. it is the in

tention to erect a building for rolling hot

steel. The hot rolling building will be 3003280

feet. All sizes of steel from 2 inches wide

up to 16 inches, and in gauge from 16 inches

to 1,3; inch, will be handled. The pickle house

dimensions are 50x75 feet. Electric hoists

and travelling devices convey the stock from

this house to all points in the mill where it

is rolled. The cold rolling department has

a capacity of 75 tons a day. This building

measures 20x80 feet. Stock up to 16 inches

wide and in gauge from .010 to .250 is rolled,

cut, straightened, slit and sheared. The cold

drawing and wire flattening department is

located in a building 140x80 feet. The an

nealing department is 60x80 feet wide and

contains six Swindell furnaces, fired by pat

ent gas producers. The shipping room is

60x80 feet. All steel leaves this room in

bright condition. The boiler room, 75x60

feet. is equipped with six tubular boilers,

each of 150 H. P. The stokers are auto

matic. The gas producing house, measuring

30x60 feet, is equipped with three machines

for supplying gas to the annealing furnaces.

The rotary shear in the shearing room takes

stock 1/4 inch thick and 26 inches wide in

any number of strips.

In all respects this mill is among the most

modern in the country. its equipment has

been the special study of Mr. David B. Mar

wick, manager of the plant, who has Dnu a

lifetime’s experience in steel making and

steel working, and who has held important

positions with several of the largest con

cerns in the country.
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STEAM SCORES UP-HILL

Wins Event for Winnings Cars and Makes Best

Tune—Some Surprises in Gasolene Classes.

Boston opened the 1908 season on Mon

day with a formal hill climbing speed con

test under the auspices of the Massachusetts

Automobile Club. Although almost entirely

a. local function, it was decidedly interest

ing and enjoyable, and productive of a num

ber of surprises.

A steam car—a Stanley—carried off the

honors, making by far the best time of the

day and winning both in its class and in the

free for all race. Next came at Warwick

motor bicycle, a good second in the latter

race, and a considerable distance in front of

all the other gasolene vehicles. Then came

three Indians, all making faster time than

any of the gasolene cars. Steam scored also

outside the free for all race. The slowest of

the five competing steamers made consid

erably better time than any of the gasolene

cars.

Of the latter the heavy and the light

classes proved to be remarkably closely

matched; the latter having a slight advan

tage in point or time. A Stevens-Duryea, in

the under 2,000-lbs. class, climbed the hill

in 43 1-5 seconds, or just 1-5 second faster

than a Peerless in the over 2,000-lbs class.

In the free for all race the two met again

and exactly duplicated their performances.

The electrics showed up finely also. A

Waverley made a record of 1.16 3-5, better

time than a number of the gasolene cars.

The contest took place on Commonwealth

Avenue. between Brookline and Allston, on

a hill neither long nor steep. The road was

a broad, winding, fairly smooth macadam,

one-fifth of a mile in length and with a max

imum grade of 15 per cent. Taking place on

Monday, celebrated as Patriots’ Day, the

event attracted 5,000 people and about 400

vehicles. The arrangements were well

made and carried through without a hitch.

The Chronograph Club was in charge or the

timing, and the system used by it worked

to perfection.

The result of the contests and the time of

each car and its horse power follow:

STEAM VEHICLES.

Horse Time.

Operator and Make. power. m. s.

F. Durbin. Stanley . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5% 17

J. H. McAlman, Locomobile.... 51/; 221-5

0. B. Grout, Grout . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5% 25

H, E. Jay, White . . . . . . . . . . . . ..10 313-5

0. 1. Campbell, Mobile . . . . . . . .. 6 332-5

GASOLENE, UNDER 2,000 POUNDS.

F. E. Randall, Stevens-Duryea. 5 431-5

A. T. Harris, Duryea . . . . . . . . .. 8 45

J. R. Snow, Peerless . . . . . . . . . ..16 46

L. H. Ross, Packard . . . . . . . . . . . .10 51 1-2

G. H. Robinson, Peerless . . . . . ..16 533-5

J. H. Ordway, Crest . . . . . . . . . . . 51,5 1 15 4-5

0. B. 001%. Duryea . . . . . 8 1403-5

1.. J. Phelps, Phelps . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 1082-5

H. H. Brown, Darracq . . . . . . . . .16 134

Gerard Bement, Peerless . . . . . . .16 1 2035

6,9, Reed, Knox.. . . . . . 1041-5

A. R. Peabody, Oldsmobile.... 6 123

Wm. Jameson. Orient Backboard 4 1 24 2-5

A. Adams, Cadillac . . . . . . . . . . .. 6% 119 2-5

GASOLENE, OVER 2,000 POUNDS.

J. R. Snow, Peerless . . . . . . . . . . .16 43 2-5

G. H. Robinson, Peerless . . . . . ..16 51 2-5

Harry Fosdick, Winton . . . . . . ..20 56 3-5

F. E. Townsend, Winton . . . . . ..20 10635

John Williams, Winton. .. .. .. .16 1 39

J. T. Robinson, Jr., Pope-Robin

son . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 33 2-5

J. T. Robinson. Pope-Robinson. .16 1 37 25

GASOLENE WITH TONNEAU.

J. R. Snow, Peerless . . . . . . . . . . .16 514-5

Gerard Bement, Peerless. . . . . . .16 51 4—5

L. R. Spear, Winton . . . . . . . . . ..16 107 2-5

G. H. Robinson, Winton . . . . . ..16 107 2-5

F. E. Townsend, Winton . . . . . . .16 1 12 3-5

Leon Morriil, Winton . . . . . . . . . .16 1 24 2-5

Harry Fosdick, Winton . . . . . . . .20 1 283-5

A. Adams, Toledo . . . . . . . . . . . ..12 136 3-5

J. Williams, Winton . . . . . . ..‘...16 1393-5

\V. E. Eldridge, Toledo . . . . . . . . .12 1 56 1-5

ELECTRICS.

W. G. Titcomb, Waverley . . . . .. 3 1 16 3-5

W. E. Eldridge, Waverley . . . . .. 3 1 40 2-5

A. F. Neal, Waverley . . . . . . . . . . 6 2252-5

A. F. Neal, Waverley . . . . . . . . .. 6 235 3-5

MOTOR BICYCLES.

Joe Downey. \Varwick . . . . . . . .. 1% 28

Oscar Hedstrom, Indian . . . . . .. 1%, 281-5

H. E. Rogers, Indian . . . . . . . . .. 1% 308—5

George Temple, Indian . . . . . . . . . 1% 301-5

FREE FOR ALL.

F. Durbin. Stanley . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51/2 16 3-5

Joe Downey, Warwick motor

bicycle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1% 28

F. E. Randall, Stevens-Duryea. 5 431-5

J. R. Snow, Peerless . . . . . . . . . ..16 432-5

J. R. Snow, Peerless . . . . . . . . . . .16 514-5

W. C. Titcomb, Waverley . . . . . . 3 1 16 3-5

The officials were: Referee, 001. James T.

Soutter; judges, R. R. Sheldon, J. H. Mac

Almau, A. P. Underhill, George B. McQues

ten, Dr. Shrigley and W. A. Woodworth.

 

Mueller and Fisher to Meet Again.

Confident that he can turn the tables on

his successful opponent, Conrad Mueller, of

Indianapolis, Ind.. last week challenged Carl

G. Fisher to a series of five races. to be run

by one machine, each for a side bet of $200.

Mueller wanted the races to take place at

once, but Fisher has not a machine of his

own in stock, and for this reason he had to

ask that the first race of the series be post

poned.

Fisher will accept Mucller‘s challenge

within two weeks. but he would prefer to

have one or more of the proposed tests run

of! at the proposed meet at the Fair Grounds,

‘ May 30.

It will be recalled that the two men raced

to Columbus and return a few weeks ago,

Fisher driving an Oldsmobile and Mueller 8.

Cadillac. The former was victorious, and

since then Mueller has been longing for a

return race.

Bostwick is Back.

On Saturday last the steam yacht Sultana,

belonging to A. C. Bostwick. the well known

motorist. and with its owner aboard, docked

at Bay Ridge, from Jacksonville. Fla. Mr.

Bostwlck has been cruising in Southern

waters for more than two months.

WORSE THAN CRIMINALS

Bay State Bill Makes Motorists so Appear—

Malters, Dealers and Users are all Affected.

Because it provides for speeds of twenty

and twelve miles per hour the bill recently

favorably reported by the Committee of

Roads and Bridges of the Massachusetts

Legislature—House bill No. 1,325—has been

heralded in some parts of the country as

"rational legislation." Examination of the

bill. however, proves it to be nothing of the

sort. It is, instead, one of the most auto

cratic and mischievous measures yct pro

posed.

It invests the State Highway Commission

with the practically czarlike power to at its

pleasure deny or revoke the right to the use

of any or all of the common roads; it re

quires also that in the event of a car being

sold by an individual owner the sale of this,

his personal property, shall be promptly re

ported and recorded; it provides not only for

registration certificates, but for licenses and

for the display of numbers not only on the

rear of cars, but on both sides of them. Not

satisfied with mulcting and restricting the

users, both the manufacturers of and dealers

in automobiles are levied on. The proposed

law would compel them to pay a special li

cense fee of $10 for the privilege of doing

business and for a special tag advertising

the fact. The speed limits, while generous,

are nullified by the power granted local

authorities to impose such limitations and

other restrictions as they may deem wise or

expedient. With the sanction of the High

way Commission any city, town or village is

free to prohibit the use of any road or roads.

The sanest provision in the bill is the

clause exempting non-residents who are reg

istered in other States. but again this sanity

is reduced to a minimum by the provision

that these non-residents shall be subject to

such rules as the Highway Commission may

make.

The full text of this remarkable measure

is as follows:

Section 1. All automobiles and motor

cycles shall be registered by the owner or

person in control thereof in accordance with

the provisions of this act. Application for

such registration may be made, by mail or

otherwise, to the Massachusetts Highway

Commission or any agent thereof appointed

for this purpose, upon blanks prepared un

der its authority. The application shall, in

addition to such other particulars as may be

required by said commission, contain a

statement of the name. place of residence

and address of the applicant, with a brief

description of the character of the automo

bile or motor cycle, including the name of

the maker, the number, if any, aflixed by the

maker, the character 0! the motor power.

and the amount of such motor power stated

in figures of horse power; and with such

application shall be deposited a registration

fee of five dollars, except that the fee for

motor cycles shall be two dollars. The said

commission or its duly authorized agent

shall then register the automobile or motor
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cycle dscribed in the application in a book

to he kept for the purpose, giving to said

automobile or motor cycle a distinguishing

number or other mark, and shall thereupon

issue to the applicant a certificate of regis

tration. Said certificates shall contain the

name, place of residence and address of the

applicant, the registered number or mark,

shall prescribe the manner in which said

registered number or mark shall be inscribed

or displayed upon the automobile or motor

cycle, and shall otherwise be in such form

and contain such further provisions as the

commission may determine. A proper record

of all applications and of all certificates

issued shall be kept by the commission at

its main office, and shall be open to the in

spection of any person during reasonable

business hours. Said certificate of registra

tion shall always be carried in some easily

accessible place in the automobile or motor

cycle described therein.

Upon the sale of any automobile or motor

cycle, its registration shall expire, and the

vendor shall immediately return the certifi

cate of registration to the Highway Com

mission, with notice of the sale, and of the

name, place of residence and address of the

vendee.

Every manufacturer of or dealer in auto

mobiles or motor cycles may, instead of

I registering each automobile or motor cycle

controlled by him, make application upon a

blank provided by said commission for a

general distinguishing number or mark, and

said commission may. if satisfied of the facts

stated in said application, grant said appli

cation, and issue to the applicant a certifi

cate of registration containing the name,

place of residence and address of the appli

cant, the general distinguishing number or

mark assigned to him, and otherwise in such

form and containing such further provi

sions as said commission may determine:

and all automobiles and motor cycles owned

or controlled by such manufacturer or dealer

shall, until sold or let for hire or loaned for

a period of more than five successive days,

be regarded as registered under such general

distinguishing number or mark. The fee for

each license shall be ten dollars.

No automobile or motor cycle shall, after

the first day of August, in the year nineteen

hundred and three, be operated upon any

public highway or private way laid out un

der authority of statute, unless registered as

above provided, and the registered number

or mark of every automobile and motor cycle

operated as aforesaid shall at all times be

inscribed or displayed upon both sides and

the back thereof in Roman characters not

less than four inches long, and conforming

in this and other retails to the requirements

prescribed by the Highway Commission in

its certificate of registration.

Section 3. Licenses for operating automo

biles and motor cycles shall be issued by the

Massachusetts Highway Commission or duly

authorized agents thereof. Application shall

be made upon blanks prepared by the com

mission for this purpose, and the licenses

issued shall be in such form and shall con

tain such provisions as to said commission

seem desirable. Each licensee shall be as

signed some distinguishing number or mark,

and a proper record of all applications for

license and of all licenses issued shall be

kept by the commission at its main office,

and shall be open to the inspection of any

person during reasonable business hours.

Each license shall state the name, place of

residence and address of the licensee and

the distinguishing number or mark assigned

to him.

Special licenses for operating automobiles

or motor cycles for hire shall be issued by

the commission, but no such license hall be

issued until the commission or its agent duly

authorized shall have satisfied itself or him

self that the applicant is a proper person to

be granted such license. Such licenses shall

be granted for one year only.

The fee for each license to operate for

hire shall be three dollars; the fee for other

licenses shall be two dollars. All fees shall

be deposited at the time of making the ap

plication.

Automobiles and motor cycles registered

in other States and driven by persons li

censed in other States may be operated on

the roads and ways of this State, subject,

however, to such rules as the Highway

Commission may make.

The commission may at any time suspend

or revoke any license for any misconduct of

the licensee.

Section 4. No person shall, on or after the

first day of August, in the year nineteen

hundred and three, operate an automobile

or motor cycle upon any public highway or

private way laid out under authority of

statute, unless licensed so to do under the

provisions of this act. No person shall oper

ate an automobile or motor cycle for hire,

unless specially licensed by the commission

so to do. No person shall employ for hire

as chauffeur or operator of an automobile

or motor cycle any person not specially

licensed as aforesaid, and every chauffeur

or operator for hire shall, while so acting,

display the distinguishing number or mark

assigned to him, in such manner as may be

prescribed by the commission.

Section 5. Every person having control or

charge of an automobile or motor cycle shall,

whenever upon any public street or way and

approaching any vehicle drawn by a horse

or horse, or any horse upon which any per

son is riding, operate, manage and control

such automobile or motor cycle in such man

ner as to exercise every reasonable precau

tion to prevent the frightening of any such

horse or horses, and to insure the safety and

protection of any person riding or driving

the same. And if such horse or horses ap

pear frightened. the person in control of such

automobile or motor cycle shall reduce its

speed, and if requested by signal or other

wise by the driver or such horse or horses.

shall not proceed further toward such ani

mal unless such movement be necessary to

avoid accident or injury, or until such ani

mal appears to be under the control of its

rider or driver. .

No automobile or motor cycle shall be run

on any public way or private way laid out

under the authority of statute outside the

limits of a city or the thickly settled or

business portion of a town or fire district at

a speed exceeding twenty miles an hour, or

within a city or the thickly settled or busi

ness portion of a town or fire district at a

speed exceeding twelve miles an hour. Upon

approaching a crossing of intersecting ways,

also traversing a crossing or intersection.

and in going around a corner, every person

operating an automobile or motor cycle shall

run it at a rate of speed less than that here

inbefore specified and at no time greater

than is reasonable and proper, having re—

gard to traffic and the use of the way and

the safety of the public.

Section 6. The commission may suspend

or revoke the certificate issued to an auto

mobile or motor cycle under section one of

this act, or the license issued to any person

under section three of this act, for any

cause which it may deem sufiicient; and any

person convicted of violating any of the pr0

visions of this act shall be punished for each

offense by a fine not exceeding two hundred '

dollars. Any person convicted of operating

or causing or permitting any other person

to operate an automobile or motor cycle

after a revocation or suspension of the cer

tificate or license granted under this act for

such vehicle shall be punished by a fine not

exceeding tWo hundred dollars, or by impris

onment for a term of ten days, or by both

fine and imprisonment.

Section 7. Every automobile or motor

cycle operated in this Commonwealth shall

be provided with adequate brakes and with

a suitable bell, born or other means of sig

nalling, and shall, during the period from

one hour after sunset to one hour before

sunrise, carry lights as prescribed by the

Highway Commission.

Section 8. The fees received under the

provisions of this act shall be paid over

monthly by the secretary of the Highway

Commission into the treasury of the Com

monwealth, and be set aside as a fund to be

known as the automobile fund, and so much

of said fund as may be necessary to meet

the expenses of this act shall be paid out of

the same. Any balance remaining may be

used by the State Highway Commission for

repairs on State highways.

Section 9. The term “automobile” as used

in this act shall include all vehicles pro

pelled by other power than muscular power,

excepting railroad and railway cars and

motor vehicles running only upon rails or

tracks. Nothing herein contained shall be

so construed as to affect the rights of boards

of park commissioners as authorized by law,

or the Board of Aldermen of cities. or the

Selectmen of towns, to make special regula

tions as to the speed of, or the use of, par

ticular roads or ways by automobiles and

motor cycles; including the right to exclude

them altogether therefrom, subject to the

approval of the Highway Commission; but

no such special regulation shall be effective

unless notice of the same is posted conspicu

ously at the points where any road affected

thereby joins other roads.

Section 10. Chapter three hundred and '

fifteen of the acts of the year nineteen hun

dred and two is hereby repealed.

Sction 11. Except as otherwise provided

herein. this act shall take efifect upon its

passage.
 

To Avoid Tunnels and Tracks.

Before the Rapid Transit Commission. at

its meeting held on Thursday, John Brisben

Walker, president of the Mobile Rapid

Transit Company, presented a plan to carry

passengers in automobiles for fares ranging

from 3 cents'to 10 cents, according to the

distance. | ‘

"I think that the tunnel system is about

as modern as the fiintlock musket, and that

the time i coming when the system of trans

porting passengers in automobiles will be

adopted in all of the large cities of the

world," he said.

He added that he simply wanted to call

the attention of the commissioners to this

new method in order that they may study it

carefully before tying up hundreds of mill

ions of the city's money in tunnel extensions.

Mr. Walker gave figures to show that the

automobiles would be capable of carrying

all but about one. hundred thousand of the

traveling public, and stated that the cost

of operation and maintenance would be so

small that the company on :1 investment of

$10 could make a profit of 114 per cent and

could afford to pay the city a handsome sum.

The board took the matter under consid

oration.

There are more than 500 registered automo

biles in Cleveland, Ohio.
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READY TO RECEIVE ENTRIES

Lists Opened for Commercial Vehicle Test—

The Rules as Finally Promulgated.‘

With the issuance this week of the rules

covering the Commercial Vehicle Test of the

Automobile Club of America, May 20 and 21,

the entry list has been formally opened. The

fee is $25, and the Contest Committee states

that it has sufficient assurances of support

to assure the complete success of the event.

As already stated in these columns, the

classes have been changed and enlarged.

They now number six, requiring the carriage

of dead weight ranging from 750 to 20,000

pounds. Stops for taking on supplies will

be charged against the vehicles, electrics he

lng allowed one stop for recharging, and.

steam and gasolene not being limited.

The route for the two days’ runs is, as

was intimated, from the club house, No. 758

Fifth Avenue, to Washington Bridge and re

turn, and to the Battery and return, the lat

ter Journey being made twice each day.

This will impose a severe test, especially on

the heavier vehicles, as there are many hills

to he climbed in the northern part of the

city, some of them very steep.

An observer is to accompany each vehicle,

and other passengers may be carried if de

sired, but they are not to be included in the

dead load.

Gold, silver and bronze medals are to be

awarded in each class, the awards to be

based on the cost of operation in ton'mlles

and the time occupied in making the runs.

The rules are as follows:

It will be assumed that every contest

ant is acquainted with the rules of the con

test, and by entering therein he agrees to

abide by said rules. In the event of dispute

concerning the interpretation of the rules,

_ the decision of the Contest Committee shall

be final. The committee reserves the right

to alter or amend these rules from time to

time as they may deem expedient.

The contest will be open to types of

self-propelled vehiclw used for commercial

purposes made in the United States or

abroad.

Entry blanks will be forwarded by the club

secretary upon request and must be filled

out in full.

The time for receiving entries will ex

pire on May 10, 1903. All entries mut be

accompanied by the following information in

full. Weight of vehicle, including fuel, sup

plies and equipment; maximum dead load

that vehicle can carry; capacity, water, gas

olene, kerosene, fuel oil, coal and coke; name

of manufacturer; place of manufacture; tires,

make and size; motive power; rated horse

power of motor and number of cylinders;

selling price of the vehicle. Electric vehicles

—Weight of battery, number of cells, ampere

hour capacity.

The entrance fee for all classes will

be $25.00 for each vehicle and must be for

warded to the club secretary with the entry.

Every person making an entry agrees that

in the event of the vehicle being disqualified

or failing to take part in the contest the

entry fee shall be retained by the club.

No entry will be received unless accom

panied by the entrance fee.

A full description and photograph of the

vehicle must accompany the entry.

All vehicles, whether electric, steam or

gasolene, shall operate in the same class,

which classification shall be on the basis of

dead load carried.

There shall be divisions for electric, steam

and gasolene vehicles. All vehicles shall be

subdivided into five classes, as follows:

First Class—To carry a dead load of 750

pounds, to make 100 stops.

Second Class—To carry a dead load of

1,500 pounds, to make 100 stops.

Third Class—To carry a dead load of 3,500

pounds, to make 50 stops.

Fourth Class—To carry a dead load of

6,000 pounds, to make 25 stops.

Fifth Class—To carry a dead load of

10,000 pounds, to make 1 stops.

Sixth Class—To carry a dead load of

20,000 pounds, to make 5 stops.

Each vehicle must carry a dead load of at

least 50 per cent of its own weight with all

supplies on board, in addition to the driver

and observer. ,

A vehicle may carry 300 pounds in excess

or 300 pounds less than the spetiiied dead

load for any class. provided the dead load

carried, exclusive of the driver and observer,

shall be at least 50 per cent of the weight of

the vehicle. -

Electric Vehicles—Electric vehicles shall

be allowed one stop for recharging batteries,

the time of such stop and the amount of

current taken to be recorded against the

vehicle. Ampere-meter and volt-meter read

ings will be taken each day before and after

the run. and before and after all intermedi

ate rechargings.

Steam Vehicles—Time taken by steam and

gasolene vehicles for replenishing water and

gasolene supply will be charged against the

vehicle.

Each contestant shall furnish his own dead

load, consisting of whatever material he may

see fit to carry, which will be weighed and

checked by the Contest Committee and shall

not be changed during the continuance of the

contest.

Arrangements for taking water will also

be made by the committee at the starting

station and at intermediate points on the

route, ten miles apart.

The contest shall cover two days—Wednes

day, May 20, and Thursday, May 21.

The distances to be covered shall be as

follows: First, second and third classes,

forty miles each day, as follows:

First stage—From clubhouse to Fort

George, Washington Bridge, Je

rome Avenue, Seventh Avenue, to

clubhouse ....20miles

Second stage—From clubhouse to the

.0000:

Battery and return. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10 miles

Third stage—From clubhouse to the

Battery and return. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .10 m'lles

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .40 miles

For the fourth, fifth and sixth classes the

third stage is omitted.

A compulsory stop of ten minutes will be

made at the end of each stage.

Each vehicle shall carry an oflicial ob

server, to be furnished by the club, to note

the performance of the vehicle, fuel and

water consumption, etc., and no repairs will

be permitted without his knowledge and rec

ord of the same.

Each vehicle will be allowed to carry a

sign of such size and character as its maker

may determine, which should state the name

of the maker and the amount of load carried.

Oflleial numbers, which must be carried on

the vehicle during the contest, will be fur

nished by the club.

All vehicles entered for the contest must

report on Wednesday morning, May 20, at

8 o’clock, with their dead load on board, in

running and operating condition, with their

tanks full, at the weighing station, where

they will be weighed by the committee’s rep—

resentatives, and gasolene, water tanks and

fuel bunkers examined, and any shortages

replaced, so that they will contain their full

capacity at the time of starting.

Ampere-meter and volt-meter readings will

be taken for electric vehicles.

The vehicles will then line up on Fifty

eigbth Street, irrespective of numbers, and

be started at three minute intervals.

Gasolene, kerosene, fuel oil, electricity,

coal or coke. consumed shall be furnished by

contestants. and its amount will be measured

and the cost of operation per ton-mile ascer

tained.

Where coal or coke is used as fuel it must

he carried in bags, or in such form as can

be conveniently weighed and checked by the

committee’s representatives.

All parties making entry for the contest

shall appear before the committee of the

Automobile Club on Tuesday, May 19, be—

tween the hours of 9 a. m. and 6 p. m., with

their vehicles in commercial running and

operating condition, with tools, fuel and

supplies on board, but without dead load;

they will receive their official numbers and

proceed to the weighing station designated

by the committee and have their vehicles

weighed in that condition (without the driv

er) and an official seal affixed thereto. They

shall also be required to appear at the weigh

ing station with their dead load on board on

each morning of the contest, to be weighed

itiind. checked by the committee’s representa

ves.

The committee reserves the right to dis

qualify any contestant for any infraction of

these rules.

All vehicles shall be stored over night at

the depot provided by the club. They shall

be delivered to the custody of the commit

tee's representatives at the end of the first

day’s run and remain in their custody until

taken charge of by the official observer on

the morning of the second day.

Contestants may carry passengers (in ad

dition to the driver and observer) at their

option, but the weight of such passengers

lwill not be included as part of the dead

end.

On the first day of the contest each vehicle

shall cover the route prescribed for its re

spectlve class without stops, except those

that are involuntary and those which are

provided for at the end of each stage.

On the second day of the contest each ve—

hicle shall cover the same route travelled on

the first day and will be required to make

specified stops as noted in the list of classes.

(A schedule of where stops are to be made

will be handed to contestants several days

before the contest.)

The vehicles will be required to pull up to

the curb and come to a full stop.

The observer will not begin to make the

record until the wheels have stopped, and

the vehicle will not start again until the ob

server has completed his record.

Medals will be awarded. based on economy

in cost of operation and time consumed in

covering the route, as follows:

A gold medal to the vehicle making the

best performance in each class.

A silver medal to the vehicle making the

second best performance in each class.

A bronze medal to the vehicle making the

third best performance in each class.
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NOT SUCH A GRIM LAW

Bad Enough, but the Pennsylvanian's Bill is a

Sadly Chastcncd Measure—Its Text.

Shorn of the greater part of its vicious

ncss, the Grim automobile bill, which finally

passed the Pennsylvania Legislature last

week and awaits the Governor’s signature,

still contains many offensive provisions. in

the process of amendment it has reached a

stage where it is not much worse than the

average anti-automobile legislation. however.

To that fact it seems to ha 1e owed the with

drawal of practically all opposition.

The bill provides for the registration of all

automobiles at a cost of $2, and the licensing

of all operators, the latter being required to

pay $3. The usual numbers are provided for,

to be not less than 3 inches square, in place

of the 6-inch originally called for, and regis

tration certificates must always be kept in

the vehicle ready for examination. Simi

larly, each operator shall carry his license

and produce it for inspection by any con

stable or police oflicer. Two white and one

red light must be shown, and a stop on sig

nal clause is incorporated.

The maximum speed in cities and boroughs

is placed at eight miles an hour, and out

side of them at one mile in three minutes, or

twenty miles an hour. At intersecting roads

and sharp turns this shall be reduced by one

half. Violations of the provisions of the bill

are severely punishable. For each offence—

including the first—the penalty is a fine not

to exceed $100, or imprisonment in the

county jail for not exceeding thirty days. It

is provided that the automobile can be left

in lieu of bail.

The most outrageous features of the orig

inal bill have been stricken out. Among

these are the filing of a bond for $5,000 by

non-residents, the forfeiture of the vehicle.

the division of the fine with informers and

the placing of the fine at $500.

The bill in full is as follows:

Section 1. Be it enacted that no vehicle

commonly called an automobile, whether prO

pelled by steam, gas or electricity, shall be

operated or driven upon any public highway

in any city, borough, county or township in

this Commonwealth until the same has been

registered by the owner or owners thereof in

the office of the prothnotary of one of the

counties of this Commonwealth as herein'

. after provided.

Sec. 2. Every application for registration

shall set forth in writing the name and resi

dence of the owner or owners, the name of

the manufacturer and the manufacturer's

number of the motor vehicle to be registered.

Sec. It shall be the duty of the proth

notary to enter every such application: in a

hook to be kept for that purpose, and if all

the requirements of Section 2 of this not

have been complied with. to issue a certifi

cate of registration to the applicant or ap

plicants. for which registration the applicant

or applicants shall pay to the prothonotary

at the time of filing the application two dol

lars, which shall be the full cost of filing

and entering the same and issuing the regis

tration certificate, provided that in the cities

and counties in which the prothonotaries are

paid by salary two dollars shall be paid into

the city or county treasury for the use of the

county.

Sec. 4. Evecy registration certificate is

sued must contain the name of the owner or

owners, the name of the manufacturer, the

manufacturer‘s number, the date of registry,

the name of the prothonotary issuing it and

the name and seal of the county in which

the registry was made, with the number of

the book and page in which it is entered.

The registration of such motor vehicle shall

not be valid 1111‘.“ the certificate so issued is

posted in a place in the motor vehicle so

registered where it can be readily examined

and the registration number is posted in a

conspicuous place upon the back of the said

vehicle, and the registry shall be null and

void if the motor vehicle is used or operated

upon the public highways as aforesaid when

either the .certificate or number are removed

therefrom.

Sec. 5. No person or persons shall be al

lowed to use, operate or drive any motor

vehicle as aforesaid upon any of the public

highways of the cities, boroughs, counties or

townships of this Commonwealth at a speed

greater than eight miles an hour within the

corporate limits of any of the cities and

boroughs; outside the corporate limits of any

city or borough as aforesaid the rate of

speed shall not exceed one mile in three

minutes. Provided, however, that upon

sharp curves, sharp declines, 'upon the im

mediate approach of any person or team, and

at the intersection of any cross road, the

speed shall not exceed one mile in six min

utes. And provided further, that nothing in

this section shall permit any person or per

sons to drive an automobile at a greater

speed than is reasonable regarding traflic

danger or injury to property at any time or

at any place.

See. 6. No person shall be allowed to use

or operate any such motor vehicle upon any

of the public highways aforesaid until the

owner thereof shall have procured a license

from the treasurer of one of the cities or

counties of this Commonwealth.

Sec. 7. No license issued as aforesaid shall

be valid for a longer period than one year.

They may be issued on the first day of Jan

uary or at any time thereafter, but shall

expire on the thirty-first day of December

next ensuing. The annual license fee shall

be three dollars and shall be paid to the city

or country treasurer for the benefit of such

city or county. The treasurer of the city or

county in which the treasurers are paid by

fee shall be entitled to receive a commis

sion of five percentinn upon all such license

fees paid into his hands, which shall be in

full compensation for his services in issuing

the license; provided. that this amount of

license shall not apply to any city or other

municipality 4n which the authorities have

imposed a license fee for the same purpose,

and provided, further. that no person shall

be required to pay a license fee in more than

one city or municipality in any one year.

Sec. 8. Every person using or operating a

motor vehicle upon the public highways as

aforesaid shall have displayed in a conspicu

ous place on the back of such motor vehicle,

in large numerals not less than three inches

square. the number under which it is regis~

tered. Every such automobile shall carry

during the period from one hour after sun

set to one hour before sunrise at least two

lighted lamps showing white lights visible

at least one hundred feet in the direction

toward which such automobile is proceed~

ing, and shall also exhibit at least one red

light visible in the reverse direction. Every

automobile shall also be provided with good

and efficient brake or brakes, and shall also

be provided with bell, born or other signal

device. He shall sound a gong or other

alarm when approaching a street crossing or

road crossing, and shall have no more right

of way or preference as to the use of such

street or road than the driver of the vehicle

about to be passed, but shall stop the motor

vehicle when signalled to do so by the driver

of any horse or other animal until the animal

or animals have passed.

Sec. 9. Every person so licensed shall

carry with him when using or operating such

motor vehicle upon the public highways as

aforesaid his license, and when so required

by any constable or police ofiicer of the

Commonwealth shall produce the same and

the certificate of registration for inspection.

Sec. 10. It shall be the duty of the con

stables and police officers of the cities, bor

oughs and townships of this Commonwealth

to arrest upon view and without a warrant

any person or persons violating any of the

provisions of this act. Provided, that in the

event of an arrest for a violation of any of

the provisions of this act, if the defendant

is unable to give sufiiicient bail for a hearing

or for his appearance to answer at court

the magistrate before whom he is first taken

shall, in lieu of such ball, hold in custody

the motor vehicle found in the possession of

the defendant, and the court, after the trial

of the defendant, if no sufficient bail accord

ing to law has been given in the meantime,

shall make such order as to the disposition

of such motor vehicle as may seem to it just

and proper.

Sec. 11. All civil actions for damages aris

ing from the use and operation of any motor

vehicle as aforesaid shall be brought in the

city or county in which the alleged damages

were sustained. and service of process shall

be made by the sheriff in person or by dep

uty in any part of this Commonwealth in

like manner as process may now be served

in the proper county.

Sec. 12. Any owner, lessee, bailor, bailee,

operator or user of any motor vehicle as

aforesaid violating any of the provisions of

this act shall, in addition to his, her or their

civil liability, be deemed guilty of a misde

meanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall

for each and every offense be sentenced to

pay a fine of not exceeding one hundred

dollars or to undergo imprisonment in the

county jail for a period not exceeding thirty

days.

Sec. 13. This act shall not apply to any

racecourse or private road, nor to any pas

senger railways or steam railroads confined

to tracks, nor to steam or other street rollers,

nor to any of the motor vehicles which any

manufacturer or vendor of automobiles may

have in stock for sale and not for his private

use or for hire.

 

Fight on in Albany.

On Friday last the Bailey automobile bill

was passed in the New York Senate by a

vote of 29 to 13. In the Assembly on Tues

day of this week the Committee on Rules

reported it favorably. The Doughty bill, a

companion to the Bailey measure, has not

yet passed the Assembly. So much opposi—

tion to the measures has developed that the

chances of their passage are by no means as

good as they were a few weeks ago.

In the matter of speed regulations the bills

are a slight improvement over the present

Cocks law. In other respects, however, the

change that would follow their adeption'

would be for the worse. The stop on signal

clause is very offensive, it requiring the stop

ping of the engine also if requeseted.

Licenses must be taken out, and are revoca

ble after a fourth offence—a most vicious

provision, and one that there is reason to

believe is unconstitutional.
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Where Oldsmobilcs are Made.
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'l‘o-day two large factories at Lansing and

one at Detroit, Mich, are working day

and night to supply the demand for the fa

mous Oldsmobiles and the reliable Olds gas

engines. Twenty-three years ago, when the

Olds Motor Works was born. a small build

ing measuring 18x26 feet at Lansing was

sufficient for their needs. Nothing could

better serve to illustrate the remarkable ad

vance of the explosion motor.

The accompanying illustrations give but

an idea of the immensity of the plants;they

must be seen to be fully appreciated. The

Detroit plant has a total floor space of 115.

000 square feet; the River street plant, at

Lansing. 100.000 square feet, and the newly

completed factory at that place 125.000

square feet, giving a total floor space of

340,000 square feet. With an eye to the

:TM'ITED JAN-.l IOOI
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future, the Olds people have also secured

twelve acres adjoining the Detroit works

and fifty-six acres adjoining the new Lan

sing factory. Specially designed machinery

for making the various parts of the Olds

mobile and the gasolene engines fills every

available inch of room.

As an example of the methods of the Olds

Motor Works. it may be stated not only the

tools. but much of the machinery with which

the plants are equipped, was designed by tile

Olds experts themselves. The testing floors

for the engine are fitted with every conceiv

able‘device for testing eVery detail of its

construction, the Oldsmobile itself being sub

jected to similarly severe tests in the fac

tory in addition to grade climbing and actual

road tests, which enable the manufacturers

to give the strongest guarantee with every

machine turned out.
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In addition to the enormous demand for

gas and gasolene engines and the placing

on the market of a 10 horsepower touring

car, a fully inclosed gasolene coupe for phy

sicians' use and a gasolene delivery wagon,

the Oids Motor Works will this year make

over 10,000 of their standard runabouts.

To adequately take care of the immense

demand for their product it must be at once

evident that a skilled and highly specialized

force of mechanics is needed. Each man is

practically a trained specialist in his line,

and so thoroughly are the workings of this

‘ immense institution systematized that it is

very rare indeed for the testing department

to report even the slightest imperfection in

the various working parts which enter into

the formation of the engine or the completed

automobile.

 

What Builum Made the Scorchcr Pay.

Edward Butfum, New England representa

tive of the Kirk Mfg. Co., had an unpleasant

experience last week. He drove his new

Yale touring car out to Newton and stopped

for a few minutes. leaving the car at the

curb well out of the way.

A few minutes later a car was driven in

the opposite direction at headlong speed, its

driver very much under the. influence of the

cup that does not cheer. He passed so close

to the Yale car that he st'tuck the axle. slew

ing the vehicle around and damaging it se

verely. Without waiting '9 see the extent

of the damage he continued on at full speed.

Buffum rushed to a telephone and called

up the next town and asked to have the po

Iice stop the man. and by prompt action they

succeeded in doing this. He was badly

frightened and promised to pay for the dam

age, which he was fully able to do, it ap

pears. being the son of a wealthy Bostonian.

"That is a demonstration car," exclaimed

BuiIum, “and you will pay not only for the

repairs, but $25 a day as well until it is

ready for use again," and he carried his

point, too.
 

Evidence of Kansas Enterprise.

That enterprising firm, Schoilenbergcr

Bros, Wichita, l(an.. have added a well

equipped automobile department, and built

a shop 50x60 feet in the rear of their store.

A s media" and testin' device was also in~
I H g .

stalled. It is a modification of the home

trainer Used for cycles. consisting of rollers

set into the floor in pairs. On these the auto

mobile is placed, run and tested thoroughly.

Two of the new Peerless touring cars

reached Providence. R. I., last week and

were delivered to their purchasers, II. B.

Deming and E. R. Boynton,

Nantucket Says " No" to 'Bus Linc.

Nantucket, that delightful island just of!

the Massachusetts coast, still redolent of the

whaiers who formerly monopolized its pcace~

ful shores and interior, says no to the au-‘

tomobiie. It does not want it and will not

have it. So it decided, almost unanimously.

last week, when the proposition to license a

line of automobile q‘buses came up.

The petitioners were Lundie & Macy of

New York, and they asked for authority to

run a line of motor wagons over the State

highway to Siasconsct. at a 25-cent fare.

They said they would use wagons designed

for carrying passengers. and showed matures

of the vehicles which they had in mind. Re

monstrants dwelt on the dangers attending

the use of automobiles, and when the select

men called for a show or hands of all wh»

were opposed to the granting of the permit

all but two of those present responded. The

selectmen are expected to abide by the popu

lar decision.
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Hudson Countys in New Quarters.

The Hudson County Automobile Club, of

Jersey City, N. J., met last Week and elected

these oflicers for the ensuing year: A. G.

Evans, president; Dr. L. A. Opdyke, vice

president; Frank Eveland, secretary and

treasurer; G. E. Blakeslee. E. B. Keisted, Dr.

George Wilkinson and G. Wilson, governors.

On April 15 the club will take possession of

new quarters at 2.565 Boulevard, Jersey City.

The governors will have notices sent to e\ ery

club in this section to assist in stopping the

fast driving that has become so notorious on

the Hudson County Boulevard.

 

Jenkins Speaks out Like a Man.

At last a motorist with the courage of his

convictions has arisen and asked a few per

tinent questions regarding the rights and

privileges of his class. He is a Washing

tonian, Jenkins by name, and he appeared

at a hearing given last week by the District

Commissioners on a set of elaborate identiti

cation rules it is proposed to adopt.

“Why should motorists be singled out and

numbered like dogs and tagged like con

victs?" he asked. “The present laws are sui

ticlent. All that is needed is to enforce

them."

Louisville’s Club Incorporates.

Louisville (Ky.) motorists have incorpor

ated themselves under the name of the Hop

kins County Automobile Club, with $1,000

capital. The names of the corporators are

John T. Alexander, Charles Lindsay, Claude

A. Morton, William C. Hollinger, Walter J.

Dulin, Edwin G. McLeod, C. B. Long and‘

Maurice. K. Gordon.

A. C. A. Adds to its Roll.

At a meeting of the board of governors of

the Automobile Club of America, held at the

clubhouse on Tuesday, the president was

authorized to appoint a committee of three

members to confer with a similar committee

of the National Association 0! Automobile

Manufacturers on the chafieur question. It

is expected that similar action will be taken

by the executive committee of the American

Automobile Association. '

The following new members were elected:

Active—Herman B. Duryea, H. M. Crane.

F. G. Armstrong, F. Gebhard, the Duke of

Manchester, H. P. Haggerty, Temple Bow

doin, Frank A. Munsey, Albert Lemaitre,

R. L. Beekman and William B. Mack. As

sociate—John S. Cox. J. H. Lindsay, Wil

liard Thaw, Kirk La Shelle. and A. W.

Comstock.

Lawrence Organizes.

A number of Lawrence, Mass, motorists _

met last week and f0: med the Lawrence

Automobile Club. Some twenty members

were enrolled, and the election of oflicers

resulted as follows: President, James 0

Forbes; vice-president, Charles H. Kitchin;

secretary and treasurer, Charles E. Pearce;

consulting engineer, A. J. Ha'nscom.

A. L. Lang, F. Schneider and A. J. Crosby

were appointed a committee to obtain club

quarters near the centre of the city.

 

A “silent silencer" is advertised by a trans

atlantic firm.
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Wanamaker

Automobiles
America's Thrcc Representative Motor Vehicles

Scarchmont, $2500

Studebaker, $975

Rambler, - - $750

See them at our Salcsroom and Storage Station,

138-ll0 East Filly-seventh Strcct

JOHN WANAMAKER
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Daytonians Drlnlt " Hot Sparks."

More than thirty members sat down to the

first annual banquet of the Dayton Automo

bile Club, at Dayton, 0.. last week,

and partook of a repast that was introduced

in a menu that was distinctly motor ve

hicular. It began with a hot spark, alias a

Manhattan cocktail, and ended with cylinder

oil, as the coifee was termed.

Speeches were made by various members

and guests, including an interesting talk on

“Ignition"_ by V. G. Apple. W. H. Ogan

offered to donate the site for a country club

house, and the matter was taken under con

sideration.
 

- Foster Heads Maine Organization.

Officers to serve for the ensuing year were

elected at the annual meeting of the Auto

mobile Club of Maine, held at Portland, Me.

last week, as tollowsn President, Thomas J.

Foster; vice-president, Henry R. Stickney;

treasurer, George E. Sawyer; secretary,

Howard Winslow; executive committee, the

above officers and Henry M. Jones, Herbert

A. Harmon, Maynard D. Hanson and Our

tis H. Simonds.

‘ Long Islands " Warm " New House.

-On Thursday last the Long Island Auto

mobile Club entertained its friends at the

formal opening of its new clubhouse, No. 32

Hanson Place, Brooklyn. The rooms were

thronged throughout the evening, and music

and refreshments served to make the time

pass pleasantly. '

than by using $2.00 of it to

Motor

In which each week appears a

record of all that is best,

brightest and newest in the

world of mechanical traffic.
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Pennsylvania Road Commissioners Setting out for a Tour of Inspection.
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Among other things John S. Clarke, of the

Autocar Co., is one of the road commission

ers of Merion County, Pa. Due to the fact,

the other commissioners of the county last

week made one of their periodical inspect

ing tours in up to date fashion and more

quickly than a tour of the sort ever had

been made before. Mr. Clarke placed four

' Autocars at their disposal, and they inspect

ed fifty-five miles of road in just what time

they decline to state. The day was fine and

the roads dusty, and the State Senator and

other honorables who made up the party

learned that frock coats and derby hats

  

hardly constitute suitable wear for such con

ditions and travel. The party dined at the

fashionable Merion Cricket Club. and if any

of them were previously afliicted with.

motorphobia it is safe to say that the tour

materially reduced its acuteness. The pict

ure shows the commission lined up in front

of the Autocar Co.'s office at Ardmore.

 

Miller’s ammom Catalogue.

The Chas. E. Miller 1903 catalogue has

made its appearance, and proves to be a well

arranged and substantially bound book of

some 130 pages. Between its covers prac

tically everything known to the automobile

trade is to be found. From the complete

vehicle or motor to the smallest component

part. together With accessories and supplies

of every character, everything is described,

and frequently illustrated, with the attention

to detail that marks the Miller methods of

doing business.

Running gears for all weights and sizes of

vehicles, plain and machined drop forgings

for hubs, steering connections and other

parts, transmission gears, chains, engines,

boilers, seamless shells for tanks, etc., burn

ers. pumps, lubricators, gauges, mufiiers, ra

diators and discs, hoods, dynamos and mag

netos, spark coils and plugs. batteries, fen

ders, tires, pumps, lamps. horns, goggles.

caps and clothing—these are but a few of

the articles noted at random from the pages

ot the catalogue.

Rushing a Big Order From Abroad.

As a result of the receipt of “hurry or

ders" for some of the 100 Century Tourist

cars sold to their English agents the Century

Motor Vehicle Co. last week made their first

carload shipment. Single vehicles had gone

forward previously. but the London agents,

H. Reynolds Jackson & Co., cabled the Cen

tury company to hurry the remainder of the

cars to, them. Arrangements were therefore

made with the express company to ship by

express from Syracuse to New York, and

from there in the most expeditious manner.

The illustration depicts the express car

loaded and placed at the head of the train

ready to start on its long journey.
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PROGRESSIVE AGENTS
REPRESENT A

PROGRESSIVE MANUFACTURER

The SEARCHMONT Automobile

Company is a progressive organization 
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in every respect.

FACTORIES fully equipped with the very

latest and best machinery; a SHOP

SYSTEM which is not excelled; a

PRQDUCT which always

leads in contests.
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AMERIBA’S LEADING AUTOMOBILE.

 

 

Searchmont Automobile Company,
FACTORIES: SEARCHNIONT (near Chester), PA.

North American Bulldmg, PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

AGENCIES:

JOHN \VANAMAKER, New York. W. H. \VEBER, Detroit. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTO. CO., St.

JOHN \VANAMAKER. Philadelphia. J. B. MAL'I‘BY. Corning. N. Y. Louis,

H. B. SHAT'I‘UCK & SON. Boston. ROCHESTER AUTO. 00., Rochester. MAR-DEL AUTO. 00.. Baltimore.

('H'I‘HENS %20%OCQH.."Chi-:ago. CLIglVEIllAIIIID AUTO. & SUPPLY CO.. NE“. JERSEY AUTO co Newark N J

JONAS AU' . ., I wau ee. eve an ' -- , . .

PRINCE WELLS. Louisville. CENTAUR MOTOR VEHICLE CO.. Buflalo. A~ P- SHUMAKER. Pittsburg.

(‘HAS 1-1. MILLER & BRO, Washington. SPECIAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO..Clnclnnatl. I. W. DILL, Harrisburg, Pa.
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5001' IN CARBURETTER

An Unusual Cause of Trouble. What it Suggests

and the Remedy Recommended.

“A mysterious phenomenon recently de

veloped itself in the form of a faulty spray

carburetter, which upon being opened was

found to have its inner walls covered with

a sooty or tarry film. There was also a de

posit of what looked and smelt like dirty

kerosene; yet it was known that only the

purest gasolene had been used, and that

gauze screens were duly in position within

the induction pipe, so that there was noth

ing to explain how a flame could have trav

elled back along the pipe (through the inlet

valve) so as to cause such soot to form in

the carburetter. The mystery was so puz

zling at first that, since its solution is now

apparent, the explanation may be of interest

to others who have had, or may have at a

future time, a similar experience," says an

experienced motorist.

“It is assumed as a condition to any such

occurrence that the inlet valve must first

have stuck open from some cause, and both

the sooty appearance and the kerosene smell

ing deposit are the result of imperfect clos

ure of the inlet valve, probably through the

incursion of grit or some other foreign sub

stance either in the guide or on the seat of

the valve.

“If the grit or other obstruction gets be

tween the guide and the valve stem, it tends

to tilt the valve head, with the result that

when one side of the valve returns to the

seating tightly, the other is either out of

contact or only loosely held against the seat.

This means a loss of compression and also

loss of explosion pressure, since the condi

tions are different from those pertaining to

a weak inlet spring, which only causes a

compression loss through sluggish closing,

and occasions a blowing back of part of the

charge through the carburettor. This blow

ing back occurs with the valve under the

conditions under consideration, but in a

lesser degree; for, whether the dirt is in the

stem guide or on the seat, it is evident that

it is very small, or the engine would not run

at all.

“To explain the soot and deposit, however.

The engine loses a small quantity of its

compression, and consequently the explosion

is less violent than normal. The explosion

is also weakened by the loss through the

imperfect seating of the inlet valve. But the

 

gas that escapes during the explosion stroke:

has to pass through an exceedingly narrow

opening (a sort of slit of infinitesimal dimen

sions extending around part of the circum

ference of the valve, and formed between

the valve and seat, where it does not bear

properly). The gases in the cylinder are at

a very high temperature, and have just un

dergone a chemical change. It is a well

known scientific fact that if gas at one tem

perature be permitted to pass through a very

fine opening, the resultant temperature of the

gas after emission is very much lower than

its initial temperature. Hence the gases

from the cylinder, consisting largely of car

bon compounds at a high temperature, on

expanding through the very fine opening be

tween the valve and its seat, have their

temperature greatly lowered, and this tem

perature drop is continued through the

length of the induction pipe back through

which the gas travels, until the final ex

plosion of the gas into the chamber of the

carburetter and the contact with the ice

cold walls (so rendered by the evaporation

going on) cause the internal temperature of

 

To Keep the Spark Plug Clean.

To the increasing number of outside spark

gaps or “interrupters” Post & Lester, of

Hartford, Conn., have contributed the one

  

shown by the accompanying illustration. it

is a well made article, brass mounted on a

hard rubber base, and with adjustable points.

When it is desired to place the interrupter

in a position where the spark may be seen

at all times the use of a compensator is

recommended.

 

the gases returning from the cylinder to be

lowered to such an extent that the com

ponents capable of taking up a liquid

or solid form are deposited upon the cold

walls of the carburetter as soot and tar, the

tar having a smell of kerosene owing to the

fact that gasolene being derived from the

kerosene series of hydrocarbons, incomplete

combustion would naturally result in a

residue of the heavier portion of the many

different compounds which combine to form

the mixture known as gasolene.

“The remedy would be to withdraw the in

let valve and seat, and just grind them

slightly with rottenstone and oil, or knife

powder and oil. The case is evidently not

bad enough for emery to be necessary. Also

clean the valce stem and guide, and look

carefully to se if it has been knocked in a

burr in the guide. If these are apparent,

clean off with a fine file (working the file

longitudinally, for preference, as then the

marks wil follow the direction of the valve

travel).

"There is one other cause from which had

seating producing the phenomenon under

consideration might possibly result, and that

is from the inlet valve spring having either

turned so that the end does not bear proper

ly, or it might possibly be badly out of centre

and binding against the stem. This is not

very likely, but it is possble, and in any

case. if apparent, should be remedied."

 

Evolution of the l'land-ar.

It is not an uncommon sight on many

Western railroads to see the three wheeled

cars used by inspectors driven by gasolene

motors. The idea has been carried a step

further, and the ancient and wellnigh uni

versal hand car transformed into a self~

propelled vehicle. The hand levers have

given way to the explosion motor, to the in

finite delight of section hands innumerable.

The vehicle is called the railroad inspection

car, and the purchasing agent of one West

ern road is reported to have recently placed

an order for 100 of them for use west of

Chicago.

The car is a great improvement over the

ancient hand car, which is worked along the

tracks by four men operating the levers.

The automobile car weighs 500 pounds and

has an engine of 41/; horsepower, capable of

developing a speed of twenty miles an hour.

It is controlled by the lever, and can be

stopped, backed and started at the will of

the driver. The wheels are fitted with

flanges, and at either end of the body are

handles by which the car can be lifted from

the track.

With the exception of the motive p0wer

the greatest contrast between it and the old

hand car is in the finishing of the body,

which is of wood, varnished dark green or

black. There are two seats upholstered in

leather. with lazy backs, under which is a

box for tools.

To Repair Denied Tubes.

It is frequently the practice to put many

of the tubes, such as those conveying the

exhaust gases and the water for cooling, in

the most inaccessible places. These being

in such a position, are frequently indented

by stones being thrown upon them from be

neath the wheels. These dents cause consid

erable restriction to the free passage of the

gas or water, as the case may be. The re

moval of such dents is a matter of some dith

culty, as a general rule.

A method by which the difficulty may be.

overcome to a very great extent is the fol—

lowing: Take two hammers—one preferably

with a soft face, or an ordinary wooden

mallet. the other of the smooth faced en

gineers‘ type. The soft hammer should be

held against one edge of the dent, and with

the steel hammer strike light quick blows 0n

the opposite edge of the dent. The blows

should be given with a drawing motion, so

that the face of the hammer passes along

the edge of the dent. As the one hammer

travels around the dent the other one should

be moved in unison with it, so that it is al

ways opposite the point where the blows are

being delivered. By continually working

around the edge of the dent in this manner

it will be found that the tube can be restored

to very nearly its original section.
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Bought to Save Richmond’s Reputation.

As an exponent of progress the automo

bile takes high rank. Merely to uphold the

reputation of New Richmond. Ind.. for p08

sessing good roads, four citizens of the vii

lage recently purchased automobiles.

“About two weeks ago a crowd of us got

together one evening and began talking

about the fine streets we have and the fine

roads about New Richmond, when some one

suggested that we all ought to have automo

biles," says Charles Kirkpatrick, one of the

new motorists.

“The result of that suggestion was that

four of us came over to Indianapolis and or

dered machines. They are to be delivered

this week. There is already one machine in

the town. one of the old steam autos, and

with the four new ones we'll have five——

enough to take our entire population out

riding in a very few trips. We can use the

machines to advantage. for New Richmond

is situated within easy distance of Craw

fordsvilie, Lafayette and Attica. and we

have the finest kind of turnpikes."

 

Tells About the Goodriches.

In addition to their pamphlet descriptive

of the operation of Goodrich clincher tires,

the B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, 0..

have issued a companion, tilled from cover

to cover with the good things users have to

say of these tires. The booklet Is attrac

tively gotten up, and will repay perusal.

Quakers Form Co-operative Company.

Imbued with the notion that they can save

money. and perhaps even make a little. by

doing their own repairing. etc., nine Phila

delphia motorists have formed a little com

pany of their own. They have applied to

the Secretary of the Commonwealth for in

corporation papers for the South Broad

Street Automobile Co., and propose to begin

business right away.

R. H. C. Brock, No. 1.612 Walnut street_

and Dr. Wharton Sinkler are the leading

spirits of the optimistic nine. in all the

party own fifteen automobiles. and these

they propose to store, repair and furnish

gasolcne and other materiais for._

“It is cheaper to go into the business.”

explained one of the company, "than it is to

pay charges for storage, supplies and repairs.

You can figure out that it costs us pretty

heavily to keep them going. Gasolene, stor

age fees. oil, repairs and general supplies

make each of these machinesv bout as ex

pensive as a carriage and pair to maintain.

“\\'e have come to the conclusion that it

will pay to do our own work. hire our own

men. buy our own supplies and find storage

room for our own and other machines. Later

we may decide to do outside work."

 

On Saturday last C. W. Nason. of this city.

started in his automobile on a week's hunt

ing trip on Long Island. He drove direct to

liastport. and from there will make daily

trips to selected localities. _

The Mystery of No. l2l.

Uiie rather unfortunate phase of the num

bering system came to light in Cleveland

the other day. Several times an automobile

with No. 121 attached to it was driven at a

high rate of speed and hailed by the police

without being halted. Finally a search was

made, and it was found that No. 121 had

been taken out by R. R. Owen. The latter

was approached. but denied that the car was

his. He had been the owner of No. 121, but

it had dropped from his car and had been

lost. Some one had evidently picked it up

and attached it to his car. then, feeling se

cure. had driven as be pleased. The police

are watching for the present possessor of

.\'o. 121, and R. R. Owen is wishing them

success with great fervor.

Forming a Rhode Island Chain.

Under the direction of Secretary H. H.

Rice, of the Rhode Island Automobile Club,

arrangements are being made for the estab

lishment of charging and storage stations in

a number of cities and town throughout the

State. Already arrangements have been

made in Pawtucket. Warren and Bristol.

and within a few days stations will be an

nounced in nearly all the towns visited by

local autouiobilists. The lack of charging

stations has been one of the greatest in

conveniences to owners of electric vehicles

in the past. and the arangements now pro

gressing will be most heartily welcomed.
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20 H. P., 4 CYLINDERS. TOP DETACHABLE.
  

DARRACQ
_ THE FAVORITE OF TWO CONTINENTS.

s, 9, 10, 12 and 20 H. P.

STARTS FROM SEAT.

MECHANICALLY OPERATED VALVES.

LARGE SEATING CAPACITY.

  

LARGE WHEELS.

Noiseless,

No Vibration,

Luxuriously Appointed.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Eantern Agents

CLEVELAND ROADSTER.

American—Darracq

Automobile Co.,

Controlled by P. A. LA ROCHE co..

652-664 Hudson Street,

I47 West 38th Street,

NE\\’ YORK.

CH ICAGO. 5oz Wabash Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA. PITTSBURG.

 

o

BOSTON.
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LOSS OF COMPRESSION

The Many Likely Sources of Leakage and how

Trouble may be Avoided or Corrected.

Poor compression is a constantly recurring

trouble in internal combustion engines, and

it is not always easy to locate the source of

leakage. Good compression and engine efli

Thc com

pressed gas must leak away at some point,

clency are synonymous terms.

provided that the engine castings are sound;

the sources of this leakage are either via

piston rings, exhaust valve, inlet valve, in~

let valve joint, or the point of cylinder cover.

Leakage through a broken sparking plug

porcelain or through a defective compres

sion tap is easily located. ,

Piston ring leakage may occur in many

ways, and is more often due to their con

structional defects than to the ordinary wear

of working. Consider for a moment. As

engineers we insist upon the cylinder bore

being practically perfect, both smooth and

circular; but why are we not equally ac

curate in turning piston rings? They are

turned and bored circular, mostly with a

thick and a thin side; then we cut a gap out

of them at their thinnest part, producing

ends hardly strong enough to resist break

ing; finally we close up the gaps, which

makes an oval set of rings which we com

press into our circular cylinder, and trust

to themselves bedding to the bore thereof.

Such rings must spring unequally to the

circular cylinder, resulting in excessive wear

upon such parts of the rings as spring hard

est to the wall until they have bedded them

selves, which opens the saw cut to a gap.

thus producing another way for gas leak

age, the last condition being worse than the

first, particularly if the rings should turn

round all gaps in line, for they are always

cut in the thin sides of the rings where the

rings wear narrowest sideways in the piston

grooves; hence it is obvious that such rings

contribute to an ofttimes serious leakage of

compression through the saw cut gap and

behind the thin part of the rings via the

piston grooves. I contend, says a man who

considers himself coiiipetellt to speak on the

subject. first, that piston rings ought to be

of equal sectional area all round, to pro

vide for equal wear sideways in the piston

grooves; hence they should be bored and

turned concentric, not eccentric, as is the

usual practice. Second, after rings are bored

and turned nearly to finished diameter, the

gap should be cut out, the rings sprung

close and held in that position at the points

while they are finished circular to piston and

the bore of cylinder. Thus we got rings of

equal section. fitting equally deep into the

piston grooves, which tends to equal wear

sideways, and, most important, a practically

perfect fit into the cylinder bore. I have

turned scores of rings in this minor years '

ago in steam engine practice; it is a matter

of surprise to me that such accuracy is dis

pensed with in internal combustion engine

practice.

Concentric _ turned piston .rings, being

stronger at the saw cut, are not liable to

chip at the points as other rings frequently

do, especially when pegged at the saw cut

to prevent turning round in the piston

grooves. Pegging rings which are thin at

the points only further increases the liabil

ity of the points to chin off. However, it is

(luestionable if it is worth while to peg any

rings in the piston grooves; certainly a prop

erly constructed ring does not. need it—it is

sufficient, as a rule, to space the saw cuts

equidistantly from each other. But in saw

cutting three rings for a piston there may

be an advantage gained by cutting two of

the rings angular in one direction, and the

centre ring angular in another direction,

thus giving at least a zig-zag course to the

compressed gas attempting to escape in the

unlikely event of all saw-cut gaps getting

into line.

Having indicated the faults in piston ring

construction, the remedy is obvious, though

it costs considerably more time and trouble

to make concentric circular finished rings

than to make the eccentric oval finished

rings.

Exhaust valve compression leakage may

also occur :11 several ways. The valve stem

may be bent just ‘uneath its head where the

heat of the products of combustion has

burned and so weakened'the stem. In such

a case it Will usually be noticed that the

valve head and valve seating will also be

more or less burned. Now, before attempt

ing to grind in any exhaust valve, it should

be ascertained if the stem is perfectly

straight, by revolving the valve between the

centres of a lathe, or, if the valve lacks

centre holes, by revolving its stem in a

groove filed across an iron block. If the

valve stem is bent, it should be straightened;

and if it is burned and bent just beneath

the head, and straightens there quite easily,

it should be thrown on the scrap heap, be

cause it is evident that the burning has

taken the carbon out of the steel stem and

left it like common wrought iron, in a. con

dition to easily bend again.

Exhaust valves stand the heat much better

if the heads are of cast iron; indeed, more

reliable exhaust valves may be made in the

repair shop than many of the volves sup

plied by the makers of the engine. These

heads should be made of close-grained cast

iron. Get a length cast on end, to avaid

blow-holes; portions may be roughly turned

and cut off the best end of the casting, then

drilled in the centre, tapped, and a steel

stem screwed into them, allowing a portion

thereof to protrude through the head, on

to which a nut is screwed up to the head

and riveted there. The bond is then turned

up with its stem. the latter being tapered

just beneath the head as much as the proper

closing of the valve will allow; it is then

ground into position on the seating, first

taking care that the seating is in good con

dition, and if it is not so, then the seating

must first be trued up by means of a rose

bit cutter, which may be made in the work

shop. Thi cutter should be made from a

long piece of solid steel, with a large num

ber—and preferably an odd number—of cut

ting edges to suit the taper of the seating;

beneath 'the cutting portion the steel is

turned small enough to fit and be revolved

in the valve stem hole, as a guide while

cutting; above the cutting portion the steel

is turned to fit, and be revolved in a special

temporary gland constructed to suit the de

sign of the engine. Corn emery is an ex

cellent medium for valve grinding, but the

faces should be finally finished with pumice

powder.

Exhaust valve stems are usually too small

in diameter in the older type of engines;

therefore, in renewing a valve as described,

it is advisable to make a thicker steel stem,

and bore out the guide hole to suit it it

possible.

If an exhaust valve is properly ground on

to its seating, it will retain compression for

a much longer period than if this seemingly

simple operation is carelessly performed.

The valve face and seating should not be

too wide, and the faces should be ground

together so as to fit the hardest upon that

portion which is nearest within the combus

tion chamber; thus the compression cannot

start to escape; whereas if the valve is carc~

lessly ground, it may fit all round the outer

portion of the faces, but yet have a slight

space between that portion of the faces

which is nearest within the combustion

chamber, thus permitting the exploding gas

to insinuate itself between them, with the

result that the valve is soon in a leaky con

dition again.

inlet valve compression leakage may also

be due to several defects. Let us take it for

granted that the faces are a good ground

tit, finished with fine pumice powder and

oil; and although inlet valves need less fre

quent atention in this respect than exhaust

valves, yet the remarks re the grinding op

eration are equally applicable to inlet valves.

As an automatic inlet valve has a much

weaker spring to hold it closed than an ex

haust valve has, and usually a much shorter

guide hole for its stem, it is therefore es‘ ~

sential that its stem should be a good slid

ing fit in the guide hole, otherwise the value

will "rock" upon its seating when closing.

and will continually leak compression in that

condition, more especially if its spring is

tited in such a manner that it tends to pull

the valve stem sideways in the shaky hole.

These latter remarks are not so applicable

to the mechanically-operated inlet valve, see

ing that it is closed by a much stronger

spring; indeed. it might be considered too

premature at present to speak of repairs to

such a modern innovation as the mechani

cally operated inlet valve, were it not true

that it has operated for so many years in

stationary gas engines, and has been known

to leak compression quite as much as the
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automatic inlet valve if not lubricated and

kept in accurate working condition.

A very insidious cause of compression leak

age, ofttimes difficult to locate if unsus‘

pected, results from the inaccurate turning

or machining either of the joint faces of the

inlet valve body, or of the gland, or other

similar contrivance designed to fix the valve

down. If this gland is not true upon its

face, and is stronger than the valve body. it

will slightly strain or bend the valve seat

ing out of circularity when screwed down,

thus allowing a leakage between valve and

seating not at all apparent when the screw

pressure is removed and the valve taken out

for examination. The remedy is to true up

the faces upon which the screw pressure is

applied, so that they fit fairly upon each

other, and also to see that the copper-as

bestos washer is in good condition if one ex

ists under the valve.

Personally, I consider the mechanically

operated inlet valve preferable to the suc

tion valve, although very plausible reasons

may be submitted for or against either sys

tem. For instance, the mechanically oper

ated inlet valve opens exactly at the com

mencement of the intake stroke, thus admit

ting the maximum amount of mixture to

the cylinder, but the suction valve requires

the piston to recede a little to produce a

partial vacuum before atmospheric pressure

opens its spring to commence intaking the

charge, and although the mechanically oper

ated vaIVe has the disadvantage of extra

cost of the additional cams, etc.,_ to operate

it, the suction valve has the serious and

most troublesome disadvantage that even

if the correct weight to compress the spring

of a suction valve for any given engine is

known to the repairman (which is very un

likely) it is most probable that the spring

will continually weaken in work, and as the

compression, and consequently the suction,

are constantly altering slightly, it is prac

tically impossible to maintain an automatic

valve spring at that correct strength which

shall at all times be most suitable to the

efllcient working of the engine. An inlet valve

spring which is too weak is indicated by a

small amount of cylinder oil getting into

the mouth of the mixture supply tube.

A seven horse power two-cylinder car was

recently examined, the owner stating that

it lacked power, and would not climb a hill.

After we had ground in all the valves the

compression was much improved, but till

it was better in one cylinder than in the

other one—due. no doubt, to piston ring de

fects which there was not time to remedy;

but still the engine would not pull well. and

upon the defect being traced to exist in one

cylinder only, the inlet valve springs were

tested to be of equal strength against each

other, and after various experiments in run

ning the engine, a new spring twice as

strong as the other one, was finally fitted to

the inlet valve of one cylinder. This cured

the trouble for the time being, but it is most

unsatisfactory to consider that such a condi

tion cannot give permanent reliability to

that engine; whereas with mechanically Oper

ated inlet valves one can always be sure of

the exact point of their opening and closing

just as in the case of an exhaust valve, but

it is essential that the operating cams are

correctly designed for rapid closing of the

valve at the end of the piston stroke.

Still another occasional source of com

pression leakage is via the cylinder cover

joint; this is usually easy to locate, but there

are many old type twin-cylinder engines,

the cylinder bores of which are so close to

gether that the narrow space between them

makes it difficult to preserve a gas-tight con

dition, and to prevent the compression es

caping undetected either from one cylinder

to the other one, or from either cylinder into

the water jacket, and, vice versa, a leakage

of water into the cylinder at each suction

stroke. Although it has been experimental

ly demonstrated that the explosive force of

the charge within an internal combustion

engine may be somewhat increased by the

addition thereto of such substances as picric

acid, and also by small quantities of water

injected into the cylinder to be instantly

flashed into steam, yet I think that as re

pairmen we are more wisely advised to

avoid for the present such aids to trouble,

by keeping both picric acid and water out

of our cylinders.

Undoubtedly the best cylinder cover joint

is produced by scraping and grinding the

two faces together into practically perfect

contact, and then screwing the cover down,

with merely a film of doubly-boiled linseed

oil between the faces. Unfortunately there

arise so many untoward circumstances in the

life of multi~cylinder engines—not the least

of which is unequal expansion of the faces,

caused by the heat, resulting in a face-to—

fuce joint always leaking at some spot soon

er or later. However. when such leakage

is dicovered, it is by no means necessary

to go to the other extreme, and insert a

thick asbestos joint. If the faces are in a

very bad condition, and time, or the repair

price, will not allow of their being refaced.

a good temporary joint may be made with

very thin cardboard asbestos soaked in

boiled linseed oil; but a better joint may be

made if the faces are fairly good by cutting

a joint out of best quality white drawing

paper, well soaked in boiled linseed oil, and

if the leakage has been from one cylinder

to the other through the narrow joint be

tween them, I have made certain of stopping

such leakage by smearing also some very

thin red lead upon the narrow space only,

because that space in old-type engines is al

ways overheated. as the water does not cir

culate between the cylinders.

Not Wholly out of it.

Although the Long Island Motor Co. has

been, in a sense. combined with the Brook

lyn Automobile (‘o.. it has not lost its title

or existence. It will continue to make g'aso

lene motors on order and do work of a sim

ilar mm

Valve Springs may be too Strong.

Some engines can be improved by altering

the strength of their inlet springs. If the

spring is too weak the fault is quickly lo

cated by the resultant back firing. When,

however, the spring is too strong, the engine

apparently may run well, but it certainly

will not be giving its best results. The loss

of power is more especially noticeable when

the engine slows down under a heavy load

(as uphill). Here, owing to reduction of pis

ton speed and consequent lessening of the

suction produced by it, the overstrong

spring prevents a full charge of mixture

from entering the cylinder.

In this latter case a very weak spring—

even one that would permit back firing at

high speed—enables the engine to climb hills

which otherwise are too much. From this

result it is clear that the inlet valve spring

could be weakened for uphill work with ad

vantage.

There are engines fitted with an arrange

ment by means of which the strength of

the inlet spring is increased by moving a

handle in a suitably notched quadrant, con

veniently arranged on the steering column,

the result being to throttle the engine.

If in the above case the spring were left

below the normal strength, and pressure ap

plied by “notching up" utficient to prevent

back firing at usual speed, on the engine

slowing at a steep hill the extra pressure

thus applied could be taken off, and a consid

erable gain in hill climbing power would be

noticed.

A very large number of engines would

stand a turn or two cutting off their inlet

springs without causing them to back fire,

and with a surprising increase of power r9

sulting. This is of more importance to own

ers of small powered cars, wfiere just this

little improvement makes the important

difference between climbing easily or other

wise.
 

Thc use of Condemns.

When condensers are used with the idea of

returning condensed steam in the form of

water to the boiler so that the car can be

run longer distances without replenishing

the water tank, the utmost care should be

taken to see that the oil separator and filter

ing arrangements are kept in perfect work

ing order, as the smallest trace of grease

in a boiler is always accompanied by a loss

of steaming efficiency. Not only so, but the

boiler may be seriously damaged. It will be

seen at once that the steam, after it has

passed through the cylinders, which are of

necessity continually lubricated, must carry

with it a certain amount of oil, and this, un

less the separator and filter are in good trim,

will get into the hot well, and from it be

pumped into the boiler. Quite apart from

the reduction in steaming efficiency, there

is the possible damage to the generator,

which partakes in general features of the

symptoms which would be shown if the

water were allowed to get too low.
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CARBURETTERS

' FLOAT FEED.

" ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Will positively supply highly ex

plosive mixture from any grade of

gasolene. Get a good carburetter.

Get ours. It will increase the power

of your motor. Money back if not

satisfactory. Write today.

  

 

 

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY

  

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.
 

 

This is the Age of the Specialist.

OUR SPECIALTY IS

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

and all our energies are concentrated on making them

well. Past experience in car, carriage and coach

building and a thorough knowledge of automobile

requirements fit us to produce the highest class work,

stylish and substantial. Responsible concerns are

invited to write for estimates.

THE HANSEN CAR 60., Cleveland, Ohio

FACTORY: OFFICES:

Cor. Hamilton St. and C. G P. Tnckl. I307 Williamson Building.

 

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE

SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

We have all the European Novelties.

THE STAR AUTO

MOBILE FUNNEL

Fitted with Strainer. Oval

shaped. Easily carried in

tool box. Price, SI.oo.

 
 

BRAMPTON CHAINS
These chains are made from self-hardening

steel. Sizes in stock to fit the Panhard and

other European motor cars.

IMPORTED GOGGLES

Largest assnrtment in U. S. A.

CATALOG MAILBD ON REQUEST.

CHARLES E. MILLER
Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

97-101 READE ST., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

 
 

  

 

 

  

 

DO YOU WANT TO BUY THE

Best

Automobile

Wheels
MADE IN THE COUNTRY?

IF SO, YOU MUST APPLY

TO THE

NEW HAVEN CARRIAGE COMPANY,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Every Wheel Guaranteed Exactly as Represented.
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THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND T0 GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

   
  

 

 

 

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

CLEVELAND, onlo, u. s. A.

  

  

 

TO SECURE THE GREATEST DEGREE OF

COMFORT IN TRAVEL

ARRANGE TO TAKE ONE OF THE EAST TRAINS

. of the

MLQIQQLN

‘ ()ENTgAi

Tn: NIAGARA FALLS ROUTE

Through

Sleeping Cars

from

BOSTON,

NEW YORK

andto CHICAGO.

For rates and information

call on local agents or wrlle

W. H. UNUERWunl),

(j. E. l'. AgL, Buffalo.

0. W. RUUULl-IS,
U. P. & vl‘. Agt.. Ch cago.

  

 

~ THE PEERLESS,
L( N) I{ A’l‘ ’l‘H IESE L‘EA’I‘URES.

Vertical Motor: In Front. Unlverul Shalt, Bevel Gears. Spray Carburelterl,

A fluifler which Mulllee, Dull Proof Ball Bearings. Powerful "rakes,

Removable Tonneeu. Low Center of Gravity, Automatically

Locked Speed Levers.

Tne PEERLESS IS THE BEST CAR MADE. seuo FOR CATALOGUE.

The Peerless l’lotor Car Co.,Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

New England Branch, Peerless Motor Car Co., :78 Columbus Avenue. lloston, Mass.

AGENCIPIS I

New York. N. Y., Banker Bros. i4l-i43 West 38th St.; Chicago, lll., A. C. Banker,

“$458 Wabash Ave; San Francisco, Cal., National Automobile & Manulacturers' Co.,

i38-l48 Golden Gale Ave; Washington, D. (‘., National Capital Automobile Co , 11:4

(Ionn. Ave; Philadelphia. Pa., Banker Bros. Co, bzq N. Broad St; Detroit, MlCh.,

W. E. Metrger' 165-169 Jefferson Ave; Bufl'alo. N Y., Roe Automobile Co., (>34 Main

St.; Pasadena, Cal., Pasadena Garage Co., l6l-lbo \Vest Colorado 5L; Pittsburg, Pa.,

Banker Bros" Baum & Beattv Sta; Syracuse, N. Y., Frederirk H. Elliolt. W, Water St.;

Canton. 0., R. j. Diebold; \Vorceater. Mass.. Peerless Automobile Garage Co., 105 Com

mercial SL; Joplin, Mo., C, E. Hart; Newark, N 1.. nu Halsey SL; l.igunier. lnd., W.

B. lnkn; Alliance, 0 , Standard Bolt & Manufacluring (10.; Rochester, N. Y., Rochester

Automobile Co., |50-|7o South Ave.; Hartford. Conn, Jonas Automobile Co., 726-728

National Ave; liinghamton, N. Y., Binghamlon Automobile C0.'. New Haven, Conn.,

F. B. Bradle . 663 State St; Providence, R. l., H. G. Martin & Co., 196-200 \‘Vest Ex

:hange St.; levaland, 0., Foster Automobile Co , :53 Prospect St. "Tim 1903 Peerlcs‘j’
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Grout's "Fienchie" Runabout.

One of the first concerns to perceive

the demand for steam cars designed on what

are termed gasolene lines, Grout Bros,

Orange, Mass, have worked consistently to

meet this demand. They have followed up

their steam touring car. which attracted so

much attention at last winter‘s shows. With

a runabout. appropriately named the

“Frenchie.” It is also furnished with a ton

neau body.

The lines and general appearance of the

“Frenchie” appeal at first sight. The long

wheel base. the business-like look of the car.

with its hooded front and low and rakish

body and angle iron frame, stamp it as a

winner. An examination of its power plant

and details of construction confirm this

favorable impression.

Both the boiler and the engine are located

in front. the latter being positioned hormon

'*"‘ ' o

1:". .
.12.

.. r .

.;':‘ r ~
; 21"“ '1 ~’ A
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tally. The boiler is equipped with the Grout .

patented down draught, which carries the

heat and odor away from the occupants of

the car. The engine is completely encased.

affording a much desired protection from out~

side shocks. It is of ample power, insuring

the maintenance of good speed, even on the

steepest hills. The engine drives direct to

the countershaft, with transmission to the

rear wheels by means of individual chains.

Wheel steering is used, the steering rod

having fitted on it a second wheel used as

a throttle. This throttle works up and down,

and rotates either with the steering wheel

or independently, as may be desired. Ample

provision is made for the carriage of sup

plies, the fuel tank holding'suflicient gaso

lene to run the car 150 miles.

Grout Bros. are prepared to make imme

diate deliveries of this new model, and an

ticipate a good trade in it. They are also

building a steam racing car, which is ex

pected to possess wonderful speed.

Cross Diameters of Tires.

Among racing motorists there is a strong

feeling that tires of too large cross diameter

are not desirable. Four inches is a favorite

size, and is being used on a number of high

speed cars. '

“Even for the heaviest cars I think it is a

mistake to use anything larger than four

inches," said L. P. Mooers to The Motor

World man on Monday. "The larger the

diameter of the tire the greater the heating

will be, and that is one of the worst things

that can happen to a tire.

“Of course. you must have a tire large

enough to take up a great deal of the vibra

tion. and on a big car nothing but a big tire

will do this. But. as I said, I draw the line

at four inches. That makes a good com

promise size, and the shocks it won’t absorb

have got to be taken by the car and its

driver.”

  

  

lav
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aaour STEAM CAR. ' _' _

Another Substitute for Pneumatics.

One of the many tires devised as a substi

tute for the regulation pneumatic has a solid

rubber tire fitted to a metal rhn. which in

its turn bears upon an inflated rubber tube

confined by metal flanges bolted to the side

of the ordinary wood felloe. To prevent

the rim and tire. which come in contact

with the road, creeping and wearing, the in

ner tube bolts are placed through them at

certain intervals, the rim carrying the solid

rubber tire being slotted to allow of the

necessary up and down movement without

permitting creeping. The device is of Brit

ish origin.

Cannon Building a New Car.

George C. Cannon. the Harvard student

whose specially built steam car last sum

mer made a number of records that were

not allowed by the A. A. A. on account of

its not being controlled by one man, is at

work on a new car. He expects to have it

ready for the Readville, Mass, races on

Decoration Day.

 

  

  

The pleasure of going

when and where you wish

J safely, smoothly, silently,

Without elaborate prepara

tion or tiresome interruption

is characteristic of

NHTIONFIL

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Perfection of service due to

extreme simplicity of construc

tion. A child can operate a

“National.” Pcculiarly the

“ ready” automobile for

practical, every day,

all-the-time use.

 

Write for catalogue showing wide

van't-ty of latest electric vehicles

1‘; NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., ll

“00 8. 22d 51., lndianapolis, Ind.
  

HIS % page has been run

ning in high-class publica

tions of general circulations: This

helps sell NATIONALS. Better get

the agency.

National Motor Vehicle Co.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Week’s Patents.

724,834. Ball Bearing. Edmund J. Farr.

Boston, Mass. Filed July 11, 1901. Serial

No. 67,870. (No model.)

Claim—1. A ball bearing comprising a hub,

end plates for said hub. an axle extending

through said end plates, members forming

spaced raceways concentric with the axle.

sets of spaced balls in said raceways and in

contact with the axle. revoluble separating

rods extending parallel with the axle and

passing between adjacent balls in each set of

balls. and plates held between the end plates

of the hub and the members forming the

raceways and in which the said rods are

journaled, as fet forth.

724,836. Steering Gear for Vehicles. Joseph

Field and James Field, Newton Reigny, near

Penrith, England. Filed Apr. 28, 1902. Serial

No. 105,033. (No model.)

Claim—1. A road vehicle the rear wheels

of which are mounted on short spindles or

axles the inner ends of which are provftEd

with heads or hubs having upwardly directed

shafts which are passed through bearings

secured to the truck or frame. a quadrant

gear secured to one of said shafts. a hori

zontal worm shaft operating in connection

with said gear, forwardly and backwardly

directed arms secured to the heads or hubs

of the wheel axles. transverse rods connected

with said arms, whereby the operation of the

worm shaft will turn the wheels laterally,

and a locking device operating in connection

with the vertical shaft opposite_that with

which the quadrant gear is connected to pre

vent the turnlng of said wheels laterally,

substantially as shown and described.

724.896. Attachment for Rims of Traction

Wheels. George A. Lavender, Roanoke. La.

Filed Jan. 31. 1903. Serial No. 141,345. (No

model.)

Claim—i. In combination with a traction

wheel provided with lugs. an attachment or

protector therefor composed of solid and bar

links alternately disposed and pivomliy con

nected. the solid links being of wedge form

in side view and adapted to fill the space be

tween adjacent lugs and the bar links em

bracing opposite ends of said lugs and serv

ing to prevent lateral displacement of the

attachment, substantially as set forth.

724,945. Ignition Plug for Explosive En

gines. \Villiam Roche. Jersey City, N. J.

Filed Aug. 16. 1902. Serial No. 119.843. (N0

model.)

Claim—1. An ignition plug for explosive

engines. made up of a body flanged at one

end so as to form a chamber for gases.

independently insulated conductor rods ex~

tending through said body. and a "lip device

in contact with one rod and approaching the

end of the other to form a sparking point

and having a branch extending betWeen the

insulated tubes of such rods within the cham

ber, for the purpose set forth

725.007. Storage Battery. William Gardi

ner, Chicago. Ill., and James R. Macmillan.

Menominee. Wis, assignors to Northwestern

Storage Battery Company, a Corporation of

lllinols. Filed Jan. 31. 1902. Serial No. 91.

878. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination in a secondary

cell, an inner tubular electrode containing

active material in a finely comminuted form.

washers of insulating material on said elec

trade acting as separatoss. a fabric lining in

each of said tubular electrodes and a com

plemcntal electrode also in tubular form

within which said last name'd electrode fits.

725,087. Oscillating Piston Explosive En

gine. James A. Jenney. Fairhaven. Mass.

Filed Sept. 18, 1902. Serial No. 123,835. (No

model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a cylin

der having a transverse stationary abutment

dividing it into two equal chambers, a fuel

passage in each abutment and ports from

each passage to both the chambers. a cen

trally mounted swinging piston having arms,

one extending into and dividing each cham

her. a rotary admission valve seated in each

abutment passage and connections operated

by the piston for continuously rotating the

valves. the valves being set so that an ex

plosive mixture is supplied in succession to

the four divisions of the cylinder formed by

the pistons and abutments, and means for

exploding the charge in succession. whereby

each charge being compressed serves as a

cushion for a charge being exploded.

725.104. Ignition Chamber for Gas En~

glues. Abbot A. Low, Brooklyn, N. 1’. Filed

Jtme 11, 1901. Serial No. 64,111. (No

model.)

Claim—1. The combination with the igni

tion chamber and its hydrocarbon inlet, of

a hood surrounding said chamber and inlet

and having an outlet at a point at right an

gles to said inlet. a hood around said outlet,

a shell surrounding said first mentioned hood.

inlet and outlet, and forming an airtight

jacket, and a cowl mounted above a vertical

outlet from said first mentioned hood.

725.106. Acetylene Lamp. Harry Lucas,

Birmingham, England. Filed July 28, 1902.

Serial No. 117,308. (No model.)

Claim—1. In acetlyne lamps for motor

cars and other vehicles. the combination con—

slsting of a vertically disposed well tube in

permanent attachment with the lamp body,

a nipple at the bottom of the said well tube.

a gas conduit in permanent connection with

the said nipple, and a gas generator having

an outlet aperture which automatically

joints with the said nipple on the insertion

of the generator within the said well tubes.

and disjoints on the withdrawal of the same,

the said joint being outside the water cham

ber of the generator, substantially as de

scribed.

725,140. Device for Maintaining Constant

Speed in Electric Motors. John G. Roberts.

assignor to Harry J. Fox, trustee. Detroit.

Mich. Filed Jan. 2, 1902. Serial No. 88,245.

(No model.)

Claim—1. A direct current electric motor

having a short circuit connecting opposite

points of one of its windings, and a timed

circuit controller in the short circuit to keep

the motor at uniform speed, substantially as

described.

725,155. Apparatus for Manufacturing and

Vulcanlzing Rubber Tires.' Frank A. Seib

erllng, Akron, Ohio. Filed Jan. 18, 1902.

Serial No. 116.051. (No model.)

Claim—1. A machine for the manufacture

of rubber tires. etc., consisting of a grooved

drum revoluble on it axis and means for

heating the same as desired.

725.171. Means for Repairing Punctured

Pneumatic Tires. Charles B. Sutton, Day

ton, Ohio. assignor to Jesse M. Heckman

and Harvey Snell, Union, Ohio. Filed June

14, 1902. Serial No. 111,636. (No model.)

Claim—The combination in means for re

pairing punctured pneumatic tires. of the

tube having an exteriorly tapered inner end,

and interior and exterior shoulders at an in

termediate point of its length and also hav

ing the flat, handle flange (1 at its outer end.

and the awl having the cone shaped point

at its inner end, and the shoulder at an inter

I

mediate point of its length, and also having

the flat handle flange g at its outer end; the

awl being of greater length than the tube.

whereby, when the shoulder on the awl

brings up against the shoulder in the tube.

the handle flange g rests in rear of the han

dle flange d with a space between them.

725,191. Petroleum Engine. Robert 0. All

sop, Orpington. England. Filed Dec. 2, 1901.

Serial No. 84,466. (No model.)

Claim—4. In internal combustion hydro

carbon engines the combination with an en

gine working on the four stroke cycle. of a

fuel vapor pump connected therewith to

make the same number of strokes as the

engine and arranged to deliver the vapor to

the engine only on every fourth stroke of

the pump. substantially as described.

725,218. Storage Battery. Rufus N. Cham

berlain, Depew, N. Y., assignor to Gould

Storage Battery Company, New York, N. Y..

a corporation of West Virginia. Filed Aug.

13. 19%. Serial No. 119,525. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a tank

or receptacle provided with a bottom, side

walls, and end walls which extend upwardly

above the tops of the side walls, of battery

plates arranged in said tank or receptacle

and provided with necks which project later

ally over said side walls. and a cover for

said tank or receptacle. which is supported

by said end walls, substantially as set forth.

725,223. Variable Speed Gear. Middleton

Crawford, London, England. Filed Dec. 12,

1902. Serial No. 134,964. (No model.)

Claim—l. 1n variable speed gear the com

bination with a driving shaft. a driven shaft

and a rotatable casing having an external

conical surface at each end of means for

licking the casing by one of its conical sur

faces to the driving shaft. means engaging

with the other conical surface for holding

the casing stationary, a compound pinion

(arried within the casing. a pinion on the

driving shaft gearing with one part of the

compound pinion, pinions gearing with the

other parts of the compound pinion, means

for locking a desired number of these pin

ions to the driven shaft and means for hold

ing one of the pinions stationary, substan

tially as and for the purpose described.

725,246. Ball Bearing. Albert E. Hen

derson, Tomato, Canada. Filed July 14.

1902. Serial No. 115.513. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a ball bearing, the combina

tion of two bearing rings, anti-friction thrust

means carried by the bearing rings, bearing

balls arranged therebetween. and a spacing

device for the bearing balls supported by

said bearing balls. said spacing device hav

ing pairs of rollers engaging the bearing

balls one above and one below the line join

ing the centres of the two adjacent bearing

balls. '

725,250. Brake for Automobiles. Ludwik

ll. Hoffman. New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 3.

1903. Serial No. 137,632. ‘ (No model.)

Claim—1. An automobile brake, compris

ing a hand lever, a rockshaft, a link con

necting the hand lever and said rockshaft;

brake arms mounted on the rockshaft;

wheels respectively mounted in and peri

pherally frictionally engaging the several

brake arms; and leading wheels mounted in

said brake arms.

725.285. Driving Gear for Engines. Charles

Phillips. New Bushey. England. Filed Oct.

30, 1902. Serial No. 129.455. (No model.)

Claim—1. ' Means for overcoming dead

centres comprising movable or reciprocatory

members, a crank shaft, radius bars pivoted

below the crank shaft and extending upward

above the same, devices connecting said ra—
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illusbars to said movable members, and con

"i‘cmlg rods connecting said radius bars to

the crank pins, whereby each said crank pin

is carried around by the effective stroke of

its movable part more than the halt-circum

ference of its path, thereby carrying the oth

er crank pin beyond its dead point in readi

ness for the next effective stroke of its mov

able part, substantially as described.

725.379. Muffler for Engines. Ralph P.

Thompson, Springfield, Ohio. Filed Feb. 1,

1902. Serial No. 92,097. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a mufiier, the combination of

a receiver for the exhaust products, having

an inlet thereinto and an outlet therefrom,

with the inlet and outlet arranged in juxta

rclation to operate and have the inflowing

products retard the outflow, until the pres

sure of the expanded products in the receiver

reaches a point of equilibrium for the equi

librium of pressure to act and cause an out

flow of the products, substantially as de—

scribed.

725,394. Self-Propelling Vehicle. Augus

tus A. Ball, Jr. Lynn, Mass, assignor to

Elihu Thomson, Swalnpscott, Mass. Filed

June 5, 1902. Serial No. 110,317. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a vehicle, the combination of

a body. a driven axle, and a motor which

propels the vehicle and forms the sole dis

tance bar or strut between the body and the

axle.

725,457. Steering Check for Vehicles. Her

mann Lemp, Lynn, Mass, assignor to Elihu

Thomson, Swampscott, Mass. Filed June

16. 1902. Serial No. 111,924. (No model.)

Claim—1. In combination, a cylinder, a pis

ton, valves mounted thereon, a shaft and a

pivotally supported rocker arm actuated by

the shaft for moving the valves.

725,477. Motion Checking Device. Otto F.

I'crsson, Lynn, Mass, assignor to Elihu

Thomson, Swampscott, Mass. Filed Sept.

29. 1902. Serial No. 125,211. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a motion checking device,

the combination of a stationary support hav

ing a rlnglike projection carried thereby, a

movable support, dogs which are carried by

the movable support and are arranged to

grip the ring, a movable casing which in

cioses the dogs. and stops which are car

ried by the casing for disengaging the dogs.

725.556. Electric Igniter for ExplosiVe Eu

gines. George A. Goodson, Minneapolis,

Minn. Filed March 17, 1902. Serial No. 98.

465. (No model.)

(‘laim—l. The combination with an elec

tric generator having a rotary member. of

an engine driven impelling device moving

said member in a constant direction, means

for giving said device a speed independent

of the engine's speed, a trip for setting and

releasing said means, and means for vary

ing the time of action of the trip.

725.616. Power Drum for Vehicles. Charles

E. Duryea, Reading, Pa. Filed May 17, 1902.

Serial No. 107,767. (No model.)

Claim—1. A power transmitting device

comprising a motor shaft, 3 gear on said

shaft, revoluble power transmitting means

operativer connected therewith, a sprocket

wheel operativer connected with the revo

luble means, a brake adapted to co-operate

with said revoluble means to produce a cer

tain speed, and pivoted means interposed be

tween said sprocket wheel and said means

and engaging the latter for varying the

speed, substantially as described.

725,620. Antifriction Bearing. Albert E.

Henderson, Toronto. Canada, assignor to To

ronto Roller Bearing Company, Limited, To

ronto, Canada. Filed Nov. 13, 1902. Serial

No. 131,169. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a roller bearing, the combina

tion of bearing elements. means for retain~

ing the bearing elements in their relative

positions, spacer carrying means connected

to the retaining means, and adjustany

mounted spacers for the bearing elements_

carried by said carrying means.

725,629. Transmission Gear for Motor Ve

hicles, Andrew L. Biker, Short Hills, N. J..

assignor to the “Locomobile” Company of

America, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of

WVest Virginia. Filed July 16, 1902. Serial

No. 115,842. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a transmission gear for auto

mobiles, the combination of a driving mem

ber, a driven member, a driving gear for the

former, a plurality of intermediate gears, in

cluding a reversing gear, and means, includ

ing a single shiftable element only, for driv

ing said driven member through any one of

said intermediate gears.

725,644. Electric Igniter for Explosive

Engines. George A. Goodson, Providence,

R. I.

527. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an electric igniter for explo

sive engines, the combination with an elec<

tric generator having a crank on its mov

able member, of an engine driven part, a trip

crank, a rod connecting said two cranks, and

a tension device tending to hold said trip

crank and rod on a dead centre and said rod

at an angle to the generator crank, when in

normal or idle position, with said named ele

ments so disposed that the engine driven part

'will first force said trip crank and con

Filed Dec. 20, 1002. Serial No. 136,-.

nected parts away from their normal or idle

position, against the yielding strain of said

tension device, and then release the same,

thereby permitting said tension device to re

store said parts to their normal p0sition and

stop the same without jar or vibration. sub

stantially as described.

- Commutaiors on Dashboards.

Now that the practice of mounting a chain

drlven commutator upon the dashboard has

come somewhat into vogue, it should be re

membered that a great deal of difficulty will

be experienced in getting the chain-To?—

rectly replaced if it is taken off for any

purpose. Of course, where a spur gear is

employed to drive the commutator, it is per

fcctly easy to mark one tooth and the bot

tom of the two opposite teeth into which it

engages, thus insuring correct timing; but

with a. chain drive it is imp0ssible to ~imply

mark two teeth alone.

This may be done to a certain extent with

satisfaction, however, by marking the rim of

the wheel on the centre line; it then becomes

a matter of the eye in replacing the chain,

aud also one of memory to insure the marks

being in correct positions, i. e., both marks

should be at the bottom or top of the wheel,

as originally placed when they were. indi

cated.

It is a good idea, too, to have pointers at

tached to convenient parts, the marks on the

chain wheel being brought opposite to these.

In any case, it will, of course, be necessary

to ascertain, roughly, the relative position

of the crankshaft to the camshaft. Unless

this is done, it is quite possible to get the

setting incorrect, as while one wheel may be

in position correctly, the other may be a

revolution before or behind it.

Jandorf Enlarges.

Louis Janciorf, who does a lively business

in second hand automobiles of every variety

at 1786 Broadway, as well as repair work,

has taken on the agency for the Buffalo

gasolene cars, and has just received a large

shipment of runabouts and touring cars.

The Jandorf place has been enlarged during

the last week by the addition of a lot in the

rear, 25 feet deep by 125 wide, which has

been converted into a storage room and shop,
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Whmock SpeCral Bulletin
Raglators AUTOCAR RUNABOUT, excellent condition.

Standard of Excellence. B.w, W, “M, discs, NATIONAL ELECTRIC nos-A-nos.

i133; 6333"? “g; 3311; 5;; NATIONAL ELECTRIC RUNABOUT.

gest disk radiator and the only3235‘ °°°“' ‘° ““ Um“ MODEL C. PACKARD, 12 n. P., w.¥.ll.'.'..°$..._

The Whmock Coil Pipe co_ If Interested, send for description of above

  

HARTFORD CONN and other used vehicles.

Shattuck’s Automobile Emporium, i%%%i?i‘iistf°"

Crestmobile TatlwolI-PorkorEloolrioiio.

_ -_ a $750 " I“ . BLEVELAND,0HIU.

Manufacturers
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Main Office:

a 196 Broadway.
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Leading

Automobile
 

 

ESTABLISHED I855

We manufacture a positive wheel steering device with worm and gear

segment. Absolutely positive. Gives no back-lash. Bronze hand & C0.

wheel. Mahogany rim. NEWARK N J

BRECHT AUTOMOBILE CO., ’ '
'200 Cass Avenue ST. Lou's. M0. ember oi the National Association oi

' - Automobile Mnnuilcturers.
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DeDion Bouton & Co.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications [0

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I79 Clarendon 5L, (near Bovlston) BOSTON, MASS.

Automobile

Mountings

 

--IN..

Polished Brass

.1“ “ r; .
  

No. 4. Tonneau Door Fastener.

Handles, Door Locks, Tonneau Hood

Fasteners, Handles, Key Hole Covers,

Metal Holdings, etc.

MANUFACTURED BY

The English 86 Mersick Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

 

Automobiles to Aid Trolley;

An automobile as an adjunct to the opera

tion of a trolley line is something of an in

novation. yet it is to be tried on the New

York and Stamford Road in a short time.

It is proposed to put a speedy automobile

on to patrol the trolley tracks from Larch

mont to Sound Beach, a distance of twenty

miles.

President Singer, of the company, found

that last summer while his road was carry

ing thousands of people to the beaches, the

cars would frequently break down and stall

the entire line. A telephons system was es

tablished on the line for the use of the

motormen of the belated cars, so that they

could telephone to the power house at Port

Chester for the assistance of the wrecking

crew. Mr. Singer thinks that the automobile

idea is even better than the telephone.

The Week's Exports.

Brazil—Ten cases motor vehicles, $3.768.

Dutch East Indies—Six cases motor Ye

hicles and parts, $1,220.

London—Fifteen cases motor vehicles and
A material, $19,110.

' Liverpool—One case motor vehicles, $1,400.

New Zealand—One case motor vehicles,

$975.

Southanipton—Twenty-one cases motor ve

hicles and material, $17,902.

Venezuela—Two cases motor vehicles and

material, $550.

 

  

GROUT BR08.,-- Unrnor, MASS.
 

 

  

(iasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKE Agent, St. Louis, Mo.

 

 

  
If interested in the best coils, spark plugs,

etc., write to THE DOW PORTABLE ELEC

TRIC C0. for catalogue and particulars.

Home Office 8: Factory, Braintree, Mass.

Blurth OFrchsz—z r8 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass; r 135 Broadway,

New York, N.Y.; 19 La Salle SL, Chicago, Ills.; Harry R. Gear, SLLouis, Mo.

John Wannamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.

Jlnnbnr of flu National Auacialion of A uronwfile Mann/adorn".

 

 

 

 

  

HETHER you use an auto

for business or pleasure,

the fact remains that you

must look upon it as a

piece of machinery, and as

a piece of machinery it must have the

best lubricants to get the best results

Dixon's Graphite has a place on every

automobile. A sample and booklet

83—g on request.

jOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Jnslv Cr'rv.

Member of the Nari-mil Association of

Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

 

 

 

WILLIAMS SPARK OOILS

 

Are made in all sizes and Styles for

Automobiles, Motor Cycles and Gasoleno Engines.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Eiaoirio Contract Co., General Selling Agents.

202-204 Centre St., l54 Lake St.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Better Not . .
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFAOTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

nrnrnronn fir. cornPnrrv
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS

JENKINS & BARKER
Succusons To CHAS. L. BURDET'I‘

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
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.52z2n5ilé
We make over Twenty Types of Cars.

Wnte for Catalogue.

Mobile company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.

MONOGRAM OILS AND GREASES
'PICIALLV ADAPTID FOR

AUTOMOBILE LUBRIOATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE Ui‘l’.

Oolumbia Lubricants 00., 22 Burling Slip, New Yori.

335" SIMMONS @il

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street. New York Clty.

  

SMITH a. MABLEY,
3l3-3l 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.
IIFOITIIII

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIBUTORS

GHIRRON, GllllRDilT l Y0lfil SIRS Illli Ill liililill.

Gasolene Motors

ALL SIZES.

BUFFALO GASOLENE MOTOR OOMPANY,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

THE AUTOBAS
ORY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

c‘ency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WNI. ROCHE, 42 vesey St., New York.

improve Your Circulation

BY USING

THE LOBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

torall Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Cheap. Durable, Efficient, easy

to apply

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Loboo Pump &Maohinory 00., 120—136 Terrace, Buffalo, it. v.

 

  

  

New STANDARD

i . woos“
I. AR

.. ans Foasouut'iuomt
nnv BATTERY

 

  

 

GOLD MEDAL WINNER IHIGHEST AWARD. s

  

NEVER BURN LT BNO NEVER mun

Look. befori you buy. See report of

1w York-Boston Run.

cor'r AUTOMOBILE MFc. Co.,

33 Chambers Street. New York.

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

15 cents perline of seven words. cash with order.

 

FOR bargains in used automobiles but as good

as new. address C. A. COEY & 00., 5311

Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Ill

SEND five cents for our illustrated catalogue of

secondhand automobiles. Big variety, low

Mrssrsser VALLEY AUTOMOBYLi-Z Co.,figures.

3927-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.

 

OR SALE—Locomobile, good as new, with

top, A-r condition. ELSIE R. WOLF,

29 N. 2d SL, Harrisburg, Pa.

 

OR SALE—Grout steam automobile; almoet

new. Will sell cheap for cash. J. BER

' KOWITZ, :9 Cooper Street,, Boston.

 

FOR SA LE—1902 Winton top pbaeton. perfect

condition; 9 h. p.; extra equipment; newly

varnished; guaranteed. Reason for selling, have

purchased Winton touring car. BEN]. MORSE,

Canton, Mass.

 

ACTURY FOR SALE—Entire Carriage

Manufacturing Plant. Only two blocks

from railroad and steamboat. Excellent location

for an automobile factory. Write us for terms.

The BOSTON BUCKIlOARl) & CARRIAGE

C0., 155 to 163 East St.. New Haven, Conn.

FOR SALE.--Thomas touring car. new; 8 b.

h. p motor; $575; great bargain. Address,

Box 305. Millbrook, N. Y.
 

FOR SALE—190: Locomobile, style 0:; late

model; run less than 100 miles; will sell

cheap to quick buyer. Also, second hand “Mobile,”

in good condition. Address. A. L. CLINE,

lozb‘ Connecticut Ave.. Washir gton, D. C.

 

40R SALE—I903 Winton, j.'st delivered,

$2,900. Address, H. G. WlLCOX, in care

of FISHER AUTOMOBILE CO., Indianapolis,

Indiana.

FOR SALE-Winton touring car, r903 model,

immediate delivery. Address, T. HARVEY

FERRIS, Utica, N. Y.

OR SALE—Our charging outfit, consisting of

a five-horse power gas engine and 80 light

dynamo, all in first-class condition; will sell cheap,

together or separate. THE RANDALL WHEEL

COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Ind.

 

Metal Milli Guards,

Bonets, Tanks,

Rotary Circulating Pumps

Radiators. Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send for circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

THE RAY AUTUIATIO

NAOI'IIIIE 60-.

l Water St.. Cleveland, 0.illiii

SMITH 8:. Monrsuseu Co.,

l46-l48 West 39th St., NEW YORK.

Automobile Garage.

Importers of Foreign Machines and Supplies.

Bargains in Second-hand Foreign and Domestic

Machines.

 

 

BELL & COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80th St.. New Yorlt. Tolaphono: 2562 River.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
 

 

 

“ IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT."

“sTEinsiounvEA"
HIGHEST TYPE OF GASOLENE GAR

J. Stevens Arms 8t Tool Co.

No. 690 Main St.,

CHlt'OPEE FALLS, MASS.

  

 

 

  

BOUGIE HERZ,

The only Sparlt Plug

IN THE

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

. RUNS JUST AS WELL IN OIL

You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it ?

Money refunded in 30 days iii:

satisfactory.

80L: IMPOHTIII roe U. 8. sun CANADA,

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

 

a.
ma. at the svuroonr unoonaronv.

- Established 1868.

O.F SPLITOORFJI Vandovlator St N Y

_ . g .. -

 

 

Get a Good

Night’s Rest

TH IS ALWAYS ASSURED

When you use the

Gompartmoni Sleeping liars

GlNfilNNillhto BHIBAGU
v

G H 8:. D and Nlonon

I A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent (or train schedules,

or address

D. G EDWARDS, P. T. AL, Cincinnati, 0.

'w
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,ffl‘he M®YEA

FQLLQWS ND STANDARD _
I

a

\

wv “BUT SETS [TS own AND SETS IT man
~

1105 ior the critical and ior those ‘ 1

to whom quality is the first

consideration.

Truly a Triumph oi American

mechanicall ability, incorpor

ating the best ioreign practice, with a

refinement oi detail and construction

never beiore attempted.

v
I

 

li you would possess one oi these superb cars, now is the time

to speak.

Moyea Automobile 80.

3-7 West 29th Street,

NEW YORK el'l‘Y.
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“THE RED DEVIL’.’ AND THE TIRES THAT EQUIPPED IT.

The Honorable Tom L. Johnson Tells His Experience

—WlTl'l—

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tircs
As Equipment on the Famous

“ Red Devil” Touring Car.

FOUR THOUSAND RE‘xD THE LETTER; A wonderful record

MILES TRAVEL ‘ 5.51;:- . " _ and yet no better

Over Some of than that experi

the Roughest enced by many

Roads in Ohio. other users of

Goodrich Tires.

  

ml}: fifty of Ilenehmh

  

IA'II'I err-u

' ,f’l’ eon L Jon-son mien,

'- J

/ m a. r. Goodrich Co., Yeb.l6,l90$.

  

Akron, Ohio,  

Gentlemen,

  

Please send me by express two rubber "shoes'

or outer cases for my son's Touring Car.

  

We have Just taken off the two front outer

  

tires that have been on the J'iled Devil" from the day it
  

My son estimates that they have traveled

  

left the shop.

  
s

over “four thousand miles. The condition of those tires

is something wonderful, considering that they have prob

  

ably sustained the hardest wear of any rubber tires over

  

on n machine and they really ought to go into a glass

  

cnsc. If, on account of this record, you would care
  

to have them, I would be glad to send them to you with

  

my compliments.

  

Yours very truly,

/

The show: cut ls 1 true picture of the tlres referred to In Mr. Johnson‘s letter. No sttempt hnvlng been made to retouch

the photogrsph or obllterste In sny way the marks of wear. _

 

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY,

Akron Rubber Works,

NEW YORK, 66-68 Rude some“ BUFFALO, 9 West Huron Street.

CHICAGO, HI Luke street. A K R 0 N9 0 H I 0' DETROIT, 80 East Congress Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street, SAN FRANCISCO. 502 Mission Street.

805T0N| H7 Sultfller streetr LONDON, ENGLAND, 7 Snow "III, E, C. DENVER. I444 Curtis Street.
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WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINTUN

 

So many folks are getting

Winton 20 In. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order.

  

 

PRICE, GOMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Cleveland, U.S.A.

 

   

 

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The U. S. LONG DISTANCE

T0URIN(1 CAR
Our book is oI unusual interest to Automobilists. Sent free on request.

 

  

Built for service, long runs and hill-climbing,

simply operated, free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order.

  

Type A—Runabout, $1,250.

Tyye B—Tonneau, 1,500.

Type C—Tonneau, 2,500.

TYPE C—TONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Engine.

U. S. LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Factory, 307 Whiton Street, Jersey City, '1 , llO-ll4 West 4lst Street, New York.

  

_ ' ‘. ‘ ' 4 ' . '-- a ' c ' ¢ -

iii-i» 'ia— If ,7 _
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THEY have become

the favorites simply

because they have the

merit that brings pres

tige. Arguments against

them are unavailing to

7 those who have used I

  

THEY are tires that

will be a real com- '

fort to you as far as

_ ease, durability, and gen

eral satisfaction is con

cerned.

£52m. '

It you are having trouble with your tires, or are not entirely pleased with their service, you certainly are not using

GaJlines
Do not be misled by imitations. “A Rose by Any Other Name ” is not the same, no matter what

the substituter may tell you. Demand the G &, I only, and get full value for your money.

IIRI'; c0, Indianapolis, Ind. NCWYOI‘k AgCIlCY, 81 Reade Street.

 

 

 

A TRADE TERM:

“WESTON-MOTT QUALITY" -

IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERY WOOD or WIRE.
 

GET WITH US.

 

WESTON-MOTT CO., Utica, N. Y.
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.1120 0600022206110 16' (/10 best aulom 0bzle

Above 1': drown My 1903 Stan/1a): “B” (Steam), a rlen'mblz touring ear.

lMPROVEMENTS: Enlarged boiler; indestruct' water gauge; to H. P. engine, encased and using superheated steam

four band brakes; Victor Steam Pumps. Write for details. We also manufacture gasolene cars.

Our new gasolene Automobile is “ Easily the best built car in America."

I I

The acocomobz/e Company’s Executive Headquarters Removed to factory, Bndgepoli, Conn.

B N _ 76th et and Broadw , New York, r3 Berkeley Street, Boston; 24° N. Broad Street, Philadelphia;

RA “(85' 1354 ' higan Avenue, icago; 39 Sussex Place, South Kensington, London.

  

 

MOTOR DO WITH TWO BLADES
The man would seem akin

1 TWO STROKES t th b f t OF GRASS OROW
ab "' t° WHERE FOUR ° 6 mac“ WHERE BUT ONE

make a WERE BEFORE REQUIRED Wh° made OREW BEFORE.

at any rate the ELMQRE MOTOR is in that class

and is applied only to the

$800—ELMURE RUNABUIITS M TOURING BARS—$1400

‘ i -:

  

 

The vehicles themselves are like the motor—simple and as reliable as they are simple. They certainly

merit your inquiry if simplicity and not complication appeals to you.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, - - Clvde, Ohio.
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Cleanliness is Next to (lodliness

APPLIES WITH AS MUCH FORCE TO THE CONDI

TION OF THE TOOL BOX AS TO

ANYTHING ELSE.

Our Nickel-plated, “Copperized” and Nickel-plated auto

mobile oilers don’t leak or permit the oil to ooze out, are

compact and shaped so that they reach every oil hole in the car;

can be carried conveniently and are altogether indispensable to

every automobilist. Incidentally one of them will carry gasolene

enough to run a vehicle about ten miles.

 

 

Lamps and Engineers' Sets.

Drop Forging, Sheet Steel Stamping, Etc.

 

 

O" “0

American Tube & Stamping Co.,

steam to WILMOT & HOBBS MFG. co.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN, U. S. A.

  

 

 

 

‘ D. H. GILLETTE, T ,

Th°jf5l92°§" (ew- - $$-°°| e l t

 

  

 

 

\ i 33 West 42d Street. New York Blty.

map No'd’l‘tqur Necwgngland’ L50 e “i1 W Please enter my order for the

Fall,“ 2.! 5359!“ 5°“ Y‘B'k' 5" if ,ii I903 Eastern Edition of the Official

Map “ 3, western NSW Yorg, 7.50 i _ W Automobile Blue Book, Maps, etc.,

W Mg;7 4, “J” L. L & EasLPa' _50 as marked (with price extended) for W

u 3,251; :“1570 if“ ; which I enclose herewith 3 we

EILQQSCS, " V 'i i' if 250—— “

Subscription to Bulletin, - -W .50 i i slaved

:i 7 iii if Vii ’ i V “i : 7m __ Addrl\§

 

Total (remittances enclosed),

    

wvwvwv-vwv'vwvvyw""""vvvvwvwvvv'ww—wwwwwwvw'vvvv'v'v'vvvvvvvw'wwwwwvvwvw'vv'v'vv'vvvvwwv

1': fold in I/Ie Blue 800k complaiefy and accurnloél I'n abau! 1.700

W“E Go roll/0:, yl'm'ny runnl'ny dl'rech'ons, dis-lance.» and l/le kind, rand/{ion

and yraa'v: 0/ roads. Ulla Blue Book con/aim mac/I ol/wr informal/0nof everyday need [0 nulomobl'lllrls. Wherever you wer/I to yo I? fella you |

BULLETINS—issued July, October and January—will keep the BLUE BOOK up to date in every respect, giving corrections and addi

tions to the routes, stations, laws, etc.

are 30 inches square. printed in three colors, and mounted on cloth. They are atlas maps and give every town. BLUE BOOK

routes are shown in red. A new method of folding makes them most convenient for reference.

GASES—same size as the book—have flexible blue leather covers with a patent clip for holding the map in place.

 

BLUE BOOK representatives the publication of the book will be

delayed until the first of May. In the meantime—as always—special

reports and information will be gladly and promptly furnished to

subscribers.

"I Bl—Owing t0 the great amount of detail work involved in verifying .

and compiling numberless route reports from the several hundred g
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THE PEERLESS
 

  

ANQTI-IER

PEERLESS

VI€T®RY!

All ('Zomers Beaten in Boston

Hill-elimbing Gontest.

THE PEERLESS 1903 TOURING CARS, 16 H. P., in the Boston-Hill Climbing Contest, after

being taken directly from the stock of the New England Branch, defeated the prepared Cars of many

worthy competitors and easily won first and second places for gasolene cars weighing more than 2000

pounds and for gasolene cars with tonneaus. Another proof that THE PEERLESS LEADS.

 

THE PEERLESS MGTGR QHR (‘36., = eleveland, onto.

NEW ENGLAND BRHNeI-l: 178 Golumbus Ave" BOSTGN.

\

 

      

 T

SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

 

LARGEST AUTOMOBILE '

 
 

We have all the European Novelties.

THE STAR AUTO

MOBILE FUNNEL

Fitted with Strainer. Oval

shaped. Easily carried in

tool box. Price, $1.00.

BRAMPTON CHAINS

These chains are made from self-hardening

steeL Sizes in stock to fit the Panhard and

other European motor cars.

IMPORTED GOGGLES

Largest a~sortment in U. S. A.

CATALOG MAILBD ON REQUEST.

 
 

CHARLES E. MILLER
Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

97-101 READB ST» NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

  

 

 

“ STEVENS-OURYEA ”
GASOLENE AUTOMOBILE

In the hill climbing

contest of the Massa

chusetts Automobile

Club held Monday,

April 20, on Common

wealth Avenue Hill,

Boston, this carriage

not only won first prize

in its class, but made

better time than any

other gasolene carri

age, again demonstrat

ing its superiority in

Speed— Reliabiliiy— liill Olimbing.

Equipped with 7 horse power 2-cylinder opposed motor,

and has 3 speeds and reverse, all operated by one lever

IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT

And runs without Noise or Vibration.

Price at Factory, $1300.

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL COMPANY,

690 MAIN STREET,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS.
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_FRENCH AND AMERICAN____

ELLE-mu MNQORBI LES. MO

Paris Automobile Societe Anonyme |9°3 Mod“

no. "In" Fowmn' MG" Attracted special attention

/ " a“ PARIS AUTO SHOW.

/ THE \ 7 7

UENTRAI.

_ Automobile lib,
l684 BROADWAY. /

 

m

/

TELIFHONII /

q! ‘f"\ " :t > ‘, . f I.

q I I 8 H P Mc'ms ’ h I m H. P. PEUGEOT.

i” Prompt Deliveries of

Prompt Deliveries of OPE” DAY AND "'6'".- RENAULT,

8, II, l8 H. P. —

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPUT PEUGE°TS'

_ lN THE UNITED STATES.ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK.

ELEGTRIGS CHARGED'AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

 

THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

ISAT

Jfrencb lick $1Man
IN THE HIGHLANDS OF SOUTHERN INDIANA,

ON THE

Grow ' munnunz
Q)(mcmojumuvousepmsvmi RAILWAY

va

 

 
 

 
 

is a veritable fountain of youth. It arouses the torpid

liver, renews the vigor, and makes a new man of you.

all outside rooms, accommodates 800 ests, under the man; New Hotel, agement of Thomas Taggart, formerg'uoi the Grand Hotel,

O Indianapolis. Excellent cuisine.
 

 

GOLF, HORSEBACK RIDING AND ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR SPORTS.

Excursion rates from all parts of the country. Send for illustrated booklet.

CHAS. H. ROCKWELL, FRANK J. REED,

Traffic Manager. Gen'i Pass. Agent.
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IN FULL CRY.)
They’re all after the

  

  

The more any one knows about an automobile

[he more certain the CADILLAC is

to be the one selected.

CADILLAC .

Automobile Company,

DETROIT, MlCI'l.

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

"WWW

THE NEW \

for Steam Vehicles 18 21 Trouble Saver. 7

No Steam Car is complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case. ADAPTED

° ; TO ANY

MACHINE E

wThe New One-Piece Steel Tubular Burner

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends. Absolutely eliminates all danger of

fire under-lapping. As there are no air-tubes through the continuous

1 stop-tube the burner even if red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most

important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

I, products. Write for circular.

KELLY HNDLE BAR COMPANY, - Cleveland, Ohio.
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The NEW WHITE

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903

 

. -,t'4

  

NEXT TO FLYING

is the motion of the incomparable WHITE—smooth, noise

less and free from all motor vibrations—a swift, gliding

movement that aflords the maximum of automobiling pleas

ure, minus its every defect.

Wrill for full )articularr, diagrams afrngr'ne, experts” report: and nfiinl'zl rem/t1

(3/ important endurance contests.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(Automobile Department) CLEVELAND, OHIO.

:1 Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Bufl’alo, N. Y.

509 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 300 Rose Bldg.,Cleveland, Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 39i446-l8 Olive St , St. Louis, Mo.

an Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. l 6| Stone St., Denver, Colo.

5979 Centre Ave , East En , Pittsburg. Pa.

BANKER BROTHERS CO., 619-631-633 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

F. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO., Portland, Maine.

WALTER C. WHITE, European Representative. 49 Princes Street, West

minster, London, England.

 

 

QUALITY.
Experience proves the best material made

none too good tor the

AMERICAN GASOLENE -
AUTOMOBILE

That’s what you get, when you buy one. Don't

forget it, it will save you time and money.

  

 

  

Any Man,

Woman or

Boy can

operate it.

Experts not

needed.

  

G001] Proposition for Agents. More

informahbn in mtalogue.

  

 

Tm: AMERICAN Moron CARRIAGE Co.,

Sit—520 East Prospect Street, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

 

THE AUTUBAR
OF ARDMORE

  

 
  

H) H. P. GASOLINE MOTOR.

Is a Harmonious Whole.

Its success does not depend on any one feature, but is

the result of a perfected combination of exquisitely worked

out details. The most satisfactory automobile production

of the year and the price is equitable. Full information

and catalogue upon application.

  

 
  

THE AUTOCAR CO., Ardmore, Pa.

 

  

S T U D E B A K E R

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.
7

NO EXPERT CHAUFFEUR NEEDED.

Can be Run Any Day in the Year, by Any Member of the Family.

Wide Touring

Radius.

A Successful Hill

Climber.

Smooth Operation.

Reliable Brake

Control.

Great Strength of

Construction.

Perfect Spring

Suspension with

Resulting Comfort

In Riding.

Can be Used Equally

Well Over Rough

Pavements or

Smooth Park Roads..

Quiet Runninz.

Our complete line of automo

 
 

  

Descriplive Catalogue on application.

biles can be seen at the following repositories and at our

Branch Houses and Agencies in all principal cities.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MANUFACTURING CO.,

Studebaker Bros Co., of New York, Broadway and Seventh Avenue,

Cor. 48th St., New York City.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, Ill.

Factory and General Offices, South Bend, Ind.

First-Class Agents Desired in Territory Not Already Covered
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, THE

Packard
For Physicians and Others.

“Whenever I have observed in this city or elsewhere

the operation of the Patkanl F 'l'outingt ar. I have he n im

pressed with the fact that this c r ls always doing the

hardest work, making the long runs, carrying five or six

people, although only built for (um, and they always seem

to be in cummission To say that these cars are iaultless

would be unjust to other manufacturers. livery Motor

Car has its Weak points; these weak points are developed

more or lea often by the man behind the wheel. But with

a single cylinder proposition. one can easily find a cause for

any unexpected stop, thus making it very practical for the

average Physician and other! who do not always wish to

have an attend-mt as " Chaufleur."

   

 

“ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE."

 

Seats Five People. $2500.

 

AGENTS.

Pay City, Mich. C. J. Bousfleld. 818 Farragut St.

Buffalo. N. Y., Roe Automobile Co., 834 Main St.

Boston, Mass. H. B. Shattuck & Son. 239 Columbus

Ave.

Chicago, 111.. Purdue & C0,. 140‘ Michigan Boulevard.

Detroit, Mich, W. E. Metmr. 285 Jefferson Ave.

[m Angeles, Cal., Norman W. Church. 489 S. Main St.

Minneapolis, Minn. Pence Automobile Co., 317—319 5.

Third St.

AGENTS.

PA Milwaukee, Wis., Chas. G. Norton. 436 Jefferson St.

New York. N. Y., Eastern Branch. 817 W. 59th St.

Philadelphia. Pa., Wm. F. Rudolph. 302 N. Broad St.

‘ CO Plttsburg, Pa., 0. Frank Slocum. Penn 5: Braddock.

'0 Saginaw, Mich. A. W. Norris. 202 Genesee Ave.

San Francisco, Cal., H. B. Larzalere, 1514 Market St.

wARREN. OHIO_ St. Paul. Minn., Joy Brothers. 4th and Wabash Stu. ‘

Washington, D. C.. Nat. Cap. Auto. Co., 1121! Con

necticut Ave.

Licensed manuiacturers under Selden patents.

 

 

SOLAR LAMPS
“snow THE WAY “

We make a score of styles and models of

GAS and OIL

SIDE LAMPS, HEAD LIGHTS

and TAIL LAMPS

which are scientifically and substantially con—

structed,in operation, simple, safe and satisfactory

and suitable for all styles and makes of motor cars.

Write for New Catalogue

BADGER BRASS MFC. 00., KEIOSHA, WIS.

EASTERN BRANCH: ii Warren St.. New York.

  
 

YOU CAN’T AFFORD NOT TO EXAMINE

THE

COFFEE.
  

A REMARKABLE DEVELOPMENT IN TRANSMISSION GEARS.

Does it: work more simply, more easily and more effectively

than any other gear.

THREE SPEEDS FORWARD. ONE REVERSE.

OPERATED BV ONE LEVER

MADE FOR BOTH cum AND SHAFT DRIVE.

R. w. COFFEE & SONS.
RICHMOND, VA.
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No. I—Phseton, 12 h. p.

Won N. V. to Rochester Test. Oct. 100:, beating all

American machines; our only other entry was

second. Won 5 mile Track Race, Buffalo, IQOI;

won l0 mile Track Race, Detroit, toot. making

\Vorld‘s Record for to miles for under 2,000 lbs class.

Ran Kokomo to N. Y., about 1,000 miles. in 73 hours,

regular stock machine, 9 h. p. phaeton, :90: model_

 

The HUB PIVOTS
PORTRAIT OF A WINNER. on all Haynes—Apperson

cars produce exception

al steering qualities.

By the peculiar shape of

the steering knuckles the

Steering Pivots are

brought very close to

the Central Plane of

the Wheel, and hence

there is very little Vl

bration Transmitted to

the Steering Arm. By

employing this form of

construction, little or no

strain and consequent

breakage affect the lever

device, insurin the very

best results on r all road

conditions.

Our Literature will be

Mailed upon Request.

lnquirers are urged to visit our

factory. where every detail at

H nyncs-Appersnn superiority can

be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSON 00., Kokomo, Ind., U. s. A.

THE OLDEST MAKERS OF MOTOR CARS IN AMERICA.

Branch Stores: 381-385 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Eastern Representatives:

Brooklyn Automobile Co.. l239-lZ4i-l 243 Fulton Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.

' And 66 West 43d Street, New York City.

National Automobile & Flig. Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

Watch thls Space Ior the Good Points of the Haynes-Appenon Automobile.

The liHlllNLEx UIJELI.
g» .-,'..

  

8 and I2 h. p. 2 cylinder and l6 h. p. 4 cylinder

SURREYS.

J. 0. BRANDES, ll. 8. Agent lillllELL & 00.

28 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madison.

Uptown Garage, C. L. Bell & Co., 250 West Bo'h Street. Telephone, :56: River.

Baltimore Agency. A. G. Spalding lites. 25 West Baltimore Street.

Philadelphia Agency, Motor Vehicle Power Co., Sixteenth and Wood Streets.

Summit, N. 1., C. C Henry. Yonkers, N. Y., William Shrive.

Newark, N. 1., Koehler Sporting Goods Co.

  
 

 

 

Not merely because we say so, but because its use

on all sorts of roads, in all sorts of places by all

sorts of people has proven it to be right.

It is possible to pay more than the

Rambler Price, $750

but no amount of money will assure more

satisfactory service.

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST.

Thomas B. Jeffery & C0., Kenosha, Wis.

  
  

  

 

Conrad Cars
HAVE

Power and Speed
They also are as reliable as the finest workmanship by Amer

ican mechanics can make them 

 

  

Three 12 H. P.

Spccds __‘ Double

Sliding Gear f. Cylinder

Trans- ' ’ I _; Vertical

mission RR 3 Motor
  

.s.  
“BMWV’y . i V s .

PRICE, $1.250

Our 8 h. p. Runabout with 2 speed sliding gear transmisslotl, $750

Our to h. p. Runabout with3 speed sliding gear transmission, $800

The Conrad Motor Carriage Co.

l4l3 Niagara 5t., Bufislo, N Y.

 

 

AGENCIES:

New York. Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., :52 W. rBth St.

Boston, Bates Bros, 14¢ L‘olumbus Avenue.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co. 250456 N. Broad Street.

Pittsburg. L. G. Martin (Io , 3W5 Forbes Avenue, op . Hotel Schenley.

Minneapolis, Northern Cyde Supply Co.. n5 S. Sixt Street.

San Francisco, A. E. Brooke Ridley, l8 Fell Street.

Binghamton, liinghnlntun Automobile Station, 254; Water Street.

Detroit, W. H. Weber, :88 Woodward Avenue.

Denver, Fellter Cycle Co.

Chicago, Chas. P. Root. 4;; Wabash Avenue

lndianapolis.£. W. Elston, 13-15 East Ohio Street.

Akron, 0., _l. M. Miller (To.

Watertown, N. Y., W. C. Greene, Washington Hall Blk.
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THE PUPIJLAR G‘ASULENE BAR

Century Tourist
l8 ACKNOWLEDGE!) TO BE

AT THE HEAD OF ITS CLASS.

 

Simple control—Free from complications—

Unequaled in construction—Will run anywhere

at any time and won’t fall to pieces on the road—

Always reliable.

BUILT ENTIRELY IN OUR OWN FAGTOIIIES.

PARTS NUT BOUGHT AND ASSEMBLED.

If our Catalogue does not convince you,

, a demonstration will.

CENTURY MUTlili VEHICLE [i ., fil'ii‘ii'ii:

  

 

 

 
 

CRESTMOBILE

    

Combines more vp-Io-dnle good poinls Ilmn any other car.

AID-COOLED, SHAFT-DRIVE,

MACHINERY INDEPENDENT 0F BODY.

FINELY FINISHED.

  

N0 VIBRATION,

  

  

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

 

Main on... = 196 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.

   

  

WE DO NOT

“PUT ON '

' ANY Lues"

rms sAvss

Time, Trouble, Tubes

and Language.

  

you will demonstrate for yourself

that there Is such a thing

as Tire Satisfaction.

TO PUT ON.

TO TAKE OFF.

TO REPAIR.

TO RIDE.

 

The Hartford Rubber Works Gompany

HARTFORD, CONN., U.$.A.
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“CARRIAGES WITHOUT HORSES SHALL GO.”

~Mothcr Shipton’s Prophecy, A. D. 1533.

  

 

The Oldsmobile “Goes”

and makes the dream of yesterday the reality of today.

PRICE, $650. '

Sold by the leading Automobile dealers in every town whose names you will iind in the iollowing list.

SELLING AGENTS :

ALBANY, N. !.—Automobile Stern‘s Q LOS ANGELES, CAL—Oldsmobile Co. WASHINGTON. D. C.—Nati0nal Capital Automobile Co.

  

Trading Co. IJOUISVILLE, KY.-—Sutclli‘fo dz Co. GREAT BRITAIN—Oldsmobile Company of Great Britain,

ATLANTA, GA.—C. H. Johnlon. MEMPHIS, TENN.—H. A. White. Ltd, London, England.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—R. W. Whipple. MILWAUKEE, WIS—Oldsmobile C0. GERMANY—Ernest Weigaertner, Berlin.

BOSTON, MASS—Oldsmobile Co. MINNEAPOLIS, MlNN.—A. F. Chase A: Co. HOLLAND—Bingth & Company, Rotterdam.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Jnynes Automobile Co. NASHVILLE, TENN.—John W. Chester C0. NORWAY, SWEDEN. DENMARK—'1‘. T. Nielsen & Co.,

CHARLESTON, S. C.—-Army Cycle Co. NEWARK, N. J.-—Autovehlcle Co. Copenhagen. Denmark; L. P. Rose & Co.. New York

CHICAGO, [Lb—Oldsmobile Co., Glthens NEW ORLEANS. LA.—Abbott Cycle Co. CANADA—Hyslop Brothers. Toronw. 0n!

rou. Co. NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.—Oldemoblle Co. MEXICOWOldsmobile Co., Mohler G: De Gress. Mexico

I‘LEVELAND. OHIHIGIMI‘DIIO Co. OMAHA, NEB.—Olds Gas Engine Workl. CRY

COIAYMBIA, S. C.—J. E. Richardl. PATERSON, N. J.—F. W. Stockbridge. ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon ()lmano & Company.

DAVENPORT. I‘M—Mason's Carriage Workl- PLAINFIELD, N. .12—F. L. c. Martin Co. Buenos Ayres.

DENVER, COi.O.—G. E. Harman. PHILADELPHIA, PA_-—Ol!]5mobflg Co, SOUTH AFRICA—White, Ryan & Co., Cape Town: Sher

l)ETROlT. MlCH.—Oldsmobile C0. PITTSBURG, PA_—Banker Bros Co, rlrt, Swingley & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

GRAND RAMOS, MICE—Adams & Hart. PQUGHKEEPSIE, N_ Y__J0hn Van Bengchoten, AUSTRALIA—Knowles Automobile & Power Co., Ltd.,

HARRISBURG. JUL—Kline Cycle Co. RALEIGH, N. C.-—Ralelgh Iron Works. SydneY

nurs'rox, TEXAS£Hawxins Automobile & ROCHESTER, u, y__Rochesger Aummubu, (:0, NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd.. Auckland.

Gas En! m’ \\"'Y'k-“- SAN FRANCISCO, CAL—Locomoblle Company JAPAN—Bruhl Bros. Yokohama and New York.

INDIANAP I-IS- IND—Fisher Automobile Co. of the Pacific. ASIA MINOR, INDiA. cmmon. CHINA, JAVA.

JACKSONVILLE. FLA.—F. E. Gilbert. 31‘, LOUIS, IMO—MississippiValley-Automobile Co. SUMATRA, BORNEO, FORMOSA—New York Export

KANQAq CITY. MO —E P. Moriarliv & Co. TEXARKANA, ARK,—J_ K, ngley, 5; Import Co., New York City.

LANSING, MlCH.—W. K. Pmdden & Co. TUCSON, ARlZ.—Seager & Close.

WDITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK T0 ,

. OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich.

FACTORIES: DETROIT AND LANSING, MlCll.
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NOW POPE’S PROPERTY

Court Confirms Sale of International and Fed

eral Companies—Call Issued for $I,250,000.

The International Motor Car Co. and the

Federal Mtg. Co., assets of the late American

Bicycle Co., are now the property} of the

Pope Mfg. Co. As was expected, Judge

Kirkpatrick, of the United States Circuit

Court, at Trenton, N. J., on Monday last

confirde the acceptance by the receivers

of the Pope bid of and ordered

“That upon the surrender tor cancellation

of the receiver‘s certificates, heretofore is

sued by said receivers, to the amount of

$500,000, and upon the making of the cash

payment 01' $3,500,000 mentioned in said

otter, the said receivers shall forthwith exe

cute and deliver such bill or bills of sale and

assignments as shall be requisite in law to

conva and assign to said purchasers or their

nominee said personal property acclrding-to

the terms of said ofler, and that in iieu'ot the

payment by said purchasers of said cash

sum of $3,500,000 the said receivers shall

accept from said committee on acknowledg

ment of the receipt of such dividends as the

said purchasers as such committee shall be

entitled to on a pro rata division of what

ever is divisible to and among the creditors

of the defendant company upon the comple

tion oi this transaction. In ascertaining the

amount of such dividend, and in order that

immediate delivery may be made of said

bills of sale and assignments and oi.’ the

possession of the property to be sold, said

receivers shall provisionally fix and estab

lish the amount of the debts proved to them

with interest and adjudged as of August 30,

1903, where interest is payable."

The Court stipulated that

“Neither this order or decree nor anything

done under it or in pursuance of it shall

afl'ect in any way the right of any creditor

of the defendant company who is not repre

sented by the purchasers as a reorganization

committee to receive in cash his pro rata

share of whatever may be finally ascertained

by the Court to be divisible among the cred

itors of the said corporation. nor shall any

thing in this order contained be construed

to adjudicate the validity of any claim or

demand against said corporation which has

not been admitted by the receivers, and all

questions in respect to the validity of any

such claim or demand are reserved for the

further (‘I' l or of the Court. Nor shall any

thing in this order contained be ionstrned

as vitiating any contract heretofore made

by the American Bicycle Company, the de

fendant herein, with Canada Cycle and

Motor Company, Limited, and any such con

tract, it not assumed by the purchasers un

der this sale shall remain of the same force

and effect as it this sale had not been made."

The Pope ‘bid was made in the name of

the A. B. C. Reorganimtion Committee, Wil

liam A. Reid, Frederic, P. Olcott et al., and

though the Pope Mfg. Co. is not fully organ

ized, Colonel Albert A. Pope, who will be its

president, is already in control, and to all

intents and purpOses‘the property has passed

to the company which bears his name. The

officers will be elected as soon as the legal

technicalities which surround the transfer

are completed.

The first move made has been to issue a

call for payment of 50 per cent. of the Pope

Co.’s new preferred stock of $2,500,000. It is

due in ten days, and as the stock was under

written by Colonel Pope and the members of

the Reorganization Cummiitee, the company

willat oncehave an available tuud oi $1,

250,000 foroperating expenses.

 

' May Dispute Miles's Monopoly.

From remarks that have been let fall, it

is quite evident that there are those in Chi

cago who are not content to believe that the

Coliseum is the only building in that city

in which a show can be held or that the

manager of the previous affairs, S. A. Miles,

is the only man competent to run one'. Miles,

it will be recalled, recently secured the ex

clusive, privilege of the Coliseum for five

years,~but according to reports certain of

‘flcials 'ot the Chicago Automobile Club have

secured an option on the Auditorium Thea~

tre, and are now dickering or at any rate

quietly flirting with certain officials of the

National Association oi Automobile Manu

facturers with a view of obtaining the. requi

site sanction, despite the fact that President

Budiong is an old Chicagoan with a Chi

,cagoau‘s regard for Miles. How far the mat

ter has progressed cannot be learned, but

that the reports are not wholly empty is cer

tain.
 

Kirk om. Selden License.

The Kirk Mfg. 00., Toledo, Ohio, makers

oi the Yale car, are now tullliedgcd members

of the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers. Their Selden license was

issued this week. _

UPRISING'.

New York at Last Aroused to Fight a Man’s

Fight for a Man’s Right—Story oi the

Sudden and Remarkable Awakening

 

Acting almost as if by concerted signal,

the users of motor vehicles of New York

State have turned to make a desperate light

against the making of the Bailey-Doughty

bill a law. After being hunted through the

statutes of the State year after year by laws

successively more exasperating, the bill

which has passed both houses of the legis

lature finds them at bay in the Executive

Mansion at Albany. and now there is nothing

but talk of fight to be heard. At last there

are signs that they will no more run meek

and attrighted before tbe‘honnd or prejudice,

but will spread the fight, take the aggressive

and test the constitutionality of license laws

and other restrictive enactments, and will

also present a solid trout politically to those

legislators who may in any way menace

their highway rights in future.

The uprising has been not only general,

but sudden and violent also, as was inevi

table when n policy of compromise and toler

ation had been pursued to its limits. In the

general uprising some conventionalities, tra

ditions nnd idols- hnve been upset and

smashed, and the ultimate consequences oi!

the whole disturbance are not yet in sight.

Beginning with the positive stand taken by

the Motor World for a finish fight on uncom

promising lines as to the constitutionality

of all licensing and restricting laws, there

have been sporadic outbursts by individuals

and organizations against the Bailey-Doughty

bill, until at last even the members 01! the

Automobile Club have been nroused to an up

rising that threatens to quite overturn the

established order of things in that organiza

tion and to result, perhaps, in a divide body

and a new club.

This is one of the most startling results of

the uprising against the bill indorsed by

President A. R. Shattuck and the law com

mittee of the club in the name or its mem
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bers. 'Ihe agitation over this indorsement

has fanned to a flame an opposition against

the autocratic policy of the club and the

domination of its management by the presi—

dent, which is said to have been smouldering

for some time past. It is not too much to

say that there is open rebellion in the club

against the position taken by the president,

the law committee and the board of gov

ernors. A special meeting has been called

for this Saturday night. at which it is hoped

by vote of the members to repudiate the

action of the president and law committee.

Until the position of the club is finally de

termined at the special meeting it stands

conspicuous as the only automobile organi

zation of any sort in the State that is not ac

tively opposed to the signing of the bill by

the Governor, in whose hands it now is.

Last Thursday the National Association of

Manufacturers put itself on record 'as be

ing Opposed to the bill, and the same night

the newly formed New York Automobile

Trade Association adopted a resolution de

‘ nouncing the bill and directing that a com

mittee be sent to Albany to urge a veto of

it. On Friday the governors of.the auto

mobile ciub declared that its law commit

tee had been right in approving the measure.

On Saturday the six clubs in the upper part

of the State united in a State federation

and passed a resolution condemning the bill,

the A. C. A. and its president. On Monday

the rebellion in the club brokeout, and on

the same day the Governor, in response to

many requests for a hearing on the bill,

" decided to‘h‘old one on Wednesday, May ti.

There, in brief, the matter tests at the time

of this writing.

Affairs in the Automobile Club of America

began to focus themselves on last Friday

night, when the governors held a special

meeting to consider the action taken by the

law committee of the club, led by President

Shattuck, ex offlcio, in indorsing the now far

famed bill. It was a remarkably well at

tended session, only three of the entire board

being absent, and one of these three was de

tained by illness.

President Shattuck was there to preside.

and the others present were Winthrop E.

Scarritt, Jefierson Seligman, Dave H. Morris,

Sidney Dillon Ripley, Ernesto G.

James L. Breese, Colonel John Jacob Astor

and Peter Cooper Hewitt.

Because Messrs Scarritt, Sellgman, Hewitt

and Astor had prior to the meeting been com

mitted by interviews and published letters as

being opposed to the bill, there was some

doubt whether the outcome of the meeting

would be a 'whitewash" or not. The ses

sion of the governors began at 9 p. m., and

while it was in progress half a dozen news

paper men cooled their heels in the outer of

tice. Once, when a couple of them strayed

into the general assembly room, from which

the room of the governors was separated by

closed doors, the newspaper men Were 10

minded of the high minded character of the

president of the club and of his regard for ser‘

rants and newspaper men by one of the em

Fabbri, ‘

ployes of the club, who went to a reporter

who dared to be writing at the corner of a

table across the room from the closed door,

and told him that it was Mr, Shatatuck’s

orders that no newspaper men should be al

lowed in that room while the governors were

in session. There being no outhouse or cattle

pen attached to the ciubrooms for the accom

modation of the reporters, they were allowed

after that to wait in the cafe, where Mr.

Shattuck could be sure they could not listen

at the keyhole.

Three times during the session of three

hours Mr. Shattuck left the meeting room

and walked alone about the reception room.

Whether this was because his resignation

was being considered or his conduct being

discussed could not be learned.

Whatever happened in the governors' room

Mr. Shattuck finally won the battle,'tor It

was decided to make the law committee the

scapegoat and to "whitewash" it and the

president by supporting its action. Then a

long time was taken in framing a resolution

. to be given out for publication, and the re

sult was a resolution which was handed to

the reporters with the remark that there

was no further information to be obtained

than was contained in it. No explanation of

what is meant by the “industry of automo:

bilisni" accompanied this curious resolution.

Mr. Shattuck had the bearing of a man

greatly relieved when the meeting was over.

The resolution adopted was: '

At a special meeting of the board of gov

ernors of the Automobile Club of America

‘the Doughty-Bailey bill, which has been

passed by both houses of the State legislat

ure and is now in the hands of the Governor

for signature, was thoroughly discussed and

the following resolution adopted:

Whereas. The law committee of the club

obtained certain important concessions ta- -

vorable to the automobile (such as the repeal

of tbe-(‘ocks bill) in consideration of lend

ing the support of the Automobile Club of

America ; therefore,

Resolved. That the bill was the best 0b

tainable under existing circumstances; and,

further

Resolved, That every effort be made an

other year to eliminate those clauses which

appear at present to be objectionable to the

rapidly growing industry of autouiohilism,

The news of this meeting was published

In the papers on Saturday morning, and

from that on the indignation of individual

members began to rise.

On Sunday night eight or ten members met

in the clubroo us and fell to (ilSt'llSslllg the

situation. The fact that no one had thoufirt

it worth while to investigate the provisions

of the bill while it was pending and check

the action of the law committee was ignored.

The propositions that the bill was injuring

business and that President Shattuck was

responsible for its passage, and that it was

a “one man club." occupied the foreground.

The members present were nearly all reprel

sentatives of the trade. They waxed wrathy

as they talked. and finally a call for a special

meeting was determined upon. with the idea

or prevailing upon the members to repudiate

the action of the law committee, president

and governors.

The constitution requires a special meeting

to be called at the reqiiest of fifteen mem

bers, and before Monday noon the following

notice was posted on the bulletin board of

the club: '

Having been requested by fifteen active

members of the club to call a special meet

ing of the club on May 2, 1903, to ascertain

the sentiment of the members in regard to

the Doughty-Bailey bill now in the hands of

the Hon. Governor _B. B. Odell, 11:, I hereby

call a special meeting for the above purpose,

to be held on May 2, 1903, at the clubhouse,

.\'o. 753 Fifth avenue, at 9 p m.

ALBERT R. SHATTUCK,

President.

X0 names were attached to this as it ap

peared “on the bulletin board, but it was

learned that those who signed the petition

for the call were A. L. Biker, S. H. Valen

tine, Philip Van Volkenburgh, Allen Whiting,

Percy Owen, W. N. Beach, Clarence M. Ham

ilton, Emerson Brooks, Harry L McGee,

A. R. Armstrong, George B. Adams, W. P.

Kennedy, John Brisben Walker, F. M. Lande

and O. J. Woodard.

Only fifteen signatures were obtained be

cause that was all that were required. .In

order to gain time the handlest names were

obtained, and so they were mostly those of

persons interested in the trade.

On the subject of this move Percy Owen

distinguished himself by being the most plain

spoken. and thereby he slipped into the po

sitiou of leader in the revolt. He declared

emphatically that it was high time for the

members to rise and put an end to the “one

man rule" of the club and take part in the

active management. He said the club should

pass a vote of censure on the president and

law committee, and thought it would be

done. President Shattuck had acted, he

said, without consulting the members. and

had had pledged them when he had no right

to do so.

In order to have the meeting as largely

attended and as representative as possible,

Owen and others interested busied them

selves in getting out a letter to be sent to

every member of the club. urging him to at

tend the meeting on Saturday night. For

this letter some forty inimes were obtained

to be appended. Owen said that some of the

most prominent and influential men of the

club had granted the use of their names for

this letter and that the general sentiment

was that the club was in an outrageous posi

tion and must vindicate itself by repudiating

the action of its president and law commit

tee. r‘

President Budlong. of the National Asso

ciation of Automobile Manufacturers, ar

rived ln New York on Tuesday with a tele

gram from Governor Odell's secretary noti

fying him of the hearing to be held on May

6. He was emphatic in his denunciation of

'the bill and of the attitude taken by the

club. He said that he. had received word

(rem various sources that sales were being

(Canned nu M M.)
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BORN WITHOUT A NAME

New York Clubs Organize. Elect Officers, Con

demn Bailey Bill but Select no Title.

 

In response to a call issued by the Auto

mobile Club of Syracuse, representatives

from seven clubs met at the Yates House,

Syracuse, N. Y., on Saturday night and ef

fected a temporary organization of the pro

posed State league of clubs.

The delegates present were: Uticn Auto

mobile Club, A. J. Seaton, W. H. Blrdsall,

A. V. Browcr and C. S. Mott; Buflalo Auto

mobile Club, George S. Metcalf; Albany

Automobile Club, O. M. Page and O. A.

Quayle; Rochester Automobile Club, Frank

Sager and J. J. Mandery; Auburn Automo

bile Club, Charles Shilling; Oneida Auto

utobilc Club, John Maxwell; Automobile

Club of Syracuse, H. W. Smith, T. D. Wil

kin, Willet R. Brown, C. A. Benjamin, A.

B. Brown, Frederick H. Elliott and George

Larrabee.

The meeting organized by the election of

the following temporary officers: President,

Dr. William E. Mllbank, of Albany; first

vice president, W. H. Hotchkiss, of Buffalo;

second vice president, Harry S. Wood

worth, of Rochester; third vice president.

A. J. Seaton, of Utica; secretary and treas

urer, Frederick H. Elliott, of Syracuse.

After an interchange of opinions it was

decided to adjourn, to meet again on

Wednesday afternoon of this week at 3

o'clock for the purpose of perfecting the or

ganization and making it permanent. At

torneys will be present at that meeting to

draw up a constitution and by-laws, and

the name of the body will also be decided

upon. The name talked of on Saturday was

the New York State Association of Auto

mobile Clubs.

A telegram was read from W. J.‘ Morgan,

of New York, congratulating the Syracuse

club as the parent clttb of the State organi

zation and stating that the mysterious New

York Automobile Club will undoubtedly be

come a member of the State body when or

ganized, which will be within thirty days.

That the delegates present were very

much wrought up over the Bailey measure,

which is now before the Governor awaiting

s. nature. was evidenced by the introduc

t J!) and passage, without opposition, of the

following resoidtion:

Whereas, It appears that the passage of

this bill was facilitated by the personal in

domement of the bill by the president of

the Automobile Club of America at Albany,

which indorsement was subsequently rati

fied by a meeting of the governors of the

club; be it, therefore,

Resolved. That it is our unanimous

opinion that the bill in question is harmful

in its provisions and would work untold in

jury to the automobile Industry, without ef

fccting the reforms it aims to bring about;

that we deny and protest against the as

suntption implied in this measure, namely,

that all antornobilists are predisposed to

break the law, and as such are the subject

of quasi-criminal legislation, such as this

bill contemplates; that we protest against

the assumption of the A. C. A. in accepting

this bill in the name of the automobilists of

the State as unwarranted; that we forward

a petition to Governor Odell embodying

such protest and urging him to exercise his

veto power to prevent this bill becoming a

law; that we urge upon individual members

of our respective clubs the immediate ne—

cessity of using every legitimate elIort to

bring to the attention of the governor the

true feelings of automobilists throughout

the State in regard to this measure, in or

der that he may act advisably with the full

knowledge of the facts when making his

decision.

Further light is shed on the passage of

this resolution by the fact that the Automo

bile Club of America was not among the

clubs of this State to whom invitations to

attend the meeting were sent.

It appears that last fall, when the move

ment to form the State league of clubs was

first broached, the A. C. A. was invited to

participate. It replied, stating that it was

in full sympathy with the purposes of the

proposed association, but that it thought it

should be organized as. a branch of the

American Automobile Association. The in

ference, of course, was that the A. C. A.

would not take part unless the headship of

the A. A. A. was recognized. Whether or

not it- was because of this stand that the

A. C. A. did not receive an invitation to at

tend Saturdny's meeting is a matter of con

jecture. But such was the fact.

The purpose of the new association is to

bring about a more intimate association of

the clubs of the State, with the object of_

influencing legislation, furthering the cause

of good roads, etc.

 

The Week's Incorporation.

Jersey City. N. J.—The Commercial Motor

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $250,000

capital.

Winnipeg, Man—Joseph Maw & Co., with

$200,000 capital, to manufacture implements,

bicycles and automobiles and harness and

leather goods.

Bufl'alo, N. Y.-—Duquesne Motor Car Co.,

under New York laws; with $50,000 capital.

Directors—A. H. Howe, H. G. Johnson and

Leroy Pelletier, Buffalo.

Marietta, Ohio—Marietta Sporting Goods &

Machine Co., with $10,000 capital, to deal in

hardware, bicycles, typewriters, automobiles,

etc. Corporators—C. W. Race, R. E. Race,

M. S. Race, G. W. Race and O. A. Lambert.

' Yonkers, t'. Y.—Howard Automobile Co.,

under New York laws, with $10,000 capital;

to manufacture vehicles of all kinds. Cor

porators—John J. Amory, Charles L. Sea

bury and William S. Howard, all of Morris

Heights, New York City.

Rockaway, N. J.—Rocttaway Automobile

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $250,000

capital; to manufacture automobiles. Cor

porators—Sidney Aronstein. No. 125 West

Seventy-second street, New York; Henry D.

Williams, No. 9 East 129th street, New York,

and Robert Perkins, Rockaway, N. Y.

PERCY OWEN, PRESIDENT

The Cup-Lifter Honored by by his Trade Ano

elates and Promptly Gets Down to Work.

The New York Automobile Trade Associa

tion has been formally launched, with Percy

Owen at the helm, and one of the first two

standing committees appointed was one to

investigate the relations between chauffeurs

and dealers, all of which was foreshadowed

by the MotorWorld exclusively in its exposure

of the chauffeur situation on March 12. It

is interesting to note that the committee on

chauffeurs, which will have to deal with the

question 01' paying commissions to the oper

ators of storage customers, consists of two

men representing firms which are generally

supposed by the trade to be supporting the

commission system—in fact, whether believ

ing in it or not, and one representative of n

firm’which has been-and is a steadfast 0p

ponent of the practice. The president, as a

member ex-officio of the committee, will

represent another firm determincdly antago

nistic to any compromise of the question.

The officers of the new local trade body

were elected at a meeting of the executive

committee held last Friday night at the Mo

bile headquarters in New York, No. 1.713

Broadway. Nine of the fifteen executive

members were present. The full board of

officers chosen'was: Percy Owen, Winton

Motor Carriage Co., president; George B.

Adams, International Motor Carriage Co.,

first vice-president; Allen Whiting, Electric

Vehicle Co., second vice-president; John F.

Plummet, jr., Locomohile Co. of America,

secretary and treasurer.

The committee on chauffeurs appointed

was as follows: R. A. Greene, of John

Wanamaker; C. R. Mabley, of Smith &

Mabley, and Benjamin C. Barry, of Barry 6:

Hayes. The following committee on mem

bership was named: C. R. Mabley, R. M.

Owen and Frank Eveland.

As a part of its first business proceedings

the association adopted a resolution con

demning the Bailey-Doughty automobile bill

pending before Governor Odell in New York

State as a measure that would be injurious

to the interests of all engaged in the auto

mobile business. The resolution required

the secretary to forward a copy of it to the

Governor, and called upon the president to

appoint a committee to go to Albany and 0p

pose the signing of the bill should the Gov

ernor grant a hearing on it.

Some one may Some Day Oppose!

Reports of opposition that is forming to

fight the Sclden license are now circulating.

They are nearly a month later in making

their appearance than was expected. The

Selden association was organized just about

a month ago.
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New YORK, APRIL 30, 1903.

Where the Real Battle Should

be Fought.

It is time for men who believe that “con

cession is cowardly when right is on one’s

side" to throw their hats in the air.

The worm has turned. The stag is at bay.

The automobilist is at last aroused, and with

his back to the wall is fighting wlint'the Mo

tor World has so long urged him to fight, a

man's fight for a man's right—tho right “of

every citizen to the equal and impartial use

of the public highways, which their father

dedicated or for which their taxes help to

pay.”

The awakening is in the nature of an

eleventh hour awakening, and the battle is

being wngcd only in New York State; but it

is better than no awakening, and as it is so

general, and the battle is so strenuous, that

much of the previous apathy can be for

given. > t . l

The Doughty bill passed by the last legis

lnturc, and now requiring only the signature

of the Governor to become a law, is the

storm centre, and it is Governor Odell who

is being besieged that: he shall exercise his

power of veto.

The local and the national trade associa

tions, the automobile clubs and the individ

ual automobilists are all bringing pressure

to bear, and the while damning President

Shattuck of the Automobile Club of Amor

ica for his action in lending approval to the

bill. The directors of the A. C. A.

"whitewashed" Mr. Shattuck, and not with

have

out reason. It was their apathy and the

apathy of the trade and of automobilists

generally that left him to make the fight

alone, and he fought according to his lights.

Shattuck is not a lovable individual, but the

effort to make him the scapegoat is silly. I

It was not until two weeks after The Motor

World printed the bill in full and by the

plainest of speech and hardest of pounding

that nutomobilists

their

were induced to open

eyes and bestir themselves. Let

the blame rest where it should, not on

one man, but on all those who own or have

to do with motor cars. They were not sutil

clently interested in defending or conserv

ing their God given right, either on this oc

casion or any other, to care much what sort

of laws were being enacted. Shattuck sim

ply followed the policy that has obtained

with uutomobiiists from the very beginning—

the policy of cowardly concession. They

have permitted Long Island vote raking

"farmers" like Congressman Townsend Scutt

der and United States District Attorney

Youngs—and these men, as we happen to

know. are the real authors of the so-callcd

Doughty-Bailey bill—to practically spit in

their faces and rob'them of inherited rights

with rcmoustrunce akin to that of the suck

ing dove.

If the Governor should veto the pending

measure the now embattled automobllists

will have another awakening. They will dis

cover that the law at present in force, while

loss rabid than that which is in the balance,

is nothing to be proud of; it is far from vpre

serving “the right of every citizen to the

equal and impartial use of the public high

ways," and it the freshly aroused fighters

stop short of obtaining that right they should

count their fight but a drawn battle.

The defeat of the Scudder-Youngs bill—

let us call it by its proper name—will pre

vent matters from being made worse, and,

that accomplished, we fear that the present

outburst of impassioned eleventh hour zeal

will subside and count itself satisfied. We

do not decry itiit is an inspiring change—

but we do discount it. We ourselves are

more deeply interested in the fight which is

forming to test the legality of the existing

one sided law in the Supreme Court of the

United States.

Legislatures are made up or politicians,

and politicians are not concerned with the

legality of the ions which they enact; they

pander to the hue and cry of the voting

rabble;

trusts are more playthings.

to them men‘s rights and puulzc

Automobiiists

will scare some of them by “going into poli

tics," and thereby possibly obtain more t'u

vornble. legislation. But what is wanted is

not mere legislation, but a legal definition by

the highest tribunal in the land of what con

stitutes one‘s rights to the use of the pub

lic highways—a definition that will stand for

ever and aye, to either dcty and discomtit

the Doughtys and Baileys and Scudders land

all the other farmer loving (for electoral pur

poses only) politicians and cause their laws

to crumble like dust, or that will settle for

all time that men driving horses ‘iave puru

mount rights to which all others are sub

servient.

'I‘o strive for anything else is merely to

tcmporize and to indulge in the “concession

that is cowardly." For that reason therefore

we urge tluit the aroused clubs, trade cr

gunizations and individuals, whether the

present tight be wonror lost, swing solidly

and tletcrmincdly in line in the movement to

test the constitutionality of such laws and

to romnin in line until the quostiou is for

ever scttlcd. To fight that the roads shall _
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be declared free to all men will be in the

nature of a battle for independence that will

be treasured by posterity and graven in the

records of our -.ountry.

The iron is red hot and now is the time to

Strike hard! The present fight is

The real

strike.

merely a preliminary skirmish.

battle is ahead. Let no man who deems him

self a man dodge it.

 
 

Electric Vehicle Popularity.

That the electric vehicle, both for pleas

ure and for commercial use, has increased

noticeably in popularity during the last few

months must be apparent to all who have

had occrtSion to visit the larger centres or

resorts, while in suburban New York, New

Jersey and Connecticut and the other New

England States, wherever good roads abound,

the increased number of electric charging

stations tells a story more sutiiclent than

mere words.

These results can scarcely prove in the

nature of a surprise. The enlarged and en

larging recognition of the electric is logical.

Its cleanliness, quiet and lack of odor, its

instant and ever readiness, its weather proof

ness, and the fact that mechanical knowl

edge is not necessary to its operation, are

factors that weigh with great numbers of

persons, and that are not to be minimized.

The influence and competition of the great

Westinghouse and General Electric com

panies and of the several storage battery

ccncerns have been of distinct benefltallso,

and alike served both the trade and the pub

lic. _

The manufacture of electric vehicles is also

particularly satisfying. Not only has it

given the public the greatest latitude in se

lection of models, both for pleasure and

business, but it has been in the hands of‘ a

few substantial companies, producing satis

factory goods, and has been singularly free

from the attentions of the "promoter" and

others of the bubble blowing and get rich

quick ilk.

It is small wonder that the “electric peo

ple" are wonderfully well satisfied.

 

Silence That is Golden.

Times have changed very much

l-‘rcnch motorists naivcly admitted that they

like noise, that the more their motors “tcuf

teufcd" the better they were pleased. In the

“'9

since

interim we have become particular.

ha vc no serious objection to the. soft, regular

“chug-chug” of the exhaust, for it assures

us that all is well with the power plant.

But at anything much more than this we

draw the line, and very properly.

The ideal car of the future will be a noise

less one, or one so nearly so as to amount

to practically the same thing. And this

“sweet silence" will have reference not to

the exhaust alone. The grinding of the

gears, the rattle of springs, rods and braces.

the staccatolike sound of escaping steam—

all will have been eliminated and perhaps

forgotten. In the process of elimination a

marked improvement in other respects will

have taken place and an infinitely superior

vehicle will have been evolved.

It need scarcely be said that the reduction

of noise—it can never quite disappear—is a

work well worth the while of any maker.

Noise is waste, economists have declared,

and their dictum is accepted without hesita

tion. The waste may not be of power, al

though frequently it will be this, too. But

effort is required to produce noise, and it

can be expended in much better ways than

this.

Silence is not only golden, but economical

as well. Therefore the production of noise

lacking automobiles is a task worthy of the

best makers.

Value of Road Tests.

The practice of running new cars from

factories to nearby cities under their own

It is one that pos

sesses a number of advantages, one of the

least of them being its economy. In fact,

it is in some cases no more costly to ship

by freight.

An economy of time is always made, how

ever. Two days is usually consumed by the

railroad companies, even when the factory

and the city that is the point of shipment

are separated by not more than 100 or 150

power is on the increase.

miles. When the distances are greater the

time is correspondingly lengthened. Express

shipments effect a considerable saving, of

course. but the cost is so much greater that

this mode of shipment is resorted to only

when time is of paramount importance, as

in the case of the Bennett Cup race cars,

which were rushed through from Cleveland

in less than two days.

The chief consideration wicfgnmg with

those responsible for the running of cars

under their own power is the thoroughly

practical road test that is thus obtained.

Sometimes the purchasers of the cars sug

gest tilts course. They know that it will re

veal the weak points and imperfections, if

there are any, better than any short trials.

Furthermore, it is a good sign when a maker

or a dealer is willing to submit a brand new

car to such a test. They must have confi

dence both in the car and in the system of

inspection, and feel sure that even the par

donable troubles incident to the shaking

down of new and untried machinery will not

be of a nature serious enough to entail a

breakdown. Little things that can be put to

rights at the roadside with only a trifling

loss of time need not count against the car.

They are more apt to leave it in better con

dition. as they remove the likelihood of fut-'

ure trouble.

When a car has had a trial run of this

kind, and has then been gone over thor

oughly, adjusted, cleaned and lubricated, it

is in excellent shape to be delivered to its

new owner.

 

In case Vice-President Scarritt presides at

the special meeting of the A. C. A. on Satur

day, and finds occasion to refer to that

“model law" which he helped mould for

New Jersey, we sincerely trust that he will

not fail to provide the “key” which usually

goes with models, whether exhibited within

or without glass cases. He might make clear,

for instance, the fine justice that permits the

Bowery bum in a horse drawn conveyance,

or the Hester street pushcart peddler, to

enter his beloved State unnumbered and

without charge, while the reputable and

self-respecting New York merchant in a mo

tor car is denied admission until he has paid

for the sacred privilege and pasted a label,

on himself. ‘ “l

1: is timely to ask, What has become of

those long looked for and much desired ruc

lng rules? The racing season is almostut

hand, and it is not pleasant to contemplate

again running under the antiquated and un

Amerlcan makeshift that was handed over

to the A. A. A. by the A. C. A. The race

committee of the former organization was

strengthened last winter largely with the

promised revision of the racing rules in

view. They were revised, we were told, and

ready to present to the A. A. A. for ap

proval. Their publication is highly desirable

at this juncture.

 
 

Family carryalls—oars accommodating two

to six persons—make a very desirable class

of vehicles, combining, as they do, the good

points of the runabout and the tonneau.
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( Continued from page lac.)

checked and orders countermanded because

persons were afraid the bill would so re-U

strict them as to rob automobiling of all its

Pleasures. When asked the question he said

he thought the terrors of the bill had been

greatly exaggerated, although it is a bad bill

unquestionably. The N. A. A. M., be said,

would send a delegation to the hearing be

fore the Governor and would retain eminent

counsel, a man of national repute and a

friend of Governor Odell, to represent the

cause of the manufacturers. This counsel is

understood to be former Governor Frank

Black. This question was put to President

Budlong:

“In case the members of the Automobile

Club do not reverse its position by oven

ruling the action of its law committee, do

you think it would then be a good organiza

tion for men interested in the trade to sup

port?"

He replied: “That is a leading question,

but I should say not. I am not a member

of the club and do not care to criticise it."

Certain members of the Automobile Club

who support Mr. Shattuck and the law com

mittee ~had criticised the N. A. A. M. for

acting at a late day, when its counsel, W. W,

Niles, was a member of the law committee.

“'ith regard to this Mr. Budlong explained

that Mr. Niles is not regularly retained by an

annual fee to represent the N. A. A. M., and

does not represent it unless specifically re

quested to do so, and was not in any way a

representative of the N. A. M. with respect

to the Bailey bill.

0n the conservative side, that in favor of

the bill and in favor of the club supporting

the action of its president and law commit

tee, not a great deal has been said. Those

on this side seem to be waiting until Satur

day night to declare themselves, and it may

be that the confidence of the. rebellious ele

ment will then be shocked by finding more

opposition to the policy of repudiation than

they have anticipated.

The most cheering news developed out of

the situation is that certain members of the

club are now preparing for a legal fight to

test in the Supreme Court the constitution

ality of all the laws requiring the licensing

and tagging of automobiles. and ,that a con

stitutional lawyer of national reputation has

been retained who is now investigating the

Interstate Commerce law, with a view of

ascertaining whether laws of several States

that require highway users in automobiles to

take out a new license before crossing the

State line will not be in conflict. I, ,

It was George F. Chamberlin of the club

who first made this known, and he is one

who best expresses what sentiment has been

heard in favor of the bill and of the law

committee and President Shattu‘ck. Mr.

Chamberlin, who formerly was on the law

committee, and is now a member of the

Board of Governors, declares 'frankly that

he believes the Bailey-Doughty bill to be an

improvement on the existing law, and that

he will write to the GOVernor asking .hlm to

sign it. He says that the Cocks law is a bad

one and that the new one, which repeals the

Cecks law, is not quite so bad. When asked

to specify the respects in which the Bailey

Doughty law will be a gain Mr. Chamberlin

said:

“In the'first place it gives us unlimited

speed in the open country. Many have over

looked that. It simply says that the county

officials shall not fix a lower rate of speed

than twenty miles an hour on the open coun

try roads. If they do not especially enact

such a provision, there will be no limit. An

other point is that the much objected to fea

ture of requiring towns to put up a sign

board half a mile from a postomce, in order

to make valid a speed restriction to eight

mile an hour, practically compels the country

authorities to advertise their timing traps.

They have got to set their traps within the

limits where eight miles an hour is required,

and when you reach those limits there must

be a signboard. Perhaps the most important

gain is the explicit repeal of the provision of

the Cocks law under which eight miles an

hour is the limit in all incorporated villages.

Three men can call a meeting to incorporate

a village, and it is possible under that law

for the farmers to lay out incorporated vil

lages in such proximity as to form a net

work which would extend over a whole

countryside and restrict the speed to eight

miles an hour over a large rural territory.

With regard to passing horse drawn car

riages at eight miles an hour: The bill is

very badly worded and while the gram

matical construction of it makes it appear

that you must not be going faster than eight

miles an hour when you pass a wagon, the

intent, I think, is that you must not be going

more than eight miles faster than the other

vehicle. At any rate the rate of speed must

be proven in court. and there is no way one

could prove an automobile's rate of speed at

the exact moment of its passing a wagon

unless there was a constable to keep time on

_every vehicle. The fuss about the provision

for passing domestic animals slowly is

merely captions criticism catching at triviali

ties. The courts will interpret and check

any unreasonable proceedings on the part of

the country officials. .In contrast with the

law that it was proposed to enact, the one

now pending ls lealen .”

It was called to the attention of Mr. Cham

berlin that what he considered “triviallties”

were points that would aflord the prejudiced

country oflicials to set traps and arrest men,

and that it was little satisfaction to be dis

charged after having passed a night in a

cell or to learn a year later that your arrest,

imprisonment and fining were illegal. Mr.

Chamberlin stuck to his defense of the bill

and he still supported it after it was sug

gested that on the plea that it was lenient

by comparison, the yokel legislators might

impose all sorts of indignities by threatening

something worse and having them accepted

in compromise, as were the provisions for

this bill. The countrymen might, for in

stance, draw a bill imposing a license of

$500 in every county and providing that

the automobillst must wear a suit having

prison stripes and bells on his cap, and if

the automobilists could get a compromise so

that they had to pay only- $250 in each county

and need not wear the bells but only the

stripes, they should think they had achieved

a great thing and be tickled to death to ad

vocate the modified law. To this Mr. Cham

berlin seriously objected as not being a fair

presentation of the matter.

Mr. Chamberlin was asked whether there'

was any law which might be construed as

favoring the horse in the right of way on

the road. He said emphatically no, and re

ferred to the famous decision of Justice

Cooley in Michigan, who said that the horse

has no paramount right to the road. He

was asked about the right of a policeman

or constable to stop any man in an automo

bile at his pleasure and require him to show

his license. He answered that he is uncom

promisingly opposed to all forms of license

or tax and tagging, and believes them to be

unconstitutional, but supposing a license to

be legal, it is probably with the police pow

ers to stop a man and compel him to show

his license. Another question put to Mr.

Chamberlin was whether one class of men

could be legally singled out to pay a heavier

penalty than another for the same offense,

such as the violation of the speed law. He

replied that it is probably within the power

of the Legislature to enact a law that would

so apply.

"I'm to Blame.” Says Judge Clutch.

It was not until. Wednesday afternoon,

after all the foregoing had been printed, that

The Motor World man succeeded in getting

an interview with James C. Church, of the

Law Committee of the Automobile Club,

and from him some very interesting state

ments were obtained which shed much light

on the whole subject.

In the first place, Judge Church was

asked about the proposed test of the constitu

tionality of licensing and numbering. He

said that it had been suggested at a meeting

of the governors that if the present bill be

came a law a test of that question should be

made. No test can be made, however, until

the law is in effect. and then one undoubt

edly will be made, he said.

Regarding this feature, Judge Church says

that he has always maintained it to be un

constitutional to require automobiles to have

licenses and carry numbers, or to carry

initials. He has always used his car with

out initials on it, and both at Albany and in

the city he has declared in words that he

would not comply with the law, and invited

arrest in order to make a test case.

With regard to the Bailey bill and the

situation in the club, Judge Church said,

substantially:

“The members have been hasty, and if they

carry out their designs in repudiating the

action of the Law Committee and the presi

dent, they will ruin the club. No man could
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be accredited to represent it thereafter with~

out being looked upon askance, and the doubt

raised as to whether his action might not be

repudiated later. We entered upon the com

promises in the bill with the Long Island

Protective Association in good faith, and if

the club now backs out we will be branded

as skulkers. Suppose the Long Island crowd

had waited until some time when we were

not present and gone back on their agree

ment and fought against the provisions we

had agreed upon. What would be said of

them? It is not generally understood what

this law will be like in operation. It is the

best automobile law on God’s green footstool,

There is not a provision of it excepting the

compulsory imprisonment on third convic

tion that is not a concession to automobilists.

In operation there will be very few convic

tions under it. I am the man to be cracked

and not Shattuck, for I wrote most of the

compromise clauses, and I initialed the bill.

When, just before the bill came to a reading,

we called a meeting of the Law Committee,

we could not get the committee together. it

was impossible to consult the members. We

had to act ourselves and do the best we

could."

Judge Church explained in detail about

the framing of the bill and how it will

operate, and any one hearing him and under

standing matters will be apt to modify his

views.

Parade as a Protest.

Last Friday it was announced that the

runs and tours committee of the Automo

bile Club of America would hold a parade

through the streets of New York on May 1.

That was before the governors had met and

voted to support the president and law com

mittee in the indorsement of the Bailey bill.

It was generally accepted that the idea of

holding a parade on such short notice was

to make a demonstration of the strength of

automobilists as a sort of protest against

the oppressive measure pending at Albany.

On Saturday, after the governors had met,

it was said the parade had been called oil-a

' Monday Secretary Butler said'that while

the run had been postponed, there was talk

by the committee of going ahead with it.

Outside the club rooms it was learned that

letters had been sent to the members of the

committee on I‘llllS and tours, instructing

them to call off the parade, but that some

of the committee were in a mood of insub

ordination and wanted to go ahead, in spite

of the orders from “higher up."

On Tuesday it was announced positively

at the club that the parade was oi! indefi

nitely. The same day President Owen of

the N._Y. Trade Association said that he

would begin work at once for the holding

of a parade on May 4. The executive com

mittee of the Trade Association does not

meet until Friday night, but President

Owen thought that with the concurrence of

a majority of that body plans‘could be

pushed forward, without waiting for the

formal action of the committee, which

could be preassured.

The idea is to hold a pageant open to all

and endeavor to make it as strong, numer

ically, as possible.

“AFTER” THE POLICE

New York Automobilists to Face About and Pro

secute Their Persecutors—The Programme.

New York city at the present time has no

valid ordinance regulating the speed of auto

mobiles in the streets of the city. When

Greater New York was formed there was in

operation section 371 of the revised ordin

ances, adopted March 9, 1897, which requires

that horse drawn carts and wagons “and all

other vehicles" shall not exceed a speed of

five miles an hour in the city limits. The

charter of the greater city empowered the

municipal authorities to enact ordinances

regulating trafl'lc, but since the grant of the

charter no such ordinances have been passed.

A new set of “rules of the road" have been

pending for a couple of years, but have not

yet been passed. '

The charter of the city which confers the

power of adopting new ordinances stipulated

further that the ordinances in force at the

time of the consolidation shall be operative

until superseded by later enactments.

As no ordinance amending the rules of the

road has been adopted since the formation

of the greater city, the traffic of the metrop

olis is still subject to the regulations con

tained in the revised ordinances of 1897, and

these limit the speed of all vehicles to five

miles an hour in the city. That this ordi

nance is still operative was recently declared

from the bench, when a city justice, in dis

posing of a case remarked: “It is not gener

ally known, but the legal limit of speed for

horses in this city is six miles an hour.”

With this as the situation almost every

driver of a horse drawn vehicle in the city

could be arrested and punished for exceed

ing the speed limit.

Now for the position of the automobiiists

under these anomalous conditions.

The Doughty bill, passed April 25, 1901,

which is still in elfect, says that no ordi

nance or rule adopted by any municipality

shall restrict motor cars to a rate of speed

lower than that of eight miles an hour.

This being a State statute, passed subse

quent to the enanctment of the city ordi

nance. effectively nullifles it so far as the

limit of five miles an hour for motor cars is

concerned, while leaving the clause with re

gard to horses operative. The Cocks law of

last year, however, provides for a limit of

eight miles an hour for automobiles in all

cities, and this might be construed as apply

ing, if the court holds that it supersedes the

Doughty bill. If the Bailey bill now pend

ing becomes a law, however, the Cocks bill

will thereby be repealed and there will then

be no limit in New York City, for the new

bill, like the original Doughty law, fixes no

limit, but simply prohibits the local authori

ties from fixing a limit lower than eight

miles an hour. d

This presentation of the situation is the

result of the investigations of an able lawyer.

'and, as will be seen, the question as to the

legality of the recent arrests in the city is a

very pertinent one.

All of these facts have been studied by

President Percy Owen of the N. Y. Trade

Association, and the result is likely to be

some merry times on Fifth avenue and

other highways in the near future. The sit

uation is to be laid before the association at

its meeting to-morrow night for action.

Various moves have been conceived, and

it is not unlikely that several of them will

be made. One of these is to stop the dis

crimination against motor vehicles on the

part of the police by having a committee

go out and insist upon the arrest of horse

men who exceed the legal rate of speed. As

this would probably render the Police Com

missioner, judges and all sorts of prominent

citizens liable to arrest, it is likely that the

crusade against automobiles would be

quickly ended.

Other plans are to proceed legally in two

different directions, one that of enjoining

the police on the grounds of oppression, and

the other that of testing the law' under

which arrests are made and ascertaining

their legal standing. '

Still another idea suggested is that of

arousing public sentiment to the ridiculous

laws that are being invidiously enforced by

having a motor car parade the streets at

exactly eight miles an hour, bearing signs

such as:

"This car is going at just eight miles an

hour. Watch every one pass us. They are

breaking the law; we are not." And

“How would you like to be the automobil

isi?"

“We are trying to catch a train without

breaking the law."

Whatever is decided upon, it is certain

that there is plenty of aggravation for ac- _

tion and plenty for opportunity right now

of stopping such outrageous and un-Ameri

can persecution.

It is generally understood that the pres

ent crusade by the police is the result of

Street Cleaning Commissioner Woodbury's

experience. He was arrested for exceeding

the speed limit and escaped punishment by

saying that he was going fast just to test

the etficiency of the police force by seeing

how many men would let him pass. He

continued the story and reported to Police

Commissioner Greene that the police were

very lax. No other automobilist arrested

has been released on the plea that he was

out to test the eiiiciency of the force. They

have not tried it.

Another interesting fact in connection

with this persecution in the city is that a

certain officer of the West End Association

is creditably reported as having said that

this organization will ultimately drive every

automobile out of New York City—that the

West End Association has suiiicient money

and is bent upon achieving this.
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THE MOST POWERFUL CAR

Monster-of l20 h. p. Produced in Paris—What

it is Like and its Effect on Foreign Races.

 

French Bureau Motor World.

2 Rue d’Abbeville.

Paris, April 17.—'Ihe tragic death of Count

Zborowski in La Turbie hill climb is one

of those incidents which may effect the

whole future of automobile racing by awak

enng the authorities to an exaggerated

because he attempted to take a corner at

right angles at the rate of sixty miles an

hour. With a little care the danger would

have been avoided. but still, when every

thing depends upon the judgment of the

drivers in estimating the speed at which

they may safely take the corners, it is cer

tain that the danger exists, and it is for this

reason that there will probably be no more

racing on La Turbie Mountain. The gra

dient is not sufficiently steep for the pow

erful machines.

Another thing which will no doubt serve

  

GOBRON-BRILLIE no H. P. CAR.

sense of their responsibilities, and it has

long been clear that it would need very

little to influence them in the direction of an

almost wholesale interdiction of speed (:01!

tests.

They have wavered on the borders of sup

pression and partial toleration because they

were unable to make up their minds

whether racing was necessary for the de

velopment of the industry or not, but finally.

on the strength of repeated assurances from

the trade that speed tests were a great fac

tor in industrial evolution, and could be

carried out with little or no danger to the

competitors or the publi", certain of the

events were authorized, and it was there

fore very desirable for the interests of the

sport that nothing should happen to destroy

the more encouraging attitude which the

Government had adopted toward automobile

racing.

If the authorities will look upon La Tur

bie accident in its true light it is probable

that not much harm will be done. The

catastrophe was due to a gigantic mistake.

It was a mistake to. run cars of such high

powers on a long gradient which is of quite

an ordinary character but presents great

difliculties on account of the numerous

sharp turnings, and it was a'mistake on the

part of Count Zborowski to drive as he did

with the fixed determination of taking every

possible risk for the sake of getting to the

top in the shortest possible time. He did

not take the most ordinary precaution, but

drove just as if he had a straight, clear

road before him. It cannot in fairness be

said that the life of the Count was sacri

ficed to the dangers of automobile racing

to narrow down racing is the rivalry among

manufacturers to build vehicles with en

gines of the highest possible power and

capable of travelling at such speeds that

vehicle in a race unless he has had it con

stantly in hand for some months.

The Mors, Peugeot and other monsters re

ported to have engines of 100 horsepower

are still being kept in the background, and

will probably not be seen before the Paris

Madrid race, but Gobron-Brillié created a.

sensation by sending down to Nice their

new 120 horsepower car, which is certainly

the most remarkable vehicle ever turned

out of an automobile factory. The firm cam

not be said to have followed any existing

practice in the designing of their car, for

they have made it a point of being as orig

inal as possible, even to the extent of con

structing a tubular frame, and this, too.

with a wheel base of more than thirteen

feet and having bolted to it an engine of

such huge power. If the tubes can suc

cessfully stand these enormous strains other

makers can very well ask themselves

whether they have not made a mistake in

so completely abandoning this form of

frame construction.

The design of the Gobron-Brillié engine

naturally follows its usual lines, with two

cylinders and four pistons, between which

the gases explode, the upper pistons being

joined by cross pieces at the end of which

are vertical rods connected with the lower

crankshaft. But in other respects the con

struction is entirely changed. The standard

makes are all fitted with positive carburet

tcrs. which feed the gasolene into the mix

ing chamber by spoon shaped distributors

actuated by a ratchet gear, each introduc

  

GOBRON-BRILLIE CAR WITH BONNET DETACHED.

the limit will depend upon the ability of

the man to steer the cars and keep them

under control. Driving vehicles of a year

ago was mere “child's play compared with

the piloting of the monster which are being

prepared for the Paris-Madrid race and the

Gordon Bennett Cup competition. The en~

gines range from 90 to 120 horsepower, and

the cars will be geared to travel at some

thing llke ninety miles an hour, but, of

course, this speed will never be reached

except, it may be, for very short periods

under exceptionally favorable conditions,

though as the reserve of power is at the

command of the driver he has to exercise

the greatest possible prudence in utilizing

it. A man does not dare to drive such a

ing the exact quantity necessary for the

cylinder charge, but in the new racing ma

chines this is replaced by a constant level

carburettor with throttling valve in the pipe

leading to the induction valves. The car

buretter and pipe are jacketed with warm

water from the motor. The engine is a

huge thing, well set down, and having a

length of something like four feet. It is

covered by an aluminum bonnet in the

shape of half an upturned boat. It has

been found necesary to have a special

form of clutch to allow of the engine being

introduced gradually to its load.

This car has not yet been tested for

speed, and the makers themselves do not

know what it is capable of doing. But at
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Nice Rigolly had It under perfect control

and drove it as easily as an ordinary car

at any variation of speed. It will be ex

tremely interesting to see what it will do in

the forthcoming races.

The Daimler Motor Co., of Cannstatt, had

a walkover at Nice, and after beating the

La Turble record with the only three ve

hicles that reached the top, they carried

everything before them on the Promenade

des Anglais, except the Henri de Rothschild

Cup, which was won by Serpollct on his

steam car. This, too, they accomplished

with the new 60 horsepower cars, of which

they had eleven competing. The abstention

of the 90 horsepower Mercedes was a dis

appointment, as it would have been very

interesting to watch their performances,

and if the big cars are anything like thirty

per cent. faster than those at Nice they will

have a first rate chance of winning the

Gordon Bennett Cup. There are many in

teresting features in the new Mercedes,

most of which have already been made

public, but little is probably known about

the method of operating the inletvalvcs on

the tops of the cylinders. The valves of

each pair of cylinders are covered by a

large collector forming an extension of the

induction pipe, and through the top of this

collector project the stems of the valves,

which are operated by horizontal tappets

sct diagonally. The opposite end of each

tappet has a connection internally threaded

to receive the vertical rod from the half

time shaft, and vthe rod is, made to revolve

in this connection by a rack and pinion

when a variable lift is given to the valve

tappet. All the valve gear is on one side

of the engine and the ignition gear on the

other. and everything on the motor is very

accessible. >

One of the greatest factors in racing ma

chines is air resistance, which is much

more considerable than is generally snp

posed with ears travelling at a very high

rate of speed, and it has long been a prob

lem among French makers how to offer the

least possible surface to this resistance in

stead of overcoming it by increasing’the

engine power. For this reason many of the

French racing cars are being fitted with

special bodies. The only one, however, do

slgned on scientific lines is the Serpollet' car.

This has the same 40 nominal horsepower

frame of the type exhibited at the Paris

Salon, and the engine is said to be capable

of developing as much as 200 horsepower

for a short period. It was expectcd to do

something sensational in the flying kilo

metre at Nice for the Henri de Rothschild

Cup, but owing to the previous accident on

La Turbie, and a desire to take no risk at

a moment when everything depended on

the meeting being carried through without

incident. M. Serpollet did not utilize any

thing like the maximum power. The fea

ture of the body Is the curved sides from a

raklsh bow and an inclined plane from

front to back, so that no resistance what

ever ls offered behind the prow. It would

be difficult to improVe upon this design for

a car travelling at a very high rate of speed.

The Mors cars also made their appear

ance for the first time with bodies of the

conventional inverted boat shape, but the

chassis was of the Paris-Vienna type, with

the engines modified to develop 65 horse

power, and the new machines will prob

ably not be seen until their appearance In

the Paris-Madrid race next month.

With the huge powers put into the new

racing machines the question arises

whether they will be able to show up satis

factorily on any but the best roads, and it

is this which lends so much interest to the

forthcoming Gordon Bennett Cup race.

While the French are putting big engines

into their vehicles the English are building

cars which, by comparison, are light and

very low powered, and they claim they are

justified in doing this by the state of the

Irish roads, that will not allow of the ve—

hicles travelling at such a high rate of

speed as is possible in France. Remember

ing the experience of last year, when two

of the French cars paid the penalty of light

construction with high powers on the first

day's run, while the Panhard was demol

ished on the Austrian roads, the English

makers have come to- the conclusion that. a _

race of this kind is a test of reliability

rather than of exceptionally high speed, and -

they have built their cars for what they

think it is possible to do on the Irish roads.

It will be interesting to see whether last

year‘s struggle between speed and relia

bility will‘be repeated. It should not be

overlooked, however, that in the 90 horse

power Mcrcedes it would appear as If they

had both. The preliminary qualifying race

will take place next week between three

Naplers and a Star, the last named being

built on the lines of the Panhard. Besides

the American cars the other vehicles com

peting for the Gordon Bennett Cup will be

three Mercedes, two Panhards and a Mors.

Vicken to Manufacture Can.

It Is announced that Vickcrs, Sons 8:

Maxim, Ltd., the big British steel makers,

have decided to enter the automobile field.

As a starter work has begun at the works

at Crayford, Kent. on 1,000 cars. These will

be two seated voiturettes—resembllng the

runabouts in use herchseating two persons

and weighing about eight hundredweight—

896 pounds.

Conrad Again Enlarger.

The Conrad Motor Carriage Co., Buffalo,

has leased 30,000 square feet of space in the

Ross Building, the facilities in its own build

ing not being suflicient to take care of the

increased work due to the rush of orders.

The company expect during the summer to

add to the size of its own plant. The fac

tory is now running night and day, twenty

two hours out of the twenty~four.

 

 

Entrance fces' for the Paris-Madrid race

totalled the neat sum of 73,150 francs, or

$14,630.

'BRITISII CUP TEAM CHOSEN

Edge, Jarrett and Stocks the Men and Napiers

the Cars—Other Candidate Shows Badly.

 

Within the week the vacancies on the

teams destined to contest for the Bennett

Cup have been filled, and the composition

of the four teams is now complete. The

British club held an elimination test to se

lect the third car on its team, while those

to represent the French and German clubs

were chosen without tests. As now agreed

rpon, the teams will be as follows:

Great Britain, three Napier cars, driven

by S. F. Edgkthe winncr of the cup Inst

year—Charles Jarrott and J. W. Stocks, re

spectlvely.

America, two Wintons, driv by Alex.

Winton and Percy Owen, and a Peerless,

driven by L. P. Moocrs.

France, two Panhards and n Mors; their

drivers are yet to be chosen.

Germany, three Mercedes; no selection

has yet been made of their operators.

From the unsatisfactory cable reports at

hand it appears that the British trials set

for last Saturday and Sunday embraced

speed tests on the former and hill climbing

tests on the latter day. As a result the Star

car was decisively beaten on the famous

Dashwpod Hill. Three Napier cars were

pitted against it, and all three made better

performances. Of these three Napier cars,

two—those driven by J. W. Stocks and C.

S. Rolls—were very evenly matched, the

former winning by 515 seconds, the Star

car being 3 minutes and 22 seconds behind.

As has already been stated, the race will

take place in Ireland on July 2. A course of

363 miles has been laid out, starting a few

miles outside of Dublin.

 

Baltimore Lawyer’s Bid for Notoriety.

Richard Bernard, :1 Baltimore, Md., 1m"

yer, is “agin” the automobile. He has writ

ten to the president of the Park Board mak

ing a recommendation concerning them.

They should be excluded from roads with

sloping embankments; or, if this drastic

measure be not adopted, such roads should

be protected by strong fences erected on

the downward slope.

“These fences detract from the beauty of

the park," he admits, “but if the legislature

is to be controlled by automobile dealers

that is all the commissioners can do."

Where the Demand is Brisk.

“When I left home on Wednesday our rc

tall store had unfilled orders on the books

for exactly ninety-one cars,” was the satis

ficd response of W. E. Metzgcr, the well

known Detroiter, to the usual “How’s busi

ness?" The question was put to him while

he was in New York on a flying trip on Fri

day last.
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Up Duffy's Hill With a Load of Ten Men.

One of the sights that causes passengers

in the chington avenue trolley cars in this

city to gasp is the grade beginning at 102d

street. At first sight it looks like the side of

a precipice. It is known locally as Duffy‘s

Hill, and is becoming the scene of many

impromptu hill climbing contests. One day

last week Manager Greene, of Wanamaker's,

loaded up a Searchmont—one of the demon

stration cars—with ten men and started out

to see how difficult the hill really was. To

his surprise it proved easy. As the illus

tration shows, he went up without the

slightest trouble, notwithstanding his

enormous load of closely packed humanity.

The gradient of the hill is said to be 16

per cent. But the average lllllll would be

more likely to place it at 40 per cent., so

steep docs it appear. Its rough pavement of

Bclgian block adds considerably to the task

of surmounting it.

 

._F It.

 

Friedman Sues for $00,000.

Suit was brought on Thursday last in the

(‘hicago Supcrior (‘ourt by the Friedman

Automobile (‘0. of Chicago against the Na

tional Sewing Machine (70. of Bclvidorc.

.Dnnuuzcs in thc sum of $100,000 arc asked

for. it being allcgcd that the defendants vio

lated a contract to furnish the plaintiff with

autoumbllcs.

'l‘hc Friedman is a double cylinder unsolcnc

runabout. which has been on the market for

a little more t"-in a year. it was built by

the National Sewing Machine ()0. under con

tract.
 

By Sunday next thc New Jersey Automo

bile Company expect to be instalch in their

new building on Halsey street, south of

Market street. L. S. thaton, the financial

head 0! the company, will assume the

active management.

‘ an;
“r ‘ P
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Rumlord Fails's Faciory Malta's Ready.

Machinery is being installed and work

will be started immediately on the cars

which the Bouton Automobile Company. of

ltumf rd Fails. Ma. propose to turn out.

'l‘cn mcn will be cmploycd ut the start, but

this lul't't' will be steadily augmcntcd. Cc~

lcrlty of operations is looked for, as will be

seen whcn it is noted that. the first vehicle

is cxpcctcd to be finished curly in May!

The Bouton Company was organized by

Massachusetts capitalists to construct an

iomobllcn Invented by one Bouton. de

scribed as a “cousin of Dion. the inventor

of the famous French machine." 110 was

employed in the De Dion-Bouton factory, it

is claimed. and. being familiar with the con

struction of the cars built there, he dcviscd

an improved car. it is this that is being

built at Rumford Falls.

Car 101‘ New York'i Street Cleaner.

Dr. Woodbury, Commissioner of Strcct

(‘lcnninin is. as is well known, a kccn

mot rlst. When he had occasion last wcck

to ask for authority to purchase a vehicle

for his own use in performing the work of

the dcpnrtlncnt. therefore, he requested

that an automobile be givcn ‘ hl_m. The

Board of Estimate approvcd the request on

Friday. The spcciticnticns cull fur a four

scutcd automobile.

Makes Mrdira an Offer

The Medina. 0., Board of Trade is 00!

sidcring a proposition from F. E. Idwards

of Cleveland, to establish an automobile fac~

tory at the i‘ormcr place. With great mod

esty hc asks only that citizcns of Modina

subscribe to $100,000 worth of stock and fur

nish a site. Edwards will do the rest.
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FLATS TREADS FOR TIRES

Foreign Feature That Finds no Favor Here—

Rubber Expert Gives the Reasons.

European tire makers are giving the sub

Jcct of special shaped treads considerable

attention. The Continental and other big

concerns have already brought out such

tires, and appear confident that they will

meet with a good reception. The object

sought is, of course; the lessening of the

liability to slip, and it is contended that a

tire with a flat or square tread will prove

more stable than the regulation round or

oval shape. ‘There are not wanting others,

however, who take just the opposite view.

“Tires with flat treads?" repeated Mana—

ger O. J. Woodard of the Diamond Rubber

Co’s New York branch, to whom the Motor

World man had put the question. “Yes, we

knowir something about them. We should,

too, seeing that we made a number of them

a couple of years ago.

"in the first place, a tire with a flat tread

—or any other than the regulation shape—is

not as stable as one with a round tread—

that is, it does not accomplish the object 015

its design. It will slip more readily than an

ordinary tire, and'when it begins to go it

will slip worse. We experimented with such

tires'until we were thiroughly convinced

that such was the case, and then we dropped

them.

“Secondly, tires of this shape have notn-.

ing to recommend them to either users or

the trade. They are heavier and therefore

more costly than the ordinary tire, and they

are more ditiicult to make and give more

trouble than the round section.

"You see, to make a tire with a flat tread

you have got to get the flatness by using

more rubber. _To all practical purposes it is

the same as if you took a round tire and

built it up with rubber until you got a tire

with square edges and a flatctread. You can

readily see how, with a three or four inch

tire, this takes an enormous quantity of

rubber. Then, again. you encountered manu

facturing difficulties with such tires.. The

tread is constantly trying to part company

with the renuiiudcr of the tire, and it fre

quently succeeds in doing so. That is an

noying as well as expensive, and when it is

remembered that no advantages result from

the use of suehwa tire it is easy to see why

we stopped making it.

"To put it _in a few words. we stopped

making them because they were no good.

European makers can try them and learn

.this by experience. It will cost them some

thing, as it did us; but they will be well

posted when they get through.

“Speaking of troubles with tires," he con

tinued, “it is a fact that nearly all of them

are due to faults of the. users. I figure that

80 per cent of the mishaps to tires of the

clincher type are traceable to improper at

tachment. The cover will be taken oit to re

pair or replace an inner tube, and the latter

will be twisted or kinked. Then, after the

car has been run awhile, the tube will get

pinched or the cover blow off, with dis

astrous results. The processes of manufact

ure have been so improved that imperfect

tires now have scarcely to be reckoned

with."

Carburetter That Will Use Kerosene.

In designing the carburetter that bears

their name, R. W. Coffee & Sons, Richmond,

Va., had in view both the limited number of

such devices on the market, and the possi

bility of improving their construction.

The carburettor is of the float feed type,

but both the gasolene receptacle and the

mixing device are contained in a single

chamber. This permits the construction of

a compact, yet simple and reliable carburet

ter ’ada ted for use on all gasolene cars.

 

  

The device is made in two sizes, the smaller

having a diameter of four inches and being

intended for cars up t0.8 horsepower. The

other is slightly larger and will supply the

mixture for cars of any horsepower.

The usual semi-circular copper float teed

regulates the Supplyof gasolene to the tank.

Through the centre of the carburettor is

run the airpipe, which is 1 inch in diameter

in the small size and-1% inches in the large,

and into this pipegthe gasoleue is drawn by

suction through if small vertical tube having

an orifice at the bottom. A needle valve

permits a nice adjustment of the flow of

gasolene, and this valve once properly set

need not be changed, as an absolutely auto

matic regulation of the mixture is one Of

the features of the device. The large air~

pipe insin‘es‘a generous supply of air at all

times. and this is relied upon to produce the

intimate mixture of the gasolene and air

that is so essential to the production of a

good explosive gas. The airpipe is sup

plied with a cutoti' at its lower end, which

is sometimes found useful in starting, as

with it closed the mixture can be enriched

to any desired extent .

A valuable feature of the carburetter is its

adaptability to the nae of either gasolene

or kerosene. It will mix both equally well,

and without change of any character being

required. The Coffee carburettor: can be.

readily applied to any gasolene car, the

method of attachment being exceedingly

simple.

STANLEY ON STEAM BOILERS

Tells Technology institute What he Considers a

Perfect Boiler and What it Should do.

 

In speaking on “Problems to be solved in

the building of the perfect steam-propelled

automobile” .betore members of the Society

of Arts of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, in the Walker Building, last

week, F. E. Stanley gave his attention

chiefly to steam generation and heat, and

especially to the method of superheating

steam.

He believed the chief requisite of the per

fcct boiler to be weight and

cubical contents in proportion to its ef

ficiency, such form as to adapt it to the

space provided without distorting the out

lines of the vehicle, maximum capacity for

heat storage, construction to absorb the

maximum percentage of heat, which can

only be accomplished by discharging the

product of combustion at the lowest pos

sible temperature; economy in manufacture;

durability, with small liability of injury by

accidental neglect, and ease of repair, he

said. It must also furnish steam at a uni

form temperature and at any pressure re—

quired to run the engine. The temperature

must be uniformly as high as practicable

without injurjsto the valve, pitons or cyl

inders.

More of these conditions are to be found

in the multiple upright boiler than in any

other style. One'of the greatest problems

to solve was the securing of steam free

from entrained moisture from a boiler full

of half-inch tubes; with only six inches or

less of steam space above the water for the

steam to free itself.

minimum

 

Tm Per Cent for Splulding Creditors.

‘On Monday next, May 4, a meet'ihg of the

creditors of the Spaulding Automobile &

Motor Co. will be held at‘,.11 a. m. in the

Bankruptcy Court room, No. 319 Main street,

Bufi'alo, N. Trustee .Thomas E. Law

rence, reports that the sum of $2,695.99 is

on hand, and one object of the meeting is

for the purpose of declaring and directing

the payment of a first dividend of not less

than 10% to creditors. Notice. -is given by

W. H. Hotchkiss, referee in bankruptcy,

that unless proufs of debts are filed before

this meeting creditors cannot share in such

dividend.

C. C. C. C. Secures More Room.

Property consisting of a large manufact~

uring plant and the ground on which it

stands, situated at South Boston, Mass, ad

joining the works of the Country Club Car

(‘0., has been purchased and conveyed to

that concern. It is stated that it will be

added to the present plant and used in the

' construction or its product.
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The Metropolitan Salcsrooms and Garages—VIII

 

 

Although neither the oldest nor the larg

est of the metropolitan garages, the estab~

lishment of John Wanamaker, 13S and 140

East Fifty-seventh street, has for nearly

two years been a busy and important place.

tained it without dimunition ever since. In

fact, the demands for storage space have

become so great that the need of better ta

cilltles has long been felt, and the recent

merging of the salesroom tormerly main

sociation of retail grocers. It was used as

a meeting place, with a dance hall for occa

sions of festivity, in which the wives and

daughters of the grocers participated. It

fell upon evil days. however. A saloon was

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

JOHN WANAMAKER'S AUTOMOBILE STATION, I3S-uo EAST 57h SI'REET.

l-‘routiug on one of the city‘s widest us

phalt paved streets, with a sidewalk of un

usual width also. and but a few yards from

Park avenue, the location is a most excel

lent one. Consequently it secured a good

clientiele when it was opened, and has re

tained at the Ninth street store with the

storage place has made this a necessity, '

The building occupied is 35 feet in width

by 100 feet deep, five stories in height. It

still bears on its trout the name “Grocer's

Exchange," having been erected for an as

iustallcd on the ground floor, aml even with

this attraction it could not he made to pay.

in the summer of 1901, when the Wana

maker people looked around for a likely

place to open a garage, the (lrocer's Ex

change attracted their attention. Upon
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opening negotiations it was found that the

grocers were very willing to yield posses

sion of their white elephant, and satisfactory

terms were soon agreed upon and the build

ing passed into the possession of its new

tenants.

Until within a few weeks, when it was

made a salcsroom also, a public and pri

vate storage business only was done. More

than 100 cars—electric, steam and gasolenw

are regularly stored, repaired and cared for.

‘To handle this volume of business a score

of men are required and are kept constantly

employed. The help is of a high class, and

the place has always had the reputation of

giving the best character of service.

Immediately upon obtaining possession of

the property arrangements were made to

install facilities commensurate with the

standard of appointment it was determined

to set. Electric arc lights were put in, a

commodious elevator running from the base

ment to the top floor, cleaning and washing

pits, electric charging outfits, etc. These

have gone far toward overcoming the disad

vantages incident to the narrowness of the

building and its comparatively limited area.

In the front of the basement, well out

under the sidewalk, is the furnace room,

which supplies steam heat for the entire

building. To the right of this room is the

gasolene storage compartment, measuring

about 4x15 feet. It is lined with asbestos.

and fitted With an iron door, which is kept

locked. Formerly it was the practice to

keep the gasolene in bulk, but that method

has been discarded, and the volatile spirit is

now kept in cans.

The remainder of the basement is used as

a repair shop, lighted from a number of win

dows in the rear. The equipment of the

shop is such that almost every class of work

can he done. The tower is supplied by an

electric motor, and engine lathes, drill

presses, grinders and other power machines

are in constant operation, together with the

usual accompaniment of bench tools, etc.

A portion of the shop is set aside as a bat

tery room. A hydraulic lift for handling

heavy electric batteries is installed,..together

with a complete charging outfit.

The first or ground floor is on a level with

the street, and here the arriving and depart

ing cars are run. To the right is the super

intendent‘s office, where reports of coming

and going cars are reported. The greater

part of the floor is devoted to the stor

age of the demonstration cars, and those

in most frequent use. In the rear are two

washing pits and the power operated ele

vator. the latter protected by huge doors.

The second floor was the meeting hall of

the Exchange. The high ceiling, the'big

electric and gas light chandeliers, and the

gallery strongly suggest the original use,

and the presence of closely packed cars on

the floor appears incongruous. But the

noise of debate has been succeeded by the

silence of what closely resembles a car

riage repository, the cars here being merely

run in and left there until they are used.

In the front of this floor are the main

office and a 15x10 toot sundry room. In

the latter are kept the lamps, horns, caps

and other sundries and accessories, dis

played for the convenience of purchasers.

The office contains Manager Greene’s sanc

tum and the bookkeeper's and typewriter's

quarters, etc.

' The next floor. the third, ends with the

gallery, which overlooks the former meeting

hall. At the front is a room set apart es

pecially for the chauffeurs and other em

ployes. It is fitted up with individual lock

ers. washroom, chairs, a big writing and

reading table, and is spacious and well

lighted, commanding a good view of Fifty

sevcnth street.

Storage cars occupy the whole of the

fourth floor, while the‘ fifth is given over to

the janitor and his family, who is in at

tendance all'night, so that ingress can be

secured at any time.

As already stated, the need ofpaddltional

space has been felt for some time, and nego

tiations are‘under way which will. it suc

cessful. provide an outlet for some of the

cars on storage and make room for a display

of new cars. These, consisting of the Search

Inont. Studebaker and Rambler, will be

shown on the main floor.

Metropolitan Storage Rates.

Transient storage is usually charged for

at the rate of $50 cents to $1 a day. or night.

This does not cover any attention. For the

latter, cleaning. lubricating. etc.. 25 or 50

cents additional is charged. Monthly rates

are, of course, much less, usually about one

half.

r

Started Steamer in 2:40.

“What is the quickest time in which a

steam carriage can be got ready to run? i

started one in two minutes and forty sec

onds, and I don‘t think the time has ever

been beaten,” remarked a tradesman who

has had much to do with that type of car.

“This was a couple of years ago, in Phila

delphia, where I was then located. I took

a car that was perfectly cold, and the watch

was snapped on me when I made the first

move. In just the time stated I had the.

main burner going, with an ample supply of

steam, and opened the throttle and started

the wheels. Pretty good time, I think, and

so did those who watched me. Wonder it

any of your Motor World readers know of

any case where it was done in less time?”

 

Club for Business, not Pleasure.

It appears that the Hopkins County Auto

mobile Club, the incorporation of which was

recorded in last week’s Motor World, has

been organized to do a mercantile business.

It is authorized to “buy, sell, own, operate.

lease, let, hire or manufacture motor car~

riages, automobiles or by whatever name

they shall be called.” The otiice and place

oi! business are in the city or Madisonville.

Kinsman to go Abroad.

J. A. Kingman. of the Locomobile Co. of

America, has booked passage for Europe.

and will sail on May 18 next. He will be

absent a month or more.

 

 
    

 

J. R. SNOWl BOSTON, MAbS.I IN HlS_PEERLE$$ TOURING CAR‘
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RECHARGING ELECTRIC CARS

How Matters Have Been Faciliated and Apparata

Placed Within Reach of all.

 

The question of charging outfits is one

that is vital in the consideration of elec

tricity as a motive power for automobiles.

The increasing and deserved recognition of

the merits of the electric driven vehicle

has called the attention of the public to the

imperative demand for a charging outfit

that shall be inexpensive, thoroughly re

liable. substantiai. compact and easily

manipulated. I

“'ere it not for the ignorance sometimes

displayed it Would be-lntrdly worth while

to repcat that the etflciency of the clectric

automobile mainly depends upon the per

formance and maintenance of its battery.

and In order that the battery shall do the

work for which It is designed and built it

requires proper care. For that proper care

it is necemary that the charging station

shall. in its turn, satisfactorily meet all the

practical requirements of everyday service,

Including use. by those unfamiliar with

storage battery charging, and limited 0p

pcrtunities for attention thereto.

Added to the above requirements is one

that. if not of importance from a mccnan

Ical' standpoint, is essentially of prime in

terest to both the manufacturers and pur

chasers of electric outfits, the installation

with as little expense as possibly is cort

sistcnt with reliability.

It is the meeting of these demands. re

quiring no little thought, skill, experiment

and expense upon the part of the manu

facturer, that makes the product of the

Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co. worthy

of attention.

Charging may be derived from any one

of three sources: direct current. alternating

current or independent power.

Combinations and variations admit of his

different styles of charging outfits. a sutii

cient variety to meet any and all of the

pcculiar conditions or: demartds of either

the private or public charging stations.

With these combinations. one, two, four.

twelve or more automobiles can be charged

at once. ,

The outfits for charging one or two run

chines are intended for private use; that

with a capacity of four is suitable for

clubs, country houses. or small stables,

while the standard twelve service is'ap

plicable for use by public garages, express

and cab companies, or other establishments

having a number of vehicles.

One of the chief advantages of the garage

installation shown in the illustration, thP

only one having this valuable feature, is

that all controls are at one point, with

minimum apparatus. instead of. as in the

former practice, having them individualized

and spread ovcr considerable space, involv—

ing double the trouble and expense. There

is also a saving in that iustctld of being

compcllcd to use twelve voltmctcrs and

twelve atnmetcz's, one of each is sufficient.

Another important item is that the chart-i

ing may be In serial or simultaneous. The

cut shows one of these garage switchboards

switch to the left places it battery In

"charge," reversing to the right connects

the ammctcr so that the current may be

read. The voltmctcr will indicate for the

whole main line. or by pressing the push

button corrcspondiug to any switch the volt

age rcading of its stand can be taken. A
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GARAGE CHARGING OUTFIT.

with the series rhcostats installed below it

for controlling the charging rate of the

various batteries. In this particular cusc

rhcostnts are provided for eight vehicles.

the greater capacity being obtained at any

time by adding the requisite uurnbcr 0f

rheostnts. '

Each switch on the board is nnmhcrcd to

correspond with the numbcr of its rhcostut

and charging stand. The throwing of :1

Separate pushbutton givcs the voltage rend

Ing on the line beyond the rheostnts. Op

positc cnch ‘switch is a numbered hook upon

which the charging record of the battery

nay be kept.

In connection with this central switch

board automatic circuit breakers and fuse

blocks are to be used at catch charging

stand. These switchboards may be cott

.nected with any 125-volt, direct current
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line. whether from central stations, motor

generator set, or independent circuit. ,

For the one or two vehicles of the private

owner, or the small garage designed for

four machines the panels are as shown.

with the necessary modifications in each

case, and are adapted for direct current

voltage of 110 to 125. For single charging

the automatic circuit breaker is mounted

directly upon the panel with the meters and

fused switch. Where two or more automo

biles are to be charged the circuit breakers

are displaced by switches, and the over

voltage circuit breaker and fuse blocks are

located at the carriage charging stands.

The details of the outfits are of standard

Westinghouse make. and are as follows:

of cast iron, set in the open air, thoroughly

ventilated. and, while they are normally

made to carry sixty amperes each. they can

be immensely overloaded without injury,

surviving nnburt where other types burn

out. This is an important point, since it

obviates all danger of battery injury by the

burning out of the rheostats, a danger that

has been and in some. types still is found

only too frerjuently. The imbedded type of

rheostat is in two styles. designed for uSe

with either ten to fourteen or twenty to

twenty-four cells, when charged from a 125

volt line, will each carry continuously thirty

amperes, and may be mounted with several

of the same type or with the grid type.

The life of the battery itself practically

  

 

PRIVATE SWITCHBOARD.

The panels, of white Italian marble or mar

beiized slate. The meters. which for pri

vate use may be. a combined voltmeter and

ammeter, are provided with sub-scales and

convenient terminals for reading voltages I

of individual cells, with volt scale from

0 to 150, sub-scales 0 to 3, and ampere

scales 0 to 100. The switches of standard

Westinghouse type D, of the normal capa

city of fifty amperes for each charging cir

cuit, the line switches being fused. The

circuit breakers, under normal circum

stances. automatically cut out the battery

when the charge is completed, and in all

cases protect the' battery from any over

charge danger or damage, enabling the own

er or attendant to set the charge and pay

no more attention to it until the machine is

again wanted for use, without loss or dam

age of any kind. The motor starter rheo

stats, employed in starting the direct current

motors, are mounted on the back of the

panels. with handle projecting through; the

same as with the generator field rheostats.

Where a generator is employed, the latter

are used for the regulation of the battery

charging of one carriage, without requiring

the additional series rheostats of the grid br

imbedded type. Where the series rheostats

are needed they are made in one of three

types—grid, imbedded or combined. In the

first form they are mounted on the floor di

rectly below the switchboard, the grids being

has no limit. Its efficient existence is mere

ly a question of renewing the plates at long

intervals when they are worn out.

One of the greatest advantages of the

Westinghouse outfits is that they have no

loose wires, thus doing away with all dan

ger from tire. it, from ignorance or careless

ness, a mistake is made by the operator, the

fuses supply the deficiency by cutting out

the current, obviating any injury to the bat

teries or switchboard. There is nothing

complicated about them, nothing requiring

technical training or skill, nothing that any

man with ordinary mental capabilities can

not master in five minutes. They occupy

but little space. the panels for private use

being only 14x28x114 inches thick, those for

public garages 22x48x1% inches.

The direct or alternating current motor

generators furnished by the Westinghouse

Elec'rie & Mfg. (10. are of standard type.

and adapted to the panel used. transform

iur, high voltage direct current to the proper

voltage, or changing alternating current to

the desired voltage, direct current for charg

ing. These present an advantage in that,

being standard, they are always a market

able commodity.

In cases where the owner prefers his own

isolated plant of gas or other power for

driving a generator, accessory apparatus to

meet the requirements has been added to the

outfits.

To Keep Tooll From Rattling.

The stowing away of tools so that the)"

will not rattle and yet be easy to reach and

put back into place again is one of those

small problems in which every motorist is

more or less interested. There are many

ways of carrying one’s tools, the most un~

satisfactory of which is the indiscriminate

mixing up in a drawer located beneath any

one of the seats in the car. In the first

place, when even a small tool is required it

means a complete dislodgement of the pas

senger in order to get at the drawer, and he

has for the time being to assume a more or

less uncomfortable position.

A better method than this is the leather

case in which each tool has its own place.

the whole being wrapped up into a roll and

bound with a strap and placed in any con

venient part of the car. An excellent method

is to make a case fitting on to the face of a

door, or inside the door of one of the cup

boards beneath the seats. This case \vouid

simply consist of a piece of light wood,

about three-quarters of an inch thick, in

which recesses have been cut out right

through the wood to fit every size wrench

or tool which one carries in the ordinary

way. One or two swinging spring clips

should be titted to press upon the tools

when they are in position to keep them from

falling out or from making a noise, though

enabling the motorist, when any tool is re

quired, to find and withdraw it readily. When

the tool or tools have been finished with

they are just as easily replaced and clipped

in position. If a. tool be found to be miss

ing it can at once he looked for and restored

to its place. This is certainly a much more

satisfactory method than travelling a few

miles and then finding that in the process

of packing up one or more tools have been

left in some unremembered spot.

The arrangement suggested has, of course,

the same disadvantage of disturbing the pas

senger, unless the tool casing is made to tit

upon the dashboard or in any other con

venient place.

Thinks Interruptm Retard Spark.

“It seems to me that the use of ‘inter

rupters’ would have.the effect of retarding

the spark," remarked a motorist who is fond

of investigating new things. “I have bought

four of them, and am going to try them on

my car largely to see how this works.

“When the current reaches the gap and

makes its jump across it there must be a

momentary delay, as compared with an

igniter that has no gap. That means that.

as the piston is travelling at its normal speed

all the time, the spark will fire when the

piston is pretty far down in the cylinder.

The only way to correct this tendency is to

advance the point of sparking sufficiently to

overcome this ,retardation that has taken

place. Of course, that can easily be done.

but I should think that until one gets used

to it the lateness of the explosions will be

rather puzzling."
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EASY TO COLLECT DAMAGES

lilinois Legislature Enacts a Law for the Bene

fit of Owners of Horses.

In the Lyon automobile bill, introducedTn

the Illinois Legislature, and which passed

the House last week, motorists have a meas

ure that bears hardly on them in some sec

tions and is sane and simple in others.

it fixes the maximum speed of automo'

biles at 12 miles an hour, making no distinc

tion between city streets and country roads.

it is provided, however. that the authoritie

of incorporated cities or villages may, by

ordinance. permit greater speeds than this.

The penalty for violations is elastic and may

be severe. it consists of the imposition of a.

fine of not less than $25 nor more than $200,

and the violator may be jailed not to exceed

three months, or both fined and jailed.

The other two sections relate to stopping

on signal and to the matter of damages. It

is held that the plaintiff in a suit need only

show that he was injured and that the de

fendant was exceeding the legal speed to

make out a prima facie case.

The bill in full follows:

Section 1. That is shall be unlawful for any

person or persons to drive, run, conduct or

propel any automobile or other conveyance

of a smiliar type or kind used for the pur

pose of transporting or conveying passengers

or freight for any other purposes whether

said automobile or conveyance or such other

vehicle is propelled by steam, gasolene or

electricity or any other mechanical power at

a rate of speed in excess of 12 miles per hour

upon any public street, road or highway in

the State of lliinois, provided that nothing

in this section contained shall prohibit or

prevent the running of such autombiles, or

vehicles at a greater rate of speed than 12

miles per hour upon such streets within in

corporated cities or villages as may be set

apart for use of such automobiles and other

conveyances. and upon which said cities or

villages may, by ordinance, permit, a. greater

rate of speed than herein specified.

Sec. 2. Whenever it shall appear that any

horse driven or ridden by any person, upon

any of said streets, roads or highways is

aboutto become frightened by the approach

of any such automobile or vehicle, it shall be

the duty of the person driving or conducting

such automobile or vehicles to cause the

same to come to a full stop until such horse

or horses have passed.

Sec. 3. Any person or persons violating the

provision of the foregoi'gg sections one (1) or

two (2) shall upon conviction be sentenced

to pay a fine of not less than twenty-five

($25) dollars. nor more than two hundred

($200) dollars. and may be confined in the

county pail not to exceed three (3) months,

cr both in the discretion of the court. ‘

Sec. 4. in any action brought to recover

any, damages either to person or property

caused by running such automobiles or ve

hicles at a greater speed than designated in

section one (1) the plaintiff or plaintifls shall

be deemed to haVe made out a prima facie

case by showing the fact of such injury and

that such person or persons driving such

automobiles or vehicles was at the time of

the injury running the same at a speed in

excess of that mentioned in section one (1).

Sec. 5. All acts and parts of acts in con

flict herewith-are hereby repealed.

Pittsburg Outlines it Ordinance.

The first draft of an automobile ordinance

which is to be introduced in the Pittsburg.

Pa., City Council has been prepared and

placed in the hands of a special committee

of that body. It will be submitted to the

City Solicitor for approval and then intro

duced. '

The ordinance as drafted provides that an

automobile must carry two white lights in

front and a red light in the rear from one

hour after sunset to one hour before sun

rise: that the driver must carry a horn or

hell to signal whenever he approaches a pe

destrian, another vehicle or an intersecting

street. When approaching a vehicle drawn

by an animal he must slacken the speed of

the machine and stop if requested to do so

by the occupant of the other vehicle. He

must have appliances to muflie the sound

of escaping steam or go, and take proper

precautions to prevent the machine running

off or some other accident happening while

he leaves it standing temporarily in the

street. Any person tampering with the ma

chine while the driver is absent is liable to

arrest.

The speed of an auto downtown is limited

to six miles an hour and in other parts of

the city to ten miles an hour. The owner

of the auto is obliged to carry a license plate

conspicuously displayed on his machine. For

any violation of the ordinance a line of not

less than $25 or more than $100 is prescribed

for each offence.

 

Italy's Americanlilie Law.

New regulations for automobiles have

been promulgated by the Italian Minister of

the Interior. The owner of an automobile

must now be provided with a special license

issued by the public security authorities.

The automobile must carry. graven on a

white enamel plate, in black letters not less

than 6cm. in height, the number of this

license and the name of the province in

which it was issued. The same inscription

must appear on the red lantern ou the front

of the automobile. Non-compliance with

these requirements is punishable with a fine

of not less than 100 lire. lVlthin two months

of the promulgation of the decree all owners

of automobiles must have complied with

these regulations. '

Sues for Damage to his Car.

Because the town of Union Hill, N. J.,

does not keep its streets in good condition

G. Motti proposes to compel it to pay for

the repairs to his automobile. He has ad

dressed a letter to the Board of Council, in

which he states that opposite No. 149 Kos

suth street there is a hole, and that his au

tomobile was so jarred by striking into it

that the delicate mechanism of the machine

was put out of gear and so badly damaged

in consequence that considerable repairs

were found to be necessary. These repairs

he demands the town shall pay for. p

The novel demand was referred to the

Town Attorney for investigation and an

opinion.

MUST STOP AND " ASSIST "

Michigan Adds its Quota to the Automobilists'

Burden—Damage Suits invited.

 

The Michigan Legislature is wrestling

with a bill almost similar to that pending in

Illinois. There no licenses or tags are re

quired, but it is made the legal duty of the

automobilist to not only stop his car should

a horse show signs of fear, to “assist the

driver." exactly in what manner is not made

clear. The measure, which is fathered by

Representative Hoimese, follows:

Section 1. Every person who shall drive,

use or operate an automobile propelled by

steam, gas, electricity or other artificial

power upon any of the public highways.

boulevards, streets and public grounds of

this State, except in cases where the munici

pal' authorities of any city or village shall

have provided for the regulation thereof

within its jurisdiction by ordinance or reso

lution under existing authority, shall be and

is hereby directed and required in all cases

when such conveyances shall meet or pass a

conveyance drawn by such horses or such

horse or horses shall exhibit or display fright

or fear of such automobile to steer such cou

veyance to the right of the wrought or trav

elled portion of the road or highway and

bring the same seasonably to a full stop and

to keep the same insuch position until all

danger of accident or injury to the occupants

of' such conveyance and to said horses and

property shall have passed.

Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of the person in

whose custody such automobile shall be un

der such circumstances and all other occu

pants thereof to assist the driver of such

horse or horses to pass and be removed from

all danger on account thereof.

Sec. 3. Any person or persons-who shall

violate or refuse to perform and discharge

the provisions of sections one and two of

this act shall be liable in an action or case

to the person injured for all damages both

direct and consequential arising therefrom,

and any and all damages which may be re

covered against such person or persons shall

be and is hereby created a lien against such

automobile as of the date of such injury.

Such lien shall attach subject to the recov

ery of a judgment for such claimed damages

upon the filing of a statement in the office

of the city or township clerk in like manner

in all cases as provided by law for the filing

of chattel mortgages under the laws of this

State, which statement shall recite under

oath the date of the injury complained of,

the amount of damages sustained as near as

may be, the name of the person claimed to

be liable therefor and the description of the

automobile and the name of the owner there

of. Such statement shall be notice to all

persons of such lien and no sale, mortgage

or conveyance thereof shall be valid as from

such date. except subject to the interest

which may be established under such pro

ceedings. and such lien shall remain as a

valid and subsisting claim against such auto

mobile until such suit shall be determiner,

providing suit is commenced to enforce such

claim within sixty days after the filing of

such notice of claim. Any person who shall

have obtained a judgment in such suit or

proceeding shall be entitled to enforce the

same by levy upon such property under an

execution regularly issued upon such judg

ment, and such lien shall be enforceable un

der execution in like manner as other prop

erty seized upon such writ against the judg

ment debtor, whether such judgment has
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been rendered against the owner thereof or

not: Provided, however, such owner thereof

as of the date of such injury shall have been

notified of such suit and been thereby per

mitted to defend the same.

Sec. 4. Any person who shall violate sec

tions one and two of this act shall be deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor and upon convic

tion thereof before any court of competent

jurisdiction-shall be punished by a fine not

to exceed fifty dollars, or imprisonment in

the county jail not to exceed sixty days or

both such fine and imprisonment in the dis

cretion of the coure.

Speed Register From Gemiany.

An instrument that is designed for regis

tering the speed of railway cars, but which

is claimed to be equally applicable to auto

mobiles, has been placed on the market by

a Frankfort, Germany, man.

The speed indicator is small and very sim

ple, cheap, strong and not easily to be got

out of order. A small accumulator sends a

constant current in a circle in which there is

an interrupter or trembler, which is kept at

work by the revolutions of one of the car

riage wheels. recording an interruption at

every revolution of the wheel. The electric

current goes also through a transformator

consisting of a small induction coll, whose

second layer is connected with an ordinary

voltometer. The quicker the interruptions

of the main current the higher must be the

tension of the voltometer. and instead of a

scale per volts, a record for the mileage

travelled is added to the measuring appa

ratus. The hand shows with absolute regu

larity the speed with which the car is travel

ling.

Usefulness ol the Jack.

Few experienced motorists will start 011'

on a trip of even fifty or 100 miles without
seeing that a lifting jack is istowed away

along with the other repair odds and ends.

It is usually small and compact enough to

be stowed away without encroaching much

upon the room devoted to other impedimenta,

and its value in case of tire trouble is al

most inestimable. Without it motorists fre

quently find themselves in unpleasant

straits. A block of wood or similar appli

ance is not always easy to find, auad even

when it is the operation of raising the wheel

from the ground is a much slower and more

ticklish job than with a Jack.

Miller’s " Water Watch."

An instrument that is becoming popular in

this country—being regularly fitted to most

of the French and English cars—is the Miller

  

Manometer, supplied by Charles E. Miller,

No. 97 Reade street, New York. As its name

denotes, the Manometer is a pressure gauge,

and is intended to register the pressure and

show the circulation of water on gasolene

cars.

In general appearance the Manometer re

sembles a steam gauge. It is furnished in a

highly finished brass case. with a bevel

glass face, and is made of the very finest

materials. It will last for years. and is

found extremely useful in relieving opera

tors of cars of all anxiety regarding the

proper working of their water supply sys

tem. The figures on the dial are clear and

of good size, making it easily read.

Skill in Washing Cars.

That there is always room at the top is

true of pretty nearly every line of business.

Even so humble an occupation as automo

bile washiug proves no exception to the rule.

The Motor World man came across an illus

tration of this the other day, which went tar

to show the diflerence in methods employed

in the various garages.

“There are the two best paid washers in

New York," remarked a salesman in one of

the uptown garages, pointing to a couple or

men who were deftly removing the traces of

a Sunday run from a tonneau car. "They

get $16 a week apiece, and are worth every

cent of it. a

“On Saturday these two men handled

forty-two cars between 6 o'clock and mid

night. getting them ready for their owners on

Sunday. That is a record, I think, consid

ering the amount of work they put on each

car. They go over them with a pail ot'

warm, soapy water and a sponge, and when

they get through the car is clean and as good

looking as it can possibly be."

Dressing for Clutches.

An excellent clutch dressing is to be made

up by mixing castor oil and commercial

glycerine in equal proportions. This re

quires to be thoroughly well mixed by plac

ing the ingredients in a large stoppered bot

tle and well shaking up from time to time.

It should be applied to the leather as thinly

and as evenly as possible. It appears to

keep the leather nice and soft, and yet pre

vents it from screaming when the clutch

slips, and at the same time it retains the

full gripping power necessary to drive the

car. With this dressing it is perfectly safe.

to slip the clutch to admit of the engine

picking up a little when negotiating gradi

ents, thus enabling the car to overcome them

without the necessity of changing down to

a lower gear, the latter being necessary

only when climbing more than ordinary hills.

 

SPECIFY THE

SPERRY BATTERY.
 
 

It has never been equalled for Automobiles.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

NATIONAL BATTERY COMPANY

NE\\' \'()RK BRANCPI, 147-140 “’est 55th St.

  

BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

USE THE
 

The Michelin,

KING OF

l2 East 27th Street,WT]RES
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CARELESSNESS AT FACTORY

liow it Vexcs and Adds to Dealers’ Expenses—

One Car as an Example.

 

“Why don‘t makers take a little more car!

in assembling cars? Do they think that be—

cause of the big demand anything will go

if it has wheels, 0. seat and a motor? If so,

they will find that they are much mistaken,”

exclaimed an indignant salesman to the

Motor World man last week.

“We have cars coming in every day that

bear evidences of the grossest carelessness.

Some of them are a disgrace to the con

cerns that send them out, and only under the

most lax system of inspection could it be

possible for them to get into the shipping

room. No inspector who knows his business

can be ignorant of the many things wrong,

and the only explanation I can conceive of

is that in the hurry to get cars out nobody

cares much what sort of shape they are in

as far as the little things are concerned.

For, curiously enough, there is never any

thing very serious the matter—nothing that

warrants sending the car or motor back to

the factory.

"Imagine a car coming to us with three of

the four dust caps oil? the wheels, and the

fourth screwed on so carelessly that the

threads were crossed! That actually hap

pened only the other day. Another car had

the rubber foot mat cut to go over the foot

levers in such a bungling fashion that ii

wouldn’t lay flat. We had to cut some more

out of it to keep it from bulging up and set~

ting crooked. Here’s another little mistake,"

indicating the car he was working on. “This

little rod is intended to act on this valve

lifter, but, you see, it does not come within

a quarter of an inch of it, and you can work

the rod all you want and it won’t have the

slightest eflect on the lifter. I could go on

calling of! the list of such things for half a

day. But what’s the use? We have com

plained to the makers, but they evidently

don’t take the matter seriously, for there is

no improvement.

“It is going'to be a very serious matter,

I tell you. It costs us some money to put

these things to rights, but that is not the

worst of it. The time and care we spend on

the cars is getting to be a mighty big item.

“’hy, we don't dare to let a car go out to a

customer until we have gone over it e!!

hanstiveiy, and even then there is danger of

something developing after it has been run

a few miles more than we have driven it.

“What makes me madder than anything

else is the inexcusabllity of the whole thing.

I know that they are rushed at the fac

tories, endeavoring to fill the orders that

have poured in, and I could overlook a few

things caused by the rush. But there are

so many of them, and such little things.

The cars have to be inspected, so why not

inspect them right while about it? It

wouldn‘t take much more time to do it right

than to half do it, and the gain at this end

would be something wonderful."

 

How Mr. Cutting had his Car Delivered.

The Wanamaker establishment in this

city has received its first 1903 Searchmont

car—the first, that is, outside of the demon

stration cars. It goes to It. Fulton Cutting,

and will be delivered to him as soon as he

returns to the city.

At the request of its owner the car was

run over from the Searchmont factory at<

Searchmont. Pa... under its own power. His

idea was to give it a good road test. and

there is little doubt that he will be pleased

when he learns the details of the trip. The

start from Philadelphia was made bright

and early on' Sunday morning. it was Just

4 a. 111. when the City Hall was left in the

rear, and dawn had not yet broken. At 9

o‘clock, five hours later, the car drew up at

the ferry at Jersey City, having made the

run without a skip of a break. The ninety

odd miles of good and bad roads between

the two cities was covered in splendid shape,

the engine working as if it had been run for

weeks. _

The car is one of the regular 1903 models,

Type VII. It has a two cylinder vertical

motor, and a luxurious tonneau body, built

high in the back in the manner now so much

in vogue on the best foreign cars.

In Mr. Cutting's stable the car will replace

another Searchmont, one of the early models.

To Stop the Lab.

‘An_ excellent method of repairing a leak

in pipes or joints in the water cooling sys

tem of a gasolene car is to bind around the

part leaking a length of string which has

previously been soaked in oil. To make a sat

isfactory temporary repair by this method,

the string should first be soaked in oil—

boiled linseed for preference, if one happens

to be in a locality where this can be ob

tained from a blacksmith or carpenter, or,

failing this, thick lubricating oil—and then

wind round the joint the string, keeping

the coils as close together as possible. The

start and tiniin of the-coil should be some

little distance on each side of the point at

.which the leak occurs. The winding should

consist of two or three layers of string, if

as much of this very useful material is at

hand.

In case of a leak occurring in the tank, if

the fracture is sufficiently large, some tow

can be made by picking a piece of string,

soaking it in oil and packing it into the joint

by means of a chisel or a strong blade of a

penknife. White lead, of course, is at all

times preferable to oil, where procurabie,

and if a piece of tape can be used in con

junction with this a satisfactory and perma

nent repair can be effected.

 

Automobiles are multiplying so rapidly at

Atlantic City, N. J., that a number of the

larger hotels are erecting special buildings

in which to store them.
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' SUBSCRIPTION, $1.00 per annum

The first 100 Subscribers

at that price will be given

paid-up subscriptions tor

the period oi two years.

Will you become

one of them?

THE GOODMAN COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
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DARRACQ
THE FAVORITE OF TWO CONTINENTS.

S, 9, 10, 12 and 20 H. P.

s'rARTs FROM sEAT.

MECHANICALLY OPERATED VALVES.

LARGE SEATING CAPACITY. LARoE WHEELS.

Noiseless.

No Vibration,

Luxuriously Appointed.

IMMEDIA TE DELIVERi .

Eutern Agent:

CLEVELAND ROADSTER.

America; Darracq

Automobile Co.,
Controlled by P. A. LA ROCHB co,

652-664 Hudson Street,

147 West 38th Street,

NE\\' YORK.

CHICAGO, 5oz Wabash Avenue.

PHILADELPHIA. PITTSBURG.

 

 

  

  
  

20 H. P., 4 CYLINDERS, TOP DETACHABLE. 1105 l A 'N.
  

 

TO SECURE THE GREATEST DEGREE OF

COMFORT IN TRAVEL

ARRANGE TO TAKE ONE OF THE FAST TRAINS

oi the

MM

CENTRAL

Tm NIAGARA FALLS Rom:

Through

Sleeping Cars

from

BOSTON,

NEW YORK

a nd BUFFALO

to CHICAGO.

For rates and inlurrnalion

c4llon local Agenls ul “mm

W. H. UNDERWUOH,

0. E. P. Agt., lluflalo.

O. W. RUGGLES,

U. P. & T. AgL. Chin ago.
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Not Interested in Cup Trials.

Being mistaken for another man and put

off the train at Buffalo when not desirous of

it is an old story that was recalled by what

happened to one poor mortal at the Garden

City Hotel on Monday morning. About a

hundred guests had turned in on Sunday

night leaving calls for 4 a. m. in order that

they might participate in the 4.30 breakfast

and get out to witness the trials of the cup

race candidates on the Westbury-Merrick

course. In some way the clerk got mixed

on the room numbers, and one of the guests

who wanted to sleep late was made to get

up at 4 a. m. in order to stop his telephone

ringing. He yelled profanely to the otiice

asking what they meant by calling him at

that unearthly hour.

“Aren‘t you one or the automobilists'l”

queried the clerk.

“Automobilists! Hell, no!” screamed back

the man who wanted to sleep.

It was conjectured by those who knew of

the incident that one possible motor car

buyer had been spoiled and a motorphobe

made by that mistake of the clerk.

 

The Damcq on “Duffy’s I‘lill."

Hills tell the tale of power and reliability.

and the car that is able to climb them easily

and as almatter of course is the one that is

likely to give all around satisfaction.

Its ability to laugh at grades is one of

the characteristics of the Darracq, and in

proof of it the American Darracq Co. are

pointing to the performance of one of their

cars in this city last week. Carrying tive

persons—ail men of substance, as their com

bined weight of 1,045 pounds shows—it went

up "Dufly‘s Hill," in Lexington avenue be‘

tween 102d and 103d streets, without a

falter or a skip.

The car weighed 2,200 pounds, unloaded,

or with its live cargo 3,245 pounds. The bill,

which has attained quite a local reputa

tion as a "pimple" of more than ordinary

ditiiculty, is credited with having a grade

of 16 per cent.
 

" CHI." Darky, Police.

At a large uptown garage recently an in

teresting game of "crap" was in full swing.

It was the middle of the afternoon, and

matters were very quiet for the moment.

There was the inevitable negro, two or three

chauffeurs waiting to be called into service

and some mechanics, the latter having just

"happened along."

A ring had been formed in a retired cor

ner of the building. and the click of the

ivories as they were rolled on the floor

mingled with the half suppressed eat-lama

tions of the players. Presently an addition

wase made to the group. A policeman in

full uniform had thrust himself in an opening.

in the circle and was eyeing the dice with

horror. The darky was the first to catch

sight of him. With mouth agape and the

whites of his eyes rolling wildly he dropped

the dice he was about to roll and looked for

a way of escape. He was back against the

wall, however, and hemmed in on both sides.

His actions attracted the attention of the

others. and they looked up and met the

stern gaze of the officer.

“The. whole of yer. i pinched," he ex

claimed in a truculent tone that was belied

by the twinkle in his eye. And as a smile

spread over his face the players plucked up

courage and went on with their game.

“Dead Storage" not Liked.

“Dead storage" is a term used to desig

nate cars left on storage solely. Such cars

are given storage room only. They receive

no attention at the hands of the garage at

tendants, and are therefore mach less profit

able than thc cars that are cleaned, lubri

cated, charged, etc., as well as stored. Few,

if any, garages like “dead storage." and an

overwhelming proportion of cars found in

the metropolitan establishments are there

on the combination plan.

 

The Week's Exports.

British Possessions in Africa—9 cases ino

tor vehicles, $4,200.

British Australia—3 cases motor vehicles,

$1,126; 6 cases motor machinery. $150.

Dutch East Indies—2 cases motor vehicles.

$600.

Havre—l case motor vehicles, $1.500.

Loondon-i cases motor vehicles and ma

terial. $7,079.

Liverpool—2 cases motor vehicles and ma

chlnery, $2800

 

SOME BARGAINS m

AUTOMOBILES.
Here are a number of thoroughly good

motor cars which offer a safe economy to

men who want a better machine than they

feel like buying brand-new at the spic-span

price.

They will be delivered in first-class con

dition.

Wood's Stanhope, electric; new, without

battery; $000.

Searchmont Tonneau. Type V, $1,500.

Searchmont, Type III, $500.

Baker Stanhope. $1,300.

Baker Runabout, 5700.

Royal Motor Cycle, 5-00.

Searchmoni, 'l ype II, $350.

We are also showing the following:

Searchmont, Type VII. $2.500.

Searchruonl, 'I'y e VI, $2,000.
Rambler, Mndelp E, $7“).

Studebaker Runaboul, $975.

SEARCHMONT TYPE VII.

See them at our Salcsroom and Storage

Station, l38-ll0 East Fiity-scvcnth Street

John Wanamaker

  

 

 

 

  

The pleasure of going

when and where you wish

‘ safely, smoothly, silently,

without elaborate prepara

tion or tiresome interruption

is characteristic of

NHTIONHL

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Perfection of service due to

extreme simplicity of construc

tion. A child can operate a

“National.” Peculiarly the

“ready” automobile for

practical, every day,

all-thc-time use.

  

 

Write for catalogue showing wide

variety of latest electric vehicles

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., if

i

“i I A

“()0 E. 22d 51., Indianapolis, Ind.

I.

.11
\
"

\
  

HIS % page has been run

ning in high-class publica

tions of general circulations. This

helps sell NATIONALS. Better get

the agency.

National Motor Vehicle Co.,

lNDlANAPOLlS, IND.
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THE HOME OF RELIABLE CARS

BANKER BROS. 00's.

DO YOU WANT TO BUY THE

Best

Automobile

Wheels
MADE IN THE COUNTRY?

  

  

 

 

IF SO, YOU MUST APPLY

TO THE

NEW HAVEN CARRIAGE COMPANY,

141-1113 West 38th St., New YorK

LARGEST DEALEkS IN AMERICA.

0......I-"I00.0.0.0"...0...OI'“notQ...Qo.-...Q...qn.....

..OIOOOOOOOOIOOOOIOIOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO00.00.000.000...IO

 

 

 

N0 EXPERIMENTS SOLD. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

:
PITTSBURG, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, 2

8““ and BM" 5“ "' iwegi‘s‘dfi‘lh 5" (mm N' 3”“ s" Every Wheel Guaranteed Exactly as Represented.

:

.....”.............,.. M... ..,.,....,.“.,.......“ ..,......,..: on.00000000000000.0000000000000000000000...

LIGHT. POWERFUL. RELIABLE.

FOR

Gasolene Motors

FOR TONNEAU AND EVERY

OTHER STYLE VEHICLE.

 

 

EYE $.12m \ 5f Ia.

  

Write

BUFFALU GASULENE MUTUR 60.,

9 Bradley Street, BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A.

STEADY. SPEEDY. ECONOMICAL.

EXHIBITAUTOMOBILESHOW.

  

'MOHSS.NVV\IS_LHO¢:IS.LIGIHX'E
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The Week's Patents.

725.668. Governing Mechanism for Gas

Engines. Leopold F. Burger, Anderson, Ind.,

assignor tov \Voolley Foundry & Machine

Works, Anderson, Ind. Filed November 11,

1901. Serial No. 81,939. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a gas engine, the combina

tion of a casing having independent air and

fuel chambers each provided with inlet ports.

a governing valve adapted to control said

ports, and an independent fuel valve auto

matically operated to control the flow of

fuel to the fuel chamber; substantially as

specified.

, 725,669. Speed Governing Mechanism. Leo

pold F. Burger, Anderson, Ind., assignor to

Wooliey Foundry & Machine Words, Ander

son, Ind. Filed March 27, 1902. Serial No.

100,242. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a speed governing mechan

ism, a shaft, a flywheel mounted upon said

shaft and provided with a bearing eccentric

thereto, a governor mechanism having

weighted ends at opposite sides of said shaft

and pivotally mounted in said bearing, a

spring extended from the end of the gov

ernor opposite the pivot to said wheel, a

driving pinion carried by said governor

pivot, a sleeve rotatably mounted upon said

shaft and provided with a gear meshing di

rectly'with said pinion, and means carried

by said sleeve for transmitting motion to a

reciprocating valve .rod; substantially as

specified.

725,675. Driving Mechanism for Self-Pro

pelled Vehicles. Patrick J. Collins, Scran

ton, Pa., asignor to Richard J. Bourke, trus

tee, Scranton, Pa. Filed August 29, 1902.

Serial No. 121,515. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an automatically propelled ve

hicle, the combination with a suitable driv

ing power of a dynamo-electric machine com

prising a hollow field frame having a central

compartment and two side compartments, a

generator armature in the central compart

ment and connected to said driving power,

and armatures in the side compartments

geared to the driving wheels of the vehicle.

725,700. Hydrocarbon Oil or Gas Engine.

Ernest \V. Graef, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor

of one-half to George A. Kay, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed December 13, 1901. Serial No.

85,740. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination of a cylinder, a

piston. a shaft connected therewith, an in

jection valve, 8. pump having a pressure

communicationchamber in therewith,

  

means for causing the pump to maintain a

constant pressure of fuel in said chamber,

tripping means to suddenly open said valve,

and devices interposed between the tripping

means and the shaft to operate the former

by the latter, said devices comprosing means

to regulate the amount of opening of the

valve, substantially as described.

725,713. Motor Vehicle. Charles W. Hunt,

West New Brighton, N. Y. Filed June 16,

1902. Serial No. 111,896. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle the combina

tion of an axle, driving wheels, :1 reciprocat

ing piston engine mounted directly on the

axle, driving connections independent of the

engine and between the engine and the driv

ing wheels, and a supporting frame for said

connections also mounted on the axle, sub

stantially as described.

725,741. Fuel Feed Regulator for Explo

sive Engines. Charles A. Miller, Reading,

Pa. Filed March 1, 1902. Serial No. 96,218.

(No model.) '

Claim—1. A vaporizer, comprising a feed

ing chamber, a float therein and a valve op

erated by said float, a mixing chamber com

municating with the feeding chamber, and

provided with an outlet, a positively driven

shaft in said mixing chamber, a series of

fans mounted on said shaft, a regulating

valve between said chambers, a governor

mounted on the revolving shaft, connections

between said governor and valve for auto

matically operating the same and a needle

valve adapted to open or close the passage

between thec hamhers.

725,766. Vehicle. Harry M. Pope, Hart

ford, Conn. Filed August 11, 1900. Serial

No. 26,565. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a running gear frame for ve

hicles, the combination with two reaches,

the axles and a pair of spaced ears near

each end of the axles between which extend

the ends of the reaches; of a universal coup

ling at each connecting point, the same con

sisting of a tapered pin connecting the pair

of cars and between them passing loosely

through holes in the reach, bearing surfaces

within the latter, and a ball within the reach

between said surfaces and through and into

which the pin fits tightly.

725,773. Rotating Field Magnet for Alter

nating Current Generators. Henry G. Heist,

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Elec

tric Co., a corporation of New York. Filed

October 18, 1901. Serial No. 79,143. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a dynamo-electric machine, a

spider having a rim flange provided with a

web projecting outwardly in a plane of revo

lution.

725,789. Explosion engine. Louis F. Spiitt,

Layton Park, Wis. Filed July 16, 1900.

Serial No. 23.73 . (No model.)

Ciaim.—-1. In an explosion engine, the

combination of an explosion chamber; an

auxiliary compression chamber; a valved

passage communicating between said cham

bersypistons located in the chambers and

connected with each other; means for sup~

plying the compression chamber with both

explosive and. non-explosive gases; and

mechanism, operated by the engine, for

cutting off the supply of explosive gas at

intervals, whereby the non-explosive gas is

compressed and delivered to the explosion

chamber to drive the piston by the residual

heat of a preceding exploded charge.

725,911. William A. Alsteriund,

Moline, 111. Filed August 14, 1902. Serial

No. 119,674. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an engine, the combination

with the cylinder having a plurality of inlet

ports, of a piston adapted to successively

open and close communication between said

ports and one side of the piston, and a

valve adapted to admit steam through one

or more of said ports, substantially as speci

fied.

725,955. Foot Starter Mechanism for Au

tomobile Engines. David F. Graham,

Springfield, Mass, and Frank A. Fox, New

York, N. Y., assignors, by mesne assign

ments, to the Graham-Fox Motor Company,

New York, N. Y., a corporation of New

York. Filed September 21, 1901. Serial

No. 76,005. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a mechanism or the class

set forth, the combination with the engine

shaft. of lever mechanism for operatively

turning said shaft, such mechanism con

sisting of an operating lever carrying a

segmental gear, and a gear loosely mounted

upon the engine shaft adapted to be en

gaged by said segmental gear when the

operating lever is actuated, and thus serv

ing to turn the shaft in one direction, means

in connection with the gear for operativer

engaging the shaft to prevent back turning

of the same during the operation of said

lever mechanism, and means carried by the

segmental gear of the lever mechanism for

retaining said non-back-turning means out

of engagement with the shaft when said

lever mechanism is in normal non-operative

position, substantially as and for the pur

posc set forth.

Engine.
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THE M. SEWARII 8:. SUN 00.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

MANUFACTURER! OF

CARRIAGE

HARDWARE

., .‘ Special llrllrl Forgings

\ 1 Automobiles :
AND OTHER WORK.

We are prepared to make estimates from drawings or models

and guarantee first-class work.

  

The B. 8r 8. Adjustable Automobile Wrench

18 A R'VAL

,~ a

_!___
 

  

  
 

 
  

THREE SllEB—lOln., I4ln.and l8ln. Case Harden Flnlsh.

SEE CIRCULAR A.

THE BILLINGS & SPENOEll 00., - Harltorrl, 0onn., U. S. A.
 

 

Whitlock

Radiators

The

Standard of Excellence.

We carry radiator discs, return

bends and tube in stock for

quick delivery. We make the

best disk radiator and the only

cellular cooler in the United

Saw»

The Whitlock Coil Pipe C0.

HARTFORD, corer.

  

 

 

Special—Bulletin

AUTOCAR RUNABOUT. excellent condition.

PACKARD B. SPECIAL.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC DOS-A-DOS.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC RUNABOUT.

COLUMBIA RUNABOUT.

MODEL C. PACKARD, 12 H. P., w,¥,ll,',',19$op.

If interested, send for description of above

and other used vehicles.

Shattuck’s Automobile Emporium, it’sil’i‘lfni‘itsél“

 

 

 

CARBURETTERS

FLOAT FEED.

ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Will positively supply highly ex~

plosive mixture from any grade of

gasolene. Get a good carburetter.

*Get ours. It will increase the power

of your motor. Money back if not

satisfactory. Write today.

 

  

 

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY

MILWAUKEE. wrsconsm.

 
 

 

IiiEIWBll-PkBlElfllilllll0ll.

0LEVELAND, 0Nl0.

Manufacturers

  

Electrical

MachineryConverter for Charging Au 0 obile Batteries from

Alternating rrent.

 

This is the Age of the Specialist.

OUR SPECIALTY IS

AUTOMOBILE Boores

and all our energies are concentrated on making them

well. Past experience in car, carriage and coach

building and a thorough knowledge of automobile

requirements fit us to produce the highest class work,

stylish and substantial. Responsible concerns are

invited to write for estimates.

THE HANSEN CAR 00., Cleveland, Ohio

FACTORY: OFFICES

Cor. Hamilton St. and C. & P. Traclu. 1307 “'illiamaon Building.

 

 

TIMEN- ROLLER BEARINGS

" wrniiirrro

 

  

All sizes and styles of front

and rear axle and er

tiliery wheels.

TIMN‘EN RLLER BEARING AXLE 00.,

CANTON, O-HIO
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lieDion Bouton & Co.

PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motor! are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I79 Clarendon 5L, (near Bovlston) BOSTON, MASS.

Automobile ’

Mountings

 

"IN"

Polished Brass

  

No. 4. Tonneau Door Fastener.

Handles, Door Locks, Tonneau Hood

Fasteners, Handles, Key Hole Covers,

Metal Holdings, etc.

I'IANUFACTURED BY

The English 86 Mersick Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

ARTILLENY

WOOD

AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLERY

STEEL

it, AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

Drop Forged

I Machined

' Steering Devices

‘ STEEL RIMS for

both Wood and

Wire Heels.

New Catalogue "E"

now ready.

I. II. IIESIIIN (III.
SIRAOUBE, N Y.

IAMESVILLE, N. Y.

  

 

  

HETHER you use an auto

for business or pleasure,

the fact remains that you

must look upon it as a

piece of machinery, and as

a piece of machinery. it must have the

best lubricants to get the best results.

Dixon's Graphite has a place on every

automobile. A sample and booklet

83—g_ on request.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Jnsrw Crrv.

Member of the National Association 0!

Automobile Manufacturers.

 
 

 

 

 

Better Not . .
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

\VRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

AMERICAN OITIL oonPnnr
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS

  

 

 

  

onour onus. - Unnnoe, MASS.
 

 

  

THE FORG

(iasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER. Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKE Agent, 5!. Louis, Mo.

 

  

If interested in the best coils, spark plugs,

etc., write to THE Dow PORTABLE ELEC

TRIC CO, for catalogue and particulars.

Home Office 6: Factory, Braintree, Mass.

IiRAtcrr OFrrcxsz—er Tremont Street. Boston, Mass; | r35 Broadway,

New York, N.Y.; In; La Salle SL, Chicago, llls.; Harry R. Geer, St.Louis, Mo.

John Wannamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.

Member: of the National Asma'alimr of A Idmabr'le Manufacturers. *

 

NEW PROCESS

PINIONS
Greatly reduce noise and vibration and make

a strong talking point in selling an

automobile. Better try them.

WE ALSO MAKE METAL GEARS.

The New Process Raw Hide Co.

SYRACUSE, N. \f

  

 

 

WILLIAMS SPAIIK OOILS
  

  

Are made in all sizes and Styles for

Automobiles, Moior Cycles and Gasolene Engines.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Eleoirloiloniraol 00., General Selling Agents.

202-204 Centre St., i54 Lake St.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

JENKINS & BARKER
SUCCBSSORS To CHAS. L. IlURDE'l'T

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Oauses

 

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
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$206179
We make over Twenty Types of Cars.

Wnte for Catalogue.

Mobile Company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York Clty.

MONOGRAM OILS nno GREASES
IPEOIALLY ADAPTID FOR

AUTOMOBILE. lliBlililAllilN
WRIT! I'OR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Columbia Lubricant: 00., 22 Burilng Slip, lien Yort.

33' SIMMONS @

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street. New York Clty.

SMITH 8:. MABLEY,
3t3-3l 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUT'OMOBI LES.

rueonrcns

PANHARD. RENAULT.

onnnnon, GlRllROOiDii'llillllliiliS nor lll moon.

“0MMWM0Q.

‘rounrno oAn‘

  

 

THE F. B. STEARNS 60.,

o CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A. :

zummommm

1ny AUTOGAS
' New SrAunAnu

 

fizIIJJ‘OGAS‘
N R

asaossnuin'inemr

new BATTERY

DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

clency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WNI. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

Improve Your Circulation

BY USING

THE lllllEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

for all Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Cheap, Durable, Efficient, easy

to apply.

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Lohee Pump 8. Machinery Co., 120-136Terrace, Buffalo, n. v.

  

  

 

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS

HIGHEST A WARD.

 

 

Look‘ bet'rlrt- you buy. See report of

1 l\- York-Boston Run.

cor'r AUTOMOBILE MFG. Co.,

‘83 Chambers Street. New York.

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

I 5 cents perline of seven words. cash with order.

 

FOR bargains in used automobiles but as good

as new, address C. A. COEY & CO., 5311

Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Ill

END five cents for our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBlLE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.

FOR SALE—Locomobile, good as new, with

top, A-r condition. ELSIE R. WOLF,

29 N. 2d St., Harrisburg, Pa.

 

FOR SALE—1902 Winton top phaeton, perfect

condition; 9 h. p.; extra equipment; newly

varnished; guaranteed. Reason for selling, have

purchased Winton touring car. BEN]. MORSE,

Canton, Mass.

ACTORY FOR SALE—Entire Carriage

Manufacturing Plant. Only two blocks

from railroad and steamboat. Excellent location

for an automobile factory. Write us for terms.

The BOSTON BUCKBOARI) 8; CARRIAGE

CO., 155 to 163 East St.. New Haven, Conn.

 

FOR SALE—Thomas touring car, new; 8 b.

hip motor; 5550; great bargain. Address,

Box 305, Millbrook, N. Y.

 

40R SALE—1903 Winton, jest delivered,

$2,900. Address, H. G. WILCOX, in care

of FISHER AUTOMOBILE CO., Indianaporis,

Indiana.

 

FOR SALE—Our charging outfit, consisting of

a five-horse power gas engine and 80 light

dynamo, all in first-class condition; will sell cheap,

together or separate. THE RANDALL WHEEL

COMPANY, Fort Wayne, Incl.

 

FOR SALE—Elegant French Darracq Touring

Car, seating five, aluminum body, three

speeds and reverse, perfect condition, extra baskets,

lamps, tires. etc.; demonstration given; owner

going abroad, must sell quick; best bargain this

season. Call at once. I. M. GALLAWAY, [5

Murray Street, (sixth floor), New York.

 

OR SALE—Panhard Automobile. Immediate

delivery. 8 II. P. Perfect condition. Ton

neau body. Newly decorated. Hot tube electric

ignition. Has a record for long distance work.

For further information apply to C. E. NEAL, 148

West 39th Street.

 

OR SALE—Patterns and rights to make the

finest touring car out. Inspection and dem

onstration can be had in New York. Address,

L, in care of MOTOR WORLD.

 

Metal Mud Guards,

Bonnets, Tents,

Rotary Circulating Pumps

Radiators, Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send for circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

THE IIAY AUTUIATIC

IAIIIIINE 00.,

| Water St., Cleveland, 0.as

 

BELL & COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80th St.. New York. Telephone: 2562 River.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

  

 

Srvrrru & Monreusen Co.,

l46-l48 West 39th St, NEW YORK.

Automobile Garage.

Importers of Foreign Machines and Supplies.

Bargains in Second-hand Foreign and Domestic

Machines.

BOUGIE HERZ.

The only Spark Plug

IN THE

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

‘ 'g RUNS JUSTAS WELL IN OIL

You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it P

Money refunded in 30 days

satisfactory.

if not

  

80L: IIII'OI‘I'IZI roll U. 8- sun Causes,

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

 

Lg %"

Made at the SPLITDCIF LABORATORY.

Established “as

G. F.8PLITDOIIF, T7 Vandewator 8t.,l.I.

 

 

Get a Good

Night’s Rest
THIS ALWAYS ASSURE!)

When you use the

Oompanment Sleeping Oars

OINOINNATIhio OHIOAOO

C H & D ’"d Monon

A room to yourself.

Regulate the heat, light

and ventilation to suit

your convenience.

Every necessary toilet

convenience in your room.

Ask any ticket agent for train schedules,

or address

D. G. Enwanns, P. '1‘. LL, Cincinnati, 0.
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rune Mums

xibe Eccumulator”
REGISTERED APRIL 2,1901.

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

 

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCO,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sales OfficesEXIDE BATTERY DEPOTS

New York, No. I48 Welt lath Street.

Philadelphia, No. :50 N, Broad Street.

Bottom, No. 39 Stanhope Street.

Buflalo, No. no Pearl Street.

Chlcagg, No. :6; Michigan Boulevard.

8!. Louis, No. 3937 Olive Street.

Rocheater, No. 158 South Avenue.

Toledo, No. Ill jefiereou Street.

Detroit, No. 165 jefl'eraon Avenue.

Other Exide Depots will be announced later,

New Vorlr, ")0 Broadway

Bolton. 00 State Street

Chicago. Marquette Building

Baltimore. Continental Trust Bldg

St. Loula. Wainwrlgllt Bullding

Cleveland, New England Bulldln‘

San Franclaco, Nevada Block

Phllafielphla, Allegheny Ave. and I» St.
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HEY have become

the favorites simply

because they have the

'merit that brings pres

tige. Arguments against

them are unavailing to

those who have used

them.

  

THEY are tires that

will be a real com

fort to you as far as

ease, durability, and gen

eral satisfaction is con

cerned.
 

 

  

If you are having trouble with your tires, or are not entirely pleased with their service, you certainly are not using

GaJImus *
Do not be misled by imitations. “A Rose by Any Other Name ’’ is not the same, no matter what

the substituter may tell you. Demand the G & I only, and get full value for your money.

6&J IIRE C0, Indianapolis, Ind. NCWYOI'k Agency, 81 Reade Street.

  

 

 

0. ll. GILLETTE, Treasurer,

33 West 42d Street, New York Blty.

Please enter my order for the

1903 Eastern Edition of the Official

Automobile Blue Book, Maps, etc.,

as marked (with price extended) for

which I enclose herewith 3 (j

[w

\ m, "HUM" 19111;» - tied a

Magellanlmwer New England, .50

Map frizr, Easterflew York, :55

19pi 737,4Western NeinorlthO

Map ‘li4,u.;.,t.r.msl.ra. .so
IliaL‘f Sflasgnd 331C - .SWO

ntap Cases, 7 TH- - .§0

§9hs¢lvtluy1ulst15 - - -56

  

 

  

  

 M  

 
  Signed WW. _

"no

  Date,
 

Total (remittances enclosed)

WHERE TO GO
UM! 800k eenhu'n: mue/I al/rer informal/en

 

 

 

13' fold in "re BIIIG 800k comp/elely and aeeuralegl in about 300

roufee, yl'ul'ny runrn'n_9v dined/one, Jr's-lance.» and {lie kind, eendl'fl'an

_,__ HllW T0 GET THERE.

BULLmNS—issued July, October and January—will keep the BLUE BOOK up to date in every respect, giving corrections and addi

tions to the routes, stations, laws, etc.

and yraa'es 0/ read:.

of everyday need Io aulemabl'llllfs. Wherever you with In ya it fella you

 

are 30 inches square, printed in three colors, and mounted on cloth. They are atlas maps and give every town. BLUE BOOK

routes are shown in red. A new method of folding makes them most convenient for reference.

GASES—same size as the book—have flexible blue leather covers with a patent clip for holding the map in place.

 

"I Bl—Owing to the great amount of detail work involved in verifying

and compiling numberless route reports from the several hundred

BLUE BOOK representatives the publication of the book will be

delayed until the first of May. In the meantimewas alwaysqspecial

reports and information will be gladly and promptly furnished to

subscribers.

t 1!!!
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WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINTON
So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order.

 

PRICE, GOMPLETE, $2500
 

AGENCIES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Cleveland, U.S.A.

 

 

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The U. S. LONG DISTANCE

TOURING CAR

Built for service, long runs and hill-climbing,

simply operated, free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order.

 

Type A—Runabout, $1,250.

Tyye B—Tonneau, 1,500.

Type C—Tonneau, 2,500.

TYPE C—TONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Englne.

U. S. LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Factory, 307 Whlton Street, Jersey City, 110-!“ West 4lst Street. New York.
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FROM the days of Achilles

circling the walls of

Ancient Troy in his

war chariot to the Automo

bilist of the present time in

his racing car is a big stride,

yet the fate of this ancient

warrior suggests the inquiry

-— Are the tires on your

automobile invulnerable ?

Remember this is the part of

your outfit that is exposed to

constant danger of mishap,

and moderately good tires

are not good enough to es

cape the periis that await

their use.

 
 

THERE ARE NO WEAK SPOTS IN THE

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tire
THE ORIGINAL AMERICAN CLINCHER.

 

B. F. Akron Rubber Works. Akron,

NEW YORK. 1099 Broadway. CHICAGO, 141 Lake Street. PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street. BOSTON, [57 Summer Street.

BUFFALO, 9 West Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 East Congress St. SAN FRANCISCO, 302 Mission Street DENVER, 1444 Curtis Street.

  

 

  

IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERY WOOD or WIRE.

  

 

GET WITH US.

WESTON-MOTT co., Utica, N. Y.
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Our 1903 Steam Cars are

the Result of Unequallecl

Experience.

 

VICTORI ES.

Herrick Road Race, April. I900.—Auspices Au

tomobile Club of America.—The Locomobile estab

lishes 15-mile Road Record for America.

The LOGO I'Illea Trial, May, I900. — Auspices

Automobile Club of Great Britain. The Locomobile

wins tWo prizes.

Perla Exposition,

awarded two medals.

Exelberg Hill Climbing Content. June 190l .—

Auspices Austrian Automobile Club—The Locomobile

wins first place and first prize.

Plke'l Psalm—Summit reached by Locomobile,

August, 1901.—The most remarkable teat ever accomp

lished by an automobile.

500 Mlle Endurance Run, New York to But

lllO.—Auspices Automobile Club of America, Sept.

ripr.——Loc0tn0bile wins First-Class Certificate.

Glasgow Reliability Trials 535 l'lllea—Auspices

Automobile Club of Great Britain, October. tool.—

Locomobile awarded gold medal—highest award.

Pan-American Expoaitlon, October, 190L—

Gold Medal awarded the Locomobile Company.

Speed Trials, Coney Island Boulevard, Novem

ber, l00l.—The Locomobile wins the Gold Medal in

its class.

Eagle Rock Hill-Climbing Content, November.

I90I .—Auspi¢es N. J. Automobile Club.—O en

Competition.—Locomobile make: best time, wins irst

prize.

I900. — The Locomobile

  

  

The Locomnbile, :1 Prize

Winner Everywhere.

$650 and Upwards.

 

c770£ocomobile is the best automobile

 

Some Conveniences and Features, l903 Models.

Indestructible water gauge; Victor steam air pump,

obviating all hand pumping and very useful for inflating

tires; Victor steam water pump, a reliable auxiliary boiler

feed; ejector for convenience in touring; thorough lubrica

tion of engine from one central oil reservoir; positive auto

matic oil pump for cylinders; forced draft for use in windy

weather; superheated steam; solid and substantial construc

tion; fine workmanship and handsome finish throughout.

Write for catalogue or visit any branch office for dem

onstration on the road. Write a/wfar information about our

Gum/cue Cars.

 

 

The ,Cocamobz'le Company of America

General Oflicee and Factory, Bridgeport, Conn.

BRANCHES: New York, Broadvvay, cor. 76th St. Boston, i3 Berkeley St.

Philadelphia, 249 North llroad St. Chicago, 1354 Michigan Ave. London,

39 Sussex Place, South Kensington. Paris, 32 Avenue de la Grande-Arinee.

 

V lCTORlES.

Roslyn Hlll Contest. April, l902.—Tlie Loco

inobilc wins Class “A” Cup.

Liverpool Exhibition, my 1902.—'l‘he Loco

mobile awarded medal.

Paris-Nice 600 l'lllea Caravan, May I902.—

l.ll('l)l"Ol)llc fi-ilSliCd third, being preceded only by two

cars oi greatly superior power.

BOX Hill Speed Trial. —Loconiobile wins Medal.

100 mm Run—New York to Bridgeport —

Auspices Automobile Club of America—Locomobile

wins three Non-stop Certificates, “)0 per cent.

Records.

Staten laland §peed Trials, May, I902.—Aus

pines Automobile Club of America—Locomobile break:

World’s Record, t mile, for steam cars.—Gold Medal.

Chicago Auto Club, 100 “He Test, August,

I902.—-Locomobile wins Non-Stop Certificate, ioo

per cent. Record.

650 flilea Reliablllty Trials -—Auspices Auto

mobile Club ot' Great Britain. Sept. mom—Two Loco

mobiles won gold medals, highest award. Only Am

erican car to receive this honor.

New York-Bolton Reliability Run. —— Aus ices

Automobile Club of America.— Four Locomo iles

received First-Class Certificates.

Anniversary Run, October. IQOZ —Auspices

Automobile Club of Great Iiritain.-—The l ocornobile

only American steam car to win Non-stop Certificate.

Eagle Rock Hill. 1902 COI'IIQSK.—Open in all.—

Again Locomobile makes fastest time and wins first

prize.

 

 

 

MOTOR no WITH
would seem akin

to the benefactor

The man

H t TWO STROKES

a ‘ ° WHERE FOUR

make a
WERE BEFORE REQUIRED

who made

TWO BLADES

OF GRASS GROW

WHERE BUT ONE

GREW BEFORE.

at any rate the ELMORE MOTOR is in that class

and is applied only to the

$800—ELMORE llllNABUIITS m TOURING BARS—$1400
  

The vehicles themselves are like the motor—simple and as reliable as they are simple. They certainly

merit your inquiry if simplicity and not complication appeals to you.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, - - Clvde, Ohio.
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it’s Easy to SeeA

m ' 1’, v__ 5‘ 1%

'; a l
Ii "_ '. l r

1 ‘7 , i-,

s 0

WITH TONNEAU ATTACHHENT.

Tonneau, giving extra seating capacity

furnished if desired. This gives it all the

advantages ofa Touring Car. The 8 h. p.

engine and perfect mechanism make it

serviceable on any road. Write for catalog.

The advantages possessed by

The Genera
Comfortable riding, dependable mechanism,

ample power, easy steering and operating.

‘

1 THE GENERAL AUTOMOBIVLE & MFG. c0.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

  

 

THE POPULAR GASULENE GAR

Century Tuurist
IS ACKNOWLEDGED TO BE

AT THE HEAD OF ITS CLASS.

Simple control—Free from complications—

Unequaled in construction—\Vill run anywhere

at any time and won’t fall to pieces on the road—

Always reliable.

BUILT EVNTIRELY IN OUR OWN FAGTORIES.

PARTS nor BOUGHT AND nsssmnrro.

If our Catalogue does not convince you,

a demonstration will.

CENTURY Mlllllli VEHICLE 60., fil'll‘illii:

   

 

 

WHETHER IT BE

Runabout “Touring Car
the man who makes a pur

chase without giving heed to

the claims and prices of the

CONRAD
is closing his mind to some

hard, cold facts and figures.

iF YOU ARE NOT “GOING IT BLIND,” WE WILL

BE PLEASED TO PLACE THEM BEFORE YOU.

 

Conrad MotorCarriagr: Co.,

l4l3=i4l9 NIAGARA STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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PEERIES
Winners g Winners

at at

A Boston.

 

 
 

  

-' * “y WINNERS EVERYWHERE.

THE PEERLESS is one of three cars chosen to represent America in the G0rdon-Bennett Race. THE

PEERLESS won First and Second Places in the Boston Hill Climbing Contest. THE PEERLESS is winning

First Place in popularity every day. Send for Catalogue.

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH: t78 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mess.

A G E N c | E s:

New York, N. Y.—Banker Bros., 141-143 W. Pasadena, Cal.—Pasadena Garage Co., 161-169 Detroit, Mich.—W. E. Metzger, 265-269 Jef

38th St. W. Colorado St. ferson Ave.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Banker Bros. Co., 629 N. Syracuse, N. Y.—Frederick H. Elliott, W. Hartford, Conn—F. B. Bradley, 60-61 Sage

Broad St. \Vater St. Allen Bldg.

Pittsburgh. Pa.—Banker Bros. Co., Baum Canton, O.—-R. J. Diebold. New Haven, Conn.—F. B. Bradley, 668 State

'and Beatty Sts. Worcester, Masa.—Peerless Auto, Garage, ISL

Chicago, 111.—A. C. Banker, 456-468 Wabash 205 Commercial St. Milwaukee, “Ga—Jonas Auto co, 726-728

Ave. Joplin, Mo.—C. E. Hart. National Ave.

San Francisco, GEL—Nat. Auto. & Mtg C0.. Newark, N. J.—Motor Car Co. of N. J., 141 Binghamton, N. Y.—Binghamton Auto. Co.

138-148 Golden Gate Ave. Halsey St. ProvIdence. R. I.—H. G. Martin & Co., 196

W'ashington. D. C.—Nationa1 Capital Auto. Alliance, 0.—Standard Bolt & Mfg £30. _ 200 \V. Exchange St.

Co., 1124 Conn. Ave. Rochester, N. Y.-—Rochester Auto L0” 100- Cleveland, 0.—Foster Auto Co., 153 Prospect

Buffalo, N. Y.—Roe Auto. Co., 634 Main St. 170 South Ave. St,

 

Ligonier, Ind.—W. B. Inks.

 

 

 

Paéfiard
“In 'All Kinds of Weather.”

“ i use my machine in all kinds of weather, rain or

snow, hot or cold, and strange as it may seem I have no

trouble to start my machine in cold weather: I! leems to

fire as readIly when I5 below zero as it‘does at go in the

shade, which is very satisfactory, when I see other: giving

live or six turns of crank before getting an explosion, and

the Packard, my machine, invariably fires first compression.

That is a very important feature for a physician, as we are

obliged to stop so frequently.

My machine has had very hard usage, yet the Working

parts are as good to-day as they were two years ago. All

in all I have had a world of comfort and pleasure out oi my

machine at a nominal cost for repair! oI about What it costs

to keep one horse and buggy same length at time."

 

  

  

 

“ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ON ."

Seats Five People.

 

 
  

$2500.

“mm PACKARD “Em
. . . ti id, t St. Milwaukee, Wis., Chas. 0. Norton. 436 Jefleraon St.EZERCIEEYNPMYEN Augggbiele Cglétgzrfiagi‘i‘l St. New York. N. Y.. Eastern Branch. 817 W. 59th St.

 
  

Philadelphia, Pa... Wm. F. Rudolph. 302 N. Broad St.,3?“ mm" H' 3' Sham“ "z 5“ 239 “numb” ‘ ar ‘ 0 Pittsburg, Pa., 0. Frank Slocum. Penn a. Braddock.

' 111 P d 8: Co 1404 Mt -hi an Boulevard. " Saginaw, Mich., A. W. Norris, 202 Genesee Ave.Mléi," {arfleg Mali-gar. 265 gefi‘ergon Ave_ San Francisco, Cal.. 1i. Bil Larzalere, 181-1 Market St.

I ' A ' em, Cat. Norman w. Church. 430 s. Main St. _ st. Paul. Minn., Joy Brot 91?. 4th and vrabuhsta.
Jigneggmis. Minn, Pence Automobile Co., 317-819 S. WARREN’ OHIO “ashimzton, D. (.., Nut. Lap. Auto, (.0., 11.54 Con

necticut Ave.Third 8" Licensed manufacturers under Selden patents.
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._FRENCH AND AMERICAN___

“"i‘i'i' AUTOMOBILES.
Paris AutomgglElNe-rssdgrete Anonyme |903 Mode|

no. Hm" Fou'mu' MGR' Attracted special attention

PARIS AUTO SHOW.
 

I684 BROADWAY. /.'

/,

. \

1397 /

ms i C"'"// m H. P. PEUGEOT.

Prompt Deliveries of

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. RENAULT,

 

8 H. P. MORS.

Prompt Deliveries of

a, ll, la I-I.P.

LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILE DEPOT "MEWS

lN THE UNITED STATES.ALI- KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK

ELEBTIIIBS GIIAIIGEIJ AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

 

@MQQQQQQ THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

Wiiifilifiifi IS AT ‘

Jfrencb iLich $prings ‘
IN THE HIGHLANDS OF SOUTHERN INDIANA,

ON THE

Grow it
IYI

 

  

 

 

is a veritable fountain of youth. It arouses the torpid

liver, renews the vigor, and makes a new man of you.

> all outside rooms, accommodates 800 guests, under the man

. New MOdern Hotel, agement ol Thomas Taggart, formerly oI the Grand Hotel,

Indianapolis. Excellent cuisine.
 

GOLF, HORSEBACK RIDING AND ALL KINDS OF OUTDOOR SPORTS.

Excursion rates “om ‘1" pins °I the COUMYY- Send for illustrated booklet.

mmwgoi CHAS. H. ROCKWELL, FRANK REED,

Traffic Manager. Gen’l Pass. Agent.
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/

 

  

8 and l2 h. p. 2 cyllnder and l6 h. p. 4 cylinder

SURREYS.

J. 0. BRANDES, U. 8. Agent 0UDELL & 00.

28 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madison.

Uptown Garage, C. L.‘Bell & Co., 250 West Sc‘lt Street. Telephone, 2562 River.

Baltimore Agency. A. G. Spaiding Bros, 25 West Baltimore Street.

Philadelphia Agency, Motor Vehicle Power Co., Sixteenth and Wood Streets.

Summit. N. 1., C. C. Henry. Yonkers, N. Y., William Shrive.

Newark. N. 1., Koehler Sporting Goods Co.

 

 

 

It is Not the Cheapest

but we try to make it

THE EST
I‘

r

and we can deliver when we say we will.

INQUIRE ABOUT IT.

The American Motor Carriage Company

514 East Prospect St, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

  

 

  

ThLFDIEDMAN

ROAD WAGON.

The only double cylinder road

wagon selling for $750.00.

QUICK DELIVERIES. AGENTS WANTED.
  

COMPARE

Appearance,

  

Accessibility, ;Easy Riding, "

Easy Control, aCompactncss.

  

Write tor Catalog.

FRIEDMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.

3 East Van Durcn Street, CHICAGO, ILLl

  

 

Not merely because we say so, but because its use .

on all sorts of roads, in all sorts of places by all

sorts of people has proven it to be right.

It is possible to pay more than the

Rambler Price, $750

but no amount of money will assure more

satisfactory service.

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST.

Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., Kenosha, Wis.
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THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

\ “3" ' obtained.

\MIIIJW. em>>>>>flgggmww~ Center line of Spokes rs close to Steer

»‘ t ‘

_=g._'. ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on 'Spindles are

GROUND TO GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

  

  

 
  

 

 

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

CLEVELAND, onro, u. s. A.

  

 

TO SECURE THE GREATEST DEGREE OF

COMFORT IN TRAVEL

ARRANGE TO TAKE ONE OF THE FAST TRAINS

of the

MICLIGAN

CENTRAL

Tut NIAGARA FALLS Route.

Through

Sleeping Cars

from

BOSTON,

NEW YORK

and BUFFALO

to CHICAGO.

For rates and information

call on local agents or write

\‘V. H. UNDERWOOD,

G. E. P. Agt., Buffalo.

0. W. RUGGLES, ‘

G. P. & T. Agt., Chicago.

  

 

serarDER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered April.

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY nrR Tram.

II MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve

 

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

 

 

  

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRHDER'S SON, Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.
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S T U D E B A K E R

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

NO EXPERT CHAUFFEUR NEEDED.

Can be Run Any Day in the Year, by Any Member of the Family.

\Vide touring radius. A successful hill climber. Smooth opera

tion. Reliable brake control. Great strength of construction.

 
 

Perfect spring suspension with resulting comfort in riding. Can

be used equally well over rough pavements or smooth park roads.

QUIET RUNNING

Descn'ptive Catalogue on application. Our complete line of automo

biles can be seen at the following repositories and at our

Branch Houses and Agencies in all principal cities.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MANUFACTURING 00.,

Studebaker Bros Co., of New York, Broadway and Seventh Avenue,

Cor. 48th St.. New York City.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Factory and General Offices, South Bend, Ind.

First-Class Agents Desired in Territory Not Already Covered

  
 

 

The NEW W TE

STEAM IONNEAU for 1903

4 "I

    

 

  

NEXT TO FLYING -

is the motion of the incomparable WHITE—smootthoise

less and free from all motor vibrations—a swift, gliding

movement that afi'ords the maximum of automobiling pleas

ure, minus its every defect.

Write for full )arti'cularr, diagram o/rngiu, exflrls’ "part: and oflin'al remit:

ofimportant endurance contests.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE co..
(Automobile Department) CLEVELAND, OHIO.

:1 Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

509 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 300 Rose Bldg.,Cleveland, Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 3914-1648 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

an Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. r 6| Stone St.. Denver, Colo.

5oz? Centre Ave , East En , Pittsburg. Pa.

BANKER BROT ERS CO., 629-631-633 N. Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.

F. 0. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO., Portland, Maine.

WALTER C. WHITE, European Representative, 49 Princes Street, West

minster, London, England.

  

 

 

 
 

The Luxurious Riding Qualities

Which Characterize all

Haynes-Appcrson Cars
PORTRAIT OF A W'N‘FR' are secured by the use of

the we Iknown HAYNES

APPERSUN type of en

gine (two opposed cylind

ers) which we have brought

up to its present standard

of excellence by eight

)ears' actual practice, by

the ample wheel base and

by the use of full elliptic

springs, both front and

rear. The easy, gliding

motion of our cars has

b_en compared to that of

a Palace Car and a Boat

in Still Waters.

If you are interested in

the purchase of a motor

car,oo not overlook this

important point.

  

1902 Runabout, 9 h. p.

Won A. C. A. loo mile Non-slop Contest.

May 30, 1902.

Our Literature will be Mailed Free Upon Request,

HAYNES - APPERSON C0., Kokomo, Ind., U. S. A.

THE OLDEST MAKERS 0P flOTOR CARS IN AMERICA.

Branch Store: 381-385 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Eastern Representatives:

Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1239-l24l-1243 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

And 66 West 43d Street, New York City.

National Automobile 6': Mfg. 60., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

 

 

 

 

The Moyea

A Touring Car for those

who desire the very best

thit money will buy.

In Certainty of Operation

and Elegance of Design

and Appointment it is

without a peer.

 

Moyca Automobile Co.,

3-7 West 29th Street, New York;
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:.........----0..........."0....aaaa~ua....ee- "0...... “000.9

a ' 5 - "ABJust What You vs Been lnukmg For. 5 “"5 “"1"” °F “E “‘- “Rs 5

3 3
THE 2 ’ 2

COFFEE OARBURETTER BANKER BROS'CO 5'a 3

i
A notable advancement 2

in as makin :
agpliances. g a i

I, “ ' ‘ ' _. Float Feed and Mixing g

f" '" ' ' J Device in a Single 5Chamber. g

SIMPLE. 5

common 5

RELIABLE, ; 1111-1113 WCSI 38Ih S[., New YOI‘K

a

Absolutely autonéztgzlreengeulation of air and LARGEST DEALERS IN AMERICAEASILY APPLIED TO ANY ENGINE. N0 EXPEDMENTS SOLD'

R. W. COFFEE & SONS, .542153333... “$511551?.23. 5.. i?l,fi‘§'§i§§’$iRICHMOND, VA. 5 So‘vwedsl

0 O----‘ 3.....“00...."no........"a........n.......a¢-oal.‘...----“00.:
 

 

DO YOU WANT TO BUY THE

Best

Automobile

Wheels
MADE IN THE COUNTRY?

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE

SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

We have all the European Novelties.

‘ C THE STAR AUTO

- MOBILE FUNNEL

Fitted with Strainer. Oval

shaped. Easily carried in

tool box. Price, 8r.oo.

 
 

RAMPTON CHAINS
These chains are made from self-hardening

steel. Sizes in st0ck to fit the I’anhard and

other European motor cars.

IMPORTED GOGGLES

Largest assortment in U. S. A.

IF SO, YOU MUST APPLY

TO THE

NEW HAVEN CARRIAGE COMPANY,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST.

CHARLES E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

97-101 READE ST” NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

 
 

 

Every Wheel Guaranteed Exactly as Represented.
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 THE SPEBIALTIES OF THE MllBllE 60.

0F AMEHIBA.

Delivery Wagons, Omnibusos and Wagonettes

for Depot and Country House Use.

MOBILE DELIVERY WAGUNS.
THEY MEAN

Reliability, Economy,

Good Advertisinu
The Un-to-liatemiusiness House

It You Think too Much Is Claimed, Read What lithorr Say.

DENVER, COLO,:April r6, r903.

Manager Mobile Company ol America. '

Denver. Colo.

MY DEAR Srrt :—

About a year ago, we purchased of your Company one of your

Steam Delivery Wagons. and being so impressed by the rapid manner

in which our deliveries were made, we last fall purchased our second

machine.

We have had comparatively little trouble and expense in keeping

the machine on the street continually and have lost no time on ac

count of the cold weather this winter.

We have nothing but words of praise for the two Steam Delivery

Wagons we are now using.

Yours truly,

(Signed) W- H. KrsrLsk,

THE W. H. KISTLER STATIONERY CO.

RICHARD WEBER, BUTCHER & POULTERER,

120th Street and Third Avenue,

NEW YORK, January 29th, 1903.

The Mobile Company of America,

Irvington-on Hudson, N. Y.

GENTLEMEN :—

We have had one of your light Delivery Wagons in use for now

nearly two years, delivering meat orders. It has probably covered

nearly thirty thousand miles since securing an operator who un

derstands the carriage; has given absolute satisfaction in every way.

The Water Regulator seems to be perfect in its operation.

Yours respectfully,

(Signed) R. WEBER.

We furnish several types—the Light Delivery

at $1085.00. Our complete line includes—Run

abouts, Dos-a-Dos, Surreys, Touring Cars, Pas

senger Vehicles, Omnibus, Coupes, Etc.

Write for l903 Catalog.

Mobile Company of America

Broadway and 54th Street, New York Clty.

  

WE no _NOT

“PUT ON

ANY Luos"
nus SAVES A

Time, Trouble, Tubes

and Language.

  

BY USING THE

_3
you will demonstrate for yourself

that there Is such a thing

as Tire Satisfaction.

TO PUT ON.

TO TAKE OFF.

TO REPAIR.

TO RIDE.

The Hartford Rubber Works company

HARTFORD, CONN., U.S.A.
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E FAMILY CARRIAGE.

. Each member of the family is pleased with the

standard runabout oi the world. Simplicity, Reliability,

Economy and Adaptability are pronounced features in

Th Oldsmobile
" THE BEST THING ON WHEELS."

PRICE, $650.

It is equally suitable for daily use in the city or for

extended touring. The best automobile dealers in the

leading cities throughout the world sell it.

SELLING AGENTS :

ALBANY, N. Y.—Autornobilv Star-‘0 l L03 ANGELES. CAL—Oldsmobile Co. \\’.-\.~‘HING'I‘ON. D. C.-National Capital Automobile Co.

Trading Co. LUU‘SVILLE, KY.—-Sutclii‘te & Co. GREAT BRITAIN—Oldsmobile Company of Great Britain.

ATLANTA, GA.—C. H. Johnlou. MEMPHIS, TENN.—H. A. White. Lid.. London, England.

BINGHAMTON. N. Y.—-R. W. Whipple. MILWAUKEE, WIS—Oldsmobile Co. GERMANY—Ernest Weigaertner, Berlin.

BOSTON, MASS—Oldsmobile Co. MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.-—A. 1". Chan & Co. HOLLAND—Bingham & Company, Rotterdam.

BUFFALO, N. Y.——Jaynes Automobile Co. NASHVILLE, TENN.—John W. Chester Co. NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. T. Nielsen & Co.,

CHARLESTON, S. C.—Army Cycle C0. NEWARK. N, .I.—Autovehicle Co. Copenhagen, Denmark; L. 1’. Rose 8: Co., New York.

CHICAGO, ILL—Oldsmobile Co., Githenl NEW ORLEANS. LA.——Abbott Cycle Co. CANADAHIIyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

BrOI. Co. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Oldemobile Co. MEXICO—Oldsmobile Co., Mohler 8: De Greas. Mexlro

CLEVELAND OHIO—Oldlr'vbllv u OMAHA, NEB.—Olds Gas Engine Workl. City.

COLUMBIA. G. C.—J. E. Richard! PATERSON, N. J.—F. W. Slockbrldge. ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon (hmano & Company.

DAVENPORT, IA.-—Maaon‘u Carriage Worlu. PLAINFIELD, N. J.—F. L. C. Martin Co. Buenos Ayres.

DENVER, COL0.-—G. E. Hannah. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—-0ld-_~mobile Co. SOUTH AFRICA—White, Ryan & Co., Cape Town; Sher

DETROIT, MICH.—Oldzmobile Co. PITTSBURG, PA.—Banker Bros Co. rifl, Swingley & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.-—Adamu 8: Hart. POUGlIKEEPSIE. N. Y.—John Van Benschoten. AUSTRALIA—Knowles Automobile & Power Co., Ltd.,

HARRISBURG, PA.—Kline Cycle C0. RALEIGH, N. C.-—Ralelgh Iron Works. Sydney.

HOUSTON. TEXAS-HRWKIHB Autvmomll! 5'- ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Rochester Automobile Co. NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd.. Auckland.

Gl-e Enzlne Works- SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—I.oc0m0blle Company JAPAN—Bruhl Broa. Yokohama and New York.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND—Fisher Automobile Co. of the Pacific. ASIA MINOR. INDIA. CDYLON. CHINA. JAVA.

JACKSONVILLE. FLA—F3 E- Gllbfl'l- ST. LOUIS. MO.-—MlssissipplValleyAutomobile Cq. SUMATRA. BORNEO. FORMOSA—New York mport

KANSAS CITY. MO.—E. P. Moriarity & CD. TEXARKANA. ARK.—-J. K. VVadIey. & Import CO., New York City.

LANSING. MICH.—W. K. Pruddan & Co. TUCSON, ARIZ.~—Seager 8: Close.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOK T0

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich.

FACTORIES: DETROIT AND LANSING, MICIl.

 
 

\
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STRADDLED

Automobile Club Passes a Compromise Resolu

tion on Bailey Bill—Full Story of an Inter

ing Meeting Swayed by W. C. Whitney.

Passive antagonism is the attitude decided

upon by the members to be maintained by

the Automobile Club of America toward

the Bailey-Doughty bill while it is pending

signature by Governor Odell of New York.

This is a decided change of front from that

previously shown, but it iS not a complete

re\ ersal.

By straddling the horns of its dilemma

the club has managed to avoid a goring.

The president and the law committee haVe

not been censured; neither have they been

commended. Their action of indorsing the

Bailey bill in the name of the club has not

been specifically condemned, and a vote of

confidence has been extended to the presi

dent and the law committee; but what they

did at Albany during the winter was com

pletely upset by a unanimous vote that the

sentiment of the members is strongly op

posed to the bill. With this the members

and the executives have decided to rest, it

'having been resolved that no appearance of

the club should be made at the hearing be

fore the Governor to urge the veto of the

bill.

80, to the credit of the automobilists in

New York State generally, there was no

division of opinion in their ranks when they

appeared at the hearing in Albany yester

day. The action taken by the Automobile

Club of America gave the clubs and all other

organizations a solid front of opposition in

sentiment, with all but the A. C. A. repre

sented in active opposition. This removed

the possibility of the Governor signing the

bnl on the plea of the automobilists being

divided among themselves, with some in

favor of having the measure made a law.

The change of front on the part of the

A. C. A. was the outcome of the special

meeting of members called for the discus

sion of the situation last Saturday night.

The straddle eifected was voted for unani

mously, and there was a feeling of relief all

around, as if a crisis had been passed.

There was a midnight luncheon in the grill

room after the meeting, at which there was

every indication that harmony had been re

stored. The opponents of the bill, whose

resentment of the action taken by the presi

dent and governors in approving of it in the

name of the club threatened disruption in

the organization, were appeased by the pre

amble to the resolution adopted. While this

was in a way a “throw down" for the presi

dent and law committee and governors, their

fall was broken by the adoption of a vote of

confidence, and they were further mollitied

by the resolution that the club should not

demonstratively vitiate their action by mak

ing any protest to the Governor or taking

any further action. The straddle was

worded as follows: _

“Whereas, The sentiment of the Automo

bile Club of America is strongly opposed to

the Bailey bill now pending before Governor

Odell; and

“Whereas, The said bill is a measure most

prejudicial to the interests of the automo

bilists of the State of New York;

“Resolved. That in view of the attitude

which the club has hitherto taken upon the

subject no appearance be .ad by the club

before the Governor with regard to the bill."

This was a compromise efiected upon a mo

tion made by Percy Owen that the foregoing

preamble he adopted in connection with this

“Resolved. That a committee be elected at

resolution:

this meeting to represent the Automobile

Club of America at the hearing to be given

at Albany May 6. ant. strenuously oppose

the signing of the bill by Governor Odell.

and that a copy of this resolution be for

warde to Governor Odell." .

It was William C. Whitney who moved to

amend by substituting the resolution of

passiveness for that of action. and Percy

Owen obligingly withdrew the resolution

from his motion and accepted the substitute.

Although President Albert R. Shattuck

proceeded in habitual fashion and attempt

ed to dominate the meeting, it was William

0. Whitney who dominated it. He engaged

a special train to take him to New York to

attend the meeting, and arrived there ac

companied by his secretary. with a pile of

statute books. He was the most aggres

sive speaker against the bill, and yet he

was the one to speak in most eonsiliatory

(Continued on next page.)

IN THE BALANCEv

Gov. Odell Hears Both Sides of Bailey Bill and

its Fate Now Rests With Him—Paid

Counsel Magnify Matters.

All that eleventh-hour effort can do to

prevent the enactment of the Bailey bill

has been done. The oral artillery of its

opponents was trained on Governor Odell

in Albany yesterday afternoon, and though

the Governor listened patiently, he gave

small sign of his intentions, and these signs

were variously interpreted.

Those who appeared in favor of the bill

were Congressman Scudder representing

the Long Island motorphobe association

that drew the bill; former Senator Cocks,

Senator Bailey, who introduced the bill, and

.i. L. Brower and Cyrus Clark, of the West

Side Association, of New York city.

Among the opponents of the bill present

were Delaney Nicol] and Abraham Gruber,

of New York; Professor C. T. Terry, of Co

lumbia Law School; M. J. Budiong, presi

dent of the National Association of Auto

mobile Manufacturers; C. Andrade, Percy

Owen, president of the New York Automo

' bile Trade Association; State Senator Hill,

0. A. Quayle, C. M. Page and C. M. Hyatt,

of Albany; 8. C. 'I‘aliman, of Auburn; C. A.

Benjamin, H. W. Smith, president of the

New York State Association of Automobile

Clubs; F. H. Elliott, John Quigley and 1-1.

Walters, of Syracuse; Isaac B. Potter, presi

dent of the A. M. L.; Charles Clifton, G. S.

Metcaife, J. S. Sattertield and Dr. Lee H.

Smith, of Buffalo.

Messrs. Nicoll, Gruber and Terry were

the paid counsel of the N. A. A. M., and the

first two. particularly. “laid it on thick."

Nicol] said the enactment of the law meant

the ruin of the industry, and magnified

things generally. He characterized the act

as “unjust and abusive,” and made the point

that existing laws were sufficient for all

purposes. Gruber tried to be funny, but

with doubtful success. Mr. Terry termed

the law “tyrannical.” Senator Hill and

Messrs. Satteriield, Potter and H. W. Smith

also spoke in opposition.

Mr. Scudder was, of course, the chief

speaker for the bill. .

"if these gentlemen who run automobile

do not intend to violate the law, why do

they invest in machines capable of making

sixty and seventy miles an hour,” he asked

dramatically. He characterized the existing

Cocks law as a “gold brick," and presented

a list of accidents which he said had oc

curred on Long Island. Mr. Brower, in his

usual sing song tone, also chimed in.

The Governor gave until next Wednesday

for the filing of briefs. ~
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manner on behalf of the president and

other officials who had found themselves in

a position where they felt forced to agree

to a compromise that was found later to be

displeasing in the mapority of their con

stituents. It was Mr. Whitney who first

suggested a vote of confidence in the presi

dent and law committee, which was made

by Allen H. Whitney and carried. Mr.

Whitney breathed at the same time the

spirit of harmony within the club, and de

termined denunciation of the Bailey bill

and this spirit prevailed. It was generally

agreed that the best possible solution had

been found.

Several things were demonstrated by this

most interesting meeting, which had a

larger attendance than any other ever held

by the club. One was that the members

can be gotten out to vote when there is a

matter of moment to be decided, and that

they are not willing to be completely domi

nated by any one man or clique. Another

thing emphatically shown is that President

Shattuck and the governors and committees

have the earnest good will and support of

the club and that Mr. Shattuck is still pre

eminently the most influential individual

factor in its management. No new leader

or man with leadership possibilities was de

veloped by the flurry of opposition, unless

Mr. Whitney could be considered as a possi

bility for the presidency. The faction in

favor of censuring the executives, or of at

least emphatically repudiating their actions

were completely carried away before the

suave, habitual assumption of autocracy by

Mr. Shattuck.

The meeting was called by him in re

sponse to the compelling demand of fifteen

active members as provided for by the con

stitution. He announced the purpose of the

meeting and the method of its call. Did

he then say: “Gentlemen, what is your

pleasure? Is there any motion?” No; in

stead, he proceeded to have presented to

the members the explanations of the law

committee, and their case in full, although

it had been previously exploited by a print

ed “brief” sent by the law committee to all

of the members. Not a motion was before

the meeting, yet not one of the “insurgent”

element arose to a point of order, although

a written set of preambles and resolutions

had been previously prepared. Eight or

ten speeches were made before a motion

was before the house, the proceedings being

carried along smoothly by the overaweing

dignity and confidence of the presiding o-

cer. Parliamentary usage was set at

naught. It was a gentlemen’s court, and

Mr. Shattuck was the leading gentleman.

One other result of the whole incident

seems to be that the managers of the club

have realized how worse than folly it is in

this country to affect English exclusiveness

and attempt to move privately, by snubblng

newspaper men when dealing with stairs

of public concern. This peculiarly Shat

tuckian policy has been made repeatedly

ridiculous by premature publication of the

private plans, so that “secret,” mentioned

in conectinon with the name of the unques

tionably able and affable president is taken

in a Pickwickian sense. That President

Shattuck has realized the error of the policy

of “I have nothing to say” and “It is pri

vate business“ is indicated by the fact that

the meeting of last Saturday night was at

the eleventh hour thrown open to the press.

The stirring up the club has had over

this matter has probably been wholesome,

but it has not brought into view new ma

terial for another administration.

There were just about 100 members pres

eat when President Shattuck, who had post

poned a trip to Europe in order to be present,

called the meeting to order. It had been pre

viously announced that “members only"

would be admitted to the meeting and that

the press would be excluded. Mr. Shattuck

announced, however, that he had consulted

with the gevorenors just before the meeting

and as a result had invited the reporters into

the meeting. He then explained the purpose

of the meeting and called upon H. R. Win

throp, chairman of the Law Committee, to

speak. Mr. Winthrop said he had been out

of town during the negotiations and that

Judge James 0, Church, Surrogate of Kings

County, had been the working member of

the Law Committee in the compromise et

fected with the motorphobes of Long Island.

President Shattuck then called upon Judge

Church to continue the argument for the de

fence. Judge Church went over all the

points of the bill, substantially as they were

presented in the “brief” sent out by the Law

Committee list Friday and as outlined in

The Motor World last Week. Judge Church

had maps of \Vestchester, Queens and Nas

sau counties, on which he pointed out the

territory where speed is now restricted to

eight miles an hour. but where he claimed

it will be opened under the new law. Prac—

tically nothing on the side of the' Law (30m

miitee was brought out that is not contained

in the. "brief" sent to members, and as this

will be interesting in the event of the bill

being signed, as is considered to be prob

able, lt is here presented as the best sum

mary of the case for President Shattuck and

the Law Committee.

The “brief” tells how negotiations for a

compromise bill were begun with the Long

island Protective Association last January

and how they were terminated because the

Long Islanders insisted upon a licensing pro

vision and the Long islanders had a bill of

their own containing such a provision intro

duced into the Legislature in March. Con

cerning the situation at this time, the “brief”

says:

“A meeting of the Law Committee of the

club was called to consider this bill, at which

there were present Judge Church. Mr. .~ilcs

and Mr. Shattuck. They decided as there

was to be a hearing within two days at Al

bany on the bill above referred to, that

Messrs. Church and Shattuck (Mr. Niles hav

ing another engagement) should see Mr.

Scudder and try and effect a compromise.

An interview was had with Mr. Scudder,-and

he and your committee agreed by 11 o’clock

that night upon the present compromise bill,

known as the Doughty-Bailey bill, which

was substituted for the one then pending in

the Legislature. Your committee strenuous

ly opposed every objectionable feature in the

proposed bill and conceded only such points

as were absolutely necessary to prevent an

abrupt termination of the conference and a

return of the Protective Association to its

original bill. While this bill preserves many

rights and privileges it also contains some

objectionable provisions which, in the opin

ion of the committee, it was necessary to

consent to.”

The “brief” then sums up the bills as fol

lows:

ADVANTAGES.

“First—Speed. There is no restriction

whatever as to speed unless the local author

ities pass an ordinance governing the same.

In that event speed cannot be reduced be

low—

“Eight mile per hour in the closely~ built

up portions of cities, except that park de

partments may reduce this rate;

“Fifteen miles per hour in the suburbs of

cities where the houses are 100 feet apart;

“Twenty miles per hour in the open coun

try.

“Second—The provision for putting up

signs ‘Slow down to eight miles" within half

a mile of a postofiice or at the limits of a

built up portion of a town is, in one respect,

an advantage as it renders the setting of

police traps impossible without giving notice

of where the speed must be reduced. A trap

is how frequently set at the outskirts of a

village or city where it looks \iike open coun

try and nutomobilists arrested because they

supposed they had the right to exceed eight

miles per hour.

"Third—It allows supervisrs to set aside

a rrad for speed tests.

“Fourth—The registration by the Secre

tary of State is the same as under the pres

ent law. except that numbers instead of

initials must be carried.

“FifthfiThn Cocks law is repealed.

“Sixth—At the time legislation concerning

automobiles was first had in this State, very

careful provision was made to prevent local

authorities from passing ordinances or regu

lations which would reduce the rate of speed

hciow a certain rate fixed in the general law.

This advantageous provision has been re

tained in the Doughty-Bailey bill.

"A town to avail itself of this bill must

erect signs. If it does not .erect them and

maintain them the reduction of speed is not

operative. Under the Cocks law speed must

be reduced in incorporated villages and cities

although we do not know where the village

limits are. _

DISADVANTAGES.

"First-1m automobile must slow dOWn to

eight miles an hour in passing a. person driv

ing a horse, driving a domestic animal, a

foot passenger walking in the roadway, or

on crossing an intersecting main highway.

One of the frequent causes of accidents is

the passing of horses and foot passengers at

a high rate of speed. It is, therefore, not a

great hardship to require that they be passed

slowly. It has been stated that this provi

sion of the law applies to sheep, dogs, pig

eons. ctc., which are astray in the road—

that they are domestic animals—but this is

not so. for the domestic animal must be

driven. It has been claimed that this statute

would prohibit an automobile from passing

in the same direction a person tiling or driv

ing a horse if the horse were going at the
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rate of speed of eight miles per hour. This

was not the intention in drafting this section,

and we do not think it would be so con

strued. In the event of this becoming a

statute. it will be a very simple matter for

the Law Committee to have a test case which

will definitely settle the exact provisions of

this section.

“Second—The bill provides that public

schools between certain hours are not to be

passed at a greater rate of speed than eight

miles an hour, or churches on Sunday dur

ing the hours of service at a greater rate of

speed than ten miles an hour. These build

ings are usually in cities and villages and

this provision is no hardship.

“Third—It is provided that local authori

ties may place signs ‘Slow down to eight

miles’ within half a mile of a postoflice, and

that they may extend the radius of these

signs beyond the half mile up to to the limit

of the built up portion of the town, and that

between these signs a speed exceeding eight

miles an hour shall not be permitted. It is

not believed that local authorities will act

unfairly in placing these signs. If they do.

they can be forced to place them as required

by law. It must not be forgotten that under

the provisions of the Cocks law the speed in

all incorporated villages was arbitrarily re

stricted to eight miles per hour irrespective

of whether the highway was closely built

upon or not, and that in localities where the

villages were closely located together, the

speed was practically limited to eight miles

per hour—an instance of this is shown in

Westchester County—and that in such places

this provision will actually be a benefit to

the automobilist. It has been claimed that

these signs would render automoblling on the

north shore of Long Island impossible be

cause of the nearness together of the post

otfices. A map has been prepared and is at

the club showing that this is not s0, and that

only in a few cases will these signs be un

duly restrictive.

“Fourth.—A motor must be stopped on re

quest. This is not an unreasonable provi

sion.

“Fifth—In addition to owners registering,

mechanics working for hire must register

with the Secretary of State and receive a cer

tificate. If either transgress the law their

certificate is suspended. If they are convict

ed four times of violating a speed ordinance,

they are barred and disqualified from receiv

ing a license.

“Sixth—Penalties. First oifence not ex

ceeding $50. Second offence not less than

$50 nor exceeding $100 or imprisonment not

exceeding thirty days, or both. For third of

fence imprisonment not exceeding thirty

days andn a fine of not less than $100 nor

exceeding $250. While the Doughty-Bailey

bill makes the imprisonment mandatory upon

a third conviction, yet the term of imprison

ment is limited to thirty days, whereas un~

der the present Cocks law for a second of

fence an automobilist may be sent to jail for

six months. If there are any extenuating

circumstances which would pustify a judge

upon a third conviction in not imposing

heavy punishment. he has the authority to

suspend the sentence entirely.

“Before the present bill is condemned it is

suggested that the automobile laws of other

countries should be compared:

City. Country.

France . . . . . . . . 121/, 18%

Germany (Berlin) . . . . . . ' 7

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 4-10 15 6-10

England . . . . . .. .. 12

New Jersey . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 and 10 20

Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 15

Massachusetts . .. .. . .. . 10 15

New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 and 15 X

“‘Lively horse trot. tOn straight roads

may be suitably increased. tNot less than 20.

In rply to the appeal of Judge Church at

the meeting on Saturday night, Percy Owen

obtained permission for the reading of a re

sponse in the form of a brief drawn up by

W. D. Guthrie.

Mr. Guthrie contended that the bill does

not repeal the Cocks law in that part of it

which restricts the speed of automobiles in

the open country. Anent the placing of

signboards half a mile from postoflices and

the privilege bestowed upon village authori

ties, he said that the law gives power to the

local authorities to extend the signs to a

greater distance than half a mile when in

their judgment it is necessary to do so.

This leaves it to the judgment of town and

village authorities, and it is the custom of

the courts, he said, not to interfere in the

action at village authorities when the stat

utes give them discretion. The contention

of Judge Church that a judge need not send

an oifender to jail after a third ottence, but

might suspend sentence, is a very slender

thread upon which to depend for relief from

a drastic law. /

As to the setting of traps, the Guthrie brief

claimed that the new law would make it

easy for the country constables because all

they would need do would be for one to drive

along the road with a horse at just eight

miles an hour and have another driving

ahead to arrest every aurtomobllist who

passed the horse and carriage; or they could

have a man walking on the highway in the

open country in front of a measured dis

tance and timing trap.

The provision making speed tests on the

road possible, he said, amounted to nothing,

and he doubted its constitutionality. In all.

he said, it was the most tringent anti-auto

mobile law ever passed anywhere, and the

most restrictive of individual liberty.

W. W. Niles, of the Law Committee, said

that the pernicious character of the bill had

been greatly exaggerated and that in a few

weeks every one would be wondering what

. had caused the stampede. He said that the

bill would surely be signed, as Governor

Odell was known to have an animosity

toward automobilists. The Governor had

called the bill out of committee and had in

sisted upon its being passed. He hoped that

the action of the Law Committee would be

indorsed.

Then it was that William C. Whitney

spoke. He walked to the front of the Presi

dent’s desk, and, after reciving a couple of

law books from his secretary, said:

"I am sorry the issue is being framed as it

is. I know what a thankless position is that

of President. I will vote for a vote of con

fidence if that be the issue, but it is not. I

disagree entirely with the view of Judge

Church. If this bill becomes a law and is

enforced I will join with those who will not

own an automobile. Under this statute L,

cannot own one without danger of being ad

judged a criminal. I will indorse the oflicers,

but not until I have given my views on the

bill.

“The Bailey bill does not repeal the Cocks

law. It, as part of the Penal Code. will re

main in force. This limits speed in cities to

eight miles an hour, and in the country to

twenty miles an hour. If no ordinances are

passed by municipal, village or county au

thorities giving a more liberal speed limit,

then you have gained nothing by the Bailey

bill, for the Penal Code is still in force.

“It is claimed that concessions have raised

the limit in the suburbs of cities to fifteen

miles an hour. Not so, unless new ordi—

nances are passed. In fact, the suggestion

that we gain anything at all by the Bailey

bill is not correct.

“When you examine its clauses you Will

see that additional restrictions are imposed.

They will, in effect, reduce speed to eight

miles an hour instead of raising it.

“They tell us we cannot be caught in time

traps, but we can be ‘spotted' by hired

‘spotters’ on every highway, for you cannot

pass a man in the highway at faster than

eight miles an hour. How far out can the

authorities post these signs? It is plainly

left to the discretion of the local authorities

as to what they consider ‘built up’ portions

of the town. No court can upset their plac

' ing of the signs.

“The vicious part of this act has not been

referred to in former arguments. It makes

a violation of any of its provisions 8. crim

inal act. 11' an automobilist‘s lights go out

and he proceed he may be adjudged a crim

inal.

“It goes further than this and makes a man

a criminal subject to imprisonment on a

third oifence if he violates any ordinance a

town or village may pass relating to auto

mobiles. There is not its like on the statutes

of any State.

" we are put in the criminal classes, mind

you. Common councils can make 81W laws

they please and make us criminals if we v10—

late them, and that is the reason why I

would not own an automobile if the Bailey

bill becomes a law."

H. S. Chapin then proposed as a solution of

the difliculty that matters be left in statu

quo and that the club agree to make test

cases and fight out the disputed points of the

bill in court.

Colgate Hoyt then said he was a living ex

ample of test case, because he was fighting

the Cocks law in court, and if the Bailey bill

had been in force be was sure he would be in

Jail. He gave a humorous account of his

several arrests and said that the Nassau

County officials were not the benign sort that

some seemed to think, and that they could

be depended upon to take every advantage

of the new law to persecute automobilists.

J. B. Dill, of the Law Committee, appealed

to the club to uphold the President and said

that the strongest argument to influence the

Governor to sign the bill would be to let it

be known that the Automobile Club wanted

it vetoed, because the Governor is preju

diced against automobiles.

W. E. Scarritt said that he hoped the bill

would be vetoed, but that he was opposed to

doing anything to discredit the accredited

agents of the club.

A. H. Whiting then moved that a vote of

confidence be given to the President and the

Law Committee. This was carried, and

Percy Owen next introduced his resolution,

which was quickly amended and adopted.

Adjournment followed.

\
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. Sacrificed on the Altar ol Speed.

Above all others, the lesson taught by the

events of the last fortnight in New York

which most sharply stands forth in relief is

the fony and shame of compromise, or of

any attempt at it, with the unreasoning

torccs of the enemy.

What a sight for gods and men has been

that of the pioneer advocates of the latest

and greatest means of personal transporta

tion seeking to temporize with the powers

of prcjudice that can only jar but cannot

stay the wheels of progress—to see men who

know that they are the advance guard of a

higher civilization oti‘cr to accept in mock

ncss halt of the whole loaf that is their

birthright, and to see them in humiliating

passivcncss crane forth the neck to accept

the yoke of obloquy that ignorance seeks

to place upon every incarnation of the spirit

of progress.

And alack! How futile has been the weak

llng willingness to compromise!

How better, ten thousand times, it would

have been to have spurned all offers of par

tial concessions and demanded nothing less

than the full justice of an untrumellcd use of

the highway that is an inalienah;c right.

What if the fight had been lost? The cause

would not have uied. If defeated, would

the consequences have been any worse in the

form of unjust legislation that they have

been after a grovelling acceptance from the

hand of the foe ot' a little and quite insuffi

cient loosening of the fetters? What a mock

ery of manhood has the whole farce been.

How nobler it would have been to have

gone down with colors flying than to have

submissiver hauled them down. only to he

sunk while flying the pirate’s flag hoisted in

a hopeless plea for mercy!

To look back upon what has been done by

its advocates, it well might be thought that

there is lack of faith in the automobile hav

ing come to stay. If it is here to stay, there

is not, there never has been, need to accept

the burdens that have been laid upon its

users. The right, the truth, has been upon

the side of the motor wagon from' the first.

lts mischief making has been exaggerated;

its damage less than that done by horse or

railroad. Knowing this, how unmanly not

to fight it out, with backs against the wall

of right and equity. This has been the stand

urged by the Motor World from the begin

ning, and it now has been amply vindicated

by the history of the Bailey bill.

What need was there of acquiescing to a

license law in New York State in order for

the misntlmed Automobile Club of America

to make a test case? That the use of the

roads is an inalienable right without a ll

ccnse tax is something that appeals as an

axiom to every American. If the club was

“of America," there was the law of license

in Ubicago,'in force more than a year agO,

and later the "model" New Jersey law, for

it to make its test upon. If it was, after all,

only a New York Club, then there was work

in these laws for the lethargic American Au

tomobile Association. In the laws in force

outside of New York State there is work for

the national organization now. It license

taxes for highway privileges are unconstitu

tional, why should they be endured? If they

are constitutional, then in heaven‘s name let

appeal he made to Congress to remove the

blight.

How tardy was the concerted effort to pre

vent the Bailey hill becoming law! To ask

for a veto is an eleventh hour awakening

that deserves little reward.

The most puzzling part of it all is to find

what were the articles of barter between

the apologists of the A. C. A. and the High

What did the

automobile representatives get”! A study of

the “brief” prepared by the law committee

suggests inevitably the conclusion that speed

was the great desideratum in the minds of

that committee. To get unlimited speed in

the country; to get a higher limit in the sub

urbs, and to have the minimum restriction

apply to a small territory, seems to have

been the object most sought, and for which

every sort of concession was made. Xet

speed privileges on the rural highways ap

peal as something of paramount importance

to about only one-fourth of the users of mo

tor vehicles. It would have been more seem

ly had the grasp for speed been less greedy.

What was obtained? At best a bill on the

speed provisions of which the best of law

yers disagree. It is hard to discover where

in the Blackstones of the town outwitted

the Dogberrys of the cornfields. Whatever

of speed privileges were gained, and they

all scem questionable, were obtained with

tho taxed license tag of a dog collar at

tached to them, and the proviso of accept

ing the stamp of criminality for petty mis

dcmeanors. Yet all this was conceded to as

the "best that could be done."

Would it not have been better to have

faced all the threatened imposition fighting

it stop by step through the legislature, de

manding first and always the right of a citi

zen to use the vehicle of individual choicc

upon the public highway? Would it not have

been better, even at the eleventh hour, to

have been urging veto with the ability to

boast of not having invited the impending

disaster, either by acquiescence or by pas

sivcness? In event of the threat passing

into execution, would it not be better to go

down under the blow conscious of having

made, from first to last, “a man‘s tight for

a man's right" in the scorn of proffered

way Protective Association.

compromise?

1‘0 compromise is to confess fault. The

lcsson has been well taught. It is to be

hoped it has been learned.

The Subject of Sundries.

From cars to caps, or to lamps, horns and

other accessories, is a far cry, so far that

no small number of dealers fail to traverse

the distance that separates them. In their

cycs it seems small business to turn from

the sale of a $2,000 or $3,000 automobile and
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devote themselves to the task of disposing of -

a few dollars’ worth of sundries. Conse

quently they regard the matter with indiffer

ence, and permit opportunities to slip with

out a feeling of regret.

No very great amount of argument is

needed to demonstrate that this attitude is

an illogical as well as a foolish one. Wide

awake merchants of to-day realize the value

of little things, and not a few of them make

a special effort to secure as great a trade in

them as possible. They find it remunera

tive, for in many lines of business the per

centage of profit is much larger on small

articles than on large ones.

There is another equally weighty aspect

of the matter. When a man buys a car he is

usually in a mood to keep hi purse strings

unloosed until he has supplied himself with

everything he needs. Having purchased the

car he goes right on and stocks up with the

various accessories that go with his newly

acquired property. Naturally, he prefers to

make one job of it and to turn from the car

to the sundry counter and there select what

suits his fancy. If there is no sundry coun

ter, or if the prices are not right or the as

sortment incomplete, or even if the dealer is

indifferent, he gets a very bad impression,

and sometimes begins to wonder if he was

wise to buy his car from such an unenter

prising merchant.

Still a third consideration should

weight in deciding the matter.

have

As long as accessories are used, some one

must sell them as well as buy. If the deal

ers do not thrust themselves forward the

department stores will. As a matter of fact

they are doing this already, and even with

a united front presented by the dealers it

will not be easy to resist the encroachments

of their unwelcome rivals. Much, worse will

it be if the field is given over to them, as is

done in no small number of cases.

We are quite aware that in many stores

accessory stocks are kept up and their sale

looked after with the needful energy and in

telligence. But it is equally true that there

are many others where just the reverse is

true. It is to them that warning needs to be

given, to the end that they may awake be

fore it is too late.

Wheel vs. Lever.

A couple of years ago wheel steering had

made such advances in public favor that pre

dictions were freely advanced that it would

within a very short time become universal.

That prediction has not been fulfilled; of

The lever steerer is sflli with us,

and to all appearance is so strongly in

trcnched that there is not the slightest prob.

ability of its falling into disuse.

At the same time the wheel steerer has

made decided gains. No maker has turned

from wheel to lever steering, while a very

considerable number have forsaken the lever

for the wheel. It is evident, therefore, that

the latter is still the aggressor, and has on

its side all the advantages that accrue to the

side which forces the fighting. Popular favor

is possessed by or assumed for the wheel,

and the advocates of the lever would be

the last ones to dispute that fact or ignore

the important part it plays.

It will scarcely be denied, however, that

just as the wheel is the natural method of

steering to be used on some cars, so the lever

is the equally logical accompaniment of

others. The choice should be made, not in

obedience to the dictates of fashion, but in

consequence of known peculiarities of cars

and the adaptability of wheel or lever steer

ing to them. The big car, equally with the

speed car, demands the steadiness and re

liability that come with the adoption of the

wheel. But the superior claims of the lever,

with its quickness and ease of manipulation,

are quite as undisputable.

course.

Experienced drivers know that with the

wheel there should be little necessity for

the removal of one hand to manipulate

hand levers or other devices. The wheel is

first, last and all the time a two hand appli

ance, and should always be treated as such.

Any departure from this principle is a false

move, and will be acknowledged as such

sooner or later.

The runabout or light touring car—what

ever the motive power—is excellently served

by the lever. Except at the behest of Dame

Fashion, the latter could never fall into dis

use. And now, after suifering from the on

slaught of the wheel, and successfully re

sisting the efforts to drive it out entirely, it

looks as if it occupied a perfectly secure

position.
 
 

The Premium Plan.

In France the custom of selling well known

makes of cars at a premium, i, e., an ad

vance over the list price, is a common one.

The best concerns are glutted with orders,

these in some cases extending more than a

year ahead. As they are bona fide, even

although frequently given for speculative

purposes by dealers and others who expect

to make a “bit” out or the deal, it naturally

follows that the factories can accept no

orders for immediate delivery or for deliVery

at any time prior to the filling of the orders

already in hand.

There are plenty of buyers, however, who

desire to buy cars of the oversold makers.

and it is difficult for them to believe that

they cannot be obtained. Here, then, is the

market the speculators have been.looking

for, and they straightaway proceed to sup

ply it. Frequently they are aided by the

makers. The latter will say to the would-be

purchaser: “I have no cars for delivery be

for next year; but I have no doubt that Mr.

So-and-So, who has orders placed with us for

prompt delivery, will be willing to accom—

modate you at a slight advance over the

regular price." Thereupon the intermediary

is sought, terms arranged and the purchase

made.

There have been from time to time rumors

of the prevalence of such practices in this

But it is improbable that anything

has been done in previous seasons except in

They have undoubtedly in

not a few cases had a premium added to

country.

imported cars.

their regular prices, and even at that have

found ready purchasers.

This year the effort was made to engraft

the practice on to the domestic trade, and

to set up a business in American cars sold

at a premium. But, unlike the French prac

tice, the premium plan was sought to be put

in effect not only without the knowledge of

the maker, but in direct opposition to his

wishes. As soon as it came to his attention

an investigation was set on foot, with the re

sult that the plan is likely to be put a stop

to almost before it has got in good working

order.

Unless the projected New York Automo

bile Club can be inaugurated under really

respectable auspices it had better not be

inaugurated at all. One of the two men

chiefly concerned with it is a discredited

ex-bicyciist, who wore a sweater to "prove"

himself a bicyclist, and who may wear a.

leather cap to “prove” himself a motorist.

it is not on record that he ever rode a hi

cycle; he certainly does not own a car, nor

is he particularly concerned with ‘automo~

billng. With such a sponsor or with uch

inspiration the new club can never hope to

be mentioned in the same breath as the Au

tomobile Club of America, which it hopes to

rival. It will rather serve mainly to draw

a distinct line between the gentlemen and

the “gents.” ,1,_' L1
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CHICAGO SHOW SAFE

N. A A. M. Again Votes for two Exhibitions—

Suggcstive Action Regarding Endurance Run.

 

The notion that a national show in New

York would be the only one supported next

year by the National Association of Auto

mobile Manufacturers was exploded on

Tuesday, when the executive committee of

that association met and voted to hold a na

tional show in Chicago, and directed the

otiicers to make a contract for one with

Samuel A. Miles.

The suggestion that others had designs on

the show favors of the N. A. A. M., which

was published in the Motor World last

week, was borne out by the fact that C. H.

Tucker, ‘an officer of the Chicago Automo

bile Club, was in New York with Mr. Miles

at the time of the N. A. A. M. meeting, and

the close company they kept indicated that

something in the nature of a compromise on

a joint contract for the show may have

been accomplished.

It is significant that the N. A. A. M. tech

nical committee \was instructed on Tuesday

to prepare suggestions for an endurance run

and submit'them at the next meeting. It

was not announced that the manufacturers

will bolt the Automobile Club’s contest and

run one of their'own, but the action smacked

of this idea.

The plan of engaging a big tract of ground

and having an exhibit of motor cars in ac

tion at the St. Louis exposition was dis

cussed, and it was decided to leave the de

cision to a vote of the members.

The Pope Manufacturing Company was

elected to active membership. W. R. Innis,

of the Studebaker Bros. Co., was elected a

member of the executiVe committee, Vice

F. S. Fish, of the same company, resigned.

Mr. Innis is the manager of the New York

branch of the Studebaker business.

 

Little Hill Climb in “ Little Rhody."

A called run of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile Club from Providence to East

Greenwich was held last Friday under the

auspices of the touring committee, and at

last Greenwich a hill climbing contest was

held, which, while informal and for club

members only, was decidedly interesting.

A short bill was chosen and 110 yards of

it measured off which gave a grade of 15

per cent. at the beginning and 18 per cent.

toward the top.

About a dozen members participated, un

der the officiation of the touring committee,

who arranged the competitors in four

classes. A standing start was the rule for

all. The winners in each class and their

times were:

Steam—Dr. Morgan McWhinnie, of Paw~

tm-ket, in a Stanley. Time—1514 seconds.

Heavy Gasolene Cars—F. H. Perkins’s

Peerless car, driven by Harry B. Deming.

Time—26 second.

Gasolcne Runabouts—Arthur S. Lee, in a

Cadillac. Time—457.; second.

Electrics—H. H. Rice, in a Waverly. Time

4181/, seconds.

The Week’s lncorporations.

New Haven, (Iona-Hogan Motive Power

Company, under Delaware laws, with $100.>

000 capital, to manufacture and deal in

motor carriages of all kinds.

Syracuse, N. Y.—0nondaga Automobile

Company, under New York laws, with $150,

000 capital. Directors: G. L. Gridley, G. E.

DeLong and J. S. Palmer, of Syracuse.

Kittery, Lie—American Automobile Front

Company, under Maine laws, with $500,000

capital, to make and sell power carriages.

Oiilcers: President, Horace Mitchell, Kit

tery; treasurer, A. M. Meloon, Newcastle,

N: H.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Syracuse Automobile and

Motor Company, under New York laws. In

corporators: I. C. Reed, J. S. Palmer, Ar

thur S. Barber, G. E. DeLong, J. K. Bramer,

W. F. Conough and G. S. Gridley.

Portland, Me.—United Motor Corporation,

under Maine laws, with $500,000 capital, to

manufacture motor vehicles. Officers: Presi

dent, C. Harold Wheelock, of Dorchester,

Mass.; treasurer, Walter E. Pratt, of Brock

ton, Mass.

New York, N. Y.—The New York Long

Distance Automobile Company, of New

York City,‘ under New York laws, with

$10,000 capital. Directors: Lewis Nixon,

W. M. McDougall and S. S. Hutchins, of

New York City.

Waverly, N. Y.—Vehicle Equipment Com

pany, under New York laws, with $3,000,000

capital; business of truckmen, hackmen, me

chanical and electrical engineers and mana

facturers and dealers in motive power. Di

rectors: Martin Conboy, H. T. Mead, Leon

ard D. Baldwin, 0. A. Greene and Henry

Sclioenherr, of New York.

Detroit, Mich—The Michigan Automobile

and Carriage Body Company, under Michi

gan laws, with $10,000 capital ($2,000 paid

in), to manufacture, purchase and sell auto

mobile bodies and carriage bodies. Incor

porators: James H. Howick, Henry inight,

Donald Waldeck, George H. Ever-hart, John

Jozwiak, Martin Smith and Charles Crum

ley.

Harlan, Ia.—The Nelson Gas Engine and

Automobile Company, with $50,000 capital,

of which $10,000 is paid in, to buy real es

tate, tools and machinery and all necessary

appliances for the manufacture of automo

biles and gasolene engines. Directors: N.

M. Lana, T. K. Nelson, E. E. Dunmore, M.

E. Lana and A. H. Nelson. T. K. Nelson is

president, A: H. Nelson vicepresident and

E. E. Dunmore secretary and treasurer.

 

Baker Buy, Five Acres More.

Land was purchased last week near Edge

water Park, West Side, Cleveland, 0., by

the Baker Motor Vehicle Company for use

as a factory site. The plot comprises five

and one-half acres. The Baker Company

has been cramped for room for some time,

owing to its rapidly increasing business, and

the purchase will occasion little surprise. It

is understood that buildings to cost $250,000

will be erected as soon as possible.

WORSE THAN CONVICT

Here's First Citizen of Free (7) America to be

Denied Right to Use the Public Roads.

 

 

A. C. Banker has the unique distinction

of being the first American citizen to be de

prived of the right to use the public high

ways. For thirty days from May 1 he must

provide himself with a horse or a bicycle, or

some other form of locomotion, if he wishes

to avail himself of his inalienable right to

use the roads his forefathers made and he '

helps to maintain. His application for a re

newal of his automobile license has been re

fused for the present by the Chicago author

ities.

This drastic action was not taken as a re

sult of a violation of the law by Banker.

He was not arrested, or even warned. He

merely gave expression to an opinion, viz"

that if he should be halted while he had

ladies in his car he would not give himself

up, but take his passengers home and then

return to submit to incarceration. This

novel stand stirred the South Park commis

sioners to the point of passing an ordinance

requiring the carriage of license numbers,

the action being due, it was stated. to

Banker’s declaration and his habit of ex

cessive speeding. At the same time a com

plaint was made to the Chicago Automobile

Club, of which Banker is a member. The

board of directors of the club took action on

the matter and suspended Banker for thirty

days from all privileges of the club, and at

the same time petitioned the city authorities

to suspend Banker's license for a similar

period.

Upon making application for a new license

Banker was informed that his request could

not be granted for at least thirty days. If

at the end of that time he promises to “be

good," and the Chicago Automobile Club in

dorses his application, he will be restored

to his rights.

Banker states that he will appeal from

the directors to the club at its general meet

ing, to be held to-day (Thursday), for a

revocation of the suspension.

Will Leave Troy for New York.

About June 1 W. S. Howard, of Troy, N.

Y., will remove his automobile business to

Yonkers, N. Y., where it will be converted

into an incorporated company, with the title

of Howard Automobile Company. The new

concern will build the Howard chainless

gasolene cars in four sizes, viz., a single

seated chainless runabout, with single cyl

inder motor, and tonneau touring cars in

three sizes, having 15 horsepower, 22 horse

power and 30 horsepower motors, respec

tively. The motors, transmissions and en

tire mechanical equipment will be manufac

tured at Morris Heights by the Gas Engine

and Power Company and Chas. L. Scabnry

Company Consolidated. The directors of

the Howard Automobile Company are the

otiicers of the Seabury concern.
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LEMOINE AIRS HIS VIEWS

France's Foremost Maker Discusses Wheels. Axles

and Springs—The Metals he Um.

Paris, April 2i.—Tbe manufacture of axles.

wheels and springs has been the subject of

fully as much investigation as any other

part of the automobile, for it is obvious that

the parts which have to resist the strains

and stresses due to the inequalities and vari

ous grades of the road surface, as well as

the strains exerted by the motor itself and

the sudden and violent elforts put on them

by the steering gear, must be given an espe—

cially large margin of safety, at the same

time that the weight of the axles, wheels

and springs must not be increased unduly.

in racing cars the saving of weight is such

an important consideration that the amount

of ingenuity applied to the designing and

manufacture of axles during the last year

or two has been so striking as to make them

a particularly interesting object of study. it

may therefore be worth wurle to give a brief

account of the processes of manufacture

adopted on this side of the Atlantic, and

the following details are extracted from a

paper just published which was read at the

last automobile congress in Paris by M. Le

moine, the well known maker of axles and

springs, who has probably done more to per

fect these automobile parts than any other

man on the Continan

in making a comparison between self

lubricating smooth bearings and ball bear

ings, M. Lemoinc is of the opinion that the

power absorbed by friction in the former

has been much exaggerated, and thatit is in

fact practically no more than in ball bear

ings. This opinion is certainly not shared

by many automobile manufacturers, whose

experiments point to the superiority of ball

bearings, at least so far as concerns ec0n

omy or power, and these hearings are em

ployed on several of the leading types of

French and German cars. M. Lemoine, how

ever, states that if the smooth bearings are

to give something like the same results as

balls from the point of view of friction, they

must be made with the greatest care and

from the best possible material, and until the

statement is disproved by tests between

smooth bearings of the highest quality and

ball bearings there seems to be nothing un

reasonable in accepting it. The smooth

bearings must evidently be made with

mathematical accuracy and from a material

that will withstand wear, since their elli

ciency lies in the interposition of a thin layer

of oil between the journals and the bronze

bearings, when to all intents and purposes

thch is practically no absolute contact of

metal. Moreover, the load and energy are

distributed over a large surface, whereas

with ball bearings they are concentrated on

one or two points, when there is always a

danger of a ball flying and causing serious

trouble. If it be admitted that there Is lit

tle difference between the two bearings as

' regards friction, it is clear that the smooth

bearings have an advantage, since they cost

less to make and are not so liable to acci

dents.

The metal most suitable for axles, says M.

Lemoine, is “fine grain iron"—the best

wrought iron—resisting a tensile strain of

35 kilos per square millimetre with an elon

gation of 25 to 27 per cent. The axle jour

nals should be treated by the cementation

process and afterward hardened. Mild steel

should not be employed in axles, as it is un

able to stand the constant shocks and vibra

tions. Nor are the "half hard” steels suit

able for this purpose, owing to the fact that

they harden right through the mass, in

which state they are inclined to be brittle;

consequently, such steel would have to be

reheated, when the bearing surfaces would

be too soft to resist wear.

The wheel hubs are of tWo kinds, those for

wire spoked wheels employed almost exclu

sively on light voiturettes, and artillery hubs

for wood wheels. These latter are forged

out of mild steel, with the bearing surfaces

  

  

cemented and hardened. Inside is fitted a

hard bronze bearing, in which runs the cylin

drical part of the axle journal. Malleabie

cast iron, crucible steel and bronze should

not be employed for hubs, as these metals

are not capable of successfully resisting

shocks. For the sake of reducing weight

in racing cars the hubs are made of “half

hard” steel, hardened and reheated. In this

way it has been found possible to make the

hubs thinner and lighter, and on the whole

they have proven successful.

After describing the different types of

front axles with smooth and ball bearings,

M. Lemoine remarked that for racing cars

and other pecial purposes it has become

usual to employ hollow axles of steel with

a low content of nickel. This steel is very

tough, and offers plenty of resistance to

bending stresses and shocks. The axle is

drawn out of a single bloom. It is then re

heated in a low furnace for eight hours.

after which it is drawn out-and covered

with cinders to cool as slowly as possible.

After the axle has been perfectly straight

ened it is placed in a drilling machine,

which works on two axles at a time from

both ends, and on being bored and turned

it is bent to the required form. The next

operation is the hardening and reheating of

the axle in a gas furnace, where it remains

half an hour; it is then taken out and

plunged vertically in water at a temperature

of 20 degrees Centigrade, when it is once

more heated, at the same time that it is

passed through the bending machine to give

the exact form, if necessary.

The nickel steel axles for racing cars are

made either hollow or solid, the latter being

of sectional steel, and they are either straight

or bent. In the former type the hollow varies

in diameter, according to the strains the

axle has to bear at the different points.

The axle is first forged straight, with sufli

cient metal at the two ends to be turned

and machined for the bearings. It is then

reheated, rolled and bored, and the two ends

are squeezed to diminish the bore, giving

to it the appearance of Fig. 1. Next the

ends are turned with a flange and are bored

out, as in Fig. 2, though suflicient metal

must be left to allow of their being drawn

out as represented in Fig. 3, when it is ready

for the final operation of machining and

turning, the flange being recessed and the

end threaded to receive the hub cap. After

this is done the axle is bent, reheated and

hardened, and the journals cemented in a

low furnace in the manner already de

scribed. These operations necessitate a great

deal of care, and nothing illustrates more

strikingly the trouble taken in securing

lightness in racing cars than the labor spirit

on the axles. The solid axles are much

more easily made, the forged piece of square

section being simply passed through a die

to give it a cross section, after which it is

treated for cementation and hardening in the

same way as the hollow axles.

The weight of the hollow axles varies

from fifty-two to fifty-five pounds for the

front, and from thirty-five to thirty-nine

pounds for the rear, according to whether

they are straight or bent. Iron axles offer

ing the same resistance would weigh about

seventy-seven and sixty-one pounds, respee

tively. The front nickel steel axle is tested

for bending strains up to 3,960 pounds, dis

tributed equally over the springs, when it

bends twenty-eight millimetres in the cen

tre without permanent deformation. The

rear axle is tested up to 4,840 pounds, when

it bends fifteen millimetres.

We should add that nickel steel is not the

only metal employed for axles in racing cars,

as Charron, Girardot et Voigt have axles

of cross section made of gun metal, but they

are so expensive that their use is hardly

likely to be more than experimental, espe

_ cially seeing that nickel steel appears to give

quite as good results as may be desired. In

the new Mercedes cars the front axles have

an I section, and it is probable that this will

displace the cross section axle.

As regards springs, M. Lemoine says that

it is impossible to lay down hard and fast

rules governing the flexibility, as this de

pends upon particular requlrements. but he

recommends the use of broad springs, be

cause in taking corners they have to resist

torsional strains. In racing cars it is usual

to employ silicon-manganese steel for

springs, and M. Iemolne gives results of

tests showing that as regards flcxion and

resistance this material has a superiority of

21 per cent over the best quality of Siemens

Martin steel. Thus, with springs of the

same size and weight. and working under

the same conditions. the ordinary springs of

Siemens-Martin steel offer one—fifth less se

curity than sillcon—manganese springs.
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BATTERIES REPLACE SHAFTS

Italian Invention That Alfords Motor Car or

Horse Drawn Rig at Pleasure.

 

 

A new device for converting ordinary horse

carriages into electric automobiles, which

looks very promising, has been brought to

this country by the Marquis Jean Mazzoco

rati, of Italy, who represents Captain Eu

gene Cantono, of Turin, the inventor.

The tractor, or fore truck, as shown by the

Besides this tractor, Messrs. Thorner and

Mazzacorati have with them a novelty in the

tire line, of which great things are prom

ised. It looks like a pneumatic, but is not;

neither is it a solid or a cushion tire. In

stead of pumping air into it a liquid com

pound is used, which so hardens the rub

ber that it is claimed it is thereafter punct

ure proof, and the tire is said to have all

the resiliency of its pneumatic cousins.

The tractor and the.tires are kept at the

Mobile storage station, No. 1,713 Broadway,

New York.

  

CANTANO-MAZZOCORATI ELECTRIC FORECARRIAGE.

illustration, is a separate part in which are

contained the batteries, motors and all the

steering and regulating mechanism. In

stead of being coupled up in front of the

carriage, the tractor is made a. part of the

vehicle by removing the front wheels,

springs and whiflietrees and putting the

tractor in their place. After a. carriage has

once been prepared for it the change from a

horse drawn vehicle to a motor carriage, or

vice versa, can be effected in ten minutes.

Forty-four exide cells compose the bat

tery, which give an estimated horsepower

of seven and a probable radius of forty

miles.

trolled so as to save muscular effort, and a

novel feature is that the fore truck is so

fitted to the carriage that it can be turned

around at right angles and the vehicle

turned in its own length. By keeping one

such tractor a man could have a stable of

different styles of carriages and convert

them at will from horse to motor service.

The total weight of the tractor is 800 kilo

grammes, and a carriage converted irito a

motor vehicle by its use would weigh about

1,000 kilos. less than an ordinary electric

carriage.

Mr. William Thorner, a promoter, is here

with the Marquis, and it is hoped to form

a company to manufacture the tractor here

for the American market.

The steering gear is electrically con- _

Baker Obtains his Discharge.

An order was granted by Justice Childs,

in Special Term of the Supreme Court at

Buffalo on Saturday, discharging Nelson P.

Baker as temporary receiver of the Spauld

ing Automobile and Motor Company and

cancelling- his bond. The order was issued

on the petition of Baker, who has concluded

his duties as temporary receiver.

Receiver Baker stated in his petition that

he had turned over to Thomas E. Lawrence,

trustee in bankruptcy for the company, the

sum of $2,695.99, proceeds realized during

his term as temporary receiver.

Small Export Gain in March.

A large total, but a small gain is recorded

in the March exports of automobiles and

parts. The value was $93,618, as against

$88,350 for March, 19.13. For the nine months

of the fiscal year the usual increase is

shown, $759341 worth of goods having been

sent abroad. For the corresponding period

of the previous year the figures were $517.

532.
 

Will Sell Manger Assets on Friday.

Friday, May 8, at 10 a. m., the effects of

the defunct Munger Automobile Tire Co, will

be sold at public auction. The sale will

take place at the plant of the company, in

Hamilton Township, Mercer County, N. J.

ORGANIZATION COMPLETED

Syracuse's Long Cherished Association of Clubs

at Last a Reality—II. W. Smith. President.

Pursuant to the adjournment taken 01!

the previous Monday, representatives of

New York State clubs met at Syracuse last

Wednesday and effected a permanent organ

ization under the name of the New York

State Association of Automobile Clubs. The

election of permanent officers was then pro—

cceded with, and resulted as follows:

President, Hurlburt W. Smith, Syracuse;

first vice-president, Harry S. Woodworth, of

Rochester; second vice-president, JohnSatterfield, of Buffalo; third vice-president,

Dr. William E. Milbank, of Albany; ecre

tary, Frederick H. Elliott, 0f Syracuse, and

treasurer, Albert J. Seaton, of Utica.

The automobile clubs represented at the

meeting were as follows: Rochester, by

Harry S. Woodworth, Frederick Sager and

John A. Barhite, Corporation Counsel of the

Flour City; Utica, by A. F. Seaton; Syracuse,

by Frederick H. Elliott. The Buffalo, Al

bany and Auburn clubs were represented by

proxies by telegraph. Harry S. Woodworth

presided at the meeting.

The new president was empowered to all

point an executive committee, to consist of

one representative of each member of the

association, which is to draft a constitution

and bylaws and perform all necessary duties

between nowand the next annual meeting.

The resolution adopted at the first meet

ing, protesting against the Governor’s sign

ing the Bailey-Doughty bill, was ratified.

The meeting was given to understand that

the Binghamton, Herkimer and Long Isl

and automobile clubs will soon become mem

bers of the State organization.

One Parade Abandoned, Another Announced.

At its meeting last Friday night the New

York Automobile Trade Association decided

that it would be undignified to hold a

parade in the city before the hearing on the

Bailey bill was held before the Governor, as

it might be construed as a demonstration

made with the idea of influencing his action,

and it was therefore postponed indefinitely.

The Long Island Automobile Club came

out on Tuesday, however, with the an

nouncement that it will have a floral and

decorative parade in Brooklyn on the after

noon of May 23 over a route covering the

Eastern Parkway and many of the princi

pal avenues of that borough.

 

Shattuck Sails Away.

President Albert R. Shattuck of the Auto

mobile Club of America sailed for Europe

from New York on the Oceanic yesterday,

Wednesday. Mr. Shattuck will be absent

for some months and will make an extend

ed tour of the continent.
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HORSELESS AND WIRELESS

how the Two are Combined in Traveling Tele

graph Stations—An Interesting Experiment.

 

The curious looking automobile shown in

the illustration is a travelling missionary.

Several of them are being used by the

American DeForest Wireless Telegraph

Company to go about and give demonstra

tions of the efficiency of the DeForest sys

tem of sending telegraphic dispatches with
out wires. I

This is a system which has been adopted

4
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by the United States Government and which

is making astonishing progress toward get

ting wireless telegraphy established in this

country on a commercial basis. This con

(:ci'il now has a station at 17 State street.

New York City, at Coney Island, Staten

Island, Fort Mansfield. Point Judith, R. 1.;

Block Island. Cape Hatteras, Yonkers, New

burg. Poughkeepsie and Fort San Cristobal,

Porto Rico, and stations are nearing comple

tion at Buffalo, Cleveland. Detroit, Chicago,

St. Louis and Havana, Cuba. The biggest

undertaking of the concern is the establish

ment of a line from Seattle to Dutch liar

bor. in the Aleutian Islands, from Where

there will be a relay line to Nome. Alaska,

with the main line running on. from Dutch

Harbor to Petropaviovski, Kamchatka,

thence to Yokahama, Japan, and from there

to Manila, with a relay line running of! from

Yokohama to Hong Kong. The station at

Seattle, now building. will be the largest

wireless telegraphic station in the world.

and will be produced in duplicate at the St.

Louis exposition. There will be three trian

gular towers two hundred feet in height,

with wire screens between, and the station

will have a motor generator of 90 horse

power.

The automobile missionaries are a mark

of the enterprise of this concern. They have

five of them going about in different cities——

New York, Boston, Chicago and elsewhere—

and giving practical demonstrations to any

railroad, steamship or other corporation that
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may be interested. In this way the rclid

bility of the system is shown and the cause

advanced. One of the automobiles with the

wireless system on it stands down on Broad

street. New York, daily, and from there

sends the quotations of the curb market into

the offices of a subscriber, from where they

are sent out generally on the ticker. These

motor cars were originally built with the

glass enclosed box, or cupola, on top for ad

vertising purposes, but the city'ordinances

would not permit of their being run through

the streets of the city with illuminated

signs inside of the glass dome. The Deli‘or

est company discovered in the wagons just

the thing they wanted and bought them.
The gin-Isl compartment on top was

equipped with the special receiving box of

the DeForest system of; remodelled to ac

commodate the operator. Then the antenna.

or receiving and sending pole, that catches

the electric waves—a jointed brass rod eigh

teen fect long—was erected, and after the

generators and transmitters were put ill.

with wiring and choke coils, the wagons

were ready for business. The current used

is obtained by tapping the battery used for

running the wagon, which consists of forty

Exide cells. By the use of the transformers

the current is stepped up from 50 volts to

500 volts, and then to 5,000 volts. As the

current is being used in very small quanti

ties, and only at the instants when the key

is clicking. the battery depreciation is very

slight and the radius of the wagon‘s travel

is not appreciably lessened. By measure

ment it has been found that after three

hours of constant telegraphing the battery

was depicted by only 1% volts. The radius

of telegraphing with these wagons is only

about three miles, but they have been sut

flcient to so demonstrate the efficiency of

the system that the Armour beef packing

corporation, the Providence Journal and

other newspapers have adopted the system.

The possibilities opened up by this appli

cation of the wireless system led :1 Motor

World man to inquire into the feasibility of

having private motor cars equipped with

the system, so that they might communicate

with a station at a garage, club house or

residence. It was learned that any motor

car, gasoleue, ‘steam or electric, will be

equipped for a service of fifteen or twenty

miles radius at a cost of from $1,200 to

$1,500. The cost of installing the apparatus

is only a few hundred dollars. and it weighs

but littlc, but the company charges a cool

sumo tor the patented receiver, or respond

cl', that is the mainspring of its system.

One Partner in Paris.

Youngstown, Ohio, has a firm of automo

bile dealers with a partner resident in Paris.

l)nvis& ltoubny is the firm name, the part

ners being Frank B. Davis, of Youngstown,

and 1190“ Roubay. French automobiles and

supplies will be sold, the purchases being

made in Paris by Roubay.

Will Manufacture in Springfield.

The Robbins & Myers Co., of Springfield,

Ohio, will enter the automobile field. They

will build a gasolcne car designed by Ralph

Thompson and Emil Koch. Work will be

started at once, and it is expected that the

first car will be ready in sixty days.

Stamford Completes Organization.

The organization of the Stamford Auto

mobile Co., Stamford, CODfl.. has been com

pletcd by the election of these Oflicers:

Charles R. Clark. president; J. A. Tooley,

secretary and treasurer, and A. Lincoln

Abcrcrombie, superintendent.

 

Crest Elects Lamb President.

The Crest Mfg. Co., of Cambridge, at a re

cent meeting of the directors, elected H. W.

Lamb. of Brookline, Mass, president; lsaac

H. Davis, vice-president, and W. 0. Adams,

treasurer and manager.
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The Car With the Compound Motor.

A car that will undoubtedly prove a no

table addition to the list of those now on

the market is the Graham-Fox, which is eX

pected to be ready by June 1. It is the

product of the Graham-Fox Motor Co., No.

52 West Sixty-seventh street, New York,

which concern has accomplished marvels

in the few months it has been at work. Or

ganized last fall to exploit _the Graham-Fox

compound gasolene motor, it has shown an

energy and capacity that speak in no _uncer

taln tones of its future. Starting with noth

ing but a motor, it has in an astonishingly

short time perfected its working organiza

tion and pushed to practical completion a

number of extremely striking looking cars.

The most advanced ear, shown in the cut,

motor is upright,- with its three cylinders

in line, and is supported from the main

frame. The case carrying gears, etc., is sup

ported in a manner that will be shown at

a later date in detail.

All side levers are done away with. The

control is through the wheel shown under

the steering wheel. This operates gear

changes. clutch, etc. Engine speed is con

trolled by throttle and spark, both through

one lever on top of the steering wheel. Two

foot pedals are used, one operating on the

clutch and the other, the emergency, on

clutch and rear wheels.

The wheel base is 112 inches; tread, 68

inches. Wheels, 34x4 inches, fitted with

Diamond double tube tires. The rear

sprockets are bolted to metal hubs and not

E V.'s New Quarters in Boston.

A notable event in Boston trade circle

was the removal of the Electric Vehicle Co.'s

branch to its new quarters, near the 'i‘rin‘

ity Place station of the Boston & Albany

Railroad.

Three floors are occupied, the first of which

is the garage, on the right, with a floor space

of 13,000 feet, while to the left are the offices

and showroom of 1,800 feet.

In the rear of the garage is the largest ele

vator in Boston, capable of lifting 8.000

pounds. On the second floor are the dressing

rooms. three in all, one for gentlemen, own

ers of automobiles and visitors; another for

ladies, thoroughly equipped to meet all femi

nine wants, while the third is for chauffeurs

and attendants. All of the dressing rooms

 

 
 

 

 

   

  

is a particularly fine example of the tonneau

type. having ample seating capacity for

seven, two in front divided seats,.and five

in tonneau. The oody is of the true King

of Belgian style. with beautiful curves, and

is built of aluminum all through. The ton

neal is detachable. The frame plates of

the chassis are of pressed steel, with the

added advantage that the inner corners,

along the edges, are reinforced with a fillet.

The side plates extend in curved lines fore

and aft to the springs. The dash is open at

the rear, with a forwardly extending hous

ing covering the lubricating tank and pump.

spark coil, generator and contact device.

The hood has champered corners, the

straight sides curving out at the bottom to

meet the line of the frame. It is open

fronted, with a water coil for the circula

tion.

The motor used is of the Graham-Fox

compound type already described in these

columns. with two high and one low pres

sure cylinders. driving through a standard

type of shifting gear peed change, with

three forward and a reverse. to a cross

shaft and two chains to rear wheels. Speed

gears. differential and clutch are all inclosed

in one case. with splash lubrication. The

 
   

GRAHAM-FOX COMPOUND CAR.

to the spokes. To insure true running of

the sprockets they are turned and bolted to

the hubs, the shoulder for this being faced

off in a big lathe after centering on the hub

hearing. The water circulation is by pumps

driven direct from the 2 to 1 shaft. The

first two cars will be equipped with motors

giving 17 horsepower, French rating, at 800

revolutions. Subsequent cars of the style

shown in the illustration will have 35 horse

power motors at 600 revolutions.

Combines Cars and Plumbing Work.

At a stockholders meeting of the Chilli

cothe (Ohio) Motor Storage & Mfg. 00..

held last week, directors were elected as

follows: Joseph Schiider, B. A. Gramm.

W. H. Hunter. James Anderson. jr.. and

Dr. W. A. Hall. The directors elected J0

seph Schilder, president; B. A. Gramm. vice

president, and Harry Hermann, secretary.

The company win manufacture automobiles,

plumbing. steam fitting, heating and electric

appliances.
 

A West Bay City, Mich.. company is con

sidering the establishment of an automobile

line between the two sides of the river, in

opposition to the streetcars.

 

 

 

 

 

have the latest designed lockers. In ad

dition is the machine shop, with a corps of

skilled workmen on duty night and day.

Receivers for Helois-Upton.

N. W. Bingham and Edw. Davis were ap

pointed receivers on Tuesday for the Helois'

Upton Co., with factories at Peabody, Mass,

Philadelphia and Chicago. The action arose

out of a suit brought by King Upton, of

Salem, Mass, a creditor with a claim ex

ceeding $76,000 and the largest stockholder

in the corporation. The debts of the com

pany. it is alleged, exceed $235,000, and it is

unable to pay them promptly.

The receivers, who are appointed to con

serve the intercsts of the creditors and the

stockholders, are authorized and directed to

carry on the business. Each gave a bond

for $25,000.

The concern manufactured electrical ap

pliances, including storage batteries for auto

mobiles.

Will Exchange Prefeer for Common.

The Electric Storage Battery Co. has filed

with the New Jersey Secretary of State an

amended charter, allowing an exchange of

preferred for common stock.
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LIKE A SCARED RABBIT

An Opinion of the Climbing Capacity of the

new Raga: Car—What ii is Like.

 

Believing that a large portion of the pub

lic wants a car combining efficiency and re

liability with the greatest possible sim

plicity, the Regas Vehicle Co., Rochester,

N. 33., offers their “Regas” air cooled run

about. It is light, strong, fast and with a

superabundance of power. A Motor \Vorld

representative who was given a taste of its

quality recently can testify that it not only

runs. but can climb hills like a scared rab—

bit.

The originality of the car’s design will be

all controlling levers being attached to steer

ing column under steering wheel.

The body is upholstered in imitation

leather, good quality, seat 32 inches wide.

with good rubber top that will not crack.

and back and side curtains.

The well known Longuemare carburetter

is used. A powerful brake on the differen

tial is fitted, and wheel steering is used.

The control is by means of a throttle and

sparking advance.

While the car is classed as a runabout, it

is strong enough and has power enough to

go anywhere, and its makers do not hesitate

to recommend it for touring.

The designer and maker of the car, J.

Harry Sager, is engaged in forming a com

pany to manufacture it.

 

 

 

 

  

REGAS Al R-COOLED RUNABOUT.

apparent at a glance. As its name implies,

it is equipped with an air cooled motor~

cooled perfectly without the aid of fans,

pumps or other mechanical coutrivances.

The engine is the upright type, mounted in

front, where all parts are easily "get-at

able" without tearing the wagon to pieces

or working upside down in the road under

the wagon. The cylinder has a 4-inch bore

and 5-inch stroke, and runs 2,000 revolu

tions :1 minute in'a cloScd room or when

the carriage is standing. without overheating

and destroying lubrication. Its normal speed

is from 500 to 1,500 revolutions a minute.

and it will drive a 750-pound carriage with

two passengers thirty miles an hour, climb

ing nearly all bills found on average roads

on high speed.

The running gear is of the side bar con

struction. light and exceptionally strong,

with 6-foot wheel base, standard tread, artil

lery wheels, 21,§-inch single tube tires, and

engine attached to running gear, positively

eliminating all vibration from body.

The transmission is of the planetary type.

with two speeds forward and one reverse.

Meaning of "Pharc."

“Phat-e," the term so often used by motor

ists in connection with lamps, is deriVed [10:11

the Greek word pharos, a lighthouse. The

original pharos, a beacon light on the island

of Pharos, in the harbor of Alexandria,

Egypt, was one of the seven wonders of the

ancient world.

Nelson Begins to Build.

The Nelson Gas Engine & Automobile (‘o.,

which has just been organized at Harlan.

Iowa. is erecting buildings 40x100 and 40x40

feet. respectively. It is expected that they

will be in operation by June 1.

New Concern in le Jersey.

The Mackle'l‘hompson Co.. No. 855 Mag

nolia avenue, Elizabeth, N. J., has been or

ganized by A. C. Thompson, of Plainfield

and Frederick Mackle. of Elizabeth.‘ Sev

eral lines of cars will be taken on.

 

F. B. Bradley, Hartford, Conn., has been

appointed agent for the Peerless car. His

offices are in the Sage-Allen Building.

ONE TIRE PER WORKMAN

An Idea of What the Making of an Automobile

Tire Means in a Busy Factory.

No one can visit the factory of the Fisk

Rubber Co., of Chicopee Falls, these days

and not come away with a higher apprecia

tion of Fisk tires and of the company whose

name they bear.

Every one knows Fisk tires; not every one

knows, though, that the picturesquely situ

ated plant is running night and day and

even then is unable to keep pace with the

flood of orders that are pouring in from all

over the country. Nor does every one know

the work done to bring about this prosper

ous condition of affairs nor of the infinite

pains taken to maintain it.

Fisk tires are a triumph of the quality

policy, pure and simple.

From the very beginning the company

started out to make good tires only, and

have never varied an iota from this decision.

But it is one thing to make good tires, an

other to sell them, especially when there are

other good tires in the field, some with long

established and costly obtained reputations.

But the Fisk company were intelligently per

sistent, and the stone of opposition was

gradually worn away. To-day Fisk tires are

considered in all big contracts placed and

used by most of the high grade makers of

bicycles, automobiles and carriages.

In a trip a Motor World man made through

the factory last week every operation from

the compounding in the gigantic mills. which

relentlessly grindup and mix great masses

of rubber with the other necessary ingredi

ents, to where the finished tires are left to

bloom, was of absorbing interest.

Everywhere the same care was apparent;

everywhere every one seemed to be aiming

at the common object of doing everything

perfect; everywhere the same highly devel

oped systcm impressed itself so that the

sum total of the visitor’s impression was, as

at first stated, a higher appreciation of what

it means to make good tires—Fisk tires es

pcclally.

What it means to make the new Fisk De

tachable automobile tire, which has created

what is well high a sensation in the trade,

may best be appreciated by the fact that

two highly trained tire makers working

twelve hours per day can only produce two

complete tires.

Another thing: Not only does seeing how

tires are made make one cease to wonder at

their cost, but to marvel that their price is

as low as it is. Crude rubber ranges from

80 cents to $1.20 per pound, so that, baseu

on the weight of the tire, there seems little

enough left to pay the manufacturer. But

skiifui compounding, modern methods of

manufacturing and selling do wonders, and

the Fisk people perform their full share of

the wonder working.
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SHAKE-UP IN NEW JERSEY

New Club Results and Though Name is Chosen.

the Presidency is Thrice Reiused.

 

 

Differences existing between motorists of

New Jersey’s most populous city, Newark,

were aired last week, and two clubs will

take the place of the one already in exist

Incidentally, it was brought out that

$2,000 had been spent to secure the passage

of the Scovel bill in its present form, and

that the hat was being passed around to

raise this amount.

Dissatisfied with the inaction of the New

Jersey Automobile Club, a few members of

that organization and nearly one hundred

other motorists met at the Board of Trade

rooms, in Newark, on Thursday night and

decided to form a new club, to be called the

Essex County Automobile Club. The call

for the meeting was issued by Richard C.

Jenkinson, and was attended by President

W. E. Scarritt and other members of the

New Jersey club, who came to make a de

fence and to plead for the retention of the

old name and a virtual reorganization. They

found themselves opposed by a stone wall of

hostility, however, and the best they could

obtain was a patient hearing and a vote of

thanks to President Scarritt for his work at

Trenton.

The meeting organized with Mr. Jenkiu-_

son as chairlnan and W. J. Morgan as see

retary. Mr. Scarritt took the floor and made

a speecn deprecatory of a policy of forming

a number of clubs. One central body was,

be though, much better. Then he went on to

ascribe the inactivity in the New Jersey club

to the indiiference of its members. It was

frequently impossible to obtain a quorum,

both at regular and governors’ meetings.

Yet the club had borne the brunt of the fight

'against the original Scovel measure.

“It cost us $2,000, but only a small amount

of this sum has been returned to us by

members of the automobile clubs of the State

benefited by the law,” he said.

At the conclusion of hi remarks the point

was raised whether the meeting was one of

the New Jersey Automobile Club or simply

a gathering for the purpose of organizing

a new club. A general discussion followed,

and it was finally suggested that the mem

bers of the New Jersey club retire to the

directors“ room and draw up a proposition

embodying their views.

President Scarritt returned in a few min

utes and altered as a plan the appointment

of a committee of five by Chairman Jenkin

son to draw up a list of those present who

desired to join the New Jersey club, and

they would immediately be elected mem

bers at the meeting of the old organization

in session in the directors' room. Then the

new members would be in control of the

New Jersey club and could make such

changes as they saw fit, even to changing

the name and electing new officers.

011(39

The plan, however, did not meet with the

approval of those not members of the New

Jersey club. The sentiment voiced by Mr.

Jenkinson, who during his remarks yielded

the chair to C. R. Hoag, seemed to be in

favor of a local organization, first taking in

Essex County, and possibly Union County,

and then a movement could be started to

establish a good State organization. The

proposition of the New Jersey club was re

jected, and a few minutes after Mr. Scarritt

had reported to his fellow members in the

directors’ room the latter retired from the

general meeting.

It was then decided to form a local organi

zation to be known as the Essex County An

tomobile Club. This committee was ap

pointed on nominations: C. R. Hoag, Dr.

James B. English, Edgar Sargent, Dr. H. C.

Harris and Daniel Pierson, Jr. The commit

tee selected Richard M. Jenkinson for presi

dent, but he declined, as did Daniel Pierson,

jr., and C. R. Hoag. The committee was

then continued with power to outline a plan

of organization.

 

To Prevent use of Monograms;

The Indianapolis, Ind., City Council has

before it an automobile ordinance which

seems likely to be adopted. It provides for

a speed of eight miles an hour in the busi

ness‘disirict and twelve miles outside of it.

It also requires that each automobile driver

must register his name and a description of

his vehicle with the City Controller, and

that he must have his initials on the back of

the vehicle in white enamel or aluminum

letters. The ordinance was amended to re

quire that the letters be at least three-quar

ters of an inch apart. This will prevent the

use of monograms.

A hearing on the measure was given last

week, and Fred M. Ayres. president of the

Automobile Club of' lndianapolic; H. '1‘.

Henrsey, George W. l'angborn and L. A. Cox

spoke in favor of the ordinance.

A proposition to limit the speed of street

cars to eight miles an hour is also under con

sideration.

Price not Weight the Basis.

In arranging for a hill climbing contest

the Minneapolis Automobile Club has fixed

upon a novel method of classifying the com

peting cars. The price of the'car instead

of its weight or power will determine its

class. The first division will consist of an

tomobiles which cost $1,000 or less; second

class, $1,000 to $1,500; third class, $1,500

to $1.750; fourth class, $1,750. Two cars

will start at the same time, the standing

start being the rule for all classes. On each

car will be one of the official judges, who

will carry a stop watch, and the time made

by each machine will be recorded at the

judges’ stand at the top of the hill.

The club has asked the Park Board for

permission to hold the contest on Kenwood

Hill, which has an average grade of nearly

15 per cent.

MAY BEAT BAY STATE BILL

Chance That Viscious Measure may not Pass—

Free Ride for"§tatesmen " has Influence.

The belief is gaining ground that the 0b

noxious Higginson automobile measure, now

before the Massachusetts legislature, will

fall of passage. The bill has been in the

hands of the House Committee on Ways and

Means since April 7, and, while there are

many rumors in circulation regarding

changes contemplated, no move in this direc

tion has yet been made. The opposition has

not been relaxed in the slightest particular,

and there does not seem to be any reason

to apprehend that the bill in its present

form will become a law.

The work of opening the eyes of legis

lators to the faults of the bill is still being

prosecuted. On Friday of last week the

Massachusetts Automobile Club gave a num

ber of representatives a practical demon

stration of the capabilities of the mechani

cally propelled vehicle. Close to twenty-live

automobiles were used, all loaded with legis

lators. The start was made shortly after 2

o'clock, and the first stop was made at the

headquarters of the club, in Boylston street,

where luncheon was served and the premises

were inspected. The twelve-mile trip began

at the drinking fountain at the junction of

Commonwealth avenue and Beacon street,

and continued over Beacon street to the

Brown Church, in Newton Centre, and back

on Commonwealth avenue to the place of

departure. -

The invitation to the legislators was ex

tended by Representative Phinney, of Lynn,

who is himself an automobilist and a club

member. The speed programme was not

strictly adhered to, for the legislators de

veloped a desire to get away from one an

other’s dust by climbing to the head of the

procession, and on the open reaches of road

there was some lively spri..ting. 0n the way

back, on Beacon street. all stopped to witness

a demonstration in control by H. Speare, in

a 24 horsepower gasolene car weighing

2,500 pounds and carrying five men. Marks

were placed on the ground. and the machine,

at a speed of twelve miles an hour, was

stopped in six feet; at twenty miles an hour

it was stopped in fourteen feet. and 'II thirty

miles an hour was stopped in twenty-four

feet. Then, at a good rate of speed, the big

car was made to do a grapevine turn be

tween a number of marks placed in the road.

These tests were most convincing of the per

fect control the operator had of his machine.

Suffolk. Va.. Goes the Limit.

Suffolk, Va., is in a class by itself. It has

carried anti-automobile legislation to its log

ical conclusion, and with ruthless hand

barred automobiles from its streets. The

action was taken last week, when its Town

Council prohibited the use on its streets of

“automobiles or other vehicles propelled by

steam, gasolene or electricity which make

noise sufficient to frighten horses.”
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The Metropolitan Salcsroonis and Garages—IX

 

 

It for no other reason the spaciousness and

appointments of the garage of the Smith &

Mortensen C0. compel attention. The estab

lishment is an offshoot of the Thirty-eighth

street automobile colony, being located at

146-148 West Thirty-ninth, between Broad

way and Seventh avenue. Fronting on an

asphalt paved street. and but a few doors

 

from the wide and similarly surfaced Sev

enth avenue. the situation is one that could

scarcely be improved upon.

Like so many others of the metropolitan

garages. the Smith & Mortenscn establish

ment was formerly a stable—one of the large

number of these places that were grouped in

the neighborhood of Seventh avenue and

Thirty-eighth street, and gave it such a dis

tincily “horsey” character. The advance of

the horseless vehicle has done much to

change the character of the place, however,

\

and the work bids fair to go on until there is

little or nothing of the. horse habitations

left.

In the case under notice the original stable

was demolished and an entirely new building

erected especially for the present occupants.

It is two stories high, has a frontage 0t 50

feet and a depth of 100, with an alley in the

rear leading to Seventh avenue. The build

I

  

ones in the rear afford a good light in the

daytime. The cars are arranged in two

rows, facing each other, running the long

way of the room. This leaves the center of

the floor clear, making it easy to run cars

in and out.

To the right is the office and garage en

trance, with a telephone booth in the corner.

Just beyond, and fastened to the west wall,

 

 

SMITH & MORTENSEN, l46-l48 WEST 39th STREET.

ing was completed and possession taken in

March last, the concern then removing from

its former location 011 Thirty-eighth street,

nearly 0pp0slte the present one.

The entire first or ground floor is devoted

to storage purposes. Entrance from the

street is afforded by large double doors, and

five square columns supporting the high ceil

ing form the only obstructions in the im

mense room. The floor is cement, and tour

arc lights furnish ample illumination at

night; large windows in front and smaller

sufficiently high to give room for a person to

walk beneath, is a row of lockers for the use

of the chaufi’eurs, attendants, etc. Next be

yond this is a wash and toilet room, also in

tended for the employees. Crossing over to

the east side, and still in the rear, is the

gasolene and lubricating oil room, 8x10 feet.

An underground tank, having a capacity 01'

100 gallons. and enclosed in concrete, is 10

cated in the alley in the rear. A pipe is run

from this tank to the gasolene room and con

nected with a pump, from which gasolene is
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drawn as required. The gasolene is pur

chased in barrel lots, and run into the under

ground tank by means of a pipe placed con~

veniently in the floor. Each barrel is fitted

with a faucet, and the gasolene passes fr0m

it into the pipe through a funnel. Three

large cans of lubricating oil are also kept in

the room. They contain heavy, medium and

light oils, respectively, adapted for different

cars and uses.

Next on the eastern side of the room, going

toward the front, is the elevator, which is of

sufficient size to carry the largest cars. Then

comes the charging plant for electric ve

hicles, which is just being installed, the con

cern having heretofore confined its business

to gasolene cars. It is intended, however,

to make a special bid for the patronage of

electric vehicle owners, and to give them the

very best service possible.

On the second floor are found the offices.

the repair shop and a salesroom, which is

being fitted up. Up -to the present time

Smith & Mortenson have done a garage

business almost solely; a few sales of for

eign cars have been made, but this branch

of the business has 'not received any great

amount of attention. In future, however, it

is the intention to go into this more exten

sively, and in addition to Mercedes, Panhard.

and Mors cars, one or two of domestic manu

facture may be added.

The offices comprise an ante or reception

room, a general or bookkeeper’s office and a

private office, and a ladies‘ retiring room. in

addition there is a stock room, 20x15 feet.

Here are kept a number of parts for the prin

cipal makes of foreign cars—tires, chains,

lamps, horns, etc. The arrangement of this

portion of th establishment is excellent; the

convenience of both the patrons and the em

ployees has been carefully looked after, and

with marked success.

About two-thirds of the floor—the rear po'r

tion—has been set aside as a repair shop.

Consequently ample space is secured. five

large windows give a splendid light, and the

equipment of the shop is of a character to

make possible the most difficult repairs.

An electric motor generating, 71,5 horse

power, supplics the motive power. The shop

equipment comprises an engine, lathe, drill

presses, grinder. power hack saw, smith

forge, anvil, bench vises and tools, etc. The

bench runs the entire width of the room,

where it gets the benefit of the light from the

five windows. Two large skylights tarnish

additional light.

As already stated, the remainder of the

second floor—fronting on Thirty-ninth street

-has been set apart for a saiesroom. It will

be partioned off from the repair shop and

the offices. in the rear and on the side, re

spectively, and devoted to the display of cars

on sale.

Although opened only two months ago, the

garage has a good clientele, and new cus

tomers are coming in at the rate of two 01'

three a week. Foreign ears are in the ma

jority, although there is a fair showing of

American ones. The latter include a big

5,700-pound Ball steam car, the property of

Col. Ray. '

NEW FIRM’S NEW FIELD

Expert Inspections and Advice Their Specialty—

How the Scheme is Worked out.

 

\A new firm, with novel plans for filling

many long felt wants on the part of auto

inobilists, has appeared in the partnership of

William P. Kennedy and Louis Berg, whose

offices are at No. 1 East Forty-second street,

New York. They are in business to help

out the automobile owners who are inex

pert mechanically, and who have no mech

anician or chauffeur who is an adept.

By making weekly, fortnightly or monthly

inspections of private motor cars and advis

ing as to their condition, need of repair,

new parts, or special care, they propose to

be a boon to those who do not know about

such things themselves and do not employ

any one who does know. The comparatively

small retainer paid to Kennedy & Berg will,

it is reckoned. be many times saved by the

accidents avoideu and the extended life of

the car, to say nothing of what is saved in

not having to employ a chauffeur. Thus, if

a car is by expert inspection found to be in

a condition such that it is apt to break at

some point when next taken out, the owner

is notified to have such and such a new

part or repair job and the “stitch in time

saves nine," not to mention the possible

calamity that might attend a breakdown

on the road. When it is desired this new

'firm, which is designed to be one of con

sulting engineers, will make an inspection

after a job has been done and pass upon the

thoroughness vof it, or they will make an

estimate and have it done themselves at

special repair shops where they can depend

u1.0n the efficiency of the work. In the event

of having the work done, nothing extra will

he added to the charges by Kennedy &

Berg. Their compensation for services will

then be obtained in the form of a trade dis

count allowed them by the actual repairer.

They are simply experts standing between

the unsophisticated or busy owner and poor

workmanship and exorbitant charges.

Most of the business now being done by

the new concern is in the line oi private

electrics which are owned by pcrsors not

employing chaudeurs, or who have chauf

feurs capable only of driving and washing

In some cases where an uumechanical

chauffeur is employed it is found that such

a man is perfectly capable of doing what

the inspecting firm, after an inspection, pro

nounces necessary to be done, although he ‘

was not capable of himself discovering the

need for such attention. As there are many

electrics and gasolene runabouts kept under

such conditions the field of operation for

Kennedy & Berg is apparent. One of their

customers recently referred to them, not in

aptly. as “automobile veterinaries."

While this consulting and inspecting work

is the new feature that Kennedy & Berg

introduce into the automobile realm, it does

not constitute their whole business. They

do also a general brokerage in buying and

selling new and second hand machines.

Mr. Kennedy is an electrical engineer, who

formerly was with Singer & Co., London,

afterward with the Electric Vehicle 00., Of

Hartford, and lately in charge of John

Wanamaker’s automobile department. Mr.

Berg is a mechanical engineer who formerly

had charge of the Wanamaker station 011

Fifty-seventh street, New York.

 

How he Would Please the Boss.

The average chauffeur cut his eye teeth

long ago, and permits few opportunities to

swell his exchequer to escape him. Fre

quently, too, considerations of loyalty have

little weight with him. He is on the make,

and he does not take any very great amount

of pains to hide the fact. In the presence

of a Motor World man the other day this

conversation went on between a salesman

and a chauffeur in-the establishment both

were connected with:

“Well, your boss‘s new car has come at

last,” remarked the salesman. “Are you

going to deliver it to him to-day '2"

“No, he is in Boston,” replied the chant

-leur. “Guess I will find out when he will

be back and meet him at the train with the

car. That will tickle him." ,

“What kind of lamps is he going to get

for it?" was the next question. “You ought

_to make him buy a good pair."

“You bet your life 1 will. I have just the

pair picked out, and they will-look so fine

that he will forget to kick about the price."

“Going to buy them here?"

“Not much. I can beat their prices all

hollow at So-and~SJ’s, and make nearly twice

as much out of it for myself. So why should

i monkey with anybody else?” and the light

of indignation glowed in his eyes.

 

One Result of the Outcry. ,

It is rapidly getting to a point where every

man's hand is turned against the automobile.

Hoodlums, both old and young are, in con

sequence of the outcry against it, looking

upon motorists as fair game, and outrages

are beginning to increase at an unpleasant

rate.

A short time ago V. M. Gunderson, of the

Northern Mfg. Co., was in Pittsburg, and'in

company with O. E. Vestal, the Northern

agent there, was taking a ride in one of the

stanch little Northerns. A boy playing in

the street threw a stick about three inches

long at them with such good aim that it

struck Mr. Gunderson in the lip, cutting a

gash in it that bled profusely. A few

inches higher and it would have struck his

glasses, with the possibility of inflicting seri—

ous injury.

The car was stopped and the hoodlum

chased and captured. He was brought back'

to the car and given a sharp lecture, with

the threat of being handed over to the police

if he repeated the offence.
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OVERLOOKING THE susmues

How Some Dealers Turn Away Money and

Make Customers for Other Stores.

 

“Why is it that some dealers ignore or

minimize the importance of doing a good

sundry and accessory business? Is it be

cause they consider it beneath their dignity

or don’t they care for small profits?" The

speaker was F. E. Moskovics, who has just

returned from a trip throughout the Central

West.

“In some cities, notably Detroit and Cleve

land, the dealers are wideawake and fully

about it wrong. They made injudicious se

lections in the first place, and because the

goods did not sell they refused to put in

others. Then when a customer wanted a

certain kind of lamp or horn, and was shown

something else, usually some antique relic

that no one wanted when it was new, and

refused to buy it, the dealer would make a

mental note of it and resolve anew to have

nothing to do with such an aggravating busi

ness. But what else could they expect?

“I tell you, the average motorist is as clay

in the hands of the potter, and the salesman

who knows his business can mould him at

his pleasure. The purchaser of a car usual

ly knows little or nothing about the acces

mediately become suspicious. This suspicion

goes beyond the minor articles under discus

sion. If the head of the concern cannot see

the value of keeping in stock goods that

his customers want and must have there is

something wrong with him. How can he

make a permanent success of selling cars if

he is so lacking in the instincts of a mer

chant? For my part, I do not believe he

can."

To Test Them in Tennessee.

A comparative test is to be made at Knox

ville, T'enn., of an automobile and the regu

lar horse drawn wagon for mail delivery

purposes. The motor vehicle will be run

 

  
 

  

  

“DEMONSTRATING” FOR THE BENEFI l‘ OF A PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER.

 

alive to their opportunities. They stock up

with accessories of every kind, display them

attractively and make every effort to secure

trade in them. Consequently they do a busi

ness in such goods that aggregate thousands

of dollars in the course of a year.

"But there is another class of dealers who

pursue just the opposite course. Some of

them get in a few sample lamps, horns, caps,

etc., and then put them in a case and forget

all about them. Naturally they don't have

a rushing business on them, and .if they give

the matter any thought at all they put the

blame everywhere except on themselves-—

where it belongs.

“A few even go so far as to refuse to carry

such articles as I have mentioned. They

don't care to bother with them, they say.

Their experience teaches them. that it pays

to have nothing to do with them. And per

haps it does. But why? Because they went

sories he needs, or thinks he needs—which is

sometimes the same thing. If he has confi

dence in the dealer he will often place him

self entirely in his hands. The salesman can

usually run over a list of articles that he

considers necessary, and the customer will

simply nod and make the selection as recom

mended. You can’t tell me that such trade

as this is not worth catering to.

“It doesn't take you long to size up an

establishment and place it where it belongs.

If a display of sundries and accessories is

made, and shows evidences of having been

selected with care and intelligence, is both

complete and varied, and is so disposed that

it can be shown to advantage, I say to my

self that here ls a desirable customer. And

I use every endeavor to make him one.

“But if accessories are neither displayed

prominently nor regarded as a valuable ad

dition to the concern’s stock in trade I im

hetween Knoxville and Sevierville, a dis

tance of twenty-six miles, and if it is success

ful it will supersede the regular wagon. A

specially built automobile has been con

structed for the purpose by Rodgers Bros,

01’ Knoxville, and a representative of the

mail contractors and a postoflice employe

will go along to watch its behavior.

 

For Cigars and Cigarettes.

In a large uptown garage, just inside the

entrance. there is a little metal tray affixed

to the wall and intended to receive lighted

cigars, cigarettes, etc. It has indentations

of different sizes, so that the economical

visitor reluctant to throw away his “butt”

can place it therein and recover it when he is

ready to leave. _ If the hint contained in the

tray is not heeded an attendant will quickly

step up and ask that moklng be not in

dulged in.
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How Wintqu are Selling.

From Manager Percy Owen down, every

body connected with the big Winton estab

lishment in East Fifty'eighth street, this

city. is wearing smiles these days. The 1903

touring cars are coming in at a rate that bids

fair to reduce the pile of advance orders to

a reasonable number, and thus place the

concern in a position to quote early deliv

eries.

"Cars are coming in finely," said Manager

Owen to the Motor World man last week.

"We received nine this week, and expect

shipments to increase to twelve next week.

So far we have had close to fifty cars, and

our order list is beginning to lose some of its

former congested appearance. As yet the

best we can do on new orders is to promise

July delivery—about July 10, to be exact.

But at the rate we are getting cars, and

hope to get them in the future, it won't be

long before we will be in a position to ad

vance our delivery date.

"The factory is in splendid shape to turn

out goods," he went on. “\Vhen I was there

a short time ago it had turned out thirty

six cars in one week. and was still increas—

ing its output."

Tipping the Repairman.

“Tips play the deuce with the automobile

business, as I suppose it does with many

others," remarked the salesman of an up

town establishment one morning last week.

“Here I have been waiting for my car for

more than an liour and a half, and it isn‘t

down yet. There wasn‘t more than fifteen

or twenty minutes' work on it, and it was

promised to me the first thing this morning.

"What have tips got to do with it? \Vell,

I will tell you. My car has been shoved

aside and another one belonging to a cus

tomer taken up instead. The workman ex

pects a tip for getting the car out. conse

quently he gives it the preference over mine.

He wouldn‘t admit it, of course. but that is

what is the matter.

“And I can’t say that I blame him alto

gether. He isn‘t paid any too well. and

without the tip he would have a pretty hard

time of it. And you can‘t stop it. You

might make a ‘bluff‘ at it. but it would go

on just the same. Not so openly. perhaps,

but all the more systematically for being

kept under the hat."

 

The "O. P." Motorist.

_ “Am I a motorist? Well, yes, after a

fashion." said a legal luminary to whom the

question was put by an acquaintance.

"For quite a while I have been interested

in the pastime, but as yet I have only

reached the stage where I make use of ‘0.

P. cars—that is, other people‘s. There

are quite a number of us using such cars,

by the. way. and while we all intend to buy

cars of our own, we have not yet taken any

steps to that end. Still, ‘0. P.‘ cars do very

well to lead us up to the other kind."

Making the Cap Exclusive.

It is not often that a dealer is found who

is so careful of the goods he carries as to

choose his customers. Usually "money talks,"

and the would-be buyer has but to produce

evidence of good faith in the shape of casn

to have access to all the store possesses.

Recently, however, the Motor “'orld man

came across a very different case. As a par

ticular faVor he was given a. view of a new

motorist‘s cap, the latest as well as the

swellcst garment yet evolved.

"These are for our favored customers,”

remarked the tradesman as he proceeded to

unlock a certain compartment and bring

from its inmost recesses the article referred

to. "You see, everybody wears the ‘chauf

ferr‘s' cap—chaufi'eurs, mecaniciens, wasti

ers, etc—and if you judged solely by that

[art of one's garb you would have hard work

in telling the owner of the car or his guests

from the man who cleans and oils it. Now,

these caps are sold only to the former

classes. \Ve don‘t advertise them or even

try to sell them to the general trade. .\'0

one but myself has access to this case, nor

authority to sell the cups without my in

dorsement. So. you see, we are pretty sure

to keep the sale just where we want it, and

the purchaser of one of the caps appreciates

it at its real value.“

Running Gear First Consideration?

“In buying a car the first thing the pros

pective purchaser should do is to carefully

examine the running ~gear. That is where

strength counts," said a motorist who has

had much experience with big cars.

"As a matter of fact. strong wheels, axles

and springs make the best life insurance

policy I know of. As long as they hold to

gcthcr nothing very serious can happen to

the passengers unless the car runs into some

thing. A few extra pounds judiciously dis

tributed at these points will put the matter

beyond any doubt. So. wheneVer I see a

car that shows any \Vt akness at these points

I always think how foolish the designer was

to skimp there. Better add a little more

weight and be sure. No one minds fifty or

100 pounds extra, so what difference does it

make?"
 

"Storage Battery " or " Accumulator '2

“'hlch will win, “storage battery," as it

is termed in this country, or "accumulator,"

as Europeans designate it? Both terms have

much to recommend them. Each has a defi

nite meaning, and one can hardly be in doubt

as to what is meant by either. "Storage

battery" has a little the better of it. for the

"accumulator" might accumulate a number

of things, whereas a battery brings at once

to mind the cells all are so familiar with.

At the same time there is little doubt that

“accumulator” is more used in this country

than it was formerly. A few years ago

many people would not have known what

the word meant, so little used was it. Now

no one interested in automobiles would fail

to know that storage battery was meant.

An Incident of the Garage.

The owner of the car worked at the crank

for awhile. but without result. Then he

went over it until he found that the spark

was of a portentious ieanness.

"That is very odd," he remarked, as if to

himself. “It was fat enough and hot enough,

too, last night when I put it away. Can it

be that the current has been left on and the

battery run down? That must be it,“ and

with ire in his very walk he sought the

nearest attendant.

“Did any one try that battery and leave

the current turned on?" he demanded.

The attendant denied any knowledge of

such offence. Then the proprietor was

sought. Of course, he was sure that noth

ing of the sort had been done. and by this

time the customer had become fully con

vinced that it had. They argued the matter

for awhile, and finally the customer flung

himself away in a rage.

"What do you think of that?" asked the

garage proprietor of the Motor World man.

"Not even the Angel Gabriel could convince

him now that one of our men wasn‘t guilty.

Yet I feel sure that the blame does not at

tach to us. There are the strictest rules

about just that thing, and I am convinced

that they were not transgressed in this case.

And he is a good customer of ours, too."

Motor Bums for Honduras.

An automobile ’bus line franchise has been

granted to a Honduras company, and it will

operate from Tegucigaipa to San Lorenzo, on

the Bay of Ii‘onseca, Pacific. The line will

be for conveyance of passengers and freight,

and eighty miles in length. The prime ob

ject is to connect Tegucigalpa, the capital,

with the port of Amapaia, on the Pacific,

but it will extend as the highway is ex

tended. One of the directors, Daniel Fortin,

is on his way to New York to buy ’busses.

The line must be open to public service by

April, 1904, and the charges cannot, without

government consent, exceed seven centavos,

~ or nearly three cents gold. per kilometre for

passengers. nor one and one-half centavos

per quintai of 220 pounds per kilometre for

freight.

The True "Royal de Beige."

“Roi de Beige." or, anglais, “King of

Belgium." cars are so named from that gay

old monarch, Leopold. whose fondness for

motoring is well known. The body is dis

tinguished from other tonneau types by its

roominess. high back and sides and a greater

roundness of curve of the rearward panels.

When a "true" or “genuine” King of Bel

gium car is referred to. as it frequently is

by rival salesmen, a body with these peculi

arities exaggerated is meant.

 

 

A steam car, designed to carry ten passen

gers, has just been completed by Carl Hahn,

a Pueblo, Col., machinist. He proposes to

use it as a ’bus, running between Pueblo

and Beulah.
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‘DARRACQ
THE FAVORITE OF TWO CONTINENTS.

 

 

S, 9, 10, 12 and 20 H. P.

STARTS FROM SEAT.

MECHANICALLY OPERATED VALVES.

LARGE SEATING CAPACITY. LARGE WHEELS.

Noiseless.

N0 Vibration.

Luxuriously Appointed.

IMMEDIA TE DELIVERl .

Eastern Agents

CLEVELAND ROADSTER.

= American Darracq

Automobile Co.,

Controlled by F. A. LA ROCHE CO .

652-664 Hudson Street,

147 West 38th Street,

NE‘V YORPK.

CH ICAGO, 501 Wabash Avenue.

 

20 H. P., 4 CYLINDERS, TOP DETACHABLE. PHILADELPHIA. PlT'l'h'BURG. BOSTON.

  

 

 

 

Crestmobile

$750 Wanamaker

Automobiles

points than any

other low prlced

ear.

01/er attractive

mar/cl: a! $j00

‘ m“, $550. America’s Three Representative Motor Vehicles

l a it Searchmont, $2500

' m59685510. Studebaker, $975

  

amen-.1; Ramblcr, - - $750

Ytlll CANNOT GET MUBE FUR YUUB MUNEY

than by using $2.00 of it to subscribe to

SEARCt-tMONT TYPE Vll.

0 0r Or See them at our Salesroom and Storage Station,

l38-ll0 East Filly-seventh Street

In which each week appears a record '

of all that is best, brightest and new- 7 J 0 H N N A M A K E R

est in the world of mechanical traffic
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Police Guilty of Oppression?

While the agitation over the pending Bailey

bill has been occupying the centre of the

stage, there has been going on a police per

secution of automobilists in the streets of

New York that has about reached the limits

of toleration and has resulted in plans for an

active retaliation.

Policemen in citizen’s clothes mounted on

bicycles detailed on Riverside Drive, Boule

vard Lafayette and other thoroughfares, and

provided with stop watches, have been busy

for a. week arresting automobilists for trav

elling at the slightest fraction of speed in

excess of eight miles an hour. Meanwhile

horsemen and bicyclists have been allowed

to impudently proceed at any etc of speed

and laugh jeeringly at the spectacle of auto

mobilists being arrested while travelling

more slowly than the horse drawn vehicles.

The word persecution is applied to such

arrests because of the invidious singling out

of the users of motor vehicles to be prose

cuted under the law, to the exclusion of

other violators. It has been decided that the

police have no right to establish a guard 01'.

watchers and keep them posted at the doors

of saloons or poolroorns in order to prevent

them from doing business. and George F.

Chamberlin, of the Automobile Club, when

asked if such discrimination for arrest and

punishment on the part of the police did not

constitute oppression, replied:

“It smacks very strongly of it.”

The pernicious activity of the police in this

respect has been inaugurated at an unfortu

nate time for successful perseaution. Owing

to their being aroused by the pi'op0scd Bailey

law, the automobilists of New York are in a

fighting mood, and the new Trade. Associa

tion is distinguishing itself by an aggressive

activity that is rare but inspiring to behold

in a body less than a month old.

The character of the arrests and the condi

tion of the laws in New York city offer a

splendid opportunity for a successful' fight.

it is questionable not only whether such ar

rests do not constitute oppression, even if

warranted by the law, but it is questionable

also whether they are not illegal or may not

be illegal very soon.

 

Two Famous Sons may Rate.

Two sons of famous Michigan fathers,

Russell A. Alger. jr., and Hazen S. I’ingree, .

are likely to meet in a novel contest. the ob

ject of which is to settle the vexed question

of superiority. Both Alger and I’iugrce have

unbounded faith in their pet cars—a Pack

ard and a White—as well as in their ability

to drive them with skill and dispatch. (‘on

siderable talk has been indulged in. and it

is now proposed to settie‘the controversy by

a match'ln which both the expertncss ‘of the

drivers and the speed and ease of I'OIlIl‘Ol of

the cars will be tested. This will be done, it

is planned, by starting;r the contestants at the

corner of Jefferson and \Voodward avenues,

Detroit. at a time of the day when the traffic

to heaviest, and let them see which can go

up Woodward avenue to the Boulevard

the quicker. Much interest is taken in the

proposed match. and a great deal of money

is expected to change hands over it.

Programme of Massachusetts Meet.

An interesting programme of eight events

has been prepared by the race committee of

the Massachusetts Automobile Club, to be

contested at its forthcoming meet at Read

vllle on May 30. The list is as follows:

First Class—Stock steam carriages, five

inile heats, five-mile race, final.

Second Class-Open steam carriages; five

miles. '

Third Class—Gasolene, 1,000 pounds and

under; five miles. '

Fourth Class—Gasolene, over 1.000 pounds

and under 2,000 pounds; five miles.

,Fifth Class—Gnsolene, over 2,000 pounds;

five miles.

Sixth Class—Massachusetts Automobile

Club invitation race; cars driven by owners;

five miles; silver cup.

Seventh Class—Motorcycle race; five miles; _

first prize, $50; second prize, $25; third prize,

$10. '

Eighth Class—Sweepstakes; open to all

winners of regular classes; first prize. $100.

For each of the first five events two prizes

of $100 and $50, respectively, will be given.

The prizes in the other three events will be

as stated.

Entries will positively close on May 27, and

must be sent to the Massachusetts Automo

bile Club. race committee, No. 761 Boylston

street, Boston.

The club reserves the right to change the

order of the programme, and special classes

may be added, the winner of which is not

eligible to the sweepstakes unless also a win

ner in one of the regular events. These races

will be held with the sanction and under the

racing rules of the American Automobile As

sociation. The course is a regular one-mile

track. The starting hour of the races will

be 2 p. 111., and vehicles will make a flying

start. There will be no prizes in case or

walkovers, and no second prize unless three

start. Entrance fee. $10. Contestants must

be familiar with the racing rules of the

American Automobile Association, a copy of

which will be mailed each contestant on re

celpt of entry or upon application. it the

day of the race is a stormy one the race

will be postponed to the first pleasant day.

The management reserves the right to reject

any entry.

It is probable that some special events will

be arranged. One of these is a race for

steam cars. George C. Cannon. Rollin White

and F. E. Stanley. all of whom are said to

be constructing special steam racing cars,

being had in view for this purpose.

 

“It is perfectly noiseless. and, being run

by a gnsolenc spark. there is no danger of

explosions. Best of all. it will not frighten

horses!” So the sapicnt reporter of a Maine

paper describes a new sasoleno our

Motor Bicycles ior Police.

Matters are moving Elli-17 in the City 0!

Churches. A few weeks ago the suggestion

{was made that some of the Brooklyn police

he placed on motor bicycles and turned loose

on scorching motorists. Now it is proposed,

seemingly in good faith, to procure “light

lacing” automobiles and man them with pa

trolmen to run down and arrest motorists

who violate the speed laws.

“The idea has already been suggested,"

Deputy Police Commissioner Ebstein is quoted

as saying, “and it may be taken seriously.

However, I think it likely that we will come

to it in time. Certainly if automobiling con

tinues to increase as it has been doing, auto

mobile police will be absolutely necessary.

“The proper thing to do would be to buy

machines built for speed alone, and put two

men in each, one to run the machine and the

other to watch for violations and make ar

rests. Then there would be a circus, for the

races that would ensue would put more lives

in danger than all the speeding of the oifend

ing automobilists before. However, some

thing will have to be done, for the present

menace to life cannot be allowed to in

crease."
 

Must Have Metal Tags.

Being in charge of the Bureau of Boiler

Inspection, metal license cards have natu

rally been selected by that body for the use

of Philadelphia automobilists. Notices were

sent out to the owners of automobiles, di

recting them to return their license cards,

and receive in return a steel enameled card,

as directed by law. Chief Lukens, of the

bureau, stated that the police had been noti

fled of the new regulation, and would, after

a reasonable period, prosecute the owners

of all automobiles who attempted to operate

their horseless machines without having an

enameled card displayed upon them.

To improve a Neglected Road.

it will be good news to motorists that the

contract has been awarded for the improve

ment of the Beileviile Turnpike. On Thurs

day of last week the Hudson County Board

of Freeholders met at Jersey City and took

this action. The work will cost about $45,

000, and when it is completed automobliists

will have 'a. shorter route by two miles

across the meadows between the Jersey City

vferries and Arlington, Bloomfield, Montclair

and the Oranges. At present the turnpike is

almost impassable.

Country Club Need: the Signs.

Extensive improvements will be made to

the buildings of the Nassau County (N. Y.)

Country Club. Included in the plans is an

automobile storage and repair room. The

club has a considerable number of automo

bile members. and last year there was some

complaint because no provision was made

for the care of their cars. The present Ile

tlon is therefore a very welcome one.
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LONG ISLAND'S NEW HOME

Provides all Features oian Up-to-Date Club In

cluding Ample Storage Room.

 

Less than a month ago the building at No.

3?. Hanson Place. Brooklyn, was unattrac

tive exteriorally and interlorally. Occupied

by the Long Island Motor Co. as a garage

and machine shop, but situated on a good

residence street, with a wide expanse of as

phalt in front, it was a perfect anomaly.

To-day it is transformed, the machinery and

machinists gone, and in their place the cozy,

almost luxurious appointments of a modern

automobile club house meeting the eye of

the visitor.

For some time the Long Isia nd Automobile

Club has been seeking new quarters. The

building on Hanson Place has been under

consideration for some weeks, it being

known that it could be secured from the

Long Island Motor Co., whose principals

were also prominent members of the Long

Island Automobile Club. It was finally de

cided to do this, and the work of clearing

out the effects of the motor company was

begun a couple of weeks ago.

The building is two stories in height, 25x

80 feet, with a rear one-story extension of

223 feet. Its advantages consisted of an ex

cellent location, being just off Flatbush ave

nue, and only a short distance from Fulton

street. and its adaptability to an intelligent

and appropriate scheme of alteration. Such

a scheme was devised and carried into exe

cution.

The lower floor has undergone the least

change. It constitutes the garage, the en

tire space, excepting a small office at the

front and a repair shop in the rear, being

devoted to the storage of members’ cars. A

man will be in attendance day and night,

to look after the entering and departing

cars. In the repair shop there will be a

work bench, vises and small tools, but no

power. The idea is to place it in the. power

of members to do such simple jobs about

their cars as they desire or are able to un

dertake.

Upstairs there are 'fonr rooms and two

alcoves. In the front there is a small room

for the use of the caretaker, and adjoining

it a small stage, designed for use during

entertainments. In the back is a well ap

pointed ladies‘ retiring room and a tiny

kitchen, the latter provided with a gas stove

and the necessary culinary articles. Be

tween them is a table. with benches around

three sides of it; here the ai fresco repasts

prepared in the little den will be discussed.

A chef will. at the start, he in attendance

on Wednesday and Saturday nights; and if

the demand for the service warrants it will

be given every night.

The greater part of the second floor is

gin-n over to the main room. This has been

heated in an appropriate and homelike man

ner. with marked success.‘ The brick walls

have been painted and decorated with pic

tures, many, but not all, of them having

some connection with automobiles. The floor

has been cleaned of its coat of grease and

grime, and painted and polished. Rugs

placed on it complete the transformation. A

rack for steins and other similar objects

runs completely around the walls.

A billiard table, a swinging “settee,”

couches and a number of comfortable loung

ing chairs, etc—much of the furniture being

natural wood finish and designed and made

by members of the club—complete the ap

pointments of the room. Its livable charac

ter, however, is best appreciated when seen.

Rochester Club Revived.

In response to a call issued just previously,

some thirty Rochester, N. Y., motorists met

at the Rochester Whist Club rooms last week

to reorganize and reinvigorate the old Auto

mobile Club of Rochester. It was decided to

continue and incorporate the old organiza

tion, and sufficient new members were en~

rolled to bring its membership up to fifty.

John A. Barhite presided at the meeting,

and, after stating its objects, said that the

election of a committee on incorporation and

bylaws was in order. The presiding officer,

H. S. Woodworth, D. M. Cooper, C. F. Gar

field, I.ee Richmond, Dr. C. A. Huber and

W. S. Morris were'eiected as members of the

committee.

The committee appointed to Select quar

ters for the club and reportat an adjourned

meeting, to be held at the call of the incor

poration committee, is as follows: F. H.

Bettys. George H. Foster and Harry W.

Jarlton.

It was stated that there were about 130 an

tomobiles owned in Rochester at this time.

 

Organized in Bloomington.

The organization of the Bloomington (UL)

Automobile Club was completed last week

by the election of these otiicers: President,

S. P. Irwin; vice-president. Howard. Humph

reys; secretary, Henry Throbo; treasurer.

Charles Dietz; road captain, C. T. Stevenson;

assistant road captain, Jet'f Crawford. Direc

tors—\V. K.‘ Bracken, Dr. J. w. Bell, I. 1..

Ide, C. C. Marten, Charles Loper.

 

Indianapolis Elects Officers.

Officers for the Automobile Club of Ind

iana were elected at Indianapolis last week

as follows: President, Fred Ayres; vice

president, H. O. Smith; secretary and treas

urer, .I. A. McKim; directors. Dr. Henry

Jameson, Carl Fisher, George W. Pangborn

and A. G. Baldwin.

 

Emulating the Early Bird.

Mindful of the delay in obtaining a sane

tion for its race meet this year, the, Florida

East Coast Automobile Association has made

application for a permit to run its 1904 meet.

The request was mailed to the chairman of

the race committee of the American Auto

mobile Association.

 

The pleasure of going

when and where you wish

I safely, smoothly, silently,

without elaborate preparay

tion or tiresome interruption

is characteristic of

NHTIONHL
ELECTRIC VEHICLES

Perfection of service due to

extreme simplicity of construc

tion. A child can operate a

“National.” Pcculiarly the

“ ready ” automobile for

practical, every day,

all-the-time use.

Write for catalogue showing wide

.varicty of latesl electric vehicles

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,

1400 E. 224! St., Indianapolis, Ind.

 

  

HIS % page has been run

ning in high-class publica

tions of general circulations. This‘

helps sell NATIONALS. Better get

the agency.

National Motor Vehicle Co.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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25 MILES IN MINNESOTA

New Law Sets That Limit but Permits Local

Option and Local Numbering.

 

 

While by no means as objectionable as

some recent automobile laws, one that has

just been enacted by the Minnesota legis

lature is far from being an ideal measure.

It contains the usual onerous, and, as their

is reason to believe, unconstitutional licens

ing and numbering features. The numbers

are to be not less than 4% inches high and

"of proportionate width," whatever that may

be. One lamp must be carried “during the

hours of darkness"; gasolene cars must al

ways have connected mufflers, and motorists

must stop on signal. Speeds of eight miles

in the “thickly settled or business portion”

' of towns and villages, and twenty-five miles

outside of these limits. are the maximum

permitted; but municipal bodies are not pro

hibited from enacting ordinances calling for

lower speeds and local numbering. Alto

gether, the hill seems to have been loosely

and hurriedly drawn. and is susceptible of

doing considerable harm. It is as follows:

Section 1. No person, driver or operator

in charge of any automobile, motor vehicle

or motor cycle on any public road, highway

or street within the State shall drive, ope -

ate, move, or permit the same to be drive ,

operated or moved at a rate of speed faster

than eight (8) miles per hour within the

thickly settled or business portion of any

city or village within this State, nor outside

of such thickly settled or business portion of

any city or village on any public road, high

way or street at a rate of speed faster than

twenty-five (25) miles per hour; nor over any

crossing or crosswalk within the limits of

any city or village at a rate faster than four

(4) miles per hour, when any person is upon

the same.

Sec. 2. The driver or operator in charge of

any automobile, motor vehicle or motor cycle

on any public road, highway or street within

this State, when signalled by the driver of

any vehicle propelled by horses, shall stop

said automobile, motor vehicle, until the

other vehicle has passed. _

Sec. 3. Every automobile, motor vehicle

or motor cycle, when driven on any public

road, highway or street within this State

shall. during the hours of darkness, have

fixed upon some conspicuous part thereof at

least one lighted lamp suitable for the use of

said automobile, motor vehicle or motor

cycle, respectively.

Sec. 4. Every automobile, motor vehicle or

motor cycle using gasolene as motive power

shall use the "muffler." so called. and the

same shall not be cut out or disconnected

within the limits of any city or village

within this State. Every automobile. motor

vehicle or motor cycle shall be provided with

a hell or horn, which shall be rung or blown

whenever there is danger of collision or ac

cident. The driver or operator of every

automobile, meior vehicle or motor cycle

shall be governed by the usual law of the

road by turning to the right in meeting ve

hicles, teams and persons moving or headed

in an opposite direction, and by turning to

the left in passing vehicles, teams and per

sons moving or headed in the same direction.

Sec. 5. Before any automobile, motor ve

"icle or motor cycle shall be driven or oper—

ated upon any public road, highway or street

within this State the owner thereof shall

take out a license for said automobile, motor

vehicle or motor cycle, which said license

shall be issued by any State boiler inspector

in the county where such automobile, motor

vehicle or motor cycle is owned. Any per

son obtaining such license shall pay for the

same the sum of two dollars ($2.00) to said

boiler inspector, who shall issue such license

and shall record each license issued by num

bet in consecutive order. The number of

each license shall be painted in plain figures

upon the back part of each machine in a

conspicuous place, and said figures shall not

be less than four and one-half (4%) inches

high and of proportionate width.

Provided. however. that nothing in this

section contained shall be construed to refer

to any driver or operator of any automobile.

motor vehicle or motor cycle licensed by any

municipality in this State, nor to any auto-

mobile. motor vehicle or motor cycle, the

numbering of which is provided for by any

such municipality.

Sec. 6. Any boiler inspector issuing a li

cense shall keep a correct record of all

licenses issued in a book to be kept for that

purpose.

He shall make a correct report to the coun

ty treasurer of the county in which he re

sides at the end of each month'of all licenses

issued during the month, if any. together

with one-half of all fees collected. and shall

turn over to such county treasurer one-half

- of all such fees; the other one-half of the

fees so collected he shall be allowed to retain

for his services for issuing such licenses.

Sec. 7. Any person violating any of the

provisions of this act is guilty of a misde

meanor.

Sec. 8. This act shall take effect and be

in force from and after its passage.

 

Compromise in Washington.

Owing to the opposition of motorists to

the proposed automobile ordinance, a com

promise has been reached, and an amended

ordinance containing these features will

probably be adopted by the Commissioners

of the District of Columbia:

instead of tags the numbers of machines

will be painted on them in plain figures.

A license will also be required, and the

driver of a gasolene or steam vehicle must

pass a rigid examination as to qualifica

tions for operating it.

The speed regulations—twelve miles an

.bour—have not been changed, and the Au

tomobile Club succeeded in lihving elim

inated the proposed penalties of revocation

of licenses and imprisonment for repeated

infractions.

Automobiles going north and south are to

have the right of way at intersecting streets

over those gring east and west.

 

Banquet Attended by Many Notables.

On Saturday night last the North Jersey

Automobile Club, of Paterson, had its annual

dinner. The presence of a number of dis

tinguished guests gave eclat to the function.

and it was heartily enjoyed. With the bring

ing on of the cofiee and cigars the speech

mnking began. Judge Franklin Van Cleve

acting as toastmaster. The principal speak

er was Mayor Him-helii‘fe of Paterson. others

being Judge Francis Scott. Congressman

William Hughes and Senator McKee.

JENKINS’S STRONG PLEA

Washingtonian Points out in Clear Headed

Fashion why Existing Laws are Sufficient.

 

“When the first steam cars came out great

opposition was encountered, and each train

was preceded by a flagman on horseback

to warn people out of danger," writes C. l".

Jenkins, a prominent Washington. D. (3., mo

torist, to the Star of that city. “We laugh

at the recollection of this requirement as

we speed along in a luxurious modern train.

Yet just as foolish regulations are being

enacted relative to modern things. It is

a natural law that all human progress is

opposed, even by sane and reasoning people.

Our beautiful asphalt streets were bitterly

opposed; the trolley cars were attacked; the

bicycle was handicapped by the most ridic

ulous set of regulations ever passed by our

commissioners.

“Now the automobile is coming in for its

share of baiting, and though it's unreason

able and uncalled for, it is not unnatural,

and is to be expected—because it’s new, not

because it‘s a public menace. In the four

years it has been on the streets of Wash

ington not a single death has been attribu

table to its use. This can't be said of any

other class of vehicles using the streets in

as many months.

“Automobiles are handled with the great

est facility; they glide in and out among

teams, cars and pedestrians, and without

hitting anything. They are under the most

absolute control, both as to course and speed.

The horse becomes unmanageable and runs

away, causing death and destruction of prop

erty. The automobile never runs away. To

be sure, pedestrians haven‘t got used to them

yet. and how]. mentally it not orally. not

because they’re hit. but because they’re

startled. They did the same when the cy

cles came into use, but no one cares for

them now. So it will be in a !ittle while

with regard to automobiles—people will be

come acustomed to their appearance in the

street and will accord them a measure of

their just deserts

“Automobiles are cleanly; they leave the

streets as clean as they find them; the

pavement is never in need of repair because

of them; they take up but half the space in

the streets that horses and vehicles do, and

because they go from place to place in half

the time they occupy the street but half as

long. Their use should be encouraged in'

stead of discouraged. No single thing of

equal moment will add so much to Washing

ton’s beautiful streets as the ause of auto

mobiles.

“There‘s regulation enough, surely. No au

tomobile is driven through the streets faster

than a cycle policeman can ride. At least

no policeman has so reported. They've killed

nobody, done no harm to persons or prop

erty; why tag them criminals? Are some

driven too fast? So are horse vehicles,

street cars. bicycles. Automobiles are gov

erned by the same regulation. If its en

forcement is sufficient for other classes men

tioned. why not for automobiles? Automo~

bile owners don‘t ask special favors, but

simply fair and equal treatment with other

users of the street.”
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The Week's Patents.

725,990. Internal Combustion Engine. An~

drew L. Riker, Short Hills, N. J., assignor

to the “Locomobiie” Company of America,

New York, N. Y., a corporation of West

Virginia. Filed July 16, 1902. Serial No.

115,843. (No model.)

Claim.—1. An internal combustion engine

provided with a suitable inlet port, a sup

ply conduit, clamping means to clamp and

place said conduit in communication with

said inlet port. and a detachable inlet valve

seat removable on release of said clamping

means without displacement of said c0n

duit.

726,191.

Engines.

Filed January 17, 1901.

(No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a valve

shell or casing comprising an air and a

vacuum chamber, the air chamber having a

hydrocarbon duct leading and discharging

thereinto, the duct provided with external

air passages, means for controlling the sup

ply of hydrocarbon, and an air inlet, of a

valve for intermittently closing c0mmuni

cation between the two chambers, the valve

having centrally located apertures there

through and constructed and adapted to

close and open the hydrocarbon duct and

external air passages whereby two separate

currents, one of intermingled air and hydro~

carbon and the other of air, are admitted to

the vacuum chamber, one around the outer

edge of the valve and the other through the

apertures found therein.

726.226. Explosive Engine. August

Krastin. Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to the

Krastin Automobile Company, Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed August 5, 1901. Serial No.

70,942. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In explosive engines the com

pression releasing device comprising the

combination with a positive exhaust cam

of an auxiliary movable cam, the said aux

iliary cam being located diametrically op

posite the positive cam and operated by

rack. pinion and lever mediums arranged in

operative connection as shown and set forth.

726. 72. Storage Battery. Fritz A. Feld

kamj, Newark, N. J. Filed July 8, 1902.

Serial No. 114,746. (No model.)

Cl:iiin.—A compound electrode for storage

batteries, comprising a thin metal plate, and

a porous fabric, an active material applied

directly upon the outer surface of said thin

Vaporizing Valve for Explosive

William Readle, Elmira. N. Y.

Serial No. 43,663.

metal plate, substantially as and for the

purposes set forth.

726,274. Secondary Battery. Pietro Fi

guccia, Boston, Mass, assignor to Louis

Melano Rossi, Boston, Mass. Filed May 22,

1902. Serial No. 108,488. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a secondary battery, a grid

or frame comprising a series of juxtaposed

and laterally-separated bars each having a

channel in its opposite, outer faces, and

masses of‘ active material retained in the

channels of the bars, the spaces between

the latter being left open and unobstructed.

726,547. Odometer. John N. Leach. Mel

rose, Mass, assignor to National Oil Heat

ing Company, a corporation of Maine.

Filed March 25, 1902. Serial No. 99,908.

(No model.)

Claim—I. The combination with a regis

tering mechanism of a driving mechanism

comprising a casing provided with a hear

ing therein for a worm and star-wheel

mechanism, means whereby it may be se

cured to the steering-knuckle of a vehicle

axle and a hollow stem adjacent to and pro

jected at right angles to said bearing and

the trunnions of said knuckle, a gear jour

naled in said casing, the shaft of which ex

tends through and beyond said stem, a

worm and star-wheel mechanism actuating

said gear and a flexible connection between

said gear shaft and said registering mech

anism.

726,548. Charging Device for Storage

Batteries. Herman Lemp, Lynn, Mass, as

signor to General Electric Company, a cor

poration of New York. Filed July 20, 1901.

Serial No. 69,071. (No model.)

Claim—1. A charging station for elec

trically propelled vehicles provided with

terminal contacts connected with an elec

tromagnetic control device adapted for ac

tuation by a residual battery charge in said

vehicle.

726,557. Vehicle Wheel. Felix Mesnard,

New Glasgow, Canada. Filed May 5, 1902.

Serial No. 106,030. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A wheel hub comprising an

inner sleeve having a flange with a lateral

face, an end piece having a lateral face dis

posed oppositely to the said first face, a

cylindrical outer sleeve of enlarged diame

ter lying between said faces and cooper

ating therewith to form peripheral joints,

and spokes, the inner extremities whereof

pass through said joints and are mounted

in said inner sleeve, the inner extremities of

said spokes lying substantially in planes at

right angles to the axis of said inner sleeve,

said spokes being bent so as to converge

from a point beyond said outer sleeve.

726,595. Non-Explosive Oil Can. Thomas

J. Voorhies, McDonald, Pa. Filed October

10, 1902. Serial No. 126,756. (No model.)

Claim—The combination with the can or

like receptacle, of angular spout-section

formed integral with and communicating at

the bottom of the can , and being formed

with a valve seat, the upper end of the ver—

tical portion of this section being formed

with exterior screw-threads, a spider ar—

ranged in said section, a valve engaging

said seat and having its stem operating in

said spider, an upper spout section pro

vided at its lower end with an annular

flange, a gasket arranged between said

flange and upper end of the first named

section, a collar having its lower portion

formed with interior screw threads to en

gage the threads of the first-named section. '

and formed at its upper end with an in

wardly projecting flange adapted to rest

upon the flange of the last named section,

and a strap secured to the can and receiv

ing the last named section.

726,671. Vaporizer for Explosive Engines.

George A. Gemmer, Marion, Ind. Filed De~

cember 30, 1901. Serial No. 87,705. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a vaporizer for combustion

engines. a number of screens 'for receiving

the gasolene and through which the air

passes, a removable block secured to the

vaporizer, and posts extending inward from

said block on which the screens are mount

ed parallel with each other.

726,672. Motor Vehicle. Harry Gilchrist.

Pittsburg, Pa. Filed February 24, 1903.

Serial No. 144,578. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In driving apparatus for motor

vehicles, the combination with an axle and

a rectangular block thereon, of a driving

gear wheel provided with interior parallel

sliding bearings, a sliding frame mounted

thereon, and a rectangular box slidingly

mounted in the frame and engaging the axle

block, substantially as set forth.

726,710. Gas or Explosive Engine. Leon

A. C. Letombe, Lille, France. Original ap

plication filed June 1. 1901. Serial No.

62.696. Divided and this application filed

October 15, 1901. Serial No. 78,671. (No

model.)

Claiiu.—1. In a gas or explosive engine,

the combination of cylinders arranged end

to end, an interposed sleeve entering the

head of one cylinder and having a. flange

adjacent one end for attachment to one of

the heads, and a stufling box mounted on

the other head and hrough which the other

end of the sleeve passes.

 

something more them" g.

a. micrometer is needediitafi; ‘

distinguish good hails

from bad ones.

FEDERAL mastrraisrvamo ‘

ohgystaso BALL racroa _ ,

  

‘ \The.. test offsiizsiity Hes

service.

are known as _‘?High Duty."

. We them.

best balls
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Whitlock

Radiators

The

Standard of Excellence.

We carry radiator discs, return

bends and tube in stock for

quick delivery. We make the

best disk radiator and the only

cellular cooler in the United

States

The Whltlock Coil Pipe C0.

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

 
 

 

It you are goingZintol'lthe automobile business look over

circular A—-It illustrates Standard Auto Forgings in Stock.

  

Prompt We also Forgo

Shipments m

at ..

Stock Forgings. ~ ' Specifications.

Pet. Dec. I6, 1890.

THE BILLINGS 8r SPENOER OOMPANY, Hartford, Oon

mxctzs 0P —

llrop Forgings of Every Oasorlptlon and the Oalabratad Adjustable Automobile Wrench.
 

This is the Age of the Specialist.

OUR SPECIALTY IS

AUTOMOBILE Boorras

and all our energies are concentrated on making them

well. Past experience in car, carriage and coach

building and a thorough knowledge of automobile

requirements fit us to produce the highest class work,

stylish and substantial. Responsible concerns are

invited to write for estimates.

THE HANSEN CAR 00., Cleveland, Ohio

FACTORY: OFFICES

Cor. Hamiltv-n St. and C. & P. Tracks. 1307 Williamson Building.

 

SpeciaIEulletin

AUTOCAR RUNABOUT, excellent condition.

PACKARD B. SPECIAL.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC DOS-A-DOS.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC RUNABOUT.

COLUMBIA RUNABOUT.

MODEL C. PACKARD, 12 H. P., WI‘Tvfi'fl-fiop.

If Interested, send for description of above

and other used vehicles.

Shattuck’s Automobile Emporium, itéttlt?‘t‘lt£f’°"
 

 

 

CARBURETTERS

£5; ‘53 FLOAT FEED.

ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Will positively supply highly ex

plOsive mixture from any grade of

gasolene. Get a good carburetter.

Get ours. It will increase the power

of your motor. Money back it not

satisfactory. Write today.

  

 

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, wrscousm.

 
 

 

 

America’s

Leading

Automobile
 
 

ESTABLISHED I855

PHINEAS JONES& CO.

NEWARK, N. J.

Member 01 the National Aleocletlon ot

Automoblle Manufacturers.

TnEIoll-PkorElcctriolto.

OLEVELANO, OHIO.

Manufacturers

v

  

Electrical

Machinery
Converter for Charging Automobile Bltteriee from

Alternating Current.

 

 

 

BREOIIT’S No. IO OOLONIAL BODY
WITH FOLDING SEAT IN FRONT.

  

We manufacture a positive wheel steering device with worm and gear

segment. Absolutely positive. Gives no back-lash. Bronze hand

wheel. Mahogany rim.

BREOHT AUTOMOBILE 60.,

 

  

 

I200 Case Avenue ' ST. LOUIS. NIO.
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Automobile

Mountings

Polisc A rass

I E. W Mr: W

  

No. 4. Tonneau Door Fastener.

  

Handles, Door Locks, Tonneau Hood

Fasteners, Handles, Key Hole Covers,

Metal Holdings, etc.

flANUFACTURED BY

The English 8t Mersick Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

 

 

I? SIMMONS @

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street. New York City.

 

 

 

Dc Dion Bouton & Co.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Moton are med by leading manufacturer: all over

the world. ‘

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Addreu all communication! to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United State. Agent,

I79 Clarendon 5L, (near Boylston) BOSTON, MASS.

 

WILLIAMS SPARK OOILS

‘
I

  

Are made in all sizes and Styles for

Automoblles, Motor Cycles and Gasolenn Englnes.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Electric Contract Co.. General Selling Agents.

202-204 Centre St., I54 Lake St.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

JENKINS a: BARKER
Successons 'I‘o CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRFSPONDENCE SOLICITED

 

 

 

 

  

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKB Agent, St. Louis, Mo.

 

 

 

  

If interested in the best coils, spark plugs,

etc., write to THE DOW PORTABLE ELEC

TRIC CD. for catalogue and particulars.

» Home Office 6: Factory, Braintree, Mass.

Bianca Orrrcls:-zr8 Tremont Street. Boston. Mass; "35 Broadway,

New York, N.Y.;19 La Salle St., Chicago, lllo.; Harry R. Geer, SLLouis, Mo.

John Wannamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.

Member: of Ike National Aunrz'alion q/ A niarnobile Mann/uhrnr.

USE THE KING OF
 

The Michelin,
l2 East 27th Street,

 

 

 

DIXON’S
GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE PRESERVATION AND LUBRI~

CATION OF THE CHAINS OF AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobile Graphite Lubricants
ARE UNEQUALED.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUOIBLE 60.,

JERSEY CITY, or. J.

Better Not . .
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

AMERICAN fit oomnnnv
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS

THE AUTOOAS
OBY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

clency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WNI. ROCHE, 42 Vesev St., New York.

“Big tour”

WORLD’S FAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

St. l:ouis
Write for Folders.

Warren .I. Lynch.

Gen'l Pass. Agt.

 

  

 

7_ ‘ New STANDARD

: :“AUTOGAS‘
W rnnol MARK

‘i AS8€ASDLINE ENGINE

nnv BATTERY

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

W. P. Deppe,

Ass't Gen'l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

  

-TIRES
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We make over Twanty Types of Cars.

Write for Catalogue.

Mobile company of America,

Broadway Ind 54th Street New York City.

MONOGRAM OILS AND GREASES
IPECIALLY ADAPTID FOR

AUTOMOBILE IUBRIOATION
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST.

Oolumbla Lubricant: 00.. 116 Broad St., New York.

SMITH 8:. MABLEY,
3l3-3I 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

meon'rutl

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DI‘TIIBU‘I'OI.

GHIRRON, GlRIRllilT I Tillill GIRS RIDE Ill IIERIGI.

“ rr STARTS FROM THE SEAT."

“srrvrisfinnvrn"
HIGHEST TYPE OF OASOLENE CAR

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

No. 690 Main St.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

 

 

 

   

 

 

Gasolene Motors
ALL SIZES.

BUFFALO OASOIENE MOTOR OOMPANY,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

 

33“ SIMMONS @

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent noon application.

"0 Centre Street. New York Clly.

  

 

 

—-L n

GROUT BROS., - ORANGE, Mass.

 

 

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE. ‘
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

SEND five cents for our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.

 

BELL & COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80th St., lion York. Telephone: 2562 River.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

  

 

OR SALE—A Winth 190: Touring Car,

newly finished and overhauled at factory;

has had very little use; price 81600. Immediate

delivery. 1903 Wintons always carried in stock.

W. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., 875 Main

St., Buffalo, N. Y.

OR SALE—Conrad Steam' with Doctor‘s

Hood, wood wheels; steam and air pumps

and all improvements; gasolene capacity for 100

miles ; $450.00 takes it. A big bargain, cost $1400

last season. W. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St, Buffalo. N. Y.
 

OR SALE—Babcock Buffalo Stanhope (Elec

tric) in elegant condition, newly finished and

a superb vehicle for anyone. Cost 81600 ; will bill

for $850.00. W. C JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St, Buffalo, N. Y.
 

FIRST CHECK, $500, takes Thomas Touring

Car, new, 8 B. H. I’. Motor, great oppor

tunity. T. SHEROW, Millbrook, N, Y.

OR SALE—One new. 1903 Winton touring

car. Also one used but a few times.

A. B. CLEVELAND, Unionviile, Ohio.
 

OR SALE—Peerless Touring Car, 16 h, p.

Guaranteed to be in fine condition, having

only beenrun about twelve hundred miles. Pur

chased last Fall. T. II. WILSON, 120 Bolton

Ave., Cleveland, 0.

OR SALE—Locomobile with new victoria top;

Kidder steam carriage. rebuilt. fine condi

tion; Columbia gasolene Stanhope, with good top;

Thomas motor bicycle. Any reasonable cash offer

will purchase a bargain. F. Illatch. Hazleton, Pa.

[)l)(()IN’€5
GRAPHITE _

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE PRESERVATION AND LUBRI

OATION OF THE GRAINS OF AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobilo Graphite Lubricants

ARE UNEQUALED.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY crrv, N. J.

THE AUTOEAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effi

ciency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

 

  

  

New STANDARD

“.‘AUTOGAS‘

AbioMARH

LI"! [NISle

DRY BATTERY

  

5
.
2">

  

  

 

 

BOUGIE HERZ.

The only Sport Plug

IN THE

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

RUNS JUST AS WELL IN OIL

You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it?

Money refunded in 30 days

satisfactory. '

  

if not

80L! IIFOITII ron U. 8- AND CAquA.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

 

W. "ads at the SPLITDORF LABORATORY.

Elhblhhod 18-55. =

. F. SPLITDORF, 17 Vlndovnter St.,".Y.

 

SPEND YOUR VAOATION

during the summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

  

  

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. To those nnacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force in securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“ Summer b’ua/r an illiclulgnn."

—

D. O. EDWARDS, Pass. Tat. Mgr.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

l
 

“Whitney” Chains
THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINTUN
So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order.

 

 

PRIOE, GOMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Cleveland, U.S.A.

 

 

 

 
 

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The U. S. LONG DISTANCE
 

' Are Pre-eminent for Speed.

Safety. Reliability and Economy.

Our book Is oi unusual Interest to Automobilista. Sent free on request.

,_

/"

 

I, Built for service, long runs and hill-climbing,

simply operated, free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order. '

  

Type A—Runabout, $1,250.

Tyye B—Tonneau, 1,500.

Type C—Tonneau, 2,500.

TYPE C—TONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Engine.

U. S. LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Factory, 307 WhIton Street, Jersey City, Il0-ll4 West 4lst Street, New York.
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HEY have become

the favorites simply

because they have the

merit that brings pres

tige. Arguments against

them are unavailing to

those who have used

them.

  

THEY are tires that,

will be a real com

‘ fort to you as far as

case, durability, and gen

._eral satisfaction is con

ccrned.

If you are having troubldwith your tires, or are not entirely pleased with their service, you certainly are notzusing

GaJIIRBS
Do not be misled by imitations. “A Rose by Any Other Name " is not the same, no matter what

the substituter may tell you. Demand the G & I only, and get full value for your money.

IIRI’; co, Indianapolis, Ind. NCWYOI”k CIICY, 81 Reade Street.

0. H. lilLLETlE Treasurer4 n _ r 1
- ' \ 33¢ gm“ 30"“ “my” $3M . my 33 West 42d Street, New York City. _ -

' a - .' a” p 0 “Lower NCWEngland' so 7 Please enter my order for the ‘

fl § M313 “ 2, 535mm "cw York, '50 i W 1903 Eastern Edition of the Ofiicial W

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Map '7‘ 3, Western New York, .50 Automobile Blue Book. Maps, etc., fl

Map 44 4’ “.J" L. I. & Eastma' .50 as marked (with price extended) for W

“’5’ wash_ and Bang" - 56 7 H which Ienclose herewith 3 mo C'fi

Map Cases, — - - - .50

sausages, it»? t:Total (remittances enclosed), l Addp“

W
  

1': fold in file Blue Bonk comp/adon and accurafoly in nboul 300

wHE Go roulor, yiuiny running direcfions, dlls'fancox, and {be kind, condition

and grade: of roads. 6/18 Blue Book eonlain: IIIIIC/I ol/zor in/ormofion

of everyday nood Io aulomobl'lisls. Wherooor you unIr/l lo go if fol/a you

BULLETINS—issued july, October and January—will keep the BLUE BOOK up to date in every respect, giving corrections and addi

tions to the routes, stations. laws, etc.

are 30 inches square, printed in three colors, and mounted on cloth. They are atlas maps and give every town. BLUE BOOK

routes are shown in red. A new method of folding makes them most convenient for reference. _.

GASES-—sanie size as the book—have flexible blue leather cows with a patent clip for holding the map in place.

I. . "I BI—Owing to the great amount of detail work involved in verifying .

" and compiling numberless route reports from the several hundred

w BLUE BOOK representatives the publication of the book will be W M

1 delayed until the first of May. In the meantime-as always—special

  

 

  

reports and information will be gladly and promptly furnished to

subscribers.
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THE “ETIDQ” BATTERY. '
NEW YORK I48 Welt 18th Street. } CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Bouievnrd.

PfllkaggklcglAz.o(2,53$31-$33“ Street. DEPOTS FOR THE PROMPT DELIVERY g ST. LOUIS, 3931 0an Street.

ROCHESTER, I58 South Avenue. AND CARE 0F EXIDE BATTERIE5_ DETROIT, 265 Jefferson Avenue.

BOSTON, 39 Stnnhope 5t. TOLEDO, 8l8 Jeilerson St.

RENEWALS A'i‘ ATTRACTIVE PRICES. SPARKING BATTERY PRICE-LIST JUST ISSUED.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYGO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. llld 19th St. NEW YORK, [00 Broadway. BOsTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND, Citizenl Building.

ST. LOUIS. Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. HAVANA, CUBA, G. F. Greenwood Mgr., 34 Empedrado St.

 

in all countries where they automobile, under aH

conditions and on all roads—not by trick riding before

invited audiences—has given the

v %\\\‘6o\~°

TOURING CAR
its reputation. Built for constant and comfortable use, for

long life and little trouble, it presents the best value on this

or any.other market.

Price, at the Factory, $750.00.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET “ "; IT DESCRIBES OUR VIRTUB.

 

THOS. B. JEFFERY 8C COMPANY, - - Kenosha, Wisconsin.

New York Agent for ST. LOUIS MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY, St. Louis, Mo.

  

 

seanoER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered April.

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

.Jn‘

shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve

  

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

 

arm I

MANUFACTURED BY ,

A. SQI-IRHDER’S SON, Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York,
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G00DRICH

Clincher Automobile Tires

ARE ROUND TRIP TIRES.

There and back, whether it be ten miles or ten hundred miles,

'with tire comfort when equipped with

The Original American Clincher

MADE BY

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO” Akron Rubber ,Works, Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK. 099 Broadway. SAN FRANCIQCO, 392 Mlsalon Street. BOSTON. 157 Summer Street.

PPPPPPPPPPIA. 922 Arch Street. CLEVELAND, 414 Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 East Congress St.

BUFFALO, 9 West Huron Street. CHICAGO, 141 Lake Str NV 444 Curtis Street

    

 

eet.  

 

  

A TRADE TERM:

“WESTUN-MUTT QUALITY"

IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERY vvooo or WIRE.
 

GET WITH US

WESTON-IVIOTT CO., Utica, N. Y.
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_
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l i\\l\\\ -

  

 

A Good Agent
wants the best car— the car which has got the insides and the outsich to i

be “ America’s Leading Automobile.”

When picking out a car to represent, look for the car that you know

will sell—not only to-day, but next year' and right along. Look for the

car that is thoroughly tested. The car that is full of style and luxury.

The only car that won 100 per cent. records with all its cars in all the

Endurance Contests of last fall. The car that the makers are standing

back of and pushing, and helping you to sell— "

The

Searchmont Automobile Co., North American Bldg., Philadelphia.

FACTORIES: SEARCHMONT (NEAR CHESTER). PA
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THE CENTRAL AUTDMUBILE GUMPANY

l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

2397

/ TELEPHONES: : COLUMBUS.

2398

  

--Mers- Peugeets

Renaults ‘ Mercedes
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

All. KINDS OF FRENGH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT Ill STOGK.

ELEBTRIGS (ll-IARGED, REPAIRED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

 

 

WHETHER IT BE

Runabout or Touring Car '

the man who makes a pur

chase without giving heed to

the claims and prices of the

CONRAD
is closing his mind to some

hard, cold facts and figures.

THE PUPULAR GASULENE BAR

Century Tourist
I. ACKNOWLEDGE!) TO BE

AT THE HEAD OF ITS CLASS.

  

Simple control—Free from complications—

Unequaled in construction—Will run anywhere

at any time and won’t fall to pieces on the road—

Always reliable.

BUILT ENTIRELY IN OUR OWN FAGTORIES.

PARTS NOT BOUGHT AND ASSEMBLED.

If our Catalogue does not convlnce you,

I demonstratlon wlll.

BENTURY MUTUR VEHIBLE 60-, il'ilil'ii:

  

IF YOU ARE NOT “GOING IT BLIND,”~WE WILL

BE PLEASED TO PLACE THEM BEFORE YOU.

  

 

  

Conrad Motor Carriage Co.,

l4l3-l4l9 NIAGARA STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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The POWER is furnished by

vertical, twin cylinder motors, fa

mous tor their strong and flexible

action. Automatically governed.

No ofiensive odors. All parts of

the motors are accessible on re

moving the bonnet.

Gatalog and additional iniormation will be aent on request. Address Department 8.

THE PEERLESS MGTQR GAR (‘39., -

REPRESENTED IN THE PRINGIPHL GITIES.

A I6-h. p. PEERLESS stock touring car won the five mile race at Boetoa, Decoration Day, iro competing 20-h. p. can.

LhiPQQl’lQSS

T®URING . ERR.
Whether you ride for recreation or for glory, you have something to accom

plish—something to gain. In the PEERLESS you find the means.

speed—the ease of operation—the comfort—necessary to accomplish your purpose.

  

it has the

The BEVEL GEAR TRANS~

MISSION and the S LID I N G

SPEED GEAR, on account of

their steady. direct action, make

the PEERLESS nnexcelled for

hill climbing and least susceptible

to strain from long distance or

strenuous riding.

@leveland, Ghio.

 

 

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.

RAINIER co.
AUTOMOBILES,

beg to announce the removal of their executive office to their

new building,

Broadway, Cor. 50th Street.

In connection with our show rooms in this building a first-class garage

will be maintained for all classes of pleasure vehicles, either electric or

gasolene.

A full line of Electric Broughams. Victorias, Hansoms; also Gaso

'ene and Electric Cars.

SOLE AGENTS

Vehicle Equipment Company
Electric Carriages, Wagons and Trucks.

ALSO GENERAL AGENTS FOR

BERG AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
High-Grade Gasolene Cars,

AND

NEFTEL AUTOMOBlLE COMPANY
Combination Gaeolene-Electric Cars.

NOTE—Our station at Ninth Avenue and 27th Street, will be continued, but for

commercial vehicles only. Pleasurqcarriages removed to 50th Street elation.

  

 

 

 

Locomobile Steam Cars.

CONVENIENCES SPECIAL FEATURES. 1903 HODELS.

Indestructible water gauge; Victor steam air pump,

obviating all hand pumping and very useful for inflating

tires; Victor steam water pump; a reliable auxiliary boiler

feed; Ejector for convenience in touring; thorough lubri

cation of engine, from one central oil reservoir; positive

automatic oil pump for cylinders; forced draft for use in

windy weather; superheated steam; solid and substantial

construction; fine workmanship and handsome finish

throughout.

Writefar calalague or visit any brawl: qfiicefor (lemon

.rlralion on tile road.

The acocomobile Company of Ameiica
General Otiicee and Factory, Bridgeport, Conn.

BRANCHIS; New York, Broadway. cor. 76th St. Boston, No. 15 Berkeley St.

Philadel hia, No. no North Broad St. Chicago, No. 1354 Michigan Ave. London,

N0. 39 ussex Place, South Kennington. Pans. 3: Avenue de la Grande-Armee.  
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ABSOLUTELY».

RELIABLE

Automobile

Wheels

BUILT BY

 
 

 
 

New Haven Carriage Co.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Every Wheel Guaranteed Exactly as Represented.

  

QUICK DELIVERIES.

Appearance,

Accessibility,

Easy Riding,

Easy Control,

Compactness.

3 Bus! Van Buren Street,

TEFRIEDMAN
..

ROAD WAGON.

The only double cylinder road

wagon selling for $750.00.

AGENTS WANTED.
  

COMPARE

Write lor Catalog.

FRIEDMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

 

 

  

we
SPARE MOTOR PART

I R 0 ~ T>

E R S

Is what you will need on your vacation tours.

 

 

We carry in stock The Largest Assortment of

Automobile Parts, Fittings Sundries, Tools, Cloth

ing, Touring Baskets. and etc, to be found in' the

country. Panhard Chains, and repair links, Royal

Auto Watch and Case, Dashboard Volt and Amp

Meters, Miller Manometers. The Umbrella Rain and

Dust Coat. Sole American Agents for the Largest

European Manufacturers of Horns, Spark Plugs,

Goggles and Dust Hoods, etc, etc.

Catalogue Mailed on Request.

CHAS. E. FULLER»

Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

97, 99, 101 READE ST., NEW YORK, 11. s. A.

 

'...""'.......',"""Q..."0""0......oo-ue.....aon00.Q..'"IO..'.O.""...,

'14

0......Ieoueol..wei....IOo.-........oe- "00.... "QQQQQQQn

THE HOME OF RELIABLE CARS

BANKER BROS. CO’S.

 

   

 

141-143 West 38th St., New York

LARGEST DEALERS IN AMERICA.

NO EXPERIMENTS SOLD.

PHILADELPHIA,

619~33 N.Broad , -

PITTSBURG,

Baum and Beauty Sis.

NEW YORK,

r41 & 143 West 38th St.

50 West 43d

'0......IOO»OI......OI .a.......lIna...”..0l~'l..‘ .Qle-"noIQ.

..OOI1".0......ewe......l.enab...I...
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“A QUALITY CAR.”

A FEW DISTINCTIVE FEATURES INDICATING THE

CLASS IN WHICH THE PREMIER BELONOS:

Pressed steel frames. Bevel gear drive.

Interchangeable intake and exhaust valves, . Three spéeds forward and reverse_

mechanically operated. D. ._ d . I h h. h

Internally expanding emergency brakes on rrect rrve on t e 1g gear.

rear hubs. Speed changes controlled by one lever,

PRICE, $2,500.00.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. CO., 4- lndianapolis, Ind.

  

 

 

The KNOX AUTOMOBILE, -

WINNING FIRST AWARD IN THE INTMMEBGIAL VEHIBLE CONTEST,

WAS EQUIPPED WITH

"Um"? DETABHABIE uurs
SPRINGFIELD, Mass, May 27, 1903.

 

THE HARTFORD RUBBER \IVORKS CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

GENTLEMEN :——We are pleased to state that our new double-cylinder car, which made such a fine

showing in the New York Commercial‘Vehicle Contest, was equipped with 4 in. x 32 in. Dunlop tires

and they carried the car, which weighed complete 3800 pounds, over the roughest roads and most

of the way at very fast speed without trouble of any kind. This showing of your tires we consider

exceedingly satisfactory, considering the severity of the test.

Yours very truly, KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

H. A. KNOX, Vice-President.

\

  

 

 



$62 Cbe motor 'ddtorlo.

A good roadster; a good

 

hill climber; a svrmovnter

of all obstacles is the

General.

It is as swiil as a railway

train and it was built to last.

  

While its first cost is low the real

economy of the General is its lasting

qualities.

For serviceability it is the leading

automobile on the market.

Why? »

Because its working parts are

8 and I2 h. p. 2 cyllnder and I6 h. p. 4 cylinder few and durable.

s U R REY 8' Because its power is generated in

JI c U. S. Aglllll & no. two cylinders.

28 West 33d Street. Telephone. 2754 Madison. Because there is practically

le YORK Aan'rs FOR ST. Louis Moron CARRIAGI C0. h. b . f d

Uptown Garage, C. L. Bell & Co., :50 West Bo‘h Street. Telephone, :56: River. nOt lng a out It to get out 0 or 81”

Bl' A ,A.G.S ldi B ., W Bl S . ' 'a usmomi E:{lla’tl'iyilaclcelpchiaiggelligy, NatasVelTidle Tagu'lsl'réoirgelgtegntiwrigaZOSo: _Stteeu. Because the mOSt tlmld person can

"mm" '1" 'Néniiifyit. 1., Kmnluspmingoaoiitii do." ' rm. maSter Its meChamsm m a week“

  

 

Because it is always under

the absolute control of

the operator. It is always under

control for the simple reason that the

operator cannot lose control of it.

Because being utterly oblivious to wind,

weather or condition of road it is the greatest

land cruiser ever made.

It grips the earth with a sense of supreme power

 

A Touring Car for the“: but is responsive to the most delicate touch.

h d . h It will pay you to investigate the General's

W O 651“ t 6 very best merit before buying. A postal will fetch a

that money buy_ catalogue setting forth in detail the reasons why

the General is first in point of service.

\ . . Price $900.

In Certamty Of Operatlon Price, with tonneau (increasing seating capacity

and Elegance of DeSIgn to four Persons) $1,000

and Appointment it is

without a peer. General Automobile 8 Mfg. Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Moyea Automobile Co.,
. spin in the General before buying. That will demonstrate to

3v? west street, New YQIK, you the power, speed and the beautiful responsiveness of the

General.
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ThfiNEWWiTE STUDEBAKER

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903 ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

N0 EXPERT cmUFFEUR NEEDED.

Can be Run Any Day In the Year, by Any Member of the Family.

  

   

 

 

Wide Touring Radius.

A Successful Hill

Climber.

Smooth Operation.

Reliable Brake

Control.

Great Strrngth of

construction.

Perfect Spring

Suspension with

Resulting Comfort in

Riding.

Can be used equally

well over rough

pavements or smooth

park roads.

Quiet Running.

  

NEXT TO FLYING

is the motion of the incomparable WHITE—smooth, noise

less and free from all motor vibrations—a swift, gliding

movement that affords the maximum of automobiling pleas

ure, minus its every defect.

  

Writ: "flue/""1" Descriptive Catalogue on application. Our complete line of automo

' biles can be seen at the following repositories and at our

C0" Branch Houses and Agencies in all principal cities.

(Automobile Department) CLEVELAND, OHIO. T

a: Union Square, New York, N. v. 609 Main SL, Bufialo, N. v. s UDEBAKER BROS' MANUFACTURING CO"

509 Tremor" 5‘" 30mm" MuL 300 RM Bldgqckveland’ Ohio. Studebaker Bros. Co., of New York, Broadway and Seventh Avenue,

300 gogédSIUdSaAn Frasmsco, h 39g4-é648 (glivrijSt, SLéfiuis, Mo. Cor. 48th St... New York Cl! y.

a a war ve., t t, . t t., , .B'ANKER BROaQHEégrgéavJ Ea“ E§,é,in¥%g_ lazve‘rh ° ° Studebaker Bros. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

.,6 6 -6 . roa t., iae ia.Pa.F. 0. BAILEY CARRIAGE cdfritiniiiid, Maine. P‘ P'm'y “'d o’“"" 0mm ' Sw'h Bu'd' '"d‘

WALTER C. WHITE, European Representative, 49 Princes Street, West- First-Class Agents Desired In Territory Not All-eldy Covered

miuster, London, England.

  

 

 

  

Just What You’ve Been looking For.

THE

UFFEE UARBURETTER
A notable advancement A

in gas making (inaily Hm boo-l built m

appliances.

, Hm mo and Mixing Locomobile Gasolene Cars
ARE THOROUOI‘ILY DEVELOPED. hO EXPERIMENT.

 

I‘

  

I I I

a For instance, the model herein illustrated has been in regular use

. h for over a year. A prominent customer writes : “It i: almost aim»

am er' luh‘ly Irvin/cu, (limb: awry lu'll Ifirwrpui if 11! 1017/1024! trouble. is

nmmmdiom, and I ran/ml canccit/e [row anyI/u'ng rauld 6: brlfrr."

We build 9 H. P. and 16 H. P. cars, using front vertical motor ex

clusively—the only type to consider. The all-steel chassis permits the

purchaser to select any desired style of carriage body. All working

I parts conveniently placed; substantial construction; material and

~i” workmanship of the highest order.

I

Price oi 16 H. P. Chassis, Including Tools and

Spare Parts. $3,200.00.

Absolutely automatic regulation of air and
Bodies are extra, the purchaser selecting any desired style.

gasolene. Writ! or 111'in any brain/1 (1 (r for ram/luring demons-{ration on

fire rvaa'.

—— The b’l Com an of America

R. w. COFFEE & sons, £"53fi1..f.‘.’.. ......B...i..........
BRANCHIS: New York, Broadway, cor. 76th St. Boston, No. r5 Berkeley St.

D, VA. Philadelphia, No. :49 North Broad St. Chicago, No. I354 Michigan Ave. London,

N0. 39 Sun-sex Place. South Kensington, Paris, No. 32 Avenue de la Grande Arnue.

EASILY APPLIED TO ANY ENGINE.

  

 

'2
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~ AN OLD SAYING

tells us “Man’s best Iriend is the horse.” Ii this is true, then the horse’s best Iriend is‘

The
"THE BEST THING ON WHEELS."

PRICE, $650.00.

This is particulary true in regard to the Doctor’s I‘Iorsc. It you don’t believe it, ask the horse—

“I Wonder Why?”

ANY OF THE FOLLOWING REPRESENTATIVE DEALERS WILL GLADLY GIVE YOU

FREE DEMONSTRATION ON THE ROAD.A

ALBANY, N Y.-Automobllr~ Storage A

‘ Tradln| Co.

ATLANTA. GA.—(‘.. H. Johnson.

BINGHAM'I‘ON, N. Y.—R. W. Whlpple.

BOSTON, MASS—Oldsmobile Co.

BUFFALO. N. Y.—Jaynel Automoblle Co.

I‘HARI,I~‘..<TON, S. C.—Army Cyrle Co

CHICAGO.ILL.—OIdsmoblIeC0.. Glthens Bros.Co

ELEVELAND, OHIO—Oldlmobllv w

COLUMBIA. S. C.—J. . Richards

DALLAS_ TEXAS—Llpecomb & Garrett.

DA VENI‘OR'I'. lA.—Mason'e Cnrrln‘e Works.

HF\'\'F.R. POLO—G. E. Hannah.

DETROIT. MICH.-—Oldernoblle Co.

ERIE. PA.—Jncob Roth.

|:|<\_\'I) RAPIDS. MICH.—Ademl & Hart.

H\RRISRURG, I‘A.—Kllne Cycle Co.

IIOI'STON, TEXAS—Hawnlne Automoblle &

Gee Finlzlno Works.

INDIANAPOLIR. IND—Flsher Automobile Co.

JACKSONVILLE. FLA.—P‘ E. fillbert.

KANSAS CITY. MO.—E. P. Morlnrlty Q Co.

SELLING AGENTS :

LANSING. I!CH.—W. K. Prudden & Co.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Oldemoblle Co.

LOUISVILLE, KY.—Sutellfl'e

MEMPHIS, TENN.—H. A. Whlte.

MILWAUKEE, WIS—Oldsmoblle Co.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.—A. 1“. Chase O CO.

NASHVILLE. TENN—John W. Chester Co.

NEWARK. N. J.-—-Autovehlcle 00.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Abbott Cycle Co.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—OldemobIIe Co.

OMAHA, NEE—Old! Gan Englne WorkI.

PATERSON. N. J._F. W. Stockbrldge.

PLAINFIELD. N. J.—F. L. C. Martin Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Oldsmoblle C0.

PITTSBURG, PA.—Banker Bros Co.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.—.I0hn Van Benechoten.

RALEIGH, N. C.—Rs.lelgh Iron Works.

ROCHESTER. N. Y.—Rochester Automoblle Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Locomoblle Company

or the Pnclt‘lc.

SAVANNAH, GA.—'I‘. A. Bryson.

ST. LOUIS, MO.—Mlulealppl Valley Automoblle Co.

TEXARKANA, ARK—J. K. Wndley.

TUCSON, ARIZ.—-Seager & Close.

WASHINGTON. D. C.—Nntl0nal Capltnl Automoblle Co.

GREAT BRITAIN—Oldsmobile Company of Great Brltaln,

Ltd., London, England.

GERMANY—Ernest “'elgaertner, Berlln.

HOLLAND—Blngham & Company. Rotterdam.

NORWAY. SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. 'I‘. Nleleen & Co.,

Uopenhngen, Denmark; L, P. Rose (1 Co., New York.

CANADA—Hyelop Brothers. Toronto. Ont.

MEXICO—Oldsmoblle Co.. Mahler & De Grels,hlexlco Clty.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Camano & Company,

R-lenon Ayres.

SOUTH AFRICA—White. Ryan A: Co.. Cape Town: Sher

rll‘f, Swing/19y & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

AUSTRALIA—Knowles Automobile & Power Co.. Ltd..

Sydney.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Ryan & Co.. Ltd.. Auckland.

JAPAN—Rruhl Bron. Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR. INDIA. CEYLON, CHINA. JAVA,

SL'MA’I‘RA. BORNEO. FORMOSA—New York Export

8: Import Co., New York City.

WDITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND “ THE DOCTOR’S OLDSMOBILE BOOK” T0

OLDS MOTOR WORKS
1332

’ Jellcrson Ave., Detroit, Mich.
PACTORIES: DETDOIT AND LANSING, MICII.
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ENTERS CONTEST FIELD

N.A.A.M. Will Conduct its own Endurance Run

—Mlles is Made Manager.

It has been decided by the National Asso

ciation 0! Automobile Manufacturers that

they can promote contests and will do so.

A meeting of the executive committee was

held in New York on Tuesday, at which

the report of the technical committee in ta

vor of holding an endurance contest in the

fall was received and approved, and the

committee instructed to proceed with its

arrangements. It was said that the run

will probably be from New York to Pitts

burg, by way of Philadelphia, Wilmington.

Baltimore and, perhaps, Washington. By

the Pennsylvania Railroad Pittsburg is 446

miles from New York, but it is proposed to

make a longer journey than that. The date

has not yet been set nor any details decided

upon. A contest for commercial vehicles

also is being planned. The technical com

mittee in charge of these matters is com

posed of A. L. Riker, chairman; H. W. Al

den, Charles E. Duryea, Rollin H. White

and Hart 0. Berg.

With regard to the Bailey bill, it was an

nounced that a regular counsel has been

appointed to especially arrange for making

test cases under the law. This counsel is

Charles Thaddeus Terry, and the associa

tion will leave it all to him and await his

decision concerning what shall be done.

The report 0! the committee on chauffeurs

was laid on the table. Alter the meeting it

was gathered that this action was taken be

cause the association came to the conclusion

that it would not recognize the chauffeurs

in any way, as it would encourage the men

to ask for recognition in other ways. This

action of the executive committee leaves the

regulations for chauffeurs recently ap

proved by the A. A. A., the A. C. A. and the

committee of the N. A. A. M. without the

indorsement ot the last named body. The

action of its committee is not approved and

the matter is virtually dropped. In another

respect this looks like a declination to co

operate with the Automobile Club and the

A. A. A. It is understood that the N. A. A.

AND ICINDRED INTERESTS.

New York. U. S. A., Thursday, June 4. I903.

M. will act alone also in testing the Bailey

law. '

A new office of “manager” was created at

the meeting, and S. A. Miles, of Chicago,

was appointed to the position, but not un

til ntter a three years’ contract with him

to run a show in Chicago had been made.

Mr. Miles will have a wide authority and

make his headquarters at the offices in New

York.

Mr. Miles is the proprietor of the Motor

Age, and his contract with the N. A. A. M.

requires that he relinquish that publication.

It is understood that the latter is being he

gotlated for by another concern already

identified with the trade.

Mr. Miles has been a close friend of Presi

dent Budlong oi! the N. ... A. M. for many

years.

Receiver for Advance Company,

The Advance Manufacturing Co., of Ham

ilton, 0., makers of automobile engines,

has been placed in the hands of Charles E.

Heiser, cashier ot’ the Second National

Bank, as receiver. The action was taken

on application of George P. Shongen. Many

creditors had begun action on claims and

the sheriff levied an executionos on the com

pany's machinery. completely tying it up.

The company is capitalized at $50,000, and

William Ritchie is president and chief own

er. It is said that the concern is solvent.

 

Seeks to Recover from Kunz.

James '1‘. Goodwin, of Wheeling, Va., has

begun suit against M. Rosenheimer and J.

L, Kunz, ot.’ Milwaukee, Wis, doing busi

ness under the name of the Kunz Automo

bile Co., formerly the Speedwell Automobile

Co., for $911.44, claiming that the automo

bile sold him on contract was no good. He

said that it was in a dilapidated condition,

the tires were worn and broken and the ma

chine wouldn‘t run.

 

Company for Owensboro, Ky.

A company headed by Dr. J. H. Hickman,

oi Owensboro, Ky.. and having the sup

port ot the Owensboro Wagon Co., is about

to be organized in that town, to undertake

the manufacture of automobiles. A vehicle

designed by A. J. Kemper, oi Danvllle, will

be used as a model.

No. l0

PACKARD WILL REMOVE

To go from Warren to Detroit—Four Cylinder

Car the Leader for l904.

It is now about settled that the Packard

Motor Car Co. will remove from Warren.

Ohio, to Detroit, Mich, this fall. ‘

Action of the sort has been expectcd ever

since the Messrs. Joy and Ducharime, Alger“.

Ferry and the other Michigan capitalists be

came interested in the company, but' for

some reason ofllcial announcement of the de

cision is withheld, although the purchase of

the site, nineteen acres on Concord avenue

and Harper avenue, in Detroit, is reported.

It is, of course, not possible that the removal

will occur for several months.

Concurrently it has leaked out, and with

every color of authenticity, that for next sea

son it is the intention of the Packard peo

ple to market a tour-cylinder upright motor

car at $2,500, of which 1,000 will be pro

duced. ‘
 

Canton Wants Peerless Plant.

Oificials of the Peerless Motor Car Com

pany of Cleveland, Ohio, visited Canton

last week, looking over prospective sitesitor

a location for their plant. It was stated

that the Cleveland shops are too crowded

and that it is necessary to seek a new loca

tion soon. The Canton Board of Trade is'

making efforts to have the concern locate

in Canton. ‘
 

Fanning Suffers by Fire.

Fire in the building at 86-92 Pratt street,

Chicago, on Monday inflicted slight damage

upon the Fanning Automobile Manufactur

ing Co., which concern occupied the second

and third floors. It is thought that the in

surance will fully cover the loss, which

amounted to $5,000. '

 

Condon Opens in Newark.

A salcsroom and garage has been opened

at 282 llulscy stroct, Newark, N. J., by Geo. .

W. Condor], He will handle the wdsmobile

and the Conrad cars.
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FAULTS OF THE MERCEDES

New Cup Racers of Cannstadt Severly Criticised

in England—Do not Show Improvement.

The Mercedes cars built for the Gordon

Bennett Cup race are not very highly

' thought of by English critics. The cars are

well within the limit of 1,000 kilograms, the

weight of them being just 990 kilograms.

The cylinders are 6 in, by 6 in.,_ but so far

they are not giving the power which ought

to be obtained from so large an engine, the

best power yet realized being 75 h. p. at 900

revolutions. This is a distinctly disappoint

ing result, says the London "Oar," as the

engines ought to run up to 1,150 revolutions.

but whether the motor can eventually be

made to accomplish this is another ques

tion. The radiator is half the width of the

60 h. p., and the axles are about half the

diameter. The engine is the same as the 60

h. p. in design, but bigger, especially in the

cylinders, which are, as said above, 1 in.

more in diameter. The Lindsey clutch is

the same pattern as on former cars. The

gear also is the same as in last year's 40

h. p., the countershaft being the same size,

too, the diameter of which is 1%, in. The

wheel base ls‘9 ft. 9 in., and the back of the

driver’s seat is only Sin. in front of the

back axle. The German cars will use Con

tinental tires, which can be very easily

manipulated, being very thin at the sides

and flexible, but having a thicker tread. It

is interesting to note that four French

workmen have been sent for to come over

to Cannstadt to make wheels for the new

cars. The control is identical with the sys

tem at present in use on the 60 h. p., but

last year’s gear has been put in and the

same gear case is used. The proportions of

the gear are different, for the gear is higher

on the top speed, whereas in the case of the

60 h. p. the proportions between the gears

are equal.

Thus in the new racing cars this high t0p

speed obviates the use of very large sproc'

ets. The proportion in the gear box on this

top speed is about three to one, but this is

brought down again by the bevelled gear,

which makes the speed of the countershaft

on the top speed equal to that of the engine.

The square shaft in the gear case has been

giving some trouble, and seems to be so far

unequal to the great strain which is put

upon it by so large an engine.

The plugs are somewhat difi’erent, al

though the system of ignition is the same.

Only twenty-two gallons of petrol are car

ried in the tank, and if these cars prove to

have the same consumption as the 60 h. p.

car, which have already been tested in

this respect, this amount of petrol would

appear to be inadequate, as with a con

sumption of one gallon to ten miles (admit

tedly a moderate estimate), the car could

only go 220 miles without refilling the tank,

and it is probable that 180 miles will be

nearer the limit of distance that they will

be able to accomplish on the present tank

capacity.

This high consumption is probably owing

to the carburation being imperfect, and so

far this has been an obstacle which Herr

Maybach has not been able to overcome. A

good deal of petrol at present finds its way

into the cylinders without being properly

vaporized, which also accounts for the in

adequate power obtained so far.

Generally speaking, in the construction of

these cars, there does not seem to have

been the same notable advance as in pre

vious types; for instance, in the advance of

the 40 h. p. on the older 35 h. p., or in the

18 h. p. as the last development of the

small, light and fast type of car of this

year. The well deserved success of the

Mercedes car in general is due to the very

excellent material used, and the adaptation

of already well known principles by intelli

gent designers and good workmen.

"' Owen has'Troubles.

Percy Owen, manager of the New York

branch of the Winton Motor Car Co., had

his own troubles Just before he sailed for

England to take part in the International

Cup race. He had to deal with an incipient

strike by the hands in the salesroom and

storage station on Fifty-eighth street, near

Third avenue, and during the whble week

previous to his departure his working force

was undergoing reorganization, involving

the placing of a new foreman in control.

A Spring Secured Grease Cup.

A grease cup with a cap that cannot

shake loose, or work off has been brought

out, and is being marketed by the Bowen

Mfg. Co., Auburn, N. Y. It is adapted for

use on automobile axles. engines, steering

knuckles, etc., and is made of solid brass

in two sizes, 1 inch and 1% inch in diam

eter, finished in polished brass or nickel

plate.

Sells Pierce: in Hoboken.

The Geo. N. Pierce Co.’s line of automo

biles has been taken on by Albert W. Grass

hoi'f, 191 Clinton avenue, West Hoboken,

N. J., he having secured the agency for

Hudson County. He will also undertake

automobile repairing in conjunction with his

cycle and motorcycle business.

Utah Company Ready for Business.

The recently incorporated Utah Automo

bile Co. has opened a store at No. 21 East

First South street, Salt Lake City. The

agency for Cadillac and Pierce cars has

been taken, and a little later a general gar

age business will bc done.

 

Deliveries of Berg cars are being made

in steadily increasing quantities. It is ex

pected that shipments to the Ranier Co., the

New York agents, will shortly reach 20 per

week.

COMMERCIAL TEST AWARDS

Knox Wagons get First and Second in Their

Class—One Car That Finished was a Wreck.

Owing to a serious delay in obtaining all

the particulars concerning the stops made

by one of the delivery wagons the calcula

tion on the awards for the commercial ve

hicle contest of the Automobile Club could

not be completed until to-day (Thursday).

After the figuring had been done the contest

committee had to pass on them, and could

not make the awards until too late for the

ofilcial results to be printed in the Motor

World this week.

It is known, however. that the Knox de

livery wagons will get the first and second

awards, gold an'd silver medals respectively,

for the second class. The Waverly electric

delivery wagon and the Mobile were the

only contestants in the first class, and of

these two it is probable that the electric

will get the gold medal.

Among the trucks, the Herschmann ex

press wagon is expected to get the gold

medal for the fourth class, and the Morgan

truck the silver medal, while the Couithard

truck, being the only one in the fifth class

carrying five tons, will undoubtedly get the

gold medal for that class,

The details of the performances of each

of the vehicles has been tabulated and the

cost of operating each has been carefully

figured out in ton miles. This makes a

batch of very interesting information, which

will be printed in pamphlet form by the club

later.

Since the contest information has come

to hand which suggests that the contest

committee was lax in one very important

respect, although it was due to an over

sight. which is pardonable in a first essay

at conducting such an affair. The condition

of the vehicles after performing the task im

posed would have had a very important

bearing on their worthiness. and the com

mittee should have had a report made by

experts on the condition of each car after

the run. This is emphasized by the fact

that at least one of the steam haulers was

put completely out of business by the run,

although this is not generally known. It

has been learned positively, however, that

the vehicle referred to could not have con

tinued had the contest been a few hours

longer. Its running gear was broken in sev

eral places, its boiler was burned out, its

pumps broken, and altogether it was a com

plete wreck. The point of this is that mer

chants might be induced to buy certain

styles of cars on the strength of the show

ing made in the contest; but if they were

like the one mentioned after the run the

buyer would be stuck. If the condition at

the finish had been noted and made known

it would have been fairer to those for whose

benefit the contest was held—the merchants
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CARS AND TIRES

Great Increase in Number of Former Causes a

Temporary Tire Shortage.

 

 

“It is, I think, a conservative estimate

that the number of automobiles in use in

and around New York is now double that at

the end of last season,” said Manager 0. J.

Woodard, of the Diamond Rubber Co.‘s

New York branch, in reply to a question put

to him by the Motor World man.

“My estimate is based on what I see, on

the amount of business done by this branch

and by the enormous quantity of repair

work we are getting and also by the impossi

bility of catching up with orders, either here

or at the factory. Taking all these things

together, I feel sure that the increase in the

total number of motor vehicles is as great as

I have stated.

"We are many hundreds of sets of tires

behind, and the factory has probably tour

thousand or five thousand sets on order.

And it doesn't seem possible to make any

material gains. New orders roll in just as

fast as we are able to fill the old ones.

“Here is an instance that will illustrate

the high pressure under which we are all

working: This morning the Oldsmobile

brunch telephoned us they had just received

two carioads of Oldsmobiles, with the tires

in the cars, but not put on, and they wished

us to send down right away and put them

on tor them. We have a couple of “16‘!

there now, hard at work getting these cars

ready. Why were they not put on at the

factory? Well, I suppose the tires got there

at the last minute—perhaps when it had

been decided to ship the cars without them~—

and they were sent along, so they could be

put on here.”

 

Exports Show Slight Decline.

For the first time in many months, the

monthly exports of automobiles and parts

show a decline from the figures of the cor

responding period of 1902. The figures are

$134,080 for April last, and $151,199 for the

same month of last year. Nevertheless, the

shipments were heavy, being nearly no 1.91

cent in excess of March, and they suffer by

comparison only because April, 1902, was an

extraordinary month. For the ten months

of the fiscal year a gratifying increase is

still shown. The figures are $894,521, while

for the same period in 1902 they were. $668.

731.

 

Brande: Gets St. Louis Car.

An American car has been added to the

lines carried by J. C. Brandes, 28 West 33d

street. He has secured from the St. Louis

Motor Carriage Co., St. Louis, M0., the

agency for their cars in New York and vi

clnlty.

Kelley Start: for Himself.

As every one knows, it is the energetic

young men who made the bicycle business

who are now playing important parts in

making the automobile industry the won

der of modern industrial development. 0f

the number there is no better equipped

graduate than Charles F. U. Kelley, for

several years sales manager of the Penn

sylvania Rubber Company, of Jeannette,

Pa., and who is now entering the automo

bile business via the “manufacturers'

agent" route. He already has made ar

rangements with several (manufacturers of

     

 

lending standard articles to handle their

goods on an exclusive basis. Mr. Kelley

brings to his new work a ripe experience

and a thorough and extensive acquaint

ance covering the entire United States and

a. personality that wins friends wherever

he goes. In his new field Mr. Kelley will

very likely not divorce himself entirely

from the Pennsylvania Rubber Company,

but will probably continue to handle their

lines in conjunction with the others he may

select.

Moyea Opens New York Store.

An important move has Just been made

by the Moyea Automobile Co., they having

leased the premises at 132 West Forty-ninth

street, formerly occupied by the Empire

Automobile Repair and Storage Co. This

they will conduct as a repair and storage

department, pending the completion of a

large building they are having fitted up.

Repairs of all kinds to foreign as well as

American cars will be made at as reason

able prices as is consistent with good work.

Cadillacs Please in Penn's Town.

So well has the Cadillac taken hold in Phil

adelphia that John Wanamaker's store in

that city has been literally snowed under

with orders. A representative of the con

cern recently made a trip to the Cadillac fac

tory for the purpose of hurrying shipments,

BUFFALO CO'S GROWTH

Splendid Plant for Production of Motor: now

Ready for Occupancy.

 

 

Niagara street, Buffalo. is rapidly getting

to be automobile manufacturers' row, the

latest accession being the Buffalo Gasolene

Motor Co., which have recently erected a

splendid new plant at the corner of Niagara

street and Auburn avenue. Incidentally, this

move is eloquent 0f the prosperity the com

pany have enjoyed and a lasting testimonial

to the worth of their product, the famous

Buffalo gasolene motors.

The building is a substantial brick struct

ure 64le feet, two stories high, and built

so that another floor may be added with

out stopping work for a single day. The

plot of ground has 117 feet frontage, and

the land runs back to the railroad. provid

ing excellent shipping facilities. The plant

is operated by Niagara Falls power and is

equipped with the most modern machinery.

As an instance of the solidity of the plant

itself, it may be said that the testing room

floors are of cement twenty-four inches

thick, while an overhead track transfers

motors from the testing room to the ship

ping room. A blacksmith shop is in the

basement, and the work is sent around the

factory in rotation and under ideal condi

tions of manufacture. As an instance of

the way in which the company do things, it

may be mentioned that they started mov

ing on Sunday, and on Thursday morning

were running eighty-eight power machines

in the new factory.

Up to the present time the demand for

the company‘s engines for marine work

has taxed their capacity to the limit, but it I

is the intention in the future to devote

more time and space to the production of

automobile motors, which will be furnished

from two to twenty-five horse-power, in

elusive.

 

The Week’s Incorporationl.

New York, N. Y.—l\'ew York Auto Car-m,

with $30,000 capital, to manufacture ve

hicles. Incorporators, Bernard Uhren, John

Lurie and Jas. J. Head, all of New York

City.

Chicago, Ill.—Bode Automobile Co., under

Illinois laws, with $50,000 capital, to manu~

facture automobiles and vehicles. Incor

porators, Leon S. Alschuler, James G, Con

don and Charles W. Stlefel.

Chicago, Ill—Automobile Maintenance Co.,

with $2,000 capital, for the purpose of manu

facturing, repairing and dealing in auto

mobiles. Corporators—Gail Dray, Herbert

H. Lloyd and George C. Madison.

New York, N. Y.—C. A. Duerr d: 00.,

under New York laws, with $50,000 capital,

to deal and trade in automobiles and auto

mobile supplies. Directors—Charles A.

Duerr, Irving L. Atwood, Raymond H,

Weaver, New York.
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The Real Issue.

“Whom the gods w0uid destroy they first

make mad." ' l

'Hon. Edward Bailey, Jr., of Patchogue, L.

1.. where the clams come from, is mad.

Rather tardin h'e perused the Motor World’s

proposed bill suggesting that horses, mules,

asses and oxen be registered and tagged and

be proven not susceptible to fright-before

hcing used on the public highways. As be

lead he saw. or thought he saw, in it a par

ody on the Jug-handled law which he helped

foist _on the automobilists of New York

State, and straightway his choler rose, Seiz

ing.his pen, he wrote that he declined to dig

nify the proposed measure by discussing it.

Abuse being cheaper, he at once descended

to abuse, and after recourse to a mirror he

saw reflected in the suggested law a proto

type of the long-caredla-nimal which would

be affected by its provisions. v

Hon. Webster Grim, “who attached his

name to a Siberian'iaw designed to afifect

Pennsylvania automobilists, has also been

heard from. He has read the Motor World‘s

law, and he also declines to discuss it; but,

of Patchogue, where the

clams come from, he is more amused than

angry. But he adds that automobiiists will

do well to accept whatever requirements

the Grims and the Baileys may impose on

them, in order to spare themselves “addition

al humiliation”; this, he intimates, may take

the form of sweeping them off the roads en

unlike Bailey,

tirely. -

But, despite the anger of Mr. Bailey and

the amusement and veiled threat of Mr.

Grim, there is no reason why automobilists

should tamely submit to such burdens as

they impose; they are legislators of the type

that pander to the cry of the rabble; the

policy of equal and exact justice to all is of

secondary importance, and the constitution

ality of such laws as .hey father is of even

less concern. They fancy that they can pile

on “humiliation” at their pleasure. But for

tunately for the country there is a tribunal

that has not to reckon with the vote of the

populace, and it is that tribunal that must

be invoked to bring to their senses the Bai

leys and Grims wherever they may exist,

and to teach them that they are not ,free to

“humiliate” any class of citizen whenever

and however they will.

The automobile is either a legitimate ve

hicle or it is not one. If it is legitimate, the

men who use it have “the right of every citi

zen of this country to the equal and impar

tial use of the public highways which their

fathers dedicated or for which their taxes

help to pay“——no more, no less. If the roads

are maintained for men driving horses, or if

the horse has paramount rights on the road,

it is time the fact was made plain.

These are the questions which must be de‘

cided. They must be settled that those who

have invested or may invest millions in the

manufacture of self-propelled vehicles, and

that the tens of thousands of workers em

ployed by them, may know that their invest

ment and pursuit is or is not at once legal

and legitimate. The questions must be set

tled that the citizens who use such vehicles

may know that their rights of citizenShip—

that the right to use the public roads cannot

be suspended or revoked—are secure, and

that they can or cannot be “humiliated” at

the pleasure of any vote-seeking politician

“blest with a little brief authority."

It is, in brief, the question of citizenship—

the question whether right or the rabble

rules these United States. And the day that

it is decided that each and every citizen is

not entitled to “the equal and impartial use

of the public highways," that day should the

stars and stripes be hauled down and a

sceptre be placed in the hand of the Presi

dent and a kineg crown upon his head.

 
 

Door Aiar, But in Hand.

It is a good thing for the American Auto

mobile Association to become a democratic

body which every one interested may join,

and thereby obtain a voice in the making

of the rules which govern them in racing

and other aflairs. It is a course that was

favored by the Motor World long ago.

Now that it has been put into eifect by

amending the constitution, a new and un

wonted burst of energy must be developed

within the A. A. A. in order that the change

in the character of the organization may

become actual and not remain merely nom

inal. It is not enough to have the constitu

tion altered so that those who come knock

ing may be admitted. The desire to ap

proach and knock for admission must be

created, and this must be done by making

the organization of benefit to the rank and

file of automobilists. This can best be done

by protecting their rights and conserving

their interests in every way. The Automo

bile Ciub “of America.” is not a national

body, and the A. A. A. is one, The associa

tion should be foremost in antagonizing vi

cious legislation, promoting sound laws, in

checking inequitable enforcement of the

laws, in fighting all sorts of abuses, in ad

vocating road improvement, in governing

the racing sport and giving help in time of

need to those who call. In order to grow

great in membership and power the A. A. A.

must do all this and keep active, and, being

active in good work, it must advertise the

fact and be energetic in recruiting.~ Under

the present administration there seems to

be little prospect-of the great activity. re

quired. Business men who hold executive

offices in such organizations are apt to be

too busy and also to have a distaste for

the sort of enterprise that is necessary, and

the secretary of the A. A. A. is already

overburdened with work and responsibility.

In the development of an organization of

the sort the work is generally best done by

some one enthusiast who has the time and

in whom all the necessary authority is vest

ed. Often such work is accomplished by

an enthusiastic salaried officer. _

i There is much for the A. A. A. to do that
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it never has attempted. In another place

in this paper is told of how much the Au

tomobile Club of France has accomplished

in the way of having fines and imprison

ments commuted and remitted. No such in

terest in the individual automobllist has

been shown here by any club or other body.

There is room for and need of a great na

tional organization of automobllists. The

American Automobile Association now has

the opportunity to become one. Will it rise

to the occasion? If not, some other asso

ciation will supplant it in popularity, and

in this country popularity is power.

It is known that there has been consider

able hesitation among those in control of

the A. A. A. about opening the door to in

dividual members, and the cause of the hesi

tation has been openly expressed as being a

fear lest “we lose control." This is an un

fortunate sentiment, and cannot co-exist

with a‘ true desire to extend the body into

a democracy of automobllists. It is to be

feared that some oi this sentiment has crept

into the amendments by which the door has

been apparently thrown ajar. The club ele

ment now in power seems to be seeking to

keep the reins of govrnment. This is sug

gested by what may be an accidentally pe

culiar wording of the "representation"

clause, but it looks more like the clever

phrasing of a lawyer, to be used when occa

sion arises. The clause reads: “Each club

shall be represented by one or more dele

gates, who shall be entitled to one vote for

each active, associate and life member of

the club represented, but no club shall be

represented by proxy."

The prohibition of representation by

proxy seems quite superfluous, since by that

wording all that a. club needs at any meet

ing of the A. A. A. is one member "who"

shall be entitled to cast as many votes as

there are members in his club. The use of

the word “who” in the amendment is pe

culiar, and the giving of the clubs a repre

sentation as clubs in this way insures the

full strength of their membership being

polled at any time. This, under the pres

ent complexion of afialrs, would insure the

clubs keeping control and the governing in

fluences remaining what they are. it is not

that the present governing influences are

objectionable, but an apparent planning for

self-perpetuation will stultii’y any profession

of democratic intent. It looks as ii the door

had been thrown open, but a strong hold

kept on the knob, so that it may be partly

or wholly closed to regulate the inrush. A

glimpse of that autocratic hand on the

door knob may result in there not being

any inrush.
 

Tire Cost and Efficiency.

It was shown conclusively in the recent

commercial vehicle contest—if it had not'

been sufiicientiy plain beforeLthat the ques~

tion of tires is a matter scarcely less im

portant than the motive power.

The average business man, when he gives

serious consideration to thought of replac

ing his horse equipment with automobiles,
I will want to know two things—first, what

are the tires goln to cost, and, second, are

they going to be a source of worry and the

cause of endless trouble? If assurances

can be given him on both subjects he will,

if he is at all conversant with the matter,

heave a sigh of relief.

it is quite safe to say that the field is go

ing to be divided between the inflated and

the non-inflated tire. Equally lndubuitable

is the assertion that the former will pre

ponderate largely and that the latter will

be of some more enduring substance than

rubber. The solid rubber tire is essentially

a compromise, and, like all compromises, it

will obtain some favor, but not very much.

it will occasionally be adopted by users who

wish to free themselves from the liability

of punctures and similar troubles, but who

still retain the desire to be relieved from

some of the vibration incident upon the use

of steel or other metal tires.

For all except heavy trucks the pneumatic

tire is well adapted and can be used to ad

vantage. Its maintenance cost will be high

er and its liability to go wrong greater

than would be the case with a solid tire;

that may readily be granted. But there are

compensations that will quite balance this

drawback. The superior speed of a vehicle

so equipped, the absorption of the vibration

so harmful to vehicle, machinery and

even load, the reduction of

nance cost represented by such items

as repairs—in these respects there will

be an actual saving of money. Should

a tire puncture it delay; but

for every trip made without a puncture

there is a credit to be made, and the expe

rience of the contest shows that there would

be many trips without a puncture, and that,

even counting the time spent for repairs of

such, the record would show decidedly in

favor of the air tire.

If we turn to the heavy vehicle we can

readily perceive that there is a limit be

yond which pneumatic tires cannot go. The

time comes when the game is not worth

malnte

means

the candle, when the more cost of pneu

matic tires durable enough to carry big

loads would eifectually preclude their being

fitted. We know of one case where the cost

of tires was figured out at $1,500 a. year;

and here even that enormous expenditure

might be Justified if the speed of the ve

hicle could be increased to a sufilcient ex

tent. But it could not, and at a much slow

er pace—a pace that was quite possible with

steel tires—the vehicle accomplished all

that was expected of it.

But it is not only the excessive cost of

pneumatic tires that stands in the way

where vehicles carrying, say, from five to

ten ton loads, are concerned.

There is a point reached finally where

rubber, canvas and air will not do the work.

The strain is too enormous, especially on

Belgian block pavements, and something

must give way. Tractive force plays its

part, too, and even with steel or steel and

lead tires, it becomes necessary to so dis

tribute the welghts that the wheels will bite

when the power is applied and thus utilize

that power in the propulsion of the vehicle

and not simply in sliding the wheels. When

the latter is done there is waste painful to

behold. .

The point where the usefulness of the

pneumatic tire ends has not yet been deter

mined with the accuracy that is to be de

sired. Obviously, lt is where they cease to

pay. But maintenance cost is not the only

factor to be taken into the account, and

each user of business vehicles must deter

mine for himself when it exceeds the etii

ciency and celerity or the service obtained.

Data can be, and will be, compiled as time

goes on that will enable him to make his

calculation, but in the end he must deter

mine for himself just what is best suited

to take his requirements.

it is queer how the drafters of such as the

Bailey blli hope to reach the millionaire

motorist, who, according to the motorphobes.

laughs at all laws and tosses the price of

fines to the winds. Such men never will be

allotted by laws that are no laws at all,

that is, laws that are so clearly contrary to

the spirit and the letter of the United States

Constitution. Their burden falls not on the

rich but on the relatively poor and humble

who have not the wherewithal to appeal and

to prove the unconstitutionality of measures

of the sort.

 

Ordinary stove gasolene makes a fair sub

stitute for .68, it the latter is not obtainable.
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OLDFIELD THE STAR

Western Crack Gives Life to Empire City Meet

and Make: New World's Record.

 

Barney Oldfield made his metropolitan de

but on Saturday lat. He came from the

\Vest with a reputation as a daredevil—a

reputation which his performance on the

Empire City track last week amply sus

tained.

It was fortunate, indeed, that he was pres

ent. Without him the meet would have been

almost as dull as dishwater, uninteresting

runaways being the'rule. Oldfield, however,

left a vivid impression. He bore out the

pictures of the newspaper “Red Devil."

Wearing a flaming scarlet coat of red leather

and seated bareheaded in his red 80-horse

monster, he was, even at rest, a picture. In

action he was a demon of imagination. He

tore around the big mile track with a reck

less abandon that compelled admiration, the

deep bark of the exhaust of the four big

cylinders suggesting a cannonade, and ac

companied by belches of flame and smoke.

it made a sight sufficient to strike terror to

- the timid and to deeply stir the strenuous.

As a drawing card and as a sight to look

upon Oldfield is worth his price.

The meet attracted all of five thousand

spectators, and the most notable gathering

of big touring cars ever seen in the metro

politan district. One count showed 219 of

them present.

Both weather and track were all that

could be desired. The lowering clouds and

occasional spits of rain witnessed in the

morning gave way, and, while the sky was

not actually cloudless, yet the sun shone

through the greater part of the afternoon.

It was just warm enough to make exercise

pleasurable, the air being bracing and invig

orating. The track had_been worked into a

fair degree of smoothness, and its long.

straight stretches and easy curves made

easy going,

While not devoid of waits between the

races, there was a noticeable absence of the

excessive delays that have marked previous

meets. The officials had the meet in hand,

r nd ran it off in good time. Starting at 2:30,

the last event had been run off at 5:30, and

the big audience had started upon its home

ward journey.

Mild ripples of excitement were caused by

such incidents as the close shave of A. C.

Bostwick’s mecanicien, the setting of new

record figures by Champion and the close

ness of some of the events. Otherwise the

spectators seemed to find plenty of amuse

ment in strolling up and down the spacious

lawns and in scrutinizing the parked cars

and their occupants. The clubhouse present

ed its usual brilliant spectacle, being com

fortable filled with handsomely gowned

women and well groomed men. One woman

was garbed in a close fitting leather suit,

with cap to match, and seemed to enjoy the

attention 'she attracted.

The day’s sport was opened by Mayor

Walsh, of Yonkers, who fired the pistol shot

for the first race, the one mile, open to all

classes under 1,000 pounds. This resulted in

an unexpected victory for an Orient buck

board, driven by George C. Gould, be de

feating A. L. Nelden, in a Northern, in 2:05.

The Northern had a good lead, but just be

fore the finish was reached a defective spark

plug gave trouble and enabled the Orient to

nip it at the tape. Summary:

One mile, open to steam, gasolene and elec

REFEREE PARDINGTON,

New Chairman A. A. A. Race Committee.

close to the rail that his mecanicien, Mur

phy, was caught unaware and forced against

the fence, resulting in some bruises and a

torn coat. Summary:

Three miles, open class for gasolene cars,

1.000 to 1,800 pounds; first prize, silver

trophy, value $100; second prize, silver

trophy, value $50:

1—Joseph Tracy, 35 H.P. Panhard. . . . .".3:50

2-A. C. Bostwick, 18 H.P. Mercedes... .

3—11‘. A. La Roche, 30 H.P. Darracq. .. .

A fruitless victory was won by the Blair

Panhard in the next race, for on Tuesday of

this week it was announced that Referee A.

THE ANNOUNCER.

  

OLDFIELD AND HIS RECORD-BREAKING CAR.

tric cars under 1,000 pounds; first prize, sil

ver trophy, value $100; second prize, silver

trophy, value $50:

l—George C. Gould, 4 H.P. Orient . . . . ..2:05

2~—A. L. Nelden, 5 H.P. Northern . . . . . ..

3—John J. Hickey, 10 H.P. Autocar. . . . .

Next came the three mile race for gasolene

cars weighing between 1,000 and 1,800

pounds. J. I. Blair‘s Panhard, driven by

Joseph Tracy, proved too much for A. C.

Bostwick's Mercedes and F. A. La Roche’s

Darracq, and he was never in real danger.

For a time, however, a keen struggle for

second place took place between Bostwick

and Le Roche, and in the end the former

won out only after he had been forced so

R. Paddington had ruled that the Panhard

was ineligible to the class. The latter was

for gasolene cars weighing over 1,800

pounds, and, as the Blair car weighed only

1,650 pounds, the curious spectacle was pre

sented ot a car deemed not speedy enough

for the class winning it with comparative

ease.

Bostwick took the lead at the start, and

soon looked like a winner, Before half of

the five miles were traversed, however, the

Panhard took a big brace and overhauled

and passed the Mercedes. L. Markle, in a

Mots, was compelled to bowl along in third

place from start to finish. Summary:

Five miles, Open class for gasolene ma
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chines over 1,800 pounds; first prize, silver

trophy, value $100; second prize, silver

trophy, value $50:

l—Joseph Tracy, 35 H.P. Panhard . . . . . .6:23

2—L. Waterbury, 40 HP. Mercedes. . . . .

3—L. Markle, is H.P. Mors ....The subsequent disqualification of the

I

"~ pm

Oldfield gained steadily, had pulled up at

even two miles and was ahead at three

Thelneeforth it was simply a matter of how

hnch lead he would obtain, and this turned

out to be slightly less than one-quarter mile.

The time was slow, and the heat aroused

absolutely no enthusiasm.

0

SOME VIEWS OF THE SPECTATORS.

Prinliard gave first place to the Mercedes

and second to the More.

"like first heat of the Oltltierd-erdgway

match race—the piece de resistance of the

meet—proved to be very tame. \Vridgway

got away the quicker, the start being a

standing one, from opposite sides of the

track, and gained perhaps 100 yards in the

first mll'c. From thnt point on, however,

  

The second heat showed a vast difference.

Oldfield and his car seemed to wake up,

while Wridgwny did a little worse than the

first time. At the end of the first mile Old

ticld had gained a commanding lead, which

in the second or record-breaking mile was

much increased. Thencct'orth all eyes were

turned on the flying Westerner and his huge,

difi’erentialless car. Even the easy turns of

the Empire City mile track bothered him on

this account, and he rode on the outside of

the track for the greater part of the dist

ance, keeping so close to the rail that it

seemed as it he would touch it_ It was

plain that he was making marvellous time.

and the announcement that the second mile

was covered in 1013-5, breaking all track

records, was received with tumultuous ap

plause. At the finish Oldfield was sur

rounded by a score or more of motorists

anxious to congratulate him, and was warm

ly commended for his fine ride. Summary:

Special Match Race-Barney Oldfield, To

ledo. Ohio (Ford 80 h. p. car), vs. C. G.

Wridgway, New York (Peerless 40 h. p.
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0111'), best two in three heats, 5 miles, start

ing from opposite sides of track.

First heat won by Oldfield, time 7.02%;

Wridgway second, time 7.13.

Second heat won by Oldfield, time 5.31.

One mile, 1.1425; two miles, 216; three

miles, 3.21; four miles, 4.26 4-5; five miles,

finish, 5.31; Wridgway’s time, 7.30. Time of

second mile, 1.013-5, is world‘s record on

circular track,

One false start was made in the five-mile

motor bicycle race, but on the second at

tempt the broad line of contestants were

sent OH in good order. One hundred yards

had not been covered before the Curtlss en

try, the two-cylinder Hercules motor bicycle,

had forced itself well in front and was set

ting a fast pace. Just as quickly the field

strung out, the Indian bicycle, ridden by

Holden, being the only one that was able

to come anywhere near holding its own with

the flying Hercules. Before three miles had

been covered Curfiss had lapped the tail

enders, and from that point on he picked

them up one by one. Holden stuck grimly to

his task, however. and managed to finish

about one-quarter of a mile behind the lead

er, with F. W. Rogers, also on an Indian,

third. Summary:

Five Miles—Motor Bicycle Amateur Cham

pionship of America. Prizes, gold, silver and

bronze medals.

1, G. H. Curtiss, 5 h. p. Hercules, 6.34.

2. Geo. N. Holden, 1% h. p. Indian.

3. F. W. Rogers, 1% h. p. Indian.

Albert Champion gave a fine exhibition of

riding against time on a four-cylinder, 10 h.

p. Clement motor bicycle. His first mile was

done in 1.04%, displacing the previous rec

ord—his own—of 1.12 2-5. Continuing, he

finished the five miles in 5.35. Summary:

Five Mile Exhibition by Albert Champion,

of Paris, with four-cylinder, 10 h. p. Clement

motor bicycle; time, one mile, 1.041-5; two

miles, 2.09 4-5; three miles, 3.15 25; four

miles, 4.21 +5; five miles, 5.35. The time for

the first mile is world’s record.

The events wound up with a series of

trials against time, a silver trophy being

awarded for the fastest mile and medals for

records in the different classes. Summary:

Mile Record Trials—Open to all cars. Sil

ver trophy for the fastest mile, and a medal

in each class to the contestant who lowers

the existing track record for the class to

which his car is eligible.

1. A, W. Bright, 60 h. p. Mercedes, 1.07.

2. Jos. Tracy, 35 h. p. Panhard, 1.16.

3. L Waterbury, 40 h. p. Mercedes, 1.12.

The ofiicials were as follows: Referee, A.

it. Pardlngton; Judges, George ‘Isham Scott,

L. R_ Adams, C. Arthur Benjamin; timers.

S. M. Butler, Frank G. Webb, M. J. Bud

long, Roland Douglass; clerk of course and

starter, A. J. Pickard; assistant clerk of

course, P. J. Fisher; umpire, Frank Eveland;

announcer, Peter Prunty.

 

In replacing the tube of a detachable tire

care should be taken to see that it is not

pinched by the outer cover.

DAYTON DELIGHTED

Ten Thousand People Attend Race Meet and

Vote it a Great Success.

 

 

Ten thousand people had their first sight

of automobile racing at Dayton, Ohio, on

May 30, and gave it their unqualified in

dorsement. They gazed with keen interest

at the competing gasolene and steam ve

hicles, and applauded vociferously when, as

in two or three cases, the finishes were close

and exciting. The various classes filled suf

ficiently well to make good competition, and

although no remarkable time was made the

lack of it caused no dissatisfaction.

The meet was the first annual of the Day

ton Automobile Club, and was held at the

Fair Grounds.

this and the holiday caused an outpouring

that simply swamped the grandstand,

thousands being obliged to seek the best

places obtainable in the field. So en

couraged were the club ofiicials by the great

attendance and the hearty applause that

there is every prospect of another meet be

ing held this season.

F. P. Hilt and C. J. ‘Vagner each won two

races, the latter being motor cycle events.

The three-mile race for heavy gasolene cars

proved the event of the day. Hilt beating out

Klser in a driving finish that brought the

crowd to its feet in a frenzy of excitement.

This was the only very close race of the

day.

The summary follows:

Two miles, for electric vehicles—First,

George G. Peckham; second, Charles Roney.

Time, 6 min. 54% sec.

Three miles, for-gasolene cars under 1,000

pounds—First Harold Talbot; second, Dr.

Lounsbury; third, George F. Andrews,

Time, 7 min. 55 2-5 sec.

.Three miles, for gasolene cars between

1,000 and 2,000 pounds—First, J. V. Dickson;

second, J. W. Small. Time—6 min., 7 sec.

Five miles, for motor cycles—First, C. J.

Wagner; second, Charles Roney. Time—9

min. 18% sec. .

’I’hree miles, for gasolene cars weighing

1,500 pounds—First, J. W. Small; second,

Harry Cappell, Time—5 min., 57 sec.

Five miles, open to all classes—First, Earl

H. Kiser; second, Edward Borderwlsch.

Time—8 min. 25 sec.

Two miles, for motor cycles—First, Chas.

J. Wagner; second, Charles Roney. Time—

3 min. 271-5 sec.

Three miles, for gasolene cars .weighing

2,000 pounds—First, F. P. Hilt; second, E.

H. Kiser. Time—5 min.

Unlimited pursuit race—First, F. P. Hilt;

second, J_ F. Dickson. Time~8 min.

Ttvo miles, match race—First. Dr. A. F.

Bowman; second, Howard Talbot. Time—5

min. 22-5 sec.

A half-mile exhibition motor cycle race

was made by Charles Honey in 45 1-5 see.

Races Nos. 11, 12 and 14 were declared off.

The weather was ideal, and“

The following oflicers were in charge:

Referee, Otto Baumann; assistant referee,

J. A. Haas; announcer, John R. Flotron;

clerks of course, Richard Virschnell and

John A. McGee; timers, George Shroyer.

John Rock and Charles Hall; judges, Earl

Forrer, E. F. Platt and Victor J. Obenauer.

 

Tourists Cars in Canada.

The report that the Canadian edict against

tourists’ automobiles has been modified is

now confirmed, The text of the order issued

by the Department of Customs is as follows:

“Automobiles, not new, in use by tourists

coming temporarily into Canada and not

domiciled in Canada, may be delivered upon

deposit of an amount equal to duty, subject

to refund upon exportation within the time

prescribed by the collector, not exceeding

six months from date of arrival. The auto

mobile is not to be used for gain or hire in

Canada, and an invoice showing the selling

price thereof should be produced to the col

lector of customs as an aid to him in de

termining the amount of the deposit re

quired,”

 

Rain Caused Double Postponement.

Misfortune pursued the Indianapolis auto

mobile race meet promoters on Decoration

Day, for the hard rain of Friday

night and Saturday morning left the

Fair Grounds track in such a muddy condi

tion that it was decided to postpone the

events until Monday. Again Jupiter Pluvius

was unkind, however, and drenched. the

grounds so that it was impossible to hold

the races. After a brief consultation a sec

ond postponement was decided upon. This

time Saturday, June 13, was selected as the

date,for the run-off

 

Morris Flies to Albany.

Remarkable time between New York and

Albany is claimed to have been made on

Saturday last by Dave Hennen Morris, of

the A. C. A., in a 60 h. p. car. Leaving this

city at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, the Hotel

Ten Eyck, Albany, was reached at 7.10, Al

lowing for stops, the 172 miles is said to

have been covered in 4 hours and 10 minutes

running time.

 

French Club’s Concern for Members.

The Automobile Club of France, at dif

ferent times during the last few years, has

had the penalties imposed upon 250 motor

car users commuted, while other sentences,

amounting in all to 500 days' imprisonment,

were entirely rescinded through the inter

cession of the club. This is a good record

for emulation by the A. C. A.

 

Following the example given by the Nord

Railway Co. (France), the Orleans Co. have

decided to establish a service of automobiles

on rails on its branch and auxiliary lines.

The Paris-Lyons-Meditcrranee Co. are also

contemplating a similar innovation.
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ADMITS INDIVIDUALS

Can Join A.A.A. on Payment of $l.—Pardin5

ton Chairman of Race Committee.

At last the American Automobile Associa

tion has carried out the idea of opening its

doors for the admission of individuals, and

in doing so has made the welcome a wide

one, the thought being, apparently, that any

one having sufilcient interest in automobil

ing to apply for admission and pay the dues

will be a satisfactory member.

The meeting at which this proposed plan

was finally made operative was held at the

Automobile Club of America in New York

on Tuesday. Present at the meeting were:

President Julian A. Chase, M. D_, of the

Rhode Island Automobile Club; W. E. Scar

ritt, Automobile Club of New Jersey; Har

lan W. Whipple, AutomobiieCiub of Amer

Ica; A. R. Pardington and Frank G. Webb,

Long Island Automobile Club, and W. J.

Morgan, Florida East Coast Automobile As

sociatlon.

Several amendments to the constitution

were adopted, the one that inaugurates the

open door policy reading as follows:

“American automobile clubs, exclusively

devoted to automoblling, individual owners

and those in any way interested in the sport

shall be eligible for membership."

Then, in order to insure equality in the

dues and the representation basis, the fol

lowing were adopted:

“Each club shall be represented by one or

more delegates, who shall be entitled to one

vote for each active, associate and life mem

ber of the club represented; but no club

shall be represented by proxy.

“Each individual member shall be entitled

to one vote at any regular or special meet

ing of the association.

“The dues for individual members shall

be $1.00 per annum, payable in advance on

the first day of April in each year."

It was the sentiment of the meeting that

the adoption of these amendments should be

followed up by the insui'ution of an ag

gressive recruiting campaign, and it was

resolved to issue blanks for membership ap

plication and distribute them everywhere.

At a meeting of the A, A. A. directors, at

tended by Dr. Chase, W. E. Scarrltt, A. R.

Pardington and F. C. Webb, the resignation

of W. J. Stewart. chairman of the racing

committee, tendered because of ill health

and business demands, was accepted, and A.

R. Purdlngton was appointed to fill the va

cancy.

A Motor Garbage Cart.

An automobile truck having a capacity of

eight tons is to be given a trial by the Brook

lyn Street Cleaning Department as a con

veyance for garbage. Should it work satis

factorily more will be installed, The maker

of the truck calculates that it will do the

work of two or three horse drawn vehicles.

New Jersey’s license Mlli.

On May 30 the New Jersey Secretary of

State had issued just 2,200 automobile li

censes, and applications are being received

at the rate of forty per day. So far, 50 per

cent. of the applications have been from

New York and Philadelphia motorists; the

remainder is pretty evenly distributed over

New Jersey. Among the prominent million

aires to whom licenses have been granted

are John D. Rockefeller, John Jacob Astor,

H. 0. Havemeyer, Jr_, Charles M. Schwab

and Robert Walton Gouiet of New York, and

P. A. Widener of Philadelphia. Sixty per

cent. of the registered automobiles are of the

runabout type. While most of these 11

censes are granted to men as owners, there

are many licenses to women. 011 Wednes

day of last week the thirty-three applica

tions received were entirely from women.

The average horse-power of, registered an

tomobiles, outside of touring cars, is 6 horse

power. The great majorlty of machines are

of American make, while the touring cars

are nearly all French or German make.

There is no indication of a falling off in

license requests, and the great influx of poo

pie into Atlantic City and other resorts this

summer is expected to raise the number of

licenses issued above forty per day.

Keane's Place on German Team.

A new interest of a peculiar sort for Amer

icans has been lent to the Gordon Bennett

Cup race by the action of the German Au

tomobile Club in appointing a prominent

American like Foxhall Keene to be one of

its representatives on the German team. the

victory, if won by Keene, would undoubt

edly go to the credit of the German club

and the Mercedes company nominally, but

inasmuch as it is recognized that it is as

much a question of ability on the part of

the operators as on that of the cars, it is a

quetion if such a victory would not be a

divided triumph for the Germans, that' would

admit this country for a share of the glory.

b‘oxhall Keene is undeniably a very'expert

operator, and with a good Mercedes car in

his hands he is likely to be a dangerous fac

tor in the race, . |

The German team, as it has been ofllcially

announced, now stands: Baron de Caters,

Foxhuii Keene and M. Hieronirnus.

Automobile Parade Opals Celebration.

In connection with the “Old Home Week"

‘which is to be celebrated in Bridgeport,

Conn,, beginning August 31, an automobile

parade will be held, starting at 10 a. m. on

the day named. The Automobile Club of

Bridgeport has appointed a committee to

take charge of the atfair, A. L. leer being

chairman, and W. S. Teel, jr., sccretziry.

Prizes will be awarded for the has: deco

rated automobile, and efforts will be made

to have all nearby motorists participate.

The new Napier Bennett Cup racers have

shaft transmission and live rear axles.

DISQUALIFIED WINNER

Car was Under Weight. and Referee Held it was

not Eligible to Class.

An interesting precedent has been estab

lished by a decision of A. R. Pardington.

who was referee at the race meet held at

the Empire City track last Saturday. The

question was the eligibility of J. Inslcy

Blair‘s Panhurd, which weighs less than

1,800 pounds, to compete in the race for cars

weighing more than that. Mr. Blair‘s Pan

hard, driven by Joseph Tracy, did this at

the meet and won the race. Mr. Parding

ton has since decided that the car was not

eligible, nlld it has been disqbailiied. The

first prizc for the five-mile. open, for care

over 1,800 pounds, will therefore go to Law

rence Wuterbury’s Mercedes, and the sec

ond prize to Lafayette Mnrkie’s Mors.

The silver trophies offered as prizes are

being engraved and will soon be ready for

'thc wlmlers. ,

This decision is a peculiar one, because it

is customary with yachts, horses and ath

letes to permit them to compete out of their

class in a higher class, if they so desire;

but according to the ruling made automo

biles may not do tins.

The Law as to Licenses.

Under the Bailey law, signed by Gov

ernor Odell on May 15, automobilists

in New York State have until the 14th of

this month in which to register their ve

hicles with the Secretary of State, and ob

tain a license, and chauffeurs have until the

same date to file their papers and obtain

a license to operate. As explained in The

Motor World of May 21, numbers on the

cars are now necessary, instead of initials.

The number issued by the Secretary of State

must be painted three inches in height, and

black on a white ground, carried on the

rear of the cars. _The registration certifl~

cates must be carried at all times by own

ers and operators, and on demand must

be shown to any peace officer.

Pittsburgtr's l500 Mile Tour.

A tour of nearly 1,500 miles is planned

by Dr. W. C. Cook, of Pittsburg, Pm, who

with his wife and daughter will drive from

the Smoky City to Boston and return. The

start will be made on June 12. and the out

ward trlp will be made via Bull’alo, Albany,

Springfield and Worcester, a distance of

720 miles. Returning, Dr. Cook will drive

to New York and Philadelphia, thence

across Pennsylvania to Pittsburg.

Overcaution and Recklesans.

“The successful driver must go cautiously.

but not too cautiously," Jarrott, one of the

British Bennett Cup race team is quoted as

saying. “The overcuutious man never wins,

while the over-reckless man never finishes."
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NEW RECORDS BY STEAMER

Stanley " Turtle" Bats Cannon's " Bird,” and

Does a Mile in 1.02 4-5 at Resdville.

 

 

A new track record for steam carriages

that is quite as sensational as Is in appear

ance the vehicle that made It was one of

the results of the races held at the Read

 
 

with an opening at the top In front, above

which the head and shoulders of the oper

ator are visible. The crowd at the races,

however, christened it “Stanley‘s Turtle."

It proved to be anything but a turtle in per

formance, though, for it soared the earth in

a manner quite supcrior to “The Bird," as

Cannon has named his car. The Stanley

has twenty-five rated horse-power.

The builders and owners of the cars oper

'I'HE STANLEY STEAM “TURTLE.”

ville track on Decoration Dny, under the

auspices of the Massachusetts Automobile

Club. The new record Is that o! a mile in

1.02 4-5, and it was made by a light racer

built by the pioneer of steam motor car

makers, F. E. Stanley.

The race In which the record was made

was the event of the day. It was to have

been a special three-sided contest, at ten

miles, between a Cannon, a Grout and 11

Stanley car, but the Grout Brothers un

nonnced their withdrawal, and the event

was changed to a. one mile heat race be

tween the Cannon and Stanley carriages.

George C. Cannon, the Harvard student,

and his racer of last year, which performed

a mile in 1.051,!) at Providence. on Sept. 24.

are well known, but he appeared on last

Saturday with a new creation, of which he

confidently predicted a mile in a minute. On

this new car the steersman and his helper

do not sit tandem, as on the 1902 machine.

but side by side In front, with their legs

partly hidden by a gasolene tank that runs

across the front of the car. The racer looks

somewhat like a runabout stripped, but

sticking up behind it is the same style of

boiler and smokestack, resembling a black

smith‘s forge, that was the distinguishing

feature of the Cannon car of last year. It is

of thirty-five rated horse-power.

It was known that Mr. Stanley had been

working to produce a. miles-minute car,

but; no one expected to see the sort 01' ve

hicle that was brought forth for the race.

It reminded one of the freak bodies made

by Serpollet ior his racers; in fact, it is not

unlike the Serpollet “whole” which was

used In the Nice race of 1902, only lower

and broader. In a way, the new Stanley

steamer looks like an inverted bath tub,

ated them, and, considering the age of Mr.

Stanley and his limited experience in nego

tiating racetracks, the style in which he

shaved the corners was remarkably clever.

The heats were not run In the form of a.

true race, but that of speed trials, the cars

track was not in‘ the best of condition.

being very rough in both the turns and the

stretches, and it was generally conceded

that under more favorable conditions the

Stanley car would do a mile in a minute or

better. Summary:

Special race for steam vehicles between

George C. Cannon’s 35 horse-power special

and F. E. Stanley’s 25 horse-power special;

one mile, time trials, in heats.

First trial, dead heat. Cannon, 1.06; Stan

ley, 1.06.

Second trial won by Stanley. Time,

1.02 4-5, world’s record. Cannon' time,

1.04 2-5.

Ten thousand automobile enthusiasts at

tended the races, and it was one of the

most fashionable gatherings seen in years

in the vicinity. The crowd completely filled

the grand stand and bleachers, and fully

2.000 spectators stood on the lawn and en

closure. It was the largest gathering of hu

tomobillsts ever held in New England.

Nearly 600 vehicles crowded the infield and

various points of vantage around the track.

It is estimated that the number of vehicles

rcprescnted $1.250.000 in value. All sorts of

motor convc'anccs, from motor bicycles

and Orient runabouts to the most expensive

touring cars. were on hand.

Next in interest to the record-breaking

run of the Stanley "Turtle" was the sweep

stakes event, at three miles, for winners, in

which Harry Fosdick, with his 20 h. p.

Winton, and Fred Durbin, with his Stanley

car, made an exciting finish of it, as shown

by the picture taken as they were crossing

the tape. Durbln and Fosdick had each

won two prizes prior to the sweepstakes.

and were the only competitors who had

done so. Durbin had won the three-mile

race for stock steamers, and also the five

  

STANLEY SIZES UP THE CANNON CAR.

going out one at a time. The first trial re

sulted in a dead heat, both Cannon and

Stanley covering the mile in 1.06. On the

second trial Cannon made 1.04 2-5, his quar

tcrs being clocked as follows, 161-5, 332-5,

48, 1.04 2-5. Then Mr. Stanley went out and

made his world's record. His fractional

times were, 16, 311-5, 462-5, 1.02 4-5. The

mile open event for steam carriages, while

Fosdick had won the five-mile race for

heavy gasolene cars, and also the pursuit

race against Kenneth Skinner. Summary:

Sweepstakes for winning vehicles, three

miles.

Harry Fosdick, Winton, 20 h. p.; time,

'2.' Fred Durbin, Stanley, 51/, n. p.

The other events were for the most part
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too much in the nature of processions to be

interesting. The Invitation race was for

the club championship, and it was captured

by a steamer. Summary:

Five-Mile Invitation Race, for Massachu

setts Automobile Club Championship.

1. J, H. McAlman, Locomobile, 5% h. p.

2. L. R. Speare, Winton, 20 h. p.

Time, 7.56

The open race for steamers was in the na

ture of a walkover for Durbin. J. B. Jay,

the only other competitor. had trouble with

his car and was forced to withdraw. Dur

bin won the race by running one mile.

Other summaries follow:

Three miles, for stock steam vehicles.

First prize, value $100; second prize, value

$50.

Fred Durbin, Stanley.

F. A. Hinclifl’e, Locomobile.

Lewis Ross, Stanley.

J. B. Jay, White.

. James Hillyard, Stanley.

Time, 4.22 3-5.

Five miles, motor cycle. First prize, value

2550; second prize. value $25; third prize,

value $10.

1. J. Derosier, Indian.

2. F. C. Hoyt, Indian.

3. Joe Downey, Orient.

4. F. Tudor, Orient.

Time, 6.541-5.

Five miles, for gasolene cars 1,000 pounds

and under.

1. H. V. Chamberlain, 16 h. p. Darracq.

2. L. H. Roberts, 4 h. p. Orient buck

board.

3. William Jameson, 4 h. p. Orient buck

board.

4. A. R. Bangs, 12 h. p. Franklin.

Time, 9.08.

“PPR”?

Five miles, for gasolene cars over 1,000 7

pounds and under 2,000 pounds. First prize,

vaiue $100; second prize, value $50.
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IO H. P. DARRACQ. WINNER OF looo LBS. CLASS.

1. J. L. Snow, 20 h. p. Peerless. 2. J. L. Show, 15 h. p. Peerless,

2. K. A. Skinner, 15 h. p. De Dion. 3. George G. Reed, 20 h. p. Stearns.

3. Harry Fosdick, 20 h. p. Winton. Time. 7.42. , _ fl , -

4. F. Tudor, 15 h. p. Winton. Special Unlimited Pursuit Race. Distance,

Time, 7.58 3-5. 91,4, miles. ' '

Five miles, _ for gasolene, over 2.0_00 1. Harry Fosdick, -20 h. p. Winton.

pounds. - 2. Kenneth A. Skinner, 15 h. p. De Dion.

1. Harry Fosdick, ~20 h. p. Winton. Time, 12.56 4-5..
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BANQUET CUP TEAM

Prior to Departure for reland. Winton and Mooers

are Feasted and Toasted.

 

 

A rousing sendoif was given to two of

the members of the American Bennett Cup

Race team last week, when the Cleveland

Automobile Club banqueted Alexander Win

ton and L. P. Mooers. Percy Owen, the

third member oi.’ the team, had been in

vited, but was unable to attend.

The banquet took place at the Hollenden,

and twenty-nine persons sat down at the

 

Quandary of C. G. Dinsmore.

What is alleged to be an equivocal posi

tion occupied by Clarence Gray Dinsmore is

causing discussion in England. Mr. Dins

more is the representative of the United

States on the International Committee hav

ing the Cup race in charge, and yet is said

to be the owner of one of the three Mer

cedes cars entered for the race. It is

claimed that a dual position such as this

may cause a protest to be made against

the car owned by Mr. Dinsmore.

 

Winton and Owen En Voyage.

Alexander Winton and Percy Owen and

their party sailed last Saturday on the Cam

  

WRIDGWAY T0 00 ?

lll Health may Prevent Mooers' Participating in

the Bennett Cup Race.

A rumor from Cleveland has reached New

York to the etIect that Mr. L. P. Mooers is

not in perfect health and may feel com

pelled to abandon the plan oi.’ competing in

the race for the Bennett Cup. In case Mr.

Mooers should be unable to go, it is likely

that the Peerless Company will nominate

C. G. Wridgway, of New York, as a sub

stitute.

 

A CORNER OF THE THOMAS FACTORY AND SOME OF lTS PRODUCT.

tables, which were. arranged in -.the shape

of a T and tastefully decorated with roses.

E. Shriver Reese, ot the Cleveland club,

acted as toastmustcr. He. stated that in

case victory should perch on the banner of

this country, a delegation of the club would

be at New York to welcome the returning

Argonauts and to help carry the cup to

Clcvelaud. , _

Those present were: Alexander Winton,

I.. P. Mooers, E. Shriver Reese, John Hart

ness Brown, Thomas ' E. Rook. E. E.

Schwarzkoff, George Collister, Walter (J.

Baker, Charles B. Shanks, W. F.- Sayle, .1.

Q. Trask, L. D. Schoenberg, W’illiam Mc

Kay, Thomas Henderson, Leo Meilonoski.

Charles 71‘. Draper, H. P. Dyer, Clarence M.

Brockway, L.- H. Hoffman, A. W. Scha

wacker, I‘. L. Hussey, L. H. Klttridge, W.

II. Kirkpatrick. Frank I. Harding, Frank C.

Gates, John. A. .Carter, Rollin White, Fred

S. Barton and Forrest E. Taylor.

pania, as scheduled, to take part in the Gor

don Bennett Cup race. Mrs. Winton ac

companied her husband, and Mr. Owen es

corted his two sisters, who were bound for

a European tour. Mr. Z. Davis, one of

the Winton company directors, was of the

party. The “Bullet” was not taken. The

two new racers and a touring car were

shipped on the St. James a week previous.

In the land of the Aztecs.

An automobile club has been organized

in the City of Mexico for the purpose of

“furthering automobile sports all over the

country and to encourage the construction

of good roads." Minister of Finance Jose

Ivez Limantour will be honorary president

of the club.

It is advisable for the newly fledged mo

torist to practise on the brake. and learn to

estimate both distance and the speed of

the car accurately before using it in crowded

thoroughfares.

Mr. Wridgway was seen by a Motor

World representative and asked it he was

going to the cup race. He replied that he

did not know, but added that he would not

care to go unless he was the operator of

the racing car. He said that he would be

willing to run the car in case Mr. Mooers

was unable to go, and he seemed pleased at

the prospect of having an opportunity to

get into the big race. By others who are

supposed to know it is considered to'be' as

good as settled that Mr. Wridgway will be

the driver of the Peerless entry in the race.

There has been some talk of Barney Old

field being substituted for Mr. Wridgway.

but Mr. Oldfield could not drive in the race

unless he was first elected a member of the

Automobile Club of America.

Dr. H. Nelson Jackson, of Vermont, and

S. K. Croker, of Seattle, left San Francisco,

(Jal.. last week in an automobile, en route

for this city.
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MOTOR CARS AID CHURCH

A Novel Scheme run for Sweet Charity's Sake

by W. E. Searritt at East Orange.

A new way in which to make automobiles

serve “sweet charity” was devised for the

residents of East Orange, N. J., and put

into effect there on Decoration Day by

Winthrop E. Scarritt, vice-president of the

Automobile Club of America. 1t was popu

larly known as a trip around the world by

automobile with four stops, but the official

programme designated it with more accu

racy as “A Specially Conducted Excursion

Between the Famed Cities of London, Paris,

Berlin and Tokio.” The trip was on the

"All Automobile Route" of the “Globe and

East Orange Transportation Co.”

The whole thing was gotten up as a bene

 

 

  

 

  

German costume. Paris was the residence

of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac H. Searles, No. 145

North Arlington avenue, and Tokio was at

Mr. and Mrs. Scarritt’s house, No. 44 Munn

avenue. Here two Japanese women and

a diminutive Japanese boy served tea. The

last stop was in London, which was the

residence of Mr. and Mrs. George F. Park.

No. 121 North Walnut street.

Under the Washington Elm.

One of the show places of Cambridge,

Mass, is the historic old Washington elm

at the head of aristocratic Brattle street.

Here General Washington took command

of the Continental forces, and proceeded to

invest the British troops who were in pos

session of Boston.

Under this venerable relic of the Revolu

tion two Packard cars. each with a dis

tinguished party on board, are shown. The

photograph was taken just after Harvard

   

 

TWO PACKARDS ON HOLLOWED GROUND.

lit for the Calvary Methodist Church. and

the exploit is full of suggesti'm as to the

uses to which automobiles may be put in

suburban districts.

The church, at Main and Walnut streets.

was called the Grand Central Station, and

four houses in various parts of the Oranges

were each designated by the name of some

city and decorated accordingly, with young

w men in national costume to receive the

visitors. At each city a stop was made by

the automobiles, and the occupants, after

greeting the reception committee in the

house. and enjoying slight refreshment,

paused on to the next city and then around

[0 the Grand Central Station.

Tickets with four stopovers were sold at

the Grand Central Station, where there were

a newsstand, at which a “Baedeker” guide

of the trip was sold, a railroad restaurant

and a room for checking baggage, the latter

being in charge of Bishop Bowman.

The first stop was at Berlin, the residence

of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Wilson, No. 59 South

Maple avenue, where Mrs. Wilson and sev

eral friends received the tourists, clad In

College—only a stone's throw away—had

been visited by a number of members of the

Middlesex Club, of Boston, and their guests,

during the recent Grant celebration. In

the first car, directly under the elm, are

Lieutenant Governor Gordon of Ohio and

Major Dwyer, of Boston, seated in the ton

neau. Judge Kennedy, of Newton, is on the

front seat, with Robert Ross at the wheel.

In the other tonneau are Congressman Jo

seph G. Manning, 'of Atlantic City, Ala..

with John W. Cross, of Brookline, Mass.

E. H. Shattnck is on the front seat with the

operator.

Many of the points of interest in and

around Boston and Cambridge were viewed

on this occasion, the two Packard cars prov

ing their great superiority for sight seeing

purposes by the expeditious manner in

which they were driven from place to

place. '

The House Committee on Ways and

Means has reported the Higginson automo

bile bill without change. it provides for

speeds of 10 and 15 miles in Massachusetts.

ORGANIZATION EFFECTED

Newark Motorists Meet. Select Name and

Adopt Constitution for New Club.

 

In pursuance of the power vested in it,

the committee on organization appointed

at the meeting of Newark, N. J., motorists

on April 30, called another meeting last

week and submitted a report of its labors.

Some fifty persons attended, and a tempo

rary organization was effected, temporary

officers elected and a name—the New Jersey

Automobile and Motor Club—decided

upon.

The meeting was held at the rooms of

the Newark Board of Trade, and was pre

sided over by Richard C. Jenkinson, who

issued the original call.

Dr. H. C. Harris, chairman of the com

mittee appointed for the purpose, presented

a constitution and by-laws, which were

adopted except for part of one section.

The objects of the new club, as set forth

in the by-laws. include promotion of a so

cial organization, to co-operate in securing

rational legislation and the formation of

proper rules and regulations governing the.

use of motor vehicles in city and country,

and to protect the interest of owners and

users of motor vehicles against. unjust or

unreasonable legislation.

The general management of the club will

be in a board of seven governors, active

n'cmbers exclusive of the president, vice

picsident and treasurer, who shall be mem

lcrs ex-otticio. There will be three classes

of members—honorary, active and associate.

The active membership is limited to 500.

The entrance fee and yearly dues for active

members are each $10. Fee and dues for

associate members are each $5. Persons

applying before July 1 next, and elected,

shall be exempt from the payment of the

entrance fee, and will be considered

“founder members." The by-laws also fully

set torth the powers and duties of the 0th

cers and board of governors.

The temporary otflcers elected at the last

meeting are: Chairman, R. C. Jenkinson;

vice-president, Dr. H. C. Harris; secretary,

E. E. Sargent; treasurer, C. R. Hoag. The

meeting adjourned subject to the call of the

chair.

The new organization owes its existence

largely to dissatisfaction with the lack of

life and snap in the New Jersey Automobile

Club. At the April 30 meeting an etTort

was made by the guiding spirits of the lat

ter to bring about an amalgamation of the

divergent interests, even going to the ex

tent of offering to turn the old club over

to the dissatisfied ones. The otter was de

clined, however. and the formation of a new

club proceeded with.

 

Mlle-a-minute racing cars are not far otT.
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The Metropolitan Salcsrooms and Garages—XIII

 

 

If a New York garage was not erected

especially for the purpose, it is a pretty safe

guess that it was originally either a

stable or a church—more likely the former.

The home of the Packard car in this city is

to be placed in the former category; and up

to within a few weeks it was as uninviting,

as dark, dismal and even dirty, as any one

of the similar structures to be found scat

tered over the city.

A complete transformation has taken

place, however, Iconoclastic hands have

begun more than a month ago, and has just

been completed.

Starting at the left hand side, the front of

the building is devoted to the oflice, the re

ception room and the passageway into the

garage, which takes up nearly all the re

mainder of the ground floor.

The office has been enlarged to almost

double its former size, and is rectangular in

shape, the narrow portion fronting on the

street. It opens into the reception and sales

room. entrance to which is also had from
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been laid on the dark and dismal places,

and the dirty walls and floors have yielded

to the beneflcent influence of whitewash and

paint. The exterior has been furbished up

and attractively lettered, and the interior re

modelled, renovated and beantified. Today

the establishment is a fit place for well

dressed people to enter and transact busi

ness.

The garage in question, which is the East

ern branch of the Packard Motor Car Co.,

in charge of Pardee & Co., is located

at No. 317 West Fifty-ninth street.

only about one hundred feet from

Central Park. It has been in use for nearly

two years, having been removed from lower

Fifth avenue. The building has a frontage

of 50 feet and a depth of 100, and is two

stories in height, built of brick and solidly

constructed. The work of remodelling was

the street, a spacious and handsomely ap

pointed apartment, measuring some 50x35

feet, with a lofty ceiling. The walls are pan

elled to the ceiling, the lower part being fin

ished in black and the upper part in a rich

red, with the ceiling in cream, the eti’ect be

ing striking in the extreme. The walls are

decorated with tastefully framed pictures.

most of them representing automobiles and

automobile scenes. The room is well lighted

by a large window opening on the street,

while at night two are lights suspended from

the ceiling give an artificial illumination.

Three Model F Packard cars are displayed,

being so arranged that it is easy to inspect

them from all sides.

Two large doors lead from the street to

the garage, where a number of new and

used cars are stored. Two washing stands

are provided, one of cement, the other of

wood, raised more than a foot from the

floor, Au underground gasolene tank will be

sunk in the pavement, just at the entrance,

embedded in concrete, and with the stand

pipe inside the building.

At the rear of the building is the repair

shop, running the entire width of the build

ing, and being llghted by a number of win

dows. The equipment is exceptionally com

plete, consisting of two large engine lathes,

a shaper, drill presses, a smith forge, a

bench with vises, etc. The most ditficult re

pairing can be done, and outside work is in

vited. -

The seeond story front is given ovar to a

large stock and parts room, while aditional

room for similar articles is provided by an

extension between the otiice and the repair

department. Here, too, are located the

lockers for the use of patrons.

Power and light are supplied by a dynamo.

ill!) by electric current supplied by the light

ing company. This replaces a gas engine

lOl'lllQl'ly used for these purposes.

.Some fifty cars are accommodated, and a

oozen men employed.

 

Business Wagon: for Edison Companies.

Both in this city and in Boston, the local

Edison companies have placed orders for a

large number of electric vehicles to be used

in their business. The greater part of them

will be supplied by the Electric Vehicle

Company, and the first of the heavy trucks

intended for New York is almost ready for

delivery. Several service wagons for use of

the superinteinients and their assistants are

.ncludcd in the orders.

The trucks will be fitted with special de

vices which will enable them to hoist poles,

draw .cables through conduits, or perhaps

to string wire, in part from the electric stor

age batteries which will drive them to and

from the points where they are needed.

The five-ton open truck will have an elec

tric winch under the driver’s seat, while

the three-ton truck will have a canopy top,

and electric winch and pulley for hauling

cables, Both trucks will be used for hauling

apparatus and supplies to places where re

pairs have to be made, so that it will not

be long before the gang of men who may

now be seen occasionally running the big

lead cables into one manhole and out of

another will have their automobile truck

at hand all the time to do the heavy work

for them. The companies will, a little later,

put in service a light van for emergency re

pairs capable of running at the rate of six

teen miles per hour in response to calls, and

two trimmers' wagons to be used by the men

who go about the city caring for the arc

lamps.
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ENGINE EFFICIENCY

 

now the Engrossing; Subject With French

Makers—A Difficult Problem.

 

Paris, May 22.-—0f the many problems at

fectlng the future of the automobile there is

none more interesting or more important

than the efficiency of the internal combus

tion engine. When makers saw that there

was an enormous waste in the application of

power to the driving of the vehicle they

naturally set to work to reduce this loss in

every possible way. They experimented with

géars of all kinds with a view of selecting

systems which would allow of the highest

proportion of power developed by the engine

being utilized on the driving wheels. They

have thus settled down to standard methods

of transmission, generally in the form of

fixed and sliding change speed gears, with

chain drive on the big cars and arbor shafts

on the lighter carriages; but even with their

long experience makers are unable to decide

whether one system has any real superiority

over another. They have, at any rate, enor

mously increased the efficiency of running

gears, and so‘ far as the present systems are

concerned have now reached a point where

further progress is largely a question of im

provements in detail. Whether it is possible

to secure still greater economy in transmis

sion with high speed motors is a problem

for the future.

Having done as much as they could in this

direction, makers sought to economize power

by reducing the dead weight of the vehicle,

and thus we have seen a striving after

lightness Which has had such‘remarkable re

sults in automobile construction. The prog

ress recently made in structural methods is

invaluable. By dint of skill and extreme

care we have very light and strong vehicles,

but it is evident that these results have not

been obtained without adding to the cost of

building cars, though this cost has been

brought down in a large measure by the

employment of big and economical plants.

Much has certainly been done in the way

of economlzing power by improvements in

transmissions and a reduction of dead

weight. But so long as makers were work

ing along these lines they gave singularly

little attention to the motor itself, and yet it

is here that makers have the greatest oppon

tunity of increasing the efficiency and econo—

my of their vehicles. What has already been

done is nothing compared with what auto

mobile engineers may be capable of doing in

the early future in utilizing the calories of

the burnt gases to much better advantage

than at present, for it is clear that if these

calories are properly utilizeu the necessity of

carrying out economies in other ways may

not be so great. and, indeed, the perfection of

the motor in this direction may very likely

solve 'the problem of transmission, which

evidently depends upon an elasticity of en

glue power. The gearing down of motors

lllust always be a wasteful process, and the

greatest hope of the‘ automobile lies in reduc

ing this ratio as much as possible;

The importance of this question has be

come so impressed upon automobile en

gineers that they are now giving more at

tention to the engine than to any other part

of the vehicle. It is obviously quite inadmi

sible that engineers should be content with

motors utilizing from 20 to 30 per cent of the

calories in actual work, and that all the rest

should be not only lost, but should be the

cause of serious inconvenience through the

noise of the exhaust and the necessity of

keeping the cylinders cool. The problem is

easy enough of solution in stationary en

gines, hut in the case of automobile motors

the difficulties appeared at one time to be

almost insuperable. These difliculties arise

solely from the fact that the weight of the

engine must be reduced as much as possible

for the power developed. Consequently, full

cylinder charges are necessary with high

compressions, and the gases expand and

leave the cylinder at a temperature repre

senting a proportion of something like 20

per cent of the calories.

If these calories are to be saved the ex

haust must leave the cylinder at not much

above atmospheric pressure and at a low

temperature, but with the small high speed

engines developing relatively high powers

this is, unfortunately, practically impossible.

It the desired result is to be obtained a

much smaller charge must be employed with

a higher compression, so as to get a perfect

combustion and a greater expansion in the

cylinder. This means larger cylinders for

given powers, so that in automobile practice

the solution is not altogether satisfactory.

For low speeds the result is practically olr

talned by governing on the exhaust, when

some of the burnt charge is left in the cylin

der, and serves to compress the smaller

quantity of fresh gas, but any advantage

from this source is partly or wholly lost by

the resistance offered by the burnt gas when

the exhaust valve is closed, and also by the

additional heating of the cylinder walls

through the retention of these hot gases.

It was hoped that the inconveniences of

governing on the exhaust would be overcome

by throttlillg the admission of gas, and to a

large extent experience has shown that this

method has all advantage, especially in the

way of keeping the valves cooler, but, on the

other hand, the throttling caused a good deal

of irregularity in the mixture. This has been

overcome by the new carburetters of the

"compensating" type, and with the introduc

tion of these the system of throttling on the

induction has become general. Some of the

makers are now of the opinion that with

the employment of the mechanically oper

ated inlet valve the usual throttling valve

may be dispensed with altogether and re

placed by a variable lift to the induction

valve. This has the advantage of allowing

the valve to be shut at any point of the pis

ton stroke. In most cases it is the Lift of the

valve which is varied, so that it offers the

same inconveniences with the ordinary type

of carburetter as the throttling valve, and

the best method is obviously to keep the

valve full open during a part of the stroke,

when a partial charge can be drawn in

under normal conditions without atfecting

the working of the carburettel'.

The admission of smaller charges does not,

unfortunately. solve the question of engine

efficiency unless the compression remains the

same, and thus we come round in a sort of

"vicious circle,” since it is evident that small

charges without high compression means a

diminution of engine efficiency, though they

have the advantage of economy and conven

ience under certai conditions of running. In

order to understand how this decrease of ef

ficiency is brought about we must see how

the gas is exploded. The gas is composed

of particles surrounded by air offering a cer

tain resistance to the passage of heat be

tween them. If the mixture is not under

compression the firing of the particles in con

tact with the spark cannot propagate with

sufficient rapidity to the mass. The combus

tion is all the more rapid as the particles are

brought closer together, and thus the higher

the compression the quicker and more com

plete is the combustion. Again every auto

mobilist knows the importance of a “fat”

spark, and this is due to the fact that a

larger number of particles are tired in con

tact and the ignition thus spreads with much

greater rapidity through the mixture. It will

thus be seen that with the throttling of the

engine the gas cannot be burnt so ropidly

as when under normal compression, though

the loss in efliciency is probably not so great

as would seem to be the case in view of the

fact that the engine is running more slowly

and may allow of a fairly complete combus

tion.

The problem is extremely complicated, and

while high compressions and hot ignitions

may do something toward meeting the diffi

culty it cannot provide a complete solution.

and until a better means he found some

makers are seriously considering the old

question of compounding motors. but here

again the increased weight and complication

scelnel to offer the same objections as are

raised against the use of small charges with

high compressions. The matter is receiving

so much attention at the moment that it

may at least be hoped that an incessant

study of the internal combustion engine will

suggest means of augmenting an efliciency

which, though it may be considered enough

for want of anvthing better, is yet capable

of considerable improvement.

 

Incorporated at St. Paul.

Incorporation papers have been issued to

the Automobile Club of St. Paul. St. Paul,

Minn. The election of officers resulted as

follows: President, R. C. Wright; first vice

presldent, Paul H. Gotzian; secretary, A. W.

Farrar; treasurer, Gustave Scholle; direct

ors, W. B. Joyce, James S. Bryant, Samuel

J. Joy and H. J. O'Brien. '
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DELAWARE'S SANE LAW

Has no licensing, Numbering or Similar Ob

noxious Features to mar it.

A\ model of conciseness and simplicity is

the automobile measure passed by the Dela

ware Legislature at its recent session. Its

main section consists of a Signal and a stop

on-signal provision, both of which are almost

beyond improvement; while a moderate pen

alty and a distinct declaration that the act

does not relieve motorists from civil suits,

make up its other two sections. Evidently

the lawmakers of the Diamond State be

lieve that the automobile is a road vehicle,

subject, with very slight modifications, to

the laws of the road and amenable to acts

already on the statute books.

The law is as follows:

Section 1. That after the approval of this

act any person using an automobile upon

any of the public highways of this State

shall slow down the speed of said automo

bile upon approaching any wagon, carriage,

buggy or other vehicle to which there is a

horse, mule or other animal used for draw

ing wagons, carriages, buggies or other ve

hicles, harnessed or attached, and if the

horse, male or other animal attached

to said wagon, carriage, buggy or

other vehicle becomes badly fright

ened by the approach of said au

tomobile, so that there is danger of in

jury to the occupant 0r occupants of said ap

proaching wagon, carriage, buggy or other

vehicle, then the owner or driver of the

said automobile shall bring it to a full stop

and so remain until those occupying the said

wagon, carriage, ,‘buggy or other vehicle

shall have passed safely by. The owner or

driver of any automobile using any of the

highways of this State shall not use the said

highways without first providing himself or

herself with a horn, bell or some other in

strument by which he can warn other per

sons using said highways of his approach,

and the owner or driver of said automobile

shall give due warning when approaching

other vehicles where the highway, by rea

son of curves, obscures the said automobile

from the view of his approach.

Section 2. That any person or persons vio

lating the provisions of this act shall be lia

ble to a tine of not exceeding $10 for each

offence, to be recovered before any justice

of the peace of the county in which said of

fence is committed. ’

Section 3. That nothing in this act shall be

construed to curtail or abridge the right of

any person or persons injured in person or

property to entertain a civil action for dam

ages by reason of injuries received for or on

account of the use of said automobiles on the

public highways of this State and for which

they are entitled to damages by a civil ac

tion.

Where the Electricity Came From.

Steam cars are so far removed from con

nection with anything electrical that the fol

lowing phenomenon is very curious:

A steamer had been standing by the road

side for a few minutes, when the driver

started his air pump, A man who was

standing in the road beside the vehicle, a

moment later touched the metal bar sup

porting the canopy and received a sharp

electric shock. Investigation followed, but

no cause could be found. It was noticed,

however, that whenever the pump was in

operation, and not at other times, a person

standing on the ground and touching the

metal parts of the wagonette anywhere

would receive a shock. An engineer, to

whose attention the matter was brought,

gave this explanation of the occurrence:

"I suppose the pump mechanism, running

at a very high velocity, developed electric

ity by friction. If the carriage had touched

the ground with its metal parts at any point

this electricity would have escaped by the

usual method before it could have been no

ticed; but you see the wagonette was raised

from the ground by its rubber tires and the

ground was very dry, so the vehicle was

perfectly insulated. With the pump storing

up electricity, and no chance for it to es

cape through- the vehicle, when a man stand

ing on the ground touched the metal trim

mings he at once offered a way by which the

electricity/could reach the ground."

 

Test of Inlet Valve Spring.

There is no definite formula of strength

for inlet valve springs, but as a rule those

used with automatically operated inlet valves

should'be of sufficient strength to carry the

weight of the valve itself and about one

ounce in addition, though this strength

varies very much with the suctional power

of the motor. Taking it as a general rule,

however, the weight is as given, and the

springs can very easily be tested by putting

them in their seats and then placing weights

upon the top until they are noticed to be

just lifting the valve from the seat. If the

spring requires more than two ounces weight

it should be weakened by being slightly

compressed.

One Source of Exhaust Trouble.

Sometimes a motor may suddenly stop

from the failure of the exhaust valve to seat

properly. This may be due to the warping

of the valve through the engine having

run dry and become too hot, or it may be

from the failure of the closing spring or the

sticking of the valve stem in its guides. The

valve should be removed, and the stem

cleaned and scraped—or straightened if it

requires it—until it moves freely in the guide

and the closing spring given its full tension.

If the valve still leaks so that the engine

will not start or develop sufficient power, the

valve will have to be ground into its seat.

 

 

Fuller’s earth, which can be obtained from

almost any druggist, is a good dressing for

a slipping friction clutch.

-of wear in the insulation.

ELECTRICS’ NEW FACILITIES

Combination of Boston Lighting Companies

Results in Boon to Motorists.

By reason of the combination of electric

lighting companies within a radius of twen

ty-five miles of Boston, the facilities for

charging electric automobiles will before

the present summer is ended undergo a vast

extension. It will be possible for any auto

mobilist to buy a charge of electricity not

only at almost every large automobile ga

rage in the Boston district, but at electric

light stations and even in livery stables,

and arrangements will be made whereby

most of these places will be open for_busi

ness every day in the year and at all hours

of the twenty-four. It is even suggested that

coupon books be provided, which may be

purchased as railroad mileage books are

purchased, and from which the coupons will

be accepted in payment for electricity at any

of the stations. There will be a. few stables

and lighting stations in the district which

will not be open between midnight and six

or seven o‘clock in the morning, but the ma

jority will be open all the time. in each sta

tion special apparatus is or will be installed

adapted to the recharging of automobiles.

Power stations which are now included in

the system where vehicles may be charged

at all times are those in Brockton, Brookline,

Cambridge, Gloucester, Lawrence, Lynn, ‘

Lowell, Maiden, Medtield, Salem, Stoughton

and Weymouth. Stations -other than power

stations where vehicles may be charged are

located at Arlington, Brockton, Fitchburg,

Lawrence, Lowell, Lynn, most of them open

for limited periods in each day; and three in

Boston, open all the time.

In addition, the new combine about the

middle of June will open charging stations

in livery stables in Milton, Dedham, South

Framingham, Natick, Winchester and Grove

Hall, and in lighting stations in East Boston,

Somerville, Woburn and \Yatertown. By the

first of August this list will be augmented

by recharging stations in Arlington, Canton,

(Irelsea, Chestnut Hill, Forest Hills, Need

ham, Newtonville and Stoneham.

This will mean about forty recharging sta

tions throughout the eastern Massachusetts

district, each within a fair running distance

from some other. There will be no charge

less than thirty cents, but for electricity in

quantity the rate will be ten cents per kilo

watt.
 

One Cause of Short Circuits.

The entire wiring of a car should be care

fully examined from time to time for signs

At certain places

the wires are exposed to continual, lf slight,

friction, which will ultimately break through

the insulation and establish a short circuit.

The timely application of a little Insulating

tape will often save much trouble in this re

spect.
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CONTRASTS IN LEGISLATION

Laws ol Three States Compared—N. A. A. M.

Points way to Reforms.

Remarking upon “a refreshing contrast

to the vindictive and absurd law recently

enacted in New York," the contrast being

contained in the “sane and reasonable" laws

just passed in Connecticut and Delaware,

given elsewhere in this issue, the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

through Secretary Unwin, have sent out to

its members, to automobile clubs and to

users of automobiles a circular letter on the

subject of automobile legislation.

“We are well aware that Just complaints

have been made by individuals and locali

ties against the improper and unlawful use

to which owners of automobiles have put

their carriages," the letter says. "We have

no sympathy with careless, reckless or in

considerate driving. We are as anxious as

any one to have the wholesome, and indeed

severe provisions of the highway law and

penal code firmly enforced. But because

some individuals have violated, and do vio

late, the law relating to the use of their

machines upon the public highways, we find

no justice in the attempt made in some

States to so amend the existing statutes

that an automobilist is liable to be stamped

as a criminal for any slight and unintention

al disregard of the law.

“We believe that well directed efiorts by an

tomobile clubs, manufacturers and the ever

increasing number of owners, will be pro

ductive of uniform and fair regulations

which will provide for severe punishment to

the few who are unmindful of the comfort

and safety of. others. but which will not take

away from law-abiding automobilists their

right to the free use of the highways,

“We invite your co-operation in the work

for:

“First—Reasonable and uniform laws.

"Second—No discrimination against the au

tomobile in favor of the horse, mule, or

‘other domestic animals.’

“Third—Adequate penalties for the sup

pression of that enemy to the automobile in

dustry and sport, namely, the reckless

driver."
 

Single or Double Cylinder Walls.

In examining sectional drawings of twin

cylinder gasolene engines it is found that

some designers allow only a single wall be

tween the cylinders, while others provide a

wall for each cylinder, with a water space

between the two walls. No doubt every de

signer of twin cylinders thoroughly consid

ers the question of the possible effect of al

ternate heating and cooling of opposite sides

on a single wall. If there is no danger of dis

torting a single wall owing to the great dif

ference in temperature on its opposite sides

at any given moment. and no danger of over

heating the wall, which is subjected to the

temperature of explosions with its two sides

alternately, and thus impairing lubrication,

the single wall certainly has the advantage

over the double wall. Weight is saved both

in the cylinder casting and in the crank case

casting, and in a two-cylinder engine with

double-throw crank the closer the cylinders

are brought together the better is the bal

ance of the reciprocating parts, At present

the majority of motors seem to be built with

a water space between .the cylinders, al

though the other design is not uncommon.

A discussion 01 the merits of these alternate

f01ms of construction by engineers who have

had experience with either or both should

prove timely and interesting.

PITTSFIELD CLUB'S CONTEST

Conducts a Successful Hill Climb on Decoration

Day—Results in Detail.

That enterprising organization, the Berk

shire Automobile Cinb 0f Pittsfield, Mass,

carried through a successful hill climbing

contest on Decoration Day. Ten cars partic

ipated, five gasolene and five steam, and a

number of close and exclting'finishes oc

curred, and were keenly enjoyed by the

large number of spectators who had assem

bled.

The course selected was on West street,
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DRIVING A HAYNES-APPERSON IN THE KOKOMO PARK.

Muffler With Unusual Features

A muflier of somewhat unusual construction

that has been brought out has the usual

cylindrical chamber, within which are placed

a series of combination cones and baflile

plates. The gases when entering rush

against an annularly-flanged baffle plate and

then pass out around the flange and through

holes near the periphery of the base of the

cone. Their exit from the pierced apex of

the cone throws them against the central

bafile plate of the next cone. The muffler

is said to be more than ordinarily effective

in reducing the noise of the exhaust.

 

For Charging Aeeumulaton.

A new electrolyte used in accumulators

consists of a semi-solid substance composed

of sulphate of lead mixed in diluted sul

phurlc acid of 1,200 deg. sp. gr. It is claimed

that with this mixture the cell recovers it

self to an extratordinary degree, and main

tains a voltage for considerably longer

periods than the ordinary accumulator.

on Briggs and Dunham’s hills, the distance

marked out being 2,100 feet, or just 12 feet

less than two-fifths of a mile. In the gaso

lene class both first and second place fell to

Wintons, a Stevens-Duryea being third. In

the steam class only three-fifths of a second

separated the winners of first and second

place; both being Grout cars, while 0. Toledo

came in a good third.

The summary is as follows:

GASOLENE CARS.

Time. .

Position. Owner. Car. Min. Sec.

1 Charles K. Crane (Winton). . . . . 1 2

2 Franklin Weston (Winton). 1 102-5

3 Philip Weston (Stevens-Dnryea) 1 341-5

4 Samuel G, Colt (Oldsmobile). . . . 1 59

5 Dr. F. W. Brandow (Winton). . . 2 26 3-5

STEAM CARS.

1 E. H. Kennedy (Grout) . . . . . . . . . 1 17 3-5

2 Dr. 0. S. Roberts (Grout) . . . . . .. 1 18 1-5

3 George E. Hall (Toledo) . . . . . . . . 1 281/;

4 Dr. E. S. Robinson (Grout). . . . . . 1 47%

5 James Lawton (White). .... .... 2 21%
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GOVERNOR SIGNS THEM

And Connecticut's Automobile Bills Become

Laws—Their Provisions in Full.

Having received the Governor’s signature,

the Connecticut measure relating to the reg

istration of automobiles and their rate of

speed have become laws, and, in accordance

with the provisions of the first section, be

comes operative on July 1. The bill relating

to registration is supplementary to the exist

ing law relating to the speed of automobiles,

which has long been regarded as the best

law relating to automobiles on the statute

books of any State.

Under the spur of the existing craze to

legislate for automobiles whether or not they

needed it, this excellent measure has been

slightly modified. The present speeds of 12

and 15 miles an hour have been retained, but

a stop-on-signal clause and an imprisonment

penalty for violation of the law have been

added. In its amended form the law is as

follows:

Section 2,089 of the general statutes is

hereby amended to read as follows: No

motor vehicle shall be run on any highway

or public place at a rate of speed danger

ous to life and property, or on any highway

or public place outside the limits of a city or

borough at a rate of speed to exceed 15 miles

an hour, or on any highway or public place

within the limits of any city or borough at a

rate of speed to exceed twelve miles an

hour, Upon approaching a crossing of inter

secting streets or roads, the person having

charge of the power of such vehicle shall

have such vehicle under control, and shall

reduce the speed of such vehicle until said

crossing of such street or road shall have

been passed. Upon meeting or passing any

vehicle drawn by a horse, the person having

charge of the power of such motor vehicle

shall reduce its speed, and if the horse draw

ing said vehicle appears to be frightened,

the person in charge of said motor vehicle

shall cause said motor vehicle to come to a

stop. Wherever the term “motor vehicle" is

used in this section, it'shall include all vehi

cles propelled by any power other than mus

cular, excepting the cars of electric and

steam railways and other motor vehicles

running only upon rails or tracks. No city,

town, or borough shall have any power to

make any ordinance, by-law or resolution

respecting the speed of motor vehicles, and

no ordinance, by-law or resolution hereto

fore or hereafter made by any city, town or

borough in respect to motor vehicles shall

have any force or effect; provided, however,

that powers heretofore given to any city or

borough to regulate shows, processions, as

semblages, or parades in streets or public

places, and to regulate the use of public

parkaandailordinauces, lay-laws and rogu

‘ i

lations which may have been or which may

be enacted in pursuance of said powers.

shall remain in full force and effect. The

Mayor of any city, the selectmen of any

town, or the warden of any borough, may,

upon any special occasion, or whenever in

their judgment it may be deemed advisable,

grant permits to any person or persons or to

the public to run such motor vehicles during

a specified time or until such permit is re

voked, upon specified portions of the public

ways or highways of such city, town or

borOugh at any rate of speed, and may an

nex such other reasonable conditions to such

permits as they may deem proper. Any per

son violating any of the provisions of this

section shall be fined not more than $200, or

imprisoned not more than 30 days, or both.

The registration law, which is entirely new.

provides as follows:

Section 1. No automobile or motor vehicle

shall be used or operated upon the public

highways of this State, after July 1, 1903,

unless the owner thereof has complied with

the requirements of sections two, four and

five of this act.

Section 2. The owner of every automobile

or motor vehicle shall file in the office of the

Secretary of the State a statement of his

name and address, topther with a brief de

scription of every such vehicle owned by

him, on a blank furnished by the said Sec

retary for the purpose, and shall obtain from

said Secretary a numbered certificate for

each of such vehicles, which certificate shall

state the name of the owner of such vehicle

and that he has registered in accordance

with the provisions of this act.

Section 3. The Secretary of the State hall

keep a record of all such statements and of

all certificates issued by him, which record

shall be open to the inspection of any inter-

ested party at all reasonable times.

Section 4. Every such automobile or motor

vehicle shall have the initial letter of this

State and the number of the certificate is

sued for such vehicle displayed upon the

back thereof in a conspicuous place and

manner, the letter and figures of such name

and number respectively to be at least three

inches high.

Section 5. A fee of $1 shall be paid to the

Secretary of the State for each certificate is

sued by him ln accordance with the pro

visions of section two of this act.

Section 6. No license, permit or registration

shall be required of the owner or operator of

any automobile or motor vehicle as a con

dition of operating such vehicle, except in

accordance with the provisions of this act.

nor shall any such vehicle be required to

be marked in any way except in accordance

with the provisions of this act, But nothing

in this section contained shall apply to such

automobiles or motor vehicles as are offered

to the general public for hire.

Section 7. The provisions of sections one,

two, four and five of this act shall not apply

to such automobiles or motor vehicles as are

owned by manufacturers of or dealers in

such vehicles and are not employed in the

private business or for the private use of

such manufacturers or dealers.

Section 8. The provisions of this act shall

not apply to automobiles or motor vehicles or

to the owners thereof, provided, that such

owners shall have complied with the law of

any other State or Territory of the United

States, which shall have in effect a law sim

ilar in all respects to sections one, two, three,

four, six, seven and eight of tms act, except

that in such event such owners shall display

the initial letter of such State or Territory in

place of the initial letter of this State.

Section 9. The penalty for violating any of

the provisions of this act shall not be less

than $5 nor more than $25.

Gives Filtecn Inches of Air With Each Stroke.

A steam power-driven tire infiator has

made its appearance. It is about 8 inches

long, 6% wide and 8%, high, weighs about

15% pounds and is double-acting. There are

two cylinders, each 2 by 1 inch, and conse

quently two discharges of air at each revo

lution' of the disk or sprocket which drives

it. There are but two check valves, and the

air from both cylinders is discharged through

one outlet. It has a capacity of about fif

teen cubic inches of free air per stroke.

This infiator, which is named the Reoson, is

operated by steam, and not only saves time,

but energy, besides giving a more complete

inflation than a hand pump.

 

Cooling System Should Undergo a Cleaning.

After a car has been in continual use for

some time, it is not a bad plan, if one has

nothing particular to do, to thoroughly over

haul the coollng system, wash out the water

tank and the Jackets, and thoroughly cleanse

the pipes and coils by mcans of a hose. It

is wonderful what a lot of dirt accumulates

after a spell of continual use.

 

Resin Will mm the Thread Hold.

Sometimes a nut departs from the straight

course of its duty and, scornlng the gentle

persuasion of the wrench, refuses to stay in

its proper position. Should one of those on

your vehicle act in this annoying manner, it

can usually be brought to reason by melting

a little resin on the thread.

Races at Lexington's Fair Grounds.

Several automobile races will be run at

the Fair Grounds, Lexington, Ky., on July

4, in connection with the annual celebration

of that day. C. G. Fisher, of Indianapolis.

and J. Graham, of Chicago, have been en

gaged to run a special match race.

Providence has Many New Automobiles.

It is estimated that already there has been

an increase of 75 per cent in the number

of automobiles owned in Providence, R. I.,

while there are many unfilled orders. Deliv

eries are being made at the rate at 20 or 25

0"! P9! Wflkv
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Wonders of his Steam Car.

He had “just broken into" the automobile

game, and he was making up for his ignor

ance of the technical side of the business by

cutting loose from sober fact and soaring

into the realm of space in the effort to extol

the merits of his car.

“In the first place, our condenser is away

beyond any other in the market," he began.

"The first one was tried by one of our best

operators, and while he was out a heavy

fog came up, and he started to run back to

the shop, when he noticed his water tank

was brim full and running over. An investi

gation showed the condenser had been con

densing the fog and sending it into the tank.

“Then, we have a strainer on the feed

water valve that not only collects all dirt,

but it puts it into shape so it can be disposed

of, We sold a rig to a lumber dealer up in

Maine, and what do you think? There was

so much sawdust in the water that the sec

ond time he blew ofi his boiler, out came

most of a bundle of Iaths; the valve had

compressed the sawdust in the water into

that shape. Then our boiler is arranged with

a valve between the engine and boiler that

increases the pressure to any desired

amount, without any extra pressure, on the

boiler. This is a new discovery and is only

applied to our higher priced carriages. Our

new boiler is also equipped with a dividing

line, so that if you should happen to burn

out a boiler on one side of the line, you still

have the other side to come home on. This

is a very valuable idea."

He went on in this flamboyant style at

considerable‘ length, and he talked so ear

nestly that some doubt was caused in the

minds of his auditors as to whether he really

did not believe part of what he said.

Transport Vehicle Test in Germany.

A German transport motor car competition

was scheduled to be held on May 25, under

the auspices of the German Agricultural So

ciety, and nearly all the cars were to use

alcohol as fuel. Not only motor trolleys. but

also traction engines and trailers, will be

permitted to compete; and cars for the trans

port of agricultural materials and milk will

receive special attention. Speed trials will

not be held. Efliciency only is to be consid

ered, and all the vehicles will have to travel

about 300 miles each over good, medium, and

bad roads. The Kaiser takes the greatest

interest in the competition, and has ofi’ered

a very valuable piece of art as a special

prize.

 

Found That it Would Run.

In response to the complaint of a pur

chaser that his ncw car would not run, a

man from a certain factory was sent to see

what was the matter. He sent the car along

at such a pace that he was arrested for ex

ceeding the legal rate of speed, and fined.

Now the maker wants to know if the owner

of the car should not pay the fine.

Dolllta's Tiny Electric Automobile.

What is unquestionably the smallest au

tomobile ever built is one used by a tiny

vaudeville performer, whose stage name is

Doilita. The vehicle was built in Washing

ton, D. C., and in spite of its lilliputian pro

portions is capable of running 15 miles at a

rate of 10 miles an hour, on one battery

charge.

The vehicle is a victoria with a top, and is

upholstered in solid leather. The body is

painted a dark green. with running gear of

bright red, with nickel plated wheels and

pneumatic tires two inches in diameter. In

fact it is an exact miniature of a full grown

victoria, with everything complete down to

the tiny gong and card case. With the top

up, it does not come up to the ordinary man's

elbow.

The automobile is operated by electricity

and with the batteries charged and in posi

tion it weighs only 225 pounds, and can run

for 15 miles at an average speed of 10 miles

per hour. It is not much larger than an or

dinary baby carriage. The seat is eighteen

inches long, and the forward wheels with

pneumatic tires are eight inches, while the

rear wheels are twelve inches in diameter.

 

French Engine With Novel Features.

A new two-cylindered engine, the design

of which has been protected by the well

known French firm of De Dion-Bouton, has

the two cylinders set sufficiently far apart

upon the base chamber to allow of another

and smaller cylinder being placed between

them. This cylinder contains a massive

double-trunked piston, which is connected by

an ordinary' connecting rod to a central

crank on the engine shaft. This central

crank is set at an angle of 180 degrees with

the two outer cranks. The weight of this

central or balancing piston and its connect

ing rod is just double that of the engine

pistons and connecting rods proper. The

movements of the central piston and rod are

exactly opposite to the others, and it is

claimed that the reaction of inertia due to

the rapid rectilinear movement of the pis

tons is annulled, and that the guide pressure

due to the angles of the connecting rods is

also counterbalanced to a large degree. The

crank shaft is, of course, balanced or coun

ter-weighted in the usual way.

 

Preparing for the Inevitable.

Beginners should make a study of the anat

omy of their vehicles, or they never will

become intelligenit 6r satisfied motorists.

The comfort of knowing how to repair any

of the minor causes of stoppage can only be

estimated when they come to grief miles

away from any one capable of doing the

repairs or adjustments for them.

 

‘ Squeaks are Forerunner: of Trouble.

one should always be on the lookout for

“squeaks,” for any such unusual noise is'

evidence of lack of lubrication and generally

foretells a breakdown unless heeded at once.

Numbering Worries Quaker City Motorists.

Philadelphia motorists are in danger of

becoming bewildered over the numbering

ordinances to which they are supposed to be

subject. Matters are reaching a pass where

neither they nor the legal luminaries whom

they consult know where they are “at.”

For several years the Quakers have been

obliged to procure licenses and numbers to

use while driving in Fairmount Park. Next

the municipal authorities enacted a law re

quiring a license and number for every

motorist using the city streets. This made

two numbers that had to be carried. for of

course everybody drives in Fairmount Park,

The third blow came a few weeks ago, when

the State Legislature passed the Grim bill.

This, too, contained the usual numbering

clause, and now the Philadelphia officials are

trying to figure out whether it is necessary

to procure a third number under the provis

ions of the Grim law.

City Treasurer Moore has answered in

quiries by saying that he has consulted the

City Solicitor and has been advised that it

was unnecessary for him to exercise any

authority in the matter of licenses, because

councils had already provided for the licens

ing of automobiles, and licenses issued

through the Department of Public Safety.

The inquirers have all been concerned

over the probability of arrest beyond the

borders of Philadelphia county, where they

carried the license only of the Department of

Public Safety. If the Solicitor’s opinion is

sustained the Philadelphia number will be

sufficient; but some concern is felt whether

the country authorities will recognize the

city license.

Who was the Owner?

It was a very conscientious motorist who

having had the misfortune to run over a fine

fox terrier, at once pulled up, and went

back, expressed his regret at the occurrence

to the apparent owner, and gave him a five

dollar bill. Then he drove ofl, while the man

observed: "That's what I call a real gcntle~

man. Now, I wonder whose dog that was!"

 

Nine Miles is Missouri’s Limit.

On June 8 the new Missouri automobile

law takes effect. It provides for the taking

out of licenses in all counties passed, and the

printing of the different license numbers on

the lamps in three—inch figures. The speed

limit is nine miles an hour.

Reorganized Rochester Club Elects.

Oiiicers of the reorganized Rochester Auto

mobile Club have been elected as follows:

President, Lee Richmond; vice-president, Dr.

C. A. Huber; secretary, F. E. Mason, and

treasurer, Fred Graves.

 

To Guard Against Back Firing.

Novices in motor matters should be very

careful to see that the ignition lever of their

cars is retarded before they attempt to start

the engine. Otherwise the nasty blow of a

“buck fire" may be eXperienced.
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WASHINGTONIANS DECLARE WAR

Protut Against New Rules and Organize to

Test Their Constitutionality.

 

“'ashington, D. 0., motorists are divided

over the extent to which opposition to the

new automobile regulations is to be carried.

Some favor waiting to see how they work in

practice, while others are outspoken and

even bitter in denunciation of the rules.

The latter held a meeting last week at the

residence of Dr. W. B. French and formed

the National Capital Automobilists’ Associa

tion, officers of which are to be elected at a

second meeting which will be held shortly.

Dr. French and Secretary E. M. Sunderland

spoke against the regulations, and it was de

cided to appeal to the courts to declare them

unconstitutional, In pursuance of this re

solve the following resolution was adopted:

“Resolved, that it is the sense of this

meeting that all and every just and impar

tial police regulation governing the move

ments of all vehicles upon the streets should

be observed and their enforcement encour

aged, to the end that the streets shall be as

safe as possible to the life and limb of our

fellow citizens.

“That it shall be the purpose of each and

all to accord to every other co-user of the

highways his full share of consideration and

privilege, and lawful right to which he or

they may lawfully claim as due, by the law

of custom or usage of the road.

“That we consider as unjust and partial

the proposed police regulations of the Dis

trict of Columbia; that such regulations are

not such as were contemplated by Congress

that the Commissioners may make; that

their authority under the tenth specification

of the act of January 20, 1887, and amend

ments thereto, to regulate the movements

of vehicles on the streets, cannot be con

strued to mean to regulate the constriction

or equipment of vehicles, which is clearly

manifest from the context of- their recent

proposed enactment.

“That we will oppose and resist in the

courts the enforcement of any and all p0

lice regulations governing the construction

of automobiles as unwarranted, or the move

ments of the same as a distinct class."

Among those present were the following:

William B. French, A. M. Keen, Albert B.

Dulin, Hugh Wallis, Chris J. Gockeler, P.

J. Lockwood, C. E. Doyle, S. S. Olds, jr.,

W. J. Foss, W. M. Sprigg, DeWitt C. Chad

wick, Edgar P. Copeland, J. W. Boyd, F.

De B. Weston, E. M. Ha-sbrouck, Horace

A. Dodge, E. M. Sunderland, W. E. Spire,

L. A. Hill and J. C. Suter.

In addition to the complaint contained in

the resolution—which refers to the clauses

relating to the construction of brakes, lock

ing devices, etc—objections are made to the

numbering and licensing sections of the

regulations.

Inspecting Highways in an Automobile.

Following up their successful experiment

of a year ago, the Massachusetts State High

way Commissioners are using a big steam

wagonette for inspection purposes. In a

sample day’s run recently, 73 miles were

covered, in addition to a side trip of 15 miles,

the route being through Roslindaie, West

wood, Dedham, Norwood, Walpole and Nor

folk to Wrentham, about twenty-five miles;

then to Franklin, five miles; to Medway,

five miles; to Holiiston, five miles, and South

Framinghani, ix miles; later returning to

Boston through Natick, Wellesley, Newton

and Brookline, twenty-two miles.

Boston was reached on the return journey

early in the evening, the trip having been

made in much faster time than could have

been accomplished even with many relays

of horses. No trouble of any kind was met

with. and the commissioners are loud in

their praises of the behavior of the vehicle,

which carried six people.

 

Lump Sugar for Fractious liorm.

Before becoming a motorist F. E. Stanley,

the Newton, Mass, manufacturer, was a

keen horseman. consequently, he acquired

a knowledge of the noble beast that stands

him in good stead now, Not long ago he

encountered the driver of a nervous horse

that plainly showed its distaste for the au

tomobile. Seeing this he slowed up and

stopped. “Have you a lump or two of

sugar?" he said. Several were given him

and he fed them to the anxious horse while

sitting on his machine. “Now let him back

away and come on again,” he said; and it

was done and more sugar given and, as

he expressed it, “He is now more anxious

for my sugar than anxious about my ma

chine.” And so he was for he was then

driven past without any trouble.

 

Broken Contact Blade Caused the Trouble.

If one’s engine is heard to knock very vio

lently, so much so that the first impression

given is that either the crankshaft has

broken or the big end bearing bolts have

got adrift, it is well, before jumping at such

a conclusion, to examine carefully the igni

tion, In a case in point, which occurred

at the end of a short tour in which the en

gine started knocking so badly that the

owner of the car feared to run it any fur

ther and left his carriage some thirty miles

from town, wiring the makers that some

thing had gone seriously wrong with the

engine. It was ultimately discovered that

the contact blade of the commutator was

fractured, and that the knock was due en

tirely to irregular firing caused thereby.

 

Officers Ior Ohio Capital’s Club.

The Columbus (0.), Automobile Club held

its annual meeting last week and elected

these oiticers: President, Dr. C. M. Taylor;

vice president, Harry M. Gates; secretary

treasnrer, Perry Okey.
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ELECTRICS
  

Model 75. Price, $1000.

Choice of physician! and others wishing ease of

entering and alighting.
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Model 110. Price, $l250.

This is our four-passenger vehicle. Practical for

either two or four persons. Meets the

demand for a convertible two or

four passenger Auto.

  

Front System.

When you see these springs you know it’s a Na

tional. Strength, comfort and beauty are com

bined in this part. Examine both front

and rear systems of the National

before you invest.

 

GET OUR CATALOGUE.

 

National Motor Vehicle C0.

1400 East Twenty-second Street,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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GENESIS OF THE SPARK GAP

Another Explanation of its Cause and Effect—

Only Temporarily Useful.

“It is somewhat surprising that no elec

trician since the external sparking gap be

came the fashion has come forward to ex

plain the theory and practice of the electric

spark as used to produce the explosion of

gases in the cylinder of a motor car. I have

fitted an exterior gap to my car, and find

that there are really no circumstances con

nected with the working of the outside

sparking gap which cannot be explained in

the light of knowledge we already possess

as to the working of high tension currents,"

says a writer in The Car.

“It is common knowledge that the high

tension current is produced by the employ

ment of a transformer, which alters the

voltage of a low tension current generated

by a primary, or given off by an accumu

lator into a current of great intensity, the

action of which is something analogous to

the process of drawing a thick rod of copper

into a fine copper wire, the thick rod being

the discharge from the primary batteries and

the thin wire the high tension current pro

duced by the transformer.

“Let us say, for example, that the voltage

(which is really the only item which con

cerns us) of the primary circuits is four

volts, and that of the induced circuit 30,000

volts. This current of 30,000 volts conduct

ed to the ordinary sparking plug has suf

ficient intensity to jump a considerable air

space or break at the platinum points. As a

matter of fact, the gap of approximately 1-16

of an inch employed in the sparking plug is

very much narrower than the normal high

tension current is capable of jumping, and

what takes place in adding a second gap is

that we call upon the current to expend its

energy in discharging across two gaps in

stead of one.

“Now, the reason why the employment of

a second exterior gap produces the popular

phenomenon of the spark taking place across

a dirty plug, which would not work satisfac

torily without the external gap is this, that,

whereas the intensity of the current when

applied to a single gap is sufficient to break

down the defective insulation of the plug,

which is coated with a carbon deposit, so

that the current leaks across the sooty de

posit, the employment of the exterior gap

reduces the voltage of the current at the

sparking plug proportionately to the length

of the gap in the exterior plug. Technically,

‘ the two spark gaps are ‘run in series,’ just as

one runs two electric lamps, each of fifty

volts, in a circuit of one hundred volts; and,

supposing the voltage of our high tension cir

cuit is 30,000, with equal exterior and in

terior gaps, we get 15,000 volts at each gap;

or, if one gap is twice as long as the other,

10,000 volts will be expended at one dis

charge and 20,000 at the other, and so on in'

the same proportion.

“This explanation destroys the claim that

the exterior gap is an intensifier of the cur

rent at the internal plug, and the advantage

claimed is really on account of the reduction

of the voltage at the plug instead of the in

tensification thereof, as it is less liable to

leak at the reduced pressure until the deposit

is greater. Theoretically, the reason is as

follows: It is well known that dry air is a

perfect insulator; the insulation resistance

of damp air is proportionately less. The

same applies to other gases. Taking the be

fore-mentioned high tension voltage of 30,000

volts, we have that amount of force at our

disposal to discharge across a certain re

sistance. Now, if we divide the space at our

disposal into two equal halves, the intensity

of the discharge will be absorbed equally at

the two breaks in the continuity of the cir

cuit, and the force expended in the present

instance will be 15,000 volts at each gap, or

in other proportion according a the external

gap is longer or shorter than the internal

one.

“As regards the leakage of current across

the surface of a sparking plug, this is not

caused by the presence of oil upon the plug,

as oil is known and recognized to be a good

insulator. It is the carbon or soot contained

in the Oil or deposited upon the plug which

causes a leakage of the curent, and there is

nothing extraordinary in making a plug

spark when immersed in oil, for the reason

before mentioned; in fact, oil 1 commonly

employed in insulators to prevent the de

posit of damp or water upon the insulators,

which reduces their insulation resistance.

“The use of the exterior gap will only be

found efficacious so long as the carbon de

posit upon the interior plug is small and the

leakage so slight as not to stop the sparking

on the platinum points; but so long as there

is carbon upon the surface of the porcelain

there will be a tendency for the current to

leak across. The discharge at the platinum

points may continue, however, until the con

ductivity of the carbon deposit enables the

discharge to take place across the surface,

and as soon as the porcelain is sufficiently

conductive the spark will go on merrily in

the external gap, and the passage across the

internal plug will be made by way of the

sooty deposit.

“In my opinion, the only utility of the ex

ternal gap is the means it provides of seeing

whether the high tension circuit is in work

ing order without removing the plug from

the cylinder, and it should be accomplished

by means of a series shunt switch‘to enable

the external gap to be switched in and out of

circuit. The employment of the external

gap, however, will never remove the neces

sity or desirability of keeping the insulated

surface of the porcelain or other insulating

materials of the sparking plug in proper con

dition, as the employment of the external

gap is only an idle method of putting off the

moment when the plug has to be taken out

and cleaned; and unless one has a sufficient

surplus margin in the voltage of the sec

ondary current, i. e., in the winding of the

transformer, it will be found impossible to

use the exterior gap, as the reduced voltage

at the interior plug, when using the external

gap, will be insufficient to jump across the

two gaps. In fact, I have found that while

my batteries are strong enough to maintain

the full voltage in the primary circuit, 1 can

use the double gap, but when the pressure

of the batteries is below the normal working

voltage it is necessary to close the external

gap to maintain the spark in the interior of

the cylinder."

Antiquity ol the! Flash Boiler.

The true flash boiler, says “The Engi

neer," is a very old invention, consisting es

sentially of a large cast iron pot, the major

portion of which was kept redhot, and into

which water was injected through a rose or

sprayer, and falling on the hot iron was in

stantaneously “flashed” into steam. The in

tention of the inventor was to send in just

as much water at each stroke of the engine

as would supply steam for the next stroke.

In another form of flash boiler mercury was

kept at a high temperature, and water was

dropped on it to be flashed into steam.

These and a dozen similar inventions all

died a natural death. Objection has of late

been raised against the use of the term

“flash boilers" in connection with boilers of

the small, long tube, or Serpollet type.

These, it has been argued, are not flash boil

ers at all, though it is not easy to find a bet

ter or more compact name. The Serpollet

boiler closely resembles the HerreschoiI and

several other steam generators, in that it

consists of a long coil of tubing, into one end

of which water is pumped, and out of which,

at the other end, steam moderately super

heated issues.

When the Lubricant Stops Flowing.

The grease lubricators found on the dash

board of cars are very often a delusion.

These lubricators, by means of copper pipes

of extremely limited cross section, are sup

posed to distribute the grease to the various

bearings, etc., the pressure being applied to

the grease by a screw. This sounds well in

theory, but, if the various little pipes are

disconnected, it will often be found that

grease is only going through about two of

them, the others being empty. If the hith

erto empty ones are started by means of

temporarily stopping the others, but still

fail to work satisfactorily, the only plan is

to use thinner grease. It is well to note this,

as damage has often been done through some

parts being insufficiently lubricated.

 

Use of Lock Nuts.

The practice of using locks in connection

with the more important nuts seems des

tined to become wellnigh universal, The

simplest form is an ordinary split pin, and

this answers the purpose, although it is not

as workmanlike looking as a well designed

and almost concealed lock nut.
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THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND TO GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

    

 

 

 

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.,

CLEVELAND, onlo, u. s. A.

  

  

 

is the ONLY gasolene automobile that ran the

contest from New York to Boston and back

without repairs or adjustments of any kind.

 

It Is the only machine that has won EVERY Endurance Contest held In

America and every contest or race ever entered.

l “ewziisa‘idi‘ya'ds Stock Machines.

The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely Unequalod Record. Our catalogue gives the records complete.

Send for it and ask for the “ Little Book," too.

sonar, 1: HORSI-POWRR, $18oo Front [wad-light extra“

Inquirers are‘urged to visit our factory where every detail of IlaynesApperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSUN' 60., Knkumu. |IIil., U.S.A. Bilii'iiifiliii'iii;$112.?iii}.
Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1239-41-43 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., and 66 West 43d Street, New York.

National Automobile 8: Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

  

 

 

BREGHT’S N0. in GOLONIAL BUDY
WITH FOLDING SEAT IN FRONT.

‘ $750

Has more good

points than any

other low priced

car.

Ollu'r attractive

model: a! $500

  

and $550.

Write torcatalogue to

We manufacture a positive wheel steering device with worm and gearsegment. Absolutely positive. Gives no back-lash. Bronze hand Mwheel. Mahogany rim» M _ 6m .

am ce:

BREOHT AUTOMOBILE co., M“,

  

I200 Cass Avenue ST. LOUIS, MO.

 

   
 

Cambridge, Mass. 
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The Week's Patents.

728,840. Steam Boiler for Locomobiles or

other Machines. William N. Best, Los

Angelea, Cal., assignor of one-half to John

F. Gulick, Benjamin F. Masten and William

A. Cooper, Los Angeles, Cal_ Filed July 2,

1901. Serial No. 66,875. (No model.)

Claim.—1. The combination with an up

right tubular boiler; of a closed disk shaped

vessel above the tubes to intercept the heat

that passes through said tubes and furnished

with a pipe screwed into the head of the

boiler and also furnished with steam outlet;

and steady bolts connected with the super

heater and engaging the boiler,

728,860. Motor. Cesare Campus, Naples,

Italy. Filed October 15, 1902. Serial No.

127,327. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A motor comprising a circular

wheel revolublc therein and having a shaft

for communicating power, plunger pistons

in said circular wheel, and a spring device

for forcing the same apart, a double valve

structure having parallel passageways for

steam or other fluid under pressure, and

pipes extending therefrom to opposite por

tions of the motor case, and eccentric de~

vices for actuating said valves whereby

steam is admitted to the motor case at op

posite points with each half revolution of

the circular wheel.

728,882. Electrical Ignition Apparatus for

Gas Engines. Willard E. Dow, Braintree,

Mass. Filed August 2, 1902. Serial No.

118,033. (No model).

Claim—1. In an apparatus for operating a

gas engine, a source of energy, an induction

coil, a sparkling device operated thereby for

driving the engine, a condenser, a mechani

cal interrupter and a vibrator, said inter

rupter and vibrator being in series with

each other in a shunt circuit around said

condenser.

728,950. Sparking Igniter for Explosive

Engines. Alonzo C. Mather, Chicago, Ill.

Filed September 26, 1900, Serial No. 31,190.

(No model).

Claim.—1. The combination with an ex

plosion engine and a shaft operated thereby,

of a pair of electrodes in the explosion

chamber of said engine, one of which is

longitudinally movable and has a fork or

yoke at the upper end of its stem provided

with an inclined wall between the branches

thereof, forming a shoulder, an arm pivoted

to and between the branches of said fork,

and adapted to engage said shoulder for

limiting to pivotal movement in one direc

tion, a spring connected to one end of said

arm and to said movable electrode for re

sisting the pivotal movement of said arm in

the oppoite direction, and a. projection on

said shaft adapted to engage said arm for

actuating the movable electrode when mov

ing in one direction, and to move said arm

on its pivot and ride over the same when

moving in the opposite direction, as and for

the purpose set forth.

728,957. Truck. Joseph C. Moore. Cedar

Rapids, Iowa. Filed December 20, 1902.

Serial No. 136,015. (No model).

Claim.—1. A truck having a pair of wheels

near its upper and lower ends, respectively,

link belts connecting the upper and lower

wheels at each side. belts of flexible ma

terial outside the link belts, and rigid shoes

between the upper and lower wheels to bear

on the upper surface of the link belts and

hold them in line, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

729,010. Vehicle Driving

Paul Synnestvedt, Glenview, Ill.

tober 15, 1900. Serial No. 83,085.

Mechanism.

Filed 00

(No

' model).

Claim.—1_ A vehicle frame and axle in

fixed relation, :1 pair of driving wheels turn

ing on the axle, a motor frame pivotally sup

ported by the axle, and spring supported

from the vehicle frame, a motor, a motor

shaft driven thereby and a counter shaft

carried} by the motor frame, connections be

tween the motor shaft and counter shaft,

and flexible driving connections from the

counter shaft directly to the said driving

wheels, substantially as described. ’

729,079. Steering Wheel for Automobiles.

Barry W. Meyers Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed

January 30, 1903. Serial No. 141,174. (No

model).

Claim—1. In a steering apparatus for an

tomobiles, a steering post; a crank fixed at

the top of the post; a steering wheel pivoted

eccentrically to the outer end of the crank,

and being adapted to range with its axial

center in line with axis of said post when

in normal position; a bolt rotatively mounted

in the hub of said wheel and having a

threaded lower end suited to engage in the

end of said post and thereby hold said wheel

in normal position; and a spring to hold said

bolt in lowermost position. f

729,100. Separator for Storage Batteries.

Elmer A. Sperry, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor

to National Battery Company, Jersey City.

N. J., and Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed November 25, 1901.

Serial No. 83,491. (No model).

Claim—1. A perforated separator for

torage batteries, comprising a thin sheet

having corrugations formed therein to ren

der same slightly resilient, said corrugations

being formed during vulcanization or re

vulcanization whereby they are unaffected

by heat.

729,129. Valve Coupling for Pneumatic

Tires. Albert B. Catterall, Davenport, Iowa.

Filed February 27, 1903. Serial No. 145,414.

(No model).

Claim—1. A device of the class described

comprising, a valve casing, a cap or cover

fitting over the valve casing, said valve cas

ing and cap being provided with interior

and exterior interlocking parts.

729,140. Storage Battery. Robert Dar

ling, Rye, N. Y. Filed December 26, 1901.

Serial No. 87,180. (No model).

Claim—1. In a secondary or storage bat

tery the combination with a positive ele

ment of a negative plate supported hori

zontally above the same, and composed of

sectional units, and a conducting grid to

which each of said units is independently

connected.

729,178. Motor. Ernest Huber, New York,

N. Y., assignor of four-fifths to Myron C.

Wick, Youngstown, Ohio, and S. V. Huber,

Pittsburg. Pa. Filed June 26, 1899. Serial

No. 721,825. (No model).

Claim—1. In a motor the combination of a

supply of gas under pressure, means for

throwing it so as to drive the motor, a sup

ply of liquid not capable of absorbing said

gas or of being acted upon thereby, and

means for causing the gas in its flow to take

up a portion of the liquid and bear it along

with it to aid in driving the motor, whereby

the motor will be driven, but at a slower

rate than if gas alone were employed.

729,240. Electric Battery, Edmund Twee

- dy, New York, and Isaiah L. Roberts, Brook—

,lyn, N..Y., and George R. Tweedy, Daubury,

l

‘Coiiril, assignor to the Roberts Battery Com

‘pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed

May 22, 1900. Serial No. 17,539. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an electric battery, the com

bination with a containing vessel, of a re

ceptacle supported therein and forming an

inner compartment, the receptacle being

composed of an impervious material, :3. dia

phragm cup, composed throughout of ma

terial which permits electrolytic action

therethrough, sealed into the wall of said

receptacle and projecting downward into the

outer compartment, and electrodes or ele

ments contained in said cap and the outer

compartment, respectively, as set forth.

729,254. Carburetting Device for Ex

plosive-Engines, Madison F. Bates, Lansing,

Mich. Filed May 4, 1901. Serial No. 58,

688. (No model.)

Claim 1.—In a carbnretter, the combination

of a suitable case having an air-intake open

ing, a gasolene-intake port, a hollow trans

verse member crossing the air-iutake port

and communicating with the oil-admission

port, a valve in said member for controlling

the flow of oil, a stand-pipe projecting verti

cally from said transverse member having a

central opening therethrough which com

municates with the oil-controlling valve, :1

drip-pan around the upper end of said stand

pipe adapted to catch the overflow of gaso—

lene therefrom, an air-intake valve adapted

to control the inflowing'air, said valve hav

ing a hollow stem, a gasolene-valve located

in the hollow stem of the air-valve, and

adapted to seat over the end of the stand

pipe, said gasolene-valve having an enlarged

head which prevents it from slipping

through the stem of the air-valve, and a

spring within the stem of the air-valve press

ing downwardly upon said gasolenevalve.

729,311. Compressible Tire for Vehicles.

Henry I‘. Feister, Philadelphia, Penn. Filed

June 25, 1902. Serial No. 113,105. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a suit

able wheel-centre, of an inner compressible

 

“Whitney” Chains
THE WHITNEY MPG. 00., Hartford, Conn.
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tire operating as a cushion, a continuous in

tegral exterior metallic tire having interior

and exterior undulating surfaces, and means

between the coinciding elements adapted to

maintain them fixedly in lateral register,

729,323. Circuit-Breaker for Storage Bat

teries. Henry Garrett, Dallas, Tex. Filed

August 5, 1002. Serial No. 118,483. (No

model.)

Claim.—1. A circuit-breaker for storage

batteries, comprising feed-wires of opposite

sign to be connected with the battery-ter

minals, switch mechanism for connecting

and disconnecting said feed-wires, electri

cally operated mechanism connected by a

normally open shunt circuit with said switch

mechanism for controlling the same, and

electrical relay mechanism connected with

said mains of opposite sign and energized

thereby, said relay mechanism having a con

tact connected with said shunt-circuit for

energizing the same.

729.377. Combined Governor and Gas and

Air Mixer for Explosive‘Engines. William

F. Meister and Winfield S. Pattin, Marietta,

Ohio, assignors to The Pattin Brothers

Company, Marietta, Ohio, a corporation of

Ohio. Filed September 30, 1902. Serial No.

125,406, (No model.)

Claim.—1. In combination with an explos

ive engine, a gas and air cut off or trottle

consisting of a body portion having a piston

chamber opening direct into the compression

chamber of the engine, an air inlet leading

into the said piston chamber, a gas inlet

leading into the said piston chamber and

also down into an annularspace around the

lower or open end of the said piston cham

ber. a downwardly movable spring retained

valve seated at and closing the lower end

of the piston chamber, a series of jet open

ings leading through the said valve seat from

the annular space around the lower end of

the piston chamber, and with their lower or

open ends adapted to be closed by the said

valve when it is on its seat, and a piston

adapted to move with the said valve oper

ating to cut off or throttle the supply of gas

and air, substantially as described.

729,467. Explosion Engine. John C. \Vhite,

Decatur, 111., assignor to William L. Oakes,

Decatur, ill. Filed March 26, 1902. Serial

No. 100,134. (No model.) '

Ciaini.—1. In a fuel feeder for explosion

engines, an air conduit. :1 fuel chamber, a

passage way for the fuel DI'OJQCung from the

fuel chamber into the air conduit and ex

tending upward above the level of the fuel

in the chamber, such passage way being con

tracted at its outlet and unobstructed other

wise, substantially as described.

  

 

  

Improve Your Circulation

BY USING

THE LUBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

Iorall Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Cheap, Durable, Eflicient, easy

to apply.

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Loboo Pump & Machinery 00., 120-136Temce, Buffalo, to. v.

Metal Mud Guards,

Bonnets, Tanks,

Rotary Circulating Pumps

l Radiators, Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send for circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

  

 

THE RAT AUTOMATIC

IAOIIINE 30.,

r Water St. Cleveland, 0.
 

  

 

WANAMAKER

AUTOMOBILES
  

Salcsroom and Garage, 140 East

57th Sircct, New York City

JOHN WANAMAKER

 

DIXON’S
GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPECIALIY PREPARED FOR THE PRESERVATION AND LUBITI

GATIUN OF THE CHAINS OF AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon's Automobile Graphite Lubricants

ARE UNEQUALED.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUOIBLE 60.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

BOUGIE HERZ,

The only Spark Plug

IN THE

WDRLD THAT l8 GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

‘ ‘ RUNS JUSTAS WELL IN OIL

You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it ?

‘ Money refunded in 30 days it not

" satisfactory.

 

  

Sou: luron'ru IO! U. 8- AND CANADA,

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

FOR RENT.

Desirable Site
for

Auto Station,

8. E. Cor. iottcrson live. and Ormond Place,

BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN.

(Two blocks from Bedford Avenue.)

 

Lot 75 or ISO. Building 45 x 90.

Clear floor space 44x89.

 

REALTY ASSOCIATES,

I79 Romsen Street, BROOKLYN.
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This is the Age of the Specialist.

OUR SPECIALTY IS

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

and all our energies are concentrated on making them

well. Past experience in car, carriage and coach

building and a thorough knowledge of automobile

requirements fit us to produce the highest class work,

stylish and substantial. Responsible concerns are

invited to write for estimates.

THE HANSEN cAR co., Cleveland, Ohio
FACTORY: OFFICES

Cor. Hamilton St. and C. & P. Tracks. 1307 \Villiamson Building.

 

 

  

' STANDARD

Automobile Forgings
IN STOCK

For Heavy and Light Vehicles.

  

CIRCULAR A SENT ON REQUEST.

Der; emfgw THE BILLINGS & SPENCER 00., Hartford, Conn., U. SJ.

Makers of the celebrated Automobile Wrench.

  

 

 

 

 

C RBURETTERS

F . a!“ 1? i! J,“

l ‘ '
r . , FLOAT FEED.

oi ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Will positively supply highly ex

plosive mixture from any grade of

gasolene. Get a good carburetter.

Get ours. It will increase the power

of your motor. Money back if not

satisfactory. Write today.

  

 

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.

  

 

“Special—Bulletin

AUTOCAR RUNABOUT, excellent condition.

PACKARD B. SPECIAL.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC DOS-A-DOS.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC RUNABOUT.

COLUMBIA RUNABOUT.

MODEL C. PACKARD, 12 H. P., WEEK?”

if interested, send [or description of above

and other used vehicles.

Shattuck’s Automobile Emporium, fi%>%%8§?‘l'i‘fis§?e"

 

Body Iron, Dashboard Irons,

Crank Shafts, Axles,

Pinions; Levers, etc.

PROM PT DELIVERY“

Experimental Work Given Special Attention.

MACHINERY FORGING CO.

Hamilton and Marquette Sta. CLEVELAND, O.

TuEIwoll-PrkorEloolriolio.

. '2', "3 GLEVELAND,0H|0.

Manufacturers

  

Electrical

Machinerymobile Batteries fromConvertor [or Charging A

Al un'ent.ternating

 

America’s

Leading

Automobile
 
 

ESTABLISHED i855

PHINEAS JONES& C0.

NEWARK, N. J.

Member 0! the National Auoclatlon 0!

Automobile Manufacturers.

  

YllU BANNUT GET MORE FUR Yllllli MONEY

than by using $2.00 of it to subscribe to

=Ebe==

(Iboth Worth
In which each week appears a record

of all that is best, brightest and 18W

 

est in the world of mechanical traflic
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BELL 8. COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 YI. 80th St.. New York. Telephone: 2562 River.

THE AOTOOAS
ORY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

clency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

  

NEW STAN [M R u

6A 5'
. AS 8 6A50 PINLIM

., oav BATTERY

  

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Wllll. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

 

 

DeDion Bouton & C0.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

JENKINS 8L BARKER
Successes: To CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED no Clarendon St.. (near Bovlston) BOSTON, MASG.

Automobile Mountings of all Dosorioiions in Polished Brass

- I

 

 

  

The ENGLISH 8L MERSICK CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTOMOBILE FIXTURES.
 

 

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORO, Somerville, IVlass.

CHAS. E. MILLERI Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKE Agent, 5t. Louis, Mo.

 
 

 

 

As an efficient, first-class Spark Coil

'I‘HE

' * “ D 0W"I . HAS NO EQUAL.

‘r I For further information write to

THE DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO.

BRAINTREE, MASS., U. S. A.

WILLIAIIS SPARK OOILS
  

Are made in all sizes and Styles for

Automobiles, Motor cycles and Session Engines.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Eleeirlo Contract 00.. General Selling Agents.

202-204 Centre St., ISA Lake St.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Better Not . .
have any Ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANOFAOTORE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

AMERICAN COIL COMPANY
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

 

  

 

 

The

WORLD’S FAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

St. Louis
Write for Folders.

W. P. Deppe.

Ass’t Gen'I P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Warren J. Lynch.

Gen'l Pass. Agt.

  

 

12 East 27th Street,

 

MICHELIN
, NEW YORK CITY.

They Eat

All

Obstacles
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52206179
We make over Twenty Types of Cars.

Write for Catalogue.

Mobile company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.

Gasolene Motors
ALL SIZES.

BUFFALO SASOLENE MflTiiil GOMPANY,

BUFFALO, a. Y.

SMITH & MABLEY,
3! 3-3! 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.
IIIOITIRS

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DII‘I'IIIUTORB

(ilililililli, GIRIRDIII I lilliil SIRS AIDE III IIERIIIL

“ IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT.”

“STEVENSHEHIIIYEA”

HIGHEST TYPE OF GASOLENE CAR

J. Stevens Arms 8r Tool Co.

No. 690 Main sr.,

cmcopss FALLS, MASS.

RADIATORS,
TANKS, ,_ v _<

MUFFLERS, ;'

anosns,

Hoops. .

BRISGOE MFG- 00., - Detroit.

Q SIMMONS <21

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street, New York Clty.

 

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

enour anus, - ORANGE, MISS.

r

 

WANTS ANII Filll SALE.
[5 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

 

GENUINE bargains in used automobiles. We

have the largest repository and store room

in United States. Have forty machines on hand

at all times; all descriptions, styles, very lowest

prices and each and every one of our machines is

in first-class running condition; all worn parts are

replaced by new ones. Photograph of each machine

sent on request. We are the pioneers in this busi

ness having opened the first automobile exchange

in Chicago. Send for our list. C. A. COEY 8:

COMPANY, 5311 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.

_

SEND five cents for our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.

 

figures.

 

OR SALE—A \Vinton 1902 Touring Car,

newly finished and overhauled at factory;

has had very little use; price $1600. Immediate

delivery. 1903 Wintons always carried in stock.

W. C. jAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., 875 Main

St., Buffalo, N. Y.
 

OR SALE—Conrad Steam with Doctor’s

Hood. wood wheels, steam and air pumps

and all improvements; gasolene capacity for Too

miles; $450.00 takes it. A big bargain, cost 81400

last season. W. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St., Buffalo. N. Y.
 

OR SALE—Babcock Bulian Stanhope (Elec

tric) in elegant condition, newly finished and

a superb vehicle for anyone. Cost $1600 ; will bill

for $850.00. W. C JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St, Buffalo, N. Y.
 

FIRST CHECK, 3500, takes Thomas Touring

Car, new, 8 B. H. P. Motor, great oppor

tunity. r. smanow, Millbrook, N, Y.

OR SALE—One new, 1903 Winton touring

car. Also one used but a few times.

A. B. CLEVELAND, Unionville, Ohio.
 

Cash takes a Model C Packard; per

$1000 fect condition. Has been used by

well-known and expert driver and has a splendid

record. A good bargain. R: W. F., Motor \Vorld.
 

INTON 'I‘OL'RING CAR, 1903 Model. Im

mediate delivery; Buffalo; what offers ?

O. L.BICKFORD, 18 Toronto St.,'l‘oronto, Canada
 

OR SALE—Peerless touring car 16 h.p.; has

new 1903 transmission. Cost $2,900. New

last September; will sell for $2,000.

Address H. E. BRENTON,

121) Pembroke Street, Boston, Mass.
 

ANTED—Competent man as business man

ager to equip a plant for the manufacture

and sale of heavy motor wagons and trucks—

beyond experimental stage—an assured success.

Must be in a position to take a personal, financial

interest. XX, Motor World.
 

HAYNES-APPERSON 1902 12-h. p. Phaeton,

top, extra front seat, extra emergency hub

brakes, geared pump, 1903 carburetters; two new

extra tires; powerful hill climber; in good condi

tion; have ordered tonneau model, same make;

cash, $1.000. l. B. PRICE, Hazleton, Pa

 

Handsome “ Panhard Spark-Gap" on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY C()., 946 Prospect St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
 

OR SALE— Second-band automobiles from

$250 up; HAWKINS AUTOMOBILE &

GAS ENGINE C0,, Houston. Texas.
 

WANTED—An experienced salesman for gas

olene automobiles. Give references, ex

perience, and state salary expected. G. D. W.,

care Motor World.
 

FOR SALE—1903 Waterless Knox brand new.

Immediate delivery. No bonus if taken at

once. Using one myself with entire satisfaction.

E. G. HOITT, M. D., Marlboro, Mass.
 

BRAKE—Equally effective backwards or for

wards; releases quickly; controls the carriage

with little injury to the tires or sudden shock to

the carriage. The adjustment easily and quickly

made, without taking the brake apart; can be

adapted to any vehicle, either double or single.

This brake has been thoroughly tested on a

number of different caniages. Patent rights for

sale. Address, F. BLATCH, Hazleton, Pa.

 

ma. a a. spurnonr uranirom.Established 1868. V

.r. svuruonr. 17 Vlndovntor sz.,u.v. “7’,

  

—_

A GOOD PLACE T0-fl

SPEND YOUII VACATION

during the summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

  

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. 1'0 those unacquajnted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force In securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“ Summer 5001‘ an Mic/ulgan."

Ii. 6. EDWARDS, Pass. Trat. Mgr.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

 

L J
 

 

“Whitney” Chains
THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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WE ARE IN

' EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINTIIN
So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order.

 

 

PRIGE, GOMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES IN ALL. THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

 

 

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Cleveland, U.S.A.

  

 

BUILT FOR AMERICAN ROADS.

The U. S. LONG DISTANCE

TOURIN(i CAR '
Our book is of unusual interest to Automobilirta Sent treeonrequut.

-|

‘r

I

 

 

Built for service, long runs and hill-climbing,

simply operated, free from vibration, each

part easily reached, no intricate machinery

to get out of order.

  

Type A—Runabout, $ I .250.

Tyye B—Tonneau, l,500.

Type C—Tonneau, 2,500.

TYPE C—TONNEAU. Two Cylinders. Vertical Engine.

U. S. LONG DISTANCE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Factory, 307 Whitnn Street, Jersey City, lIO-IH West 4lst Street. New York.
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KELLY += -@ if?
GENERATOR

 
 

l
  

for Steam Vehicles is a Trouble Saver.

No Steam Car is complete without one.

cups and all annoyances.

Strongly made with all connections outside.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat.

enclosed in aluminum case.

] KELLY HNDLE BAR

KAIHMMWRMHMRMMWWMWM

Does away with drip

Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Easily adjusted.

 

 

Compact and neat in appearance and

ADAPTED

TO ANY

MACHINE

 

The New One-Piece Steel Tubular Burner

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends. Absolutely eliminates all danger of

fire under-lapping. As there are no air-tubes. through the continuous

stop-tube the burner even if red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most

important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

products. Write for circular.

COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.

  

 

 

  

C. N. GILLETTE, Treasurer,

33 West 42d Street, New York City.

Please enter my order for the

1903 Eastern Edition of the Official

Automobile Blue Book, Maps, etc.,

as marked (with price extended) for

which I enclose herewith s

The " Blue Book'LQrily), -_$3.00

titan lie. 1, Lower Nengngland, .50

Map “W 2, Eastern Neinrork, .50

tea?1‘ 3,7Wc5tern Newit'ork, .soi ' _
Map “ 4,NL.li.,L.YI.&EVast.Pa;5_0

 

  

Map “ 5,Wash. and Balt., - .5_0

“959%., ' j if ' '50 r.Subscription toilsulletln, "-7 i- 150 7 i l

 

 

($01”

'00 

  Signed

Address 

Total (rcrnlttanees enclosed),

 

  

 

vw'vvvvvvwwwwww'vw

and yrada: of roads.

WHERE To (:0

of everyday need !0 aulomobl'lllrb‘.

‘wvvwvvvwvvvwwwvwwwvv'vwvwvvvwv'vvvvvvvvvv'—wvvvvv'vwvvvvvvvvwvvwwwvvwvv

1': fold in [/10 Blue 800k comp/olely and accuraiely in abaul 300

rallies, giving runnl'ny dl'roch'ans', dds-lance.» and {/10 kind, condl'h'on

HUW Tl] GET THERE.
67,, could/n: much oI/mr informal/on

Wherever you mix/t 0‘0 ya 1'! fella you

 

BULLETINS—issued july. October and January—will keep the BLUE BOOK up to date in every respect. giving corrections and addi

tions to the routes, stations, laws, etc.

are 30 inches square, printed in three colors, and mounted on cloth. They are atlas maps and give every town. BLUE BOOK

routes are shown in red. A new method of folding makes them most convenient for reference.

GASES—same size as the book—have flexible blue leather covers with a patent clip for holding the map in place.
 

 

"- Bl—Owing to the great amount of detail work involved in verifying

and compiling numberless route reports from the several hundred

BLUE BOOK representatives the publication of the book will be

delayed until the first of May. In the meantime—as always—special

reports and information will be gladly and promptly furnished to

subscribers.
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' | ' is a fair test, if it’s made on a stock machine. A 15 per

1 cent. grade for 970 yards was chosen for the course of

the Minneapolis power test on May 16th, and the

" MW

won it, beating every other motor car (and most of them

were there) in its own and the two heavier classes, proving

again that it is equal to the $2500 kind, though but one

third the cost.

ICE AT THE FACTORY, $750.00.

OUR CATALOGUE TELLS HOW IT DOES THE WORK;

YOUR’S FOR THE ASKING.

.\ 4‘“

{‘0

PR

  

 

THOS. B. IEFFERY 8C COMPANY, - - Kenosha, Wisconsin.

In E L M O with its two=

the , R cycle motor

You get

More Satisfaction and Less Complication
than in any other car manufactured.

  

and the price is within reason, too.

WE’LL BB PLEASBD m IAFORM YOU.

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, = - Clyde, Ohi0¢
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THREE noon THINGS FOR THE AUTOMOBILIST.

GOOD TlREs, oooo LUCK.

oooo ROADS.
  

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tires

we guarantee the first, promise a large amount of the second and feel '

sure that the third will in no small measure be a natural sequence.

MADE BY

F. Akron Rubber Works. Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK. 66-68 Reade 5treet. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mlsslon fireet. BOSTON, I57 Summer Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street. CLEVELAND, 4l4 Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 East Congress St.

BUFFALO, 9 Welt Huron Street. CHICAGO, [4! Lake Street. DENVER, I444 Curtis Street.

LONDON, 8.0., 7 Snow Hlll.

  

 

11105170

l.

. $000

.‘ \

A

TheMoyea

A Touring Car for those

who desire the very best

that money will buy.

  

Locomobile Steam Cars.

CONVENIENCBS SPECIAL FEATURES. 1903 HODELS.

Indestructible water gauge; Victor steam air pump,

obviating all hand pumping and very useful for inflating

tires; Victor steam water pump; a reliable auxiliary boiler

feed; Ejector for convenience in touring; thorough lubri

cation of engine, from one central oil reservoir; positive

automatic oil pump for cylinders; forced draft for use in

windy weather; superheated steam; solio and substantial

construction; fine workmanship and handsome finish

throughout.

Wrilefor rain/agile or win? any Immch qfiz’refor demon

.r/ralz'an on [/16 road.

The acoeomobile Company of America
Genernl Offices and Factory. Brldgeport, Conn.

BRANCHES: New York. Broadway, cor. 76th St. Boston. No. i5 Berkeley St.

Philadelphia, Nn. 24a North Broad St. Chicago, No. I354 Michigan Ave. London,

N0. 39 Sussex Place, South Keusingtnn. Paris. 3: Avenue de la (irande-Armee.

  

In Certainty of Qperation

and Elegance of Design

and Appointment it is

without a peer.

  

 
  

Moyea Automobile Co.,

3-7 West 29th Street, New York.
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Best Known in the Least Time. Merit Alone Did It.

With Tonneau,

551555233?” Qadillac Automobile Quasar"

 

 

RELAY Moron UAR 60.,
Tenth and Exeter Sls., Reading. Pa.

MAN UFACTURERS OF

GASOLENE MOTORS, DIFFERENTIAL SPUR GEARS,

TRANSMISSION GEARS, TUBULAR RUNNING GEARS,

RADIATING OOILS, MUFFLERS, ALUMINUM AND BRASS

HOODS, WOOD AND WIRE WHEELS. OARBURETTERS.

Our llotors are of French‘ Type, Water Cooled, And Equal WYO'LLUDAFEEEIIAE‘NTIM

In Flnlsh and Swiss to Best Foralgn Makes.
8 pitch, — 60 teeth.

 

The Differential Gear has Manganese Bronze Bevel Gear,

fitted for either 1%. 1%, or 1% inch axles. Is made for Di

WYOIA SASOLEIIE MOTOR . . . . .
Sing]: c linden a H. P" '35 pounds. rect Drive, Rod Transmission. and also wrth chain Sprocket.

Double yIinder, 14 H. P. :65 pounds.

 

 

The Transmission Gearis built on a new sys

tem. No Bevel Gears. Gears always in Mesh.

Ball Thrust at each end of Shaft. Enclosed in

Aluminum Case. Will transmit up to 20 H. P.

 

We make a Tubular Running Gear for Ton

neaus that is a marvel of workmanship, finish

and construction. All material is of the best

and the Bearings are extra. heavy. The Differ

ential on this is fitted for either Sprocket or

TUBULAR RUNNING GEAR FOR TONNEAUS v
80—inch Wheel Bug, 544mm Trent BBHEI Gear.

WYOMA TRANSMISSION GEAR

1 Speeds forward and l Revrrsr.
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8 and I2 h. p. 2 cylinder and I6 h. p. 4 cylinder

SURREYS.

J. G. BRANDES, U. 8. lgeni GUDELL & 00.
28 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madison.

New Yum; AGENTS FOR S'r. Lows Morok CARRIAGE Co.

Uptown Garage, C. L. Bell & Co.. 250 West Bo'lr Street. Telephone, 256: River.

Baltimore Agency, A. G. Spalding Bros, 25 West Baltimore Street.

Philadelphia Agency, Motor Vehicle Power Co., Sixteenth and Wood Streets.

Summit, N. J., C. C. Henry. Yonkers, N. Y., William Shrive.

Newark, N. 1., Koehler Sporting Goods Co.

 

  

 

 

  

6.118in the boat built our in rfimaricn

Locomobile Gasolene Cars

ARE THOROUGHLY DEVELOPED. NO EXPERIHENT.

For instance, the model herein illustrated has been in regular use

for over a year. A prominent customer writes : “It is almost alim

lu/u/y twin/arr, (limb: awry bill I #1171613"! 17.11! rail/tau! Irmlltlr, i:

rammed/our. and I null/a! [minim lluw mull/ling can/(l belief/fl.”

We build 9 H. P. and 16 H. P. ears, using front_vertical motor ex

clusively—the only type to consider. The all-steel chassis permits the

purchaser to select any desired style of carriage body. All working

parts conveniently placed; substantial construction; material and

workmanship of the highest order.

Price of 16 H. P. Chassis, Including Tools and

Spare Parts. $3,200.00.

Bodies are extra, the purchaser selecting any desired style.

Write or w'ril any brand: q/Iice for convincing (lemonsfrnliou on

[/1: rmm'.

The £ocomobile Company of America

General Olilces and Pactory,8ridgeport, Conn.

BnANculs: New York, Broadway, cor. 761h St. Boston, No. r5 Berkeley St.

Philadelphia, N0. 249 North Broad St. Chicago. N0. 1354 Michigan Ave. London,

No. 39 Sussex Place. South Kensington. Paris, No. 32 Avenue de la GrandeArmee.

 

 

 

WHETHER IT BE

Runabout orTouring Car

the man who makes a pur

chase without giving heed to

the claims and prices of the

CONRAD
is closing his mind to some

hard, cold facts and figures.

IF YOU ARE NOT “GOING IT BLIND,” WE WILL

BE PLEASE!) TO PLACE THEM BEFORE YOU.

Conrad Motor Carriage Co.,

l4l3-l4l9 NIAGARA STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

  

 

   

THE PUPULAR GASULENE BAR

Century Tourist
l8 ACKNOWLEDGED TO BE

AT THE HEAD OF ITS CLASS.

  

  

Simple control—Free from complications—

Unequaled in construction—Will run anywhere

at any time and won’t fall to pieces on the road—

Always reliable.

  

  

  

BUILT ENTlltl-ZLY IN OUR OWN FAOTDBIES.

PARTS nor BOUGHT AND ASSEMBLED.

If our Catalogue does not convince you,

a demonstration will.

CENTURY MUTUR VEHICLE B

  

 

SYRAGUSE,

q NEW Y0 RK.  
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The KNOX AUTOMOBILE,

WINNING FIRST AWARD IN THE llflMNIEIlGINL VEHIBLE IIIINTEST,

WAS EQUIPPED WITH

IlIINIIIP DETAflABIE TIRES
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., May 27, 1903.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER \VORKS CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

GENTLEMEN :-—We are pleased to state that our new double-cylinder car, which made such a fine

showing in the New York Commercial Vehicle Contest, was equipped with 4 in. x 32 in. Dunlop tires

and they carried the car, which weighed Complete 3800 pounds, over the roughest roads and most

of the way at very fast speed without trouble of any kind. This showing of your tires we consider

exceedingly satisfactory, considering the severity of the test.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

H. A. Knox, Vice-President.

Yours very truly,

 

 

 

THE BENTRAL AUTUMTIBILE GUMPANY

l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

--Murs- i Peugents

Renaults Mercedes
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

TELEPHONES: §COLUMBU&

  

q

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

ALL KINDS OF FRENGH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOGK

ELEGTRIGS GHARGED, BEPAIBED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.
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ABSOLUTELY

. RELIABLE

Automobile

Wheels

BUILT BY

 
 

 
 

New Haven Carriage Co.,

new HAVEN, CONN.

Every Wheel Guaranteed Exactly as Represented.

 

 

  

 

  

:0OI.“..O"MOI".I.....OO!-|IO....OII- .00.“.0 --u.Q..o".:

TI‘IE IIOME 0F RELIABLE CARSi 5

3 ’ g
BANKER BROS.CO 5.o W 3

iE a

a

i 3

53 141-143 West 38th SL, New York i
I o
= — o

a LARGEST DEALEDS IN AMERICA.; N0 EXPERIMENTS sow. e :

é PITTSBURG, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, g

. Baum and Barry Stu. r4: & 143 West 38th St. 629-33 N. Broad ;

i soWeltqd SI. 2

:"IOOI..Ilo-nn......on "I......Oh-|.......On~n.." ...On»o....:

 

 

.................................
_\

  

Inia d Nber Hangers

Required by State Laws.
 
 

NEW JERSEY HANGERS, 3-inch aluminum or brass figures,

mounted on hanger. Three figures, $2.00; four figures, $2.25.

NEW YORK HANGERS, 3-inch BLACK figures, mounted on

WHITE background. Three figures. $2.00; four figures, $2.25.

INITIAL HANGERS to chver Connecticut, Indiana and local ordin

ances, 3-inch aluminum or brass letters, mounted, three letters,

$2.00; four letters, $2.25.

Write for Catalogue No. 5.

It is used as a Book of Reference by Autumobilists.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AHERICA.

CHAS. E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber. Importer and Exporter,

97-99-10I READE STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

 
 

 

 

 

POWERFUL. RELIABLE.

FOR

Gasolene Motors

FOR TONNEAU AND EVERY

OTHER STYLE VEHICLE.

LIGHT.

  

Write

BUFFALU GASULENE MUTUB 60.,

9 Bradla! Strut, BUFFALO, N. Y., U. 8. II.

 
 

 

STEADY. SPEEDY. ECONOMICAL.
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The NEW WHITE

 

  

NEXT TO FLYING

is the motion of the incomparable WHITE—smooth, noise

less and free from all motor vibrations—a swift, gliding

movement that afiords the maximum of automobiling pleas

ure, minus its every defect.

Wrill for full particulars, experts” report: and ofiiahlnth

of imfiarlmnt endurance contests.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(Automobile Department) CLEVELAND, OHIO.

a: Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Bufialo, N. Y.

509 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 300 Rose Bldg-,Cleveland, Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Ca]. 39i4-i6-i8 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

an Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 1 6i Stone St., Denver, Colo.

51pm Centre Ave, East En , Pittaburg. Pa.

BANKER BRO HERS CO.,629-63|~633 N. Broad St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

F. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO., Portland, Maine.

WALTER C. WHITE, European Representative, 49 Princes Street, Weat

minster, London, England.

 

 

S T U D E B A K E R

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

NO EXPERT CHAUFFEUR NEEDED.

Can be Run Any Day in the Year, by Any Member of tile Family.

 
 

Wide Touring Radius.

A Successful Hill

Climber.

Smooth Operation.

Reliable Brake

Control.

Great Strength of

construction.

Perfect Spring

Suspension with

Resulting Comfort in

Riding.

Can be used equally

well over rough

pavements or smooth

park roads.

Quiet Running.

Descfiptive Catalogue on application. Oui complete line of automo‘

biles can be seen at the following repositories and at our

Branch Houses and Agencies in all principal cities.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MANUFACTURING CO.,

Studebaker Bros. Co., of New York. Broadway and Seventh Avenue,

Cor. 48th St.. New York City.

Studebaker Broa. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, Ill.

Factory and General Offices. South Bend. Ind.

First-Class Agents Desired in Territory Not Already Covered

  

 

   

 

' $750.00
Combines more vp-lo-dnte good poinls than any other car.

AID-COOLED, SHAFT-DRIVE,

MACHINERY INDEPENDENT OII BODY.

N0 VIBRATION, FINELY FINISHED.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Main Olllce = 196 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass, U.S.A.

   

  

 

 

A PEERLESS Touring Gar

has no chains to stretch and none to clean. Its bevel gears have proven themselves

to be the most direct—the most dependable—the most perlecl Iorin of transmission.

No friction. No small arts to work loose. No oilin required. Fresh vaseline

once every six months is a l the lubrication required for tie gear wheels. ‘

The shaft is 0! universal type. Its flexibility absorbs the jdl’l and jolts occasioned

by roughness of the road and allows no strains to be communicated to the working

I15

Caii we give you additional information? Catalog free. Address Dept. B.

THE PEERLESS MOTOR OAR CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO. .
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ALL ROADS ALIKE T0

The OLDSIVIOBILE
“THE BEST THING ON WHEELS."

  

PRICE, $650.

No matter where you live, we venture to say that scarcely a day passes without your seeing one

or more OLDSMOBILES. This cannot be said of any other Automobile.

“I Wonder Why 2”

Ask any of the following dealers to show you how the OLDSMOBILE “goes” with

“Nothing to Watch but the Road.”

SELLING AGENTS:

 

 

ALBANY, N. !.—Autom0blle Storn‘e l MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.—-A. F. Chase & Co. FRANCE—Eugene Mex-ville. Paris.

Truding Co. NASHVILLE, TENN—John W. Chester Co. SWITZERLAND—Automobile Fabrik Orion AG., Zurich.

ATLANTA. A.—(‘.. H. Johnson. NEWARK. N. J.-—Autovenicle Co. l'I‘ALY—Victor fiolzut. Turin.

BINGHAMTON. N. Y.—R. W. Whipple. NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Abbott Cycle Co. ilOLLAND—Bingham & Company, Rotterdam.

BOSTON, MASS—Oldsmobile CD. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—0ldsmobile CO. NOR\\'AY, SW'EDICN, DENMARK—'1‘. T. Nielsen8z Co.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.—sznes Automobile C0. OMAHA, NEB.—Olds Gas Engine Works. Cuprnhaxzen. Denmark: L. P. Rose &Co.. New York.

CHARLESTON, s. C.—Army Cycle Co. PATERSON, N. J.—F. w. Stockbridge. CANADA—liyslop Brothers. Tot-Ohm. 0M

CHICAGO,ILL—OldsmobileCo., Githens Bros.Co PLAINFIELD, N. J.—F. L. C. Martin Co. MEXICO—Oldsmobile Co., MohIEr & De Gresghiexlco City.

QLEVELANU. OHlU—OIdIr-i- rm. PHILADELPHIA, PA.-—Oldsmoblle Co, ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon (humane & Company.

COLUMBIA. 5. 0.4. E. Rk‘lmrflll- PITTSBURG, PA.-—Bsnker Bros Co. Buenos Ayres.

DALLAS_ TEXAS—Lipscomb g Garrett. POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.—John Van Benschoten. SOUTH AFRICA—White. Ryan & Co.. Cape Town; Show

DAVENPORT. lA.—Mason's srrisge Works. RALEIGH, N. C.—Rnleigh Iron Works. riff, Swingley & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

DENVER, COLO.—G. E. Hannsn. ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Rochester Automobile Co. NEW SOUTH WALES—Knowles Auto.

DETROIT, MICH.—Oldsmobile Co. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL—Locomobile Company & Power Co.. Sydney.

ERIE. PA.—Jac0b Roth. of the Pacific. VICTORIA—Hall 8; Warden, Melbourne

GRAND RAPIDS, MICE—Adams & H111. SAVANNAH, GA.—T. A. Bryson. AIISTRALIA— QUEENSLAND—James Smith & Suns,

HARRISBURG. I'A-—-Kline CYcie Co. ST. LOUIS, DIG—MississippiVslleyAutomoblle Co. Brisbane.

HOUSTON. TEXAS—Hawnns Automobile & TEXARKANA_ ARK,-_J_ 1g w-dley, SO. AUSTRALIA—Duncan & Fraser,

Gas Ermine \\'urk:=. TUQSON, ARIZ,-Sesger & Close. L Adelaide.  

lNDlANAPOIJS, iNl).—F'Isher Automobile Co. \VASHINGTON, D. C.—Nntional Cupltal Aulnmn- NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Ryan & Co.. Ltd., Auckland.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.——-F. E. Gilbert. bile Co. JAPAN—Bruhl Bros. Yokohama and New York.

KANSAS CITY. RIO—E. P. Morlurity & Co. HAWAIIAN ISLANDS-12. N. Halstend, Honolulu. ASIA MINOR, INDIA. CEYIDN, CHINA, JAVA.

  

l-ANBING- HIGH —W- K Prudden 8: 00- GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND—Olrlsrnulvlle SUMATRA, BORNEO, NRMOSA—New York Export

L09 ANGEL-ES- CALY—Oldlmomlfi CO- Co. oi’ Great Britain. Ltd., Lonrlun, Eng. a. Import Co.. New York City.

LOUISVILLE. KY.—Sutclii’fe & Co. GERMANY—(Ali Germany except Cnlugm‘) Enr—

MEMI'IHS, TENN.—H. A. White. nest Weigaertner. lit-rlln; Cologne. L. Welter

MlLWAUKEIfl, WIS—Oldsmobile Co. &» Co.
  

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND “THE DOCTOR’S OLDSMOBILE BOOK” TO

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
FACTORIES: DETROIT AND LANSING, MICII.
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FIVE WIN GOLD MEDALS

Two Commercial Vehicle Contestants Were Un

lucky in not Being in a Separate Class.

 

011 last Friday the contest committee of

the Automobile Club announced its awards

to the competitors who engaged in the con

test for commercial vehicles on May 20-21,

Nothing but the bare awards, without de—

tails, were given out, and these were as fol

lows:

First Class—To carry 750 pounds. No. 10,

Mobile Co. of America, Tarrytown, N. Y.;

steam delivery wagon; gold medal.

Second Class—To carry 1500 pounds. No.

11, Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass;

No.

12. Knox Automobile Co., gasolene delivery

gasolene delivery wagon; gold medal.

wagon; silver medal. No. 5, International

Motor Car Co., Toledo, 0,; electric delivery

\\ agon; bronze medal.

Third Class—To carry 3,M'1muntls—Noite.

Fourth Class—To carry 6.000 pounds. N0.

0. Morgan Motor Co., Worcester, Mass; steam

truck; gold medal.

Fifth Class—To carry 10,000 pounds. No.

1, T. Coulthard & Co., Preston, England;

steam truck; gold medal.

The day following the announcement of

the awards Arthur Herschmann, represent

ing the Columbia Engineering Co., filed a

written protest against his steam exuress

wagon, which was designated No. 7 in the

contest, being omitted from the list of prize

winners. The Herschmann express wagon

weighed 10,225 pounds. and carried 3,805

pounds of granite paving blocks. It made

the best showing of any of the heavy ve

hicles was, in short, the only one of them

that went through without some sort of

breakdown and repair, but was not given a

prize because the rules required that every

vehicle must carry a load equal to at least

50 per c. rt of its weight.

Mr, Hers-chmann protested on the ground

th-it it was known before the start of the

contest that his express wagon would not

comply with this rule because it was built

to carry only 8,000 pounds, and that a special

class, designated as “miscellaneous,” was

created and his wagon assigned to it. Ills

entry fee of $25 was taken and his wagon al

lowed to start, and be checked as a regular

competitor. Under these circumstances he

claimed that he was entitled to a gold

medal for having made the best showing in

the "miscellaneous" class, The contest com

mittee considered the protest, admitted its

validity, and on Tuesday revised its awards

by allotting a gold medal to Mr. Herschmann

for the performance of truck No. 7.

 

New Britain's Strong Company.

Following the purchase several weeks ago

_by the Russell & Erwin Co. of the Bristol

Motor Car Co., came the organization at New

Britain last week of the Corbin Motor Ve

l'iele Co. The new concern is capitalized at

$21K).000,'and will, it is understood, at once

begin the construction of automobiles at the

plant of the Russell & Erwin Co., which is

controlled by the American Hardware Cor

10l'tll'lOll.

Immediately upon the election of directors,

which resulted in the selection of P. Corbin,

Howard S. Hart, Andrew J. Sloper, Charles

Glover and Paul P. Wilcox, of New Britain;

Epaphroditus Peck and F. S. Manross. of

Bristol; Robert C. Mitchell, of New York,

and Charles M. Jarvis, of Berlin, they held

a meeting and proceeded to the election of

officers, the following being chosen: Presi

dent, P. Corbin; vice-president, Charles M.

Jarvis; treasurer, Howard S. Hart, and sec

retary and assistant treasurer, Paul P. Wil

cox.

.\s was stated in these columns at the

time, the Russell & Erwin Co. acquired from

the Bristol Motor Car Co. the patterns, draw

ings and patents of the gasolene car upon

which the Bristol company was engaged.

This and similar cars will, it is understood,

be produced.

 

Bates Company is Organized.

The manufacture of automobiles will form

the principal business of the Bates Automo~

hile Co., which has just been formed at

Lansing, Mich. A light runabout will be

turned out. but it will not be marketed until

1904. The new Concern ha a capital of

$60,000,

CAUSES OF THE FIASCO

How the Paris-Madrid Calamities Occurred, and

the Several Lessons Which They Convey

——Light Cars Again Prove Superiority.

Paris, May 28.—No race ever started with

such brilliant promise as the one from Paris

to Madrid. It was looked upon as the con

secration of the power of automobillsm

when the road vehicle, with its huge engine,

would astonish the world by its fantastic

speeds and prove that its hour of triumph

has come. It has always been tolerated by

the authorities with a. halt fear that the au

tomobile was being allowed too much liberty,

but they were perfectly ready, if this liberty

were not abused, to provide every facility

for the development of the motor vehicle

movement. This could only be done by prov

ing that the automobile was safe even at

the highest speeds. The race from Paris

to Madrid, it carried through without serious

accident, would therefore have had an excel

lent ett‘ect upon the public attitude towdrd

the automobile, besides testing the vehicles

themselves and propagating automobilism in

a country where it is at present almost en

tirely unknown. Unfortunately this excel—

lent resuit has been lost. The race, which

was to have been a great. triumph, has ended

in disaster, and there is no telling what evil

effects this may have upon the early future

of automobilism.

There were 216 competitors taking part

in the race, of whom 161 drove vehicles and

the remainder motorcycles. The start took

place on Sunday morning at Versailles, The

previous evening special trains were run

ning from Paris with hundreds of thousands

of passengers, and a long, interminable line

of cyclists, motorcyclists and automobilists

went by road, the 'way being marked by

myriads of colored paper lanterns, varied

occasionally by the flaring headlights of

motor cars. At 2 o’clock in the morning this

huge crowd was pouring out of the gates

of Versailles. congestlng the road to such

an extent that it was scarcely possible to

pass. For a long while the causeway was
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blocked with bicyclists who were slowly

pushing their machines, trying to get clear,

when they would continue to have a view

of the cars’at full speed, On each side 0!

the road the pavements were packed with

pedestrians, and out in the fields the Pa

risians were dining by the light of lanterns,

while here and there huge storing places

had been fitted up for touring vehicles. It

was a wonderful sight, such as we have

never seen before, and very probably will

never see again. This crowd continued for

miles and miles along the course, gathering

in compact masses at the turnings and ex

tending along the straight stretches almost

as far as Chartres. This was one of the

causes of the numerous accidents.

The race was killed by its own popularity,

and, incidentally, by the'terriiic speeds at

which the cars were driven. '

And all this time the racing cars were

drawing up by the side of the road at their

allotted places, indicated by numbers. They

looked strange and 'mystcrious in the dim

light thrown by the myriads of paper lan

terns. They were monsters of undefined

shape, slumbering peacefully until such time

as they should be wakened up in a roar to

start on their terrible race of nearly a thou

sand miles.. As dawn broke the scene be

came still more impressive; the drivers had

finished giving the last touches to their ma

chines, and at 330 o'clock the start was

given to the first car, a 45 horsepower De

Dietrich, driven by Charles Jarrott. Then

they continued at minute intervals. the

voiturettes and light carriages going off

with the big cars. Cheers accompanied

Fournler on his 70 nominal horsepower

Mors, for he was the strong popular favorite,

and there were also the 70 horsepower Gor

don Bennett Panhards driven by Chevalier

Rénée dc Knyt! and Henry Farman. as well

as the 90 horsepower Mercedes of Baron de

Caters, Hieronymous and Werner—that is

to say, all the cars that are to run in ,the in

ternational contest in Ireland on July 2.

The Americans were in strong force, with

J. B. “"arden, on his 60 horsepower Merce

des; Loraine Barrow, on his De Dietrich;

\V. K. Vanderbilt, jr., on his 70 horsepower

Mors; Terry,.Hcath and others, and England

was represented by C, Jarrett, the Hon. 0. S.

liolls, Mark Mayhew, on a Napier; Porter,

Austin and Forster, on Wolseleys. and sev

eral others driving French machines. The

race was of a thoroughly international char

acter, and one of the most interesting things

about It was the light it Would throw on the

capabilities of the French and German 601-.

don Bennett types of cars, for if these ve

liicles carried everything before them the

prospects of a gigantic strugglev in the [1131]

race would be greatly increased.

During the first fifteen miles the race

promised plenty of excitement, for the Pan

hard of Iiéné dc Knyl’f had alreaqy taken a

(‘Ouple of minutes on Jarrott, with Louis

Renault close behind, followed by the De

cauville of T1161")! and the Mercedes 0! Wer

(Md.II ’1' 409,)

  

  

 

 

 
  

  

LORRIANE BARROW, WHO STRUCK A DOG AND'WAS SEVERELY INJURED.

FIRST FOREIGN ARRIVAL AT BORDEAUX.

CHEVALXER RENE DE KNYFF AND HIS PANHARD.
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LAST CUP HUNTER SAILS

L. P. Mooers off to Join Winton and Owen. After

a Royal Send off in New York.

On Wednesday Louis P. Mooers, of Cleve

land, the third member of the team that is to

represent America in the race for the Gor

don Bennett Cup, sailed for the scene of the

contest on the White Star steamship Teu—

tonic. Mr. Mooers was accompanied by W.

11. Stat-in and W. J. Morgan, the latter hav

ing been chosen on the day before sailing to

go along and attend to details of prepara

tion for the race, and also act as a sort of

trainer and manager in helping Mr. Moocrs

get into condition for’ the physical strain.

Instead of taking both the new 80 horse

power Peerless and the 40 horsepower car

of last year, as was at first intended, only

the new racer was taken by Mr. Mooers.

\thu asked the reason for this he explained

that it had been overhauled and considerably

altered since the trials on Long island, and

that it was now running so perfectly that

there was no need to take along a substi

tutc, The big racer has been fitted with a

noch hood of wire netting that admits the

air to every part of the engine, yet protects

it from flying sticks and stones.

C. G. \Vrldgway, who it was thought

would accompany Mr. Moor-rs us a substitutc

and perhaps drive the car. did not go because

of the exacting demands of business here.

On Tuesday there was a farewell luncheon.

arranged at the Criterion Hotel, in New

York, by -L. H; Klttredge, of the Peerless CO..

at which the representatives of the press and

Mr. Mooers and a few others were the guests.

It was a most enjoyable affair. A title re

past was served. and the expressions of

good will toward the cup racer were hearty

and sincere. Among those present were

Harlan W. Whipple, of the race committee

of the Automobile Club; S. M. Butler, the

secretary; L. H. Klttredge. C. G. Wridgway,

A. G. Andrews, T. E. Deckcrt, H. M. Dun

can, 0. E. Hart, E. H. Cox. and W. I’. Mal

ion. In all there were twenty-seven at the

tables, and speeches were exacted from near

ly all.

Charles B. Shanks, of the Winton Motor

Car Co., followed Messrs. Winton and Owen

to England last Saturday, sailing on the

Umbria.

A Satisfying Olds Product.

A satisfying bit of work has Just been

produced by the Olds Motor Works in the

form of a new catalogue of Oldsmobiies. it

is not because it is a creditable piece of

work in regard to printing and illustrating,

though this is eminently true, but because it

tells something, and the something is what

prospective buyers want to know, that the

booklet is good to look upon and peruse. It

tells in outline the history of the efl‘ort and

accomplishment in producing Oldsmobilcs;

tells why they are popular, what they have

done and will do, and gives the particulars

of construction that one often socks in vain

in catalogues. By means of well printed

half-tones some of the feats in hill climbing,

mud ploughing, etc., are shown. It is a

catalogue that is apt to make buyers, bo

causc it satisfies,

Now Secretary Gilson.

It is now Secretary J. W. Giison, the

gcnini sales manager of the Hartford Rub

hcr \Vorks Co, having last week received a

well earned promotion. \V. H. St. John, who

filltd the office of secretary and treasurer, re

signed, and the double vacancy was tiliel

  

J. W. GILSON.

by the election of Gilson to the secretary

ship and F. H. Turner to the trcasurersitip.

Few men are better known or liked than

J. W. Gilson—“Jimmie,” to all who know

him at all wcii—nnd his zeal in pushing the

sale of the Hartford prodttct was earnest

and unremitting. 'I-Ie entcrcd the employ of '

the company in 1896, and was advanced

successively to the positions of chief trav

cicr and sales manager.

ment is in direct line with the previous

ones.
 

Mercedes Works Burned.

A special dispatch from Cannstatt, Wur

tcmbcrg, states that the Daimler Motor Car

\Vorks were burned, \Vcdncsduy. that the

Mercedes cars built to compete in the race

for the Bennett Cup were ruined and that a

large stock of other cars was'dcsrrm'ed.

Lancaster 'Men Subscribe to Stoclt.

Nearly $50,000 worth of stock is said to

have been subscribed for the Conestoga Ail

tontobile Co., Lancaster, Pa. H. L. Raub

and Paul Heine, both of Lancaster, are

among the subscribers. A 300 by 140 foot

building is to erected.

His latest advances

FIRST BAILEY LAW CASE

Two Motor. Bieyelists Acquitted of Speeding

Under the “Unbuilt up District".Provlsion.

 

\Vhat is, so far as is known, the first case

in New York City in which the new Bailey

law was invoked, was decided on \Vedncs-.

day morning in Special Sessions by Justices

Mayer, Wyatt and Olmstcad. As it happens

it was a case against motor bicyclists and~

not automoitiiists, which may raise the qucs-i

tion later as to whether the law applies to‘

them or not. That point was not raised in"

the case this time, however, but the defend

ants were discharged. '

The "acctrfscd .were Gus Lippmann and

Adolph Jacger. members of the Greenwich?

thelm‘en of New York. They were riding.’

motor bicycles on 189th street near Jerome.

avenue on May 17, when they were arrestch

by Policemen Donahue and Klely. They"

were charged with violating the law by rid»

ing faster than eight nines an hour.

The case came to trial on May 28., The

motor cyclists were represented by Attorney

Clarence K. Magulre, of their own club,

who plead no violation of the law and plead

for a dismissal on the ground that under" the

Bailcy law the defendants were entitled to

exceed» eight miles an hour in the territory

whcrc they were arrested—wore entitled to

travel at the rate of fifteen miles an hour'—

'hcc:rusc‘tlnit is‘n portion of the city where

I the houscs are 100 feet npat't,-uriel the Bailey

law says that speed in such sections shall

not be restricted below tiftcen miles an hour.

Decision was reserved on the day_ot' the

ti‘lll, but on \Vcdncsdny the three judges

named handed down a dcclsion for the dc

fcndnnts. _ ' ' " ‘ ' ‘

vBucltmobile Meets and Elects.

The annual meeting and election of the

Buckmobilc Co., Utica, N. Y., took place last

week, and the following directors were

elcctcd: A. Vcddcr Brower, II. 'E. Streetcr.

_w.'i{: Birdsall, Samuel Cnmpbcll and A. .1.

Scaton. Tillie directors elected these officers:

i’re.~ident. A. J. Scaton; viccyrcsldc'nt, Sam

ucl.('ampbell; secretary and treasurer, A.

\'cddcr Brower; manager, \V. H. Birdsali,

and superintendent, H. E. Streetcr.

 

To Sell the Coffee Gear.

Arrangements have been made between

R. W. Coffee & Co., Richmond, Va., and

the F. A. La Roche Co., No. 652 Hudson

Street, this city, under which the latter will

undertake the sale of the Coffee transmis

sion gear. “This gear, which was recently

placed on the market, is ‘of-the planetary

"type, having three speedsforwnrd and a re

verse, and is made in three sizes.

I, . .
l

President French Passes Away.

John L. French, president of the St; Louis

Motor Carriage 00., died at his home in that

city on May 2i. lie was injured while in

Pittsburg about a year ago. and complica

tions which set in resulted in his death,
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When you are looking for

the best Runabout
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“NORTHERN”

Manufacturing Company,

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

  

 

 

Join the Ranks—Get into Linc—

USING

FISK TIRES.

Saves Lots of Time.

 

PISK RUBBER (30., - Chicopee Falls, Mass.

BRANCHES :

SYRACUSE. BUFFALO. DBTRL‘IT,
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Vale the Heavy Car.

It is only now, when wc have had time to

fully digest thc lessons of the Paris-Madrid

race.v that wc are able to rcullzc. how far

IINIHI.‘ a considerable scction of the trndc

: nd public has gone on the subject of motor

car powers and pceds. And it is probable

that nothing but such a complete fiasco as

that unfortunate ‘ event was would have

availed to turn those referred; to from their

course. H z

ltcfcrcncc is had not alone to the casual

tics of the contest. lamentable as they wore.

but also, and even more strongly. to thc nus

dircctcd energy, represented by such con

crctc evidences as time and money, that

was rcsponsiblc for the birth of such mon

stc's as went to the bad 'on the fatal whitc

road that stretched from Paris to Bordcnux.

That was shccr waste, waste cvcn bad tbc

bcavy cars provcd victorious in thc halted

contcst. for no uscful purpose could have

been achieved by such cars that could not

have been achieved equally well with

smaller ones, '

When the Paris-Vienna race passed into

history the cry went up that the heavy car

was doomed—that the desire for power had

reached heights that it would never reach

The triumph of the light car was

It had met its

tried the game of

agtiln

complete and indisputable

inastodonic opponent,

speed with it and emerged from the contest

it was

time to pause, and even to retrace some of

the steps that had been taken.

But as time passed the vividness of the

impression faded. It was contended that it

construction linked with bad

roads that causcd the wreck of the heavy

With better roads and the faults and

weaknesses corrected in the 1903 race, the

completely victorious. Therefore

was faulty

cars.

latter would have a very different ending.

And so. portly bccausc man does not like

to turn back until he is absolutely forced to

do so. many of the makers produced bigger

and inorc powerful cars than had been

ground to pieces over the Alps, holding, with

a curious futility, that they would stand the

ordral of thc Pyrinccs without meeting

disaster.

The result is now known. On the finest

roads of the world—those between Paris and

Bordeaux-dongr before the real test came, the

col

lapsed, mccting disaster after disaster, until

bi,r I‘nnhurds, Mercedes, Morn. etc.,

one alone—by n fortunate chance that of

Gubricl—wus found among the survivors.

And it eclipsed the 30 horsepower Renault

only by a small and utterly disproportionate

margin.

It is now plain that, whether or not there

should be another great road race, the 100

horsepower car is destined to disappear.

With it the indifference to weight that has

bccn such remarkable feature of motor

Less

power and less weight will both be called

car construction will cease to prevail.

for, and it nccds little discernment to divine

that the call will be heeded.

What is the Legal Rate?

It would be interesting just now to know

 

what are the legal rates of spccd in various

parts ot' New York City. in one way it

might be worth the while of the law commit

tee of the Automobile (‘lub to find out and

announce them, and in another way it might

not. According to George I“. Clmlnberlln,

of the Automobile Club, expressed merely as

an offhand personal opinion, the rate of

speed in Manhattan below 110th street is

five'miles an hour for horses and eight miles

an hour for automobiles, and above 110th

street there is no limit; or it may be there

is no limit for automobiles in the built-up

part of the city, the five mile an hour ordi

nance being nullified by the Bailey law.

The situation seems to be about this: The

revised rules of the road are still pending

before the Board of Aldermen. There have

bten no ordinances regarding road rules

adopted since the consolidation in 1897, and

under the charter all the ordinances in force

before the consolidation remain operative

until superseded by new ones. Under the

old ordinances the limit of speed for vehicles

of all sorts was live miles an hour below

110th street in Manhattan. Brooklyn, Staten

Island and Queens County had diflferent

rules, which are still operative. Under the

Cocks law the limit of speed in New York

and all other cities and incorporated villages

was eight miles an hour, the COcks law

rendering inoperative any ordinance that re

stricted speed to anything below that limit.

Although it has been disputed, it seems now

to be pretty generally agreed that the Cocks

law was repealed by the enactment of the

Bailey law. The Bailey law, however, also

prohibits any ordinance, under whatever

law adopted, from requiring a slower rate

than eight miles an hour in the built up por

tions of cities on the part of automobiles.

The Bailey law, though, does not of itself

fix any limit for any place. It provides that

cities, towns and counties may enact their

own laws, but that they must not put the

limit below fifteen miles an hour in the

paces where the houses are one hundred feet

a,nrt, or below twenty miles an hour in

Unless the towns and

cities enact laws for their localities there is

therefore no limit, and this appears to apply

to New York City above 110th street, which

is not alfectcd by the ordinance passed be

fore the consolidation. The only limit in

such places would be that imposed by the

general law prohibiting reckless driving that

endangers the safety of others.

the open country,

'Mr. Clinmberlin says that if he was ar

rested for speeding he would want to know

at once under what section of the law be

If he was told it was the

general law regarding reckless driving, he

would not have a Word to say, but if it was

said to be under any specific ordinance or

statute, he would demand to know. what the

speed limit is.

was detained.

As Brooklyn, Richmond, Queens and a part

of Westchester are also still under me old
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ordinances adopted before they became parts

of greater New York, similarly anomalous

‘conditions undoubtedly exist in those bor

oughs, and it would be worth while to have

somebody in authority lay out a schedule

of the different laws now operative in the

metropolis of this glorious country.

A Cash Business.

To an extent almost unparalleled the au

tomobile business has heretofore been a spot

cash one. Many concerns have even gone so

far. as to insist upon the receipt of cash be

forethe car is delivered, and nothing will

induce them to swerve a hairsbreadth from

this course. The most unimpeachablc stand

ing or credit does not avail to obtain the car

under any other terms. Otner concerns have

extended credit to customers who have an

account, but even this has been regarded as

a little more lax than the occasion de

inandcd,

Much as the trade might wish his ideal

condition of affairs to continue, it is very
I evident that it could not.‘ Already there are

indications that a change is coming. The

number of people who desire to invest in au

tomobiles. but who have not the entire pur

chase price in cash, is very great and certain

to increase with every month that passes.

The wall of resistance raised to it resists at

tack for awhile, but as the assaults gain in

vigor the time when it will fall gets appre

ciably nearer.

As yet it But that

easier terms will be offered in the fairly near

future, if thcy are not being offered occa

sionally even now, is as certain as anything

can bc. '

is only weakened.

 

Sign: Must be Erected.

Before the Bailey bill was signed it was

claimed by its defenders that in many places

the village and town authorities would fail

to take advantage of its provisions with re

gard to the eight mile an hour rate within

a half mile of postoifices, by neglecting to

adopt the ordinance and erect the signs

necessary to make the law operative in this

This claim seems to have been

justified to some extent by, what has hap

respect.

pened since the law went into effect. Few

signs have been reported as having been

erected up to the present time, and if fool

ish automobilists do not impose upon the

fact unduly by running at unreasonable

speed through village streets it is possible _

that there will be large territory without

speed restrictions of any sort.

It is worth the while of automobile users

to bear in mind the fact that the signs must

have a certain wording in order to be legally

cflective. It is a point not generally ap

preciated that the Bailey law prescribes the

exact'wording for the half mile limit signs,

and, being a criminal statute, it must be

complied with to the letter, else no convic

tion can be made under it that will hold.

The law says: “Upon uch sign there shall

appear clearly the words, “Slow down to

eight miles,‘ and also an arrow pointing in

the direction where the speed is to be re

duced."

remember this, as it is known that up in

Westchester County signs have been pre

pared which do not at all comply with the

It may prove quite important to

law, but have on them an original wording

to the same effect. A highly reputable law

yer advises the Motor World that arrests

made inside the limits of this sign are illegal

and that no court in the land would sustain

a conviction if one was obtained for speed

ing past the sign. It is not that such lapses

on the part of village authorities should be

taken advantage of. but in order that those

who are unfortunate enough to misjudge

their speed and be trapped inside the limit

may be informed of everything that may

help them that this technicality is pointed

out. While unalterably opposed to all laws

that discriminate against automobilists, and

all forms of oppression under the law, the

Motor World never has meant to be inter

preted as condoning reckless driving any

where. '

Cardan Shaft Transmission.

When the French house of Renault defi

nitely adopted the propeller shaft type of

transmission the contention that it would in

a few years be generally copied and come

into extensive use would. if advanced, have

been received with amusement as well as

As it was, the novel system

was trcated with scant ceremony, those not

hostile to it being indifferent.

But its introducers kept steadily on, un

mindful of the jecrs and sneers that were

flung at them. Today their foresight is vin

The

incredui ity.

divatcd, and in a remarkable fashion.

shaft drive is, if not the most used, the ‘

most talked of and argued of all the sys

tems. and it is gaining grouan more rapidly

than any other,

- Until the present year the individual chain

drive to the rear wheels was considered the

only system of transmission suitable for

heavy cars. just as the chain drive to a llvc

rear axle was rcgardcd as the best method

to adopt with light vehicles of the runabout

and similar classes. But within the last six

months the shaft system has gained so much

ground that the rule referred to can scarcely

be rcgarded as still binding. if not heavy

cars. medium weight ones at least are now

equipped with the cardan jointed shaft, and

the half-expected troubles have not resulted.

As coming events cast their shadows be

fore, so racing car design affords a pretty

fair idea of what we may expect in the fut

ure road cars. It is worthy of note. there

fore, that while the French and German

cars to be driven in the Bennett Cup race

are equipped with the individual chain drive.

both the British and the American cars dc

part from this practice, all having iivc rear

axles and propeller shafts.

There is so much to be said in favor of

the latter method of gearing—the thoroughly

mechanical design. the ease with which the

working parts can be completely protected—

thut it needs only proof that a long steel

shaft will drive heavy cars without distort

ing or binding to insure their general adop

tion.

Proof of this sort is likely to he accumu

lated within a very short time—if, indeed.

the matter is not really settled now. If

1mm indications go for anything, the rtL

suit will be a still greater popularity for the

shaft method of transmission.

The Real Issue

A New York lawyer is quoted as saying

that it would take at least two years to get

a decision from the Court of Appeals on

any disputed point in the Bailey law, and

that automobllists might therefore better

devote their attention to a campaign for the

passage of a new and more reasonable law.

This is begging the question. What we

want to know is whether or not the automo

bile ls a vehicle the use of which abridges

a man's rights on the highways. We want

to know this. not only with regard to New

York State, but regarding every State in

the Union—in short, the constitutionality of

all licensing and taxing laws should he

tested. We want a decision from the high

cst courts upon the equity of making fish of

one sort of vehicle and fowl of another. We

insist that "the horse has no paramount right

to the roads," that the automobile should be

as free to come and go as the farm wagon,

without tax or tag. and we want the pres

ent oppressive laws tested in order that cer

tain definitely restrictive lines may be

drawn for the framing of laws consonant

with common sense.
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CAUSB OF THE FIASCO.

( Continued from page 404.)

ner. Beyond Rambouillet the French repre

sentative began to have trouble with his

tires, and he lost so much time in this way

that he saw it was useless to continue. Four

nler's luck also deserted him, as it did in the

race last year. He was running very badly

through faulty ignition, and after losing

hours tinkering about he found that his mag

neto was deranged and beyond repair, so

that he also joined the big army of stranded

automobilists. The competitors were tailing

off in a long line, with Louis Renault lead

ing and followed by Jarrott, Werner, Théry,

Stead, Baras, Tourand and Mme. du Gast,

and for four hours the belated cars continued

to pass through the controls. The pace of

the leaders was terrific. On one stretch of

road Louis Renault was timed as running

at the rate of close on ninety miles an hour,

and this, too, on a. 30 horsepower light car~

riagc; such a speed had never before been

attained in a race.

MAD FLIGHT OVER A WHITE ROAD.

It was simply a mad flight over a white,

dusty road, fairly flat and straight for most

of the way, and every inch of it known to

the competitors; but in a race of this kind

even the most perfect knowledge of the

course avails little when distance is annihi-

lated, by the speed, and the competitor does

not always know where he is. All the turn

ings, level crossings and other points requir

ing caution were supposed to be signalled by

flags, but in some cases the men intrusted

with this task neglected their duty, with the

result that at least one fatal accident arose

from this cause. And then there were the

trees bordering the route. There was little

hope for a car if it should leave the road at

full speed, for it would either smash up

against the trees or mow down the specta

tors,, and the driver's existence as well as

the lives of others depended on his follpwing

the white ribbon of route for close on 350

miles. Had the course been kept quite clear

most of the competitors would have reached

Bordeaux without accident. But the public

showed a recklessness that was absolutely

criminal, though whether through ignorance

or for mere bravado it is difficult to say;

probably both these reasons will suffice to

ex] lain the stupid attitude of the spectators.

'l‘lzoy seemed to have no idea of the speeds

:1 “hich the cars were travelling, They

crowded over the course and opened out as

the cars approached, and after the vehicles

had passed closed up again. Some idiots

danced in front of the cars, and others ran

across the road in front of them, just to

show an admiring public that they were not

afraid. Children darted backward and for

ward, and it was in trying to avoid one of

them that Tourand, on his Brouhot, knocked

down and killed two soldiers as well asun

other spectator.

But what can be said about the race when

the course was marked with so much devas

tation? At least half a dozen lives were lost,

scores of limbs were broken, and wrecks of

cars were lying about all along the route.

No one had the heart to follow the race

when it was leaving such a terrible trail

behind it. The only thing that people hoped

for was that the race would end without

adding still further to the list of casualties.

GREAT CRUSH 0F COMPETING CARS.

Another serious element of danger was the

number of cars competing. Leaving Ver

sailles at intervals of a minute, some of the

faster cars soon found themselves in groups

almost together, and for miles and miles

they were racing alongside of each other,

making a desperate eiTort to get the lead.

Just imagine two vehicles racing in this

way, with only a. few yards on each side of

them, and running at seventy miles or more

and being obliged to follow at the same time

the sinuosites of the road! With one car

faster than the other the struggle was brief,

but when both were travelling at about the

same speed the result was inevitable. Early

in the race a Clement and More collided, and

both flow off the road and smashed up, the

drivers and mechanicians fortunately escap

ing without serious injury. Many a com

petitor felt his hair stand up at the narrow

escapes, and Gabriel, on his winning Mors,

Went into a cold sweat as a. boy run across

the road in front of him. People are saying

that the Paris-Madrid race was overtaken

by a strange fatality, but it is really lucky

the accidents were not more numerous.

LOUIS RENAULT IN FRONT.

Meanwhile Louis Renault was forging

ahead, with Jarrot (De Dietrich), Barns

(Darracq), Théry (Decauville), and Marcel

Renault in hot pursuit. This does not repre

sent the actual positions of the competitors,

as those who had started toward the last

were moving up rapidly in the ranks, and

among these were Mme. du Gust (De Diet

rich), whoee driving was really remarkable;

Gabriel (Mors), J. B. Warden (Mercedes) and

Stead (De Dietrich), Mme. du Gust is a

prominent member of Parisian society, and

is u lady renowned as much for her beauty

as for her wealth and intrepidity. By her

performance in the race she has classed her

self as among the most skilful automobil

ists of the day. Marcel Renault was

steadily improving his position, and had

had a dust up of several miles with Théry

when he passed him near Couhé-Vérac. Just

as he had got in front Marcel Renault swung

round a bend at full speed. It can only be

supposed that in the excitement of the

struggle Marcel had not seen the corner or

the caution flag, and, once in the bend, he

could only rely on his steering to get safely

through. The wheels followed the road fair

ly parallel. when the front ones sank in a

rut and the cur swerved. At such a high

speed this was fatal, The car spun round,

and Marcel was thrown against a tree. His

skull was fractured. Théry sent a doctor

from the next control, and meanwhile

Maurice Farman stopped and gave what old

he could to the injured man, who was lying

apparently dead. He was conveyed to

Jouhé-Vérac, where he lingered two days

and died without recovering consciousness.

The death of Marcel Renault was a terri

ble blow. He was one of the firm of Re

nault Fréres, and his brother Louis was

leading in the race, quite unaware of the

disaster. Though only thirty-one years of

age, his career as an automobile engineer

had been a remarkably successful one, and

from small beginnings he and his brother

had built up one of the biggest automobile

business in Paris. It was he who intro

duced the cardan transmission which was

subsequently employed on nearly all the

light carriages, and it was through-his skill

and conscientiousuess that the Renault cars

have acquired a worldwide reputation. The

two brothers have always raced together,

and, singularly enough, whenever the one

base secured victory the other has come to

grief. In the Paris-Berlin Louis won in

the light carriage class, and Marcel had an

accident; in the Paris-Vienna Marcel won

in all classes and Louis had his wheels

smashed in collision, and now, when Louis

arrived victoriously at Bordeaux his brother

had a presentiment that he was running a.

serious risk. He had not driven a racing

car since the Paris-Vienna event, and some

time ago, when his men came out on strike,

he told them that he was not sorry to have

an excuse for not building his racing cars.

He knew that the danger was increasing

with the speed, and he raced against his

will. This is one of the penalties that have

to be paid by the successful automobile eu

gineer.

PORTER COMES TO GRIEF.

While Louis Renault, Jarrett, Barns.

Théry and others were flying over the hot

and dusty road toward Bordeaux, with a

long line of vehicles racing after them, the

tragedy was continuing, with its tale of

overturned cars, fatalities and accidents of

all kinds. One of the Wolseleys, driven by

a private owner, Mr. L. Porter, was hearing

a level crossing which he approached at full

speed, There was no caution flag, as it ap

pears that the man in charge had gone home

to his lunch. The car collided with the gate

keeper's house, and Mr. Porter was thrown

a distance of several yards. When he had

recovered from the shock he saw the car in

flames, with his mechanician, an Irishman

named Nixon, underneath and completely

incinerated. It would seem that Nixon was

killed instantly at the moment of the col

lision. Before starting Mr. Porter thought

of the possibility of an accident, and, being

of the opinion that in case of accident the

man behind the wheel would run the great

est danger he handed notes for $1,200 to

Nixon, so that he would be able to pay all

expenses in the event of Mr. Porter being

killed. Unfortunately, the fear of accident

was verified, but the results were quite dif

ferent from what Mr. Porter had expected.

The tale of disaster did not end here, for on

the way to Libourne two other serious acci

dents took place. Stead was racing along
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side J. Salleron, on a- Mors, when the lat

ter swerved against the De Dietrich, and in

trying to avoid a collision, Stead ran into a

tree and smashed up. At- iirst it was re

ported that he was killed. Happily he had

nothing worse than a fractured shoulder

and severe bruises. from which he is already

recovering, but for the time being the rumor

caused a painful sensation among those of

who were waiting at Bordeaux. Mme. du

Gast stayed with Stead for three hours, de

spite the entreaties of the injured man,

whose only thought was -for- the De Die

trich cars, and this loss of time makes the

performance of Mme, du Gast the more re

markable. '

A still more terrible accident befell Mr.

Loraine Barrow near Libourne. -He was

travellingat a very high speed. when he

tried to avoid a dog, and in so doing the car

dashed into a tree, when the mechanlclan

was thrown against it head foremost. He

fell dead, with-the top- of his head smashed

in. Mr. Loraine Barrow-was picked up in

sensible, with serious injuries, and he is

still so far suffering from the shock that it

has not yet been possible to perform an op

eration on him. There is every hope that

he will recover.

MANY MINOR ACCIDENTS.

The list of casualties is a long one. M.

Georges Richard was thrown, and is badly

injured; a lady bicyclist who was watching

the race had her legs crushed to such an ex

tent that they have had to be amputated;

a boy was knocked down by a car, and has

ever since been in a delirium. shrieking

that the automobiles are coming down upon

him; and, as for the minor accidents, their

number will probably never be known. It

was an awful day, and, now that it is over,

we are wondering whether “is really a

fatality or the result of bad organization.

Certainly the organization was very bad, in

deed._ ‘

And what can be said about the race, ex

cept to give the bare results? At Bordeaux

we were all in a state of consternation, for

when Char-ran came in with a fully laden

touring car. having covered the course in

less than sixteen and a half hours, he spoke

of having passed a number of dead bodies.

with vehicles turned up all along the road.

and M. Serpollet invelghcd violently against

the organization. declaring that he would not

be surprised to hear of a still more consider

able number of fatalities. 'l‘hesc state

ments. exaggerated though they certainly

were. seemed to be partly borne out ‘on the

small number of vehicles that came to the

control in anything like a reasonable. time,

Louis Renault was the first to arrive, rol

lowed by Jarrott and Gabriel. but in point

of time Gabriel. on his 70 horsepower Mors.

was first. having covered the 342 miles in 5

hours 13 minutes. representing an average

of something like sixty-six miles an hour.

Louis Renault was second in 5 hours 40

minutes, and then followed Salleron (Mora).

5 hours 46 minutes; .Iarrott (De Dietrich).

5 hours 51 minutes; J. B. Warden (60 horse

,

power Mercedes). 5 hours 56 minutes: Baron

de (Jrawhez (70 horsepower Panhardi, 6

hours 1 minute; Voigt ((Y. G. V.). 6 hours 1

minute; Gasteaux (60 horsepower Mercedes),

6 hours 8 minutes. Altogether 111 cars and

motor cycles arrived at Bordeaux in less

than twenty-four hours. so that practically

only 50 per cent of the starters finished the

journey; this. too. over one of the finest

roads in the country, well known to all an

tomobllists, and offering less danger than

probably any other route.

LIGHT CARs SCORE AGAIN.

The most striking result of the race is the

crushing defeat of the giant machines. Two

of the Mors vehicles driven by Gabriel and

Salleron did well, the former covering vthe

course at record speed, and to this extent it

may certainly be said that it is possible to

attain higher speeds with higher powers,

but against this must obviously be set off

the greater risks of accidents and derange

ments, Moreover. the performance of Louis

Renault would seem to show that the gain

in speed with higher powers is not so much

as might be expected, since Gabriel only

beat Renault by 26 minutes, the one having

an engine of 70 nominal horsepower and

the other only 30 horsepower. It is, there

fore, not necessary to put in abnormally

high powered engines in 'order to increase

speeds. A light vehicle with a better utiliza

tion of power will do better than a heavy

vehicle with a huge engine. Only one of

the new Panhards covered the course in less

than seven hours. and the first so horse

power Mercedes was fourteenth, being

beaten by the Decauvilles. Darracqs, De

Dietrich, and even by the Serpollet steam

cars. In the race the new Mercedes were a

failure. but whether this was due solely to

accidents it is difficult to say. Werner

showed up fairly well early in the contest.

but was unable to finish, and IIieronymous

took nearly ten hours to cover the course.

SPEED 'roo cal-:A'r roa Roms.

The race has taught makers two things—

the one that the speeds are now too high for

contests on the public highways, and the

other that they have made a miscalculation

in constructing their huge vehicles. In such

weather as we had on Sunday the motors got

terribly hot; in Henry Farman‘s Panhard

the aluminum crank chamber actually dis

torted with'the heat, and with the bearings

out of alignment the crankshaft sciZed.

The strains caused by the working of these

big engines are also too great. and this was

apparently the cause of derangements

which put so many cars out of the race . It

is evident that the days of racing monsters

are. at an end. and that makers will see

that they must enter upon a luorc rational

construction of. vehicles.

It was. of course. a foregone conclusion

that the continuation of the contest Would

be prohibited on French territory; the order

from the Minister of the Interior reached

Bordeaux on Monday morning. and the Au

tomobile Club then discussed the advisability

of running the cars to the frontier as tour

\

ists and resuming the race to Madrid. In

this (Escussion the majority of the makers

showed clearly that they had been greatly

impressed by the incidents of the race. They

could not overlook the fact that the danger

of racing at these high speeds was much

greater than they had expected, and many

of them said that speed contests had gone

far enough. A large number of them de

cided to proceed no further ,for if such ac

cidents could happen on such a magnificent

road as the Paris-Bordeaux course. how

could they expect to avoid them on the in

difierent roads of Spain? The proposal to

continue as tourists to the frontier was

abandoned when advices came from Spain

to the eiTect that the government of that

country had withdrawn its sanction for the

rate. and thus the Paris-Madrid race fell

through—an absolute and deplorable failure.

The French Government carried its pre

cautionary measurcs still further. When

the cars arrived in Bordeaux they were put

on exhibition. and orders came down that

none of the cars be allowed to leave without

a written sanc.ion from the prefect, this

being only given on the understanding that

the vehicles should be conveyed from the

exhibitor] grounds and put on railway

trucks for their destination. They were not

allowed to leave with their own motive.

power.

SPANISH l-‘ESTlVlTlES SPOILED.

In Spain the interdiction of the race was a

positive disaster. A week of festivities had

been organized for the automobiiists, and

the hotel keepers and other tradespcople

had made vast preparations for the visitors.

The fétes were suppressed and the hotels

were left empty. The whole city seemed

to be laying under a cloud, as if decorations

had been put up for a wedding and were

now being taken down for a funeral. The

touring caravan was. of course, well rc

ccivcd. but the reception was utterly devoid

of enthusiasm. brcause every one was so

disappointed.

And what will be the effect of the race on

automobilism generally? It is to be fearcil

that the effect will be serious—at all events

until the sensation has simmered down and

the incidents are almost forgotten. They

will always be remembered whenever there

may be a proposal for further racing. and

on this account it may be taken for granted

that no more racing on the public highways

will be allowed in France. The Paris»

Madrid event has killed l'mg distaonce speed

events. though whether for all time it is im-‘

possible yet to say. Some of the local au~

thoritics are so impressed by the accidents

that some of them have already passed limv

bylaws limiting the pace of automobiles

through towns at ten kilometres an hour.

which is no more than an athletic man can

walk. and it is said that the French (lov

ernmcnt is about to revise the automobile

regulations. On the whole, the situ-l‘ion is

anything but encouraging. It is. however.

safe. to say that if the government tin-ls it

necessary to enforce new regulations it will

not make. them of :in oppressive character

for the industry is too vast to be hin lcrcd in

any wn y. and there is every reason for hop

ing that we shall soon get over the evil ef

fects of Sunday’s racing.
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THE ~|wo LEADERS IN THE PARIS-MADRID F'ASCO.
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IOL IS RENAULT. FIRST TO REACH HORI)EAU\

GABRIEL, 7o HORSE POWER MORS, WHO MADE FASTEST TIME.
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DENVER ENDURES

Hold a Contest in Which Nearly all the Cars

Come Through Finely.

Eighteen cars started from Denver, 001.,

for Palmer Lake and return, a distance of

about seventy-five miles, in an endurance

contest on Saturday, May 30. Fifteen of

them finished the run in good time, the last

one reaching Denver only forty minutes be

hind the first arrival. All of the cars came

through in splendid shape. A schedule.

and by the time Denver was reached the

faces of most of the riders were raw from a

combination of sun and wind.

The cars taking part in the run and the

time of their arrival at Denver is given in

the following table.

Time. Owner. Car.

5:14 .E. R. Cumbee. . . . .Rambler

51815.13. H, Hurlbut. . . . . . Winton

5:21%.Col. Automobile Co. Winton

5:22 .MacNeii & Penrose.Rochet Schneider

52815.14]. R. Cumbee . . . . . ..Rambler

552141.}. E, Hannan . . . . ..Olds

5:37%.G. E. Hannan . . . . .. Olds

5:391;§.H. C. Colburn . . . . .. Winton

5:40 .G. E. Turner... . . ...01ds

GABRIEL IN PITTSBURG

The Famous Frenchman Formerly Lived and

Married in the Smoky City.

Anotoie Gabriel, who made the fastest time

to Bordeaux in the interdicted Paris-Madrid

race, formerly resided in Pittsburg. He

went there some years ago and gave lessons

in French and in fencing. He married one

of his pupils, a Miss Stevenson, of Carnegie,

whose wealthy parents disapproved of the

match and practically disinherlted her. She

 

Binghampton Motorists Have a Day’s Outing.

  
 

  

 
 

Binghamton, N. Y., arranged an automo

bile parade on May" 10 that brought titty

vehicles. carrying nearly 200 persons, into

  

line. The picture shoWs the paraders halted

before the camera on Riverside Drive. The

committee of arrangements was composed

 
 

of D. Albert Smith, Clinton Collier, John

Gale, Dr. Jack Killen, Louis Heller and J.

M, Davidge.

 

based on an average speed of 14.017 miles

an hour, had been worked out and had to be

adhered to.

In the morning the conditions were ideal.

so far as the weather was concerned. The

sun shone brightly and there was just

enough warmth in it to make it pleasant for

the contestants. There was no dust and

the road was in fine shape. At one point

some. vandals had broken a lot of insulators

taken from telegraph poles and sprinkled the

pieces in the sand. Their sharp. jagged

edges reared up, a menace to the rubber

tires of the cars, but all the drivers saw the

glass in time to avoid it. All during the re

turn trip, however, the wind blew fiercely,

5:42 .Col. Motor Car Co.White Touring

5:~i-41,4_,.J. S. Riche . . . . . . . . ..Autocar

49 .M. J. Patterson. . . . . Locomobile

5:51 .W. W, Price. . . . . . . . Winton

' ")2

Must Extinguish Fires.

An order has been issued by the various

Delaware River ferry companies running

from Philadelphia requiring the enforcement

of the law requiring all fires and flames to

be extinguished on automobiles offered for

ferriage. Heretofore it has _not been en

forced. The United States inspectors of ves

sels had their attention called to the matter,

and they took steps to have the change made.

died a few yearsillater of consumption, and

Gabriel then returned to France.

Pittsburgers who remember him describe

Gabriel as a man of pleasing personality

and many fine points. He is probably thirty

two years of age, above the medium height

and very slightly built. He rapidly acquired

American ways, and the English tongue

came as naturally to him almost as it' he

were to the manner born. He was a mem

ber of the artillery Service of the French

army, had served his enlistment, and at the

time he resided in Pittsburg was on the re

tired list and subject to service whenever

his country had pressing need of her fight

ing men.
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BRITISH TRAFFIC CARS

Remarkable Growth of the Industry—Demand

Exceeds the Supply—Thomyerolt company’s

Methods and Popular Types of Vehicles.

 

 

London, May 30.—For a considerable num

ber of years several English engineering

firms have been engaged in the production

of wagons and lorries for heavy traction pur

poses, and so far steam has been the most

popular motive power where vehicles of this

i

 
 

time have often to be transported rapidly

and for considerable distances.

A special feature of the trade in these ve

hicles is the large number employed by mu

nicipal authorities for the collecting of dust

and for other purposes in which horse

drawn carts have hitherto been employed.

This, it is worthy of note, does not only ap

ply to the metropolis and its outlying dis

tricts, but is becoming practically universal

in all the large towns of England. In all

these cases steam wagons are adopted, and,

as they must be considered by far the more

important class at the present time, I pro

LOlIRY, WITH CRANE.

nature are required. The movement, which

began quietly, has of late advanced very

rapidly, mainly due to the untiring efforts of

the Liverpool Self-Propelled Traffic Associa

tion, who have conducted numerous trials

with a view of giving manufacturers an op

portunity of not only competing, but also of

seeing what was wanted.

The result has been that during the last

few years. the last three especially, there has

been a rapid growth in the demand for

steam lorries and wagons, a demand which.
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LON DON STEAM OMNIBUS.

while at first most keenly felt in the North,

has spread to London and the South, with

the result that at the present time a very

considerable number of vehicles of this type

are in use all over England. In London

they are commonly seen, being largely em

ployed by brewers and paper manufactur

ers, whose goods are heavy and at the same

pose to deal with some of the leading makes.

Perhaps the most celebrated British firm

is the Thornycroft Steam Wagon Co., Ltd.,

of Chiswick and Basingstoke. The cata

,__. ..     
 

The Thornyeroft works are worthy of some

slight description, because it must be remem

bered that the growth of the firm dates only

from 1896, or rather the following year, for

it was not until the November following

that the use of mechanically propelled ve

hicles was permitted on the roads of this

country. There was a great opening for all

classes of motor cars, and, so far as the

lighter types were concerned, it‘ was deplor

  
   

 

A PASSENGER VEH ICLI.

able that the cycle trade did not rise to the

occasion. As it was, many of the large cycle

making concerns let the golden opportunity

slip through their grasp, entirely owing to

lack of enterprise, and also because they

failed to grasp the great importance of the

motor industry. At that time Mr. John I.

'[hornycroft (now Sir John), LL. D., F. R.

8., M. I. U. 16., possessed some torpedo boat

works at Chiswick, and he was far seeing

enough to at once conclude that there was a

large trade coming in heavy motor vehicles.

He started in a small way at some small

premises close to his old factory. From the

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

DESIGNED FOR THE COLONIES.

108116 issued by this company is so large

that it is published in six sections. It may

be remarked that in all the patterns built

by the firm the same types of engines and

boilers are employed, so that when one de

scription is given it must he understood to

apply equally to all the patterns illustrated.

first the “Thornycroft” wagons were suc

cessful, and very soon it became necessary

to remove to larger works at Chlswick, and

shortly afterward to build a large factory at .

Basiiigstoke_ It is worthy of note that both

the factories are now unable to deal with the

ever increasing demand.
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The features of the “Thornycroft” wagon

will be easily seen on reference to the ac

companying illustration, Fig. 1, which shows

the chassis of the car. The view is taken

from underneath.v The engine is a com

pound horizontal type, with the usual re~

versing gear, and the cylinders are 4-inch

and 7-inch, respectively, with 5-inch stroke.

The valve gear is of special design, and per

mits of any degree of linking up. The trans

mission is very simple, a pinion on the en

gine shaft engaging with a spur wheel on

the counter shaft. This shaft is constructed

in three portions, the central part being con

nccted \vitli‘the end pieces by universal

couplings, which are inclosed. By this means

the vertical motion of the bearing springs is

taken up, and the road wheels are driven

steadily regardless of surface conditions and

loading. One end of the counter shaft car

ries two change speed wheels, while the op

posite extremity is provided with a double

helical pinion, meshing with a steel spur

wheel mounted on the differential gear,

which is on the main axle. The end of the

countershaft is supported in bearings which

are held by a radius rod, so that they yield

full play to the springs. The actual work

ing parts of the engine are entirely inclosed,

even the crossheads Lelng in cast iron sleeves

bolted to the cylinders. The main frame is

constructed of channel steel, and the wheels

are built with oak spokes and ash felloes.

The steering is by means of a hand wheel

actuating a worm gearing. The boiler is one

of the central fired, water tube pattern, and

uses coke or coal; it consists of two annular

chambers connected by a series of 168 steel

tubes '{lg-ineh in diameter. Tin» heating sur~

face is 77 square feet, and the working

pressure 200 pounds to the square inch, but

each boiler is officially tested to 330 pounds.

The various patterns of the "Thornycroft"

wagons are too numerous to detail in full,

or. indeed, to illustrate The accompany

ing pictures will, however, give a good idea

of some of the principal designs. One. of the

most typical is the brewers’ dray (Fig. 2),

and a considerable number of these are now

in use in various parts of the World. Fig.

3 shows a type of tip wagon which is largely

used for the conveyance of coal. Fig. 4 is a

lurry fitted with a small crane. worked by

steam, by which heavy cases can be lifted

upon the truck with the greatest ease and

rapidity. Fig. 5 is a wagon specially con

structed for colonial work. It is a powerful

car, and the machinery is completely protect

ed. Municipal wagons of the. type shown in

Fig. 6 are in use in the majority of the large

towns in England, and their employment has

resulted in an immense saving in rates. The

illustration depicts one of these wagons em

ployed for road cleaning purposes, but when

the squeegee is removed the tip portion can

be employed for the collection of dust and

for water for the roads in summer. The.

sprinkler from the tank is shown immedi

ately behind the wagon and between the

driving wheels and the sweeper. The Thorny

croft company have also devoted a great deal

of attention to producing a really satisfac

tory passenger vehicle, and Fig. 7 shows one

specially built for the Metropolitan Asylums

Board. Fig, 8 is the first of a series of steam

omnibuses now being built by the firm to the

order of the London Road Car Co., Ltd, and

is in daily use between Hammersmith and

Oxford Circus. Fig. 9 shows the actual win

ner of the “"ar Office prize, together with a

trailer attachment capable of conveying

about two tons in addition to the load car

ried on the wagon itself. It should be noted

 
    

 

TH ()kNYCROFT CHASSIS

that the engines fitted develop 27» brake

horsepower. and that by means of a spring

drive the spokes of the wheels are relieved

from an enormous amount of strain, while

the wear upon the machinery is also reduced.

Before leaving the “Thornyernft” vehicles

it may be interesting to give the form for

estimating the cost of conveyance per ton.

and the figures. which. after many experi—

ments, have been proved to be. the average.

Of course, it naturally follows that a good

deal will dcpcml upon road conditions and

the d’strict where the wagon is employed.

Assuming that the daily run is eighteen

miles out and the same distance back. and

further, that on the outward journey three

ami one~half tons be carried and on the re

turn trip one and outshalt‘ tons of empties.

it will be seen that this equals five tons

carried eighteen miles. The runs can be

made five days a week, leaving the Saturday

for small adjustments. This works out as

5 X 5 X 182-150 ton-miles a week. in a year

it should be reckoned that two weeks will

be. taken in overhauling thoroughly, so that

the weeks available will be fifty. Thus

the calculation goes on: 50 X 450 : 22.500

ton miles per annum, and the cost of carry

ing one ton one mile will, therefore, be

£320

515—00 :3.“ pence.

 

Where the Med Wheel Scores.

The great vogue of the wood artillery

wheel—which this year has almost reached

the dimensions of a tidal wave—has had a

tendency to cause both the advantages and

the merits of the wire wheel to be lost

sight of. Yet they are very real. Any l'e

pairer will vouch for the accuracy of this

statement, both by reason of the difficulty

experiench in repairing the wood type

_wlien it does go wrong. and the ease with

which the wire wheel is put to rights.

This fact is brought out in a letter re

ceived by Fred Mott, of the Weston-Mott

Co., from a customer who has used both

kinds of wheels.

“The logic of your strong stand for wire

wheels is being demonstrated now and then

in my observation. When a wood wheel

goes it is ‘all in;‘ a wire wheel stands the

racket. and only goes :1 spoke at a time. You

restrung these wheels for me last 1year,

and they have been more than satisfactory,

standing up under a load of four persons

over rough roads."

 

A cast)qu That Tl"! Something;

“'ith a wealth of descriptive and“ illus

trative matter. in an attractive typographi

cal setting. a new Stevens~Duryea publica

tion sets forth the constructional details

of that well known car. The text is pur

posely elementary—so couched that the op

eration of the ear and its every detail will

be. clear to the novice who-reads it care

fully. The pamphlet is aptly‘ styled an in

struction book, and the method of opera

tion is described, beginning with the turn

ing of the crank to draw the air into the

cylinder. A diagram of the wiring and of

the clutches. two views of the motor and

a plan view of the chassis are shown. Al

together the publication is a welcome addi

tion to the ranks of catalogue. literature.

 

All About G & J Tim.

G. & J. tires for automobiles, motorcycles

and driving wagons form the subject of the

latest pamphlet issued by the G. 8'. J. Tire

(‘0.. Indianapolis, Ind. Attention is called

to the fact that this is the original clincher

‘ tire. and that in its automobile form it has

been on the market since 1895. A large

quantity of information of value to tire

users is found between the covers of the

publication.

Mail between Denhoff and Bowden, N. D_,

will hereafter be carried in an automobile.
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BUFFALO REDIVIVUS

Moribund Club is Reorganized and Starts out to

Accomplish Some Things,

 

New blood was injected into the Buffalo

Automobile Club, and that moribund organ

ization promises to take on a new lease of

life. The old oflicers resigned, and new

ones were elected in their place, a number

of new members were taken in and a plan

of campaign was outlined.

All this took place at the. Ellicott Club last

week, where one hundred motorists sat down

to a banquet. Clarence H. Bushnell acted

as toastmaster, and after some quips had

been made at the expense of a number of

those present, and the Bailey bill had been

torn to tatters, the important business of the

evening was-taken up.

After suggesting a reorganization Dr. Lee

H, Smith went on to say that a few mem

bers of the old automobile club had done all

the Work, and that unless the new organiza

tion touk hold it would be every man for him

self, with the usual fate for the hindmost.

A general discussion then took place, and

it was the general opinion that the initiation

fee should be suspended and the yearly dues

fixed at $5. This was agreed to, and the

election was proceeded with. It resulted as

fo..ows:

President, Willi in] H. llotcbkisq vice-pres

ident, Augustus 14‘. Knoll; treasurer, E. R.

Thomas; secretary, Frederick Wagner; board

of governors, Lee H. Smith, Bert L. Jones

and. Edward H. Butler.

“1 will call a meeting of the board of gov

ernors within forty-eight hours," said Mr.

lIotchkiss in accepting the presidency, “and

we will see if some work cannot be done."

No time was lost by the new officers in get

ting to work. A meeting of the board of

governors was held in the otiices of Prest

dcnt W. H. Hotchkiss, in the Morgan Build

ing, the following day, and a good deal of

business of importance was transacted. It

was decided to redraft the constitution and

bylaws of the old club for action by the

board of governors and later by the club it

self, and this work was lntrusted to Presi

dent Hotchkiss. It was decided to change

the objects of the club so that manufactur

ers of automobiles, any owner and dealer

in the machines. or any person interested

in the sport of automobiling shall be eligible

for membership.

The governors also determined to recom

mend that the executive functions of the

club should be in the hands of a number of

committees, each committee to be composed

of two governors and live named from the

body of the club. This provides for a great

degree of democracy in the management of

the club’s affairs. -

“The principal cmnnittces," said President

llotchkiss, “will be those on membership,

entertainments and runs, laws and ordi

nanees and, what will be most important of

all, grievances. This latter committee will

be for the purpose of hearing grievances of

thh kinds—those of the club members

against the authorities, and grievances of

outsiders against club members. The pur

pose of the club will be both to protect an

tomobilists against oppression and to protect

the public against antomobilists who may be

disposed to break the law."

Big Business Vehicle Order.

About the biggest deal yet heard of in

commercial motor vehicles. and one that is

richly significant of whither affairs are

trending, has just been put through by the

Rainier Company of New York, selling

agents for the Vehicle Equipment Co. The

deal is with the Adams Express Company,

for whom eighteen electric wagons have just

been completed. The wagons were built to

order, after some months of experimenting

  

  

 

 

with a demonstration wagon and also a ,

steam wagon. Naturally. the Rainier con

cern considers this a distinct triumph for

the electric form of vehicle that they build.

Five of the eighteen wagons were in'the

Rainier garage at Broadway and Fiftieth

street last Monday. and the rest were due to

arrive from the factory in a few days. The

whole eighteen are to be delivered the last

of this week in a somewhat ostentatious

fashion. The dozen and a half wagons will

be run in a parade down Broadway to the

( fticcs of the express company and there for

mally turned over, every one ready to begin

work.

The wagons are 7 feet long behind the

seat by 3 feet 7 inches wide. They weigh

4,000 pounds, will haul 2,000 pounds and

travel thirty-five miles on one charge. They

are fitted with three spceeds forward and

one in reverse, the top speed being ten miles

an hour.

The batteries consist of forty-four 11 M. V.

l‘lxide cells, and each has two 1-2. E. 1004

motors. They are fitted wrth dill-inch Tur

ncr solid tires. and the selling price was

$2,600 apiece.

Russian Road Race Arranged.

Russia‘s old and new capitals—Moscow

and St. Petersburg—are to be the scene of an

automobile contest to be conducted this sum

mer. The distance is 150 versts (400 miles),

and seven control stations will be estab

lished. It is believed that a number of for

eign sportsmen will take part,

SMOKY CITY’S CLIMB

Grad: Ascending Contest ior .lunc l3 Arranged

by Pittsburg‘s Motorists.

 

Pittsburg, Pa., is to have a hill climbing

The Automobile Club of Pittsburg

has fixed upon Saturday, June 13, as a date

for an event of this character, Highland

Park being selected as offering many advan

tages. A long, winding bill has been chosen

as the scene of the contest, and is about a

mile long, but not very steep, the maximum

contest,

gradient being only 7 per cent. The course

is termed Serpentine Drive, starting at a

point near the Zoo and running up the

grade to the reservoir at the top of the hill.

The course has been approved by E. M.

Bigelow, Superintendent of Public Works.

and police regulation and protection will be

provided.

The exact conditions of the contest have

not been decided upon, but there will be

several classes, divided as to the weights

of the machines and the character of the

motive power.

Thomas Hartley is chairman of the com

mittee having the contest in charge.

 

M. J. Budlong Convicted and Find.

The ca ‘e against Milton J. Budlong, presi

dent of the Electric Vehicle (Jo. and 0f the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers, has gone against. him. Mr. Bud

long was charged with speeding his automo~

bile beyond the legal limit in Manchester.

near Hartford, Conn.. having thereby caused

the horse of Ralph Cone to run away. Jus

tice Bowers, before whom the case was

tried, convicted Mr. Budlong and imposed a

fine of $50 and costs on each charge. An

appeal was taken by Mr. Budlong's counsel

and bonds tiled. It is expected that a civil

action will be instituted by Mr. Gone.

To Fight Missouri Law.

It is the purpose of the Automobile Club of

St. Louis, Mo., to test the constitutionality

of the new State law, which fixes the maxi~

mum speed of automobiles at nine miles an

hour throughout the entire State. An endur

ance run is also being planned to take place

in the fall.

The club elected the following otiicers:

President, John S. Carter; secretary, E, H.

t'tcadman, and treasurer, Clarkson Potter.

Ardcnncs Circuit Called off.

‘ The Circuit-dos Ardennes has been post

poned on account of the'untoward ending of

the Paris-Madrid race. It was‘to have been

the second annual event. and was planned

on a much more. ambitious scale than last

year, when Charles .larrott won it.

The first Peerless car has appeared in

Portland, Me. C. A. Robinson purchased the

car in Boston and drove it to Portland in one

day.
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The Metropolitan Salesrooms and Garages—XIV

 

 

What was the first structure in New York

City built, from the foundations up, es

pecially for use as an automobile station is

that constructed for the Rainier Company at

1627-29 Broadway, corner of Fiftieth street.

This is one of the comparativeely new firms

of automobile dealers who have shot into

prominence during the past year. The Rai

nier Company are best known as the selling

agents for the VehicleEquipment Co., they

having probably introduced to commercial

concerns more electric trucks and hauling

Nov. 1, 1901, to Nov. 1, 1902, the Rainier

Company took orders for 157 vehicles, in

cluding hansoms, victorias, broughams and

many big trucks for breweries and other

business concerns.

The big jump forward by the Rainier Com

pany was made last fall, when it took the

sole selling agency of the Vehicle Equipment

Co., and began to introduce its trucks every

where. This jump ls indicated by the record

of having sold from Nov. 1, 1002, to June 1,

1903, a total of 362 vehicles, of which 80 per
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vehicles than any other one firm. It was

due to the activity of the Rainier Company

that the electric truck and delivery wagon

obtained the strong foothold in New York

and other cities of the East that it now '

has. The firm has now broadened its field

of activities. however, and is the agent for

the Berg gasolene cars and the Neftel com

bination gasolene and electric vehicles, as

well as the electrics of the Vehicle Equip

ment Co. In the history of the Rainier Com

pany is found an epitome of the progress

made by the commercial automobileduring

the last eighteen months.

it was the first of November, 1901, that

the Rainier Company, selling agents for

safes at 393 Broadway/began to deal in au

t;niobilees, after having beecome converted

to the claims of the product of the Vehicle

Equipment Co. At first it took the sales

agency for New York, New Jersey and

Pennsylvania. Within the first year it had

taken so many orders that the Vehicle

Equipment Co. had felt obliged three differ

ent times to enlarge its plant in Brooklyn.

The Vehicle Equipment Co. builds its elec

tric draught vehicles to order only, and from

mavth“It”; '1“

  

 

cent were of the heavy hauling order. Ordi

narily the firm will take orders for delivery

in sixty days, but at present it is booking

orders only for deliveries five months hence.

The biggest _transaetion of the firm and

the biggest in the history of the trade in

motor trucks has just been put through by

the delivery to the Adams Express Co. of

eighteen wagons for $2,600 apiece, capable

of hauling one ton. Among the firms

equipped with draught vehicles through the

agency of the Rainier Company are: Nation

al Biscuit Co., Tiffany & Co., Saks & Co.,

A B See Elevator (10.. New York Telephone

Co., George Ehret Bre“ ery, Otto Huber

Brewing Co., General Electric Co., Eaton,

Cole & Burnham Co.. New York Railway

Time Table'C-o" Lang & Co., American

Sight Seeing Co., Hall‘s Safe Co., Pennsyl

vania Railroad. Jacob Ruppcrt Brewery,

Beadlcston & Wocrz, Hudson Coal Co.,

Pabst Brewing Co.

Some of the vehicles built to order and

sold for use about New York have created

decided sensations on their first appearance.

Among such may be mentioned the safe

trucks, equipped with electric windiasses for

' hoisting heavy safes to the teps of tall build

ings; the telephone truck, fitted with power

apparatus for hauling cables through the

conduits; a truck built in representation of a

trunk for a trunk manufacturer; a truck

built in fac-slmile of a Pullman car for the

Time Table Co., and the observation coach,

carrying forty. for the sight seeing concern.

As the sole selling agents of the Vehicle

Equipment Co. the Rainier Company has

placed sub-agencies in Boston, Pittsburg,

San Francisco, Denver, Chicago, Buffalo,

Rochester, Washington and London, Eng.

Since it took the agency of the'Net‘tel com

bination cars recently the Rainier people

have sold eleven vehicles, all of which will

be delivered this month. They have also

sold so many Berg cars that they are now

away behind in deliveries.

Until recently this firm had its main offices

at 393 Broadway. where its safe business

was done. On July 1, last year, it opened a

storage and charging station at Ninth ave—

nue and Twenty-seventh street, taking the

ground floor, which has a capacity for 125

cars. The business grew so rapidly in differ

ent directions, however, that it was found

last winter that it would be necessary to

have new separate quarters for its automo

bile business, and the building at Broadway

and Fiftieth street was begun. This was

moved into on the first of June'and fitted

out for otlices, salesrooms and a storage sta

tion for light vehicles only. the station at

Ninth avenue and Tw'enty-set'cnth street

being retained for the heavy trucks.

The new building has a frontage of 50 feet

on Broadway and is 100 feet deep on Fif

tieth street. it has three stories and a base

ment,_ with brick walls and “mill construc

tion” floors. From Fiftieth street the en

trance is made up a short flight of steps into

a show room on the main floor that runs the

width of the building and is 30 feet deep.

Back of ,the show room is a storage and

charging and ltvashing room for gasolene and

electric cars, which can be brought in under

their own power through a big entrance on

Fiftieth street. An elevator, 5x7, capable of

lifting five tons, provides for carrying cars

from the basement to the top floor whenever

desirable. On the second floor in the front

of the building, over the same space occu

pied below as a show room. are the offices

of the company, substantially and hand

somer appointed, but not showily. In the

rear of the ofiices on the second floor is the

chief charging room for electric broughams

and other pleasure vehicles. The top floor

is occupied as a repair shop and repository

for the “dead storage" vehicles. 'I‘he'base

meat is used as a garage for gasolene cars.

The Rainier Company consists of John T.

Rainier. president; II. V. Kibbe. vice-presi

dent. and P. N. Line'berger, secretary and

treasurer. Messrs. Rainier and Lineberger

represent particularly the aggressive and en

terprising spirit of the firm in the automo

bile business and are chiefly responsible for

the encroachment that has been made by

the electric truck into the realm of the horse.

Regarding the future, the firm is utterly san

guine of the ultimate triumph of the electric

vehicle for hauling purposes
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Steam Patents Involved.

A number of interesting facts relative to

the manufacture of the early steam cars

in Boston are brought out in a decision just

handed down by the Commissioner of Pat

ents at Washington. The validity of some

of the well known Whitney patents is at

tacked by Henry Howard, who in 1899 con

tracted with Whitney for the building of a

steam car for his (Howard‘s) own use. In

the background are F. E. and F. 0. Stanley,

whose application for a patent on a “steam

drying apparatus for motor vehicles” ante

dates both Howard and Whitney.

“This case comes up on appeals from the

decision of the examiners in chief on the

question of priority of invention," says Conl

inissioner Allen in his decision. “Howard

has appealed from the decision in favor of

Whitney as to the first count, and Whitney

has appealed from the decision in favor of

Howard as to the second count.

“The issue is as follows:

“‘1. The combination with a boiler of a

hood or casing above the same having an

upper outlet and a downwardly extending

tiue, and an exhaust pipe extending into said

flue. ’

'- n)
_. A boiler. a casting above the boiler

to receive the products of combustion, a flue

or stack extending downward from said cas

ing and exhaust pipe to discharge the ex

haust steam into the said fine or stuck. so as

to carry the products down and out of the

lower end of the latter, and an air inlet

opening, into which the air is drawn by the

exhaust and out of which the products of

combustion flow naturally when exhaust is

not operating’

The Examinerot lnterferences awarded

priority of invention to Whitney as to both

counts.

"This case presents the question of orig

inaiity of invention. Whitney and Howard

seem to have had their first dealings with

each other in regard to motor carriages in

August, 1897, and after that date and up to

the time that these applications were filed

they had many interviews in regard to this

subject, and as the result of these confer

ences these applications were filed, Prior

to this time Whitney had a. machine shop

in East Boston and had there built a motor

carriage and had exhibited it at the Me

chanics’ Fair in Boston in February, 1897.

  

Howard was a chemical engineer and seems

to have had no experience with motor car

riages before meeting Whitney, but in Au

gust. 1897, after having borrowed and used

Whitney's carriage, be employed Whitney

to make for him a motor carriage like one

which Whitney was then building for an

other party. In the contract for the building

of this carriage, dated September 13, 1897,

it was stipulated that the plans should be

‘subject to any alterations and imprOve

ments which may hereafter be agreed upon

between Mr. Howard and myself.’

The invention here in controversy, and

particularly the second count, relates to

means for rendering the exhaust steam from

a motor vehicle invisible. Whitney admits

that Howard was the inventor of certain

specific mechanismf for this purpose (Q. 89,

Q. 161), and so does Upham (Q. 28), who

was and is Whitney's financial backer and

one of the. officers of the company owning

Whitney‘s inventions.

“Under this agreement the applications

were to be made through (.‘rosby & Gregory

as attorneys, and the company was to bear

the expense. Howard’s application here in

volved was filed on June 21, 1899, through

CrOsby & Gregory, and it is admitted y

Upham that he gave the instructions to t 10

attorneys in regard to it and paid the ex

penses, Whitney’s application was not filed

until six months thereafter. Howard and

Upham had gone to the attorneys in April,

1898, for the purpose of having an applica

tion flied- covering the exhaust steam appara

tus, but upon the advice of the attorneys

[ostponed tiling it until the device was test

ed. (Upham, Q. 31.)

“Upham gives no satisfactory explanation

of his conduct, in view of his present claim

that Whitney was the true inventor, but

says:

" ‘My recollection is that I was weak

enough to permit Mr. Howard to make an

application for a device which I knew was

not his invention, thinking that it would

come to the Whitney Motor Carriage Conl

pany in any event under our contract, and

that Mr. Howard would feel injured if we,

did not permit him to make the application.

“The construction stated in Count 1 and
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used by Whitney in his first carriage does

not render the exhaust steam invisible, and

was not used for that purpose. It merely

facilitated starting the fire. Count 2, how

ever, includes an opening at the top of the

flue through which air is drawn by the ex—

haust steam. This was not present in Whit

ney’s patented device or in his first carriage.

for in those devices the upper opening was

intended to be closed after steam was gen

erated and an artificial draft was created.

“Whitney states that in using his carriage

at the Mechanics’ Fair in February, 1897, he

lost the cap which he. ordinarily used on the

opening at the upper end of the fine, and ran

his carriage without that cap. He got an

other cap the next day, and put it on, but

claims that he understood and appreciated

the effect of leaving the cap off. No one

corroborates him as to this understanding,

and the mere. accidental omission of the cap

for a short time cannot be held to show a re

duction to practice of this invention ,or even

a conception. Upham states, in effect, that

Whitney told hhu that he had lost the cap.

but got a new one.

“There is much testimony in the case in

regard to the invention of different specific

devices for rendering the exhaust steam in

visible, but there is remarkably little in re

gard to the broad idea of providing an open

ing at the upper end of the fine for the ad

mission of air. Confusion is caused by the

amount of testimony in regard to heating

the air before it is admitted to the fine, and

the witnesses all seem to think that this is

one of the features of the invention in con

troversy. ,

"It is held that the testimony presented by

Whitney does not overcome the presumption

in favor of Howard raised by the surround

ing circumstances. and that Howard is the

true inventor of the second count.

“Howard has raised the question whether

the record shows public use of the invention

of Count 1 for more than two years before

the filing date of Whitney's application.

This is a matter which is not presented for

consideration upon an appeal of this kind.

but it may be said that the present record

does not seem to warrant the conclusion con

tended for or a further consideration of the

matter.

"The decision of the examiners in chief

awardingr priority to Whitney as to Count 1

and to Howard as to Count 2 is affirmed."
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SCARRITT RHAPSODIZES

Takes the Motor Car for his Theme, and Says

it is Thrice Blessed.

 

Winthrop E, Scarritt, acting president of

the Automobile Club of America, is an en

tertaining writer on automobile subjects at

times, and some clever notes of his were a

part of the brightness of the programme got

up for the automobile entertainment ar

ranged by him for the benefit of the Meth

odist Church at East Orange on Decoration

Day. They are well worth an increased cir

culation, and here they are:

“When I start out in an automobile I am

always reminded of what James Russell

Lowell said in the Bigelow papers about the

involved and complicated German sentence.

He said it was like an admiral starting for

sea with sealed orders~he never knew what

route he was going to take or where in

thunder he was going to land.

“In this automobile game I have been on

both sides of the counter; first, as a pun

chaser and user, and second, as a manu

facturer. 0n the former phase of the case I

can speak touchingly, ecause I have been

so often ‘touched.’ It has been said that

doctors bury their mistakes. I wish we

manufacturers could bury some of ours, but,

alas, our mistakes too often bury us, rather

than we them. A wise man ,and I think he

must have been a manufacturer, once

said: ‘We live and learn, but by the time

we have learned, it is too late to live.‘

“In all seriousness I wish to propound the

question: ‘What does the modern self-pro

pelled vehicle mean?‘ Is it simply the rich

man's toy, a passing fancy, the playthlng

of to-day, to be discarded for a new one to

morrow, or is it a new and scientific factor

in modern life, which is yet to play an im

portant part in the work of the world?

“If the latter, let us undertake to analyze

the logic of its demands and get at the

fundamental reason for its existence.

“We have heard much in these days of

the wonderful development in modes of

transportation. It is said ‘ that modern

civilization has captured and chained the

very gods of the ancients We proudly con

trast the great ocean greyhound with Ful

ton’s first steamboat plying the waters of the

hudsofi.’ We point out the advance from

that first little dummy train which ran over

llght wooden rails to the thundering Lack

awanna Limited, carrying scores and hun

dreds of human beings, comfortably, speed

ily and economically from ocean to lake.

In all this we have done well—verily, we

have harnassed the gods of the ancients to

our chariot wheels and made them to do our

bidding. So much for transporting human

beings in mass, or in great numbers at one

time, but how about transporting the single

individual, the unit of society?

“Did it ever occur to you that since the

dawn of history until the birth of the auto

mobile there has been absolutely no ad

vance? I

“Pharaoh's horses were just as noble, and

his chariot finer than any we see today on

Fifth avenue. The horse drawn carriage of

the first Napoleon was just as gorgeous and

efficient as are to be seen on the Champs dc

Elysee. The fact remains that eliminating

the motor car, the individual is no better off

and has no better or different means of

travelling from one point to another than he

had in the days of Christopher Columbus or

George Washington, Therefore, the automo

bile means (and every one of its separate let

ters deserves to be written with a capital)

that the gods of the ancients, steam and-elec

tricity, have at lat been harnessed to our in

dividual carriage, and that the individual is

emancipated from his serfdom to the earth.

His feet, no longer leaden, have become

winged, and each one of us may become—if

he has the price—a winged Mercury. We

have in the automobile segregated a little

part of the giant forces which move the

masses of the world, and appropriated it to

our individual use.

“This great fact finds its expression for

the first time in the modern motor car.

“In short, modern science has hitherto

captured a few of the big gods of the an

cients and chained them to the big chariots

of modern transportation, The little gods

have been so vigilant, so spry and so elu

sive that not until recent years have they

been captured for the service of individual

man in transportation.

“Perhaps the term demons, or little

devils, would fit the case better than gods,

for certainly our motor cars often act as

though they were possessed of seven devils.

“Now that we have for the first time in the

world got our little god, or our little devil,

hitched to our little chariots, what are we

going to do with him? Naturally, the first

thing is to understand the brute. The un

initiated public say, I would like an auto

mobile if it were not so dangerous. But did

you ever consider that in that very fact lies

its potency for good?

“The power and potency of any agent for

good, from a razor to a locomotive, is the

exact measure of its power for evil under

changed conditions.

“I do not believe that the craziest dreamer

of us all has for the fraction of a single mo

ment, in his wildest flight of imagination

touched the fringe of the garment of what

this great industry is yet to become to civil

ization.

“I believe that the motor car of the future

will be the product of American genius,

American brains and American skill; and

.that it will be standardized and because

standardized and made in enormous quanti

ties, it can be sold at a low price, and that

it will become the ready, faithful and relia

ble servant of man in every land where

civilization has a home or commerce a ban

net."

SPRINGS THAT SQUEAK

Friction Between the Plates the Cause—Grease

Will Remedy the Trouble.

 

Motorists are sometimes troubled by a

peculiar squeaking noise, which occurs par

ticularly when running over rough roads,

and some difliculty in locating the point

whence the noise emanates is experienced.

After carefully going over the mechanism

the squeaking still exists, and there is anx

iety as to where it is and what it can be.

As a matter of fact. it lies in the carriage

springs, and is caused by the friction be

tween the plates in the springs. The car

body should be jacked up until the weight

is taken qi‘f the springs, allowing them to

open just the smallest amount possible. A

goon, stout screwdriver should be inserted

between two of the leaves, and some good

motor grease spread in by means of a thin

table knife. The grease should be worked

down as far as possible to the centre of the

springs, but as it is at the ends of the leaves

where most of the friction occurs one is

able to apply the greatest amount of lubri

cant where it ls_most needed, and with the

least amount of trouble, when the method

described is adopted. It is possible to Jack

up the car high enough to cause the leaves

of the spring to gape sufficiently to be able

to introduce the grease without putting the

wedge between the leaves, but this procedure

is to be deprecated, as it puts a strain upon

the springs in a direction which they are

incapable of standing. Motor grease should

always be used in preference to oils. If the

thicker grease is not procurable, the thickest

cylinder oil should be used.

 

Hom Delivery System to 30.

Hayden Brothers, one of Omaha's big de

partment stores, advertise their horses and

delivery wagons for sale, the combined re

sult, it is said, of the teamsters’ strike in

that city and the desire to install a service

of motor vehicles. When asked the reason,

William Hayden of the concern aid:

“It merely means that, for the time being,

our city delivery will be suspended, Our

teams and wagons have caused us consid

erable annoyance, and we have decided to

do away with them. We may keep one or

two teams, but the rest will be disposed of."

He declined to say whether his firm would

install automobiles.

 

Enlightcnlng the Newspaper Men.

To forcibly impress members of the city

press with the poor condition of most coun

try roads, and illustrate the necessity for

their betterment, the Indianapolis Autoan

bile Club members are making it a point to

take at least two daily newspaper men with

them on their bimonthly runs.
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BAY STATE BILL

is at Last Reported by Legislative Committee—~

Present Speeds are Retained.

 

After holding the matter under considera

tion for a number of weeks the sub-commit

tee of the Ways and Means Committee of

the Massachusetts House last week reported

The

sub-committee settles upon a compromise in

the matter of speed—rejecting the eight and

fifteen miles provided for in the Higgiuson

measure, but denying the motorists' re

quest for twelve and twenty miles.

on the pending automobile measure.

Instead

a maximum of ten miles in the cities and

towns and fifteen miles in the country, the

present legal rates, are recommended. The

sub-committee holds that this is a proper

speed. fast enough under the present condi

tions. It also believes that the present law,

having been put upon the statute books

only last year, should have a fair and fur

ther trial, and should not be changed this

year.

The Higginson bill provided that “each li

cense shall be numbered and a record there

of kept for public inspection, and the num

ber thereof placed upon the side or back of

the said automobile in Roman characters

not less than four inches in height." The

sub-committee recommends that “Roman

characters" be changed to read ..rabic

numerals.” It thinks that it will be much

easier for an official to identify the number

of a machine that is speeding by him if the

sign reads 119, for instance, than if it reads

cxix.

The sub-committee also recommends a pro

vision that the license number be "plainly

displayed." With the number merely placed

“upon the side or back,” as in the original

bill, they think there would be nothing to

prevent throwing a shawl, coat or other

covering over the license number and so

concealing it.

Some minor changes in registration and in

regard to lnotor vehicles owned by people

living outside the State are recommended.

The penalties are left by the sub—committee

as in the Higginson bill, as follows:

“Any person violating any of the speed re

strictions herein set forth shall be punished,

for each offence by a fine not exceeding two

hundred dollars or by imprisonment for a

term not exceeding ten days, or by both such

fine and imprisonment, and upon conviction

of a second offence the said commission shall,

upon production of a certificate from the

clerk of the court in which said conviction

is had or upon other satisfactory evidence,

suspend the license of automobile, owner

and operator, and upon conviction of a third

offence shall revoke the licenses of automo

bile. owner and operator, and no new ll~

censes shall be issued to any of them."

Antiquity oi the Odometer.

The odometer is of very ancient origin.

That it was conceived before the Christian

era is evident from the fact that one is de~

scribed by Vitruvius in a part of his work

“De Archestura.” It has been in continued

use, under intermittent improvements, from

an early period, and it has played a part

in civilization’s advance. Many State and

county maps now in use were prepared by

odometer surveys.

Originally and for many centuries a crude,

heavy, unsightly instrument that recorded

merely the revolutions of a wheel or disk,

the modern odometer is trim, light, sym

metrical, and by an ingenious reduction of

gears the miles and fractions are at once

recorded. It is keeping well within bounds

to say that the inventive and mechanical

genius of the last twenty years has done

more for the odometer than was accom—

plished during many preceding centuries,

and this is due naturally to the incentive

produced by the increased use of wagons,

the perfection and universal use of the

bicycle. and to the recent advent of the

automobile. The odometer’s early employ

lizent was chiefly that of surveying roads

and land boundaries, but increased means

of transportation has created a larger field

until thousands are now annually made and

find a ready market, and it is safe to predict

that their production and sale for autom0~

bile use will increase in direct ratio to the

increase in the production and sale of auto

mobiles.

 

Remedy for " Blowing Back.”

“Blowing back" is chiefly caused by a

sharp draught blowing through the firebox,

extinguishing the flame and causing it to

become ignited at the nipple of the Bunsen

burner instead of at the usual burner holes;

or it may be caused by a decrease of pres

sure in the fuel tank, so that the flame is

allowed to fly back and ignite the nipple.

The remedy in the first case is to protect

the firebox from side draughts, but the bot

tom should be left open, so that the air neces

sary for complete combustion can reach the

burner, and to fix a double ended chimney

on to the uptake of the boiler. These are

fitted to most of the latest pattern of steam

cars, the end of the uptakes being formed

in a number of patterns, the idea being to

form a baffle plate to draughts, while at the

same time they admit the hot air passing

away from the boiler to the atmosphere.

 

Replacing a Flawed Shaft.

A broken crank shaft is fortunately a rare

occurrence, but even with the very best car

engines, as with all other classes of engines,

an internal flaw in the crank shaft is a possi

‘bliity which engineers cannot guard against,

and this, of course, will in time develop into

a breakage. When such an accident occurs

a new crank shaft should be put into the en

gine and no attempt made to repair so vital

a part.

TREATS ALL ALIKE

Licenses and Numbers Required for All Vehicles

Under New Louisville Ordinance.

 

It is at least an impartial brand of ve

hlcle law that took effect in Louisville, Ky"

on June 1. Under it every wheeled vehicle

used on the city streets must be licensed

and numbered. the amount of the fee and

the size of the numbers varying according

to the purpose for which they are used.

Penalties for the non-observance of the law

are imposed, and apply to the horse drawn

kind equally with the mechanically pro

pelled.

The principal provisions of the ordinance.

which was passed more than a month ago,

are as follows:

Section 1. That every vehicle run or used

in the city of Louisville shall be subject to

the following licenses, to be paid into the

sinking fund of the city of Louisville for

sinking fund purposes:

For each and every wagon, cart, dray,

omnibus or other vehicle not specially desig

nated herein, drawn by a single animal, the

license shall be $3 per year; drawn by two

animals, $6 per year; drawn by three ani

mals, $10 per year; drawn by four animals,

$15 per year; drawn by five animals, $20

per year; drawn by six animals, $25 per

year. For each and every hearse the license

shall be $6 per year. For each and every

hack, coupe, coach or‘like vehicle, the li

cense shall be $6 per year. For each and

every buggy, sulky, gig, phaeton, pony cart

or like vehicle the license shall be $3 per

year. For each and every family carriage,

drawn by one animal, the license shall be

$3 per year; drawn by two animals, the li

cense shall be $5 per year. For each and

every automobile the license shall be $5 per

year. Said license to be paid in advance.

Sec. 2. That there shall be provided by the

sinking fund, without cost to the licensee,

metal plates containing in raised figures the

number of the license of each class and the

year issued, together with the date of ex

piration, Said metal plates shall be placed

and kept conspicuously in view on every

vehicle mentioned in this ordinance, so that

the same can be easily read from the side

walk. Such numbers and letters upon said

plates shall be in plain, distinct and legible

figures and letters, each plate to be not less

than one, two or three inches in width and

placed on each vehicle.

Sec. 4. Any person, persons, firm or cor

poration violating any of the provisions of

this ordinance, where a different fine has not

been provided herein, shall be fined not less

than five nor more than twenty-five dollars

for each offence; each day the violation is

continued, shall constitute a separate of

fence.
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is the ONLY gasolene automobile that ran the

contest from New York to Boston and back

without repairs or adjustments of any kind.

 

It is the only machine that has won EVERY Endurance Contest held In

America and every contest or race ever entered.

' O1 “mm a“ “‘“a'ds Stock Machines
all earned by e

The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely Unoqualed Record. Our catalogue gives the records complete.

Send for it and ask for the " Little Book,” too.

summv, x: HORSE-POWER, $1800 Front head-light extra..

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of Haynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSUN BIL, Kukumu. Ind., U.S.A. 811;.1'3;SIZZJKIZLTQZZ'RJZI5552..
Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn vAutomobile Co., 1239-41-43 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., and 66 West 43d Street, New York.

National Automobile 8: Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.
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More Napier Cup Car Details.

According to the latest reports, the new

Napier cars designed for use in the Bennett

Cup race will develop close to 110 horse—

power. Notwithstanding this, the system of

propeller shaft propulsion is adhered to with

the two cars, as with the three that have

already been run in public. Of course, the

extra size of the motors means extra weight.

but in order that as much tractive force as

possible shall be exerted by the drive upon

the driving wheels, the engine is so set upon

the chassis that its forepart is not advanced

beyond the rear shackle of the front spring.

The bonnet measures no less than 4 feet 2

inches from the dashboard to the radiator.

The wheel-base of these two cars is just over

9 feet, and the gauge the same as the smaller

vehicles, viz_, 4 feet 7 inches. Like them,

too, the gear fitted gives three changes of

speed, the ratio with the engine running at

1,200 revolutions being arranged to give, for

the purposes of the Irish race, a top speed

of eighty-'five miles an hour; but for

' Continental work the gear would be pr0p0r~

tioned to afford one hundred miles an hour,

so long as the slip of the driving wheels is

no more than at present. It is to attain

this desideratum that the engine is placed so

far back on the frame. The particular car

which Edge will drive will be shod with

34 in. x 90 mm. non-slipping Dunlop tires.

 

Look to the Bolts and Nuts.

It is a matter of very great importance

to see that all nuts, bolts and working parts

of the car are Tn perfect order, this being

done at pretty frequent intervals. Au ex

perience which might under other circum

stances have led to a serious accident shows

the necessity of this.

In descending a hill at a moderate speed

the driver was astonished to find the steer

ing wheel come loose in his hands. Fortu

nately the wheel did not absolutely leave

the steering column, and the driver imme

diately forced it back again into its place.

while in the mean time he unclutchcd and

applied the brakes. When the car was

stopped and he came to look into matters it

was found that the nut holding the steering

wheel to the column had not been screwed

up sufficiently tight, and this . becoming de

tached, a slight bump of the car had nearly

thrown the wheel out of the steering con

nections. Had this happened with a re

versible steering gear there is not the slight—

est doubt that a catastrophe Would have re

sulted.

For Luring Ground Hogs.

Still another use has been discovered for

the automobile. An Illinois man uses his—

whcn it is not churning butter, running

small mills, etc—for hunting ground hogs

“Thinking it may interest you and might

help you sell a few more machines in the

country districts, I will give you the full

details," he writes to the dealer from whom

he purchased the car.

“We attach a long hose to the safety valve

and run the machine about fifteen feet away

from the nest; then we turn on full steam.

and in a few moments the animals appear

at the other end of the burrow, where my

father is ready with the shotgun. and rarely

fails to kill his game. You can use this letter

any way you see fit, and if any of your

friends visit Kanevilic send them to me and

I will scare out a few gopher-s for them.

The other day I killed twenty ground hogs

and six wolves."

To Co-Operate in Buying Automobiles.

“Everybody his own automobile owner,"

is the purpose of the (lo-operative Automo

bile Association of America, of Pittsburg.

Pa.. for which a charter will be asked of

the Governor on June 23. The object of the

company is to provide a fund by the sub

scription of its members to purchase auto

mobiles on the co-opcrative plan. The appli

cants for the charter will be IV. A. Donkin,

L. C. Letzkus, J. E. Anderson, F. E. Jack

son, G. C. Jackson, S. H. Patterson and

others,
 

Motorists will do well to give Evanston, a

(‘hicago suburb, a wide berth. The penalty

for violation of the automobile ordinance

has been increased to $200. Formerly it

was not less than $5 nor more than $2."), but

the Board of Aldermen made the change last

week.

Advance the Ignition Slowly.

Always advance the ignition very slowly.

taking the lever along notch by notch, with

several seconds interval between. This gives

the engine every opportunity to pick up its

speed gradually and without any shock to

its component parts. Supposing the ignition

to be half advanced and the engine running

easily, if it be fully advanced suddenly there

is every probability that the cylinder charge

will be tired long before the piston has got

anywhere near the top of its stroke. The

consequence is that while the velocity of

the flywheel is lifting the piston the early

ignited charge tends to force it down, re

sulting in a very severe shock to the whole

of the engine, the piston, connecting rod and

crank shaft in particular, The noise arising

from such a shock is known among automo

bilists as “knocking,” and if this is alowed

to continue the crank shaft is almost certain

to break or the connecting rod to bend, caus

ing the piston to bind and the engine to

stop. Opening or closing the throttle valve

suddenly does not produce the same effect as

advancing the ignition; but if the quantity

or quality of the charge he suddenly in

creased there will be, of course, a cone

spending increase in power, which will re

sult in a heavy thrust upon the bearings.

etc., until the engine has picked up its speed.

It is advisable, therefore, to regulate the

throttle lever gently, also.

 

Pabst’s Far Reachan Experiment.

An experiment of no small interest and

importance is about to be tried by the big

Pabst Brewing Co., at Milwaukee, Wis. An

automobile truck has been contracted for,

and upon its arrival it will be put to work

hauling beer between the brewery and the

railroad stations. Should it prove success

ful, it is said that all the horse drawn ve

hicles of the concern that “made Milwaukee

famous" will be disposed of, and mechan

ically propelled ones substituted. The

change will involve an expenditure of close

to $1,000,000.
 

Champaign, Ill., has provided its Chief of

Police with an automobile, to be used as a

service wagon.

 

 

  

 

“A QUALITY CAR.”

$2,500.00.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. CO.,
INI)IANAPOLIS,

 

IND.
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WHIPPLE

ATTACHABLE

Dos-a-Dos
Trap seat, com lete attach

ments. Steam, 30 00; all

gasolene Runabout: $25.00.

Discount to Agents.

R. W. WHIPPLE,

I70 State St., Binghamton, N- Y.

Metal Mud Guards,

Bonnets, Tanks,

Rotary Circulating Pumps

I Radialors, Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send for circular: and price

list, stating quantity.

  

 

TIIE IIIII AUTUIITIC

MACHINE 00.,

1 Water St. Cleveland, 0.

 

Improve Your Ulroulallon

BY USING

THE lilBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

ioraII Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Cheap, Durable, Efficient, easy

to apply.

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

tohoo Pump & Machinery 00., 120-136 Terrace, Buffalo, ii. i.

  

 

  

WHAT’S THE USE

of taking chance: when you can get
  

~ “www

onnrrnn s illlllilllli uoronso
We make them In all sizes.

BRENNAN MFG. 00., Syracuse, N. 7

FOR RENT.

Desirable Site

for

Auto Station,

8. E. Gor. Jefferson Ave. and Ormoud Place,

BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN.

(Two blocks from Bedford Avenue.)

  

 

Lot 75 x l30. Building 45 x 90.

Clear floor space 44 x89.

 

REALTY ASSOCIATES,

I79 Romsen Street, BROOKLYN .

 
Pump Faults and Their Remedy.

There is nothing more annoying or more

difficult to deal with than a water circulating

pump which persistently leaks, Such a pump

is almost hopeless, as the defect can usually

be traced to faulty designing, as the bear

ings are not long enough, When this is the

case, the pump being rotated by chain or

frictional contact with the flywheel of the

engine, the driving pressure being applied

at one point causes the pump spindle to bear

against opposite ends of the bearing.

Now, the shorter the bearing is the greater

the wear will be, and so soon as this reaches

an appreciable amonnt a permanent leakage

will set in. This can only be cured by re

bushing or lining the bearing, an expensive

job, which would have to be repeated at

very short intervals. The moral is, "if you

have a bad pump get rid of it at once.”’

Instead of a long plain bearing, many

pumps are fitted with a striding box and

gland. Asbestos, tow or other material is

packed into the stuffing box and the gland

is tightened up to make a watertight joint

around the revolving spindle. The stuffing

box is a cylindrical chamber formed upon

the body or cover of the pump. It is bored

out considerably larger at its outer end than

the diameter of the spindle, and is provided

with an internal screw thread. The gland

is simply a long sleeve fitting over the pump

spindle. It is screwed to fit into the stuffing

box, and is provided with a hexagonal head

so that it may be tightened up with a

wrench.

Even the best of pumps will leak in time

through the bearing wearing. When this

occurs the best packing to use is one com

posed of alternate rings of rubber and hard

fibre. which should be a good fit over the

spindle. If the pump runs at too hiin a

speed for the rubber rings to stand up to.

then alternate the fibre rings—which should

be at least one-eighth of an inch thick—

with asbestos cord.

Britain's Specially Constructed Moiordrome.

\Vhat promises to be the first specially

constructed motordronre in the world, and

which is understood to be fathered by the

Automobile Club of Great Britain, has been

surveyed at a point about tWerc miles from

London, 011 private ground. The total length

of the course will be six and three-quarter

miles. At one end will he a small circular

loop, and at the other a larger pear-shaped

loop. Shortly after leaving the small loop

is a hill, on which it is intended to havv

hill climbing tests. It will be 666 yards

long. and will have gradients varying from

one in fifteen to one in seven.

Continuing from the Illll a wide sweep is

made into a straightaway, with a 300 yard

start for the mile, at the cud of which will

be erected grandstands. By this arrange

ment the flying kilometer will have a longer

start. From the mile finish line the course

runs into the big loop. the sharpest curve of

which will be to a radius of 274 yards. The

width of the course will be. fifty feet. except

over the straightaway mile, where it will be

widened to seventy feet.

The outer half of the curves will he banked

for high speed. and the inner half banked

for medium speeds only. The whole of the

site will be kept rigidly private, and will be

inelosed by a fence.

 

NATIONAL

ELECTRICS
  

Model 75. Price, $1000.

Choice of physicians and others wishing ease of

entering and alighting.

  

MOdeI ll0. Price, $l250.

This is our four-passenger vehicle. Practical for

either two or four persons. Meets the

demand for a convertible two or

four passenger Auto.

  

Front System.

When you see these springs you know it's a Na

tional. Strength, comfort and beauty are com

bined in this part. Examine both front

and rear systems of the National

before you invest.

oer OUR CATALOGUE.

National Motor Vehicle Co.

l400 East Twenty-second Street,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Week's Patents.

728,543. Internal Combustion Engine. Rob

ert D. Chandler, Fairhaven, N. J. Filed April

5, 1902. Serial No. 101,542. (No model.)

Claim—1. An internal combustion engine,

comprising a cylinder, a rotary piston

mounted therein. an air compressor, walls

forming a passage from the air compressor

to the combustion chamber of the cylinder,

an abutment mounted in the cylinder and

movable toward and from the piston, 11

valve carried by the abutment and movable

therewith to cut of! the communication be

tween the air compressor and the cylinder,

means for periodically actuating-the abut

ment, and means for supplying fuel to the

air as it passes from the air compressor.

728,667. Storage Battery. John 0. Brock

smith, Chicago, 111. Filed Jan. 14, 1902.

Serial No. 89,704. (No model.)

Claim—1. A supporting and conducting

grid for storage batteries comprising a rec

tangular metallic frame of T-shaped cross

section provided at its corners with bosses

having holes therethrough, the vertical faces

of said bosses being flush with the edges of

the frame.

729,385. Vehicle Wheel. William Morri

son, Chicago, Ill.. assignor to the Helios

Upton Company, Chicago, 111., a corporation

of New Jersey. Filed January 8, 1900.

Serial No. 773. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a vehicle wheel, an elastic

tire consisting of an inner inflatable tube and

an outer circumferentially rifted sheath hav

ing its margins turned at right angles to

form a radial projection, in combination

with a wheel having a rim curved to fit the

body of the tire, provided with an annular

groove having a solid base to receive the

projection of the tire and divided into an

nular separable sections having meeting

faces, which positively limit the approach of

said sections. and fastening devices for

uniting the sections, and thereby clamping

the projection of the tire, substantially as

described.

729,499. Igniter for Gas Engines. John

.\IacHaflie, Schenectady, N. Y. Original ap

plication filed August 12. 1901. Serial No,

71.676. Divided and this application filed

October 3, 1992. Serial No. 125,813. (No

model.)

Ciaim.—1. In a gas engine, an electric lg

niter consisting of, two terminals which ro

tate with respect to each other, each carry

ing a disk.

2. In a gas engine. an electric igniter

consisting of two terminals each carrying a

rotatable disk, and means for oscillating and

reciprocating one of S'iitl terminals.

729,501. Variable Speed and Reversing

Gear. Rodolphe Mnthot. Brussels. Belgium.

Original application filed March 26, 1902.

Serial .\'0. 100.109. Divided and this ap

plication filed June 16, 1902, Serial No. 112.

002. (No model.)

Clalm.—1. The combination to form a

variable speed reversing gear, of a motor

shaft, a cone pulley connected thereto to

turn therewith, a wheel upon the motor

shaft, a clutch to operativer connect it with

the pulley, a counter shaft, a loosely running

reverser set cone pulley thereon, a loose

wheel coaxial with and adjacent to the pul

ley, a spur gear fast with one of said two

members. shafts equidistant from the axis

of said pinion, carried by the other member,

two sets of satellite pinions carried at the

respective ends of said shafts, one set of

which meshes with said spur pinion, a sec

ond spur pinion meshing with and driven

by the second set, an epicyclic train closing

a gap between two shaft sections, a connec

tion between said latter spur wheel and said

train, and a shiftable band frictionally con

necting the two cone pulleys.

729,537. Piston Bearing Oiler. Herbert H.

Buffum, Abington, Mass. Filed Nov. 7, 1902.

Serial No. 130,420. (No model.)

_ Claim—1. Inapiston bearing oiler, the com

bination of a cylinder, 8. trunk-piston therein

having a packed zone, a pitman. a journal

and bearing connecting said piston and pit

man and located opposite said packed zone,

means to supply lubricant to the periphery

of said piston, and a lubricating channel

leading from a point on the piston periphery

forward of said packed zone longitudinally

of the piston to said journal and bearing.

729,538, Automobile Steering Apparatus.

Herbert H. Butfum, Abingtou, Mass. Filed

Jan. 2, 1903. Serial No. 137,421. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a vehicle steering mechanism

a fixed base. a shaft stationarily journalled

thereon, steering devices operated by said

shaft, :1 steersman’s pillar, a. bearing-there

i'or pivoted to said base, and a coupling con

necting said shaft and pillar and having

provisions for permitting a swinging move

ment of said pillar and bearing.

729,550. Battery Jar. George H. Condlct,

New-York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assign

inents, to Electric Vehicle Company, Jersey

City, N, J.. and New-York, .\'. Y., a cor

poration of New-Jersey. Filed Dec. 16. 1898.

Serial No. 699.425. (No model.)

Claim—1. A rectangular battery jar of

uniform internal dimensions, constructed of

insulating material and adapted to contain

an electrolyte and unsealed, its upper pon

tlon being tapered upon the outside so as to

rtduce the thickness of. and separate the

edges of said jar from an adjacent body or

bodies to allow escaping liquid to recede

therefrom.

729,579. Motor Vehicle. James D. Harp,

Modesto, Cal. Filed July 5, 1902. Serial No.

114,495. (No model.)

(‘laim—1_ A motor vehicle comprising a

revoluble axle, built up by a plurality of

longitudinal parts connected together by

complete universal joints, a globe spindle

rigidly connected with one of said parts and .

partially incasing one of said universal

joints, a wheel provided with a globe hub,

said hub being rigidly secured upon another

of said longitudinal parts and also jour

nalled upon said globe spindle, a steering

fork straddling said wheel and provided

with separate bearings mounted respective

ly upon one of said longitudinal parts and

upon said globe hub, and means controllable

at will for turning said fork.

729,586. Road Vehicle. Ernest G. Hot!

mann, West Hampstead, England. Original

application filed July 9, 1901. Serial No.

67,585. Divided and this application filed

March 14, 1903. Serial No. 147,705. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a vehicle combination with a

leading track and means for steering and

driving same, of a trailing truck and

means carried by the vehicle body and op

erated by' the movement of same ,for steer

ing all the wheels of said truck,

729,652. Motor. Charles T. Osborne,

New York, N. Y. Filed September 27, 1901.

Serial No. 76,749. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a motor, the combination of

an explosive engine, an air compressor

driven thereby and having normally idle

valves and passages enabling said compres

sor to run as an engine, an air reservoir re

ceiving air from said compressor, an air en

gine aiding said explosive engine and driven

by compressed air from said reservoir, all

connected directly to the same crankshaft,

and a two way valve and its connections to

said reservoir, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

729,662. Electric Ignition Generator. Ben

jamin P. Remy. Anderson, Ind., assiguor to

Remy Electric Company, Anderson, Ind., a

Corporation of Indiana. Filed April 17,

1902. Serial No. 103,296. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination of a dynamo

or magneto electric generator mounted slid

ingly on parallel rails and a spring or

springs adapted to adjust same with relation

to a driving mechanism.

729,664. Electric Motor. Edgar G. Rich

ards, Madison, \\'ls., assignor to the North

ern Electrical Manufacturing Company.

Madison. Wis. a corporation of \Visconsiu.

Filed June 30, 1897. Serial No. 642,904.

(No model.)

Claim—1. In a. self-contained motor the

combination of a base, having means for at

taching it fixedly in position. with a metallic

shell attached thereto, two end pieces re

movany attached to the shell and having

each an armature shaft bearing in line with

the axis of the shell and a lateral projection.

hearings in said lateral projection, an arma

ture within the shell, a supporting shaft

therefor in the bearings, an exterior shaft

supported in the bearings which project lat

erally from the end pieces, and driving con—

nections associated together and attached

respectively to the outer ends of said shafts,

substantially as shown and described.

729,700. Gas Engine. Ralph P. Thomp

son and Emil Koeb, Springfield, Ohio. Filed

November 8, 1901. Serial No. 81,642. (No.

model.)

 

“Whitney” Chains
THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.
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Claim—1. In a gas engine, and in com

bination with the compression and explo

sion chamber thereof, an air forcing and

supply pump, having an air escape in the

wall of its cylinder at a predetermined dis

tance forward or in advance of the limit

of the inward movement or return stroke of

its piston, said air escape opened and closed

by the movements of the pump piston, and

when opened and closed by the movements

of the pump piston, and when opened fur

nishing a free. escape and clearance of air

in front of the piston and preventing back

pressure on the piston, and when closed

forming an air chamber in advance of and

closed at one end by the piston, the cham

ber having communication with the com

pression and explosion chamber, and hav

ing a capacity for a sufficiency of air to

clear the compression and explosion cham

ber of the engine of previously exploded

charge and to furnish the air for the next

succeeding explosive charge, substantially

as described.

729,704. Wheel Tire.

Ausdall. Oxford, Ohio. Filed February 18,

1903. Serial No. 143,937. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a wheel, the combination

with a rim formed with recesses in its face,

and respective Tlhead tire bolts, of a tubu~

lar metal tire formed with a convex face,

and with a flat base which contains a long

itudinal groove or seam for the insertion of

the bolt heads there through.

729,737. Motor Vehicle, Patrick J. Col

lins, Scranton, Penn, assignor of one-half

to Christopher G. Boland, Scranton, Penn.

Andrew D. Van

Filed May 20, 1902. Serial No. 108,218.

(No model.)

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle the combi

nation with the rear axle, the reach con

nected thereto and the forward axle cen

trally pivoted to the reach, of brace bars

connecting the ends of the forward axle

with the reach, each of said bars hav

ing a piston head at one end, pump cylin

ders within which said piston heads are ar

ranged, and valve controlled passage ways

leading from said cylinders.

729,827. Battery. David H. Wilson, Chi

cago, Ill. Filed April 30, 1902. Serial No.

105282. (No model.)

Claim—1. An electrode for electric bat~

teries, comprising two cups or receptacles

integral with each other, and separated by

a suitable space, said inner cup surrounded

by a complete free space and making con

tact with the outer cup only at the bottom.

both of said cups having a comparatlvelv

smooth unbroken surface, so that they hold

the liquid of the battery.

 
 

BELL 8:. COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,

Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80lh St, liorr York. Telephone: 2662 Illror.

OPEN DAY AND met-IT.

DIXON’S
GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPECIALLY PREPARED Fl'lll TllE PRESERVATION Alli] LUlllIl

GATltlIl OF THE CHAINS 0F AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobilo Graphite lubricants

ARE UNEQLJALED.

  

 

 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE (20.,

JERSEY OITY, n. J.
 

  

 

BOUGIE HERZ.

The only Sport Plug

IN THE

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

RUNS JUSTAS WELL IN Oil

You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it P

Money refunded in 30 days it not

satisfactory.

80L: lnrorrrn IO! U. 8. AND Canaan.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Part Place. New York.

  

I lode at tho SPLITDOIIF LABORATORY.

Emma-ma mu. .

.F.8PLITDORF,17 Vindlflill‘ sr.,n.r. I =

 

  

The New Searchmom

Salcsroom and Garage, 140 East

57th Street, New York City

JOI'IN WANAMAKER

— 
  

 

ARTILLIRY

W90!

AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLERY

STEEL

AUTOMOBILE

1 WHEELS.

a Drop Forged

Machined

} Steerlng Devices

'1' star RIMS for

'1/ both Wood and

Wire Wheels.

New Catalogue "E"

now ready.

I. l. WESTON (10..
SYRACUSE, IY Y.

iAIESVILLE, N. Y. 

 

 

oar-ass; certificates

.fseiv sf .meeufeewse‘»
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This is ‘heojttgsggigtisSpec‘a'isi- The B.& 8. Adjustable Automobile Wrench

AUTOMOBILE BODIES '8 “m.” A "M"

and all our energies are concentrated on making them

well. Past experience in car, carriage and coach

building and a thorough knowledge of automobile

requirements fit us to produce the highest class work,

stylish and substantial. Responsible concerns are .1

invited to write for estimates- THREE sIZEs~iOIn., I4 In. and mm. cooo Harden I‘lnlsh

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

THE HANSEN OAR 00., Cleveland, OhioCor. HarniltonFSAtf/Irgng P. Tmcka. 1307 \VgliapniszssBuilding. & cal, - conna, u- s- A:

c A R B u R ETT E R s Special Bulletin

FLOAT FEED- AUTOCAR RUNABOUT. excellent condition.

ALUMINUM CASTINGS. PACKARD B. SPECIAL.

. .. . NATIONAL ELECTRIC DOS-A-DOS.
Will iIvl u 1 hi hl xplosive iiisxiuiyifon‘iplny ggmieeoi NATIONAL ELECTRIC RUNABOUT.

gasolene. Get a good carburetter. COLUMBIA RUNABOUT_

Get ours. It will increase the power MODEL C‘ PACKARD, 12 H. P., wfiyiwtirggop.

of your motor. Money back if not

SMleaClorY- write tmm)" 1! Interested, send for description of above

and other used vehicles.

 

 

NAT'ONAL AUT3333125353~§3T°R °°MPANY Shattuck’s Automobile Emporium, iotitii‘ififistfe"

Boo ion, Dashboard leell-Pker Electric 00.
Crank Shafts, Axles,

Pinions; Levers, etc. GLEVELAND’UHIO'

Manufacturers

PROMPT DELIVERY.

  

 
 

 

  

Experimental Work Given Special Attentlon.

of

I

Electncal

MACHINERY FOROINO co. . m .
Hamilton and Marquette Sta. ' CLEVELAND, O. C°n""°' I“ “IlifiifiQQfifif “mm” mm

CELLULARUULERSandDISGRADlATURS TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS

The cut represents our latest

. meg-i.“ ' ' improved Celullar Cooler of the a _1_ 2

Mercedes type. It is the most

efiicient and up-tO-date radiator

All sizes and styles of front

and rear axle and ar

made, and is less expensive than

tillery wheels.

  

 

 

  

anything Of similar construction.
  

We also make Disc RadiaIOIs

and we aim to make them the

best on the market.

  

The Whitlock Coil Pipe C0. ‘“ 5

iiiitipooo,oos~. TlMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE 00.,

CANTON, OHIO
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WILLIAMS SPARK OOILS
  

Are made in all sizes and Styles for

Automobiles, Motor Cycles and Gasoleno Engines.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Electric Contract 00.. General Selling Agents.

202-204 Centre St., 154 Lake St.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Better Not . .
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFAOTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

nrnrsnronn fir. cornPnnv
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

“Big Four”
The

WORLD’S FAIR ROUTE

From the

  

 

  

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

5t. Ijouis
Write for Folders.

Warren J. Lynch. W. P. Deppe,

Gen'l Pass. Agt. Ass‘t Gen'l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

  

  

JENKINS 8c BARKER
Svctnssmls To CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

DeDion Bouton & C0.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world. .

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Adkeu all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent.

I79 Clarendon 5L, (near Bovlston) BOSTON. MASS.

GEARS
Automobile. Mountings of all Descriptions in Piished Brass

No. 6 Tonneau Door Fastener.

The ENGLISH 8L MERSICK CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTOMOBILE FIXTURES.

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

 

 

Bevel gears with generated teeth, internal gears

with planed teeth, accurate spur gears and raw

hide pinions. Get our prices.

Syracuse,

THE NEW PROCESS RAW IIIOE CO., mm

  

 

 

  

 

 

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER. Agent, New York.

  

A. L. DYKE Agent. 5!. Louls, Mo. 

 

 

As an efficient, first-class Spark Coll

’l‘I—IE

“DOW”
HAS NO EQUAL.

I For further information write to

THE DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO

  

 

KloljiG

TIRES

  

MICH
12 East 27th Street.

All

Obstacles

BRAINTDEE, MASS., U. S. A.

They Eat

NEW YORK CITY.
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fiobi/e
We make over Twenty Types of Carl.

Write for Catalogue.

Mobile company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New YurkClty.

~ THE AIITDDAS
NEW Srmnann

DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more erfl

clency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE. 42 Voeey St., New York.

SMITH 8:. MABLEY,
3| 8-3t 5 Seventh Ave.I New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

nanoitnrte

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DIBTIIIUYOIS

IIIIIIIIIIIII, IIIRIIIIIIIT IIIIIIiI (JARS AIDE III IIERIIIA.

“ IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT."

“STEVENSWIRYEA”
HIGHEST TYPE OF QSOLENE CAR

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

No. 690 Nlaln 8t.,

map! was»

AS 86ASULINE [NLINI

DRY BATTERY

  

   

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS

RADIATORS,
TANKS,
m urrceas,

rsuoens,

H0008. ' ,~. ' “ '

Bnlsooe' MFG. 00., - Detroit.

 

 

  

 

WANTS AND FDR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

 

ENUINE bargains in used automobiles. We

have the largest repository and store room

in United States. Have forty machines on hand

at all times; all descriptions, styles. very lowest

prices and each and every one of our machines is

in first~class running condition; all worn parts are

replaced by new ones. Photograph of each machine

sent on request. We are the pioneers in this busi~

ness having opened the first automobile exchange

in Chicago Send for our list C. A. COEY &

COMPANY, 5311 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.

SEND five cents for our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBILE C0..

3917-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.

OR SALE —A Winth 1902 Touring Car,

newly finished and overhauled at factory;

has had very little use; price $1600. Immediate

delivery. 1903 Wintons always carried in stock.

W. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., 875 Main

St.. Buffalo. N. Y. ‘

OR SALE—Conrad Steam with D0ctor’s

Hood. wood wheels. steam and air pumps

and all improvements; gasolene capacity for 100

miles ; $450.00 takes it. A big bargain. cost $1400

last season. W. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St.. Buffalo, N. Y.

OR SALE—Babcock Buffan Stanhope (Elec

tric) in elegant condition. newly finished and

a superb vehicle for anyone. Cost $1600 ; will bill

for $850.00. W. C JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St. Buffalo, N. Y.

IRST CHECK. 8500. takes Thomas Touring

Car. new, 8 B. H. P. Motor, great oppor

tunity. T. SHEROW, Millbrook, N, Y.

Cash takes a Model C Packard; per

$1000 fect condition. Has been used by

well-known and expert driver and has a splendid

record. A good bargain. R. W. F.. Motor World.
 

3? SIMMONS @il

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street. New York City.

 

 

 

 

  

Run 1I outs and Touring Cars.

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

 

INTON TOURING CAR, 1903 Model. Im

mediate delivery; Buffalo; what offers ?

O. L.BIC KFORD, 18 Toronto St..Toronto, Canada.

FOR SALE—1903 Waterless Knox brand new.

Immediate delivery. No bonus if taken at

once. Using one myself with entire satisfaction.

E. G. HOITI‘, M. D., Marlboro, Mass.

Handsome “ Panhard Spark-Gap" on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect St..

Cleveland, Ohio.

OR SALE— Second-hand automobiles from

8250 up; HAWKINS AUTOMOBILE &

GAS ENGTNE CO., Houston. Texas.

A BRAKE—Equally effective backwards orfor

wards; releases quickly; controls the carriage

with little injury to the tires or sudden shock to

the carriage. The adjustment easily and quickly

made. without taking the brake apart; can be

adapted to any vehicle, either double or single.

This brake has been thoroughly tested on a

number of different carriages. Patent rights for

sale. Address, F. BLATC H, Hazleton. Pa.

“Whitney”
THE WHITNEY MFG. 00., Hartford,

 

OR SALE—Peerless touring car 16 h.p.; has

new 1903 transmission. Cost $2,900. New

last September; will sell for $2,000.

Address H. E. BRENTON,

129 Pembroke Street, Boston. Mass.

 

T YOUR PRICE— Winth 190: Touring

Car right from paint shop. perfect, $1400.00

Winton 12 h. p. wheel steering. 82000.00. Semi~

Racer $500.00. Locomobile Stanhope. B run 300

miles like new cost $1300.00. sell for $700.00 and

others. What do y m want? R. W. WHIPPLE,

170 State St.. Binghamton.
 

WANTED —A competent automobile factory

superintendent, familiar with upright four

cylinder type engines. Give references. Good

salary and interest in business for the right man.

Address. GEO. P. GOULD. care Motor World.
 

FIOR SALE—1902 Packard Touring Car; 12 h.

p. complete with side lamps, search light and

all accessories; price reasonable; full particulars

p‘poji application. E. H. BENNETT, Bayonne,

 

Winton; immediate delivery; never

I used ; don‘t answer unless you expect

to pay premium. E. H. BELDEN, Kenmawr

Hotel, Pittsburg. Pa
 

()R SALE—Conrad Steam Dos-a-Dos smooth

running car, late improvements, at half man

ufacturers. price. G. S. D. & Co., 123 S. Main,

Akron, 0.
 

C.Z.l(li0ll MFECD.
TOLEDO. 0.

Manufacturers of

Automobile Top.

Seat Trlmmlngs

Storm Boots, *0.

Bad for Catalogue

 
  

A GOOD PLACE TO

' SPEND YDUII VADATIDN

during the summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. [0 those unacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force in securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“ Sumer Book an lilirlzigan."

—

I). G. EDWARDS, Pass. Tm. Mgr.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

  

Conn.
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WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order.

 

PRIUE, COMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

 

 

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE (30., Cleveland, U.S.A.

  

 

In E L M O with its two=

the cycle motor

You get

More Satisfaction and Less Complication
than in any other car manufactured

 
 

"\

and the price is within reason, too.

WE’LL BB PLEASBD TO IAFORM YOU.

'ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, - - ClyderOhio.
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THE GENTRAL AUTUMUBILE GUMPANY

l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

Renau

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

23 7

TELEPHONES: 9 % COLUMBUS.

2398

 
 

OPEN vDAY AND NIGHT.

 

 

ALI. KINDS OF FRENGH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOGK.

ELEGTBIGS BHARGED, REPAIRED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

 

 

 

I 0. ll. GILLETTE, Treasurer,
II I, -

' ' '\ :lhc, "BlucL Bock (Pull) L, $3100 33 West 42d Street, New York Olty. ,

‘ fl . .v p 3 1' ow" Nceranrlia'nd' -50 ‘ Please enter my order for the '

Map , 2' Eas‘ern "cw Yofk' '50 V l903 Eastern Edition of the Official

W Map_ f‘ 3, Western New York, .50 if ‘ 7 Automobile Blue Book, Maps, etc.,

 

 

Map “ 4, “J.,LJ. 8: East.Pa. .50 ‘ as marked (with price extended) for W

Map “ 5,Wash. and Bait., - .50 which I enclose herewith 8 m

MaplIases, W-n - -V - .50Subscription to Bulletin, - - .50 518"“

I)ate,___— V , Hi, ,i, i e At‘ldrMs

 

Total (remittances enclosed),

 

1‘; fold in Illa BIIIO 800k comp/aha] and accurafoal in about 300

wHE Go rallies, yl'm'ny runru'ny dl'roch'ons‘, dlirluncct, and {/10 kind, (rand/lion

and grade: of roads. Ulla Blue 800k conic/m“ muc/I all!" l'nl'ormufl'on

of everyday need In aufomabl'lllrlx. Wherever you with fa ya 1'! fall: you

BULLmNS—issued July, October and january—will keep the BLUE BOOK up to date in every respect, giving corrections and addi

tions to the routes, stations, laws, etc.

THE are 30 inches square, printed in three colors, and mounted on cloth. They are atlas maps and give every town. BLUE BOOK

routes are shown in red. A new method of folding makes them most convenient for reference.

GASES—same size as the book—have flexible blue leather covers with a patent clip for holding the map in place.

   

 

"- BI—Owing to the great amount of detail work involved in verifying

and compiling numberless route reports from the several hundred

BLUE BOOK representatives the publication of the book will be

delayed until the first of May. In the meantime—as always—special W

reports and information will be gladly and promptly furnished to (Q

lubecriberL
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TH E “ Bribe” BATTERY.
NEW YORK I48 Welt 18th Street. CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard.

No'rtsl: Brrad Street. DEPOTS THE PROMPT s'r_ Lotus, 3931 (my, germ,

. ear ree .
means-nan. 158 South Avenue. AND CARE OF EXIDE BATTERIES. DETRO'T' 265 -'°"°"°" "m"

BOSTON, 39 Stanhope 5t. TOLEDOI 818 Jellerson St.

RENEWALS A'l‘ ATTRACTIVE PRICES. SPARKING BATTERY PRICE-LIST JUST ISSUED.

THEELEGTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. .

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and 19th St. NEW YORK, [00 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Contlnental Trust Bulldlng, CLEVELAND, CItIzenl Bulldlng.

ST. LOUIS, Waln‘vrlght BuIIdInp SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. HAVANA, CUBA, 0.P.Greenwood Mgr" 34 Empedrado St.

 

 

ALWAYS_A LITTLE BETTIE i.‘§i§...“i2§23.ll..i??. ZZZ

Ckogflev"

TOURING CAR

is the best evidence of the success attained. RAMBLER horse power is actual, not

estimated; practical, not theoretical and is sufficient to drive the carriage anywhere.

RAMBLER construction means long life and little trouble, both good things to have.

Our booklet “W” is yours for the asking; it explains the carriage thoroughly.

THUS. B. IEFFERY 8C COMPANY, — Kenosha, Wisconsin.

P. S. The carriage sells at $750.00 at the factory.
I

  

 

gVTI'IE"

PREMIER
“A QUALITY CAD”

$2,500.0()

  

Premier Motor Mtg. Co.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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THREE GOODTHINGS FOR THE AUTOMOBILIST.

GOOD TIRES, GOOD LUCK,

GOOD ROADS.
 

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tires

we guarantee the first, promise a large amount of the second and feel

sure that the third will in no small measure be a natural sequence.

MADE BY

3THE B. F. GOODRICH co., Akron Rubberw..k.. Akron, om...

NEW YORK. 6&68 Reade Street. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission Street BO5TON, 157 Summer Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street. CLEVELAND, 4H Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 East Congress St.

BUFFALO, 9 West Huron Street. CHICAGO, HI Lake Street. DENVER. I444 Curtis Street.

LONDON, E. C., 7 Snow Hill.

  

 

 

R Dwarf" C THE PUPULAR GASULENEBAR

una out. ouring ar -

Century Tnurlsi
chase without giving heed to

the claims and prices of the IS ACKNOWLEDGE!) TO BE

AT THE HEAD OF ITS GLASS.

Simple control—Free from complications—

Unequaled in construction—Will run anywhere

at any time and won’t fall to pieces on the road—

is closing his mind to some Always reliable.

hard, cold facts and figures.

IF YOU ARE NOT “come IT BLIND," WE WILL BUILT ENTIRELY IN OUR OWN FAGTUIIIES.

BE PLEASED TO PLACE THEM BEFORE YOU. PARTS NOT BOUGHT AND ASSEMBLED.

If our Catalogue does not convince you,

a demonstration will.

CENTURY Moron vamcu c ., iiiiii'ii:

 

Conrad Motor Carriage Co.,

I4I3-I419 NIAGARA STPFET, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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What Makes a 600 Car?

The right principles of construction. Honest, thorough building, with

good material. Fineness of finish. _

  

The

is built on the principles that have been proved to be the best for the touring car.

Vertical motor—Double chain transmission, with Four

Speeds forward, all on one lever.

All these are in the best high-priced foreign cars. You will not find all in

any other American car.

The —$2500,

not five to ten thousand dollars—is luxuriously and solidly built, on right principles.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Searchmont Automobile Co., “$1333?” Philadelphia

FACTORIES: Searchmont, (near Chester) Pa.
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Crestmobile

$750

Has [HOI’C good

points than any

OIhCI' IOW DI'ICCd

car.

(Illa-r attract/we

made]: at $500

and {550

Write iorcatalogur to

’1 CREST

’ MFG.CO.

Main Office:

196 Broadway.

Clmbrldge, Mun.

  

  

BREBI'IT’S No. l0 GOLONIAI. BODY
WITH FOLDING SEAT IN FRONT,

  

We manufacture a positive wheel steering device with worm and gear

segment. Absolutely positive. Gives no back-lash. Bronze hand

wheel. Mahogany rim.

BREOHT AUTOMOBILE 00.,

I200 Cass Avenue ST. LOUIS. MO. _

  

 

 

 

TheMoyea

A Touring Car for those

who desire the very best

that money will buy.

In Certainty of Operation

and Elegance of Design

and Appointment it is

without a peer.

 

Moyea Automobile Co.,

3-7 West 29th Street, New York.

  

 

  

The

\FDIEDMAN

DOAD WAGON.

The only double cylinder road

wagon selling for $750.00.

QUICK DELIVEDIES. AGENTS WANTED.

  

 

COMPARE

Appearance,

Accessibility,

Easy Riding, ~

Easy Control,

Compactness.

  

  
  

Write lor Catalog.

FRIEDMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.

3 East Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

  

 

  

THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel. _

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained. 

 

  

  

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND TO GAUGE. -

“e manufacture for the trade only.

  

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A.
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~ Our GASOLENE CARS are thoroughly developed. NO EXPERIMENT. For instance the model herein illus

trated has been in regular use (or over a year. We build 9 H. P. and :6 H. P. cm, using from vertical motor exclusively.

i “I have driven the var nearly tum l/wmmui mi/r: and i! is rmmin;r idler :11ch day. For stung”: of i'unstrlwtr'an,

‘mse ofruir‘mtmrul and rumor/mus m running, I Mink it is rvII/wul (qua “mu/lg A merie‘zzn cars.”—1"ram a Customer.

' BRANCHIS : 76th St. and Broadway, New York. I;

leocomobz'le Berkeley 51., Boston. 1.9 North Broad so Philadelphia.

‘ ' , 1354 Michigan Ave., Chicago. 39 Sussex Place, South

Held Offlceo and Factory, Bridgeport, Conn. Kensington, London.

 

  

  

HEY have become

the favorites simply

because they have the

merit that brings pres

tige. Arguments against

them are unavailing to

those who have used

them.

THEY are tires that

will be a real com

fort to you as far as

ease, durability, and gen

eral satisfaction is con

cerned.
  

If you are having trouble with your tires, or are not entirely pleased with their service, you certainly are not using

GaJImns
Do not be misled by imitations. “A Rose by Any Other Name ” is not the same, no matter what

the substituter may tell you. Demand the G & I only, and get full value for your money.

IIRI': c0, Indianapolis, Ind. NCWYOI‘k AgCIlCY, 81 Reade Street.
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141-143 West 38Ih 51., New York

LARGEST DEALEDS IN AMERICA.

N0 EXPERIMENTS SOLD.

BUILT BY

New Haven Carriage Co.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

ABSOLUTELY g THE quE or RELIABLE CARSRELIABLE BANKER BROS.CO’S.AutomobileWheels

0

PITTSBURG, new YORK, PHILADELPHIA, ;

Baum and Beatty Su. r4! & 143 West 38th St. 61913 N. Broad :

Every Wheel Guaranteed Exactly as Represented. 50 We“ “a 5:. 5

3
0.0000...000.000.00.00000000.0.0.0.0000000... ....“”........,.”... Mu...”........”........““mm-.0

 

 

.“MU’AU’AMU’AU’B-M“MM“U’HJO’RU’HM.

You Cannot Get

More for Your Money

 

than by using $2.00 of it to

subscribe to

  

Required by State Laws.
 
 

mounted on hanger. Three figures. $2.00 ; four figures, $2.25.

NEW YORK HANGERS, 3-inch BLACK figures, mounted on

WHITE background. Three figures. $2.00; four figures, $2.25.

INITIAL HANGERS to cover Connecticut, Indiana and local ordin

In which each week appears a

record of all that is best,

brightest and newest in the

ancei, 3-inch aluminum or brass letters, mounted, three letters,

$2.00; four letters, $2.25.

Write for Catalogue No. 5.

It is used as a Book of Reference by Automobilists.

world of mechanical traffic.

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA.

CHAS. E. MILLER,

Manufacturer. Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

.mmmwwmmmwammwawuauaw0n

97-99-I0l READE STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

 

 

i

i
5

§

§
NEW JERSEY HANGERS, 34m aluminum or brass fig'ures, g§

§

5

5

5

i

 

umquannmwflauwwquu
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The NEW W TE

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903

     

 

  

NEXT TO FLYING

is the motion of the incomparable WHITE—smooth, noise

less and free from all motor vibrations—a swift, gliding

movement that affords the maximum of automobiling pleas

ure, minus its every defect.

Write for fill particulars, rzpntr' "port: and aficial remit:

of important endurance contests.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(Automoblle Department) CLEVELAND, OHIO.

:1 Union Square, New York, N. Y. 609 Main St., Bufialu, N. Y.

509 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. goo Rose Bldg.,(.‘leveland, Ohio.

300 Post St., San Francisco, Cal. 39:4-I6-i8 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

an Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. id76l Stone St., Denver, Colo.

51%? Centre Ave , East En , Pittsburg. Pa.

BANKER BRO ERS CO., 629—631-633 N. Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.

F. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO., Portland, Maine.

WALTER C. WHITE, European Representative, 49 Prince: Street, West

minster, London, England.

 

 

STUDEBAKER

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

N0 EXPERT CHAUFFEUR NEEDED.

Can be Run Any Day in the Year, by Any Member 0! the Family.

 
 

Wide Touring Radius.

A Successful Hill .

Climber.

Smooth Operation. 3

Reliable Brake

Control.

Great Strength of

construction.

Perfect Spring

Suspension with

Resulting Comfort in

Riding.

Can be used equally

well over rough

pavements or smooth

park roads.

Quiet Running.

Descriptive Catalogue on application.

biles can be seen at the following repositories and at our

Branch Houses and Agencies in all principal cities.

Oui complete line of automo

STUDEBAKER BROS. MANUFACTURING CO.,

Studebaker Bros. Co., of New York, Broadway and Seventh Avenue,

Cor. 48th St., New York City. '

Studebaker Bron. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave., Chlcago, Ill.

Factory and General Offices, South Bend, Ind.

First-Class Agents Desired in Territory Not Already Covered

  

 

 

 

  

IIIioIIIIIIIIIzs DELL

8 and I2 h. p. 2 cyllnder and I6 h. p. 4 cylinder

SURREYS.

J. G. BRANDES, U. 8. Agent GUDELL & 00.
28 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 lliladlson.

an YORK AGENTS FOR ST. Lovis MOTOR CARRIAGE C0.

Uptown Garage, C. L. Bell & Co., :50 West 80‘h Street. Telephone, :56: River.

Baltimore Agency, A. G. Spalding Bros, :5 West Baltimore Street.

Philadelphia Agency, Motor Vehicle Power Co., Sixteenth and Wood Streets.

Summit. N. J., C. C. Henry. Yonkers, N. Y., William Shrive.

Newark, N. 1., Koehler Sporting Goods Co.

  

 

“ STEVENS-DURYEA "
(Gasoline)

AUTOMOBILE

Our New Catalogue is now ready

for distribution. Besides being a

work Of art it contains a complete

description Of the

C “ STEVENS-DURYEA ”

{3* Automobile. This catalogue should

be in the hands Of everybody who is

interested in automobiling. Will

mail a copy upon request.

 

  

 

 
  

  

  

 

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.,

690 Main Street,

crucoPEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS.
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“NOTHING TO WATCH BUT THE ROAD."

  

  

 

 

\> ~_\><‘\_‘ _ .~<~
‘"

TIE. LDSlVIOBILE
“THE BEST 'THING 0N WHEELS”

PRICE, $650

is used by more people than any ten other makes of Automobiles, and yet its drivers have less

trouble than occur with any one other make of machine.

“I Wonder Why 2”

Ask for a practical demonstration of how the OLDSIVIOBILE “goes.” Any of the

following selling Agents will gladly show you.

SELLING AGENTS:

 

 

ALBANY, N. Y.—-Automobiie Storage & MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—A. F. Chase I: Co. FRANCE—Eugene Merville. Perle.

Trldin‘ Co. NASHVILLE, TENN.—John W. Cheater Co. SWITZERLAND—Automubile Fabrik Orion AG., Zurich.

ATLANTA. GA.—C. H. Johnlon. NEWARK. N. J.—Autovehicle Co. ITALY—Victor Croimt. Turin.

BINGHAMTON. N. Y.—R. W. Whipple. NEW ORLEANS, LA.~—Abbott Cycle Co. HOLLAND—Bingham 8; Company, Rotterdam.

BOSTON, MASS.—Oldrimobile Co. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Oldsmobile Co. NORWAY, SWEDEN. DENMARK—T. T. Nielsen& Co.,

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Jnynea Automobile Co. OMAHA, NEB.—Olde Gas Engine Works. Copenhagen. Denmark; L. P. Rose 8100.. New York.

CHARLESTON, S. C.—Army Cycle Co. PATERSON, N. J.—F. W. Stockbridge. CANADA—Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

CHICAGO.ILL—OldsmoblleCo.. Githens Broe.C0 PLAINFIELD, N. J.—F. L. C. MnrlIn Co. MEXICO—Oldsmobile Co., Mohler at De Grels.MexIco-City.

CLEVELAND, OHIO—Older" rr- PHILADELPHIA. PA.—Oldsmobile Co. ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon (Xmano & Company.

COLUMBIA. S. C.—J. E. Richard! PIT'I‘SBUIIG, PA.-—Banker BYOB C0. Buenos Ayreu.

DALLAS, TEXAS—Lipscomb & Garrett. POCGHKEEPSIE. N. Y.—John Van Benschoten. SOUTH AFRICA—White. Ryan & Co., Cape Town: Sher—

DA VENPOR'I‘. IA.-Mnson'l Carriage Works. RALEIGH, N. C.—Ralelgh Iron Works. rlrl', Swingiey & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

DENVER. COLO.—-G. E. Hannah. ROCHESTER N. Y.—Itochester Automobile Co. NEW SOUTH WALES—Knowles Auto.

DETROIT. MICH.-—Oldemobile C0. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL—Locomoblle Company & Power Co., Sydney.

ERIE. ‘PA.—Jacob Roth. 1 the Pacific. VICTORIA—Hell 6': Warden. Melbourne

GRAND RAPIDS. MICE—Adan" & Hart. SAVANNAH. GA.—'I‘. A. Bryson. AUSTRALIA— QUEENSLAND—James Smith & Suns,

HARRlsiJURG. l'A-—Kllne Cycle Co. ST. LOUIS, M0.—Mlnlisnippi Valley Automobile Co. Brisbane.

HOUSTON. TEXAS—Hamil“ Automobile 8: TEXARKANA. ARK.—J. K. Wndley. so. AUSTRALIA—Duncan &. Eraser,

Gas Engine Works. TUCSON. ARIZ.—Senger & Clone. Adelaide

INDIANAPOLIS. IND—FIJI!" AUIOI'HOIJIIO CO- “’ASHINGTON. D. C.—-Natlonal Capital Automo— NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd.. Auckland.

JACKSONVILLE. I’LL—R 5- GIIbBTl- bile Co. JAPAN—Bruhl Bron, Yokohama and New York.

KAN-“AS CITY. MO-—E- P- MOTIBEIIY & C“ HAWAIIAN ISLANDS—R. N. Halstead. Honolulu. ASIA MINOR. INDIA, CEYLON. CHINA, JAVA.

 

 
l-ANSING- MICH —W- K Prufl'ien & 00. GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND—Oldsmobile sumyrm, nearer->0, FORMOSA—New York Export

In" ANGELES- CAL—Oldlmfihll" COU Co. 01' Great Britain. Ltd. London. Eng. & Impon Co" New York can

lliI‘ISViLLE. KY.—Sutcllfle & On. GERMANY—(All Germany except Cologno)—Ear—

MEMPHIS, TENN.—H. A. White. ' nest Welgaertner, Berlin; Cologne L. Welter

MILWAUKEE, WIS—Oldsmobile Co. & Co.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND “THE DOCTOR’S OLDSMOBILE BOOK" TO

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
FACTORIES: DETDOIT AND LANSING, MICI'I. .
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FACTORY MEN MAY MEET

Selden Association Suggests Convention at Niag

ara Falls—Objects to be Attained.

'The business heads of the various autos

mobile companie having their organization

and opportunities for getting acquainted and

“reasoning together," the Association of

Licensed Automobile Manufacturers now

has in view the bringing tpgether of the

men who design and are actually responsible

for the manufacture of the car—the engi

neers, superintendents and other factory

heads. _

A letter suggesting a meeting of the sort

at Niagara Falls early in August is being

circulated among members of the Selden as

sociation, and as several have eXpressed

themselves as favorable to the idea there

is every likelihoOd that the conference or

convention will be brought about. The let

ter in question expresses the objects which

it is hoped to serve in this language:

“It is thought that such a meeting of the

practical men would result in marked econ

omies in manufacture, eliminating much of

the experimental work, which is no doubt be

ing duplicated at a great expense by the

members, and insure a more rapid develop

ment of the art; and, further, that the stand

ardizing of certain parts can be brought

about in this way that will materially re_

duce the manufacturing expenses of the

members.

“It would be natural to expect that nearly

all the companies represented would have

one of their latest gasolene cars at the place

of meeting. The formal meetings during the

convention might be for only a short time

each day, as probably the most telling re

sults would come from the outside discus

sion of details.”

Another Company for Sanduaky ?

There is a probability of another automo

bile company being organized at Sandusky,

Ohio, and beginning operations in a short

time. Myron J. Caswell, who has been super

intendent of the plant of the Sandusky Au

tomobile Co., has tendered his resignation

and will sever all connection with that com

pany. Cnsweil and Charles H. Ely, the well

known Sandusky business man, are said to

be planning the organization of a new com

pany. The details of the plan have not yet

been completed. Casweil when seen would

not fully confirm the report. “It is a little

premature,” he said, “and nothing is now

being done.”

Suit and Counter Suit.

The hearing in the case of James Mac

Naughton, of New York, against the Mobile

(‘0. of America, before Charles H. Wright,

as auditor, at Plttsfleld, Mass, has been

continued indefinitely, Arguments are yet

to be made. The plaintiff brought suit some

time ago against the company to recover

$2,000 alleged to be due him for services as

their agent, while the defendants present an

account in setoif amounting to about $10,000.

The last witness examined was John Brisbe

Walker.

Thomas Elected a Licensee.

The E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Buffalo,

N. Y.. has been elected a member of the As

sociation of Licensed Automobile Manufact

urers. Its Selden license will be issued as

soon as the qualifications of membership are

fulfilled,

Fire Loss at Olean.

Fire caused the total destruction of the

automobile and bicycle store of Close Bros,

Olean, N. Y., last week. The loss is about

$4,000. of which one-half is covered by in

surance.

Bartholomew to Enlarge.

The Bartholomew Co., Peoria, Ill., is forced

by increasing business to look for larger

quarters. The concern makes automobiles,

peanut roasters and waflie machines.

Capital Enlarged Fouriold.

The Herman-Vaughn Automobile Mfg. Co.,

of Indianapolis, Ind., has filed notice that it

‘has increased its capital stock from $12,000

to $50,000.

Goes two Doors North.

The Chicago branch of the Electric Vehicle

Co. is removing two doors north from its

present quarters, No, 1,421 Michigan avenue.

ACME SUCCEEDS REBER

New Company, Strongly Financed, Formed at

Reading—It Acquires Fine Plant.

Within the week the Reber Mfg. 00., Read

ing. Pa, has passed out of existence, and

the Acme Motor Car Co. taken its place. The

latter has applied for a charter for a cor

poration with a capital of $200,000, fully

paid. In addition to succeed the Reber

company, the new concern has acquired by

purchase from the American Bicycle Co. the

plant at Reading formerly operated by the

Acme Mfg. Co., and will use it for the pur

pose of manufacturing automobiles in quan

tities. \

()flicers have been elected as follows: Pres

ident, George D. Horst; treasurer and gen

eral manager, James C. Reber,

The Reber Mfg. Co. was formed about a

year ago by the well known James C. Reber,

and it has been manufacturing the Reber

car. This is a two cylinder gasolene car,

with a vertical engine in front, and supplied

either with or without a tonneau body.

To Sell Cadillacs in Europe.

Combining business with pleasure, William

E. Metzger, sales manager of the Cadillac

Automobile Co., will arrange for Continental

agencies in London next month. He sails

on Saturday of this week, and will be at the

Hotel Russell, London, up to July 3. While

there he will be glad to hear from those in

terested in the Cadillac line, and requests

that he be addressed as above in advance.

He will have with him in London a full

line of Cadillac cars.

Lewis Co. Opens Uptown. I

A garage at No. 221 East Fifty~nlnth

street, New York, has been opened by The

Lewis Automobile Company, which was in

corporated a few weeks ago.

Show out: Drisko Continues.

Drisko & Snow, No. 43 Columbus avenue,

Boson, Mass... have dissolved partnership.

The business will be continued by R. Drisko.
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lNTENT OF THE BAILEY LAW

Full Text ofJusticc Mayer’s Decision in the Lipp

man Cue Brings out Some Interesting Points.

 

To the ordinary lay mind the confusion

created by the enactment of the Bailey law

in New York State may not be wholly

cleared by the interesting decision on the

speed question which was obtained in the

Lippman case from the Court of Special

Sessions on Wednesday of last week, The

decision declares that Section 666 of the

Penal Code, as amended in 1902 by what is

commonly known as the Cocks law, is not

repealed by the Bailey law, but is modified

by it. The section declares that the “Cocks

law” is still in force, except as modified by

the new law, winch means that it takes the

place of an ordinance and imposes a speed

limit of eight miles an hour in New York

and other cities, except as modified by the

provisions for a minimum limit of fifteen

miles an hour in the unbuiit portions where

houses are 100 feet apart.

This is interesting. if sustained by the

higher court, because it apparently makes

the Cocks law still operative with regard to

establishing a speed limit of eight miles an

hour within the limits of towns and incor

porated villages, until their compliance with

the sign provision of the Bailey law makes

operative its modification of the Cocks law

in this respect and establishes the eight mile

speed limit only within a radius of half a

mile of a postofllce.

The new questions raised by the decision in

this one case seem as puzzling as were those

pondered over before it was rendered. One

query it suggests is what law applies now

to the communities that have not conformed

with the provisions of the Bailey law.

One good point established is that the in

terpretation of the intent of the law is to

be sensible and liberal. This is shown by

the fact that although the houses at the spot

where the defendant Lippman was arrest

ed were not 100 feet apart the general char

acter of the neighborhood was that of an

“unbuilt” locality.

Another interesting point made in the de

cision is that the Highway law prohibiting a

speed beyond what is reasonable and proper

with due regard to the traffic and the life

and limb of any other person gets an inter

pretation to the extent of declaring that fif

teen miles an hour is reasonable and proper

where houses are 100 feet apart.

Still another interesting fact brought out

is that the provision of the Bailey law with

respect to limiting speed to eight miles an

hour within half a mile of any postoffice

where signs are erected applies to any post

ofiice or station of the Postofiice Depart

ment anywhere in New York City.

On the whole the decision is one of pe

culiar interest at this time, being the first

one obtained since the enactment of the new

law. It was written by Justice Julius J.

Mayer, Justices William E. Wyatt and Wil

lard H. Oimstead concurring, and rendered

in the case of the 1 eople of the State of New

York against Gustave Lippman. Charles II.

Studin, Deputy District Attorney, appeared

for the People, and Clarence K. Maguire for

Lippman.

The full text of the decision follows:

LIPPMAN CASE STATED.

The complainant, a police officer, charged

that the defendant on the 17th day of May,

1903, at the city of New York, in the county

of New York, did operate, drive and cause

to be propelled a motor vehicle, in and on

Webster ave. and 189th street, in said city,

at 2:55 p. m. of said day, at a greater rate

of speed than eight miles an hour, to wit:

at the rate of fifteen miles an hour; and that

to operate and drive a. motor vehicle at a

speed greater than eight miles an hour was

not permitted by any ordinance of the city

of New York. The affiant by reason of the

foregoing facts charged the defendant with

having violated Chapter 266 of the Laws of

1902. ‘

At the conclusion of the People’s case the

defendant moved to dismiss upon the ground

that the facts failed to constitute a crime.

The police officer testified that he had

marked off 264 feet on 189th street, had

timed the defendant while he travelled said

distance in a motorcycle, and that the de

fendant had gone the said distance in twelve

seconds, which was at the rate of fifteen

miles an hour,

It further appearing that some of the

houses on 189th street and Webster avenue.

were far apart, being at a distance of more

than one hundred feet from each other,

while others were close together, and that

in 'the particular space above referred to

there were some houses close together and

less than one hundred feet apart. Our de

termination of the defendant‘s motion to

dismiss involves a construction of existing

law in relation to the speed at which ve

hicles of this character may be operated on

the public highways in the city.

HIGHWAY LAW OF lqor.

Section 163 of Chapter 531 of the Laws of

1901 provided, among other things, as fol

lows:

“No ordinance, rule or regulation adopted

by the authorities or any municipality in

pursuance of this section or of any other

law shall require an automobile or motor

vehicle to travel at a slower rate of speed

than eight miles per hour within any city,

town or village of the State in the built up

portions thereof, nor at a slower speed than

fifteen miles per hour where the same are

not built up."

By virtue of Chapter 266 of the Laws of

1902 (which became a law on March 27,

1902), Section 666 of the Penal Code was

amended so as to provide, among other

things, that a person who drive or oper

ates an automdbile, or motor vehicle, upon

any public highway within any city at a

greater rate of speed than eight miles an

hour is guilty of a misdemeanor, except

where a greater rate of speed is permitted

by the ordinance of a city.

The city of New York has not enacted any

ordinance permitting a greater rate of speed

than eight miles an hour.

So that the law up to May 15 of this year

was that a person propelling or driving a

vehicle of the character above referred to at

a greater rate of speed than eight miles an

hour anywhere within the limits of the city

of New York was guilty of a misdemeanor.

On May 15, 1903, Chapter 25 of the Laws

of 1903 became a law. This chapter is en

titled "An act to amend the Highway law,

relative to the use of automobiles or motor

vehicles on the public highways," and,

among other sections, Section 163 of the

Highway law was amended so as to pro

vide as follows:

“N0 ordinance, rule or regulation adopted

by the authorities of any city, in pursuance

of this section, or of any other law, shall

require an automobile or motor vehicle to

travel at a slower rate than eight miles per

hour within the closely built up portions of

such city, nor at a slower rate of speed than

fifteen miles per hour where the houses in

such city upon any highway are more than

one hundred feet apart.”

BAILEY LAW MORE DEFINITE.

This amendment in effect reinstates in this

regard the provision of Section 163 of the

Highway law, as that law was in force

prior to the enactment of Chapter A66 of

the Laws of 1902, which amended Section

666 of the Penal Code. Under the 1903 law

the phraseology is in some respects more

definite than that theretofore used in Sec‘

tion 163. Thus the municipal authorities

cannot adopt an ordinance requiring these

vehicles to travel at a slower rate than

eight miles per hour within the "closely

built up portions" of the city. whereas in

Section 163, prior to its amendment by Sec

tion 625 of the Laws of 1903, this require

ment related to the “built up portions" of

the city.

Thus, also, unde¥the law of 1903, no ordi

nance may be adopted requiring these ve

hicles to travel at a slower rate of speed

than fifteen miles an hour “where the houses

in such city, upon any highway, are more

than one hundred feet apart”; whereas in

the law heretofore the limitation as to fif-‘

teen miles per hour was where the cities

were not “built up."

GENERAL PURPOSE OF THE LAW.

The clear purpose of Chapter 625 was to

provide a general scheme throughout the.

State for regulating the speed of automo_

biles and motor vehicles, and to that end to

prescribe certain limitations upon the ordi

nance making power of the various local au

thorities through the State, while leaving

to those authorities, except in certain few

particulars, the details of speed regulations.

The legislative intent was to provide safe

(Colhwnd on page 450.)
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WHEELS WITHIN WHEELS

Change Comes Over the Spirit and Name of

the Concern and Stock is Offered.

The Wheel Within Wheel Co., which made

its appearance in the fall of 1901, has

changed its name, or been absorbed by the

newly organized Conestoga Automobile &

Wheel Co., and more activity and enterprise

are promised soon in the making and market

ing of this particular form of‘vibration ab

sorbing and puncture proof wheel for motor

cars and other vehicles,

On the first day of the week certain finan

cial papers blossomed out with a big quarter

page advertisement offering for sale shares

of stock in the Conestoga Automobile &

Wheel Co. of Lancaster, Pa. The names of

the officers and directors, as given in the

advertisement, were headed by that of Colo

nel George Pope, who was president of the

Wheel Within Wheel Co., the offices of

which, were in the Park Row Building, New

York. The accompanying cut of a wheel

was unmistakably that of the Wheel Within

Wheel also. This was the first intimation of

the purpose of the new Conestoga Co., the

formation of which was noted in the Motor

World last week.

When asked about the matter Colonel Pope

said that the advertising was being done by

persons in Iancaster who held stock, and

not by the company, and that the first he

knew of it was when he saw the advertise

ment. He was disinclined to discuss the af

fairs of the company, saying that there would

be news later on, but said that the name of

the Wheel Within Wheel Co. had been

changed, as stated, and admitted being still

the president. When asked if the company

was to have a factory at Muenster, Pa., he

said there had been talk of this, but that the

plans were not yet ready to be given out.

Asked if the company would make automo

biles, he replied that he thought not, the

company being incorporated that way so

that it might make motor vehicles if it

chose to do so later.

According to the tock offering advertise

ments, the Conestoga Automobile & Wheel

Co. is capitalized at $500,000, the capital

stock being in $10 shares, offered for sale

at $9.

Court Upholds Commissioner.

The Court of Appeals of the District of

Columbia has rendered a decision fully af

firming and upholding the Commissioner of

Patents in finding for Howard in the inter

ference case of Whitney vs. Howard. The

case was set forth in full in last week’s Mo

tor World, and relates to patents on steam

vehicles. Two counts were at issue, they be

ing as follows:

1. The combination with a boiler of a hood

or casing above the same having an upper

outlet and a downwardly extending fine,

and an exhaust pipe extending into said flue,

2. A boiler, a casing above the boiler to

receive the products of combustion, a fine

or stack extending downward from said

casing and exhaust pipe to discharge the

exhaust steam into the said line or stack so

as to carry the products down and out of

the lower end of the latter, and an air inlet

opening, into which the air is drawn by the

exhaust and out of which the products of

combustion flow naturally when exhaust is

not operating.

The first count is decided in favor of \Vhit

ney, acting for the Whitney Motor Wagon

Co., and the second in favor of Howard.

The Week's. lncorporatlom.

New Britain, Conn—The Corbin Motor Ve

hicle Co., under Connecticut laws, with $200,

000 capital; to manufacture automobiles.

Lansing, Mich.—Bates Automobile Co., un

dcr Michigan laws, with $60,000 capital; to

manufacture automobiles. Corporators—M.

F. Bates, Bliss Stebbins and J. P. Edmonds.

Rutherford, N. J.—Loomis Automobile Car

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $20,000

capital. Corporntors—Peter T. Davis, Addi

son Ely, Gilbert J. Loomis and Samuel

Squire.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Globe Power Co., under

New York laws, with $200,000 capital; to

manufacture automobiles. Corporators—

William F. Hoffman, Elmer E. Hoover and

George H. Hoover.

New York, N. Y.—Oldsm0bile Co., under

New York laws, 'with $10,000 capital; to

manufacture automobiles. Corporators

William T. Rainey, Clevelanad, 0.; Roy A.

Rainey, Lakewood, N. J., and Raymond M.

Owen, New York City.

Grafton, W. Va.—The Grafton Auto &

Traction Co., with $10,000 capital, to oper

ate an automobile machine car or carriage

for a general passenger, freight or train

business; to own or lease grounds for parks

and to maintain same; to furnish electricity

for light and heat for public or private busi

ness. Corporators~A. J. Wilkinson, G. L.

Jollifl’c, 0. M. Augir, H. P. Phillips, L. J.

Mason and others. of Grafton, W, Va.

Metzger Takes a Partner.

William E. Metzgcr, the well known sales

manager of the Cadillac Automobile Co., has

taken a partner. The happy event took

place on June 10 at Detroit, when Miss

Grace Marie Kimball became Mrs. Metzger.

After the wedding Mr. and Mrs. Metzger

took a trip on the lakes, and on Saturday of

this week they sail for Europe.

Dyke in New Quarters.

A. L, Dyke Automobile Supply Co., No.

1,401. Pine strcct, St. Louis, Mo., have re

moved to No. 2,108 Olive street. The change

was made necessary owing to its increasing

business, and the new quarters are both

larger and better located than the old ones.

Hosting: Offers a Bonus.

A bonus of $2,000 is offered the Berwick

Auto Car Co. by the town of Hastings, Mich,

if it will locate there. It is stipulated that

the company shall invest $25,000 and agree

to employ twenty-five men the year around.

delivered a few days ago.

TWICE AS MANY RAMBLERS

Will be put out Next Year From Enlarged Factory

—Soles Manager Bennett Talks.

George W. Bennett, sales manager for

Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., makers of the

Rambler cars at Kenosha, Wis., was in New

York the first part of this week, while

making one of his periodical trips around

to the different Rambler agencies. He was

going from New lurk to Boston, then to

Washington, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Cleve

land, Indianapolis and Chicago. While call

ing at the Motor World otiices Mr. Bennett

casually revealed something of the progress

being made by the Rambler makers. i

A new tract of land of twenty-six acres

adjoining the present factory in Kenosha

has been recently purchased, and new build

ings were begun on it on Monday. The new

building will be 250 feet square, and will

give the plant double the capacity that it

has at present. When the addition is com

pleted a track either a half or a third of a

mile in circuit will be laid around the fac

tory for testing purposes. Artificial grades

and bridges also will be built on the grounds

to test the power of the cars in hill climbing.

The Rambler factory is still behind in its

deliveries, but is catching up steadily. While

talking about sales Mr. Bennett said that it

was astonishing how the small cities and

towns were. taking to automobiles. He re

marked that sales were good in the Dakotas

all through the winter, the people there man

aging to use motor cars much of the time in

spite of the snow. The Rambler agents in

the Dakotas would. said Mr. Bennett, have

bought the whole output of the factory it al

lowed to do so.

Work has been begun on the 1904 Ram

bler models, and there will be a number of

interesting changes in them.

Before the time arrives to commence ship

ment of next year's models, the Rambler fac

tory will have added 1J0,000 square feet of

floor space. At no time this season has the

company been in a position to ,make ship

ments earlier than from thirty to forty-five

days after the receipt of the order, although

its output has greatly increased and is still

increasing, and the universal success of the

Rambler must be most pleasing to that vet

eran, Thomas B. Jeffery, who in such a short

period has duplicated his former success in

the bicycle industry,

Moyea Deliveries Began.

The first of the new lot of Moyea 16

20 horsepower touring cars, built by the Al

den Sampson Mfg. Co.. of Pittsiield, for the

Moyea Automobile Co., of New York, was

Fourteen more of

the same style have been contracted for, and

will be delivered during the summer.

Stoltenberg &-R_eimers, of Davenport, 111.,

have purchased some automobile parts and

will assemble a few cars.
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The Trade's Crying Need.

It has been well said by a close student

of affairs that the successful man of busi

ness is he who carries his projects to a

fortunate issue. It matters not how this is

done. The important part is that it is done,

and that success or failure follows upon the

ability or lack of it to bring about such an

ending.

Today, with the season well advanced,

the spectacle is presented of an industry

still far behind its orders; of contracts en- -

iered into months ago still only partially

filled; of impatient customers still Impor;

tuning their principals for goods. And this

condition exists, not because orders have

been excessively and unexpectedly large,

hilt because, with a few exceptions, deliv

eries have been smaller than was reasonably

ctpected. In many factories the outputs to

dine have been small, remarkably so, and

the struggle to “catch up” with orders is

still. going on.

It is this matter of production that is' how

causing much cogitntion, much investiga

tion, much weighing of facts and fancies.

Why can't we turn out more goods? is the

question asked by the heads of many con

cerns, and seek as they will they are un

able to get beyond the unwelcome truth

that there is a drag somewhere, a brake

applied where everything should be free and

clear.

It has been borne in upon not a few of

these concerns that neither splendidly

equipped factories, nor careful designing,

nor well filled trensuries, and not even the

combination of all three, avails to produee

goods in the quantities and at the times de

sired. Something more is required. That

something is a working organization capable

of getting the goods through with dispatch.

of effectually preventing the sluggislmcss of

movement that is 0 frequently noticeable

in some factories.

There is to-day a demand for superintend

ents that the supply is entirely unequal to

filling. Men are desired who, given all the

requisites—the factory room, the machinery

equipment, the designs, the materials, the

men and the money, can bc depended upon

absolutely to produce the goods on time.

Such men as these are invaluable, and they

can command their own price.

For the want of them trade has been lost,

anticipated profits vanished Into thin air,

concerns even brought to the'brink of fail

ure. To avoid a. repetition of the unpleasr,

ant experience kindred trades are being

scrutinized for suitable men. Necessity is be

hind the search, and men of the required

calibre will be snapped up whenever and

wherever found.

 

Test the Bailey Law at Once.

In the first decision rendered upon a

speeding case under the Bailey law, or

Chapter 625 cf the Laws of 1903, there is a

certain meed of satisfaction and cause for

a greater uncertainty as to how much good

and evil that law is yet to work out.

The one thing that has been brought out

prominently by the decision rendered in the

case of Gustave Lippman, by the Justices of

Special Sessions in New-York City, is that

the new bill of regulations is one over which

the doctors of the law seriously disagree.

It will be remembered that the law com

mittee of the Automobile Club, defending

its action in approving the Bailey bill, urged

that one of the reasons for commending It

was that it repealed the odious Cocks law,

as the 1902 amendment to Section 666 of

the Penal Code, making excessive speeding

a misdemeanor, is generally known. At the

special meeting of the Automobile Club,

called to discuss the bill, it was contended

by such eminent counsel as Messrs. Guthrie

and Whitney that the enactment of the

Bailey bill would not repeal the Cocks law.

Lawyers Church and Niles and others said

that It would.

Justice Mayer in his decision, renderedln

the first case tried under the law, explicit

ly declares that the Cocks law is not. re

penled, but only modified. That part of the

(locks law which imposes a limit of eight

miles an hour in all -incorporated cities,

towns and villages, even if the local au

horitles do not enact an ordinance, he says.

is still operative in New York City. If this

is sound law it nmst be that the Cocks law

is still operative within the limits of ‘the in

r-orporated villages where signs have not

been erected in compliance with the Bailey

law, and if this is so, the eight mile'an hour

restriction still applies to many localities

where the automobllists have been recently

fancying themselves free of restrictions.

Justice Mayer seems to have been at some

pains to construe the intent and purpose 0!

the law, and decided that the intent was to

allow a speed of fifteen miles an hour in

the places not thickly spread with build

ings. This being so, the eight-mlle-ian-hour

restriction of the Cocks law would'not' be

operative on the open country roads, al

though they are within the: village limits,

as it was before. It would in all probability,

if Justice Mayer is correct, be operative 0n

the average only about half a mile from

rural postofilces in case of no sign being up

specifically“ restricting speed. . It would

seem, however, that this leaves the question

as to where the speed limit begins and ends

so open as to cause conflict; in other words,

that the Cocks law, if operative in any part,

would cause confusion and interference with

the clear interpretation of the new law, and

the Bailey law explicitly declares that “all ..

acts or parts of acts regulating the speed of ;

motor vehicles, inconsistent herewith, are ‘.

hereby repealed," There certainly seems to

be some inconsistency when one tries to

make both the Cocks and the Bailey law ,.

work together, and, therefore, it will be ln-,..

teresting to hear from a higher court. .

It certainly is a matter of no little impor

tance to find out whether or not the Cocks

law is still doing business at-the old stand.

At present the matter of speed requirements“
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is in a tangle. The law committee of the

that it was preparing test cases, but as yet

nothing has been done. Here is work for it.

All sorts of complicated cases may get on

the dockets, while the public and officials

hold confused notions as to what may and

may not‘. be done. If the Cocks law is dead,

let us} hear the obsequies; if it is only

scotched, let us know how much of its

sting is in working order.

The Bailey bill certainly is one that af

fords room for legal quibbling, but one or

two satisfying things seem to have been

brought out clearly by Justice Mayer’s de

cision. One of these is that the much talked

about highway law, under which a man

might be arrested when travelling at any

rate of speed whatever, on the allegation

that he was going faster than was reason

able and proper, does not now apply in the

suburban sections, where the law implies

that fifteen miles an hour is reasonable and

proper.

What a. mess automobilists in New-York

City would be in, though, if speed restrict

ing signs were erected on the many country

roads that lie within the limits of the great

er city, half a mile from every station and

branch of the New-York Postofiice. Ac

cording to the recent: decision, this could be

done quite properly under the Bailey law.

In such a case there would be a limit of

eight miles an hour for miles through sec

tions not only unbuilt up, but actually wild,

The more one sees of the various features of

this legislative masterpiece the more cause

there is for wonder.

Bravo ! Banker.

What one man can do, armed with the

courage of his convictions, A. C. Banker,

the well known Chicago motorist, has done.

Alone he attacked the municipal Goliath,

and with a single shot has brought the

giant low. To-day the Chicago city licensing

ordinance is a byword, and there are none

who cannot, by plucking up a very little

courage, defy it. Until the courts have de

cided whether or not it is legal and bind

ing it bids fair to remain a dead letter.

The ordinance was attacked on its weak

side. Like all measures of this kind, the

claim that it is unconstitutional because

class legislation is plausible and strongly

supported. At the worst, it is worthy of

being pressed to a judicial decision, and at

the best there is the strongest kind of pre

If the au

tomobile is a vehicle, and as such entitled to

surnptlve evidence in its favor.

all the rights and privileges inherent in

other vehicles, it possesses a proprietary in

terest in the highways, and cannot legally

be discriminated against and deprived of the

use of them. If it is not such a vehicle,

but is the fit subject of special and restric

the sooner the fact is

It may be said, however,

tive legislation,

known the better.

that a long and unbroken line of legal de

cisions points the other way.

The Chicago case will be watched with

keen interest. An important point has been

made, and the onus of taking the next step

is laid upon the city authorities. Until they

succeed in establishing the constitutionality

of the licensing ordinance, they will be pow

erless to enforce its provisions, at least

against any motorist who has the courage

to stand upon his rights.

 

The Newspaper Wonder Bump.

“Auto Causes a Runaway" is a head that

is seen so often nowadays, even in the best

regulated daily newspapers, as to suggest the

thought that it must be one that is “kept

standing” and ordered by number, as “slug

so-and-so." It has not yet ceased to strike

the deskmen of the dailies that it is a cause

for wonder that a horse should run away at

the sight of an automobile Surely the bump

of Wonder-—ancient phrenologists charted

one such—must be developed on such heads

to an extent that would entitle it to a sepa

rate hat.

Runaways on the part of horses are every

day occurrences, and under the general rule

of putting the salient feature of the item in

the head, we see the stories of them topped,

as they should be, by the name of the person

who was hurt, or who was driving, or the

character and extent of the damage done,

thus: “John Smith Hurt in Runaway," or

“Window Smashed by Runaway.” The fact

that the horse was scared is an obvious im

plication deemed unnecessary of 'specific

mention, and the cause of his fright also is

quite incidental, merely mentioned in pass

ing, and often omitted, because of its being

recognized by every one that a bore will

take fright at almost anything, and has done

so since time immemorial. When, instead

of its being a stick, or piece of paper, a

parasol, a road roller, or a baby carriage

that scares the horse, it happens to be an un

tomobile, the editorial wonder bump swells

and at once that becomes the notable fact in

the story which must be put in the head.

The story also becomes worth more space.

Automobile Club declared two weeks ago

Not half the runaways in the city are re~

ported at police headquarters, and not half

of those that are reported are enough worthy

the reportorial attention to write six lines

about. All those caused by automobiles are,

however, worth a short "story," even if 'there‘

was no damage done. _ -

This custom has reached the stage of the

ridiculous. Automobiles have been running

about the streets for five or six years, and

every now and then some horse out of the

thousands they pass chooses to make one an

excuse for bolting, and it is yet something

wonderful and deserving of comment to the

men of sheltered lives who build heads at

the desk. The number of horses that bolt

because of motor cars is about one to ten,

compared with those who make the time

honored piece of whirling paper or old stump

their excuse. Perhaps this is why it is

deemed wonderful.

At any rate the automobile as a horse’s ex

cuse for bolting is a boon to the space writer.

We take our text from a very well regulated

newspaper, which on Monday morning

printed on its front page more than two

inches of a story telegraphed from Newport

telling all about how a horse hitched to a

vehicle having “women occupants" ran away

at the sight of an automobile. The women

“were thrown out and one of them was

hurt,” but their “names could not be ascer

tained.” There follows, however, a full de

tail about the occupant ot the automobile.

He was Major Charles Hall, of the British

Army, and he was recently married, and his

bride was Mrs. 0. Albert Stevens, and he is

residing at the Stone villa this season, Hav

ing gone so far, the article seems shy in not

giving in full the genealogical tree of the

Halls and the Stevenses, and in not printing

all about the mechanism of the automobile.

The story concludes with the reassuring

statement that Major Hall was not to blame

for the accident, although it is headed “Auto

(‘auses a Runaway."

Among other things it has done the auto

mobile certainly has seriously altered the

value of news items in prominent dailies.

Imagine a reporter a few years back tele

graphing a story of a minor runaway acci

dent, minus the names of the persons run

away with, but giving the family history of

the farmer, who was not to blame, but who

cut the tree, the stump of which caused the

horse to bolt!

The farmers at the State capitals try to

protect the horse from motor cars; why not

from other scary things? Ploughs, paper

scraps and parasols should be prohibited.
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FRENCHMEN’S TACT

“Conspiracy of Silence " Regarding Paris-Mad

rid Raee—Speed Motodromes Projected.

 

Paris, June 5.—When you are confronted

by an ugly fact which you do not want your

enemies to make too much of, the best thing

to be done is to say as little about it as

possible, or even ignore its existence alto

gether. Automobilists would be very glad

to ignore the ugly fact of the Paris-Madrid

disaster, but unfortunately it is not to be

expected that the public will pass this stu

pendous failure out of their minds; the im

presslon it made was so strong that Paris

Madrid will always stand up as a spectre be

fore any further attempt to revive automo

bile racing, and it will be put down on the

calendar of the sport like a great red line

marking the final achievement of races,

which, in their grandeur and disregard for

the lives of those who drove the cars, rc

called for the time being the chariot con

tests of ancient Rome.

Therefore very little is being said about

Paris-Madrid. This conspiracy of silence is

not intended to allay public nervousness in

the hope that the whole aflair will blow

over and allow of a resumption of racing in

the early future, because even the most ar

dent advocate of the sport sees that racing

on the public highways is doomed, but it

was feared that the incidents on the road

from Paris to Bordeaux would have a dis

astrous effect upon automobilism generally

by inducing the authorities to place the mo

tor vehicle under still further restrictions.

The best thing to do under these circum

stances was to avoid any heated contro

versy and let matters rest without com

ment, so that the public would come slowly

round to a clear view of the situation and

see that the racing of powerful machines

had no analogy with the driving of ordinary

touring cars. Tact is one of those things

in which the French excel.

The Prime Minister was the first to urge

upon the country the necessity of not allow

ing itself to be carried away by the feelings

of the moment and forcing the government

to take measures which would prove dis

astrous for the automobile industry. The in

terests involved are too vast to be compro

mised by an agitation. The industry has

gr iwn by leaps and bounds, and is giving

employment to at .east 100,000 hands; it is

bringing millions of dollars into the country

every year, and is, in fact, the most pros

perous of all home industries. If allowed to

continue unchecked it will develop enorm

ously in the Iuture, but if harrassed and

hindered the trade will pass into foreign

hands. The Prime Minister implied that

the government was ready to assist the in

dustry in every possible way, and in view

of this promise it is to be hoped that the

revision of the automobile regulations which

18 to be made as the result of the recent

accidents will not affect the position of pri

vate owners, though there can be no doubt

that the new laws will finally put an end to

speed contests on the public highways in

any shape or form. The minister has,

fact, given his word that no more ra

will be sanctioned.

While racing has been prohibited it is clear

that speed contests cannot be dispensed with

altogether. They have proven extremely

valuable in the past, and have provided

makers with data which have enabled them

to perfect their cars in a way that would

not otherwise be possible. From the heavy,

noisy, cumbrous, unweildy, and evil smelting

vehicle of ten years ago, has been evolved

an elegant type of light, silent, fast and per

fectly safe carriage, simply because the test

ing of cars for speed has eliminated imper

fect designs and unsuitable materials, and

has resulted in what is really the survival of

the fittest. The late race has shown that

this evolution of high powered cars has been

carried too far. But it does not prove that

speed tests are no longer necessary. If these

were suppressed altogether we should find

makers adhering to their present type of

car, which, however good it may be, cer

tainly does not represent perfection, for a

perfect automobile implies a combination of

qualities which are in some cases so far con

ficting that they can only be conciliated by

a long process of careful test and experi

ment. Speed contests must therefore al

ways be necessary for the industry, in order

to test the various devices which are to

bring about this perfection, but it is not in

dispensible that they should be carried out

in the same way as they have been done

in the past. Having attained the maximum

speed possible on roads, the only thing to be

done is to utilize speed as a means of testing

efficiency and resistance. The method most

usually recommended of trying cars in open

competition is to avoid the danger of exces

sive speed by limiting the cylinder capacity

of the engine.

As speed is such an important factor for

testing cars the sport cannot be suppressed,

It will simply be carried out under entirely

different conditions, and will be confined to

enclosed tracks known as rhotodromcs. At

the time racing was temporarily put a stop

to after the Paris-Berlin event, there was a

proposal to lay out a track of this kind, and

several sites were suggested, but as the gov

ernment afterward took a more lenient view

of racing, and even organized a race on its

own account with alcohol, the idea of a

track was abandoned. It has now been re

vived. Suggestions for quite a dozen tracks

are being made in different parts of the

country—one on the vast sandy plain of the

Landes in the Southwest of France, others

around the Forest of ltambouillet, the For

est of Fontainebleau, on the west coast, and

in the neighborth of Paris, the last named

being now under the consideration of the

Automobile Club of France. The length of

the various tracks vary from fifty to sixty

miles, and they would, of course, be laid out

with gradients and diflcrent surfaces, so as

to resemble the actual conditions of travel

ing on the public highways, as much as pos

sible. The prospects of these tracks are

highly encouraging, and doubtless in a week

or two we shall hear something definite

about the negotiations now being 'carried

out by the Automobile Club.

The dangers of racing as revealed by the

terrific speeds attained by the new machines

have made a great impression, even in Bel

gium, where the newspapers have lately

been suggesting whether it would not be de

sirable to suppress the Ardennes circuit

race, which was to have taken place on the

20th of this month. In view of this oppo

sition the organizers have deemed it advis

able to postpone the date of the race and

entirely remodel the regulations so that the

event may be run of! under conditions of

absolute safety. The circular course will be

roped off for the whole distance, so that no

one will be allowed on the road during the

time of the race. Arrangements are being

made with the well known petroleum re—

finer and automobllist, M. Henry Deutsch,

for the oiling of the course to prevent dust

being raised by the passage of the cars, and

if the expense is not too heavy this will be

done, though M. Deutsch is something of

a philanthropist where automobilism is con

cerned, it is not likely that the cost will

stand in the way of the course being oiled.

The Ardennes road will therefore be prac

tically a motodrome, oflering the same guar—

antec as an enclosed track. It is also in

tended to limit the number of vehicles start

ing to forty, and if any of these should

show such an inferiority in speed during the

l'flL'U that they necessitate the frequent pass

ing of cars they will be promptly with

drawn. The start and finish will take place

away from the towns and villages where

crowds may be expected to assemble. With

these arrangements, it is difficult to see how

any accidents can possibly occur, except to

the drivers themselves, and then only

through their own want of skill, and as the

safety of the public is absolutely assured, it

is understood that the Belgian Government

has already stated that it will not oppose

the holding of the race, so that nothing re

mains to be done but secure the permision

of the local bourgmestres.

So far as can be seen at present the Ar

dennes Circuit will be the only race to be

held on the public roads on the Continent

this year. In France the outlook is almost

hopeless. It is extremely doubtful whether

the Association Générale Automobile will

get permission to run off the Circuit de l’Ar

gonne, which was to take place next month

in the eastern departments of France on the

lines of the Ardennes Circuit. If the road

can be converted into a temporary track in

the same way as is being done in Belgium

perhaps there may be some hope, but at the

moment the outlook is extremely dubious.

The meeting to be held at Aix-les-Balns next

month has had to be modified by the sup

pression of the speed tests, which have been

replaced by trials of touring cars, and, in

fact, the immediate result of the prohibition
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of racing has been to give special promi

nence to events for touring vehicles. To this

extent the change in the situation of the

sport is not altogether without advantage.

since by relegating the sport to enclosed

tracks more interest will be centered in tour

ing car events, so that bothv types of cars

will be receiving a proper share of attention.

Matters are therefore likely to settle down

in a way which will ultimately have a satis-v

factory eicht upon the industry.

Immediately following upon the suppres

sion of racing in France the question nat

urally arose whether the accidents in the

Paris-Madrid race would have the resuit of

inducing the British Government to‘ repeal

the law authorizing the Gordon Bennett Cup

event in Ireland. Of course, the Government

could do nothing of the kind. The race

merely affects Ireland, and so long as that

country insists on the race being held the

GOvernment could not do anything which

would ruffle the feelings of the Irish people.

It should be remembered, too, that the con

ditions of the contest are entirely different

from those of the Paris-Madrid race. There

are only twelve vehicles competing for the

Gordon Bennet Cup, all in the hands of the

most experienced drivers, and with the ar

rangements being carried out for keeping the

public off the road and avoiding as much as

possible the passing of cars, the risks of ac

cident will be reduced to a minimum. In

fact, the precautions being taken to guard

the course with a whole army of soldiers and

police seem to be‘ a little excessive, How

ever, it is better to err in this way than on

the side of loose organization, which was

largely responsible for the collapse of the

Paris-Madrid race.

The sporting commission of the A. C. of

France have decided not to make any classi

fication 'of the cars according to the first

day's run from Paris to Bordeaux, and no

prizes will be awarded except the two for

cars making the best times to Bordeaux—

the one offered by the town of Bordeaux,

and the other, the Arenberg Cup, which goes

to the vehicle running with alcohol. Ga

briel, the driver of the winning Mors, se

cures the first of these prizes, while the Cup

is awarded to Rigolly, who made the fastest

time in the category of alcohol cars with

the 110 h.-p. Gobron-Briliié which we illus

trated a few weeks back. ’

According to a wire received to-day from

Brussels the Belgian Government has ofii

ciaiiy sanctioned the Ardennes Circuit,

which is to take place on the 22d and 23d

instant. .Among the new rules enforced is

one fining ,all club members $100 who may

be found driving their cars on the course on

the day of the race, and if they refuse to pay

this fine they will be expelled from the club.

There are evidently going to be no half meas

ures about the organization of the Ardennes

Circuit.

__

Encouraged by the complete success of

their Decoration Day race meet, the Dayton

Automobile Club contemplate repeating it

this full, A strong effort will be made to

secure the entries of a number of prominent

racing men. ‘

DAIMLER’S DISASTER

Loss Will Reach $500,000.—Seventy Cars, In

cluding Cup Racers, Destroyed.

 

Additional reports from Cannstadt, Ger

many, fully confirm the early ones relative

to the almost incalculable loss sustained at

the Daimler works there through the dis

astrous fire of June 10. The six special

Mercedes cars building for the Bennett Cup

race were destroyed, and the German team

will be obliged. to use the cars already in

Use, such as the Paris-Madrid racers, etc.

In all, some seventy cars were destroyed,

and the total loss will reach $500,000. This

is fully covered by insurance. It is calcu

lated that the tire will cause a delay of

about three months. It is fully expected,

however, that by the end of the year the

damage will have been fully repaired and

the concern be in splendid shape for the

1004 season.

The fire began shortly after the round of

the night watchman. who noticed nothing

unusual. At 3 o'clock in the morning, twen

ty minutes afterward, the whole factory was

in flames and assistance was useless. All

the carriages in the principal hall were

totally or partially destroyed, and among

these were six 90 horsepower machines to

he sent to Ireland for the cup races. Nearly

seventy carriages, most of which were in the

finishing stage, were totally lost.

The greater part of the motors were in

other building some distance away under

going trials, and were saved, as were also

a number of carriages which were being

painted. Fortunately the machinery, tools

and designs were also intact.

The contiagration caused an immense sen

sation in the vicinity, as the works em

ployed 650 hands, without counting a large

number of workmen employed for special

branches, such as the construction of radia

tors, body making and upholstering.

At a meeting of the directors of the com

]nny a telegram arrived stating that the

\Viirtcinberg government had placed at its

disposal an immense Workshop situated al

most at the door, and a great part of its

locomotive factory at Essling. A decision

was at once taken, and notice was posted

at the gates to the efifcct that work would

be resumed in a few days' time and that

the workmen's pay would continue as if

there had been no stoppage. This decision,

which will cost the company about 5,000

francs ($1,000) a day, caused the greatest

satisfaction. The total loss occasioned by

the tire may be stated at 2,000,000 marks

($300,000). It is fully covered by insurance.

The delay in the delivery of the vehicles

caused by the fire will be three months at

most, and at the end of the present year the

liaimlcr company will be up to date with de

liver-lea and that those of 1904 will be made

according to promise. '

It is understood that all the cars delivered

henceforth will be constructed with all im

provements destined for tnose of 1904, and

that Herr Maybach, the firm's chief engi

necr, has since the Paris-Madrid race made

technical changes of the highest importance.

Hoosiers’ two Day Med

Tlie meet scheduled for May 30 at Indian

apolis, Ind_, and twice postponed on account

of rain, is now set for Friday and Saturday

of this week, June 19 and 20. The entry

lists have been reopened, and a five-mile heat

race between Barney Oluneld and Tom

Cooper arranged as the star event. Be

sides these, a number of fast cars have been

entered. They include the Oldsmobile

“Pirate,” which made such a killing at Or

monde. Fla., in March, and the “Scow,” as

the new General racer has been dubbed.

The programme has been entirely rear

ranged, necessitated by the change from a

one to a two day meet. It is as follows:

Friday—1, threemile motorcycle handi

cap, 1:50 class; 2, 1,200pound class, open to

Olds, Ramblers, Cadillacs, Franklins, Gen

erals, Hoflmans, etc.; 3, owners' race, five

miles, 2,000-pound class, 20 horsepower and

less; 4, five-mile motorcycle handicap, 1:20

class; 5, first heat, five-mile match race,

Tom Cooper vs. Barney Oldfield; 6, grand

five-mile handicap, open to every first or

second place winner in previous events.

Saturday—1, four-mile motorcycle handi

cap. open; 2, three-mile, open, for 1,200

pound class; 3, five-mile, open for 2.000

pound class, 20 horsepower; 4, five-mile pur

suit race, George Weider vs. Earl Kiser;

5, second heat five-mile match, TOm Cooper

vs, Barney Oldfield; 6, winners‘ handicap,

five miles, standing start, open to first and

second prize winners; 7, third and final

heat (if necessary) of match race.

No More Regular Runs.

There will be no more regular runs of the

Automobile Club of America for the summer.

There may be one or two called in the

months of July and August, each to some

shore resort, but more than these the com

mittee in charge does not look forward to,

owing to the general absence from the city

of the majority of members.

After the heated term a schedule will be

made out, including the run to Montreal and

return. Routes and details of this run are

being worked out by Secretary Butler from

the excellent maps on file in the clubrooms_

 

Harmonious Relations Exist.

The published report that there was in

feeling over the selection of two Panhards

and only one Mors car to represent France

in the Bennett Cup race has brought out de

nials from the makers of both cars. The

best of feeling exists, they say, and they

will use every edort to bring the cup back

to France.

“Essence” is the French name for gaso

lene, as “petrol” is the English term.
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BRITISH TRAFFIC CARS

Some Features of the Coulthlrd and Lancashire

Wagons—~Cost of Operation of Former,

Based on a Yearly Run.

 

London, June 6.—Another firm which has

done much to advance the cause of heavy

motor traffic is Messrs. T. Conlthard & (‘0.,

Ltd., of Preston. Mr. Coulthard was among

the first to realize what the passing of the

Light Locomotives act really meant in the

matter of steadily revolutionizing road traffic.

and he foresaw that there would be a great

commercial opening for heavy lorries and

vans for the conveyance of goods. Moreover,

residing near Liverpool, he had the advantage

of noting the efforts made by the Liverpool

Self-Propelled Traffic Association, and the ef

fects of the experiments conducted. The

means of which the power is transmitted

direct to the felloes, a plan which greatly

reduces the strain upon the wheels. The

brake provided is most powerful, and is

double acting. It will hold the vehicle on

 

  

  

 

FIG. 5. LANCASl-IIRE 4 TON GOODS WAGON.

practically any ordinary hill in either direc

tion. The boiler is one of the vertical tubu

lar type, centrally fed from the top and fitted

with double check valves. Its working pres

trolling the brakes, steam valves and boiler

feed taps being within easy reach of the

driver. The road wheels are of the same

diameter, namely, teerers, 2 feet 9 inches,

and drivers, 3 feet, and the only difference

in connection with them is that the tires are

5 inches and 7 inches, respectively. The

steering of both the vehicles i done by

means of an inclined wheel. The six-ton

wagon is somewhat larger, the dimensions

being: Length, 19 feet 9 inches; width, 6

feet 6 inches; height over chimney, 8 feet 10

inches; platform. 14 feet by 6 feet 6 inches,

giving an available area of 91 square feet.

The speeds are arranged at 2% and five

miles an hour. Fig. 1 shows one of these

wagons fully loaded, and Fig. 2 one of the

tip wagons made by the firm, and having

the same carrying capacity.

The annual expenditure on the same basis

as that taken for the smaller wagon, but for

an average of 30 miles per day, comes to

£187 10s. In neither of these estimates have

 
 

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

FIG. 3.

“Coulthard” wagons and lorries are the di

rect outcome of these experiments, and are

now extremely popular. Practically they are

made in two sizes, the lighter having a car

rying capacity of four tons, and the heavier

type being able to convey from five to six

tons over good roads and up average gradi

ents. As with all kinds of wagons, a great

deal depends upon the nature and condition

of the roads, but the figures given are for

average conditions. Taking the four-ton ve

liicle, which is an extremely useful type, the

dimensions are: Length over all, 17 feet 6

inches; width, 6 feet 4 inches; height over

chimney, 8 feet 6 inches; platform space, 11

feet 6 inches by 6 feet; fuel bunker capacity,

4 cwt., or enough for about 35 miles; water

tank capacity, for from 12 to 15 miles;

speeds, 3 and 7 miles an hour; weight, 3 tons

5 cwt. The vehicle with the slow speed in

action will easily climb an incline of 1 in 10

when fully loaded. The engine is of the

compound pattern, having link reversing

gear, and the casing, which is perfectly oil

tight, is extended and encloses all the gear

ing. including the differential, which is on

the countershaft. The transmission from

thisshaft to the road wheels is by means of

large roller chain. The driving wheels are

provided with triangular attachments, by

LANCASHIRE 4 TON LORRY.

v‘sure'is'200 lbs. to the square inch, and it is

tested to 400 lbs. The feed is by means of

a dustproof pump contracted with the coun- '

tcrshaft, while a separate pump is also fitted

as an emergency feed.

The cost of running is worked out by the

iirm as follows:

  

  

 

 

FIG. 6. LANCASI'IIRE 3 TON TRAILER.

i s, (1.

Twelve pounds of coke, or coal.

per mile for 40 miles per day,

taking 260 working days per an

num and the cost of coke at

10 shillings per ton . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 0 0

Driver, at 30 shillings per week. . 78 0 0

Sundries and repairs. . . . . . . . . . . . 75 0 0

Lubricating oil and waste . . . . . . . . 10 0 0

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .£191 0 0

Coming to the five and six ton wagons

built by Messrs. Conlthard, the details are

practically the same as those of the smaller

vehicles, all the handles for driving and con

FIG. 1.. COULTHARD 6 TON WAGON, LOADED.

I taken into consideration the interest upon

capital invested—in the one case £550 and in

the other £650—n0r have I allowed for de

preciation. It would only be fair to put the

interest at 5 per cent and the depreciation

at 15 per cent in each case.

The third large English firm supplying

steam motor wagons is the Lancashire

Steam Motor Co., Ltd., of Leyland. The

company construct steam wagons and lorries

in various sizes, the principal patterns being

a four-ton lorry, a four-ton covered van, a

five-ton tip wagon, and a six-ton wagon de

signed for colonial use. The engine em

ployed is a compound, having reversing gear

and cylinders with 3% and by; inch bore‘and

6 inch stroke, developing full power at 420

revolutions per minute. The change speed

gearing and the differential gear on the coun

tershaft are completely enclosed with the

engine, so that all the parts are constantly

lubricated. From the ends of the counter

shnft the power is transmitted by Hans

Renolds chains, and the pinions on the coun

tershaft are mounted on spring cushions,

which greatly relieve the chains and work

ing parts generally. The “give” of the spring

drive thus obtained is sufficient to permit

the engine to complete very nearly one revo

lution before the full power is exerted upon
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the road wheels. The shaft of the differen

tial is hollow, and a bolt passes through it

from end to end, thus taking up the thrust of

the bevel wheels and reducing the friction

upon the bearing. The balance gear can be

locked by an internal clutch, actuated by a

lever under the frame of the wagon, but I

cannot see any advantage in this particular

arrangement. All the working parts of these

vehicles are made to templates, are perfectly

interchangeable and all are numbered. so

that replacements can be easily obtained.

The boiler is tubular and has a heating sur

face of 80 square feet. The working pres

sure is 200 lbs., and the test up to 425 lbs.

The safety valve is set at 225 lbs., and blows

into the water tank. The automatic feed

pump is driven ed the countershaft. The

coke supply is enough for a day’s run. The

water tank has a capacity of 130 gallons,

and is provided with a removable strainer.

With each wagon a water'lifter, with 30 feet

of suction pipe, is supplied.

wagons will soon become more common in

this capacity. Already three or four pat

terns are being offered. At present they are

somewhat in the experimental stage, with

perhaps the exception of the “Milnes.”

Prohibition Merely Temporary.

The St. Paul (Minn.) Park Board has

passed a resolution defining its attitude tow

ard automobiles in order to prevent misun

derstanding because of its previous resolu~

tion forbidding automobiles on that part of

the Mississippi boulevard between Summit

and Cretin avenues and in Indian Mounds

Park.

By the resolution the board says that such

prohibition is not intended as showing an

opposition to the use of automobiles, and in

the cases mentioned they are prohibited

only because of the danger of frightening

horses on the narrow roadways in those por

tions of the park system. The prohibition is

intended to be temporary only. and as soon

    
  

 
  

 
 

FIG. 3.

Over ordinary roads in a fairly level coun

try the day's run can be put at 50 miles,

which can be accomplished in 12 hours.

Fig. 3 shows the four-ton lorry, Fig. 4 the

flve-ton tip wagon, and Fig 5 the four-ton

wagon. In all cases the details of the ve

hicles, so far as the driving mechanism is

concerned, remain the same. It should be

noted that the engines fitted to these wagons

are so arranged that the larger cylinder can

be worked at high pressure for the purposes

of getting out of difficult places, and that the

engine hearings are very large and long, pre

senting enormous surfaces. The firm also

make trailing lorries for attachment to their

steam motor wagons, and capable of carry

ing an additional two or three tons.

The firm have supplied steam wagons for

municipal work to many large towns, nota

bly to the Liverpool Corporation, while at

the last trials held their lorry proved to be

the lightest and took the greatest paying load

on the least consumption of fuel and water.

It also proved to be the only vehicle of this

class yet produced to come under the three

ton limit.

Practically all the heavy motor vehicles

used in England are steam driven, but lately

there has been an indication that petrol

COULTHARD 6 TON TIP WAGON. FlG. 4.

as it is possible to consider such danger no

longer to be feared the automobiles will be

allowed in all the parks and parkways.

The resolution was adopted, it was ex

plained, to satisfy the owners of automo—

biles, who might otherwise think that the

new motive power was discriminated

against.

Good Roads for Auto ’Bus.

Spurred on by the promise that automo

biles would be put on to carry the malls be

tween Knoxville and Sevierville, Tenn., as

soon as the road was put in good order,

measures have been taken to bring about the

desired improvement. Knox County has al—

ready appropriated $10,000 with which to

put the pike lying within its boundaries in

shape, and Sevier County came along and

voted bonds for the same purpose. As soon

as the contract is let the work will begin.

More than one hundred automobiles are

owned and driven in Savanah. Ga., and the

number is being added to rapidly.

Motor water carts have been adopted at

Cardiff, Wales.

Picric Acid Saves Half.

Although considerably talked of, picric

acid is a chemical about which the ordinary

motorist knows little. The experiments that

have from time to time been conducted.

have shown that certain good results can

be obtained by an admixture of a very small

quantity of the acid with ordinary gasolene;

but its use is attended with disadvantages

that seem to render its practical use little

short of an impossibility.

Picric acid is a highly explosive substance,

and is the active constituent in the making

of lyddite. The amount of heat generated

by its explosion is somewhate greater than

that produced by ordinary gunpowder, but

rather less than that of gun cotton.

In "chemical" language, picric acid is “tri

nitrolphenol," which, being interpreted.

means that it is formed by the action of

phenol-0r carbolic acid—with nitric acid.

the latter being mixed with sulphuric acid.

Enthusiasts who have used it report that,

  

LANCASBIRI 4 TON TIP WAGON.

mixed in the proportion of 1-10 ounce to half

a gallon of gasolene—which should contain

from three to five per cent. of paraffin—it

gives marvellous results. A chemist to whom

the question was put, expressed the belief

that a mixture in the proportion mentioned

above would increase the “work” of half a

gallon of gasolene to that of one gallon. In

other words, should the chemical expert be

right, the motorist who can get thirty miles

out of his machine on a gallon of gasolene

will be able to get sixty miles out of that

quantity by adding a small proportion of

paraiiin and 1-10 ounce of picric acid.

Unfortunately, in the composition of picric

acid are some oxides of nitrogen, which

have a corrosive influence on metals, and

until the extent of the efl'ect of this in the

' cylinders of the engine has been determined,

motorists would do well to be cautious in

the use of the acid.

The admixture of a small amount of par

afiin "eases" the picric acid explosion, so

that there is not so much vibration as would

otherwise be the case.

Picric acid costs about 25 cents per ounce,

so that a motorist can get the value of near

ly ten gallons out of five of gasolene. Picric

acid. unless bought for dyeing purposes

(when it is sold in bottles), can only be

bought from a chemist who possesses an

explosive license.
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ORDINANCE NULLIFIED

lniunetion Granted by Default Against Chicago

License Board in Banker Case.

Second blood, and copious draughts of it,

too, has been drawn by A. C. Banker, the

courageous Chicago motorist, who has,

single handed, fought and so far prevented

the authorities of that city from denying him

the right to run an automobile on the streets.

First blood was drawn several weeks ago,

when Banker secured a temporary injunc

tion restraining the municipal authorities

from depriving him of the freeman's privi

lege to use the public highways. It will be

recalled that Banker was refused a renewal

of his license until the period for which he

had been disciplined had expired; and mean

while he was threatened with arrest it he

appeared on the streets in an automobile.

Banker then, through his lawyer, boldly at

tacked the constitutionallty ot the licensing

law, and asked for and obtained the tem

porary injunction already referred to.

He next asked to have the injunction made

permanent, at least until such time as the

constitutionality of the law could be argued

and denied or affirmed.

Judge Healy, sitting as a Circuit Court

judge on Judge Neely’s bench, granted the

injunction last week. The restraining order

is based on the ground that the city has, in

the first place, no authority under the State

law to require a license on automobiles or to

collect license fees. In the case of saloons,

cabs and peddiers, specific authority is grant

ed by the legislature for the enforcement of

the license system.

It is contended by Banker that, it the legis

latdre grants such authority, it must include

all private vehicles, or the ordinance might

be attacked as class legislation.

“We expect to stand on the same ground

as the owners of other private vehicles,"

said Banker. “If the city compels automo

biles to carry numbers, every coupe, victoria

and brougham will have to carry them. If

the automobile driver is to be licensed, the

driver of the carriage should be licensed, too.

“They are trying at the City Hall to draft

an ordinance that will be legal, and I am

toitl that they cannot do it. I presume this

lnj..nction will carry us through the summer,

and then the matter can be permanently

settled.

“I imagine the numbers _will come ofl.’

quickly now. There is no question but that

the laws will protect automobiles from be

ing discriminated against,"

Banker was represented in the case by

William A. Jennings. Judge Healy, who

granted the injunction, comes from out of

the city.

The city did not appear in the proceedings,

and there was no defence of the ordinance.

The city authorities say they were not given

sufficient notice that the motion was to be

argued.

German Cup Team Changes.

Another change has been made in the Ger

man Bennett Cup team, according to the

latest dispatches. As new arranged, the

team will consist of Foxhall Keene, Baron

de Caters and Herr Wenatzy, who will all

drive 6 horsepower vehicles. Their sub

stitutes are Hieronymus and another ama

teur who wishes his name to be kept secret.

Two engineers and a staff of workmen will

arrive in Paris this week from Cannstadt

with the necessary tools to prepare these

cars in the same manner as they did for the

Paris-Madrid competition.

 

With 14 Men Aboard.

Shelby street hill is one of Detroit's

“tough propositions,” having a 14 per cent

grade and rising like the proverbial “side of

a house." It takes a worse grade than this,

however, to feaze the Cadillac, and one day

  

MORE AMENDMENTS

Massachusetts Bill Reported With Milder Penalties

imposed for Violations—May Pass.

The Massachusetts automobile bill is

again back in the House of Representa

The House Committee on Ways and

Means, to whom the bill was recommitted,

last week reported that “the same ought to

pass in a new draft with certain amend

ments herewith submitted.”

The changes referred to are, with two ex

ceptions, unimportant. One of these excep

tives.

tions is the reduction of the penalty for vio

lation from a sum “not exceeding $200” to

a maximum of $50 for the first otfence and

$100 for the second offence.

The second important change is in the

section relating to frightened horses. In its

  

 

CADILLAC, WITH ALMOST A FULL LOAD, CLIMBS 14 PER CENT. GRADE.

recently, just to see what that little car

would do, it was prepared for a test. A

wagon weighing 1.500 pounds was hitched

to it, the two vehicles loaded up with four

tc"‘ men, and the car’s head turned in the

direction of the till. Up it went, drawing its

novel load, and reached the top without

trouble.

Long Islands to Try Again.

Again tbs tall, in October, the Long Isl

and Automobile Club will employ the run

ning track at Brighton Beach for races, and

under the new rules of the American Auto

mobile Association will arrange to have the

contests more snappy and attractive gen

erally than they were last August. The idea

of having the races in October is that then

every one will be back in town and the

chances for a big attendance will be better.

July 4 Meet at Columbus.

Columbus, Ohio, will enter the automobile

racing game. A meet will be held on July

4, under the auspices of the newly formed

Columbus Automobile Club. This was de

cided upon at a meeting of the club held last

week.

amended form it‘is as follows, the words

in brackets having been added:

"Every person having control or charge of

an automobile or motorcycle shall, when

ever upon any public street or way and ap

proaching any vehicle drawn by a horse or

horses, or any horse upon which any person

is riding. operate, manage and control such

automobile or motorcycle in such manner as

to exercise every reasonable precaution to

prevent the frightening of any such horse or

horses, and to insure the safety and protec

tion of any person riding or driving the

same. And if such horse or horses appear

frightened, the person in control or such an

tomobile or motorcycle shall reduce its speed,

and if requested by signal or otherwise by

the driver of such horse or horses, shall not

proceed further toward such animals unless

such movement be necessary to avoid acci

dent or injury, or until such animal appears

to be under control of its rider or driver

[and, in case of extreme fright, shall reduce

the motive power to a full stop]."

No change in the speed clauses has been

made. The maximum is twelve miles in the

cities and towns and fifteen miles outside

of them.

There is a strong likelihood of the bill b0

ing passed in its present form,
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INTENT OF THE BAILEY LAW

( Continued from page “5.)

guards for the citizen travelling upon the

public highway, whether on foot, on horse

back or in vehicles, and with that end in

view to allow a greater latitude in respect

of the regulation of speed in the outlying

parts of cities and other communities than

was permissible in those parts of cities'or

other communities where the highways are

much used, either for purposes of business

or pleasure. Agreeably with this general

scheme, 'the legislature, in the act in ques

tion, has provided various maximum rates

of speed to be observed by persons driving

automobiles or motor vehicles when passing

foot passengers, or when passing persons

driving horses, or when passing intersections

of a main highway, or when passing public

schools during school hours, or churches on

the Sabbath day.‘

Chapter 625 of the Laws of 1903 does not

expressly repeal or modify Section 666 of

the PenaPCode. -Seetion 606 of the Penal

Code, hoWever, is clearly modified by impli

cation to. the extent to which its provisions

are inconsistent with the provisions of Chap

ter 625 of the Laws of 1908,

QOCKS LAW STILL IN FORCE.

In other words, Section 666 having made it

unlawful for a person to operate an auto

mobile or motor vehicle at a rate greater

than eight miles an hour in a city, excepi

where there is an ordinance permitting suct

greater rate of speed, and there being no -

such ordinance in force and effect in the

city of New York, said Section 666 of the

Penal Code is still in force, except in so far

as limited- or modified by Chapter 625 of the

Laws of 1903. These limitations or modifi

cations are: Permitting a speed:

1. Up to fifteen miles per hour where the

houses in .a cityfupon any highway, are

more than one hundred feet apart, except as

further limited by 2, 3 and 4 seq.

2. Up to eight miles per hour where the

automobile or motor vehicle “shall pass a

person driving a horse or other domestic

animals, or foot passengers walking in the

roadway of the highway, or cross and inter

secting main highways." This provision re

lates to all parts of the city, including those

parts where the houses are more than one

hundred feet apart.

3. Up to ten miles per hour while passing

a public school, on the days when school is

held, between 8 a. m. and 4 p. m.

APPLIES TO POST OFFICE STATIONS.

4. Up to ten miles an hour while passing

a building of public worship on the Sabbath

day during the usual hours of service. Both

the limitations Nos. 3 and 4 apply where

the place of public worship or school is situ

ated in a part of the city where the houses

are more than one hundred feet apart; for

in closely built up portions of the city the

eight mile per hour speed applies.

5. Up to eight miles per hour upon any

highway within a distance of one-half mile

of any postoflice, if the local authorities in

dicate by an appropriate sign that speed is

to be reduced to the rate of eight miles per

hour. This provision would apply to the

city of New York anywhere within half a

mile of the postoiiice or any of the various

stations of the Postoiiice Department, at

such time as the local authorities may here

after erect the signs required by the statute,

WHAT THE LEGISLATURE MEANT.

In considering the foregoing limitations

we have not referred to the power of the

authorities having charge or control of the

parks or highways. These authorities have

plenary power to pass, enforce and maintain

regulations, ordinances or rules regulating

the speed of automobiles or other motor ve

hicles in public parks and upon highways

and driveways in the city of New York

under the exclusive jurisdiction and control

of the Department of Parks of said city.

In construing this statute in relation to

the facts presented in this case it is neces

sary to determine what the legislature meant

in its reference to the parts of a city where

the_houses upon a highway are more than

one hundred feet apart. This provision was

not intended to refer to isolated instances,

where by reason of the tearing down of

buildings or some other cause there are

spaces where houses are more than one hun

dred feet apart, although such places are

in the closely built up portions of the city;

nor was it intended to refer to those parts

of the city fronting upon parks like Central

Park, where no houses are situated on one

side of the highway, but where the other

side' of the highway is closely built up.'3 It

was clearly intended to apply to the outlying

r districts of the city, where there is notiso

great a use of the highways; and therefore

in such outlying idistricts, although here and

there there may be houses close together, yet

the permissible rate of speed is to be deter

mined by the general character of the neigh

borhood—~that is to say, the distance gen

eraliy of the houses from each other.

In the case at bar there is no evidence

that the defendant passed a school during

school hours, or a place of public worship on

the Sabbath day, or a person driving a horse

or horses, or other domestic animals, or foot

passengers walking in the roadway of the

highway, or that he crossed an intersecting

main highway, or that he was within one

half mile of a postotiice, and that notice

thereof was duly posted on the highway.

It is true that there is testimony that over

the particular distance where he was timed

the houses were less than one hundred feet

apart; but it also appears that the general

character of the neighborhood was that of

an unbuilt portion of the city.

It is clear, therefore, that the defendant

was not violating Chapter 266 of the Laws

of 1902 in speeding at a rate of more than

eight miles an hour.

The only provision of law therefore appli

cable is Section 167 of the Highway law,

which is unamended and now in force and

eii'ect. This section provides as follows:

“Use of Highways by Automobiles—No

person driving or in charge of an automo

bile or motor vehicle on any street, avenue,

parkway or driveway in this State shall

drive the same at any speed greater than

is reasonable and proper, having regard to

the traflic and use of the highway, or so as

to endanger the life or limb of any person."

“ REASONABLE AND PROPER " SPEED.

What is a reasonable and proper speed

must be determined by the court. There

being no restrictive ordinance, it may be

that in the unsettled parts of' the city not

coming within the limitations above de

scribed a rate greater than fifteen miles

an hour would be a reasonable and proper

speed. Chapter 625 of the Laws of 1903 has,

however, practically determined what was

the minimum which could be considered a.

reasonable and proper rate of peed for the

kind of locality in'question; for, by enacting

that no ordinance could be passed by the

authorities of any municipality requiring a

slower rate of speed than fifteen miles an

hour in localities such as that in question,

the legislature has declared that, in any

event, fifteen miles per hour is a reasonable

and proper rate of speed ingsuch locality

with due regard to the traffic and use of

the highway and the safeguarding of life
and limb. ' A g .

The testimony having shown that the de

fendant operated a motorcycle at thevrate

of fifteen miles an hour, that rate was rea

sonable and proper, as above described, and

therefore the motion to dismiss must be

granted, and the defendant is acquitted.

 

To Start on October IS.

October 15 is the date now set by the Black

Diamond Automobile Co. for beginning

operations at its new plant at Geneva, N. Y.

Ground will be broken on August 15 for the

building, which is to be erected at Torry

Park. It will be 150 by 250 feet, and with

the exception of the front, which will be

two stories for office room, it will be a. one

story structure. It will be provided with

modern machinery throughout and will be

completedon October 15. Operations will be

begun with 150 hands the first year.

At present $200,000 worth of stock is said

to have been subscribed and about $75,000

more has been pledged. The capital stock“

will be $500,000, fully paid in and non-as

sessable.

At a meeting of the company held I at

Geneva last week it was given out that the

model was expected to be completed in about

three weeks. It will be “geared to run sixty

miles an hour." After it has been exhibited

in New York, it will be shown in Geneva.

 

Rent [or Double Figures.

So great is the demand for buildings in this

city suitable for garages that stables are

now being rented for double the sums ob

tained for them when used to house horses.
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FOUR WHEEL DRIVE

New Columbia Electric Truck has This Feature

—Also Steers by Electricity.

 

Marked advances over ordinary self-pro

pelled vehicle construction are to be found

in the new Columbia. electric five-ton truck,

made by the Electric Vehicle Co., of Hart

ford.’ In it is exemplified the first commer

cially successful attempt to apply power to

anour wheels and to steer by other than

manual power.

The general lines of the construction of the

vehicle proper follow quite closely standard

horse truck construction of the well known

driven by a worm on a short shaft, which

can be clutched to the steering motor or

not, as desired. This arrangement aflords a

rigid back lock, holding the wheels securely

wherever the motor leaves them. In order

to give perfect steadiness of steering, espe

cially when coasting or when little power is

required, a solonold released brake is put on

the armature shaft to stop its rotating in

stanly the power is turned off. This simple

device makes it possible to run the truck as

fast as eighteen miles per hour and hold a

perfectly true course When the front truck

is swung at right angles to the body it auto

matically cuts the power from the rear

wheel motors, this arrangement preventing

the_front tires from being shoved sidewise

when the vehicle is turned in a short circle.

  

ELECTRIC TRUCK, WITH LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

“New York gear” type. The large fifth

wheel at the front permits the front axle

and wheels to be swung at right angles to

the body, giving a very short turning circle

and permitting the vehicle to be turned

around in a space which is‘ practically of its

own length. All four wheels are alike and

of the standard Sarven type, mounted on

very large roller bearings.

Four very powerful motors are used for

driving, one for each wheel. These are sus

pended directly from the body of the vehicle,

transmitting power to the wheels by heavy

roller chains. The wheel sprockets are

bolted directly to the spokes, giving a simple

but strong construction. Chain adjustment

is provided by a powerful strut between the

axle and the motor. This is so made as to

allow for working and twisting of the body

without any twist being imparted to the

strut. - l

The front truck is steered by means of an

electric motor. A very large. broad faced

steering sector is carried by the truck. This

sector meshes with a large pinion at- the

lower end of a short, thick vertical shaft. at

the upper end of which is a worm gear

The steering motor is controlled by a short

tiller placed immediately above the main

controller. It is so adjusted that if it is

swung through, say, 15 degrees, the front

truck swings through the same angle and

then comes to rest. The direction of the

tiller is always indicative of the direction

of the progress of the vehicle. Means are

provided to steer the truck by hand in case

of accident to the motor or battery.

The trust is provided with a powerful

winch operated by the steering motor when

it has been unclutched from the steering

gear and coupled to the clutch gear. This

change can be quickly made by the operator.

The battery consists of 44 oxide cells of

280 ampere hours capacity, arranged in a

tray hung below the body by the well known

exclusive Columbia method. The battery

can be readily removed by one man, al

though it weighs 3,500 pounds. A new

method of battery suspension from three

points has been introduced in this vehicle.

With so large a truck, having a platform ap

proximating 16x6 feet in dimensions, it is

naturally difficult to keep it perfectly flat at

all times when it is in service, and by means

of this suspension all warping and twisting

of the battery is eliminated, which could

not be the case if it were suspended from

four points. The usual Columbia automatic

contacts are used on the tray, simplifying

the work of loading and unloading batteries.

The controller is of the standard Columbia

vertical pattern, giving four speeds forward,'

an electric brake and three reverse speeds.

The electric brake works on all four wheels

and thus prevents skidding.

A powerful foot-operated expanding brake

works directly on‘the rear wheel sprockets.

This is a wood-faced brake, arranged for

easy adjustment to wear.

The largest solid tires made are used, and

as power is applied equally to all four

wheels not only is the driving strain per tire

reduced 50 per cent, but the actual weight

carried per tire is greatly reduced, inasmuch

as- only 50 per cent of the total weight of

the truck need be supported on each axle,

whereas with the two~motor drive from 60 to

70 per cent of the weight must be carried by

the driving axle.

This truck is especially designed for heavy

traffic in crowded centres. The fact that it

can be swung entirely around in its own

leugL. in from five to ten seconds does away

with all the backing and filling which has

proved so tedious to operators of heavy hand

steered trucks and which involves great

wear on tires and mechanism. The four

wheel drive reduces the dead load per tire

and cuts the driving strain in half; it also

reduces liability to skid and greatly simpli

fies control of the vehicle under a heavy

load. The matter of accessibility has been

carefully attended to, and all working parts,

including motor commutators and bearings.

can quickly be_ gotten at for cleaning and

oiling, adjustment and repairs.

The Electric Vehicle Co. has several orders

on hand for these new vehicles, two of which

have been completed.

 

Fifteen Cars Every Day.

A complete car turned out every fifteen

minutes—forty cars a day—such is the stag

gering midseason output of the Olds Co. It

almost passes belief, yet is sober fact. The

big plants at Detroit and Lansing are work

ing at high pressure, and have at last

reached the point where results are nearly

commensurate both with the expectations

formed and the existing demand.

 

A White and Gold Peerless.

An artistically finished Peerless car was

shipped to Bankers Bros, Philadelphia, last

week. It was in pure white, with gold deco

rations, and light red leather cushions. It

was one of the 16 horsepower models.

 

Wilmot Opens a Garage.

A gnrgc and repair station has been opened

at Fall River, Mass. by \v. D. Wilmot, a

well known cycle dealer of that city. He

will also handle the Cadillac car.
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STEEL SPEEDWAY PLAN

A Depressed, Double Track Road From Long

Island City to Montauk, the Latest Subiect.

Again the subject of a special road with

out speed restrictions exclusively for auto

mobiles is being seriously discusSed. This

time it is a steel road built of plates similar

to those laid on Murray street, New York, by

the Automobile Club last fall. The execu

tive committee of the National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers has been in

terested in the subject, and plan are being

discussed for putting the project into some

sort of practical shape,

The new plan calls for a road 112 miles

long and forty feet wide, extending from the

Long Island City termina. of the new bridge

from Manhattan across Blackwell’s Island to

Montauk Point. It is estimated that such a

road, with a double steel track, can be laid

for $15,000 a mile, after the right of way

has been secured. George H. Day, president

' of the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers, makes the very pertinent

suggestion that such a road would be much

used as a quick route from New York to

Newport, the trip to Montauk taking two

hours by automobile and then by fast boat

two hours more to Newport. ‘

It is thought that there will he no difl’i

culty in financing the project, but there will

be a great deal of work to be done in order

to get all the necessary rights of way and

legislative sanction. General Roy Stone says

that if the manufacturers and clubmen

do not take up the matter in a practical way

he will go ahead himself and organize a com

pany to'build it as a business investment.

He think that as a toll road it would pay

handsome dividends.

The plans for a speedway on Long Island,

which were said a year ago would be car

ried out by a company of Automobile Club

members, General Stone says, are still mere

ly plans t0ward the execution of which noth

ing is being done.

The project originated with General Roy

Stone, and it was first aired by his writing

the following letter to the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers:

“The unfortunate result of the late motor

race adds another reason for the speedy de

velopment of special roads for automobiles;

it will naturally put an end to road racing

everywhere and destroy one of the important

incentives to an extended use of the ma

chines.

“There were reasons enough before for

special roads, and, in fact. the sport and in

dustry can never attain their proper devel

opment without them.

“Apparently, the place best adapted to

such a road at present is the backbone of

Long Island. and a little systematic work

ought to develop a project for a road in that

locality which would probably result in its

behag constructed.

“Quoting from one of my addressess on the

subject:

“ ‘An ideal motor road would be a wheel

way like that in Murray street—the roadbed

nearly flat, with no ditches and only shallow

grass gutters, and with the space between

and outside the plates well laid down in

grass.

“ ‘On sucha road there will be no dust or

mud; no glare from sunlight, no reflected

heat; while the road will suifer no wash

from rains and no wear of any kind; and if

it were bordered with stout hedges, no seri

ous accident could be possible to any motor,

even if its control were lost. It will be like

driving over a fine lawn, except that the

lower required will be very trifling.’ ‘

“I shall be glad to present this subject

to your executive committee in person, and

if it seems important enough to them, to

have them take steps to raise a small fund

for the exploration of the route, and a gen

eral study of the plan of construction and

operation, of the traffic to be expected, and

the legislation required.

“A few thousand dollars (to be expended

by a committee of the donors) would be

sufficient to put the project in shape to com

mend itself to the many associations and in

dividuals who would be interested.

“I will send you a sketch of the road a it

appears to my imagination. I am fully as

sured that, even as to first cost, a steel road

will be cheaper than a stone road on Long

Island, while its maintenance ‘will be as

nothing. I propose hereafter to have the

rails rolled with slight depressions or inden

tations to precent the slipping of tires, and,

perhaps, to make the plates somewhat wider

than those on Murray street.

“If your association should decide to‘take

- the matter up, I shall be glad to give it

some personal attention on my return from

Europe in July.

“Such a road as this, straight away for 100

miles or more, would be the race course of

the world, while it would develop Long Isl

and beyond all calculation,

“The road should approach as closely as

possible to Fifty-ninth street bridge, and it

would probably pay to extend it to Montauk

Point.

“The road should be kept free from grade

crossings. It will necessarily be a toll road."

In a postscript to his letter General Stone

stated that while rails such as described

would come within the scope of one of his

patents, he would not exact any royalty.

In response to a request for further de

tails, General Stone submitted the follow

ing concerning the route, the operation and

advantages of such a road:

“Starting from the eastern landing of the

Blackwell’s Island Bridge, near the Court

House in Long Island City, the line could be

run between Jackson avenue and the Long

island Railroad as a sunken, enclosed road,

which would allow full speed from the out

set, and continue nearly parallel to the same

avenue, following, if practicable, the right

of way of the abandoned Oliver Charlick

railway to the Flushing meadows, passing

beneath the North Shore Railroad and the

Corona electric road at the point where they

descend upon the meadows; thence across

the meadows along the line of the old Long

Island Central Railroad (better known as the

Stewart road) and following that line

through its long summit cutting to Creed

moor and Floral Park, touching there Bel

mont's new race course; thence across Hemp

stead Plains and along the southern foot of

the Bethpage, Half Hollow, Brentwood, Ron

konkonia, Coram and Dix’s hills, keeping the

middle line of the island between the heights

and the plain, as far as the heights extend,

and then straight through the level pine

woods to Good Ground and so on to Mon

tank.

“The motorway should have a double track

of steel plates, each track about five feet be

tween centres, with ten feet space between

the tracks and the same outside, making the

whole roadway forty feet wide. Outside of

this would be the hedges and a wire netting

fence to keep out animals, large and small,

and beyond that a row of trees on each side.

All highways should be carried over the

motorway by raising them, perhaps five feet,

and depressing the motorway to the same ex

tent.

“The entrances to the motorway would be

by gates from the important highways, and

these would naturally be the toil gates.

"Between midnight and morning the road

could be used for motor freight vehicles for

the farm and garden traiiic.

“When used for formal races all other

traffic could be shut off.

"For the benefit of those not owning

motor carriages or trucks, motor coaches

could be licensed to run at a low rate of

fare. ~

“Hotels at the terminus and inns at the

toll gates would soon accommodate and at

tract travel.

“The cost of operation would be the taking

of tolls and the'care of the grass and hedges,

little or no repairs being required for many

years.

“Assuming, for a venture, that the local

motor carriage, coach and truck traffic of

the island would pay these expenses, \and

that the 5,000 motor carriages iii-(New, York

would average a trip over the line every

three months, at a toll of three cents per

mile, the net earnings would be $134,400 per

annum, without considering the regular sum

mer motor travel from New York to the

Long Island shores, nor the income from

local, national and international motor rac

ing, or the motor travel to the daily horse

races at the Hempstead course, which will

be brought within fifteen minutes by motor

from the Fifty-ninth street bridge.

“Motor trucks, moving at twelve miles per

hour, could cover eighty-four miles between

12 o’clock midnight and 7 o'clock in the

morning, This would extend the available

garden district of the island to double its

present length, and, counting a width of five

miles, would lead to the clearing, fertilizing

and cultivation of 200 square miles of land

now barren.”
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There are now some twenty automobile

owners in Manchester, N. IL, and steps are

being taken to organize a club.

 

There are‘more than two hundred Oldsmo

bilcs In use in Essex County, N. J., accord

ing to the Newark Sunday Call.

 

E. H. Moulton, jr., No. 316 Fourth avenue,

South Minneapolis, Minn., has opened a

garage. He will sell Peerless and Cleveland

cars.

The Diamond Automobile Co., Wilmington,

Del., has opened a garage and salesroom.

Especial attention is given to the Oldsmobile,

which the concern handles in Wilmington.

 

The Cadillac cars are going very well in

Columbus, 0. Oscar S. Lear, the local

agent, recently delivered four in one day,

[art of a earload that had just been received.

 

One of the new Packard four cylinder cars

has been received at the New York branch

of the Packard Motor Car Co., and hip

ments of others are expected at an early

date.

"W!

South Dakota has what are claimed to be

the finest natural, or “dirt,” roads in the

world. They are worn smooth and hard by

the traflic, and make splendid automobile

roads.

 

The Blufl's City Automobile Club, of Elgin,

Ill., has been incorporated, Its stated object

being “social.” The corporators are L. C.

Beckilnger, John W. Dame and William F

‘McCarthy.
 

Mr. Stead, who was one of the severely

injured competitors in the Paris-Madrid race,

has improved sufficiently to be moved from

Liboune to Paris. He is expected to re

cover completely.

 

The American Automobile Association has

begun its proposed active campaign by send

ing out application blanks for individual

membership to all clubs, and urging active

personal work in recruiting.

 

The Duke of Manchester has written to

the Automobile Club of France offering its

members the use of his castles at Tandera

gee and Kylemore, Ireland, during the in

ternational auto races next month.

 

Lorraine Barrow. who swerved his ma

chine to avoid a dog near Libourne in the

Paris-Madrid race on May 24, and upset his

car, died in the hospital at leourne on June

13, where he had been since the accident.

Pittsburg motorists are talking of securing

a clubhouse. Reuben Miller, jr., W, L. El

kins and G. W. Hallman constitute a com

mittee of the Pittsburg Automobile Club ap

pointed for the purpose of looking into the

matter.

 

An order has been issued by the Omaha,

Neb., Chief of Police, directing policemen

to “stop and arrest all automobilists pro

ceeding faster than the ordinary gait of a

horse, or more rapidly than they could stop

their machines at short notice."

 

A garage and repair shop has been estab

llshed at No. 205 North Washington street,

Peoria, 111., by the Peoria Motor Coach Co.

The concern will make a specialty of difli

cuit work, and the shop has been tocked

with up to date machinery with that purpose

in view.

 

A Minneapolis, Minn., man has been amus

ing himself by stringing heavy wires to trees

on Summitt and other streets as traps for

automobiles. The police have been aroused,

after several narrow escapes were reported,

but so far have been unable to locate the

miscreant.

 

An ordinance just passed by the Daven

port (Iowa) Council provides that automo

biles must not be driven over the streets

of the city at a higher rate of speed than

twelve miles an hour, and that a danger

signal must be sounded at the approach of

every street crossing.

 

M. Julian Teza, one of the editors of

L‘Auto, of Paris, was arrested on Riverside

Drive, New York, last Saturday, charged

with undue speeding. Being unable to fur

nish real estate security for bail, he was

locked up over night, but was released on

Sunday under bond of $100 for trial,

 

Harlan W. Whipple, of the race committee

of the Automobile Club, left New York last

Saturday for a two months' tour through

New England. He' went first to Boston, and

then to Williamstown, to attend the com

mencement exercises at the college there on.

the fifteenth anniversary of his graduation.

 

It is asserted that the Grim law is hurting

the sale of automobiles in Pittsburg. Pros

pectlve purchasers made it a point to exam

Ine the provisions of the measure, and then

declared that compliance therewith would

be so burdensome and vexatious that they

preferred not to become motorists.

 

Starting from Boston, Mass, Horace 8.

Sears, of that city, is now on the last stages

of a tour that will total more than 1,200

miles. He drove direct to Buffalo and

Niagara Falls, then went to Eric, Pa_, and

is now working his way across Pennsylvania

to this city. He will go to Boston from

here. -

 

“While we are condemning reckless auto

mobilists let us not forget that there are

reckless drivers and riders of horses who

also run over people. That many more peo

ple are not killed by having horses driven

over them is chiefly due to the fact that the

average horse has more sense than the av

erage driver," sensibly remarks the Chicago

Inter Ocean.

 

R. H. C. Brock and party, of Philadelphia,

en route to the Pacific Coast, have encoun

tered bad going through Ohio. They passed

thrbugh Toledo last week with their Winton

touring car covered with mud. After mak

ing a few adjustments to the automobile at

the headquarters of the Toledo Motor Car

riage Co. they resumed their journey.

 

The first automobile races to be heard of

south of Mason and Dixon's line are to be

held at Montgomery Park, Memphis, on

June 25. The meet will be under the au

spices of the ladies of St. Luke’s Guild, Idle

wild, and the proceeds will go to the charity

work of that organization. It will be pre

cniincntly a social atl’alr, and one race will

be solely for competition by ladies.

 

Two ordinances affecting automobiles were

introduced in the Nashua (N, H.) Council

last week. The first was a resolution that

required automobiles, motorcycles and all

self-propelled vehicles to carry lamps. The

second was one “1111!.ng the speed of hi

cycles and all self-propelled vehicles in the

compact part of the city to six miles an

hour, and it was read twice and laid over

under the rules.

 

There is not a scintilla of superstition

about L. F. Dow, a St. Paul, Minn., motor

ist. When license No. 13 was given to him

he hailed it as an omen of good luck. He

says that the number is a positive protection

against accidents. Superstitions teamsters

get out of the way when they see No, 13

coming, other chauffeurs give him a wide

berth, children scamper, and even the po

licemen climb to the curbing when be ap

pears.

 

The committee on steel roads of the Auto

mobile Club has decided not to do anything

more in the way of- demonstration work

along this line. Of the mile of steel rails

given to the club by C. M. Schwab, 440 feet

has been laid on Murray street, 200 feet has

been given to the Dock Department for use

at the foot of Canal street, and the rest has

been donated to the government for the lay

ing of an experimental strip of half a mile

on the Alexandria road outside of Washing

,One Day for Rest.

It is well to remember that in the case of

large high powered cars that run every day

of the week. one day should be set aside

solely for the purposes of adjusting the en

gine, general overhauling, etc. If this plan

were always adhered to there would not be

so many cars drawn up by the roadside

having trivial adjustments eflected.
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Wintonllhim the Cup Course.

Upon arriving in England last week

Messrs. Alexander Winton and Percy Owen

lost no time in proceeding to the scene of

the Bennett Cup race. The starting point is

only about thirty miles from Dublin, and

after reaching there the first section of the

American cup seekers engaged quarters at

the rectory, Timolin. The latter place is a

little town on the easternmost leg of the

course'abont midway between Kilculien and

Carlow.

From Timolin visits of inspection of the

course are being made. On Friday last the

two voyagers made the western circuit of

the course, and were very favorably im

pressed with it.

“There could not be better roads,” said

Mr. Winton alter the run. “They are as

good as any French roads I ever saw or

travelled over. There is only one diiIerence,

and that is that probably they are not quite

so wide. There are no such roads in the

United States."

Asked what he thought of a possible dan

ger ot' the crossroads and other sharp angles

of the course, he agreed with Mr_ Edge and

Mr. Jarrett that they did not really consti

tute a danger, and thought they could be

negotiated at a speed of about fifteen miles

an hour.

Messrs. Winton and Owen will not use

their racing cars for preliminary runs over

the course. As to the probability oi.’ acci

dents occurring, Mr. Winton said he did not

see why accidents should occur, and as for

chances of the American team winning the

cup, he declared they had no hopes and they

had no tears.

Acquitted and Set Free.

So overwhelming was the evidence in their

favor that Judge Parmenter, sitting in the

Boston (Mass) Municipal Court, last week

set free W. A. Fuller and Victor Paget, two

motorists, who were charged with having

caused the death of Daniel J. Crowley, a

city employe, on Columbus avenue on May

18.

It appeared in evidence that the automo

bile in which Fuller and Paget were riding

was not going at excessive speed when the

city horse was frightened, neither was the

horn on the machine different from the ordi-~

nary horn, or calculated to frighten a prop

erly broken horse. It also appeared that

the young men did not run away at the

time of the accident, but turned about and

came back to the scene before proceeding on

their trip. J. P. Sweeney, counsel for the

defence. argued that no criminal careless

ness of his clients had been shown.

Gave Them Copies of the Law.

An effective method of apprising Detroit

motorists ot the existence of a State law re

stricting speed is made use of by the Park

Commissioners. They have had several hun

dred copies of the law printed, and whenever

a motorist shows a disposition to “hit her

up" he is halted by one of the Park guards

and handed a copy of the law. The plan is

said to work well,

A Common Sense Measure.

One of the most radical yet logical pieces

of automobile legislation yet heard of is now

proposed for Great Britain by Walter Long.

president of the local government board. He

is drafting a bill the main provisions of

which, as he outlined them in the House of

Commons last Friday, are:

First—The identification of automobiles by

numbers.

Second—Full and undivided responsibility

to rest on the owner of the machine for any

injury or inconvenience to the public.

Third—Subject to this responsibility the

abolition of the speed limit and the substitu

tion of the same rules that apply to ordinary

trafliic.

The measure, as outlined by Mr. Long.

seems to meet the approval of automobilists.

Mr. Long explained that the present regula

tion, limiting speed to twelve miles an hour,

was not justified in logic nor observed in

practice. A speed of twelve miles in a

crowded place or around a corner might

prove more dangerous to lite and limb than

a pace of thirty miles on the open road.

After Mr. Long’s explanation a private mem

ber, who had started the debate by com

plaining of the apathy of the government in

regulating what he called “that snorting en

gine of destruction," withdrew his amend

ment.

 

There are more than fifty automobiles

owned in Aberdeen, S. D.
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ECONOMICAL LUBRICATION

Temperature is a Factor of Importance: Also

the Amount of Work Performed.

It must never be forgotten that, even for

two engines of identical size and make, there

exists no arbitrary standard of the amount

This depends es

sentially upon two factors: First, the work

of lubrication required.

performed by the engine, and, second, the

efficiency of cooling. With regard to the

first factor, generally speaking, less oil is

required on a smooth, level, dry road than

on a rough, hilly one, this being dependent

on the fact that less mixture is used, less

heat is generated, and less oil, therefore,

consumed in“ the former than in the latter

case. But the variation required is never

great.

The aspect of the subject from the point

of view of the efl‘lciency of cooling is espe

cially important to drivers of air cooled en

gines and those cooled on the thermo-sy

Air

cooled engines which are in a favorable p0

phon system (“natural" circulation).

sition for cooling use up far less 011 than

those less fortunately placed. Again, tak

ing two engines of identical make and size,

one cooled by pump, the other by natural

circulation, the former will require almost

double the amount of lubricating oil of the

latter.

It is an excellent practice for the owner

of a new car to also swamp his engine with

oil until the plug becomes foul, utilizing the

spark gap to obtain regular firing. He should

then gradually reduce the quantity of oil

until a point is reached when the plug no

longer becomes foul. The ideal lubrication

point for ordinary conditions of work has

then been found—that is, the point at which

the engine is taking all possible oil without

danger of sooty deposit on the valves, piston

or plug. But it must be remembered that

for maximum efliciency, the amount of oil

shpplied to the engine should vary some

what, as already stated, in proportion to the

work, Some makers prefer to recommend

some particular brand of oil for their en

gines, and their advice should always be

followed. Should trouble be caused on the

road by fouling of the plug through exces

sive lubrication and no spark gap fitting is

handy, the excess of oil must be burned out

of the cylinder. This is done as follows:

The inlet valve or the plug (preferably both)

are removed, and a few drops of gasolene

are poured into the cylinder, a light being

then applied. The cylinder should be al

lowed to cool before pouring in the gasolene.

Of course, such a procedure requires great

care, or a conflagratiou may result.

Never run an engine without oil. If the

supply gives out on the road, get any kind

that is obtainable; even salad oil will do, in

lieu of anything better. Finally, it may be

stated that it is better to over than to under

lubricate.

 

The Fun Makers’ Peerlers.

Theatrical folk take naturally to the auto

mobile. Perhaps the artificial life in front of

the footlights enhances the charm of the

motor vehicle and causes a steadily increas

ing use of it. The Peerless car here shown

contains Weber and Fields, the distinguished

gentlemen who provide amusement for many

thousands of people in this and other cities.

They may not be easy to recognize in their

natural makeup, but they are indubitably the

SANDUSKY'S ORDINANCE

Bears all of the Usual Earmarks, Except the

Stop-on-Signal Section.

An automobile ordinance was introduced

in the Sandusky (0.) Council last week, and

is likely to become a law. It provides, first,

that the owner of every such vehicle shall

register his name and address with the

proper city official, and that he shall then

be given a permit to operate an automobile.

This does not apply to strangers who use

  

A WEBER-FIELDS CAR.

famous music hall artists, the knight of the

camera catching them as they appeared on

the streets of Omaha during a recent visit.

Chany Challenged and Won.

Claims advanced regarding the speed and

practicability of their pet cars led A. Chany

and J. S. Cox, of the Chany Automobile

Co., Terre Houte, Ind., to make a friendly

match race last week. Chany challenged

Cox to run to Rockville, twenty-nine miles

north of Terre Haute, and a small wager

was posted to make the match interesting.

The start was made at 1 o’clock in the af

ternoon, and Chany, in his Rambler car,

reached Rockville in one hour and twenty

minutes, beating Cox, who occupied the

operating seat of his Packard, by twenty

seven minutes. Five miles out of Rocks

vilie a bad mudhole was encountered, and

both cars stuck in it. Chany’s car was

pried out, while Cox's was hauled out by a

team of horses. With this exception the

run was without incident.

Lowell's Growing Motor Population.

It is estimated that three hundred auto

mobiles are owned in Lowell, Mass, With

the prospect of 50 per cent additional be

ing purchased during the year,

Itheir machines in- the city less than two

days. Second, no owner or driver of such

vehicle shall run it at a greater speed than

eight miles an hour over any street of the

city. Third, each machine running after

night shall carry a light on each side.

Fourth, each machine, running in daytime,

shall carry a hell or horn, which shall be

sounded on approaching street crossings or

other places where a warning is necessary.

Fifth, drivers of machines shall observe

the usual “law of the road," turning to the

right to pass vehicles going in the opposite

direction, and to the left to pass those go

ing in the same direction. A fine of $100 is

provided for violation of the ordinance.

'Bm Line to Nahant.

An automobile ’bus line is to be operated

between Lynn and Nahant, a Massachusetts

North Shore resort. Heretofore barges and

horse drawn vehicles were the only means

of transportation between the resort and

the mainland, the wealthy residents having

always prevented the establishment of a

trolley line. The ’bus line will be privately

operated, and an electric road is again talked

of in consequence.
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WHAT MAXIM SEES

Well Known Designer Forecasts Future of the

Business Self-Propelled Vehicle.

An interested observer of the recent com

mercial vehicle contest in this city was H. P.

Maxim, formerly of Hartford, but now of

Pittsburg. He was particularly anxious to

note the work of the big trucks in the down

town traflic, and on one of the days followed

them in an automobile, keeping "tab" on

their work.

Mr. Maxim is now devoting his time large

ly to work in connection with business ve

hicles, and he recently expressed himself

thus on the subject:

“I have not the slightest doubt‘that in

side of three years we will see the building

of business motor wagons and trucks one of

the largest businesses in the country. I al

ways look at it as another case of ‘pressec

steel car.’ The demand for motor propellec

trucks and wagons must develop just as

much of an industry as has the demand for

steel cars, if not a greater one. There will

be many more wagons and trucks wanted

than there are cars, and as the running gear

frame part of the work will be quite familiar

I look to see it handled along very much sim

ilar lines. ,

"The majority of merchandise hauled by

freight cars has to be at least once, and

quite often twice, handled by wagons. It

must be hauled to the cars in many cases,

and must be hauled from the cars in the ma

jority of cases.

"One of my clients is an interesting ex

ample of this. He sells coal. It requires 175

horse trucks to handle what he has to de

liver. He sells his coal in New York City,

where large yards and railroad facilities

would be prohibitively costly. He is, there

fore, located in one of the cities reached from

New York by ferry, where space is not as

expensive, He does not have to haul his

coal from the cars, but he has to haul every

pound from his yards to his customers, and

this amounts to 1,200 tons a day. The march

of progress has made the horse entirely out

of the going for this, and he is installing

motor propelled coal wagons.

“‘I could mention many similar cases, in

cluding such things as the delivery of milk

in the large cities, the transportation of fruit

and express matter, the distribution of kero

sene oil and of bread and rolls by large bak

ers. In every case the wagon has to be used

to complete the work done by the freight car.

it is a natural consequence of transporta

tion by rail, and therefore, I say, the build

ing of motor business vehicles cannot help

becoming equal to, if not greater than, the

building of modern freight cars."

Blue Book for l903. ,

The 1003 edition of the Official Automo

bile. Book has made its appearance. It is an

attractive publication of nearly four hun

drcd pages, with blue flexible leather cov

ers, of an oblong shape and convenient to

carry in a coat pocket.

A mass of information of value to motor

ists is contained in the book. This includes

custom regulations and duties, State laws

lists of automobile clubs and associations,

lists of repair and supply stations, and a

large number of routes, mostly in the New

England and Middle States.

Bowen's New Grease cup.

Among the number of automobile special

ties produecd by the Bowen Mfg. Co., Au

burn, N. Y., the new ratchet grease cup illus

trated is worthy of special attention. It is

fitted with a cup that cannot lose its cap,
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this being held in place by a spring ratchet,

which locks at each quarter turn. The

grease cup is made in two sizes. viz.. 1

inch and 1%-inch diameter, made of solid

brass and furnished in either polished brass

or nickel plate finish. It is peculiarly suited

for use on steering knuckles, axles and en

gines, and will positively feed grease to the

various bearings which it is desired to

lubricate.

 

Modern Garage for Savannah.

In order to accommodate his increasing

business Thomas A. Bryson, Savannah, Ga.,

has arranged to build a three story ware

house and storage room immediately back of

his present quarters. Plans have been

drawn for this work, and the structure.

which is to cost about $10,000, will be started

at once. It will be 30 by 90 feet, outside

measurements, with cellar and three floors.

Elevators and other modern improvements

will be put in, and with this increased ston

age space he will not only be able to take

care of more automobiles, but can carry

a larger stock.

 

White's Busy Day.

Nashville, Tenn., was one of the first

Southern cities to take kindly to the automo

bile, and a considerable number are in use,

with many additions being received. Last

week Harry A. \Vhite, one of the leading

dealers, received a earload of Oldsmobiles,

making the second one this season. All of

the cars it contained were sold except two,

and inquiries had been made for them.

INTENSICATOR’S DUTIES

Diagnoses all the Troubles oi the Ignition Sys

tem—ls in Plain Sight.

 

 

An outcome of the numerous spark gap

devices is the “Intensicator.” which a Brit

ish concern has recently put on the market.

The device is adapted to be fixed to the

dashboard or any convenient part of an

automobile for intensifying the spark, and

also indicating whether the electric igni

tion of an internal combustion motor is

working correctly.

When placed on the dash, those in charge

of the car have always in sight the means

of instantly localizing the cause of almost

any failure in the ignition, such as: (1) short

circuit or leakage, (2) damaged sparking

plug, (3) faulty contact, (4) unsuitable car

buration, etc. It also prevents the batteries

being run down without the driver’s knowl

edge, for as soon as they are geting low,

the spark in the “Intensicator”

weak and intermittent.

The points of the “Intensicator,” which

are enclosed in a glass tube, are platinum

tipped, so that they cannot cause failure
through corrosion. I

becomes

After having screwed

the "Intensicator" t0 the dashboard or other

convenient part of the car, where it can be

easily seen by the driver, the wire convey

ing the high tension current from the coil to

the sparking plug is to be connected, first

from the coil to one terminal of the device,

and then by means of an extra length of

wire connect the other terminal of the “In

tensicator” to the sparking plug. The gap

can be adjusted by means of a vulcanite

handle projecting at the top.

Combinezoi “ Kindred” Concerns.

With a capital of $6,000,000 half a dozen

“kindred concerns“ in Michigan are to be

merged for the purpose of manufacturing

automobiles. Lee & Porter, of Dowagiac,

are engineering the deal, and the plant will

be located either at Dowagiac or Buchanan.

So state press dispatches from Grand

Rapids.

 

To Make the Cluts' Car.

A stock company to engage in the manu

facture of automobiles is being organized

by Oscar Cluts and C. H_ Day, of Cuba, Ill.

A general manufacturing and machine busi

ness will also be conducted. The capital

stock is to be $20,000, and the company will

acquire from Cluts the patents on a four

wheel drive.

 

-Five Rambler cars were sold in Harvard,

Wis, in one day recently, increasing the

number of Rambler cars owned there to

eight.
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Cutting Grass With Motor Mower.

The lawn of the Capitol at Washington

is said to be the largest in the world. ' The

grounds comprise fifty-two acres, of which

about thirty are in lawn. Under the plan

formerly pursued in cutting the grass it was

necessary for the horse drawn machines to

keep constantly at work, and even then the

grass in different sections or the expanse

was of such uneven height as to present a

rather poor appearance.

A new motor mower covers the entire

lawn in much less than a week, and the

grass in all portions or the grounds is ap

parently of uniform height. '

This novel “auto” cost the government

$1,500, and when operated eight hours a day

it consumes a barrel of gasolene every four

days, which makes the fuel bill approximate

$2 a day. One man operates the machine,

and the new acquisition displaces, in ad

dition to the operators of hand machines,

two drivers and [our horses required for the

manipulation of the old style machines.

The new mower is a 15 horsepower gaso

lene machine, and weighs about one ton, It

cuts a swath of but thirty inches compared

with the thirty~six~inch swath cut by the

horse machines which it has displaced, yet

its capacity is more than equal to two oi!

these lawn mowers drawn by horses. This

is due, of course, largely to the higher speed

at which the new grass cutter can be oper

ated.

The greatest advantage of Uncle Sam's

new acquisition is found, however, in that

it does not in its operation inflict the slight

est injury upon the beautiful lawns sur

rounding the home of the legislative branch

of the government.

machines which were in use on the Capitol

grounds prior to this year the boots of the

horses tore up the turf in a distressing man

ner, particularly on the sides of the rather

steep slopes approaching the Capitol Build

ing. With the horseless mowing machine

this is eliminated, and the condition 0! the

turf is actually improved, since the new ma

chine is a combination mower and roller, and

rolls the lawn in advance of and following

the passage of the swiftly revolving blades.

The motor mower is enabled to approach

much closer to walls and trees than were

the horse machines, and some idea of the

saving of work thus effected may be gained

from the tact that whereas more than a

dozen men with hand machines were tor

merly employed in “cleaning up” after the

big horse drawn machines, 1088 than half

that number are now employed.

Connecticut Motorists Register Early.

Connecticut motorists are forehanded. Al

though the registration clause of the new

automobile law does not become operative

until July 1, nearly two hundred licenses

had been issued by the Secretary of State

last week.

 

With the old fashioned _

Louisville Club's Parade.

Nearly fifty automobiles were driven in a

parade at Louisville, Ky., on Decoration

Day, many of them being handsomely deco

rated. The participating motorists were at

terward entertained at luncheon at Foun

tain Ferry Park by President Ira S. Barnett

of the Louisville Automobile Club, who was

chiefly instrumental in bringing about the

parade.

The parade was a complete success, the

start being made at 3:30 o’clock, and taking

an hour to reach Fountain Ferry Park. A

squad of mounted policc led the way, fol

lowed by Ira S_ Barnett, with General Cas

tleman and George L. Danforth in the tor

mer’s car, and then the band wagon, con

taining the 1st Regiment Band, and was fol

lowed by the press auto and the cars of T.

W. Moran, J. K. Goodloe, Prince Wells, Dr.

J. W. Irwin, Dr. C. Skinner, Dr. J. G. Sher

rill, Charles H. Wilson, C. C. Early, Profes

sor G, B. Overton, Dr. J. B. Bullitt, Dr. Net

tleroth and Dr. T. D. Finck.

{Garage of the A. C. G. B.

The Automobile Club of Great Britain has

a club garage which accommodates eight

cars. Gasolene, lubricating oil, grease, car

bide and waste are supplied to members at

ordinary retail prices. No "tips" to em

ployes are permitted. A timekeeper will re I

cord the goings and comings of cars; a

small car is one with two seats, a large

car one with three or more seats. Accu

mulators will be re-charged for 18 cents.

 

  

 

SURREY, r: HORSE-POWER, $|800 Front head-light rxtra"

1 Records and Awards

all earned by

THE

HAYNES-APPERSUN ‘
is the ONLY gasolene automobile that ran the

contest from New York to Boston and back

without repairs or adjustments of any kind.

it is the only machine that has won EVERY Endurance Contest held In

America and every contest or race ever entered.

The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely Unoqunled Record.

Send for it and ask for the “ Little Book," too.

Stock Machines.

Our catalogue gives the records complete.

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of Haynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSUN 00., Knkomu. |nd.,li.S.A

 

The oldest makers 0! motor cars In America.

| Branch Store,l420 Michigan Ave, Chicago

Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1239-41-43 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., and 66 West 43d Street, New York.

National Automobile & Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

JOHN flAXWELL, Oneida, N. Y., AIM! lor Contrll New York.
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POINTERS FOR PAINTERS

Economical and Expeditions Methods of Doing

Jobs Most Frequently Oiicrcd'

In the village paint shop to-day a job of

touch up and varnish is one for which it

is hard to get! above $4 for doing. And,

of course, that means rigid economy. It

means, also, that if the painter did not pay

less rent and live more cheaply than his city

brother, he would soon be in a condition to

accept the policeman‘s slogan and- “move '

on." But with proper facilities the painter

may, even in restricted quarters, get a fair

profit from the work, says the Hub.

Not much taking apart can be done with

this kind of a Job. Get the buggy into the

shop whole, minus. say, the shafts. Then

block the front and rear axle up in a part of

the shop wrere the best light may be had.

Then dust out the lining of the top and

sponge off the rubber or leather, as the case

may be. Clean bows and shifting rail, etc.

Cushion, carpet, side curtains and storm

apron remove to the platform of the run

way and clean. Next wash out the inside of

body. The wheels having been removed,

wipe off axle arms with strips of burlaps.

Clean all grease spots, using a piece of cloth

saturated with turpentine dipped in a little

No. 00 pumice stone to quicken the work.

Rub over the body lightly with pumice and

felt. This will make sure the removal of

grease spots, dirt, nibs, etc., and furnish a

surface upon which varnish will appear at

its best. Shafts and wheels to be cleaned in

proper manner.”

One mistake the inexperienced in this

class of work are apt to make is that of

touching up too many and unnecessary

places. Touch only those places actually re

quiring it, and then touch the spot without

smearing the surrounding surface, or any

least portion of it. Mix the match color to

dry with a gloss sufficient to reflect more

light than it absorbs. Then when dry the

color will not have changed from its appear

ance when first applied. Arrange, if possi

ble, to get the touching up done before the

noon hour.

If the remaining parts are badly spotted

and defaced, necessitating a great deal of

touching up, it were the more economical

way, all things considered, and especially so

if the color be dark, to apply a coat of flat

color, restripe and finish, rather than spend

slow and tedious hours touching up; and

taking the chance of having a dissatisfied

customer to placate. The job touched or

coated up, the painter may then begin finish

ing Operations. First apply a thin glaze of

some reliable dressing, either shop made or

bought prepared for use, to top, side cur

tains and boot, if necessary. Next apply

black color and varnish to top joints, shift

ing rail, etc. If the dash fails to clean up

properly with a rub over with a few drops

of kerosene apply a dressing to it. Then

with a quick drying varnish, heavy in body,

varnish inside of body. Follow with finish

ing runnillg parts, including shafts and

wheels. Last scene of all. flow the outside

of body and seat. and then vacate that im

mediate ‘section of shop premises for the

day. A good, quick workman will finish out

one of these jobs in a day, and when all ex

penses are deducted, a nice balance for labor

will remain.

From $3 to $6 can be obtained for the

color and varnish job, according to locality,

$5 being the ruling price. It is practically

the same job as the touch up and varnish

job, one coat of color and striping parts com

ing in additional. In preparing the body ex

terior surface, if the presence of cracks be

observed, omit rubbing with water and

pumice stone, and sand with No. 00 sand

paper, instead. The water and the rubbing

tend to enlarge and make plalner the surface

textures, whereas the sanding leaves the

surface in a normal condition, and the fine

furrows and ridges produced by the work

give the color a firm grip upon the surface.

Unless the touchup job he an unusually

light one as respecting the portions of sur

face to be touched, it will scarcely afford the

profit which this one does. The matching

of color is eliminated, along with ai‘e touch

ing up, and it is simply a straight applica

tion of color throughout and whatever strip

ing fashion decrees as necessary.

A dlflicult job to do. and one that is quite

often unsatisfactory, is that of surfacing

upon the old paint and repainting. The

small jobbing shop painter ottener gets this

class of jobs than his city brother, and they

come fcarfully and wonderfully grilled and

rutted and fissured. And the price? Well,

that runs from $8 to $10, with a good, strong

measure of work and responsibility for the

money.

The main point in getting a. surface over

the old paint, checked and fissured, is to get

it at the minimum expenditure of material.

A surplus of paint over the cracked surface

means an additional depth of film to tear

asunder and upset the varnish coats. What

ever the material chosen for filling up the

cracked surface—be it white lead or a com

bination of lead and some other pigment, or

a new system of surfacer—the stock should

be finely ground and carefully beaten up

with its liquid ingredients, and it should

have a capacity for striking into the cracks

and pores of the old paint, after a vigorous

sandpapering, and gripping fast with bulldog

tenacity. And the coat or coatings should

present a permanent and non-porous surface.

Putty, for body surfaces, upon the first coat

of paint or filler, and glaze all especially bad

places. Change the color of the last coat of

rough stuff a few shades from that of the

other coats, thus affording a guide coat to

rub by.

Sand the running parts of this kind of a

job down close and hard, and as smooth as

can be. Whatever the surface may bc—and

out of a multitude the painter to-day has an

easy pick—lay it on fine and clean, thus re

ducing to the minimum the labor—of sand

papering. Putty on the first coat and apply

glazing to any stretches of rough, eaty sur

face in need of such treatment. Aim to ob

tain solidity and firmness of surface with

the fewest possible coats of pigment. Let

the last sanding be done so cleanly and uni

formly that the surface runs an even graded

one throughout. Running parts over old

paint should have above the surfacing coats

of pigment one coat of color, one coat of

color-and-varnish, at least one coat of clear

rubbing varnish, this to be rubbed with

water and pumice stone, and one coat of

finishing varnish. '

The body surface, above the rough stufl'.

should have one coat of color and one coat

. color and varnish, this to be lightly rubbed

with pumice stone and water; one coat at

least of practically clear rubbing varnish,

and a flowed on coat of body finishing varn

ish. All other parts of vehicle treated in a

way similar to that noted in the color and

varnish Job. -

The burned off job, next to the entirely

new one, is, after all, the most satisfactory,

both to the small shop painter and to his

city brother domiciled in the big, modernly

equipped shop. This atisfaction arises from

the fact that when the old paint is removed,

or when a new, unpainted surface comes to

hand, there is no uncertainty existing rela

tive to the foundation._ Grounds for specu

lation are put aside. The view to the finish

is unobstructed. The painter feels confident

that with a foundation of his own building

he can make the work stand seasonably; well,

at any rate, and confidence at the last analy

sis will be found quite as important as paint

or a paint brush. '

To burn off paint economically a first class

and strictly safe paint burner should be em

braced among the shop utensils. A good

naphtha lamp with a reservoir of one vquart

capacity.capable of easy regulation of flame,

simple ill its mechanism, is indispensable.

Such a lamp will cost $5. To burn off a

piano buggy body and seat will require

about one and one~quarter hours' work.

Running parts, unless deeply ring cracked,

can be surfaced over the old paint. Where

such parts are burned off the most humbly

situated painter should have at least $3 for

his work, and he will well earn it. In sand

ing the burned off surface we advise cutting

down until the clean, white wood is laid

bare. It has been publicly stated within

the last few years that when old, badly

fissured and scarred surfaces have been

burned off and refinished, the outlines, down

to the very minutest detail of the cracks,

have presently appeared upon the new fin

ished surface. All such instances, however,

originate from incomplete or inadequate

sandpapering. Strip every vestige of the

old paint away until the virgin wood lays

revealed, and there is small chance for old

fissures to reassert themselves.
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' The PEEQE'IEQSS‘w'ill Represent

America in the Racevtor the Gordon

Bennett Cup, in lreland, July 2nd.

65 Miles per

hour, the

speed of the

Empire State

Express,

is not fast

enough

to win the

Gordon—

Bennett

Cup

MERICA’S reputation will be well upheld in this

International Race, as the Peerless Racer is identical

in construction with Peerless Touring Cars in the

features as enumerated below.

PEERLESS TOURING CARS have qualified as

America’s representative touring cars by their per

fection of construction, their ease of operation, their

reliability of action and their real comfort.

Vertical Motors

The most powerful and dependable for their purpose.

Automatically regulated. Easily accessible.

\

Sliding Speed Gears

running in an oil bath, allowing for no waste of

power by friction. When running on high speed,

the transmission of power is direct, through a uni

versal shaft.

Alluminum and Ball Bearings

are freely used to reduce weight and obviate friction.

CATALOG and FURTHER INFORMA

TION on request. Address Dept. B.

THE PEERLESS 'MOTOR CAR CO.

Factory and General Offices — CLEVELAND, OHIO

AGENTS IN THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

 

  

 

  

Model 75 Price, $1000.

Choice of physicians and others “ishing ease of

entering and alighting.

  

Model llO. Price, $i25

This is our four-passenger vehicle. Practical for

either two or fear persons. Meets the

demand for a convertible two or

four passenger Auto.

  

Front System.

When you see these springs you know it‘s a Na

tional. Strength, comfort and beauty are com

bined in this part. Examine both front

and rear systems of the National

before you invest.

GET OUR CATALOGUE.

National Motor Vehicle C0.

1400 East Twenty second Street,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Week’s Patents.

729,776. Controlling Mechanism for Au

tomobiles. Herman Lemp and Otto F.

Pcrsson, Lynn, Mass, assignors to Elihu

Thomson, Swampscott, Mass. Filed Jan

nary 30, 1901. Serial N0. 45,333- (N0

model.)

Claim—1. In a vehicle, the combination

of a motor, a tubular support, a motor con

trolling device, a handle for actuating the

device, a tube mounted within the support

and connected to the controlling device, a.

handle attached to the tube for moving it,

a steering wheel, a tube concentrically

mounted within the support, a rod and

lever for connecting the wheel to the last

mentioned tube, a handle normally extend

ing across the vehicle for moving the

wheel, and a pivot for the last named

handle, which is supported by the tube and

extends transversely to the plane of move

ment of the handle so that the latter can be

thrown upward to facilitate entering and

leaving the vehicle.

729,875. Change Speed Gear.

Latilie, Levaliois-I'erret, France~

May 31, 1902. Serial No. 109,715.

model.)

Claim—1. A change gear, comprising a

driving shaft, a sleeve longitudinally mov

able upon said shaft and rotatable there

with, gear members carried by said shaft,

a driven shaft, gear members mounted

thereon, a driven part and a coupling be

tween said driven shaft and the driven

part, substantially as described.

729,983. Internal Combustion Engine.

Henning F. Walimann, Chicago, 111., as

signor to the WallmanuEugine Company,

a corporation of Illinois. Filed May 31,

1899. Serial No. 718,904. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an internal combustion en

gine, the combination with the crank shaft

and the air and fuel pumps arranged tan

dem, and having their plungers connected

to the crank shaft so as to reciprocate

simultaneously, 0! the combustion cylinder

having its piston connected to the crank

shaft approximately forty~tive degrees in

advance of the plungers of the air and fuel

pumps, means for opening the exhaust valve

of the combustion cylinder at the end of the

working stroke and for holding the same

open through approximitely half the com

pressing stroke of the air pump, whereby

the combustion cylinder is exhausted and

scavenged. and means for preventing the

compression of fuel in the fuel pump and

its delivery to the combustion cylinder until

after the scavenging operation is completed,

whereby air and fuel are supplied to the

combustion cylinder under substantially the

same pressure, and the combustible mixture

is compressed in the latter through the re

mainder of the instrokc of the working

,.iston. all substantially as and for the pur

pose set forth,

729,984. Compound Internal Combustion

Engine. Henning F. Waiimann. Chicago. 11].,

Jules

Filed

(No

insignor to the Walhnann Engine (‘ornpany,

a corporation of Illinois. Filed October 30.

1899, Serial No. 735,301. (No model.)

Claim—1. A compound internal combustion

engine, comprising a high pressure combus

tion cylinder, means for supplying air and

fuel thereto, a low pressure expansion cylin

der, means for scavenging the combustion

cylinder. and means for transferring the

scavenging blast, commingled with and heat

ed by the hot expanding gases in the com

bustion cylinder, from the latter cylinder to

the expansion cylinder, substantially as de

scribed.

729,987. Bearing. William H. Wright,

Buffalo. N. Y., assignor to Mary E. Wright.

Buffalo, N. Y. Filed June 17. 1901. Serial

No. 64,800. (No model.)

Claim—1. A taper-roller bearing compris

ing a smooth, tapering inner tread provided

with a roller surface inclined to the axis of

the shaft so as to form an angle of repose, a

smooth, tapering outer tread provided with

a roller surface inclined to the axis of the

shaft so as to form an angle of non-repose.

the inner and outer treads providing a free

race between them, and a full series of un~

grooved, taper rollers fitted in the free race.

held therein from endwise movement by the

location of the treads with relation to each

other, and having their ends out of contact

with any part so as to be entirely free there

of, substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

730,056. Sparking Igniter for Explosive

Engines. Charles A. Stickney, St. Paul,

Minn. Filed April 11, 1900. Serial No. 12,

418. (No model.)

Claim—1. A sparking igniter for explosive

engines, consisting in combination of a cyl

inder, having a recess in one of its walls, a

rock-shaft extending into said recess carry

ing a terminal arm, a fixed insulated termi

nal bolt extending into said recess, a spring

for closing said terminals, an auxiliary

spring plunger impinging against a lever

carried by the rock-shaft to hold the ter

minals normally apart. an eccentric upon the

engine shaft. an exhaust valve in the cylin

der, a rod connecting the valve and eccentric

for operating the valve, and a spring trip car

ried by said rod, adapted to depress the

spring plunger as it is revolved forward by

the rod and to spring from engagement with

the plunger when reversed.

730,073. Vehicle Wheel.

fer, Sharon Center, Ohio.

1, 1902. Serial No. 133,417.

Claim—1.

John M. Alder

Filed December

(No model.)

In combination with a wheel

having a peripheral flange provided with a .

laterally extended tread projecting from op

posite sides thereof, pins extending laterally

from opposite sides of said flange, a tire

having a split base bearing on the rim,

against opposite sides of said flange, and un

der its laterally extended trend. and having

openings through which the pins extend and

detachable securing means engaging the

outer sides of the split base portions of the

tire and retaining the same in place on the

rim, substantially as described.

730,084, Gas or Vapor Engine. Richard

A. F. Beilfuss, Lansing, Mich. Filed July 15,

1901. Serial No. 68,391. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a gas or vapor engine, the

combination with a valve stem, of an ex

haust valve mounted thereon, an electric cll~

cult, a stationary member of an igniter in

terposed in the circuit, a movable member

of the igniter interposed in the circuit and

rigidly mounted on the stem, a single spring

for normally retaining the exhaust valve

closed, and the igniter in position to close

the circuit, and means for imparting motion

to the stem to unseat the valve and to oper

ate the igniter. -

730,259. Electric Sparker. Darwin Han

auer, Long Island City, N. Y., assignor to

the Daimler Manufacturing Company, Long

Island City, N, Y. Filed Dec. 29, 1900.

Serial No. 41,446. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an electric sparker, a pair of

contacts, a resilient conductor adapted to vi

brate between said contacts, a revoluble

shaft and a cam thereon adapted to strike

said resilient conductor,_ said conductor be

ing thereby vibrated so as to engage said

contacts in rapid succession, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

730,307. Steam Motor Vehicle. Francis E.

Stanley, Newton, Mass. Filed Nov. 5, 1902.

Serial No. 130,147. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with the axle,

compensating gear and engine of a motor

vehicle, of a frame pivoted to swing about

the axis of the axle and consisting of rods

extending between the axle and the engine

frame, and constituting a continuation of the

latter, substantially as set forth.

730,345. Two Cycle Gas Engine. Avon M.

Cohurn, Daunt, Cal. Filed June 13, 1901.

Serial No. 65,055. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a gas engine, the combina

tion of the two oppositely disposed open end

ed cylinders having helical flanges or ribs to

form water chambers and provided with

peripherally disposed gas passages leading

from a central compression chamber to the

explosion chambers, a casing formed of a

single length of metallic tubing having its

opposite end portions shrunk upon the peri

pheries of the cylinders and forming the said

central compression chamber at a point be

tween the two cylinders, the casing forming

one wall of the gas passages and one wall of

all of the water chambers on the peripheries

of said cylinders, trunk pistons in said cyl

inders. a crank shaft, and connecting rods

extending between the pistons and the crank

shaft.

730,352. Automobile. George 0. Draper,

Hopedale, Mass. Filed Dec, 26, 1902. Serial

No. 136,525. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an automobile, a body carry

ing a motor and having a transversely ex~

tending seat facing the front and two longi

tudinally extending seats situated directly

back of the first named seat, said latter

seats facing outward. and foot rests for the

longitudinally extending seats, said foot rests

extending over and serving as mud guards

for the rear wheels. the distance between

the -.'.'ter edges of said foot rests being no

“Whitney” Chains
THE WHITNEY MFG. CO.. Hartford. Conn.
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greater than the total width of the running Metal Mud Guards. Impmla Youl‘ Blfculflflon

gear.

730,353. Automobile. George 0. Draper. Bonnets, Tanks,

Hope-dale, Mass. 'Filed Dec. 26, 1902. Serial Rotaryfilmulatmg Pumps

No. 136,526. (No model.) Thllaglators, mufflers]; ‘

Claim—1, In an automobile, a body earry- Sufd fgsdfgluhrzandlgflié

ing the driving mechanism, a. seat extending list, mans quantity.

BY USING

THE lllBEE PUMP
Increases and givesa positive

circulation to the cooling water

toll; all Gasolegle Megan. Simple,

C eap, urn e, E cient, easy

transversely of the body and projecting be- to epply- _ '

_ t t l blyour] the latter at its ends and across the THE MY AUTU;:JJFNE no sen 0“ "Sar'tis'f’pm" c

‘I\t‘gfr‘gl’féjg‘gggé‘lgmggtgogl‘; nvam 5.. Cl-vcland, o. Lobee Pump & Maohlnary 00., 120-136Temce, Buffalo, n. v.

‘ t - *

730,421. Differential Gearing. Hugh L. ,

Warner, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to the Day- D lxoN S w A N A M A K E R

t Mt Vh'lC.,D't,01i, ',I’J£.m§n°lf iviif vigmii. who; "1.115"; . GRAPHITE AUT 0 M 0 B [L E 5

Claim.—1. In a ditferential gear, the com

i 1 ‘

k:

  

 

1002. Serial No. 101,750. (No model.)

bination of two aligned shafts, two gear

wheels mounted themn, a driving member ESPECIALLY PREPARED ran THE PRESERVATION mm Luam

having an outer band shaped periphery, said “"0" OF THE mums 0F AUTOMOBILES

driving member being loosely mounted be- ' ' ' ' '

tween said gear wheels, face plates engaging sthe outer rim of each of said gear wheels ARE UNEQUALED_

and detachably secured to the outer band _—

shaped periphery of the driving member, one

or both of said face plates being provided JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE co"

\vith teeth, pinions engaging said gear JERSEY crry' u_ J.

wheels and projecting through openings in

the driving member, said pinions being

mounted between the face plates.

730,474. Pneumatic Tire. Edwin B. Ray

ner, Piqua, Ohio. Filed Oct. 30, 1902. Serial

No. 129,450. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A pneumatic tire having its side

portions thickened to form inner and outer

shoulders which carry the load when the tire

is deflated, substantially as set forth. ‘

730,515. Lock for Automobiles. Bcnamin

D. Colby, Chicago, Ill, Filed Nov. 14, 1902.

Serial' No. 131,292. (No model.)

Claiml—l. In a lock for automobiles the

combination of tWO or more members or

levers for controlling the automobile or its

machinery and a locking means simultane—

ously engaging or holding two or more of

said members or levers, substantially as set

- forth.

The New Searchmont

Salcsroom and Garage, 1&0 East

57th Street, New York City

JOHN WANAMAKER

 

 

 

A 6000 PLACE TO

SPEND YOUR VAGATION

during the summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

  

 

BOUGIE HERZ,

The only Spark Plug

  

 

  

m 'rnu ' C l ' "

"‘ “) ‘ - \ y _ >"fob—8' v‘qm‘k‘ Tire' ‘vlmam Es“: If“ in from eight to twenty hours according to

001118, N. H. 1' iled July 13, 1901. berial location. l‘o those unacquainted with the

.\'0. 68.211. (No model.) 6 Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

Claim.—1. A tire composed of layers of . . . Pas'eng.“ {o'celnsecu'ing.r°°ms and b0.“

knitwd fabric united tngether' savages of RUNSJUSTAS WELL IN OIL reservations. Before starting on your trip

the layers constituting the tread of the Y°“ cannm carb°nile “P Why “me us for our

whoop not try it? “Sumnur Book an Alic/zzgan."

2:. A tire composed of layers of knitted M°"°Y mum“. in 3° “W ii 1M

t'abl'ic united together, the stitches of the swafacm'y' D. G. PISS. Till. Mgl'.

tread being looser than those at the base of 8°“ “mm-n '°" U' s' “w cum“ CINCmNATr,0H10_

the tire. E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York. ___
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America’s

Leading

Automobile
 
 

‘>.il,L1>.-) ..

ESTABLISHED [855

PHINEAS JONES 8: C0.

NEWARK, N. J.
Member of the National Association of a -' I, ’

/

 

 

 

The B. & 3. Adjustable Automobile Wrench

IS WITHOUT A RIVAL.

   

THREE SlZEB—IOln., l4ln.and l8ln. Case Harden Flnlsh.

SEE CIRCULAR A.

 

 

 

* ‘r r > THE BILLINGS & seenern 00., - l-lalltord,00l1II-IU-$-A

C A R B U R E T T E R S IIHIIIIIE LINE er IISEII VEHIIILES
‘r W ‘ FLOAT FEED' Packard Tm?“= Model F.

ALUMINUM CASTINGS. Packard - - Model 0.

  

Will positively supply highly ex

plosive mixture from any grade of

gasolcne. Get a good carburetter.

Get ours. It will increase the power

1 of your motor. Money back if not

' ‘ satisfactory. Write today.

 

 
 

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, wrscorssm.

 

 

 

Body Iron, Dashboard Irons,

Crank Shafts, Axles,

Pinions; Levers, etc.

PROM PT DELIVERY.

Experimental Work leon Special Attention

MACHINERY FORGING CO.

Hamilton and Marquette Sta. CLEVELAND, O.

Autocar - - Type 6.

National Electric Runabout.

PRICES 0N APPLICATIDN

H. B. Shattuck 8‘ Son

239 Columbus Avenue

BOSTON, MASS.

ThiEIWBII-PalkfllElfillllilllill.

I. - b CLEVELAND, emu.

Manufacturers

- a: ‘

  

_ Eleelrieal

Machinery

  

 

Yllll BANNUT GET MUBE FUR YllUB MONEY

than by using $2.00 of it to subscribe to

be —-—————=

(Iboth mode
In which each week appears a record

of all that is best, brightest and ne'e

est in the world of mechanical traflic

 

Convener for arging Automobile Batteries

emating Current.

ii ' ' U

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Gents Per Copy.

 

» THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

|24 TRIBUNE BUILDING, new YORK.
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WILLIAAIS SPARK OOILS

  

Are made in all sizes and Styles for

Automobiles, Motor Cycles anti Gasolene Engines.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Electric Contract 00.. General Selling Agents.

202-204 Centre St., I54 Lake St.

NEW YORK. cr-rrcaco.

Better Not . .
have any Ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFAOTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

\VRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

AMERICAN fit COMPANY
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS

“Bigfoot”

WORLD’S FAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

St. Eouis
Write for Folders.

W. P. Deppe,

Ass’t Gen'I P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

 

  

 

    

  

Warren J. Lynch.

Gen'l Pass. Agt.
  

 

BELL & COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Speciallydesigned building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80th St. Now York. Telephone: 2562 River.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

DeDion Bouton & C0.
PARIS, FRANCE.

  

 

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Addreu all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I79 Clarendon 5L, (near Boylston) BOSTON, MASS.

 

THE AUTOOAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

clency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

LWNI. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

JENKINS & BARKER
Succnssons To CHAS. L. BURDETT

  

  

‘ New STANDARD

1 WIRE?”
n ASFGASnunr'Enomr

may anrrrnv

  

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPEOIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
 

Automobile Mountings of all Desorinlions in PIISIlBiI Brass

  

The ENGLISH 8L MERSICK

I  

CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTOMOBILE FIXTURES.
 

  

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKB Agent, St. LouIl, Mo.

 

 

 

 

  

As an efficient, first-class Spark Coll

'l‘l—IE

“DOW’?
HAS NO EQUAL.

J' For further information write to

THE DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO

BRAINTHEE. MASS.. U. S. A.
 

 

Klolflll

TIRES

  

MICHELIN
12 East 27th Street, NEW YORK CITY.

They Eat

All ‘

Obstacles
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$206119
We make over Tuventy Types of Cars.

Wnte for Catalogue.

Mohllo company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York Clty.

Gasolene Motors
ALL. SIZES.

BUFFALO GASOLENE MOTOR OOMPANY,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

SMITH 8:. MABLEY,
3l3-3l 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

luron'ruta

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DIITII'UTOII

GllIRllllll, IllRIllllill I Illlill [lle Illlli lIl Illillllll.

"‘ " ‘- WHIPPLE

ATTACHABLE

Do5 - a- Dos
Trap seat. com lete attach

ments. Steam, 30.00; all

gasolene Runabout: $25.00.

Discount'to Agents.

R. W. WHIPPLE,

170 State St., Olnghamton, N- Y.

R A D I A T O R S,
TANKS, .M UFFLERS,

FENDERS,

H0008. ., ‘ '

BRISGUE MFG. 00., - Detroit

Q SIMMONS @d

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent uoon application.

"0 Centre Street. New York City.

 

~ :1

  

 

 

 

  
  

 

  

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
t5 cents perline of seven words, cash with order.

 

Genome bargains in used automobiles. We

have the largest repository and store room

in United States. Have forty machines on hand

at all times; all descriptions, styles, very lowest

prices and each and every one of our machines is

in first-class running condition; all worn parts are

replaced by new ones. Photograph of each machine

sent on request. We are the pioneers in this busi

ness having opened the first automobile exchange

in Chicago. Send for our list. C. A. COEY 8:

COMPANY, 5311 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.

SEND five cents tor our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. Mississtrrt VALst AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

 

 

FOR SALE—A Winth 1902 Touring Car,

newly finished and overhauled at factory;

has had very little use; price $1600. Immediate

delivery. 1903 Wintons always carried in stock.

W. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., 875 Main

St., Buffalo, N. Y. '
 

OR SALE—Conrad Steam with Doctor's

Hood. wood wheels, steam and air pumps

and all improvements; gasolene capacity for 100

mile! ; $450.00 takes it. A big bargain. cost $1400

last season. W. C. jAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St., Buffalo. N. Y.
 

OR SALE—Babcock Buffalo Stanhope (Elec

tric) in elegant condition, newly finished and

a superb vehicle for anyone. Cost $1600 ; will bill

for $850.00. W. C JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St, Buffalo, N. Y.

WE are manufacturing TONNEAU SEATS

to fit Oldsmobiles. Send for descriptive

circular and prices. \Ve have something new.

The Crumrine Cycle Company, Greenville. Ohio.

 

 

FIRST CHECK. 8500, takes Thomas Touring

Car, new, 8 B. H. P. Motor, great oppor

tunity. T. SHEROW, Millbrook, N, Y.
 

INTON TOURING CAR, 1903 Model. Im

mediate delivery; Buffalo; what offers P

O. L.BICKFORD, 18 Toronto St.,Toronto, Canada.

 

CR SALE—1903 Waterless Knox brand new.

Immediate delivery. No bonus if taken at

once. Using one myself with entire satisfaction.

E. G. HOITT, M. D., Marlboro, Mass.
 

 

 

  

 

Runalouls and Touring Cars.

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

 

Handsome “ Panhard Spark-Gap” on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
 

OR SALE— Second-hand automobiles from

$250 up; HAWKINS AUTOMOBILE &

GAS ENGINE CO., Houston. Texas.
 

BRAKE—Equally effective backwards orfor

wards; releases quickly; controls the carriage

with little injury to the tires or sudden shock to

the carriage. The adjustment easily and quickly

made, without taking the brake apart; can be

adapted to any vehicle, either double or single.

This brake has been thoroughly tested on a

number of different carriages. Patent rights for

sale. Alldress, F. RLATCH, Hazleton, Pa.

 

FOR SALE— Peerless touring car 16 h. p.; has

new 1903 transmission. Cost $2,900. New

last September; will sell for $2,000.

Address H. E. BRENTON,

129 Pembroke Street, Boston, Mass.
 

T YOUR PRICE— Winton [902 Touring

Car right from paint shop. perfect, 51400.00

Winton 12 h. p. wheel steering, $2000.00. Semi

Racer $500.00. Locomobile Stanhope, B run 300

miles like new cost $1300.00, sell for $700.00 and

others. What do you want? R. W. WHIPPLE,

170 State St., Binghamton.

 

ANTED—A competent automobile factory

superintendent, familiar with upright four

cylinder type engines. Give references. Good

salary and interest in business for the right man.

Address, GEO. P. GOULD, care Motor \Vorld.

 

FIOR SALE—1902 Packard Touring Car; 12 h.

p. complete with side lamps, search light and

all accessories; price reasonable; full particulars

uNpon application. E. II. BENNETT, Bayonne'

. J.
 

Winton; immediate delivery; never

1903 used;don't answer unless you expect

to pay premium. E. H. BELDEN, Kenmawr

Hotel, Pittsburg. Pa

MAN of 32. With ten years as machinist and

2 years in manufacturing and operating

automobiles. Thoroughly understands their care

and repair; would like situation as chauffeur. Only

a first~class position will be considered.

Address 13., care of Motor World.

 

 

OR SALE—“Toledo” Steamer, Model A..

1903; good as new; only run 400 miles; a

bargain. Photo and description furnished by

T. F. GAEBLER, Rockville, Ind.
 

HITE S l‘EAM CARRIAGES FOR SALE.

We have on hand three or four brand new

White Steam Carriages of the Stanhope model

which won three gold medals in the New York—

Boston Reliability Run last year. In condition

for immediate use. 51,200 and 8|.400. Can be

seen at any time at

22 Union Square, New York.
 

OR SALE—Oldsmobile, been run 8 months;

wood wheels, tires positively non-punctur

able, rubber top leather parcel carrier front of

body. Engine, machinery and carriage in best of

condition. Paint bright, about good as new.

1903 machine equipments, new carburetor, axles

trussed, fenders over wheels, etc. First remit

tance of $435 takes it. Box 1718, Iowa City, Ia.

 

Established 1am.

F. SPLITOORF. 17 Vlndenttr St.,ll

  

“Whitney” Chains
THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford. Conn.
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WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINIUN
So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails in late with his

order.

  

PRIGE, GUMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES IN ALL. THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO., Cleveland, U.S.A.

In E M O with its two=

the L cycle motor

You get

More Satisfaction and Less Complication
than in any other car manufactured, .

 

 

  

 

 

 

and the price is within reason, too.

  

 

WE’LL BB PLEASED TO IAFORM YOU.

I

ELMORE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, - - Clyde, Ohio.
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THE CENTRAL AUTOMOBILE GUMPANY

l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

--Mer -- Peugeeis

Renaulis Mercedes
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

TELEPHONES: ) COLUMBUS.

2398 l

  

 

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

 

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOOK.

ELEGTRIGS BI'IARGED, REPAIREll AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

 

 

  

l\ Tbs “ Blucinoogfi (only),;§3loo ‘ 0 ll. GILLETTE. Treasurer,

it - 33 West 42d Street, New York City.

Map lio. l,Lonire_rrNew England, .50
u . if A Please enter my order for the

M?!" 2' E3519" New Yolk, gso 1903 Eastern Edition of the Official

  

 

   

  

  

 

 

 
 

 

W Map “ 3,!estern Nevvl'oirk,’ .so 7 W ‘ i Automobile Blue Book, Maps, etc.,

Map 44 4, “'1‘, L, l, & East,Pa. .50 as marked (with price extended) for W

Map a 5,Wash. 'a’nd flan" _ ‘50 V i” which Ienclosc herewith 8

VWV_ ’ 7 7 i a too

Misgsci, I ,WLWL ' '50

Subscription to Bulletin, - - .50 S'g‘wd

D518, '~-_4_~~ ’i’Iiii 1: 7—7

; Address 

Total (remittances enclosed),

0 ~ 13- fold in f/le Blue Bonk comp/ole]! and accuraiefy in about’ 300

wHE T GO rallies, yl'vl'ny running direch'ene, dllrfanceo', and the kind, candl'h'on.

and' yrade: of road). 6/10 conic/n: muc/l eI/ler informal/0n

of everyday need to automabl'lllds. Wherever you unis/1 lo yo 1'! fella you

BULLmNS—issued July. October and january—will keep the BLUE BOOK up to date in every respect, giving corrections and addi

tions to the routes, stations, laws, etc. .

THE MAPS are 30 inches square, printed in three colors. and mounted on cloth. They are atlas maps and give every town. BLUE BOOK

routes are shown in red. A new method of folding makes them most convenient for reference.

THE GASES—same size as the book—have flexible blue leather covers with a patent clip for holding the map in place.

  

  

 

and compiling numberless' route reports from the several hundred

"I Be—Owing to the great amount of detail work involved in verifying

  

% BLUE BOOK representatives the publication of the book will be

Kai/g" delayed until the first of May. In the meantime—as always—special W

Cg reports and information will be gladly and promptly furnished to - @

subscribers.
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ALWAYSA LITTLE BETTIE

 

is our “ slogan " and the

constant improvement in the

CQYMQV

TOURING CAR

is the best evidence of the success attained. RAMBLER horse power is actual, not

estimated; practical, not theoretical and is sufficient to drive the carriage anywhere.

RAMBLER construction means long life and little trouble, both good things to have.

Our booklet “W” is yours for the asking; it explains the carriage thoroughly.

THOS. B. IEFFERY 8t COMPANY,

P. S. The carriage sells at $750.00 at the factory.

Kenosha, Wisconsin.

 

RELAY Moron UAR Bo.
Tooth and Enter Sls., Reading. Pa.

MAN UFACTURERS OF

GASOLENE MOTORS, DIFFERENTIAL SPUR GEARS,

TRANSMISSION GEARS, TUBULAR RUNNING GEARS,

RADIATING ODILS, MUFFLERS, ALUMINUM AND BRASS

HOODS, WOOD AND WIRE WHEELS. DARBURETTERS

Our Motors are of French Typo, Water Cooled, And Equal

In Flnlsh and Sanloa to Best Foreign Makes.

The Difl'erential Gear has Manganese Bronze Bevel Gear,

 

WYDMA DIFFERENTIAL

SPUR GEAR

8 pitch, — 60 teeth.

 
& . 7':

INDIA BASOLENE IDTDR

Single C linder, 8 H. P., :35 pounds.

Double ylinder, 14 H. P. :65 pounds.

fitted for either 15‘, r”, or I}; inch axles. Is made for Di

rect Drive, Rod Transmission, and also with chain Sprocket.

 

The Transmission Gear is built on a new sys

tem. No Bevel Gears. Gears always in Mesh.

Ball Thrust at each end of Shaft. Enclosed in

Aluminum Case. Will transmit up to 20 H. P.

 

We make a Tubular Running Gear for Ton

neaus that is a marvel of workmanship, finish

and construction. All material is of the best

and the Bearings are extra heavy. The Differ

ential on this is fitted for either Sprocket or

ruauun numnus GEAR run Tommie. Bevel Gm.

80-inch Wheel Base. 54-inch Tread.

 

  

WYOMA TRANSMISSION GEAR

3 Speeds forward and l Reverse.
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THREE GOOD THINGS FOR THE AUTOMOBILIST.

GOOD TIRES. noon LUCK,

(1001) ROADS.

IN

 

 

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tires

we guarantee the first, promise a large amount of the second and feel

sure that the third will in no small measure be a natural sequence.

MADE BY

B. Akron Rubber Works, Akron,

NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade Street. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mlsslon Street BOSTON, [57 Summer Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street. CLEVELAND, 414 Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 En! Congress 5!.

BUFFALO, 9 Welt Huron Street. CHICAGO, I41 Leke Street. ‘ DENVER, 1444 Curtis Street.

LONDON, 2.6., 7 Snow Hill.

WWI'MWWWMW

  

 

THE NEW

KELLY GENERATOR .
for Steam Vehicles is a Trouble Saver. ~ 1‘ I- '4 A ~=

 

 

 
 

No Steam Car is complete without one. Does away with drip

cups and all annoyances. Perfected in every way and always reliable.

Strongly made with all connections outside. Easily adjusted.

No flaring or flashing in lighting, even in the strongest wind.

Main fire controlled at seat. Compact and neat in appearance and

enclosed in aluminum case.
ADAPTED

TO ANY ~

MACHINE

 

aetThe NewOne-Piece Steel Tubular Burner

with entirely new casing. Has no gauze or holes in the bottom, the

air being taken in from the ends, Absolutely eliminates all danger pf

fire under-lapping. As there are no air-tubes through the continuous

; st0p~tube the burner even it red-hot cannot back fire. One of the most

' few important improvements yet made. Thoroughly tested—as are all our

  

  

7 products. Write for circular.

KELLY HNDLE BAR COMPANY, - Cleveland, Ohio."é
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~% CADILLAC RAILROAD.
 

Good for First-Class Ro n Trip at Any Time

FFIO

gmwurnr in ANY PLIGE
-

0" ACCOUNT OF

Cadillac Reliablllty and Excellence.

 

WHEN YOU

BUY a, a

YOU Round Any Good Agent Anywhere Can Supply Yov

CADILAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY - - Detroit, Mich.

REBER MOTOR CAR
“AS 0001) As HONEY CAN BUY.”

 

  

 

    

  

TYPE IV. -

 

 

12 H. P. DOUBLE CYLINDER VERTICAL.

    

Agents wanted in unoccupied Territory. Write for Catalogue giving full particulars.

ACME MOTOR CAR co, '_ Reading, Penna.
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THE PUPULAR GASULENE BAR

BmmTwm
I! ACKNOWLEDGE!) TO BE

AT THE HEAD OF ITS CLASS.

  

Simple control—Free from complications—

Unequaled in construction—Will run anywhere

at any time and won’t fall to pieces on the road—

Always reliable.

BUILT EllTlllELY Ill Ullll 0Wll FAGTORIES.

PARTS uoT BOUGHT Aun Assimaiio.

If our Catalogue does not convince you,

a demonstration wlll.

BENTURY MUTUR VEHIGLE 60.,

  

SYRACUSE,

NEW YORK.  

 

WHETHER IT BE

Runabout “Touring Car

the man who makes l pur

chase without giving heed to

the CIlIlIII and prices of the

CONRAD
ls cloning his mind to some

hard, cold fact. and figures.

IF YOU ARE NOT “ GOING IT BLIND,” WE WILL

BE PLEASE!) TO PLACE THEM BEFORE YOU.

 

Conrad Motor Carriage Co.,

14I3-I4I9 NIAGARA STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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'mE now: or RELIABLE CARSi i
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BANKER BROS.CO 5.g Q
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3 i

i

i 3

3 1111-143 WQSI 38"] SL, New Yorkg 3

i 2
a LARGEST DEALEDS IN AMERICA. g

3 N0 EXPERIMENTS SOLD. 8

i PITTSBURG, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, g

' Baum Ind Beany Stu. l4: & :4; Welt 3801 St. 619-33 N. Broad g

I 50 Well 43d St. a
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ABSOLUTELY

RELIABLE

Automobile

Wheels

BUILT BY

 
 

 
 

New Haven Carriage Co.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

 

Every Wheel Guaranteed Exactly as Represented.
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AGAIN SCORED WITH THE (I. 8: J.

At Indianapolis, Indiana, June 20th, Barney Oldfield broke all

previous World’s Records from One to Five miles inclusive, with

an 80 h. p. Henry Ford racer, fitted with G. 8: J. tires. The

time

 

 

was as follows:

MILES. MIN. SEC.

1 o 59 3-5

2 z 0 2-5

3 . 3 2

4 4 3 4-5

5 5 4 3-5

    

 

(I. &J.. TIRES
 

. - a"

are fast, reliable ‘and easy to repair. They are

the choice of well-posted men.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

' 6&JImt:C0.

NEW YORK AGENCY—81 Reade Street, New York City.

  

k 7 if k "W :1
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‘ ALWAYS UNDER, _

CONTROL

  

WON THREE TROPHY CUPS IN THE HILL CLIMDING CONTESTS IN HIGHLAND

PARY, PITTSBURG, JUNE TWENTIETH. PEERLESS TOURING CARS FINISHED

FIRST IN ALL CONTESTS ENTERED, DEEEATING COMPETITIVE CARS OF MUCH

GREATER HOPSE POWER. .

At 8 or 80 Miles

per hour on a country road or on a prepared track, the

PEERLESS can be easily guided. The quickness and

accuracy with which the wheels’ respond to the movement

of the steering wheel will ive the Peerless Racer a great

advantage in the race for t e Gordon-Bennett Cup, for the

steering gear, as well as the vertical motors, bevel gear

transmission, etc., are alike in the racer and the touring car.

The direction-of the front wheels is regulated through a

steel rod connecting at a knuckle joint, giving direct and

instantaneous action. The construction of the steering

gear is such as will not allow obstructions or depressions

in the roadway to change the course of the car.

It is possible to round corners safely at almost full

s eed, as the steering arms connected to the lower part of

t e steering knuckles make the inner wheel describe a

smaller circle than the outer one, thus preventing the car

from skidding. ,

16 H. P., 2 CYLINDER, TOURING CARS

READY FOP DELIVERY ON SHORT NOTICE

35 IL P., It CYLINDER, TOURING CAPS.

OPDEPS TAKEN EOR AUGUST DELIVERY

Send for illustrated CATALOG and name of our nearest Agent. Address Dept. B.

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Factory and General Oliices - - Cleveland, Ohio

 

 
  

The New Searchmon!

Salesroom and Garage, 140 East

57th Street, New York City ..

\JOHN WANAMAKER

 

  

WHAT’S THE USE

of taking chances when you can get

~4

anmum smonn morons?
We make them in all sizes.

BRENNAN MFG. 60., Syracuse. N. Y

 

DIXON’S
GRAPHITE '

Motor Chain Compound.
ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE PRESERVATION AND LUBRI~

CATION OF THE CHAINS 0F AUTUIOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobile Graphite Lubricants

ARE UNEQUAl-ED.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY cITY, N. J.

INITIAL 1 AND

NUMBER

HANGERS

REQUIRED

BY STATE

LAWS.

- The Largest Automobllo Supply

House In America.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber. Importer and Exporter,

97-99-l0l READE ST" NEW YORK CITY

THE——

C.Z.KROII MFQCO.
TOLEDO. 0~ '

Monnlmtnren 0!

Automobile Tops

Seat Trimmings

Storm Boots, ac.

‘ Band for Catalogue
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The NEW W TE

STEAM TONNEAU f01'l903

    

 

  

NEXT 'TO FLYING

is the motion of the incomparable WHITE—smooth, noise

less and free from all motor vibrations—a swift, gliding

movement that affords the maximum of automobiling pleas

ure, minus its every defect.

Write for full particulars, ezfrrtr’ "part: and aficial res-all:

ofimportant endurance coulntr.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(Automobile Department) CLEVELAND, Ol'il0_

: a Union Square, New York. N. Y. 509 Tremont St., Boston, Masa.

an Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 300 Poat St.. San Francisco, Cal.

35-36-37 King St., Regent St., London, England.

 

 

S T U D E B A K E R

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

NO EXPERT CHAUFFEUR NEEDED.

Can be Run Any Day In Illa Year, by Any Member of the Pamlly.

 
 

Wide Touring Radius.

A Successful llill

Climber.

Smooth Operation.

Reliable Brake

Control.

Great Strength of

construction.

Perfect Spring

Suspension with

Resulting Comfort in

Riding.

Can be used equally

well over rough

pavements or smooth

park roads.

Quiet Running.

  

Descriptive Catalogue on application. Our complete line of automo

biles can be seen at the following repositories and at our

Branch Houses and Agencies in all principal cities.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MANUFACTURING CO.,

Studebaker Broa. Co., of New York, Broadway and Seventh Avenue,

Cor. 48th St., New York City.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Factory and General Offices, South Bend, lnd.

First-Class Agents Desired In Territory Not Already Covered

  

 

 

 

Th BHAINlEUIIELL
  

8 and I2 h. p. 2 cylinder and l6 h. p. 4 cylinder

SURREYS.

J. I}. BRANDES, U. S. AgenieiilliiELL & 00.
28 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madlson.

Naw YORK Aan'rs For: 51‘. Lours MOTOR CARRIAGE Co.

Uptown Garage, C. L. Bell & Co., :50 West 80th Street. Telephone, :56: River.

Baltimore Agency A. G. Spalding Bros, :5 West Baltimore Street.

Philadelphia Agency, Motor Vehicle Power Co., Sixteenth and Wood Streets.

Summit. N. 1., C. C. Henry. Yonkers, N. Y., William Shrive.

. Newark, N. L, Koehler Sporting Goods Co.

ANGIER a WHITNEY, Boston, Mass., New ngland Representatives for Cudell Cars.

  

 

TheMoyea

A Teuring Car for those

who desire the very best

that money will buy.

 

 

In Certainty of Operation

and Elegance of Design

and Appointment it is

without a peer.

  

Moyca Automobile Co.,

3-7 West 29th Street, New York.
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“ BUILT " NOTHING 2

TO RUN WATCH

are all

are 212 -
151 ~ ROAD."

 

  

PRICE, $650

ONE IN THREE

Did you ever realize that one automobile out of every three used throughout the world is an

OLDSMOBILE
"THE BEST THING ON WHEELS"

  

and the demand for the standard runabout is so great that even with the rapid

growth of the Automobile industry we shall more than maintain our position.

Ask the leading dealer in your town whose name is in this list to show you how the Oldsmobile “goes.”

SELLING AGENTS:

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—A. 1“. China A: Co.

NASHVILLE, TENN—John W. Chester Co.

NEWARK, N. .I.—Autovehicle Co.

NE“! ORLEANS, LA.—Abb0tt Cycle Co.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Oldsmoblle Co.

OMAHA, NEB.—Olds Gas Engine Works.

. PATERSON, N. J.—F. W. Stockbridge.

Bros.C0 PLAINFIELD, N. J.—F. L. C. Martin Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Oldsmobl10 C0.

FRANCE—Eugene Met-ville. Paris.

SWITZERLAND—Automobile Fabrlk Orion AG., Zurich.

ITALY—Victor Croiznt, Turin.

HOLLAND—Bingham & Company, Rotterdam.

NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. '1‘. Nielsen& Co.,

Copenhagen. Denmark: L. P. Rose &Co., New York.

CANADA—Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

MEXICO—Oldsmobile Co.. Mohler & De Gress,Mexleo City.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon (hmano A Company,

Buenos Ayres.

SOUTH AFRICA—White, Ryan & Co., Cape Town: Sher

rlt't, Swingley 4': Co., Johannesburg and New York.

NEW SOUTH VVSAIIJES—Knowies Auto.

3' MW.

ALBANY, N. !.—Automobile Storage 8;

Trading Co.

ATLANTA, GA.—C. H. Johnson.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.-—R. W. Whipple.

BOSTON, MASS—Oldsmobile Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.-—.Iaynes Automobile Co.

CHARLESTON, S. C.—Army Cycle

CHICAGOJLL—OldsmobileCo., Glthens

CLEVELAND, OHIO—Oldlmr-nllv m.

COLUMBIA, S. C.—J. E. Richards. PITTSBURG, PA.——Banker Bros Co. _

DALLAS, TEXAS—Lipscomb 8: Garrett. POUGl-IKEEPSIE, N. Y.-—.Iohn Vln Benschoten.

DAVENPORT, IA.—Mason's Carriage Workl. RALEIGH_ N. C.—R.sleigh Iron Works.

DENVER, COID.—G. E. Hannah. ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Rochester Automobile C0.

DETROIT, NIGEL—Oldsmobile Co. FRANCISCO, CAD—Locomobiie Company

ERIE, PA.—Jaeob Roth. of the Pacific.

GRAND RAPIDS, ANGEL—Adams & let. SAVANNAH. GA.—T. A. Bryson.

HARRISBURG, PA.—Kllne Cycle CO. ST. LOUIS, M0.—MiaaisslppiValleyAutomobile Co.

HOUSTON, TEXAS—Hawains Automobile & TEXARKANA, ARK.—J. K. Wldley.

Gas Enxlne Works. TUCSON. ARIZ.-—Seager A Close.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND—Fisher Automobile Co. WASHINGTON, D. C.—Natlonal Capital Automo—

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.—-F. E. Gilbert. bile co,

KANSAS CITY. MO—E. P. Morlurlty & Co. HAWAIIAN ISLANDS—R. N. Halstead. Honolulu.

LANSING. MICE—W- K. Prudden 6: 00- GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND—Oldsmobile

LOS ANGELES, CAL—Oldsmobile Co. Co. of Great Britain, Ltd, London, Eng.

LOUISVILLE. KY.—S\Ilcllfle & C0. GERMANY—(Ail Germany except Cologne)—Ear—

MEMPHIS, GENE—H. A. White. nest Welgaertner, Berlin; Cologne. L. Welter

MILWAUKEE, WIS—Oldsmobile CO. & C0.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND “THE DOCTOR’S OLDSMOBILE BOOK" TO

Detroit, Mich.

& Power Co.,

VICTORIA—Hall Q: Warden. Melbourne

AUSTRALIA~ QUEENSLAND—James Smith & Sons,

13risbane.

SO. AUSTRALIA—Duncan & Fraser,

Adelaide.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd., Auckland.

JAPAN—Bron] Broe., Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR. INDIA, CEYLON. CHINA, JAVA.

BUMATRA, BORNEO, FORMOSA—Naw York Export

& Import Co.. New York City.

1332

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, m...
FACTORIES: DETDOIT AND LANSING, MICII.
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CLUB MAY GIVE UP CONTESTS

ls Considering Advisability oi Changing Re

liability Run to a Tour.

 

Ever dignified and desirous of avoiding

anything so vulgar as a clash of purposes.

the ofiicials of the Automobile Club of Amer

ica are now considering the advisability of

abandoning the proposed reliability contest

of the club from New York to Montreal that

was projected for the fall. The idea is not

to give up entirely the run, but to avoid

conflict with the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers by altering the

character of the Montreal run so that it will

be more in the nature of a pleasure tour

than a reliability contest.

The matter is not quite settled yet, al

though it was announced early in the week

as having been decided upon, and a daily

paper quoted an oflicial of the club as say

ing:

“The Automobile Club of America, in its

labors to promote motoring, has conducted

successfully two satisfactory reliability runs,

and if the manufacturers prefer to manage.

the 1903 affair of this character there will

be no objection whatever by the club, which

does not seek the heavy task. There will

be a run to Montreal, just the same, but it

will be in the nature of a pleasure tour; in

fact, similar to the tourist section of the

Paris-Madrid. An exceptional entry is as

sured, and the details of the trip are now

in course of preparation. The club is con

tent to be relieved of the burden of a re—

liability contest.”

Whoever the anonymous ofllcial was, he

was not quite correct, though nearly so, for,

according to J. M. Hill, chairman of the

contest committee of the club:

“The statement that we will give up the

reliability contest is a little premature. for

we have not decided to do so, although we

may so decide. We have merely talked the

matter over among ourselves and weighed

the advisability of so doing. It has been sug

gested hv some of the members that we

shoul'. not attempt to hold any reliability

(Confirmed on page 48:.)

New York. U. S. A., Thursday. June 25, I903.

Panhard-Levmor to Set up Here.

Still another is to be added to the list of

foreign invaders who deem it better to estab

lish a place here to sell imported cars than

to let the natives do it; The latest is M.

Andre Massenat Deroche, representing Pan

hard et Levassor, of France. M. Deroche is

now in New York looking over the field, and

incidentally seeking a good location for an

establishment for the sale and repair of

Panhards.

The idea of the firm is that M. Deroche

will he the sole agent in this country, and

the only one to whom Panhards will be sold

direct, although this, of course, will not pre

vent dealers here buying from French

agents.

It is the plan of the firm to have M.

Deroche carry a full assortment of Panhard

parts and do as large a repair business as

possible, in order that Panhards may be

most properly attended to when in need

of it_

Crawhez Wins Ardennes Circuit.

In the Ardennes circuit motor race on Mon

day Baron de Grawhez was first, in 5 hours

52 minutes and 73-5 seconds, beating last

year‘s time by one minute. Girardot was

second, in 6 hours, 24 minutes and 29 1-5 see

onds, and La Banond was third. W. K. Van

derbilt, jr., was Well up at the end of the

first round, but he retired early in the sec

ond because of trouble with the mechanism

of his car. Charles Jarrott, last year‘s win

ner, left the race owing to trouble with a

tire. Only one serious accident was report

ed. A driver had a leg broken in a collision

between two cars.

Springfield Drop Forge Plant Acquired.

The Page-Storm Drop Forge Co.,~of Chico

pee Falls, Mass, has leased the plant of the

Springfield Drop Forging Co., in Brightwood.

and will conduct it in connection with its

present business. The two plants will con

iinue practically as at present, but some im

provements will probably be made in the

Brightwood plant by the lessees,

 

License Association Meets.

During Monday and Tuesday of this week

the executive committee of the Licensed As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers was

in session at its offices in this city. Only

routine business was transacted.

No. I3

A STRUGGLE OF TITANS

Best Cars and Drivers of Four Nations to Con

test for Bennett Cup—The Course,

the Cars and the Men.

 

011 next Thursday the blue ribbon event

of automobiling is to be run. It will be the

fourth annual highway race for the interna

tional challenge trophy now held by the

Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ire

land. It is to be run on Irish soil, between

competitors representing four of the world’s

greatest national powers—England, France,

Germany and America.

In international importance no sporting

event exceeds this. It has not as yet the

popular interest that has the race between

the American and British yachts, but the

outcome of the contest is fraught with much

more consequence, The race of the motor

cars reaches beyond the realm of sport into

an industry that is even now a mighty lusty

“infant.” Its greatest interest resides in

the fact that it is an industrial competition,

while yet it is one of the most strenuous,

grand and hazardous forms or competitive

sport. Millions of dollars are invested in

each of the countries represented in produc

ing commercially the vehicles which are pit

ted against each other in the international

race. The cars selected to represent the re

spective countries are supposedly the best

product of the automobile industry in each.

Victory in the contest means nominally the

supremacy in the industry of the country

represented by the victor, and actually it

does carry great prestige with it.

Heretofore the race has not been a great

one in the fact of bringing out great per

formances and furnishing keen competition.

but it promises to do so this year and here

after. It was necessary for the trophy,

commonly known as the Gordon, Bennett

Cup, to leave France and be in the custody

of some other club than the one to which it

was presented, in order that a greater strug

gle for its possession should begin. That is
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ALEXANDER WINTON.

the situation now presented. In former

years the race was run as part of the jour

ney in some longer contest which over

shadowed it. The pick and flower of the

greatest nations building automobiles did

not (onipete in it. The preparations and

arrangements were not elaborate. as now

they are, and the cup race was what a

sportsman would call a tiuky sort of affair.

This year there is every prospect that the

. race is to be the greatest ever run in any

country. it probably will not witness the

development of speed that the abruptly cur

tailed Paris-Madrid race did, nor the disaster

of that unfortunate event. There is every

reason to believe. however, that it will be

the best and most thorough all around test

of the motor cars and operators that yet has

ireen known. The circumstances all favor

this being the case. The race is to be run

as an event of itself, and not as a minor part

of some other affair The course has been

carefully selected, and it is generally agreed

-rp0n that it is the best one yet tried for the.

[urpose of the race, which is to demonstrate

the reliability and manageability of the cars

as well as their speed. and the skill of the

men operating them as well as their pluck.

I" r the first time full teams of three men

each are entered from four ditl'erent coun

tries. It is, in short, the first time that the

conditions surrounding the race have prom

ised a great contest and promised to fulfil

the mission for which the trophy 'was of»

fered.

The donor of the cup, James Gordon Ben

nett, was influenced by'a desire to improve

  

the breed of automobiles. not only in general.

country in particular.but those of each

France was far in the lead in motor

vehicle construction, a lead which, in a meas

ure. she retains to-day. To bring the art in

oth'er countries within speaking distance of

that of France was the design, and the meas

urcs taken to attain it were well conceived

and farsighted. The rules were drawn with

exceeding care. and they have not only

proved successful in bringing about the de

sired result. but have stood the test of time

as well, and are to-day fully abreast of the

industry and its needs It was stipulated at

the outset that each contesting car must be

the product of the country entering it, in its

every detail. From tires to motor, andfrom

spark coil to radiator, each part must be

manufactured in the land of its birth. If

anycountry made it a practice to import

certain parts, the custom must be departed

from in this case or the car would be de

clarcd ineligible.

' In the early cup races this clause caused

no end of trouble. An English entrant was

obliged to step down in 1901 when on the

ground owing to its English tires having

given out en route to the race and French

tires substituted. Thereupon the committee.

of the French club very unwillingly barred it

from the contest. The same year this car

was obliged to use an inferior spark coil,

although the best at that time attainable,

while the German makers could not procure

bodies in time to contest. The French team

went over the course unopposed. therefor.

But the lesson was well learned, and last

year the English car was English built from

top to toe, and it won by reason of its su~

(Continued on plge 436.)

  

PERCY OWEN.
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NEW HAVEN INVITES

Wants Century Company to Establish a Branch

Factory in the Elm City.

The Century Motor Vehicle 00., Syracuse,

N. Y., is considering an ofier from the New

Haven Car Register Co. to build a factory

in New Haven, Coma, and manufacture the -

Century tourist there. The New Haven con

cern proposes to put $250,000 into the com

pany and pay royalties.

F. Coleman Boyd, vice-president and gen

.eral manager of the New Haven Car Regis

ter Co_, was in Syracuse last week for the

purpose of interesting the Century company

in a proposition whereby the company would

have a factory at New Haven as well as in

Syracuse. Mr. Boyd looked over the situa

tion carefully, and is said to have offered to

put $250,000 in the busines and also pay

the company a royalty for the use of the

patents. The corporation wishes to turn out

the same car in New Haven as is made at

the Syracuse factory, and a large modern

'factory building has been secured for the

purpose. '

-‘ L'pon the return from the Adirondacks of

Charles F. Saul, president of the Century

company, there will be a meeting of the

' board of directors for the purpose of giving

_the- matter careful consideration.

Whether the New Haven deal goes through

or not, it is the purpose of the Century com

pany to secure a site and build a factory

this fall in Syracuse. The development of

the business makes it necessary to secure

larpel' quarters.

 

The Law on Business Names.

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Second Circuit, held, in the recent

case of W'yckofl' et al, vs. the Howe Scale

Co. of 1886, that no one may be excluded

from taking up whatever business he chooses

by the circumstance that some one else of

the same name has made a reputation in it.

nor may he be required to conduct such

' busiiiesszunder an’nlias,_althou'gh the con

ducting of it under his own name maprro

duce confusion in the public mind as to the

identity of goods, which no precaution or in

dication of his may effectually prevent, and

that all that is required of him is that he

shall use reasonable precautions to prevent

confusion, and shall refrain from any affirm

ative act which may produce it. In the case

of a corporation, however. the court said, the

situation is different. The choice of the

name is voluntary, such name is an artificial

thing which can be selected by its corpora

tors from the entire vocabulary of names,

and a body of associates who organize a cor

poration for manufacturing and selling a

particular product are not lawfully entitled

to cmploy as part of their corporate name

the mime of one of their number, when it

appears that such name has been intention

buildings.

ally selected in order to compete with an

established concern using the same name,

engaged in similar business.

Gallahcr Leaves Mobile Co.

A decided change has been made at the

headquarters of the Mobile Company of

America, at Broadway and Fifty-fourth-st.,

New~York City. Mr. E. B. Gallahor has

severed his relations with the company to in

tcrest himself in a new company to sell gaso

lene cars, and J. C. Walker is now the gen

eral manager of the cotnpny. W. A. Wash

burn, who formerly was at the factory at

Tarrytown, is superintendent, and Mr. Lous

berry also has left the factory to be assist

ant superintendent in New-York.

An excursion in Mobile wagonettcs is run

daily now from the Fifth Avenue Hotel.

New-York. to Philipse Manor, Tarrytown.

Two or three cars, each carrying eight per

sons, are filled daily for the trip.

Sereombe at South Bend.

Parker H. Sercombe, well known in con

nection with a large number of bicycle and

automobile schemes, is now endeavoring to

interest South Bend, Ind., capitalists in a

gasolene car, with the purpose of manufact

uring it in that city. Matters are said to

have progressed sufliciently far to announce

that J. B. Birdsell, president of the Birdsell

Mfg. Co., will be at the head of we com

 

 

pany as president, and that Jacob Woolver- -

ton, president of the St. Joseph County Sav

ings Bank, will be its treasurer. Working

capital in the neighborhood of $200,000 is

said to be in view, and the South Bend Mo

tor Vehicle Co. is suggested for the name of

the proposed company.

 

Four Towns Want Crawford,

t‘arlislc and Gettysburg, in Pennsylvania,

Huger. town, in Maryland, and Martinsburg.

in West Virginia, are all striving to obtain

the automobile works which R. S, Crawford,

of the old Crawford Mfg. 00.. makers of hi

cycles, is to establish. Martinshurg has sent

a committee to confer with Mr. Crawford.

vIt is said that the capital is furnished, no

stock is for sale, -that the machinery has

' been purchased and about all that is needed

to start the enterprise is the location and

A bonus, or its equivalent .in

buildings, is asked.

Lester is a Benedict.

Another tradesman succumbed to Cupid‘s

 

shafts last wcek, when H. NV. Lester, the '

well known secretary 'of the Veeder Mfg.

Co., became a benedict. The wedding took

place at Sterling, 111.. at the home of the

bride. who was Miss May B. Whipple, of

that place. Mr. and Mrs. Lester will make

their home in Hartford.

The Week's lncorpontlons.’

New York, N. Y.—Continental Caoutchonc

to. under New York laws, with $5,000 capi

tal. Directors—William Tist-hbccn, Hanover.

Germany; Marscll Kahlcr. New York. N. Y.,

and J. L, Kahlcr, Mount Vcrumi, N. Y.

Detroit. Mich—Ford Motor (‘0.. under

Michigan laws, with $150,000 capital.

MAXIM IN; LAW OUT

Changes at the Electric Vehicle Plant Result in

the Farmer's Return.

 

Frederick A. Law, mechanical engineer,

has resigned from the Electric Vehicle 09.,

to take effect August 15 or sooner. Hiram

Percy Maxim, late with the Westinghouse

Electric & Mfg. Co., but previously with the

Hartford concern, returns ,to that company

in a similar capacity. He entered upon his

duties this week. '

The changes have caused no small amount

of discussion in Hartford, where an’s'motyc

is. said to have been due to the rumor that

Maxim was to come back to the Electric Ve

hicle Co. l'pou receiving confirmation bf

this rumor Law tendered his resignation, :in

spite of being assured tha‘t Maxim‘s coming

would not affect him and that his contitiu

ance with the company was desired. it was

last summer that Law made his connection

with the Electric Vehicle Co., he having pre

viously been in their employ, but having

spent a couple of years developing a gaso

lenc car. The rights to this car'wcrc ac

‘quired along with Law's services, and it has

since been manufactured under the name of

the Columbia gasolene car.

For a number of years Maxim was at the

head of the Electric Vehicle Co.‘s gasolene

department, and designed the car ' which

made such a good showing in the 1901 Buf- ‘

falo endurance run.

Oldsmobilcs in Great Britain.

Hereafter the Locomoblle Company of

Great Britain. Ltd.. will act as sole agent

for the 0|dsmobile.cars in that. country. It

is also announced that W. M. Letts, man

aging director of the Locomoblle Co., has

resigucd. He enters the firm of Charles

Jarrott & Lctts. Ltd. who will handle Na

pier and De Dietrich cars.

_ KnoxiAgain Enlarger.
an additional i;bnildiug, 50x'110 feet and

[our stories high:~ is to be added to the plant

of‘ the Knox Automobile Co... Springfield.

Mass. It will be located to the eastward of

the prcscnt building, and work on it will be

begun immediately.

.Iaps Interested in Autos.

The Japanese are opening their eyes to

automobiling. Recently Messrs. Bruhl

Frercs. of Yokohama. distributed three thou

sand illustrated automobile catalogues, print

ed in the native language. The majority of

the cars described were Yankee product.

Oempy Enlarge Quarters.

Harlan. Iowa—The Nclsou Gas Engine &

Artomobilc Co. have movcd their machinery

into a now and enlargcd building. For some

time past they have been behind orders. and

increased capacity was imperative,
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When you are looking for

the best Runabout

“NORTHERN”

Manufacturing Company,

' DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

  

 

 

Join the Ranks—Get into Linc—

USING

FISK TIRES.

Saves Lots of Time.

 

PISK RUBBER CO., - Chicopee Falls, Hass.

BRANCHES :

604 Atlantlc Ave. 40 Dwight 5t. 83 Chambers St. 916 Arch St. 52 State 5!.
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The Motor World acknowledges with pleas

ure an invitation from Messrs R. J. Mecredy

and J. C. Percy, joint proprietors of the Irish

Motor News, to attend the camp they will

establish at The Moat, -Ardscull, near Athy,

Ireland, on July 1 and 2. This is admittedly

the best point of view on the entire Gordon

Bennett course, the cars passing over this

particular stretch of road no less than seven

times. The camp is located but thirty-seven

miles from Dublin, and no doubt thousands

of automobiiists will avail themselves of its

comfort and high fun on the 1st and 2d.

The Motor World will acknowledge this kind

invitation through its managing editor, Mr.

R. G. Betts, who sailed on the Etruria on

June 20 to especially represent this paper at

this great road contest.

May the Best Car Win.

May the best car win! and let us now

brace ourselves for the news of the result of

the international cup race. If the word is

that America gets the cup we surely will

need to be braced for the good news, for it

/

is to he confessed that what we hope for is

not an expectation.

It is sincerely to be hoped that the best

car will win the race, because it was for

the purpose of demonstrating each year

which nation is building the best cars that

the race was instituted by the donor of the

challenge cup. The conditions of progress in

automobile making in the various countries

have not been heretofore conducive to the

successful carrying out of this purpose.

France was too far in advance of the others,

and the properly severe rules of the race

prevented close competition until the lag

gards caught up. Now, however , there

seems to be a better prospect than ever be

fore for the race to be decided by the merit

of the cars and the men.

In all competitive sports there are liable

to be victories by “a fluke." An accident not

blamabic to the builder or skipper may pre

vent: the best yacht from winning in a sail

ing race and an unpreventable mishap may

lose the race to a horse who is really the

fleetest. ' In automobile racing there is yet

a larger likelihood of accident than in many

other sports, much as we regret to admit

it, but it is growing smaller so continually,

this likelihood of mishap, that there is sound

reason for the hope that the cup may be

won in a race with the cars running at their

best. It will be little glory to any country

to capture the cup because all the competi

tors of the winner broke down, and it is to

be hoped that the breakdowns will be few.

The course, the cars, the men and the ar

rangements for the contest all encourage the

belief that this year there will be fewer cars

drop out because of being crippled than in

former years, and that the fourth race for

the cup will mark the beginning of a new

era for the contest in which it will be in fact

as well as in name the blue ribbon event of

the automobile world. The chances are

more than ever in favor of a rousing con

test and a victory through merit, and not

"fluke."

With this belief and hope bracing us, we

will receive with grace the news that the

cup goes to France, or Germany, or remains

in England, or comes here, so long as the

account is one of a race in which the best

car won.

So, again, may the best car win!

 

0n Angels.

By "angels" we do not here mean those

seraphlc beings who walk invisibly with hu

man souls. Rather do we, without disre

' spect or the shattering of images, refer to

the "angels" of our country, those creatures

who are "good" merely and purely in the

No doubt some broken

winged bookmaker invented the term after

earthly sense.

the saturnalla of a day when all the favor

ites won.

and tiippancy of the term “angel,” as applied

by the moderns, mark it as the child of a

At any rate, “angel” be

came current coin in the vocabulary of all

The peculiar pertness and patness

mournful moment.

soldiers of fortune. Thus we have "angels"

in the drama, in business, indeed wherever

there is :1 found a man with an idea needing

only money to push it there lurketh an

“angel.”

Here in our automobile world, to fetch the

matter

“angels,” and no doubt we shall continue to

have them until automobilism dissolves into

airshipism. Yes, these gentle beings, ofl

spring of hope, greed and money in triple *

combination, will continue to break in and

equally continue to break out of the auto

mobile field. We are sincerely sorry for

these "angels," so sorry, in fact, that we run

the risk of being misunderstood and mis

judged by speaking.

As publishers of a journal devoted to an

snddenly home, we have had

tomobiling we necessarily welcome into this

field all new capital, all new energy. But

we don’t want that capital lost; we don't

want that energy wasted. New capital and

new energy mean more advertising pages to

us; but we want to see said advertising ac

counts cleanly balanced, not carried to profit

and loss. And, take it'ns a fact, the story

of our ledger, were we less careful, would

be indeed a sorry story, would be a series

of chapters relating how John Jones, with

hope and money, doubled up with Henry

Smith, said Smith possessor of a world-beat

ing devil’h 0r notion, and how their double

turn, calculated to shake the automobile

world to its sub-foundations, created abso

lutely no ripple whatsoever—that is, except

in Joncs‘s bililk account, which was fright

fully sweatcd and shrunk in their brief per

formance. In fact, the turn left Jones in

the hands of his creditors and sent Smith

back to the mechanic‘s bench.

Perhaps it has dawned upon you by this

time that if there is any business on earth

in which you must crawl before you walk—

not to say run—it is this same business of

making motor cars. It takes years to train

a human being to learn enough to earn a iiv-\

ing. It takes years to teach automobile capl

tal to declare dividends. The leakage in

motor-car making is tremendous—the period

of experimentation an inferno, in which capl
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ml and patience disappear in equal propor

tion. ;

Some men think that $10,000, $20,000 or

$30,000 is a goodly sum. It is for certain pur

poses, say, to start a shoe shop or a sash and

blind factory. But In automobile manufact

ure that $10,000 to $30,000 will just about

pay your fare up to the gateway of success

ful and profitable marketing. It will never

pass you Inside, and therefore, having no

more oil, you remain outside the breast—

works.

And surely now it must be plain to you

that we have somewhat of a contempt for

the “angel” who permits himself to be drawn

or shoved into the making end of automobil

ing without carefulest investigation into

what is and what may be, who will invest

his paltry thousands without knowing that

automobile manufacture has already swal

lowed up several hundred such fortunes, and

even at that does not seem at all satiated.

And to put it much more homueopathlc. The

way of the motor car maker is hard. It is

a far cry from the first blow of the whistle

to positive net return—stat! that you can

bank. The little automobile factory costs

big money, The big automobile factory costs

—well, you never can tell. Where the light

Where there is

trade activity there are the moths of trade,

those fellows who become fascinated by the

light, fly into it and are disfigured for life.

- And in trade the light often happens to bc

a man who shows a baleful flame, one of

that kind who have played the star part in

several cloudy failures and who to them

selves have said: “We must seek new fields.

Ah, there's a new crowd. Let us hide there.

There no one shall know, _and it will be a

fresh deal of the cards." Pirates these,

pirates pure and simple, many of them, but

without the black fiag.

Dear angel! Do not think this picture over

dark. We have, as a matter of fact, merely

hinted. We have sketched but lightly. If

you can’t read between the lines, why. come

behind the scenes and be disillusioned. Come

behind, learn what's what, and then, If you

have the necessary, start with our blessing.

But don't attempt to do a man's work with a

child’s arm. Rather keep your little money.

; o away and be happy.

is, there the moths are.

The Marvel of Speed.

That Oldfield flight at Indianapolis—a mile

in 59 3-5—was a marvel.

rather, Mr. Busyman, let us shy a few

thoughts at It for you. This man Oldfield

Think of it—or.

spanned, measured, ate up a mile under 60s,

and folks interested in such things are

mildly Interested and slightly elated. There

is no pulsing oi the bloud, no special excita

bility—we are far too sated for that in these

times.

Forty years ago Morse killed all wonder

with his telegraph. It was the great fact of

the age, and it dwarfed all other brain-tin

glers. It became the standard of comparison

for that generation. Twenty years later Bell

and his telephone did the same for that

era. It was the miracle of its time, and

it dwarfed all other uncommon and extraor

dinary things.

And to-day, now, 1903, the wonder working

Marconi comes, and, by talking round the

world, works a fine piece of necromancy and

cheapest; romance. And when we have di

gested Marconi some favorite child will

startle us with some further leap forward In

nature-knowledge. Yes, indeed, ever since

C. C. fooled the natives with pink heads the

world has been witness of.a succession of

miracles, discoveries and inventions, each the

peerless fact of its epoch.

And thus it comes that we see a man drive

the comparatively newborn automobile round

a. mile circular _dirt track—no polished steel

rails, mind you, stretching away in a bee

line and billiard level—in 59 3-5 seconds; and

we scarcely pause to note it, much less won

der at it. And just think what this means:

Only the great steam horse, the evolution of

three generations, surpasses it, and then only

as an extraordinary test. And, again, stop

and try to realize what such a pace means.

Have you ever ridden madly over one of

those level far Western railway stretches,

train behind time, throttle wide open, and

the telegraph poles slipping wildly, madly,

drunkenly behind you—that is sixty miles an

hour.

And yet, Oldfield, in an automobile, does

this round a mile dirt circle.

could say: “Look out," Oldfield has flashed

over ninety feet, and ninety feet, good

friends, is .nearly one-half of a city block.

While you would be walking that block Old

field would be three-quarters of a mile away.

While you could dine and attend one of those

little empty comic operas, Oldfield, starting

from the Brooklyn Bridge, would have

passed far beyond Boston.

I But the first illustration is. perhapsjthe

best. You see Qldfield coming. He is just

level with you, and you say: “Great Scott!"

and he is half a. block off. We simply can

not realize such peed. Only the stop watch

can comprehend it. And a concluding

While you ‘

thought—where will the 59 3-5 be when the

ideal mile straight-away automobile track is

built?

The Exalted People who govern the parks

of Memphis, ’way down in Tennessee, have

recently been very kind to the automobilists

of that town. Recently it had been proposed

to bar out of the parks all users of motor

cars. But the Exalted Ones said: “Nay, nay.

They shall go into the parks and shall main

tain :1 pace not faster than four miles an

hour." And so the slogan among Memphis

motor car men these days is: “Let's go over

to Overton Park and take a snooze." It is

probable that this law will eventually be re

pealed. At the blasting pace of four miles

an hour the automobilists will not run into

anything, but things will assuredly run into

them; so that in time the Exalted Oncs may

repeal the law.

 
 

The motorist owner of a two passenger

car who does not at some time or other de

sire to carry an extra passenger or passen

gers is an exception to the rule and worthy

of a second glance. Usually he will worry

about the matter until he hits upon some so

lution of the problem. A removable tonneau

body is the best and likewise the must ex

pensive solution, of course. A dos-a-dos

sent or an extra seat in front will do at a

pinch, and is frequently made use of. But

something of the kind most motorists must

have, and only when they get them do they

return to their wonted state of tranquillity.

A good point is made by the chairman of

the contest committee of the Automobile

Club when he suggests that the report of the

manufacturers on the reliability of their own

cars, as demonstrated in a reliability contest

conducted by themselves, will be just about

ns influential with prospective buyers as are

the claims of the various catalogues.

It certainly will be convincing at the shows

to see on the cars medals awarded in the re

liability contest inscribed. “Highest honors;

first class; awarded by ourselves.”

 
 

On Decoration Day the plain but efficient

B. Oldfield put up a new mile track rec

ord, and now on Saturday last at Indianap

olis he shaved his 1:013-5 mile down to

59 3~5, and gave the five-mile record a sound

drubbing. The mile figure is noteworthy as

being the first circular track mile done with

in the mlnute. Thus at the two meets al

ready held the record table has been altered,

which scems to promise an interesting sea

son of record-breaking.
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WORLD’S RECORDS CUT

Oldsfleld Lowers the Figures From One to

Five Miles at Indianapolis.

 

 

-

-___-______+

New Old

record. '

1:01% Oldfield, Empire City, May 30, 93.

2 00% 212% Winton, Cleveland, Sept 16,3:02 338% Winton, Cleveland, Sept. 10, '02.

4:03“; 4:25 “'lnton. Cleveland, Sept. 16,sumo 51.10% \Vlnton, Cleveland, Sept. 10, 'oz.

OLDFIELD'S SEPARATE mass.

1. 59%. 2. noose 3.1mm. 4,1:0196. 5,1100%.

e -+

There were great goings on in Indianapo

lis on Friday and Saturday last, when the

races postponed from Decoration Day were

run off. On Saturday five thousand people

whooped it up while the celebrated barnoy

Oldfield drove his famous Ford car over

the mile clay track in 59 3-5 seconds. thus

creating a new one-mile record for a cir

cular track. This occurred in the second

and final heat of the five-mile race, in which

event Tom Cooper and his “990" largely fig

ured, but not enough to avoid being smoth

ered by Oldfield. After flashing the mile in

59 3-5 and wiping oi! the board the old rec

ord of 1:013~5 made by himself at the Em

pire City track in New York on Decoration

Day, Oldfield maintained his pace and cut

the two-mile record by twelve seconds, the

three miles by sixteen seconds, the four

miles by over twenty seconds and the five

mile record by exactly twenty-six seconds.

The figures. from two miles to five had been

credited to Alexander Winton, and had been

chalked on the board at Cleveland on Sep

tember 16 of last year. Oidfiol-l used. of

course, his 80 h p. Ford car, fitted with

G. &.I. tires.

Oidfleld’s work was, of course, the feature

cf the meet. though there were many other

good things on the menu. The meet, which

was held under the auspices of the Indian

apolis Automobile Association, was fixed for

Friday and Saturday, but on the first day,

after three events had been run. old Jupiter

Pluvius entered himself, and he had a walk

over for the rest of the day. the programme

being called off. Those automobile events

which were not run off on Frlda .1 were adde-l

to Saturday‘s programme, whilo. the mote"

cycle events which were drowned out on Fri

day were abandoned altogether. Mayor

Bookwalter cfliciated as a timer and much

enthusiasm was shown during Saturday‘s

races.

On Friday the track was soft, and the ma

chines Slipped badly on the turns as they

made their preliminary warming up spins.

Friday's summaries:

First race. five JIIIIEB, machines weighing

less than 1.200 pounds—Frank Moore, In

dianapolis, first; H. V. Dixon, Cleveland, sec

ond; Horace Wilcox, Indianapolis, third.

Time. 0:16. Moore drove Earl Kiser’s

Pirate II. '

Second race. motor cycles, two miles. 1:50

Class—1‘1""? Weller, Indianapolis, first;

o't.

 

Harry Miles, Indianapolis, second. Time.

4:10.

'i‘hird race, live miles, 25 horsepower or

under—Earl Fisher. lndianalmlis. first; El- .

nzor Apperson, Kokomo. second; Maurice Dc

rnngo, New York, third. Time, 7:28 2-5.

Bright weather having ensued, the condi

tions were considered perfect for Saturday's

sport. The noteworthy ride. of Oldfield, re

c rded above, was the finishing heat of the

five-mile Oldfield—Cooper match race. in the

first heat Oldfield won in 521725, Cooper

running second in 5:24 flat. in the second

heat, the one in which the record was made,

Cooper finished in 5218. Summary of the

other events:

Five miles, 1,200 pounds, Class I—Firsh'

Earl Kiser, General,

Moore, Oldsmobile,

Moore, Franklin.

I-‘lve miles, no limit to weight—First, Earl

Fisher. Winton, 7:42 2-5; second, Edgar Ap

person, Apperson,; third, Derango. Peerless.

Fisher won by nearly a quarter of a mile.

Five mile handicap—First, Apperson, 30

seconds; time, 7:48 3-5; second, Kiser.

handicap, 1:055; third, Derango, handicap ~10

seconds.

in a mile motor cycle race, added to the

programme, Bert Corbet won in 5:08 1-5. with

Harry Brandt second, in 5:152-5;

Howe. third.

8:41; second, Frank

b24215; third, Job

Harry

 

Fourth of July Meet for Columbus.

The chief topic of discussion at the last

meeting of the Columbus lUbio) A. (‘. was

the feasibility of holding a Fourth of July

meet at the local track. The proposition

submitted by the Driving Park people was

accepted. and the following committee on

meet was appointed: Chairman, W. C. An

derson; William M. Frisbie, Dr. C. A. How

eil. Oscar Lear, \Viliiam Neil, jr., and Will

iam Huston. The Winton, Baker and White

people promised to show their fastest cars

at the meet. At this same gathering the

-~luh roster was increased by several new

members.

Cleveland’s Meet to be in September.

Dates early in September have practically

been decided upon for the 1903 meet of the

Cleveland Automobile Club. As was the

case last year. it will be a two-day affair,

and already promises from some of the most

prominent racing men have been received.

 

Newport to Have Races.

The Newport (Ky) track will shortly be

open for a season of horse racing extending

over 140 days. And note—on Saturdays one

of the six events will» be a race for auto

cars.  

Independence Day Race at Bellport.

The summer residents at I'atchogue. Long

island—some of them—have planned to cele

brate the Fourth by an automobile race at

the Driving Park at Bellport. -

 

Sacramento. (‘nlu reports big interest in au

tomobiling. with recent sales to two physi

cians. 'l‘hon follows a wail about the beast“

ness of the roads of Sacramento County,

UP A SERPENTINE HILL

Pittsburg Witneser its First Contest Amid Rain

—0ne Contestant Wins Two Cops.

 

Rain again marred the pleasure antici

pated in the first hill climbing contest of the

Pittsburg Automobile Club, held last Satur

day. but there was a large attendance of

motorists and those who admire the horse

lcss vehicle, and they were treated to a fine

exhibition in spite of the slippery condition

of the driveway. The course was over 2,204

feet of the serpentine drive in Highland

Park. For a distance of 300 feet it was

practically level, the remaining 1,904 feet

having a grade of more than 6 per cent at

the opening of a curve of 175 degrees, with

a diameter of only 110 feet. From starting

point to finish was a series of grades and

curves, with a total rise of 150 feet. The

test of the climbing ability of the contesting

cars was as severe a one as could be de

vised. There were some exciting incidents.

such as the occurrence of fire in the gaso

lene tank of W. H. Artzberger, the flames

being extinguished without damage; and an

involuntary coast taken by Reuben Miller

in the special trial of speed which followed

the regular contests. The chain of his car

snapped near the end of the course and he

finished with a gravity run. Another feat

tire of the occasion was the number of pro

tests entered. _

The method adopted in the contests was

admirably calculated to obviate possibilities

of accident. Only one car was allowed upon

the course at a time, and went over the

course alone, its time being taken. There

were six classes provided for, a cup being

offered for the wmner in each class. In ad

dition there was a special contest, open to

the two leaders in each class, the prize being

the same as in the class races, there being

thus seven cups in all. A. E. Masten was

the fortunate winner of two of these cups,

heading his class, and also making the best

time recorded for any of the classes. He

might possibly have won a third cup had he

remained to participate in the special con

test. as the prize in that event was won by

A. Id. Turner. who was second to him in the

class race. Turner, however, bettered the

time made by Masten. Both men drove

Peerless ears.

The several classes were arranged as here

stated: Class A, electrics; Class B, steam;

Class C, gasolcne cars weighing less than

1,000 pounds; Class D. gasolcne cars be

tween 1.000 and 2.000 pounds; Class E, gaso

lcne cars weighing over 2,000 pounds; Class

F. special. ‘

Thomas R. Hartley was chairman of the

connnlttce in charge of the event, the other

members being Dr. John A. Hawkins and

George W. Hailman. The judges were W. C.

Temple. R. J. Pollard and Howard Nimlck.

W. H. Keech, Henry G. Wasson and W. 0.

Temple were timers.

Arthur L. Banker entered in Class E a
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32 horsepower Peerless machine, which was

ruled off on the ground that it constituted a

class by itself, being distinctly a racing car.

In an exhibition trial it covered the course

in 1 minute 291~5 seconds. The summary

of the regular contests follows:

CLASS A.——ELECTRICS.

A. L. Banker, Waverly . . . . . . . . . . .. 3:03

W. N. Murray, Studebaker . . . . . . . .. 4:14

H. A. Marlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4:181-5

J. F. Burke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4:34

T. R. Hartley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4:53 4-5

CLASS B—STEAM.

W. H. Artzberger, Foster . . . . . . . . .. 2:121-2

Reuben Miller, Stanley . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:15

Peter Hermes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:48

J. McD. Mashcy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3:44 2-5

CLASS C—GASOLENE, UNDER 1.000

POUNDS.

Dr. Stewart, Northern . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8:37

Ed. House, Oldsmobile . . . . . . . . . . .. 3:39 4-5

J. D. Splane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5:171-5

CLASS D—GASOLENE, BET‘VEEN 1,000

AND 2,000 POUNDS.

F. T. F. Lovejoy, Pierce . . . . . . . . .. 2:29

D. H. Hostetter, Franklin . . . . . . . .. 3:091-5

G. L. Hailman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3:271-5

C. H. Dixon . . . . ..2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:552-5

CLASS E—GASOLENE, OVER 2,000

POUNDS.

F. A. McCune, Darracq . . . . . . . . . .. 2:211-5

W. L. Mellon, Autocar . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:26

Dr. J. A. Hawkins . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:40

Thomas Gutfey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:42 4-5

Clarence Fleming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:493-5

CLASS F.

A. E. Masten, Peerless . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2:11

A. E. Turner, Peerless . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:201-5

A. R. Neel) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:301-5

T. R. Hartley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:48 2-5

*

Days of Grace Have Expired.

On June 14, the thirty day limit set by the

Bailey law for registration of automobiles

and chauffeurs, expired, and the police have

since then been getting more and more par

ticular about looking at cars to see if they

are carrying numbers. In Buffalo Superin

tendent Bull of the police formally notified

the force to be on the outlook for violators

of the law. The order he promulgated was.

“To-morrow we will begin enforcing the

proviions of the new law so far as the reg

istration and numbering are concerned.

Owners and drivers of all motor vehicles

that are not properly numbered will be in

terviewed and requested to produce their

certificates. Upon their claiming to have

made application to the Secretary of State

the officer will take their names and ad

dresses and a description of their vehicles.

The oflicer will also ascertain whether the

operator of the machine is the owner. The

names so obtained will be forwarded to

headquarters each day, and the Secretary of

State will be communicated with to see if

applications for license has really been

made."

So far as known no formal order was

issued to the police in New York City, but

the officers began promptly to hold up cars

not carrying license numbers, and warn

them about the law after inquiring into the

circumstances. The drivers of the electric

delivery wagons for the big department

stores have been subjects of especial atten

tion. It is rumored that nent week the

policy of warning will be discontinued and

arrests will begin to be made.

Aimed Against Trailen.

A "strike" in the Connecticut Legislature

that no one seems to know who is back of

is dangerous as a precedent and vicious in

principle. The Judiciary Committee of the

Senate last week favorably reported a bill

providing that “except for the transporta

tion of agricultural machinery, no motor ve

hicles shall be used on any highway for the

purpose of drawing or propelling other ve

hicles loaded with freight, merchandise or

property." Street railways are exempted

from the operatidn of the measure.

Of course, the passage of such a bill would

have no immediate marked effect. There

are few, if any, business automobiles draw

ing trailers in use, but there is no doubt

there will be in the not very far distant fut

ure. Therefore the bill is both useless and

vicious.

The Hartford Times hits the nail squarely

on the head when it says that “the proposed

law forbidding the hauling of more than one

vehicle by an automobile will come up for

passage in the Connecticut Senate to-mor

row, and the representatives of both the

farming interests and the manufacturers of

the State should see that it is beaten. It

was rushed through the House of Repre

sentatives without discussion. Who is be

hind this undefended and indefensible meas

ure?"

Motor Cars on the Ferries.

A notice has been posted on the bulletin

board at the Automobile Club of America to

inform members that the Hoboken Ferry Co.

has ceased refusing to carry automobiles

containing gasolene, as was told in the Mo

tor World several weeks ago. The notice is

a formal one, printed by the ferry company,

stating that the prohibition would be re

moved after May 15, and that automobiles

carrying gasolene would thereafter be ac

cepted at the ferry, provided any fire that

they might have should be extinguished be

fore boarding the boat and not relighted until

after leaving it. The printed notice was

sent to W. E. Scarritt personally by T. W.

Lee, the general passenger agent, and Mr.

Scarritt had it posted. The Union Ferry Co.,

which controls the Fulton, Wall street,

South, Hamilton avenue and Catharine

ferric. is the only ferrying company oper

ating from New York City that does not

carry automobiles.

Ullca’s Second Club,

Utica automobilists organized a club on the

12th, with the following officers: President,

Edward Bushiuger; vice-president, D. W.

Smythe; secreteary-treasurer, Harry Mundy;

representative to the State Association, A.

.l. Baechle. The club is the second to be

formed in that city.

~MAY GIVEUP CONTESTS

(Continued from page 475.)

run, but, so far as the contest committee is

concerned, it is just where it was two

months ago, before any run under the man

agement of the manufacturers was heard

about. The governors have instructed the

committee to proceed and arrange a run, and

we are proceeding. If the governors say

to change it to a tour, all right; we are not

anxious for the work.

“I can’t see for my part why the manu

facturers should want to have a run of their

own. The club has spent a lot of money in

arranging such affairs, and was prepared to

spend a lot of money on this one. Our idea

was to make it a freer run than former ones,

without so much restriction as to the times

of arriving and departing and without any

noon controls; to have a longer run, and one

that would be more of a test than any pre

ceding afiair has been. Why the manufact

urers should want to shoulder the expense

and trouble I cannot conceive, but we will

not be sorry to be relieved of it. I think they

are foolish, though, for the results of such a

contest conducted by the manufacturers

themselves would not be apt to make the

same impression on the public that it would

if run by the club or some other impartial

body_ The manufacturers want to sell their

machines, and I suppose the run will be a

good advertisement for them. As for what

their cars accomplish in the contest, I fail

to see the value it will have in influencing

people who are prospective buyers. What is

the value of a report on what they think

about themselves and their cars? They

might just as well simply declare that all

they say in their catalogues is true.

“I have written to the president of the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers asking the date of their run, as we

have no desire to clash. It was only Satur

day that I wrote and I have had no reply yet.

After I hear I will be able to talk more defi

nitely about what we will do. We may not

go to Montreal, but to some other city. Even

if we change the character of the run to a

pleasure tour, there will be some feature of

competition retained by keeping a record of

what the cars do.”

Automobile Congress Meet: in Paris.

During the greater part of last week the

headquarters of the Automobile Club of

France were given over to the second annual

Automobile Congress, prominent moto isis

from all over Europe attending, The pro

gramme included a discussion of the best

motors, valves, carburetters, lighting, trans

mission, frames, wheels, brakes, steering

gear, lubricators and bodies.

Glidden Party Sails.

Charles J. Glidden and party sailed from

Boston on Tuesday of this week on the Iver

nia, of the Cunard Line. They go to Ire

land to witness the Bennett Cup race, and

will then tour through Norway and Sweden.
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News of the Oldsmobiles.

A small branch of the Oldsmobile business

has been established at Long Branch, where

a thriving trade is being done. It is chiefly

a garage and repair station, located there in

order to look after the interests of

the numerous Olds customers stopping

at the resort, but it has developed

quite a lively sales business. I. H. Manning,

who was formerly at the station in West

Thirtyleighth-st., New-York, is in charge.

At the Thirty-eighth-st. station of the Olds

mobile a record breaking in the receipt and

delivery of machines has been going on.

For several weeks the popular runabouts

were being received, and delivered at the rate

of thirty a week, and during one fortnight

recently one hundred cars were received in

two weeks and delivered to their purchasers.

The New-York company is now practically

making immediate deliveries, not getting

more than three or four days behind. Hav

ing several places now to look after, R. M.

Owen, the general manager, is dividing his

time between them more, and R. G. Howcll

has been placed in charge of the station in

West Thirty-eighth-st.

 

Across Country in [904 Peerless.

An arduous bit of testing is to be given the

first model of the 1904 Peerless touring car

before the work of proceeding with stock

cars is begun. The new model is now near

ing completion in the shops, at Cleveland,

and is expected to be finished by July 1. It

is a four cylinder, 24 horsepower car, with

mechanically' operated valves. It has three

speeds forwrd and a reverse. The body is a

true King of the Belgians pattern, and very

roomy. As soon as the car is finished, 0. G.

Wridgway, of New-York, is to take it and

make a trip from Cleveland to Chicago, there

to St. Louis and back, all the waym

York.
 

An Olds Indoor Track.

Although the Olds Motor Works have an

outdoor track measuring half a mile, on

which Oldsmobilcs are tested, it is not

deemed sufficient, as it cannot well be used

during inclement weather. The concern has

under contemplation, therefore, a weather

proof testing ground, and plans are now be

ing drawn for it. It is proposed to make a

track of sufiicicnt width for two machines,

with a slant of about 60 degrees from the

level. The structure is to be circular in

form and 150 feet in diamatcr. The archi

tect believes the root can be supported by

a single column in the centre of the build

mg.
 

Make Bodies of Veneer.

One of the concerns making a specialty of

veneer, or built up, wood automobile bodies

is the American Veneer Co., No. 449 Pacific

avenue, Jersey City, N. .I. These are manu

factured in a wide variety of styles, includ

ing both front individual seats and tonneau

rear. So well liked are the goods that the

company has been obliged to increase its

facilities, and it is now prepared to take

care of a large amount of work of the kind.

Baldwin has a New Chain.

In their new model detachable chain the

Baldwin Chain and Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mas, believe they possess an easy winner,

and they launch it with the confident ex

pectation that it will speedily commend itself

to a large number of automobile users.

The design is a marked departure from that

of previous models- While retaining all the

advantages of a detachable chain, with its

case of repair, the flttting of a small spring

on the side of each link imparts to it all the

permanency of attachment of a solid chain,

  

except, of course, when the spring is taken

off. With the springs removed, the chain is

practically identical with the present well

known detachable chain; it is thus impossi

ble for the chain to separate on the road, or

if broken, for any except the broken parts to

separate.

Cut No. 1 illustrates the construction of the

chain. Each pin is riveted at one end and

formed for a detachable connection at the

other. The detachable and free ends come

on opposite sides, so that the pull on the

chain is even, whereas, if both riveted ends

were on the some side and both free ends on

  

the same side, the chain might draw un

evenly.

The small fixture shown ln the cut is a

steel tempered spring, the two jaws of

which set under the head of the pin, and a

small tongue, which slips into the hole in the

side link in which the pin is inserted, there

by holding the free end of the pin in place

in the link. This spring is more accurately

shown in Cut: No. 2.

In Cut N0. 2 is shown a small tool, by

which the small lock spring may be removed

and replaced. These tools will be delivered

with each chain, and, while it is not neces—

sary for removing the spring, it adds very

much to the convenience of handling the

chain. The spring can be removed by any

small tool, like a jackknife or screw driver.

The chain has been exhaustively tested in

actual running, and not the slightest fault

has developed in consequence.

 

Contracts let for Packard Plant,

Contracts have been let for the new plant

of the Packard Motor Car Co. at Detroit,

Mich., and work will be begun on the build

ings at once. They will have three times the

capacity of the Warren plant, and will cover

a plot 400 feet square. Connection with the

Michigan Central Railroad will be made by

means of a side track.

Buekboard Design is! Patented.

While it is popularly supposed that the

buckboard principle is as old as the hills,

and so free for any one to adopt, such is far

from being the case when applied to a motor

vehicle. The makers of the Buckboard, the

Walthum Mfg. Co., are too longheaded not

to protect themselves when bringing out such

a radical departure as this, and they are the

owners of a. very broad patent covering this

popular little car. The claim is a very com

plete one, covering every particular form of

a flexible platform used in conjunction with

a rigid axle, as the following extract from

the patent specification will show:

“In a motor vehicle, the combination of a

motor supported otherwise than upon the

body of the vehicle, an elastic platform which

connects two transverse axles and holds

them in parallelism, a seat mounted on the

platform, wheels on the end of the axles

and means for operating two of said wheels

for the purpose of steering."

The temptation to produce a low priced ve

hicle of this sort may be very tempting, but

the existence of this patent may well cause

those seized by it to pause. The Waltham

company announce that they will vigorously

enforce their patent rights, and this will

prove an additional deterrent.

 

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Banker.

Some branches of the automobile trade are

very dull these days, and some arms of it

having been going to waist. It is the proper

season for vacations and bridal trips, and

Cupid seems to have been putting in his full

share of time among the branches and arms

of the industry. Following the news of last

week that W. E. Metzger has signed papers

with a new partner in the form of a matri

monial contract, comes the news that George

A. Banker, of Banker Bros., agents for the

Peerless cars, has decided to tiepart from the

life of single blcssedness and take unto

himself a partner to double his joys and cut

his woes in twain.

The wedding occurred at New Haven, at

the home of the bride, Miss Marie Pommery,

at high noon on Wednesday, and Mr. and

Mrs. Banker left at once on their honeymoon

trip.
 

Owosso Enters Auto Field.

Owosso, Micll., people were surprised last

week when Secretary Erbslcy of the Owosso

Carriage Co. appeared on the' streets

in an automobile the company will here

after manufacture. The company has been

experimenting with the car for the last

ten months, and the test, the first in pub

lic, was entirely successful.

It the car, which is a 12 horsepower tour

ing car, seating four people, provcs the suc

cess anticipated, the making of carriages '

and cutters will, it is stated, be discontinued

within a few months.

 

Freeport, 111., has a new dealer, C. 0. Shoe

maker. He ls located on Mechanic street,

and his first lot was a freight-car-load.
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PORTO RICO ALLURES

Magnificent Macadam Roads Oiier Fine Field

for Transportation Vehicles.

 

 

San Juan, P. R., June 6.—The advent of

Americans and American ways in Porto

Rico is doing much to bring about the ad

vancement of the island, and place it abreast

of the times, although the indolence so com

, mon to all tropical countries is hard to over

come. V

The magnificent macadam roads, winding

on easy grades through glorious scenery

have heretofore been given up to ox teams

with their clumsy two-wheeled carts, or the

picturesque pack horse with his wicker pau

niers surmounted by a contented negro,

puffing the ever present cigarette. Time,

for the average native, does not exist,

“mahana” (to-marrow) being his watch

word, and his motto, “Never do to-day what

you can put off till to-morrow." Like the

Irishman who did not fix his leaky roof

when it rained for fear of getting wet, nor

when the sun shone, because then it did not

need it, they live happily in to-day, leaving

for “mafiana” the evil thereof.

No wonder, then, that the proposition of an

American firm to transport the United

States mail from San Juan to Ponce by au

tomobiles, instead of the slow going, hell

bedeckcd coaches, hauled by bony, mis

erable looking ponies, was regarded with

keen suspicloll and stern opposition. How

ever, the Automobile Company of Porto

Rico persisted ill their efforts, and while to

them is due the credit of the inrtoduction of

the auto, to them is also due the failure of

the attempt; due entirely to mismanagement

and lack of proper foresight.

The mail contract, amounting to $12,000

per anuum, was easily secured, and the com

pany at once placed in operation a daily line

of automobiles, leaving Ponce and San Juan

in the morning, and passing each other at

Aibonito, a little town crowning the summit

of the mountain range, 3,000 feet above the

sea.

Over 200 tons of mail per annum was to

be transported a distance of 82 miles, cross

ing from San Juan, the northern seaport,

some miles of rolling country, then over a

mountain range to Ponce, the southern sea

port oi‘ the island. The company. however,

placed ill operation nothing but ligllt. 4 to S

horsepower runabouts, which soon proved

totally inadequate to the demands made

upon them, soon breaking down under the

heavy loads and constant overpressure

necessary. Some six months of constant

trouble, many breakdowns and regular fall

ing behind ill the time specified ill their con

tract resulted in the government's cancelling

their contract, although they had just prior

to that time secured two heavy, mountain

climbing machines of 16 horsepower, wnicll

\verc doing the work With ease.

From one end to the other the road is

smooth as a floor, and. ave in the heart of

the mountains, the grades are easy. Palms

of all kinds _line the way, sprinkled here and

there with golden yellow oranges and man

goes, while the brilliant crimson of the cof

fee berry shines like iiery eyes among the

vivid greens of the foliage.

While it is true that automobiling has re

ceived a black eye here, there is no doubt

of its feasibility when proper machines are

used; and a moderate priced auto line from

San Juan to Ponce would be well patronized,

besides carrying the mall,

A similar line running from Camuey to

Aguadilla, where Columbus made his first

landing in the island, would be a good pay

ing line; especially as the mail contract

could be secured with ease, the present

mode of transportation being slow and un

satisfactory_ The road. like that to Ponce,

is magnificent, being well macadamized and

kept in perfect condition, offers no obstacles

that proper machines would not laugh at.

Another beautiful road, easily practicable

for automobiles, is that from Arecibo, a sea

port and railroad town on the north coast,

to Utuado, an interior town of considerable

prominence. The entire distance of sixteen

miles lies over a splendid macadam road

that winds along the valley of the Arecibo

River, through glorious tropic scenery.

Here also the mail service could easily be

obtained, much dissatisfaction being ex

pressed with the present slow method of

delivery.

Hundreds of thousands of dollars are

being spent annually in the construction and

maintenance of first class macadamized

roads, and it is only a question of a year or

so before the island will be circled and

crossed and recrossed with roads that will

be ideal for auto travel.

The firm of enterprising Americans who

will enter the field with proper machines,

and place one or two transportation lines in

operation will be richly rewarded for their

trouble and find, as the island opens up and

the people become used to the better method

of travel offered by the automobile, a large

field for both business and pleasure ma

chines.  

Thc Guolene Fumes Topcr.

Much has been said about the temptation

the alcohol driven car presents to the im

pecunious toper, who, deprived of ills ac-.

customed libatlous, will go to almost any

length to satisfy his raging thirst. Even de

naturalized alcohol is not safe from him, it

' is said. Now some one has discovered that

gasolene aifords a vehicle for the hard drink

er. To inhale the fumes from gasolene tanks

and get into a hopeless state of intoxication

is said to be a new and delightful form of

recreation with some car drivers. Tile same

end can be achieved by dipping a mg in

gasoiene and using this as “smelling salts,"

 

St. Paul folks want a motor ’bus line to

Minnehaha Falls, :1 popular resort. At pres

ent the trip is made by the street railway.

and it is circuitous and lingering.

NEW PANHARD RACER

Slanted Motor and Immense Hood are two of

its 'Notable Features.

Piqued, apparently, by their fiasco in the

Paris-Madrid race, where their vehicles made

a lamentable showing, the Panhard-Levas

sor firm made great preparations to regain

their laurels in the Ardennes Circuit.

They brought out a new type of car especial

ly for this race, its salient features being

the imme'nsely long bonnet and the down

ward slant glvcn the front of the engine.

The latter is slung by strong eyes to trans

verse rods across the frame, this being done

to allow of a very large sized flywheel being

used.

Both induction and exhaust valves are me

chanically actuated, the glands for the ex

haust lifting rods being of considerable.

length. The water space around the upper

part of the cylinders, which are each sep

arately bolted to the crank chamber, is

formed of a convoluted gun metal sleeve,

but the cylinder heads and valve chambers

are formed with water spaces of their own.

The walls of the piston are lightened by each

having four large holes drilled in it, and the

four connecting rods are made hollow for

the same reason. There is a long bearing

between each crank, and the crank chamber

is divided internally into follr compartments

by diaphragms to retain the oil, which other

wise, owing to the forward tilt, would only

serve the front crank bearing. The cylin

ders are fed from one hot water jacketed

Krebs carburetter having one jet only. Each

cylinder has its own separate exhaust pipe,

delivering into a horizontal exhaust box.

which is not a silencer. ,

The half-time induction shaft has a sliding

rod within it, which so acts upon the ludue

tion valve cams when drawn out that com

pression is largely reduced for starting the

engine. The flywheel is not coued on its

rear face, as usual, but has a parallel rim.

on the interior periphery of which are cut

four deep slots. The clutch is formed of two

members, one running loose on the clutch

shaft. with feathers engaging with the fly

wheel slots already mentioned, and coned

internally to take the driven member which

slides on, but is fast to the clutch shaft in

the usual way. . '

The pressed steel frame has been formed

with all necessary brackets, and is carried

on 920x120 driving and 810le steering

wheels.
 

“Effect of High Speeds.

If a racing motorist is not to have his neck

wrenciled he must be provided with a wind

shield. Henry Fournier describes the air

pressure. at very high speeds (between eighty

five and ninety-five miles an hour) as being

so strong as to cause. difficulty in keeping

the head from being wrenched back. He

sisting such a force takes seriously from the

“level lleadedness" essential to great speeds.
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Automobiling in Porto Rico.
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A STRUGGLE 0F TITANS

(Continued from page 476.)

perior staying powers. This year, too, finds

three teams in addition to the French en

trants, produced in their entirety in England,

Germany and the United States, respective

ly. The seed planted in 1900 has borne

fruit.

The rules are lengthy, yet concise, and

cover every point likely to arise. Summar

ized, they provide that every foreign club

recognized by the Automobile Club of France

may challenge the holder of the'cup. This

includes the clubs of Belgium, Austria,

Switzerland, Turin, Great Britain, Germany

and America. All challenges for the race

must be made before January each year, and

a deposit of $600 must accompany the chal

I'
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ALEXANDER WINTON'S 80 H. P. FLYER.

lenge, which will be refunded it one repre

sentative of the challenger starts in the race.

Each club may be represented by one, two

or three vehicles, at its option. It is in no

sense a team race.

The representatives of each country are

not scored as a team, but as individual com

petitors. The man who wins the race wins

tor his country, although his two fellow

countrymen tail to finish and the three of

some other country finish right behind him,

Every part, including accessories on each

machine, must be made in the country it

represents. The holder of the cup has the

right to select the course, which must not

be shorter than 550 kilometres nor longer

than 650 kilometres—341.55 miles to 403.65

miles. The date of the race must be be—

tween May 15 and August 15, the exact time

to be named by the club holding the cup.

The operators of the machines must be mem

bers of the club they represent.

The cars must not weigh less than 500

kilograms nor more than LOGO—881.84 and

2,204.60 pounds. The competitors must be

started one at a time at two minute inter—

vals, first a member of the club holding the

cup, then a representative of each of the

others in the order in which their challenges

were received.

This year the interest of America in the

race is commanded because it is the first

time that this country has formally chal

lenged for the cup and had a full team regu

larly entered in the race. Once before, in

the year it was first run, America was rep

  

PERCY OWEN'S 40 H. P. WINTON.
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resented, but then it was by an individual

competitor, Alexander Winton, and he was

compelled to abandon the contest without

finishing because of an accident.

The race was instituted in 1900, when

James Gordon Bennett presented the cup

to the Automobile Club of France, with the

condition that it was to be a perpetual chal

lenge trophy for a road race open to all na

tions having automobile clubs recognized by

the Automobile Club of France. In the first

race France had it all her own way. The

race was run on the road from Paris to

Lyons, and always has been considered to

have been largely a fizzle. The distance was

353% miles. Charron, the Frenchman, won

in 9 hours and 9 minutes, with a Panhard.

his speed averaging 38.45 miles an hour.

Girardot was second, and was the only other

competitor to finish. Winton (America), Jen

atzy (Belgian) and De Knytf (France) all had

accidents and had to quit.

In 1901 the race was run in conjunction

with the Paris-Bordeaux event on May 29.

and again it was practically a failure. from

the standpoint of furnishing good compe

tition and a spectacle. Only one of three

Englishmen entered for the race put in an

appearance. That one was S_ F. Edge, but

he was unable to get to Paris with his Eng

lish tires, and having no time to get fresh

ones trom home he put on French tires. That

barred him from the race. The Germans

were unable to get German made bodies fit

ted to their cars in time for the race, and

so it was started with three Frenchmen in

it—Charron, in a 24 horsepower Panhard;

Levegh, in a Mors, and Girardot, in a Pan

hard. Charron and Levegh broke down and

Girardot finished alone in a crippled condi

tion. He made the 327% miles in the net

time of 8 hours 50 minutes 50 seconds, or at

about the rate of thirty-seven miles an hour.

Last year the race was run in connection

.uf -

  

LOUIS P. MOOERS.

with the Paris-Vienna contest, the cup race

finishing at Innsbruck, a distance of about

379 miles. S. F. Edge, of England. was the

only competitor not of France. The other

contestants were Girardot, Fournier and De

Knyfi'. Fournier and Girardot broke down

before completing halt the journey. Edge

had only a 30 horsepower Napier, while De

Knytl’s Panhard was twice as powerful.

The English machine proved the more re

THE_MOOERS-PEERLESS 80 H. P. RACING CAR.

liable, however, for De Knyt’f broke

down near the finish, when he was so far

ahead in the race that he seemed a sure

winner, and Edge finished the race alone

and won the trophy_

When S. F. Edge, in an English car, the

Napier, won the cup last year by defeating

singiehandcd the three competing French

men. it took a little time tor Englishmen to

realize their good fortune, just as it did the
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Frenchmen to become cognizant of the ex

tent of their loss. Consequently it was not

until some weeks after the headlong rush

down the Austrian Alps that the question of

a course for the 1903 race was raised. Then

some brave soul—there are now several

claimants for the honor—hazarded the sug

gestion that it would be a good idea to run

it in Great Britain. With the twelve mile

maximum speed law and English conserva

tism to face, however, that country was

never seriously considered. Instead, Ireland

was suggested, and upon being viewed in a

variety of aspects, it seemed a good sugges

tion. 'i‘herenpon a discussion as to ways and

means arose, and the more the matter was

argued the more strength the project ac

quired. The gain to the British motor in

dustry from an event of the character was

painted in glowing colors, and the impor

tance of the contest viewed solely as a sport

ing event was touched upon.

LIKE AFRICA IN OUTLINE.

Finally it was decided to ask Parliament to

authrrize the race, and the government, look

ing upon it as a good way to obtain, or re

tain, lrish support. consented. No opposition

of real moment was encountered, and the bill

passed both houses amid pretty general com

mendation. The evident desire of the French

club to have the race again run in France

probably had something to do with this.

Permission once obtained, British and Irish

motorists set about selecting the best ob

tainable course. One starting some thirty

miles from Dublin was favored from the

start. and, after a number of minor changes

had been made the present route was defl

nitcly decided up n.

In outline it somewhat resembles an out

line map of Africa, but it is separated into

two parts, which are known as the major

and the minor loop. it is about forty-five

miles around the smaller loop and 102%

miles around them both, and there is a di

viding stretch of about thirteen miles that

must be covered six times in going three

times around the combined loops. The. small

loop will be covered first, and then the race

will go three times around the loops com

bined. As measured by a surveyor, the total

distance will be 368 miles 765 yards.

DETAILS OF THE COURSE.

The start is made from near Old Kilcullen.

The small loop is then made by Carlow and

Athy back to the start, an irregular triangle.

Then the big loop is made. from Old Kilcul

len by Monastcrevan. Stradbally. Athy and

Ballyshannon. It is the stretch between

Athy and Old Kilcullcn that must be cov

ered six times. The race is expected to last

between seven and eight hours. It will be

started at 7 o‘clock on the morning of July 2.

The. country in which the course is laid is

smoooth and undulating. There are few

steep bills, but many long aml gentle slopes. .

admirably suited for fast racing. The. roads.

it not as slraight as the li‘rcnch roads, are

n-markably straight for Ireland, and there

are at least three such perfect stretches of

H‘Vt‘i'il] miles as could hardy be bettered in

the United Kingdom. Mr. Edge expresses the

opinion that, as regards both straightness

and surface. the course compares favorably

with that on which he won the cup last year.

The special commission in a run around

the course not only settled the course, but

fixed controls. arranged for necessary repairs

and alterations. and chose spots for the red

tings that will mean stop and the green

flags that will mean g0 slowly. Every foot

of the road was carefully noted

DANGER POINTS MARKED

The commission has marked several per

manently dangerous spots with flags, and

many others, more amenable to treatment,

will be eliminated before the race by the

county surveyors. The repairs which have

bcen undertaken are principally rolling the

roads to a perfect surface, rounding off bad

corners and levelling up the road on each

side of the little bumpy culverts, which are

so common in Irish country districts. These

culverts present no dangers to slow touring

cars, but they provide racing cars moving at

the rate of forty yards a second, with a

“jump off" for leaps of thirty or forty feet

through the air. The cost of all these re.

pairs. which will be considerable, will be

largely met by the British Automobile Club,

but it is hoped that the county councils and

other public bodies in Ireland will make con

tributions.

Controls—that is to say, spaces through

which the cars will have to proceed slowly

under supervision of racing officials—have

been arranged at (.‘asuedermot, Carlow,

Athy and Kildare, six in all, since the con

trol at Athy will come into force twice in

each time around.

THE ME)? IN THE RACE

In the personality of the men who are to

o} erate the competing ca rs is found much of

interest. One circumstance especially note

woxthy is that nearly every one of them was

formerly prominent in bicycling. either as a

lacing man, manufacturer tr road rider, and

several of them were formerly champion

racers on the bicycle. Another point of note

is that on the team representing America

there is one British subject, Mr. Winton.

\\ me (in the German team there is one prom

inent American. Foxhail Keene.

The teams as named, with the identifying

colors assigned for their cars, are as fol

lows:

American (red)—Alexander “'inton. Win

ton cur; Percy Owen, “'inton car, and Louis

l’. Mooers. Peerless car_

English (green)—S. F. Edge, Napier car;

('harlcs .larrott, Napier car, and .l. \V.

Stocks, Napier car.

French (blue)—Réné de KnyflL Panhard

car: Maurice. Farmnn, Panhard car, and

M; Gabriel, Mors car.

German (whitc)—Bar0n de Caters, Merce

des car: Foxhall Keene, Mercedes car, and

Jcnatzy. Alert-mics car.

ALEXANDER WINTON.

Beginning with the Americans, Alexander

Winton, of Cleveland, was formerly the man

ufacturer of the Winton. bicycle, and wa

one of the pioneers in the automobile indus

try in this country. Heis a medium sized.

wiry man of nervous temperament. He was

born in Scotland forty-three years ago, and

came to America about twenty years ago.

He began by taking charge of a marine en

gine shop. and a little later engaged in bi

cycle making at Cleveland, Ohio. In 1895

he began building gasolene automobiles and

exploiting them. He was the .irst man to

attempt a demonstration of the utility of the

automobile by making long trips across the

country in one. In 1899 he made the trip

from (‘leveland to New York in three days

and a half. At about the same time he

began to be conspicuous as a record maker

on the racetrack. Until May 30 of this year

he held the American record of 1:021/4 for a

mile on the track. He still has the record

of the best time ever made on a straight

away conrsc by an American car, through

having driven his "Bullet" racing car a mile

on the beach at Orniond, Fla., in 52 1-5 sec

onds on March 28 of this year.

MOOERs AND OWEN.

Loris P. Mooers, of Cleveland, is a Yankee.

with the reputation of being an exceptionally

clever mechanic and a daredevil in motor

car operating. Like Winton, he is the de

signer of the car he will drive, and knows

its every peculiarity as a yachtsman knows

his boat. Mr. Mooers was born in Massa

chusetts thirty ‘years ago, and looks the

clever. reckless, sport loving individual that

he is. Mooers also was formerly a bicycle

builder in a factory at New daven. and is

now the designer of the Peerless Motor Car

Co. 4

Percy Owen, of New York. is a typical city

man. whose quiet. affable gentility conceals

great quantities of daring and courage.‘ He

was lorn at Oswego. N. Y.. in 1875, and

drifted from the insurance business into that

of automobiles, becoming the New ‘York

manager of the Winton Motor Car Co. He

is a popular member of the New York Ath

letic Club, as well as of the Automobile Club

of America, and is the winner of many

trophies in automobile racing. He holds a

rezord for a mile in 12171-5 for gasolene

cars weighing between 1.000 and 2,000

pounds. and also the kilometre record, for

the same class, of 47 seconds, both being

made. on Staten Island on May 31, 1902.

ENGLISHMEN THREE.

The holder of the much prized trophy,

the English team has been selected with ex

treme care. and its composition is such that,

it machines back up men, it should have a

“look in" at the finish.

Selwyn F. Edge, thrice entrant, twice con

testant and once victor in the cup races, is an

old bicycle racing man, now the head and .

front of the big Napier firm. coolness and

resourcefulness rather than dash mark him.

llc emulated the tortoise in last year‘s race.

and crawled home while his three French

competitors came to grief one after an

other.

Charles Jarrott is a graduate of the same

school as Edge, and his automobile racing
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career has been quite as varied. His atti

tude, mental and physical, is expressed in his

pithy remark quoted in these columns a few

weeks ago, “The overcautious man never

gets there; the overreckless man comes to

grief." Jarrott won the Ardennes Circuit

race last year, and made second best time to

Bordeaux in the unfinished ParisMadrid

race. _

J. W. Stocks, third member of the team,

has done infinitely more racing on bicycles

and motorcycles than on automobiles. But

he was a noted champion, heady and plucky.

and he has done enough speeding with the

four wheeled vehicle to prove his calibre in

the new field.

CHAMPIONS OF LA BELLE FRANCE.

To the French motorist the Bennett Cup

is the apple of his eye.- Winner in two con

tests, be was disagreeably surprised to find

it wrcstcd from him- last year, especially as

it was by What he regards a fluke. Conse

quently he seeks to regain the cup with all

the ardor of the Gallis nature.

Fernand Gabriel. who flashed over the

“great white road" to Bordeaux in faster

time than any other motorist on that fate

ful May 24, is undoubtedly France's premier '

racing man. His eleventh hour selection to

take Henry Fournicr’s place on the team is

referred to elsewhere, and denotes the esti

mation in which he is held. He, too, raced

on a bicycle before the motor claimed him,

and perhaps no man in the world to-day sur

passes him in the qualities which will tell

most on July 2. Daring to a remarkable de

gree, be yet shows no marked evidences of

the undue recklessness which Jnrrott dep

recates. ~

Réné de Knyff, chevalicr of French motor~

ists, won his first great triumph in 1898.

when he won the Paris-Bordeaux race, and

followed it by annexing the “Tour de

France” in the iol‘owing year. Temporarily

eclipsed by Fournier. winner of the 1901

Paris-Berlin and Paris-Bordeaux, he came to

the front again last year, when he almost

won the Bennett Cup for France. On the

last stage his Panhard car went wrong, and

Edge passed him and reached Vienna first.

De Iinyff tempers during with discretion,

but is scarcely less formidable on that ac

count.

Henri Farmnn, third and last of the team,

is one cf the two Fnrmnn brothers famous

in French racing annals. llc run second to

the late Maurice Itcnnult in the Paris

Viennn race of 1902. and was the victor in

a number of less notnblc events.

TWO GERMANS AND A YANKEF.

Good drivers as the Germans possess, it is

their cars more than the drivers that have

so far writtcn‘their names on the roster of

fame. 01‘ their three men two are foreign

ers, one, Kcenc. an American, and a second.

Jenntzy, a Frenchman. This ycnr thcy corn

pctc for the cup for the first timc, tin-cc

Mcrccdcs cars having hecn sclcctod.

Baron dc Caters participated in the Ar

dennes Circuit last year, but struck another

car in trying to pass it and had a narrow

escape from death. He has driven in other

big races, but never scored heavily.

M. Jenatzy’s name has long been a familiar

one in French annals. He was well up in

front in the Ardennes Circuit, when a wheel

broke and caused the car to overturn, cut

ting its driver up considerably.

Foxhall Keene has during the last three

years started in a number of races, both in

this country and Europe, but has failed to

place any victories to his credit, In other

lines of sport he has proved himself to be

daring and skiiful, and it may be that it is

reserved for this important contest for him

to win similar honors in automobiling.

The race will be started at 7 a. m. It has

bcen decided that S. F. Edge, as holder of

the cup, will start first with his green Napier

racer, which will be known as British No. 1.

The second to leave will be Réné de Knyfl,

on his blue painted Prinhard, the French No.

1. The third machine to start will be an

American. The German, being the last to

challenge, their No. 1, a white painted Mer

cedes car, probably driven by Baron de Ca

te.s, will start fourth. The fifth machine

will be British No, 2, the sixth will be French

No. 2, the seventh will be American N0. 2,

and so on.

CUP RACE CARNIVAL.

In connection with the big race the com~

mittee of the Automobile Club of Great Brit

nin and Ireland has arranged a fortnight of

sport. the programme for which is as fol

lows:

Wednesday, July l—Exhibition of compet

ing cars at Earlsfort Rink, Dublin, open from

4 p. In. June 30 to 4 p. m. July 1; weighing

01' the racing cars.

July 2—International cup race.

July 3—Gymkana at Phrnnix Park, Dublin,

and torchlight procession to Castle at night.

July 4—Specd trials in Phoenix Park, Dub

iin.

Monday, July fi—Tour to Newcastle and

Belfast,

July 7—F0ur miles time test at Newcastle.

Hill climbing trial for Henry Edmunds's

trophy.

July S—Rcturn to Dublin.

July ii—Stnrt for Cork.

July iO—Arrival at Cork. Eliminating race

for motor boats at Qllcenstown in morning.

Sprcl or hill climbing trial at Cork in at

ternoon.

July il—Motor boat race. for Hnrmsworth

t‘up at Queenstown.

Monday. .luly lii—Sturt of tour through

beautiful scenery of the south.

July 14—Arrlvnl at Killurncy.

July iii—Hill climbing trial on the Kilorg

Iin-Trnlcc road for the (‘ounty of Kerry (‘np

and termination of the official tour.

Sleep there.

 

Special Cloclu for Cup Race ~

Spccinl madc clocks arc to bc. used in tim

in': thc Bennett (‘np rncc. In thcsc clocks,

which are thc work of n wcll known Lon

don firm, the case is of brass. the dinructcr

twelve inches and the din] ten inches. The

movement 18 so constructed as to withstand

vibration, with a lever cscapement so that

the clock will go in any position. The dial

is most distinctly and accurately marked,

the important feature in this clock being

the addition of a centre second hand. These

clocks are to be used at the entrances and

exits of the controls, and by having the

centre seconds the timekeeper can take times

to one-fifth of a second.

Americans aim Race.

Among the members of the Automobile

Club of America who are expected to be at

the scene of the Bennett Cup race are A. It.

Shattuck, president of the club; Colonel John'

Jacob Astor, Clarence Gray Dinsmore, J.

Howard Johnson. Courtlandt: Field Bishop,

David Wolfe Bishop, Charles J. Glidden,

Lloyd Warren, John A, Hill, W. K. Vander

bilt, jr., B. M. Baruch, Isaac L. Rice and M.

D. Chapman.

 

Gabriel's Appointment Popular.

The substitution of M. Fernand Gabriel for

M. Henri Fournier as driver of the More car

in the Bennett Cup race, which took place

this week, has been the subject of much

gossip in Paris, but the concensus of auto

mobilist opinion there is that the More has

the best French driver.

 

‘ No Founder-Winton Race.

Lust winter, during the show in Madison

Square Garden, the Motor World gave notice

that some good advertising was being done

by press agents through the medium of

blustering challenges and dofianccs. Final

ly Fournicr was reported to have signed to

race Alexander Winton at the Empire City

track, New York, on July 25. This week the

Empire City Trotting Club gave notice that

th race was off. It seems that Mr. Winton

never signed to race with Fournier, and be

fore leaving for Europe he took occasion to

remark that he had no race on with the

Frenchman. The promoters of the contest

went ahead in arranging a race for Mr. Win

ton with thc lattcr's press agent. (‘. B.

Shanks, The negotiations served all the pur

loscs of publicity quite well. There will be

:1 race mect at tho lihnpirc (‘ity truck on July

23'», anyway.

Having Fun With Gates?

Parisian motor car dcnlcrs and makers, ac

cording to rumor, rcccntly had some fun, 0"

thought they had. with our famous fellow

citizen. John W. Gntcs. On a previous trip

Mr. Gates got into is Inc sort of pothcr with

a Paris automobile maker. with the not re

sult that on his info visit the entire Paris

nutomobiic trudc decided to blacklist Gates

and to bar him from sale '1' hire—so ‘tls said.

But. taking into account (intcs‘s ingenuity,

his checkbook and French cupidity. ‘tls

doubtless if thc boycottcc did much walking

while in thc Frcnch cupltnl. (Inc can hcnr

ihc l~‘rcnch (lcnlcr say: “Son. 1 will not rcnt

or soil Mr. Gates; but to his fricn *uh! znt

ccz dlifcrcnt."
 

The membership of tho new Automobile

Cll b of Buffalo, N. Y., has reached 217.
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PHILIPPINES NEEI) AUTOS

Peculiar Transportation Methods and Good Roads

Make Motor Vehicles Desirable.

The Bureau of Insular Affairs at Washing

ton has received the annual report oi! A. U.

Betts, Governor of the Province of Albay,

P. 1., for 1902, in which he says there is a

great opening for automobiles in his part

of the Philippines.

The pressing demand for transportation

has resulted in the establishment of stage

lines and the introduction of bicycles and

automobiles, which are now running on the

public highways. Four hundred of the for

mer have been imported into the province

during the year.

The road between Legaspi and Ligao,

which passes through the centre of the great

hemp country, was practically completed

during the early part of the year. The enor

mous traffic, however, passing over this high

way made it necessary, in order to maintain

it in passable condition, to eliminate the

antiquated bull cart. The Provincial Board

therefore prohibited their passing over the

road, and made it obligatory to use carts

with modern wheels, movable on axle and

with a tour-inch or greater tread.

These restrictions crippled the transporta

tion facilities for a short time, but suitable

wheels were quickly imported, and the in

convenience at first experienced was readily

compensated for by not only the preserva

tion of the highways, but also by the amount

of cargo the carts were able to carry.

_It formerly required three days for a cart

drawn by three bulls to make a trip over the

full length of the road, while, with modern

carts on the new highway, the trip can now

be made in one day, using only two bulls

and carrying 50 per cent more cargo.

When these facts became evident no fur

ther argument was necessary to induce the

cart owners to purchase modern equlpage.

It has been estimated that the saving in the

cost of transportation over this highway in

one year only, as contrasted with former

conditions, amounts to $720,000, local cur

rency. 'l‘his saving to the people oi! the prov

ince has been etfccted in one year through

an expenditure for the maintenance of this

highway of about $07.93!). local currency.

There has been imported into the province

during the last year about 5,000 cartwheels

of modern construction.

The question of transportation still remains

one of the most important problems to deal

with in the province. The greater portion

of this year the average price for a bull cart

per day has been $40, local currency, while

the avcragc cost of a carromata has been

$25, The great demand for transportation

is for moving the hemp from the interior

down to the. seaports and taking rice and

mcchandisc from the ports to the interior.

There were shipped from too port of Legaspi

this year about 344,270 piculs of hemp and

455,770 piculs of rice entered the same port.

This great demand for transportation and

the excessively high price charged has in

duced outside capital to bring into the prov

ince modern traction engines. These have

an 18-inch tread, while the cars used in

their trams have an 8-inch tread, causing,

therefore, but little damage to the highways.

One of these engines has been known to

transport at one trip 260 piculs of hemp, or

an amount that would require about forty

bull carts to transport.

The exportation of hemp from this prov

BAILEY LAW PICKINGS
 

Secretary of State has Increase in Receipts due

to Auto Registration Fees.

Secretary oi! State O‘Brien 0! New York

has found that the Bailey law will add con

siderably to the earnings of hi ofiice. Dur

ing the last month the receipts of the de

partment were the largest in its history, ag

gregating $7,764, as against earnings or

 

     

 

Scene of the Mecredy-Percy Automobile Camp, Near Ithy, on the Gordon~Bennett Course.

ince during the year has been in the neigh

borhood of 500.000 piculs, for which the peo

ple have paid about $12,500,000, local car

rency. The production of ylang-ylnng for

the year just closed was valued at about

$55,000, copra at $300,000 and sinomay at

$3,250,000. In closing Mr. Betts says:

“This province opens a wonderful field for

the introduction of American supplies and

implements, and it is sincerely hoped that

American lnanui'm-turers and merchants will

take advantage of these new markets."

 

“How to Drive a Motocycle." See “Moto

cycles and How to Manage Them.” $1. The

Goodman 00., Box 649, New York. "'

$6,017.64 for the corresponding month last

ycar and $3,885.61 in 1809, showing that the

earnings have practically doubled in five

years.

Considerable of last month’s Increased

earnings were due to the issuance of auto

mobile certificates under the Bailey law.

Since this law went into effect, on May 15,

the Secretary of State has issued in the

neighborhood of 2,000 automobile certificates

at $1 each, this number including about 500

operators‘ certificates. The certificates are

being issued at the rate of about a hundred

daily.

Ilarry D. Corey, the. Well known Boston

banker motorist, is among the Americans

who will witness the Bennett Cup race.
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MAKES PERMANENT RECORD

French Speed Indicator That Shows Length of

Trip, Time and Speed Rate.

All motorists who have had experience

with speed indicators have recognized the

desirability—almost the necessity—of a

method of construction that would enable a

permanent record of the speed to be made,

It frequently happens that such a record

would prove of great value, as, the accuracy

of the instrument admitted, it would estab

lish beyond a cavil the reliability of the mo

torist’s statements. A recording instrument

is therefore doubly useful. It obviates the

necessity of guessing at one‘s speed, and it

preserves a record of the rate of speed from

the time the car starts until it stops.

An instrument which accomplishes all this

is the Improved Speed Indicator, a new im

portation of Charles E. Miller, No. 97 Reade

street, New York. Its mechanism consists of

a shaft with a transmission pulley connected

to the wheel by a flexible shaft connection,

and the indicator is arranged with internal

gear, according to the sized wheel the in

strument is to be used for. It has two ec

centrics for the automatic winding up of

the apparatus while the car is moving. The

shaft is fitted with a worm gear which oper

ates the clockwork and records on the coil of

paper the rate of speed at which the car is

travelling per hour, while the indicating

hand shows on the dial the exact speed at

which it is travelling. The dial is gradu

ated from 0 to 60 kilometres per hour, and

the hand indicates the speed every three

seconds by means of a pin which perforates

the strip of paper. The kilometre apparatus

punctures on a red line by means of a pin

which perforates the strip of paper. The

kilometre apparatus punctures every 250

metres, so that four punctures equal one

kilometre, as shown in the above diagram.

The paper roll, which is 25 metres long, is

sufficient for 80 hours, and is transported

by two rollers independent of the clock

work, whlch at the same time indicates the

minutes. This instrument records the speed

by a line drawn on the paper, rising and

falling according to the rate of speed the car

is travelling.

The record taken shows the length of the

trip taken, in kilometres, timevconsumed in

~f‘u

minutes, and the speed at any time and any

given point.

With a device of this kind fitted to one‘s

car it would be possible to gauge the rate

of speed throughout the entire run. Many

motorists would find a permanent record of

this kind valuable as well as interesting.

The Long Island constable afflicted with the

“sixteen seconds” habit would have to

  

scratch his head to find a way of getting

around testimony of this kind, and his

credibility could well be attacked when there

is such evidence on the other side.

The Art of Chisel Using.

A chisel is a tool which does not figure in

every automobilist's outfit, yet it is one of

those tools which ' when it is wanted is

wanted badly, The usual “cold chisel" is

made of octagonal cast steel in sizes which

vary from one-half inch to one inch in sec

tion and about six and one-half inches long.

To get a thoroughly reliable tool it should

be forged, hardened, ground and tempered

by an experienced toolmaker. Though it

looks a perfectly simple job to use a chisel,

when the novice comes to handle it, unless

care is taken, sore hands and barked

knuckles invariably follow. All that is re

quired is a steady hand and eye. Put the

edge of the chisel where the cut is to begin

and strike a deliberate blow fairly on the

head. The chief thing to observe is to hit

the chisel squarely upon the head, so that

the full force of the blow is delivered to the

cutting edge. If the blow is struck the least

bit sideways the force is at a greater or less

angle to the cutting edge, the result of which

is the tool jumps from the work, and a piece

of skin frequently flies off the left hand or

the edge'of the chisel is broken off.

FOR NORTHERN NOVICES

Instructions for the Operation and Care ol the

Popular Detroit Car.

Intending purchasers of automobiles fre

quently ask, “Shall I be able to operate and

care for this car?" thus plainly expressing

fear as to their ability to do so. To such

prospective motorists the Northern Mfg. Co.

have a ready answer in the book of instruc

tions which they have just got out. It tells

everything that the owner of a Northern car

should know, and tells it in a plain, straight

forward manner, stripped of technicalities,

and in an exhaustive fashion that is a re

freshing contrast to much catalogue work.

From the index on the first page to the list

of ‘l‘dont‘s” on the last the pamphlet is all

that could possibly be desired.

With painstaking minuteness the novice is

taught‘how to proceed in every stage of his

apprenticeship. Each section of the mechan

ism is taken up, described and illustrated.

The appended paragraphs will show the

thoroughness with which each step has been

handled:

“Starting Motor.—-See upper drawing on op

posite page, (1) Throw on switch; (2) turn

on oil; (3) draw starting crank' (H) slowly

toward you until it engages the ratchet on

main shaft; (4) press down on relief lever

(K); (5) turning starting crank (H) over com

pression. The moment the first impulse

takes place release relief lever (K) and drop

starting crank (H). The starting crank

should normally remain at position indicated

in drawing.

“If the motor fails to start readily unscrew

needle valve (0) about a quarter of a turn,

and immediately crank the motor, and if

the motor then starts return needle valve

(0) to its original position. (See “Vapor

izer.")"

A “quick oiling list," on cardboard, is in

closed with the book, and should be tacked

up in a prominent place by every Northern

user, as it will save him much cogitation and

tell him what parts need oil and when.

The book is incased in a stout linen cover

designed to withstand hard usage.

Will Make Cars in Grand Rapids.

Walter S. Austin, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

has purchased a building on South Division

street, stocked it with machinery, and will

begin the manufacture of an automobile of

his own design.
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Cl'lAUFFEUR'S STATUS

Hotellteepen Wish to Know Where to Place

Them During the Meal llour.

 

A new “chaufieur problem“ is now bother

ing excursionists and tourists—and that is

what to do with the hired operator at the

road hotels at meal time. It may be said

that this question bothers the hotelkeepers

more than it does the automobiiists. It is

also a source of vexation to the chauffeurs

themselves. It involves the question of the

chauffeur's social status. He feels socially

abOVe a coachman, and is generally so held,

yet the hotelkeeper is unable to treat him

better, and this the chauffeur won’t stand

for. His employer seems to be helpless, un

less he makes him his companion at dinner.

For illustration: A touring party of, say,

four and chaufleur drives up to one of the

better class road houses around New York.

Dinner is ordered for four. The innkeeper

asks at once, “Will the chauffeur dine with

the party?"

“Certainly not," says the gentleman who

owns the car. “Put him at another table.”

“But I cannot do that," says the innkeeper.

“My other patrons object to chauffeurs din

ing in the room with them unless they are a

part of a touring party,"

Thus the chauffeur is placed in an unpleas

ant position. Oftentimcs he is not aware

that any lines have been drawn between his

employer and the innkeeper as to his status

in a public dining room. He awakens to the

situation when he is shown a separate room

and informed that it is "the chauffeurs'"

dining room. Immediately he gets on his

dignity, and nine times out of ten refuses

to eat in a special room.

He complains to his employer later perhaps

about the treatment he received at the inn,

and refuses to go there any more. If he is

a good man the employer is in a bad predica

ment, because really good chauffeurs are

hard to replace. Thus the matter stands,

rather complicated all around.

A talk with several innkeepers about New

York shows that the same situa‘ion has come

up in all the better class hotels where motor

ists go to dine. James B. Regan, who runs

the Woodmansten Inn, has tried to solve the

problem by building a dining room for chauf

feurs near a place which has been set apart

for machines stopping at the inn, but Mr.

Regan says many of the chauffeurs who do

not dine with their employers positively re

fuse to dine in the room set apart for them.

Aside from the social feature of this prob

lem, there is another phase. Many times the

chauffeur is driving, not for a private em

ployer, but for a firm of automobile dealers.

The parties in the car may be prospective

purchasers to whom some member of the

firm is demonstrating the car. In such a

case the chaufleur is more of a “demon

strator” than a. chauffeur. He is, perhaps,

well educated, and, although a practical me

chanic, is above the grade of an ordinary

chauffeur. For business reasdns he prob

ably would not sit down at the table with

the member of the firm. He knows that

the conversation at the table between the

agent and the prospective customer will

likely be of a confidential nature, and that

it would be better for both parties if he were

not at the same table.

Consequently he takes a seat, possibly in

the same dining room, but at a distant table.

To the innkeeper he looks like a regular

chaufleur—that is, he is Just as dirty—and it

would take an expert to tell that he was “a

demonstrator." It would be almost impossi

ble to make the average innkeeper under

stand the distinctive position be occupied,

and it would likely be utterly impossible for

the keeper to explain to his patrons that the

dirty person at the next table was not a

chauffeur, but rather “a demonstrator."

Where the complication is going to end re

mains to be seen.

Two Cycle Engine’s Double Advantage.

A French engineer who has been studying

the two cycle engine finds that with it the

consumption of gasolcne is reduced, while

there is much less tendency to overheat. To

carry out his experiments he built himself a

double cylinder two cycle motor ahd fitted

it to a car. The engine develops 15 horse

power at a speed of 900 revolutions a min

ute; the cranks are set at an angle of 180

degrees to each other. There being an ex

plosion at every revolution in each cylinder,

there are 1,800 explosions or impulses a

minute. He thus claims to get the same re

suit from two cylinders as from a four cyl~

inder engine of the ordinary type.

On South African Roads.

A business trip of 440 miles by motor car

has just been made by D. Menzies, a Cape

Town motorist. The places visited included

Caledon, Hermanus, Staddford, Napier, Bre

dasdrop, Swellendam and Worcester, and by

the ordinary railway and Cape cart the jour

ney would probably have occupied eighteen

days. On the coast road near Hermanus Mr.

Menzies had to drive the car through twenty

miles of heavy wet sand, both he and his

passengers having to get out of the car and

walk.

Twixt Devil and Deep Sea.

The British motorist may well ask where

he is "at" in the matter of speed, One of

the fraternity, driving a number of news

paper men reporting a walking contest, was

ordered to go faster by a policeman, who

added that the slow pace of the car was re~

suiting in a blocking of the trafiic.

 

The Kalser Design: I Car.

The Kaiser is proving himself to be an

Admirabie Crichton. Not satisfied to drive

automobiles, he is building a car of his own

design. It is to have only 8 horsepower, to

seat but three persons and to be driven by a

'two cylinder engine.

CUM GRANO SALIS

Continued Reports of Land Purchases for Long

Island Speedway Lack Probability.

Despite the fact that nothing definite has.

been heard from the members of the Auto

mobile Club or others concerning the auto

mobile speedway on Long Island that was

projected last fall, and notwithstanding this

statement of General Roy Stone, to the effect

that he had consulted with President Shat

tuck and others and learned that nothing

definite was being done in the matter, there

crops out every now and then in the daily

papers some item about the purchase of

ground in Queens and Nassau counties which

has been acquired for the purpose of the

speedway. The latest news _of this sort is

that the Marshall farm, on the Black Stump

Road, near Jamaica, has been bought by

W. K. Vanderbilt, jr., and those associated

with him, to be used as a section of the pro

posed speedway.

This and other stories of the sort continu

ally suggest that something is being done,

and yet it is quite likely that the purpose of

the purchases is mere guesswork on the part

of the local reporters. Mr. Vanderbilt has

been busy for some time acquiring land in

the vicinity of Success Lake, Long Island,

and there is no telling the extent of his

plans. Then, agaih, a new racetrack is be

ing laid out by the Belmonts on the Hemp

stead Plains, and undoubtedly there has

been a great deal of activity in real estate

inspired by this circumstance.

One thing that is suspicious in connection

with the rumors, and which suggests that

the talk of the speedway is due to reper

toriai imagination, is that all the land ac

quired has been in the same locality in

Queens and Nassau counties, and that noth

ing is‘ heard of acquisitions further along

the projected route.

 

A Noteworthy Restriction.

At the June 15 session of the Indianapolis

City (‘ouncil an ordinance was introduced

forbidding the erection or establishment of

automobile stations or livery stables upon

any block on which are located three or more

dwelling houses without obtaining the con

sent of a majority of the property owners.

This ordinance, so ’tis said, is aimed directly

at the Indiana Automobile Co., who proposed

to establish an automobile warehouse on

North Meridian street. fronting University

. Park. At the same session it was expected

that the Finance Committee would report

on the boulevard bond proposition—but noth

ing was done.

 

Omaha's Picturesque Appellation.

“Scoot wagon" is the latest, but not the

best. It comes from Omaha, where the pack

ing houses are.
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THE

HAYNES-APPERSUN
Is the ONLY gasolene automobile that ran the

contest from New York to Boston and back

without repairs or adjustments of any kind.

 

  
It Is the only machine that has won EVERY Endurance Contest held In

SURREY, i: HORSE-POWER, $1800

  

Front lrtar/Jlk/rl extra“

America and every contest or race ever entered.

' o1 “mm a“ “‘“"“S Stock Machines
all earned by g

The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely Unoqunled Record. Our catalogue given the records complete.

Send for it and ask for the “ Little Book," too.

  

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of Haynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood‘.

K k _ I d u s A Theoldestmlkenolrnotorcan InAmerlca.

I

I, U [I I; r r | Branch Store,1420 Mlchigan Ave., Chicago.

Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., 123941-43 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., and 66 West 43d Street, New York.

National Automobile & Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

JOHN MAXWELL, Oneida, N. Y., Agent for Central New York.

 

 

(gasin the best built‘car in fimerica .

Our GASOLENE CARS are thoroughly developed. NO EXPERIMENT. For instance the model herein illus- ‘trated has been in regular use for over a year. ‘We build 9 H. P. and r6 H. P can, using from veniui motor exclusively

“I liar»: driven tire nrr nan-l] hvu thousand mr‘lrtfarui it is rumu'uf l'vtlrr rmry 11:1]. I'br :Irengf/r o/ralulrrurlion,

nu: q/ammlmru! and :maatlr‘nns m running, I think I! i: 'uut/Iout rqua “mung .4 mrrican cari.”—I"ram 1| (‘m‘tomtn

“I ' BRANCNIS ' 6| S

. 7 n t. and Broadwa , New York. I

no. Berkeley St, Boston. :49 North Handel, Philadelphia?

M d 0m 4 F t B m ' c ’ k3“ MIChllacoAdVL, Chicago. 39 Sussex Place, South

en cee an ac ory, r geror , onn. en~rngton, n on.
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The cm of Speed.

Those who wish to pursue their motoring

on the most economical lines should always

hear in mind that, broadly speaking, the

slower the car the less expensive will be its

upkeep, observes the Autocar. Not only is

the vehicle far less strained and knocked

about if it is driven at a very moderate rate,

but, still more important from a monetary

point of view, is the fact that the tires suf

fer so much less.

It is astonishing how very small the ex

penses for renewals are with low powered

machines. We are convinced that many who

are most desirous to indulge in motoring are

forcing the manufacturers of low priced ve

hicles on to entirely wrong lines—that is to

say, while they want a car at a very moder

ate price, they also demand fairly high

speeds. This is all very well so far as it

goes; but it must mean that the upkeep and

renewal charges will be higher than they

like. If they would be content with a pace

of fifteen or sixteen miles an hour they

would find there was no difficulty whatever

in meeting their requirements as to very

moderate expenditure; but, as it is, the de

mand for fast pace is such that the makers

are almost compelled to gear small light ears

higher than is desirable.

Then, again, as the first cost must be con

sidered, the tires are none too large for the

work they have to do, and what the buyer

saves in first cost from these small tires he

very soon loses, as he finds that it is neces

sary to carry a spare cover besides two or

perhaps more air tubes, and he also discov

ers that his back tires, at any rate, are not

long lived even then. If he would face the

extra cost at the beginning of large tires he

would be far better off in the long run.

In fact, with many light cars and voitur

ettes now being built there is no doubt that

the purchasers would do far better if they

would make up their minds to specify a gear

giving a low top speed and to go in for

large tires, For instance, if til/finch tires

be used on a car which weighs from five to

eight hundredweight, they have a remark

ably long ilfe, as these same tires are not

infrequently fitted to cars of twelve hun

dredweight and even eighteen hundred

weight. 01! course, the same remarks apply

to larger cars—that is to say, there is no

better plan than to fit light ‘car tires to a

voiturette and heavy car tires to a light car.

At least three-fourths of the tire repairs are

entirely due to overloading the tires.

 

' Out of his Glass.

“My son," said the motorist to his son,

who was spending too much money at col

lege, “do not make the mistake of over

cstimating the horse power of my income.

“I am an ordinary, middle class, twelve

horse power parent. I belong in the touring

category.

“Evidently you think I am a ninety horse

racer, to judge from your bills. Get that

idea out of your mind. Shut off the power

a little. Go slower. Come off the top speed

and burn less fuel.

“Stop in your garage a little more, and

don’t try and keep up with young men of

greater horse power than yourself. You can

not do it.

“Just remember that you are a twelve

horse power person, and keep in your class,

and you'll be much happier and have fewer

accidents,"
 

Hetty Green, Motorist.

Hetty Green, the woman financier, is an

automobilist, and, of course, the dailies find

a sensational item in it. Mrs. Green is

quoted as making some very sensible re—

marks in connection with her use of a motor

car. She says:

“Some people who do not know me or my

fondness for progressive as well as practical

things may be surprised at my advocating

what some still choose to call a fad. But

since my son purchased a motor—they say

it is correct to call them motors—I have dis

covered the practical as well as the pleasant

side of automobiling. Are they dangerous?

No more so than horses and carriages. More

people are injured every day by runaways

than in a week or month by automobiles_"

 

Sunday, June 14, was made a red letter

day among the car owners of Louisville,

who, getting together most brotherlike, held

a pleasant all-day-long country run to Shel

byville. The affair yielded much pleasure—

and dust,

Chicago Photographer’s ngrinotions.

Some interesting exploits in automobiling

in the line of long distance touring are never

brought conspicuously into the limelight,

and undoubtedly motor cars are being used

for long pleasure trips by private individu

als who do not care for publicity to an ex

tent that is not generally suspected.

Now and then the news of one of these re

tiring tourists is unearthed in some out of

the way place. From Tacoma, Wash, for

instance, comes the story of an automobile

that presented a peculiar appearance and

was managed by a man in blouse and over

alls, attracting attention in the street and

eXciting the curiosity of a reporter. The

vehicle was more like a freight carrier such

as is used by business houses for delivery

purposes than an outing machine. There was

ample space for the reception of large

bundles, boxes and other stuff, all of which

appeared to be destined for customers of a

department store. ,

When followed up by a reporter the mys

tery dissolved itself into a simple case of

cross country travelling by an enthusiastic

roadster, who has taken this means of ac

quainting himself with his country. The

traveller is C. H. Ailerhorn, one of the best

known photographers in Chicago. He is out

for recreation, but is at the same time not

neglecting to add to a fine collection of views

from all over the country which he has been

gathering for the last eight years.

Said Mr. Allerhorn while stopping to oil his

machine: “I am not trying to break any

record. I have not a fast machine, but I

am going just as the whim seizes me and

just as slow as I want, and, I assure you,

not any faster than is compatible with my

comfort. I have been out from Chicago

just two months and two days. I have no

idea exactly which way I shall return—per

haps north, perhaps south, perhaps in a

straight line—whichever way I think I shall

obtain the nicest views. So far I have col

lected a little over 1,600 on my present trip.

a substantial addition to the 12,000 I have

at home mounted. I expect before I get

through with this trip to bring my collection

up to 20,000. I have taken them all myself.

It is a hobby with me, but I shall put them

to practical use some day."

 

  

 

PREMIER
appeals to posted buyers who

are looking for good value,

and a High Class Touring Car.

Prcmicr Motor Mfg. 00.,

V le-IEQ

$2,500.00
 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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TOURING REQUISITES

Roomy, Comfortable Seat: and Baggage-Carry

ing Capacity Desideratums—French Methods.

 

“When a tour is made in an automobile the

daily trips are longer and the average speed

is generally higher than in ordinary pleasure

runs, and to avoid any discomfort of the

tourists the seats must therefore be particu

larly roomy and comfortably upholstered,

and special means must be provided for pro

tection from the inciemencies of the weather,

mud thrown off by the wheels, etc. Unusual

road difliculties are frequently encountered

in touring, and a touring car must be of rela

tively higher power than a vehicle for town

use. The majority of the better known tour

ing cars leave nothing to be desired as re

gards power, so long as the engines are in

good order. Where the present touring car

is more or less defective is that it does not

provide room for the many things usually

carried along on a tour. With many auto

mobilists an extra tire or outer cover is one

of the most essential extra parts to be car

ried, and frequently the only manner of

carrying the tire is to strap it either to the

front or rear of the body, where it is rather

too conspicuous to suit the taste of the aes

thetic user.

In France numbers of touring cars have

been built with a Limousine body, the top

of which is surrounded with an iron rail

ing to serve for carrying extra tires and

luggage. This arrangement provides a fair

ly suitable and inconspicuous place for the

tires. In cars with ordinary tonneau or two

seated body the best place for the tires un

doubtedly is beneath the floor of the body

in the rear, provided that space is not occu

pied by seine other part, as, for instance,

the muffler or the water tank.

Owing to the impossibility of carrying

dress cases. etc.. on some cars, it is not un

common for tourists to send a trunk along

by rail, but it is hardly necessary to say

that this method is far from being ideal.

The luggage question for touring cars can

be solved in two different ways—via, the

body of the vehicle may be provided with

compartments for storing the various arti

cles it is desired to carry along or provision

may be made for strapping a neatly fitting

trunk. readily removable. The latter would

really seem to be the preferable plan, as it

would allow of the trunk being carried into

hotels at stopping places and would leave

all the room of body compartments for extra

vparts and tools, which must be caa'ied in

considerable number on long trips.

Dislodglng a Sticking Bolt.

An instance where a hammer should be

used carefully is in dislodging a bolt which

fits somewhat tightly in its orifice. When

the nut is completely removed careful aim

§IlQllItI be taken with the hammer, and one

sharp, decisive blow given to the bolt direct

4i
 

ly upon the top and with the centre of the

face of the hammer.

It is, of course, perfectly clear that, if the

bolt be struck at all sideways the screw

thread will be barred and prevent the nut

being again replaced until the thread has

been restored by means of a triangular file

or by the edge of a square tile, methods

which do not conduce to the satisfactory

working of the screw thread. Where pos

sible it is far better to slack off the nut until

the top is level with the top of the bolt, with

at least one-eighth of an inch intervening be

tween the top of the nut'and the face of the

piece, when so much care need not be exer

cised, as there is no danger of spoiling the

thread.

In some cases it is even advisable to screw

the nut half way off the bolt and deliver the

blow on to it rather than spoil the thread it

self, but it will he understood that it is in

judicious to deliver heavy blows in this in

stance, as the force of the blow would be

borne by three or four threads only.

Lubrication and Compression.

An important point, and one which is fre

quently overlooked even by quite exper

ienced chauffeurs, is the relationship of lu

brication to compression. When an engine

is being efllciently lubricated there is a film

of 011 between the piston, piston rings and

cylinder wall which makes the joint suffi

ciently tight to prevent escape of mixture to

the under side of the piston, and so serves

to maintain compression. If this film is ab

sent or incontinuous there will be loss of

compression, and since the oil is being con

tinuously used up, it must be replaced at

the same rate at which it is consumed.

When an engine is first tested at the works

before the car is delivered to the purchaser

it is literally “swamped” with oil, :1 proceed

ing to which was due the discovery of the

action of the spark gap at Panhard's works.

The plug, of course, speedily becomes foul,

and, as is now well known, an observant

workman noticed that when a small exter

nal gap existed in the high tension circuit a

spark occurred sim'ultane'ously at tb‘e plug,

no matter how sooty the points happened

to be.

Aqua Ammonia a Good Extinguisher.

Aqua ammonia is an excellent extinguisher

for a gasolene fire. This was illustrated by

an incident which occurred in Savenay,

France, where the vapors from a tank con

taining fifty gallons of gasolene caught fire.

A druggist, whose shop was next door,

seized a demijohn containing a gallon and

a half of ammonia water and threw it into

the room where the fire was, breaking the

demljohn. According to the report, the fire

was almost instantaneously extinguished.

and workmen who entered the room a short

time after found the iron gasolene tank in

tact.  

Manchester, N, H., may have an automo

bile ciuh. Several prominent automobilists

there—Messrs. Hurst, Parker, Green and

‘ CIOITgh—are talking lt- u'p? ' '—

A

 

NATIDNAL

ELECTRICS
  

Choice of physicians and others wishing ease of

entering and alighting.

  

Model I10. Price, $l250.

This is our four-passenger vehicle. Practical for

either two or four persons. Meets the

demand for a convertible two or

four passenger Auto.

  

Front System.

When you see these springs you know it’s a Na

tional. Strength, comfort and beauty are com

bined in this part. Examine both front

and rear systems of the National

before you invest.

-

GET OUR CATALOGUE.

National Motor Vehicle C0.

l400 East Twenty second Street,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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The Week's Patents.

730,519. Sparking Mechanism, Joseph S.

Dikeman, Torrington, Conn, assignor of one

half to Charles S. Dikemau, Torringtou,

Conn. Filed Jan. 3, 1903. Serial No. 137,730.

(No model)

Claim—1. In a sparking mechanism, the

combination with a stationary and a mov

able contact point, of a cam lever for mov

ing the contact points together, a spring for

separating the contact points, a cam for mov

ing the lever to permit the operation of the

spring and means for adusting the position

of the cam toward and away from the cam

lever to vary the time of sparking, and a

push rod connected with the cam to permit

the movement of the cam and consequent

separation of the contact points.

730,548. Wheel.

Hughes, Westminster, England. Filed Jan.

26, 1903. Serial No. 140,634. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination of a hub made

in two parts, each part having radial grooves

on one face. spoke fitting into the grooves,

tubes or ferrules fitting into annular slots

concentric with said radial grooves, and

means for maintaining said tubes or ferrules

in the annular slots.

2. The combination of a hub made in two

parts, each part having radial grooves on

one face, spokes fitting into the grooves,

tubes or ferrules fitting into annular slots

concentric with said radial grooves, means

for maintaining said tubes or ferrules in the

annular slots, a bush concentric with said

hub. a flange on said bush, and means for

maintaining one side of the hub against said

flange.

730,608. Carburetting Device for Internal

Combustion Engines. Alanson P. Brush,

Detroit, Mich. Filed March 7, 1902. Serial

No. 97,107. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a mixing device the com

bination of a case formed with a passage.

a baffle plate in said passage, a fuel supply

channel communicating with said passage,

valve attached to the battle plate and simul

taneously movable therewith to control said

communication, and a yielding stop to limit

thel movement of the batiie plate and valve.

said baffle plate and valve having a limited

movement independent of the yielding stop.

30,626. Internal Combustion Engine.

li‘rithiof G. Ericson, Stockholm, Sweden, as

signor to Aktiebolngct Svenska Motor-Och

Nut-Fabrlken, Stockholm, Sweden. Filed

August 14, 1002. Serial No. 119,628. (No

model.)

Claim—The combination with a four

stroke internal combustion engine, of a cam

disk provided on the one of its side faces

with a cam slot consisting of two symmet

rically arranged parts, the one of which op

erotcs the exhaust valve at the right time

when the engine runs in the one direction.

while the other part operates the exhaust

valve at the right time when the engine runs

in the opposite direction. substantially as and

for the purpose set forth.

730,649. Carburetter for Explosive En

Edward W. Mackenzie- _

glues. Carl 0. Hedstrom, Portland, Conn.

Filed May 10, 1902. Serial No. 106,719. (No

model.)

Claim.—1. In a carburettor, a hollow cylin

der constituting a mixing chamber provided

with outlet and inlet openings at opposite

ends thereof; a flange on the interior wall

of said chamber, 'a tubular valve member

for said outlet opening fitting closely said

chamber and seated on said flange; a tubular

extension of reduced diameter on said valve

member, air ports through the wall of the

valve member and flange communicating

with an air passage between aid tubular

extension and the' wall of said chamber,

whereby the rotation of the valve member

will increase or diminish the area of said

air ports coincidently with the increase or

reduction of the area of the outlet opening,

together with a suitably connected upply

nozzle located within said tubular extension

of the valve member.

730,683. Gas Engine Reversing Gear. Mil

ton H. Neff, Watertown, N. Y. Filed Oct. ,

7, 1902. Serial No. 126,310, (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with an ce

centric shiftable for the purpose specified,

of a. sliding member in connection with the

eccentric to shift it, an eccentric rod, means

for transmitting the movement of the eccen

tric rod, such ,means including a part shift

nble in time with the eccentric, a. second

sliding member in connection with said

part, and means for moving the two sliding

members in unison.

730,695. Explosion Engine. Maurice Piv

ert, New Orleans, La. Filed June 5, 1902.

Serial No. 110,312. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an explosive engine, a cylin

der comprising a body having a semi-circu

lar lower end and provided with a semi

circular cover for said lower end, the semi

circular lower end of the body and cover

being provided with oppositely arranged

pairs of apertured and registering lugs, the

body of the cylinder being also provided with

a laterally projecting lug at its upper end

and with a similar ing at its lower end on

the same side and between a pair of lugs

on its semi-circular portion, eyebolts in the

registering lugs of the body and cover of

cylinder, eyeholts in the tubular lugs of the

body, and clips for attachment to a bicycle

frame and to said eyebolts, whereby pro

vision is made for securing the cylinder

either to the centre brace or to the upper

and lower braces of a bicycle, as set forth.

730,860. Electric-Motor System. George 0.

Baker, New York, N. Y., assig'nor to General

Electric Company, a corporation of New

York. Filed May 10, 1:.01. Serial No. 59,601.

(No model.)

Claim—i. In an electric motor circuit, a

circuit-breaking device having two station

ary contacts, a movable contact which com

pletes the supply circuit through the two

stationary contacts, and an auxiliary contact

which becomcs electrically connected to one

of the stationary contacts by the movable

contact whenever said movable contact is

actuated to open the supply-circuit, thereby

closing a local circuit through the motor.

730,891. Means for operating Alternating

Current Electric Motors. Rudolf Eickemeyer,

Yonkers, N, l'.; Rudolf Eickemeyer, jr., Carl

Eickcmeyer, and Mary T. Eickemeyer, ex

ecutors of said Rudolf Eickemeyer, deceased.

Filed July 6, 1394. Serial No. 516,724. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In an alternating current motor,

the combination substantially as hereinhe

fore described, of an armature having an

iron core, and afiording electric circuits

closed upon themselves, a field consisting of

magnetic metal and coils continuously wound

in closed electric circuit, and connected with

the alternating main or supply circuit, and

means substantially as described, which

start the motbr‘ by intermittingly short-cir

cuiting parts or sections of the field coils

which are‘unsymmetrically located with ref

erence to the connections of the coils with

the supply wire terminals, and leave said

coils free from short-circuit, after the initial

rotation o_f the motor armature has been ac

complished, and self rotation assured.

730,893. Electrical Transformer. Augus

tine R. Everest, Lynn, Mass, assignor to

General Electric Company, a corporation of

New-York. Filed May 8, 1002. Serial No

106,386. (No modeL)

Claim—1. The combination of a ti'tll'S

former, a casing therefor. a connection

board carried by the transformer, a main

cover for the casing, an opening in the main

cover, permitting access to the connection

board, and a supplementary cover for said

opening. a

_ 730,930. Transmission Gear for Automo

biles. John \V. Lambert, Anderson, lnd.,

assignor to Union Automobile ' Company,

Union City, Ind. Filed Oct. 9, 1902. Serial

No. 126,564. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination of a frictional

driving member, a frictional driven member

mounted on a shaft, movable bearings for

said shaft, a rock-shaft, adjustable bars con

necting said rock-shaft to the movable bear

ings whereby the relative positions of the

rod: shaft and the shaft of the driven mem

ber may be shifted to secure the proper rela

tive positions of the two driving members, a

foot-lever, a bar connecting said lever to the

rock-shaft whereby the driven member may

be forced against the driving member, a de

pending rigid link supported on the shaft of

the driven member, a pair of sprocket wheels

mounted in the, lower end of this link, a

driving chain connecting one of these

sprocket wheels to the shaft of the driven

member, a driving means connecting the

other sprocket wheel with the axle of the

vehicle, and means for preventing any for

ward or rearward movement of the link at

its lower end.

731,001. Explosive Engine, Edward E.

Williams, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to W. P.

(,‘allallan & Co., Davion, Ohio, a firm. Filed

Nov. 7, 1901. Serial No. 81,378. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an explosive engine, the

combination with the mixture feed pipe for

the engine, of a vaporizing chamber having

at the bottom a liquid receiving and outlet

 

“Whitney” Chains
THE WHITNEY MPG. 00., Hartford, Conn.
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trap, and at one side above the plane of said

trap a horizontally offset ported valve casing

in communication with the mixture feed pipe

a controlling valve arranged within said

casing. an oil feed pipe pendent vertically

within the vaporizing chamber from the top

thereof and delivering into the bottom re

ceiving and outlet trap, and an air induction

pipe in communication with the vaporizing

chamber at one side thereof and in the hori

zontal plane of the ported valve casing, said

air induction pipe delivering a supply of air

into the vaporizing chamber and across the

stream of oil falling into said trap, substan

tially as set forth.

731,022. Motor Vehicle. Patrick J. Collins,

Scranton, Pa., assignor of one-half 10 Chris

topher G. Boland, Scranton, Pa. Filed Jan.

29, 1902. Renewed May 19, 1903. Serial No.

157.833. (No model.) '

Claim'.—1. III a motor vehicle, the combi

nation with a pair of‘pi'voted axles of a

steering lever pivoted in front of thepivotal

points of the axles and- having rearwardly

turned arms in sliding engagement with the

axles.

731,086. Motor Vehicle. Charles B. Titus,

Little River, Kan, assignor of one-half to_

Joseph Moorer Little “River, Kan. Filed

Sept. 22, 1902. Serial No. 124,41-1. (No model.)

Claim—1. A motorvehlcle comprising in

combination, a wheeled platform of circular

form, a motor carried by the platform and

adapted to propel the vehicle, a relatively

stationary frame having means at one end

for detachath securing it to a road vehicle,

a strap 'forming a part of the stationary

frame and encircling the platform to permit

revoluble movement of the latter in steering,

and a steering mechanism carried by the.

stationary frame and controllable from the

road vehicle.

731.174. Running Gear for Vehicles. Henry

M. Glen, Seneca Falls, N." Y. Filed Nov. 11.

1901. Serial No. 81,922. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with the vehi

cle truss. of yokes secured to the opposite

ends of said truss, said yokes each compris

ing a vertical body portion provided at its

ends with outwardly projecting horizontal

arms, rotatable rock shafts supported in the

horizontal arms of the said yokes, pneumatic

bufi’ers mounted on saidrock shafts. said

buffers being provided with luteriorly ar

ranged vertical tubes through which the

fork shafts extend, concaverl bearing plates

arranged on the said rock shafts above and

below the said buffers, said lower hearing

plates having axles formed integral there

with, and means for adjusting and retaining

the said r0ck shafts in their adjusted posi

tions.

  

 

“ IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT."

“STEYEHSH-ETJRYEA"

HIGHEST TYPE OF OASOLENE CAR

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

No. 690 Main St.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, IIIAss.

THE AUTDGAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effi

ciency than anv other.

Standerd Everywhere.

   

 

 

,rfaga—a-vta7—-—

 

 

I _nnv BATTERY

  

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesoy St., New York.

Metal Mud Guards,

Bonnets, Tanks,

Rotary Dlroulaiing Pumps

l Radiators, Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send for circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

 

TIIE IIAY RUTOIATIU

IRITIIIIIE 60.,

| Water St. Cl-vellnd, O.

 

ARTILLERY

WDDD

AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLERY

STEEL

AUTD M l) B l LE

WHEELS.

Drop Forgad

’ Machined

Slcerlng Derlces

STEEL RIMS for

1 both Wood and

Wire Wheels.

n... GAE... "i"
now ready.

I. l. mini on.
SYRACUSE, N Y. >

IAMESVILL: N.Y.

  

Improve Your Circulation

BY USING

THE LDBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

forall Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Cheap, Durable, Efficient, easy

to apply.

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Loboa Pump tillaohlnary 00.. 120-136 Terrace, Buffalo, u. r.

  

E.
'

.

  

NEW 0. '

RicfANTS

BOUGIE HERZ,

The only Spark Plug

IN THE

WDRLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

RUNS JUST AS WELL IN OIL

You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it?

Money refunded in 30 days if no

satisfactory.

  

 
  

Sou: Iupon'ru roll U. 8. auto CAnAoA.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

on your 1904

Automobile Bodies

Our bodies made of veneer are

in the lead. We can make any

design.

 

 

AMERICAN VENEER C0.'

 

445-449 Pacific Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

 

 
 

first~class certificates

of manufacturers
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It you are going into the automobile business look over
Bedy Iron, DaShboard Irons, circular A—lt illustrates Standard Auto Forgings in Stock.

Crank Shafts, Axles,. . Pilllliln \_ Wa also Forge

Pinions; Levers, etc. Shipments

PROMPT DELIVERY. of m

Stock Forgings, Sniciiicaiiiins.

  

Exporlmontal Work leon Spools! Attention

Plt. Dec. 16, 1890.

MACHINERY FORGING coI THE BILLINGS & SPEND“ BOMPANY, Hariioid, 00M

"lmllm ""1 ""qu 8"- cLEVEl-AND- °- Drop Forging: 0f Every iimiipiioii IliilAljliRl-Zfllzgmed Aiilustalilo Automohlle iinnoii.

C A R B U R ETT E R s BHUIBE LINE HF USED VEHIBLES

 

 

 

  

FLOAT FEED. Packard |902 - Model F

ALUMINUM CASTINGS. Packard - - Model C.

Autocar - - Type 6.
Will positively supply highly ex- . -

plosive mixture from any grade of National Electric Runabout.

gasolene. Get a good carburetter. ""353 on Appugnmu

Get ours. It will increase the power

of your motor. Money back it not

satisfactory. Write today. H - B. &

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY 239 columm's Avenue

MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin. BOSTON, MASS

iiiiiEiis all“ ma: BADIATUHS aElwell-Paker Elflflliiil fill.
The cut represents our latest

CLEVELAND, 0l'l|0.
improved Celullar Cooler. It is

Manufacturers

 

 

 

, .1/ _ .k,.

‘ the most efficient and up-to-date ' ‘ Q .

I .i radiator made, and is less expen

sive than anything of similar

construction.

We also make Disc Radiators

. and we aim to make them the

‘ '1 " . best on the market.

    

_ Y, ,_ .. Electrical

“Aristiisrstmei” M36h illliy

Yilll iiiiiiiiii GEiMiliiE Filliiilllli MUNEY “The A,B,[}, of Electricity”

than by using $2.00 of it to subscribe to

will help you understand many

_— things about motors which may

(“)0t6r we now seem hard Of understanding.

‘ 108 Pages- 50 Gents For Copy.

In which each week appears a record

of all that is best, brightest and m- ' THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

eat in the world of mechanical traffic m4 nguul lunmuc, "1w You“

The Whitiock Coil Pipe Co.

HARTFORD, CONN.
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WILLIAIAS SPARK OOILS

  

Are made in all sizes and Styles for

Automobiles, Motor Cycles and Gesoiene Engines.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Eleotrio Contract 00., General Selling Agents.

202-204 Centre St., i154 Lake St.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Better Not . .
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFAOTURE NOTNINO

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

Amenlonn ofi. ooanAnv
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

 

  

 

  

WORLD’S FAIR- ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

St. [jouis
Write for Folders.

W. P. Deppe,

Asa't Gen’l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Warren J. Lynch.

Gen'l Pass. Agt.

JENKINS 8L BARKER
Succussons To CH ASv L. BURDET'I‘

50 State St., HARTFQRD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent causes

DcDion Bouton & Co.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER, AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Sole United State: Agent,

I79 Clarendon 5t., (near Boylston) BOSTON, MASS.

 

 

 

Bevel gears with generated teeth, internal gears

with planed teeth, accurate spur gears and raw

hide pinions. Get our prices.

THE NEW PBOOESS RAW HIDE 00-, iii???GEARS
Automobile Mountings of all Descriptions in Poishetl Brass

  

 

 

  

 

No. 6 Tonneau Door Fastener.

The ENGLISH 8e IVIERSICK CO.“
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTOMOBILE FIXTURES.

  

 

 

  

THE FORG

(iasolene Burner.
Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORO, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKE Agent, 5t. Louie, Mo.

  

 

 

 

 

As an efficient, first-class Spark Coil

’l‘l—IE

“DOW”

HAS NO EQUAL.

For further inlormation write to

THE DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO.

BRAINTREE. MASS., U. S. A.

  

 

 

KING
OF

TIRES

 

MICHELIN
12 East 27th Street,

They Eat

All

NEW YORK cm. ObstaClCS
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fiabile
We make over Twenty Types oI Cars.

Write for Catalogue.

Mobile company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.

BELL 8; COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80th St., New York. Telephone: 2562 illrar.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

SMITH 8r. MABLEY,
3l3-3l 5 Seventh Ave., New York,

AUTOMOBILES.

mwon‘rnrs

PANHARD. RENAULT.

DISTRIBUTORS

llllllRRUll, GlRlRlllll K l0llil [lle Mlll lll llIlRlllll.

 
 

 

  I WHIPPLE
» it}. ATTACHABLE

- Dos-a-Dos
Trap seat, com lete attach

ments. Steam. 30.00; all

gasolene Runabouts $15.00.

Discount to Agents.

R. W. WHIPPLE,

170 State St., Blnghamton, N- Y.

RADIATO,

 

  

TANKS, . . - -

MUFFLERSreunsns,H0008.

BRISGOE MFG. CO., - Detroit

@ SIMMONS @l

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street, New York Clly.

  

 

 

 

  

 

Runabouts and Touring Cars.

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

 

WANTS Mill Hill SALE.
1 5 cents per_line of seven words. cash with order.

 

GENUINE bargains in used automobiles. \‘Ve

have the largest repository and store room

in United States. Have forty machines on hand

at all times; all descriptions, styles. very lowest

prices and each and every one of our machines is

in firstclass running condition; all worn parts are

replaced by new ones. Photograph of each machine

sent on request. We are the pioneers in this busi

ness having opened the first automobile exchange

in Chicago. Send for our list. C. A. COEY &

COMPANY, 53II Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.

_

END five cents tor our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MIssIssIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.
 

FOR SALE—A Winton I902 Tour-ing Car,

newly finished and overhauled at factory;

has had very little use; price $I600. Immediate

delivery. 1903 Wintons always carried in stock.

W. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., 375 Main

St., Buffalo, N. Y.

OR SALE—Conrad Steam with Doctor’s

Hood, wood wheels. steam and air pumps

and all improvements; gasolene capacity for 100

miles; $450.00 takes it. A big bargain. cost 81400

last season. W. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

OR SALE—Babcock Buffalo Stanhope (Elec

tric) in elegant condition, newly finished and

a superb vehicle for anyone. Cost $1600 ; will bill

for $850.00. W. C JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St, Buffalo, N. Y.

FIRST CHECK. $500. takes Thomas Touring

Car, new, 8 B. H. P. Motor, great oppor

tunity. T. SHEROW, Millbrook, N, Y.

INTON TOURING CAR, 1903 Model. Im

mediate delivery; Buffalo; what offers ?

O. L.BIC KFORD, 18 Toronto St.,Toronto, Canada.

Handsome “ Panhard Spark-Gap" on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

OR SALE— Second-hand automobiles from

$250 up; HAWKINS AUTOMOBILE &

GAS ENGINE CO., Houston. Texas.

ANTED—A competent automobile factory

superintendent, familiar with upright {our

cylinder type engines. Give references. Good

salary and interest in business for the right man.

Address, GEO. P. GOULD, care Motor World.

I903

to pay premium.

Hotel, Pittsburg. Pa

WHITE S l‘EAM CARRIAGES FOR SALE.

We have on hand three or four brand new

White Steam Carriages of the Stanhope model

which won three gold medals in the New York—

Boston Reliability Run last year. In condition

for immediate use. $I,2oo and $1,400. Can be

seen at any time at

22 Union Square, New York.

 

Winton; immediate delivery; never

used ; don't answer unless you expect

E. H. BELDEN, Kenmawr

 
OR SALE— Peerless touring car 16 h.p.; has

new I903 transmission Cost $2,900. New

last September; will sell for $2,000.

Address H. E. BRENTON,

I29 Pembroke Street, Boston. Mass.

 

OR SALE—Prescott steam automobile, good

as new. ONEIDA AUTOMOBILE CO.,

N. Y.

 

Ton SALE CHEAP—Gasolene car holding

eleven, fine for rentals. E. B. FINCH,

Detroit.

 

FUR SALE—Twelve passenger. automobile

brake, but little used. in excellent running

order. Good reason for selling. A. C. SMITH.

Laurel Hill Ave., Norwich. Conn.

 

OR SALE—One to h.p.gasolene motor, made

by St., Louis Motor Carriage Co.; one I: h.

p., Upton transmission gear; 2 Splitdorf coils, bat

teries and all attachments for engine complete;

practically new $350. FRANK W. BACON, Izt6

Jones St., Omaha, Neb.

  

 

  

A noon PLAOE T0

sPtrIn voun VAcArlorI

during the summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

  

  

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. To those unacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force in securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“Summer Book 0/! Illic/u'gan."

—

ll. 6. EDWARDS, Pass. Tnf. Mgr.

I CINCINNATI, onto.

_

“Whitney” Chains
THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford. Conn.
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WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINTUN

  

So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be theman who trails in late with his _

order.

  

   

PRICE, GOMPLETE, $2500

IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

  

 
    

AGENCIES

THE wmrou MOTOR CARRIAGE co., Cleveland, U.S.A.

 
  

 

 
 

 
 

  

WITH ITS TWO-CYCLE MOTOR

IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

You get MORE SATISFACTION—LESS COMPLICATION and more m every way for your money

than in any automobile yet produced. Let us thI you more about it.

  

 
  

ELMODE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Clyde, Ohio.
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THE BENTRAL AUTUMIIBILE GIIIIIPANY

l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

--Mer -

Renaulis Mercedes
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

2397

TELEPHONES: § COLUMBU .2398 s

  

n

Peugeeis
$.

 

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

 

All. KINDS OF FRENGH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOGK- .

ELEGTRIGS BIIARGEII, REPAIREII AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

 

 

 

‘ 0 H. GILLETTE, Treasurer,
1 -- - \ :11“ gBIEE ,Boqk' (OMYL.$3'°° We as West 42d Street, New York Iiiiy. _ -

' a . .
a” . Pa 0 likojylirflcw Elgiapd' _50 H . Please enter my order for the ' oofif

g Map fulgéfilerfl New York'i'so , *7 g V i |903 Eastern Edition of the Official

W Map 731}, Western New York, .50 Auiomobile Blue Book, Maps, etc..

 

i
l

Map u 4, “_JuL‘ I. 8, Eastman _50 i as marked (with price extended) for

Map " 5,Wash. and Balt., - .50 which Ienclose herewith 8
iii 7 7 lm

Map Cases, - - - - .50
Subscription to Bulletin, — - .50 i 7 Sign“ "r"

Date,— . ._¢ . _... s .1 s, __A ,; . 7
Addreu

Total (remittances enclosed)

 

 

  

  

m

   

\

mm

1': fold in {be Blue Book camp/elely and accuraloal l'n abaul 300

wHE Go rallies, yl'w'ny runnl'ny dl'recfions, dl'sfances, and 11m kind, (rand/lion

and yradn a/ road:. @710 Blue 800k contain: much am" in/ormnfivn

a/ cunya'ay need (a aufamodl'll's'h. Wherever you wish [0 ya if fella _yau

BULLmNS—issued July, October and January—will keep the BLUE BOOK up to date in every respect, giving corrections and addi

tions to the routes, stations, laws, etc.

are 30 inches square, printed in three colors, and mounted on cloth. They are atlas maps and give every town. BLUE BOOK

routes are shown in red. A new method of folding makes them most convenient for reference.

GASES-~same size as the book—have flexible blue leather covers with a patent clip for holding the map in place.

 

"I Br—Owing to the great amount of detail work involved in verifying

and compiling numberless route reports from the several hundred

BLUE BOOK representatives the publication of the book will be

delayed until the first of May. In the meantime—as always—special W

reports and information will be gladly and promptly furnished to Cg

subscribers.
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TH E “ Bribe” BATTERY.
3 CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard.

AND CARE OF EXIDE BATTERIES.

PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street.

BUFFALO. 200 Pearl Street.

ROCHESTER. [58 South Avenue.

BOSTON, 39 Stanhope 5t.

RENEWALS AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES. SPARKINCI BATTERY PRICE-LIST JUST ISSUED.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ST. LOUIS, 3931 Olive Street.

DETROIT, 265 Jefferson Avenue.

NEW YORK 148 Want lath Street.

} TOLEDO, 818 Jefferson St.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and [901 St. NEW YORK, l00 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO. Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND. Citizena Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. HAVANA. CUBA, Ci. F.0reemvood MIL, 34 Bmpedrado St.

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Toronto, Canada.

ALWAYSA LITTLE BETTIE i.2‘i§..“i§i33.ll.;??n Ith

I Cko._\\§o\e\~°

TOURING CAR

 

 

is the best evidence of the success attained. RAMBLER horse power is actual, not

estimated; practical, not theoretical and is sufficient to drive the carriage anywhere.

RAMBLER construction means long life and little trouble, both good things to have.

Our booklet “W” is yours for the asking; it explains the carriage thoroughly.

THOS. B. IEFFERY 8L COMPANY, - Kenosha, Wisconsin.

P. S. The carriage sells at $750.00 at the factory. v

  

 

 

WTHEQ

PREMIER
appeals to posted buyers who

are looking ior good value,

and a High Class Tovring Car.

$2,500.00

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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THREE GOOD THINGS FOR THE AUTOMOBILIST.

GOOD TIRES, GOOD LUCK,

GOOD ROADS. '
 

 

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tires

we guarantee the first, promise a large amount of the second and feel

sure that the third will in no small measure be a natural sequence.

MADE BY

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., Akron Rubber Works. Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade Street. SAN FRANCI‘CO, 392 Mission Street B05TON, l57 Summer Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street. CLIP ELAND, 414 Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 East Congress St.

BUFFALO, 9 West Huron Street CHICAGO, l4l Lllte Street. DENVER, I444 Curtis Street.

LONDON, E. C., 7 Snow Hill.

 

  

 

THE POPULAR GASULENE BAR n

RunabOUtorTiilll‘ing Car

the man who makes a pur

l8 AOKNONLEDGED TO BE

AT THE HEAD OF ITS CLASS

Simple control—Free from complications—

Unequaled in construction—Will run anywhere

chase without giving heed to

the claims and prices of the

at any time and won’t tall to pieces on the road—

Always reliable. ls closing his mind to some

hard, cold facts and figures.

BUILT ENTIRELY IN OUR OWN FACTURIES. IF YOU ARE NOT “come rr BLIND," we WILL

PARTS NOT BOUGHT Aiili ASSEMBLED. BE PLEASED TO PLACE THEM BEFORE YOU.

’ ’ Conrad Motor Carriage Co.,

no" l4la-l4l9 NIAGARA STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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A TYPICAL EXPERIENCE

WITH THE

 

TRENTON, N. 1., May 25, 1903.

SEARCHMONT AUTOMOBILE CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Gentlemen:—

Replying to yours of the 20th regarding my experience with the Searchmont

car, I can say nothing but the best for it, having run the type VI, which I pur

chased last November, close to thirty-four hundred miles, with an expense for

repairs so small that it is not worth mentioning. I enclose the bill, with

gasolene and items not pertaining to the car, taken out, the amount is $0.50.

To this add the spark plugs, intake valve springs, the eleven tubes for radiator,

new commutator and commutator springs bought recently, and you have the

entire cost, which cannot be over $2 5.00. I have never been towed home, nor

stopped on the road over half an hour at any one time; have used the car in all

kinds of weather. The secret, if there is any, is good workmanship in the car,

in the first place, and the same well taken care of after leaving the factory.

Wishing you continued success, I am,

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) J. W. FOSTER.

P. S. The inner tubes and shoe purchased have never been used.

  

 

That's the secret—good workmanship. Another secret is the

right design of car and motor; but right design would be of little use

if every part were not made of the very best material and fitted to its

corresponding part with the utmost fineness and exactness of adjustment.

Good work—that's the secret—that is why every Searchmont

that ran in all the Endurance Contests of 1902 had a hundred per cent

record. Send for catalogue.

ml

Searchmont Automobile Co., N°':,",,'.‘,",‘:gf“" Philadelphia

FACTORIES: Searchmont, (near Chester) PA.
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AGAIN SCORED WITH THE G. 8: J.

At Indianapolis, Indiana, June 20th, Barney Oldfield broke all

previous World’s Records from One to Five miles inclusive, with {U}

an 80 h. p. Henry Ford racer, fitted with G. 8: J. tires. The ll“

time was as follows: It

  

 

 

MILES. MIN. SEC. \\

 

 

    

1 o 59 3-5 *

2 2 0 2-5 I ‘

a 3 2 {1m

4 4 3 4-5 I"

s 5 4 as ,{l

H 

  

.7.“ _'-"'._:‘,=_;_::'_"_ _“" _-_

-~--_=e__<:---;--.-_-__.- _-

..__-k=_—_ 7

:z~"wk....—

.315%.»;

41?...-.__-' (1. & J. TIRES i

are fast, reliable and easy to repair. They are

the choice of well-posted men.

68...! InnaCo.

 

  

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

NEW YORK AGENCY—81 Reade Street, New York City.
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TthEWWEITE STUDEBAKER

STEAM TONNEAU my 190 3 ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

N0 EXPERT CHAUFFEUR NEEDED

Gan be Run Any Day In the Year, by Any Member of the Family.

 

 

Wide Touring Radius.

A Successful Hill

Climber.

Smooth Operation.

Reiiable Brake

Control.

Great Strength of

construction.

Perfect Spring

Suspension with

Resulting Comfort in

Riding.

Can be used equally

well over rough

  

". pavements or smooth

_ . ' park roads.

is the motion of the incomparable WHITE—smooth, noise- Quiet Running

less and “(Le frog,“ :11 glowr .Wbrauofns_a ghilmg Descriptive Catalogue on application. Our complete line of automo

movenlent at a or 5 l" e max'mum 0 antomo l mg p 835' biles can be seen at the following repositories and at our

ure, minus liS every defect. Branch Houses and Agencies in all principal citiea

W" "'My;%¢;;;:f5;j;';gfgf;gg€“WW""1" STUDEBAKER BROS. MANUFACTURING co.,

studebaker Broa. Co., of New York. Broadway and seventh Avenue,

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO., Cor. 48"- se, New York City.

(Automobile Department) CLEVEAND, OHIO. Studebaker Bros. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

a: Union Square, New York. N. Y. 509 Tremout St., Boston, Mass. P.c‘°ry "Id Genet-l onlc“' south Bend' 1""

an Woodward Ave.. Detroit, Mich. 300 Poet St. San Francisco, Cal.

35.36.37 Kin: s." chcm 5." London' Englamt First-Class Agents Desired In Territory Not Already Covered

ER”MOTORCAR
“AS GOOD AS HONEY CAN BUY.”

    

 

 

 

 

 

Order a sample now.

  

We can make

reasonably prompt

delivery.

  

Three forward

speeds and reverse.

Ample power for

full loaded capacity

on 25% grades.

  

Speed, 30 or more

miles per hour.

Good reliable agents wanted in unoccupied territory. R c C0,,

Write for catalogue giving full particulars, terms, etc. READING, PA.
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TheMoyea

A Touring Car for those

who desire the very best

that money will buy.

  

In Certainty of Operation

and Elegance of Design

and Appointment it is

without a peer.

Moyea Automobile Co.,

3-7 West 29th Street, New York.  

    

Tnnnnnnm
  

8 and I2 h. p. 2 cyllnder and Hi h. p. 4 cyllnder

SURREYS.

J. ll. BBANIIES, ll. 8. Agent GllllELL & llll.
28 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madlson.

New Yomc Ammrs Fox ST. LOUIS Moron CARRIAGI Co.

Uptown Garage, C. L. Bell & Co., :50 West 80th Street. Telephone, :56: River.

Baltimore Agency A. G. Spalding Bree, :5 West Baltimore Street.

Philadelphia Agency, Motor Vehicle Power Co., Sixteenth and Wood Streets.

Summit. N. 1., C. C. Henry. Yonken, N. Y., William Shrive.

Newark, N. 1.. Koehler SEorting Goods Co.

ANGI ER & WHITN EV, Boston, M:s:., New ngland Representatives for Cudell Cars.

 

 

“ STEVENS-DURYEA ”

(Gasoline)

AUTOMOBILE

Our New Catalogue is now ready

for distribution. Besides being a

work of art it contains a complete

 

$4 description of the

- “ STEVENS-DURYEA ”

Automobile. This catalogue should

be in the hands of everybody who is

interested in automobiling. \Nill

mail a copy upon request.

  

 

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.,

690 Main Street.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS.

 

  

Just What You’ve Been lnnking Fnr.

COFFEE nnnznunmin

n
'_ Float Food and Mixing

Device in a Single

7 " Chamber.

SIMPLE.

COMPACT

RELIABLE.

A notable advancement

in gas making

appliances.

  

Absolutely automatic regulation of alr and

gasolene.

EASILY APPLIED TO ANY ENGINE.

R. W. COFFEE & SONS,

RICH MONO, VA.
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THE GENERAL

Is the Return Trlp Automobile.

It goes there and gets back.

It looks well and wears well;

but its leading point is ser

viceabillty.

  

Most men are not mechanics. The General is there

fore designed without complex mechanism. It has been

made as simple and as sturdy as posstble. Simplicity

and sturdiness are both essentials in the everyday auto

mobile. They insure control and constant performance.

In every automobile the motive ,power should be the

chief consideration. It is the chief consideration of the

General. The General'is propelled by a two-cylinder,

balanced type engine with large mechanically operated

intake valves and with a high maximum compression

which is controlled by throttling device regulating the

speed and power of the engine. The gasoline is sup

plied by an adjustable diaphragm carburetor, giving

proper amount of gasoline when running at all speeds—

from 1,000 to 1,600 revolutions—and when working

light on throttle, requiring no adjustment after once

being set. Lubrication is made positive by a mechanical

lubricator which pumps oil into cylinder in the proper

quantity and only when engine is running. The control

(an important feature) is accomplished by frictional

brake bands which are operated by single lever for

forward changes, and by treadle for reverse. These

parts are made especiallystrong. Careless handling

can in no way injure them and it is therefore impossible

to lose control of the machine.

 

Price - - 115900

Price (with tonneau) $1,000

 

GENERAL AUTOMOBILE & MFG. CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

 

fimmiile
WING to the demand for our Gasolene

Touring Cars, it has been necessary to

operate our large factory at full capacity day

and night all this year. We are now prepared

to make deliveries on the four-cylinder 16 H. P.

Model in 30 days from date of order—unusu

ally prompt delivery for this type of car.

flcomobile

  

(firsin the best built ea):in Mmeriea

The four-cylinder 16 H. P. Locomoblle

shown above is remarkable for its smooth and

noiseless operation at all speeds; for its hill

climbing ability; ease of control, and for the

excellent design throughout. It is faster than

many cars of a greater rated horse-power. The

mechanical details are in accordance with the

latest and best practice; the workmanship is

thoroughly good, and a striking feature of the

car is the ease with which all parts may be

gotten at.

\Ne have delivered many of these cars, and

if desired, can furnish testimonials of a high

character from customers to whom we have

furnished machines.

Write to our factory, or to any branch oflice,

for further information, photographs, or to

arrange for a thorough demonstration.

Tha £0eomobile company at America,

Hun Orrrels AND Fae-re":

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

‘ 76th Street and Broadway, New York; I3 Berkeley Street, Boston; :49

BRANCMIS: North Broad Street, Philadelphia; I354 Michigan Avenue, Chicago;

i 39 Sussex Place. South Kensington, London.
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The Oldsmobil IS
“ THE BEST THING ON WHEELS.”

Don’t ask anyone—don’t take anyone's word for it—they may be prejudiced. Just notice

the automobiles on the streets of any town and you will find there are three Oldsmobiles to

one of any other make—“I WONDER WHY.”

PRICE 650.00.

Any of the following selling agencies will gladly show how the Oldsmobile “Goes.”

ALBANY, N. Y.—Automobiie Sto 0 l
TMln‘ Co. m

ATLANTA, GA.—C. H. Johneon.

BINGI-IAMTON, N. Y R. W. Whipple.

BOSTON, MASB.—Oidlmobile Co,

BUFFALO. N. Y.—.Ieyne| Automobile Co.

CHARLESTON, S. C.—Army Cycle Co.

CHICAGO,II..L.—OId.emoblieCo.. Githene Bl'oe.C0

CLEVELAND OHIO—oldlmllbllv v.

COLUMBIA, s. C.—J. E. Richardl.

DALLAS, TEXAS—Lipeeomb & Garrett.

DAVENPORT, IA.—Maeon'e Cerrilge Worke.

DENVER, COLO.-—G. E. Hennan.

DETROIT, MICH.-Oldemobile Co.

ERIE, PA.—Jacob Roth.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.—Adaml I: Hart.

HARRISBURG, PA.—-Kllne Cycle C0.

HOUSTON, TEXAS—Hewnlne Automobile &

Ge.- Engine Works.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.-—Fieher Automobile C0.

JACKSONVILLE. FLA.—F. E. Gilbert.

KANSAS CITY. MO.—E. P. Morierity A Co.

LANSING. MICH.-W. K. Prudden & Co.

LOS ANGELES. CAL.-——Oldem0bile Co.

LOUISVILLE. KY.—Sutelifle 4': Co.

MEMPHIS, TENN.—H. A. White.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—0idemobile C0.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

SELLING AGENTS :

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—A. F. Chane & Co.

NASHVILLE. TENN.—John W. Chester Co.

NEWARK. N. J.—Autovehicle Co.

NEIV ORLEANS. LA.—Abb0tt Cycle C0.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Oldlmoblle Co.

OMAHA, NEB.—Olde Gas Engine Workl.

PATERSON, N. J.—F. W. Stockbridge.

PLAINFIELD, N. J.—-F. L. C. Martin Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—0idsmobile Co.

PITTSBURG, PA.—Banker Broe Co.

POUGl-IKEEPSIE, N. Y.-—John Vln Benechoten.

RALEIGH N. C.—Raleigh Iron Works.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Rocheeter Automobile Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL—Locomobiie Company

of the Pacific.

SAVANNAH, GA.—T. A. Bryeon

51‘. 1.01113, MO.—MieelleipinliIey Automobile Co.

TEXARKANA. ARK.—J. K. Wldley.

TUCSON. ARIZ.—Seager & Cloee.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—National Capital Automo—

bile CO

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS—R. N. Halstoad. Honolulu.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND—Oldsmobile

Co. 0! Great Britain, Ltd., London. Eng.

GERMANY—(Ali Germany except Cologne)—

nesé Weizaertner, Berlin: Cologne. L. W

& 0.

Ear

elter

FRANCE—Eugene Merville. Paris.

SWITZERLAND—Automobile Fabrik Orion AG., Zurich.

ITALY—Victor Crolmt, Turin.

liOLLAND—Bingham & Company, Rotterdam.

NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. T. Nielsen& Co.,

Copenhagen. Denmark: 1... P. Rose &Co., New York.

CANADA—iiyslop Brothers Toronto, Ont.

MEXICO—Oldsmobile C0,. Mohler a De Grees,.\iexlco City.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon (hmeno & Company,

Buenos Ayree.

SOUTH AFRICA—White. Ryan 8: Co.. Cape Town; Shen

rifl’, Swingley & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

NEW SOUTH WALES—Knowles Auto.

8: Power Co., Sydney.

VICTORIA—Hall & Warden. Melbourne

AUSTRALIA— QUEENSLAND—James Smith 8: Sons,

Brisbane.

SO. AUSTRALIA—Duncan & Fraser,

Adelaide.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd., Auckland.

JAPAN—Bruhl Bree, Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR, iNDIA. CEYLON. CHINA. JAVA.

SUMATRA. BORNEO, FORMOSA—New York Export

& Import Co., New York City.

WHITE POR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE TO

1332

’ Jcilcrson Avc., Detroit, Mich.

FACTORIES: DETDOIT AND LANSING, MICII.
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JENATZY WINS THE CUP FOR GERMANY

 

The Belgian, Representing Teutons With Mercedes Car, Beats de Knyff by about Twelve

Minutes—Covers Course in Nine Hours and Fifty-nine Minutes—Americans Show

Poorly-—Many Mishaps but None Serious—Winton in Trouble Before the Start.

(Special Cable to the Motor World.)

Ballyshannon, Ireland, July 2.—Jenatzy

won the great international race here to

day, and Germany becomes the holder of

the Gordon Bennett Challenge Cup for the

next year. De Knyff, of the French team,

was second. Gabriel, De Caters and Far

man came in next in the order named. Win

ton, Owen and Edge were hours behind, and

Mooers was missing at the time.

De Knytf was the first one to finish the

race, coming in at 5:35, and Jenatzy arrived

two minutes later; but, as De Knyi’f had

fourteen minutes' start on Jenatzy, the lat

ter won by about 12 minutes. This is elapsed

time.

The race was started promptly on time.

S. It“. Edge was the first sent away, at Just

7 o‘clock. Rene de Knyi'l.’ was the second

man oif, starting at 7:07. Alexander Win

ton was scheduled to be the third starter,

but he was late in arriving at the tape, and

Percy Owen was sent away in his place, at

7:14. He made rather a poor start, but was

greeted with a great demonstration of wav

ing hats and handkerchiefs. The Irish peo

ple here had been hoping that an American

would win the race. Jenatzy was the fourth

to get away. The others followed seven

minut .s apart.

Jenatzy’s gross time for the 368 miles 765

yards was 9 hours 59 minutes. Ills net time,

with the control periods deducted, is 6 hours

32 minutes.

'The start in detail was as follows:

 

1—S. F. Edge, England . . . . . . . ..7:00 a. m.

2—Chev. R. de Knyfi, France. ..7 :07 a. m.

3—P. Owen, United States . . . . . .7:14 a. m.

4—M. Jenatzy, Germany . . . . . . . .7 :21 a. m.

5—C. Jarrott, England. . . . . . .7228 a. m.

6—M. Gabriel, France . . . . . . . . . 3:35 a. m.

7—~L. P. Mooers, United States.7:42 a. m.

S—Baron de Caters, Germany...7:49 a. m.

9—J. W. Stocks, England . . . . . ..7:56 a. m.

10—M. Farman, France . . . . . . . . ..8:03 a. m.

a. m.ll—A Winton, United States. . . . .8:10

(Pushed over line, but was not

off until 8:50 a. m.)

12—li‘oxhall Keene, Germany... .8:17 a. m.

Jarrott was smoking a cigarette as he

crossed the line. Mooers made a poor start,

the car being pushed across the tape. Win

ton halted the other slde of the line (after

his time had been taken, and lost forty min

utes adjusting his carburettor. This gave

him trouble all day. In the first fifty miles

01’ the race his engine skipped badly, but

after that he got it going grandly. By that

time, hoWever, he was eighty miles behind.

I learned that the trouble was due to some

oil accidentally getting into his gasolene

yesterday. Winton himself has not learned

of this yet and is at a loss to account for

his carburetter troubles.

Edge led at the end of the first lap of

about 103 miles. The best gross time, how

ever, was made by Foxhall Keene, who cov

ered the lap in 1:23. After that Jenatzy

made the fastest time on each of the laps.

At the end of the second lap Jenatzy was

leading De Knyff by 4 minutes 23 seconds.

In elapsed time he was ahead of all, the

order of the others then being De Knytf,

Farman, De Caters, Gabriel, Edge.

It began to rain at 1:30 o‘clock, and the

road became slippery. Jenatzy wa the win

ner, barring accidents, from the second

round on.

The fastest times were made over :1 meas

ured one-mile tretch near here (Bailyshan

non). The best time was made by Gabriel,

55 seconds for the mile. The fastest rates

per mile over this stretch were: Edge, 66;

De Caters, 64; Jenatzy, 64, ‘

Jarrott broke his steering gear. and was

thrown near Stradbally, on the first round,

breaking his collarbone. Baron de Caters

stopped near the_ grandstand to send word

of the accident, so as to allay apprehension,

as a report had spread that the English

favorite had been fatally hurt.

Stocks collided with a fence in the first

lap, and was so badly damaged that he quit.

This left Edge the only Englishman in the

race, and on the second round one of his

tires burst, and he lost an hour.

Farinan had to stop to make adjustments

in the second lap, and so did Foxhall Keene.

-Shortly after completing the third round

Keene had to quit because his axle was

about to break. He had scored 160 miles in

4 hours 26 minutes, when he withdrew.

Gabriel, who was tipped as the sure win

ner ot the race, did very poorly. Mooers is

reported to have broken down near Athy.

Owen and Winton were hopelessly distanced

on the third round. Edge had a spill on a

bad turn, but continued. The American

(Confirm on page sq.)
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INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS

Representatives Present From all Clubs Except

A.C.A.——Outllne of Proceedings.

 

Paris, June 19.—The inconvenience of in

ternational congresses is that as the proceed

ings take place in the language of the coun

try in which they are held, it is not easy for

foreigners, unless they are exceptionally well

versed in this language, to follow the reports

and discussions sufliciently to profit from

them, and it is probably for this reason that

the attendance of foreigners at the congress

held this week at the French Automobile

Club was not so great as might have been

expected. All the clubs sent one or more

delegates, except the Automobile Club of

America, which was not represented at all.

- This is perhaps to be regretted, for, though

American manufacturers undoubtedly do

well to preserve their individuality and de

velop the automobile along their own lines,

they would, at all events, find a great inter

est, and perhaps some profit, in making an

occasional examination of the state of things

on this side. No greater opportunity is of

fered of doing so than the international con

gress, which summarizes the whole poition

of the automobile pastime and industry in

Europe.

The first international congress was held

in Paris in 1900, when, coinciding as it did

with the Exposition, it was of an extraor

dinarily successful character. During the

three years that have elapsed since then the

industry has been advancing by leaps and

bounds. It is estimated that the French

makers alone are turning out 15,000 cars a

year. They are employing 45,000 men in the

actual construction of vehicles, and if to

these be added the number of hands en

gaged in the accessory department of the

trade, such as manufacture of axles and

springs, frames, carriage work and the like,

as well as pneumatic tires, there are at least

180,000 men employed in the automobile in

dustry.

Such progress must obvioust suggest a

great deal of interesting discussion, and, in

fact, there was too much of it to be con

veniently dealt with at a congress which

lasted only three days. No fewer than sixty

rcports had to be got through in five sittings,

thus making twelve each morning and after

noon. It was clear that such a mass could

not be properly digested. The reports were

barely summarized and the discussions were

scampered through, so that the different

questions were not thrashed out so much as

they ought to have been. Still, the informa

tion supplied was most valuable, and there

is no doubt that this interchange of ideas

has done much to lay down thc science of

automobilism on broad and recognized lines.

It is, of course, impossible to go fully into

the various matters that came before the

congress. The proceedings will form a huge

volume, which may be consulted with advan

tage when it is published some months

hence, but for the moment we will try to

give some idea of the general trend of the

industry as shown by the results of recent

research and the suggestions offered for fut—

ure development. At the first meeting the

congress discussed the subject of motors,

carburetters and igniters, which would alone

have been sufficient to occupy attention dun

ing the whole three days, if only the con

gress could have sat long enough to go into

the various matters thoroughly. As it was,

these important problems had to be disposed

of in three hours.

Steam engines and generators were re

ported on by M. Turgan, the maker of the

well known Turgan et Foy steam trucks. It

is hardly necessary to say that M. Turgan

has great faith in the future of steam auto

mobiles, but his opinion is coupled with cer

tain reservations, some of which apply spe

cially to France. The steam car should have

liquid fuel, but in France the duties on kero

sene are the same as on gasolene, so that

the former is not sufficiently benefited to al

low of the liquid fuel steam vehicle compet

ing successfully with the gasolene car; at

the same time M. Turgan is not satisfied

with the present type of kerosene burners,

especially on account of the difficulty of

suitably adapting them to the steam gener

ator. The makers of steam cars turn out

good boilers and good engines, and the only

thing needed to make the vehicle a popular

success is the application of reliable kero

sene burners and also the fitting of proper

condensers. This latter point is the most

important of all. People usually object to

the steam car on account of the necessity of

taking in supplies of water, quite overlook

ing the fact that'this can be done mechani

cally in a few minutes; but still the objec

tion exists, and it is very necessary for the

steam car that it should be fitted with a

condenser that will return a much larger

proportion of the steam to the boiler. In

light cars running at fairly high speeds this

can be done without greatdifficulty, but in

industrial vehicles the displacement of air

is relatively so small that it is scarcely pos

sible to condense at all. M. Turgan there

fore proposed that the technical committee

of the Automobile Club should carry out ex

periments with condensers in the hope that

further research and a comparison between

the different systems will provide the. neces

sary solution. Some makers are experi

mentally adapting the principle of ice mak

ing to the condensation of the exhaust. If

the solution can be found by this or other

means no further objection can be raised

against the steam automobile.

In the discussion that followed some of the

members naturally brought up the steam tun

bine, M. Hospitalier being particularly fa

vorable to a combination of steam turbine.

dynamo and storage battery, and he seemed

to be of the opinion that all further progress

in the steam vehicle would have to be car

ried out in this direction. As the steam tur

bine runs at excessively high speeds, the

use of mechanical reducing gear is, of course,

out of the question, and in view of the un

fortunate experience with the Hellman loco

motive and other devices for generating elec

tricity by steam'power the congress did not

seem to participate in the hopeful views of

M. Hospitalier. It inclined rather to the

opinion of M. Turgan, that the steam car is

already a very efficient and satisfactory ve

hicle, which only needs a good condenser to

make it a success in this country.

 

Garage not a Livery Stable.

That an automobile garage is not a livery

stable was held last week by a. Washington,

D. C., judge, before whom a suit was brought

based on this contention. Frederick B. Wes

ton was charged with keeping a livery stable

in a block where he had not secured consent

of 75 per cent of the residents. The place

is at No. 1,319 L street N. W., and there

owners of automobiles can tore their ma

chines. Attorney Duvall, for Weston, made

the contention that it did not come within

the provisions of the law, for the reason that

Weston‘s place was in no sense a livery sta

ble, there being neither horses nor vehicles

kept there, nor were the machines kept for

hire. Judge Kimball took the matter under

advisement, saying he wished to consult au

thorities, and this decision was the result.

He decided that the defendant did not come

within the law as charged in the information,

and dismissed the case.

Assistant Corporation Counsel Pugh gave

notice of applying for a writ of error, that

he might carry the case to the Court of Ap

peals.
 

Owner was Responsible.

A French court has decided against an au

tomobilist whose machine exploded and set

fire to a farm. The farmer claimed 62 francs

73 centimes ($124.14). The driver admitted

that he caused the fire, but claimed that it

was not his fault. The court held that the

explosion was caused by the bad construc

tion of the machine or that it was oven

charged with spirit, and insufficient precau—

tion had been taken by the chauffeur, and

gave the full amount claimed, including the

odd centimes.

 

Damage Verdict for Motorist.

A jury awarded $500 to Herbert E. Smith,

automobilist. who brought suit against the

Jersey City, Hoboken & Paterson Railway

Co., one of whose trolley cars recently col

lided with Smith’s automobile, damaging

both machine and rider. The case was tried

on June 17 in the Jersey City Circuit Court;

Mr. Smith sued for $5,000—that is, $300 for

damages to the machine and the balance for

personal injury, and so on. The jury gave

onc-tcnth of the sum asked.

Charging Station at Duluth.

liulnth, Minn, has a new automobile plant

which the Evanston Electric Company has

Just established in that city. It has capa

ity for charging six cars at one time.
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MAKERS ASK HELP OF A.A.A.

00 Over the Head oi the Club for Supervision

of Reliability Contest.

The National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers has determined, if possible, to

avoid the innuendo that certainly would at

tach to the award of medals in a reliability

contest run by a committee of its own mem

bers and with its own members acting as

checkers and observers. To avoid the criti

cism the N. A. A. M. has appealed to the

'A. A. A., and in doing so has incidentally

hit the Automobile Club of America another

slap by going over its head and implying

that it recognizes the club only as a local

body.

Action upon this matter was taken in con

nection with the report of the technical com

mittee of the association on the proposition

to hold a reliability run, and the executive

committee on Wednesday voted in favor of

holding such a run in October. The exact

date will probably be about the middle of

the month. The dislnclination to cooperate

with the club in such a matter expressed

itself emphatically in the decision to invite

the American Automobile Association to

undertake the supervision of the run, ap

pointing the observers, checkers and other

necessary officials, and making the awards.

Dr. Chase, president of the American Auto

mobile Association, and A. R. Pardington

were present at the meeting, and were in

favor of the proposal, which will be laid

before the executive committee of the as

sociation.

The run, as contemplated, will be over

a route extending from New York City to

Pittsburg, by way of Philadelphia, Baiti

more and Washington. On reaching Wash

ington the cars will return to Baltimore,

proceeding thence to Hagerstown, Md., and

from there to some point halfway between

Hagerstown and Pittsburg. The time occu

pied will be five days. At Pittsburg several

days will be devoted to inspection of the

cars by experts, from whom certificates will

be obtained as to their condition and as to hill

climbing and other tests. The checking on

this run, according to Manager Miles, will

be done on a plan which promises practical

results such as have not been afforded by

any previous contest, and he anticipates a

competition from start to finish which will

be noteworthy in every respect. ‘

The executive committee decided that it

would not be advisable to have any contest

of commercial cars this year.

The Bailey law came in for its share of dis

cussion, and it was decided that in order to

obtain an authoritative interpretation of the

law as it relates to licenses and dealers it

was advisable to make a test case.

Some consideration was given to the prop-'

osition for a steel speedway for automobiles

on Long Island, and this will be made the

subject of a statement to be made in the

near future.
 

Seeks Damages for Non-Delivery.

L. S. Wheaton, of the New-Jersey Auto

mobile Co., Newark, N. .i., has brought suit

against the Cadillac Automobile Co., t-f De

troit, Mich, for heavy damages alleged to

have been sustained through the iefendant

company not living up to their contract and

delivering motor cars according to order.

The alleged damages were sustained during

the connection with the firm of W. T. Stew

art. as well as since his severance from it.

Because of the alleged failure of the company

to deliver ears, the Newark concern claims

it was not able to satisfy the demands of

its customers, and so purchasers went else

where. Since the withdrawal from the New

Jersey Automobile Co. of Stewart the Auto

mobile Co. of New Jersey, with which be

connected himself, has claimed the agency

for the Cadillac.

Wheaton is also suing the Autocar Co., of

Ardmore, Pa., for damages, claiming profit

on cars which his concern sold and which

were never delivered to them by the Autocar

Co. He also claims the profits for the busi

ness for 1903 in this district, claiming that

the agency was his by contract, but that the

Autocar Co. refused to deliver cars as they

agreed to do.

The Week’s lncorporations.

New York, N. Y.—The Brown Motor Ve

hicle Co. of New York City, under New York

laws, with $2,000 capital. Directors—C. H.

S. Brown and F. F. Goodman, New York,

N. Y., and F. D. Homan, Jersey City, N. J.

Louisville, Ky.—~The Motor Vehicle Co. of

Jetferson County, under Kentucky laws, with

$10,000 capital. Corporators—R. W. Otter.

J. Kemp Goodloe and E. B. Ayers.

Berwick, Pa.—Berwick Automobile Mfg.

Co., under Pennsylvania laws, with $10,000

capital.

New York, N. Y.—Pioneer Automobile &

Campus Motor Co., under New York laws,

with $20,000 capital. Directors—H. V. Wyck

011?, J. A. Hands and Cecar Campus, all of

New York, N. Y.

 

Exports Show Slight Decline.

The decline in automobiles and parts noted

fon the first time in the month of April, as

compared with the corresponding month last

year,- continued in May. but was not so

marked, the figures being $144,271 for May

last, as against $148,647 for May, 1902. This

was a loss of only $4,376, while the loss in

April was $16,519. On' the other hand, the

month of May last showed an increase of

$9,591 over the preceding month. For the

eleven months of the fiscal year the figures

are $1,038,792, as against $817,378 for the

corresponding period in 1902, a net gain of

$221,314.
 

Kinsman is Back.

J. A. Kingman. of the Locomobile Co. of

America, has returned from his European

trip.

GOES INTO RECEIVER’S HANDS

Shelby Motor Car Co. Finally Gives Up—The

Liabilities Exceed Assets

 

Acting on the petition of J. J. Jackson, of

Cleveland, John C. Fish was last Monday

appointed receiver for the “Shelby Motor

Car Co., Shelby, Ohio.

The firm’s liabilities are placed at $60,000,

with assets generously estimated at about

$50,000. The petitioner alleged that he

feared creditors of the concern would bring

suits against it, and thus entangle its af

fairs to a greater extent than could result

under the direction of a receiver. In this

connection it is interesting to note that it is

the president of the company who has been

appointed as the receiver.

To those conversant with the state of af

fairs existing for some time past, the news

will occasion but little surprise. Liberal

credit was extended the concern on the

strength of alleged strong backing, but when

accounts became due the only backing in

evidence was done by the company, which

avoided payment on one pretext or another

until its creditors were in despair. The

Shelby Motor Car Co. was the outgrowth of

Beardsley & Hubbs, carriage builders, of

Mansfield, Ohio, who started to manufact

ure the Darling gasolene car. They succeeded

in interesting Colonel Cockley, former head

of the Shelby Steel Tube Co., and it is said

that it was largely on representations made

by him that he and his friends would sub

scribe for the stock that the business was

removed to Shelby and the Shelby Motor

Car 00. organized. The death of Colonel

Cockiey upset these plans, and his execu

tors declined to invest further in the con‘

cern.

Since that time the business has been car

ried on under the active management of V.

N. Beardsley, the product being a convert

ible two and four passenger vehicle, with

double cylinder motor, the explosion cham

ber being in the centre.

The company, however, failed to make

very decided impress on the trade or public,

and the inevitable has resulted.

 

New Officers for Electric Vehicle Co.

At a meeting of the directors of the Elec

tric Vehicle Co., held last week, the resigna

tion of Arthur W. Newton, secretary and

treasurer, who has been connected with the

company for the last year, was accepted.

The vacancies were filled by the election of

W. G. Henderson, of Philadelphia, as treas

urer, and H. W. Kyte, who has been for a

number of years on the clerical staff of the

company, as secretary.

French Finn's l'lead Coming.

Felix Fournier, of Felix Fournier & Knopf,

Paris, France, is due in this country in Au

gust, on his annual visit, with the intention

of purchasing automobiles and automobile

accessories. This firm has an extensive busi

ness , “‘racce, Belgium and Switzerland.
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than in any automobile built.

STAUNCI'I, RELIABLE AND SIMPLICITY ITSELF IN OPERATION.

We’ll be glad to tell you more about it.

NORTHERN MFG. co. - Detroit, Mich.

  

 
  

 

 

Join the Ranks—Get into Linc—

USING

FISKTIRES.

Saves Lots of Time.

PISK RUBBER CO., - Chicopee Fails, flass.

BRANCHES :

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO,

604 Atlantic Ave. 40 Dwight 5t. 83 Chamber! 5t. 9l6 Arch St. 52 State St.

SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, DBTRCIT, SAN FRANCISCO,

423 80. Clinton St 28 W. Geneeee St. 284v Jeflenon St. “4 Second St.
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its Importance to the industry.

The result of the great International race

is of grave trade import. Should the French

men win it will give a still further fillip to

the automobile industry of that country.

Should the English win, it will be of vast

service to English car makers. Should the

Americans win, it will give a greater stim

ulus to the American automobile trade than

it possibly could do either the French or the

English trade, for both of these countries

have already scored, while with the Ameri

cans it would be the virgin victory, so to

speak. It appears, offhand, that the French

men may be said to be fiendishly bent on

fetching the cup back to France. Their cars

are all right; this has been proved many

times over and over in the great Continental

contests and speed trials. The men them

selves are full of the dare-devil spirit, and

they will ride to win or kill. The chief draw

back to tho Frenchmen is that they are

habituated to practically straightaway

courses, and they are rather taken aback

at the sinuoslty, the sharp turns and the nar

rowncss of parts of the Irish course, as com

pared to their own smooth, broad, wonderful

roadways.

The Englismen have every chance for a

look-in. For twenty-five years past England

has bred a race of sportsmen particularly

adapted to this sort of work. She started

with the heroes of the old high bicycle and

the space eating scorchers of the Great North

Road. She early became accustomed to hearr

ing of wonderful feats of bicycle and tri

cycle riding, both on road and truck. Later

runny of these men graduated into motor

cycling and into automobiling. The courage

developed in the latest forms of cycle rac

ing will stand them in good stead in this an

tomobile struggle.

thoroughly familiarized themselves with the

course, and will not hesitate to get all they

The Englishmen have

can out of themselvcs and their machines.

No sudden turn, no sharp corner will frighten

a scintilla of energy or courage out of them;

rather will it charge them with increased

energy, with the demoniac quality. The Bug

lishmen who will compete for this cup are

not easily feazed, and in their case, courage

enthroncd on goods cars, will play by far

the larger part.

Of the Americans we can say but little.

Ours has not been a country of great auto

mobile contests, and the frightful struggle

which will be put up in the International

Cup Race will be a somewhat strenuous ex

perience to Winton, Owen and Mooers. Bo

sides that, their cars have yet to be meas

ured alongside of the French and foreign

types. That they are serviceable we very

well know, but whether they can stand the

awful strain of a four hundred mile tortu

ous journey, driven at their utmost limit, is

a question upon which this event will throw

considerable light. A great factor in the

case of the Americans is the ability with

which the Yankee takes to a new game. The

history of international contests between

Americans and foreigners is that the Ameri

cans have been victorious eight times out

of ten, no matter what form the competition

happened to take. 0n the water, on the cin

der path, and even when we have competed

on the race courswin the Derby and in the

Grand Prix, for instance, victory has often

And it may be the

0f the sons of men, none

is more quick-eyed than the American, and

the quality of action, action, action, without

weighing consequences, may carry one or

more Americans to the fore. That all of us

crowned our efforts.

same in this case.

sincerely hope this may be the case is put

ting it in the mildest fashion. In fact, every

gOod American automobilist has his eye fixed

on Dublin or thcrcubouts, and he is hoping

for a rcsult that will warm the inmost

cookies of his heart.

One Little Reform.

A hundred years from now there will be

no trolleys on city streets, no railway “cross

ings,” and there may even be separate paths

for 'motor curs through town and country.

All this will make for a lowcr death rate.

In those days the editorial alarmist will deal

Meanwhile we

who live to-day must strive and ever try

largely with aerial collision.

to accomplish some little reform from time

to time, to make continually some little

steps toward the ideal.

And here is one little reform suggested to

the thoughtful and influential automobilist,

the man who runs his club or who knows a

State Senator.

mobile tour through three populous States,

that there was little danger of anything

running into us, for we were too spry. The

other things that used the roads had neither

our speed nor our control, so it would be,

indeed,~only through stupidity or lack of skill

on our part that any of these things could

possibly run into us.

There remained, however, the danger of

In broad daylight

this danger was at the minimum. At night,

We found, on a long auto

our running into them.

however, it was altogether dilfcrent. On

this long tour we found that not a few of

our heartquakcs came from an all too sud

dcn discovery that something or other was

on the dark road directly in front of us. AS

we drew ncar to these problematical and

mysterious somethings the headlights of the

cur, penetrating the darkness, would gradu

ally (IISLOVQI' and uncover some buggy or

farm wagon or one of the many vehicles of

use or pleasure.

These usually were crawling along the

road, most often at a snail’s pace, and al—

"Iis

true that occasionally they displayed—no,

not displayed, anything but that—but rather

carried a lamp, and it was generally as dim

imbecile‘s intellect. In nearly all

cuscs great pains scorned to have been taken

to hide the lamp from sight.

ways sheathed in dcadly darkness.

fiS ill]

No house

breakcr could have becn more careful of his

bullseye. And now for our little reform.

We advocate the revival of those laws which

compel all vehicles to carry lamps at night.

in States where there are no such laws we

advocate that such be enacted. We further
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maintain that such lights shall be placed on

the inside—that is, at the left of a vehicle—0r

at the tail end, or both. To us it seems

that such laws are absolutely necessary, less

for the protection of the automobilist than

for the safety of the occupants of countless

vehicles that crawl along America's dark

roads on the darkest nights.

A Matter of Credit.

A recent failure in the trade, which we of

course regret, throws considerable light on

the credit question. This firm got into some

careful firms rather heavily, solely because

it had “good backing." In other words, the

enterprise had been launched and financed

by men of means and repute. It is the firms

situated just as this one was which give the

credit department much thought and which

occasionally fetch it a severe cropper.

This firm in question had two very impor

tant factors which minimized 'its “strong

backing." First, the men whose names

opened up for it avenues of credit were

merely investors, not direct managers. Their

money was “in,” but their hands were not at

the wheel. Second, the firm was operating

on obviously wrong lines, was flying, strange

as it may seem, in the face of all the tradi

tions of the automobile market, and, worse

than that, it carried the incubus of a too

fertile inventor. A concern of ample capi

tal might, hi time, admit the error in mar

ket policy, turn tail and achieve success in

another directon. But what concern could

possibly carry an inventor with a new idea

every morning and still live?

In the weighing of credits in a new busi

ness such as this the most important fact

in the count is, What is the firm at? Is it on

the right lines? Is it making something mar-~

ketable, or is it face front to a stone wall?

Such are the determining factors, and such

questions. as applied to a firm’s policy,

should be very easily answered by the cred

itor who is constantly selling them and who

necessarily must be well posted on the auto

mobile trade.

As for the “backing” of a firm, the credit

man must attach little weight to “the men

behind the scenes.” When an enterprise is

nterely "backed" it is more or less of a spec

ulation. Certain men have simply put some

spare cash into it. To these the enterprise

is neither bread and butter nor life or death.

If all goes well, it is all right. but if things

go wrong. why “the hacker" gets out from

under as quickly and as mysteriously as

may be.

As a wag once said in this connection: “Oh,

yes. They have big money back of them.

But it’s so far back they can’t get at it."

I The Ubiquitous Canine.

Automobiiists who do much touring have

noted the slow but certain education on the

subject of automobiles which is obtaining

among our friends the dogs, those yelping

and leaping hyenas of the crossroads. From

the tourists’ standpoint, there are only three

types of canines, and the classification is

based on behavior, and not upon pedigree:

Class No. 1 is composed of the dog who re

gards the flying car with silent disdain. This

class is a compound of iazines and cow

ardice, in equal parts.

the race.

Class 2 embraces those brutes who madly

rush in from dooryard or farmgate, seem

bent on eating up the machine and picking

the bones of its occupants. Class 3, a. small

body as yet, but growhig rapidly, is the edu

cated dog, the fellow who has gotten partly

under the carwheels or who has felt the

lash of the whip so often that his curiosity

as to automobile construction has complete

ly evaporated. This division of dogdom has

been taught to beware the flying car, and, in

stead of raising a perfect inferno at the rear

wheels, the dog who has been scotched,

lashed or clipped now stands well off the

road and gives the automobile a wide berth,

and this education is being rapidly carried

forward, for nowadays no touring car is

complete without one or more long lashed

whips, and part of the education of the up

to-date chaufl’eur is to flip a canine at twenty

paces and send him home howling.

These are the curs of

 

How to increase Horse Values.

To produce a valuable horse has long been

the study of many men in the Blue Grass

region and elsewhere. Since the birth of au

tomobiling, however, that problem has been

vastly simplified. In our day ’tis scarcely

necessary to study food and climate and

pedigree. All one has to do is to get a

horse—any old kind of horse. Having got

the horse, guide him with premeditation and

care up against an automobile and get him

hit. lnstanter his value will increase several

hundred percent. This has never been

Many a poor old hack, with

in suufling distance of the button yard, has

had one last lingering laugh in his boots at

hearing himself described by his irate owner

—owner suing for damages—as a blooded ani

mal. wuth at least seven hundred dollars.

known to fail.

. Another Sort of Justice.

Justices out on Long Island, where the

word of one constable is generally consid

ered to be better than the word of three or

four eminent citizens in an automobile case,

will please take notice of the decision made

in the Court of Special Sessions in New

York on Wednesday, when J. B. McDonald

was discharged after simply offsetting the

poiicemnn’s testimony with his own.

The policeman said that he was a judge

of pace and knew that McDonald was going

eighteen miles an hour. McDonald said

that he was a Judge of pace and knew that

he was not going faster than eight miles an

hour. The full board of Special Sessions

judges were on the bench at the time, and

McDonald was discharged.

 
 

lust a ray of hope, just a glimmer of the

sunshine of justice and good sense is break

ing through the black clouds of prejudice and

persecution that have been hanging over au

tomobillng.

A policeman has been found who had read

the Bailey law, and was trying to act intel

ligently and fairly the other day, and three

justices on a New York bench have taken the

word of a citizen accused of excessive peed

ing as an oflset to the word of a policeman.

Such shafts of light rifting the gloom help

one to believe that it will not be long before

the rabid persecutors of the most modern

vehicle begin to see the folly of their ways

and grow ashamed of the role of fanatics try

ing to check the progress of the race.

 
 

The practice of supplying different sized

sprocket wheels—usually rear sprockets—is

a growing one, and nothing better illustrates

the approach of the refining stage than this.

DiiTering uses, no less than different roads,

call for varying gears; and the changes of

sprocket wheels make it possible to obtain

them without any particular trouble. Level,

rolling and hilly roads aiford occasion for

three different gears, and to send out cars

all geared alike, or to have no means of

making changes, is a proceeding that cannot

be long tolerated.

 

Does anyone recall a case of a horseman

arrested for driving at an illegal rate of

speed? And if not, why not? No one sup

poses it is because they do not violate the

But, except where

motorists are concerned, these ordinances are

made to be violated. The only difference is

that no one is punished. With automobilists

-—but that is another story.

existing ordinances.
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.IENATZY WINS THE CUP FOR GERMANS.

(Continued from page 511.)

showing was very poor, and before the race

was half over it had become a struggle be

tween France and Germany.

The race was run in sunshine and showers,

but without serious accidents. There was a

big crowd on hand. The press arrangements

were execrable.

It was a great race, the greatest ever run

for the cup, and all the factors of endurance

and manipulation of turns considered it

probably was the greatest as a test ever run

on any occasion. The map shows you the

course, looking like an irregular figure 8.

Imagine the lines of that 8 a good stone road

running for the most part between hedges

and woodland, through a peaceful pasture

and farming lands, and tracing here and

there its way through a village. It is in a

country noted for horse breeding and hunt

ing that the scene was set. Imagine this

pretty country, thickly dotted with tents and

temporary stands of every description at

the the sides 'of the serpentine rural

road, behind the hedges the

hillocks, and all with flags flying, and

imagine, also. five thousand of the Royal

and on

Irish Constabulary, uniformed in dull, dark

green, and you have the background of the

race. The constables, picketed everywhere,

suggested a. country newly in possession of

an invading force, but the holiday decora

tions and liveliness of scene that was all

about was in striking contradiction to this

suggestion.

The stand of R. J. Macredy and J. C. Percy.

from which the Motor World representa

tive viewed the race, was at the Moat of

Ardscull, three and a half miles from Athy,

and just where the cars had to slow up to

go around the moat. This was agreed by

every one to be the best possible viewpoint,

better, even, than that to be had from the

grandstand erected by the British club. The

cars covering one loop of the “8” four times

and the other one three times, had to run

over the stretch between Athy and Kilcul

len. seven times, that being the intersecting

line, and each time they came rushing toward

our stand at full speed, only to slow down

when it seemed as it about to crash into us.

R. G. B.
 

Jenatzy’s name has long been a familiar

one in French automobile annals. He is a

Belgian, although representing Germany in

this contest, having been selected almost at

the last minute by M. Jellinec, of the Daim

ler Co., to form one of the German team.

Last year be was a participant in the Ar

dennes Circuit race. driving one of his own

gasolene cars, and had made excellent time

on the first two rounds, when one of the

front wheels broke while he was going at

full speed on the straight road. The car ran

on three wheels for some hundreds of yards,

when the car turned over completely, hurt

ing his mechanic somewhat seriously, and

cutting Janetzy himself about the head.

The Mercedes car that Jenatzy drove was

built especially f0! the Paris-Madrid race, the

six cars which the Daimler Co. were building

for the cup race having been burned in the

destructive fire at Cannstadt last month.

Its weight is well within the limit of 1.000

kilograms, being just 990 kilograms. The

cylinders are 6 inches by 6 inches. The

radiator is half the width of the 60 horse

power car, and the axles are about half the

diameter. The engine is the same as the 60

top speed is about three to one, but this is

brought down again by the bevelled gear.

which makes the speed of the countershaft

on the top speed equal to that of the engine.

The first international cup race was run

in France in 1900. The course was from

Paris to Ly0ns,' 353% miles. France had

everything her own way, but the event was

always considered more or less of a fizzle.

Charron, on a Panhard, won in 9 hours 9

minutes, averaging 38.45 miles an hour. The

1901 event, Paris to Bordeaux, May 29; large

ly a failure as no foreigners competed. Girar

dot, finished badly, crippled, in 8 hours 50

minutes 59 seconds; distance, 327% miles;

our average, 37 miles. The 1902 event, run

in connection with the Paris-Vienna contest,

was won by S. T. Edge on an English car,

the Napier. He was the only man to finish.

The Frenchmen on the cup race committee

 

 

   

 

M. JENATZY, THE BELGIAN, WHO WON THE CUP FOR GERMANY.

horsepower in design, but bigger, especially

in the. cylinders, which are, as said above, 1

inch more in diameter. The Lindsey clutch

is the same pattern as on former cars. The

gear also is the same as in last year‘s 40

horsepower. the countershaft being the same

size. too, the diameter of which is 1% inches.

The wheel base is 9 feet 9 inches, and the

back of the driver’s seat is only 3 inches in

front of the back axle. The Continental tires

are the ones used on this car.

manipulated very easily. being very thin at

the sides. and flexible. but having a thick

tread. The control is identical with the sys

tem at present in use on the 60 horsepower,

but last year’s gear has been put in and the

same gear case is used. The proportions of

the gear are different, for the gear is higher

on the top speed. whereas in the case of the

60 horsepower the proportions between the

gears are equal.

Thus in the new racing cars this high top

speed obviates the use of very large sprock

ets. The proportion in the gear box on this

They are -

had a terrible time finding fault with the

Mercedes cars. It was at first objected to

that they had Michelin tires not made in

Germany, but the Cannstadt people went to

the expense of having them made in Gen

many, although they were Michelin tires in

every respect.

The story, as told in the New York Herald

of Monday, was:

“One event of the day has been the meet

ing of the international commission, com

posed of Mr. 0rd, representing Great Brit

ain; Mr. Clarence Gray Dinsmore, the United

States: Count Sierstorpt'l', Germany, and

Comte Robert de Vogue, France.

“Their business was to examine the pro

test put in by the French competitors

against the Mercedes, which are using the

Michelin tires, which have been made spe

cially for them in Frankfort. The regula

tions demand that the competing machines

be made entirely in the country they repre

sent in the race, and as Michelin is a French

manufacturer, his establishment of work
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shops in Frankfort to make tires for Ger

man machines is held by the French firm to

be a violation of the spirit of the regula

tions.

“Michelin admits that all the tires were

made in Frankfort, but of German material
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he could not guarantee the air valve to be of

German manufacture, the tires on the Mer

cedes machines were ruled to be inaccept

able. Consequently they had to be replaced

by tires of bona fide German manufacture—

namely, Continental tires.
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and by German workmen. The question still

unanswered is whether the valves are of

French make. They will be investigated t0~

moi-row and the decision rendered by the

commission."

The committee, after an almost intermin

ublc discussion, finally came to a decision

on tires. The session was held on Monday.

In View of the statement of M. Michelin that

I

THE NARROW, TORTUOUS COURSE OVER WHICH THE FLYING CARS RACED.

Dublin, June 28.—All the teams have now

arrived for the race. The French and Ger

mans got here yesterday. The American and

English contingent have been living near

the course for a week back. and they have

thoroughly familiarlzcd themselves with

every book and crook of it. Characteristi

cally, the Yankees on their arrival at once

set up a capital right in one of the streets

THE GURRA H h\

of the Vicarage of Timolin, and this will be

headquarters for the Stars and Stripes dur

ing the contest.

The French and Germans were surprised

at the contrast between this course and the

broad, straight highways to which they have
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hvcn used on the Continent. They pride

themselves. however on their great road

riding abilities, and, while they execrate

them, they do not in the least fear the many

turns and corners and the some times nar

row stretches of the Irish course.

Some 0! the critics here regard the Wlnton

machincs as particularly useful looking.

Others think that Mooers’s car is danger

Q
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611st light in places, Considering the im

mense engine. All the French connoisseurs

hold that the American cars, while suitable

for the track, are too light for this great

road test.

The headquarters of the Americans is in

a very retired spot. About half a mile from

the village of Timolin they have leased an

old tumble down house attached to the

Vicarage, and from a flagstaff on the hillside

float the Stars and Stripes. The party con

sists of Mr. Winton, Mr. Owen, C. B.

Shanks, of Cleveland, and two machinists.

Besides the racing machines are two touring

cars, in which the party intend to tour Eng

land and France after the races.

 

Dublin, June 29.—T'he racecourse country

of Old Ireland has been invaded to-day by~

five thousand of the Royal Irish Constabu

lary. Clad in their sombre green, they are

here, there and everywhere. But this time

’tis on a mission of peace they come, with a

bit of sport thrown in. And the five thou~

sand will, indeed, have their hands full until

after the great race has been run.

Both the French and German teams wcnt

over the course to-day, and pronounced it a

good “sporting course." Round the west

ward circuit thc cars will pass four times;

over the southern circuit three times, and

over the common base seven times, thus mak

ing up 368 miles, 765 yards.

The controls are at the entrance and de

parture of the few villages that are on the

course. At these places the cars will slow

down- between certain marked points, and

the time used in passing between the con—

trolled polnts will be noted and deducted

from the record of each car.

To-day was marked with warm breezes

and light showers. The American and Eng

lish teams tested the route, flying hither and

thither and familiarizing themselves with

the tickllsh points, _the turns and certain

rather sharp corners. The Germans and

Frenchmen seemed never to get enough of

this preliminary work, and they have been

out all day.

If there be a majority opinion among the

sharps, it rather favors the Frenchmen,

whom they rate as decidedly dangerous.

Particularly do they fancy Gabriel (Mors).

The experts hold that the Frenchmen are

masters of difficult road work, while they

insist that in this branch of automobiling

the Americans, though skilfnl, must be

counted as novices. But these experts have

not given full measure to the American dare

devil spirit, which, in the heat of battle, acts,

and only figures out results when it is over.

These Americans, by the way, are the only

men who have ridden the course in the re

verse direction. When asked the reason they

rcplh-d that this reverse ride gave them a

much better idea of the angles of the road.

The precautions that have been taken for

protecting the route are believed to be am

ple. The chief fear is that cattle, frightened

by the succession of rattling dust streaks,

may get on the road and cause accidents.

Earl Dudley, the Lord Lieutenant of Ire

land, will entertain a large party on Thurs

day and Friday. He will also give a garden

party on Saturday in honor of the English

and foreign motorists.

So great is the enthusiasm over the auto

mobile in Ireland that a crowd immediately

assembles around a stationary machine. The

small boy writes his name or puts a distill

guishing number on the mud guards or back

panels. To prevent this, Macdonald, Mr.

Edge‘s chauiTeur, earthcd the high tension

current the other day, greatly to the surprise

and confusion of mischievous boys who

touched any part of the machine. Bulley,

Mr. Edge‘s favorite terrier, sitting on the

machine, was also able to communicate elec

tric shocks to those who stroked him. The

funny part was that the dog did not seem to

feel the shocks that he was dealing right

 

. I“! aria-3 r~w~lf .

yesterday, but are stopping out at Malahide,

near the coursc. Dr. and Mrs. J. G. Lyman

came over from London in a szhard, stop

ping at Kingstown. Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Glid

dcn, of Boston, who are going to try to get

near the North Pole in an automobile, have

arrived here in their machine.

Among other Americans in Dublin just

now are F. W. McOutcheon, Miss Mc

Cutcheon, MlSS Ferguson, J. R. Goodwin,

C. P. Young, A. Banks, J. S. James, J. Byrne,

Mr. and Mrs. I“. H. Lovell, Dr. A. J. Arnold,

Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Worrall, Mr. and Mrs.

Daniel Daly, Hughes Fawcett, E. A. Hack

ctt, Thomas H. Craig, Walker Patton, Miss

Patton, Mrs. E. M. Gardner, the Rev. Charles

11‘. Reid, Richard K. Fox, Mr. and Mrs. L. V.

Harkness, Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Macomber

and Miss Nellie Gourley, all of New York.

 

  

THE GORDON BENNETT CHALLENGE CUP.

and left. The racing Napier is now locally

known as “the divil’s car."

Quite a large number of Americans are

quartered in Dublin, though many preferred

getting rooms nearer the course and some at

towns near Dublin. C. Gray Dinsmore and

Howard Johnston, the former representing

the Automobile Club of America andsthc

latter his alternate on the international COlll

mission, have taken a house in Fitzwilliam

Square, where they are entertaining Baron

Henri Rothschild and some other friends.

Mr. and Mrs._Anthony J. Drexel to-day were

lunching at the Sliclbournc Hotel. They had

with them Lady Alwyne Compton and Mr.

Van Voorhccs. They all came up on Mr.

lircxcl‘s 45-horscpower Mercedes from

Kingstown. The party is going t0~1norrow

to stop with- Colonel Crichton, who has a

place near the course.

Mr. and Mrs. Tratford Huteson, of New

York, who left London about ten days ago

in an automobile for Scotland, arrived here

Banker Bros.’ Bulletin Board.

Great business enterprise in connection

with the race was shown by the Peerless

Motor Car Co. and Banker Bros. W. J. Mor

gan, who accompanied L. P. Mooers and his

Peerless car to Ireland, was a strenuous

press agent, and for a week before the race

his friends in this country were receiving

postal cards from him almost daily, the

cards having on them a big halftonc of

Mooers and his car and a few words of in

formation such as this, dated June 24, from

Ballitorc: “All well, but raining hard. Tak—

ing gymnasium exercise." The exercise

probably referred to Mooers.

At the Banker Bros.‘ store. at 147 West

'l‘hirty-cighth street, New York, Manager (3.

G. Wridgway had a bulletin board put up

on Wednesday, and from early Thursday

morning there was a big crowd on hand

reading the bulletins that were received by

cable almost hourly from "Senator" Morgan.
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THAT EXPLICIT BAILEY LAW

ls Causing All Sorts of Trouble to New York

Dealers—Tut Cues Coming.

 

One of the snares and delusions of that

erudite piece of legislation, the Bailey law,

which was warranted to be sound and kind,

and, above all, wonderfully clear and explicit,

has been brought into strong relief in New

York City during the past week. The police

began acting under instructions last Thurs

day to arrest all automobilists caught on

the highways without a license tag. Then

began a chase like that of the dogdays, when

the catchers go forth with their nets after

the unfortunate mongrels who are not

tagged.

In the general dragnet it was natural that

some dealers should be caught, and so they

were. Then came the appeal to the clause

of the Bailey law that exempts manufactur

ers and dealers from taking out licenses for

any cars except those kept for their own pri

vate use. This appeal was of avail in some

cases, but not in others, for, of course, a

magistrate soon was found who had his own

ideas of what the law meant. It was quickly

seen, however, that this phase of the law

was one that would have to be submitted to

some high court for interpretatiou,‘because

of its being fraught with trouble for dealers

through being arrested and made to go to

court and prove their identity, if nothing

more. This interpretation will be sought by

C. T. Terry, counsel for the National Asso

elation of Automobile Manufacturers. The

point has been brought out very plainly that

the Bailey law is not explicit, but is one cal

culated to keep the lawyers busy.

GEGRGE B. ADAMS, FIRST VICTIM.

The fun began on Thursday, when George

B. Adams, of the Pope Motor Car 00., was

showing a new four cylinder Toledo to a

party of three. One policeman who halted

him to inquire why he had no license al

lowed him to pass on into Central Park, on

learning that he was a dealer. A second po

llceman halted him in the park and would

not accept the explanation. Mr. Adams was

taken before Magistrate Flammer. Mr. Ad

ams telephoned for Counsellor Niles, of the

A. C. A., but he was not needed, for as soon

as he heard Mr. Adams’s story Justice Flam

mer looked up the law. In Section 166 of the

Bailey law, which requires the registration

of automobiles by owners, he found this sen

tence, and after reading it promptly dis

missed the complaint:

“This section shall not apply to a person

manufacturing or dealing in automobiles, ex

cept those for his own private use and ex

(-ept those hired out."

The case of Mr. Adams was, however, only

the beginning of things. One of E. J. Wil

lis‘s men, J. W. \Vhite. came next. He also

was released by Judge Flammer.

it was White‘s luck to have two experiences

with the police last Friday, which be de

scribed to a representative of the Motor

World. Of the first he said:

Ti-ut TEN DAYS POINT.

“it was early in the forenoon, and I was

out with a car sold the day before to a cus

iomer uptown, whose man was with me to

familiarize himself with its workings. Dur

ing our ride a bicycle policeman hailed me

and inquired for the number of the car. ‘It

has no number yet,’ i told him; ‘it was sold

only yesterday, and there hasn’t been time

for a return from the application for a ll

cense.’ ‘Wbere are your initials, then?’ he

asked, and I replied that the law requiring

initials was done away with by the new law.

'I don't know about that,’ said be. ‘Well.

that's how it stands,’ I replied. Then he be

gan about the number again, and when I told

him that the purchaser of a car has ten days

in which to secure his number he exclaimed:

‘Do you mean to say that you have a right

to run around killing people for ten days

without either number or initials?’ But he

let it go at that, and we drove on. The po

liceman may have been Debes, for all that I

know, for it was in his district that this oc

curred.

“My experience in the afternoon was of

quite a different sort. I was out on a de

monstration trip with a possible purchaser,

when a mounted policeman halted us in the

park. On being informed that the car be

longed to a dealer, he wanted to know if I

was a dealer. When I answered in the nega

tive he asked if I had a chauffeur’s license,

and he got me on that. Perhaps he would

have let me go even then, however, but there

was a roundsman there and something had

to be done. Magistrate Flammer discharged

me a little later.

POLICEMAN, JUDGE AND JURY.

“Most of the trouble," Mr. White con

tinued, “arises from the fact that nobody

seems to understand just what the law

stands for. Every policeman seems to have

his own ideas concerning it, and the only

way I can see. out of it is for somebody to

put up a good. strong test case. A rounds

man at the station house said to me that it

looked to him as if the dealers were contriv

iug to get their men arrested in order to have

a test case made. There is one sure thing

about it, r-nd that is that these arrests un

der the Bailey law are hurting the business.

People who would like to own automobiles

are deterred from purchasing them by fear

of unintentionally breaking or appearing to

break some regulation and suffering arrest,

together with what they regard as unpleas

ant notoriety. That condition will prevail

just so long as any policeman is allowed to

constitute himself both judge and jury, and

determine for himself what the law means

and whether its provisions are being vio

lated, regardless of anything which may be

shown by the unfortunate occupants of the

automobile which he chooses to hold up.

But the police are cooling off a little, in view.

of the results of recent arrests."

E. J. Willis. White’s employer, said in re—

gard to the various interpretations put upon

the law:

“As matters stand, nobody can tell just

where we are. I sent to Albany my applica

tion for a certificate, and it came back to me.

together with the money I had sent for the

fee; on my application was indorsed a state

ment to the effect that as a dealer I am not

required to take out a certificate. This ex

emption appears to be a disadvantage, rather

than an advantage to the dealer, who is apt

to be held up by a policeman at any time.

He is certain of a discharge, of course, but.

nevertheless, be has to suffer the annoyance

and the loss of time caused by the arrest. It

strikes me that some provision should be

made which would enable dealers to avoid

this. and perhaps the best way would be to

have a special certificate, which would serve

to satisfy the policeman, who otherwise is at

liberty to doubt any assertion made to him

by the person whom he arrests. As for me,

I have decided to get a certificate for myself

anyhow."

MAC WiLLlAMS’ CASE. .

On Friday a new phase came. James W'.

‘ MacWilliam, a chauffeur employed by the F.

A. La Roche Co., was arrested in Central

Park while in charge of one of the com

pany’s Darracq machines, carrying no license

tag. He was taken before Magistrate Pool

and paroled for two hours to procure bonds.

Later, when he appeared again, he was ac

companied by his brother, George M. Mac

William, treasurer of the company, who was

prepared to furnish cash bail; also to present

to Magistrate Pool reasons why the pris

oner should be discharged. These reasons

included the very pertinent one that the

Bailey law exempts the vehicles of dealers

from the requirement as to carrying a license

tag. The magistrate did not consider the

plea sufficiently cogent, but held MacWilliam

for special sessions. Immediately after his

arrest MacWilliam was interviewed by a rep

resentative of the Motor World, to whom he

said:

“The occasion of my being in the park was

that the purchaser of one of our automobiles

had sent to us for instruction the man who

was to operate it. We went out in one of

the company’s demonstrating cars with that

purpose in view, and I had no idea that there

was any violation of law involved, knowing

that the Bailey law exempts makers and

dealers from the requirement as to license

tags. As for myself, I carry an operator‘s

certificate, which I thought was sufficient.

We passed the policeman who arrested me

and he made no attempt to stop us, but when

we returned over the same road there was

a roundsman with him, and the arrest oc

curred at that time.

JUDGE POOL’S IDEA.

“On my first appearance in court before

Magistrate Pool I explained the situation to

him as it was. Bill stated my understand

ing of the layv, which was that no license tag

is required on vehicles owned by makers or

dealers. In the course of the hearing the

magistrate expressed the view that the law

gives to makers and dealers only the right

to have unmarked motor vehicles in their

possession, but not the right to operate them
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upon the public streets and parkways. It

was under that conception of the meaning of

the law that he held me for special ses

sions."

Trieasurer George M. MacWilliam, peak

ing of Magistrate Pool's attitude in the mat

ter. said: “While Magistrate Pool was quite

emphatic in holding that the Bailey law does

not permit even makers or deale-s to 0p

crate unmarked motor vehicles, he was as

emphatically indisposed to venture upon any

interpretation of the law as it afl’ects that

class of persons in their rights and privileges

on the road. He said practically that the

matter could be left to the higher court. In

one way we are just as well satisfied with

the situation as it exists, although it has cost

us time and trouble. There are such impor

tant issues involved in an authoritative in

terpretation of the law that it is just as well

to have a case upon which they can be

brought out.

LAW PUZZLES ALL.

“So far as the law itself is concerned," Mr.

MacWilliam continued, “it has been created,

and there is no getting away from it. There

are many, of course, who see necessity for

some such law, but there are very few of

them who can explain the provisions of this

one intelligently. When even the lawyers

are unable to agree as to the interpretation

and effect of some of its provisions, it is

small wonder that laymen wonder where the

law places them. We don’t like the law.

looked at in its best possible interpreta

tion, but we are not disposed to violate it if

we know how to avoid it. That is about

all there is to our side of the matter. There

should be some way provided for the mark

ing of the vehicles we take out which would

guard us against the annoyance and loss of

time to which we are subjected and to which

we are liable every time we come within the

view of a policeman.”

The MacWilliam case was one of several

that came up in the Special Sessions Court

on Wednesday, and among the lawyers pres

ent were Charles Thaddeus Terry, counsel

for the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers, and N. W. Niles, counsel for

the Automobile Club of America. While

awaiting the judges Mr. Terry conversed

with a representative of the Motor World

and expressed his opposition to the Bailey

law very plainly.

TERRY CALLS I'r CLUMSY.

"It is a clumsy piece of law making," he

said, “and it is not too severe to speak of it

as mlintelligent. One of the things back of

of it is the vindictiveness of a lot of horse

men, who would like to monopolize the roads

of Long Island for speeding their horses. As

counsel for the National Association of Au

tomobile Manufacturers, my special oppo

sition to it is based upon the business injury

it inflicts through misinterpretation of the

clause which exempts makers and dealers

from the provision requiring license num

bers to be plainly displayed upon motor ve

hicles. It is only a fair presumption that

the intent of this exemption is to give to

makers and dealers the privilege of

operating, by themselves or by compe—

tent and licensed representatives, such

cars as they haVe to exhibit to possible

purchasers for trial and sale, or such as

they operate for purposes of demonstra

tion. Otherwise the exemption is of no trade

benefit whatever, while the clause in the law

as interpreted by the police and some of the

magistrates is causing a great deal of un-_

necessary trouble. The busines interest af

fected is too large already to be thus ham

pered, and it is a necessity that there should

be some definite understanding of the law

which will enable those who have automo

biles for sale to conduct their business with

out having to appear in court every now and

then."

CASES IN COURT.

In the case of George L. Brown, a. chauf

feur. for whom Mr. Terry appeared, be en

tered a demurrer. The complaint charged

the defendant with driving a motor vehicle

without the “proper” number. Brown is em

ployed by Smith & Mabley, and the motor

he was driving was one owned by that firm,

and was being used in a demonstration. The

fact that it was a dealer’s vehicle was not

stated in the complaint, and the result was

that the demurrer was allowed and the case

dismissed.

Subsequently the court came to the conclu

sion that all the similar cases on the calen

dar were in the same category, all of the

complaints being defective. When the Mac

Willialn case was called Counsellor John J.

Cunnecn asked to have the case set back a

number in order that Mr. Niles might be

present to try it.

“Oh, enter a demurrer," Judge Mayer sug

gested, but Mr. Cunneen was unwilling to

take that course prior to the arrival of Mr.

Nile. Eventually, after a private consulta

tion between Messrs. Niles and Cunneen

and Judge Mayer, it was decided to enter a

demurrer, with the understanding that the

court would make its consideration equiva

lent to a test case. Judge Mayer will write

a decision. which, it is expected, will clear

up the muddle somewhat.

TEST YET TO BE MADE.

Thus far the trouble has been that no com

plaint has yet been presented in court upon

which could be raised such determining is

sues as would call forth a judicial opinion

covering the ground which it is desired to

cover. Charles Thaddeus Terry, counsel for

the National Association of Manufacturer,

would gladly have tried the case in which

he demurred on Wednesday, but it was in

such shape through the defectiveness of the

complaint that there was nothing with which

to go to trial.

“The fact is," Mr. Terry remarked to the

representative of the Motor World, “it will

be necessary to make an adequate case upon

which a decisive trial can be had. I shall

draw up a complaint myself in such form

that upon it we can go to trial with issues

involved which will evoke such a decision

as will clear away the present befogged con

dition of the situation under the law."

Mr. Terry intimated that his course might

be to sue the Police Commisioner and an of

iicer for false arrest.

Citizen's Word as Good as Cop's.

It was made evident in the Court of Spe

cial Sessions, in New York, on Wednesday,

that in the opinion of some jurists the word

of a private citizen is as good as that of a

policeman, an opinion which does not appear

to hold in some courts nowadays, especially

if the private citizen is an antomobllist.

James B. McDonald, a chauffeur, was

charged with exceeding the speed limit, and

the bicycle policeman who appeared against

him testified that he was driving his auto

mobile at a speed of about eighteen miles an

hour. In reply to questions by Joseph T.

Darling, who appeared in McDonald's de

fence, the policeman was emphatic as to the

speed, giving his testimony as a matter of

knowledge, although he admitted that he

did not time the car. McDonald, testifying

in his own defence, said that the speed at

which he was going when he was arrested

did not exceed eight miles, according to his

judgment, which, he said, was based on ex

tended experience. The giving of testimony

occupied but a few minutes, and Counsellor

Darling stated the case very briefly, the

point of his argument being that no oifence

had been proved, the question of speed be

ing simply a matter of the differing judg

ment of two men. The court was equally

brief in its deliberation and decided in favor

of the defendant.

“While it was an instance of one man‘s

word against that of another," Counsellor

Darling said to a representative of the Mo

tor' World, “the policeman discredited him

self by too great alacrity in stating the

speed so positively as a matter of knowl

edge. His testimony would have been

stronger if he had made the statement as a

matter of opinion. That offset any preju

dice against the defendant‘s testimony which

might arise from the consideration that his

judgment of his own speed might naturally

be affected by his desire for self-justifica

tion."
 

Cord Meyer Decision Reversed.

County Judge Seabury, in the Mineoia,

Long Island, court on June 26, reversed the

decision in the case of Cord Meyer, who was

convicted on November 16 of having violated

the automobile speed law. The charge was

that Mr. Meyer had driven his machine one

eighth of a mile in sixteen seconds, and he

was fined $30. An appeal was taken on the

ground that the. prosecution had failed to

prove that the road on which Mr. Meyer was

riding was a public highway. The judge

held that it was not, and the sentence was

reversed.

'Bus Line for Sioux Falls.

Sioux Falls, 8. D., where the divorce mills

are located. is to have a new automobile

coach line. A corporation has been formed

to operate a line between Sioux Falls and

some of the surrounding towns. The

coaches will be of two styles, one, a twelve

passenger brake coach, an open air vehicle

with acanopy top; the other, aclosed, steam

heated, electrically lighted vehicle, can be

run in all kinds of weather.
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MASSACHUSETTS BILL A LAW

Passes Legislature and Receives Governor's big

nature—An Unsatisfactory Measure.

 

The Massachusetts Legislature, having at

last passed the much discussed automobile

bill, Governor Bates signed it on Saturday=

last. The law applies to all motor vehicles,

and that means all vehicles propelled by

other than muscular power, except railroad

and railway cars, motor vehicles running

only upon rails or tracks and steam road

rollers. The law is rather complicated, and

needs close study to understand. It permits

the cities and towns to make special regula~

tions as to the speed of automobiles and

motocycles, and the use of such machines

upon particular roads or ways, including the

right to exclude them altogether therefrom.

All automobiles and motorcycles must un

der the new law be registered by the owner

or person in control thereof, and after Sep

tember 1 no automobile or motorcycle shall

be operated upon the highway unless regis

etered with the Massachusetts Highway

Commission and displaying its registration

number in Arabic numerals not less than

four inches long, in such manner as the

commission may determine. It is expected

that the commission will order these num

bers displayed on the front and rear of the

machine, instead of on both sides and in the

rear, as provided in one of the many drafts.

The law does not, however, prevent the

operator of automobiles by unlicensed per

sons if riding with or accompanied by a

licensed chauffeur or operator. Vehicles

owned by non-residents of the State and

driven by persons residing and registered

in other States may be operated in this State

under the speed laws without special regis

traiion.
 

City Loses on Appeal.

Another point was scored last week by

A. C. Banker, the Chicagoan who is putting

up such a plucky fight against the city's

licensing ordinance. Judge Healy overruled

the demurrer of the city of Chicago to the

bill filed by Banker asking that the city be

restrained from causing the arrest of per

sons who have not complied with the city

ordinance and taken out an automobile li

cense. The point raised by the city was

whether Banker could sustain his bill when

he said that be sued in his own name and

person and in behalf of 1,500 other persons.

The overruling of the demurrer leaves the

rule enjoining the city still in force.

Previous to appealing the case City Elec

trician Ellh-ott sent notices to each auto

mobile owner to prepare to comply with the

new numbering ordinance before July 1.

Beginning then the police will be instructed

to strictly enforce the law and arrest all

violators. ....4.

Pittsburgers' Boulevard Race Meet.

Pittsbnrg automobilist-s, most of them, are

all agog over the series of peed contests to

be held over a specially selected mile of the

Beechwood Boulevard on July 11. W. Lin

ford Smith, secretary of the Pittsburg Ath

letic Club, who has charge of the details, has

put up the following programme:

A, motor cycles; B, electric cars; C, steam

cars weighing less than 1,200 pounds; D,

steam cars weighing over 1,200 pounds; E,

gasolene cars weighing less than 1,000

pounds; F, gasolene cars weighing between

1,000 and 1,500 pounds; G, gasolene cars

weighing between 1,500 and 2,000 pounds;

lI, gasolene cars weighing over 2,000

pounds; I, free-for-all, open to all cars,

except motor cycles, whether owned by mem

bers of the club or not.

Director E. M. Bigelow, of the Department

of Public Works, has lent his co-operation

to the members of the club, and will aid

them in making the races a success. About

a mile and a half of the speedway will be

roped off, so that flying starts can be made

and the director will see that the roadbed is

in the pink of condition. The automatic tim

ing device will be used for the first time in

Pittsburg. Mr. Smith, in speaking of the

precautions against accident yesterday, said

jokingly: “We're going to keep people from

getting killed if 'we have to kill them to

do it."

Missouri Motorists to Meet.

A “big meet" of automobilists, cyclists and

motor cyclists will be held July 4 at Belle~

ville, Mo., under the auspices of the Southern

Automobile and Cycle Club. The St. Louis

automobilists and cycle dealers have taken

great interest in the affair, and all of the

agents received entries. There are eight

events on the programme.

 

Beat Kilometer Record?

According to a cable from London, dated

June 26, D. M. Weigall is credited with a

flying start kilometer in 28 seconds, a rate

of 98.9 miles an hour. No other details are

given. If authentic, this eclipses the Au

gueres time of 29 1-5.

 

Two Races ior Eiyria.

Elyria, Ohio, automobilists will celebrate

the Fourth with two races, 9. ten-mile, open

to all, and a one-mile, best two in three

heats, open to the 1,200 pound class. D. S.

Troxel is managing the details.

 

For Horse Show Week.

'Commencing on July 4, a feature of the

opening exercises of “horse show" week at

Minneapolis, which is to be inaugurated on

July 4, will be a five-mile automobile

“derby.”

Omaha Plans Race Meet.

Louis Fiescher, of Omaha, Neb., is working

up a series of automobile races to be 'held

during July.

SCARRITT NEXT PRESIDENT

Prominent Members of A. C. A. Declare That

he Will Succeed Shattuck

What about a new leader for the New York

Automobile Club “of America"? The ques

tiol “B raised a few days ago in a coterie

of automobilists, and immediately the busy

bodies fell to “slate making." It was gen

erally agreed that “Shattuck’s day is over,"

and that some one else is needed in the ot

fice of president. The question was, who

was the man for the place. Several names

were mentioned, including those of J. A.

Hill, William C. Whitney and Dave H. Mor

ris, but the majority of sentiment seemed

to favor the present first vice-president, Win

throp E. Scarritt.

A Motor World man took it up where the

coterie left it off, and from two men who

stand high in the councils ot the club he re

ceived the assurance that Mr. Scarritt is the

coming man. They spoke confidently, as it

the matter was all cut and dried and the re

sult of the election a foregone conclusion.

One said:

“Mr. Scarritt will surely be nominated, and

if he will accept, will be elected. He has

declined before, but I think he will be pre

vailed upon to accept this time."

Said the other man:

“Scarritt is the man. He is the next presi

dent, beyond all question."

Finds Prohibition is illegal.

Director McIlvain of the Department of

Public Works of Allegheny has decided not

to issue an order prohibiting automobiles

from entering Rivcrview Park. It has been

ascertained, since he made the announce

ment, that an automobile is a vehicle, with—

in the meaning of the State act, and that the

director has not the power to prohibit them.

The most he can do is to issue instructions

regarding their speed, and this he intends

to do.

Want Damages for injuries.

William Durfee, C. C. Moore and Joseph

Baker, all of Providence, R. I., claim that

they were injured by being thrown from

Mr. Durfee’s automobile by striking an un

guarded ditch on Bedford street. The ditch

was dug by drain layers, and, it is alleged,

was not properly roped off and lighted. The

accident occurred some weeks ago, but they

have just brought suit against the city for

$3,000 damages.

Omaha Motorists Get More Speed.

Through the efforts of H. E. Frederiekson

and J. J. Dwight, who protested, the Omaha

authorities have changed the speed ordinance

from five miles an hour to seven miles an

hour in certain parts of the city, and to

twelve miles beyond the more populous dis

tricts. The five mile limit was amusing; the

new schedule is better.
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SHATTUCK’S NEW GARAGE

Providence is Benefitted by Progressiveness of

Premier New England Concern.

 

New England automobilists and others

from more distant points who make the run

to Providence, R. I., have a cause for con

gratulation in the completely equipped sta

tion now being established in Dorrance

street, that city, by H. B. Shattuck & Son,

of Boston and Newport.

This store will be one of the largest in the

country and fitted up with every facility for

the sale, storage and repair of cars of all

kinds. v

This latest move on the part of H. B. Shat

tuck & Son emphasizes their determination

to retain their place as New England's pre

mier distributors. Their Boston business

has grown to such an extent that an entire

four story'brick building on Stanhope street,

in the rear of their present store, has been

leased, and is now being entirely remodeled

for them. This will be occupied as a sales

room and storage station for the large cars

handled by them, which include the Search

mont, Autocar and others. Their present

store will be retained exclusively for the

sales of the famous Oldsmobiles, for which

they are New England distributors.

The Rain Proof Peerless.

Prevailing weather conditions seem to

have no effect on either the sales of Peer

less cars or the enthusiasm of their new

owners.

Just as the Motor World man stepped into

the Boston branch last week, he found Man

ager A. E. Morrison at the door, watching a

new Peerless car going off in the rain.

“Just delivered that car to Captain

Mathewson, of Providence, R. 1.," he ex—

plained, “and he's taking it home over the

road.”

An initial trip over a road rain soaked for

nearly a month speaks well for the confi

dence Peerless purchasers have in both the

car and their ability to operate it.

Incidentally, it shows how Manager Mor

rison is imparting some of his own enthusi

asm among New Englanders with whom the

Peerless has made a decided hit.

 

A Cood firm to Deal With.

That merit tells is shown by the steadily

increasing orders the Standard TVelding 00.,

Cleveland, Ohio, is obtaining for its steel au

tomobile rims. These rims are accurately

made, true to gauge and free from blemish,

and, being electrically welded. a perfect

joint is assured. The high standard of their

welded seamless tubinig also assures a

steady demand for it. the company's proc

esses producing a quality of tube that works

well and runs regular in size. The Standard

Co. is in a position to accord good treatment

to their customers, and to make prompt ship

ment of goods.

Railroad’s Harvest Time.

The automobile industry is proving a good

thing for a number of railroads. Most of

the factories ship cars in carload lots, an

ordinary freight car having a capacity of

from three to seven cars, the number de

pending on the size. The Olds shipments

this year will probably exeeed 1,000 car

loads. Of the heavier cars, the Winton peo

ple lead in this respect, and there are a

number of concerns that will ship more

than 100 carloads. Even in the small towns

the dealers sell enough cars to make it pay

handsomely to have them shipped in car

load lots.

GENERAL DELIVERY WAGON

Pushing Cleveland Concern is Selling Gasolene

Business Vehicles—An Example.

Realizing to the full the importance of’the

commercial automobile, the General Automo

bile and Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

are turning their attention in its direction.

A vehicle built for Barie Bros., the dry

goods people of Saginaw, Mich., shown in the

accompanying illustration, gives a good idea

01' the appearance and businesslike air of

this type. It is constructed on the same gen

  

A SAGINAW DRY GOODS FIRM‘S “GEP'ERAL” WAGON.

Did Well at Denver.

The General Automobile and Manufactur

ing Co. have been advised by their Denver,

00]., agents of the good showing made by a

General car in the recent 100-mile endur

ance run. It was awarded a first class cer

tificate, having lost but 4 out of a possible

425 points; this was due to a broken battery

connection.

An Addition for Metzger.

The contract has been let for the construc

tion of four additional stories to the build

ing on the corner of Jefferson avenue and

Brush street, Detroit, Mich, occupied by

William E. Metzger as an automobile store.

this will be of masonry and heavy mill con

struction, the exterior of paving brick.

Want a Stock Brnus.

If the citizens of Blackwell, Okla, will

take a certain amount of stock of the Streat

er Automobile Co. the factory of that con

cern will be located at Blackwell. A rep

resentative of the concern visited Blackwell

last week with that purpose in view.

 

Watertown Claims the Lead.

Watertown, S. D., aspires to the position of

the premier automobile town of the State. In

one day recently five Rambler cars were dc

livered to purchasers.

eral lines as the concern's runabout. The

power is supplied by a two cylinder balanced

type engine, using gasolene supplied by an

adjustable diaphragm carbureter, which au

tomatically feeds the proper amount of fuel

after once being set, regardless of all changes

of speed. The transmission is of the sun

and planet type, and the control is secured

by frictional brake bands, whichare op

erated by single lever for forward changes

and by foot lever for reverse. The length of

the wagon over all is 9 feet 8 inches; width

over all, 5 feet 9 inches; wheel base, 6 feet

6 inches; trend, 4 feet 3 inches. The in

side dimensions are 4 feet 3 inches long.

The wagon is intended to carry 3,000 pounds.

3 feet 54 inch wide and 3 feet 5 inches high.

 

Skinner's Pleasant Task.

Kenneth A. Skinner, United States agent

for the De Dion-Bouton motors and cars,

was chiefly occupied last week in accom

panying Miss Alice Roosevelt in her drives

about the Hub in a De Dion car. The Presi

dent‘s daughter is a. skilful operator, does

her own driving and has become an enthu

siastic devotee of the pleasures of automo

biling.

 

Rochester Concern Out.

The Rochester Carriage Motor Co., Rech

ester, N. Y.. have given up their automobile

business.
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C. J. Weldon, Rockford, 111., is about to

begin the manufacture of electric vehicles.

He expects to retail them at from $400 to

$1,000.
 

The National Elevator Works, of Hones

dale, Pa., have a designer and inventor at

work on the plans for a new automobile.

When the machine is ready for manufacture

the company purposes to increase its capital

stock from $50,000 to $100,000.

J. C. Brandes, representing the Cudell Mo

tor Co., has arranged with Angler & Whit

ney, of Boston, Mass, to represent them in

the New England States. The firm have

opened temporary showrooms at No. 43

Columbia avenue.

 

The Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, 1’. (2., Canada, now represent the

Electric Storage Battery Co. in the sale of

the chloride accumulator and the exide ac

cumulator throughout Canada. All inquiries

from Canada in regard to storage batteries

should be addressed to the above concern;

 

The Motor Gal“ Co., Newark, N. J., has

sold a Peerless motor car to the liiuralo Co.,

of that city. This concern manufactures

wall covering, and has bought the car for

the use of one of its agents, who will travel

about from place to place in his automobile,

instead of using railroads and trolley cars.

 

A neat folder issued by the Joseph Dixon

Crucible Co., Jersey City, contains paint

specifications for steel and iron construction

and maintenance work, with samples of

some of their best colors. It is illustrated

with views of noteworthy structures in vari

ous parts of the country upon which their

paints have been used.

 

Representatives from sixteen firms met

last week at the rooms of the Automobile

Club of Chicago and formed the Chicago

Automobile Trade Association. H. W. Jones,

of the Electric Vehicle Co., was elected

president; J. A. Linvilie, Chicago Motor Ve

hicle Co., vice-president; Fred Pardee, of

Pardee & Co., secretary, and Ralph Temple,

treasurer.

vThe newly incorporated De Loura Auto

Mfg. Co., Fort Dodge. 1a., met last week

and perfected its organization. Directors

and otiiccrs were elected as follows: Presi

dent, J. H. Abel; vice-president, L. E. Arm

strong; secretary and treasurer, F. C. Mino

gnc; general manager. H. 1'}. De Loura.

I )ircctors—J. II. Abel, F. C. Minogue, John

Gleason, l“. V. Sherman, H. E. De Laura

and Samuel Emms,

Oflicers have been elected by the directors

of the Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich., as

follows: President, John S. Gray; vice-pres'

ident and general manager, Henry Ford;

secretary and business manager, James J.

Couzens; treasurer, Alex Y. Malcomson. The

directors are the officers of the company and

J. F. Dodge and John \V. Anderson.

The capital of the company is $250,000, of

which $100,000 is paid.

 

To say that the Waltham Mfg. Co. are

rushed is to put it very mildly. 'They are

almost literally swamped with orders for

the Orient Backboard, and, although they

are turning out these fetching little cars at

the rate of one every two hours, the output

is too small; consequently the company is

increasing its facilities so as to turn out one

car every hour.

 

So pleased are the stockholders of the Al

den Sampsou Co., of Pittsfield, Mass, with

the Moyea cars which they built for the

Moyea Automobile Co. that they contemplate

reorganizing and enlarging the concern and

entering upon the manufacture of motor cars

exclusively. For this purpose a stock com

pany, with $250,000 capital, is to be formed.

A number of looal men stand ready to take

stock, and the matter will be thoroughly

gone over at a. meeting to be held shortly.

 

The unique appearance of a little pam

phlet entitled “From Sheffield to London

in a White Steam Touring Car," issued by

the White Sewing Machine Co., is itself at

tractive as an advertisement, while the con

tents are interesting for all who enjoy de

scriptions of travel. A well written ac

count of the trip has been cut. although it

appears to have been torn, from the pages

of the newspaper wherein it appeared, and

is reproduced in the form of a dainty little

scrapbook.
 

The Automobile Club of Springfield, Mass,

will have a special division to itself in the

Fourth of July parade, and many of the

members will turn out in handsomely deco

rated cars. The committee in charge of the

parade have received two handsome silver

caps, which will be awarded to the two best

decorated cars. At a recent meeting of the.

club Harry G. Fisk resigned the presidency,

because of the pressure of his business af

fairs, and Y. C. Medcraft was elected to sue

ceed him. '
 

As an album showing various types of

automobiles, the elegant little portfolio is

sued by the American Ball Bearing Com

pany, Cleveland, Ohio, to show the character

of the makers and the machines supplied

by the company with the bearings it manu

factures. is a handsome production. The

cover bears a very appropriate and beautiful

design in gold, and' covers showing the earli<

cst and present United States flags, the for

mer the. famous Betsy Ross flag, with the

eagle and shield resting upon the two staffs

where they cross.

The “General Illustrated Catalogue No. 8

of Automobile Material, Parts and Supplies,”

sent out by the A. L. Dyke Automobile Sup

ply Company (Incorporated), of St. Louis,

Mo., is a pamphlet of 184 pages, quarto,

bound in red paper covers, which bear their

full share of the great amount of text and

illustration. It is a wonderful revelation of

the extent to which the automobile industry

has grown Everything known to automo

biles and automobilists is there illustrated

or described.

 

The H. J. Koehler Sporting Goods Co.,

Newark, N. J., is about to enlarge its garage

and salesroom by adding thereto about thirty

feet from the store in front and removing

the repairing department to~the cellar. This

change will be made as soon as it can be

done, and will result in more roomy quar

ters for automobiles and better facilities for

the repair men. An elevator will be put in

so that automobiles needing the attention of

the machinists can be lowered from the

garage to the repair shop below ground.

 

A picture which tells a story forms an

artistic hanger which the Badger Brass Mfg.

Co., of Kenosha, Wis., is sending out as an

advertisement of the Solar Lamps which

"Show the way.” An automobile in the

foreground is speeding along a country road

plainly revealed by its own lights and that

of another car coming from the distance.

There is also a bicycle rider in the fore

ground whose path, well lighted by his own

lamp, has lost interest for the moment as

he turns to see the car passing him. It is a

spirited composition.

 

Although this is the first season for the

gasolene car of the Locomoblle Co. of Amer~

ica, the concern, owing to its fine facilities,

has been able to make early deliveries. A

number of its 16 horsepower cars have al

ready gone into the hands of purchasers, and

at the present time the concern is in splen

did shape to make further deliveries. While

the engine in this model is rated and adver

tised as 16 horsepower. yet on the testing

stand the motors have been developing from

24 to 26 brake horsepower in almost every

instance. No engine leaves the hands of the

tester until it has developed over 22 brake

horsepower.

 

The Motor World has been notified that

the, article appearing last week under the

title “Touring Requisites" originally ap

pea'red. in substantially identical form, as a

copyrighted article in the Horseless Age of

April 15. The publisher of that journal,

therefore, wishes acknowledgment given for

its publication without credit. This is gladly

given; and it may be added that the article

came in a roundabout way from abroad.

The policy of the Motor World is to borrow

judiciously and to credit to the limit. As

for this paper, it is not copyrighted. its con

tents may be copied all over ’the country, and

the privilege thus oiTered is to the manifest

advantage of the trade and publia
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DEBES SUED FOR DAMAGES

Lawyer Parker Turns on Bicycle Policeman who

Delights in Arresting Motorists.

Bicycle Policeman Debes, the good look

ing young ofl‘icer who has been making him

self very busy with the antomobilists of

New York City, caught a Tartar on Thurs

day night last week when he arrested Orrel

A. Parker on a charge of overspeeding his

automobile in Fifth avenue. Mr. Parker.

who is a member of the law firm of Le Bar

bier & Parker, was discharged by Magistrate

Dene] in the Jefferson Market Court when

the case came up there Saturday morning.

In the evening of the same day a process

server met Debes when he reported to the

station house for duty and handed him a

City Court summons in the case of Parker

against Debes. The suit is for false arrest,

with a claim for damages amounting to

$2,000.

The circumstances of the arrest were these:

About 10 o'clock Thursday night Mr. Parker

was travelling up Fifth avenue in his auto

mobile, which is a touring car accommodat

ing six persons. He had as companions

three friends and fellow alumni of Prince

ton, all of whom are New York lawyers.

They were Richard M. Farries, Robert Inch

and A. Parker Nevin. The arrest was made

on the up grade between Thirty-fifth and

Thirty-sixth streets. Parker was detained

at the station house until hailed by his

friend Farris.

“I was not speeding at all,” Mr. Parker

said to a representative of the Motor World

who called at his office to get his version

of the affair. “My automobile is not built

for scorching. and I drive it always at a

pace which in my judgment is within the

limit imposed by the law. Nor am I op

posed to speed limitation. The safety of the

public is the end aimed at, and I, with the

majority of automobilists, have as much

regard for that as anybody. My pace on

this occasion did not exceed that of the gen

eral traffic on the avenue while I was on

the level stretch just before reaching Thirty

iifth street. Here I put on a little more

power to maintain the same speed on the

up grade, and it was probably the increased

labor of the car which suggested to Debes

that my speed had increased.

“Debes rode up beside my car and said to

me. ‘You are under arrest.‘ I inquired,

‘What for?” ‘For exceeding the speed limit.’

he replied. ‘But I am not travelling faster

than eight miles an hour.‘ I told him. He

would listen to no argument, however. In

fact, he _was somewhat arrogant from the

outset. There was no heat in our discus

sion of the matter. for I kept cool about it,

and proceeded to the station house, as he

directed. Unthinklngly I passed the street

he had told me to turn into, and he was

after me in a minute, reminding me that I

was under arrest.

“Now, in regard to my suit, although the

aim is to secure a judgment for money dam

ages, the object is not to get money, but to

teach a lesson which the policemen need to

learn. They should have it impressed upon

them that they cannot arrest automobilists

indiscriminately. Debes claims to have

timed me, but in that I believe he tells an

untruth. As a matter of fact, it would be

difficult to time an automobile on a single

block. and it would be an injustice to hold

a man, even were _he thus timed, for a mo

mentary spurt incidental to developing the

additional power necessary in taking an up

grade. This Debes, 1 am told, has been on

the force only a little more than two months,

and in that time he has made twenty~two

arrests. He is one of those fellows who are

ambitions for reputation, and I have heard

that he has made'his boast of ‘waking up

automobilists with a jolt.’ I don’t know

that any of his prisoners have been punished.

I had no difficulty in clearing myself of his

charge against me, and now it is his turn.

I could have him arrested at once and com

pel him to give ball, but it will be time

enough when my case is gained. Should

judgment be given in my favor he will cer

tainly have to pay the money or be liable to

arrest and imprisonment until it is paid.

And I shall not be disposed to let up on

him."

Mr. Parker’s suit is in the hands of his

partner, Charles E. Le Barbier, who was for

merly an Assistant District Attorney. As

the reporter was about to take his leave Mr.

Le Barbier entered'and laid a document on

Mr. Parker‘s desk. The latter glanced at it

and handed it to the reporter with a laugh.

It was a notice from George L. Rives, Cor

poration Counsel, of his intended appearance

for Debes in the trial of the case.

Will Dseuss the Matter.

Milwaukee has taken back water on the

bell vs. horn ordinance. Recently the Solons

who run Milwaukee decided that every au

tomobile must be fitted with a bell, and that

the tooting of a horn would not answer as

a warning to pedestrians and others. Where—

upon many owners of automobiles called

upon the City Attorney of Milwaukee and

requested a hearing. 'A date has been fixed,

and pending the final decision in the matter

the police will not make any arrests under

the new law.

Nutmeg State's Big Regatration.

The official records in Connecticut show

that already five hundred licenses have been

taken out by car owners, and it is esti

mated that when every automobiiist in the

State has complied with the law the

total registration will reach one thousand.

The new rcglstra tion law went into effect on

July 1.
 

Bidding for License Numbers.

Some of Cleveland's motorists are anxious

to corral certain numbers for their machines.

as 6130. 711, 990. 1.000 and 1313. Mrs. May

Post, secretary of the Ohio Motor Co., capt

ured 666, and. for a second machine, she re

cently bought 777.

MONTREAL RUN FORMALLY OFF

Governors of A.C. A. Vote Against Contest and

do Nothing About Tour.

 

As was foreshadowed in the Motor World

last'week, the governors of the Automobile

Club of America have formally decided to

abandon the plan of holding a reliability con

test to Montreal in the fall, and the contest

committee was instructed to discontinue its

preparations.

This was done at a meeting of the board of

governors held on Monday. The reason as

signed was that a letter had been received

from the National Association of Automo

bile Manufacturers, stating that they would

hold a reliability contest in the fall, and the

governors decided that it would not be good

policy to ask the makers to support two

runs. ,

With regard to making the proposed run

to Montreal a tour, no action was taken, but

Acting President W. E. Scarritt said this sub

ject would be taken up later.

Chairman J. A. Hill of the contest com

mittee, when seen, said:

“So far as the contest committee is con

cerned, everything is ofl now. We have no

contest to arrange, and if any tour is want

ed later, that will go to the tours and runs

committee. The manufacturers wanted to

take hold and have a run, so we will let

them have it. They were looking for trouble.

now they have got it. The whole opposition

seems to have been inspired by the feeling

against President Shattuck, though I don’t

see why the whole club should be made a

mark because of him. As for myself, I’m off

for Europe on July 10, and I‘m glad to get

:id of the bother.”

 

First oi Many Suits.

The first of a series of suits against the

city which will aggregate $100,000, all be

cause of the wrecking of Frederick C. Have

meyer’s automobile on the Hoffman L'onle~

vard, near Long Island City, on November 4

last, came to trial in the Supreme Court last

week, when Mr. Havemeyer sought to re

cover $7,000 as the value of his smashed

machine.

Charles Hunt. a contractor, is joined with

the city as defendant. it being alleged by

Mr. Havemeyer that as he and a party of

friends were returning from the Meadow

Brook races at Cedarhurst, Long Island,

they ran into a sewer excavation on the

boulevard which was nine feet deep. Every

person on the machine was injured, the

chauffeur so seriously that his leg had to

be amputated. The trial will be continued.

-_

Offered 8.000.000 Ball.

Banker Spencer Trask has made a record.

When his chauffeur was arrested on June 2.")

he went on his bail bond for $1.0m.000. Of

course. the ball was not fixed in that sum,

but Banker Trask wanted to clinch the mat

ter. 'Twas a case of speed limit.
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The following cablegram was received from

Ireland, June 29th:

“ L. P. Mooers drove

Peerless over course

yesterday, beating

best cup time.”

. This is evidence as to the qualifications of the

PEERLESS to uphold America’s honor at all times.

The PEERLESS Car which competed in the

International Race for the Gordon Bennett Cup is

constructed along the lines of PEERLESS Touring

Cars, which indicates superiority, as our regular 16

h. p. cars have repeatedly defeated specially prepared

20 and 25 h. p. American and foreign touring cars

in speed, hill climbing and endurance. contests.

Not only their speed, but the fact that PEERLESS

Cars are at all times under the operator’s control

and can be easily guided, gives them a decided

advantage'over others. '

 

CATALOG FREE. ADDRESS DEPT. B.

 

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

AGENCIES IN THE PRINCIPAL CITIES.
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ST, LOUIS’ MOTOR CHAIRS

Two Thousand of them to be Used for Trans

porting Exposition Visitors.

 

Two thousand electric automobile chairs

will be used at the forthcoming St, Louis

Exposition, in place of the man pushed per

ambulators that have been such an important

feature of similar exhibitions in the past.

A concession is about to be granted to the

Electric Chair Co., of St. Louis, and is the

outcome of many practical tests before the

management of the fair.

The chair has been tried on the residential

grounds of President Francis. Running at

three miles an hour, its sensitive guard rail.

They may move at will along the avenues,

threading their way among the crowds.

The discretion of the operator will be exer

cised to maintain a reasonable speed, which

at no time may exceed three miles an hour.

To Rival the Trolley Cars.

Erie, Pa., June 22.—A company has been

formed here with a capital of $50,000 to

operate an automobile motor car service to

various portions of the city, as well as to

operate an automobile livery. It is under

stood that the stock has been practically all

subscribed and a temporary organization

formed pending the procuring of a charter

from the State. The intention, as set forth

by the promoters, is to cover the various

parts of the city not reached by trolley and

to establish an automobile bus service. This

AN UNUSUAL COMPLAINT

The Fall River Autos go too Slow, and Thus

Arouse the Authorities’ Ire.

has its automobile

Its

grievance is that the self-propelled vehicles

either go too slowly or do not go at all.

_‘:The trouble with the average local motor

car is not that it runs like mad through the

streets, but that it doesn't run at all, and as

a result the thoroughfares are blockaded."

says a Fall River paper. “During the great

er part of the day machines are drawn up

on all of the corners of the principal high

ways. and each macnme attracts a crowd

Fall River, Mass,

trouble, too, but a most peculiar one.

 

  

“ I DON’T THINK THE TROUBLE’S THERE."

  

" THERE'S THE PESKY THING.”

  

 

the invention of Semple S. Scott, has collided

with the World‘s Fair president and stopped

“dead.” At the end of a ten days' test it is

understood that the privilege to instal the

chairs at the Exposition will be awarded to

the promoters.

The chairs will be rented to visitors to the

Exposition for 50 cents an hour. Each chair

will carry two passengers, one of whom may

operate the machine, or, if desired, an oper

ator will be furnished by the concessionaire.

The operator will serve as a guide to all the

points of interest. He is posted on a detach

able seat at the rear of the chair. In this

event the controller and the steering bar

are removed from the front and attached to

sockets at the rear. Two visitors occupy

the front seat.

“There is a sensitive guard rail surround

ing the entire machine," says the inventor.

“The slightest pressure on any part of this

guard will cause the machine to stop within

three inches, thus avoiding an accident

either by striking a child or coming into

contact with a solid object."

It is understood that the chairs will not be

restricted to a runway about the grounds.

will go out certain streets, make a circuit

and return, forming a kind of belt line. A

similar service will be maintained in South

Eric. Another feature of the company’s

service will be an automobile livery, which

will be at the call of the public for carrying

passengers, will meet trains and do a gen

eral business, The automobile motor cars

used in the belt line service will be capable

of holding from ten to twelve persons.

Linking Buffalo and Detroit.

Buffalo automobilists are glad; so are

those of Detroit. The operators of the steam

ship line running between those two great

cities have decided to carry automobiles

from Buffalo to Detroit and return-pr re

verse—for $5. The new rate, which freight

experts say is remarkably low, will, no

doubt, encourage many Detroit automobilists

to visit Buffalo, Niagara Falls and so on,

while the Buffalo men will feel called upon

to visit Detroit. Thus, by the kindness of

Traffic Manager Schanz, Woodward avenue

and Delaware avenue may be quite neigh

borly.

of from 200 to 300 persons. who assist the

owners in leaning over and looking under the

things for some defect that isn't there and

which could not be remedied if it were.

Many of the carts have a stop motion which

brings them to a full pause, but no stop mo

tion which puts them out of their misery;

and as they throb and perspire as freely as

if they were under way, the effect upon the

nerves is trying in the extreme. According

ly there is talk of enforcing a law which will

make It a misdemeanor to experiment with

the contrivances before sunset, unless an

inspector‘s certificate can be shown."

 

Rebuilt Roads for Auto.

How automobiles make for improved roads

was shown at Bufi'alo, Wyo., recently. An

automobile stage is plying regularly between

Sheridan and Buffalo, after two years of

effort to get the road into condition so that

a self-propelled machine could operate over

it. The automobile was first tried on the

road in 1901, and proved a flat failure, be

ing unable to climb the heavy grades when

loaded. The machine has since been re

modelled and the road rebuilt. The stag.

will carry twelve passengers and saggage.
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BELMONT BEATS TIME TRAP

Acquitted of Charge of Speeding Made by L. l.

Protective Association.

 

August Belmont has scored against the

farmers of the Long Island Protective Asso

ciation, who are afflicted with the staked

road, tin can and waving handkerchief habit

and carry those wonderful watches which

record always sixteen seconds as the exact

time in which any automobile passes over

any measured. stretch of road, no matter

what the length of the stretch. The time

trap men picked up Mr. Belmont to help

along their incomes, but he proved to be a

fighter, and secured an acquittal, one of the

few recorded dismissals of a case against an

automobile on Long Island.

Since the exposure of the “sixteen sec

ond” stop watches by the Motor World a

new batch of timepieces seems to have been

handed around to the farmers by the pro

gressive, liberty loving, vote catching mem

bers of Congress and other politicians who

are fighting the automobile as their Long

Island forebears fought against the railroad,

the potato bug and the threshing machine.

The time in the Belmont case was not the

old familiar sxiteen seconds, but 17% seconds

—note the quarter—for an eighth of a mile.

The testimony in the case was interesting.

Mr. Belmont was riding in his motor car

on May 14 when three men appeared be

fore him in the middle of the road and bade

him stop. They explained that they were

officers of the Long Island Highway Pro

tective Association. They told him that they

had just timed him coming down the Jericho

Road. Mr. Belmont lndignantly denied that

he was going faster than twenty miles an

hour.

James W. Curran, one of the witnesses.

told about driving stakes on either side of

the road at a given point and then, with the

assistance of John Garvin and Sidney Blox

om, other ofiicers, measured off 660 feet, or

one-eighth of a mile. Curran said they threw

in an additional five feet in order to give good

measure.

Just the day before the expiration of the

Cox speed law and the coming into existence

of the new Bailey Speed law, Mr. Belmont’s

machine was heard running along in the dis

tance. Curran took a position in a field in

sight of the starting point while Garvin held

the watch at the finish, and Bloxom was sta

tioned further down the road to head oh? the

machine in case he received the signal.

As the rear wheels of the machine passed

the stakes Curran dropped his handkerchief

and Garvin started his stopwatch, and as the

automobile crossed the finish he gave the

signal to Bloxom to hold up the machine and

arrest the occupants. Curran said he was

paid $50 a month by the Highway Associa

tion for his serviccs. John Garvin, who was

technically known to the auto chasers as the

“middleman,” tcstiiicd that the machine

made the distance in 171,4, seconds. He came

to grief under cross-examination at the hands

of W. W. Gillen, who represented the de

fence. Garvin's sworn complaint stated that

the speed at which the automobile was going

was equivalent to 251}; miles an hour. When

Mr. Gillen called his attention to the fact that

an eighth of a mile in 17% seconds was

equivalent to something over 26 miles an

hour, the witness asserted that he didn‘t

swear to the number of miles an hour, but

only to the eighth of a mile be timed.

Bartels testified that the machine was of

seven horsepower only, weighed slightly less

tha'n a ton, and that its guaranteed speed

was seventeen miles an hour. He had repeat

edly tried to get a greater speed out of the

machine, but was unable to do so. On the

day of his arrest he was running at second

speed, owing to a broken spring. Sigfried

Long, an experienced chauffeur, testified that

on May 29 last, following the arrest of Bar

tels, he ran the machine over a surveyed

course at its fullest capacity in order to

test the speed, and Thomas B. Seamon, a

civil engineer, of Hempstead, who surveyed

the trial course, testified that he timed the

machine on the trial and it covered the dis

tance in 25% seconds, which was equivalent

to 17 4-100 miles an hour. This terminated

the testimony, and the jury, after they were

out an hour, came in with a verdict of not

guilty.

The jury was of the opinion that the dis

tance, one-eighth of a mile, was too short to

get a fair idea of the speed at which a ma

chine was running.

Speed Fixed at Detroit.

An automobile ordinance was reported

last week by the Detroit (Mich) Council. It

contains provisions restricting the speed of

automobiles to six miles an hour when turn

ing corners, and limiting them within the

threequarter mile circle to eight miles, with

a speed of twelve outside. A nominal license

fee will be imposed, and all machines re—

quired to be registered at Police Headquar

ters,_every change of ownership being re

ported to the license collector. The license

number must be placed in a prominent po

sition, and all machines carry a light after

dark.

Coachmalten Read the Signs.

Wise men in their generation, the man

agers of the English Coachmakers’ Co. are

offering prizes for drawings of motor cars.

Says one of these gentlemen:

“It is the four-in-hand, the mail phaeton,

the private omnibus and all cee and under

spring carriages that the motor has ruined.

The motor car has caused carriages to come

on to the second hand market before their

time. There is neither the team nor tandem

driving that used to be; regimental drags

are no longer kept; while oflicers now drive

motors instead of smart phaetons."

 

Urbana, Ohio, automobilists are talking up

an informal race meet for July 4.

LONG ISLAND’S DEATH TRAP

August Belmont‘s Chauffeur has a Narrow Es

cape at Westbury Crossing.

 

Once more the danger of the unguarded

grade crossing at the Long Island Railroad

at Whaleneck avenue, at Westburf', has

made itself apparent in a startling manner.

it is a constant menace to everybody who

has occasion to travel on the public high

way, and the railroad company is simply

fortunate in the fact that the accidents to

vehicles which have happened there have

not been destructive of life. 0. H. P. Bel

mont's French chauffeur had a hair raising

experience there last Friday evening, which

recalls the yet more exciting experience of

Henri Fournier and several companions at

the same point less than two years ago.

The chauffeur was running toward West

bury, where he was to meet Mr. Belmont at

the railway station. and he reached the

tracks just as the eastbound express train

came tearing along at a speed of fifty miles

an hour. There are no gates at the cross

ing, and the view is obstructed on the south

side of the track, so that it is impossible to

see a train going east until one is almost on

the rails. This was the case with Mr. Bel

mont's chauffeur, who says be neither saw

nor heard the train until he had his front

wheels almost on the rails, at which mo—

ment the engine seemed almost on top of

him. Perceiving that it was impossible to

get across he quickly reversed his machine

and had begun to back slowly away. The

engine passed without touching him, but

the step of the first car following struck

the headlight of the machine, carrying it

away, but doing no further damage, al

though the jar of the slight collision de

stroyed the equilibrium hitherto maintained

by the chauffeur. When the engineer of the

train. who had thrown back his lever on

catching sight of the automobile, had come

to a stop and proceeded to the spot where

he expected to find a spectacle of disaster.

he found only a badly scared man in a very

silently damaged automobile.

The crossing at which this accident oc

curred is an extremely dangerous one for

every class of vehicles. There is neither

gate nor fiagman. Drivers of automobiles

invariably slow up on approaching it. as

was done by Mr. Belmont's chauffeur in this

instance. It was, as already intimated, the ‘

scene of the memorable accident of Wednes

day, October 30, 1901, when Henri Fournier

and five companions on a 10 horsepower

Mors machine were buried from the track

by an engine which they had tried to escape

by turning on the track and racing ahead of

it. Fournier was unaware of the danger

that was upon him, although he knew of its

possibility and had approached the tracks

with caution. The party in his car say no

warning bell was heard. It was not until

the party was upon the rails that they real

ized the approach of the train. and then the

only escape appeared to be to take the track

for a race, which expedient failed. Fortu

nately the most serious outcome was the

demolition of the automobile. although more

or less painful injuries Were sustained by

each of the party, which consisted. in ad

dition to Fournier. of A. G. Batchelder, H.

B. Fullerton, J. H. Gerrie, H. J. Everall and

Arthur Lewis.
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Getting Ready for Work.

Automobile club life in Buffalo had a red '

letter day on June 17, when the Buffalo Au

tomobile Club was formally succeeded by

the Automobile Club of Bufialo, the organ

ization of which was noted in these columns

a few weeks ago. The meeting was held at

the oflice of President Hotchkiss. The new

constitution and bylaws, which provided for

the change 01'. the club's name, as mentioned

above, were adopted without a dissenting

vote. Secretary Frederick J, Wagner re

ported a membership of 217. In future all

new members will deposit the $1 State 1i

cense fee with the club's secretary, who will

attend to payment and to registration. It

was announced that an agreement had been

made to supply club members with the neces

sary oflicial numbers at $1 each. The club

proposes to start a movement in favor of a

durable State card oi! registration as a sub

stitute tor the present certificate. The tut=

ure policy of the club will be protective

rather than social; it will aim to exercise a

general oversight over automobiling in But

talo.

Automobile Laboratory for School.

An automobile laboratory will be intro

duced in Case School of Applied Science, at

Cleveland, Ohio, this fall, and will be the

only one in any technical school in the

United States. The automobile industry

has become such an important one that the

authorities of Case School have decided to

establish a branch for the study of automo- '

bile equipment. The students will have the

opportunity to learn all about the workings

of the auto, especially the motive power.

Gasolene, steam and electric automobiles

will be studied.

 

Accident Revealed Truancy.

A curious sequel to Ambassador Mayer’s

automobile accident at Montalto. Italy, has

just come to light. It appears that one of

Mr. Meyer’s guests in the automobile was

Count Antonio Pietromarchi, one of the noble

guards 01' the Pope, who ought to have been

on duty at the Vatican the day the accident

occurred. The publication of his name in

connection with the accident called attention

to the truant, who was punished by eight

days’ arrest.
 

Barred From Leipsic Streets.

From Leipslc, Germany, comes news of

some new rules regulating automoblling in

that town. In the inner city motor cars are

entirely barred from all streets except those

upon which car lines are operated. Wonder

why they don’t abolish the car lines, too,

and make a clean sweep of it.

Pittsburg Tourists in New England.

James Loughlin, of Pittsburg Pa_, with P.

S. Adamson, of London, England, and Ar

thur E. Davis, is on an automobile tour from

Pittsburg to New Hampshire and Maine.

The return will be via Niagara Falls.

Enriching the Vocabulary.

As befits such an eminent and antique

iexicographer, “Samuel Johnson" writes to

Punch, denouncing the use of the word

“chauffeur,” and offering as a substitute

these choice selections from his copious v0

cabulary:

“Roadhog,” “dogcrusher,” “henflattener,”

“highway nightmare," “gogglebogey,’ “yokel

chaser." “babyscarcr,” “iiiotorileinon,”

"country scenter," “petrolwhitfer,” “rattle

snorter,” “horsebane,” “speedmanlac” and

“juggernautman.”

The pondcrous “Samuel” is qualified for a

foremost position in yellow journalism.

 

Autos to Take Part.

Chicago is to hold high carnival during the

week of September 26 to October 1, to cele

brate the 100th year of its birth—it was then

Fort Dearborn. The automobilists will have

one entire day to themselves, and a commit

ter has been appointed, with A. C. Bani-er

as chairman, to arrange a suitable pro

gramme. Park runs and a race meet have

already been decided upon.

 

Polsdam's Anniversary Parade.

The citizens of Potsdam, N. Y., are ingen

ius. 0n the 17th they celebrated the fact that

that the age of 100 had been reached, and

in the parade, without which no civic cele<

bration would amount to shucks, they led oi!

with the ox cart oi.’ Revolutionary days, and

ended up with the automobile. '

 

THE

HAYNES-APPERSUN
Is the ONLY gasolene automobile that ran the

contest from New York to Boston and back

without repairs or adjustments of any kind.

 

suanuv, i: HORSE-POWER, $1800 Fran! luad-ll'g/IJ rxtra..

1 Records and Awards

all earned by

It Is the only machine that has won EVERY Endurance Contest held In

America and every contest or race ever entered.

The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely Unoqualod Record.

Send for it and ask for the “ Little Book,” too.

Stock Machines. '

Our catalogue gives the records complete.

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of I'Iaynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSUN 60., Kokumo. |nd.,U.S.A
The oldest makers of motor cars In Amerlca.

| Branch Siore,l420 Mlchlgan Ave, Chicago.

Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1:39-4:43 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., and 66 West 43d Street, New York.

National Automobile & Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

JOHN MAXWELL, Oneida, N. Y., Agent ior Central New York.
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ABSOLUTELY

_ RELIABLE

Automobile

Wheels

BUILT BY

THE HOME OF RELIABLE CARS

BANKER BROS. CO’S.

 

 

 
 

  

  

 
  

141-1113 West 38th St., New YorK

LARGEST DEALERS IN AMERICA.

NO EXPERIMENTS SOLD.

New Haven Carriage Co.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

.....“........."'.'...o...."°'........Oln0........O"l.....'..luo...

0

PITTSBURG, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, g

. N. B dBaum “d Bum S“ "' i'xexj's‘d’asih 8‘ 6’9"” m Every Wheel Guaranteed Exactly as Represented.

' 0

.

.

o0......00»n0.....000 .0...u........“..........“ .g...»...... 0000000000000000000000.0000.0000000000000...
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You Cannot Get| STAYS RIGHT THEREH
if " More for Your Money 

Do you know that it’s perlect exactness

in RIM CONSTRUCTION that counts?

A pertect tire on a poor Rim is a poor

tire. II the Rim is not EXACT the tire

Creeps. A Creeping Tire gives trouble.

Now, it the Tire is titted to a '- n

Standard Electrically

Welded Rim

than by using $2.00 of it to

subscribe to

The Motor

World

In which each week appears a

record of all that is best,

brightest and newest in the

world of mechanical trafiic.

“unwunumwwU-H

it stays right there—alt won’t come oil

till you want it oil—then, it simply

comes oil-and it goes on just as easily.

STANDARD RIMS are not too large-—

not too small -- they're JUST RIGIIT.

0-we

N. B.—Manufacturcrs who wish to add a feature

to their automobiles and to their Tires

should write us.

  

fine aggravating c?
\ CLEVELAND, OI'IIO.
 

.M%“M“%%%%%%MM%%M%%“IO/"Pk

ounmuauwunwuunan“
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A Quick Start,

A swift, smooth run and

a safe return characterize

NiiiiiiNiii

Electric Vehicles
the most serviceable autos for

every-day use. Extremely sim

ple in construction and opt-r»

ation. Powerful batteries.

Ready to go at any time with

out tinkering. Any member of

a family can handle a National.

Our catalogue shows the latest models.

Neilonai Motor Vehicle 00.

1400 East 22nd Street

iNDlANAPUlIS iiill.

  

 

 

  

 

 

BOUGIE HERZ,

The only Spark Plug

IN THE

WiiRLii THAT i8 GUARANTEED

For 6 Menihs.

nF_ RUNS JUSTAS WELL IN OIL

I You cannot carbonize it; why

  

not try it P

Money refunded in 30 days if no

, satislactory.

80L: luronrn roll U. 8. AND Canaan.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

  

 
 

 

STOP ANYWHERE—~ANY TIME. NO MATTER

WHAT THE GRADE OR HOW HIGH TIIE SPEED.

A SHORT BACKWARD MOVEMENT OF ITS

EMERGENCY BRAKE WILL BRING A PEERLESS

TOURING CAR TO AN IMMEDIATE STOP. f...

To the average owner a Peerless would be incomplete without its de

pendable emergency brake—nothing to wonder at It is a fact that a large

per cent. of Peerless users are addicted to the habit of speeding up beyond

the rate allowed by law, not because of a desire to be legal offenders, but

because of the feeling of security in whizzing along at almost the speed of

an express train without its dangers, its jarring, its stuffiness.

A Peerless Touring Car leaves nothing to be desired as a means of safe,

speedy and comfortable travel. lts vertical motors being automatically

governed, are a guarantee of efficient action. The transmission of power

by bevel gear is an assurance of practically no loss of power by friction.

Rough roads, steep inclines and long tours have no terrors for a Peer

less. Always ready, requires little attention, and for strength the Peer

less has no equal. i

16 II. D., 2 CYLINDER, TOURING CARS,

READY FOR DELIVERY ON SHORT NOTICE.

35 II. P., It CYLINDER, TOURING CARS,

ORDERS TAKEN FOR AUGUST DELIVERY.

Requests lor additional inlormalion will receive prompt ailcntion.

Catalogue Prcc, address Department B.

The Peerless—Filoth Car C0.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

AGENTS IN THE PRINCIPAL cmes.
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m we, Patents.

731,093. Y Union for Trussed Axles. Wal

ter C. Baker, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Mar. 7,

1902. Serial No. 97,128. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A Y union made from a single

blank of metal and consisting of an axle

member and an arch member extending at

an angle of approxnnately forty-five degrees

to the axle member, a cup flange made in

tegral with the axle member, and outwardly

extending lugs carried by said flange, sub

stantially as described.

731,134. Electrical Igniter for Explosive

Engines. Charles E. Sargent, Chicago, Ill.,

assignor of three-fourths to Oliver S. Ly

ford, New York, N. Y., and Charles W. Hill

ard, trustee, Chicago, Ill. Original applica

tion filed Apr. 27, 1900. Serial No. 14.553.

Divided and this application filed Nov. 3,

1900. Serial No. 35,371. (No model.)

Claim—In an igniter, a suitably supported

rock shaft, a. crank arm thereon, a push pin

pivoted to the crank arm, a slotted guide for

the push pin having a beveled surface, a

beveled extension upon the push pin fitted

to said surface, an igniter operating disk

having a ing adapted to operate said push

pin, said lug being inclined upon the side

tor-responding to the beveled surface and

abrupt upon the opposite side and normally

rotating toward the inclined side of the lug.

whereby the slotted guide permits the push

pin to move 'away from the abrupt side of

the ing and the beveled surface raises it off

of said lug; substantially as described.

731,170. Petroleum Burner. John Frick,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Nov. 14, 1902. Serial

No. 131,298. (No model.)

Claim—A petroleum burner, comprising,

in combination with the burner head, vapo

rizer, and mixing tube thereof, a discharge

nozzle formed of two telescopic tubular

parts. one of which is secured to the vapo

riser and provided with a valve opening and

seat. and the other being slidabie over the

first mentioned part and provided with a

valve needle, substantially as speciiied.

731.218. Vaporizer for Internal Combus

tion Engines. ()scar B. Perkins, Gloucester,

Mass] Filed Mar. 11, 1903. Serial No. 147,

264 (No model.)

Claimf—l. A vaporizer. comprising-a shell

having air and oil supplies and a valve co

acting therewith, two springs, and means for

bringing one or both of said springs into

action to resist the opening of the valve.

731,265. Cylinder for Oil, Spirit, or Gas

Engines. Herbert Austin, Erdington, near

Birmingham, England. Filed Apr. 23, 1902.

Serial No. 104,412. (No model.)

Claim—1.

bination with the outer cylinder casting,

and the liner rigidly fixed at one end, said

liner having near its free end an exterioriy

disposed annular shoulder, and the cylinder

casting having at its forward end an in

teriorly disposed annular shoulde", said

shoulder having an internal diameter less

than the external diameter of the shoulder

of the liner, and packing embraced between

the opposed faces of said annular shoulders,

substantially as set forth,

731,?86. Rotary Explosive Engine. Rob

ert t‘nmming, l'ldinbnrgh, Scotland. Filed

Feb. 6, 1902;. Serial No. 142.119. (No model.)

t‘l:1i|n.~1. A turbine consisting of a sta

tionary frame in which a chamber is formed

adapted to receive charges of an explosive

substance, said chamber being open at both

ends in combination with a body mounted

capable of rotation and fitted with series of

In an engine cylinder, the com- '

blades arranged to pass across the open end

of the chamber, the space between the said

series of blades in the body mounted capable

of rotation being adapted to close the ends

of said chamber, with means for delivering

charges of an explosive substance to the

chamber and for effecting the explosions of

charges immediately before and simultane

ously with the passage of the blades across

the open ends of the chamber.

731,308. Method of Producing Electrodes

for Electric Accumulators. Ernst W. Jung

ner, Stockholm, Sweden. Filed Aug. 5, 1901.

Serial No. 71,011. (No model.)

Claim—1. The method of electrolytically

increasing the surface of carriers for active

masses of accumulator electrodes that are

chemically indifferent to alkaline solutions,

which consists in placing a cathode and a

plate of a suitable metal, as anode, into a

solution of an' alkali metal hydrate contain

ing a suitable salt capable of forming a soi

ubie combination with said metal plate, said

combination being soluble in the solution

with less rapidity than it is formed, and

passing an electric current, substantially as

described.

731,368. Speed Indicator. Miller R.

Hutchison, Norwood, N. J. Filed Sept. 24,

1902. Serial No. 124,650. (No model.)

Claim—1. A speed indicator, consisting

of a gong having conical sides, in combina

tion with a concentrically operated hammer

located inside of the gong and operating in

a plane at right angles to the axis of the

gong and means for adjusting the position

of the gong with respect to the hammer in

an axial direction.

731,400. Terminal Tip for Electric Wires.

Harry L. Worthington, New York, N. Y.,

assignor of one-half to Valentine E. Ken

nedy, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 27, 1903.

Serial No. 145,369. (No model.)

Claim—1. A metallic terminal tip for

eiectric wires having a pair of wings around

which the end of the wire is fitted to be

passed and separate means for clamping the

wire and its end to the tip.

2. A metallic terminal tip for electric

wires having a pair of wings around which

the ends of the wire are fitted to be passed

and another pair of wings for clamping the

wire and its ends to the tip.

731,429. Storage Battery. Carlo Bruno.

Rome. Italy, assignor to Luigi Palestine,

Rome. Italy. Filed December 4, 1899. Serial

No. 739,192. (No model.)

Claim—The combination with a receptacle

of a series of boxes or cases arran; _' there

in. the wails of each box being p. orated,

active material contained in each box, a con

ducting plate arranged within the active

mass and having points projecting laterally

from each face into the active material, sus

taining means at the upper edges of the

boxes, the terminals on the conducting

plates. the supports '1‘, of non-conductive and

non-corrosive material, secured to the re

ceptacle and having ings with which engage

the sustaining means on the boxes and the

terminals on the conducting plates respec

tively.

731.430. Alternating Current Regulator.

Cummings C. Chesney and William J. Lloyd,

I‘ittsfield, Mass. Filed July 18, 1902. Serial

No. 116,013. (No model.)

Claim—l. In a regulator, in combination, a

magnetic circuit, consisting of a fixed and a

movable member, windings on both of said

members supplied from the same alternating

current source, and a closed circuit fixed

relatively to one member and in a plane

a

parallel to the lines of force due to the wind

ings thereon.

731,543. Electrode. James Hargreaves,

John W. Stubbs and John Kearsiey, Middle

wich, England. Filed November 8, 1902.

Serial No. 130,519. (No model.)

Claim—1. An electrode consisting of a me

tallic conductor bar having openings therein,

rods of carbon passing through the openings,

castings of lead to make electric contact be

tween the conductor bar and rods, a cement

covering for the conductor bar and lead

castings, and blocks of carbon connected to

the ends of the rods, substantially as set

forth.

731,455. Electric Brake. Ernest a. Hill,

Wilkinshurg, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse

Electric & Mfg. Co., a corporation of Penn,

sylvania. Filed December 29, 1899. Serial

No. 741,968. (No model.)

Claim—1. Means for braking an electrical

ly propelled vehicle comprising two local

c10sed circuits, one of which includes the

motor armature or armatures and the brake

magnet or magnets, and the other of which

includes the motor field magnet or magnets,

a source of current and variable external re

sistance.

731,470. Electrically Controlled Speed

Changing Apparatus. Leon J. Le Pontois,

New York, N. Y. Filed July 25, 1902. Serial

No. 117,041. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a speed changing apparatus,

a shaft driving pinions and a wheel adapted

to be magnetized, disks adapted to be later

ally shifted riding loosely on said shaft, a

magnetic field between said disks, a driven

shaft and means controlled by said wheel

and said field for transmitting motion from

said wheel and said pinions to the driven

shaft.

731,472. Electrically Controlled Speed

Changing Mechanism. Leon J. Le Pontois,

New York, N. Y. Filed September 19, 1902.

Serial No. 124,065. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an apparatus of the character

described, independently operable driving

shafts adapted to impart longitudinal move

ment one to the other, and means for im

parting such longitudinal movement.

731,473. Means for Supporting Power

Transmitting Mechanism. Leon J. Le Pon

tois, New York, N. Y. Filed November 28,

1902. Serial No. 133,035. (No model.)

Claim—1. In combination ‘with power

transmitting mechanism. a spring, supports

for said spring, and a rocking member inter

posed between said spring and said mechan

ism.

731,484. Charge Indicator for Secondary

Batteries. Hiram P. Maxim, Pittsburg,

Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric &

Mfg. Co., a corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed August 4, 1902. Serial No. 118,382.

(No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a battery

and a motor, of a charge indicator having

an armature and a magnet provided with

an exciting winding, at least a portion of

which is in series with the battery.

731,545. Motor Road Vehicle. Nicolas

(‘ernatesco, Craiova, Rumanla. Filed April

1. 1902. Serial No. 100,976. (No model.)

Claim—1. Apparatus for converting a loco

mobile into a traction engine, comprising a

frame composed of longitudinal girders,

fixed crosspieces connecting said girders at

their front and rear ends, and cross bars

connecting the girders at their centre and
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movable longitudinally for the purpose speci

tied.

731,677. Rubber Tire. Christian Grotz,

Akron. Ohio. Filed April 30, 1903. Serial

No. 154,965. (No model.)

Claim—1. A combined metallic and elastic

tire consisting of a comparatively flat me

tallic tire provided with ridges projecting

therefrom and extending circumferentially

thereto in combination with an elastic tire

to inclose said metallic tire and ridges and

re.~t thereon, of a longitudinal wire arranged

to be embedded in said elastic tire and trans

verse wires embedded in said elastic um I!"

ranged to lnelose said longitudinal wire and

to be supported by the ridges of said metallic

tire.

731,740. Commutator Brush. Norman C.

Bassett, Lynn, Mass, assignor to General

Electric Co., a corporation of New York.

Filed March 24, 1902. Serial No. 99,625. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In combination, a commutator

brush consisting of a block of elecetric con

ducting material curved on thearc of a cir

cle, and a brush holder having a surface

along which said brush is fed.

731,753. Brake for Motor Road Vehicles.

Ferdinand Charron and Leonce Girardot,

Paris, France. Filed March 22, 1902. Serial

No. 99,459. (No model.)

Claim—1. A brake for motor cars and other

vehicles comprising a friction pulley made

integral with the chain wheel which drives

the main wheel of the vehicle, in combina

tion wth two metallic brake blocks and ar

ranged in the interior of the pulley, pivoted

one to the other by one of their ends and

supported by a small rod pivoted itself to

the axle of the vehicle, in combination with

a spring which connects the free ends of

the brake blocks, in combination with a

bent lever pivoted to the free end of the

brake block, and the small arm of which is

connected to the free end of the other brake

block by an adjustable rod, while the long

arm is attached to the pulling cable, sub

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

731.755. Vehicle Running Gear. George

II. Condiet, New York, N. Y. Filed Janu

ary 19, 1903. Serial No. 139.549. (N0 model.)

Claim—i. In a vehicle, forward and rear

axle members, a longitudinal spring system

on each side of said vehicle, a frame, one

of said spring systems attached rigidly to

said frame and the other loosely attached

thereto.

INITIAL AND

NUMBER

HANGERS

REQUIRED

BY STATE

LAWS.

The Largest Automobllo Supply

House In America.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

97-99-l0l READE ST., NEW YORK CITY

 

  

 

  

The New Searchmonr

Salcsroom and Garage, 140 East

57111 Strcct, New York City

JOI'IN WANAMAKER

_

DIXON'S
GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.
ESPEGIALLY PREPARED FDR THE PRESERVATION AND LUBRI

DATION OF THE CHAINS 0F AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobile Graphita Lubricants

ARE UNEQUALED.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE co.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.
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THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

lng Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND T0 GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.
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liyou are going into the automobile business look 0 er

Bedy Iron, DaShboard Irons, circular A~—lt illustrates Standard Auto Forgings in Sto‘ek.

Crank Shafts, Axles, ’
' ' mm W also F o

Prnrons; Levers, etc. Shipments ° “'g

PROMPT DELIVERY. of to

Stock Forgings. Specifications.

  

Experimental Work Given Special Attenllon.
II

Pet. Dec. us, 1890.

MACHINERY FORG|NC co- THE BILUNGS 8c SPENCER COMPANY, Hiliililti, Iillllll

 

 

 

 

   

 

MAKERS OP

"Hmllton and Marquette $t8- CLEVELAND, 0- Drop Forgings of Every Dosorlptlon and tho Golobratod Adjustable Automobile Wronoh.

. m. "‘5 INCLUDING

FLOAT FEED' Packard |902 - Model F.

'. ALUMINUM CASTINGS. Packard - - Model C.

. . Autocar - - Type 6.
erl posrtrvely supply highly ex- .

plosive mixture from any grade of Natlonal Electric Runabout'

gasolene. Get a good carburetter. pmcgs on Appucnmu

Get ours. It will increase the power ——

of your motor. Money back if not

satisfactory. Write today. H. BI &NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY 239 Columbus Avenue

MILWAUKEE, wrscousm. ’ BOSTON, MASS.

 
 

 
 

TIMKEN notion Broncos orElwcll-ParkcrElcctriclio.

_ WARETNTED . 0LEVELAND,0HIO.

r r .r ~ ' v i ' Manufacturers

: ll sizes and styles of front

. and rear axle and ar

. tillery wheels.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE co.,

CANTON, OHIO

  

Electrical

MachineryConvertor for Charging Automobile Batteries Irom

Alternating Current.

  

 

 

  

America’s “WES...l2:...!9..fi‘!l9!£lll Bow
Leading __ I I

Automobile L I
 
 

ESTABLISHED I855

PHINEAS JONES & C0.

NEWARK, N. J.

Member at the National Anoclltlon oi

Automoblle Monuill'turero.

We manufacture a positive wheel steering device with worm and gear

segment. Absolutely positive. Gives no back-lash. Bronze hand

wheel. Mahogany rim.

BREOHT AUTOMOBILE 60.,

I200 Cass Avenue ST. LOUIS. MO.
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WILLIAIAS SPARK OOILS

‘R

  

Are made in all sizes and Styles for

Automobllas, Motor Cycles and Gasolene Engines.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Eleolrio Oontraot Co., General Selling Agents.

202-204 Centre St., |54 Lake St.

NEW YORK. CHlCAGO.

Better Not . .
have any Ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGU E.

AMERICAN rfiL COMPANY
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

“Big Four”

WORLD’S FAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

St. [jouis
Write for Folders.

Warren .I. Lynch. W. P. Deppe,

Gen'l Pass. Agt. Ass't Gen'l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

 

  

 

 

 

  

’ $206179
We Innke over Twenty Types of Core.

\Vnte for Catalogue.

Mobile company of America,

Broadway and 54th $lreet New York City.

DeDion Bouton & Co.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

179 Clarendon 5L, (near Bovlnon) BOSTON, MASS.

 

BELL & COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 N. 80lh St.. New York. Telephone: 2562 River.

OPEN DAY AND urcr-r'r.

JENKINS & BARKER
Succassons To CHAS. L. BURDE'I‘T

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

  

 

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Automobile Mountings of all Deseriptions in Polished Brass

 

 

  

No. 6 Tonneau Door Fastener.

The ENGLISH 8c IVIERSICK CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTOMOBILE FIXTURES.
 

 

THE FORG

(iasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

  

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. B. MILLER, Agent, New York. "

  

  

A. L. DYKE Agent, 5!. Louis, Mo. 

 

 

  

As an efficient, first-class Spark Coil

'l‘l—IE

66D 0W9,

BIAS NO EQUAL.

For further information write to

THE DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO.

BRAINTREE. MASS., u. s. A.

  

 

KloljiG

TIRES

  

MICHELIN
12 East 27th Street,

They Eat

All

new YORK cm. Obstaclcs
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TliE AUTUGAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

clency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vosey St., New York.

Improve Your Circulation

BY USING

TIIE IUBEE PUMP
Ini reases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

for all Gasolene Motors. SimpleI

Cheap, Durable, Efficient, easy

to apply

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Lobea Pump 81 Machinery 00., iZO-lSGTerrace, Buffalo, n. v.

RADIATORS,
TANKS,

m u F F L an s,

rsuoens,

H0008. - -BRISGOE MFG. G0,, - Detroit

' Metal Mull Guards,

Bonnets, Tanlts,

Rotary Circulating Pumps

‘ Radiators. Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send for circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

New STANDARD

$9.109“?

AS EGASULINL ENOINI

,onv BATTERY

  

  

  

THE BAY RUTOIATIO

MACHINE CO.,

| Water St. Cleveland, 0.

 

rs- SIMMONS @a

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street, [New York City.

 

 

  

Runabouts and Touring Cars.

 

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents perline of seven words, cash with order.

 

GENUINE bargains in used automobiles. We

have the largest repOsilory and store room

in United States. Have forty machines on hand

at all times; all descriptions, styles, very lowest

prices and each and every one of our machines is

in first'class running condition; all worn parts are

replaced bynew ones. Photograph of each machine

sent on request. We are the pioneers in this busi

ness having opened the first automobile exchange

in Chicago (Send for our list. C. A. COEY 8:

COMPANY, 53H Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.

SEND five cents for our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MISSISSIPPI VALst AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.
 

OR SALE—A \Vinton 190: Touring Car,

newly finished and overhauled at factory;

has had very little use; price Slooo. Immediate

delivery. I903 Wintons always carried in stock.

W. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., 575 Main

St.. Buffalo. N. Y.

OR SALE—Conrad Steam with Doctor's

Hood. wood wheels. steam and air pumps

and all improvements; gasolcne capacity for 100

miles; $450.00 takes it. A big bargain. cost 81400

last season. W. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St., Buffalo. N. Y.
 

OR SALE—Babcock Buffalo Stanhope (Elec

tric) in elegant condition, newly finished and

a superb vehicle for anyone. Cost $1600; will bill

for $850.00. W. C _IAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St, Buffalo, N. Y.

IRS'I‘ CHECK. $500, takes Thomas Touring

Car, new, 8 B. H. I’. Motor, great oppor

tunity. T. SHEROW, Mtllbrook, N, V.

IN TON TOL'RING CAR, 1903 Model. Im

mediate delivery; Buffalo; what offers ?

O.L.BICKFORD,18 Toronto St.,Toronto, Canada.

Handsome “ Panhard Spark-Gap" on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

HITE S TEAM CARRIAGES FOR SALE.

We have on hand three or four brand new

White Steam Carriages of the Stanhope model

which won three gold medals in the New York—

Boston Reliability Run last year. In condition

for immediate use. $r,2oo and 8|.400. Can be

seen at any time at

22 Union Square, New York.
 

OR SALE—Prescott steam automobile, good

as new. ONEIDA AUTOMOBILE CO.,

N. Y. >

4 OR SALE _winton Surrey, fine condition,

semi-racer motor of [2 h.p., a good hill

climber; cost $2,300, will sell for $r,roo; weight,

2,100; ideal famin conveyance and noiseless.

Write for photo. TIIOMAS GALEY, 3r6 N.

Negley Ave. Pittsburg, Pa.

OR SALE—1902 Olds, perfect running order.

ha: all 1913 attachments. including top. dos

a~dos seat and new mixer. also two electric run

abouts, stan lard make bargains, and a \\'hite

Steam Stanhope, newly painted and in perfect run

ning order. If interested, write quick. MILLER

MUNDY MOTOR CAR CO., Utica, N. Y.
 

TE \M Busses and Delivery \Vagons. Three

sixteen passenger busses and two nine II. P.

delivery wagons. First class condition. Ready to

do business. One or all for sale. Address

PEOPLES RAPID TRANSIT CO.

Olneyrille, R. I.

 

ANTED—Aircooled Motors of S to to H.P.

for Omnimobiie in freezing Latitudes.

MACDUFF, 1367 Broadway, Brooklyn.
 

0R SALE—:0 h. p. Winton Tourinng 1903

model bought in March, fitted with two Phare

Solar Acetylene lamps and non magnetic motor

time-piece cost complete over 52600 Immediate

delivery Buffalo. Price $2200. 0. L. BICK

FORD, I8 Toronto St., Toronto. Canada.
 

OR SALE—1902 Peerless Touring Car.

Guaranteed to be in fine condition. Run

about twelve hundred miles. T. H. WILSON,

1:0 Bolton Ave., Cleveland, 0.
 

AKER STANHOI’E—Brand new. cost $t6oo.

\ViII sell tor first offer of $1350 cash. Owner

going abroad. A. E. M., care Motor World,
 

ANTED—A competent automobile factory

superintendent, familiar with upright four

cylinder type engines. Give references. Good

salary and interest in business for the right man.

Address, GEO. P. GOULD, care Motor \Vorld.

LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

on your 190.1r

Automobile Bodies

Our bodies made of veneer are

in the lead. We can make any

design.

AMERICAN VENEER C0.

445-449 Pacific Ave, Jersey City, N. J.

 

 

 

 

Ihds at the SPLITOORF LABORATORY.

Established 1868. .

O. F. SPLITOORF, 17 Vlndavllter St.,N.Y 5'

 

A GOOD PLACE TO

SPEND YOUR VACATION

during the summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. To those unacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force in securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“Summer Book an Michigan."

ll. 6. EDWARDS, Pass. Trat. Mgr.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINIUN
So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will be the

man who trails In late with his e f A M f 7

order. 1 =

anz, GOMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES IN ALL. THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.,'Cleveland, U.S.A.

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

WITH ITS TWO-CYCLE MOTOR

IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

You gel MORE SATISFACTION—LESS COMPLICATION and more m every way for your money

than in any automobile yct produced. Let us tell you more about it.

 

  

ELMODE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Clyde, Ohio.
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THE GENTITAL AUTUMIIBILE GIIIIIPANY ’

l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

2

TELEPHONES: 397 g COLUMBUS.

2398

  

--Mnr -

Renau

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

Peugenis

‘ Mercedes
OPEN 'DAY AND NIGHT.

 

 

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK

ELEGTIIIGS BI'IARGEII, REPAIREII AND KEPT III FIRST-GLASS IIRIIER.

 

 

 

The “ Blue 73%), (only), _n$3loo C. It. GILLETTE, Treasurer,

' M Emmi L . .. LII e 33 West-12d Street, New York IiIiy. _

a . .e .p .,?.lLBwqr.llcw Englind' _50 i ,. Please enter my order for the '

§ “ 2s 153191! YOTI‘EIW-5o I 1903 Eastern Edition of the Official

I

w lilap W as, western New’Yiorki, .50 7 g _ Automobile Blue Book, Maps, etc.,

@ Map u 4I “J” 1"]. & EasLPQ' .50 - If as marked (with price extended) for

 

 

 Map “ 5,Wash. and Bait, - .50 which Ienclvse herewith 8
Map Cases, -7 N - ‘7- - .50

Subscriptionrto Bulletin, _- e .50 Signed

;f I i ' ' ‘ — c Address

lOO

 
 

 
Date,    

 

 

Total (remittances enclosed),

1': fold in [be Blue Book camp/olefy and accuraqu in about 300

wHE co rallies, yl'ul'ny running dl'racll'ans, dlis'lane'es', and [be kind, candl'h'on

and yrado: of roads. Ulla conlal'ns‘ muck of/mr e'n/ormah'an

of everyday need Io auiamabilis‘ls'. Wherever you wIZr/I in ya I? fell: you

BULLETINS—issued July, October and January—will keep the BLUE BOOK up to date in every respect, giving corrections and addi

tions to the routes, stations, laws, etc.

are 30 inches square, printed in three colors, and mounted on cloth. They are atlas maps and give every town. BLUE BOOK

routes are shown in red. A new method of folding makes them most convenient for reference.

GASES—same size as the book—have flexible blue leather covers with a patent clip for holding the map in place.

  

  

 

and compiling numberless route reports from the several hundred

BLUE BOOK representatives the publication of the book will be

delayed until the first of May. In the meantime-as always—special M

reports and information will be gladly and promptly furnished to (g

subscribers.

W "I Bu——OWing to the great amount of detail work involved in verifying
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ALWAYSA LITTLE BETTI: infiinl'ilififi.Lei??n $2

JJ 77 .\ K; _ _'VI ‘ I E

"I V I. 0 ‘ “H .2 “3/ 'm

TOURING CAR;

is the best evidence of the success attained. RAMBLER horse power is actual, not

estimated; practical, not theoretical and is sufficient to drive the carriage anywhere.

k RAMBLER construction means long life and little trouble, both good things to have.

~Our booklet “W” is yours for the asking; it explains the carriage thoroughly.

  

 

  

  

THOS. B. JEFFERY 8C COMPANY, - - Kenosha, Wisconsin.

P. S. The carriage sells at $750.00 at the factory.

 

 

 

 

 

CADILLAC RAILROAD. j

 

600d for First-Class Round Trip at Any Time

FROM

glnkum in ANY PLACE .5 ‘
0" ACCOUNT OF

Cadillac Rellablllty and Excellence. 1

 

 

WHEN YOU

YOU BUY 21 Round Any Good Agent Anywhere Can Supply You

CADILAC AUTOMOBILE COMPANY ' Dclroil, Mich.
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‘ THREE GOOD THINGS FOR THE AUTOMOBILIST.

GOOD TIRES, GOOD LUCK,

GOOD ROADS.
  

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tires

we guarantee the first, promise a large amount of the second and feel

sure that the third will in no small measure be a natural sequence.

MADE BY

THE B. F. GOODRICI'I C0., Akron Rubber WorkS. Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK, 66—68 Reade Street. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission Street BOSTON, 151 Summer Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street. CLEVELAND, 4H Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 Ellt Congress St.

BUFFALO, 9 West Huron Street. CHICAGO, l4] LIKC Street. DENVER, 1444 Curtis Street.

LONDON, E. 6., 7 Snow Hill.

  

 

  
 

WHETHER IT BE

Runabout or Touring Car

the man who makes a pur

chase without giving heed to

the claims and prices of the

CONRAD
is closing his mind to some

hard, cold facts and figures.

THE PUPULAR GASULENE GAR

Century Tourist
l8 ACKNOWLEDGE!) TO BE

AT THE HEAD OF ITS cLAss.

  

 

Simple control—Free from complications—

Unequaled in construction—Will run anywhere

at any time and won’t fall to pieces on the road—

Always reliable.

BUILT ENTIRELY IN OUR OWN FAGTOBIES.

PARTS NUT BUUGHT AND ASSEMBLED.

If our Catalogue does not convince you,

a demonstration will.

 

IF YOU ARE NOT “GOING IT BLIND,” WE WILL

BE PLEASE!) TO PLACE THEM BEFORE YOU.

 

  

 

Conrad Motor Carriage Co.,

l4l3-l4l9 NIAGARA STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

  

 

  

BENTURY MUTUB VEHICLE 60., il‘iiil'ii:
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A Quick Start,

A swift, smooth run and

a safe return characterize

NITlllNlll.

Electric Vehicles
the most serviceable autos for

every-day use. Extremely sim

ple in construction and oper

ation. Powerful batteries.

WON THREE TROPHY CUPS IN THE HILL CLIMBING CONTESTS IN

HIGHLAND DARK, PITTSBURG, JUNE TWENTIETH. PEERLESS TOURING

CARS FINISHED FIRST IN ALL CONTESTS ENTERED, DEFEATING COM

PETITIVE CARS OE MUCH GREATER HORSE POWER.

At 8 or 80 Miles
 

Ready to go at any time withv

out tinkering. Any member of

a family can handlea National.

Our catalogue shows the latest models.

National Motor Vehlcle Co.

1400 East 22nd Street

INDIANAPOLIS IND.

per hour on a country road or on a prepared track, the

PEERLESS can be easily guided. The quickness and

accuracy with which the wheels respond to the movement

of the steering wheel will give the Peerless Racer a great

advantage in the race for the Gordon-Bennett Cup,for the

steering gear as well as the vertical motors, bevel gear

transmission, etc., are alike in the racer and the touring car.

The direction of the front wheels is regulated through

a steel rod connecting at a knuckle joint, giving direct and

instantaneous action. The construction of the steering

gear is such as will not allow obstructions or depressions

in the roadway to change the course of the car.

It is possible to round corners safely at almost full

speed, as the steering arms connected to the lower part

of the steering knuckles make the inner wheel describe

ll ' 1 th the t ,thus re e ti theBOUG'E "ERZ, ace: 0‘1" P v“ Hg

The only Spark Plug
m 16 H. P., 2 CYLINDER, TOURING CARS

 
  

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

157 , WORLD THAT IS cunemueec READY ron DELIVERY on SHORT none]:

I jij: For 6 Months. 35 n. P., t CYLINDER, TOURING CARS

1. ' 7.5.11 RUNS JUST as WE'LL-IN OIL ORDERS TAKEN EOR AUGUST DELIVERY

W ' ' You canngiatcarybitngze It; Why Send for illustrated CATALOG and name of our nearest Agent. Address Dept. B.

Money refunded_ in 30 day: it no '

“"“’°‘°"' THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR COMPANY

80L: lnronrn roll U. 8- am: Cannon, Factory and Genera! onices - - Cleveland, Ohio

 
  

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Part Place. New York.
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Marvelous,lndeed!
Again the genuine detachable (i 8: J Tires

demonstrate they are the fastest and most

reliable automobile tires in the world.

At Columbus, Ohio, July 4th, Barney Oldfield broke all

existing records from one to ten miles, establishing a new

table of world’s records as follows :

   

 

  

m---~-”-

 

 

 

  

 

OLDFIELD’S RECORD AT COLUMBUS, 0., JULY 4, 1903.

lst mile, . 50 2-5 I One mile, . .56 2-5

2nd “ . 59 Two miles, . 1.55 2-5

3rd " . 59 3-5 Three " . 2.55

4th “ . 1:00 Four “ . 3 55

5th " . 59 3-5 Five " . 4.54 3-5

6th “ . 59 3-5 Slx “ . 5.54 l-5

7th " . 1:0] Sevell “ . 6.55 1-5

8th " . 1:00 Eight “ . 7.55 i-5

9th “ . 59 3-5 Nine " . 8.54 4-5

10th “ . 1:00 ‘ Ten “ . 9.544-5

TOTAL, . 9.54 4-5 Mile Average, 59 4-5

‘(I &'J TIRES
being fitted on your automobile.

They will be furnished by manufacturers and dealers

everywhere. '

GaJluauCo.
lNDlANAPOLlS, IND.

NE‘V YORIC A(}ENCY. 81 Reade Street, Nevvr \'()rlt Cit3’.

 

 

"mm

 

.
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The NEW WHITE

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903

 

  

NEXT TO FLYING

is the motion of the incomparable WHITE—smooth, noise

less and free from all motor vibrations—a swift, gliding

movement that affords the maximum of automobiling pleas

ure, minus its every defect.

Wrill for full fartl'cularr, zx/erlr' "fort: and afin'al rnull:

ofimportant endurance ronlutr.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(Automobile Department) CLEVKAND, OHIO,

a: Union Square. New York. N. Y. 509 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

an Woodward Ave.. Detroit. Mich. 300 Feat 51.. San Francisco, Cal.

35-3b~37 King SL, Regent St.. London, England.

 

 

 

S T U D E B A K E R

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.
 

THE

AUTOMOBILE

WITH A

REPUTA TION

BEHIND

IT.

“VERY STUDEBAKER sold has meant a satisfied

customer. It makes friends and keeps them. Agents

and dealers in territory we have not already covered should

write for our catalog and terms. Our machines are unsur

passed for hill climbing and quiet running. They are built

by a firm whose reputation is a guarantee of good work.

What Studebaker stands for is known to every prospective

customer for an automobile.

Com/1dr line run [In run at nur [Ira/1r}! lunar: in all firinci/éa/ ail/(r.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. COMPANY

Mudebaker Broa. Co., 01 New York, Broadwae' and Seventh Avenue.

Cor. 48th St., New York ity.

Studebaker Broa. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Factory and General Offices. South Bend. Ind.

  

 

 

 

Order a sample now.

  

We can make

reasonably prompt

delivery.

 

 

Three forward

speeds and reverse.

  

Ample power for

full loaded capacity

on ,"6 grades.

  

Speed, 30 or more

miles per hour.

“REBER”MOTORCAR
“AS GOOD A5 HONEY CAN BUY.”

  

  

TYPE lV.

l‘iodel A.

  

  

  

PRICE

$1800.

  

(iood reliable agents wanted in unoccupied territory. ME M R C co.’ .

Write for catalogue giving full particulars, terms, etc.

  READING, PA.
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TheMoyea
A Touring Car for those

who desire the very best

that money will buy.

 

 

  

In Certainty of ()peration

and Elegance of Design

and Appointment it is

without a peer.

  

Moyea Automobile Co.,

3-7 West 29th Street, New York.

  

 

minim
‘7

  

8 and I2 h. p. 2 cylinder and l6 h. p. 4 cylinder

SURREYS.

J. 0. BRANDES, U. 8. Agent GUDELL & 00.
28 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madison.

an Your; Amm'rs FOR ST. LOUIS Moron CARRIAGI Co.

Uptown Garage, C. L. Bell & Co., :50 West 80th Street. Telephone, 256: River.

Baltimore Agency, A. G. Spalding Bros, :5 West Baltimore Street.

Philadelphia Agency, Motor Vehicle Power Co., Sixteenth and Wood Streets.

Summit. N. 1., C. C. Henry. Yonkers, N. Y., William Shrive.

Newark, N. J., Koehler SEorting Goods Co.

ANGIER & WH [TN EV, Boston, Mass., New ugland Representatives for Cudell Cars.

  

 

 

 

BELUJLAR GUULERS and DISC BAUIATUBS

improved Celullar Cooler. It is

the most efficient and up-to-date

radiator made, and is less expen

' ‘ z z . sive than anything of similar

_ hi, “ construction.

 

 

We also make Disc Radiators

and we aim to make them the

best on the market.

" l ' The Whitlock Coil Pipe C0.

HARTFORD, CONN

eElwell-Paker Electric 60.

 
 

 

 

CLEVELAND, 0Hl0,

Manufacturers

  

Electrical

Machinerv

  

Converter ior Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current.

 

Q“Q’HQ’RU’AUfiU’AQ/"AM“M”unwanIt“.

You Cannot (iet

Flore for Your Money

than by using $2.00 of it to

subscribe to

i

i

i

5

i

5

5

g

gThe Motor

g World

5

5

5

i

§

§

In which each week appears a

record of all that is best,

brightest and newest in the

world of mechanical traflic.

Iwas-equate,“ququamwununwuauquUH
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ABSOLUTELY

RELIABLE

Automobile

Wheels

BUILT BY

 
 

 
 

New Haven Carriage Co.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Bvery Wheel Guaranteed Exactly as Represented.

 

“0......”o.....ul......lnnl...9

~00...”00-.e......oou~oa....OOO-.

-...oe

'I.....O00ue....oll..“.OIO_OOO.'..O00- 0......

THE HOME OF RELIABLE CARS

BANKER BROS. CO’S.
   

  

 

141-143 West 38th SL, New YorK

LARGEST DEALERS IN AMERICA.

N0 EXPERIMENTS SOLD.

PITTSBURG, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,

Baum and Butt! Sta. I41 & r43 West 38th St. 619-33 N. Broad

50 West 43d St.

“000......

I....Qoe-nll..a...n.-u0......000-nu......00.

.-.ee....an~.“

we....Q.»-n......ee "I.......I--OI......I0-oo...‘ .Qoe~--uo...

   

fimmlile

WING to the demand for our Gasolene

Touring Cars, it has been necessary to

operate our large factory at full capacity day

  

and night all this year. We are now prepared ‘

to make deliveries on the four-cylinder 16 H. P. .

Model in 30 days from date of order.

  

Casi/y the best built ear in efimerr'ea

The four-cylinder 16 H. P. Locomoblle

shown above is remarkable for its smooth and

noiseless operation at all speeds; for its hill

climbing ability; ease of control, and for the

excellent design throughout. It is faster than

many cars of a greater rated horse-power. The

mechanical details are in accordance with the

latest and best practice; the workmanship is

thoroughly good, and a striking feature of the

car is the ease with which all parts may be

gotten at.

.We have on hand all styles of bodies ready

for finishing in any desired colors.

\Vrite to our factory, or to any branch Office,

for further information, photographs, or to

arrange for a thorough demonstration.

The .Cacomobi/e company of Amorlca,

Hun Orr-recs AND FAcronv:

BRIDGEPORT', CONN.

‘ 761h Street and Broadway, New York; :3 Berkeley Street, Boston; 249

BRANCHES: North Broad Street, Philadelphia; r354 Michigan Avenue, Chicago;

239 Sussex Place, South Kensington, London.
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5- THE MAJORITY RULES.
The drivers of the OLDSMOBILE outnumber those of any three other makes of automobiles

combined—“I WONDER WHY?”

The Oldsmobile“Goes” ~
all the time; its simple mechanism leaves “Nothing to watch but the

road,” and its strong construction proves it is “ built to run and does it.”

PRICE, $650.00.
'Any of the following automobile dealers will gladlyr give you a practical t'est On the road. I

ALBANY, N. !.—Automobiir Storage &

Trading Co.

ATLANTA, GA.—(‘.. H. Johnson.

. W. Whipple.

BOSTON. MASS—Oldsmobile Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.-—Jaynea Automobile Co.

CHARLESTON, S. C.—Army Cycle Co.

CHICAGO,ILL—OidamoblieCo.. Githenl Broa.Co

CLEVELAND 0 IU—Oldll'll'bllv

COLUMBIA, . C.—J. E. Richardl.

DALLAS, TEXAS—Lipacomb & Garrett.

DAVENPORT, IA.—Maeon'e Carriage Works.

DENVER, COLO.-G. E. Harman.

MICH.—Oldamobile Co.

ERIE, PA.—Jacob Roth.

GRAND RAPIDS EXCEL—Adam! & Hart.

HARRISBURG, A.—Kline Cycle Co.

HOUSTON. TEXAS—Hawkins Automobile I:

Gas Engine Works.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND.—F‘Iaher Automobile Co.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.-—-F. E. Gilbert.

KANSAS CITY. MO.—E. P. Moriarity & Co.

LANSING. MICH.—W. K Prudden & C0.

LOS ANGELES, CAL—Oldsmobile Co.

LOUISVILLE. KY.—Sutcliffe & Co.

MEMPHIS, TENN.—H. A. White.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—Oldamoblle Co.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

SELLING AGENTS:

M'WNEAPOLIS. MINN.—A. 1“. Chase it Co.

N__$HVILLE. TENN—John W. Cheater CO.

NEWARK. N. J.—Autovehicle Co.

NE“! ORLEANS, LA.—Abb0tt Cycle Co.

NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.—Oldamobiie Co.

OMAHA, NEE—Okla Gas Engine Worka.

PATERSON, N. J.—F. W. Stockbridge.

PLAINFIELD. N. J.——F. L. C. Martin Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Oldsrnobile C0.

PITTSBURG, PA.~Banker Bros CO.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.—~John Van Benschoten.

RALEIGH. N. C.—Raleigh Iron Works.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Rochester Automobile Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL—Locomobile Company

of the Pacific.

SAVANNAH. GA.—'I‘.

T. LOUIS, M

A. Bryaon.

O.—Miaaiaslppl Valley Automobile Co.

TEXARKANA, ARK—J. K. Wadley.

TUCSON. ARIZ.—Seager 8: Clone.

WASHINGTON, D. C.—National Capital Automo—

bile 0.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS—R. N. Halstead. Honolulu.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND’Incomolillt

Co. of Great Britain, Ltd., London, Eng.

GERMANY—(Ail Germany except Coiogne)—Enr

nesé Welnertner, Berlin; Cologne L. Welter

& o.

 

FRANCE—Eugene Merville, Paris.

SWITZERLAND—Automobile Fabrik Orion AG., Zurich.

ITALY—Victor Croizut, Turin.

HOLLAND—Blngham A Company. Rotterdam. '

NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. T. Nielsendr CO..

Copenhagen. Denmark: L. P. _Rqae,&Co.. New_ York.

CANADA—Iiyslop Brothers. Toronto, Ont.

MEXICO—Oldsmobile Co., Mohier & De Grenafliexico City.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Camarro & Company,

Buonos Ayres.

SOUTH AFRICA—White, Ryan & Co., Cape Town: Sheri

riff, Swinziey & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

NEW SOUTH WALES—Knowlea Auto.

& Power Co._ Sydney.

VICTORIA—Hall & Warden. Melbourne

AUSTRALIA— QUEENSLAND—Juno! Smith & Sons,

Brisbane.

SO. AUSTRALIA—Duncan it Fraser,

Adelaide.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd., Auckland.

JAPAN-Bruhl Bree, Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR, INDIA, CEYLDN. CHINA. JAVA.

SUMATRA. BORNEO, FORMOSA—New York Export

8: Import Co., New York City.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE TO

1332

’ Jciicrson Ave, Detroit, Mich.

FACTORII'S: DETROIT AND LANSING, MICI'I.
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FOSTER IS IN TROUBLE

Creditor Gets Judgment by Default—Office and

Factory are Closed.

Judgment by default in the sum of $570

was secured last week by Fred S. Todd

against the Foster Automobile Mfg. Co.,

Rochester, N. Y, Claims of employes of the

concern aggregating $1,500 have also been

filed and an action to secure judgment has

been brought under them. The factory of

the company has been closed for some time

and the office for about two weeks.

The Todd action was brought in the Roch

ester Municipal Court. Judgment was given,

a warrant of attachment was issued and

goods equal in value to the claim were

seized. Attorney Oviatt, for Todd, said that

they secured the order for a warrant of

attachment a week previously, and had been

trying to serve papers on Park Densmore,

'the manager and chief owner, or upon one

of the directors ever since, but were unsuc

cessful. Mr. Oviatt stated that so far he

had been unable to learn the directors’

names, and understood that Densmore and

family were in Erie, Pa., where Densmore

formerly resided.

Attorney Henry Fish, of Erie, who was in

Rochester last week, said that as Dens

more's lawyer he was prepared to announce

that Densmore would shortly return to

Rochester, reorganize the company, increase

the capital stock and conduct the business

on a much larger scale than it has been run

in the past.

The Foster Automobile Co. was organized

in 1807 for the manufacture of steam and

gasolcne automobiles. It was capitalized at

$75,000. Up to three years ago G. G. Fos

ter, W. B. Armstrong and E. D. Martin were

among the largest stockholders. At that

time Park Densmore came to Rochester and

purchased all of the stock held by these gen

tlemen and they withdrew. They have had

no connection with the business since that

time.

Until last winter, when a gasolcne car

was exhibited at the Madison Square Gar

den Show, the Foster Company confined

themselves to the manufacture of steam

vehicles. A few months ago it was an

nounced that arrangements had been made

to reorganize the company, but it appears

to have been premature. The present trou

ble was not unexpected.

Shelby to Sell Direct.

Cold drawn, seamless steel tubing of the

well known Shelby sort can now be bought

by automobile manufacturers direct from

the Shelby Steel Tube Co. of Pittsburg, Pa.

This concern, as makers of the raw material,

has deemed it advisable to deal this year

_ direct with the manufacturers who use the

product. Heretofore the Federal Mfg. Co.

acted as selling agent for the Shelby Co.

Remington Affairs Up Again.

At Utica, N.‘ Y., last week Referee Com

stock gave a hearing in the case of the Syra

cuse Supply Co., Ltd., vs. the Remington Co.,

bankrupt. The suit was brought to recover

certain property concerning the sale agree

ment, of which there seemed to be a misun

derstanding. No decision was reached.

Lamp Makers Enlarge.

Gray & Davis, the well known automobile

lamp makers, of Amesbury, Mass, have en—

larged their plant. Increased business com

pelled the move. This firm lists twenty dif

ferent styles.

Formed at Lansing.

The National Supply Co. has been formed

at Lansing, Mich., and will carry a line of

automobiles, carriages, etc. They will be

located at Michigan avenue and Grand

street.

Goes with E. V. Co.

A. B. Henley has joined the forces of the

Electric Vehicle Co., in the capacity of travel

ler. He was formerly with the American

branch of A. Clement in a similar capacity.

Scott Goes into Bankruptcy.

The J'. A. Scott Motor Works, St. Louis,

Mo., have filed a petition in involuntary

bankruptcy. The concern made motors, parts,

etc.

ASKS FOR MORE TIME

Century Motor Vehicle Co. Advises Creditors

That it is Financially Embarrassed.

The Century Motor Vehicle Co., Syracuse.

N. Y., is financially embarrassed. Formal

notice of the fact has been sent to the cred

itors in a letter, in which the company goes

on to say:

“Two actions been

against us, and others are threatened. We

have on hand a large amount of new ma

have commenced

chinery and a large amount of stock in proc

ess of manufacture, but we have been disap

pointed in not getting all the parts for ma

chines when needed, and therefore have not

been able to turn them out as rapidly as

anticipated.

“There is practically an unlimited demand

for our machines at a good profit, but if our

creditors insist on immediate payment we

will be forced to the wall. We wish not to

permit any preferences among our creditors,

therefore send you this notice before any

judgments can be taken.

“You are respectfully requested to attend

a meeting of our creditors at our factory,

Nos. 517-521 East Water street, Syracuse.

N. Y., on Friday, July 10, at 2 o’clock p: m..

and to take such action in the premises as

to you shall seem advisable."

The Century Co. was organized by Syra

cuse business men several years ago to man

ufacture steam, gasolcne and electric ve

hicles. Until within a year it confined itself

to the production of the first mentioned type.

Then the Century Tourist gasolcne car was

brought out, and it was understood that a

good trade, both here and abroad, had been

built up in it. Manufacturing difficulties re

stricted the output, however, in spite of an

enlargement of the factory, and this led to

the embarrassment.

The officers of the company were C. F.

Saul, president; Frederick H. Elliott, secre

tary and treasurer, and William Van Wog

oner, engineer and manager.

The Motor Cycle Mfg. Co., Brookton,

Mass, makers of motor bicycles, went into

the hands of a receiver last week.
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ARDENNES RACE DISAPPOINTS

Last Year’s Time Barely Beaten by Higher

Powered Cars—Tire Troubles.

Paris, June 26.—Since the Paris-Madrid

disaster awakened the public to the danger

of driving powerful cars at high speeds over

a course that is not properly organized for

such a contest it has become an extremely

delicate matter to speak of racing in any

shape or form. Even in Belgium feeling

was so strong that the Automobile Club

deemed it advisable to postpone the Arden

nes Circuit until a new set of regulations

could be enforced, but, singularly enough,

while the organizing club preferred to err

on the side of extreme caution, the munici

pal authorities in the Ardennes would not

hear of such a postponement, and they in

sisted that the meeting should be held on

the date originally fixed.

At first it looked as if this change of fixt

area was going to entirely spoil the success

of the Ardennes meeting. The leading

French makers felt that they could not com

pete in another race so soon after the la

mentable events of a month ago. They ac

cordingly all abstained, and the meeting

would have made a very poor show indeed

if it were not for the number of vehicles

entered by private owners. It was a crit

ical moment for the sport. The slightest

accident due to defective organization would

have intensified the outcry against automo

bile racing, and to this extent the fate of the

sport hung in the balance. 0n the other

hand. if the meeting ran ofl without a hitch

it would show people that racing was still

possible on a circular course; not only pos

sible, but logical and even necessary, for

when the sporting instinct is so strong

among a certain class of automobilists, and

speed contests are of great value to manu

facturers themselves, it is obviously impos

sible to suppress racing altogether. There

is no more danger in racing ‘on circular

courses in out of the way parts of the

country than on inclosed tracks, and such

racing is of infinitely more value to the

makers themselves, at the same time that it

is an important source of revenue to the

towns and villages along the route. It is

therefore very gratifying that the Ardennes

meeting should have been such a pro

nounced success. The industry was well

represented and the races went off without

a single serious accident. What is more, it

was a considerable source of profit to local

trade and, so far as the Ardennes Circuit is

concerned, there does not seem to be any

reason for doubting that it will become an

annual event.

The race took place over the same course

as last year, starting from Bastogne and

running round by way of Longlier and

Habay-la-Neuve. It was covered six times

to bring up the total distance to 318 miles.

The big cars competed in the morning, and

the light carriages raced in the afternoon,

while on the following day a race was or

ganized for voiturettes and motor cycles

over another course, taking in a part of the

Bastogne route and starting from and finish

ing at Arlon, a town near the Luxemburg

frontier. There were twenty-six big cars

competing .and, though the leading makers

were not oflicially represented, several of

their cars were running, the De Dietrich be

ing piloted by C. Jarrott, the winner of the

Circuit last year, and De Brau; Panhard by

Baron Pierre de Crawhez, and More by W.

J. Vanderbilt, in, and Mr. Terry. A couple

of Wolseley cars were also competing, as

well as an English Star, but they all had

bad luck, the Star being upset and the

Wolseleys making anything but a brilliant

display. '

The two things chiefly noticeable about

the contest were the considerable proportion

of failures and the fact that, despite the

higher powers used in some of the cars,

only one competitor beat last year's record

by less than two minutes. A great many of

the competitors were put out of the race by

tire troubles. The behavior of some of the

tires was extraordinary. In some cases the

treads were completely stripped off, leaving

the fabric bare. After changing his covers

four times, Jarrett gave up at a moment

when he seemed to be in a fair way of re

peating his performance of last year, for his

De Dietrich was running remarkably well.

For the same reason the big G0bl'0n Brillié

had to abandon the race, and M. Gobrou was

highly indignant at the way in which he

was served by the tires. The speeds at

tained were also somewhat disappointing,

for it had been supposed that on a circular

course, where there are no neutralizations,

the vehicles would be able to attain their

maximum speed, but events proved that

with the numerous sharp turnings, which

necessitate frequent braking and cutting out

of ignition, the cars cannot do their best on

the Ardenncs Circuit.

As is usual in these races, there was

plenty of ensationalism while waiting for

the passage of the cars, as any accident be

comes exaggerated and distorted while the

news is travelling along the course, and by

the time it reaches the controle a man who

breaks a collarbone is dead. It was report

ed that Vanderbilt and Terry had collided

and that both were badly injured, but later

on.“Willy K." turned up with a cylinder

head of his engine cracked. Of course, he

had not collided with Terry, who had driven

his car into a ditch, and the vehicle itself

was driven to Bastogne in the afternoon

with the front axle bent. Mr. Terry and his

mechanician were thrown out in the acci

dent, but they escaped with nothing worse

than a shaking. Meanwhile the only com

petitors who were doing the laps in regular

times were Baron Pierre de Crawhez (70

h. p. Panhard), De Bran (45 h. 1). De Dict

rich), Girardot (C. G. V.), Guders (Pipe),

Coppé (Germain), Voigt (C. G. V.), Le Blon

(Gardner-Serpollet) and Béconnais (Dar

racq). The others were spending time on

the road in tire repairs. De Crawhez cov

ered the full distance of 318 miles in 5 hours

and 52 minutes, which represents an aver

age of fifty-four miles an hour. He beat

Jarrott's record'by less than two minutas.

Girardot sustained his reputation as the

‘ eternal second" by finishing in 6 hours and

12 minutes, and then came De Bran in 6

hour and 24 minutes, Le Blon in 6 hours

and 31 minutes, Béconnais in 6 hours and 45'

minutes, Coppée in 6 hours and 5? minutes.

Voigt in 7 hours and 4 minutes, and Cinders

in 7 hours and 10 minutes. Only nine ve

hicles out of twenty-six completed the course

before the control closed.

Among the light carriages the results were

a little more satisfactory, though new again

only seven finished out of ixteen starters.

A very fine performance was accomplished

by Hume on a Darracq, his time for the 313

miles being 6 hours and 30 minutes. beating

a Gobron-Brillié, driven by Tavenaux, by 26

minutes. Then came an Italian car, h‘iat,

piloted by Cagno, in 7 hours and 6 minutes.

followed by two Darracqs and two De Die-1

Bouton cars.

It is perhaps to be regretted that in races

a good many of the competitors give up

when they see they have no chance of get

ting well up in the list of arrivais. This

conveys a rather bad impression, as win-n

such a large proportion of the cars fail to

finish the public are led to believe that they

have hopelessly broken down, while if they

manage to get over the course it proves re

liability and the effect upon the public is

much more satisfactory.

 

Ostend Week Next.

With the Gordon Bennett race and its

supplementary events out of the way, the

next, and in fact the only, big European

fixture Is the Ostend week. The programme

is as follows:

Juiy 12—Speed races, about 100 kilometres.

Ostend-Blankenberghe and return.

July 13—Tourist trial on the same itinerary.

July 14—Motor cycle race.

July 15~Standing mile and flying kilometre

races.

July iii—Same races for tourist cars.

July IT—Flower corso and elegance compe—

tition.

Weight and Horse Power.

Louis Renault's light Renault car, which

made second best time in the Paris-Bordeaux

section of the interrupted Paris-Madrid road

race. represented one horsepower for every

twenty pounds of weight. The Mors heavy

car, driven a few minutes faster over the

343 miles by M. Gabriel, represented one

horsepower for every twenty-five pounds of

Weight.

At the Chicago Derby the race track oili

cials set aside a reserve for automobiles.

Which is right; in fact, it should be the cus

tom at all first class tracks.
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CONTINENTAL RUBBER WORKS

Eric Capitalists Form it and Buy Tribune Plant

—Kclley and Palmer in.

 

Charles F. U. Kelley, sales manager, and

Theron Palmer, superintendent, have sev

ered their connection with the Pennsylvania

Rubber Co. and organized the Continental

Rubber Works, of Erie, Pa., with a paid-up

capital of $200,000. The Tribune bicycle

factory has been bought outright from the

receivers of the American Bicycle Co., and

plans are already under way to transform

it into one of the finest and most up-todate

rubber works in the country.

The new concern is reported to have 'very

strong financial backing, numbering among

its stockholders some of the most wealthy

and influential citizens of Erie. A full line

of high-class bicycle and automobile tires

will be manufactured, and, in addition, me

chanical rubber goods of every description.

The company starts out under the most

favorable auspices. Mr. Palmer is a rubber

man of recognized ability, having been as

sistant to the superintendent of the Good

rlch company for many years, and his rec

ord since has been too well known to need

extended mention.

There. are few men more widely known

or genuinely liked than C. F. U. Kelley, men

tion of whom was made in these columns a

few weeks ago. Mr. Kelley’s acquaintance

in the trade extends from the Atlantic to

the Pacific. He has that rare faculty of

making personal friends of nearly all his

customers, is a convincing and enthusiastic

salesman and a hard worker.

Machinery will be installed at once, and as

there will be no building delays the com

pany confidently assert that it will be able

to take care of all orders for the coming

season.

Past the 6000 Mark.

Upward of six thousand licenses have been

issued up to date by the Automobile License

Bureau at Albany, N. Y., and the bureau

has at no time been nearer abreast of its -

work than twenty-four hours. Applications

continue to pour in at the rate of 125 a day.

It is estimated that the receipts for the first

half of the year will be about $5,000. In

cluded in the six thousand or more licenses

are something like twenty-two hundred of

the old licenses which have been renumbered

under the provisions of the Bailey law.

Carload of Auto: on Roof.

After a. search all over Eastern railway

lines for a carioad of automobiles shipped

from an Eastern factory which had been

missing nearly thirty days, the firm at Dal

las, Tex., to which they were consigned re

ceived a telegram on June 25 that the car

had been found, with others, piled by the

flood on the roof of a building in East St.

Louis. The automobiles are said to be nearly

ruined.

Rcccnt Incorporation.

Denver, Cola—Automobile and Repair Co.,

under Colorado laws, with $10,000 capital.

Incorporators—James H. Nichols, jr., Orrin

T. Higgins and George P. Hering. .

Pittsburg, Pa.-—The Co-operative Automo

bile Association, under Pennsylvania laws,

with $5,000 capital. Directors—W. A. Don

kin, F. E. Jackson, H. C. Muflord, L. C.

Lctzkins and G. C. Jackson, all of Pittsburg.

New Rochelle, N. Y.—New Rochelle Motor

Co., under New York laws. with $80,000

capital. Directors—Clifford Bonneville and

Margaret Bonneville. New Rochelle, N. Y.,

and C. A. Soleliac, Allentown, Pa.

Lansing. Mich—The National Supply 00..

under Michigan laws, with $15,000 paid-up

capital.‘ President, J. F. Hammell; vice

president, A. F. Molitor; treasurer, A. A.

Wilbur; secretary and manager, A. L. Har

low.

Trenton, N. J.—De Laski and Thropp Cir

cular Woven Tire 00., under New Jersey

laws, with $100,000 capital. Incorporators

—Albert De Laski, Weehawken, N. .I.; Peter

D. Thropp, Thomas H. Thropp, John E.

Thropp, jr., and Frank. W. Thropp, all of

Trenton, N. J.

Fort Dodge, Iowaf-De Loura Auto Manu

facturing Co., under Iowa laws, with $30,000.

President, J. H. Abel; _vice~president, L. E.

Armstrong; secretary and treasurer, F. C.

Minogue; general manager, H. E. De Loura.

Directors—J. H. Abel, F. C. Minogue, John

Gleason, F. V. Sherman, H. E. De Loura and

Samuel Emms.

All About Studebaker Electrics.

A wonderful amount of information con

cerning their electric automobiles is given in

Catalogue No. 220 issued by Studebaker

Bros. Mfg. Co., South Bend, Ind. It is il

lustrated with large and clear cuts of the

several styles of vehicles made by the com

pany. Consisting of only eight pages. bound

in stit! paper covers, it is an example of the

very best in the art of printing, and its con

tents are arranged admirably for the pur

pose of giving all information needed by

persons considering the purchase of an elec

tric automobile. The constructional features

which distinguish Studebaker automobiles,

some of them the result of the concern‘s

long experience in building horse drawn

vehicles, are fully set forth.

 

Barney and G. & .I. Tim.

The G. & J. Tire Co. have issued as a

folder a fine halftone picture of Barney Old

field in his famous “Red Devil" automobile,

making hi new world’s records. His time,

with some other interesting matter, appears

on each side of the picture.

Babcock & Linn, No. 941 Eighth avenue.

New York, have arranged to handle the

Kirk car in the metropolitan district.

 

Six Peerless cars were received in one day

by A. C. Banker, the Chicagoagent.

FISH TAKES CHARGE

Fiiu Bond for $20,000 and Assumes Direction

of Shelby Co's. Affairs.

 

John C. Fish, who'was last week' ap

pointed receiver for the Shelby Automobile

Co., has filed a bond for.i20,000 and taken

charge of the factory.

The failure has aroused considerable feel

ing in Shelby. G. M. Skiies, a local stock

holder, has come out with a statement al

leging that there has been gross mismanage

ment in both the mechanical and financial

departments. _,

He goes on to say that in the former de-'

partment this mismanagement resulted in a

total inability to turn out two vehicles ex

actly alike. Continual changes were made

in them, one being no sooner completed than

departures in the design of the following one

were made. He wants a thorough investiga

tion of the dfunct company’s alfairs.

 

Fresno Motorists Get Together.

The motorists of Fresno, Cal., organized

the Fresno Automobile Club on June 26.

W. Parker Lyon was temporary chairman

and F. Gregory secretary and treasurer.

Other owners of automobiles who were

present were F. M. Helm, E. C. Ward, 0. E.

Shepherd, S. N. Griffith, E. L. Chaddock,

0. B. Olufls, A. V. Taylor, M. R. Madary,

Ed. Waterman and J. Wilbur Gate. The

temporary officers were made permanent,

and it was decided to endeavor to enroll all

automobile owners in the neighborhood of

Fresno. A committee, consisting of Messrs.

Taylor, Madary and Lyon, was appointed to

look into the matter of permanent headquar

ters for the club.

 

Pins His Faith to the Locomobile.

A man with an abundance of sporting

blood in his veins, and with abundant knowl

edge of the capabilities of his car, E. B.

Martin, of the Martin Lumber Co., Chicago,

has challenged two other motorists for a

race. He otIers to wager $500 that his 16

h. p. Locomobile can show them its rear

wheels. He has already defeated every

thing he has encountered, and is confident

of continuing his victorious careeer.

a 

Route Royalc Open.

M. Smet de Naeyer. Belgian Minister of

Finance and Public Works, has informed

the Belgian Automobile Club that the road

from Ostend to Dunkirk, otherwise known as

the Route Boyale, is now open to 'motor

traifie. This road, which cost $250,000, is said

to be one of the finest in Europe.

British Columbia’s Auto.

According to the Colonist, T. M. Brayshaw,

of Victoria, has the honor of building the

first automobile in British Columbia. It is

an 8 horsepower machine, and the finishing

tcwuches_were put to it on June 15.
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THE DAY WE CELEBRATE.
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nut. denatzyl

Well, the great race has been run and

there is glory enough and to spare for all

concerned, except our countrymen, and even

they, when all the facts come out, may be

entitled to stand in the limelight. Jenatzy

carries the cup to Germany. There is a pe

culiar fitness in this. France and Great

Britain have had their inning, and now Ger

many has annexed the coveted honor. A

student of chance would place his money on

'America for 1904.

In the handling of so big a project there

were undoubtedly minor flaws and omissions

of management, but, taking it all in all, the

net result to all concerned is worthy of high

est praise. It is particularly a matter for

joy that no fatality betel either competitor

or spectator. All Ireland made a holiday

and noble and peasant were equally amused,

excited, thrilled, recreated. Government

and its thousand and one representatives

showed public spirit and patriotism. All

told, the cup race of 1903 was a huge, a

gigantic success.

The high honor of “first home” rested on

a many-sided combination. It may be as

sumed, roughly, that all the cars were capa

ble. For what maker would dare tempt dis

aster with hundreds of millions looking on?

But beyond the car was the element of per

sonal daring. This was ever present; every

foot of the way bristled with possible dis

aster. This cailed for courage. and, so far

as can now be judged, all the competitors

displayed that quality in the full. Some

men go bravely to battle. But here was a

battle with peril and possible disaster and

even death staring one full-face from start

to finish. Truly, the race demanded courage,

and Jenatzy had it.

But he also had something else. He had

luck. We would not subtract one iota from

his victory. We grant that his Mercedes

was a thoroughbred and trained to the hour.

We grant that he had high courage and a full

But, after all,

Jenatzy had

measure of personal skill.

luck must also be counted in.

all the necessary factors, and then Dame

Fortune crowned him with her choicest gift.

80, Hail, Jenatzy! Hail! Flying Demon of

the Road! Jenatzy, the man with the good

car, the man without fear, the man of great

skill, the favorite of fortune!

The Thorough Man.

There was one thing about the officers of

the American fleet at Kiel that seemed to

impress the Emperor William more than

anything else, viz., their ability to answer

any and all questions put to them, and that

instanter. “They don’t have to ask another

oflicer, the one who is in immediate charge

of the duty referred to," he is reported to

have said.

It is this quality of thoroughness, of prac

tical knowledge of detail, that distinguishes

the high grade man from the ordinary kind.

The former takes nothing for granted. He

knows. He has been through the mill and

is familiar with every process; hence his

knowledge is at first hand.

In the automobile field there are many

such men. They employ both brains and

hands in their work, and it is infinitely bet

ter done by reason of that fact. To watch

one of the class handle an automobile, or to

dissect one in the endeavor to find the cause

of an obscure trouble, is an education in

itself. They go to the root of the matter,

having the intuition that divines and the

knowledge that enables them to follow up

their intuitiveness. They can give points

even to good workmen, because to practical

knowledge they add the largeness and com

prehensiveness of the originating mind.

Such men are doubly valuable, and, being

fitted to fill large parts in the world’s econ

omy, they make unqualified successes where

other and less liberally endowed men

achieve only partial ones. They are the true

leaders of men and amply justify their se~

lection.

Beating the Scythe Bearer.

Oldfield—Barney of that ilk—and Father

Time are out. The Scythe Bearer is mad

clean through. Oldfield seems determined to

ride a. mile in something less than nothing;

and, judging from the style in which he is

mowing down the records, it is coronets to

carrots that he will do it. On June 20 at In

dianapolis he scored a fine record mile in

59 3-5. The record for a mile on a circular

track was 1:013-5, so that the Indianapolis

mile was the first under the even minute.

That is its chief glory. At that same In

dianapolis meet he flew the five miles in

5:0 3-5, eclipsiug Winton's 5:30 3-5. >

And now at Columbus on the Glorious

Fourth Oldfield rides a mile in 56 2-5 seconds,

five miles in 5:00 3-5 and ten miles in 9:54 4-5.

As we remarked in a recent issue, what is

to be expected when a special banked auto

mobile racing track is built? Who will dare

predict the mile result and the hour result?

Aprons and Insurance.

One result of the prolonged period of rainy

weather was the extensive use of water

proof aprons to protect the engine, transmis

sion gear, etc., of gasolene and steam cars

from mud and wet. They served their pur

pose, and thereby earned the thanks of their

users. But they also brought in their train

an evil of some magnitude, one that has still

further prejudiced the insurance companies—

already predisposed to view the automobile

with jaundiced eyes—against these vehicles.

The aprons, being close to the muffler,

frequently get the full benefit of the ex

haust, and its fiery breath dries the fabric

until it becomes almost like tinder. Some

times the car is put away for the night

with the apron in this condition, and is

therefore ready for a conflagration. A spark

is all that is needed, and a careless garage

attendant frequently supplies this. Then,

pouff! goes the apron, the flames extend to

the gnsolene and the car is damaged or

ruined, and the garage also suifers. The
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insurance company investigates, places the

blame—sometimes on the apron, sometimes

on the genus automobile—and proceeds to

draw the lines tighter than ever.

An apron in this condition is a constant

source of danger, as more than one motorist

has learned to his sorrow. Remove the

menace and an easier feeling will prevail,

and the likelihood of a contiagration will

almost disappear.

 
 

To Germany in I904.

The majority opinion of the influential

English papers is a hope that the Irish race,

successful though it was, will be the last of

its kind. The English were undoubtedly op

posed to the event. They hate hurrah; they

are conservative. The race meant hurrah

and possible, even probable, fatality. But

trade interests undoubtedly played a large

part in obtaining official sanction of the

race. Now that it is over, the English press

points out that the game is scarcely worth

the candle, that the expense of time and

effort necessary to properly conduct so large

a proposition is not justified by the result.

The English, in our opinion, are largely

justified. And, when we take into consider

ation the teapot Irish course, they are wholly

justified. But in 1904 the great event will be

decided in Germany. 0n German territory

there will be ample elbow room; and we

may safely count on the Kaiser doing the

handsome thing. And after 1904—weli, ’tis

best to wait. But we have in our mind's

eye some different method of deciding the

question of international motor-car su

prcmacy. I

Flaws and Constructioml Defects.

The mishaps t0 the German and the Eng

lish cars in the Bennett Cup race bring out

the fact that even yet the metallurgical art

has not reached anabsolutely dependable

stage. Wonderful advances have been made

in the steel-making art during the past few

years. Processes have been improved and

_cheapencd, and it is now possible to obtain

'qnulities especially adapted for almost any

purpose that the user of the raw material

may have need of. D

But perfection is still far ofi’. The insidi

ous and accident-causing flaw is still abroad

in the land. If we assume—and it is a rea

sonable assumption—that the two broken

,Mercedes axles were due to unsuspected de

fects in the steel, rather than to any error

in design gorhconstruction, it will be seen

that not even the most exhaustive tests will

guard against accidents of this nature. In

the case of the English cars the breakage

of the steering gear is rather more indica

tive of faulty design.

At the same time, the accidents referred

to appear to lend color to the contention

that the big racing cars have been shaved

a bit too fine in the matter of weight. They

must not exceed 1,000 kilogs; that is a writ

ten law that must not be violated. Yet de—

signers are spurred on to produce more and

more powerful cars, either in the belief that

competitors are doing this, or because they

think an advantage is thereby gained with

out any corresponding disadvantage being

incurred. In this view they are scarcely

supported by facts. In the Paris-Vienna

race of last year, no less than in the Paris

Madrid race of the present one, the heavy

cars have distinctly failed to realize expecta

tions. When it came to the Bennett Cup

race only the French cars made such a

showing as to avoid a repetition of the

catastrophe.

Chauffeur and Employer.

The chauffeur of the moment, the average

chauffeur—not all, but many—bears all the

earmarks of intimate contact with the f001~

ishly rich, with the new rich. These, instead

of making their way by kindness and char

acter and personal force, simply buy it.

They never get any service except by ex

orbitant purchase. The newly rich and the

foolishly rich deal with chaufleurs in two

ways. They hire them as part of the ma

chine that is rented for a day or a week

or a month, or they may employ the chauf

feur outright as part of their personal en

tourage. When one of this class rents a

machine he immediately makes play with

the coin of the realm. He at once takes a

cowardly position, particularly if the chants

feur has the splendid gift of personal force

—and most workmen have that.

force, individuality, preponderance, is the

birthright of the strong, and as most work

men are strong they as a class have this

force. And note further that it is kept in

good estate by sustained employment and

effort.

So, between a foolishly rich person, or one

Personal

playing that role, and the average chauffeur

there is no question as to who is boss. The

result is that the foolishly rich, the newly

rich and the spurious rich, being unable to

command, put their purses into play as the

readiest way of winning the favor of the

chauffeur. Now, any class which is sub

, motorist.

jected to the tipping system degenerates.

That is why one discovers so little honor.

pride or high character 'among menials.

Think of the waiter class as an example of

what we mean.

So because of this system the chauffeur

of the moment has degenerated into a

“grafter,” and none is subtler at that game.

And if the graft be lean or not forthcoming

at all, then there is sullenness and discom

fort and even disaster. The sullenness is

manifested in unwilling, uneven and dis—

gruntled service. The discomfort is entirely

on the part of the car passenger or car

owner, and is produced by careless handling

of the machine. The chauffeur, in the sly

est possible manner, will bump you over

ruts, will take you within an inch of a team.

a telegraph pole, the edge of an embank

ment, and so on. He may even repeatedly

stop and look long for imaginary defects.

In brief, the chauffeur, in a patois which is

unmistakable, ceaselessly and insistently in

timates that the “long green" must be forth

coming.

From the above premises, which are based

absolutely on conditions as they now are.

two conclusions must be drawn. The firt

is that the man who is so intrinsically poor

as to rely solely on the greenback is be—

neath contempt, is, in fact, in a class for

below that of the grafting chauffeur. The

second conclusion is that all honor is due

the chaufleur who gives full returns for the

wage paid, who delivers talent and patient

and cheerful service, as nominated in the

bond. That, indeed, is a form of honor

which cannot be too highly commended. To

give any other kind of service is to be de
based. . v

Makers of laws and ordinances occasion

ally bestow a modicum of consideration

_ upon the owners of automobiles, and recog

nize the very evident fact that the automo

, bile has enemies, by enacting a bit of legis

lation which is not designed to hamper the

Pittsburg, Pa., has a new ordi

nance which provides that any person tam

pering with a machine while the driver is

absent is liable to arrest.

 

The Scottish Cyclist is authority for the‘

statement that the fines of the motorists and

automobilists of Great Britain aggregate

£100,000 a month. And yet Joseph Chamber

lailn is talking of higher tariff. Just as if

they needed any tariff with such an internal

and internal revenue. '
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WORLD’S RECORDS BROKEN

Barney Oldfield's Meteoric Ten-mile Ride—

Timc Cut on Every Mile.

 

  

Oldfleld's se arate miles:

First, 0:56 ; second, 0:59; third. 0:59 3—5;

fourth. 1:00: fifth, 0:59 345: sixth. 0:50 3-5; sev—

fn‘gi, 1:01; eighth, 1:01; ninth, 0:59 3-5; tenth,

x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .x

: New Old 2

: M. record. record June 20. 1903. :

: 1 . . .0150 2—5 0:59 3-5. . . Oldfield, Indianapolis 1

: 2. . .1 :55 24> 2:00 2—5. . . .Oldfieid, Indianapolis :

: ll. . .2:55 3:02 .Oldfield, Indianapolis :

: 4. . 3:55 4:03 4-5. . . .Oldfield, Indianapolis :

1 5. . .4:54 3-5 5:04 3-5. . . .Oldfieid, Indianapolis :

: Sept. 16. 1902. :

: 6. . 15:54 1-5 0:45 8—5. .. .Winton, Cleveland :

: T. . .6255 1-5 7:38 . . . .Winton, Cleveland :

: 8. . .7:.'-5 15 8:42 . . . .Wlnton. Cleveland :

: 9.. .8254 4-5 935% . . . .Winton, Cleveland :

: 10. . .9:54 4-5 10:50 . ..Winton. Cleveland :

Columbus, Ohio, July 4.—Barney Oldfield

was the bright particular star of the auto

mobile race meet held at the Driving Park

to-day. Other events there were, but 01d

field was the hero, and all Columbus is talk

ing about him to-night. Oldfield gave two

exhibitions during the afternoon. The first

was a shy at the five mile record, which he

cut from 5:04 3-5 to 5:00 3-5.

But this was merely an appetizer, for later

in the day he swept the slate clean from one

'to ten miles. At the first distance he did

0:56 2-5 and lopped 3 1-5 seconds off the old

record, his own; in fact, the second mile,

ridden in 0:59. was also better than the old

record. At the five miles he made a cut

of 10 seconds exactly, and at ten miles he

beat the old figures' 551-5 seconds. Eignt

thousand people saw these wonderful speed

trials. Oldfield flew about the track like a

thing possessed, swung madly around the

turns and threw up a cloud of dust. The

spectators simply went wild, and when Old

field was introduced as the King of Auto

mobilists they gave him a royal shout.

The meet was projected by the Columbus

Antomobilc Club. and all the members, as

well as the Driving Park authorities, are

delighted over the affair, for, besides a good

day’s sport, there was a handsome surplus.

As has been said, Oldfield monopolized the

attention of the 8.000 spectators. When he

appeared on the track with his “Red Devil"

they were all agog. He amply justified all

expectations; in fact, his trials worked the

spectators up to the highest pitch, and when

the record results were announced they

made their enjoyment and appreciation

quite plain. Oldfield used, of course, the

Ford machine and the' G. and J. tires.

The other events filled out a rather gen

erous programme... The three mlle.event for

the 1,200 to 1,800 pound gasolene class pro

duced the most exciting finish of the day,

D. M. Huss winning by a length in 4:55 4-5.

Dixon, the second man, kept Huss moving

from start to finish, and was never more

than a length away. Summaries:

Three miles (gasolene, 1,200 to 1,800 lbs.)

~Automobile Racing Association.

—D. M. Huss, Olds, 41/), first; .1. F. Dixon,

General, second. Time, 4:55 15 Six start

ers. Won by a length.

Five miles (cars under 1,800 lbs.)—Dr. C.

lsiiésTaylor, first; E. M. Lied, second. Time.

Five miles (scratch, open to nib—William

Moneypenny, first; J. F. Dixon, second; Dr.

C. M. Taylor, third. Time, 7:36.

Five miles (open, gasolene, under 1,800

lbs.)—William Moneypenny, first; William

Niel, second. Time, 7:45.

Five miles (motorcycle)—Won by E. A.

Not! in 8:35. There were three starters, but

the others dropped out early in the race.

Three miles (machines 1,200 to 1,800 lbs.)

—D. M. Huss, first; J. F. Dixon, second.

Time, 5:10.

Ten miles (handicap)—Huss, first; Money“

penny, second. Time, 15:28.

Cooper’s Motor Went Wrong.

A big crowd from all parts of Kentucky

was at the track of the Kentucky Horse

Breeders‘ Association in Lexington on Sat

urday last to witness the automobile races

held under the auspices of the Indianapolis

There was

one big disappointment in store for them, as

Tom Cooper was unable to make his prom

ised five-mile dash to lower the world’s rec

ord of 5:04 4-5. He had the misfortune to

break one of the pistons of his machine, and

this prevented his making fast time. An

other disappointment was the failure to run

the race of five miles for 2,000 pound ma~

chines, which had been arranged especially

for the Chicago tourists who were on their

way to the Mammoth Cave, but .who de

clined to remain over for the races.

The first race was for 1,200 pound ma

chines, five miles, open to all. There were

three entries, all from Lexington. Will Muir

won in 11:021/4, beating Frank Scearce and

C. 0. Updyke.

In the second event, a five-mile match

race between Earl Kiser, of Dayton, and

Carl C. Fisher, of Indianapolis, Kiser won,

his time being 809%.

The other race run was a five-mile handi

cap, the contestants being Earl Kiser, Day

ton; Carl C. Fisher, Indianapolis; Jack

Graham, Chicago; Andy Keenan, Cincinnati;

J. D. Neave, Cincinnati, and Frank Scearce,

Lexington. Graham, who had a three-min

ute handicap, won in 11:05.

 

Detrolter'e Want Uniformed Cops.

Members of the Detroit Automobile Club

have determined to do their individual ut

most to secure a more liberal interpretation

of the ordinance governing the speed of au

tomobiles. They will also endeavor to per

suade Police Commissioner Fowle to put his

bicycle cops in bright uniforms so that

chauffeurs may be spared the mortification

of being stopped by persons bearing the ap

. pcarance of more or less disreputable scorch

ers and compelled to give their names. They

fear that some of these days bicyclists look

ing for fun will hold them up on pretense of

being policemen.

The club will hold an automobile race

meeting in the latter part of August. The

membership of the organization is now over

fifty and is steadily increasing.

OLDFIELD BEATS COOPER

Five Mile Race at Fort Wayne—The Champion

Wins in Straight Heats.

 

 

Barney Oldfield was the star at the auto

mobile races held at Fort Wayne, Ind., on

June 27. It was Fort Wayne's first expe

rience in automobile racing. After the regu

lar card was exhausted, Oldfield, who won

the race with Cooper which ended the pre

gramme, rode an exhibition mile against his

own record of 593-5 seconds made at Indi

anapolis. He made the mile in 1:01, and

started around again, but his machine was

running hot and he gave it up. Summaries

of the regular events follow:

First event, five-mile race for Oldsmobiles

—Harry Meyer, first; Duncan, second; Ben

son and Carl Meyer distanced. Time—First

mile, 2:46; second mile, 2:31; third mile,

2:35175; fourth mile, 2:33; fifth mile, 2:29; five

miles, 12:5555.

Second event, five-mile race for Ramblers—

Kiplinger, first; Randall, second; Schulz,

third; Collier distanced. TimkFlrst mile,

2:25; second mile, 2:13; third mile, 2:21;

fourth mile, 2:17; fifth mile, 2:17; five miles,

11:33. .

Third event, exhibition race by W. E.

Griffin in Winton touring car—First mile,

1:47; second mile, 1:43; third mile, 1:42:

gogé'th mile, 1:42; fifth mile, 1:42; five miles,

Fourth event, free for all, five miles, for

automobiles weighing 1,250 pounds and un

der—Harry Meyer, first; Kiplinger, second;

Collier distanced. Tlmthll'St mile, 2:05;

second mile, 1:50; third mile, 1:55; fourth

mile, 1:58; fifth mile. 1:59; five miles, 9:47.

Fifth event, five~mile race between Bar

ney Oldfield and Tom Coopcr \two heats)—

Oldfield, 5:26, 520; Cooper, 553%, 5:36%.

Time by miles—First heat: Oldfield, 1:07,

1:02, 1:07, 1:05, 1:05; Cooper, 1:041/2, 1:041/2,

1:10, 1:10, 1.05%. Second heat—Oldfield, 1:05.

1:03, 1:04, 1:04, 1:04; Cooper, 1:03%, 1:071/fj,

198%, 1.08, 108%.

 

Louisville's First Race Meet.

What were practically the first autoniobiic

races ever held in Louisville, Ky., were the

feature of the annual picnic ol' the Masons

on St. John‘s Day. The picnic was hold at

Fountain Ferry Park on June 2.4 In the

first race Dr. James B. Bullitt and Dr. .I. S.

Butler, in cars weighing less than 1,200

pounds, started for a mile run, Dr. Butler

scoring an easy victory in 2:52, his opponent

failing to finish. A two-mile race between

Dr. W. T. Durrett in his 800p0und machine

and M. Emler in one of 1,200 pounds was

not determined. Both machines had troubles

and were taken from the track.

The most interesting race of the afternoon

was a two-mile race between J. Kemp Good

ioe, in a 1,700pound car, and George H.I

Wilson, in an 1,100-pound machine. The

distance was three miles. Goodloe won

handily in 4:15, which is a speed of 85

seconds to the mile.

Ira S. Barnett won from T. Lindsey Fitch

in a two—mile race in 2200-pound touring

cars. Time, 4:19.
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CUP RACE AFTERMATH

Later Reports Merely Bear Out Motor World's

Story—Kilometer Records Shattered.

 

 

The British Automobile Club’s speed trials

at Phoenix Park on July 4 drew large crowds.

The main interest was in the atacks on the

flying kilometre record. Baron de Forest

won the One Hundred Guinea Challenge Cup

offered for the fastest car weighing under

1,000 kilos, doing a flying kilometre in 27 1-5

_sec0nds,‘and he subsequently took the Auto

car Challenge Cup for vehicles Of any power

and weight, making the record time of 26 3-5

seconds. '

- Gabriel broke the kilometre record, doing

the distance in 26 4-5 seconds, equivalent to

851/; miles an_ hour. Gabriel's record,_ how

ever, only stood five minutes, as Baron de

Forest, on a 70 horsepower car, immediately

broke it.

There is little new to be added regarding

the cup race except in relation to the after

math. Full returns of the race confirm the

news published in the Motor World last

week on the day of the race. Jenatzy won

the cup tor Germany, De Knyfl' (France)

was second, Farman (France) was third, Ga

briel (France), was fourth, and Edge (Eng

land) was fifth. The French team was the

only one that had all its members finish.

The French were second, third and fourth,

and if it had been a team race, scored on

points, the French would have had a sweep

ing victory. None of the others would have

,been in it because of not finishing -the full

team. '

The showing made by America has not

' been improved by the later advices. This

country was the only one which did not have

a single representative finish.

victory with the Mercedes'was Well earned,

but the glory for Germany and the Cann~

stadt makcrs is somewhat dimmed by the

fact: that two out of the three Mercedes

broke down and Jenatzy was the only one

to finish. Both the Panhards, De Knyff's

hnd Fur-man’s and Gabriel‘s Mors went

through in splendid style. Edge, with his

Napier, was hours behind, but he finished

the course. Exactly all that happened to

the Americans will be told later in advices

by mail.

The full list of accidents is: Stocks

crashed into a hedge and smashed his car on

the first round. Jarrott, on the second round,

broke his steering gear and was thrown.

Jarrott's collarbone was broken and his car'

was practically demolished. The axle of

Foxhall Keenc's Mercedes was cracked on

_the first round, and after travelling three

rounds the control Officials advised him to

unit, as it was unsafe to continue, and he

did 80.

On the second circuit Keene lost twenty

minutes replacing a tire that flew off.

Jenatzy's _

Baron de Caters, who it was thought would

finish fourth, broke down ten miles from the

finish on the last round. A rear wheel of

his machine broke. The French team won

the special Scott Montagu prize offered for

the team making the best showing.

The official figures of the result, as an

nounced by the international commission on

Friday, the day after the race, .were as fol

lows: .Tenatzy (Germany), 6 hours and 39

minutes; De Knyi'f (France), 6 hours, 50 min

utes and 40 seconds; Farman (France), (i

hours, 51 minutes and 44 seconds; Gabriel

(France), 7 hours, 11 minutes and 33 seconds;

Edge (England), 9 hours, 18 minutes and 48

seconds.

Jenatzy won therefore by a margin of 11

minutes and 40 seconds.

The French had to file a protest after the

race against the winner, but it was a trivial

one and the judges were not long in over

ruling it.
 

In Desperate Straits.

Some of the makeshifts Of the daily and

weekly papers for "covering" the big cup

race were entertaining. Not to mention the

lifting bodily of dispatches to New York

dailies by the weekly automobile papers

that did not send a. member of the staff to

the race, as did the Motor World. and print

ing them as special cables, there were lively

times in “faking” up pictures. Jenutzy was

probably the contestant of whom there were

fewer pictures available in this country. than

any‘ of the other competitors. in fact, any

picture of Jenatzy was hard to obtain.

The art manager of one staid New York

daily, which is the very opposite of “yel

low” in its journalism, tried everywhere to

get a picture of Jenatzy and failed, and then

' resorted to the expedient of painting a set

of pointed French whiskers .on a photo of

Foxhall Keene and using that as the picture

of the winner. “It is something we do not

believe in," he sighed, “but we must print

a picture Of the winner." \I '

 

A Cosmopolitan Event.

“Motoring Illustrated” says:

“The British and French teams are the

only ones which are not international in

themselves. That is to say, they are the

only teams whose members are natives of

the country they represent. Mr. \‘I'ridgway,

an American reservist, is an Englishman.

There is only one German among the Ger

man team, and Alex. Winton is a Scotsman

who never saw American shores till he was

twenty years old."

This is not all of it. The cup surely is an

international trophy now. Consider this:

Jenatzy, a Belgian, operating a German

car owned by an American (it was C. G.

Dlnsmore’s car), won the French cup from

England for Germany in a race in Ireland.

A London correspondent of a New York

paper made it a bit worse than this when

he assigned a nationality to all of. the com

petitors excepting Jenatzy, and designated

him “a cosmopolitan professional.”

Motor Races at Pitialield.

Among the sports at Pleasure Park, in

Pittsfield, Mass, on the Fourth, were races

for automobiles and motorcycles. About fif

teen members of the Berkshire Automobile

Club were present, with visiting. motorists.

The first event was a motorcycle race with

three ’entries, the machines being run sep

arately, against time. They finished in this

order: First, S. S. Wheeler (Indian), 2:011/5

second, Fred Smith (Indian), 2:22, and third,

Herbert Kellogg, 2:40. The distance was one

mile.

Six automobiles participated in a race of

one mile, each running separately against

time. A new Grout steamer, owned by Dr.

0. S. Roberts and run by Floyd Knight,

made the best time—2:18 3~5. James Laugh

lin, 4th, of Pittsburg and Dalton, was aclose

second in a White touring car; time, 2:20.

The other contestants, in order, were: 0. H.

Foster (Knox), 2:301/2; E. E. Jeffers (Grout

steamer), 2:391-5; A. H. Kennedy (Grout

steamer), 3:08%), and Samuel G. Colt (Olds

mobile), 3:09.

A relay race was run with Dr. F. W. Bran

dow, Mr. Colt, Judge Slocum and Mr. Bur

bank on one side, the other team including

Mr. Laughlin, Mr. Clark, of Boston, with a

De Dion, and Mr. Jeffers. The first team fin

ised in 7:29, the second making it in 7:19,

winning by ten seconds.

In a slow race all the machines partici

path Dr. Brandon looked to be the one

who would make the best time, but he, min

aged to make the slowest. Mr. Colt was a

promising contestant up to nearly the last,

when he went so slow that he stopped with

in a few feet of the finish, thus losing the

race.
 

Unique Use of an Automobile.

A unique feature in the parade of An

tiques and Horribles which was one of the

events in the Fourth of July celebration at

Springfield, Mass, owns a huge red dragon

which moved along in the procession, driven

by a man who was apparently mounted upon

its back. The scaly monster was artistically

constructed over an automobile in such a

way that the chauffeur‘s head and body, with

false arms and legs arranged to give the im

pression that the man was astrlde the mon

ster, appeared above its back. The motion

of the car caused the great jaws of the fierce

looking creature to move with weird sugges

tion of desire to chew up everything in the

road. The effect was one which it would be

impossible to secure with a float or an ordi

nary vehicle.

Spaniah Club's Gift to Gabriel.

Gabriel, who arrived first at Bordeaux in

the unfortunate Paris-Madrid race, has been

presented with a magnificent silver cup over

three feet high by the Royal Automobile

Club of Spain.

The car in which Jenatzy won the cup

was owned by an American, Clarence Gray

Dinsmore. It was borrowed for the occa~

sion.
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BARRED FROM THE ROAD

Bailey Law's First Victim Found—His Case

May be Made a Test.

Robert E. Fulton, a member of the Auto

mobile Club of America, and residing at No.

15 Central Park West, New York City, is

the first motorist to be deprived, under oper

ation of the Bailey law, of his right to run a

motor vehicle. The law provides that a per

son convicted of violating any of the pro

visions of the statute, or any speed ordi

nance adopted pursuant to it, shall not only

be liable to fine, imprisonment or both, but

shall “be further punished for a first of

fence by a suspension of his rights to run

an automobile for a period of not less than

two weeks; for a second offence by a sus

pension of his said rights for a period of one

month, and for a third offence by a revoca

tion of his said right." A further provision

of the law is that "a person convicted four

times shall thereafter be disqualified and

barred from receiving a license certificate."

Fulton was arrested in Fifth avenue on

June 29 last while riding along that thor

oughfare at a speed which Bicycle Police

man Van Reusselaer charged was fifteen

miles an hour. With him in the automobile

were two young women and a chauffeur.

The case was sent to the Court of Special

Sessions, where it was tried on Friday

last. Presiding Justice Holbrook advised Ful~

ton to engage a lawyer, but the young man

preferred to conduct his own defence. His

account of the entire affair, as given subse

quently to a representative of the Motor

World, follows:

“You know there is quite a grade on that

part of Fifth avenue between Thirty-fourth

and Thirty-eighth streets," he began, “and

the road was somewhat slippery in places.

too. Going up the grade. I was certainly not

going rapidly. ThatI was not making even

eight miles an hour was the honest opinion

of those who were with me in the car, and

a matter of knowledge with me. The ma

chine was. laboring with the extra power

which it was necessary to put on in order to

get up the grade. and the car naturally

speeded a little when I struck-the down

grade. as it was impossible to check it at

once when the power was reduced because

of slippery going. '

“I must tell you, however, that earlier in

the day I was on the avenue with another

person, who was certainly driving his ma

chine at a fast clip, and we were chased by

this same policeman, who failed to catch us.

Having recognized me on the second occa

sion be arrested me, as I believe, to make

amends for not catching my friend and me

on the earlier occasion. Be that as it may,

he made the arrest, and I had to go to court.

“After the policeman had given his testi

mony I told the court what kind of machine

it was that I was operating, and explained

fully the impossibility of its going at any

such rate as was charged, seeing that I had

not given it full speed. The chauffeur and

one of my friends, who is experienced in

automobile riding, both testified that the

machine was not going at a greater speed

than eight miles. Presiding Justice Hol

brook consulted with Justices Meyer and

Olmstead, after which he said to me: ‘You

are convicted, and as this is a first offence

you are fined $10, and you are also sus

pended in your right to operate an automo

bile for the period of two weeks.’ My reply

was, ‘I think that is unjust.’ lThat is the

law,’ said Justice Holbrook. ‘What I meant,’

said I, ‘is that the court is treating me un

justly. ‘We will not discuss that,’ he re—

plied, and that ended it."

Replying to an inquiry as to whether he

was inclined to test his constitutional right

to the use of the highway. of which he is

thus deprived for a fortnight, so far as oper

ating a motor vehicle is concerned, and of

which he would be permanently deprived in

case of three more convictions, Fulton said:

“I am not disposed to go to any great ex

pense in the matter myself; and as some of

my witnesses are out of town I did not care

to subject them to the annoyance and in

convenience to which they would be sub

jected had I appealed the case. I have laid

the matter before the Automobile Club, of

which I am a member, and if it is thought

advisable to make a test case of the matter

I am willing to co-operate. If necessary, I

will go out in an automobile again before

the expiration of the time for which I am

suspended, and will permit myself to be ar

rested again on a charge of unlawfully oper

ating an automobile. The issue could be

made, I presume, on my constitutional right

to a proper use of the road, ‘despite the pro

hibition incurred under the operation of the

Bailey law. I am not aware as yet of what

course the club will adopt."

Alcall upon Secretary Butler, of the Auto

mobile Club, disclosed the fact that the case

of Mr. Fulton is being considered by the

law committee of the club, with a view to

taking some action should the merits of the

case justify it. W. W. Niles, the club's coun

sel. was visited also, but was not prepared

to say what might be done, as he had not

yet had any consultation with Mr. Fulton.

The probability is that an effort will be

made to have the case reviewed with the

aim of securing a reversal of judgment, to

the end that Mr. Fulton shall be relieved of

the position which he occupies as having

been convicted of a first offence and there

fore liable to more severe punishment in the

event of another conviction.

 

Omaha Mayor's Ordinance.

Mayor Moores, of Omaha, Neb., has vetoed

one automobile ordinance, and has stated

that any ordinance must embody, in order to

receive his approval, a provision requiring

that every car shall bear in plain figures a

number to be registered in the City Clerk's

office. This regulation he regards as neces

sary to insure identification of automobiles

in case of accident.

ALMOST WHOLLY BAD

Massachusetts Law About as lniquitous as Any

th Passed—its Provisions.

 

The new Massachusetts automobile law

compels all operators of automobiles and

other motor vehicles to register with the

Massachusetts Highway Commission. Under

“motor vehicles” the law classes all vehicles

propelled otherwise than by muscular power.

except steam and electric cars. For the pur

pose of registering the law allows from now

to September 1. Tht speed rate is ten miles

in cities and fifteen miles in the country. A

synoposis of the law is as follows:

"Application for registration to be made

by mail or otherwise on blanks provided by

the commission, requiring the name, place

of residence of the applicant, with a brief

description of the automobile or motocycle.

including the name of the make, the special

number, character of the motor power and

the amount of horsepower. Registration fee

$2. Certificate to be carried in some easily

accessible place in the vehicle. On sale of

the vehicle the certificate must be returned

to the commission, with the notice of its

sale, stating name, residence and address of

purchaser.

“All manufacturers and dealers to apply

for a number and a mark distinguishing

their especial make of machine from all

others. This to apply to all machines con

trolled by them, as well as to their own

manufacture. Fee $10.

“All who desire to operate machines for

hire must obtain a license, and before doing

so must satisfy the commission that they

understand the operating of the machine and

that they are proper persons to receive such

certificate, which will be granted for only

one year. Any non-resident of Massachu

setts, if registered in another State, having

his certificate with him, may operate auto

mobiles in this State wtihout obtaining an

other.

“The rate of speed is ten miles an hour in

fire districts in cities and large towns or in

any thickly settled part of said city or town.

and in turning the corner of the road, and

also in crossing intersecting roads. Outside

the limits as above stated, the rate is fifteen

miles an hour.

“0n approaching any horse drawn vehicle

reasonable precautions must be taken to

prevent the frightening of the horse, and the

machine must come to a full stop if signalled

by the rider or driver of such horse drawn

vehicle.

“All machines to be provided with suit

able. brakes. muffler and bell or horn, and

shall display lights during the period of one

hour after sunset and one hour before sun

rise. Such lights shall be marked with-the

registered number. Every machine must be

provided with suitable locks and key to pre

vent their being set in motion, and shall not

stand in the street without being locked or

made fast.

“Certificates can be suspended or revoked

at any time by the commission.

“For violation of this law. and on convic

tion, the fine is $25 for the first offence and

not exceeding $50 for the second and subse

quent offences. Any person convicted of

operation or permitting the operation of any

automobile after the certificate has been sus

pended or revoked shall be punished by a

fine not exceeding $100 or imprisonment for

ten days, or both."
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THE THOUSAND MILE TRIALS

British Club Maps Out its Annual Contest,

Which Starts on Sept. 4.

 

 

In the forthcoming Thousand Miles Trials

of the Automobile Club of Great Britain, to

be conducted in September, the same sys

tem of starting from a central point and

making out-aud-back runs each day, which

was inaugurated last year, will be adhered

to. A preliminary programme has been

issued by the club, from which the follow

ing particulars are gleaned:

The Trials will last from September 4 to

12, and the competing cars will start from

and complete each day’s run at the Crystal

Palace, London. The rnotes agreed to are

as follows:

Dates. and Routes.

Friday, September '4—To h‘olkstono

and back . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Saturday, September 5-To East

‘bourne and back (Westerham Hill).

Monday, September 7—To Worthlng

and back (Bury Hill).............. 120

Tuesday, September S—To Winchester

and back . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133%

Wednesday, September 9—To South

sea and back (Hindhead) . . . . . . . . . . . 144%

Thursday, September 10—To Bexhili

and back . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 121%

Friday, September 11-—To Margate

and back . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147%

Saturday, September 12—To Brighton

and back (Handcross).. . . . . . . . . . .. . 87%

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1,01-l

There will be two sections, the first being

for motor vehicles entered by manufacturers,

agents or private owners, while Section 11

will include parts of motor vehicles, but

not tires, entered by their inventors, manu

facturers or agents, as showing a. distinct

advance on any similar apparatus previously

used in an Automobile Club trial.

Section I will be divided into seven classes,

according to prices, rising from a maximum

in Class A of £200 to one of £900 in Class G.

Gold and silver medals will be awarded as

first and second prizes in each class, together

with not more than three gold medals, which

may be awarded to cars which have con

spicuously meritorious features. The awards

will be made by adding together the marks

gained by each car during the trial for re

ilability, cleaning, replenishing, etc.; hill

climbing, condition after trial} brakes, steer

ing, absence of noise, absence of vibration,

absence of vapor or smoke, absence of dust

raising, speed on track, restarting on bill,

finish and appearance, general cleanliness

of motor and gear, fuel consumption, accu

racy of horsepower and cheapness.

The number of cars of any particular type

and horsepower entered by a manufacturer

or agent is limited to one; racing car, how

ever, will not be admitted.

Miles.

139%

120

A motor 'bus has been given a trial in

Montenegro, covering in two hours a route

which horses took six hours to cover.

Incubating an Auto Ordinance.

The Milwaukee City Council is still en

gaged in the incubation of an automobile

ordinance, and the local automobillsts are

watching the process with more than passive

interest. They have appeared before the

Judiciary Committee and have succeeded in

having that body lay the matter over until

next week, in order that copies of ordinances

adopted in other cities may be obtained. In

the mean time the Automobile Club will

draw up an ordinance embodying the views

of its members, which will be submitted to

the committee. In his protest against the

adoption of an ordinance providing for ll

censos and numbers, Dr. E. W. Bartlett

said that numbering the machines would

amount to putting owners and drivers of au~

tomobiles in a class heralded thus as quasi

criminals, who must be tagged and watched.

He added:

' “The automobile is safer than most horses,

and there are less accidents with the ma

chine than with horses. I have horses, on

which I pay taxes at a heavy valuation, and

also own a machine. I like my horse and

value and appreciate him; therefore my

view is an impartial one. There is neither

reason nor necessity for the license fee, or

the penal provision that machines shall be

numbered."

Father J. F. Szukalski, pastor of St. Cyril

Methody Church, who owns an auto car,

was another pronounced opponent. He

asked the committee to await a decision of

the United States Supreme Court on a ques

tion involving the right of a council to levy a

license fee on machines, where none is levied

agalnt horses and carriages.

Ile Warned Motorists oi Trap.

It is hard to say where the judicial perse

cution of automobillsts will stop. At New

ton, Mass., last week, where the crusade

against motorists has been resumed, G. W.

Crawley, age twenty-seven, was arraigned

on the charge of interfering with the police.

It is alleged that Crawley warned four au

tomobillsts on Commonwealth avenue that

the police were waiting for them for the

purpose of arresting them on the charge of

racing their machines. Judge Kennedy con

tinued the case.

Autos Ior Street Car Work.

C. A. Singer, of the New York & Stamford

Street Railroad Co., Stamford, Conn., is a

firm believer in the value of the motor ve

hicle. He has ordered a six seated machine

for the use of the directors of the road, and

a runabout for short, quick work. He ex

pects that it will be capable of making bet

ter than forty-five miles an hour, and hold

six persons readily. He says: “I have used

an automobile to such good advantage in

railroad work that I have decided to have

three machines."

 

On the Island of Elagin.

Motor car and motor cycle races were held

on June 8 on the Island of Eiagin, near St.

Petersburg. They were organized on behalf

of public charities.

JEROME AVENUE’S CONDITION

A. C. A. Raps President Hafien Unnecessarily—

Money Voted for its Amelioration.

At the Monday meeting of the governors

of the Automobile Club of America indigna

tion was expressed because no attention has

been paid by Borough President HaiIen of

The Bronx to the petition asking him to

remedy the disgraceful condition of Jerome

avenue, New York, and it was decided to ap

peal directly to Mayor Low in the matter.

The resolution adopted was as follows:

“Whereas, The Automobile Club of Amer

ica presented some months ago to Louis F.

Haffen, President of the Borough of The

Bronx, a petition relative to the putting of

Jerome avenue into proper condition by re—

moving the large number of unnecessary

crosswalks and resurfacing the roadway;

and, '

“Whereas, Since the presentation of this

petition nothing has been done in the matter

and this highway in its present condition is

a disgrace to the city of New York; therefore,

“Resolved, That we inquire of President

Haffen why no action has been taken, and

if he is unable to procure the necessary

money to properly repair this road we deem

it our duty to call upon the Mayor of New

York to ascertain the best means of securing

an appropriation for this purpose."

At the same session of the governors

Messrs. L. A. Ripley, Alan W. Wood, George

Crocker, Victor L. Mason, John T. Rainier,

N. M. Flower, Robert B. Kerr and Robert

E. Fulton were elected members of the club.

On Wednesday it became evident that the

governors were hasty in condemning Presi

dent Hafi’en, for on that day the Board of

Estimate allowed Mr. HaiTen an appropria

tion of $280,000 for repairing Jerome avenue.

Mr. Haifen estimated this amount as the

cost of» the work and had asked for it on

Thursday of last week.

On Friday of last week the Board of Esti

mate and Apportionment granted the $280,

000 appropriation asked for by President

Hatien.

Aurora Motorists Organize.

An automobile club has been formed at

Aurora, 11]., with a temporary organization

consisting of Dr. Courtney L. Smith, presi

dent, and S. W. Thorne, secretary. About

twenty automobillsts were preent at the

initial meeting. The City Attorney, acting

under instructions from the council, is draw

ing up an ordinance to regulate the driving

of automobiles, but the chauifeurs have no

objection to any of its proposed features.

Drove Into an Open Bridge.

Suit has been brought against Grant Coun

ty, Ohio, by Drs. Tuttle and Morgan, of Van

Wert. The two physicians went into an open

bridge in an automobile. There was no light

to show the danger ahead, and the physi

clans were seriously injured.
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RECEIVERSHIP PRECEDENCE

Supreme Court Gives it to the Federal Ap

pointee—Lawyer's Compensation.

Washington, D. 0., June 30.—Two decisions

of far reaching importance affecting many

bankruptcy cases have recently been handed

down by the United States Supreme Court.

In the first case two attorneys acted as

counsel to a manufacturing firm against

which a petition in bankruptcy was filed un

der the State laws. A' receiver was appoint

ed by the State court, but later on certain

other creditors filed a petition in the Fed

eral court, which also appointed a receiver.

The State receiver had made certain con

tracts on behalf of the bankrupt firm for

the protection of the creditors, and sought

to obtain possession of the property, but the

Federal judge declined to permit him to do

so, notwithstanding which he seized all the

assets. The Federal receiver thereupon de

manded and took over the property from the

State receiver, upon which the State court

dismissed the receiver for his negligence and

appointed a new receiver, who in turn took

the property from the Federal receiver. As

the result of these proceedings the attorneys

who acted for both bankrupt and State re

ceiver were held in contempt by both the

State and Federal courts, and were com

mitted to jail for sixty days by the latter

court.

In handing down its decision in this case

the Supreme Court held that the authority

of the Federal receiver was superior to that

of the State receiver, and that the former

was entitled to take over the property. It

further found, however, that the petitioners

were not guilty of contempt of either the

State or the Federal court, as the evidence

shows that the advice given by them was

in good faith and solely for the protection of

their clients’ interests. It was pointed out

by the Supreme Court that in similar cases

hereafter the pr0per procedure will be for

the receiver appointed by the Federal court

to become a party to the insolvency proceed

ings in the State court, by means of which

proceedings he may possess himself of the

hankrupt‘s estate, in conformity with the

provisions of the Federal bankruptcy law.

This decision is regarded as of great impor

tance, as it sets at rest all questions of con

flict between the Federal and State courts

relating to bankruptcy cases.

In the second case the chief question was

the extent to which an assignee may be re

imbursed for expenses incurred by him in re

sisting bankruptcy proceedings under the

Federal law, and on this point the court

holds that such expenses cannot be paid. In

the case at issue the appellants filed a claim

against a bankrupt estate for professional

services rendered the bankrupt in preparing

a general assignment; for general advice and

counsel to the assignee; for services in de

fence of a suit brought under the State laws,

and for services in resisting an adjudication

of bankruptcy under the Federal law. In

rendering its opinion the Supreme Court

said: I

“We are not disposed to go further than

to allow compensation for services which

were beneficial to the estate. Beyond that

point we must throw the risk of his conduct

upon the assignee, as he was chargeable

with knowledge of what might happen.

None of the claims is entitled to

preference under the deed of assignment.

The charge for the preparation of the as

signment properly may be proved as an un

preferred debt of the bankrupt. The ser

vices to the voluntary assignee may be al‘

lowed so far as they benefited the estate.

and, inasmuch as he would have been al

lowed a lien on the property if he had paid

the sum allowed, the appellants may stand

in his shoes and may be preferred to that

extent. No ground appears for allowing the

item for services in resisting an adjudication

of bankruptcy.”

Under this decision bankrupts and their

assignees under the State laws will be un

able to pay for legal assistance out of the

proceeds of the estate subsequently adjudi—

cated in the Federal courts, unless such as

sistance has clearly been beneficial to the

estate, and in no case can allowance be made

for expenses incurred in resisting bank

ruptcy proceedings brought under the Fed

eral law.

Winton and Baker Donate.

The new automobile department which the

Case School of Applied Science will estab

lish this fall, as stated in the Motor World,

will be well equipped. The Winton Motor

Carriage Co. and the Baker Motor Vehicle

Co. will each give the school the complete

machinery part of one of their automobiles

for study. Equipment from several other of

the leading automobile companies will also

be obtained for the purpose of study. The

automobile laboratory will be located in the

new steam engineering laboratory building,

which will be constructed this summer.

 

 

Picture Tells the Story.

The feature in an attractive hanger put

out by the Locomoblle Co. of America,

Bridgeport, Conn, is a representation in

colors and bronze of a 16 horsepower Loco

mobile touring car, fitted with King of the

Belgians aluminum body. The picture is so

suggestive of_ speed, with comfort, that the

hanger bears but a few words of letter press

—-just enough to enable the picture to tell

its own story.

Rockford’s Auto Population.

There are nearly twoscore automobiles in

use in Rockford, 111., and the number is

being steadily added to. The town is proud

of its many women motorists, nearly a third

of the cars there being operated by them.

The Baker car has a lead over all others,

with the Oldsmobile a good second.

 

Among the recent purchasers of Peerless

cars was Oakes Ames, the well known Bos

ton financial magnate.

,

FORTUNE AWAITS HIM

The Man who Produces a Perfect System or

Springing for Motor Can.

“There is a small sized fortune awaiting

the man who brings out a decent automobile

spring,” declared a man in the trade who

knows what he is talking about.

Of course, the Motor World man was all

attention and gave the speaker the encour

agement to go on that he was looking for.

“Not a car on the market is properly

sprung,” he went on vehemently. “I do not

except any car, whether made here or

abroad. There are some springs that are

better than others, of course, but that is

principally because the ‘others' are so blamed

bad. You show me. a car that is comfort

ably sprung and I will show you one that is

troubled with broken springs—and plenty of

them. Conversely, show me a car with

springs that stand up and I will show you

one that rides like an old springless farm

wagon.

“Not that the makers of cars are alto

gether to blame, for they are not. They

have a mighty hard job to tackle when they

come to springs. Now, don’t ring in the

carriage makers, for that's a very different

proposition. I'll admit that they do under

stand the art of springing and produce ve‘

hicles that are positively luxurious. But,

then, they have the benefit of many cen

turies of experience and their problem is a

simple one compared with that of the auto

mobile makers. The former take a running

gear, put shafts on it and springs to support

a light body and two or four people. The

horse or horses draw the vehicle without

putting any strain on the springs, and all

the latter have to do is to act as a buffer

between the wheels and the body. Could

anything be easier?

“But take an automobile and think what

you have to do. You have got ten or fifteen

times the weight in your vehicle, in the first

place, and you run it three or four times as

fast. Then you must put a considerable

part of this weight—your engine, or your

engine and boiler if it is a steamer—where

it is trying to hammer the springs, the run

ning gear and the whole shooting match to

pieces. Is it any wonder that the ordinary

springs, such as they make for carriages,

only heavier, are no good?

“All the same, however, springs have got

to be improved. People will get tired of be

ing jolted around like jumping jacks. This

may be good for the liver, but people think

of something besides their liver when they

go automoblling. You mark my words: The

maker who first fits good springs is going

to get there with both feet.”

William Reid has joined forces with H.

Althofi', of Aurora, Ill., and formed the firm

of Althoff & Reid. They will deal in and

repair automobiles, bicycles, etc.
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EDUCATION OF A SALESMAN

Six Weeks of Study in Factory and Store

Fitted Him to Sell Autos.

“Great game this automobile business,

isn’t it? But it's hardly in its infancy yet.

Some. day it will overshadow all except a

few of the biggest industries in the world.

It was the belief in such a future that

caused me to go into it."

The speaker was a man who had filled

responsible positions in another line of busi

ness, and who was noted for his ability to

sell goods to a customer whether he was

ready to buy or not. The Motor World man

encountered him accidentally, and, knowing

the facts of the case, sought to draw him

out.

“How did I manage to break into the

game? Well, I’ll tell you, and then you

will see that it isn't as easy to break into

it right as it is to scramble into it anyhow.

“When I first made up my mind to enter

the field I determined to do it right. So I

looked around for a concern that wanted the

services of a good man who knew abso

lutely nothing about an automobile, but

could learn. As you may imagine, such a

concern was not easy to find, and I looked

quite a while before I found one to my

mind. But I persevered and at length made

my connection. It was made a part of my

contract that I should spend six weeks

studying the situation before being called on

to do a stroke of actual work in selling

goods. That was a pretty good educational

campaign for them to foot the bills for, but

I honestly believe that it was worth every

cent of it, and. what is a great deal more.

that my employers are convinced that it

paid them.

"What did I do during these six weeks?

I put myself down to make a thorough

study of the automobile, to master its con

struction from top to bottom, to learn its

peculiarities and idiosyncracies. I began

by taking a ride in one—a pretty good start

to make, wasn‘t it? An experienced man

drove, of course, and I watched hlm pretty

carefully. Finally, after we had started

back to the store, he let me operate it. 1

made out fairly well. Two or three narrow

(‘SK'HIK‘S from colliding with other vehicles

gave me heart trouble, but the regular

operator was there to catch the lever and

take charge of things.

“A couple of days spent in this way

brought me to the point where I could han

dle a car on a clear road. Between times

I nosed around in the repair shop, watched

the men work around. uncrate and put to

gether some new cars that came in, and in

general made myself a sort of walking in

formation bureau. By that time I was

ready for the real. serious part of my edm a

tion. That was to be obtained at the fac>

tories.

"First I went to one of the big ones, whose

agents my people were. I spent a week

there, studying the various processes of

manufacture. It wasn’t enough for me to

know that a certain part was made in a

certain way and of a certain material; it

was part of my task to ask why, and before

I got through I was nicknamed “Why” by

the entire force. Even the boys who “tidied

up" the floors would grin at me and salute

me as “Mr.\Why," at first timorously, and

then, as they saw I stood for it all right,

openly. But I did not mind it a bit. I was

green enough, Heaven knows, and there

wasn't any use trying to pretend the con

the trouble was as quickly as the operator

in charge of the car.

“Three other factories were visited lll turn.

and in each of them the same methods were

pursued. That done I went back to the

store and started out with a car, with a

man along in case of accident. I got along

finely. Had little trouble in operating the

car, and was only sorry that nothing went

wrong with it, as in that case I could have

put my new-found knowledge to use. But

I knocked around for another week. run

ning ears on the road and spending part of

the time in the shop and in the salesrooTu.

 

 

 

  

A COSMOPOLITAN GROUP IN AN AMERICAN STEAM CAR IN JAPAN.

trary. Besides, I was learning fast, and

was too much interested in the intricacies

of motor vehicle construction to pay much

attention to anything else.

“Not all my time was spent in the factory.

however. I spent considerable time on the

cars that were being' tested, accompanying

their operators on their runs. In this way I

learned to know the things that were most

likely to go wrong, as well as why they did

so. and how they were put to rights, either

temporarily or permanently. I learned to

train my ear St) I could tell how the car

was running. If the engine began skipping

the sound told me of it. without my having

to wait until the speed slowed. A slipping

clutch, a sooted spark plug, a loss in com

pression—all these things became tamil‘ar,

and I got so I could sometimes tell where

and then I was ready to start in for keeps.

“It never was much trouble for me to tail:

to a customer. and now that I was cocked

and primed l sailed right in. I was able

not only to explain the details of construc

tion. but to point out wherein they were

superior to methods used on other cars. If,

as was usually the case, a demonstration

was asked for, I could take the car out and

put it through its paces. And in the rare

event of anything going wrong I was able

to locate the trouble and remedy it, some

times nnder the guise of explaining the

working of some part.

"Since then I have learned a lot more

about automobiles. but that six weeks of

practical work did more for me than Six

months of work in the store would have

done. It was time well spent, and if there

was more of it done there would be fewer

half-baked salesmen found in the various

stores."
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AN INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE

American-British Firm in Japan Matter Brave

Showing at the Osaka Exhibition.

One of the most progressive concerns in

tar-oft Japan is the firm of Andrews &

George, Yokohama. A short time ago they

opened an automobile department, which

they will conduct in conjunction with their

bicycle business, the latter being one of the

largest in Japan. The makeup of the firm

and its location fit in a most happy fashion,

ing is an imposing one the illustration makes

plain, and this will be further demonstrated

when it is stated that it exceeds in size the

entire structure erected for the Canadian

Government.

 

Worcester Club to Banquet.

The Worcester, Mass, Automobile Club

will hold a banquet on July 16. All Worces

ter owners of automobiles will be invited,

and the banqu t is expected to awaken the

club, which h s not been very active this

year. Several prominent out-ot-town auto

mobilists, including some from Providence,

TRANSCONTINENTAL MOTORIST

San Francisco Tourists Started Monday for

New York in an Oldsmobile.

 

Headed for New York, F. M. Williams, of

Pasadena, Cai., let't San'Francisco on Mon

day, bent on traversing the continent in an

automobile. He has been planning the trip

for some little time, and though the journey

is an arduous one, with almost insurmount

able diflicuities to be overcome, he is confi

dent of winning his way.

 

 

  

 

 

 

ANDREWS & GEORGE'S BUILDING AT THE NATiONAL INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION, OSAKA, JAPAN.

international amenities being considered, one

member being an American, the other an

Englishman. Naturally, their reception in

Japan, the traditional friend of America and

England, was cordial in the extreme. They

handle American and British goods on an ex

tensive scale, being agents for several of the

leading American makers. .

in connection with the National Industrial

Exhibition, which opened at Osaka on

March 1, Andrews & George made prepara

tions to be fittineg represented. Last year

they secured land on one of the main ave

nues of the exposition grounds and erected

a building thereon. In this building, which

is shown herewith. they ..ispiay the goods

for which they are agents. That the build

are expected to attend, and a number of im

portant matters to automobilists will be. dis

cussed at that time. Harry Fosdick, the well

known Boston automobilist, who made a trip

through Europe last year, will attend. and

be one of the after dinner speakers. \V. I‘.

\Vooison. secretary of the Vermont Automo

bile Club, is also expectcd. At the banquet

it' will be decided whether the club will have

permanent headquarters in Worcester.

 

Growth of the A. C. F.

The Automobile Club de France, which

numbers more than 2,000 members. find

ing it necessary to increase its accommoda

tion. has bought the adjoining house on the

Place de la Concorde.

An Oldsmobile is the car in which Mr.

Whitman and his companion, E. J. Hum

mond, also of Pasadena, are making their

trip. The car was shipped from the Oids

Motor Works for them about a couple of

weeks ago. They carry a message from

Mayor Schmidt 0! San Francisco to Mayor

bow of New York, and expect to deliver it

in person on their arrival, sixty days hence.

Oldsmobile: at Osaka.

Among the exhibitors of American goods

at the National Industrial Exhibition at

Osaka, the second city of Japan, is the firm

of Bruhi Freres, of Kobe and Yokohama.

They show. a selection of Oldsmobiies, for

which they are agents.
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IN A TOURING CAR

Enthusiasm Created by a Day's Jaunt in the

Latest White Production.

Any motorist or other person imbued with

the belief that the steam automobile is de

cadent is recommended to try a ride in a

White touring car, as did a Motor World

representative a short time ago. The

“fourth power," as the White steam system

has been aptly termed, was a marked suc

cess in the phaeton type of vehicle which

was so familiar last year; in this season's

touring car it is a revelation, capable of

rousing the most blasé motorist to en-

thusiasm.

With a car of this type and such a past

master in the art of automobile manage

ment as Paul H. Deming to drive it, any

thing but an enjoyable trip was scarcely

conceivable. The route taken was the fa

miliar and much travelled one through New

Rochelle, Larchmont, Mamaroneck, Green

wich, etc., so charming in its diversified

character, with its rolling and, in the man,

‘weil kept roads and its glimpses of pretty

suburbs and handsome residences. The

dust—that bugbear of midsummer riding—

had been laid by recent rains. There was

nothing lacking, therefore, to make up the

ideal. I .|

The peace and quiet that accompany a

White car are doubly grateful when all

around the rattle of firecrackers and the din

of multifarious other noises is heard. A

slight push ot the throttle and the car re

sponds, not with a jerk and a roar, but with

an easy, gliding motion that suggests feather

beds and air cushions. A little further open

ing of the throttle and the car‘s speed is

accelierated until it moves along at almost

the legal rate of speed. The design of the

car, its low centre of gravity, long wheel

base and excellent springing, make for lux

ury, and the unevenness of the roadbed pro

duces scarcely a jar.

The perfect control possessed by the driver

is another impressive feature. The reserve

steam capacity of the White generator is

equal to all demands made on it. The long

est and steepest hills are surmounted with

out loss of speed or slackening to wait for

more steam. To slow or start up again,

anywhere is the easiest thing possible, and

the way the car responds is wholly admir

able.

After proceeding to within a short distance

of Bridgeport a right-about-face was exe

cuted and the car headed for New York.

Luncheon at Hunter's Island and a stop at

Woodmansten Inn brought the run to a con

clusion.  

Vancouver, B. 0., has a new automobile in

town, and Vancouverites now feel up to date.

The local paper says: "Toot, toot! Look out

for the red demon!" and so on. It is a Ram

bler touring car. imported by the Canada

Cycle and Motor Co.

No Rule of the Road.

A Milwaukee tradesman declares that in

that city the rule of the road is habitually

disregarded.

“There are no rules observed at all,” he

says. “I am surprised that there are not

more serious accidents. The viaduct is one

of the worst places. The teamsters there

drive in the middle of the road and a man

coming along in an automobile is unable to

observe one of the oldest rules, that of tum

ing to the left on approaching a team from

the rear. The animosity of the teamsters

toward the automobiles will not make things

any pleasanter for either party."

A Double Artillery Wheel.

An entirely new design of artillery wheel

has been brought out by a British concern.

It is really a double wheel. The hub, which

is of the usual type, is provided with two

flanges, from which the spokes converge to

one felloe. It is claimed that the wheel will

  

withstand all side strains by slip or twist

when negotiating corners. Of course, the

great point in the wheel is its strength, and.

owing to its construction, it can be made

quite as light, if not lighter, than the or

dinary wheel, while the makers claim that it

'is three times as strong.

 

Express Co. Buys Electrices.

Thirteen electric delivery wagons reached

Buffalo last week, to be used by the Adams

Express Company in that city. No horse

drawn vehicles whaievt r will be used,

At Rochester, too, the company has in

stalled five self-propelling delivery wagons.

They are large vans, with batteries capable

of propelling the vehicles forty-five miles on

one charge. A parade of the vans attracted

much attention, although there are perhaps a

thousand automobiles in Rochester.

E. V. Co.'s Busy Day.

Thursday of last week was a red letter

day for the Electric Vehicle Co.’s New

York branch. No less than $60,000 worth

of vehicles were sold. The largest order

booked was from R. H. Macy & Co. for fif

teen of the company‘s latest model delivery

wagons. Other vehicles sold included a

Columbia gasolene touring car, a rear driven

electric coupe and several victorias.

STRIKE HELPS MOTORS

llorseless Vehicles Pressed Into Service at Mel.

boume when Railways Stop Running.

Melbourne, May 25.—Autom0bilism re

ceived a lift by the great railway strike.

The daily papers, unable to circulate their

sheets in the country districts through the

very meagre initial "strike" service, engaged

or bought the best cars available. These

motors had to make runs up to 100 miles

from the metropolis, and smart work was

recorded, the best being that of the motor

Which cOVered the century by 9:40 a. m., with

that day‘s paper aboard. Yet our daily

papers have up till now given motoring al

most a bad time, nothing, or at least very

little, appearing in their columns of interest

to motorists or prospective purchasers of

their vehicles. It really is a bit of irony

that they were the first to make practical use

of the new locomotive. In any case, this

may do motoring some little good, and will

serve to show these much too conservative

journals that automobiiism cannot be

ignored for long. It is a wonder to many

that the motor has not caught on here. The

motorcycle, however, is making better head

way. It is considered that the high cost of

landing a car here (about 50 per cent of the

invoice price, duty included) deters many

from investing in one. We have also had

some bad advertisements from the behavior

of the most of those imported, and people

look at $1,000 or more before they part with

it for one of these vehicles, which, so far,

have not proved reliable in every way.

Tangle in Jersey Licenses.

Carelessness on the part of New Yorkers

in preparing their applications for New Jer

sey licenses is making them a lot of trouble,

and over the Fourth of July holiday espe

cially there was a lively mixup between men

desirous of going on excursions into Jersey

and the officials at Trenton. ‘

The whole trouble comes through automo~

bilists neglecting a caution repeatedly given

by the Motor World, and making the am

davits that have to go with their application

for a license before a notary who is regis

tered with the Secretary of State in New

Jersey. There are plenty of such notaries

in New York City, and thi is the most

direct and simple way of fulfilling the re

quirements. If the affidavit is made before

a New York notary it is necessary, in addi

tion, to get a certification from the County

Clerk as to the standing of the notary be

fore whom the declaration of ownership and

ability is made.

On the third of July the license clerk in

the Secretary of State's office at Trenton

was deluged with telegrams from would-be

licensees whose papers, defective in many

ways, had been sent back for correction. So

persistent were some of them to be allowed

permission to journey to Asbury Park, Ocean

Grove and Atlantic City, and pledging

themselves to forward the correct affidavits,

that the clerk carried the matter to the Sec

retary of State, who directed answer to be

made that he could not suspend the law.
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AWARDS FOR MUFFLERS

French Club Holds Trials and Pay; Cash for

the Best Devices Submitted.

 

 

Recent trials of mufflers, conducted at the

laboratory of the Automobile Club of France,

only served to emphasize the fact that these

indispensable articles are still capable of

much improvement. A muffler that really

muffies, and yet does not cause too much

loss of power by back pressure, is yet to be

found, and not even the cash prizes offered

by the club availed to bring out a device of

this sort.

Thereport of the trials, submitted by M.

Forestier, states that, in considering the

merits of the different apparatus submitted,

the Judges took into account not only the

diminution of the noise, but also the resist?

ance ofl'ered to the passage of the exhaust,

the space occupied, weight, smell, discharge

of smoke or vapor, simplicity and economy

of construction.

All the mufflers were tried with a single

cylinder horizontal Gillet-Forest engine with

140 mm. more and 10 mm. stroke, and de

veloping 7.7 h. p. at 000 revolutions a min

ute. The power absorbed was measured

electrically. 0f the sixteen silencers en

tered, two were not presented, and one ar

rived too late to be officially classified. The

results of the trials were as follows:

Weight in kilogs. H. P. Loss of h. p.

Ossant Fret-es. . . .10 6.84 11.1 per cent

Dc Retz. . .. .. .19.05 6.72 12.2 per cent

Moro-Car . . . . . . . . 7.35 6.11 20.6 per cent

Ussant Freres. . . .10.? 6.84 11.1 per cent

The judges express their regret that none

of the silencers fulfilled the very necessary

condition of suppressing noise without ab—

sorbing too much power. Those competitors

who tried to break away from the conven!

tional form of silencer, with more or less

complicated systems of internal fianges and

the like, have not altogether succeeded,

though they are to be commended for their

ingenuity and iniative. Thus Chapuy et Ole

entirely sappressed the noise by passing the

exhaust gases through a porous substance;

but the back pressure is so great that a

considerable power is lost. M. Arnaud re

ceives a special mention'for his apparatus,

which is compact, simple, easily detachable

and only absorbs a low percentage of power,

but it is too noisy, partly, no doubt. because

it is made of bronze, which gives it a metal

lic sound. M. Maleville has adopted the in

genious idea of drawing air through the

silencer to cool the burnt gases before they

escape; but the difficulty lies in securing a

sufficient admission of air, and though the

noise was certainly diminished the appa

ratus was .not altogether satisfactory.

Most. of the otherswere of the conven

tional type, with internal devices for expand

ing the exhaust; but they all had the disad

vantage of increasing the absorption of

power with a diminution of noise. In the

Mote-Car silencer the noise is suppressed by

passing the exhaust through iron filings. It

is very efficient in this respect, but it ab

sorbs 20 per cent of power and, moreover,

the iron filings have a tendency to be blown

out. The judges awarded 600 francs to

0ssant Freres for their two apparatus,

which appeared to be the most silent,

though, unfortunately, they absorbed 11 per

cent of engine power. M. De Retz was

awarded 100 francs for his appliance, which

offers a little less back pressure, but it is

not quite so silent; and similar awards were

made to M. Arnaud and MM. Llnzeler et'

Pie. The silencer of M. Mégevet received a

mention, as the judges considered that the

nose, which prevented its taking a higher

rank, was due largely to the sonorous metal

‘ of which it was made.

 

A New Dow Coil.

Anything bearing the name of Dow is uni

versally recognized as reaching the very

highest type of excellence. Long experience

in the manufacture of standard electrical

goods has well fitted the Dow Portable Elec

tric Co., Braintree, Mass, for the work of

producing reliable automobile parts, and

  

their success in this field is too well known

to need more than mention. The new Dow

induction coil, shown herewith, embodies

the same high condition of excellence that

has marked previous ones. Especial atten

tion has been given to such important mat

ters as the composition of the core, the wind

ing of both the primary and secondary eir

cult. etc. The result is a coil which the

Dow company confidently recommend as be—

ing efficient and reliable in the highest de

gree.
 

"Made in France."

Folks who are sticklers about having im

ported accessories only on their motor cars

and go in strong for everything foreign, ill

the belief that the best is made abroad,

would be interested in the proceedings in

a plant visited by a Motor World man the

other day. Spark coils were being turned

out by the scores and hundreds, and they

were all “genuine French coils," design.

labels and all, just as they are seen on the

big imported cars of the men who go in for

everything foreign. This factory, not far

from the New York City Hall, supplies a

large part of the demand for “genuine

French coils," and those who use them say

they work mpch better than the “American

made" coils.

PACKARD POLICY OUTLINED

Denies Report That it Will Put Out a $2500

Four-cylinder Car in l904.

 

A report which appeared several weeks

ag ~, stating that it was the intention of the

Packard Motor Car Co. of Warren, Ohio.

to manufacture a four cylinder vertical

motor car, listing at $2,500, and of which.

the report went on to say, they intended to

build one thousand next year, is vigorously

and explicitly denied by the officers of the

company, who state in part:

"It is not the desire of the Packard Motor

Car (‘0. to hold over the heads of the trade

an‘ Edison Storage Battery Situation' in the

slightest degree. There is no earthly basis

or warrant for such statement, and. further

more, the four cylinder vertical motor which

we will make is $7,500 and the highest

priced American car on the market. Our

company under no circumstances would

abandon the manufacture of our present

model F, single cylinder touring car, which

has made for us so many strong friends.

“The Packard Company will conthiue to

make its present line of cars the best it

knows how, and it has no intention of put

ting out a large quantity of cheaply con

structed material in the form of motor cars,

and will never do so so long as it is owned

by the present stockholders."

The statement seemed improbable on its

face, but the source of the report lent color

to the story, which, as the above shows, had

no foundation in fact.

 

Which Way llis Money Went.

It was a wise retort that a friend made to

the manager of a New York City branch

establishment when they were out together

for a ride on the Fourth of July. “they were

tooling along in the upper part of the city

where the streets are all torn up for build

ing the new subway. They came to a place

where the car tracks run along on joists

which support them from the bottom of the

tunnel, and it is a sheer drop of fifty feet

on each side of the tracks to the bottom of

the pit. Said the manager to his friend:

"I‘ll bet you ten dollars I can run the car

along on those tracks all the way as far

as the tunnel goes.”

The friend rejoined:

“You win. I'll give you ten dollars not to

try it."

 

Raln’s Depresing Effect.

The effect of the rainy weather upon the

sales of cars in New-York City has been de

cidedly severe. Everywhere in the trade

there is complaint about the falling otiI or

sales. One concern that sells steadily ten

or twelve runabouts a week, had its sales

drop to one-third of the usual number under

the influence of continued wet weather.
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IS GYROSCOPIC ACTION

That Affects the Steering of Cars at High

Speed on Turns.

 

 

When travelling on a high power motor

car, if the driver incautiousiy take a bend

of the road at too great a speed the car is

overturned or the wheels collapse under the

tremendous strain, or (in the case of a rac

ing car having a low centre of gravity) the

car is forced violently outward against any

obstacle, in spite of the efforts of the driver

to keep an inside course, the result being a

bad smash, says a correspondent of the

Car.

What I wish to call particular attention to

is that such occurrences are generally sup

posed to be caused by the centrifugal force

which is created by taking the curve at too

high a speed. I admit that to a great ex

tent this is so; but the following experiment

will prove that the gyroscopic action set up

in the road wheels and in the engine fly

wheels must seriously affect the steering of

fast cars.

Take a spare wheel, preferably a light mo

tor car wheel, and having grasped the axle

firmly with both hands, get a friend to spin

the wheel as rapidly as possible by striking

the spokes; or, should an engine be avail

able, place the tire against the flywheel, and

when the motor car wheel is revolving at a

high speed it will be noticed, firstly, that the

wheel can be moved easily in a straight

line, as if fixed to a motor car travelling on

a straight course; secondly, bodily transla

tion of the axis parallel to itself produces no

gyroscopic effect, but any other movement

is toweiftlly resisted (other than in its plane

of revolution). This resistance increases in

proportion to the speed, diameter of wheels,

rate of revolution and sharpness of curva

ture. The numerical value of these gyro

scOpic effects under such varying conditions

could only be ascertained by experiment;

and even then allowance would have to be

made for centrifugal force and non-synchron

ous action of the engine, which sometimes

occurs at certain critical speeds. I men

tioned this matter to an engineer who is

credited with being an expert in mathemati

cal analysis, and his remarks showed how

little this subject is understood. He said:

“In the case of a motor vehicle turning a

corner, the steering wheels have already

been diverted from their original plane of

motion before this gyroscopic action takes

place. Let me point out that it is the very

act of diverting the wheels from the origi

nal plane of motion which produces the ac

tion to which I refer.

“In turning a corner the gyratory action

generated in the four road wheels and in

the flywheel of the engine has to be counter

acted, thus putting a strain upon the road

wheels and the steering gear quite separate

and distinct from, and additional to, those

effects caused by centrifugal force.

“One remarkable peculiarity of this gyro

scopic action is that it has no tendency to

upset the‘car, as is the case when centrif

ugal force comes into action from excessive

speed round a sharp curve, or from bad

steering. On the other hand, it tends to keep

the car, as one might say, straight on the

road. An excellent example of this action

is seen in the Whitehead torpedo, which is

fitted with a gyroscope to compel the vessel

to continue in a straight course through the

water.

“An express train, travelling at a high

speed, has the same tendency to continue

running in a straight line; but it has this

advantage over a motor steered by hand—

that it is compelled to follow any curve be

cause it is guided by the rails; but even with

this additional security engine drivers know

there is danger of'derailing, and generally

slow down when nearing a curve.

“The flywheel of the petrol motor being

usually heavier than the road wheels, and

the speed very great, this gyratory force is

mt'ch moze evident in the flywheel and other

revolving parts of the engine than it is in

the road wheels. it is the position of the

engine on the car to which I attribute this

gyratory disturbing effect upon the steering.

“Speaking purely from a racing point of

view, I would suggest that the engine be

placed (for experiment) in the centre of the

car, where there is the least turning move

ment. with the cylinder fixed horizontally

and the axle vertically, which would allow

the car to turn in. any direction without

altering the plane of revolution in the fly

wheel. The diameter of the road wheels is

an important matter, because increasing the

diameter of the wheels unnecessarily exag

gerates the defects which I have pointed out.

I admit that any radical alteration in the po

sition of the engine, etc., presents serious

difficulty; but I am of opinion that some

alteration is urgently needed to insure the

safety of fast motor cars. Any structural

alterations which will reduce this tendency

would at the same time greatly increase the

durability of motor cars, especiallyin regard

to the tires.”
 

in Minneapolis Parks.

Regulations governing the use of automo

biles in the parks and parkways of Minne

apolis, Minn. adopted on Saturday last, pro

vide that the cars must be kept in the car

riage driveways, the peed being limited to

fifteen miles' an hour, with a reduction to

four at crossings. Lamps must be carried

after dark. and gasolene engines must be

muffled. A fine of $100 or imprisonment in

the workhouse for ninety days is the maxi

mum penalty.

Spording on Old York Road.

Director of Public Safety Smyth of Phila

delphia has cast an official eye on the Old

York Road. where automobilists, so ‘tis said,

are wont to hit it up to the tune of twenty

five miles an hour. Director of Safety Smyth

has given orders to stop it.

OLDFIELD A SAMARITAN

lie Meet: a Motorist in Distress and Puts his

Car to Rights.

 

 

in addition to being a fearless and skilful

driver, "Barney" Oldfleld has a tender place

in his heart for unfortunate motorists. A

story told of him while at Indianapolis a

short time ago illustrates this.

A local motorist, whose car had gone

wrong, dismounted and began to repair the

machine. He was handicapped by the fact

that he had left his tools at home.

To add to his general joy a drizziing rain

began to fall. Several downtown dealers

and local chauffeurs rode by, and, noticing

the predicament of the driver, gave him the

merry ha! ha! In vain the struggling chauf

feur tried to flag a passerby, but they all

gave him that chilly Klondike stare which

caused his very blood to run cold as he

thought of the social engagement he was

missing, all because his tools were in the

city and he was five miles out.

Then something happened. So many driv

ers had passed him by that he did not notice

for a moment the man who had drawn up

beside him.

“What’s the trouble, old man?" cried a

cheery voice, and the passing motorist

crawled out of his car and began to investi

gate. '

“Nothing the matter here," he continued.

"Just a little wire broken, and we can re

pair it in flfteen minutes."

Then this modern Samaritan began oper

ations in the twentieth century way. He

produced a kit of tools, hauled off his coat

and was soon on his back under the vehicle,

working as though the breaking of a world‘s

record depended upon his getting a fellow

suflerer‘s wagon in running order.

Seeing the Good Samaritan hard at work,

out of mere curiosity other drivers began to

pause and Ioffer a helping hand. Their over

tures were refused, and within fifteen min‘

utes both machines were on their -way back

to town.

And the next day the helped one went to

the races, and was very much astonished

when he discovered that the Good Samaritan

was no other than Oldfield.

Now it is Tobacco.

Paris, June 27.—Aut0mobiles are now being

used by smugglers to cross the Belgian

frontier, where tobacco is the chief article

smuggled. An automobile covered with a

cloth for a disguise rushed through so fast

that it was impossible to arrest it or to tele

graph a description for arrest further on.

The customs officials are planning some cable

arrangement to stretch acres the roads to

stop such smugglers. This has all the ear

marks of that class of paragraphs which

editors mark: “Always good; use any time."
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IIIS VALVE STUCK

And he Could not at First Locate the Trouble

—Discovered by Accident.

 

 

“There doesn't seem to be any end to the

things you can discover about a motor

vehicle," remarked a rider whose experience

extended over a number of months. “You

may think you have had everything in the

machine‘s catalogue of sins happen, but the

time always comes when you find you are

mistaken.

“Starting out for a ride a short time ago, I

fancied there was loss of power. A few

nziles on, when I stuck in the middle of a

bill, I was certain of it. Yet only the day

before matters had been perfect.

“With so many places to look to. it is not

\vonderfnl that we often follow a wrong

track. It seemed easy to locate this trouble,

until I had tried several promising places,

without results.

“At last I touched the inlet valvcga sec

ond time—but again discovered nothing

wrong. For experiment's- sake i replaced it

with a spare one. Then she went perfectly.

Puzzled, I put back the old one. Then she

pulled up and stood still as before in the

middle of a hill.

"Taking out the valve and examining it

more carefully, I discovered the very slight

est stickiness—yon could not say it stuck—

caused, I will not say by overlubrication on

the previous journey, but by the inherent

evil due to lubrication. Oil had been thrown

on to the valve, which, so long as it was hot

gave no trouble, but as the parts cooled a

partial baking of this sooty oil took place.

and the resulting crust checked the valve

from parting instantaneously enough from its

seat. Simple! isn’t it? But how these simple

defects hang us up on a journey! But for

the spare valve I should not have located

the fault, and here let me say, in a word, go

to sea without a life buoy if you like, but

don't go motoring without extra parts."

Gurney and his Tribulations.

In these days of high speeds it is inter

esting to recall that it was in July, 1829.

some little time before George Stephenson

had solved the problem of steam transport,

that Sir (ioidsworthy Gurney made his fa

mous journey in a “steam carriage" from

London to Bath and back. Gurney was a

surgem in Marylebone, greatly given to the

working out of inventions in his spare time.

and it took him some years to complete his

first “motor” in his back yard in Albany

street. He accomplished the journey to and

from Bath at the rate of fifteen miles an

hour. and there was only one disturbing inci<

dent, when a crowd assembled at Melksham

set upon the machine, and, having burned

their fingers, threw stones and seriously

wounded the stokcr. This Gurney Journey

stands as the first example of locomotion by

steam in England.

Mankato Council's Method.

By the provisions of a new park ordinance

just passed, the (‘ity Council of Mankato.

Minn, has given to automobiles practically

exclusive possession of one of the roads up

Sibley Park Mound. A debate In the (“oun

cii indicated a general agreement of opinion

on the point that it would be to the interest

of all concerned to have an arrangement

which would practically restrict horse and

automobile travel in the park each to its

own road. This has been accomplished in a

somewhat indirect way by excluding auto

mobiles, rnotor vehicles and motor cycles

from one of the tvvo roads. but the ordinance

appears to be satisfactory to both automobile

and team owners.

WI y the Moyea Company Rejoicrs.

The new Moyca car has come to town, and

the S(. rely tried patience of the Moyea Auto

mobile Co. is amply rewarded. The car is a.

PISTON AND CYLINDER

The Close Fitting That is Necessary and how

It can be Obtained.

 

All the best makers bore out their cylin

ders to a certain size, which is most care

fully gauged, and their pistons are also

turned to a given size and likewise gauged.

one-thousandth of an inch being the limit of

error allowed.

After taming the cylinders are placed in

a machine and are “lapped out," l_ e., a disk

of lead revolving at high speed is run into

the cylinder, which is fed up with fine flour

emery and oil. The emery in this case beds

into the lead rather than into the surface of

the cylinder, and by this means a high pol

ish is obtained. The piston is also revolved

in the lathe and ground down to size. with a

fine emery wheel. The piston when removed

 

  

THE POWERFUL-APPEARING MOYEA.

replica of the one shown at Madison Square

Garden in January, and that smartly de

signed and well constructed vehicle, with its

landsome finish, has been, If anything. im

proved upon. l\'ow that deliveries have been

begun, the cars will come through at the rate

of two a week, the factiry being in such

shape that only the final stages of work re

main to be done on most of the cars.

 

Elmergreen on Horse Regulation.

President Elmergreen of the Milwaukee,

Wis, Automobile Club. has decided views

on the subject of regulation of horses. and

declares that they should be licensed. "The

automobile will supplant the horse in a short

time. it is evolutionary and inevitable," he

says. "In ten years from now people will be

placed where they will no longer permit any

one to drive a horse. Nowadays country boys

and men come to the city and hire out as

coachmen. They are used to country horses.

Then they get a spirited, nervous city horse

to drive among the racket and noise of the

city streets, and the results—well, they are

shown daily by numerous accidents.

“A license would place the horse and ma

chine on a rightful level as related to the

safety of mankind. There ought to be ex

amining boards, etc., for horses and drivers."

 

from its lathe is a dead fit in the cylinder,

I. 0., when the piston is put into the cylinder

and can be pushed backward and forward

by the hand without any great effort, and yet

at the same time there is no space wasted be

tween them. The limitation of the fit is

eventually something under one-thousandth

of an inch.

Expansion and contraction are not of such

great moment, as there are different weights

of metal in the cylinder and in the piston.

Therefore the larger quantity of metal in the

cylinder should, theoretically, expand more

than the smaller amount in the piston, but

as the temperatun of the piston is slightly

above that of the cylinder on account of the

water cooling, the fit remains practically

constant at all temperatures. Piston rings,

of course, are. fitted to maintain a gas tight

chamber, the mere fit of the piston not be

ing relied upon. it the piston were made

smaller than the cylinder in the first place a

loss of comprcsion would result.

An automobile line over the Seven Pines

Road to Cold Harbor, Va.. and through Han

over County, in that State, is projected.
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SOME DUNLOP MUFFLERS

Two Devrces That the Air Tire Inventor has

.Iust Brought Out.

From time to time particulars of the work

which J. B. Dunlop, the famous inventor of

the pneumatic tire, has been prosecuting

with respect to motors have been given forth.

Several years ago Mr. Dunlop became inter

ested in automobiles, and a number of de

vices dcsigned to improve features which be

deemed imperfect have been produced by

him. The major portion of his attention was

given to mufflers. He objected to the noisy

emission of the used gases that accompanied

practically all fittings of the kind, and set

himself the task of designing a muffler that

would really mutiie. Three different types

are the result of the Briton’s labors, each of

them differing markedly, and being ready

for placing on the market. Two of these

designs are thus described:

In Figure 1 the exhaust box has a straight

tube through its centre, and this tube has

apertures oppositely cut in it at three points

in its length. Between the holes, and form

ing the tube into compartments, is a diagonal

partition which completely closes the bore

of the pipe, at the same time deflecting the

gases outward into the surrounding cham

ber. The external casing is also formed

with two parallel partitions, so that the

whole silencer is divided into three compart

ments of considerable volume, one for each

pair of diametrically opposed holes. The

path of the gas is outward, therefore into

the first of these chambers, where it ex

pands, and then in through the opposite

aperture through the central pipe to the sec

ond compartment, thence to the third in a

similar manner, and from the third to the

atmosphere by the pipe again. The arrows

indicate the path of the gases. This is the

type that Mr. Dunlop employs on his own

car, and the egress of the exhaust gas to

the air is completely inaudible at six feet.

However, the inventor lays great stress on

the fact that exhausting hould be accom

panied by as little back pressure as possible.

and with the elimination of this in view be

constructed a second pattern of muflling ap

paratus which would give greater freedom

to the passage of gas than the first; and,

although his intention was to employ this

type solely for motorcycles, the results have

been so eminently satisfactory that he has

adopted it as the standard pattern, A sec

tion is seen in Fig. .2.

In this apparatus the exhaust gas enters

a tube having a partition in the centre which

has a large number of holes (of considerable

area) drilled in it for its whole length, but

only on one side of it. Parallel with this

tube is another, drilled in the same manner

as the first, but so arranged that the holes

are turned away from the first tube, as seen

in the figure. Surrounding these tubes is a

casing having a central division plate, which

coincides with the partition in the first tube,

while the second tube is clear throughout its

length, being only closed at the ends. The

gas enters the inlet end of the first tube,

and, being checked in its flow by the par

tition therein, issues through the numerous

holes in the side and expands into the sur

rounding chamber, afterward entering the

second tube, through which it is transferred

to the lower compartment, into which it cx

pands again through the lower series of

holes, and from there it passes to the first

tube again, below the interception, and to

the atmosphere by means of the bent flat

tened nozzle.

It will be observed that the theory of both is

identical. The gases in the first case are emit

ted with considerable force througha single

aperture into an expansion chamber, where

they divide and expand, afterward having to

pass through a second hole opposite to, but

distinct from, the first The gas is, however,

entering this second hold in two separate

streams, owing to the former division of the

gas, and these streams are moving with con

siderable force, the whole gas being in a
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state of violent vibration. The impact, or

collision of the streams, however, since both

are equal in force, and the amount of vibra

tion, cause them to neutralize one another,

with the result that both the vibration and

resultant velocity of the two streams com

ing together are greatly checked, and, fur

ther, the sound waves on impact are flung

outward into the body of the silencer in

stead of being carried forward. The series

of expansions and contractions, too, tend

largely to cool the gas, and it is only just

warm when it leaves the last chamber. With

the parallel pipe type the same action goes

on. There is an expansion outward into the

chamber, the re-entering, on the opposite

side (of another pipe in this case), a re-ex

pansion and a second influx, precisely the

same fundamental principle as that of the

first mentioned apparatus, the only varia

tion being that two tubes are employed in

the place of one. This mufiicr is remark

ably free, and as an instance of its freedom

Mr. Dunlop states that for one square inch

area of exhaust pipe the egress givcs one

and three-quarter square inches. The re

sults, as regards noise, are even more re-

markabie, and no sound except that of the

cngine mechanism and the gear is audible at

all. Even an explosion in the muffler is

barely noticeable, and experiments have

shown, further demonstrating the unusual

immunity from back pressure, that it is im

possible to burst it by firing in the muffler.

 

Pliers of Many Kinds.

There are several patterns of pliers, two

of which are usually to be found in the

motorist’s well appointed kit, i. e., fiat nose

and gas. In addition to these, many also

tarry a pair of the round-nose type, which

are particularly useful on occasions. The

ordinary pattern fiat nose pliers are more

or less unsatisfactory tools, as the manner

in which they are jointed only permits of

their obtaining a hold upon a narrow sur

face of the jaws. Those fitted with toggle

jointed jaws are prefcrabic, as they are

thcrcby always kept parallel, and a firm

grip is obtained. In using the ordinary

pliers the object to be held should be kept

as near to the nose of the jaws as possible,

as in this position there is the least likeli

hood of its slipping out. In using the tool

the top handle should rest beneath the ball

of the thumb, the four fingers gripping the

lowcr handle. Even experienced mechanics

will unthinkineg at times place the fore

finger above the lower handle, with what

results, when the tool slips, can well be

inmgincd. This is not so liable to occur

with parallel jaw pliers. A pair of =i1~inch

gas pliers—which will hold a circular piece

up to 1% inches outside diameter—are very

uscfui tools to have in the kit, as, if neces~

sary, they may be used to tighten up nuts.

 

Placed Dog on Guard.

Motorists, who have been troubled by small

boys and other inquisitive persons “monkey

ing" with their cars when standing should

follow the example of an English user, who

has trained his dog to guard the car. The

canine is placed sometimes on the bonnet,

sometimes in the seat, attired in a pair of

goggles and a collar; and no one ventures

to investigate the purposes of the various

levers while he is around.

 

Through Australian Bush.

A noteworthy journey has been made by

an Australian motorist, B. Thomson. of Ade

laide. He drove a De Dion car from Ade

laide to Melbourne, a distance of 596 miles,

much of which was over unmade roads,

bush tracks and sand. He covered the dis

tance in 38 hours 14 minutes, using only

twenty-three gallons of gasolene.

Parit Commission Wants Auto.

Secretary M. P. Hurlbut of the Detroit

(Mich.) Park Commission, has asked permis

sion of the City Council to expend $872 in the

purchase of an automobile for the use of the

commission. In view of the fact that the

work of the commission involves travel over

forty-four miles of roads, Mr. Hurlbut recom

mends the automobile as more economical

than horscs, which are used at the present

time.
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The Art of Filing.

Files make almost indispensable tools, and

two or three of them should be included in

the outfit of every motorist. The most useful

sizes to carry are six inches long and of flat

and half round sections, of a "cut" known

as “bastard,” this being between the rough

and smooth files.

There is really an art in using a tile, more

so than would be imagined for the mechanic

who can file flat has something to be proud

of. As it may happen that a flat surface has

to be filed up at times, the method of arriv

ing at this will be of interest. If an ap

preciable amount of metal has to be removed

the file should be used across the metal at an

angle of 45 degrees, first in one direction

and then in the other, so that the file marks

make a right angle to one another, \Vnen

alm0st sufficient metal has been removed the

final touches must be given by “draw filing,"

preferably with a fine cut file. This is done

by taking the file in both hands, and, holding

it at a right angle across the piece, draw it

backward and forward along the surface,

using a gentle pressure. It will be noticed

that the first file marks invariably show in

the centre of the surface, and work down

until they reach the edges. If a fine file is

not at hand it is better to reduce the cut of

the “bastard” by filling the teeth with a little

chalk and oil.

In filing flats on spindles for keys the

above method is always employed. In re

ducing the diameter of a short rod, or

spindle by filing, the "drawing" action

should always be used. For instance, sup

pose an exhaust valve stem has to he. re

duced to fit the guide. The way this should

be done. is in the following manner: Over

the vice jaws should be placed lead or cop

per clamps, so that the cutting on the jaws

cannot mark the stem. Place the jaws at

such a distance apart that, while the stem

is not actually held between them, it is suffi

ciently wedged in by the pressure placed

upon the file to hold it in position. Obvi

ously, the greatest care should be exercised

in filing up such parts.

The most ditiicult of all files to use is the

round one, and when a perfectly round hole

is required it should never be touched with

a tile. but reamed out. only the roughest

work being touched with a file, so far as en

l.rging holes is concerned. A file which

should be carried is a flat watchmaker‘s for

truing up platinum contact points.

 

A Much Travelled Car.

From Minneapolis to St. Louis is the route

Harry E. Wilcox, of the former place, started

to traverse last week. He is using a Win

ton touring car, and is going by way of

Winona, La Crosse, Dubuque and Muscatlne.

If the roads are good, he will return in the

car, but if bad, he may return by boat.

The car has something of a record for

towns visited, having been in 265 different

towns and villages. Mr. Wilcox made a trip

from Chicago to Minneapolis last year.

Light Alter Darkness.

Light is breaking into the dark places.

Into the sanctums of the tall buildings,

where the newspapers are made, effulgence

is breaking through. Just listen to this sim

ple and clear word from the New York

American:

“A manhole cover was blown up by gas

near the \Valdorf-Astoria on Sunday, al

most at the side of a large automobile, and a

block away from where forty cabs were

standing.

“The iron disk narrowly missed the party

in the motor car, but the only actual injury

that resulted from the accident was done by

the cab horses, which, terrified by the ex

plosi .11, ran away in all directions, imperil~

ling hundreds of people before the drivers

got them calmed into quietness.

“The relative danger of horsedrawn and

motor propelled vehicles to the people on the

streets was never more clearly contrasted.

“The automobile is under direct control at

all times; it neither shies at noises nor be

comes panic strickcn at unfamiliar sights,

and it stands without tying.

“Had a spirited team been in the place of

the automobile when the street became a

volcano, the result would have inevitably

been a disaster, in which either the occu

pants or the men and women in the vehicle

crowded street would have been the suf

ferers."
 

The Swiss Automobile (‘lub has 439 mem

bers. Of these 320 are Swiss, who own 550

cars.

 

THE

HAYNES-APPERSUN
is the ONLY gasolene automobile that ran the

contest from New York to Boston and back

without repairs or adjustments of any kind.

 

suarmv, n HORSE-POWER, $1800 Fran! lieml-Ir'g/d extra"

1 Records and Awards

all earned by

It Is the only machine that has won EVERY Endurance Contest held In

America and every contest or race ever entered.

The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely Unoqualod Record.

Send for it and ask for the “ Little Book," too.

Stock Machines.

Our catalogue gives the records complete.

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of liaynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSUN 00., Kuknmn. Ind.,U.8.A
The oldest makers of motor can In Amerlcr.

| Branch Store,i420 Michigan Ave" Chlcagt.

Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1239-4l-43 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., and 66 West 43d Street, New York.

National Automobile & Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

JOHN HAXWELL, Oneida, N. Y., Agent Ior Contrll New York.
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The Week’s Patents.

731,781. Igniter for Explosive Engines.

Thomas B. Jeffery, Kenosha, Wis. Filed

March 10, 1902. Serial No. 97,444. ' (No

model.)

Claim—1. In an explosive motor an ignit

ing means comprising a catalytic element; a

chamber within which it is located. com~

municating with the explosion chamber of

the motor; a source of gaseous mixture

adapted to excite the catalytic element, and

communication from such source to the

chamber containing the latter; a carrier on

which said catalytic element is mounted and

held exposed within the chamber to said ex

citant mixture; and means for moving the

carrier to carry the catalytic element through

said excltant in the chamber.

731,800. Hydrocarbon Vapor Burner. Athol

B. Macklin, Brooklyn, N. Y.. assignor to Ed

ward H. Fessenden, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed

July 2, 1902. Serial No. 114,129. (No model.)

Claim—1. A hydrocarbon vapor burning

apparatus comprising a main burner body

having a central tube, a mixing chamber sur

rounding the central tube, and a burner, a

mantle, an upper vaporizer located vertically

parallel with and alongside of the mantle, a

lower burner body, having a heating cham

ber, depending gas tubes, connecting the mix,

lng chamber of the main burner body with

the heating chamber of the lower burner

body, a lower vaporizer supported in the

lower burner body beneath the central tube.

playing thereinto and drawing the gas

through the depending gas tubes and through

the heating chamber and a vapor pipe con

necting the upper vaporizer with the lower

vaporizer.

731,872. Motor Mechanism. Francis G.

_Echols, Hartford, Conn., assignor to Pratt

& Whitney 00., Hartford, Conn., a corpora

tion of New Jersey. Original application

filed August 25, 1902. Serial No. 120,953.

Divided and this application filed December

18, 1902. Serial No. 135,794. (No model.)

Claim—1. A motor comprising' a shaft; 9.

piston secured to the shaft and having a

wing; a piston chamber in which the piston

and wing are mounted; means for supplying

fluid under pressure to said chamber: a

bracket projecting from the piston chamber;

an arm adjustably secured to the bracket,

and a spring connected at one end to the

piston and at its opposite extremity to said

wing. -

731,993. Automobile. Charles A. Bush,

Corry, Pa., assignor of one-half to John J.

Loomis, Northeast. Pa. Filed October 23,

1901. Serial No. 79,621. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an automobile, the combina

tion with the drive wheels having crown

gears fixed thereto, of reciprocatory drive

shafts having pinions for alternate engage

ment with the crown gears at diametrically

opposite points :15 the shafts are recipro

cated, a motor including piston rods, and pit

men connecting the piston rods with their

respective drive shafts and having ball and

socket connections therewith.)

731,995. Internal Combustion Engine. Ar

thur T. Collier, St. Albans, England, assign

or of one-third to Arnold Elworthy Williams,

London, England. Filed February 16, 1903.

Serial No. 143,716. (No model.)

Claim—In an internal combustion engine,

the combination with the cylinder. of a main

piston, an auxiliary piston, a piston rod to

said auxiliary piston, an arm or crosshead

having an aperture to receive said piston rod,

:1 guide for said crosshead, collars on said

piston rod on opposite sides of said cross

0

head, a spring arranged between the outer

collar on said piston rod and said crosshead,

and a crank and connecting rod for recipro

cating said crosshead through a distance

greater than the travel of said auxiliary pis

ton, substantially as described and for the

purpose specified.

731,996. Method of Operating Alternating

Current Electric Motors. Rudolf Eicke

nieyer, jr., and Mary T. Eickemeyer, Yon

kers, N. Y., executors of Rudolf Eickemeyer,

deceased. Original application filed July 6,

1894. Serial No. 516,724. Divided and this

application filed May 13, 1902. Serial No.

107,146. (No model.)

Claim—1. The method of converting elec-'

tric energy into mechanical motion, substan

tially as hereinbefore described, the same

consisting in the direct excitation by a single

alternating current of a series of magnetic

circuits in one element of an electric motor;

then inducing from said magnetic circuits a

current in a series of closed electric circuits

in the other element of the motor, and then

causing the initial motion of one of said ele

ments by mechanically shifting the ter

minals of the directly excited circuits, and

thereby changing or varying the flow of

magnetism in the directly excited magnetic

circuits in the matter of position, strength

and direction, and thereafter ceasing said

shifting action and enabling the driven ele

ment to continue its motion.

732.025. Steering Gear for Vehicles. James

L. McDowell, St. Louis, M0,, assignor of one

half to William C. Gordon, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed December 11, 1902. Serial No. 134,

822. (No model.)

Claim—In a vehicle, a wagon body, an

oscillating front axle therefor. a toothed seg

ment sect red to the axle. a steering staff, a

pinion at the lower end of the staff engaging

the segment, a bracket for said staff, an ad

justable or movable collar on said staff

mounted above and resting on said bracket,

arms carried by the staff, a horizontally

oscillating bar pivoted to the floor of the

wagon body, arms depending from said bar,

connecting rods coupling said depending

arms with the arms of the staff below the

wagon body. the parts operating substantial~

ly as and. for the purpose set forth.

732,032. Sparking Plug. William Barber,

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Ada S. Barber,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed August 20, 1902.

Serial No. 120,352. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a sparking plug. the combina

tion with a bushing of metal provided with

a male thread on one end and a female

thread in an enlarged cavity at the other. of

a flanged bushing or cylindrical plug of non

carbonizable frangible insulating material

located in the male threaded portion of the

metal bushing, a like flanged bushing of in

frangible insulating material located in the

enlarged cavity of such bushing with its

flanged head abutting against the flanged

head of the frangible bushing, or plug, a

metallic gland screwed into the female

thread of the cavity so as to force the

flanged heads of the two insulating plugs

together. a metallic rod passing through

both plugs, provided on one end with a head

and on the other with means for securing a

securing device thereto. and a sparking

point secured to the male threaded end of

the bushing with its point in juxtaposition

to the head of the rod, substantially as shown

and described.

732,048. Means for Holding Cylindrical

Tool Shanks. Joseph A. Coburn, Norwood.

Mass, assignor of one-third to Harvey E.

Farrlngton, Norfolk, Mass. Filed September

13, 1902. Serial No. 123,299. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a spindle

having a tapered bore of an insertable taper

ed tool shank holder adapted to fit within

said bore, said holder having a tool shank

socket; and pivoted means carried by the

holder for retaining the tool shank in po‘

sition, said means being movable to a po

sition with its outer surface flush with and

forming a continuation of the outer surface

of the holder, the opposing tapered surfaces

of the spindle and bolder co-operating, under

pressure, to close said means upon the tool

shank with increasing pressure.

732,199. Vehicle Wheel Tire. Samuel C.

Lines, Curtice, Ohio. Filed December 26,

1902. Serial No. 136,594. (No model.)

Claim—1. A supplemental tire or tread

carrying a plurality of blocks of a yielding

substance, said blocks adapted to find bear

ings in the ordinary concave periphery of a

vehicle wheel.

732,237. Rubber Tire. Edward B. Tragler,

Akron, Ohio. Filed January 26, 1903. Serial

No. 140,616. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a felly of

a wheel provided with an ordinary tiat me

tallic tire, of T headed bolts arranged to

pass through said tire and felly provided

with comparatively long. narrow heads, a

rubber tire provided in its base portion with

grooves adapted to inclose said T heads and

to seat on said metallic tire, longitudinal

wires embedded in said rubber tire. sepa

rated from said T headed bolts by a stratum

of rubber and forming no connection there

with. '

732.278. Noiseicss Tire Protector. Lincoln

C. Cummings, Pasadena, Cal. Filed July 14,

1902. Serial No. 115,566. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a tire protector, the combina

tion of an annular leather band adapted to

form the tire trend, with a strip of canvas

folded upon itself with its edges overlapping

at the midwidth, a second annular leather

hand between which said folded strip is in

serted, means whereby said bands and strips

are secured together, said second hand pro

vided with perforations in which the tire is

adapted to embed, and means for holding

said protector upon the tire.

732,283. Motor Vehicle. Joeph B. Ewer,

Crowley, La. Filed February 21, 1903.

Serial No. 144,461. (No model.)

Claim—In a motor of the character speci

tied. the combination with a suitable frame

having carrying wheels; actuating gears 13

rigidly secured to the carrying axle and to

said wheels; a power transmitting shaft 15

upon one end of which is rigidly secured the

gear 14; while upon the other end is secured

a sleeve carrying the gear 14b; gears 17b

and 17c secured, respectively, to the shaft 15

and the sleeve 14; a driving gear 17; having

a plurality of auxiliary gears 178 disposed

normally in mesh with the bears 17b and 17¢;

a power conveying shaft 19; having a gear

18 disposed in mesh with the gear 17, the

shaft 19 also having loosely mounted there

on the gears 21 and 25; means to apply

power to both of said wheels whereby they

will be freely turned in either direction, and

a tubular connecting shaft 9 having a swiv~

elled head and a power conveying rod 41 dis

losed within said shaft and means to opera

tively connect the rod by suitable gearing

with the driving gears 21 and 25, as and for

the purpose set forth.

732,343. Internal Combustion Engine. Ar

thur F. Evans, Cambridge, England. Filed

February 24, 1903. Serial No. 144,768. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In an internal combustion en

gine, the combination of a working cylinder
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provided with admission and exhaust ports,

a piston working in said cylinder, an air

compressing chamber intermittently put into

communication with the working cylinder

as the piston reciprocates, a fuel receiving

chamber in constant communication with the

air chamber and intermittently connected

with the working chamber as the piston re

ciprocates. and a fuel supply passage lead

ing to the fuel receiving chamber, the organ

ization being such that as the piston recip—

rocates fuel is sucked into the fuel receiv

ing chamber, then air is compressed therein,

and then the fuel and air pass from the fuel

chamber with air from the compressed air

chamber to the cylinder.

732.346. Electric Igniter. Albert F. Ganz,

Hoboken, N. J., assignor to the Auto-Igniter

Co., New York, N. Y., a corporation of New

Jersey. Filed January 29, 1903. Serial No.

140,987. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an igniter of the character

described, the combination with an inductor

independent of the flywheel. said inductor

having a cutaway portion of large angle.

the peripheral extent of said cutaway por

tion being smaller than the continuous por

tion. of a -magnet whose poles co-operate

with said inductor, and a coil carried by a

pole of the magnet, substantially as and for

the purposes set forth.

732,364. Electric Igniter. Herbert G.

Mears, New York, and Henry W. Aylward,

Brooklyn, N. Y., assignors. by mesne assign

ments, to the Auto-Igniter Co., New York,

' N. Y., a corporation of New Jersey. Filed

November 19, 1902. Serial No. 131,971. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In an igniting device of the char

acter described, the combination of a mag

net. a coil surrounding one of the poles

thereof, a separate removable polar extension

carried by the other magnetic pole, and an

inductor movable with respect to the coil,

substantially as and for the purposes set

forth.

732,371. Generator for Electric Engines.

Leon J. Le Pontois, New York, N. Y.. as

signor, by mesne assignments, to the Auto

Igniter Co.. New York, N. Y., a corporation

of New Jersey. Filed February 15, 1902.

Renewed January 10. 1903. Serial No. 138,

518. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a generator for producing

pulsating currents, the combination with a

horseshoe magnet, of a coil surrounding one

of the poles thereof, and a movable mass of

low magnetic reluctance adapted to close

the magnetic path through said coil and pro

vided _with a section of high magnetic reluct

ance, whereby when said mass is moved the

section of high magnetic reluctance will di

vert the path of magnetic flux outside of the

coil and thus generate a current in said coll,

substantially as set forth.

Gear. George R. Boulding. Wells. Nev., as

signor of one-half to Robert M. Steele and

Amos C. Olmstead, “’ells, Nev. Filed De

cember 31, 1902. Serial No. 137,322. (No

model.)

Claim—1. in a vehicle, the combination

with the frame of a driving axle. a wheel

hub mounted to slew. a means working be

tween the axle and wheel hub to drive the

latter from the former. an annulus with

which the wheel hub has rotary connection,

means for mounting said annulus to rock on

the frame. and an independent means for

imparting a rocking movement to the an

nuius.

 

INITIAL ANI]

NUMBER

HANGERS

REQUIRED

BY STATE

LAWS. ‘

The Largest Automobile Supply

House in America.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

97-99-IOI READE $T-, NEW YORK CITY

  

 

WANAMAKER

The New Searchmonr

Salcsroom and Garage, 1A0 East

57th Street, New York City

JOIIN WANAMAKER’

  

 

DIXON’S
GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE PRESERVATION ANO LUBRI

OATION OF THE GRAINS OF AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobile Graphite Lubrloanls

ARE UNEQUALED.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY CITY, n. J.

 

  

WHAT'S THE USE

of taking chances when you can get
  

 

 

___._-.

BRENNAN STA BARB MOTORS?

We make them in all all...

BRENNAN MFG. 60.. Syracuse, N. Y.

ARTILLERY

WOOD

AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLERY

, STEEL

1' AUTOMOBILE

' WHEELS.

Drop Forged

. Machined

‘ Steerlng Devious

‘ srm arms for

both Wood and

Wire Wheels.

Nov RIM—oqu "E"

now rndy.

I. I. YIESIUII 60..
SYRACUSE, N Y.

IAIESYILLE. N. Y.

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

e PREMIER
appeals to posted buyers who are looking for good value

and a high-class touring car.

 

PREMIER MOTOR MFG COMPANY,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

$2,500.00.
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- Difficulty of Timing.

There are very few men who can use a

watch accurately. One-fifth error at the

rate of eighty miles an hour equals about

eight yards. [The tension at the moment

with ordinary individuals is intense. The

eye has to convey the flash of passing to the

brain, and the brain gives the muscular ac

tion to the hand. There must be no ner

vousness when the hand has to act, and the

eye has to be fixed rigidly upon the mark

facing the timetaker.

This is the age of records, and as a fifth

of a second is sufiicient to establish a man's'

fame, it is of great importance that clocking

should be cultivated as a fine art, and that

the timing of motor races should be done by

official certified timekeepers with officially

certified instruments. The figures so ob

tained must be accepted, and no appeal al

lowed against their accuracy.

It is not possible for the occupant of a car

to read and take the time absolutely cor

rectly in passing a milestone, because he

takes the object at an angle. The same with

an observer on the railway. The angle of

vision must vary from the necessary straight

line at the instant of passing, and therefore

the time is more or less incorrect.

Yonkers’ New Charging Station.

An electric charging station has been

established at No. 20 Main street, and No. 6

Mill street, Yonkers, N. Y., by the Yonkers

Electric Light and Power Co. Especial at

tention will be given to automobiles needing

current.
 

 

ALUfllNUM STEEL

Port-ble Auto. Houses, Successful, Durable,

Rustic", Fireproof, finished and shipped complete

Easily erected; saves storage and alllrlnMI lblo

lute fire protection; many improvements. Also

Aluminum Steel Gasoline Storage Tlllkl with

automatic measuring pump.

Chas. Etros Co. - Bayonne, NJ.
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Body Iron,

Crank Shafts,

Pinions; Levers, etc.

. PROMPT DELI

Experimental Work Given Special Attention.

MACHINERY FORCINC CO.

Hamilton and Marquette Sta.

Dashboard Irons,

Axles,

  

,1

VERY.

 

CLEVELAND, O.

The B. & Adjustable Automobile Wrench

IS WITHOUT A RIVAL

   

THREE SIZES—l0ln., l4ln.and l8ln. Case Harden Finish.

SEE CIRCULAR A.

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER 00., - Hartford, Conn, U. S.II_
 

 
 

plosive mixture

gasolene.

Get ours.

of your motor.

  

Will positively supply highly ex

Get a good carburettor.

It will increase the power

satisfactory. Write today.

I.

from any grade of

Money back if not

 

 

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin.

 

 

 

Packard l902 -

Packard - -

Autocar - -

National Electric Runabout.

BHUIIIE LINE 0F USEII VEIIIBIES
INCLUDING

Model F.

Model C.

Type 6.

PRICES UII APPLICATIIJII
 H. B. Shattuck 8‘ Son I

239 Columbus Avenue

BOSTON, MASS.
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WILLIAMS SPARK OOILS

  

Are made in all sizes and Styles for

Automobiles, Motor Cycles and Gasolent Englnos.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Elaotrlo Contract 00.. General Selling Agents.

202-204 Centre St., I54 Lake St.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Better Not . .
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NOTI'IINR

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGU E.

AMERIOAN fit OOMPAIIY
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS

“Big Four”
The

WORLD’S PAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

St. Ijouis
Write for Folders.

W. P. Deppe,

Ass't Gen'l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

 

  

 

 

 

  

  

Warren J. Lynch.

Gen‘l Pass. Agt.
  

JENKINS & BARKER
Succussons To CHAS. L. BURDETT

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Causes

DeDion Bouton & Co.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communIcatlons to

x. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I79 Clnrendon 5L. (near Bovllton) BOSTON, MASS.

GEARS

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRFSPONDENCE SOLICITED

 

 

 

Bevel gears with generated teeth, internal gears

with planed teeth, accurate spur gears and raw

hide pinions. Get our prices.

THE NEW PROBESS RAW HIDE co. toe:

in Polished Brass

The ENGLISH 8c MERS'ICK CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTOMOBILE FIXTURES.

  

 
 

  

 

 

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best ad Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORCI, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKE Agent. 5‘. Louis. Mo.

  

 

 

 

  

As an efficient, first-class Spark Coil

'1‘H 15

“DOW”

HAS so EQUAL.

For further inlormation write to

THE DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO.

BRAINTREE. MASS. u. s. A.

  

 

Klolle

TIRES

MICHELIN
12 East 27th Street,

They Eat

All

- NEW YORK CITY. Obstaclcs
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TIIE AUTUBAS
DRY BATTERIES. ‘

80 per cent. more effl

clencv than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

Improve Your Dlrouletlon

BY USING

THE LDBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

for all Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Cheap. Durable, Efficient, easy

to apply

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Lobee Pump 8t Machinery 00.. 120-136Temce, Buffalo, u. r.

'l-‘tADlATOR,

cw STANDARD -

;AUT06AS‘
RAD! MAR“

ASEGASIILINE ENDINI

.nav BATTERY

  

  

 

 

ANKS, . WW
MUFFLERS WWW .

rsuoens, ' 7"“
t"ODDS. ; t- . . .I'm-9605 MFG- 00-. - Detroit

Motal Nlud Guards,

Bonnets, Tents,

Notary Olroulatlng Pumps

l Radlators. Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send for circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

THE RAT AUTOIATIC

MACHINE 00.,

1 Water St. Cleveland, 0.

 

K? SIMMONS eat

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent unon application.

"0 Centre Street, New York City.

 
 

 

 

  

 

  

Runabouls and Touring Cars.

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

GENUINE bargains in used automobiles. We

have the largest repository and store room

in United States. Have tc~ty machines on hand

at all times; all descrit. Nos. 'vles, very lowest

prices and each and every one or our machines is

in first-class running condition; all worn parts are

replaced by new ones. Photograph of each machine

sent on request We are the pioneers in this busi

ness having opened the first automobile exchange

in Chicago. Send for our list. C. A. COEY &

COMPANY, 5311 Cottage Grove Ave, Chicago.

_

END five cents tor our illustrated catalogue of

secondhand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. Mrssrssrmu VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

OR SALE—A Winton 1902 Touring Car,

newly finished and overhauled at factory;

has had very little use; price 81600. Immediate

delivery. r903 Wintons always carried in stock.

W. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO., 875 Main

St., Buffalo, N. Y.

OR SALE—Conrad Steam with Doctor's

Hood. wood wheels, steam and air pumps

and all improvements; gasolene capacity for 100

miles; $450.00 takes it. A big bargain. cost $1400

last season. “I. C. JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St, Buffalo. N. Y.

OR SALE—Babcock Bufialo Stanhope (Elec

tric) in elegant condition, newly finished and

a superb vehicle for anyone. Cost $1600 ; will bill

for $850.00. W. C JAYNES AUTOMOBILE

CO., 875 Main St, Buffalo, N. Y.
 

WINTON TOURING CAR, 1903 Model. Im

mediate delivery; Bufialo; what offers ?

O. L.BICKFORD, 18 Toronto St.,Toronto, Canada.

Handsome " Panhard Spark-Gap" on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

HITE S I‘EAM CARRIAGES FOR SALE.

We have on hand three or four brand new

White Steam Carriages of the Stanhope model

which won three gold medals in the New York—

Boston Reliability Run last year. In condition

for immediate use. $1,200 and $r,4oo. Can be

seen at any time at

22 Union Square, New York.

 

 

FOR SALE—Prescott steam automobile, good

as new. ONEIDA AUTOMOBILE CO.,

N Y. 

WANTED—Air-cooled Motors of S to to H.1’.

for Omnimobile in freezing Latitudes.

MACDUFF, 1367 Broadway, Brooklyn.
 

OR SALE—Automobile and Bicycle business,

established 8 years; on direct line 0f travel

and only auto station (Blue Book) within r2 miles.

A rare chance for parties with capital. Possession

given at once Address Box 7, care Motor World.

IF you are a merchant, manufacturer, or freight

mover, send $t.oo for cut and some description

of a famous AU I‘M-TRUCK. capacity 500 pounds

to 35 tons. Wonderful saving in construction and

maintenance and a wonder at work on all roads;

for passengers and freight.

G. GARDNER BUCKLAND, San Francisco.
 

OPEN for engagement August ist, Factory

Superintendent or \Vorks Manager of twenty

years experience, the last six years being in the

manufacture of automobiles. Thoroughly familiar

with very latest methods of shop practice and

factory cost accounting. Is an A1 designer of

automobiles, parts and motive powers. Unqualified

references. Address C. E. “7., Motor World.

 

BELL & COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80lh St., New York. Telephone: 2562 River.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

 
 

 

 

 

C.Z.KTltotLl;lin§tiC0.

Manuhotnren a!

Automoblle Tops

Seat: Trlmmlnga

Storm Boots, @9

Bond M Ontoloqu

A fiobi/e

We make over Twenty Types of Cara.

Wnte for Catalogue.

Mobile company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.

  

 

 

“ IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT.”

‘FSTEVENOHENIRYEA”

HIGHEST TYPE OF GASOLENE CAR

J. Stevens Arms 8t Tool Co.

No. 690 Main St.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, mass.

 
 

 

 

lhde at the SPUTDDRF LABORATORY.

Established 1m

O.F.8PLITDORF.I7 Vlndemtlr St ,IIJ.

 

 

A GOOD PLABE TO

SPEND YOUII VACATION

during the summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible front Cincinnati and

the South via

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. To those unacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force In securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“Summer Book on Mic/rigan."

_

D. G. EDWARDS, Pass. Tret. Mgr.

CINCINNATI. OHIO.
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WE ARE IN

EARNEST

in advising you to place your

order at once if you are going to

get a

WINTIIN

 
 

So many folks are getting

Winton 20 h. p. Touring Cars

that somebody will surely have to

wait. That somebody will he the

man who trails in late with his

order.

 
 

 

 

 

  

PRIL'E, GOMPLETE, $2500

AGENCIES IN ALL THE PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE co., Cleveland, U.S.A.

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  

WITH ITS TWO-CYCLE MOTOR

IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

You get MORE SATLQFACTION—LESS COMPLICATION and more m every way ior your money

than in any automobile yct produced. Let us tell you more about it.

  

  

 
  

ELMODE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Clyde, Ohio. A
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THE GENTRAL AUTDMBILE eeMPANY
l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

elf-Mere" X \ Peugeets

lienaults ‘ " Mercedes
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

2397

TELEPHONES: ; COLUMBUS

2398

  

Largestand Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

ALL KINDSQOF FREHGH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOGK

ELEGTRIGS lll'lAllliEl],-BEPAIBED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.

 

GORDON BENNETT RACE.

THE THREE AMERICAN MACHINES

in this contest were equipped with

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tires

and no tire troubles were experienced by the American drivers.

“YOUR TIRES BEHAVED SPLENDIDLY”

so reads a cablegram from one of the users.

  

 

  

MADE BY

Akron Rubber Works. Akron,

NEW YORK. 66-6 elde 5 N FRANCISCO, 392 Mlsslon Street._ 805 [57 Summer 5lmt.

d

 

 

an [699 Broadway. CLEVELAND. 414 Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 But Congress St.

BUFFALO, 9 Walt Huron Street. CHICAGO, I41 Lake Street. DENVER, I444 Curtll street.

LONDON, 8.6., 7 Snow l1lll.
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THE “BUCK” BATTERY.
NEW YORK, 49th St. and Eighth Ava. } CHICAGO, 264 Mlchlgan Boulevard.

DEPOTS FOR THE PROMPT DELIVERY 3 s,_ Lou,s',,,,o,,,,,,m,,

AND DETROIT, 265 Jeflerson Avenue.

~ TOLEDO, 8l8 Jefferson St.

PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street.

BUFFALO. 200 Pearl Street.

ROCHESTER, 158 South Avenue.

BOSTON, 39 Stanhope 5t.

RENEWALS AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES. SPARKING BATTERY PRICE-LIST JUST ISSUED.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCO. '
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and 19th St. NEW YORK. 100 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St. _

CHICAGO, Marquette Bulldlng. BALTIMORE, Contlnental Trust Building, CLEVELAND. Cltlzenn Building

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Bulldlng. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. HAVANA, CUBA, G F. Greenwood Mgr., 54 Empedrado St.

CANADA, Canadlan General Electric Co , Toronto.

ALWAYSA LITTLE BETTE i.i‘i§..".i1§§23.ll..i??.$i

 

 

.. (a... _ .
a... 1:.

st
~ TOURING CAR

is the best evidence of the success attained. RAMBLER horse power is actual, not

estimatedfpractical, not theoretical and is sufficient to drive the carriage anywhere.

RAMBLER construction means long life and little trouble, both good things to have.

Our booklet “W” is yours for the asking; it explains the carriage thoroughly.

THOS. B. JEFFERY 8e COMPANY, - - 'Kenosha, ' Wisconsin. '

P. S. The carriage sells at $750.00 at the factory.

  

 

 

A Quality Car Representing Good Valve

THE 1903 PREMIER i’ui’fifitm.l.§“étil°t§

Pressed Steel Frame. Interchangeable Intake and Exhaust
valves, Mechanical/lynqlerated. finternally' E§5anding Rear

Hub Emergency Brakes and many other points eqimlly as good.

t

  

 

 

With an amply powerlul engine and lrictlon losses reduced to a minimum,

the PREMIER has proven a inst touring car, exceptional as a hill climber,

and 0! unvsvnl ability to withstand road work. e- '- .

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. CO. - Indianapolis, Ind.

  

 
 

 

.‘p‘\*, '
' boy,“
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THE

More Droiit “STEVENS-DURYEA”
(GASOLEN E)

n is iust its important to save M omit,

money in manufacturing cost as to

earn it by increased output.

Would you like to do both ?

YOU GEN if you use Standard

Seamless Tubing—it saves labor—

it takes a better finish and costs no

more than the ordinary tubing—in

fact it's less, as there are induce

ments in our Price Proposition that

will save you money. Just write us. m, o, m "mm"
We are pleased to announce that the Street Cleaning De artment of New York Cit ,

after an exhaustive test of numerous other machines, has final y selected the " STEVEN -

DURYEA " Automobile for Ihe use oi its inspectors.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

J. STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.,

690 Main Street, A

  

CH ICOPEE FALLS, MASSACHUSETTS.

Member nl Assurinliun of licensed Automobile Ma'nuiacrurerl.

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

2000......00fl00...‘o0......Oini....‘..00- n...... “00......- 2

THE HOME OF RELIABLE CARS WHETHER IT BE

5 i '

g ’ 3 b t 'BANKER BROS.co 5. Runa on or ourlng ar
e t

g a the man who makes a pur

s g chase without giving heed to

a the claims and prices of the

t i
, o

; O

i 2

I ;

g :

z 3 .
i 2
a g is closlng his mind to some

. 2

; 141-143 West 38th 51., New York 3_____ 5 IF YOU ARE NOT “GOING IT BLIND,” WE WILL

é LARGEST DEALEkS IN AMERICA. BE PLEASED TO PLACE THEM BEFORE YOU.

3 N0 EXPERIMENTS sou). —-——

a s Conrad Motor Carnage Co.,
: Baum and Beatty Ste. 141 & :43 West 381h St. bag-33 N. Broad ;

5 schltud St. 5 l4l3-l4l9 NIAGARA STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

:“QQQIQOOO-wquQQIon an....Q.n~-no.....u-n..‘“go-“.00.:
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TheMoyeo

A Touring Car for those

who desire the very best

that money will buy.

  

In Certainty of ()peration

and Elegance of Design

and Appointment it is

Without a peer.

  

Moyea Automobile Co.,

3-7 West 29th Street, New York.

  

 

 

Hiiiliiiifll
' \.

8 and l2 h. p. 2 cylinder and I6 h. p. 4 cylinder

SURREYS.

J. 0. BRANDES, U. 8. Agent GIIDELL & 00.
28 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madison.

.Naw Your: AGRNTs FOR 51'. Lotus Moron CARRIAGE Co.

Upi .\11 Garage, C. L. Bell & Co., :50 West 8oih Street. Telephone, :56: River.

Newark. N. J., Koehler Sporting Goods Co.

ANGIER a WHITNEY, Boston, Mass" New England Representatives for Cudell Cars.

  

   

Peerless

Victories
JULY lith.

AT ELYRIA, OHIO.

First and second places in ten

mile race.

AT MINNEAPOLIS.

First place in five mile race.

AT DITTSRURG.

Three trophy cups won in hill

climbing contests.

 

JULY 7th.

AT MINNEAPOLIS.

First and second places in 5 mile '

pursuit race; 16 contestants. ~

  

 

Dccrlcss Touring Cars have cntcrcd hill-climbing

contests in all parts oi the country, and

have never been (lclcatcd.

16 II. P. TOURING CARS, EQUAL TO CARS OF

5070 GREATER HORSE POWER; ORDERS

TAKEN FOR JULY AND AUGUST DELIVERY.

35 II. P. TOURING CARS; ORDERS TAKEN

FOR AUGUST DELIVERY. PRICE $6,000.00.

 

CATALOG FREE. Address Dept. B.

The Peerless Motor Car Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

AGENTS IN THE PRINCIPAL CITIES.
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Marvelous,lndee .!
Again the genuine detachable G 8: J Tires

demonstrate they are the fastest and most

reliable automobile tires in the world.

At Columbus, Ohio, July 4th, Barney Oldfield broke all

existing records from one to ten miles, establishing a new

table of world’s records as follows :

  

 

 

 

  

 

OLDFIELU’S RECORD AT COLUMBUS, 0., JULY 4, 1903.

lst mlle, . 56 2-5 1 One mile, . .56 2-5

2nd " . 59 Two miles, ' . 1.55 2-5

3rd " . 593-5 Three " . 2.55

4th " l:00 Four " . 3 55

5th " 59 3-5 i Five “ . 4.54 3-5

6th " 59 3-5 SIX “ . 5.54 1-5

7th " [:01 Seven " . 6.55 i-5

8th " 1:00 Eight " . 7.55 l-5

9th “ . 59 3-5 Nine “ . 8.544-5

10th " . 1:00 Ten " . 9.54 4-5

TOTAL, . 9.54 4-5 Mile Average, 59 4-5

(1a.! TIRES

They will be furnished by manufacturers and dealers

everywhere.

 

6&JIIRI: Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

NE‘v YORK AGENCY, 81 Reade Street, New Yorlx City
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The NEW WHITE

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903

 

  

NEXT TO FLYING

is the motion of the incomparable WHITE—smooth, noise

less and free from all motor vibrations—a swift, gliding

movement that affords the maximum of automobiling pleas

ure, minus its every defect.

Write for M1 [articular-r, expert? "part: and aflcxhl 7141118

0] impartan! endurance cantata

WHITE SEWING MACHINE 00.,

(Automoblle Department) CLEVELAND, OHIO.

:1 Union Square, New York. N. Y. 509 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

an Woodward Ave.. Detroit, Mich. 300 Post St.. San Francisco, Cal.

300 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

35-3637 King 51., Regent St.. London, England.

STUD EBAKER

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.
 
 

THE

AUTUMOBILB

WITH A

REPUTA TION

BEHIND

IT.

VERY STUDEBAKER sold has meant a satisfied

customer. It makes friends and keeps them. Agents

and dealers in territory we have not already covered should

write for our catalog and terms. Our machines are unsur

passed for hill climbing and quiet running. They are built

by a firm whose reputation is a guarantee of good work.

What Studebaker stands for is knOWn to every prospective

customer for an automobile.

(“mu/$142!: line can be um at our brand: [mines in all principal (flier.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. COMPANY

btudebaker Bros Co., of New York, Broadway and Seventh Avenue,

Cor. 48th St., New York City.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave., Chlcagn, lll.

Factory and General Offices. South Bend, Ind.

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  
_
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)ERATION

 

1F CONS   

In an Automobile

The GENERAL was built for Service

It has been aptly described as the Return-trip Automobile. Its working parts are few and durable;

the control is secured by frictional brake bands which are operated by single lever for forward

changes and by treadle for reverse—these parts are made heavy and careless handling can in no way

injure them; fuel is fed automatically regardless of all changes of speed and lubrication is automatic.

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

DDICE
With Ionneau (sealing four

persons)

$1,000
 
 

Most men are not mechanics. The GENERAL is built without complex mechanism. The detail of its man

agement can be mastered simply and quickly. It is impossible to lose control of the GENERAL. Considering

the solidity of its performance and the thoroughness of its work it is the cheapest automobile on the market.

GENERAL AUTOMOBILE 86 MFG. CO. CLEVELAND, 0.
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4 WEEKS DELIVERY

Unequalied manufacturing facilities

enable us to make 4 vveeks delivery

on our 16 H. P. four-cylinder touring

car. We also save time for the cus

tomer by keeping on hand all styles

of bodies (wood or aluminum) ready

for the finishing color.

  

 

  

  

 

 

the train to

meet them.

  
l3 Berkeley Street, Boston. 135‘ Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

39 Sussex Place. South Kenninflon, London.

  

tion.

  

  

Vlaléorst to M .k . Write to

our ac ory _ C f A the factor
need only a M l 00 O or to anyy

not" us In 'advanycmnd FACTORY; BRIDGEPORT, com. branch °“'°°

an Automoblle BRANCHES: to ?;:a:ge

WI" be at 76th Street and Broadway, New York. 240 North Broad Street, Philadelphia. demonstrm

j. LICENSED UNDER SELDEN PATENT. MEMBERS OF THE N. A. A. M.

 

 

 

 

  

I Why Pay $650, $750 or $l000 for a 2 Passenger Runabout ?

OFFER YOU FOR $450

kMIBHIGAN

AUTUMUBILE
This is a gasolene machine. engine air cooled with

a fan. Cooling is entirely satisfactory. Carries two

passengers. Runs strong up hill and through sand.

Weighs only a tn'fle over 500 pounds. Does not sink

in sand like heavier cars. Speed 4 to 20 miles per hour.

€arefully made and beautifully finished. Not a partly

completed job. Just the thing to run about with.

Cheaper than any horse and carriage outfit.

\Ve are shipping them all over the country. Write

us for particulars.

MICHIGAN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Ltd., Makers, - - Kalamazoo, Mlch., U.S.A.

. AGENCIES:

Chicago. Ill.—-Adland Bros., No. 868 TV. Madl~ Akron. Ohl0.—-O. B. Malia-tin. No. 295 Sherman Ext.

sun .t. Boston—Chas. W. H. lood, No. 701 Mass. Ave.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Adland Storage & Implement Worc‘ester, Mass—Lincoln Holland, No. 4 Allen (‘t.

Inmto. " I d Th Pam" P t I m Pm'sl'tulcket. R. I.—Jude T. Payne, N0. 7 R. R. Ave.

anapo s. n .—- e . no .0. 0 n ana P atei hie.—Phlladel hla. \utombile ., .(hand Rapids. Mich—Michigan Automobile (70. p p ‘ H CO N0

3036 Kensington A re.

  

  

 

 

Savannah. Ga.—C. B. “’estcott, No. 410 Bull St.

Los [\Ilgtzlvtl. CAL—C. B. Risden, N0. 525 W. 7th St.

Dallas. '1‘t»xns.—Parlin & OI'eIIdorlT Co.

Little Rot-k. Ark.—\Vood Carriage C0.

JUIIL‘SIIUI‘O, Aria—Johnson, Berger & Co.
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To the lOOOth of an Inch '
*—

    

$2500.

  

This is a fair sample of what we mean by perfect fitting of ,part to

part in the Searchmont.

If an exhaust valve needs replacing, the one we send fits perfectly

—to the thousandth of an inch. No grinding or fitting required.

You can start your car right off, without any fuss or delay.

The whole Searchmont is built the same way— to the thousandth

of an inch. This is why it had 100 per cent records in all the

Endurance Contests of 1902, and why we get such letters as this:

  

"l have run my Searchmont close to 3400 miles with expense for repairs so

small that it is not worth mentioning. I have not been towed home nor stopped

on the road over half an hour at any one time. The secret is good workmanship.”

  

  

No dust when you ride in a Searchmont. The high curved King of Belgium

body turns the dust off. Send for catalogue of
  

“America’s Leading Automobile.”

  

Searchmont Automobile Co., North American Building. Philadelphia.

FACTORIES: Searchmont, (mar Chester) Pa.
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' OLDS MOTOR WORKS

Thc

surprises its friends and silences its detractors by the simple fact

that it “ goes.” A machine built on 35 years practical experi

ence in gasolene motor construction is naturally going to give

more satisfaction than untried experiments. “I Wonder WhyP"

PRICE, $650.00.

Examine the simple and strong construction at any of the following seHing agencies and you will

" ‘ readily see the OLDSMOBILE is built to run and does it.

SELLING AGENTS:

MINNEAPOLIs, MINN.—A. F. Chase d: Co.

I\__SHVILLE, TENN.—John W. Chester Co.

ALBANY, N. Y.—Automoblll Storage &

Trading Co.

ATLANTA, GIL—C. H. Johnson.

bithiiAMTON, N. Y.——R. W. Whipple.

BOSTON, MASS.—Oldlmoblle C .

BUFFALO. N. Y.—Jnyne| Automobile Co.

CHARLESTON, S. C.-Army Cycle Co

CHICAGO,iLL—OldsmobileCo., Githens

CLEVELAND, OHIO—Oldnrv rm

COLUMBIA. 8. Q4. E. Richardn

DALLAS, TEXAS—Lipscomb & Garrett.

DA VENI’ORT. lA.-—Mason's Carriage Works.

DENVER. COLO.—G. E. Harman.

DETROIT. MICH.—Oldsmobile Co.

ERIE. PA.—.Iacob Roth.

GRAND RAPIDS. MiCH.—Adnrnl & Hart.

HARII'°I¥IJRG, PA.—Klins Cycle Co.

HOUS'I' “T. TEXAS—Hawains Automobile &

Gas Engine \Vnrks.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND—Fisher Automobile Co.

JACKSONVILLE. FLA.—F. E. Gilbert.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—E. P. Moriarity & Co

LA NSING. MICE —W. K Prudden t 00.

Int! ANGELES. CAL—Oldsmobile Co.

iOUISVILng KY.—Sutcliii'e A: 00.

MEMPHIS, ENN.—I-I. :A. White.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.—0ldsmobilo Co.

'Bros.Co

NEWARK, N. J.-Autovehirle Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Abb0tt Cycle Co.

NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.—Oldsmobile Co.

OMAHA. NEE—Old! Gas Engine Workl.

PATERSON. N. J.—F. w. Stockbrldge.

PLAINFIELD, N. .I.—F. L. C. Martin C0.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Olr‘lsmobilo C0.

PITTSBURG. PA.—Banker Bros Co.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.-—Johp Van Benschoten.

RALEIGH N. C.—Ra igh Iron Works.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Rochesl.er Automobile Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL—Incomobilo Company

J the Pacific.

SAVANNAH, GA.—'I‘. A. Bryson.

ST. LOUIS, IMO—Mississippi Valley Automobile Co.

TEXARKANA. ARK.—J. K. \Vndiey.

TUCSON, ARIZ.—Seager & Close.

WASHINGTON. D. C.—Nstionai Capital Automo—

bile Co.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS—R. N. I-laistead. Honolulu.

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND—Incomoblle

C0. of Great Britain, Ltd., London. Eng.

GERMANY—(All Germany except Cologne)—Ear—

aesé Welgaertnel. Berlin; Cologne L. Welter

o. t M,

FRANCE—Eugene Mervllie. Paris.

SWITZERLAND—Automobile Fabrik Orion AG., Zurich.

iTALY—Victor Crolzat. Turin.

HOLLAND—Bingham & Company, Rotterdam.

NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. T. Nislsen& Co.,

Copenhagen. Denmark: L. P. Rose &Co.. New York.

CANADA—Hyslop Brothers Toronto. Ont.

MEXICO—Oldsmobile Co., ohier & De Grels.Mexico City.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Camano & Company,

Buenos Ayres.

SOUTH AFRICA—White, Ryan a Co., Cape Town; Sher

rlff, q'vlngley & 00.. Johannesburg and New York

NEW SOUTH WALES—Knowles Auto.

& Power Co., Sydney.

VICTORIA—Hall 8: Warden. Melbourne

AUSTRALIA— QUEENSLAND-James Smith & Suns,

Brisbane.

50. AUSTRALIA—Duncan Q Fraser,

Adelaide.

NEW ZEALAND—W. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd., Auckland

JAPAN—Bruhl Bros, Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR, INDIA, CEYLDN, CHINA, JAVA.

SUMATRA. BORNEO, FORMOSA—New York Export

& Import Co., New York City.

WDI‘I'E FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AND THE “DOCTOR'S OLDSMOBILE BOOK" TO

1332

’ .lcilcrson Avc., Detroit, Mich.

EACTORII'S: DETROIT AND LANSING, MICI'I.
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LUCK AND PERSONAL SKILL TRIUMPH.

Bennett Cup Race a Tribute to Jenatzy’s Marvellous Manipulation of His Car—French

Team Drove Carefully and all Survived -- That Curious Winton Story— Huge

Crowd ExpectedZ-did not Appear—Arrangements Well Nigh Perfect

but Marred by Official Snobbery.

Dublin, July 3.—At dusk last evening—and

over here dusk means after 9 o’clock—there

drew up in front of the Shelburne Hotel a

Winton touring car containg six persons, and

the large crowd gathered there parted to

make way for it, as it had parted for cars

that had preceded it and for others that came

after. From the bonnet of the Winton there

flew two small American flags, one on each

corner.

At the sight of the flags the crowd cheered

—cheered heartily enough to bring the guests

of the hotel to the doors and windows. All

nations were there, and it is not strange,

therefore, that a superciilious “Those Ameri

cans!"

times. '

But this reception, warm as it was, Was

mild in comparison with what had preceded

it. For thier miles, or from near Bally

shannon Cross Roads, the starting point of

the race for the ,James Gordon Bennett Cup—

here it is "Gordon-Bennett," with the hyphen

always—the fiag bedecked Winton car had

come. It is possible that had it been convey

ing his modesty, the King, or his Lord Lieu

tenant, who is a keen motorist, and who at

tended the races, or even the victor in the

race itself, the ear might have been received

with more enthusiasm and been greeted

with greater acclaim; but it may well be

questioned.

The populace of Dublin and of the outlying

towns and villages had apparently pxpected

that the winner would be driven into the city

was the remark overheard several

 

 

in triumph or that some of the competitors

Would be displayed to their gaze. Hence

the common people, big and little, old and

young, turned out and lined the road, and in

Dublin itself lined the streets three and four

deep. They saw not the victor, nor other

notables, but the snapping little American

flags gave them a chance to display their

feelings. It was thirty miles of respectful

hat raising, of vigorous handclapplng, of vo

ciferous cheering, cries of “Good old Amer

ica!" that left no doubt that love of the Stars

and Stripes and what they stand for is plant

ed deep in the Irish heart.

It was a remarkable demonstration, as

spontaneous as it: was unexpected, and at

time embarrassing to the unwitting causes

of it all. The car conveyed, not conquering

heroes, but six humble American people.

- two of them ladies; America had not done

itself proud in the race; there was abso

lutely no cause for the outburt. It was a

tribute to the flag, and one that sharpened

appreciation of the placard observed in a

little Irish village a few days before by the

Motor World man, who was one of the party.

The placard advertised an unknown brand of

American plough, describing it as the “fa

vorite plough of the Irish-American farmer

trade in the United States." The members of

the American team, Winton and Owen, who

for several weeks had been quartered at

Moone & Mooers', at Ballitore. all felt and

remarked on this warm Irish regard. The

Irish were “with them" in the race. This

incident has little to do with the race for

the cup, but it is a bi-feature too remarkable

not to be prominently recorded.

As all the world now knows, the race was

won by a Belgian, in a German car—Camille

Jenatzy—who covered the 370'}; miles on ser

pentine Irish roads in 390 minutes, or, to be

exact, 6 hours 36 minutes 9 seconds, net

time—an average of 56.1 miles per hour, or

each mile in LOT—speed so terrific as to

fairly stun the senses, rivaling the flight of

great birds and the speed of monster loco

motives held true to the course, not by a pair

of human hands, but by the smoothest of

steel rails. Rene De Knyif, of France, start'

ing fourteen minutes before Jenntzy, finished

two minutes ahead of him, but the net time

made it a case of “the second is first."

The world knows also that Anglo-Saxon

pride was humbled and hopes shattered. Not

an American completed the course, and but

' one Briton, and he was a had last. Percy

Owen might also have finished had he cov

eted Edge‘s “honor” and desired to prolong

the agony and close the roads for an hour or

two more. Both teams all but utterly col

lapsed. It matters not the cause or causes.

It is enough that they failed. The world

knows little of anything else—indeed, at this

writing, some twenty hours after the finish

of the race, not even Dublin knows definitely

whether De Knytf or Farman earned second

honors. The Automobile Club of Great Brit

ain and Ireland is full of the egoism, prig

gishness and pomposity so vividly repre
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sented in the person of the president of the

Automobile Club of America, and the defects

of the great race hung and hang heavily on

the otiicials and the committee in charge.

The latter met at 4 o’clock this afternoon,

and after solemn deliberation gave out “their

oificial declaration, subject to reservations

they may publish later." The declaration

places 'the men 'in this order:

. H. M. ~S.

1. Jenatz'y (Germany) . . . . . . . . . ..6 89 0

2. De Knyff (France) . . . . . . . . . . ..6 50 40‘

3. Farman (France) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6 51 44

4. Gabriel (France) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7 11 33

5. Edge (England and Ireland). . .9 18 48

around like hens with heads off, in order ap

parently that the public might see them.

While Winton was endeavoring to right his

balky carburetter one of the prigs grandilo

quently ordered every one away from the

car that “the man (Winton) may have a

chawnce, ye know." The fact that \Vinton

was on the opposite side of his car, and that

no one was near him mattered nothing. Later,

another prlg ordered Winton himself OK the

read; he was most insistent about it. and

hopped about like a dancing ass in a circus.

Finally \Vinton turned, and what he said

cowed the chap so that he slunk away like a

courtesy and facility would be accorded the

press. that stewards with yellow badges

would be scattered everywhere, and a press

man need but whistle, or snap his fingers or

tap the yellow fellow's arm and the yellow

would fly to do his bidding and obtain any in

formation possible. As a matter of fact, there

were no yellow badges in evidence at any

time, and no facilities or courtesies or any

thing else, except inclvllity. The Dublin

papers of this morning all refer to the sub

jcct. One of lastinight's prints cores the

press arrangements unmercitully and terms

the officials “lofty mannered popinjays.”

  

it is not strange that the committee an

nounced the awards with reservations. There

were so many clocks and watches in use—

cighty-odd—that thcy are. understood to be

having the devil’s own time making the times

agree in order that an authentic table of

times by rounds may be compiled. Several

tables of the sort have been given out, but

they are not worth much more than the

paper they are printed on. '

These otilcials, or perhaps it is well to say

most of these officials. and committee

men were a‘ sight torthe gods yesterday.

Self-importance and responsibility made their

slioilldcrs sag more than British shoulders

usually sag. As them was not a great deal

't'or tho cotnmlttecmcn to do, they danced

  

CAMlLLE JENATZY, WINNER OF THE CUP.

whipped pup. The. substance of \l'inton‘s

sharp speech, delivered in a tone not to be

forgotten, was that he would stay just where

he was as long as be pleased, and that no

one present could make him go anywhere

else. And stay there he did. Not even the

dapper and cocky officers of the Royal Irish

Constabulary, with whom the prigs hob

nobbcd and posed, made any efl'ort to move

him. ' ' I

The timekeeper-s and certain other oflicials

were inclosed in two tents, and the tents

were ,on holy ground. Every one was waved

away or was awed _by [the sanctity of the

tents and their occupants. Thrice the Motor

World‘s “innocent abroad” invaded the tem

ple. , The programme had stated that every

 

Failing to find yellow badges, the Motor

World’s “innocent” sought the tent for the

first time. Foxhall Keene had Just been

given the word. His chaufleur, having failed

to get the engine going, a Mercedes workman

had stepped out and turned the crank. The

unwise reporter from New York walked

plump into the tent and asked the gentle

men it‘ outside aid in starting a car was al

lowable. His question made them uncom

fortable, and they passed it from one to the

other. and finally decided that Mr. Lloyd, or

Floyd, or Toyed, Was the proper prrson to

be seen. Then the gentle reporter asked for

the otlicial times of the starts—and atctually

got them, thanks to II. J. Swindley. the dc

centest man under the canvas. Again, the
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reporter trod the holy ground. The high and

mighties were just emerging. Would they

stop a momentnnfil the Motor World‘scam

era did its work? Would they stop? Did they

stop? How many prigs when playing roles

will refuse to face the focused end of a cam

era? Of course; théy‘ stopped! ' Happily, 0r

unhappily, the film refused to receive the im

pression of their faces, although two others

were “caught” at another time. The 'laSt

time the Motor World man' brushed aside

ceremony and bearded the lions in their can

vas den, Jenatzy had just crossed the line,

and the cable was awaiting the word. To ob

. tain the net time then was known to be im

possible, but would the gentlemen oblige

with the elapsed time? They would not

oblige. The weight of the world was upon

them. They must not be bothered.

"Where are the facilities and courtesles

that were to have been extended to the

press?” ventured the man of the pencil.

“Every newspaper was given a ticket,"

was the remarkable response. \

The ticket admitted the holder to the

grandstand and permitted him to tickle his

ankles with the grass of an inciosed field.

While there he might see a big blackboard,

on which each contestant’s time was posted

on each rorrd—time that was frequently cor

rected, thou-by upsetting tables that had

been carefully preparcll. Certain points were

connected by Keir-phone, and when a message

was received a man would start out of the

tent and cross the road. Apparently speak

ing to a friend in the field he would relate

what had occurred.‘ Others would hear him

and “pass the word along.” In this way it

became generally known that Stocks and

Jarrott had met with accidents and retired.

But, although long overdue. nothing was

heard of Owen until he finally appeared,

and Mooers might as well have been at

home in Cleveland, so completely was he lost.

If their antics on the day of the race in

duced “that tired feeling," it is not to be

galnsaid that the committee's arrangements

for the event were worthy of all praise. 0n

IENATZY COMING TO A STOP AT ATHY.

the route the dangerous razor-back culivorts

peculiar to Irish roads and which are given

to tossing one out of his seat with no little

violence, had been levelled and smoothed;

all controls, had turns and corners had been

not only well marked with flags, but the

rzzad for some distance in either direction

had been oiled, and thus effectually laid the

dust, and every lane and crossroad had been

fenced off with wire netting, and stewards

and Royal lrish constables stationed there.

These national policemen, as a wholc, are a

courteous, good natured, smart appearing lot.

looking more-like soldiers than their Ameri

can prototypes; as a rule they are young,

straight and slender. 'There were a thousand ‘

or more girdling the entire course, and there '

were (no slouchcs or paunchcs in the lot.

Their officers are cocky young chaps, \vcar

ing riding trousers and leather leggings and

carrying canes. All were on dutyfi'om 5

o‘clock in the morning until nearly 8 lnllthe

evening. IAftcr 6 a. m. the roads were

closed, and, except at the controls, both

vehicle and no person,~uniess he was an ofll

cial or an unusually 'smooth talker, dared

‘cross the course. ‘ ‘

  

Not an accident, save those to the con

lt'SlBlllS, marred the long day, and a long,

unexcltlng one it was. tau. It was also'a

sorry one for several Irish farmers. Scent

ing an enormous attendance, and seeing a

chance to profit thereby, they had cut down

their hedges and erected grandstands. They

. e . ,s ‘

waited in vain for the expected crowds—and

shillings.“ There was no crowd. Instead of

thousands and tens of thousands of persons,

there were but hundreds. At no point was

there anything resembling congestion. Even

the great grandstand erected across and over

the road at the starting and finishing point

vwas but half tilled, while the structures of

the speculative farmers were empty, or prac

tically empty; one of them netted the builder

tcn shillings; it must have v.cost flfty timcs

that sum, to build. _The_< attendance was a

surprise—an unpleasant, surprise. This was

the more remarkable because the morning

was a perfect one. clear and COOLIQRQIOUKh

later in \the day sunshine and showers cn

'gnged in a playful go'mc‘ or hide and suck.

’l‘hc showers wcrc’short showers, and tho

sun shonc in thc'cnd. It was a day that

(Gene-{Mamasr-b-l- . .
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OF THE SUPERB

NORTHERN RUNABOUT ‘

.1 can now be made for a short time. We make every part of the Northern

' and its splendid record is the best probf that we make it well.
'We. have just issued a i‘ibook of instructions ' which will tell you

much about the Northern, its simplicity of construction and general worth.

If you’re interested a copy will be sent for the asking.

  

‘

NORTHERN riFo. COMPANY, Detroit,‘ men.
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gill/IMDIATE DElVlS
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‘ HAVE IT ON YOUR TlRES.

Chicopee Falls, l‘lass.
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A l'irst-l'land Story.

Ah, ha! Here we have, at first hand, from

our own man, R. G. B.. the story of the great

Gordon Bennett race. Much of the stuff

printed about the event bristled with ro

mance. Meagre three line facts were helped

out to column lengths by opulent imagina

tions. But here we have a fine pen picture of

the race thrown 011‘ at full steam by a man on

the spot, by a man on the qui vive for truth

and vivid impressions and competent to re

cord both.

We learn for the first time many new facts

about the Gordon Bennett event, that Win

ton was undone, and that the course was a

devil‘s dance across the map, sinuous, nar

row, now glancing sharply up, now down.

There were, too, no clamorous and enthusiasé

tic crowds, their blood whipped by excite-'

ment, by heroics. There was a meagre, mild

crowd.

The officials, who had done splendid and

commendable work of preparation, spoiled all

on the great day, for they appeared to pass

into a state of egotistic hysteria. Indeed,

they lorded it, and were umlpproachable. The

race, too, became a proceSsion.

throughout the day many moments entirely

devoid of excitement. The element of com-g

petition was lacking, and the chief reward

that fell to the spectators was the occasional

flash past of a mad car, demon driven.

In our story you learn what happened to

each man, how each looked, and so on. You

learn, too, that Jenatzy is a gentleman ama

teur, who follows automobiling as a hobby.

But, above all, you learn that the Irish peo

ple took the Americans to their inmost

hearts, and whenever an American flag was

displayed it awoke a right royal demonstra

tion. The good, generous Irish.

Tires.

 

Just as we were in danger of forgetting

that tires were still to be reckoned with in

big road races, s\ free have those of recent

years been from troubles of this kind, we

are brought up with a round turn and made

to sec that tires are still a factor in such

events.

In tho Ardcnncs race the winner of last

year’s event, Jarroit. was put out of the

running by repeated tire troubles just when

it seemed as if he Would duplicate that per

i‘ormancc. Nor was he alone. What was

a veritable slaughter of the innocents took

place in that race. Nearly half the contest

ants were put ho‘rs de combat by the

vagaries of the air filled wheel coverings.

In the Bennett Cup race Edge, of the Brit

ish team. had puncture after puncture, and

Moocrs had a narrow escape from serious

accident owing to his tire coming loose and

throwing him out of the race.

It is interesting to review the causes of

these troubles. In the cup race they seem

to reflect no discredit on the tire makers.

In Edge’s case it was the persistence in

using a tire absurdly inadequate for the pur

pose that was his undoing. While the other

competitors wisely held to the big 5-inch

tires, Edge, with what resembles fatulty.

had the 3%lnch size fitted to his car—and

his subsequent discomflture was well earned.

Turning to Mooers. the burden of responsi

bility appears to be on him—that is. on the

attendants who looked after his interests.

The presumption is. when a tire comes ofl

suddenly, that it has not been put on right;

and it is only reasonable to set this accl

dent down to such cause.

With the Ardennes race it is quite another

There were '

matter: There the happenings are. strongly

reminiscent; they recall the early days of

big tires and big speeds, and the discovery

that the etl’ect of the one on the other was to

set up cxtreme heat} To such an extent was

this the case that the tread of the tire would

frequently separate from the fabric, and

even, in extraordinary cases, melt the rub

ber. This was almost exactly what hap

pened on the Ardennes Circuit. Car after

car was attacked and put out of the race.

and their drivers were left wondering.

An explanation hearing some measure or

plausibility is that the absence of controls

and stops of any character worked this

astonishing change. It is one thing to run

a big racing car for 300 or 400 miles at a

stretch at top speed without a stop, and

quite another to run another race of approx

imately the same distance with stops that

aggregate between one-third and one-half

the total or elapsed time. This occurred in

both the Paris-Madrid and the Bennett Clip

race, while the Ardenues event was a con

tinuous one. We feel sure that this. and not

any sudden deterioration in tire qualitiespls

the cause of the disasters in the latter con

test. It is, in fact, marvellous that the. tires

stand. ' l '

 
 

~—

Auto's Far-Reaching Influence.

There is a deal of romance and also a

,practicul side of the scheme of thatv nabb

lord the Earl of Leltrlm. The Earl proposes.

nay. has already started, to take a certain

Fet tion of Ireland and make its remotest hy

ways and beauty spots accessible to the tour

ist. the golfer and the seeker for the truly

rural.

a new road system, and after this is accom

plished he will operate an automobile ser

vice.

This is a most interesting departure, and

every one will wish the Earl success in his

To attain this the. Earl will lay down

novel plan. It promises new uses for the

automobile everywhere. What the Earl has

started to do for his particular corner of the

Emerald Isle will in time be done elsewhere,

in fact, wherever there is an extensive acre

age of picturesque country. As civilization

advances genuine natural beauty and the

picturesque recede. Every traveller in a

quaint place leaves a trace of the conven

tional and the worldly behind him. Thus, in

time, rare spots—once sacred to the few—be

come the haunt of the many, and something

is lost.

The Earl's cheme, therefore, has this feat

ure: It will enable man to get out of the

beaten way and push into the true haunts of
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nature. It will, in fact, widen the sphere of

activity, so to speak, as applied to the sight

scer, the traveller and the lpitercr in the

quiet place.

These Spetd Contests.

The Woonsocket (R. I.) Call typifies a cer-'

tain section of the press which has been

weeping over the Irish race and over its re

sults, lamenting. in fact, the holding of the

race at all, and despairing because the mak

American machines were foolish

enough to be represented in it. This portion

of the press decries further speed contests,

insists that they are useless, and declares

that they invite death, not only to the com

ietitors, but also to the spectaors.

ers of

This editorial body of decricrs and weefiEFs

It is true

that a motor is more liable to “fly to pieces”

than to “hold together" when driven at a

speed of seventy-five miles an hour or over.

It is also true that parts of the car are liable

to give out when sharp turns are made at

are altogether on the wrong tack.

the same speed, or when the machine runs

over ruts, gullies, depressions and the like at

the frightful pace necrssary to try for honors

in these great automobile road races. But that

is just why these great contests are valuable.

They are, in the 'finaiity, a public‘ demonstra

tion of what the draughtsuian and inventor

and the whole factory crew have done tow- "

aid refining and perfecting the existing ma

thines. They are to the trade of automobil

ing what the dress rehearsal is to the stage.

At all times the collective factory intellec‘

is engaged in studying motor car mechanics

possibilities. Many different types of men,

each especially adapted to his ow'n particu

lar purpose, devote their time, day in and

day out, to studying the domestic and for

eign markets, to investigation of new de

vices, new applications of power, new shapes

and many minor points for car bodies. In

brief, day after day they experiment, ac

cept, reject, refine, innovate, etc. At cer

tain |‘t'll.;(lfl they say, “Here is the result,"

and thise great public contests are held to'

And certain it is that in

tliese'great flights of speed the structural

fly out that result.

and material deficits are sought out; and is

it not better to find out the weakest spots in

the car through putting one example of it

through a severe test rather than place a

thousand of them on the market and then

find radical weakness or radical error? '

With the man who tries the car in one of

these great events it is either a form of

sport or he is highly paid for the purpose,

and in many tradesand occupations men,

constantly do this thing. For instance, men.

stand year after year in front of emery;

wheels, and slowly but surely go 'to'_

death, in order that they may make. a, bit

more wages than their fellows who are. filling

healthier occupations under the same roof as

And the trying out of one of

these machines in the automobile road race

is the same process in concentrated form.

The chauffeur is willing, for high payment,

to risk lite and limb for a few hours, with the

accompanying added impulse of applause

themselves.

. and possible fame.

Nor do these contests at all mean that the

manufacturers have become unsettled on the

subject of speed, nor indicate that they have

not consistently in their mind the building

of comfortable, practical, beautiful and eiii

ci;nt motor cars. They regard these road

trials, as stated above, as merely a part in

the experimental work. The great steamers

which plough the Atlantic at twenty-five

knots an hour were modelled after toy boats

which were first sailed round a bathtub.

These toy boats were never intended to

cross the ocean; they were merely the models

of what the big liner was to be. And it is

the same with atitoiiiolillliig. X0 practical

man dreams for a moment that the highest

aim of the maker is to turnouta car which

can make eighty miles an hour. For among

:11 tomobile users, and among those who hope

to own motor cars, not one man in ten thou

sand would drive or permit himself to be

driven on tlie‘public highways at this rate.

1t is paralleled by the education of a great

singer, who for years and years puts her

voice through all sorts of crescendo and de

scendo. Year after year she strives to ob

tain the highest possible note consistent with

purity and fulness. Yet in her after career

on- the stage she hardly ever utilizes this

note, and when she strikes it it is regarded

as a most unusual thing. And thus it is with

automobiiing. These contests are merely tl.c.

last word, and the last word is the mouse re

by which we gauge all that is and all that

may be.
 
 

~ ~ Why the Horn.

Away back in the dark ages of the auto

mobile—that is to say, four to six years ago—

the bell was the favorite, almost the only,

method of signalling. l‘sers of the horse

less vehicles seemed to fall easily and nat

urally into the habit of employing it. Its

very name—gong or alarm—seemed to mark

it out as the iittingest device to employ for

giving warning of the approach of an auto

mobile} was-ingeneral use on other ve

hicles. The/fire engiiie; the patrol wagon,

the ambulanceqthe trolley car, the locomo

tive—ail announced their “approach by means

of. loud sounding and insistant bells. What

more matter of course, tae'n:t11anithat the

automobile should also acknowledge the

sway of the clanging hell?

But for several years we trend has been

away from instead of toward the bell.

Horns have usurped the place that once

seemed reserved for them, and the more they

are used the inoreithey seem to be liked.

Perhaps their oddity had something to do

with this. Bells were common; everybody was

familiar'with their Sound, and able, as a

rule, to tell what vehicle carried them and

how much attention needed to be given to

the summons to “clear the way,” how quick

ly it must be o_beyed._ So why not leave the

bell to other vehicles, and, as the automobile

is a new type, invent or press into use a new

alarm device.

To be sure, the horn was not exactly new.

For a decade or two it was familiar to bi

cyclists, having been largely imported from

France and Germany for that purpose. But

if not absolutely new, it was, new to motor

ists, and they took to it eagerly..

To-day it seems to be practically the only

signal in the running. Its strident sounds

are heard wherever there are automobiles—

and that is wherever there are people and

roads—and no one needs to think twice or to

be told (.nce that an automobile is anchored

,behind the ear splitting sound. Certainly

the horn serves its purpose—that of serving

as the avant courier of the horseless vehicle.

 
 

Mr. La Roche has challenged Oldfield to a

match race to be held on the Empire City

track on July 25. This is a good start. How

interesting it would be if there were half a

dozen track fliers of Oldfield‘s calibre, half a

dozen star motorists competing with him for

the premier honors! At present it is Old

field first, and the rest—well, almost no

But this promises to be mended if

La Roche and other men interested in the

where.

speed end of automobiling take up racing

seriously.

The “boreens‘” were effectually blocked

during the Bennett Cup race. Wherever they

led into the course—for “boreens” are merely

unimportant side roads—they were guarded

by the soldiers, whose duty it was to see that

no encroachments were made on the main

highways during the race.
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TWO DIFFERING VPROPOSITIONS

One From, the Other to. the Century M. V.

Co.—lts Condition.

More complete reports show that the finan

cial trouble that has overtaken the Century

Motor Vehicle 00., Syracuse, N. Y., is a se

rious one and that the concern‘s affairs are

very much involved. While no figures are

yet obtainable, it is understood that the lia

bilities are in the neighborhood of $06,000.

On Friday last a meeting of the creditors

 

was held at the office of the Century Co. and

a proposition was submitted to them. This

was, in brief, to bond the company for

$35,000, to pay the creditors 20 per cent in

cash and allot them treasury common stock

for the remainder of their claims. Natur

ally, this did not appeal to those present.

There is but $37,500 of common stock in the

treasury, and, besides, to accept this propo

sition would place the creditors, so far as the

80 per cent was concerned, on the same

plane as the present stockholders.

It was suggested by J. In Law, of the Gar

vin Machine Co., that a better plan would be

to take an inventory of the plant and report

the result at a meeting to be held this week.

It was thereupon resolved that it was the

sense of the meeting that the directors of

the Century Co. be requested to submit to

the creditors a pIan having for its basis the

payment of 20 per cent in cab and an ex

tension of time for one year, with the com

pany's notes for security.

Ask for Foster Receiver.

Following upon the judgment by default

obtained against the Foster Automobile Co.,

Rochester, N. Y., as related in the Motor

World last week, steps were taken on Fri

day to have a receiver appointed for the

concern.

The Alliance. Flour/ City National and Ger

man-American banks, of Rochester, made ap

plication in the United States District Court

at Builfaio to have the Foster Co. declared a

bankrupt.

The banks alleged that the company owed

debts aggregating upward of $40,000, of

which about $15,000 was due to the petition

ers, and that the aggregate amount of the

assets of the company did not exceed $2,000.

It was also alleged that Park Densmore.

president and treasurer of the company, had

abandoned the business and disappeared

from Rochester.

 

Claim and Counter-Claim.

In the Buflalo (N. Y.) County Court Dr.

Julius H. Potter is suing the Conrad Motor

Carriage Co. to recover $800 for alleged

breach of contract. He claims the automo

bile company agreed to furnish him with an

automobile and keep it in repair for one year

from the time it was delivered to him. He

charges the contract was not carried out

The Conrad company denies making such a

contract.

Recent Incorporatione.

Reading, Pa.—'l'he. Acme Motor Car Co..

under Pennsylvania laws, with'$2tli,000 cap

ital.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Dalsimer Automobile

Co., with $200,000 capital, to make and sell

automobiles and bicycles.

New York, N. Y.—Pettie Tire Co., under

New York laws, with $50,111) capital. Direc

tors—E. H. Ensell, W. M. Counell and Emma

C. Pettie, all of Brooklyn.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Ormond Automobile Co.,

under New York laws, with $7,500 capital.

Directors—H. A. Lyons, Wilfred Barr and

R. \V. Hoff, all of Brooklyn, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.—Broadway Garage Co.,

under New York laws, with $3,000 capital.

Incorporators—Cbaries T. Osborne, F. Will

iams Hacnset and Robert F. Greacen, all of

New York. '

Br tfalo, N. Y.—Queen City Automobile Ex

change Co.. under New York laws, with

$2.000 capital. Incorporators—J. Homer

Betts, Fred F. Beck and Frederic C. Rapp,

all of Buffalo, N. Y.

\Vashington,‘D. C.—The National Capital

A‘utomobiie (‘o., under District of Columbia

laws, with $100.000 capital. Incorporators—

Harry L. Wheatley, Chicago; James K. Polk

and Freeman Field, Washington.

Enduiaree Run Route Changed.

A change has been made by the N. A. A.

M. in arranging for its endurance run to

Pittsburg by .way of Baltimore and Washing

ton. it is now proposed to go to Cleveland

instead, driving not by way of Albany and

Syracuse, which was the route of the Pan

American ran in 1901, but via Kingston,

Binghatnton, Elmira and Erie, with possibly

a detour from Corning to Buffalo. e

The change in route is proposed because it

has been found that there is no town of a

size sufficient to accommodate the several

hundred vehicles and persons overnight be

tween Hagerstown. Md., and Pittsburg. In

case Pittsburg is retained as the destinatiOn,

the route will probably be by way of Bing

hamton and Elmira to Corning, and thence

via Jamestown. N. Y., and Franklin, Penn..

to the Smoky City. .

Secretary Harry Unwin of the association

started this week in an automobile from this

city to plan out the route of the contest, and

at Kingston will receive definite instructions

regarding his route beyond Corning.

Even yet the well aimed shafts of Cupid

have not ceased to seek out susceptible au

tomobile tradesmen. One of the most recent

victims is C- W. Matheson, of the Matheson

Motor (‘ar Co., who is just concluding a brief

wedding trip. He is expected back at his

desk at Grand Rapids this week.

An electric runabout has been placed on

the market by the Canada Cycle and Motor

Co. It is styled the Ivanhoe, and is made

at the company‘s Toronto plant.

GENEVA’S new OWNER

Carter Steps Down and New Capital Goes in—

Businrss to I be Pushed.

A complete change of ownership took place

in the Geneva Automobile & Mfg. Co..

Geneva, Ohio, last week. Practically the

entire stock of the company passed into the

hands of Messrs. Fayette Brown, James Bar

nett, Frank A. Arter and Dexter B. Cham

bers, all of Cleveland. These are all men

of wealth and high standing in financial

circles in Cleveland, and propose to put the

company on a firm financial basis.

J. A. Carter, who was instrumental in or

ganizing the company, and has been its pres

ident and general manager since organiza'

tion, has disposed of his entire interest and

is about to sever his connection with the com

pany.

The Geneva Automobile & Mfg. Co..has

been in existence for several' years. It has

made several styles of steam vehicles; but

changes in its patterns and other difliculties

encountered prevented its making any ma

terial progress. For same little time past it

was known to be in financial straits, and the

present change in ownership will cause no

great surprise. 0f the new stockholders

Fayette Brown was the vice-president of the

company.

Declared Final Dividend.

The trustees in dissolving the New Eng

land Electric Vehicle Co. on Saturday de

clared a third and final dividend of 26 cents

a share, making the total dividend in liqui

dation $3.76 a share. This third and last

dividend is payable on July 15 upon sar

render of the trustee receipts.

 

Exide Depot Removed.

The Exide battery depot formerly located

at 148 West Eighteenth street, New York,

has been transferred to Forty-ninth street _

and Eighth avenue, and will hereafter be

operated by the New York Transportation

Co. at this address.

Fire Damage at . Philadelphia.

A fire starting on the third floor of the

Thomson Automobile Co., 1 South Twenty

third street, Philadelphia, last week, caused

about $2,000 damage.

 

Olds Traveller Here.

Among the visitors to New York this week

are Roy Chapin, of the Olds Motor Works.

Mr. Chapin is looking after his company's

export interests.

 

To Locate Hue.

The Hoeflier-Bcrg Automobile and Arms

Construction Co., of Dayton, Ohio, is said to

be projecting a removal to South Jamaica,

L. I.
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NEW WAY OF GETTING GOODS

Neither Cash nor Credit Necessary it You Can

Work the New Jersey Scheme.

 

 

To kill a dog it is not necessary to catch

hold of his jaws and risk being bitten in an

attempt to twist his head off; neither is it

necessary, in order to get goods for building

automobiles without money, to run up debts

and risk suits, receiverships and things, by

establishing credit and buy.ng on time,

which it is sometimes difficult to do. There

is a way known out in Jersey by which to

get all the goods one wants laid almost at

the doors of the factory without money and

yet without running into debt. '

It Is a very "perky" scheme. Consider it,

ye makers of parts and supplies.

Suppose'you want to build a light gasolene

runabout at a popular price—assembled to

sell. You have a little ready cash, very lit

tie, and want to make It go a long way. You

get out your sample and book some orders,

and then you have money in sight, coming

when you fill .ue orders. Now, to get the

goods for assembling the machines to fill the

orders! Why just go to a few parts makers.

tire tlcnlcrs and so on, and place a very small

order, very small, you understand, “cash

ngulnst bill of hiding." \Vhen the goods ar

rive, take up the bill of hiding, pay the cash

and take the goods, even if it takes your last

dollar. Then you are broke, perhaps, but

you need not worry. Just go back to the

same supply makers and order'all the goods

you want, “cash against bill of lading." That

is not asking for credit; that is buying for

cash, and your goods will be shipped.

\Vlten the goods arrive at your freight (le

pot you cannot take them away, of course,

by paying the “cash against bill of Iading,"

but don't let that worry you. Let'the other

fellows do the worrying. The other fellows

will not cure to have the goods shipped back

to them at their expense if they think there

Is any chance of their eventually getting the

money for them from you, and you can easily

make them believe this. So, meanwhile the

goods will lie there, right at hand, ready for

you to lay hold of as soon as you can turn

yourself by selling the few cars assembled

with the goods first bought. In this way, you

see, you get the prompt attention of a cash

customer and don't have .to wait for your

goods. You can go ahead without being de

layed and get money in as fast as you can

sell cars. You are doing business without

asking for credit, without cash, and yet get

ting goods to hand awaiting your conveni

ence. Isn't that “perky”?

If some concern should get impatient and

put their claim Into the hands of their law

yer, why what of it? As you have not taken

their goods from the railroad and they are

not in your possession, they haven't much

standing as a creditor In position to sue or

to apply for a receivership.

them that you have been delayed In getting

Just explain ;to, _

certain castings necessary to assemble some

machines for which you will get the cash as

soon as you can get them together, and that

meanwhile you are temporarily embarrassed

for ready cash, the same as many other good

concerns are occasionally. Be gentle with

them and they will let their goods lie await

ing your pleasure. If you are ofl in some

little Jersey town you can fix It up with the

railroad.

Of course, If the makers of parts “get on" -

to your scheme they may not jump at even

your "cash against bill of Iading” orders.

For exempllflcation of how much goods of

different sorts can be piled up at a depot

awaiting cash payment you might go over to

New Jersey and in a certain town there look

around. Do not go to Rockaway, Long Isl

and, to see this thing. Go to a town in New

Jersey.

Pope Company Fully Ollieered.

Last week the directorate of the Pope Mfg.

Co., which controls the Pope Motor Vehicle

Co., was completed and now consists of the

following: Wm. A. Read, Colgate Hoyt, F.

S. Smithers, G. F. Crane, all of New York;

 

Albert A. Pope, Boston; Albert L. Pope, New -

York; George Pope, Orange, N. J .; Charles

Hayden, Boston; S. C. Winslow, Worcester,

Mass, and G. T. Hollister, Rutherford, N. J.

At the lust regular meeting the board filled

the existing vacancies in the list of officers—

t‘oloncl Albert A. Pope having been made

president some weeks ago—as follows: Al

bert L. Pope, vice-president; Colonel George

Pope, treasurer, and Paul Walton, secretary.

 

hnslng’s Strong Company.

The National Electric Coil Co., $20,000 cap

ltal, is the style of a new concern just or

ganized at Lansing, Mich, where the plant

will be located. The company will make

electric spark coils after a device invented

by E. P. Kinney. Certain automobile mak

ers are undoubtedly behind the new com

pany, for among the incorporators is Mr. R.

E. Olds, general manager of the Olds Motor

Works. The other incorporators are E. P.

Kinney and F. E. Church, the latter repre

senting E. W. Sparrow. The company will

start with twenty-five then. Mr. Kinney will

be the manager.

 

To Make the Henchman Truck.

Announcement is made by the Columbia'

Engineering Works, Brooklyn, N. Y., that it

will undertake the manufacture of the Ar

thur Herschmann patent steam wagons. An

automobile department has been established

and the shops equipped with additional

tools especially adapted for this work. Two

styles of trucks will be built, with three and

six ton capacity, respectively.

The fine showing these wagons made in

the recent commercial vehicle contest will

be recalled.
 

General Manager L. H. Kittrldge of the

Peerless Motor Car Co. made a flying trip,

to Boston last week.

CONTINENTAL CO.'S PLANS

Big German Tire Concern Establishes Branch

Here—Bid for American Trade

 

 

Their stcndily Increasing trade with this

country has led the Continental Catoutchouc

& Gutta Pereha Co. of Hanover, Germany, to ~

take steps to conserve and still further in

crease it. To that end the Continental

Caoutchouc Co. has been incorporated and

offices opened in this city. The latter are at

298 Broadway, with Emil Grossman as man

nger, while the ofli-cers of the company are

Willy Tischbein, president; Marcel Kahle,

vice-president, and Jos. L. Kahle, treasurer.

The concern is a branch of the parent com

pany, the stock being owned by the latter.

In addition to looking after the trade already

possessed—mainly, of course, arising from

the fitting of Continental tires on Gegman

and French cars—a bid will be made right

at the outset for the business of American

automobile manufacturers. It is confidently

expected that the great reputation and high

standard of excellence possessed by these

tires will commend them to automobile mak

ers and users here. A full line of standard

sizes, ranging all the way from 254; to 5%

inches, is carried, and special attention will

be given to large orders. ~

The Continentul‘Co. and Its products are

too well known to require ~any extended do I

scriptlon. The concern was formed in 1872.

having only 100 employes at that time. To

day there are 2,500 men, on its payroll, the

Continental tire ls found wherever autonio- '

blles are used, and branch houses arelocated

in all the principal countries of the world.

The winning of the Bennett Cup by a car

fitted with Continental tiresis the latest

feather In this concern's cap, while'the en

tire reliability of the tires, as shown in that

contest, has again been strikingly demon

strated.
 

lies a Light Runabout.

The Pennsylvania Electrical and'ltnilwny

Supply Co., of Pittsburg, Penn., is report

ed to be about to place on the market a light

runabout. It will be sold at $550, and the

weight is six hundred pounds. It is propelled

by a. 4% horsepower, single cylinder motor,

and has a tested speed up to thirty miles an

hour. It is simple and compact. The trans

mission ls positive and requires no adjust

ment.
 

Scott Creditors to Meet.

A meeting of the creditors of the J. A.

Scott Motor Cd, St. Louis, Mo, has been

called for July 27. It will be held at 10

o'clock in the morning in' the office of Ref

eree in Bankruptcy W. D. Coles, Room 416,

Security Building, 319 North Fourth street.

Creditors may attend, prove their claims,

appoint a trustee'and examine the bankrupt.

 

A 1904 pattern Autocar has made its ap

pearance in Newark, N. J. It has been most

favorably criticised.
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THE FRENCH VIEW

Returning Irish Visitor: Call Cup Race a Picnic

—Li3ht Can had big Advantage.

 

 

Paris, July 3.—The impression of the

French visitors upon the Gordon Bennett Cup

contest may be summed up in the words

cabled from Dublin to one of the newspapers

here—“It is not a race, but a picnic." The

Gauls have been so long nursed in the tradi

tion that “the English take their pleasures

sadly” that they were a good deal surprised

to see the way in which the Irish were en

joying themselves over the prospect of an

automobile race. With their usual method of

generalization, the French lumped up all the

inhabitants of the British Isles under the

name of English, and ticketed them with the

same character and temperament; but the

visitors very SOOII discovered that generaliza- .

tions of this kind are dangerous, and that

there is very little sndncss about the Irish

man when there is anything in the way of

sport on hand. v '

Not, only was the race devoid of that

seriousness which the French regard as the

basis of British character, but they were

struck by the ingenuity of the organizers and

the inhabitants in making money out of the

meeting. In this respect there is a vast dif

ference between the British and French

methods of carrying out races. The idea of

allying the sport with business has never

occurred to the French, and this is probably

due to the fact that the races have been or

ganized by .rich and powerful bodies, who

consider it a little undigniiied to look upon

the sport as‘a source of pecuniary profit. Be

sides, eveu if they desired to make money

out of the sport they would have found it

difficult. if not impossible, to do so. It is

doubtful whether the government and the

local authorities would have consented to

the erection of stands and the laying out of

inclosures to which the-public would be ad

mitted by the payment of large fees, and so

long as racing was tolerated on the high

ways it had to be carried out openly, when

every one had equal rights to see what was

passing on the road. It was, therefore, a sin

gular experience for the French to observe

the enormous stands and inclosures, and

every available space along the course let

out to spectators.

It is quite possible, however, that this may

have a strong influence upon the future or

ganization of automobile meetings in this

country. Since they are to be confined hence

forth to circular routes or to incloscd tracks,

the cost of organizing races Inust increase

enmmously with the police arrangements in

the one case and the renting of territory for

the laying out of motor tracks in the other;

and it is obvious that if races are to be car

ried out under these conditions a means must

be found of covering expenses, for the en

trance fccs tail be quite insufficient to guar

antee the clubs against loss. The Irish meet

ing has shown the Gauls that it is possible

to make arrangements for a circular course

nearly perfect. It is easy enough to provide

the most ample security for the public, and

consequently to reduce the risk of driving

at high speeds to a minimum; but all this

means a big expenditure of money. and, as it

is not so unreasonable to expect the public

to pay for the privilege of seeing a race un

der favorable conditions, it is quite possible

that the experience of the Irish meeting will

be turned to good account by the French or

ganizers, who will make a source of profit

out of racing on circular or inclosed tracks

for the benefit of the sport generally.

Apart from the valuable lesson it provided

in organization, the conditions under which

the contest was run oil? were a great disap

pointment for the French. If a race means

anything at all, it is a test for the fastest

vehicles. The courses have always been

mapped out on the Continent to admit of the

cars travelling at, the highest speeds, which,

even on the best roads of France, with their

magnificent stretches several miles in length,

rarely exceed an average of 100 kilometres

an hour. Unless it is possible to attain these

speeds, the cars are not tested at all. It was

therefore a little gnlling to the French to '

find, on going over the course, that it was im

possible for two vehicles to pass at racing

speed on the narrow road, and that, more

over, the turnings were so numerous and

awkward that it was suicidal to drive cars at

a greater pace than is done by fast touring

carriages. A test under these conditions-was

not a. race, becaue it was not a test of speed,

but merely a trial of reliability and driving

skill, in which those who had a perfect

knowledge of the course had the greatest ad

vantage.

The French saw at once that their calcula

tions had been entirely upset. They had gone

to Ireland with vehicles built for speed, but

how could they show up to advantage when

the maximum limit on such a road was only

two-thirds of what the cars were capable of

doing? In a word, the big French vehicles

were handicapped by finding themselves

with nearly double the power necessary for

racing over such a course. So far as can be '

judged from the criticisms on the course

published here the French would have done

better by competing with light carriages of,

say, 30 horsepower. They would be much

handler for passing and taking the corners,

and they would certainly have been capable

of travelling at higher speeds than those to

which the big vehicles were limited by the

perpetual slowing down around the bends.

‘As soon as Chevalier. Réné de Knytf, Henry

Farman and Gabriel saw the course they con

fessed that they had little hope of winning.

As events turned out, their prudept driving

enabled all three to complete the course, and,

ifthe cup has gone to Germany, the French,

at all events, have the merit of being the only

team to finish the race. _

It: is, perhaps, a fortunate thing for the

Gordon Bennett Cup that the trophy has not

remained in England. In that event it is to

be presumed that, in default of any other

route, the British Club would have selected

the same course in Ireland, and it may be

taken for granted that the French would not

(ouscnt to race again under such conditions.

The competition would have lost a good deal

of its international character, and it is pos

sible that the British club would have been

allowed to remain in undisputed possession

of the cup. Now that the trophy has gone to

Germany, we at least see a chance of an

other big struggle for it next year. Racing is

prohibited in Germany, as it is elsewhere, but

the government of Wiirtemburg is said to be“

in favor of an exception being made for :1

Gordon Bennett contest, so that there is

every prospect of the Fatherland being the

scene of the next battle for the cup. As an

alternative there is always the Ardenncs Cir

cuit, which would probably be selected for

1905 in the event of the trophy being carried

off by the French team.

 

'Bus Line for Donegal.

Dispatches from Dublin state that the

Earl of LeitI-im has organized a Coast Line

Motor Way, to provide automobile service

for the northwest part of Donegal, Ireland.

The new service is specially designed for

tourists and golfers, and will enable them to

penetrate into many new haunts and remote

places which the traveller by ordinary con

veyance never sees, because they are so far

off the highways. Lord Leitrim, in order to

make the erVIce as perfect as possible, has

planned a remarkable road repairing and

road building system, at his own expense.

The vehicles are to be very powerful, and

will carry sixteen persons and half a ton of

luggage. They are being built in Edinburgh.

'1
 

Pigeons Take a Back Seat.

Carrier pigeons, popularly supposed to em

body the extreme limitvof speed and endur

ance, now have to give way to the automo

bile.

The Melun Pigeon Club flew its birds at

Avignon, France, last week, and they cov

ered 373 miles in nine hours, or at the rate

of nearly forty-one and one-half miles an

hour, whereas automobiles have hit the speed

up to eighty-two and one-half, 'while the

cycling record is forty-six miles for one hour.

Jenatzy an Inventor.

quatzy, the winner of the Bennett Cup

race, figures this week among the patentees

at Washington. A magnetic clutch and a

new transmission gear are the devices upon

which his inventive genius has been exer

cised.

A Fitting Reward.

The Daimler Co.. makers of the Mercedes

car, have given Jenatzy $25,000 and a new

machine as a mark of their appreciation of

his success in winning the race in Ireland

this month.

Sumter. S. C., has a new automobile club,

with H. J. Grover. in. as president.
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LUCK AND PERSONAL SKILL TRIUMPHS.

(Continued from page 585.)

gave freshness to the rich green of the fields

and hedges and made plain that this is in

truth the Emerald Isle.

The course was a trying one, hard but nar

row and full of curves, sharp turns and

grades, some of them steep. It was, doubt

less, the best that could be chosen, and af

forded what appears rare in this country—

several straight stretches of a mile or more.

-It must be that a surveyor reeling in his

cups laid out those Irish roads. They stag

ger from one side to the other half a dozen

times in a mile, and twist and turn in amaz

ing style. They must be seen to be appre

ciated. To describe them as serpentine is not

  

5

THE 374 MILES or siNuous COURSE.

a fanciful description; it is literal. On the

route from Dublin to Ballyshannon Cross

Roads there is scarcely a quarter of a mile of

straight road. _

As the map shows, the route of the race

roughly represents the figure 8, being made

up of an eastern and western circuit, with a

common centre line. The eastern circuit

measures forty-five and one-quarter miles,

the western fifty-eight and three-quarters.

Total, 104 miles.

The race comprised three complete cir

cuits of the figure 8, and then an additional

 

loop of the western circuit. The mileage

thus is:

Three times round figure of 8. .. .. 312

Once round western circuit. . . . . . . . . .. 58%

Total miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 370%

The cars started at Ballyshannon Cross

Roads, ran to Old Kilcullen, turned right

and traversed the eastern circuit via Carlow

and Athy to Ballyshannon Cross Roads.

'From this point they ran to Kilcullen,

thence acros the Curragh, a plain, to Kil

dare, and thence via. Monasterevan, Bally

davis, Stradbally and Athy to Bailyshannon,

where the circuit was completed.

After the Paris-Madrid calamity the Auto

mobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland

sacrificed everything to safety, and not only

was the deed of gift which requires that com

petitors be dispatched two minutes apart

stretched to seven minutes, but a “block

system" of controls was arranged specially

with a view of preventing competitors pass

ing each other at speed on the open road.

Carlow, Castledermot, Athy, Kildare, Mon

'4’

(
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lControl/

asterevan and Stradbaliy were "controls,"

and no racing was allowed within their con

fines. Each car raced up to the inward con

trol and stopped, its time being noted by the

officials. Paced by a bicyclist, it was then

allowed to traverse the control area at about

fourteen miles an hour until the outward sta

tion of the control was reached. Here its

time was again taken, and it was free to

speed once more. It was sought to maintain

an interval of three minutes between the

cars leaving the controls. Thus, if two car

arrived within one minute of each other, the

second was not sent away again until two

minutes after the start of the first arrival,

the times spent in the control being deduct

ed, of course, from the gross or elapsed time.

In all, the rules required that 3 hours and 21

minutes be spent in the controls, regardless

of other considerations necessitating longer

stop-sh Although Jenatzy’s net time was 6

hours 36 minutes 9 seconds, he really did not

finish until 10 hours 18 minutes 1 second

after he was given the word “Go.”

Let the whole truth be told. The race was

not of'absorbing interest. It was a series of

sprints bunched—a race against not one, but

many watches. Except for the—shall they be

termed favored few ?—who witnessed the ac

cidents to the contestants or the overtaking

of one by another, the race was absolutely

devoid of excitement. It was of real interest

only to the spectator who, with watch and

pencil, kept note of the time of each car's

passing. He only could tell who had gained

or lost ground or passed a competitor, and,

of course, not with any considerable degree

of accuracy. It was a self-satisfying task

and far better than absolute ignorance. But

the men who did this sort of thing were few

and far between and of prime assistance to

their neighbors. Many of these men and the

very many other spectators who did not

know the competitors were confused by the

change made in the order of starting the

latter. According to programme, Winton

was No. 3, Owen No. 7 and Mooers No. 11,

which meant that they would start in those

positions. As a matter of fact, Owen was

No. 3, Mooers No. 7 and Winton No. 11. Simi

lar changes were made in the other teams.

As a result, there was some confusion and

amusement. It was funny to hear “know

ing” individuals address Owen as “Mr. Win

ton" and Mooers as “Mr. Owen.” It was not

so funny, nor is it strange, that newspaper

reporters also confused the men and printed

stories that 'make the real truth appear

weird. _

The men started in this order, and at the

following times, Winton excepted:

S. F. Edge, Great Britain, 40 hp._

Napier . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........i:00 a.m.

Rene De Knyfl, France, 70 hp.

Panhard . . . . . . . . . ..'..........1':07 "

Percy Owen, America, 40 hp.

Winton . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .7214 1-5 “

C. Jenatzy, Germany, 60 hp.

Mercedes ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7221 “

Chas. Jarrott, Great Britain, 40

hp. Napier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7:28 2-5 “

M. Gabriel, France, 70 hp. Pan

hard.........................T:35 “

L. P. Mooers, America, 80 hp.

Peerless . . . . “

Baron De Caters, Germany, 70

hp. Mercedes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7:49 1-5 “

J. W. Stocks, Great Britain, 40

hp. Napier..... . . . . "

Henry Farman, France, 70 hp.

Mors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .81! 2-5 “

'Alex. Winton. America, 80 hp.

\Vinton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8:10 “

Foxhali Keene, Germany, 60 hp.

Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8217 “

 

‘Started forty minutes late.

Winton was actually given the word at the

time stated, but at the moment and for

more than an hour before he had been en

deavorlng to locate the cause of trouble that

enabled him to use intermittently but three

of his eight cylinders. He merer pushed his

car to the side of the road and continued

working, finally removing the. carburetter

and disscmbling it. He had originally at

tributed his trouble to watered gasolene, but

he did find some grit in the carburetter. As
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was cabled the Motor World. however, it is

known to a certain few that the day before

the race abJut a pint 0f lubricating oil was,

by mistake. poured into the gasolene tank.

The mistake was discovered by the man who

made it, but one higher in authority assured

him that no harm would result—that the

gasolene would quickly “eat up" the small

quantity of oil. Accordingly, nothing was

thought of it or said of it until Winton's

trouble became known. Then ensued grave

concern that the "oil" episode was at the root

of the thing and it was made certain that

the American hattheen undone. by his friends

—for friends they are—after months of hop

  

 

ing and phlnnlng and expenditure of time

and money on both sides of the ocean. The

story is not generally known—in fact, the

Motor World representative is the only press

man "in the know," and there is no shadow

of doubt regarding its truth. The men in

volved are known, but the unwitting manner

in which the truth came out makes it unfair

to name them. When Winton finally got

going he was already forty minutes to the

bad, and his mwtor was “skipping” fright

fully and propelling the car in jerks.

At the starting point it, was possible to

“size up" the men and the ears. Of the for

mer. Janatzy and De Knyff were easily the

mer, Jenatiy and De Knytf were easily the

incidentally. their performances fairly upset

the “proverb” that whiskers retard speed—

but their whiskers are as different as the

men. Both are about forty‘two. Dr Knytf

is big, broad. dark, and his black heard ls

B erlikc; it is thick enough to be the envy

of a mattress maker. Jenatzy is neither big

nor little nor broad; he is sparsely built. and

his hair is red; his whiskers are a more vivid

red. through which the wind appears to

have whistled tto vigorously. 0n the side of

his face they sprout, in tufts; on his chill

they hang stifl'ly, like two short horns. The

thumb on his right hand is missing. mak

ing his command of the steering wheel the

more remarkable. Were .lenatzy a comedian

on a comic opera stage. he would not re

quire a great deal of "makeup." Each of

the English team represented typical Eng

lish types. Stocks, stocky and serious; Edge

I

s s.
.I- - ‘ '

_ I

OWEN. AMERICA, AT THE A'l‘HY CONTROL.

taller, leaner and cadaverous: Jarrott stocky

and with a face conveying the idea that he

at least~ might laugh at a joke. All wore

green caps—green was the English color for

the day. Gabriel looked the rzund faced.

Jolly young Frenchman. The knowing ones

tipped him as the winner—a devil-may-care

lad, who would as soon drive over a stone

fence as around it. Baron De Caters. dark

and dapper, looked the Belgian baron that

he is. while Foxhall Keene. the American

member of the German team, tall, dark and

10086 jointed. might easily have passed for

an Englishman. Percy Owen. the littlest fel

low of the twelve. rosy cheeked and cherubic,

must have been the "ladies' darling.” Alex.

Wlnton was Alex. Wlnton. calm. deliberate,

imperturhable despite trouble that would

have made most Americans turn the air blue

( r most Frenchmen paw the air and tear the

hair; and Mooers. sunny. auburn haired. and

  

wearing his usual “What t‘cll!" air, the most

noncitalant and unconcerned man of the lot.

All of the others We serious faced. some of

them almost anxious. Some of the chauffeurs

or mechanicians were. if anything. gravel“

than the principals. Owen‘s attendant was

drawn like a 'drum. and ashen to the Very

color of death itself.

()f the cars the dark blue, boat-shaped

Mom was easily the most striking; when

the exhaust was timnderinar and the smoke

. belt-him.r upward the shape of the body acted

as a funnel and it appeared as if the men

were being steamed in an oven or tub on

wheels. Winton’s low. long. flat-prowed,

 

eizht-cylitnlcred car was suggestive. While

Owen’s little racer was conspicuous because

of its size. Compared with the others it

appeared a Shetland among Percherons.

The big Mercedes cars. painted a dirty

white. were not lovely to look upon. but

lookel the seasoned “war horses“ that they

proved to be. They had been driven from

(‘annstadt across Germany and France and

'til'th‘il hard and very much faster than pre

scribed by luv—usage that had developed

and corrected weak spots. if weak spots ex

isted. They were not the racing cars de‘

signed for use in this race: those really

were destroyed when the Mercedes factory

was levelled by fire. The ones employed

were merely touring cars extemporized for

the occasion, and one of them—the one used

by Jenatzy. as fate Would have it—wns the

property of an American. (‘larence Gray

Dlnslnore. Mr. Dinsmore. although an
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American, resides in Paris; but not eVen its

makers can be quite partisans of the Ger

man car. Mr. Dlnsinore is the American

delegate named to represent the United

States on the Cup Committee, and, queer

turn of fortune, it was his car that enabled

another country to win the cup. Mr. Dlns

more was present at the start. He shook

hands with each of the Americans. wished

them success and game to each a tiny Amer

ican flag to which was attached a tinier

Catholic medallion. \Vhen the victorious

Jenatzy arrived, Mr. Dinsmore was- first to

wring the hands of the excited, and radiant I

Belgia 11‘.

But two incidents marked the start.

 

Mooeis could not get going, and his easy,

air gave way to a‘ puzzled‘one until some one

shouted, "Release your brake." He did so.

laughed and darted off. Foxhali Keene

stopped almbst as he started; his chaufieur

started the engine again, but had not got

into his seat when it stopped once more.

A workmanvin' overalls jumped out, gave the

crank a vigorous turn and the big German

car ran the batteries of clicking cameras

and was soon “volleying and thundering" in

the distance. As each man started he was

greeted with well diluted cheers. The crowd

at that point, nearly half of whom were

ladies in automobile garb, may have been an

interested one; it certainly was not enthusi

astic.

Of the race all that any one saw was this

many times repeated-1;- . _.:. ..-.

1n the far distance a faint rattattoo, not

unlike the click click of a distant railway

train, could be heard. Sharp cars would re

mark it; the word would pass. “Car's com

ing," would be shouted. Droning or drows

' ing spectators would suddenly become ani

matcd and rush to the roadside or as near

to the roadside as hedge, fence or police per

milted. Then they would stretch their necks

or strain their eyes. The man with field

glasses would glue them to his optics. He

would see a small speck moving toward him.

It doesnot appear to be moving swiftly. (It

is odd how deceptive glasses are as regards

speed at a distance.) The rattattoo is grow

ing louder, nearer.

larger;

The speck is growing

It is leaving a whirling cloud of

say three hundred. It has passed. The tor

nado of dust which swirls in its wake hides

it from view. The roar grows weaker, be

comes a puntcuated thunder, volleying, pep

pering, a rattattoo, then a click, click, in‘ the

far distance, then faint, fainter, fainter.

Then it ceases. The crowd b'uzzcs. Then re

lapses into a drowse. ‘

If at or near the starting point the dust

of this picture was lacking; the road was

oiled. A steam whistle a mile away would

give warning of the car’s approach, and the

electric timing apparatus would do its work

of measuring the speed over this oiled mile.

Few of thehmen but were not timed this

flying mile in better than one minute—Ga

   

,' l!- SWEEPING AROUND A. CURVE, LEAVING A TORNADO OF DUST BEHIND.

dust in its" wake. The speck becomes a mo

tor car. “It’s Edge." The noise becomes a

peppering, a volleying. It comes nearer. It

bcomes a dull roar—punctuated thunder.

Glasses are removed. Unaided sight now

serves. The roar is louder. The dust heav

ier. The speed (apparently) greater. The

car is fairly hurling itself down the road. It

leaps from the road. It's speed is terrific.

The man at the wheel looks little like a

man. He is bent forward. his goggled eyes

glued on the road, his cap drawn down to

meet his goggles. His big, loose coat is dis

tended at sleeves and back like huge air

bladders. The man at his side is crouched

low as if in mortal dread. At the moment

of passing the speed is frantic, frenzied, de

moniacal. It scarce seems earthly. The

wonder is that man can safely guide a car

at such a shuddering pace one mile, not to

 

  

briel in 52 seconds—69 miles per h0ur—-the

swiftest of the day.

The spectacle is impressive, wonderfully

so, but it is not sport, the exciting, hair-rais

ing. heart-stopping struggle of two men or

more for leadership in sight of their fellows;

that really stands for sport—that is called a

race. In this cup race the winner was never

in front. Odd sort of sport, odd victory, 'eh?

On second thought, it is not so strange that

the Irish people did not turn out in greater

numbers to view the race.

Once, early in the race, the crowd at Bal

lyshannon was treated to a real taste of

sport and fairly quivered with excitement.

It was at the end of the first round. Two

cars were discerned approaching. As’they

came nearer it appeared as if a great bird

was swooping down on a smaller one. It

was Jenatzy pursuing Owen. In forty-five
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miles he had cut down the American's lead

of 7 minutes. As they plunged past, Owen’s

motor beating a. sharp, spiteful defiance and

the German's baying quick and deep—ah!

that was a race, and the crowd knew it.

Nerves tingled, hearts throbbed, voices

shouted. The sight was thrilling, but all

too short. Jenatzy trailed Owen for three

miles before he passed him. Then Owen

drew over to one side. the big German car

fairly bounded past him, hubs clearing by

inches only, so narrow was the road, and

Janatzy rushed ahead, burying the little red

car in a cloud of dust. ‘

Stocks was first to come to grief. 0n the

 

Edge kept hope ,alive, and, oh! how the

Britons “rooted” for him. They could scarce

talk of any one else. The first man to start.

he had led the way at “a jolly fine bat," as

one of his countrymen expressed it, for two

rounds, and though the men with pencils

knew that he was slowly losing ground the

fact that he was in front was indeed solace

and stimulant. Then De Kuyff wrested the

lead from him and he fell on evil times. Punct

ure followed puncture. He had five of them,

requiring tire or tube replacements, and paid

the penalty of using 3% inch tires when all

others 'used 5-inch ones. He also lost the

belt driving the fan of his radiator, and his

two hours longer where they had already re

mained for from thirteen to fifteen hours.

Owen was two laps behind and happily spar

ed them this infliction. He drove to the finish

and announced his withdrawal, and a few

moments later, or at about 7:25 p. m.. the

(ar bearing the welcome sign, “Race Over,"

was dispatched over the course, the police
relaxer], the roads were-thrown open, and i

then began the homeward scurry. Owen's

troubles were due to tires and to the heating

of his engine. . Winton,'as already stated.

was put out of the reckoning before he '

started by gasolene and carburetter troubles.

After starting and after many miles of mls-’

OI

 

 

first time around he failed to round a sharp

turn at Ballymoon and ran off the road and

into a wire fence stretched across a lane.

He struck the post and his car was ditched

and injured, and he was heard from no more.

Stocks himself escaped unhurt.

De Knyff and Forman also failed to nego

tiate the same. turn, and ran off the road and

into the lane, but without mishap.

On the next lap Jarrett also was put out of

the running. 0n Danamase Hill his steering

gear went wrong and he lost control of the

car. It swerved into the ditch, capsized and

was smashed. Jarrott was pitched clear of

the wreck, but his chauffeur was pinned un

derneath. Alarming reports swept the

course, but Jarrett suffered only a dislocated

collarbone, while his man sustained only

cuts and bruises, severe and painful, but not

serious. This early weeding of the English

team cast a damper on English spirits. but

  

SIGNALLING GABRIEL TO SLOW UP AT A CONTROL.

water foamed and boiled and, as a result,

overheated his engine; it sent out clouds of

steam which flew in his face and scalded

him. The day before, when the cars were

being weighed at Naas, and when Mooers

was having trouble taking off twelve pounds

to get insiue the limit, Edge was looking on

and was overheard to remark: “Serves him

right for trying to cut it so fine." His tire

troubles induced thoughts of the same nat

ure. He managed to finish, but it was so

long after the others that he had been al

most forgotten.

The American tcam was never a factor.

Percy Owen did the best work of the trio,

but it was nothing to boast of, although he

might have finished had he so desired. Had

he done so several thousand people, not to

say police and officials, would have been de

nied the use of the roads and have been re

quired to stand tired and listless for perhaps

tiring, during which his car slewed badly, all

troubles disappeared and for a while it ran

grandly, giving an exhibition of what might

have been. Then the carburettcr balked

again, the engine heated and Winton retired.

Moocrs, as had been freely prophecied, ran

into trouble before he had completed a lap-

but not the sort of trouble'anticipated. He

was expected to go to smash turning a cor

ner, but a tire which came 0d the rim was

the cause of his undoing. It slewed his car'

off the road and, fortunately, onto a hedge.

thus avoiding a smash or an upset. The ac

cident stripped one of his gears, but the dam

age was repaired and Mooers dashed past

the Ballyshannon control in fine style, al

though it had taken him more than three

hours to complete the forty-five miles. Near

Athy the tire came off again and the Cleve

land man “chucked lt” then and there. He

replaced the tire and created a sensation by
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giving no heed to the cries and signals and

dashing at top speed through the Athy con

trol. ‘ It was not known that he had quit and

his action caused considerable tumult. He

went straight to his quarters at Ballitove.

GERMANY AND FRANCE STRUGGLE.

With. the British and American teams

"dead" or limping, the duel between‘France

and Germany took on new interest. The

man who “kept tabs" could easily discern

that, viewed from the clock, it was a nip and

tuck struggle between De Knyff and Je

natzy. Keene completed the first lap of

forty-five miles in the fastest time, 1:23:03,

but then fell away, and on the third round,

discovering a broken axle, he quit in season

to avoid accident“ The worthlessness of the

uncorrected figures builetined on the official

blackboard is shown by the position of De

Klile and Jenatzy. According to the board

the German, who started 14 minutes after

lie Knylf, gained some 15 minutes on the

first four laps, and should therefore have

passed him and been in front. As a halt-:

of fact, nothing of the sort occurred, the

Frenchman, after passing Edge early in tile

day, never being headed. But Jenatzy, like

all who held watches, knew that if he was

not first in respect to position he was first

in point of time. When he stopped at the

Atby control for the last time he was told

how he had gained and, grining all oVer', he

pulled his cap down and went off at what

seemed a' more frightful. pace than before.

seemingly; bent _ on vovertaking the" Ming

Frenchman in front._ 'But he was unequal to

the task and De Ignyi'i', his beard parted by

smiles, finished first at 5:34 o'clock p. m.

remarked rather ruefully when questioned

by the Motor World man. The remark is,

however, a few minutes' wide of the real

fact. Gabriel‘s motor worked fitfully; he

covered at least two laps with but two cylin

ders working.

Camille Jenatzy, the winner, as has been

stated, is a Belgian, not a German, though

he formed one of the German team, .on

which, in truth, there were no Germans.

His homelis in Brussels, where he has a .wife

and two daughters. He is an engineer by

graduation, “a gentleman" by choice. He.

has no‘ueed to work. His father is a wealthy

engineer, and Camille, despite his years, is

still 'tpapa’s ‘boy,"<whose fad, automobiling,

is indulged to the full of the paternal purse.

Jenatzy has been prominent in nearly all of

the Continental races, finishing eleventh in

the sad and short-stopped Paris-Madrid. He

has designed and constructed several fast

cars ‘of his own, his “Jamais Content," an

electric freak, being one of the earliest and

best remembered. He cannot speak a word

of English, but, through Mr. Dlnsmore, he

told the Motor World man that he had had

absolutely no trouble during the race. Motor

and tires had behaved flawlessly and he

himself, although taking every chance that

offered, had not made a wrong turn or had

the sembhfiice of an accident. He was much

‘ worked up nvcr'the false report in a Dublin .

lapcrthat lie hadrun into a' child, and used

his mouth and his-hands excitedly to assure

1 the .\ morican’ reporter that the story was un

true and that he had run into no one.

FEW AMERICANS PRESENT.

Americans at the race were not numerous.

'l‘Wo minutes-later, whewflwwarnirg—ww—

tie blew, all knew it heralded Jenatzy’s ap

proach.‘ He came like lightning: when fifty

yards from the imaginary tape be slowed up,

threw up both hands and, grinning all over.

he waved them above his head in childish

delight, unmlndful that he had not yet

crossed the line. He had almost stopped

before he realized the meaning of what was

being shouted to him from all directions and

by friends and officials who crowded around

his car. When he was made to understand;

he quickly picked up enough speed to propel

him the short distance necessary to win the

Bennett Cup for Germany. De Caters, his

surviving team mate, had hard luck when

halfway home on the last lap. Previously

he had been delayed by a hot engine, due to

the water boiling and a cool supply not be

ing at'hand, but he was put out of the race

by running into a ditch, which upset his car.

He walked into Athy dejected but uninjured.

FRENCH TEAM’S TROPl-iias.

The French team, if it failed to secure the

chief trophy, did not go empty-handed. The

Scott-Montague Trophy, ofi'ered for the best

team showing, went to France. Every mem

ber of its team finished. On'e‘German and

one Briton were the only other survivors.

De Knyfl attributed his failure to win to a

broken waterpipe. ‘

"It lost me eight minutes—just about the

difference between Jeuatzy and myself," he

'race. Naas is twenty miles from Dublin and

is the first considerable town between that

city and Baiiyshannon. The cars were

weighed there. Winton and Owen and M00

ers were on hand, of course, with: H. B.

Anderson, one of the mechanricai‘heads of

the Winton factory, close by. 'Mooers's

“mentor,” W. J. Morgan, who came from

New York on twelve hours"notice, and H.

W. Starin, 'who rode with Mooers in the

" ra‘cef'iver'e likewise'thei'e.‘ 'Harry'D. Gorey,

the Boston broker, contrived to be present,

and when Percy Owen admired the goggles

he wore he promptly removed them and'

forced them on the dapper little New Yorker.

w. E. Metzger, of the Cadillac Automobile

Co., and F. E. Castle, of the Twentieth Cen

tury Lamy Mfg. Co., drove from Dublin

with F. W. Peckham, a former Buifalonian,

who is now selling automobiles successfully

in London. It was Mr. Peckham's flag-be

decked Winton that was responsible for the

Mrs. Castle, also a guileless- young .man -

from the, Motor World oflice in New_York.,_ ~

 

The storylof the Bennett races is an 0ft

toldtale. but it is worth telling once more,

.for all that. Until this year a hoodoo has

seemed to pursue the event, the 1900, 1901

and 1902 races having been disappointing in

many respects. Not until the present year

has the race been a truly international one,

and the results hitherto, as regards speed

and durability, compare badly with those at

tained in other races. in cases where the

Gordon-Bennett course coincided with that

followed in open races, cars were found in

the latter competitions to' travel at much

higher speed. Even stable companions of

the Cup cars outdistanced them in a remark

able way and proved to be far more durable.

THE lNITlAL RACE.

The first Gordon-Bennett race took place

on June 14, 1900, the course being from Paris

to Lyons. France had a team of Panhayds,

driven by MM. Rene de Knyff, Charron and

Girarl'ot. Winton raced for America, Je

natzy represented Belgium, and Edge ap

peared for England, but was not allowed to

race, as his tires were alleged not to have

been of English manufacture. )fictory was

secured by Chat-ran. who average 381/; miles

an hour. Only two cars finished: I ‘ .

in IBM the course-lay from Paris to 33m

deaux. France put' in a team of two Ban

hards and one Mors, and England sent Edge

as its sole representative. In the race every

car but Gira'rdot's Panhard broke-down, and

he only accomplished an average of 39% miles

per hour, though. a Mars car in the open

“armamaudsan-them

day, averaged 53% miles an hour. .

' aow ance won.

The race of 1902 was disappointing also.

With his indomitable pluck Edge chal

lenged for England, and stood in with a

small Napier against the very powerful Pan

_ bards and Mom. The entire French team

broke down, and Edge finished alone. . But

_ he only averaged about" 34 miles an hour

from Paris to Innsbruck, whilst a Renault

'_ car, travelling'froui 'Parls to Vlén'ha,"more

than double the distance, averaged 44 miles
per hour. _ I ' Q

The average speed in a Gordon-Bennett

contest did not until this year attain 40 miles

per hour, and there has never been anything

like a close finish. But Jenatzy's remark

ably even running and absolute freedom from

accidents brought the time up to 56.1 miles

per hour, faster than anything that has yet

been accomplished in :1 Cup race. although

a long way behind the 66 miles an hour made

in the interrupted Paris-Madrid race. The

 

 

 

outburst 0‘ Irish enthusmsm Yeaterday- He . complete record for the four races is as fol

had as his guests Mr. and Mrs. Metzger and lows;

_ I | Aver'ge

Year and course. I Miles. Winner. [ H. P.| Driver. ' v | speedt

1900-Paris to Lyons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 354 Panhard .. .. . 24 Charron. . . .. .| 38.5

mill—Paris to Bordeaux. .. . . .. . 328 Panhard .. . . . 50 Girardot. .. 39.5

1902—Paris to innsbruck . . . . . . . . . . 325 Napier ,. . . . . .r _40 Edge . . . . . . . . . 34.0

1903—Ireland . .. . . . . . . . l . . .. . . .. . 370% Mercedes . . . . 60 Jenatzy. . . . . . . 56.1

tAverage speed in miles per hour. R G_ B_
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IRELAND'S WIND UP

_ Cars Contest on bill: Stretch in Phoenix Park

In Pmcncc oi Enormous Crowds.

 

Dublin, July 4.—All day long an almost

level mile stretch in thnix Park, and

the grassy hillocks and park lands that

line it, was the scene of tne automobile and

motorcycle contests and trials that had

been planned as a fitting windup to the Gor—

don Bennett race. Starting at 8 in the morn

ing, there was a succession of heat after heat

of one mile standing start motor car compe

titions, the one rapidly following the other

until genuine ennui and satiety were pro

duced. ’

You see, there was nothing startling to see

or hear. The cars were lined up two abreast

and sent away in monotonous sequence, in

teresting Only to the men engaged in judg- _

ing and clocking. There were no stars, no

freaks, no records, nothing out of the ordi

nary. But there was an enormous crowd,

an inclosure for royalty and the biggest and

smartest turnout of automobiles that Britain

has ever seen. in fact, the picture, rather

than the events, was the main thing. I will

not bore you with the two score trials, which

would have no interest to Americans, but

merely summarize the finals. Density and

general bedevilment marked the official end

of the affair; no results announced, numbers

of contestants changed, telephones not work

, lug, no megaphones, no bulletin/boards, no

-anything. My mind instinctively recalled

the function so beautifully run otf at Staten

island in May, a year ago, by the Automo

bile Club of America. That was perfection;

this Phoenix Park attair was dull chaos.

Finals: Tourist cars costing $1,500 and un

der—First, E. T. Baker; second, Dr. Edward

Lehwek. Time, 2:30. Tourist cars costing

_ $1,501 to $3.249—Flrst, J. '1‘. Overton; sec

ond, Alec Gorden. Time, 2:101-5. Tourist

cars, $3,250 to $4,099—First, Douglass Bell;

second, C. W. Hocking. Time, 2:132-5.

R. G. B.

Now Goes by Auto.

James B. Dill, of East Orange, N. J., one of

New York‘s forensic luminaries, started on

Wednesday morning on an automobile trip

to his summer_placc at Rangcley Lakes,

Maine. He was accompanied by his three

daughters, an expert machinist, maids and

his valet. Winthrop E. Scarritt, of East Or

ange, vice-president of the Automobile Club

of America, will also accompany the party as

far‘as Boston. The route will be through the

White Mountains, and the distance to be cov

ered is more than five hundred miles.

Mr. Dill has made the trip to Rangeley on

horseback, but this is his first automobile

excursion. He is driving his new White

and one of his daughters operates a new

White gasolene touring car, which accom

modates five people. A White steam Stan

r

. miles an

hope is driven by the mechanic and used to

carry the luggage and tools.

Mr. Scarritt travels in his White steam car.

The outfit is the largest of a private nature.

to start on a trip of such length this year.

 

’Round the Falls.

A jolly crowd of tradesmen was gathered

in without any very great diiiiculty by the"

cnergetic Ezra E. Kirk, of the Kirk Mfg.

Co., Toledo, Ohio, at Niagara Falls last week

and made to sample the good points of a

Yale car. The illustration shows W. S. Gor

ton and W. H. Pirrong, of the Standard

Welding Co., and E. E. Kirk and J. R. B.

Ransom, of the Kirk Co., just as they are

CHALLENGE FOR OLDFIELD

Ll Roche to Compete With the Premier Ameri

can Chauffeur on Empire City Track.

 

F. A. La Roohe, of New York, has ac

cepted the challenge of Barney Oldfield, who

is the acknowledged champion operator of

America, and the pair will meet in a special

match race at the Empire City track, Yon

kers. on July 25, in connection with the

regular automobile meet that is to be held

_ on that day. The race will be best two in

three, five-’miie heats, starting from opposite

 
    

 

about to start on a trip around the Falls.

The car was one of two that the Kirk Co.

placed at the disposal of the attendants at

the convention of the National Cycle Trade

Association at Niagara Falls last week .

Morichcs. First Catch.

'l‘he‘revenue of East Moriches, Long 1s]

and. has had its first "take" under the oper

ation of the new Bailey law. On Sunday.

July 5. Mr. Aiken, a New Yorker, was ur

rested for crossing the East Moriches dam at

a rate exceeding four miles an hour, as pro

vided by the law. He admitted that he had

exceeded the limit, and was fined $10.

Thomas McGowan, no address, was fined $20

for the same offence; total “takef’ for the

day $30.

Pittsficld's Idlocy.

Pittsiield. 111., is the limit. No city. town or

village can hope to equal it for blithering

idiocy. Its Town Council has passed an or

dinance limiting the speed of autos to three

hour within its august limits!

Brave hearts!

sides of the track. Mr. La Roche will use

a Darracq racing car of great power, while

Oldfield will handle the special machine

with which he has covered a track mile in

56 2-5 seconds. and ten miles in 9:54 3-5.

in addition to the big match, there will

be a special race between Ray Owen and his

10 horsepower Franklin, and Joseph Tracy.

with a 10 horsepower Renault. The match

will be at ten miles, starting from opposite

sides of the track. Following is a list of the

other events scheduled for the same day:

Event No. l—Flttccn miles. For machines

of any weight and any motive power. The

Oldiield and La Roche machines barred.

First prize, silver trophy, value $100; second

prize, silver trophy, value $50.

Event No. 2—Ten miles. For machines of

any motive power weighing under 1,800

pounds. First prize, silver trophy, value

$100; second prize. silver trophy, value $50.

Event No. 3—Five miles. For machines of

any motive power weighing nnder 1.200

pounds. First prize, silver trophy, value $100;

_second prize, silver trophy, value $50.

Event No. 4—One mile. Mile record trials.

Open to all machines. Silver trophy for the

fastest mile, and a medal in each class to the

contestant who lowers the existing track

record for the class to which his machine is

eligible.
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DUE TO BAD GASOLENE

All the Winton Troubles Were Attributable to

That Slause, Says Shanlu.

 

C. B. Shanks, of the ‘Vinton Motor Car Co..

returned to 'New York on the Etrnria last

Saturday. He was besieged by reporters and

finally decided to giVe out a statement con-.

cerning the cup' race. His story is substan

tially as follows:

“Bad‘Russian gasolcne, and not defective

American machinery, was responsible for the

poor showing made by the Americans in the

Gordon Bennett race. The Americans, at

least in so far as Alexander Winton and

Percy Owen are concerned, were defeated,

not because of mechanical imperfections in

the construction of their cars. ,Nor were they

lacking‘ in skill as drivers.- Neither had a

single accident during the _race due either to

the machinery of their cars or their handling

of them, A defective quality of gasolene‘was

solely responsible for all the mishaps they

encountered.

“Previous to my arrival the two racing

cars had been taken over the highway near

'l‘imoli‘}. and over a great portion of the race

course. They had behaved splendidly. The~ _

best grade of gasolen‘e obtainable for_these

trials was 63 degrees (the worst that can be

bought in the United States is 68 degrees).

Yet, despite this, the cars had given a splen

did account of themselves upon the lrish

1' ads. Mr. Winton was not slow to discover

the difficulty in the character of the gasolene,

so the first day after my arrival at Timolln

at his request I went to Dublin to find, if

possible, a better grade of gasolcne. After

considerable research I located a quantity

which registered 68 degrees, and had "it

shipped to headquarters. The results with

this were more satisfactory. Both Messrs.

Winton and Owen were not slow to appreci

ate the difference.

“Two days before the race we heard that

the French and German contestants had

brought with them supplies of gasolcne of ex,

cellent quality, such as they had been ac

customed to use in Continental races. We

also learned that the English competitors had

a special brand of petrol, so that it was evi

dent to us, even before the race, that our

competitors had been forewarned as to the

character of gasolcne to be obtained on the

spot. That was a heavy handicap against

us; and one destined to prove very costly.

"Next day a London automobilist visiting

Camp Winton told us of a gasolcne refined

from Russian crude oil which would test at

least to 72 degrees. and strongly advised us

to getsome of it. I found that a dealer in

Newbridgc, fourteen miles from 'i‘imolin, had

a stock. of this on hand. I drove over to

Ncwin'idge in one of our touring cars, and

fonnd the gasolcne,- of which I purchased a

hundred gallons at 60 cents a gallon.. ,I

tested 'it myself by'a hydroniet'er and found

it registered 72 degrees, so therefore felt very

confident that this part of our trouble, at

least, was oVer. I arranged for its trans

portation by horse and wa'go'n‘to'Timolin.

where it arrived at 9:30 p.-. m. on the eve

of the race.' We filled the tanks of both

cars and arranged to ship the balance to the

two controls at'iithyf wi'i'ere'Harold B. An

derson, ot- the- Winton party, and myself

each took charge of' ‘a control, he on the

eastern circuit and I (in the" western. It

was our 'duty to supply the \Vinton cars as

they arrived on the respective circuits with

gasolene and lubricating oil. ' >

“‘On the morning of the race the'two‘ Win

ton cars left 'I'imolin at half past five o’clock,

Mr. Winton in the eight cylinder'a'nd Mr.

Owen in the four cylinder, bound for the

starting point.

“I see there has been some question raised

as to the order of starting, and wonder ex

pressed that the lighter machine driven by

Percy Owen was given precedence to Mr.

“’inton’s bigger car. This is how it hap

pened. Two days before-the race there was

a drawing for places by representatives of

each country’at the Sheibourne, Hotel, Dub

lin. Mr. Winton was not present, and in his

absence 'Mr. Clarence Gray Dlnsmore, as
delegate of the Automobile vCliib of Amer

ica, drew places for the American team. He

.lnformed us,the following morning at the

weighing scales at Naas that Owen was to

start first of the American team,-Mooers

second and Winton third. This meant that

in the general plan of starting Owen had

third place, 'Mooers seventh and Winton

~eleveni b.

"By the time Mr. Winton was called to the

tape he had already discovered that some

thing had gone. wrong with his- machine. but

what it was did not appear. *He tested the

ignition, but everything was all right in that

'qna'rrei'. 'A‘ carefulfscruttain of every part

of the motor failed to disclose the slightest

cause for the obstinacy. Feeling confident

that it was not the gasolcne, since we had

already overcome that difficulty, as we sup

posed, the last place to. look for the trouble

was in the carburettor. But even here every

thing was'in good condition. Then the inlet

valve nipple through which the fluid passes

from the supplyr tank to the carburetter was

examined. By blowing through this we

found it was stopped up. 'Here was the

trouble. A wire probe forced the passage

and dislodged a solid deposit of paratine.

The much vaunted Russian gasolcne, which

we had supposed would smooth all our dif

ficulties, was, after all, the cause of our

undoing. As the gasolcne was forced by

gravity from thesupply tank to the carbu

retter the parafiine separated and collected

in the inlet valve nipple. The feed to the

carburetter was completely cut oil? as a con

sequence. ' '1:

“All this probing around for the cause of

the trouble meant nearly an hour's delay to

Mr. .il'inton. At the time for his departure,

5:10 a. m., be was working with the can

tankerous motor, and seven minutes after

the time he was supposed to leave he saw

the last of the racers,~-.\ir.--I<‘oxhall~ Keene.

an American _drivin_g_a German car, disap

pear over the starting tape. Forty minutes

later, or; at ten-minutes to i? _ofclock,. when

the trouble had been located and temporarily

remedied and the carburetter reattached to

the motor, Mr. Winton drove up 'to the start

ing point and was'otl’. ' '

v“The‘statement so.frequently made that

the eight cylinder car could get on fuilspeed

almost from the Jump was more than veri

fied by the statements of eyewitnesses who

inarvelled at 'the way Winton disappeared

when he got the word. Half round the first

circuit, however, the same trouble developed

and the motor evidenced the same obstinat'e'

tendencies as were experienced at the start

ing tape. The remedy must be effected as

before, and the process consumed many min

utes. Over and over again it was the same

story. All day long until late in the after

noon, when the winners and passed the fin

ishing wire and the race was declared over,

the two Wintons battled with this heretofore

unencountered parafiine evil. Let me say

right here that this is a phase of‘automobil

ing which has never been encountered in

this country with American gasolcne. We

never look for parafflne because we know it

is not there, and we did not! expect it as a

source of possible diflicnlty in Ireland.

“Owen’s experiences were the- same as

Winton‘s. Time and again they had to dis

mount from their cars, alwaysito find the

trouble in the pestiferons parafiine clogged

nipple. For forty miles or more they would

go sailing along splendidly at a winning gait.

and then it was a case cit-drawing up on

the roadsideand going through the motions

of dismantling once more. One of the most

exciting incidents of the race from the

~grandstand point of vieW- was when Owen

arrived back at the grandstand-a 'few hun

dred feet ahead of Jenatzy. Charley Gra

ham, Owen’s mechanlclan. who was looking

back down the track, told Owen that Jenatzy

was on his heels. Owen‘s car was just then

going like _a bird, and it looked like a race

for blood;~but just as he 'was passing the

grandstand that everlasting parafline began

to clog up again, and there was nothing for

it but to make the best possible stagger to '

get out of reach of the grandstand, seek the

' roadside and let Jenatzy pass.

“Late in the afternoon when the \Vinton

cars had covered little more than two-thirds

of the complete course of 370 miles, the or

der came to stop. .The race was over and

all contestants were instructed to leave the

course. The machinery of both cars-ls as

> perfert to-day as wnen turned out of the

factory. There was not the slightest trouble

with overheating; the steering gears worked

perfectly; axles and wheels stood the ser

vice splendidly. and even the tires were

everything that could be hoped for. Nothing

but sheer hard luck, the result of confound

cdly poor gasolcne, was our undoing. Still,

we are not out of the game, by- any means.”

\
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SAN FRANCISCO TO NEW YORK.

  

’Frisco to New York—from the broad,

smooth Pacific to the turbulent Atlantic——

annihilating the three thousand miles of

space that separate them—this has been the

dream of fearless travellers for‘more than a

century. Fifty years or more ago the white

topped Conestoga wagons, drawn by patient,

plodding beasts of burden, traversed the dis

tance, their goal the famed Eldorado then

just discovered on the Pacific slope. Nearly

a score of years ago a bicyclist rode and I

walked the distance separating the two seas,

the zeal of the explorer urging mm on. Now

comes the automobile. which.throws down

the gauntlet to'the-locomotive and says that

where one has gone the. other can follow, and

this without specially prepared rails of steel

to prov-idea si'nooth,‘hard highway.

I'ndeterred by the knowledge that a great

part of the journey must be made over apol- _

ogles for roads, and other hundreds of miles

where no roads exist, the Packard Motor Car

00., Warren, Ohio, determhied to set one of

their cars the formidable task. Failures

marked the path, and predictions were freely

made that this would add one mare to the

number. The trackless sand of the Aiiierlciin

Desert, the frowning heights of precipitous

mountains, with'naught-but trails leading

over them, the mighty rivers to be crossed,

the inaccessibility of the country in case-of

trouble—’ail'these failed to shake the can

pany‘s confidence in the ability~ of one of their

cars to get through. It was felt that in these

cars there “ are certain' relations between

power andweight, between simplicity and

completeness, as well as certain virtues in

suitable carburation and ignition systems,

whose value for American travelling condi

tions is not yet fully recognized.

It was considered that a car which should

cross the lofty Sierras without troubles-from

the grades, altitudes or other causes, and

should descend into the desert and success

fully plow through the wind-swept sand and

sage plains of Nevada and Utah, would lead

to many serious inquiries as to the construc

tion which could‘endure such work, and that

continued travel week after week toward the

Atlantic Ocean would finally open the eyes

of thosetoo much enraptured with high

speed cars and make them realize that there

is something more in the art of building auto

mobiles for all around usefulness and pleas

ure than a haphazard collection of mechan

ical features borrowed from here, there and

everywhere, without'much thought of what

it means to subject a more or' less compli

cated mechanism to rough usage and perhaps

unskilled treatment.

The plan finally matured, and the first step

in carrying it out was taken on Saturday.

June 20, when the “Packard Overland Gar,"

manned by E. T. Fetch, as operator, and M.

C. Krarup. as observer, crossed from San

Francisco to Oakland on the 5 p. m. ferry

on that date. .. . . - . -

_The start was made from the garage of

Harold Larzalere,‘ the Packard company’s

agent for the Coast. at No. 1,814 Market

street.

hrated Cliff House overlooking the Pacific

Ocean (where photographs

which, however, were accidentally destroyed

afterward). At the Oakland ferry the cy

clometer registered sixty-eight miles, this

figure indicating the amount of road testing

received by the new car after leaving the

assembling rooms at the factory at Warren, ‘

Ohio. _ t -

During the first evening out of Oakland,

The car was then driven to the cele- _

were taken, ‘

of the valve had been pulled down under

the broken point. It looked like-the hurried

work of a vandal, as this part of the mechan

ism had been inspected only the day before

the start. The hearing was cut a little for

lack of oil, but worked itself into good order

during the next day’s drive, after the needle

valve had been filed to its proper shape.

.-\ftcr ferrying across the strait between

Porta Costa and Benicia at 9 a. m. travel was

resumed toward Sacramento, the capital of

California, which was reached after 8 o'clock

in the evening, the cyclometer registering

4 215 miles, or 109 miles on that day. The car

passed through Benicia, Cordelia, Suisun,

Fail-field, Vacaville. where lunch was taken;

Dixon, Davisville and Woodland, going in all

forty-six miles out of the planned route,

partly to avoid'a district adjacent to the Sac

ramento River, where floods in the spring

had destroyed the bridges, and partly to re

cover a satchel which was lost out of the

ca r_ between Vacaville and Dixon.

While thecrank bearing remained some.

what heated during most of this day, the

loss of power was not sufficient to stall the

car on the sandy hills or to interfere seri

ously with the speed on the open stretches

of smooth roads. Many of the latter had

been treated with crude oil some time ago

and afli'orded pleasant travelling, but as a

rule the roads were extremely dusty, even

\ to 'such' 'an" extent '“as “to‘nia'ke‘ the front

I o

 

  

IN THE SIERRAS.

from alont ii o‘clock. u_ntil_after 8 o‘clock,

the route to Porta 'Costa. in all 'thirtyleight

miles, was covered without stop except for'

frightened horses. but it was noticed that the

bearing between the crank and connection

rod, in which there is a bronze bushing, was

hotter than it should be. The cause was

discovered the following morning at 6

o'clock. The concd ,point of the needle valve

which“ regulates the flow oflnhrlcant to the

crank was found to have been nipped oiT

with a blunt instrument, and the packing

wheels wobble in the tracks and totally ob

scure a rearward view from the car.

The copper boat which directs lubricating

oil to the groove in the connection rod got

hose at one end a few miles out of Fair

tiehi. and was readjusted with copper wire,

which operation required about fifteen min~

utes at the roadside. Apart from this no

difficulties of any kind relating to the car

were encountered. and the machine whin

entering Sacramento was in excellent condi
tion to continue on the road; -~ - ' I
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The man who made two blades of grass grow where but one grew before was, without

doubt, a benefactor; but the man who makes ONE blade of grass grow where NONE

grew before (i. e., the pioneer) would seem to be deserving of even greater credit.

 

UR achievements as motor car manufacturers entitle our

conclusions to respect. The record of every prominent

endurance contest or reliability run ever held in this

country bears witness to the superb qualities of the Packard—

the same qualities that have been so thoroughly demonstrated

to Packard owners everywhere, that “Ask the man who owns

one ” has become familiar as a part of our regular advertising.

But even doing the same thing better than any one else fell short _of our aims.

  

  

 

We wished to emphasize even more strongly the worth of the principles of Packard

construction under all conditions, to prove their efficiency by subjecting them to the severest

possible test—to have the Packard do what had before been attempted but not accom

plished—to succeed where everyone else had failed.

SAN FRANCISCO TO NEW YORK

became the magic cry.

And a long cry it is; just how long and how difficult of accomplishment is hard to

convey. The story of the trip now appearing in THE MOTOR “7on gives some idea, that

is all.

What we hope is that the germ of the idea thus conveyed will lead to a more general

appreciation of Packard worth; will open the eyes of the automobile-using public to the fact

that here is a distinctively American machine, proven to be capable of performing the work

for which it was designed—traveling over all kinds of American roads in all the wide changes

of climatic conditions found on this broad continent and proving its range of power, flexi

bility and endurance by a performance embracing every variety of road travel.

We trust the story will prove both instructive and interesting.

 

 

  

THE PABKARD MllTllR BAR BUMPANY,

WARREN, OHIO.
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STUDEBAKER'S METHODS

How the Metropolitan Branch of the Big Cat

riage Firm Handles Automobile.

 

 

In a modest corner of the salesroom of the

big Studebaker establishment at Broadway

and Forty-eighth street, New York, the au

tomobile department is housed. A space

probably 80x40 feet accounts for the whole,

and in it are groUped four Studebaker elec

trics—one each of the runabout and stan

hope type, each with and without top—a

desk, several chairs, etc. The place breathes

peace and quiet, and everything is clean as

the wax which adorns the highly polished

floor.

When a Motor World man sought the

establishment a short time ago he found

Manager Dnmont at leisure, and ready to

answer any and all questions that were pro

pounded. '

"How’s business? Well, we have no cause

whatever lo complain," he said. "We have

done well, remarkably well, considering that

we entered the field only last fall. I feel

sure that our people are entirely satisfied

with the turnover here; and I know that if

they were not on one would know_it sooner

than your humble servant.

“You know, I am an old bicycle man, hav

ing been brought up, as I may say, under

Colonel Pope's management. From the A.

B. C. store on Warren street I went with the

International Motor Car Co., and while with

them I learned a great deal about electric

vehicles and the people who use them.

Therefore I was right in line for such work

as this, and I will say that I never saw a

new vehicle take better or elicit more praise

than these Studebakers. The Studebaker

people know how to build horse drawn ve

hicles, having been at it long before either

your or I' were born, and that experience

was not thrown away when they came to

make automobiles. In the first place, the

vehicle is the best that can be built; it is

equipped with a motor—the Westinghouse—

that is of equally high standard, while we

supply such batteries as the Exide or Gould,

and the whole is one that cannot be sur

passed.

“Now, just take a look at this construc

tion. You will see that the motor and bat

teries, as well as the body, are spring sus

pended. Did you ever stop -to think what

that means? Take the ordinary electric ve

hicle and run it at a good pace over Belgian

blocks. You won’t go far without slacken

ing speed, for the vibration will be some

thing that blds fair to wreck the vehicle.

But do the same thing in this vehicle, and

you will scarcely know you are not on as

phalt. .

“Again, take the matter of power and over

load. If your radius is forty miles on one

charge, it is wise to stop at thirty or even

at twenty-live, if you don’t want to overtax .

your vehicle. Or when you come to a stiff

hill be sure that you can surmount it with

out injury. I have taken people up Fort Lee

hill without a falter, much to their surprise

and that of others who thought I would fail.

And when I got to the top I invited my pas

senger to put his hand on the motor and see

that it was not hot. That frequently tells

the tale.- The motor’s first protest will make

itself known in that way.

“Where do most of our customers come

from? Well, I should say from outsiders

rather than from our carriage customers.

The latter frequently drop in, of course,

and remark that they know the Studebaker

carriage so well they feel sure the Stude

baker automobile must be nearly, if not

quite, as good. But these are in a minority.

Others probably know the reputation of

Studebaker goods, and come partly on that

account. But we get our fair share of the

transient trade, too—the buyers who want

automobiles and go around from place to

A POLITICAL MACHINE

Locomobilc Loaded With a Governor, a Senator.

a Mayor and 1: Plain Ciiizen.

 

hrce politicians of some‘note, all of them

accustomed to running the political ma

chine, are shown in the accompanying illus

tration; yet they are well content to turn

the running of this “machine,” one of the

Locomobile gasolene tonneaus, over to the

non-politician of the party. All of the lat

ter hail from the Nutmeg State. They are

Governor Chamberlain of Connecticut, in the

rear seat. with Dennis Mulvihill, the “Labor

Mayor" of Bridgeport, on his right. Senator

McNeil is in the front seat, with Archibald

McNeil at the wheel. This Well assorted

group has been gathered together for a spin

 
 

 

 

place examining, pricing and arranging for

demonstrations.

‘jWe have rather a peculiar custom about

terms, too. It is an ironclad rule of the

house that every automobile must be paid

'for before it is delivered. There is abso

lutely no deviation from this. A man may

buy two or three carriages and have them

charged to him in the usual way, but if he

walks across the floor and invests in an au~

tomobile he must pass us his check for it

before the transaction is closed.

“Doesn’t the rule give us trouble? Never,

except in the matter of explanation. I have

never lost a sale on account of it. We go

at the customer in a perfectly straightfor

ward maner—tell him that the electric auto

mobile is a delicate piece of machinery, re

quiring to be handled with Judgment and

care. A person may take one out and in

five minutes damage it to the extent of hun

dreds of dollars. When we sell such a ve

hicle we assure ourselves absolutely that it

is in perfect order when it leaves our place,

and once in the buyer’s hands he is respon

sible for its use. We don’t have much

trouble in satisfying them."

  

 

in Mr. A. McNeil’s car, and their implicit

confidence in the skill and discretion of that

gentleman is depicted in their faces.

State got the Fees.

The Minneapolis, Minn, City Council is

being blamed for the loss of the license fees

extracted from local motorist. An ordinance

had been introduced, but disagreements over

it caused its failure. Had it been passed, the

city would have received the fees; as it was.

they went to the State under the new law,

which recently went into ciI'cct. 0n the first

registration day no less than 256 Minneapolis

motorists registered.

Only One Remedy.

Once a cylinder has worn out of round,

and loss of compression ensues. it is useless

to tinker with it.‘ New piston rings will not

help matters a particle. Indeed, they are

more apt to make them worse, for the old

ones have probably accommodated them

selves in some degree to the oval cylinder,

while the new ones, being true circles, will

not fit at all.
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AUTOMOBILES IN MEXICO

Only Good Roads Needed to Malta Motoring

Widespread~l1igh Oliicials Interested.

 

Mexico regards the automobile with

marked favor, and motor vehicles are largely

used for both pleasure and business. In the

City of Mexico the demand is good for the

best automobiles, and fine examples are to

be seen there of some of the best known

American products in this line, together with

a number of European make.

The pioneer automobile house in the Mex

ican capital is the Mexican Electric Vehicle

Co., and it is also the largest. While the

company has a commanding lead in electric

vehicles, it handles gasolene automobiles

and holds the agency for some of the best

makes of steam carriages. The garage is a

large building at No. 12 Caile Primera de

Humboldt. There is immense floor space,

sufficient for the exhibition and storage of

fully one hundred vehicles. The equipment

is quite up to date, and it includes an elec

tric charging plant, repair shop and every

other convenience for motorists. The em

ployes include a force of trained mechanics

amply competent to deal with any trouble

which may develop in a motor. vehicle. The

Mexican Electric Vehicle Co. was organized

by American capitalists in 1000, Charles L.

Seeger, who is president of the company, be

ing the ruling spirit in the inception of the

enterprise.

Another prominent establishment is that

of Hilario Meenen, who laid the foundation

of his present large trade in 1882, dealing in

bicycles and sundries. He has added onto

mobiles to his line of trade, and has success

fully introduced the Locomoblle, for which

he is the local agent. Until March last he

was located at No. 4 Aveuida Juarez, but

outgrew the premises occupied there. His

present establishment at No. 1 on the same

street is handsomely fitted up, well stocked

and thoroughly equipped for the repair end

of his business.

Both of the houses mentioned are popular

with the people of the City of Mexico, and

the two establishments are always open to

visitors in the city, who are accorded a wel

come and receive all such information as

they may desire to obtain at such places.

The number of automobiles owned in the

city is about 125, of which forty or fifty are

of the electric type. On account of the poor

condition of the roads the demand is prin

cipally for light vehicles of the runabout

pattern, the Oldsmobile being one of the

favorites. One of the results of the prevail

ing interest, however, is that the work of

impzoving the roads is being pushed with

increased vigor. it is because of poor roads

that motoring as yet has not taken hold very

much outside of the capital. Monterey has

only four automobiles, and Guadalajara,

with over 100,000 inhabitants, has but two.

As the sport was introduced only about three

years ago this is, after all, not so bad a

showing, especially when it is considered

that a road journey of fifty miles in any part

of Mexico, in any sort of vehicle, is a mat

ter of trial and tribulation because of the

bad going. That conditions will change is

indicated in the fact that the Mexicans are

anxious to have every road improved so that

motor vehicles can be run safely over them

all.

An automobile club has recently been

formed in the City of Mexico for the purpose

of promoting the sport and securing improve

ment of the roads. While this club will con

fine its labors and pleasures to the federal

district. it is its purpose to promote good

roads in all parts of the republic that arm

communication with the city. 0! the club

President Diaz and the members of his cab

inet are honorary directors, and Senor Jose

Ives Limantour, minister of finance, is the

honorary president. Senor Pablo Escandon

is the active president of the club, Francisco

Suinaga is vice-president. Javier Algara is

treasurer, Charles S. Seeger secretary, and

the other officers and directors are Fernando

de Teresa, Ramon Corona, Jose de Jesus

i‘licgo, (‘. Gordon Paterson and Rafael Ber

nal. There are fifty charter members in the

club. The number of proprietary members

has been limited to eighty. Minister Liman

tour has offered the club a splendid tract of

land in Chapultepec Park. Upon this land

the club contemplates the building of a

chalet, and will make of it a place of reunion

for the. members and their families. It will

be conducted practically as a country club.

The hading enthusiasts of automobilism in

Mexico are the minister of finance, Senor

Limautour; Pablo Escandon, W. A. De Gress,

Charles S. Seeger, Garcia Znazua, Javier Al

gara, Dr. R. Jofre, J. Thayer, W. C. Orr.

Leo Frisbie, J. F. Mobler, C. Alvarez Rul,

Rafael Bernai and C. Gordon Paterson.

Those who brought the idea from Paris were

George Branitf and Manuel Buch, and he

who was first to be attracted by it after its

introduction was Julio Limantour, brother of

the minister of finance.

 

To Apply to All Vehicles.

Those Sandusky horsemen who suggested

that it would be a good idea to tax.autos

are now sorry that they spoke. At the last

meeting of the Council an ordinance to li

cense automobiles was passed. At that

time there was considerable difficulty in com

ing to an agreement as to the license fee to

be charged. It was finally placed at $1.50

per annum.

Now. the report is that this ordinance is

to be repealed, and in its place there will be

substituted a general vehicle tax, which will

include everything. This is being done in

several of the larger cities of the State, and

is a good means of raising revenue. The ex

act character of the tax has not been de

cided upon, but it is intended that automo

biles. express and draymen, hucksters and

vehicles in general will be included.

MALAGA'S FAIR FIELD

Ancient Spanish City Holds Opportunity for

American Automobiles—A Beginning.

 

According to Consul D. It. Birch, of Mala

ila. who writes from that place under date of

June 10, there is a good field there for Amer

ican automobiles.

“Within the last few months an interest

in automobiles of American make has been

manifested in Malaga. This is due in part

to the recent importation of a French ma

chine of the racing type, which is the only

automobile now in Maiaga," he says.

“A few days ago one of the most influ

ential nien in this city requested me to pro

cure for him price lists and catalogues of

American automobiles, and to-day another

of Malaga‘s representative men informed me

that he had just placed an order with a De

troit firm for the purchase of a machine pro

pelled by gasolene, and that several of his

friends are awaiting the advent of the first

American machine to compare ‘it with Eu

ropean designs. This seems to be an excel

lent opportunity for American manufactur

ers who desire to establish a market here,

as the marked advantage in prices in favor

of the American machines seems to be un

derstood in Malaga. The roads about this

city offer facilities for trips to nearby vil

lages, and the outlook is that within a short

time many machines will be in use here.

"If American manufacturers will send their

catalogues or other reading matter to this

consulate I shall take pleasure in handing

them to parties interested and in placing

them in the reading room of the principal

club of Maiaga.

"Promptness of delivery is an essential

point that should not be overlooked by Amer~

lean manufacturers sending machines to

Spain. The French makers have an immense

advantage in this respect.

“I am informed that nowhere in Spain—

certainiy not in this section—is there an

American automobile firm represented by an

agency."

A Lcimroly Tour.

Mr. and Mrs. William Huston, of Colum

bus, Ohio. are making a thorough test of the

automobile as a pleasure vehicle. They left

home several weeks ago for an extended trip

Eastward, and are proceeding in a very

leisurely manner. Thus far they have get

as far as the vicinity of the national capital.

A week was devoted to resting at Carlisle,

Pa. A visit was paid to the Gettysburg bat

tlefield. and during last week they visited

the Shenandoah Valley, passing one day at

the famous Luray Caves.

 

In addition to its other disadvantages, an

overheated engine consumes nearly double

the ordinary quantity of gasolene.
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PUZZLED THE DRIVER

Wan Used to Horses and Could not Locate Auto

mobile“: Simple Trouble.

“Just as business houses have to contend

with stupid drivers who are always having

trouble with their horses, so, when the motor

vehicle comes into general use for commer

cial purposes there will be the unthinking or

unknowing chauffeur whose vehicle is al

ways going wrong," remarked a man in the

trade to a Motor World representative.

“An incident of the sort came to my n0

tice not long ago,” he went on. “I was out on

a country road, some fifteen miles or so from

New York, when I_ met a motor delivery

wagon in trouble. It was stopped by the

roadside, and the driver was plainly at his

wit‘s end. He was the picture of despair. If

he hadn’t been too old I really think he

would have relieved himself by a good cry.

He was wandering aimlessly about, peering

at various parts of the mechanism in a way

that showed how completely discouraged he

was.

“Drawing up to the side of the road, I got

out and went over to him. A few well put

questions brought out his story. He had been

handling the car for about ten days, in which

time he had encountered some trouble, but

not a. great deal. He was formerly a horse

wagon driver, and .when his firm put in this

motor vehicle he had been selected to run

it. To fit him for the task, he, had been sent

to the factory of the concern making the ve

hicle, to learn the principles of automobile

construction. While there he had acquired a

smattering of knowledge, but, of course, no

real insight. The people at the factory did

not seem to think this necessary, he said, and

he had not pressed the point.

“In the present case he was a marvellous

ly puzzled man. He could not, for the life of

him, tell what the trouble was. I nosed

around, asked a few questions. and then

formed my opinion. I hinted as much, but

was promptly shown to be in error. If the

driver could not locate the trouble—and he

frankly admitted as much—he at least knew

what it was not. It wasn't sooty spark plugs,

nor defective mixture, nor poor gasolene, nor

anything else that I could name. He had

tried all that. Well, what was it, then? As

to that he could not say, but he knew that

it was something entirely out of the ordinary.

“It was really something very simple. My

line of questions brought out the information

that the vehicle ran all right down hill, and

even for awhile on the level. But as soon as

an upgrade or a prolonged level was encoun

tered the engine would slow, and then stop

altogether. The cause was with the gaso

lene supply. Instead of employing a gravity

feed, the gasolene was pumped into the car

buretter, and at first I suspected that some

thing was wrong with the pump. But a

closer examination revealed the fact that it

was working all right. Then, for certain

symptoms seemed to point to the gasolene

‘without a skip.

feed, I discovered that the supply of gaso

lene going to the carburetter was not regu

lar. Some impurity in the gasolene had part

ly choked the valve, and it was only in going

down hill, when gravity circulation gave the

pump help. that the flow of the fluid was suf

ficiently strong to nullify this obstruction.

Hence. down hill the engine worked fairly

well, but when it struck a level or hill the

valve closed and the engine stopped.

“There was a much astonished man when

I explained all this and removed the obstruc

tion. The engine was started up. and ran

‘1‘“ remember that little

trick,’ called the grateful driver, as he re

suuiedhis journey. But will he?"

 

  

WOMEN AT THE WHEEL

The Number of Chauffeum in Brooklyn Made

the Visiting Tradesman Stare.

“There are more. women automobile driv

ers in Brooklyn, I think, than in any other

place," remarked a tral'lesman who had been

in the City of Churches for the first time.

“They drive like experts. too, handling their

cars in the most approved style and seem

ing to he devoid of fear.

"When I went over to Brooklyn the sight

of the first woman driver interested but did

not surprise me. She was in an electric run

 

 

lTALY‘S KING GOES AUTOMOBILING.

 

Police Woke up.

An ordinance regulating the speed of an

tomobiles was passed in La Crosse, Wis,

last December, but the police of that city

have just become aware of the fact. Con

sequently no attempt has been made to en

force it, but hereafter motorists exceeding

the speed limit will be arrested. Except on

certain streets, where the speed is limited

to six miles, automobiles are allowed to run

at the rate of fifteen miles. Each vehicle

must carry a suitable gong to be rung con

tinuously while approaching and crossing

intersecting streets; and a lighted lantern

or headlight must be carried between sun

set and sunrise.

 

Plttsburg's Auto Population.

Between 650 and 750 is the estimated num

ber of automobiles owned in Pittsburg, ac

cording to A. L. Banker. the well known

dealer of that city. Of these 150 have been

purchased this spring and summer.

about, and threaded her way in and out

among the traffic in dashing style. _She was

alone. About half an hour later I saw a sec

ond woman driving, also alone, and in an

electric. I. began to wonder if that was the

custom in Brooklyn. The third car had two

occupants, both women. A fourth car was a

gasolener, and this time there was a man and

a woman in it, and the latter was driving!

I began to think that the Brooklyn females

were a race of Amazons.v

“Since then I have learned that the major

ity of drivers in Brooklyn are men. Just as

they are everywhere else. But, all the same,

I contend that there are more chaufl'euses in

that city than in any other I ever visited."

 

Auto for Pastoral Calls.

The value of the automobile for everyday

use has received clerical recognition in Michi

gan, where the Rev. E. J. Blekklnk, pastor

of the Second Reformed Church. in Kala

mazoo. has purchased one to use in making

his pastoral culls. Mr. Blckkink is given the

distinction of being the first clergyman in

Michigan to own a motor propelled vehicle.
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The Love of Speed.

There are in the minds of most human

beings three great incentives to energy.

There is the desire of wealth, the desire 0f

power and the desire of love, and every

action can be traced to one or other of these

niainsprings, says the Car.

Nowadays some people talk of another

desire, the love of speed, as a new and mod

ern-born ambition. But is not this instinct,

which is almost universal, in reality very

old?

Are not speed competitions on foot or

horseracing a old as the world itself? The

very toddling child hates being passed by

another infant. The cabman, the 'bus driver

like also. to keep in'front, and even 'the man

in the street, that sometimes imaginary but

_always present individual, does not like be

ing passed.

Why was the horse originally trained for

the service of mankind? If the pulling of

weights at a slow speed had been the only

consideration the bullock would have served

equally well. . , . ~ v

And the higher the civilization of a. nation

the greater the desire for speed. The work

man in the streets boasts about the train or

trol ey service of his town, not on the ground

that it is more convenient, but because it is

faster than some rival city possesses. The

fastest Atlantic liners are the best filled

with passengers though they may be less

comfortable than the slower boats.

Motor cars, therefore, are the outcome of

a perfectly natural desire to move faster on

the road, and the instinct of speed is not a

modern development or new desire, as some

writers seem to think, but one of the strong

est inherited instincts in the human race.

The man slow of foot, or the man who rode

the slow horse invthe primeval history of

mankind, was caught and killed. Nowadays

the slow nations are dying out, and men die

not singly, but in thousands—crushed by

competition. '

Did any one ever yet habitually go by a

slower train because it was slower?

The feeling of the twentieth century is,

“Let us get our work done well—done to-day

—done quickly." This use of roads for

speeds higher than the horse can achieve is

only the modern echo of the Roman age of

. good roads and fast chariots. The swift gal

ley of those days pleased its owner, and the

fast prancing pair of steeds delighted the

young Roman, but neither of them pleased

their owner more than the workman priding

himself on his bicycle. To him bicycling is

a vast improvement over walking. A motor

car delights the quondam bicyclist, and in

the higher degree this man is also enthused.

The strenuous man, whatever his calling

in life, is always saying: “Let me get on!"

This feeling expreses the maybe uncon

scious effort of all of us to annihilate time

and space. We cannot Marconi with our

bodies; we must therefore be content to use

a motor car. The mysteries of thought

transference have not yet been revealed, so

the telegraph, the telephone must serve.

If communication with the planets were

possible the etheric-telepathic office would

be crowded with would-be senders of mes

sages, for there is no victory the human race

more earnestly strives for than the conquer-

ing of time and space. The battle against

delay is ever being waged, and costs more

victims than the campaigns of rifle and

sword.

There are then, again, the three great

original and innate desires, and the love of

speed is really not a fourth desire, but a

part of. the love of power—power over time

and space—an influence in politics, econom

ics and human life generally, hardly less

potent than any one of them.‘

- -. There are--some__men-who love-the rowel

of the spur in their backs. There 'are those

who detest it. There are others who need

it not and do the work of the world, for in

the human race there are many strenuous

men always combating delay, divinely pos

sessed by the consuming, dominating, driv

ing desire of action, of getting to the front.

The nation possessing such citizens will

conquer the world.

Deposits and Guarantees.

The question of paying deposits when giv

ing orders for automobiles is one that re

quires serious consideration from intending

purchasers. Of’course, when a firm is ex

pected to make a car it is only right that it

should have some guarantee that delivery

will be acceptedand the remainder of the

purchase money forthcoming; but, on the

other hand, the customer needs protection as

well. Hence he Would do well to withhold

deposits unless substantial security is given.

In many cases old and established reputa

tions are probably sufficient, but there is a

general feeling growing up that the guar

antee of deposits is necessary in all busi

ness transactions.

 

No Longer Exclusive.

Exclusiveness will no longer rule in the

Detroit Automobile Club. The old officers

have resigned in a body, and a meeting IO

reorganize the club is to beheld this week.

It is proposed to enlist the support of all

motorists, instead of, as in the past, restrict

the membership to a select few. The resign

ing officers were as follows: Truman New

berry, president; D. M. Ferry, jr., treasurer;
W. H. Burtenshaw, secretary. I

 

Addrmu are Necessary.

Chauffeurs applying to the Automobile Ll

cense Bureau of the Secretary of State‘s of

fice at Albany, N. Y., should be particular in

sending their address with their applications.

Twenty or more licenses are held there at

the present time, owing to the neglect of this

necessary proceeding. This may explain to

some persons the non-receipt of the licenses

for which they may be looking with impa

tience. . 

The strength of an automobile is its weak

est part.

“is Friend Goggles.

My friend Goggles “invited me to take 8

voyage in his gas ear. Goggles is good on de

scription, and he told me all about automo

bile construction and gas engines. He is

also much of a humorist, and as I am a tyre

in the horseless art I was made a butt for

his witticisms.

“We will get into the chassis and shassay

all over town,” he said. We did, and the

time we made it can't be beat. The old

mule, Goggles calls it a mule, ’cause it‘s

stubborn, had no use for its feet, or wheels.

I have a fancy these were dropped off some

where in the middle distance. r

"This is no idle pipe,” said Goggles, at the

some time pointing. with his index finger to

a cordlike copper tube. Something happened

and we got out. “It‘s the inlet valve," said

Goggles. I didn‘t know these gas cars were

vocalists, but Goggles’s Blue Assassin would

send Jean and Edouard hunting the happy

ground.

When Goggles referred to the bonnet I

thought he had in mind a bunch of petti

coats across the avenue. Later I found it

took three yards of Russia iron, slashed up

the sides with hemstitching, to make an au

tomobile bonnet. They call these cars horse

less vehicles, but Goggles’s car has a spark

ing plug for all that.

I would think some of these motor car

owners would be run in for conducting a

gambling hell. The chauffeur runs a wheel.

He’s a good confidence man. because he is a

strong steerei'. Goggles, who knows much

about gas engines and women, says it is

great funto go sparking in an automobile.

“Do you like chain drive or shaft drive

best?" asked Goggles of me. I told him if

it was all the same to him we‘d take River~

side Drive. We hadn't gone far when some

thing happened. “We slit a pinion," said

Goggles. I thought he meant something to

eat. “I'd rather have a piece of the second

joint,” I said. Goggles was mad.

One of the low forehead gentry didn't like

the color of Goggles‘s car, and, to tell the

truth, I wasn‘t struck with the color scheme

myself. A man with a chicken’s curiosity to

cross the road was, though. The car struck

him about five hundred feet from Grant’s

tomb. He lay in the hospital a week, think

ing of cooling streams. He got so far in

advance of the rest of the world that he was

beside still waters while we were only in

green pastures.

A piece further up the road Goggles

showed me the intricate working of the en

gine. “This is the radiator," he said. The

Jamth mustn‘t have been working that day,

for not a bit of heat was coming up. “And

this,” he continued, “is the hot air chamber.”

Honest, it wasn’t a bit like my law office.

The engine wasn't acting good that day, Gog

gles said, and I noticed that it was cranky.

These engines, I might say. from my limited

experience, are a bit eccentric.

This trip of mine differs materially from

other trips I have been told of in that we

got home without resort to a public carriage.

For the life of me, I can’t tell what kind of

a car Goggles owns. It isn’t an electric one.

because _Goggles hasn't good enough credit

to get one charged. Goggles, who looks over

my shoulder as I write, says it is a hot air

mechanism. I don’t know whether he means

me or the milk churn up in front. Goggles

has asked me to go riding with him again.

He says it is necessary to have a tank

aboard. I don’t like his tone of voice.
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Kansas City Club's Annual.

At the annual meeting of the Automobile

Club of Kansas City, Mo., held on the first

inst, the following named officers were

elected for the ensuing year: President,

William Huttib, Jr.; first vice-president, Har

ry Loose; second vice-president, Dr. G. L.

Henderson; treasurer, Henry C. Merrill; sec

retary, Myron C. Albertson; captain, Roy

Sanborn; lieutenant, A. C. Griffith; directors;

J. N. Penrod. E. P. Moriarty, C. F. Lovejoy,

H. T. Blakeley, T. W. Day and Louis Cur

tiss. Previous to the election the club, by a

-rising vote, extended its thanks to Louis

Curtiss, the retiring president.

The club appointed a committee consist

ing of H. C. Merrill and E. P. Moriarty to

arrange for the entertainment at an early

date of the Interstate Association, which is

made up of clubs in St. Joseph, Atchison,

Topeka, Leavenworth and other nearby

towns. The programme is expected to in

elude several bin-climbing contests, speed

tests and a run through the boulevards.

Si); Miles for Steubenville.

Six miles an hour is the limit for auto

mobiles in Steubenville, Ohio, and the mo

torists of that city are up in arms against

an ordinance which would enable a fat

policeman to overtake them on foot if he

should imagine that they were over-speed

ing. The automobile contingent in the city

do not object to a regulation of speed, but

they would like to be permitted to run their

cars just a little faster than a sprightly man

can walk. Steubenville has other restric

tions. Automobiles are not permitted in the

cemetery, the must beautiful ride in that

locality, which appears to be an unneces

sary prohibition, as, under the speed regu~

lation, they could not race even with a

hearse.

Justice is Blind.

A French automobilist had rather a hard

time of it the other day. First, his car was

stolen and the thief, while running through

the country with it inflicted considerable

damage before he was arrested, which latter

happened at Saint-Mand. Inaday or two

the owner received letters from the Mayor

of Saint-Mand explaining that the machine

was in pound there and had been attached

in various indemnities by several victims.

The owner thereupon wired the Mayor that

these accidents occurred through no fault

of his, whereupon ‘he received the following

telegram: “Your name is on the machine,

and justice must follow its course.”

Progressive Bar Harbor.

The threat made some time ago to close to

automobile traffic a number of important

roads in and near Bar Harbor, Me., was

carried into eitect last week by a vote of

the town. This is considered a serious mat

ter by summer residents, as it restricts the

use of machines to the side streets of the

village, and the thoroughfares included in

the prohibition embrace the main roads

leading into the surrounding country.

Form the Granite State Club.

The Granite State Automobile Club of

Manchester is the name of the organization

of automobilists just established in New

Hampshire’s progressive manufacturing city.

The organization was effected June 29 at a

meeting attended by a number of prominent

men, among whom were H. E. Loveren, Ed

Langley, Arthur Dumas, A. F. Wheat, W.

J. Hoyt, T. J. Labrecque, James L. John

ston, Fred Fisher, George C. Campbell, Shir

ley B. Dodge, Charles M. Floyd, C. C. Clit

ford, A. L. Clough, Peter Harris and 0.1.

Green, all of whom are members. The offi

cers chosen are: President, Walter M._

Parker; secretary and treasurer, Albert L.

Clough; directors, Harry E. Loveren, Fred

Fisher, Charles E. Green, A. E. Dumas and

Colonel W. J. Hoyt. A club meet and pa

rade meet will probably be arranged for an

early date. A club headquarters, where vis

itors from other clubs may be entertained, is

also favored by some of the members.

 

wine Damage for Injured Car.

Charles E. Bartley, of Chicago, has asked

that city to pay him $100 for damage done

to his automobile through a defect in Forty

first street. In a letter to City Attorney

Smulski, transmitted to the City Council,

Bartley asserts that he was running slowly

and while his companions were Joking about

the mud one of the wheels dropped into a

hole, the jar causing breakage and twisting

which entailed repairs amounting to upward

of $500. Bartley threatens to sue if the city

does not settle.

 

THE

HAYNES-APPERSUN
is the ONLY gasolene automobile that ran the

contest from New York to Boston and back

without repairs or adjustments of any kind.

 

suaasv, n amass-rowan, $r800 Front land-light extra..

1 Records and Awards

.all earned by

It ls.the only machine that has won EVERY Endurance Contest held In

America and every contest or race ever entered.

The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely Unequalod Record.

Send for it and ask for the “ Little Book,” too.

Stock Machines.

Our catalogue gives the records complete.

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of l-Iaynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSUN 60.,Knknmn. |mi.,li.8.ii
The olden makers 0! motor can In Amerlcr.

| Branch Store,i 420 Michigan Ave, Chicago.

Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1239-41-43 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y_., and 66 West 43d Street, New York.

National Automobile & Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

JOHN flAXWELL, Onelda, N. Y., Agent tor Central New York.
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The Week’: Patents.

732,372. Generator for Igniters. Leon J.

Le Pontois, New York, N. Y., assignor, by

mesne assignments. to the Auto-Igniter Co.,

New York, N. Y., a corporation of New Jer

sey. Filed August 8, 1902. Serial No. 118,

916. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a generator for producing

pulsating currents, the combination with a

magnet having one leg provided with two

pole projections, of a. coil surrounding one

of said pole projections, and a movable mass

of low magnetic reluctance adjacent to the

poles of the magnet and adapted to close the

path of magnetic flux through said pole pro_

_ jcctions, and provided with a section of high

magnetic reluctance adapted- to divert the

flux from one of said projections to the

other, thus varying the flow of flux through

the coil and generating a current in said coil.

732,510. Vehicle Frame and Driving Axle

732,536. Chain Boot for Automobiles. Carl

G. Fisher, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Febru

ary 20, 1903. Serial No. 144.315. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with an auto

mobile provided with a suitable power trans

mittlig means, a gear case surrounding the

axle of the vehicle. a brake band connected

with the body of the vehicle and surround

ing the driving shaft, and a cross bar inter

mediate said gear case, of a boot made. of

- flexible material with the ides adapted to

be folded up over said power transmitting

mechanism, and means on the boot for secur

ing the same to said gear case, brake band

and cross bar for holding the boot in place.

732,553. Motor Vehicle. Charles A. Hider,

Baldwin, Ind. Filed April 23, 1903. Serial

No. 153,893. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle a driving gear

consisting of a transverse counter shaft; :1

pair of sprocket wheels fixed on the said

shaft; a friction wheel adjustably mounted

on the shaft; means for transmitting power

to the friction wheel; a pair of sprocket

wheels fixed on the carrying axles by a

knuckle joint connection as described, and

a pair of sprocket chains operativer con

necting the sprocket wheels on the counter

shaft with the sprocket wheels on the axles.

732,710. Motor Road Vehicle. Hean Can

zard, Troyes, France. Filed March 31, 1900.

Serial No..10,956. (No model.)

Claim.—The combination with a road ve

hicle, of a large funnel shaped air collector

arranged in front thereof. and pipes leading

therefrom rearwardly and at opposite sides

of the body of the vehicle and exteriorly

thereof. the rear ends of the pipes terminat

ing at the rear of the vehicle body. the said

pipes being provided with exit orifices along

the sides of the vehicle whereby to adapt

the same to discharge air collected by the

collector in a direction away from the vehicle

body, and a pipe into which the pipes con

duct air and having upturned end portions

provided with discharge openings.

732.789. Air Brake for Vehicles. Joseph

S. Smart, \Vait, Mich., assignor of one<half

in James l‘erkins. \Vait. Mich. Filed March

H, 1903. Serial No. 147.822. (No model.)

l‘laim.—In an air brake. for vehicles. an

air chamber. an air pump disposed within

and opening into said air chamber, a pump

rod. a foot lever having a treadie at its upper

end connected at its lower end with said

pump rod. and a spring normally forcing

said pump rod in an outward direction.

732.834. Gearing. Wilbur 0. Dayton and

Lawrence E. Brennan, Chicago, Ill., as

signors to Bode Automobile Company, Chi

cago, 111., a corporation of illinois. Filed

June 18, 1902.

model.)

Claim—In a friction gear, the combination

with a face wheel, or a wheel having its

bearing periphery composed of revoluble sec—

tions contacting with the face wheel and

having their axes in the plane of the wheel

upon which they are mounted.

732,842. Secondary Battery. William

Gardiner, Chicago, Ill., assignor to North

western Storage Battery Company, a cor

poration of Illinois. Filed January 23, 1902.

Serial No. 90,940. (No model.)

Claim—In a device of the kind described,

an outer tray or receptacle forming one of

the electrodes and comprising a relatively

shallow metallic pan or box, a conductor

permanently secured thereto, a cover adapted

to be permanently secured thereon and to

hermetically seal said tray, and an inner

shallow tray having a perforated bottom and

inclosed within and insulated from the outer

and containing the other electrode, and a

conductor extending therefrom through the

outer tray and insulated therefrom.

732,843. Method of Preparing Electrolytes.

William Gardiner, Chicago, Ill., assignor to

Northwestern Storage Battery Company, a

corporation of Illinois. Filed January %,

1902. Serial No. 90,941. (No specimens.)

Claim—The method of accumulating an

excess deposit of a metal, upon an electrode

by repeatedly charging a cell containing in

solution an oxid of the metal and a caustic

alkali and replenishing the oxid in the solu

tion between successive charges, then when

sufiicient of the metal has been deposited

replenishing the cell with a solution of the

pure caustic alkaline solution.

732,846. Brake for Auto Cars. Alexander

Goran, Glasgow, Scotland. -Filed December

9, 1902. Serial No. 134,491. (No model.)

Claim—In brakes for auto cars and like

vehicles the combination with the brake

wheels and brake bands of stationary brack

ets each securing one end of each brake

band, arms attached to the other endsof

the brake bands, bell cranks, links jointed

at one end to the arms and at the other

end connected to the outer arms of the bell

cranks. a rod connecting the 'inner arms of

the hell cranks, rock shaft, brake lever 'nan

dles secured to said shaft and brackets se

cured to said handles and supporting the

bell cranks as described.

732,870. Self-Propelled Vehicle. Hermann

Lemp, Lynn, Mass., assignor to Elihu Thom

son, Swampscott, Mass. Filed March 27,

1900. Serial No. 10,385. (No model.)

Claim.——1. In a vehicle, the combination

of a spring-supported frame. an engine and

its driving-shaft. supports to hold the eu

gine and shaft in proper alignment with the

frame, a boiler which is separate from the

engine. means independent of the engine

for securing the boiler to the frame, a driv

lng and a driven axle, a device for maintain

ing a fixed distance between the engine

shaft and the driving-axle, and a pivotal

connection which is included in said device.

732.872. Support for Motive Power

Agencies. Hermann Lemp, Lynn, Mass..

assignor to Elihu Thomson, Swampscutt,

Mass. Filed August 9. 1901. Serial No. 71.

.-'»19. 1N0 model.)

Claim—In an automobile the combination

of a frame, a motive device, a main shaft. a

two-part intermediate shaft, bearings se

cured to the side tubes of the frame [or sup

porting the outer ends of the intermediate

shaft. diflerential gearing between the inner

ends of the intermediate shaft, gearing be~

Serial No. 112,250. (No tween the main and intermediate shaft, :1

gear casing for lnclosing the gears, and

bearings carried by the engine for support

lng the intermediate shaft at the point of

division.

732.908. Driving Mechanism for Automo

biles. Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.

Filed November 27, ‘1900. Serial No. 37,

890. (No model.)

Claim—The combination of a constantly

driven pump, a hydraulic motor controlled

thereby, a valve for varying the admission

of fluid to the pump, and a body of porous

material through which air passes for an

tomatically reducin the vacuum created in

the pump as the a mission of fluid thereto

is decreased.

732.943. Clutch Mechanism. Camille Jen

atzy, Fils, Brussels, Belgium. Filed Decem

ber 16, 1902. Serial No. 135,391. (No model.)

Claim—In a magnetic clutch, the combina

tion of an armature, a clutch adapted to he

engaged and released, a plate carried by said

clutch and adapted to be attracted to said

armature, means to operate said clutch, and

means connected to said clutch operating

means for energizing the armature.

732,944. Transmission Device for. Motor

Vehicles. Camille Jenatzy, Fils, Brussels,

Belgium. Filed March 17, 1903. Serial No.

148,151. (No model.) -

Claim—In combination with the running

gear, a dynamo, a motor operating same, a

field magnet crown operated by said motor,

a driving shaft, an armature carried by the

driving shaft, and rheostatic means between

said dynamo and field whereby to gradually

increase and decrease the speed of the arma

ture. ,

732,975. Tachometer. Curtis H. Veeder,

Hartford, Conn. Filed May 6, 1902. Serial

No. 106,130. (No model.)

Claim—A speed indicator comprising a

liquid pump, an indicator tube connected to

one side of said pump, a reservoir connected

to the other side of said pump, and an ad

justing valve interposed in the connection

between said pump and said tube to inter

posc resistanc between the pump and the

tube and check vibration of the liquid in the

tube, substantially as described.

732,993.‘ Speed Changing Device for Motor

Cars. Adolf Angst, Schaifhausen, Switzer

land. Filed August 20, 1902. Serial No.

120,358. (No model.)

Claim—In a speed changing mechanism, a

driving shaft, a friction wheel thereon, a

stepped friction cone .and means to ‘move

the cone into and out of engagement with

the wheel, substantially as described. ‘

733,093. Means for Regulating the Power

of Automobiles. Elihu Thomson, Swamp

scott, Mass. Filed July 21, 1900. Serial No.

24,383. (N9 model.)

Claim.—In an automobile, the combination

of a motor, a boiler, a means governed by

the changes in profile of the path travelled

over, for varying the amount of water sup

plied to the boiler and a manually actuated

device for modifying the. action of- said

means.

733.178. Dry Battery. Eugene M. Fishell

and Marcus II. Moffett, Cleveland, Ohio, as

signors to National (‘arhon Company, l'levc

land. Ohio. a corporation of New Jersey.

Filed April 14. 1902. Serial No.102,707. (No

model.) .

Claim.—In a dry battery, in combination, a

metallic case, a plurality of electrically con

nected cells carried therein. packing sur

rounding said celis, a metallic cover sealed to
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said case and having two holes through it.

wooden members ecured to said metallic

cover on the inner side thereof covering said

holes, a sealing material in the space be

tween the cover and cells. and binding posts

serving as terminals for said cells secured

to said wooden members and passing

through the holes in the cover.

733,193.. Variable Speed and Reversing

Mechanism. Ralph B. Hain, Los Angeles

Cal., assignor to Auto Vehicle Company, Los

Angeles, Cal., a corporation of California.

Filed February 4, 1903. Serial No. 141,816.
(No'model.) " _ l

Ciaim.—The combination, with a driven

shaft and a master 'gear and sprocket‘

wheels loose on said shaft. of a clutch mem

ber which is splined with the (it'chn shaft

and adapted to engage either sprocket wheel.

a driving shaft, clutches mounted thereon

and pinions rigidly. connected with the re

.spective clutches and engaging the. master

gear, pivoted levers suitably connected with

each other and with the respective clutches

on the driving shaft, a hand lever pivoted

and adapted for shifting backward or for

ward and laterally, and a lever connecting it

with the clutch member of the aforesaid

sproeket wheels, substantially as shown and

described. .

733.198. Pneumatic Tire. Robert A. Har

ris, Tucson, Ariz. Filed December 11, 1902.

‘9, Serial No. 135,060. (No model.)

Claiiu.-—A pneumatic tire comprising an

outer case, and a series of independent in

flarabfe sections arranged therein,. each- ot

said sections being of bellows form provid

ing for expansion lengthwise of the tire.

733.220. -Valve Gear for Explosive En

gines. Arthur Krebs. Paris, France,~ as

s gnor. to Ste. Ame des Anciens Etablisse

ments Panhard et Levassor, Paris, France.

Filed December 11, 1902. Serial No. 134,876.

(No model.) '

Claitn.—The combination of a valve. a ro

tating cam having a movable part pivoted

thereto adapted to operate said valve. and

capable of being projected outward from ‘the.

body of the cam to varying extents. a longi

tudinally sliding rod having an inclined sur

face adapted to engage said movable part

to vary its degree of projection in accord

ance with the movements of the rod. where

by said valve is given varying movements.

733.265. Rotary Engine. Alfred I'. Os

trander. New York, N. Y. Filed November

28. 1902. Serial No. 133.01)1.. (No model.)

Claim—A rotary engine. comprising a fixed '

casing. a cylinder mounted to rotate in the

  

casing, a cylindrical abutment arranged ec

centrically in the cylinder, a piston plate

connected to the cylinder and movable into

and out of an opening in the cylindrical abut

ment, and a controlling valve carried by said

piston plate, substantially as specified.

733,354. Draft Device for Automobile

Furnaces. Fred (‘. Cheesewright, Denver.

Colo. Filed December 31, 1902. Serial No.

137.229. (No model.)

Claim—An automobile boiler provided

with a movable induction device located be

low the burner and arranged to be automati

cally regulated by the. wind whereby its

mouth is kept pointed toward the wind re

gardless of the direction of the vehicle's

travel.

733.358. Tachometer. Curtis H. Veedcr.

Hartford, Conn. Filed February 18, 1903.

Serial No. 143,935. (No model.)

(llama—A speed indicator comprising a

liquid reservoir. an indicator tube concen

trically disposed with respect to said reser

voir. and a pump interposed between the

reservoir and the indicator tube, substan

tially as described.

Elyria Celebrates the' Fourth.

Thirty-five automobiles from Cleveland

aided in making sport for the holiday crowd

at Elyria. Ohio, on Independence Day. They

joined the Elyria (‘lub in the parade and

ral‘ticirated in the races at the fair grounds.

A ten-mi‘e race. open to all. was the first

contest and was won by Dcrango of Cleve—

land tl‘eerless) in: 18:531/2; Ed Parsch of

(‘leveland (Peerless) was second: H. E. To

mcy (Winton) and Leon Milonski (Winton),

both of t‘leveiand.v were third and fourth.

Three (lldsmobiles vcontested the second

event. which was won by Andy Archie of

Akron, with Doc Springston of Cleveland

second and Otto Owen of (‘leveland third.

BouorE HERZ.
The only Sparlr Plug

IN THE

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

' RUNS JUST AS \VELL IN 011.

You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it ?

Money refunded in 30 days it no

satisfactory.

 

Sou: lIPOITlI roll U. 8- sun Cannon,

  

 

A Quick Start,

A swift, smooth run and

a safe return characterize

NATIUNM.

Electric Vehicles
the most serviceable autos ior

every-day use. Extremely sim

ple in construction and oper

ation. Powerful batteries.

Ready to go at any time with

out tinkering. Any member of

a family can handles National.

Our catalogue shows the latest models.

National Motor Vehicle 00.

1400 East 22nd Street

INDIANAPOLIS IND.

 

  

 

 

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Part Plaoo. New York.
 

“ . is

.\ x

  

“was asthma my 1...
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The B. & 8. Adjustable Automobile Wrench
IS WITHOUT A RIVAL.

  

THREE SlZES—lOln., l4ln.and l8ln. Case Harden Finish.

SEE CIRCULAR A.

THE BILLINGS 81 SPENCER 00., - Harilonl, Conn., U. S. A.
 

 

FLOAT FEED.

ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Will positively supply highly ex

plosive mixture from ‘any grade of

gasolene. Get a good carburetter.

Get ours. It will increase the power

of your motor. Money back if not

satisfactory. Write today.

  

 

' NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, Wisconsw.

  

BHUIBE LINE or USED VEHIBLES
INCLUDING

Packard l902 - Model F.

Packard - - Model 0.

Autocar - - Type 6.

National Electric Runabout.

Pmcis Oil APPucAriou

H. B. Shattuck 8‘ Son

239 Columbus Avenue

BOSTON, MAss.
 

 

  

II the S’ORT ol the

W TWENTIETH CENTURY.”

ARE YOU AN AUTOMOBILIST?

Then you need the Blue Book. BECAUSE— It describes

about 300 Mining roll/e: throughout the East, giving running

(Medians, dislanm, material, (ondilz'on and grade: of roads, and

the name of supply and repair slalions, hole/r, eta, in every town.

PRICE, $3.00 PER COPY.

OFFICIAL Illl0ii0B|li BLUE 300K 60., 3‘ “SI 42" 8'" 1‘" Y0“ c"!

M“AUTOMOBILING

 
 

 

 

uElweII-ParkerEleciricBo.

.. \ 1”." GLEVELANIJ,0HIO.

Manufacturers

    

Electrical
  

- — . 7’

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries from:

Alternating Current: 4 ,1, -‘

 

Body Iron, Dashboard Irons,

Crank Shafts, Axles,

Pinions; Levers, etc.

PROMPT DELIVERY.

Experimental Work leon Spools! Attention.

MACHINERY FORGING CO.

CLEVELAND, 0.Hamilton and Marquette Sta.

 

Machinery

THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

Is obtained.

 

    

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

  

 

 

  

  

GROUND T0 GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING 60.,

CLEVELAND. onlo, u. s, A.
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umxoue
GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPEOIALLY PREPAREO FOR THE PRESERVATION ANO LUBRI

OATION OF THE CHAINS OF AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobile Graphite Lubricants

ARE UNEQUALED.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jenssrcnv, n. .l.

Better Not . .
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFAOTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

AMERICAN fir. oouPArur
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS

“Bigfoot”

WORLD’S FAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana -

and Illinois

51:. Eouis
Write for Folders.

Warren .l. Lynch. W. P. Deppe,

Gen‘l Pass. Agt. Au't Gen’l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

 

 

    

  

  

 

ALUl‘IlNUM STEEL

Portable Auto. I'Ioules. Succenlul, Durable.

Rustleu, Fireproof, finished and shipped complete

Easily erected; saves storage and Guarantee! abso

lute lire protection; many improvements. Also

Alumlnum Steel Gasoline Storage Tanka will.

automatic measuring pump.

Chas. Efros Co. - Bayonne, N. J.

  

BELL 8; COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types. ,

250 II. 80th St.. Now York. Talophono: 2562 eror.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

  

 

 

DeDion Bouton & Co.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and.

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturer! all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United State: Agent,

I79 Clarendon St., (near Bovllton) BOSTON, MASS.

 

JENKINS & BARKER
Successons To CHAS. L. BURDE'I‘T

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Causes

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
 

Automobile Mountings of all Dosoriotions in Polished Brass

    

The ENGLISH a. MERSICK co.
NEW HAVEN, CONN:

HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTOMOBILE FIXTURES.

 

 
 

(iasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. B. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKB Agent. 5!. Louie, Mo.

 

 

 

 

  

As an efficient, first-class Spark Coil

'l‘HE

flDOW"
HAS so EQUAL.

For further information write to

'~ ‘ THE DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC c0.

BRAINTIIEE. MASS.. U. S. A.

 

Kroc

TIRES

  

MICHELIN
12 East 27th Street, NEW YORK our.

main

,Mr,

ObStecles
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.-; ASENGASOLINEKENBINI

,DRY BATTERY

DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

clency than env other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Veeey St., New York.

lrnproro Your Glroulation

BY U<ING

  

In' reases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

Iorall Gasolene Motors. SimpleI

Cheap, Durable, Efficient, easy

to apply

' nt on trial to responsible

parties.

Lohoe Pump 8r Machinery 00., 120-135 Terrace, Buffalo, u. v.

RADIATORS,

  

 

  

TANKS, . H ..>
.rwmmmmawmooomm

M u F F L E R s ' . ‘Murwrnmmninwrrmrow. “4v

FENDERS . memmvu WWW.
9 . , W

HOODS. “ ‘

BRISGOE MFG. GO" - Dotrolt

Metal Muri Guards,

Bonnets, Tints,

Rotary Glrouiating Pumps

| Radiators, Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send for circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

TNE IIAY AUTUIATID

MACHINE 00.,

r Water St. Cleveland, 0.

 

 

E? SIMMONS @

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent it on annlicztinn.

"0 Centre Street. New York City.

 

 

 

  

 

  

Runabouts and Touring (furs,

GROUT BROS" Orange, Mass.

rrrr Auroors'
New STANDARD

 

WANTS AND FDR SALE.

r 5 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

GENUINE bargains in used automobiles. \\'e

have the largest repository and store room

in United States. Have ttzrty machines on hand

at all times; all descrip..ot.s. -!yles. very lowest

prices and each and every one ot our machines is

in first-class running condition; all worn parts are

replaced by new ones. Photograph of each machine

sent on request. We are the pioneers in this busi

ness having opened the first automobile exchange

in Chicago. Send for our list C. A. COEY 8:

COMPANY, 53“ Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.

END five cents tor our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo.

 

 

INTON TOURING CAR. 1903 Model. im

mediate delivery; Bufialo; what offers ?

O. LBIC KFORD,18 Toronto St.,T0ront0, Canada.

 

Handsome “ Panhard Spark-Gap” on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

FOR SALE—Prescott steam automobile, good

as new. ONEIDA AUTOMOBILE CO.,

N. Y.
 

FOR SALE—Automobile and Bicycle business,

established 8 years; on direct line of travel

and only auto station (Blue Book) nithin 12 miles

A rare chance for parties with capital. Possession

given at once. Address Box 7, care Motor World.

 

UTOMOBILE FOR SALE—Steam, in first

class condition ; price, $380.

Address 115 Bacon Street, Waltham.

 

OR SALE—1902 Peerless Touring Car, guarv

anteed in good order, at 51600.

T. H. WILSON, I20 Bolton Ave , Cleveland, 0.

 

OR SALE—Immediate deliveries 1903 new

Winton Touring Cars, 52500.

Address Miller-Mundy Motor Car Co., Utica, N. Y.

 

OR SALE CIIEAP— Gasolene tonneau beauli‘

t'ully finished and upholstered. Kelecom

engine, twelve h. p., transmission slightly damaged.

Snap for someone. Address E. B. FRASER,

Conn. Mutual Bldg, Hartford, Conn.

 

'—‘

WANAMAK ER

ES

  

The New Searchmont

Salesroorn and Garage, “0 East

57th Street, New York City

JOHN WANAMAKER

INITIAL AND

NUMBER

HANGERS

REQUIRED

BY STATE

LAWS.

The Largest Automobile Supply

House In America.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

97-99-IOI READE ST., NEW YORK CITY

  

 

DENTRAI. DIIY AUTD DD"
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Finest equipped garage in central New York.

STORAGE REPAIRS.

Prompt Service and Good Work.

 

 

fiabzi/e

We make over Twenty Types of Core.

Write Ior Catalogue.

Mobile Company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.

 

Made at the SPUTDURF LABORATORY.

Established 1868.

 

A 6000 PLACE T0 ’ .;

SPEND YOUR vuonrro

during the summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. To those unacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force In securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“Summer Book on Michigan."

_

D. G. EDWARDS, PISS. Till. Mgr.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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TAKE, A CARRIAGE WITH A REPUTATION

and you are reosonably sure the product is right. Thirty years experience in man;

uiacturing, ten years in motor building, areguarantees that the '

    

' “f ' TOURING CAR

M0

is right in every essential. Better than six actual horse-power; one lever control; two

independent brakes; long wheel base; full elliptic springs, are some of its features. Our

illustrated book “ W" describes its merits in detail, and is sent free on request. Write for it.

PRICE, $750.00 AT THE FACTORY.

THUS. B. JEFFERY 8L COMPANY, - - Kenosha, Wisconsin.

  

 

 
 

 
 

  

WITH ITS TWO-CYCLE MOTOR

IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

You gel MORE SATISFACTION—LESS COMPLICATION and more in every way ior your money

than in any automobile yet produced. Let us tell you more about it.

  

 
  

ELMODE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Clyde, Ohio.
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THE OENTRAL AUTOMOBILE OOIIIPANY

l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

2397

TELEPHONES: I COLUMBUS.

2398

  

._i Peugeets

* Mercedes
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

ALI. KINDS OF FRENGH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK

. ELEOTRIOS OIIAROED, REPAIRED AND KEPT III FIRST-OLASS ORDER.

 

GORDON BENNETT RACE.

THE THREE AI‘IERICAN I'IACHINES

in this contest were-equipped with

Goodrich Clincher Automobile Tires

and no tire troubles were experienced by the American drivers.

“YOUR TIRES BEHAVED SPLENDIDLY”

so reads a cablegram from one of the users.

MADE BY

THE B. Akron Rubber Works. Akron,

NEW 0R , 66 elde t SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mission Street BOSTON, 187 Summer 5treet

and 1699 Brcldwny. CLEVELAND. 4H Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 But Cong'nu 5!.

B FPALO, 9 Walt Huron Street. CHICAGO. [4| Lake Street. DENVER, I444 Curfll SIM.

now l1
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MADE BY

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.

DETROIT, MICH.

  

I ~ L   'kp"‘“‘ V V ' ' '7 ' / \

W'ii'ii.

ill
_ ii iii»

 

  

Why pay $650, $750 or $l000 for a 2 Passenger Runabout 7

WE OFFER. YOU FOR $450

* v

AUTUMUBILE
This in a gasolene machine. engine air cooled with

a fan. Cooling is en'irely satisfactory. Carries two

passengers. Runs strongly up nill and through sand.

Weighs only a trifle over 500 p0unds. Does not aink

in sand like heavier cars. Speed 4 to 20 miles per hour.

Carefully made and beautifully finished. Not a partly

completed job. Just the thing to run about with.

Cheaper than any horse and carriage outfit.

We are shipping them all over the country. Write7 - ' ',.-':<'-7 ‘,-1' .

.._,__-,__,,.-4 _ I i M us for particulars.

MICHIGAN AUTOMOBILE COMPANYaLtd" Makers, - - Kalamazoo, Mlch., 11.8. A.

AGENCIES:

Chicago. lll.-Adinnd Bros-. N0. 368 W. Madl— Akron. Ohio-0- B- Martin. No. 86 Sherman Ext. Savannah, Ga.—-C. B, Westcult. No. 410 Bull St.

son Si. Boston—Uh”. W. IL 131001], No, 701 Mass. Ave. [ms Ange-lea. Cai.*C. B. Rlsden, Nuv 52.5 “Iv 71h 81.

Minneapolis, Minn.—Adland Storage & Implement \Vort'ester. Mnsn.——Llncoln Holland, No. 4 Allen (‘tv lmlluu. Texae.—I’nrlln & Orondorfl' Co.

Co. Paw-tucket. R. l.-—Jude T. Payne, No. 7 R. R. AVe. Little Rnr‘k, Ark.—Wood Carriage Co.

Indianapolis. Ind.—The Carillan Co. of Indiana Philadelphia.—Phlladelphia Automobile Co., No. Joneuhorn. Arte—Johnson. Berger 4: Co

Grand Rapids. Mlch.—Mlchlgan AUIOIHObile Co. 3036 Kenslngton Ave.
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Scrvicc.

Exercising a wise choice in se

lecting material is important to the

manufacturer.

  

When it comes to tubing it’s vastly

important to select the serviceable

kind—the kind that’ll stand the strain

better than the ordinary tubing.

That Tubing is Standard Seam

less Tubing.

Try it and you'll see.

Get our Price Proposition—

lt will interest you.

  

 

WHETHER IT BE

Runabout “Touring Car

the man who makes a pur

chase without giving heed to

the claims and prices oi the

CONRAD
is cloning hie mind to some

hard, cold facts and figures.

IF YOU ARE NOT “GOING IT BLIND," WE WILL

BE PLEASE!) TO PLACE THEM BEFORE YOU.

 

Conrad Motor Carriage Co.,

l4l3-l4l9 NIAGARA STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.

 
 

 

 

'00....lev-“O...-ea....an“'0'.
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THE HOME or RELIABLE CARS

,
BANKER BROS.CO S. i

5

i

i

141-143 West 38th so, New YorK O

O

meesr DEALEDS IN AMERICA.

no EXPERIMENTS SOLD.

3

PITTSBURG, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, g

Baum and Beatty Su. 14: a :4; Wu! 38m St. 6:91; N. Broad50Welt43d St.

I

e

-oeel.eeo----n...ou~ no.....o¢---~”.”.”m-".‘ .Q...........

 

O%%%%%%%%MUM““URU’D-“Ufl.

5 You Cannot (iet

Flore for Your Money

than by using $2.00 of it to

subscribe to

i

5

5

§

§

5

i

gThe Motor

g World

§

§

i

i

5

g

In which each week appears a

record of all that is best,

brightest and newest in the

world of mechanical traffic.

mmwmuquqmuqua“manhunt-lovemaquUH

“wwwwwunawwmwmwww
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WW

3 The bright particular star

of the AutomObile World

IS THE

 

fimmh'le

TOURING CAR

l_

  

 

   

The 16 H. P. Locomoblle Olsolene Car.

4-Cyllnder. Front Vertical Motor.

We are receiving orders from people who

have never seen our car nor ridden in it. This

is an unusual and striking recognition of merit.

Unequaled facilities enable us to make

FOUR WEEKS DELIVERY. We also save

time for the customer by keeping on hand all

l
i
l

styles of bodies built both of" wood and alum

; inum, and all ready for the finishing color, as

desired.

Arrange for a demonstration by commun

icating with any branch office. Visitors to the

factory should notify us in advance so that we

can have a Locomobile meet their train. '

The £acamobile Company of America,

General Office: BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW YORK CITY—Broadway, corner 76th Street.

BOSTON—I 5 Berkeley Street.

BRIDGEPORT—Flctory It Seaside Park.

PHILADELPHIA—249 North Brold Street.

CHICAGO—1354 Michigan Avenue.

Members of the N. A. A. M.Licensed under the Selden Patents.

WWWWWWNWWWWWWWWVNWWWWWWWWWA

  l

  
 

  

DE E RL E SS

TOURING CARS
Power to climb the steepest grades.

Power to out-speed the swittest vehicles.

Power ior all emergencies.

Peerless Touring Cars excel all others

in speed and hill-climbing ability, and

they are the only cars which will stand

daily hard usage without constant re

adjusting. AsK the owner at a Peerless.

THE FOLLOWING VICTORIES MEDELY

EMPEASIZE THEIR SUDEDIODITY:

ju/y IIf/I .lf I'll/Jl'lllfg'. I‘m—First Place in race for cars under two

thousand pounds. First Place in race for cars over two thousand

pounds. First place in free for all race Made the best time for

the day.

ju/y 8H; 12! Minneapolir, Alina—First Place in five-mile open race.

july 71/: at Ali/lumpol/Lr, Album—First and Second Places in five

mile pursuit race.

_/ul_1' 4/11 at Elyria, O/u'u—First and Second Places in ten-mile

open race.

july 1:! a! JII'm/rafn/ir, .llinn.-—First Place in five-mile open race.

jullr 201/: a! Pillsbury. Pin—Three trophy cups won in hill

climbing contests.

16 H. P. TOURING CARS, EQUAL TO CARS 01‘

50070 GREATER HORSE POWER; ORDERS

TAKEN FOR AUGUST DELIVERY. '- e- e- .- .

35 H. P. TOURING CARS; ORDERS TAKEN

FOR AUGUST DELIVERY. PRICE $6,000.00.

Let us send you a Catalog. Address Dept. B.

The Decrless Motor Car Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

AGENTS in THE PRINCIPAL cmcs.
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Marvelous-Indeed!
Again the genuine detachable G 8: J Tires

demonstrate they are the fastest and most

reliable automobile tires in the world.

At Columbus, Ohio, July 4th, Barney Oldfield broke all

existing records from one to ten miles, establishing a new

table of world’s records as follows :

 

    

“u”-'-”

 

  

 

OLDFIELU’S RECORD AT COLUMBUS, 0., JULY 4, 1903.

131: mile, . 56 2-5 I One mile, .56 2-5 _

2nd “ . 59 Two miles, . 1.55 2-5

3rd “ . 59 3-5 Three “ . 2.55

4th " . 1:00 Four " . 3 55

5th " . 59 3-5 ‘ Five “ . 4.54 3-5

6th “ . 59 3-5 1 Six “ . 5.54 l-5

7th “ . ' l:0l Seven “ . 6.551-5

8m H . 1:00 1 Elght “ . 7551-5

9th “ . 59 3-5 \ Nine " . 8.54 4—5

l0th “ . 1:00 Ten " . 9.54 4-5

TOTAL, . 9.54 4-5 Mlle Average, 59 4-5

lNSlST ON

G 8: J TIRES
being fitted on your automobile.

They will be furnished by manufacturers and dealers

" everywhere.

 

GaJInnaCo.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

NEW YORK AGENCY, 81 Reade Street, New Yorl: City.
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The Tonneau
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is as substantial as can possibly be built—as well as the hand

somest, by far the handsomest.

It is made of seven layers of the finest wood. These layers

are grained in different directions, so that breaking or splitting is

impossible.

The Searchmont tonneau represents the height of the

coachmaker's art—they say we are extravagant; but we know

what we are about.

The rest of .

“America’s Leading Automobile.”

is built on this superbly right pattern.

Ride in a Searchmont and avoid the dust. The high curved King of

Belgium body turns the dust off.

Send for Catalogue.

SEARCHMONT AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

NORTH AMERICAN BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

FACTORIES: Searchmont, (near Chester) Pa.
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_ STANDARD

‘ Automobile Forgings
IN STOCK

For Heavy and Light Vehicles.

CIRCULAR A SENT ON REQUEST.

Digest“ THE BILLINGS & SPENCER 00., Hartford, Cone, II.S.II.

Makers of the celebrated Automobile Wrench.

 

 

  

CARBURETTERS

' FLOATY FEED.

I ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Will positively supply highly ex

plosive mixture from any grade of

gasolene. Get a good carburetter.

Get ours. It will increase the power

of your motor. Money back if not

satisfactory. Write today.

 

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.

  

 

 

 

  

M“AUTOMOB I LING

(jaw TWENTIETH CENTURY.”

Then you need the Blue Book.

ARE YOU AN AUTOMOBILIST?

BECAUSE— It describes

about 300 taming roule: throughout the East, giving running

(liredions, Ilzklanres, malarial, rondition and grades of roar/x, and

the name of supply amr’ repair slatiuns, [late/s, ela, in every town.

PRICE, $3.00 PER COPY.

  

  

IIIHIIIII IlllllIIOB|ll Bllll 800K 60., 31 We“ 42"“ 5‘" 1‘" Y°rk C"!

 

IliEllllBll-Pllfil Electric 00.

- e 0LEVELAND,0HIO.

Manufacturers

Electrical

' Machinery

  

___,__

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current.

 

Body Iron, Dashboard Irons,

Crank Shafts, Axles,

Pinions, Levers, etc.

PROM PT DELIVERY.

Experimental Work Given Special Attention.

MACHINERY FORCINC CO.

CLEVELAND, 0.Hamilton and Marquette Ste.

TllIIEN ROLLER BEARINGS

wennmcn

“ lei Fun 2 runs

All sizes and styles of front

y_ and rear axle and ar
m; tillery wheels.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE (20.,

CANTON, OHIO

  

  

 

GHIIIIIE LINE er USED VEHICLES
INCLUDING

Packard I902 - Model F.

Packard - - Model C.

Autocar - - Type 6.

National Electric Runabout.

Pmcis on APPLICATION

H. B. Shattuck 8‘ Son

239 Columbus Avenue

BOSTON, MAss.

UEIIIIIAR BUULEBS an" DISC BADIATIIRS

 

 

The cut represents our latest

improved Celullar Cooler. It is

the most efficient and up-to-date

Q radiator made, and is less expen
d,, ‘ sive than anything of similar

' construction.

We also make Disc Radiators

4 and we aim to make them the

' " .‘ best on the market.

  

The Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

HARTFORD, CONN.
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timber he handles each year. The farmer listened with awe and when

the final figures had been given asked,

“ How much IS that ? ”

When any description has passed the point where the mind can grasp

it, it is necessary to resort to some simple comparison in order to put such a

value upon it as will place it in proper relation to things easily understood.

So it is With this Packard Overland Journey. People who have never

been west of the Rockies and people whose knowledge of that country has

been gained from the windows of our modern railway palaces, are alike unable

to compass the fact and ask: “ How much IS that?”

Our country has rightly been named one of magnificent distances. To the man in New York, Chicago is

away. out west and yet he can reach it by train in twenty hours. The man in Denver is twenty-five hours from

Chicago or forty-five from New York and yet the most powerful mountain-climbing locomotives and finest railway

equipment in the world cannot take him from Denver to San Francisco in less than seventy hours.

There were no half measures used when Colorado was made. Utah, Nevada and Calitornia are almost entirely

of volcanic origin. The quartette present engineering difficulties unequalled anywhere in the world and before which

the pioneers in railroad construction stood appalled. There are alkali deserts, treacherous quicksands, salt marshes

and bottomless sloughs. There are great distances to be travelled without water and many mountain ranges to be

crossed, some of the summits reaching an elevation of over two miles.

And so in railroad travel it has come to be considered that two-thirds of the continent lies west of Denver and

in automobiling that the motor car which could live through the journey from San Francisco to Denver, could live

through anything that anyone, anywhere, might ever ask of it.

Many have tried to make this trip. The Packard only has succeeded. It has remained for our single cylinder

motor with its few parts to look after, to lead the way through every difficulty, to surmount every obstacle and by virtue

of its absolute reliability, its reserve power, its simple and flexible construction, to withstand the fearful and racking

strains of this awful test—to succeed where all others have failed.

“ Old Pacific " was scheduled to reach Denver July 20th, just thirty days from the time it left San Francisco.

With a punctuality that will go down into history, with its magnificent daily average of over seventy-five miles it

arrived there on the day appointed.

It will continue eastward through Omaha, Chicago, Cleveland, Buffalo and Albany to New York.

And this car is no different from any other Packard car. It is designed according to what our experience has

taught us a touring car should be and it is built the best we know how. With the same care and attention it will give

you better satisfaction than any other motor car made.

It can carry “A message to Garcia.”

a LUMBERMAN was once telling a farmer how many million feet of
  

  

 

Your nearest Packard Agent is being supplied with telegraphic inform

ation and photographs. Write us and we will give you his name.

 

 

THE PACKARD Mlllllli BAR GUMPANY,

WARREN, OHIO

Memberl Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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FROM

SAN Formosan - I

WINTON
T HE recent triumph of our standard, regular model 20=h0rse power

Touring Car is without parallel in American automobile history. ‘

When Dr. H. Nelson Jackson, of Vermont, who was spending the

season in California, decided to attempt the transcontinental trip, he

consulted neither manufacturer or sales agent, but purchased a second

hand Winton Touring Car at a premium price, and after three days pre

paration bid farewell to friends in San Francisco and started upon the

long ride toward New York City.

At the time of starting the main route over the Sierras which follows

the line of the Southern Pacific Railway was congested with snow and

closed to all traffic. It was necessary, therefore, to make a long detour

north into Oregon to find a passable trail across the high ranges. The

route necessitated crossing the Great Desert where the disheartening diffi

culties of sand, alkali and sage brush wastes were battled with and mastered.

This route led far away from railroads and possible bases of supply, but

the plucky tourists plunged into the open country and “ took chances.”

The thrilling experiences in that remote and desolate country, as recited

by Dr. Jackson and Mr. Croker, his traveling

companion, contribute a most interesting chapter

to the world’s history of automobile touring.

THE WINTON Moron

FACTORIES AND

CLEVELAND,
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NEW YQIIK CITY

CARRIAGE COMPANY,
IIEAD OFFICE:

OHIO, U. S. A.

WINTON
T was not a specially constructed car with attachments designed for

special service in the mountains and upon the deserts. The men

who occupied the seats were not selected factory mechanics who

_ had spent weeks and months in preparation. There was no elabo

rate system of relays for duplicate parts, new tires and general supplies.

Dr. Jackson started out with one extra tire, four extra spark plugs, a

shovel, an axe, a block and tackle, a cooking and camp outfit and a bull

dog. When he came “out of the west" he narrated the interesting facts

of his remarkable journey—he told his own story in a modest way, there

having been no paid advertising agent in the party whose duty it was to

disseminate iiction.

Dr. Jackson kept a detailed and accurate record of this, the first suc

cessful ocean to ocean automobile journey. It is interesting to road. He

has kindly consented to its publication, and those who care to have it may

obtain a copy of this illustrated record by addressing the Winton Motor

Carriage Co. Ask for “The Transcontinental

Automobile Record." (It will be published in

the forthcoming number of the Auto Era.)

I
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_ ~ THE BEST THING

ON WHEELS. "

JNOTHING T0 WATCH

'

,~_ 3m THE ROAD.”

  

EXPERIENCE
is the best teacher for the manufacturer as well as

for the driver. The satisfaction among drivers of

The Oldsmobile
is due to our 23 years of successful experience in

the manufacture of gasolene motors and engines.

? _ PRICE, $650.00

Call on any of the following representative dealers and experience the pleasure of a trial

spin in the car that “goes” and is built to run and does it.

.1 SELLING AGENTS :

 

GERMANY—All Germany except Cologne)—EarnestALBANY. N. Y.—-Automobile Storage & Trad— MILW'AUKEE. W'IS-—Oldsm0bll¢ C0

ing Co, . MINNEAPOLIS MINN.—A. I“. Chase & Co. “'eigaertner, Berlin; Cologne, L. Welter & Co.

ATLANTA, G,.\,__(3_ H. Johnson_ NASHVILLE, 'I‘ENN.——John \N. Chester Co. FRANCE—Eugene Merville, Paris.

' BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—R. W. Whipple. NEWARK. N. J.—Auto\'chicle (.‘o. SIVITZERLAND—Automobile Fabrik Orion AG., Zurich.

_ nns'i‘ux, MASS.—()ld£flhobll0 C0. NEW (.IRlJ-ZANS, LA.——Abbott (‘ycle C0. ITALY—Victor (‘roizat, 'hirin.

. lam-*FALQ, u, Y___Jnyn¢:3 Autulnnbile (:0, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Ohismobile (‘0. HOLLAND—Bingham & company, Rotterdam.

CHARLESTON, S. C.-—Army Cycle Co. OMAHA, NEIL—Unis Gas Engine \Vorks. NORW'A Y, SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. T. Nielsen & Co.,

-. t‘HICAGO,ILL—Oldsmobile Co.,Githens Bros.C0. PASADENA, CAL—Ed. R. Bradley. Copenhagen, Denmark; L. P. Rose & Co., New York.

3 CLEVELAND, OHIO—Oldsmobile. I’ATERSON, N. J.-—F. \V. Stockbridge. CANADA—Iiyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

COLUMBIA. S. C.—J. E. Richards. I'I.AINFIEI.D, N. J.-—F. L. C. Martin Co. MI‘IXIL‘i.l—Oldsmublle Co., Mohler & De Gress,Mexi00 City.

DALLAS, TEXAS—Lipscomb & Garrett. PHILADELPHIA, PA.-—Ol(lSmOblle C0. ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Camano & Company,

DAVENPORT, IA.—Mason’s Carriage \Vorks. I’IT'I‘SBLTRG, PA.--Bankcr Bros. Co. Buenos Ayres.

DENVER, COLO.—-G. E. Hannan. POUGHKEEI’SIE, N. Y.—John Van Benschoten. SOUTH AFRICA—White, Ryan & Co., Cape Town; Sher

DETROIT, MICH_-()ldsm0biie C0, RALEIGH. N. C.——Raleigh Iron Works. riff, Swingley & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

I ERIE, PA.—-.Iacob Roth. ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Rochester Automobile Co. NEW SOUTH WALES—Knowles Auto.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.—~Adams & Hart. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Locomobile Company & Power Co., Sydney. ,

'. HARRISBURG, PA.—Kline Cycle Co. ot’ the Pacific. VICTORIA—Hall & Warden, Melbourne.

HOUSTON, TEXAS—Hawkins Automobile & SAVANNAH. GA.—-T. A. Bryson. AUSTRALIA— QUEENSLAND—James on“... & Sons,

, Gas Engine Works. ST. LOUIS, MO.—Ml:~:slssippl Valley Automobile C0. Brisbane.

. INDIANAPOLIS, IND—Fisher Automobile C0. TEXARKANA, ARK.—J. K, “’adley. SO. AUSTRALIA—Duncan & Fraser,

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.——-F. E. Gilbert. TUCSON, ARIZ.-—F. Ronstadt, Adelaide.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—E, P, Morim-ity & Co, \VASHINGTON, D. C.—National Capital Automo— NEW ZEAI.AND—W. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd., Auckland. '

LANSING. MICK—W. K. Prudden & Co. bile (‘0. - JAPA N—Bruhl Bros. Yokohama and New York,

108 ANGELES, CAL—Oldsmobile Co. HAWAIIAN ISLANDS—R. N. Halstead. Honolulu ASIA MINOR. INDIA. CEYLON. CHINA, JAVA,

LOUISVILLE, KY.-—Sutclit'fe 81. Co. GREAT BRITAIN A ND IRELAND—Locomobile SUMATRA, BORNEO, FORMOSA—New York Export

Co. of Great Britain, Ltd, London, Eng. & Import Co., New York City.MEMPHIS, TENN.-—H. A, “’hite.

WDITE FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE TO

OLDS MOTOR, WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
FACTORIES: DETROIT AND LANSING, MICI'I.

Members'oi the Association Licensed Automobile Mnnulacturers.
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CONRAD COLLAPSES

Inability to Meet Payroll Precipltates the Crash

——Llabilitlee are Heavy.

The Conrad Motor Carriage Co., Buflalo,

N. Y., was forced to the wall on Monday

last. The failure was not unexpected. In

ability to meet its matured notes was a

symptom that made plain that the crash

could not be long averted. The climax was

reached on Saturday, when money was not

forthcoming to meet the weekly payroll.

Accordingly on Monday a majority of the

directors confessed insolvency and applied to

the Superior Court for an order of dlsolu- .

tion. The court appointed George W. Atter

bury receiver of the concern, and fixed his

bond at $40,000, and lsued an order direct

ing the creditors to show cause on August 30

why the application should not be granted.

Mr; Atterbury will carry on the business

of the company, attempting to realize as

much as he can on its assets. He was its

treasurer and a director. He also is a large

creditor.

In the petition for dissolution it is stated

the capital stock of the Conrad .leiOl‘ Car

riage Co. is $100,000, divided into 1,000

shares of a par value of $100 cacti, and of

the stock $87,500 has been issued. The di—

rectors who make the petition for dissolu

tion are Marcus M. Drake, William E. Peu

geot and George W. Atterbury, three of five.

They state in aflldavits the liabilities of the

company'amounf to about $100,000, and the

assets nominally are worth about $90,000.

but actually are worth only $40,000. The

company was incorporated in 1900.

The principal creditor, from the schedule

attached to the application, appears to be

Mr. Drake, who holds the company’s secured

note _ for $10,000. an unsecured note for

$5,627. and who also has loaned the company

$18,282. Mr. Atterbury also is a large cred

itor, having advanced to the company be

tween $7,000 and $10,000. The majority of

the other creditors are persons and compa

nies from whom the motor company bought

material. The assets consist for the most

part of the plant and automobile parts.

Sackett on Searchmont Stall.

L. J. Sackctt, for many years with the

Waltham Mfg. Co., and latterly with the

Locomoblle Co.. has been added to the trav

elling stud of the Searchmont Automobile

Co. He is preparing for an extended trip

that will extend to the Pacific Coast. If not

the first. Sackett was certame one of the

first gasolene vehicle salesmen in this coun

try, his experience dating from the manu

facture of the Orient quads and tricycles by

the Waltham Mfg. Co., which concern he

also served as superintendent of its testing

department. General Manager Gash of the

Searchmont company was at the time also

identified with the Waltham company as

business manager.

Evidence of Chlllicothe Expansion.

The directors of the Motor Storage & Mfg.

Co., Chiliicothe. Ohio, have voted to increase

the capital stock of the company, and have

authorized the purchase of additional ma

chinery for the factory. The demand for

the Chillicothe car, according to a local

source, is “so great that they cannot be

turned out fast enough, three having been

sold during the past week, and two others

would have been taken had they been in

stock."

Odd Fire in Old: Factory.

A fire of peculiar origin attacked the Lan

sing plant of the Olds Motor Works last

week, but was subdued before damage en

sued. A shed in which a quantity of lime

was stored caught fire in a peculiar man

ner and was destroyed. The lime became

wet and slakcd, causing so much heat that

the building was set on fire. Workmen on an

adjoining building lost their tools, and the

lime and shed were a total loss.

Peterson Takes a Partner.

What was K. Franklin Peterson is now

Peterson & Draper, Jesse Draper having

been admitted to partnership. The firm will

remain at the former Peterson address in

Chicago, and will continue as jobbcrs and

manufacturers‘ agents. Draper was pm.

vlously connected with the Federal Mfg. Co.,

which means that he is thoroughly familiar

with the what's what and who’s who of the

trade.
~ ‘ '. o

SELDENITES TO MEET

Date: Set for the Niagara Falls Session—Nature

of Meeting Altered.

The projected meeting of the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers at

Niagara Falls has been definitely arranged

and will occur on August 14 and 15 next.

The nature of the meeting, however, has

been somewhat altered. Instead of being

purely a conference of superintendents and

factory experts, it will be a general meeting

of the members of the association, to which

the factory heads will be invited.

The idea of bringing the various 1904

models of the machines to Niagara Falls has

been abandoned. It will be a meeting for

discussion and interchange of opinion, not

for comparison of cars.

To Build Can in lierkirmr.

The James A. Clarke Co., Herkimer, N. Y.,

are about to engage in the manufacture of

automobiles. An experimental car has been

completed and is now running on the streets

of Ilcrkimer. It is driven by an 18 horse

power gasolcne motor, has a tonneau body,

and on its trial trip performed very satisfac

torily.

Gets Oldsmobile British Agency.

Charles Jarrott & Letts, Ltd., is the style

of the London concern which has taken over

the Oldsmobible agency for the United King

dom. Jarrott is the same who represented

England in the Bennett Cup race, and Letts

was formerly in charge of the Locomoblle

interests in Great Britain.

Miller Opens Uptown Branch.

“Automobile Row" is to have an addition

of a somewhat unusual kind. On August 1

Charles E. Miller, the well known Reade

street jobber, will open a branch store at 127

West Thirty-eighth street, right in the heart

of the retail and garage district. Here he

will carry a full line of automobile supplies.

New One in Louisle

The Kentucky Automobile Co. is the style

of a new concern which has established it

self at Nos. 414 and 416 West Main street.

Louisville. Hubert Levy is the head of it.
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CO-OPERATIVE OARAGES

How a Quintette oi Wealthy New Yorkers Seek

to Avoid Exorbitant Charges.

Certain members of the Automobile Club

of America have for some time been dis—

cussing the feasibility of establishing in New

York City a co-operative garage, or a system

of garages which would make automobile

owners indepcmlcut of the trade places. As

an outcome of this a circular was issued last

Saturday inviting ctr-operation. The plan

proposed is an organization of owners of

automobiles “for the purpose of cutting down

the exorbitant charges now made for re

pairs, supplies and storage." ‘

The method proposed is, to quote further

from the circular, “to form an association or

club which will establish three garages, one

located on the West Side, one on the East

Side, and one in Harlem, as centrally located

as may be. At least one of the garages is to

be perfectly equipped with the best modern

devices for making any'kind of a repair that ‘

may be needed, with a competent and full

force of expert mechanics. It is designed,

also, to have at each place competent chauf

feurs, so that machines may be safely de

livered or called for at any place the owners

may desire."

Strict business principles are suggested as

the basis of (the organization, and fair

charges are to be made for all service reh

dered, these charges to be reduced from time

to time as tfle profits of the association may

warrant. In order to carry out the plan it

is deemed necessary that not less than fifty

subscriptions at $1,000 each be obtained for

the establishment of each garage. ' The mat

ter is in the hands of a. committee which

has consented to act temporarily for the pur

pose of obtaining subscriptions and perfect

ing the organization. Its members are Jef—

ferson Seligman, treasurer of the Automobile

Club of America, and Frederic B. Cochran,

Henry S. Thompson, Benjamin B. Tilt and

S. W. Henck, all members of the same club.

This proposition has naturally caused much

comment in the trade, and while some of

the representative men are inclined to pooh

pooh it, there are others who declare that if

it is carried out it means war between the

trade and the clubmen. 1n the opinion of

Samuel A. Miles, manager of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

the matter is not worth discussing.

“The scheme can never be put through in

the world,” Mr. Miles remarked. “It will

soon die of itself without any action by the

dealers."

A bit of importance is conceded to it by

E. B. Gallahcr, chairman of the technical

committee of the America_n Automobile As

sociation, who holds that the clubmen have

no call to enter into the trade sphere of the

automobile interest. I

“in building up automobiling in this coun

try," said Mr. Callaher, “the makers and

dealers have stood the brunt oftbe expense.

Now that the time has come when they may

look for some profit, they should not be

robbed of it. For years, while the industry

was in its infancy, the dealers were forced

to devote most of their profits to making

good defective parts. Now that the cars are

being made fairly perfect, the dealers should

be given a chance to get back some of the

money they spent in making good defective

parts. This they had to do promptly at

their own expense or lose trade, as custom

ers would not wait to have parts replaced

from the factories. This was necessary in

a new industry. Now the clubmen seek to

butt into trade and injure those who depend

upon it for their livelihood.

“You can rest assured, though, that if

forced to the wall the makers and dealers

will retaliate. This they can easily do by

raising the price of supplies furnished these

club garages and refusing to supply their

stockholders with missing parts. The mak

ers will back the dealers up and compel the

amateur tradesmen to go to them for what

they need.

“The dealers’ association will take this

matter up, and if it needs help from the

N. A. A. M. it will without doubt get it.

I don’t believe, though, that the clubmen or

other gentlemen who own automobiles will

consent to be dragged into trade. Competi

tion is growing, and this competition will

adjust perforce all questions of high prices

and overcharging.”

The Week’s lnoorporatiom.

Detroit, Mich—The Huber Automobile

Co., under Michigan laws, with $100,000

capital.

Irvlnglou, N. Y.~Mobile Storage and Re

pair Co., under New York laws, with $5,000

capital. incorporators—John and James R.

“'alker.

Covington, N. Y.—-The Mobile Storage and

Repair Company, under New York laws,

with $100,000 capital. Directors—John Walk

er, sr., J. R. Walker and J. C. Walker, all of

Covington, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.—The De Witt-Allen

Auto Co., under New York laws, with $5.

000 capital. lncorporators~chry S. Allen,

Thomas A. De Witt and William A. De Witt,

all of New York, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Rapid Transit Automobile

Company, of Buffalo, under New York laws,

with $10,000 capital. Directors—Charles W.

Roe and John M. Campbell, of Buffalo, N.

Y., and Arthur S. Hartsell, of New York City.

Reading, Pa.~Acme Motor Car Co., under

Pennsylvania laws, with $200,000 capital.

Directors—James C. Reber, George D. Hort,

Jacob Bolde and John D. Horst, all of Read

ing, Pa.: treasurer. James C. Reber, of Read“

ing. Pa.

Jamestown. N. Y.—Curney Ball Bearing

Co., under New York laws, with $100,

000 capital. lncorporators—John M. Brooks,

Charles M. Nichols and Charles M. -Waltc.

Directors—E. C. Hall, W. F. Falconer and

Benjamin Nichols, all of Jamestown, N. Y.

PLOTTING THE ROUTE

N. A. A. M. Pathfinders Outline First Four Days

of Next Reliability _Run.

 

Harry Unwin, secretary of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

who is laying out the route for the endur

ance run to be held under the auspices of

the association in October, has laid out,

tentatively, the following for the first four

days of the run, which will cover the dis

tance from New York to Buffalo:

First Day—Leave New York and go up

the east side of the Hudson on the old Post»

Road to Rhinebeck, cross the ferry to Ron

dout and then climb the hill to Kingston.

Distance, 100% miles,

Second Day—Kingston to Bricevllle,

through Shokan, Bench Ford, Phoenicia,

Pine Hill, Fleischmann’s, Arkville and Mar

garetville to Andes, there to climb the steep

Palmer's hill, thence to Delhi and through

Franklin, East Sidney and Unadilla. Dis

tance, 102 miles.

Third Day—Through Bainbride, Afton,

Ninevah, Harpersville, Belden, Port Crane,

Binghamton, Union, Campville, Owego,

Waverly, Elmira and Gibson to Corning.

Distance, 125 miles. .

Fourth Day—Across the Clicmung River

through Savona, Bath, Avoca, Cohocton,

llansville, Mount Morris, Geneseo, Avon and

Corfu to Buflalo. Distance, 145 miles.

This covers the 472 miles between New

York and Buffalo; the fifth day will be be

tween Buffalo and Eric, and the sixth be

tween Erie and Cleveland.

 

White to Move Uptown.

On or about August 1 the automobile de

partment of the White Sewing Machine Co.'s

New York branch will be domiciled in a.

building of its own. The premises at 215

and 217 West Forty-eighth street have been

leased for a term of years, and are being

made ready for occupancy. The building is

a two-story and basement one, and will be

used as a salesroom and garage. The in

creasing business of the branch has made a

step of this kind necessary. The present

garage in East Nineteenth street will be dis

continued.  

Open: Branch in New York.

A New York branch has been established

at No. 113 West Thirty-seventh street by

the Cleveland Automobile Supply Co., with

Leon Ruhay as manager. The company will

sell the specialties of G. Lacoste 8:. Co., of

Paris, and do a general supply business.

 

Fire Destroys Garage.

The shop and garage of Clifford Bonnt.L

ville, near New Rochelle. N. Y., was totally

destroyed by fire on Tuesday night. The

cars of several wealthy patrons were con

sumed. _ v J
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DR. JACKSON ARRIVES

First Automobilist to Cross Continent Completes

Trip in 63 Days—iii: Interesting Story.

Known to only a few persons, Dr. H. Nelson

Jackson, of Burlington, Vt., rolled into New

York on Saturday night a proud and happy

man. He had accomplished what every one

he had talked with told him was impossi

ble; and he had been the pioneer, had writ

ten his name on the roster of fame as the

first man to span the 3.000 miles of space

that separates the Pacific and the Atlantic.

Other aspirants for the honor were in par

suit; but, starting first, he easily maintained

his lead and carried oi? the prize. Leaving

San Francisco on May 23, he had been on

the road sixty-three days, forty-four of

which were consumed in the running time.

“It may sound almost incredible, for the

 
 

 

  

 

Stuck in a " Buffalo Wallow"-Dr. Jackson Looking on.

railroad distance is only 3.000 miles, but

when I reach my home at Burlington, Vt.,

i shall have covered 6,000 miles on my trans

continental trip." So declared Dr. Jackson

to a representative of the Motor World at

the Holland House on Tuesday. “This dis

tance has been measured by cyclometers,

and is, I am convinced, accurate. Early in

the trip I found .that we. were covering from

one-fourth to one-third more than the rail

road mileage, so often were we compelled

to leave the adjacent roads; and to avoid

the Nevada deserts we went nearly 1,200

miles out of our way, striking to the-north

into Oregon." \

Dr. Jackson is bronzed and vigorous, full

of energy and vitality and full of enthusi

asm over his long and arduous trip. Big and

of stocky build, decided in his actions, he is

just the man to undertake and carry through

a pioneer journey of this kind. Ilis chauf

feur, Crocker. is smaller and siighter. but is

also “nervy” and alert. As Dr. Jackson told

the story of the trip to the Motor World

man Crocker would occasionally interject a

word or sentence. pithy and timely.

“It was a terribly wearing trip. and one

that at timcs seemed to come to an impasse.

But we pullcd through. and I want to say

right here that there never was a time when

I wished I hadn‘t started, and I am sorry

that it is over. '

"Why did I undertake the trip? Well,

partly for pleasure and partly to have the

honor of first accomplishing this seemingly

impossible journey. It started in a discus

sion at the club in San Francisco—you have

   

  

 

Literally a Rocky Road.

doubtless heard the familiar story—when

everybody pooh-poohcd the idea of even at

tempting such a journey. I had been stay

ing in California for some time. crmblning

business with pleasure. doing a little auto

mobillng in the mean time. After leaving

the club I went home and mentioned the

matter of crossing the continent in an auto

mobile—not intlrnating then that I thought

of driving the vehicle myself.

“ ‘Why not go north into Oregon instead

of straight across ?' my wife suggested. ‘You

remember what a fine country it was when

we passed through on the train.’

“That set me to thinking, and I had a talk

with a friend of mine, a postofiice inspector,

who was familiar with all that section of

the country. He shared the common belief

as to the impossibility of crossing Nevada.

but thought that by diverging to Oregon the

trip could be made. Then I began to really

think seriously 0f the matter. and had a talk

with Crocker, my chauffeur.

“ ‘You can do it if you get a \Vinton car,’

he declared. "I‘hat has plenty of power and

is stanch and reliable, and it will carry you

through if anything will.’

"After looking over a \Vinton car I came

to the conclusion that (‘rockcr was right.

But how in the dellcc was I to got a Winton!

it was not as easy as it was to decide on

onc. It was then the latter part of May,

and people who had ordered Wintons long

before were still waiting for them. So there

seemed small prospect of my stepping in

and securing one at the last minute. Fortu

nately I had a friend who had received his

“'inton a \vcck or two before. I went to

him. and managed to persuade him to sell it

to me for a bonus. Then I went to the local

agent and arranged with him to send me

parts along the route in case I needed them.

“I was now ready to start, and on May 23

I got away from San Francisco. It was my

desire to avoid all newspaper publicity, and

not even the makers of thc. Winton knew

about 1in attempt. If i got through there

would be glory enough; while if failure fell

to my lot the less notoriety there was, the

bctter it would be in every way. So Crockcr

and myself startcd off with a good supply

of the things that we considered would be

neccssary during the trip. including a block

and tackle; and I render only due justice to

the latter when I say that without it we

never would have got through.

“Looking back at the trip now, it is odd to
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Fordinl a Stream in Wyoming.

reflect that the dreaded parts of the journey

across the Sierra Nevada Mountains really

proved easy, while through Wyoming the

going was much worse; and as for Nebraska.

that was where we nearly failed to get

through. But it was the weather that proved

our greatest enemy. it had rained for two

weeks bcfore we got to Wyoming, and every

day coming through there we got a little

more of the clouds' seemingly inexhaustible

supply of moisture. Through Nebraska, and.

indeed. all the way to the Hudson River. it

rained every day and all day. The last day

of our journey was the only one that the

downpour ceased. Consequently we had

flooded roads—where there were roads at all

—ncarly all the way.

“\Ve passed through or touched eleven

States on our journey to this city. viz., Cali

fornia, ()rcgon, Idaho. “'yoming, Nebraska,

Iowa. lllinois, Indiana. (lhlo, Pennsylvania

and New York. ()ur mileage now is a little

(Continued on page 668.)
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The Best Automobile for the Least Money.
  

SHEDS LIGHT

ON A

DIFFICULT

PROBLEM.

  

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN OVER TWO YEARS. BET

THE OPPORTUNITY WHILE YOU MAY.

“"‘b‘g'fug’m‘o'i,‘i,°§§,fi§£,§fcfif‘"'°d' NORTHERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, DETROIT, MICH.

Only a Card—A Postal Card—

Will bring to you our booklet giving

the advantages of using

FISK TIRES.

PISK RUBBER CO., - Chicopee Falls, Hass.

 

 

BRANCHES :

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO,

604 All-nth: Ave. 40 [Nikki 5t. 83 Chamber! St. 916 Arch St. 52M 5!.

SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, DETRCIT, SAN FRANCISCO,

471 50. Clinton St 28 W. Oenelee St. 254 Jefferson 5!. II4 Second 8!.
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Suggestivensss From Abroad.

The Motor World’s Paris letter, printed on

another page, is of more than usual interest.

It portrays graphically the change that has

“come over the of the public's

The man in a motor car is, by vir

spirit

dreams."

tne oi! the fact, no longer considered a male

factor, but is coming to be viewed as a citi

zen entitled to the full rights of citizenship.

The deliberations and transactions of the

special commission comprising all classes of

citizens designed to consider his claims to

decent treatment cannot well fail to be of

far-reaching importance.

that the abolition of the speed limit, as al

ready proposed in Great Britain, is likely to

result, while the institution of automobile

police, as described by

spondent, is plausibly made to appear ad

It is significant

our Paris corre

vantagcous rathcr than disadvantageous to

the interests of users of motor-driven ve

hicles.

That France has seen the end of road

The cstablishment of

tracks and motordromcs is in conscqucnce

racing is made plain.

but a natural inclination, and will do much

to develop genuine sport and competition, as

comparcd with the long-distance games of

tag and tilts against the clock that have

heretofore been accepted as the standard of

automobile sport.

The change, though it is but in line with

conditions prevailing in this country, will

But

astutcncss of that rollicking old rake, the

King of Belgium, cannot but be admired.

The construction of a special road and the

not be unwelcome. in passing the

manner in which he turned to the advan

tage and profit of his country the suppres

sion of road racing by other nations is de

tailed by our Paris letter, as is the “skill

competition" which proved a feature of the

()stcnd mcct. It appears to have been but

an amplification of what we term “obstacle

races," but an amplification so picturesque

and entertaining that it should be lmitatcd

by the promoters of niccts in this country.

Spread of the Touring Spirit.

With the favorite touring month yet to

come, this phase of thc pastime has wit

ncsscd an expansion that is little short of

marvellous. Hundrcds of tours have been

undertaken—from the ambitions transconti

nentnl journey to the modest town-totown

and inland to seashore jaunts—und dozens

of them have already been completed. From

the participants comcs but one story—that

of genuine and _almost unalloycd pleasure,

induced by the general, frequently the con

spicuous, sncccss that has attended them.

More than six months ago the Motor

\\'orld called attention to the remarkable

unanimity with which makcrs were prepar

ing for a big anticipatcd demand for touring

cars, by cxhibiting at the automobile shows

cars with tonneau bodies or other means of

seating parties of more than two. It pres

agcd what has since come to pass, and our

characterization of 1903 as a touring car

and a touring year has becn fully borne out

by the event.

signers and makers has been. fittingly re

warded. Had they not started in time, the

desire to tour that has since swept over the

if not

seriously checked, by the inability to pro

The prescicnce of the de

land would have been hampered,

cure touring cars;

public deprived of the means of pursuing

one of the most rational and enjoyable of

plcasurcs.

It is noteworthy that in an overwhelming

and the autonioblling

number of cases the wives, daughtcrs and

swccthcarts of the owners of touring cars

have comprised the parties filling them.

Parties of mcn tourists have been rare. The

zcst. that femininity lends to a party of this

kind has bcen generally recognized, and

the recognition has been followed by action.

Man‘s tendency to gregariousness has been

nowhere more strongly evidenced than in

The old saw, “The

more the merrier" applies strongly here, and

has even led—as in the Dill-Scarritt expe

dition—t0 a combination of different vehicles

the case under notice.

and parties, with tho objcct of adding to

the pleasure of the journey by embracing

in the party as many congenial spirits as

possible.

It remains to be seen, of course, whether

the touring spirit is lasting or of an ephem

eral character. So many people seek variety

as the condiment that gives life just the de

sired spicc. that we may be pardoned our

doubt of the enduringness of their devotion

to touring. But a fair proportion of even

the fashionable elcmcnt will probably find

sntiicicnt divcrsion in it to continue to in

duige in it.

are likely to be even more steadfast. The

But the vast army of autoists

evenincrcasing desire to get out into the

open air, to visit places new and interesting,

to enjoy at its best the pleasures of auto

mobbing—all bespeuk the continued popular

ity of this pastime that even yet is but little

more than in its infancy.

Steering-Gear Accidents.

By good fortune that seems almost provi

dcntial, the ever-present danger of stccring

gcar accidents, with their long train of ugly

consequences, has been almost wholly es

caped. There have bcen many escapes, and

extremely narrow ones at that; but almost

without exception they have been productch

of little harm.

the vehicle have been quite ignorant of the

threatcncd danger.

Frequently the occupants of

It is to be said for the credit of designers

and makers that precautions—in some cases

extraordinary ones—are constantly taken

The

most careful construction possible is to be

against happcnings of this nature.

found on most of the host makes of cars. A

factor of safety enormously in excess of all

ordinary requirements is provided at this

point, and to it is due the immunity en

joyed.

There is littlc danger of overestimating the

importance of the matter. The locomotive

and the trollcy car are held fast to a pre
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determined course by rigid rails; the horse

drawn vehicle is both steered and guided by

the horse held fast in the shafts; the vessel

with its steering gear suddenly disarranged

can at least “lie to," and in this condition

encoupter little danger; but the automobile

depends almost absolutely upon the proper

working of its steering gear. and when it

gives way the only hope of safety is to

bring the car to a stop before any damage is

done. At thirty or forty miles an hour, or

even the legal fifteen or twenty. this is no

small matter; and it is pretty good evidence

of the reliability and dependability of steer

ing devices that the imminent danger rarely

eventuates.

 

Not Merely a City Man's Vehicle.

In the minds of many persons the auto

mobile is regarded as being chiefly the city

This view is

widely held than the corresponding one that

man‘s Vehicle. nmch mire

the self-propelled -vehlcle is the toy of the

wealthy, or at least the well to do. It may

come into use outside of the thickly p0pu

lated centres eventually, but now. and for

some time to come. its use must necessarily

be restricted to the rich urbanite.

Nothing could be much wider of the mark

What

-ever may haVe been the. case in the early

than this summary of the matter.

years of the automobile. it is now found in

the country districts almost as much as in

the city ones. In proportion to the popula

tion. it is probable that even now the for

mer have a lead, and at the present rate of

increase a marked advantage will shortly

be obtained. The hundreds and even thou

sands of cars found in the large cities quite

overshadow the ones and twos of the. vi]

lages, but the aggregate of the latter is sur

well postedprisineg large. and

tradesmctu knows that the rate of increase

every

is enormous.

There are perhaps fifty thousand automo

biles now in use in this country, of which

at least a fifth are to be found in this State.

Probably half of the total number are owned

by urban residents—the large towns only

being included in this estimate. Two years

ago, or even at the beginning of the present

the

markedly different.

season, showing would have. been

A year hence it will

have swung still further in the direction of

the country districts.

ever-increasing proportion of the yearly out

They will take an

put of the factories. and this without any

blowing of trumpets or other unusual mani

restatlous.

In a recent talk with the sales manager of

a Western factory We were informed that

his coneern's entire product could have been

disposed of in one State—South Dakota. In

that and neighboring States dozens of little

towns and even villages had absorbed a few

automobiles, ranging all the way from one

to twenty-five or thirty. The purchase of

one car was invariably followed by others,

and each sale seemed to lead to more just

Little

town that one rarely hears of were taking

as naturally as day follows night.

automobiles in carload shipments. and fre

quently the. ability of the factory to supply

was the gauge of the town‘s absorbing

capacity.

This enormous—com]1aratively speaking—

and ever-increasingr demand is due to two

causes: one is the utilitarian value of the.

automobile in places where horse travel has

hitherto been the almost universal rule; the

other is the abatement of the rurallte‘s hos

tility to “new-fangled" inventions.

The horny-handed son of toll, no less than

the. village denizen, now wants all the "latest

imprm'emcnts." An all-embracing prosper

ity enables him to gratify the new-found de

sire. Where he formerly was content to live

as his fathers and gramlfathcrs did, work:

ing hard and taking his pleasures in a very

circumscribed circle. he now wants to par

take of the same pleasures as the urban resi

dent. and in the same way. His wife or

daughter wants a piano, his son a bicycle.

himself an automobile. The latter serves a

double purpose: it furnishes pastime or

sport. and supplies a long-felt and ever

present want—that of Some speedy, reliable

and ever-ready method of annihilating dis

ta nce.

For these reasons the remoter districts are

certain to take more and more automobiles

as the years go by. The influence of each

one will be beneficial, from whatever aspect

viewed; and it will be only a question of

time when the existing prejudice is reduced

to a minimum or removed altogether.

Effect on the Beef Market“!

There is no connection between automo

biles and the beef market that any ordinary

observer would see, and yet a connection is

perceived by some of those astute people

who are. continually bringing unrelated

things together. They put the matter in an

interesting way. Automobiles for freight

and express deliveries. as well as for cab

service, have diminished the number of

horses kept in the cities, and will probably

\ do so to a much greater extent within the

next few years. With a decrease of horses

comes a lessening of the market for hay. In

this year of a short hay crop the effect is

not apparent, but in the next year of a full

supply of hay it will be. . .

Farmers in the Kennebec Valley and other

hay exporting sections of Maine, as well

as in the other New .England States and in

New York, are already considering the prob

lem that they will soon be called upon to

solve. With high prices for beef, it is not

unlikely that in the near future hay may be

marketed less profitably in the city than by

feeding it to young cattle and selling the

cattle for beef.

The filling of the West with farms instead.

of cattle ranges, the organization of the beef

trust and the introduction of automobiles

are a combination of causes which may re

store the herds of Durhams and lIerefords

to the hills of New England.

 

When we come to think of it, the number

of serious breakages to automobiles is sur

prisingly small. Considering the excessive

weight they have to carry, the strains and

stresses produced by the engines and the

severe use many of them get over abomina

ble roads, they stand up remarkably well.

Such alarming mishaps as broken axles,

steering connections, etc., are rarely heard

of, and the average autoist has come to re

gard himself as pretty nearly immune. This

speaks volumes for the design and construc

tion of the average automobile.

 

Why are. streets and roads made high in

the middle and sloping toward the sides?

rl'he answer is. of course, very ready: So they

will drain well. But this convexity of out

line is very hard on automobiles, which slip

and slide whenever the road surface is wet.

So why shouldn‘t they be made concave. the

drainage being carried to the centre? Then

there- would be no tendency to slip, and in

going around corners there would be bank

ing to facilitate the operation; whereas, at

present it is just the other way, the outside

of the roadbed being lower than the centre.

 

To fully appreciate the changes that have

taken place in automobile design, one needs

to examine some of the early models that

are now in use in the country districts. They

resemble toys, so small and dumpy-looking

are they.
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WHOLESALE RECORD BREAKING AT YONKERS MEET

 

Oldfield Brings Down the Mile to 55 4-5 Seconds and Also Wins his Match with La Roche,

Creating Five Standing-start Records—Wilkinson, Sincholle and

Grosso Also set up New Figures.

“I can do a mile straightaway in forty-six

seconds.”

That was Barney Oldfield‘s reply to the

congratulations which showered upon him

at the Empire City track, Yonkers, N. Y.,

\

 

The exhibition was a superb one, and was

conspicuously the feature of a meet which

was brilliant in several other respects. The

weather was perfect; the track was in as

good condition as rolling and sprinkling could

 

 

 

standing here In the East while the chairman

of the A. A. A. Race Committee was referee

and all the officially recognized time-keepers

were on hand. it was about 3 o‘clock when

his big red machine appeared on the track,

    

 

last Saturday afternoon, just after he had

set a new automobile record for one mile on

a circular track. Unperturlml, as it he had

not a moment previously completed a ride

which had held thousands of spectators al

most breathless by its daring, he sat in his

big 80-horsepower Cooper carriage (the

fumou "i)‘.J‘J"), mopped the perspiration from

his face with a handful of cotton waste, and

replaced in his mouth the big cigar upon

which he had chewed while flying along the

stretches and around the curves of the mile

track. He had done the mile in 55 4-5 see

onds—the second and third quarters in 13

seconds each. The former record for the

track, made by Oldfield on May 30, was 1

minute 1 2-5 seconds.

GENERAL VIEW OF GRAND STAND AND LAWN.

make it; on the grandstand. on the balcony

of the clubhouse, and all about the grounds

were some six or seven thousand people, and

crowded together wherever vantage ground

was available there were by actual count

303 automobiles of every description, from

the big touring car down to the airy looking

little buck'board. Nor were these vehicles

silent features in the scene when the air

vibrated with enthusiasm, for their horns

honkcd a strident accompaniment to the

cheers of the admiring multitude.

Oldfield's attack on the mile record was

made the second event of the afternoon, he

having requested that this special feature of

the. meet be presented at this stage of the

game because he wanted to settle his record

the Detroit motorist. bareheaded and clad in

a flaming red leather coat, in the single seat,

with a freshly lighted cigar in his mouth.

Driving his car back to the seven-furlong

post, he spent but a moment in his final

preparations, threw his right hand up as a'

signal that he was ready, and in response

to the waving of a red flag in the hand of

Starter I‘icnrd, came down the stretch tow

ard the judges’ stand like a flash. Making

for the outer fence he was going like a hurri

cane a he came opposite to the starter, who

fired the signakshot in response to his nod.

Diagonally along the remainder of the stretch

the red flyer made direct for the first turn,

which was taken so daringly that while the

front wheels appeared to be within a foot of
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The remarkable performance of Dr.

who has just completed the first 5:

ican Continent, was accomplished or"

GOODRICH CLINCHER

He made the entire trip, a di

ON THE ORIGINAL nooancn 1

The route being over the worst roz

Mountains, and the vast tracklesi
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the'inner fence the rear wheels skidded for

several yards. sending into the air a heavy

cloud of dust which struck the faces of the

spectators at the rail like a sand blast. They

fell back, some shrieking with an evident

fear that an accident had happened, while in

the view of spectators on the grandstand

weighing under 1,200 pounds in one race,

while in another race for similar cars new

records from six to ten miles, inclusive, were

made. The records from ten miles to fit

teen have stood since 1901, when they were

established by A. C. Bostwick. In the live

mile match race between Oldfield and La
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LINING UP FOR THE FREE-FOR-ALL EVENT.

Oldfield was speeding around the turn, never

for a moment in the cloud of dust his ma

chine raised; and by the time the rail birds

were able to open their eyes again and see

what was doing he was half way along the

backstretch, going at a clip of about seventy

miles an hour. Crouching over the lever, his

hair streaming in the wind, his cigar point

ing upward in the left side of his mouth, he

was full of short, rapid body motions as he

urged his big machine forward. The specta

tors were keyed up to an intensity of interest

which was too great to permit a shout, but as

the daring chauffeur came into the home

stretch with a speed which suggested that

he had been shot from a mighty catapult

there was a sound that can be described

only as a mni’iled growl of surprise and ex

pectation, which broke into cheers as Old

field sped across the tape, and the figures on

the judges’ stand announced the time for the

mile—55 4-5 seconds. Around the track once

more sped the victor over Father Time, les

sening speed by degrees until he came to a

stop, by the outer fence in front of the grand

stand, where an eager crowd rushed upon

him to offer congratulations, or at leaseto

get a near view of him.

()idfield‘s was not the first record-making

ride of the day, which was. as a whole, a

day of new records. In five events new com

petitive records were made in all save one——

the frec-for-all, which was last on the card

for the afternoon. Taken as a Whole, the

midsummer race meet was a thorough suc

cess. A new set of figures from one mile to

fifteen, inclusive, was made for the heavy

type of touring car; new figures from one. to

five miles, inclusive, were made for cars

nearly all stayed till the end.

Roche, miles in less than a minute were

reeled of! successively, and there was in all

almost a surfcit of speed for the day. The

excitement tired the spectators visibly, yet

In some of

not only in the breaking of the record, but

also in the fact that an American made car

of 10 horsepower beat a French made car

of 16 horsepower.

The ten-mile match race ‘was a lively con

test all the way. For the first mile the three

cars kept close together. Then the Frank

lin that won the first race drew gradually

away, and ended by putting a second victory

to its credit, and trinmphing over a second

foreign-made car. and adding five additional

new record’s to its score.

The three-sided race between the Mercedes

that is a sister car to the one Jenatzy drove

to victory in Ireland. the Decauville that was

in the Paris-Madrid race and the Peerless

that Mooers drove in the. Irish cup race was

close for three-quarters of a mile. Then the

Mercedes began to draw away from the In»

cauville, but slowly. The Peerless cup racer

kept dropping back. At five miles (irosso.

with the Mercedes, was leading by 200 yards

and had made a new record of 5 minutes

28 2-5 seconds. beating Oldiield’s record of

5 minutes 31 seconds, made on May 30. The

car ran lwautifully, with scarcely any noise,

and won lunch applause as it sped smoothly

along. At ten miles Grosso had a lead of a

third of a mile. and after that the race was

never in doubt, be winning by five-eighths

of a mile.

In the match race between Oldfield and La

Roche the former had it all his own way. In

the first heat they started from opposite sides

of the track, getting away evenly after one

false start. In the first turn a screw of Old

field's spark coil fastening jumped loose, and
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OLDFIELD'S RECORD TRIAL, SHOWING THE WIDE TURNS HE MADE.

the races there was a close contest for a

mile or two that kept the crowd on edge,

_ but then it would string out as some ma

chine let out a notch and took a lead that

made it a sure winner, barring accident.

The first event of the afternoon was the‘

five-mile race for cars weighing Jess than

1,200 pounds, and it was made noteworthy

he slowed and stopped. The oificials called

it no start. After they got away the second

time, from a standstill, he began at once

to eat up the distance that separated him

from his competitor, and also to make new

records from a standing start. Oldfield led

at the end of the first milc by two furlongs,

at the second by four turlongs; he caught
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and passed La Roche in the fourth mile, and

won by just about a mile. In the second

heat he. won a greater victory.

He gained steadily and won by a mile

and a quarter, after reeling off the second

mile in 57 2-5 seconds. the third in 58 3-5

seconds. the fourth in 573-5 and the fifth in

4-horsepower Orient, fourth; F. F. Goodman's

li-hori-Icpowcr Northern. fifth. Time, 0:54 3-5.

Time by miles, 1:25, 2:46 2-5, 4:08 2-5, 51302-5.

(1:5-III-5—nll new rcconls for this class of

machine.

One-mile trial against time, by Barney Old

field. of Detroit. with a flying start of a

sixteenth of a mile—Time, 55 4-5 seconds;

 

 

  
 

 

JOHN WILKINSON AND HIS AIR-COOLED FRANKLIN.

584-5 seconds. His time for the five miles

of 4 minutes 55 seconds is a new competition

record, but against time Oldfield‘s record

for five miles with a flying start is 4 minutes

54 seconds, made on July 4 at Columbus.

In the. free-for-all four machines started,

and for a couple of miles it looked like a

sure thing for Herman’s Panhard. This auto

mobile had a valve break in the third mile.

however. and then Sinchollc with his Dar

racq took the lead. He led until in the sixth

mile he tore a rear tire. and then Page, in

a Decauville that ran “like grease,“ to quote

the words of a grandstand enthusiast. went

to the front and stayed there till the end.

winning by more than a mile. Page drove

his car to the end, going nine miles with his

tire. flapping about like a torn rag. and the

crowd momentarily expecting to see him

upset.

The one disappointment of the day was

the calling of! of the race for 24-horscp0wer

I‘nnhards. There were three entries, namely.

by James Martin. jr.. H. (i‘. Haskins and

(I. V. Brokaw. As Mr. Br..kaw's car was

the only one of the three cars which put in

an appearance, this race had to be elimi

nated. It had been anticipated by many as

one of the most interesting events of the day.

inasmuch as it was to bring into competition

three cars of exactly the same make and

power, which it was to be presumed would

contend upon the most even terms possible.

Summaries of the various events follow:

Five miles, for machines of any motive

power weighing under 1,200 pounds—Won

by J. Wilkinson's 10-horsep0wer Franklin

by three-quarters of a mile; Colonel W. P.

Harlow's Iii-horsepower Darracq. driven by

L. O. Gitchell. second; I“. A. La Roche's 12

liorsepower Dnrracq. third; J. C. Bobbins's

quarter mile, 15 seconds; half mile, 28 sec

onds; three-quarters of a mile, 41 seconds.

Former record, 56 2-5 seconds, made by Old

field at Columbus, Ohio, July 4. Former

record for the track, 1:01 2-5, made by Old

field on May 30.

Fifteen-mile three-cornered match race be

tween 0. W. Bright's (ilHiorscpowcr Mer—

cedes, driven by Laurent Grosso: .I. R. (Ibis

holm’s 40horscpowcr lb-vauvillc, (Il‘th‘ll by

II: Page, and U. (l. Wridgway's Hit-horse

power Peerless—Won by Grosso by five

eighths of a mile. Time, 16:10 4-5. Time by

miles. 1:102-5, 2:14 4-5, 3:19 3-5, 4:23 4-5,

5:28 2-5, 6:33 3-5, 7:381-5, 82431-5, 9:47 2-5,

10:513-5, 11:56, 12:50 4-5, 14:03 4-5, 15:07 2-5,

16:10 4-5—new world's records from eleven to

fifteen miles. inclusive. Former record for

fifteen miles, 19:10 4-5, held by Fournier.

Ten miles, for cars of any motive power

weighing under 1.800 pounds—Won by Jules

Sincbolle‘s 40-horsepower Darracq, by a third

of a mile; J. It. Chisholm‘s 40-horsepowcr

liecauville, driven by II. Page. second;

George Papillon's 35-horsepower lhlrracq.

third; J. l. Blair's 35-horsep0wer I‘anhurd,

driven by Joseph Tracey, fourth. Time,

10:52 4-5. Time by miles, 1:134-5. 2:171-5,

3:21 1-5, 4:25 2-5, 5:29, 6:32 4-5. 7:371-5,

8:413-5, 9:47, 10:52 4-5—nll new records for

this class of machine. _

Frec-for-ull, fifteen miles, for machines of

any motive power and any weight, Oldfield

and La Roche machines barred—Won by J.

It. (.‘hisbolm’s 40-horscpowcr Dccauville by

one and one-third miles; George l’apillon’s

35-horsepower Darracq, second; Jules Sin

cholle's Ml-horsepowcr Darracq, third. Time,

16:302-5. I‘aplllon's time, 18:18 4-5: Sin

cholle’s time, 19:00. ,

Special tive-mile match race in heats. be

tween Barney Oidfleld’s 80-horsepower “99W

and F. A. La Roche‘s 35-horscpowcr Dur

racq—ii‘irst heat, won by Oldfield, by a mile;

time, 5:9 4-5. La Roche's time, 6:18 1-5. Old

field's time by miles, 1:113-5, 2:12 2-5,

3:12 2-5. 4:11. 5:9 4-5—new records from a

standing start.

Second heat—“'on by Oldfield, by a mile

and a quarter. Time, 4:55. La Roche's time,

5:13. Oldfield's time by miles, 1:02 3-5, 2:00,
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JULES SINCHOLLE AND HIS RECORD-BREAKING 4o-H P. DARRACQ.

Ten-mile match race between J. Insley

Blair's 10-horsepower Renault, driven by

Joseph 'h'acey, and John Wilkinson‘s 10

horSepower Franklin—Won by Wilkinson by

a third of a mile. Time, 15:50 1-5. Tracey‘s

time, 17:07 4-5. Time by miles, 1:27 3-5.

2:54 4-5, 4:23 4-5. 5:51. 7:25 4-5, 9.03 4-5, 10:43.

12:15 3-5, 14:48 4-5, 15:50 1-5—all new records

for this class from six to ten miles.

2258 3-5, 3:561-5, 4:55—all new records.

One-mile time trials—M. C. Herman‘s 70

horscpower Panhard, 1:05 2-5; Jules Sin

cholle's 35-horsepower Darracq, 1:15 2-5;

John Wilkinson‘s 10-horsepower Franklin,

1:20 2-5; 0. W. Bright's (KI-horsepower Mer

cedes. 1:031-5: C. G. Wridgway‘s Sit-horse

power Peerless. 11193-5; H. Page's 40horse

power Decauville, 1.07 1-5.
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DR. JACKSON ARRIVES

(Co-finned from page 659.)

short of 0,000 miles; the run to Burlington—

for which we start on Thursday-will bring

the total up to 6,000 miles.

“After leaving Sacramento the Sierras

were approached, and we sought a good

place to pass over them. Taking the advice

of residents, we went further north, and

finally got across at Anderson without any

very great amount of trouble. The road, or

trail, was not much to brag of, being narrow,

tortuous and very stony and steep. The pas

sage shook us up a great deal, and was hard

on our tires. But we descended at last, and,

striking north again, crossed the Oregon line

just before coming to Lakeview. Beyond

there we turned east along the Oregon Short

Line Railroad. After leaving Pocatello our

real troubles began.

“It. had been our belief that the sand

through the small Oregon desert would be

our worst enemy, but it was not. It was

pretty bad though. As long as we had a

bottom under the sand we managed to do

pretty well. But when we sank in nearly to

the hubs—(‘And that was pretty often,’ put

in Crocker)—we had to get out the block and

tackle and pull the car out. It was on this

stretch, too, that we had our worst time

about food. We were thirty-six hours with

out it, and just when matters were looking

very bad we fell in with a shepherd, who

gave us one of the finest meals we had ever

partaken of.

“Before leaving Idaho we received an ad

dition to our party. This was Bud, a bull

dog, which I bought at Caldwell. No, it did

not run after us, as the papers say. I saw

and liked him and struck a bargain for him

without much trouble. He proved good com

pany, and seemed to enjoy himself hugely

in spite of the discomforts of the trip.

“When we left the sand behind we thought

the worst was over, and we would rattle

along in fine style, having understood that

the Wyoming roads were at least ridable;

and they would have been a few weeks later,

or at almost any time during the preceding

five years. But, for our benefit apparently,

there has been a number of excessively vio

lent rainstorms—cloudbursts some people

called them. This prevented our following

the railroad, as we had intended doing; for

the roads running parallel to it sloped tow

ard the tracks and the water had banked up

there until it was impossible to drove a ve

hicle through it.

“Then we were in a dilemma. We made

use of cross roads whenever any favoring us

were to be found; and where they were not

we took to the fields or prairie and zigzagged

as best we could. Sometimes we went north

instead of east; at others we even went

northwest. only to retrace our steps when

the opportunity presented. Where the rail

road went one mile we would frequently g0

five. This was kept up nearly all the way

across Wyoming; and when we crossed into

Nebraska it became worse instead of better.

Here it rained constantly. The mud was a

cementlike mass that stuck to things like

the best Portland. And it seemed to have no

bottom. The car sank in it clear up to the

battery boxes—that is, nearly to the tops of

the wheels; and then we would get out the

block and tackle and haul it out. One day

we repeated this performance eighteen times;

other days it would be from three to eight

times. These places were locally termed

‘hnfi’alo wallows.’ We wallowed in them,

sometimes tearing down a section of fence

or using sage bushes where there were no

fences, and put them under the wheels to

make a foundation.

“In many places, particularly in Wyoming,

the little streams were without bridges, and

we had to ford them. The banks_were often

steep and of soft material, and it was diffi

cult to surmount them. Once we were stuck

in a stream, as the picture shows, and three

Italians came tramping along with heavy

packs on their shoulders. They were bound

for a place twelve miles beyond, and I told

them that if they would pull us out of the

stream I would carry their packs to their

destination for them. They gladly consented,

and then I carried out my bargain, although

the packs each contained more than 100

pounds. '

“When we reached Omaha our difficulties

proved to be nearly over. The constant rains

made the roads very bad, but after the buf

falo wallows they were child's play. A few

inches of mud made little difference to us

then, and we seldom had to fall back on our

faithful block and tackle.

“Our tires stood up remarkably well. I

tried to get new spare tires at San Francisco,

but was unable to do so. After crossing the

Sierras the rear tires were practically use

less, having been cut to pieces by the stones

and rocks. I telegraphed for others, and the

best that could be done was to take a pair

of second hand ones off a car and send them

to me. One of these was worse than those

I had, so I used only one. A jagged stone

had cut a piece bigger than my two hands

out of one of the original tires, but by put

ting in a new inner tube and wrapping a

piece of canvas around it we were able to

get along with it.

"For some time we had a bad time with

our tires, and finally, seeing that something

must be done, I wired to the Goodrich people

at Akron and had them send me an entire

set of tires. These came all right—C. O. D.,

by the way, as did even the Winton parts

sent me. so absolute a stranger was I to

both concerns—and thenceforth I had no

trouble. The rubber wore off at last—not on

the tread, but on the sides, where the stones

struck the tires and destroyed their beauty.

But I never had to bother about tires again.

“Nor did the car give me much trouble. A

broken bolt coming over the mountains. two

connecting rod breakages and an axle nut

dropping oil and letting the balls out—this

was the sum total. I telegraphed for new

connecting rods and put them in with as lit

tle delay as possible; while as to the balls,

an old mower yielded some to take their

place and Crocker and a machinist made a

new cup. and cone while we waited.

"At Fishkill Mrs. Jackson and my father

met me, and from there I came on to New

York without further incident. A good over

hauling is being given the car at the Winton

establishment here, and on Thursday I start

for Burlington. That will bring our long trip

to an end, and I will have the satisfaction of

being the first to cross the continent in an

automobile."

Action to Follow Selden Warning.

Following the warning which the Selden

association, as the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers is for brevity‘s

sake coming to be known, is publishing, the

statement is freely circulating that the

thumbscrews of the law will shortly be ap

plied to those who fail to heed the warning.

It is also rumored that the first move may

be made not only against the manufacturers

inVolved, but against agents and individual

owners, thus forcing the fight all along the

line. _

As the warning intimates that action may

be taken not only under the basic Selden

patent, but under some others of the patents

owned by the members of the association, it

cannot be definitely foretold what bolt or

bolts of lightning will be hurled at the al

leged infringers, though naturally the Sel

den is the expected bolt. ‘

Court to Pass on Repair Bill.

What should be the reasonable cost of re

pairing an automobile is a question which

the courts of Cook County, Illinois, have to

decide. The case is that of a disputed bill

for about $150. On July 16 Buckingham

Chandler, a wealthy real estate dealer of

Chicago, replevined his automobile in the

Circuit Court from the firm of Hagman,

Hamnierly & Griffin, automobile builders.

Charles Hagman, of that firm, explains the

matter by saying:

“Mr. Chandler left the automobile some

where north of Highland Park, and my part

ner, Mr. Hammerly, had to go out and get

it. It seems that Mr. Chandler tried to take

the machine apart. At any rate, when we

got the machine in we had to build new

parts.” '

The parts supplied, Mr. Hagman said, were

a new pump, new burner, new cones and

new back covering. The vehicle was newly

varnished, also.

Appraisrncnt Raised on a Mercedes.

The reappraisement division of the United

States General Appraisers has sustained an

advance made by Appraiser Whitehead on a

60 horsepower Mercedes automobile from C.

L. Charley, of Paris, June 25 last.

The car, which was entered on the invoice

as possessing a value of $11,000, was ad

vanced by the local appraiser, whereupon

the American reprgsentatives of the Paris

manufacturer took an appeal to a general

appraiser, whose decision sustains Mr,

Whitehead’s advance to the extent of $12,

405. It was learned that the importer added

a considerable sum on entry to the invoice

figures.

“I
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FRANCE AND BELGIUM FIGURE lN FOREIGN NEWS

 

While France Suppresses Road Racing, Belgium Encourages it, Constructing a Special

Road for Automobiles and Holding a Memorable Meet at Ostend——

France Appoints a Commission to Revise Laws.

Paris, July 17.—The automobilist has been

for so long a time worried and troubled by

the existing regulations, which are variously

interpreted by the different local authorities

until he really never knows whether he is

transgressing the laws or not, that he had al

most given up hope of ever receiving the

same treatment as any other user of the pub

lic highway. But it is ,a long lane that has

no turning. and the automobilist thinks that

the end of the lane, which has been meta

phoricaily strewn with thorns, is now in

sight. The idea is gradually soaking into the

brains of our lawgivers that the owner of a

motor car is, after all, a gentleman worthy

of as much consideration as the coster who

drives his donkey cart or the bohemian who

saunters along the highways with a regular

house on wheels that takes up more than

half the width of the road; that he pays more

for the privilege of using the road than any

one else, and that, as a money spending tour

ist, he has an influence on local trade which

should be encouraged in every possible way.

It has taken the legislators a long time to

come round to this intelligent appreciation of

the automobilist. He would probably still be

labtring under the old delusion that the

motor car'driver is an exotic product of mod

crn civilization, with his mental balance up

set by the intoxication of speed. if it were.

not for the truth' that has been forced upon

him that the automobile industry is one of

the biggest factors in the country’s pros

perity. The man who helps to make laws

cannot get over the fact that the figures re

lating to automobile production, exports,

wages, etc., are growing at a phenomenal

rate. He is still more impressed by the in

creasing revenue which the government de—

rives from automobile traflic, and when this

revenue swells up to millions of francs, and

is likely to go on swelling indefinitely, the

government begins to look into the ways and

means of fostering this unlimited source of

funds. Wherefore the snarls and curses and

occasional flights of brickbats that used to

be the lot of the automobile have given way

to professions of zeal for the development of

the movement. The men who own cars are

worthy citizens who need encouragement

and protection because they do their duty

toward their country by' pouring shekeis into

the State coffers, d‘.“tributing them in wages

and putting them into the pockets of hotel

keepers and others, who are at length be

ginning to find fortune smiling upon them.

It is in this spirit of conciliation that the

government recently appointed the “extra

parliamentary" commission to draw up a

new set of automobile regulations, which are

 

to be adopted uniformly all over the country.

The commission is a large one, and is com

posed of representatives of all classes, from

automobile users to pedestrians, and it may

therefore be expected that the long delibera

tions of this body will be carried out in a

perfectly unprejudiced and impartial man

ner, when the arguments of one class will be

met by the arguments of another, and a sat

isfactory compromise come to between them.

The matter is so vast, and is likely to give

rise to so much discussion, that it will proba

bly be a long while before the commission

has terminated its labors.

Meanwhile some idea may be obtained of

the general lines of the commission‘s delib

erations by the statements just made by one

of the presidents, M. Pierre Baudin, a former

Minister of Public Works. According to this

gentleman, there are two rational measures

to be adopted for giving satisfaction to all

parties. One is the creation of a brigade of

automobile policemen, who are to be pro

vided with cars by the government, so that

they can patrol the chief highways. Owing

to the distance they can cover in the course

of a day only a comparatively small number

of them would be needed for the supervision

of all the main roads in the country. The

cost of this brigade would not be very high,

and could easily be home out of the revenue

arising from the taxes on automobiles. By

placing the control of the routes in the hands

of policemen accustomed to the driving of

automobiles, the tourist would be sure of not

being interfered with unnecessarily. The po

liceman who is an expert automobilist would

judge instinctively whether 'a car was run

ning at a dangerous speed or not. He would

not be called upon to estimate whether a ve

hicle was running beyond a certain legal

limit; he would merely have to appreciate the

existence of danger to the public;v though for

purposes of conviction this appreciation

wduld certainly have to be based upon suf

ficient grounds. Under these circumstances

the policeman would be far less inclined to

interfere than if he were required to stop

drivers who seemed to be transgressing the

speed regulation. '
The other point insisted upon by the presi- I

dent of the commission is the necessity of

absolutely suppressing the use of racing ma

chines on the public highways. In a general

way he is in favor of limiting the powers of

automobiles. He does not think that it is de

sirable, or even possible, to fix an actual

limit to the powers of motors, but he suggests

that certificates should only be granted for

business and pleasure cars, to the exclusion

of the huge machines which are constructed

solely for speed, and not for touring pur

poses. ‘At the same time he is in favor of

the total suppression of the present arbitrary

speed limit of nineteen miles an hour on the

country roads. If the automobile is to de

velop it should be capable, he says, of main~

taining an average speed of from nineteen to

twenty-five miles an hour on all sorts of

roads. Since, however, the driver is to have

a very wide latitude as regards speed special

precautions will have to be taken to insure

that he possesses the necessary skill. The

granting of driving certificates should be

placed in the hands of the automobile clubs,

who would be, to a certain extent, responsi

ble for the drivers, and they would there

fore have every incentive to make the exam

inatiotn as strict as possible. In case of

serious accident an official inquiry would be

carried out, and the report published showing

whether the accident was due to the mech

anism or to the driver‘s want of skill. In

the latter case he would lose his certificate.

it is impossible to say how far the presif

dent’s views are shared in by the other mem

bers of the commission, but they are at any

rate interesting as giving some idea of the

methods suggested for regulating automobile

trafiic in a way to give satisfaction to all

parties.

One thing is certain. The new regulations,

while giving plenty of freedom to automo

bilists, will absolutely condemn excessive

speeds. This is the only means by which the

various interests on the commission can be

conciliated. They will suppress racing on

the public highways in any shape or form,

and the sport will have to be relegated to

inclosed tracks. The owners of racing cars

have resigned themselves to the inevitable,

with the satisfaction that the changed condi

tion of things will, at all events, provide

them with more sport in the future than they

have had in the past, though racing around

tracks may not be so exciting as a straight

away event of some hundreds of miles star

the public roads. Negotiations are in pro:;

ress for the acquisition of several large progr

erties in different parts of the country for the

laying out of tracks or motordromes, and thev

first of them to materialize is a motordrome

near Champlgny, about twenty miles to the

east of Paris. A wealthy syndicate bought

some land at this place for the laying out of

a racecourse. The suppression of automo

bile racing then suggested to them that it

would be a good speculation to increase the

area by buying up an adjoining property and

convert it into a combined racecourse and

mrtordrome. It is not yet known what will

be the size of theh automobile track,. but it
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is likely to have a circumference of several

miles.

The only country where racing is now tol

erated is Belgium. All over the rest of Eu

rope speed events have been put down with a

firln hand, the government of Italy having

followed the example of France, Germany

and England by prohibiting the annual hill

climbing race from Suse to Mont Cenis. as

well as the kilometre tests at Undine. The

only place in Europe where racing is author

ized is the Belgian Ardennes. The King of

the Belgians, who is himself a confirmed an

tomobilist, was prompt to see the advantages

that would be gained by diverting the cur

rent of automobiliug into his country, and

he has done an admirable service for Ostend

by converting that fashionable watering

place into an automobile centre. So far as

vehicular traffic was concerned Ostend was

practically isolated from France by the bad

state of the granite paved roads. The King

therefore decided to put the city into direct

communication with the north of France by

constructing a road specially for automobiles

from Ostend to Menln. The road is of

macadam, straight and perfectly level, and

the automobilist has the satisfaction of

knowing that he is on his own route, where

he can drive at any speed he likes without

let or hindrance. This is the first purely

automobile road constructed in Europe. Per

haps it is a precursor of many others.

The new automobile road is being inaugu

rated this week by a great automobile meet

ing at Ostend, where an extremely interest

ing programme has been drawn up by the

Automobile Club of Belgium. The attend~

ance of motor vehicles is enormous. Every

one appears to be there, and it is generally

admitted that Ostend has entered upon a

new era of prosperity. thanks to the automo

bile. There is plenty of variety in the pro

gramme, comprising as it does speed tests on

the new road between Snaeskerke and Men

port, tests of touring carriages, skill coni

petitions, floral decorations, and in fact.

everything that can make the sport interest

ing for the public. On the first day there was

a ten kilometre speed test from a standing

start, when the best time was done by Herr

Willy I‘ogge, on his 60 horsepower Mercedes.

who covered the distance in 5:133-5, heat

ing Salleron on his big Mors by 3 1-5 seconds.

A 110 horsepower Gobron-Brilllé was third.

in 5:29, followed by the Mors of Jean

de Crawhez. A GardnerSerpollet steamer,

driven by Lo Elon. took 6:6. The record

was beaten by Gabriel, on his Mors, but as

the car was entered in another name he was

disqualified. though of course this does not

diminish the merit of the performance. The

l)arracqs beat records in both the light car

riage and voiturette classes. Béconnais doing

5:23 and Villemain 6:113-5. The following

day the touring ears were tested over a tire

kilometre course from a standing start, when

Willy l’ogge on his Mercedes. with four pas

sengers. again carrictl everything before him

by covering the distance in 2:504-5. The

tiardner-Scrpt»|let of (iaillois was second in

3:35 I K, and then came the Pipe of Hautvust,

in 3:39 3-5. Twelve cars covered the five

kilometres in five minutes and less. The per

formance of the Mercedes is remarkable, rep

resenting as it does an average of nearly

sixty-five miles an hour, with a full load,

from a standing start.

Nothing was more amusing for the public

than the skill competition which took place

on the Wellington racecourse at Osteud.

Whether it was equally amusing for the com

petitors was another matter. In any event,

it showed the possibilities of the automobile

as a source of entertainment, and the up

roarlous laughter of the spectators made it

evident that an enterprising promoter can do

many things worse than organize meetings

in which the pleasure of the onlookers is

combined with the serious business of driv

ing cars under the most awkward conditions

possible. They had to be driven in and out

of a maze, up a steep bank, when many of

the competitors rolled back, to the delight of

the crowd; between sticks planted in the

ground. and expmsive balls that went off as

soon as they were touched, and had to avoid

dummies that danced on wires in front of

them. Altogether it was an extraordinary

test of skill in which the cars with a long

wheel base did not have the slightest chance.

They could not steer Sharp enough. and made

sad havoc with the obstacles. The maximum

number of points awarded was 100. to which

10 were added for the fastest time. The only

competitor to get through the test without a

hitch of any kind was Pierre de Crawhcz.

the winner of the Ardennes Circuit, and as

he made the best time he got the maximum

number of points. He drove a small 8-horse

power Panhard car. De Beukelaer, who

piloted a Iii-horsepower Vivinus car, was

second, with 90 points, and De Liederkerke

(\‘ivinus), Joostens (Clement), Jean (Pipe)

and Huet tl‘eugeot) dead~heated with 85

points.

Another interesting event that took place

on the automobile road at Snaeskereke was

the mile test from a standing start. Willy

Page started with his Mercedes, having on

board an amateur mechanician, who lost his

head and clung to Herr Poge's arm so that

he had to stop. Rigolly got 06 well with his

110-horsepower Gobron-Brtllié car, and did

the best time, in 584-5 seconds. The next

best time was done by a light Darracq driven

by Baras, in 1:03 3-5. The kilometre test

which takes place to-morrow closes this

series of events. The meeting has been re

markably successful in every way, more so

than could have been anticipated, and with

such admirably organized events as the Ar

dennes Circuit and the Ostend meeting, Bel

gium promises to become a big centre of an

tomobile sport. It is true that it is not likely

to find much competition from elsewhere.

Ashamed of his Own Law.

At the recent banquet of the Worcester

(Mass) Automobile Club one of the after

dlnner speakers was Representative Phinney,

of Lynn, who was introduced as the father

of the present Massachusetts law relative to

automobiles. He told of the tight in the legis

lature to get a bill through that would be. at

least partially satisfactory to the automobil

ists. lie sau- e final condition of the bill

was such that he was ashamed of it. It

was full of holes. and some of them he had

bcen instrumental in making. He said he

did not know of any better way for a man

to show his ignorance than to try to interpret

the new automobile law.
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NOW IN NEBRASKA

Packard Overland Tourists Making Good Pro

gms After Much Rough Travel.

 

North Platte, Ncb., July 28 (By wire).—The

Packard overland tourists reached here to

day, thirty-eight days out from ’Frisco.

 

Denver, July 21.—The Packard transconti

nental travellers, E. T. Fetch and M. C.

Krarup, arrived here yesterday afternoon.

When eighteen miles from the city they were

met by the Packard agents, and nearer town

by a party from the Denver Automobile

Club. Four Ramblers, two Locomobiles, a

White and a St. Louis car in the party attest

ed that the welcome was not that of a “fam

ily party.”

The ride across Nevada and Utah was one

to try men’s souls. Sand—deep sand, sage

brush and bowlders constituted the major

portion of the route, but the men and the car

proved equal to whatever emergency arose.

The character of the sand was exemplified

by what occurred at Wadsworth, Nev. When

the car left that place many of the town

people had gathered at the top of one of the

many ominous sandhills that almost inclose

the town, one of the citizens having brought

a team, rope and tackle that he expected

'would be called into requisition for drawing

the automobile over the difficult spot, but pro

vision has been made for such emergencies.

The car carried two strips of canvas, each

twenty feet long and about six feet wide,

 

 

with the idea in view that, if traction failed

in deep and dry sand, the canvas could be

spread over the ground and the car be driven

over without sinking into it too deeply.

This plan was carried out, and it was with

boundless surprise that the Wadsworth peo

ple saw the car rise slowly but surely over

the steep grade and finally pass by them.

For more than ten miles thereafter the road

lay through deep sand, and twice more re

course to the canvas was had in order to

pull through. A little canvas awning had

been built out over the front end of the car

to shield the cooling coils from the direct

rays of the sun, but even with this precau'

tion it proved necessary to go even more

slowly than the sand compelled so as to

avoid overheating. So fierce was the heat,

so still the day and so unceasing the hard

work impoSed upon the motor.

About three hours and a half elapsed be

fore the car had traversed the first twelve

miles out of Wadsworth, and an idea may

be formed of what this kind of sand means

to the motor tourist when it is noted that on

a 14 per cent downgrade it was necessary to

drive on the low gear in order to reach the

bottom; the car refused not only to coast, but

none of the higher gears would budge it.

Late in the afternoon the first tire accident

took place, due to a nail in a board lying in

the road. Twenty minutes was required to

pull out the injured section of the inner

tube, put a patch in it and get it back into

place.

Between Mills and Winnemucca it was

known that more sand of the sort existed.

Accordingly the tourists headed for the

mountains through the pass at Dun Glenn.

The roads were steep and winding and over

looked ominous caverns, but they were nego

tiated without accident. After descending

the pass sand was again encountered, but

the delightful discovery was soon made that

where the sand was deepest and most im

passable the enterprising citizens of Winne

mucca had sent out their squad of road im

provers, who had cut down the sagebrush on

both sides of the track and spread it over the

sand, turning it into what is locally called

a “brushed road." The effect of this improve

ment was far superior to corduroylng. as the

soft sagebrush wood soon splinters into

shreds and makes a soft and pliable roadbcd.

For nearly four miles the roads have been

so treated.

Later, in Utah, the tourists made good use

of this idea. In the swamps they strewed

the “road” with brush to prevent the wheels

from sinking up to their hubs in the salt

marsh. In Utah, the supposed impassable

Soldiers' Canyon was negotiated despite its

tangle of trees and bowlders, although there

were times when it was necessary that the

bowlders be rolled aside before the car could

advance, just as there were times when the

thick brush had to be cut away with axes;

also there were occasions when bridges had

to be builded of railroad ties or sand. and

hills “fixed” so that the wheels might obtain

a grip on “mother earth." In Castle Valley.

Utah, there was one grade of 37 per cent

that the car climbed from a standing start.

From Reno to Colorado Springs the car

carried an extra passenger, N. O. Allyn, an

expert machinist, who had followed the tour
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ists from 'Frisco by rail. Iie rode on the

rear of the car on top of the baggage, and

while his services as machinist were not re

quired, he was of prime assistance when

there were roads to be “improved” or bridges

to be built.

The Tilt Over Jenatzy Tires.

The claim made that Jenatzy, the winner

of the Bennett Cup race, used Michelin tires

in that event has brought the two big Euro

pean tire companies, the Continental and the

Michelin, into such sharp conflict that the

Continental people have made a formal de

mand that the statement be retracted. The

American agency for the French tire was

this week called on to “take back" what it

had said on the subject, and, failing a retrac

tion. it is implied that other steps will be

taken. How the claim ever originated is

difficult to understand. The rules of the race

required the use of German tires, and every

one connected with the race was well aware

that not only Jenatzy’s car, but the other

two Mercedes were equipped with Conti

nentals, which scored “first blood" in this

country at the Empire City meet on Satur

day last. But two cars engaged were fitted

with the German tires, and each placed a

victory to its credit, one of them, Mr. O. W.

Bright’s Mercedes, creating several new rec

ords in doing so.

 

lield up by Edison's Battery.

Gothold Frankel, who is said to be a New

Yorker, holds a concession from the munici

pality of Buenos Ayres for a line of public

automobile omnibuses to be run in the streets

of that city. it was his intention to employ

electricity as the motive power, and he had

phined his faith on Thomas A. Edison’s abil

ity to'devise a light electric accumulator;

but his concession expires in November un

less he begins to operate his line before that

time, and he has therefore decided to use

gasolene. With that in view, it is reporta,

he has made a tour of the United States and

Europe, studying the various types of gaso

lene vehicles, the result being that he has

placed his orders abroad instead of in this

country. His orders include ten vehicles

from the Durrkopps, of Germany, and ten

Serpollets from France.

Suit Caused by 1 Crack.

Along “automobile row" the gossips are

talking about a disagreement between one

of the stores and an irate customer. So

acute has the matter become that it has

been placed in the hands of a lawyer by the

customer, and unless the concern makes

amends it will come to suit.

it appears that a light racing car—one of

the Paris-Vienna participants—after passing

into the hands of an American temporarily

sojourning in Paris, was sent to this country

to be sold on commission. After some little

time a customer was secured, and the sale

was almost consummated when the pros

pective purchaser noticed a spot of rust on

one of the cylinders. He called attention to

it, and was told, so he avers, that it was

caused by a leak in_ one of the radiator pipes.

Satisfied on this point he paid his money—

about $8.000—and took .the car. Shortly

afterward a closer examination of the rusty

spot made it plain that the wall of that par

ticular cylinder was cracked-a discovery

that was anything but pleasant to the newly

made owner.

Back he posted to the seller and stated the

facts. The crack must have developed since

he bought the car, he was told; at any rate,

it was sold "a was" at a greatly reduced

price, and there was no redress. In vain

the owner stormed and threatened to invoke

the law. He was politely informed that he

could do anything he wished—except get his

money back. He was out that and in an au

tomobile that was all right at the moment,

but which might at any moment become all

wrong. To replace the cracked cylinder was

an expensive job—involving a cost of several

hundred dollars—and, worst of all, a delay

of many weeks while a new cylinder was

being procured from “the other side."

Unpleasant as it was, such was the situa

tion. Only the courts can untangle the knot.

and there is no telling how soon they will

pass upon the matter. It is a foregone con

clusion, however, that the next sign of rust

on a car the victimized one is contemplating

buying will be scrutinized very closely and

diagnosed in an unequivocal manner.

Stole a Car “ For Fun.”

“Set a thief to catch a thief," the old adage

runs, and in a slightly different form it was

illustrated at Bun‘alo last week, when an au

tomobile thief was pursued and caught in a

second automobile. An automobile belonging

to the Cantor Vehicle Co., and valued at $850,

was stolen from the front of the store.

The manager of the Cantor Vehicle Co. told

the police he suspected William G. Cross, :1

man who had worked for him as repairman

for a week. Detective Edward Newton was

the only oflicer available at the time. The

manager took him in a fast touring car for

a. ride about the city. It was thought that

Cross might be seen some place.

Manager and detective sped around the

city boulevards out to the park, in Main

street and out to South Buffalo. Coming

from South Buffalo, they rode up Michigan

street from Seneca. At South Division street

the automobile man sighted an automobile

crossing North Division street at Pine. All

speed on, the two men went to Pine street,

and there found in front of a saloon the

automobile for which they had been search

ing. Detective Newton went inside. Evident

ly Cross suspected his mission. He and his

companion hid in a side room, but were soon

dragged to light.

With Cross when he was arrested was

Loren C. Walker, who was a salesman for

the Cantor Co. for a while. Both men were

taken to the Franklin street police station

and charged with grand larceny, first degree.

Cross and Walker claim they took the auto

mobile for the fun they could have around

the city. They intended to return it, they

say.

The Call [or Whites.

Manager George H. Lowe of the White

Sewing Machine Co., Boston branch, is one

who has no complaint to make of midsum

mer dulness. “We have had eleven custom

ers in the store this morning," he said to 3.

Motor World representative on Monday,

“each of whom has a White touring car on

order with a deposit made. The best the

factory could do was to send me five cars,

which went not quite half around."
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EXPERTS DISCUSS MOTORS

Combustion, Cylinder Heads, Valves, Fly Wheels,

Piston Speeds and Mixtures Receive Attention.

Paris, July 17,—Continuing the summary

of the proceedings of the International Au

tomobile Congress, which was given in a

former letter, when we dealt with the pres

ent position of steam motor cars, we now

come to the report of M. F. Gaillardet upon

gasolcne motors. This authority has a good

deal to say about the progress of the inter

nal combustion engine since the last con

gress, in 1000, and his report is remarkable

as giving for the first time something like a.

definite theory of the gasolcne motor based

upon a long series of careful experiments.

It may be that his theory may not be gener

ally accepted without some reservation, and

in the discussion that followed it came in

for a good deal of criticism; but there is

no doubt that M. Gaillardet's conclusions ex

plain a good many things that have hitherto

puzzled the motor engineer.

In order to properly design a motor it is

of course necessary to know the precise ac

tion of the explosive mixture. But this is

what no one has yet been able to tell us.

l'p till a. year or two ago it had always

been supposed that the combustion of the

gas molecules was propagated throughout

the mass in an appreciable lapse of time,

thus causing a rapid expansion of gas and

consequent pressure upon the piston. This

seemed to be explained by the theory that

the electric spark ignited the molecules in

actual contact, and that these, in their turn,

spread the ignition to the surrounding mole

cules, and so on until the whole charge was

burnt. Of course, there can be no doubt

that this is what actually takes place, and

it is well understood that the closer the

molecules are brought together by higher

compressions the more rapid is the combus

tion, since there is in this case no resistance

to the passage of heat between the molecules

such as would be experienced it the mole

cules were surrounded by an air medium.

It has been supposed that a rapid combus

tion meant an expansion of gas. But M.

Guillardet’s experiments seem to how that

this is not the case. He has been trying

the effects of the charge in a single motor

with ditferent forms of cylinder heads, and

he finds that the best results are obtained

by concentrating the charge over the piston.

This is not exactly a discovery, since the

late M. Buchet designed his motors upon

this principle some years ago, and got excel

lent results by concentrating his charge and

exploding it immediately above the piston.

Other makers have been doing the same

thing in a more or less modified form.

The merit of M. Gaillardet’s experiments

is that they have enabled him to formulate

a theory that the internal combustion engine

is a purely explosion motor in which the gas

molecules undergo a sudden dilation, and

he compares the eifect to that produced by

an infinity of small springs suddenly let

loose. There is consequently a shock or

impact upon the piston. The energy pro

duced by this sudden dilation of gas mole

cules is not, he says, all utilized, because the

eifort produced upon the cylinder walls is

practically lost, and the only part util‘ze'l

in actual work is that which acts directly

on the piston, assisted by the shock against

the cylinder head. Briefly, therefore, it may

be said that there is nothing in M. Gail

lardet’s theory to controvert the usually ac

cepted idea that the heat is communicated

by one molecule to another, or rather by a

mass of molecules to the mass immediately

surrounding them; but the heat is propa

gated with such rapidity that the molecules

throughout the charge expand, as it were, in

stantaneously, and thus produce a violent

shock of extremely short duration.

While it is very desirable to concentrate

the charge above the piston it is found nee

essary in practice to have a small side com

bustion chamber to protect the valves from

the lubricating oil and also from the heat

developed by the explosion. Nevertheless,

the inlet valve should be sufficiently large to

prevent wire drawing, but the lift should

not exceed three millimetres so that it will

close promptly and prevent a backward rush

of gas, which expands directly it comes in

contact with the hot cylinder walls.

M. Gaillardet gives some very interesting

data concerning the dimensions and con

struction of the various parts of the motor,

and he insists upon the necessity of giving

more attention to the flywheel which, he

says, should be looked upon as an accumu

lator of energy capable of giving up a cer

tain part of its energy to overcome inertia

when starting a car. In other words, more

power may be needed to start the car than

that developed by the motor itself, and thus

during, say, a quarter of a second the en

ergy stored up in the fly wheel is added to

the power of the motor to move the vehicle.

For this reason the weight of the fly wheel

should be calculated according to the inertia

to be overcome, that is to say, the weight of

the car and the speed at which it is started.

We have already seen that M. Gaillardet

is in favor of high compressions on account

of the higher efficiency it gives to the en—

gine, but in practice it is impossible to ex

ceed a certain limit because very high com

pressions would mean great difficulty in

starting the motor and in regulating the ad

mission, while with small fly wheels the

force of the shock would cause the motor

to run irregularly, and it would be nearly

impossible to avoid leakages at the valves

and joints. For these reasons the com—

pression ought not to be much more than

five kilos per square centimetre. He also

concludes that the motor gives highest effi

ciency with a comparatively long piston

stroke and high lineal speed, and in this

respect he is somewhat at variance with

current practice which gives a preference

to short stroke motors.

In the discussion that followed some mem

bers of the congress seemed doubtful about

accepting the theory that the fly wheel

should be calculated according to the weight

of the car. The idea. was a novel one, and

it took some time for the congress to see

that there was something in it. M. For

estier, the general secretary of the congress,

and inspector general of the Ponts et Chans—

sées, changed the course of the discussion

by raising the question whether it was pre

ferable for an automobile engineer to turn

his attention to the explosion or combustion

engine. Opinion was still divided as to the

category in which they should place the

gasolcne motor, but the success of the Diesel

combustion engine had suggested to some

makers that it would be better to work out

the automobile motor on these lines.

M. Max Richard then opened the debate

upon the advisability of using long or short

piston strokes and slow and fast running.

He said that makers’ ideas diifered a great

deal upon these points. M. Bocandéshowed

how little automobile engineers really knew

about the matter by asking what was the

relation between the piston speed and the

power of the engine. M. Mors said that this

depended upon the ignition. M. Bollée re

marked that he had made engines of all

speeds and all sizes and none of them had

agreed. He found that the motor couple

is about constant up to 900 revolutions and

then falls. This was also the experience

of M. Brillié. M. Richard, however, pointed

to the Renault motor, in which he said the

power increased in proportion to the speed

up to 1,800 revolutions, and he, therefore,

concluded that it was advisable to build high

speed engine, but M. Bollée insisted that

the maximum motor couple could not be ob

tained at extremely high speed. M. Fores

tier thought that the matter depended upon

the quality of the mixture. M. Bollée said

that he had got diflerent results with differ

ent mixtures, except when he used mixtures

of one of spirit and nine of air and one of

spirit and sixteen of air, when the results

were absolutely the same, and he could only

conclude that one was an explosion and the

other a combustion mixture. Between the

two he got practically nothing. Of- course,

the mixture dit‘t’ered a great'deal with the

method of ignition, for they could not use

the same mixture with the magneto as with

the secondary battery.

The progress of the gasolcne motor since

1900 was also dealt with from another point

of view in the report of M. F. Drouiu, who

said that in its main features the motor had

not undergone any change, but it had been

considerably improved in detail, with the

result that it had been given a much greater

elasticity. The motor of to-day is a vari

able speed engine which has the advantage

of simplifying the change speed gear, re

ducing the strain on the clutch, and being

more economical under small loads. As re

gards etficlency and regularity, however, the

difference between the motors or 1900 and

those of to-day is scarcely appreciable, but

the advance in theway of elasticity is c0n~

siderable, and all the details of construction,

such as the arrangement of the valves,

pipes, water circulation, ignition, lubricating.

etc., have considerably improved. The power

of the engines has increased in the same time

from 25 horsepower to 100 horsepower. while

the weight has been reduced from 10 kilos

per horsepower to 3.6 kilos per horsepower.

\
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Astoria Ferry Still Obstinatc.

One of the few New York 'ferrics which

still decline to carry automobiles with full

gasolene tanks is the one that runs from

Astoria to the foot of East Ninety-second

street, Manhattan. The line is owned by the

New York and East River Ferry Company,

and they have never changed their rules

since the government amended the rule that

permitted automobiles on ferryboats with

full tanks. Before that change all automo

bilists had to empty the tanks of their ma

chines and push their cars on and oil? ferry

boats.

The Astoria ferry has never changed the

old rule against automobiles crossing on the

regular passenger boats, and now there

promises to be a lively effort to induce the

company’s officials to change their minds and

rescind the rule. Automobiles are not only

multiplying in Long Island City, but the

roads about Astoria have been improved, and

it would be a short cut to Long Island from

uptown Manhattan to have the ferry com

pany raise the barrier against the autos.

Business men, as well as residents of the

upper districts there, are in favor of the

company doing away with the rule.

There is talk in Astoria of getting up a

petition and placing it at some polut where

automobiles pass, so that owners can see it

and sign their names. It is believed that if

the matter is put strongly before the otiicials

of the ferry the desired result will follow.

Providence has a "400."

Providence, R. I., keeps pace with the large

 

growth of interest in the automobile, and it '

is estimated that the number of cars owned

in that city and vicinity is in the neighbor

hood of four hundred. The increase for the

current year is put at nearly 70 per cent

over last year. New machines are continu

ally arriving, and some of the dealers find it

difficult to keep up with their orders. One

of them reports having disposed of 106 car

riages since last September.

Among new machines received in Provi

dence last week were a Chelsea electric for

Harry Iluestis: a Covert for T. J. Thurston:

Cadillacs for J. C. Gallup, George B. Arnold.

H. N. Francis and Clinton E. Walsh; a Ram

bler for Charles H. Ionie; a Waverly run

about for T. S. Vandcrhoef, and a Toledo

gasolene touring car for Fred L. Sayles.

The new car bought by Mr. Sayles is one of

the largest and most elaborate owned in

Providence. It has seating capacity for five

persons, two in front seat and three in ton

neau.

Banker Again Defies the Police.

There is no love lost between A. C. Banker

and the policemen in Chicago. The Wabash

avenue automobile dealer is defiant of the

power of the policemen to arrest him, and

they, in turn, are not anxious to run him in

until the Appellate Court passes upon the

question he has raised for it. It will be

remembered that several weeks ago he se

cured an injunction restraining the city from

preventing him from using his automobile.

He had a little tilt with a policeman last

Thursday when the officer, who saw no num

ber on his automobile, stepped up to him

and demanded to know why there was no

number placed as the law required. Mr.

Banker told the policeman very plainly that

the machine was not licensed, nor had he

secured a license. “'hen informed that he

was liable to be arrested for not having a

license Mr. Banker dared the otiicer to arrest

him, and, after some talk on the part of the

patrolman, Banker dared him again to arrest

him. Seeing that the argument was waxing

too warm, the policeman told Banker to

drive along about his business.

The Tale of a Thici Chase.

A street duel and a race in which an auto

mobile participated enter into the story of an

encounter with supposed burglars in Mil

 

His First Ride Since I838.

In a recent run of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile Club James L. Amsden was a partici

pant as a guest of one of the members. It

was his first automobile ride in nearly sixty

five years and the second he had ever taken,

and he drew some interesting comparisons

between the two.

As far back as 1838 Mr. Amsden rode in a

steam carriage built by John Gore, of Brat

tlt-boro, \‘t. This carriage was built on the

simple plan that is used now by many

makers, and it was driven by power fur

nished by two vertical boilers of the cylinder

type, and the power was transferred to the

wheels by a sprocket and chain. According

to Mr. Amsden, the wheels were made very

much like those on modern automobiles, only

they were much larger. The rear wheels

were about five feet in diameter and the

 

 
    

 

MR. TRAVlS AND PARTY IN A HAYNES-APPERSON IN CENTRAL PARK.

 

waukee on July 21. Patrolman Arthur

Burns was walking along his boat, in a resi

dential section on the west side, where burg

laries have been frequent of late, when he

saw a man lying in front of one of the

houses. The follow got up and walked on?

as the policeman approached, but Burns fol

lowed aud attempted to arrest him, when the

fellow drew a revolver and opened fire.

Bums followed suit, both tiring until the

supposed burglar jumped into a delivery

wagon and made off. A supposed pal, who

had also appeared on the scene, Jumped into

a buggy standing in front of the same house,

and followed the wagon. Meanwhile Patrol

men Robert Burns and Andovcr came up,

and the first named jumped into an automo

bile standing by and gave chase. The star

pects escaped, however, and the only known

sequel to the affair is that the horse attached

to the buggy was led into the owner's stable

the same evening, dying from a bullet

wound. The only explanation of the escape

which appears plausible is that the auto

mobile impresscd into police service by the

policeman with the poetical name must be

one that was built to conform to the six

mlles-an-hour speed limit—or that the police

man did not want to violate the ordinance.

front wheels three feet, and the machine was

capable of making fifteen miles an hour over

the Vermont roads.

Mr. Amsden, who was born in 1829, en

joyed a ride in this premature production of

Yankee ingenuity when Mr. Gore was using

it, and he states that there were a number of

diiiiculties in the way of running it. Tubular

boilers had not been invented at that time,

and the cylinder boilers which Mr. Gore had

to use were not powerful enough. Moreover,

the steam was generated by burning wood

under the boilers, and at intervals which

\vere altogether too frequent it was neces

sary to get more wood. Coal had not come

into use then, and such a thing as a gas en

gine had not been thought of.

Faster Than Schwab's Trip.

(‘harles M. Schwab no longer holds the

record for the automobile run from Philadel

phia to Atlantic City. George L. Low, of

Bloomsburg, Pena, accompanied by H. D.

\Volcote, made the trip on July 20 in Mr.

Low‘s car, covering the distance in 2 hours

and 10 minutes. Better time would have

been made. but for the bad condition of the

roads near Atlantic City.
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LEASES A CLUB HOUSE

SecuresPittsburg Organization Desirable

Quarters and will Add Another Story.

Pittsbnrg antomobilists are promised a

clubhouse which will be as elegant and con

venient as any in America. The Pittsburg

Automobile Club has a committee on perma

nent clubhouse, consisting of W. L. Smith,

w. n Elkins, George IIailman and Reuben

Miller, jr., who have succeeded in negotia

tions for a building at Baum and Bailey

streets, formerly occupied by the Secly Mfg.

Co. They have secured a ten years‘ lease

of the premises, with very favorable condi

tions. The owners have agreed to complete

the present building, which is only one story

high, to a second story, and the club expects

to spend $10,000 on further improvements.

The first story will be used for automobiles

belonging to members, and the second for

clubrooms proper. There will also be a large

meeting room,‘ and toilet facilities will be

among the many conveniences as shown in

the plans already prepared. A comfortable

feature in the new arrangements will be a

shower bath.

The lease the club has on the proposed

premises commences on April 1, next year,

but negotiations are pending whereby the

club can gain immediate possession of the

property. It is located among the three larg

cst repositories of automobilists, and has

streets running on three of its sides. The

improvements will take about ninety days to

complete.

The Plttsburg Automobile Club, which was

chartered in May last, has now 170 members,

and has an average increase of thirty per

month. The officers are George H. Flinn.

president; J. F. Burke, W. 0. Temple, and

D. H. IIostetter, vice-presidents; W. L.

Smith, secretary; Reuben Miller, jr., treas

urer; R. Pitcairn, jr., J. P. Eaton and W. R.

R. Hilliard, membership committee, and H.

P. Maxim, consulting engineer.

 

Where Garages Flourish.

No better evidence of the great growth in

popularity of the automobile within the last

year can be found than in the large number

of garages that have been established this

summer on the Jersey coast. In making the

trip by rail from Sandy Hook to Point Pleas

ant one sees these garages at every town

along the line. The number of motor ve

hicles on the ocean driveway is in keeping

with the increase in the number of storage

stations for their accommodation. Automo

bile parades are in contemplation both at

Long Branch and Asbury Park.

 

It is said that Pittsburg physicians have

adopted the automobile in their practice to

a greater extent than those of any other city.

Nearly three-fifths of them have substituted

the motor vehicle for the horse drawn one,

and have nothing but praise for the former.

One Stanton and his Uniform.

This picture is of twofold interest. It

shows the uniform of the British Motor Vol

untecer Corps as finally approved by the War

Office, and also preserves the "mug" of an

expatriatcd American, one Oliver Stanton,

who renounced his country that he might

wear the uniform, or, as the English papers

express it, “who took out papers of natural~

     

 

lzation. so that he could serve the King as

his inajesty‘s motor expert."

The uniform consists of tunic and knicker

bocker brcechcs of field scrvicc color serge,

with dark green collar and cuffs. and red

piping down the seams of the breechcs and

round the cuffs of the tunic. The cap is of

the staff pattern and of the same color as

the tunic. The badge of the corps consists of

a road wheel intersected by an arrow, with

the motto “Surblto” underneath. The but

tons are white metal, and bear the impress

of a crown, with M. V. C. over it and the

motto underneath.

 

Too Much Tooting.

A novel complaint has been madc‘by fre

quenters of Roger Williams Park, at Provi

dence, R. I. Autoists, they say, have made

it a practice to toot their horns during the

band concerts as a sort of accompaniment to

the music.

The matter has been called to the atten

tion of the Park Commissioners, and they

have promptly instructed Superintendent

Fitts to see that the annoyance is abated.

BULLY FOR BEERY i

Akron’s City Solicitor Declares That License

Lew Will not Hold Water.

City Solicitor Beery of Akron, Ohio, has

given to the automobilists of that city a

weapon wherewith to tight the ordinance un

der which a license fee is required for motor

vehicles. That official has announced that

an ordinance to tax vehicles of all kinds

will not hold water, and now the owners of

automobiles are asking whether or not a tax

can fairly be imposed upon their vehicles.

When the ordinance affecting them was

passed it was called a police. regulation.

While the antomobilists do not object to the

speed limit which it imposes, they claim in

regard to the license fee that, as they are

taxed in the general assessment for the ma

chines in their possession, the city has no

right to require them to pay another dollar

to get a permit. They believe it is class leg

islation to tax one sort of vehicle and per

mit another sort to go frce. and it is possible

that they may fight the enforcement of the

ordinance. The feeling, as voiced by one of

the aggrieved owners. expresses itself in

saying: “I see no reason whatever for mak~

ing an automobile carry lights, bells, etc..

and be numbered and tagged and pay a

double tax, when the man owning a horse.

and buggy doesn‘t have to use lights or pay

for the privilege of using the streets. Horses

and buggies wear out the streets 11 great

deal more than automobiles, and their own

ers should pay something for repairs. Any

way. we propose to see if this ordinance is

not class legislation. If it is, we will carry a

case to the Supreme Court, if necessary. to

knock it out.“ ’

Milwaukee Wants lioms not Belle.

IIorns appear to have the best of bells, as

the long controversy in Milwaukee. Wis, is

at an end. An entirely new ordinance has

been drafted by the Milwaukee Automobile

Club for submission to Councils. The horn.

it provides, is to be the only warning signal.

No motor vehicle shall be run to endanger

life or property or convenience. The speed

shall be fifteen miles an hour in ordinary

highways and seven miles an hour around

beads or in crowded streets. This is a

change from eight and four miles, respec

tively.

While passing horses, if the chauffeur no

tices the horse become excited. he shall

slacker] his pace and use all other care pos

sible. In approaching any one, care shall be

used.

Initials of the owner, not numbers, shall

be placed in conspicuous places .on the rear

of the machines, in letters not less than

three inches high. Dealers are exempt from

this.

 

A purse of $500 for an automobile race

will be offered in connection with the next

fair to be held in Butler County, Ohio. \
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WANTS LARGER WHEELS

Western Paper Undertake: to Say What Motor

Cars Require for Western Roads.

 

Echoes of the footfalls of Progress as she

goes marching across the prairies are

sounded back by the Implement News, of

Chicago, thu:

“Dealers throughout this Western country

are successfully handling gasolene engines,

and many are trying or beginning to intro

duce automobile road carriage. The de

mand for gasolene engines is mostly from

farmers and for small machines—1% and

2 horsepowers~whlch are used mainly for

pumping water when the windmill fails to

furnish a sufficient supply on account of

light wind or other cause; for cutting fod

der, shelling corn, churning and other light

work. Occasionally a large farmer buys an

S or 10 horsepower engine for driving his

husker and shredder and power sheller, for

grinding feed, sawing wood, etc. And in the

towns there is a considerable demand for

gasolene engines for operating printing

presses and other light machinery.

“Generally these engines give good satisfac

tion to farmers, but occasionally one falls

to satisfy either because the farmer or his

man doesnot know or canot learn how to

properly operate it or because the engine

has not sufficient capacity for the work to

which it is applied. Most of the-failures can

be attributed to the latter cause. A gaso

lene engine does not develop any more

power than that at which it is rated, while

the power of a steam engine may be forced

considerably higher than its rating, so that

it may maintain the necessary speed while

doing heavier work. For Instance, the work

of an 8 horsepower engine, though generally

requiring that much power and a certain

speed, may occasionally need a little more,

which an 8 horsepower steam engine can

be forced to furnish but an 8 horsepower

gasolene engine cannot, and the purchaser

of the latter might be quite dissatisfied

though it was working fully up to its rated

capacity. In towns where the work is more

specific and regular and experts are at hand

there is little or no trouble with these en

gines.

“In the country towns quite a number of

automobile carriages or runabouts have been

sold by dealers. The purchasers are doctors,

llverymen and persons seeking something

new in pleasure riding. Farmers do not

buy them because they are yet too expen

sive and not satisfactory on country roads.

They run nicely and ride easily on the

smooth streets of cities and towns, but they

cannot be depended upon for regular use in

the country, where the roads are generally

too rough for safety and easy riding. Be

ing of greater weight and more compact

than the ordinary carriage, and having

wheels smaller in circumference, they strike

heavily against obstructions and drop into

holes or irregularities of surface which a

carriage, having larger wheels and greater

elasticity passes over or spans with little or

no jar, consequently they are more liable

to damage and ride less easy. For country

roads automobiles should have larger wheels

and be more elastic.

“And, speaking of country roads, it may

be said of them that generally in the West

they are not much better than they were

ten years ago."

I  

The Sun Spot in Syracuse.

An angry sun spot made its appearance to

Syracusians recently and straightway be

came an object of wonder and study to

automobillsts there, for it was an automo—

bling sun spot and was recognized as por

tentious. It is visible only at intervals; and

never when the sun shines. Usually it is

clouded over by a straw chapeau owned and

worn by C. Arthur Benjamin, of Franklin

fame.

The sun spot referred to is located on the

crown of the stately head of Benjamin, and

it has had various significant changes. A

vivid crimson disc it was a week ago, show

ing right on a spot where the hair ought to

be but is not; later it began to show a rough

ened countenance as pieces of the cuticle

began to peel.

The portent of this sun spot on the Benja

min crown has not been generally under

stood ln Syracuse, but its origin and mean

ing are known in New York City. It is the

result of an attempt to import New York

fashions to Syracuse. While on a recent

visit to the metropolis, during the hot spell,

the enterprising Benjamin noticed a great

many persons driving automobiles bare

headed. He thought at once that he had dis

covered a new air-cooled fashion for the

motoring head, and resolved to introduce it

higher up in the State. He forgot where the

brand of Father Time had left a circle of

nakedness on the crown of his pate, and

recklessly bared his head to the breezes and

to the rays of Old Sol, with the result of

acquiring the lurid sun spot that startled the

natives till he returned to the good old style

of keeping it covered. Incidentally, bare

headed automobiling is not a swell fashion

of New York, but only a sporadic touch of

neglige that marks the heated term.

 

To One Fright, $30.

A judicial decision which is amusing in

some respects has just been confirmed by

one of the higher courts in France. A gen

tleman named Railller, while on the sidewalk

of the Boulevard de Belleville, Paris, was

scared half out of his wits by an automobile,

which suddenly mounted the curb near him.

Although the vehicle did not touch him he

was so prostrated by fright that he took to

his‘bed for a week, and then sued for dain

ages. A court of justice awarded him the

sum of 150 francs, or $30, and on an appeal

to a higher court the judgment was con

firmed.

BOSTON Y. M. C. A. COURSE

The Three Lines of Work Finally Outlined—

Deaigned to Interest all Classes.

Arrangements are nearly completed for

the course of lectures on the automobile to

be given next winter under the auspices of

the evening institute connected with the

Boston Young Men's Christian Association.

The lectures will relate to the con

struction, care, handling and repairing of

all types of steam, electric and gasolene

carriages. The advisory committee, consist

ing of Colonel J. F. Souttcr, president of the

New England Automobile Club; Isaac H.

Davis, George H. Lowe, A. H. Neale and Dr.

Walter G. Chase, chairman of the associa

tion educational committee, has taken this

matter under its charge, and ha formulated

plans for three very complete lines of work,

as follows:

Course A—Intended for the owners, opera

tors and prospective purchasers of automo

biles, giving information concerning the im

portant points of steam, electric and gaso

lene carriages.

Course B—A complete draughting course.

dealing with the construction of a typical

gasolene carriage, intended to prepare ma

chinists and draughtsmen for the automo

bile trade.

Course C—A practical course of steam, elec

trical and gas engineering. fully illustrated

with engines, boilers and other equipment

for the training of professional chauffeurs.

All these courses will be under the instruc

tion of experienced men, and the lecturers in

Course A will include some of the most

prominent mechanical engineers and auto

mobile experts in the country. So many ap

plications have already been made for ad

mission to Courses B and C that it is ex

pected the lists will have to be closed early

in order to avoid the overcrowding of class

rooms.
 

One Car Replaces Ten Horses.

An automobile stage line is to be estab

lished between Santa Maria and Guadeloupe,

in Santa Barbara County, California, Frank

E. Hartigan, manager of the Pacific Coast

branch of the Mobile Company of America.

having recently investigated the route with

satisfactory results. The service will be

maintained with one Mobile wagonette.

The road is level and in excellent condition,

so that good speed can be made. A round

trip was made as a test. The ten miles from

Santa Maria to Guadaloupe in the wagon

ette. carrying twelve men weighing 2,160

pounds, was accomplished against the wind

in 28 minutes. The return trip to Santa

Maria with the wind occupied 25 minutes.

The service is certain to give satisfaction to

all concerned, for the road being level and

good, the machine will wear well and will

need little repairing. The business is regu

lar, and has hitherto required ten horses and

three drivers to accomplish it.
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ROUTES NEAR NEW YORK

Easy Rides Recommended and Taken by a Man

and his Wife in a Steam Car.

Having travelled upward of three thousand

miles in different parts of New-Jersey in his

steam automobile, A. Phelps, of Newark,

speaks as one possessed of knowledge when

he lays out for others pleasant routes of

travel. Mr. Phelps has always been accom

panied by Mrs. Phelps on his tours, and he

describes some of them as follows:

“Among the pleasant trips we have taken

recently was one from Newark to Asbury

Park, going down in the forenoon and re

turning the next afternoon. The route we

look was to Elizabeth, following Broad street

to the Rahway road, thence to Rahway, Me

tnchen, New Brunswick, Old Bridge, Mata!

wan, Keyport, Middletown, Red Bank, Eaton

town, North Long Branch, Long Branch to

Asbury Park. The roads are all good ex

cepting that from Matawan to Keyport. This

is very sandy, the wheels of our automobile

sinking six inches deep in some places, re

quiring 250 pounds of steam to drive the

machine through it. I have been told since

our trip that there is a much better road

leading from Matawan to Keyport.

“The distance from Newark to Bradley

Beach, Asbury Park, according to the cy

clometer on our car, is sixty-nine miles, and

it registered sixty-eight and one-half miles

from Zachariah's automobile station, No. 602

Main street, Asbury Park, to Newark, mak

ing a total distance travelled 137% miles.

The actual time consumed in running this

distance was 8 hours and 25 minutes by the

clock on the dashboard. The trip was an ex

ceedingly pleasant one.

“Another interesting trip to take is from

Newark to Greenwood Lake. The roads are

all that could be asked for, and one encoun

ters some beautiful scenery. The road from

Newark leads through Bloomfield and Mont

elalr, where it turns sharply to the right

just beyond the Mountain House. A short

ride on this road brings you in to Pompton

turnpike, which passes through Cedar Grove

and Singac to Pompton. From Pompton to

Bloomingdale a fine stone road follows the

river through Butler, Smith's Mills and Char

lotteburg to Newfoundland. This road from

Bloomingdale is called the Hamburg turn

pike. The distance from Newark to New

foundland by this route is thirty-four miles

to Brown's Inn. Some of the hills by this

route are quite steep.

“The distance from Newfoundland to

Greenwood Lake is nine miles, and, while

this stretch of road is not as good as the

Hamburg turnpike, yet it may be called a

very fair road. There is also a pretty good

road leading to the head of the lake.

“When my wife and I made this trip we

left Newark at 10:45 o‘clock in the forenoon,

arriving at Newfoundland at 12:45 o'clock.

We had dinner at Brown’s Inn, and, after

filling the water tank of the automobile at

1:30 o'clock, we started for the lake, arriv~

ing at 2:05, making the run in thirty-five

minutes. Immediately after leaving New

foundland we struck a fierce hill on the road

leading to the lake. The grade is said to be

over 20 per cent on some portions of it; be

sides, it contains a lot of small stones, put

there, I presume, to prevent the water from

washing the bed of the road. I am afraid

some of our friends owning gasolene ma

chines who would attempt to climb this hill

would need a little back power in addition to

using their slow speed gears.

“We made this run to the lake and re

turned home at 6:45 p. m., without a hitch of

any kind. The distance travelled was nine

ty-six and flve-elghths miles, which included

a trip partly around the lake, the actual run

ning time being six and three-quarters hours.

The gasolene consumed for the entire trip

was seven and one-quarter gallons; water

consumed, about eighty-eight gallons. While

I don't think it is possible for gasolene au

tomobiles to make as fast time on this route

as the steam automobiles, owing to the

heavy grades, yet I think none of the grades,

excepting possibly the one near Newfound

land, would be too steep for the gasolene cars

to overcome, and I think this bill can be

avoided by taking another road a short dis

tance above Brown's Hotel."

 

Explored the Yosemite.

Major J. Fulmer, of Los Angeles, Cal., has

made a success of engineering an automobile

into the Yosemite Valley. Others have failed

in attempts to negotiate the difficult moun

taln grades and sharply tortuous passes

marking the route. Major Fulmer, after a

(areful study of the roads and conditions,

started on his trip on June 29, accompanied

by Mrs. Fulmer, Miss A. L. Wade and A. C.

Stewart, of the Union Oil Company. From

Los Angeles they went over the Wawona

route without.experiencing a single mishap

or having to make repairs of any kind on the

way. Speaking of the trip Major Fuimer

said:

“The trip was a success from start to flu

ish. I used a machine equipped with a 61/;

horsepower gasolene engine and with ad

justable gearing for mountain climbing. The

worst part of the trip was over the desert

from Antelope to Tejon and along the hot

sands of the Bakersfield plains. Some places

on the desert the sun was so hot that the

insulation around the spark coils began to

melt, and we had to run water over it to

cool it. About our steepest grade was en

countered near Newhall, and that was the

only place where we were forced to get out

and walk. We rode through the difficult

Tehachapl Mountains without mishap. From

Los Angeles to Raymond we used only $5

worth of gasolene. From Fresno to the val

ley we were exceedingly lucky. We had the

honor of being the first to ride through the

big Sequoias near Wawona. and climbed the

big grades at Chinquapin without any great

difficulty."

SPRINGFIELD WAKES UP

Local Club Shakes Itself and Makes Plans for

Pleasure and Talks Fights.

Automobilists in Springfield, Mass, are

shaking off a semi-lethargic feeling which

appeared to have crept over the local auto

mobile club, and that organization, which has

about one hundred members, has begun to

think of doing something. New quarters are

to be arranged at the corner of Worthington

and Dwight streets, with a large meeting

room and parlor, and quite large storage ca

pacity. A committee has been appointed to

consider a matter of providing country quar

ters, and it is probable that a place in the

vicinity of Nine Mile Pond will be selected.

The matter of holding an automobile race

meet is under dicussion, and if arrangements

can be made with Manager Shea of Hamp

den Park, such a meet will probably take

place in the near future. Barney Oldfield,

Tom Cooper and other racing motorists have

been heard from in connection with the mat

ter. There would be class and special chal

lenge races, which, it is thought, would at

tract popular attention.

Another enterprise for quickening the in

terest of members is a ciambake, which will

be held in a couple of weeks at some point

easily reached by the automobiles, and it is

estimated that there will be an attendance of

at least three'hundred.

it is probable that the club will act with

other Massachusetts clubs in a combined ef

fort to secure the repeal of the present law,

which in some particulars is obnoxious to an

tomobilists. At present automobiles are not

allowed on some of the most desirable roads,

like the “Crest,” running along the north

shore from Boston, in many parks and on

certain roads in cities. This will have to

be changed say the automobilists. Owners

are taxed. registered and licensed, and are re

sponsible persons. That a few people will

insist on unlawful speed is no reason why

the majority should suffer, particularly as

the registration of members makes it easy

to detect the offenders. It is also contended

that every vehicle should carry lights after

sunset. This is the case in Connecticut. The

sentiment of the club is in the strict compli

ance with the law while it exists, and the

members will try to remove what they call

the prejudice of horse owners.

Touring the Northwest.

The long distance automobile tour is popu

lar this season. Among parties on the road

at the present time are Volney S. Beardsley

and wife, of Shelby, Ohio. who left home on

July 7, and propose to cover three thousand

miles of country before they return. Dlii‘lllf’

the first four days they travelled through

Ohio and Indiana to Chicago, a distance of

four hundred miles. Thence they rode ,to

Milwaukee. Their tour will cover Minnesota.

Dakota, Nebraska and other States, and

among the places they intend to visit are

Omaha, Kansas City and St. Innis.
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NOTICE
 

To Manufacturers, Dealers, Importers,

Agents and Users of
 

 

GASULENE AUTOMOBILES

 

 

United States Letters Patent No. 549,160, granted to George B. Selden,

Nov. 5, 1895, controls broadly all gasolene automobiles which are accepted

as commercially practical. Licenses under this patent have been secured

from the owners by the following~named importers and manufacturers:

Electric Vehicle Co.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.

Packard Motor Car 60.

Olds Motor Works.

Knox Automobile Co.

The Haynes-Apperson Co.

The Autocar Co.

The George N. Pierce Co.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.

Searchmont Automobile Co.

Locomobile Co. of America.

The Peerless Motor Car Co.

U. 8. Long Distance Automobile Co.

 

Pope Motor Car Co.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool 00.

‘H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

Charron, Cirardot & Voight Co. of America

(Smith 8|. Mabley).

The Commercial Motor Co.

Berg Automobile 00.

Cadillac Automobile 00.

Northern Mfg. Co. E

Pope-Robinson Go.

The Kirk Mfg. Co.

Elmore Mfg. Co.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

Waltham Manufacturing Co.

These manufacturers are pioneers in this industry and have commercialized the gasolene

vehicle by many years of development and at a great cost. They are the owners of upwards of

four hundred United States Patents, covering many of the most important improvements and

details of manufacturers. Both the basic Selden patent and all other patents owned as aforesaid

will be enforced against all infringers.

No other manufacturers or importers are authorized to make or sell gasolene automobiles,

and any person making, selling or using such machines made or sold by any unlicensed manu

facturers or importers will be liable to prosecution for infringement.

 

Assnsrrrmrr or lrsrrrsrn Aurnrrnsrrr Mrrrrurrrsrurrrns

7 East 42nd Street, New York.
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TOURISTS DOT THE LAND

Journeys That Indicate the Great Growth ol

the Pleasure Side of Automobiling.

As a vehicle adapted to all the require

ments of pleasure touring the automobile

has been given a thorough and satisfactory

test by Mr. and Mrs. David L. Atkin, of

Pittsburg, Pa., who arrived at Lake Ho

patcong on July 22, having been on the road

with their automobile since early in June.

They were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.

D. Hastings and James D. Bowden, of Pitts

burg.

After leaving Pittsburg the party jour

neyed to Detroit, Mich, whence they crossed

over into Canada. and proceeded in a leis

urely way along the northern shore of Lake

Ontario. A visit to the Thousand Islands

was a pleasant feature of the trip. Passing

through the many quaint villages which lie

along the St. Lawrence River, the party

next visited Montreal, where several days

were devoted to sightseeing. Afterward

they recrossed the Canadian line and fol

lowed the west shore of Lake Champlain.

During the rest of the tour visits were made

to Saratoga, Albany and New York City.

All the members of the party expressed

satisfaction with the trip in discussing it

with friends at Lake Hopatcong. They de

scribed it as a delightful journey, and said

they had met with no mishaps worth men

tioning.

 

Worcester, Mass, is a favorite over-night

Stopping place for tourists bound for or re

turning from Boston. One night last week

two notable parties put up there. The first

was from Pittsburg, Pa., and included James

Laughlin and H. Hughart Laughlin, of that

city, and P. Stanlel Adamson, of London,

England. The party was travelling from

Pittsburg to Boston in a 10-horsepower White

steam touring car. The trip from Dalton,

Mass, to Worcester had been made the day

before, the party stopping at the Franklin

that night, and going on to Boston the second

morning following.

The second party consisted of J. E. Cole

man, Master Loring Coleman and J. E. Cole

man, ;Ir., of Chicago. The run from Chicago

to Worcester had been made in less than

two weeks’ time. The party travelled in a

big canopy 20-horsepower Winton touring

car. The travellers were on the way to

Newport.

 

An automobile tour of the New England

States, occupying about two months, was

made this summer by H. W. Whipple, of -

East Orange, N. J., who reached home early

last week. Mr. Whipple, who is the treas

urer of the American Automobile Associa

tion, was accompanied by his family on this

trip, and visited many points of interest.

After his return he devoted two days to rest,

and then left for Baltimore, which is to be

his headquarters for a season of touring in

that part of the country.

 

Four years ago George F. Chamberlin, for

merly chairman of the law committee of the

Automobile Club of America, made a trip

across New-England and down the Hudson

River in horse drawn vehicles. He is now

traversing the same route in a White steam

touring car. The party consists of Mr. Cham

berlin, his mother, Mrs. Albert Chamberlin,

his brother, A. Ward Chamberlin, and Miss

Emily Silkman.

They left Boston for Portland, Me., last

week, and from there will strike off through

the region of the mountains, then down the

Connecticut Valley for some distance, and

then across Vermont to hike Champlain.

From that point the trip will be down the

banks of the Hudson.

 

Three York (Pa.) business men, Messrs.

Samuel Small, jr., William Billmeyer and

John Williams, left that town last week in

Mr. Small’s automobile on the longest trip

ever undertaken by York antomobilists. The

itinerarynvill he as follows: York to Atlan

tic City;- from Atlantic City along the New

Jersey coast to New York; thence they trav

erse Long Island; from there they return in

a roundabout way to York. The trip will

cover about ten days and upward of one

thousand miles in distance.

 

H. E. Rodgers last week drove a Peerless

touring car from Brookline, Mass, to Port

land, thence to Winter Harbor, Me., with

out any accident or repairs save a slight

puncture of one of the tires. He says that

the sand through which he passed was at

times over the tires in depth, and the hills

more than 20 per cent grade, yet the Peer

less made these with the second speed, al

though the load was heavy—tbree passengers

and heavy baggage.

 

C. H. Russell, a travelling salesman for

the Alden Speare's Sons Co., of Boston, does

all his travelling through New England and

New York in his automobile, a 10 horse

power Winton car. He is the first travelling

salesman from Boston to adopt this means of

travelling. He has driven over 700 miles on

his business trips by automobile this season.

 

R. C. Crawford, of Chicago, started from

that city last week in a Winton car, and will

proceed by easy stages to Detroit, Roches

ter, Albany and New York.

The Association Generale Automobile has

decided to paint its signposts a distinctive

color for each individual route from Paris.

For instance, the posts between Paris and

Bordeaux will be blue, and those from Paris

to Lyons will be red, and so on.

 

When J. F. Montgomery received his L0

comobile a week or two ago the automobile

population of Victoria, Tex., was just

doubled—it now numbers two.

OBEYS THE BAILEY LAW

Southampton Passes an Eight-Mile Resolution

and Erect: the Necessary Signs.

The Southampton (Long Island) village

trustees have passed an ordinance regulat

ing the speed of automobiles within the vil

lage, and have placed signposts on all the

highways at the village limits to notify au

tomobilists of the regulation. On each sign

board are the words in large letters, “Slow

down to eight miles,” and an arrow indi

cates the direction in which the speed is to

be reduced.

The resolution states that, “Whereas, All

the highways within- the village limits are

‘ built up to such an extent that the speed of

automobiles and motor vehicles thereon

should be reduced to eight miles an hour, it

is resolved that the following be and hereby

is enacted as an ordinance of the village of

Southampton: The speed of automobiles and

motor vehicles on the highways within the

incorporated village of Southampton shall

not be in excess of eight miles an hour.”

Notwithstanding this action the unfriendly

feeling toward antomobilists, so prevalent in

Southampton hitherto, is rapidly abating.

Automobiles are becoming so numerous that

the horses are getting accustomed to them,

and there are fewer accidents from fright

ened horses than last season. The automo

biiists for the most part are as considerate

as possible, and give every chance for the

drivers of horses to keep them under control

when fright is shown. 0n the business

streets most of the motor vehicles go at a

moderate rate, but on the residence streets.

especially on Hill street and Hampton Road,

it is said to be no uncommon thing to see

them going at a high rate of speed.

New WTIIPS.

Chief of Police Wrinn of New Haven.

Conn., has begun a campaign against speed

ing autoists, who, it is asserted, have been

habitually violating the State law, which

calls for a maximum of twelve miles an

hour.

The police have been receiving many com

plaints of late from residents of Orange

street, West Chapel street, Whitney avenue

and Whalley avenue about the manner in

which automobiles are raced over these thor

oughfares, endangering the lives of pedes

trians and children.

At the request of Chief of Police Wrinn the

city engineers have measured off quarter

mile stretches on the streets above named,

and plain clothes men will be detailed on the

various stretches with stop watches. Every

auto going at what appears to be excessive

speed will be timed for the stretch and the

number of the machine taken. If on com

paring watches the policemen decide that the

speed limit has been violated they will hunt

up the owner of the vehicle having the num

ber, and he will be brought into court and

arraigned.
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IOO PER CENT
WAS SCORED BY

CONTINENTAL

WIRES»
at.Empire City Track, Yonkers, July 25, 1903.

 

  

  

 

  

 

 

The ONLY two competing cars equipped with

CONTINENTAL TIRES

WON.
Mr. O. W. Bright’s 60 h. p. Mercedes, driven by Laurent Grosso, won the

International Match Race and broke the World’s Records for II, 12, I3,

14 and 15 miles. Time, 16:10 4-5.

Mr. J. R. Chisholm’s 40 h. p. Decauville, equipped with Continental Tires,

finished second in the race. This same machine won the Great Free-for

All Race, time 16:39 2-5, proving that the tires that won the Gordon

Bennett Cup are the FASTEST and SAFEST Tires in the world.

  

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

; THE CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CO.
EMIL GROSSMAN, Manager,

298 BROADWAY, - NEW YORK.
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The Week's Patents.

733,949. Battery. Daniel

Eberlys Mill, Pa. Filed April 12,

Serial No. 102,527. (No model.)

Claim.—A dry battery comprising an outer

surrounding electrode, a central opposite

electrode surrounded thereby, a composition

of carbon. pluinbago, and a plastic material

surrounding the central electrode. and an

alkali composition incased by the first men

tioned electrode and surrounding central

electrode and the first mentioned composi

tion.

734,029. Pump Mechanism for Steam Car

riages. Rollin II. White. Cleveland, Ohio,

assignor to the White Sewing Machine Com

pany, Cleveland, Ohio, a corporation of Ohio.

Filed Jan. 17, 1903. Serial No. 139,392. (No

model.)

('llalln.—In a steam carriage, the combina

tion of a rigidly supported frame having top

and bottom members, two upright side incin

bers and a back plate connecting said side

members by means of which the frame is

secured to a suitable support, and two pump

cylinders respectively secured to said top

and bottom parts in axial alignment. with a

single piston rod connected with both pump

pistons, the engine. and mechanism operat

iver connected with said rod and with the

engine shaft, substantially as specified.

734,084. Autoniotor Carriage. Claude J.

Ollagnier, Paris, France. Filed Nov. 10.

1902. Serial No. 130,789. (No model.)

(‘lainr—ln combination in a motor road

vehicle the front wheels. each of which is

independently pivoted to be adjusted about

a vertical axis, a divided flexible shaft, a

difl'crcntial gear for driving the said divided

Drawbaugh.

1902.

shaft, driving means between the divided

shaft and the hubs of the front wheels and

extending vertically at each end of the di

vided shaft, the said divided shaft being

supported over the axles of the front wheels

to be. adjusted therewith and means for ad

Justing the front wheels, substantially as de

scribed.

734,138. lillectric Igniter for Explosive En

gines. Andrew L. ltiker, New York, N. Y.,

assignor, by lncsne assignments, to Electric

Vehicle Company, Jersey City, N. J., and

Hartford, Conn., a corporation of New Jer

sey. Filed Jan. 8, 1900. Serial No. 759.

(No model.)

(llama—In combination with an igniter for

explosive engines. an electric circuit, an in

terrupter comprising a fixed terminal, a free

ly vibrating spring arm carrying the movable

terminal, a cam rotated in unison with the

engine, said cam located in the line of pro

longation of said spring arm when in its

normal position and having similar opposed

faces whereby said spring arm will be

plucked out of its normal position by a rota

tion of said cam in either direction, said

fixed contact and spring arm being mounted

on a member angularly adjustable around

the cam centre, all substantially as and for

the purposedeScr-lbed. _

734.156. Time, Speed and Distance Re

corder. Richard F. G. Baxandall, Ben Rh‘yd

ding, England. Filed April 5, 1902. Serial

No. 101,369. (No model.)

(.‘laim.-In a device of the character de'

scribed the combination with a moving band.

of a plurality of pencils bearing thereon and

adapted to mark longitudinal parallel lines

on the band, and means for simultaneously

moving all said pencils transversely of the

band to mark transverse lines intersecting

the longitudinal lines, substantially as de

scribed.

734,197. Induction Coil. Charles F. Split

dorf, New York. N. Y. Filed May 19, 1903.

Serial No. 157,829. (No model.)

Claim—In an induction coil, a plurality of

separated secondary windings located about

the primary insulation, and separate com—

pletely lnclosing means of insulation for said

windings.

734.202. Steering Device for Motor Ve

hicles. Fremont J. 'l'romble, Bay City,

Mich., assignor of one-half to Harrison \V.

Garland, Bay Pity, Mich. Filed May 7, 1903.

Serial No. 156.066. (No model.)

(,‘lahn.—ln a device of the class described

the combination with the longitudinally mov

able steering link of a motor vehicle; a iixed

slotted arln carried by the front axle; a

collar on said link arranged to register with

the fixed arm when the steering link is in

straight-ahead position; and adapted to pass

transversely through the slot of said arm

when the link moves lengthwise; a slidable

washer each side of said collar and a pair of

springs carried by said link, each spring

having its outer end secured to the link and

longitudinally adjustable thereon; its inner

end being movable thereon and normally

pressing against said collar.

734,209. Transmission Gearing for Auto

mobiles. Edgar Whitcraft, Brighton, N. Y.,

assignor of one-half to Eli'red (3. Baldwin,

Derby, Conn. Filed Oct. 21, 1962. Serial

No. 128,162. (No model.)

(Tl:iim.—In transmission gearing for auto

mobiles, the combination with a driven shaft.

of a low speed friction clutch cone, a back~

 

 

 

sunnsv, l: nonss-rowsa, $1800 Front head-light rxira"

17 Records and Awards

all earned by

THE

HAYNES-APPERSUN
is the ONLY gasolene automobile that ran the

contest from New York to Boston and back

without repairs or adjustments of any klndt

It is the only machine that has won EVERY Endurance Contest held In

-~

The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely Unequllecl Record.

Send for it and ask for the “ Little Book,” too.

America and every contest or race ever entered.

Stock Machines.
Our catalogue gives the records complete.

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of Haynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood,

HAYNES-APPERSUN 80., Kuknmo, lndf,U.8.A
The oldest maker: 0! motorcan In Amer/cr.

| Branch Siore,1420 Michigan Ave., fihicago.

Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1239-41-43 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., and 66 West 43d Street, New York.

National Automobile & Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

JOHN flAXWELL, Oneida, N. Y., Agmt for Control New York.
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ward motion friction clutch cone, 9. high

speed friction clutch cone and a medium

speed friction clutch cone, all loosely mount

ed upon the said shaft and all constantly

driven in the same direction with the ex

ception of the backward motion cone, which

rotates in the opposite direction from the

others, friction clutch cups coacting with the

respective friction cones, all of the said cups

rotating with the said driven shaft, and

manual means for independently operating

any one of the said friction cups. whereby

the shaft is rotated at the speed of the cone

brought into play by the engagement with it

of its coacting cap, the said backward mo

tion cone and high speed cone being positive

ly driven, and in turn driving the low speed

cone and the medium speed cone.

734,220. Combination Internal Combustion

and Compressed or Liquid Gas or Com

pressed or Liquid Air Engine. Frank Bryan,

London, and Abel H. Bayley, Niton, Isle of

“light, England. Filed Feb. 26, 1901. Serial

No. 48,971 . (No model.)

Claim—in a liquid air or gas engine, the

combination with the supply reservoir and

converter, of a movable measuring chamber

having ports adapted to alternately commu

nicate with said reservoir and converter and

automatically deliver the measured charge

to the converter in direct opposition to the

pressure in the converter when the pressure

in the same is below the required working

pressure.

734,254. Wheel, Richard S. Bryant, Co

lumbus, Ohio. Filed March 31, 1903. Serial

No. 150.399. (No model.)

Claim—A wheel composed of opposite half _

sections, each section being formed of sheet

metal and provided with semi-tubular spokes

and a semi-tubular rim portion, the spoke

members of one section being united to the

spoke members of the other section, and a

band lying within the rim portion and sung

ly embracing the outer ends of the spoke.

734,291. Electric Battery Switch. Joseph

Appleton, Philadelphia, l‘a.. assignor to the

Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadel

phia, Pa., a corporation of New Jersey.

Filed July 6, 1000. Serial No. 22,750. (No

model.)

Claim—In an end cell switch and in com

bination with the main brush and its con

tacts, an auxiliary carbon brush which con

stitutes a path of high resistance by which

adjoining cells are connected through the

varying resistance of the carbon brush as

the main brush passes from contact to con

tact.

734,296. Tire. Charles Burger, Chene

Bougeries, near Geneva, Switzerland. Filed

Dec. 15, 1902. Serial No. 135,173. (No

model.)

Claim—A pneumatic tire, comprising an

outer coating or casing of rubber, or rubber

and fabric, and a plurality of shells of spring

metal incorporated in said rubber, overlap

ping but not touching each other, substan

tially as set forth.

734,356. Cooling Device for Explosive En

gines. Martin Offenbacher, Furth, Germany,

assignor to the firm of Verelnigte Maschinen

fabrik Augsburg und Maschlnengesellschaft

Nuernberg A. G., Nuremberg, Germany.

Filed Dec. 30, 1902. Serial No. 137,197. (No

model.)

Claim.—In combination with an engine

having a water jacket, water circulating

pipes therefor, a compressed air pipe con

nected with the circulating pipes and valves

in said circulating pipes whereby water may

flow into the jacket or be forced therefrom,

substantially as described.

731,421. Fuel Governor for Oil Engines.

Arthur Krebs, Paris, France, assignor to So

ciele Anonyme des Anciens lCiflbIlSSOlllelltS

Panhard et Levassor, Paris, FranCe. Filed

Nov. 10, 1902. Serial No. 130,800. (No

model.) ‘ r

Claim—A device of the class described

embodying a main air supply. fuel injecting

means coacting therewith, an atomizing

chamber, an exhaust conduit, means actuat

ed by the engine governor to control the pas

sage. of the explosive from the atomizing

chamber to the conduit, and a supplemental

air supply controlled by the suction stroke of

the engine.

734,434. Pneumatic Tire. William F.

Schacht, Goshen, Ind. Filed May 25, 1903.

Serial No. 158,737. (No model.)

Claim.—A pneumatic tire, composed of an

impervious hard previously vulcanized rub

ber band or strip located in the tread por

tion of the tire, a rubber sheet around the

strip, layers of fabric, and an inner and an

outer layer of rubber, all vulcanized together

to unite the parts intimately, substantially

as described,

 

The town of Leicester, Mass, has fixed a

maximum speed of twelve miles per hour

for automobiles. Participants in the Boston

reliability 11111 last fall will remember Leices

ter Hill, just outside of the town, and which

proved a stumbling block for a number of

the cars.

Boston's Automobile Police.

Boston has been famous for its “notions”

from time immemorial, and, as a rule, they

have met with more favor than ridicule, even

though the rest of the world loves to poke

fun at the dear old city of culture and baked

beans. Boston knows how to make good use

of things, and has found an unsuspected use

fulness in the automobile, which has been

impressed into police service.

The ultra swell section of Boston is known

as the Back Bay District, where the broad

and well paved streets and avenues are lined

by palatial residences. During the summer

season these fine houses are closed while

their owners are seeking health and recrea—

tion in cooler regions. Vandals and petty

thiech have had a picnic in the district,

Conducting their rapacious operations with

little fear of the police. The ordinary patrol

man was easy to avoid, and to outrun in

case of a pursuit: the mounted cop was

heard afar oil’, or the clatter of his horse‘s

hoofs was.

Hence the adoption of the automobile by

the police department a few weeks ago,

since which, as the records show, scarcely

a. day has passed without the arrest by the

automobile “cop” of at least one offender,

and that in a single day he has gathered in

as many as four thieves unaided. As the

summer season advances and the harvesting

period of the thieves shortens, they become

bolder and more active; hence the automo

bile oflicer is expected to be kept very busy

during the next six weeks.

So great has been the success of this ex

periment that it is reported the police de

partment intends to have an automobile

squad comprising six machines before the

end of July. With such a force it .will be

possible to patrol several of the outlying dis

tricts of the town and also to increase the

auto~policeme1rs duties. For example.

scorchers of all varieties and degrees of

recklessness will be taken care of, and there

will be no escape for the hog who demands

the whole road. 7

The police automobile now in use is in

charge of a chauffeur and carries a police

man in civilian‘s attire. It goes out in the

morning and covers every part of the Back

Bay region at a speed of from five to seven

miles an hour. In the course of a day it

travels fifty or sixty miles, or nearly twice

the distance covered by any member of the

mounted force.

 

  

n
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A Quick Start,

A swift, smooth run and

a safe return characterize

NATIONAL

Electric Vehicles
the most serviceable autos for

every-day use. Extremely sim

ple in construction and oper

ation. Powerful batteries.

Ready to go at any time withv

out tinkering. Any member of

a family can handles. National.

Our catalogue shows the latest models.

Noilooal Motor Vehicle 00.

1400 East 22nd Street

INDIANAPOLIS IND.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

DIXON’S
GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE PRESERVATION AND LUBRI

OATION OF THE GRAINS OF AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobile Graphite Lubricants

ARE UNEQUALED.

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE 00.,

JERSEY cm, a. J.

 

“ IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT."

“STEVENéHENIRYEA”

HIGHEST TYPE OF OASOLENE CAR

J. Stevens Arms 8|. Tool Co.

No. 690 Main 8L,

cmcoezs FALLS, MASS.

JENKINS 8L BARKER
Succsssons To CHAS. L. BURDETT

 

57505279
We nuke over Twenty Types of Cars.

Write for Catalogue.

Mobile Company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.

Dc Dion Bouton & Co.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are uled by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

  

 

 

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent Gauses

THE TRADE SUPPLIED-i

Address all communications in

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

[79 Clarendon 5L, (near Bovlnon) BOSTON, MASS.

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPEOIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

The STA=RITE
jump s rlr plug has double porcelain, protected

point,a|r space and self-packing joint, which has :4

made it the leading plug in America. Send $1_50 p;- _

for either American or French size: your moneyback if it does not please you better than any other 1'

plug on ever used at any price. Any part of

STA- ITE plug at any time for 10 cents.

DETROIT IUTOR IORKS, DETROIT, HIGH.

R. E. HARDY, 26 Cortland! St.. New York City.

P. J. DASEY CO., 19 La Sailc Sr., Chicago.

Automobile Mountings of all Descriptions in Polished Brass

 

 

STA'R/TE

DETROIT

  

  

No. 6 Tonneau Door Fastener.

The ENGLISH 8L IVIERSICK CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTOMOBILE FIXTURES.

 

THE FORG

,1 (iasolene Burner.
y :1

  

Best and Most Effective .

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORO, Somervilie, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKB Agent, 5!. Loqu, Mo.

 
 

 

 

As an efficient, first-class Spark Coil

THE

_uDOWH

HAS NO EQUAL.

For further information write to

I ‘ THE DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO.

BRAINTREB. buss, u. s. A.
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THE AUTOOAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

clency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesoy St., New York.

Improve Your CIrouIatloII

  

New SrAnuARn

autos“
ARGASBCASOLINEIENDINE

-. _nav snrznv

  

  

BY USING

THE IOBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

forall Gasolene Motors. SimpleI

Cheap, Durable, Eflicient, easy

to apply

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Lobae Pump & Machinery Co.. 12D-T36Terncs,8uffsio, II. T.

Metal Mull Guards,

Bonnets, Tanks,

Rotary Circulating Pumps

Radiators, Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send Ior circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

THE DAY AUTDIATID

IADIIINE 60.,

I Water St. Cleveland, 0.

  

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
I 5 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

 

SEND five cents Ior our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.

A Handsome " Panhard SparkGap" on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

AUTOMOBILE FOR SALE—Steam. in am

class condition; price, $380.

Address I15 Bacon Street, Waltham.

 

OR SALE—Small, well equipped machine

shop, centrally located, good trade. 40 auto

mobiles in town, bicycling the year round; present

owner going west. For further particulars address

FRANK F. BUMSTEAD, Rear of Gazette Build

ing, Colorado, Springs Colorado.

If? SIMMONS @u

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street, New York City.

 
  

 
 

BOUGIE HERZ,

The only Spark Plug

IN THE

WDRLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

RUNS JUST AS WELL IN OIL

You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it?

Money refunded in 30 days I! no

satisfactory.

  

Sou: Imlonrrn ron U. 8. AND Cannon.

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

 

 

  

Runabouts and Touring Cars.

GROUT BRO$., Orange, Mass.

  

 

 

Better Not . .
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATAOGUE.

AMERICAN (fit COMPANY
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS

“Bigfour”
WORLD’S FAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

St. Ijouis
erte for Folders.

“'urren J. Lynch. W. P. Deppe,

Gcn'] Pass. Agt. Ass’t Gen'l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

INITIAL AND

NUMBER

HANGERS

REQUIRED

BY STATE

LIst.
The Largest Automobllo Supply

House In America.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

97-99-IOI READE ST., NEW YORK CITY

CENTRAL CITY AUTO OOII
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Finest equipped garage in central New York.

STORAGE REPAIRS.

Prompt Service and Good Work.

RADIATOR,
TANKS,

M U FF LERS,

FENDERS,

HOODS.

  

O
I I I I I I I lII I |l lIIIlllIIIIIIIIl II\

  

 

 

  
  

 

Made at the SPLITD RF LABORATORY.

Established IIt-Is.

C. F. SPLITDDRF, I7 Yandew:

 
 

 

 

  

A GOOD PLACE TO I

SPEND YOUR VACATION

during Ihe summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible front Cincinnati and

the South via

  

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. To those unacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force In securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“Summer Book an Illicfizlgan."

D. (I. EDWARDS, Pass. Trot. Mgr.

| CINCINNATI, OHIO. l
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TAKE A CARRIAGE WITH A REPUTATION

and you are reasonably sure the product is right. Thirty years experience in man

ufacturing, ten years in motor building, are guarantees that the

%\‘&\\Q\"

' ' TOURING CAR

is right in every essential. Better than six actual horse-power; one lever control; two

independent brakes; long wheel base; full elliptic springs, are some of its features. Our

illustrated book “ W” describes its merits in detail, and is sent free on request. Write for it.

PRICE, $750.00 AT THE FACTORY.

THOS. B. IEFFERY 8: COMPANY, - - Kenosha, Wisconsin.

  

 

 

THE GENTRAL AUTUMUBILE GDMPANY _
l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

--Mers-- Peugeets

Renaults Mercedes

2398

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

  

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

All. KINDS OF FRENGH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK

ELEGTRIGS BI'IARGED, REPAIBEIJ AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.
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“WHA'NLESS

 

~\"§)

DELL
  

8 and I2 h. p. 2 cyllnder and t6 h. p. 4 cylinder

SURREYS.

J. 0. BRANDES, U. 8. Agent llllllELL & 00.

28 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madlson.

New YORK Acns'rs FOR ST. Lows MOTOR CARRIAC,‘ C's.

Uptown Garage, C. L. Bell & Co., 250 West Seth Street. Telephone, 2,6: River.

 

Newark, N. L, Koehler Sporting Goods Co.

ANGI ER & WHITNEY, Boston, Mass., New England Representatives for Cutlell Cars. I

 

 

  

 

  

T a MICHIGAN

AUTOMOBILE

  

 

 
 

F6.l‘l_l'i\'_‘?t

t ‘I‘I‘I‘Il‘tim.
'7 i

1“

EXTRACT FROM LETTER TO US DATED JULY 30, 1903

 
l

“I have run my machine up to yesterday i

about 460 miles and outside of the carburetter {

  

working had at times it has never made a skip

and will do all and more than it is represented

to do " Mime given on fr'ljlle‘Jf. l 

 
  

Write for Catalog—We make ’em.

Michigan Automobile Co., Ltd.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.

AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES.

 

 

\/

Leave no Stone

unturned.

' Everything which shows promise

to you or your business should be

investigated.

You can’t afford to leave un:

turned any stone that may hide

valuable information ~ therefore

write us for our Price Proposition

on

STANDARD SEHMLESS

TUBING

Get a Sample too and investigate

its true worth.

A word to the wise

is sufficient.

  

  

 

 

   

  

 

=.............."......Q...n...."....on. "'0'... ..oo....on-:

TrIE now: or RELIABLE CARSa 5

: O

, a 2

BANKER BROS.CO S.. i

i 3

g 2

g 3

§ 8

i 8
3 2
. 2

3 141-143 West 38th St., New Yorkg Q

3 O

5 LARGEST DEALEns IN AMERICA.; N0 EXPERIMENTS sow.4 o

..ffiffiifif's... ..i'ilfifif‘its. iiifi‘uiiffii“: soWeltud St. E

:.......Qou..".....oo. "0"...Qtono0......Oonol2.‘ ..Ooeuo....i
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WITH IT5 TWO-CYCLE MOTOR

IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

You gel MORE 5AI'ISFACTION—LESS COMPLICATION and more m eve"y way for your money

than in any automobile yet produced. Let us tell you more about it.

ELMODE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Clyde, Ohio.

Member oi Asa-cialion of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 

 

 

 

 

        

  SERVICE is the c;— ~1F CONS )ERATION

In an Automobile

The GENERAL was built for Service

It has been aptly described as the Return-trip Automobile. Its working parts are few and durable;

the control is secured by frictional brake bands which are operated by single lever for iorward

changes and by treadle for reverse—these parts are made heavy and careless handling can in no way

injure them; fuel is fed automatically regardless of all changes of speed and lubrication is automatic.

DDICE
With tonneau (scaling tour

persons)

$1,000

Most men are not mechanics. The GENERAL is built without complex mechanism. The detail of its man

agement can be mastered simply and quickly. It is impossible to lose control of the GENERAL. Considering

the solidity of its performance and the thoroughness of its work it is the cheapest automobile on the market.

GENERAL AUTOMOBILE 8L MFG. CO. - CLEVELAND, O.
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STUDEBAKER

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.
 

 

 

THE

AU10MOBILB

WITH A

RBPUTA TlON

BEHIND

IT.

  

EVERY STUDEBAKER sold has meant a satisfied

customer. It makes friends and keeps them. Agents

and dealers in territory we have not already covered should

write for our catalog and terms. Our machines are unsur

passed for hill climbing and quiet running. They are built

by a firm whose reputation is a guarantee of good work.

What Studebaker stands for is known to every prospective

customer for an automobile.

Cowl/31d: line can be .run 0! our branch lmmzs in all principal cities.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. COMPANY

Studebaker Broa. Co., of New York, Broadwa and seventh Avenue,

Cor. 48th St., New York lty.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabaah Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Factory and General Offices, South Bend, Ind.

  

 

—

FOREIGN AUTOMOBILES—

built [or speed on smooth roads.

Deanness TOURING CARS-

built tor speed and service on all roads.

Peerless cars of less horse power.

DEEDLISS TOWING CARS have never

been defeated in a hill-climbing contest, and have never lost any contest

 

 

Foreign automobiles have often been de

feated in track and hill-climbing contests by

in competition with a car of equal horse power.

- o o PEERLESS TOURING CARS

are built strong enough to

withstand strains from riding

over rough roads, and their

mechanism is so simple as to be easily understood by any one.

Can we send you additional inlormalion? Address Dept. B.

The Peerless Motor Car Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

PRINCIPAL CITIES.AGENCIES IN THE
  

 

 

   

 The NEW W TE

STEAM TONNEAU fOI‘ 1903
  

NEXT TO FLYING

is the motion of the incomparable WHITFr—smooth, noise

less and free from all motor vibrations—a swift, gliding

movement that affords the maximum of automobiling pleas

ure, minus its every defect.

Write for full partial/an, experfr‘ "furl: and aflcinl rent/(l

q/ important endurance cantnts.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(Automoblle Department) CLBVHAND, 0Hl0_

:1 Union Square, New York. N. Y. 509 Tremont St., Beaten! MISI.

an Woodward Ave.. Detroit. Mich. goo Post St.. San Francisco, Cal.

1 300 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

35-36-37 King St., Regent St., London, England.

 
 

 

 

-

Just What You’ve Been Lnekinginr.

THE

COFFEE UARBURETTER
A notable advancement

in gas making

appliances.

 

 

Float Feed and Mixing

Device in a Single

Chamber.

SIMPLE.

COMPACT.

RELIABLE.

  

Absolutely automatic regulation of

air and gasolene.

EASILY APPLIED TO ANY ENGINE.

R. W. COFFEE & SONS,

RIHNIOND, V A. Q

0----”
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\

Clincher

Automobile

Tires

 

 

THE ORIGINAL

AMERICAN

CLINCHER

No doubtful point of con

struction and no saving of

one good feature at the

expense of another.

A Goodrich Tire

is thoroughly practical in

every detail of construction.

IQ—FUUGGG')

Made by

The B. F. Goodrich

Company

AKRON RUBBER WORKS

AKRON, OHIO

 

BRANCH ES

NEW YORK BUFFALO

66-68 Reade Street 9 West Huron Street

CHICAGO DETROIT

HI Lake Street

PHILADELPHIA

80 East Congress Street

SAN FRANCISCO

922 Arch Street 392 Mission Street

BOSTON DENVER

157 Summer Street I444 Curtis Street

LONDON, 7 Snow Hill, E. C.

_—’

 

f

  

fimmll'le
“THE CHOICE OF THE

BEST CHOOSERS.”

  

MOST of the visitors at our factory

mention the fact that they own

some good make of automobile. Then

they go on to say that they have heard

our car very favorably spoken of, and

would like to try it. After they have

been out in the car. it is “all over ”

with them.

Did it ever occur to you that it might

be advisable for YOU to try one of our

cars? You will find it the Smoothest

Running, Most Easily Controlled and

Most Sensibly Designed car on the

market. Our factory, notably large and

impressive, is convenient to New York.

Let us know when you are coming, and

we will have a Locomobile meet your

train. We want you not only to ride

in our car, but to see how carefully we

make it.

The .Cowmobile Company of America,

General Office; BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW YORK CITY—Broadway, corner 76th Street.

BOSTON—l5 Berkeley Street.

BRIDGEPORT—Factory at Seaside Park.

PHILADELPHIA—Z49 North Broad Street.

CHICAGO—1354 Michigan Avenue.

Members of the Association of

Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. Members of the N. A. A. M.

‘—J
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Marvelous,lndeed!

  

Again the genuine detachable G 8: J Tires

demonstrate they are the fastest and most

reliable automobile tires in the world.

At Columbus, Ohio, July 4th, Barney Oldfield broke all t

existing records from one to ten miles, establishing a new .

table of world’s records as follows : :

 

 

OLDFIELIJ’S RECORD AT COLUMBUS, 0., JULY 4, 1903.

t ‘ . .

[at mile, . 56 2-5 One mile, .56 2-5

2nd “ . 59 Two miles, . 1.552-5

3rd “ . 593-5 1 Three “ . 2.55

42h " . 1:00 Four “ . 3.55

  

 

5th “ . 59 3-5 ‘ Five “ . 4.54 3-5

6th “ . 59 3-5 SIX “ . 5.54 l-5

7th “ . [:01 Seven “ . 6.55 l-5

8th " . 1:00 Eight “ . 7.55 l-5

9th “ . 59 3-5 Nine " . 8.544—5

10th " . 1:00 Ten " . 9.54 4-5

TOTAL, . 9.54 4-5 Mlle Average, 59 4-5

INSIST ON

‘6 81.] TIRES
being fitted on your automobile.

They will be furnished by manufacturers and dealers

everywhere.
I

t

0&JIranCo. i

 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

NEVV YORK AGENCY, 81 Reade Street, New 3’01“: City.

W -.....J
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NOTICE
 

To Manufacturers, Dealers, lnrperlers,

" Agents and Users of
  

GASULENE AUTUMUBILES

 

 

United States Letters Patent No. 549,160, granted to George B. Selden,

Nov. 5, 1895, controls broadly all gasolene automobiles which are accepted

as commercially practical. Licenses under this patent have been secured

from the owners by the following-named importers and manufacturers:

Electric Vehicle Co.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.

Packard Motor Car Co.

Olds Motor Works.

Knox Automobile Co.

The Haynes-Apperson Co.

The Autocar Co.

The George N. Pierce 00.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.

Searchmont Automobile Co.

Locomobile Co. of America.

The Peerless Motor Car Co.

U. 8. Long Distance Automobile Co.

 

Pope Motor Car Co.

J. Stevens Arms 8:. Tool Co.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

Charron, Girardot & Volgt Co. of America

(Smith as Mabley).

The Commercial Motor Co.

Berg Automobile 00.

Cadillac Automobile 00.

Northern Mfg. Co.

Pope-Robinson Co.

The Kirk Mfg. Co.

Elmore Mfg. Co.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

Waltham Manufacturing Co.

These manufacturers are pioneers in this industry and have commercialized the gasolene

vehicle by many years of development and at a great cost. They are the owners of upwards of

four hundred United States Patents, covering many of the most important improvements and

details of manufacturers. Both the basic Selden patent and all other patents owned as aforesaid

will be enforced against all infringers.

No other manufacturers or importers are authorized to make or sell gasolene automobiles,

and any person making, selling or using such machines made or sold by any unlicensed manu

facturers or importers will be liable to prosecution for infringement.

 

Asseerrrrm er Lrerrrsrn Auremeerrr Mrrrurrerurres

,7 East 42nd Street, New York.
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-,M/'"STANDARD

‘ Automobile Forgings
IN STOCK

For Heavv and Light Vehicles.

3 CIRCULAR A SENT ON REQUEST.

Degftfgw THE BILLINGS & SPENCER CD., Hartford, Conn., U. SJI.

Makers of the celebrated Automobile Wrench.

 

 

 

  

W - “AUTOMOBILING

WMTWENTIETH CENTURY.”

C“? ARE YOU AN AUTOMOBILISI?

Then you need the Blue Book. BECAUSE— It describes

about 300 touring mule: throughout the East, giving running

dirertions, dis/(mas. material, [andz'tz'an and grade: of roads, and

the name of supply and repair Ila/ions, hate/r, eta, in every town.

PRICE, $3.00 PER COPY.

CIHCIIIL ALIICMCBILI BLUE BOOK C0., 11 WW 42"“ St" 1‘" York C"!

  

 

 

{a My . .‘-.‘

CARBURETTERS

FLOAT FEED.

ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Will positively supply highly ex

plosive mixture from any grade of

gasolene. Get a good carburetter.

Get ours. It will increase the power

of your motor. Money back if not

satisfactory. Write today.

  

 

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, WI§CON5IN.

leelI-Paker Electric Co.

CLEVELAND, DHID.

Manufacturers

  

 

  

of

A I, ~ I

Converter for Charging Automobile Ilatleneu Irom h r

Alternating Current.

 

Body Iron, Dashboard Irons,

Crank Shafts, Axles,

Pinions, Levers, etc.

PROM PT DELIVERY.

Experimental Work leon Special Aflantlon.

i MACHINERY FORCINC CO.

Hamilton and Marquette Sts. CLEVELAND, O.

 

CHCICE LINE 0F USED VEHICLES
INCLUDING

Packard l902 - Model F.

Packard - - Model C.

Autocar - - Type 6.

National Electric Runabout.

Pnlcts on APPLICATION

H. B. Shattuck 8‘ Son

239 Columbus Avenue

BOSTON, MAas.
 

 

ALAMINATED

V>rrr>dfl

MANUFACTURED BY

AMERICAN VENEER CO., 449 Pacific Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

  

  

 

_ The cut represents our latest

a... ' improved Celullar Cooler. It is

‘ the most efficient and up-todate

' radiator madeI and is less expen

t ‘ sive than anything of similar

construction.

CELLULAR CCDLERS and DISC RADIAIDRS
  

1 We also make Disc Radiators

' ,v > and we aim to make them the

best on the market.

The Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

HARTFORD. CONN.

Patent Pending.
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by g ‘ \, ckard Performance.

6 ,, A»? “ .0192); ‘

 

 
  

  

  

 

Some are

harder than others but the shortest is the hardest of all.

It almost seems as though nature had made a special effort to

condense into the distance between San Francisco and Denver, every

possible form of mountain grade, alkali sink, quicksand and desert waste in

order to make this the battle royal—the supreme test for all who might brave

its hardships.

Many is the bleached and glistening bone which lines the old trail

through thelbarren wastes of southeastern Utah and central Nevada, bearing

silent witness where the strain of this fearful journey has severed the thread of

life in some faithful beast and, perhaps, marks the resting place of its owner.

As the comparative shortness of this central route formed the incentive for the pioneer of ’49, so has it, in later

years, made this the coveted mark for automobiles. But twenty-two hundred miles is not a distance to be rushed even

under the most favorable conditions and when every mile presents difficulties greater than are encountered on any of

the other routes and far beyond the wildest imagination of the average man, it is small wonder that every previous

attempt has worn out the mechanism of the car and the spirit of the man who drove it.

It is an extraordinary task and requires an extraordinary combination to meet it. The fact that it has been

so universally considered as impossible has set a higher price upon its accomplishment and has furnished the incentive

for our party in “ Old Pacific ” to do that which has never before been accomplished—before which all others have

gone down to honorable defeat.

Traveling through a country without pretense of roads requires a flexibility of spring suspension so extreme as

to allow the car to roll with perfect ease and freedom from strain through hundreds of miles of such traveling as would

rack the ordinary rigid construction all to pieces. There must be a suppleness sufficient to enable the car to instantly

adapt itself to any uneven surface and to change from one extreme to the other with a rapidity and ease of motion

that will rob such traveling of its terrors and permit great distances to be covered with comparative ease and perfect

regularity.

’ In long descents and level stretches the motor must return to a slow pulsing movement but with the maximum

power or any portion of it instantly accessible and answerable to the varying position of the foot pedal control. There

must be the ability to produce such abnormal power as will overcome every resistance. And withal there must be a

certainty of operation, an irresistible, unfailing reliability that will conquer all difficulties and render the highest

efficiency under the most adverse conditions.

The sensation of latent or reserve power, the ability to overcome greater obstacles than are met with, represents

one of the great charms of driving a Packard Car.

“ Old Pacific ” is a standard 1903 Model F taken at random from stock. It is just like hundreds of other

Pmkard cars, a fact which can be easily proven by their owners who live along the line of the “ Old Pacific’s " route

to New York City.

Any Packard Car can carry

THERE are several routes from San Francisco to New York.

 

  

 

 

“ A Message to Garcia.”

 

 

  

  

‘MMaw-“wedmar'012m?“

-p,1-v-.\“a.h,

.‘v

 

THE PACKARD mama BAR 00mm,
WARREN, OHIO.

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

  

\n-1'0.-|_'.
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The Oldsmobile“G

  

“NOTHING TU

WATCH BUT

THE ROAD.”

' 99

OOS

You can build an automobile strictly according to a recognized

standard, but it doesn’t follow that it will “ go."

The correct ideas are only obtained by practical experience, and

it is our 23 years in the manufacture of gasolene motors which has

helped us to build up the largest automobile business in the world.

machine which is built to run and does it.

ALliANE. N. Y.—Automobile Storage & Trad—

n: o.

ATLANTA. GA.—C, H, Johnson.

BINGHAMTON. N. Y.—R. \V. \Vhipple.

..(,).~"l UN. MASS—Oldsmobile Co,

IN'F‘T-‘ALO. N. Y.—-Jaynes Automobile CQ

CHARLESTON, S. C.—Army Cycle C0.

CHICAGO,ILL.-—Oldsm0bile Co. .Githens Bros.Co.

CLEVELAND. OHIO—Oldsmobile.

COLUMBIA. S. C.—-J. E. Richards,

DALLAS, TEXAS—Lipscomb 8: Garrett.

DAVENPORT, IA.—Mason’s Carriage Works.

DENVER. COLO.—G. E. Harman.

DETROIT, MICH.—Oldsmobile Co.

ERIC “A.—Jacob Roth.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.—Adams & Hart.

HARRISBURG, PA.-—Kline Cycle Co.

HOUSTON, TEXAS—Hawkins Automobile &

Gas Engine Works.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND—Fisher Automobile C0.

JACKSONVILLE. FLA.-—F. E. Gilbert.

KANSAS CITY. MO.——E. P. Morlarity & Co.

LANSING, NIGEL—W. K. Prudden & CO.

I OS ANGELICS, CAL.—~Oldsm0hile Co.

LOUISVILLE. KY.-Sutcllffe & Co.

MEMPHIS, TENN.—H. A. White.

WDITE

OLDS MOTOR WORKS

 

SELLING AGENTS:

MILWAUKEE, WIS—Oldsmobile Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, MlNN.—A. F. Chase & Co.

NASHVILLE, TENN.—-John W. Chester Co.

NlflVAItK. N. J.—Autovehicle Co.

NICW’ ORLEANS, LA.—Abbott Cycle Co.

NIQVV YORK CITY. N. Y.-—()ldsmoblle Co.

OMAHA, NEH—OMS Gas Engine Works.

PASADENA, CAL—Ed. R. Bradley.

I’ATERSON, N. J.—F. W. Stockbridge.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.-—Oldsmobile C0.

PITTSBUth I’A.—Banker Bros. Co.

I‘LAINFll'ILD, N. J.-—F. L. C. Martin C0.

I’OL'GHKl-ZEI’SIE, N. Y.—John Van Benschoten.

RALEIGH. N. C.-—-Raleigh Iron W'orks.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.——Rochester Automobile Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Locomobile Company

of the Pacific.

SAVANNAH, GA.—-T. A. Bryson.

ST. LOUIS. MO.—~Mlsslssippi Valley Automobile C0.

TEXARKANA, MIL—J. K. \Vadley.

TUCSON, ARIZ.-—F. Ronstadt.

WAilflhg‘GTON, D. C.—National Capital Automo

.i 0 .o.

IIAW'AIIAN ISLANDS—R. N. Halstead, Honolulu

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND—Lovomoblle

Co. of Great Britain, Ltd., London, Eng.

Any of the following representative dealers will show you the

GERMANY—All Germany except Cologne)—Earnest

“'eigaertner, Berlin; Cologne, L. Welter 6': Co.

FRANCE—Eugene Merviile, Paris.

S\VITZERLAND—Automoblle Fabrik Orion AG., Zurich.

ITALY—Victor Croizat, Turin.

HOLLAND—Blnghum 8: Lompan)’. Rotterdam.

NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. T. Nielsen & Co.,

Copenhagen, Denmark; L. P. Rose & Co., New York.

CANADA—Hyslop Brothers. Toronto, Ont.

MEXICO—Oldsmobile Co., Mohler & De Gress.Mexico City.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Camano & Company,

Buenos Ayres.

SOUTH AFRICA—White. Ryan & Co., Cape Town; Sher

rii'f, Swingley & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

NEW SOUTH WALES—Knowles Auto.

& Power Co., Sydney. ,

VICTORIA—Hall & Warden, Melbourne.

AUSTRALIA— QUEENSLAND—James & Sons.

Brisbane.

SO. AUSTRALIA—Duncan & Fraser,

Adelaide.

NEW ZEAI.AND~\V. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd., Auckland.

JAPAN—Bruin Bros. Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR. INDI-\. (TEYLON. CHINA. JAVA,

SUMATRA. BORNEO. FORMOSA—New York Export

& Import Co., New York City.

FOR FULL INFODMATION AND ILLUSTRATED BOOK TO

1332

’ .IeIIerson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

FACTORIES: DETDOIT AND LANSING, MICII.

Members oi the Association Licensed Automobile Mnnulacturers.
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HITS PARTS MAKERS

Decree ThatlSecms to Enormoust Extend Scope

of Scldcn Patent—Motor Makers and Others

Styled " Contributory lnfringers."

 

 

On Tuesday, 4th inst, the Buflnlo Gaso

Iene Motor Co. “submitted to a decree" ac

knowledging the validity of the Selden pat

cnt and confessing infringement. The Buf

t'IIlo Co. accordingly has been elected a mem

ber of the Association of Licensed Automo

bile Manufacturers and henceforth will op

It is the only

parts or accessory maker included in the

membership.

The settlement of this suit is of vital and

far reaching importance and afiects the mak

ers of not only motors, but of practically

every other part that enters into a gasolcne

erate under a Selden license.

car.

The original suit against the Buffalo Gaso

lene Motor Co. was brought at Buffalo on

July 12, 1900, by the Electric Vehicle Co., the

former owner of the patent. The defendants

filed a demurrer on Nov. 30 of the same year.

This demurrer was overruled by Judge Hazel

and the case has since been pending.

This litigation ran current with the suit

originally brought against the Winton Motor

Carriage Co., which concern some months

since “submitted to a decree." It now tran

spires that the defendants were selectcd for

;eciflc purpbses—the Winton Co. was made

a defendant in order to prove infringement

as relating to automobiles proper, and the

Bud'an Gasolene Motor Co. was chosen to

prove the parts makers guilty of “contribu

tory infringement," the courts having held

that the makers of an essential part or feat

ure of a device are contributory infringers,

and therefore of equal guilt.

The fact that the Selden claims do not

specifically cover a gasolcne motor or other

part had given rise to the general supposi

tion that It was only when the motor and

other parts were brought into combination

in a vehicle employing an Intermediate gear

Ing or transmission device that the patent

was infringed; in other words, the popular

idea has been that the patent applied only

to built-up vehicles, not to the parts enter

ing into it.

It was to shatter this belief or supposition

that suit was instituted against the Buflalo

Gasolenc Motor Co. \thn this understand

ing of the decree entered on Tuesday is gen

erally appreciated it is apt to cause some

thing akin to consternation in the parts

trade. George II. Day, general manager of

the Association of Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers, states that, fortified with the de

cision, his organization will now proceed, not

only against the makers of cars, but of the

"contributing" parts.

Concerning the silence of the patent so far

as it applies to a motor or other specific part,

one of the Selden attorneys explained to :1

Motor World man that it is because the parts

constitute “essential elements of the claim"

that specific claims to specific parts are not

necessary in litigation of the sort. While

the patent cannot control the manufacture of

gasolene motors generally, or of any particu

lar part, it does, he said, control them when

they are admittedly designed for use in au

tomobilcs.

Officm for the Continental Co.

The Continental Rubber Works, Erie, Pa.,

has selected the following officers: Presi

dent and general manager, Theron R.

Palmer; vice-president, Alexander Jarecki;

secretary, Charles Jarecki; treasurer, Charles

S, Coleman. This is the recently organized

company which purchased and is re-equip

ping the formcr Tribune bicycle factory in

Erie, and of which the well known Charles

F. U. Kelley is sales manager. Automobile

tires will be, of course, included in their

productions. The company is to be Incorpo

rated this week, with a capital of $00,000.

 

 

Century Cnditor's Offered 25 per cent.

The Century Motor Vehicle Co., Syracuse,

has offered its creditors a settlement of 25

per cent. and a. committee thereof has rec

ommended Its acceptance. The committee

states that the debts of the company aggre

gate $67,500, and as the assets consist main

ly of machinery and material, bankruptcy

procccdings would not not _to exceed 10 or 12

per cent.

BERG WINDS UP

Cleveland Concern Dispose: of its Effects—

Studebalters to Add Gasolene Cars.

The Berg Automobile Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

has practically passed out of existence, but

with a clean record. Its debts have all been

liquidated. The refusal of the stockholders

to advance additional capital brought mat

ters to a standstill and forced the Issue.

The tools and patterns of the Berg com

pany have been conveyed to the Federal

Mfg. Co., Cleveland, which made many of

the parts that entered into the Berg car, and

it is understood that negotiations are now

_ pending between the Federal people and the

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. which are likely

to result in the transfer to tools, patterns

and parts to the Studebakers, who contem

plate adding a gasolcne car to the line of

electrics which they are marketing. The

deal is well advanced, and a decision Is like

ly to be reached at any moment.

Hart 0. Berg, the organizer and active

manager of the company bearing his name,

will probably return to Paris, whence he

came to assume its direction.

 

Important Fisk Deal on.

Hurry T. Dunn, sales manager of the Fisk

Itther Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass, returned

from abroad on the Lucania on Saturday

Inst. He was absent some two months.

spending most of the time in England. The

Fisk detachable tire with its remarkable

fastening met with such favor that there is

every prospect that It will be taken up and

manufactured and the continental market

supplied by an important English concern,

with which Dunn was in frequent confer

ence while abroad. The deal was not defl

nitely closed, but there seemed practically

no doubt of Its consummation.

 

L. A. A. N. Changes Dates.

The meeting of the Licensed Association of

Automobile Manufacturers, which was fixed

to occur at Niagara Falls on August 14 and

15, has been dcl'crrcd until Tucsdny and

Vi’cdnesday of the following wcck, the 18th

and 19th Inst. The International Hotcl prob

ably will be made the headquarters.
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CONRAD CREDITORS’ CHARGE

Assert That Bullalo Concern Committed Act

oi Bankruptcy—Ask Adiudication.

That all of the creditors of the Conrad

Motor Carriage Co., Buffalo, are not content

with the appointment of a receiver developed

late last week, when three of them filed a

petition praying that the company be ad

judged a bankrupt.

The petitioning creditors are the Buffalo

Mill Supply Co., with claims amounting to

$133.45 for leather belting and pulleys; the .

R. I). Nuttall Co., of Pittsburg, Pa., $676.50

for spurs and bevels; the Enos & Sanderson

Co., of Buffalo, 200.67 for wood, panels, etc.

The petition charges that the Conrad com

pany committed an act in bankruptcy within

four months of the filing of the petition by

asking the Supreme Court of the State of

New York to appoint a receiver of the prop

erties of the company, which the court did.

The Conrad Motor Carriage Co. has been

subpoenaed to appear in the United States

District Court before Judge Hazel to-day

to answer the petition.

 

Fire' Destroyed one Car.

Automobiles worth several thousand dol

lars, stored at No. 73 West Fourth street,

this city, were threatened by fire which

started in a shed in the rear of the building

last week. The driver of a gasolene delivery

wagon stored there, in starting the machine,

set fire to some gasolene on the floor. A

large tree in the yard caught fire and the

automobile in the shed and the shed were

destroyed. The other cars stored in the

shed were removed.

Runabout for 'Frisco's Fire Chief.

The Electric Vehicle Co., through its San

Francisco agent, A. E. Brooke ltidley, has

been awarded the contract for an electric

runabout for the use of the chief of the fire

department of that city. The specifications

call for a vehicle to carry two persons, to be

capable of a speed of a mile in three minutes,

able to climb a 20 per cent gradient and to

possess a radius of action of forty miles. Sep

tember delivery is called for.

Mooers Returns From Ireland.

Among the passengers on the Umbria on

Sunday of last week was 1.. P. Mooers, the'

driver 01’ the Peerless car in the Bennett

Cup race. He left for Cleveland the same

evening, after expressing the opinion that

the experience the American drivers ob

tained in the race Would stand them in good

stead when the next contest came off.

 

Drove to Atlantic City.

Manager Frank i‘. Armstrong of the Elec

tric Vehicle Co's New York branch drove

down to Atlantic (‘ity last Friday with a

party of friends. He used one of the (‘olum

bia gasolene cars.

Recent lneorporations.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Automobile Livery, Tours.

Sales and Storage Co., under New York laws,

with $25,000 capital. Directors—Carl T.

Thorden, H. J. Hass and J. M. Edsall, all of

Buffalo, N. Y.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Amerlcan Touring Car

(70., under New York laws, with $100,000

capital. Corporators—John H. Fogarty, Dan

iel Fogar'ty, Margaret E. Fogarty and Will

iam H. Flaherty, all of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Rochester, N. Y.—Regas Automobile Co.,

of Rochester, under New York laws, with

$100,000 capital. Directors—J. H. Sager, T.

B. Dunn, C. E. Bowen and Robert C. Kersh

ner, all of Rochester, N. Y., and L. Louis

\Villard, of Binghamton, N. Y.

St. Louis, .\Io.—World's Fair Automobile

Transit Co., under Missouri laws, with $600,

000 capital, full paid. Corporators—Thomas

J. Hoolan, Charles M. Polk, T. J. Flanagan,

Lawrence W. Day, Spence L Finley, A. L.

V. Mueller, James C. Espy, James Axtell,

Michael Hurst, Charles Vastlne and H. E.

' Simon, all of St. Louis, Mo.

Said he was Sayle.

They are telling a good story at the ex

pense of two well known Cleveland, Ohio,

tradesmen. On a Sunday afternoon an auto

mobile was seen scorchlng through East

Cleveland. and the marshal obtained the

number and waited for their return. When

they did appear they were stopped by the

marshal, who demanded their names and

ordered them to appear in court the next

morning. "he names that the men gave were

George Collister and W. F. Sayle .The mar

shal was dubious about the latter man, for

he was heavy. and had auburn hair, while

those acquainted with Mr. Saer know that

he has black hair. The marshal questioned

him, but the man claimed he was W. F.

Sayle. Later the marshal telephoned to Mr.

Sayle at his home, and found that the men

had given him wrong names.

 

Jenatzy Works Consumed.

Fire again got in its deadly work last

month, the Jenatzy electrical works at Brus

sels having been completely destroyed on

July 15. The works belonged to the brother

of M. Camille Jenatzy, the winner of the

Gordon Bennett race, but the famous driver

was largely interested in it, and it was here

that be elaborated and perfected the .Ienatzy

magneto-electric clutch and other devices.

The Jenatzys are clever electricians, and to

their researches are due many of the im

provements and developments of electric igni

tion as applied to motors.

Exports Show Increase.

For the month of June the exports of auto

mobiles and parts show a gratifying in

crease. in marked contrast to the losses of

April and May. The figures are $168,273, as

again $131.150 for June, 1902. For the eleven

months of the fiscal year ending June 30 the

usual gain is shown, viz., from $948,528 in

11102 to $1,207,065.

WANT SHELBY BANKRUPTED

Creditors of Failed Concern Make Such Applica

tion, Claiming insolvency.

Several creditors of the Shelby Motor Car

Co. filed an application in the United States

District Court at Cleveland, Ohio, last week,

asking that the concern be declared bank

- rupt. No statement was made as to the pos

sible liabilities and assets of the company.

The creditors claimed that the company had

committed an act of bankruptcy and is in

solvent. The creditors mentioned in the pc

tition and the amount of their claims are:

The B. F. Goodrich Co., of Akron, Ohio,

$1101.84; the Strong, Carlisle & Hammond

Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, $1,496.51, and

Frausne 6: Williams Co., also of Cleveland,

$359.05. '

A receiver was recently appointed in the

Richland County Common Pleas Court for
the Shelby Motor Co; ' i ‘ - '

 

Winton Will not Race Again.

The second of the three Bennett Cup con

testants, Alexander Winton, returned to this

country on Saturday. Upon reaching New

York on the Lucania, of the Cunard Line,

he expressed himself definitely regarding his

participation in future races.

"1 am still heart and soul interested in

racing events," he declared, “but henceforth

1 shall design and build machines for others

and will do no racing myself. My manufac

turing interests are now so great that 1 can

1:0 longer sacrifice the time.“

 

Ann Arborians' Revolutionizer.

Two Ann Arbor. .\Iich.. young men have. in

vented what they fondly hope will prove a

revolutionizer in the gasolene motor trade.

It is a 12 horsepower motor, built by them,

and now almost completed. "\Vhat we claim

in superiority is that all the valves are

worked mechanically and all four of the cyl

inders receive the sparks from one coil.

lieretofore four coils have been used. All

parts of the engine are oiled automatically,"

Otis. one of the inventors, is quoted as

saying.  

To Manufacture at Moberly.

A company is billllg organized in Moberly.

.\lo., to manufacture automobiles. The com

pany will start with a capital of $10,000. It

is proposed to build only one style of vehicle,

a gasolene runabout, to sell for $650.

Delivering Business Vehicles.

Deliveries of business vehicles are being

made by the local branch of the Electric

Vehicle (.‘0. One of the latest trucks—with a

four motor drive and bower steering—was

received in this city last week.

 

To Handle Wintoru at Providence.

The Davis Automobile Co., Providence. it.

1.. have been appointed agents for the Win

ton line. Heretofore the Providence business

has been handled from Boston.
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ENDURANCE RULES EXACTINCI

Next Test to be Exhaustive—Pittsbnrg the

Destination—Oct. 7-13 the Dates.

Final consideration of arrangements for

the reliability contest to be held by the Na

tional Association of Automobile Manufac

turers occupied the Technical Committee of

that organization at a meeting held on Tues

day afternoon at the headquarters, 7 _East

Forty-second street, New York City. Secre

tary Harry Unwin reported upon his recent

trip over the proposed route, describing the

condition of the roads, the hot'elaccommoda- '

tions on route, etc.

W. L. Smith, president 0' the Pittsburg

Automobile Club, was present at the meeting

and urged that therun should be made to

Pittsburg, _I’a., as originally planned. The

original'idea was to run‘from New York City

to Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington,

thence to Pittsburg by way of Hagcrstown.

Md., but this plan was abandoned when it

was found‘that. there was no suitable stop

ping place between Hagerstown and Pitts

btrg. ' ‘ ‘

At the meeting of the Executive Committee

on \Vcdnesday the matter was thoroughly

discussed and Pittsburg, and not Cleveland,

finally selected as the destination of the run,

which will occupy a full week; October 7 to

13 were ,the dates chosen. 'The route will be

via Kingston. Binghamton, Corning, Buffalo

and Cleveland, 827 miles.

The report of the Technical Committee

submitted for adoption the minute which

follows:

“It is the desire of the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers that the

first annual endurance test prompted by it

shall take place as nearly as possible under

ordinary touring conditions. The contest

will not be in any sense a test of speed. The

points to be determined are as follows:

“1. The condition of each competing car

at the finish of the test.

“2. The cost of repairs on each car and

the time required~ to make them.

“3. The efficiency of brakes.

"4. The 11111 climlillig capacity of the cars.

“The association feels that all of the ques

tions in which the public is vitally interested

re‘ate to cars of standard, stock pattern. reg

ularly catalogued and offered for sale. No

others. therefore, will be admitted to the

test except in a special class. An examina

tiorr will be made of each entry, to ascertain

that'it is exactly as catalogued. The exam

ination will be repeated at the finish and

every change noted by the Board of Exam

iilcrs.

“A' new plan, so far as this country is con

ccrncd, though it has been successfully tried

in England. will be adopted in the selection

of obscrvers. Each contestant will be re

quired, at the time of entry, to nominate an.

observer, for whose conduct he shall be re

sponsible. No observer will be allowed to

ride on a car made, owned or controlled by

the man who nominates him. Observers will

be changed every day.

“In no run so far held in this country has

the condition of the car at the finish of the

run been taken into consideration. And yet

this feature is, perhaps, the most important

of all.

will be taken in charge by officials in exactly

the condition in which they arrive. They

will be critically examined by a Board of

Examiners, consisting of thoroughly experi

enced, disinterested men, and will be award

ed points in accordance with the findings of

the Board. The chairmanship of the Board

will probably be oiTered to one of the most

famous professors of one of the universities,

and the remaining positions to men whom

every one will recognize as eminently fitted

for the task.

“The association believes that, next to con

dition at the finish. reliability and freedom

from stoppage and repair are most impor

tant. It has therefore decided upon a pen

alty of one point lost for every minute a

car stops, except to avoid frightening horses

and to comply with legal requirements. The

repairs and replacements will be carefully

noted by the observers and will, of course,

be taken into consideration by the Board of

Examiners.

“In the matter of classification a radical

departure has been made. Weight has ceased

to be a reliable basis. The association be

lieves that the public is more deeply inter

ested in the matter of price than in any

other possible method of classification, and

has therefore adopted that basis. There will

be six or more classes, ranging from $1,000

and under to $3,500 and over.

“Repairs must be made in the presence of

observers, and at no other time. Immediate

disqualification will be the result of an at

tempt to make a repair or replacement un

der any other condition. Official garages

will be provided, but only for the stdrage of

cars while observers are necessarily absent.

and it will be impossible for an operator to

enter a garage unless accompanied by his

observer. '

“The association feels that the public is as

dependent on the reliability of tires as on

any other part of the vehicle. It can find no

reason, therefore. why they should be ex

empt from penalty in case of trouble. Time

consumed in tire repairs will therefore be

penalized."

Dates for Paris Show.

December 10 to 25 are the dates set for

holding the sixth annual automobile show

at Paris. It will be held, as usual, at the

Grand Palais, under the main control of the

Automobile Club de France, with the assist

ance of various syndicates in the automobile

and cycle trade.

The best spaces in thc ccntrc will be rcnt

ed for 50 francs the square metre. The ex

hibition will also include automobile boats.

ballooning and various sporting and touring

articles.

On arrival at the destination the cars’

AIDING THE ASSESSORS

New Jersey Officials use Auto Registration List

to Locate Tax Dodge".

A new role may be played by the motor

vehicle. Its enforced registration in many

States fixes definitely its ownership, and

this fact is taken advantage of to aid tax

gatherers who find citizens unwilling to pay

personal taxes. '

Fully two thousand New Yorkers own

New Jersey 'licenses for automobiles. As

these vehicles represent an average of $1,500

each, the Secretary of State calls attention

to the fact that assessors of personal prop

erty have not taken advantage of the rec1

ords in his office to get names and addresses

of automobile owners, so as to assess these

amounts in their personality. The Secre

tary says that New York assessors can -

quickly add $3,000,000 to that city’s ratables

by seeking information at his hands.

So far no assessors excepting the Board of

East Orange have thought of this method of

increasing the ratables. These assessors

went to Trenton two weeks ago and secured

the names of every automobile owner located

in their municipality, and, as the affidavits

attached to application for license disclose

the value of machines, it was a very easy

matter to make correct assessments.

There are more than one thousand ma

chines registered from Essex County, and, as

their average value is $1,000, it is asserted

that the“Esscx assessors can readily add a

million dollars to the ratables of Newark.

Hudson assessors can also add nearly half

a million. The records show that by far the

greater number of cars are registered from

the northern part of the State.

Says Edison Borrowed his ldeu.

According to charges brought by James W.

Gladstone, of East Orange, N. J., the “Wiz

ard of Menlo Park" has been “borrowing”

from others" brains in his eifort to produce

a battery for automobiles by the waving of

his more or less magic wand. Gladstone‘s

charge is contained in the suit brought in

the United States Circuit Court at Trenton,

N. J. He seeks to restrain Thomas A. Edi

son from manufacturing certain galvanic bat

teries, alleging that Edison is infringing upon

patents owned by him. He says that-they

are for inventions made by Felix de Solande,

of Paris, and purchased by him last June.

They cover galvanic batteries and are said

to be used in the manufacture of storage but

teries for automobiles. Gladstone asks that

the Edison Manufacturing (‘0. be compelled

to make an accounting and pay to him all

the profits from the sale of the improve

meats.
 

Oldfield Goes With Winton.

Barney Oldfield. holder of the world‘s mile

and other track records, has entered the em

ploy of the \Vinton Motor (‘arrlagc (‘0. An

nouncement of the fact was made on

Wednesday, and it is understood that he will

drive a Winton car in the remainder of the

scason‘s races, and also make an attack on

the existing records.
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Economically the Best.

Durability the Most.

Troubles the Least.

THAT'S THE REEBORD OF

FISK TIRES.
See that they are on your new machine.

FISK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, Hass.

BRANCHES: -

BOSTON. SPRINGFIELD. NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO.

604 Atlantic Ave. 40 Dwight St. 83 Chambers St. 916 Arch St. 52 State St.

SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, DETROIT. SAN FRANCISCO,

423 So. Cllnton St. 28 W. Genesee St. 254 Jefferson Ave. 114 Second St.
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“I receive some five different automobile

papers, but enjoy none more—in fact, not

quite so much—as I do the Motor World. I

read the advertisements before I do the

reading matter, and consider them of equal

interest, but too many of them are full of

platitudes and ‘stock phrases‘ of praise. It

seems to me there is much room for im

provement."—Albert P. Wood, Detroit, Mich.

=

Deceptive Spinal Columns.

How deceitful

months ago it seemed as if automobiiists

‘realiy possessed backbones. To-dny what

appeared columns of bone and marrow

are appearances! T‘VO

seemed to have been converted into columns

of gelntlne that have melted with the rising

of the thermometer.

The men of millions and the organizations

pledged to “ascertain and defend the rights

of nutomobilists" that once indulged in

.brave talk—that purposed opposing class

legislation and instituting test cases to prove

thisa truly republican country and the roads

free for all men, regardless of class, color

or means of locomotion—all, all are stilied.

Not a whimper, not a suggestion of fight is

now heard in the land.

The “brave talk” appears to have been

tnct'e bluster, the backbones mere wax that

has slipped down into the brave ones' shoes.

How proud of themselves should be the

fighting millionaires and the valiant defend

ers of the rights of nutomubilists!

Second-Hand Cars.

Surrounded with difficulties as is the task

of selecting a new automobile, it shrinks

visibly when compared with that which con—

fronts the prospective motorist desiring to

make his introduction to the pastime through

.the medium of a second-hand car.

In the first case there are numberiess signs

and indications which, it intelligently stud

ied, frequently enable one to avoid the pit

falls that mark the purchaser‘s path. The

live makers, those who, instead of either

going backwards or standing still. have pro

gressed and are still progressing, are not

hard to perceive. Values are determined, in

the main, by considerations which even the

uninitiated can understand. The size, the

weight, the power, the speed, the carrying~

capacity—nil form items in the inventory of

value. and u very little study furnishes the

would—be motorist with his cue. In addition,

and most important of all, the reputation and

standing of the maker go a long way in

finally determining the matter.

But with secoud~hand vehicles these con

siderations have much less weight. The de

cadent cars naturally come to the front in

great numbers and are uttered at tempting

prices. Obsolete patterns are frequently in

the majority. The anxiety of their' owners

to dispose of them is in obverse ratio to

their sale value, the latter being sometimes

practically nil. This is particularly the case

with cars produced by companies on the

down grade. Every week that they ing an

perfluous on the stage makes more remote

the chances of doing anything with them ex

cept consigning them to the junk shop.

If this be true of cars of dubious, or more

than dubious, ancestry, it is scarcely less

so where cars of reputation are concerned.

These sccm sufc purchases. For that rea

son buyers who know a little about makes

are the easier thrown off their guard. The

purchase of a standard vehicle at 11 reduction

of from one-half to two-thirds of its list

price seems a perfectly safe one, and as a

rule it is. But there is the question of c0n¢

dition to be taken into very serious con

sideration. The car may have been reck

lesst abused and be in such condition that

only the expenditure of much money and

time will avail to put it in good running or

dcr. The assumption is, when the purchase

is made from a regular dealer, that this has

been done. But assumptions are sometimes

ill-based, and no buyer can safely do other

wise than go beyond such assumption and

satisfy himself that it has something behind

it. If repairs have to be made they should,

as a. matter of course, be iidded to the pur

chase. price, and it is necessary, if a true

estimate of the value of a car is to be ob

tained, to see that the repairs are exhaustive

and that they leave the car in practically as

good running order as when it left the fac

tory.

When such a course as this is adopted the

purcahser knows exactly where he stands.

But it is seldom done. The buyer does not

know enough to perceive the advantage of

such a plain; and the seller, whether dealer

or user, is almost equally opposed to it.

Price cuts an important figure, and the

greater it is the more ditiicult it becomes to

sell the car to the average purchaser.

The result is well known. The car fails to

give satisfaction and the buyer, disgusted

with his bargain, rails at the seller. Fort

unate is it it he does not also rail at auto

mobiles in general and his automobile in

particular. A little forethought and care at

the beginning might have prevented it.

 

A Change of Tune.

There are signs of the times that there is a

reaction in the public press regarding the au

tomobile. Time was when the headlines in

the dailies announcing automobile accidents

were large and lurid, and when the slightest

hocus-pocus in which on automobile figured

was made the subject of bloodthirsty edi

' toriais. Men might be killed by trolley cars,

by the falling of elevators, by the collision

of boats, or by this, that and the other thing,

and these many forms of mansiupghter found

record in the dailies in obscure paragraphs.

0n the contrary, if an automobile ran into a

human, or frightened a horse so as to cause

accident to his driver, or,- in short, it an au

tomobiiist was guilty, either directly or re

motcly, of any accident or damage whatever,

the editors of the dailies in the particular

place where it happened demanded instant

nbolishment of the motor vehicle or the re

duction of its speed to within a shade of

zero miles an hour.
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Demonstrators who do liarm.

Demonstrators are a very important part

of the automobile business, and among them

are found many careful, conscientious and

intelligent men. The personality of the

prospective purchasers taken out by them

is studied, and a good idea gained of the

sort of demonstration that is likely to please.

Consequently they attain their object, which

is, of course, to make sales.

But there is another and quite different

class of demonstrators, and it is with these

that we have to do just now. They are

emphatically the reverse of the class first

mentioned, being reckless and foolhardy to

a degree, and in the matter of results ac

complish quite as much harm as the former

do good.

These youths—for as a rule they are of

the callow stage—frequently look upon their

task as a joke, a joke on the would-be buyers

who entrust themselves in their keeping.

Frequently it turns out a joke for their em

ployers, for instead of a sale made a good

customer is lost. But even when this hap

pens the demonstrator falls far short of a

realization of the enormity of his offence.

When it makes any impression on him at all,

it is of a transient character, gone almost as '

soon as received. -

To put a customer through a “course of

sprouts" is the delight of demonstrators of

this class. To “show 01!," “do stunts," dash

around corners at full speed, graze passing

teams, descend hills at full speed, make sud

den and unexpected stops, send the car along

at its highest speed—these and similar tricks

are the delight of demonstrators of this

character. They “try out" passenger and car

at the same time, and if the “nerve” of the

one is equal to the serviceability of the other

they are quite satisfied. No thought is given

to the nervous strain put upon the former.

it is assumed that he likes to be startled out

of a year‘s growth, and if he should “squeal”

he is regarded with contempt, mixed with

satisfaction at having got the best of him.

It need scarcely be said that the average

man resents treatment of this sort. We are

cognizant of a case where a demonstrator

who made a practice of this sort of thing

was complained of and given a very severe

He was told that

his business was to show how kind and

gentle an automobile really was, how easily

manngcd by non-cxpcrts, what a law-abiding

vehicle when given half a chance.

The pity of it is, however, that few of the

victims have the courage to confess their

lecture by his cmploycr.

lack of “nerve” by making a complaint. They

suffer in silence. But they register a vow

never to place themselves at the mercy of

that particular roysterer; and some go fur

ther and eschew automobiles altogether.

For the good of the industry such hood

lumism should be stamped out.

 

As‘ to Cushioning.

Better cushioning of car seats is a matter

that is receiving, as it deserves, increased at

tention. Comfort is denied by some of the

cushions now in use, while luxury is a qual

ity attained by a very small number. Many

makers forget that the automobile runs much

faster than a carriage, and that its passen

gers travel further, as well as faster, than do

the occupants of the horsedrawu vehicle, arid

in providing seats cushioned only slightly

better than those of the latter they lay the

groundwork for the fatigue that frequently

ensues.

During the present year there has undoubt

erly been a marked improvement in this re

spect. The great vogue of the tonneau body

and the remarkable growth of the touring

spirit has unquestionably made for this im

provetncnt. Tonneaus are roomier than they

were last year, and it would not be natural

for designers to make a betterment here

without taking the next logical step, i. e.,

the betterment of the cushions. As a mat

ter of fact, they have done this, and higher,

thicker, softer and more durable cushions

have been fitted to many cars. Some of

them make at least an approach to luxuri

ousness, and with them passengers can en

dure rides of many hours' duration without

undergoing any great fatigue.

Nevertheless, there is still very much to be

desired in this direction. Vibration is the

great enemy of the automobile, and until

roads of the “sandpaper” variety become uni

versal it will be necessary to use more inter

ceptors than the air tire, great been as that

undoubtedly is. Springs do their share,

when they are well designed. But it re

mains for good upholstery to put the finish

ing touches, and nothing is too fine for the

motorist who pays his good money and has

reason to expect the best that can be made.

 
 

Reliability and Confidence.

As any oldtlmer will icstlfy, automobiles

have undergone marked improvement dur

ing the last two or three years. Prior to

that time a journey of a hundred miles was

an undertaking of moment, with the chances

against reaching the destination. Even men

I

thoroughly familiar with their cars had

but little assurance of success. A car might

go through all right; but its reliability was

in such dispute that wagers against it would

have been frecly offered. But to-day a

marvellous change has taken placef Any

good car in the hands of even an indifferent

driver will start upon a journey of hun

dreds of miles with the chances of success

Few people hesitate

on account of doubt as to the outcome. At

times overcontidence is felt, and too am

largely in its favor.

bitious attempts are made; and it is not sun

prising that sometimes the natural result—

failure—follows. Nevertheless, public con

fidence in the motor vehicle has been tre

mendously increased, and the faith is un

doubtedly well based.

Genuine endurance tests—tests that really

test the long-distance capabilities of motor

cars, and relentlessly reveal weak points—

In the

face of them, and their almost universal

have been numerous this summer.

success, it would seem as if the automobile

typified by the fun makers had about seen

its day. As these gentry must have some

vehicle for the. expression of their wit, how‘

ever, we venture to suggest that the flying

machine is even better game than the auto

mobile was half a dozen years ago.

 

Touring motorists soon learn that if they

ask for stove gasolene the average country

store can supply them with a fair substitute

for the regulation 72Aest kind. It is not as

good as the latter, of course, but it will work

satisfactorily in most carburetters and mo

tors, and that is all that the average tourist

needs. Stove gasolene is extensively used,

especially in the Middle West, the farmers

burning it in their gasolene house lamps.

In price it is usually materially cheaper than

the grade prepared for motorists.

It seems odd that in England and France,

as in many legislative minds and newspaper

offices in this country, the idea obtains that

for the sake of unlimited speed or extreme

limits of speed the automobllist is ready to

sacrifice or surrender his birthright and ac

cept wha'tever brands or burdens may be

inipuscd on him.

 
 

Edison has pried open the lid of his box

and popped up again, and again to the re

tarding of the automobile trade. Will the

man never learn that a mile of performance

is worth ten million miles of promise?
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CARNIVAL AT DEL MONTE

California Resort to "We Full Fledged Auto

'mobile Race Meet~The Program.

In connection with the forthcoming Car

nival of Sports at Del Monte, Cal.l scheduled

for this week and next, a number of auto:

mobile events will be conducted and are

being featured prominently. They are under

the supervision of the Automobile Club of

California, and it has been arranged to run

to San Jose on Thursday afternoon, August

6, and then, in company with the Oakland

and San Jose clubs, proceed to Del Monte,

reaching there Friday evening. Saturday

the clubs will attend the sports in a body,

witnessing the pony and polo racing, and

Sunday will be devoted to making a trip

over the famous seventeen-mile drive.

On Monday morning a hill climbing con

test will be held at Carmel Hill, starting at

10 o‘clock. It will be open to all types of

cars. The prize will be a silver trophy pre

sented by E. Courteney Ford. In the after

noon a complete racing programme has been

arranged, to be run off on the Del Monte

track; beginning at 2 p. ill. The events are

as follows:

2:00 p. m.—First race, two miles. For

gasolene “machines only, 1,200 pounds and

under. For a. silver trophy given by the

Pioneer Automobile Company.

2:20 p. m.—Second race, three miles, open

event. For machines 1,2.00 pounds and un

der. For a silvertrophy given by C. S.

Middleton. ~

2:45 p. m.—Third race, five miles, open

event. For machines 1,500 pounds and un

der. For a silver trophy given by the White

Sewing Machine Company.

3:15 p. m.—Fourth race, one-mile obstacle

race. For a silver trophy.

3:45 p. m.—Fifth race, five miles, open

event. For machines twenty horse power

and under. For a silver trophy given by

the National Automobile Company.

4:15 p, m.—Sixth race, ten miles, open

event. For machines irrespective of power

or weight. For a cup offered by F. A. Hyde,

president or the Automobile Club of Cal

ifornia. .

4:45 p. ‘m.—Seventh race.

hibition against time.

Five-mile ex

5:00 p. nip—Eighth race, fivemile handicaps

Open to all machines having participated in

any of the foregoing races. For 'the Del

Monte trophy. This trophy must be won

twice on the Del Monte track by the same

individual before becoming his absolute

property.

Schwab Cuts Atlantic City Record.

Charles M. Schwab made an automobile

run from Camden to Atlantic ("ity on July 30

in one hour and twenty-two minutes. The

run of fifty-seven miles was made in Mr.

Schwab’s big touring car, and he was ac

 

companied by his New York physician and a

chauffeur.

The time made on this run was the fastest

yet made between the two points. ~ Mr.

Schwab made a record of one hour and fifty

iive minutes last year. During his latest

run he made a mile a minute on some

stretches of the road,

Dates for Fall Race Meets.

An active fall racing season is assured.

the dates for five meets having been decided

upon, with a sixth, that of the Empire City

trotting track, Yonkers, N. Y., yet to be se

lected. The sanctions granted by the Race

Committee of the A. A. A. are as follows:

Cleveland. September 4 and 5; Detroit, Sep

tember 7 and 8; Syracuse, September 11;'

Rhode Island Automobile Club at Narragan

sett Park, September 19, and the Long Isl

and Automobile Club at Brighton Beach,

October 3. _

Louisville to Have Race Meet.

A new feature is to be inaugurated by the

New Louisville Jockey Club, of Louisville,

Ky., at Churchill Downs, the club's race

track, on Saturday, August 15. Automobile

races and speed tests will be the attraction

instead of speedy thoroughbreds. Barney

Oldfield and Tom Cooper will race in big

automobiles, and Oldfield will race against

time for new world’s records, from one to

ten miles. '

It is planned to have a big parade of auto

mobiles ln the city prior to the races.

 

, Pnarrnatics Score in Paris.

Pneumatic tired cabs have become so pop

ular in Paris that they have led to a partial

strike, the drivers declaring that those with

out pneumatics had no chance of doing bus

iness against those equipped with them.

The Société Générale. which owns seven

thousand cabs, announced that it is going

to spend a million- francs in putting on pneu

matic tires, while the Urbaine Co. prom

ises twelve hundred pneumatic's by the end

of August.

Course for the Next Cup Race.

At the time regarded as a very “previous”

offer, that of the Grand Duke of Mecklen

burg‘Schwerln recorded in these columns a

couple of months ago has turned out to be

most timelyand appropriate. It will be re'

called that, confident that a German car

would prove the winner of the race, he in

timated that he would allow the 1904 race to

be run of! on his estate. He has now made

a formal offer of territory for this purpose.

I

May be Race: at Newport.

While Newport can show as many and

as fine automobiles in the season as any city

in America, it does not yet possess an an

tomobile club. The matter of organizing

one for the purpose of holding automobile

races at Aquldneck Park is being seriously

considered. These races have always been

very successful in the past.

LAFFREY HILL COMPETITION

French Authorities Grant Permission and Event

is Scheduled for August 9.

 

The Lati’rey~Hili climb, a is announced,

has been officially authorized by the French

authorities, and will be held on August 9.

There will be several categories covering

speed, tourist and public service vehicles, in

the tourist section the cars being required to

carry two passengers if employing one cylin

der, three passengers for two cylinders, and

four or more passengers for four cylinders.

With the omnibuses there will be only one

category, for vehicles carrying fifteen pas

sengers or their equivalent In weight, viz.,

900 kilogs. The Coupe de Caters, which was

unable to be run for during the Nice week

owing to the sudden suppression of that

meeting, will be competed for during this

meeting over one kilometre on the Lai’i’rcy

Hill.

No Deauville Contests This Year.

There is little likelihood of the famous

Deauville (France) races taking place this

year. The terrace there is only a mile long.

whereas at least a mile and a half will be

necessary for starting and stopping, in view

of the increased power and speed of ma

chines compared with last year. The Mayor

of Deauville was asked whether sanction for

a race on the road between Deauvllle and

\‘illlers could be obtained, and replied that

he knew the Prefect would decline to give '

authorization.

Disposal of Race Meet Money.

What to do with the snug sum of money

netted from‘ their May 30 race ~meet is a

matter that is interesting members of the

Dayton (Ohio) Automobile Club just now.

Some favor its being put aside as a nest egg,

to be used ultimately in building a club

house; others think it could advantageously

be used in leasing country quarters. The

latter plan seems to be the most popular. 1|

French Competition for I904.

Already an important competition for 1904

 

_ is announced. In March next La France

tomobile will promote an international con

test of durability and consumption, etc..

between Paris and Rome, for which that

journal offers a first sum for prizes of $4,000

in cash. The route will be from Paris to

Rome, via Dijon. Lyons. Avignon, Marseilles.

Nice, Genoa and Florence. ‘

 

Oakley Falls Into Line.

At the Hamilton County Fair at Oakley,

Ohio. on August 18. there will be a number

of automobile races, as follows:

Two-mile race for light steam cars, five-mile

race for light gasolene runabouts, three-mile

race for medium-weight steam cars, five-mile

race for medium-Weight gasolene cars, and

ten-mile race for gasolene touring cars.
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FROM

SAN FRANCISCO
N A

THE recent triumph of our standard, regular model 20-horse power

Touring Car is without parallel in American automobile history.

When Dr. H. Nelson Jackson, of Vermont, who was spending the

season in California, decided to attempt the transcontinental trip, he

consulted neither manufacturer or sales agent, but purchased a second

hand Winton Touring Car at a premium price, and after three days pre

paration bid farewell to friends in San Francisco and started upon the

long ride toward New York City.

At the time of starting the main route over the Sierras which follows

the line of the Southern Pacific Railway was congested with snow and

closed to all traffic. It was necessary, therefore, to make a long detour

north into Gregon to find a passable trail across the high ranges. The

route necessitated crossing the Great Desert where the disheartening diffi

culties of sand, alkali and sage brush wastes were battled with and mastered.

This route led far away from railroads and possible bases of supply, but

the plucky tourists plunged into the open country and “took chances.”

The thrilling experiences in that remote and desolate country, as recited

by Dr. Jackson and Mr. Croker, his traveling

companion, contribute a most interesting chapter

to the world’s history of automobile touring.
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WINTON
T was not a specially constructed car with attachments designed for

special service in the mountains and upon the deserts. The men

who occupied the seats were not selected factory mechanics who

had spent weeks and months in preparation. There was no elabo

rate systcm of relays for duplicate parts, new tires and general supplies.

Dr. Jackson started out with One extra tire, four extra spark plugs, a

shovel, an axe, a block and tackle, a cooking and camp outfit and a bull

dog. When he came “out of the west " he narrated the interesting facts

of his remarkable journey—he told his own story in a modest way, there

having been no paid advertising agent in the party whose duty it was to

disseminate fiction.

Dr. Jackson kept a detailed and accurate record of this, the first suc

cessful ocean to ocean automobile journey. It is interesting to read. He

has kindly consented to its publication and those who care to have it may

obtain a copy of this illustrated record by addressing the Winton Motor

Carriage Co. Ask for “ The Transcontinental

Automobile Record.” (It will be published in

the forthcoming number of the Auto Era.)

I
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A TAG LAW SUSTAINED

First Knock Down in Chicago’s Automobile law

—The Fighters Still Determined.

 

A legal decision has been rendered in con

nectlon with Chicago‘s automobile war which

is a defeat, although not a decisive one, for

those automobilists who are fighting the city

ordinance passed in June last. The feature

of the ordinance to which the automobilists

object is the requirement that all automo

bilcs operated in the city of Chicago shall

display numbers and letters. for purposes of

identification.

Albert C. Banker and about fifty others

have sought to restrain the city officials from

enforcing this ordinance by applying to the

Circuit Court for an injunction. Judge 'i‘nley

denied the application on July 29, and in

his decision upheld the validity of the ordi

nance. (irdcrs were immediately given to

the police to arrest all automobilists who

failed to with the liuring

the next two days several arrests were

couiply la w.

made. and among those gathered in was Mr.

B'anker.

Banker, who has been a leading spirit in

the war. courted arrest, as he has repeatedly

done since the ordinance went into effect. but

it was not until Friday last that he effect

ed his object. He, however, has an advan

tage over other victims of the law in that

he had obtained in his individual case an in

junction frmn Judge Healy which gave. him

the privilege of operating his machine with

out a license. This injunction was secured

before the concerted movement of the auto

mobilists was begun. His ride on Friday

was evidently designed to invite arrest, and

he was taken into custody by Policeman Fitz

gerald. who, with Lieutenant Sullivan. who

subsequently ordered him locked up, is in a

quandary over the question whether a con

tempt of court is not involved in this arrest

at least.

After giving bonds. Mr. Banker was re

leased. and on emerging from the police sta

tion he was all smiles. "l have tricked the

police." he said. "They have made them

selves liable to contempt of court by arrest

ing me. An injunction of Judge iieuly‘s gave

me the privilege of operating my machine in

the streets of Chicago without a license.“

The automobilist asserted that Judge Tnley's

recent decision gave the police a right to ar

rest him f..r operating his machine “without

a license number attached,“ but that they

\‘iolzltcd Judge Healy's injunction when they

hooked him on the simple charge of running

his automobile “without a license."

This legal quibble was disputed by City

Electrician Ellicott. "Mr. Banker's arrest."

said Mr. Ellicott, “was ordered by us after

consultation with our attorneys. lie will be

prosecuted for running his automobile with

out a license number attached."

The fact of the matter is that the situation

relative to the regulation of automobiles in

Chicago is peculiar and somewhat muddled.

'i‘wo ordinances have been passed. One was

passed in June. 1902, requiring automobilists

to have licenses. The Circuit Court held the

ordinances invalid. In June of this year the

(Jouucil passed another ordinance, making it

compulsory for ‘automobilists to have license

numbers attached to their vehicles. Judge

'i‘ulcy held this ordinance valid.

As to Judge Tuley's decision, while the ef

fect of it will be that aiitonioliilists_ must

conform to the requirements of the ordinance

for the present, it does not end the war,

as the automobilists will not permit the mat

ter to rest until a final decision is obtained

from the Appellate Liout't.

Judge Tuiey held that on account of their

construction and the speed acquired by these

vehicles it is a proper exercise of police

power to enforce such regulations as will

enable officers to trace and identify violators

of the ordinance. in the opinion handed

down the court holds that the Council has no

right to deny the use of the streets to the

public, but that it is within the jurisdiction

of that body to see that every precaution is

taken for the safety of those who use the

thoroughfares of the city.

After hearing the opinion in the case it

was stated that after a final decree is entered

an appeal will be taken by the plaintiffs to

the Appellate Court. _

Up to July 29, according to the estimate of

City Electrician Elllcott, some 300 or 350

automobile owners in Chicago had failed to

comply with the ordinance. The number of

automobiles licensed to that date was 1,460.

 

Motoruts Become Wary.

TWo policemen named Welsh and Reeves

have been making themselves busy at East

Morichcs. Long island. because of a. com

plaint made to them by the local postmaster

that automobiles were running past the post

office. at high speed, regardless of the sign

boards warning operators to slow down to

eight miles. The policemen take different

stations near by whenever they go on the

wnrpath, knowing that the automobilists are

inclined to warn each other where to be on

the watch for officers on station. Some of

the happenings are of an amusing character.

in one case, a woman was heard to say

to the operator: “There is no one on this

dam. open up." “No,” said the man of the

party, “i am not going to risk it." and 0f

_ ficer Reeves was behind some. bushes, stop

watch in hand. and heard the conversation.

At the other end of the dam stood Officer

Welsh. with stop watch in hand. He stepped

out and was s-lluted with: "You didn't

catch me this time." “You're all right. all

right. this time.“ responded the officer,

From Gay Paree.

The latest Parisian novelty is the automo

bile baby carriage. it is operated by the

nurse on a seat at the back. The speed is

very moderate.

BAILEY BUYS AN AUTO

Author of Obnoxious Bill Becomes a Motorist

and Nearly Wrecks liis Car.

State Senator Edwin Bailey, jr., author of

the unpopular New York Automobile law,

has joined the army of automobilista. For

about two weeks he has been the owner of

a motor vehicle, and is learning to run it

himself. in spite of the ill feeling concern

ing tilte_,B11iley law, automobilists, who are

Wonderfully fraternal in their spirit, will

sympathize with him in the difficulties which

he has begun to experience. He was severely

shaken up by running into a large willow

tree in Sayviiie, Long Island, last Thursday

evening, and the front of his automobile was

wrecked.

There is something in this event to suggest

the truth of the saying that the Whirligig of

time brings round its revenges. The automo

bile has avenged its votaries for the vagaries

of legislation. Automobilists will not rejoice,

however. But if Senator Bailey had run into

the way of a policeman and got arrested for

violating his own law—well. that would be

another story.

Got Small Satisfaction.

A roast for the automobilists of Kansas

City, Mo., was the only result of their ap

plication to the local Board of Park Commis

sioners on July 22 for permission to have a

hill climbing contest on one of the road

ways in Penn Valley Park. There was no

commissioner to second the motion to grant

the request. “There are good hills in the

country; let them go out there," said one of

the members of the board. Another declared

that the automobilists were taking the privi

lege of going where they pleased anyway.

From what occurred subsequently at the

isame meeting it would appear that the au

tomobilists were really under no obligation

to obtain permission for their proposed hill

climbing contest in the park. An organiza

tion of colored people, who requested the use

of Spring Valley Park for a picnic, failed

to get a permit. members of the board de~

ciaring that the parks were already open to

the public, and no special permission was

needed by those who wished to use them.

 

 

A Compendium of laws.

The Law Committee of the American Auto

mobile Association has just issued a little

volume in handy pocket size containing the

automobile laws of the States of New York.

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut,

Massachusetts, Rhode Island. Vermont,

Maine and Delaware. In addition to the

complete law of each State; there is also a

brief digest giving the principal features in

brief. A second pamphlet containing the

laws of the Western States is to be issued.

Pennsylvania's capital, Harrisburg, has

thirty-eight registered automobiles.

1
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TOURISTS REACH IOWA

Packard Party Makes Slow Progress Owing to

Heavy Rains and Mired Roads.

 

The Packard cross-continent tourists, E.

T. Fetch and M. (l. Krarup, have made com

paratively slow progress since entering Ne

braska, on the 28th inst.

it was necessary to dig the ear out of the

Inndholcs into which it slid and stuck fast.

’Friseo's Union Garage.

San Francisco is to have a new three-story

building erected in accordance with plans

especially adapted to the requirements of the

automobile interest. It will he built by a

corporation known as the Pacific Automobile

Co., which includes such men as E. P. Brine

  

REMOVING BOWLDERS FROM THE PACKARD PATH.

After crossing the deserts and the Rockies

it was thought that they would enjoy rela

tively easy going. but the deep, slippery.

clinging mud which has since been the trav

ellers‘ portion hns proven not less trying

than the sands and boulders that had been

left behind.

The men reached Kearney, Neb., on the

night of July 28, and while some stretches

of dry road were encountered, there was

mud enough and slnkholes and puddles

enough to daub them from head to foot.

They arrived in Omaha on the 31st. after

an almost continuous downpour of three

days' duration, which converted the roads

into quagmires, and of course made heavy

and disagreeable going. They remained in

Omaha all of the next day, an all-night rain

having made the gumbo roads impassable.

They spent the day in cleaning and over

hauling the car and in making it presenta

ble; the batteries were also renewed at this

point.

Iowa was entered the next day, August 1.

and for several hours the highways were in

condition that permitted of fair running. and

nothing more momentous than the breaking

of another cyclometer—the fourth one—

oceurred. Then the “bloomin' rain came

down again." and when Adair, Iowa, was

reached, on the evening of the 3d. the wheels

0: the car were solid disks of mud. The

day had been a toilsome one; several times

gar, Ilnrry D. Morton, George S. Nixon,

Frank M. Lee, Henry (‘. Cutting. \V. Arthur

Stringer. Paul Seller, Jesse I). Andrews, Reu~

hen P. Hurlbut, I. N. Miller, .I. 1). Lee, Byron

Jackson, J. M. Williams, \V. S. Arnold, I’. F.

Rocket, G. W. Andrews and L. Eugene Lee.

  

The building, which is to cost about

$50000, will occupy a large plot, and will

have more than 100,000 square feet of floor

space. The entire investment will repre

sent about $120.0“). The ground floor of the

building will be devoted wholly to automo

bile storage. and will have a capacity for

over three hundred machines. These ve

hicles will be arranged in a semicircle some

thing after the fashion of a modern locomo

tive roundhousc.

There will be reception rooms for ladies

and gentlemen. and everything modern in

automobillng convenience will be provided.

“'oodworking and upholstering departments

are to be introdur'ed in a large scale. ()n

the premises also will be a cafe and grill.

where superior and prompt service is prom

ised. Other portions of the building will be

devoted to the machine shop, supplies and

fittings, renting department, blacksmith

shop, etc., while a clubroom and library will

be one of the leading features of the enter

prise.

The following leading agencies will be rep

resented in Sau’ Francisco by the Pacific

Automobile (‘o.: The \‘i'inton Touring Car

(‘o.. the Olds Motor \Vorks. the Vehicle

Equipment Co. and the Locomobile (‘0.

Bound for Home.

On 'l‘hnrsdny Inst Dr. II. Nelson Jackson.

the Winton transcontinenial tourist. started

on the last stage of his long journey. He

lel't this city en route for Burlington, Vt. He

said he expected to reach his home by Sun

day. and would follow the east bank of the

Hudson to Albany. and then along Lake

(‘hamplnin to Rutgers.

 

The White Sewing Machine C0.‘s New

York branch is still behind its orders. About

two weeks‘ delay is the best it can do for

customers.

   

 

OFFERING ASSISTANCE TO A WRECKED CAR.
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DILL'S LONG TOUR ENDED

Sale Arrival of the East Orange Automobile

Party at the Rangeley Lakes.

 

James B. Dill and his automobile party

completed their long ride from East Orange,

N. J., to the Rangeiey Lakes, in Maine, at 2

o'clock last Friday afternoon. The'party

started on July 16, Mr. Diii being ac

companied by his three daughters, John M.

Schmidt. secretary of the Automobile Club

of New Jersey, an expert machinist, a valet

and two maids. They occupied Mr. Dill’s

new White, operated by Mr. Dill himself; a

new White touring car, accommodating five

persons, which was operated by one of the

Misses Dill, and a White steam Stanhope,

driven by the mechanic, and used as a con

veyance for the luggage and tools. WinthrOp

E. Scarritt, of East Orange, vice-president of

the Automobile Club of America, of which

Mr. Dill also is a member, accompanied the

party to Boston in his White steam car.

Mr. Dill, who owns a summer place at the

Rangeley Lakes, has frequently made the

journey thither with his horses. The plan of

making it in automobiles resulted from a con

versation which occurred in the rooms of the

Automobile Club of America on the value

of endurance runs, Mr. Dill favoring more

practical tests. He asserted to Mr. Scarritt

and H. W. Whipple that the endurance run

of last summer was not such a test, and de

clared that he could select a route which

would afford one. He contended that what

is wanted in the form of an automobile is a

machine that will do the work of a horse,

and that, while some of the crack machines

seen on the road may be handsomely paint

cd, nevertheless paint will not aid their mo

tive power. He consequently picked out

this route as one which would actually de

termine the merits and possibilities of an

automobile, and, while his friends had as

sured him that he could not reach the lakes,

he, though admitting that three-fifths of the

cars might not be able to do so, had sutijcient

confidence in his own automobile and his

ability to_ run it to believe that he would suc'

cccd.

During some of the early stages of the

journey Mr. Dill encountered a few difficulties

of importance. as the Motor World has 11e

mrded, but all were overcome. The most

serious was the climbing of Norwich Hill.

which is 1.846 feet high, and more than 17

per cent grade. The automobilists climbed

Jacob‘s Ladder in a heavy storm. It was so

steep they had to lace the wheels. No very

fast time was made at any time during the

journey. nor was there any effort to complete

it in a given time. Stops of considerable

duration were made at various points along

the route. The fastest time made was along

four marked miles. which were covered in

eleven minutes.

, The party, when last reported in the Motor

World, had started from Boston for P0118"

month, N. H. Passing through the latter

city, Rochester and Plymouth, they climbed

by the celebrated Flume of the White Moun

tains up to the Profile House, starting in a

heavy rain. From the Profile House their

route led to Whitefield, turning squarely to

the left of the one they had followed from

Portsmouth. At Whitefield another square

turn, this time to the right, was‘ taken to

Lancaster, and thence to Colcbrook. From

this point the party, bearing sharply to the

right, went thronin Dixfield Notch to Lake

side, having described the two sides of a

nearly equilateral triangle in the journey

from Lancaster. Then a curve which was

nearly a letter U, bearing first to the right

and then to the left, was taken to Newry

Corner and Andover, where the night was

passed. The next day there was another

sharp turn to the right to reach anford

Falls, Maine; then to the left for Dixfield,

and still more sharply to the left for Weld

and Phillips, another sharp turn to the left

bringing the party to Rangeley. The actual

distance travelled from the Profile House to

Rangeiey was about three times the airline

distance.

From Lancaster to Colebrook the automo

bilists found a very hilly country, almost im

passable for automobiles. The grades were

very sharp and the hills close together. In

many places they had to go down hill with

the brakes on, and then go straight up, hav

lng no place to get up steam. While going

up one of these hills under a heavy head of

steam the universal joint blew off the tour

ing car when the motor was reversed to

avoid a collision with a railroad train. This

involved taking off the driving pinions, put

ting out the fires and putting on a new uni

versal joint, all of which was done in twenty

three minutes.

From Lakeside to Andover was another

rainy trip. The party found the roads from

Weld to Phillips very muddy, in fact, the

worst on the trip. It had been raining, and

there was mud and clay along the way, so

that they had to lock the wheels and reverse

the motors to avoid skidding.

From Dixfield to Weld the automobilists

got offi the road for nine miles and went

nearly to Bear Mountain because a guide

board had been changed so as to point in

the wrong direction.

Mr. Dill stopped 132 times to let horses

be led by. There was only one runaway on

the trip, and this was entirely the fault of

a. boy who was driving a horse in a hay field,

raking up hay. When the automobiles were

passing the boy left the horse, went to the

road and sat down to see the machines go

by. The horse soon began to walk, then to

trot and then to run. and the last the party

saw was the rake whirling over the horse’s

back.

The entire journey was remarkably free

from mishaps. and there were none that were

serious. ()f laughable incidents there were

sutticient. as might be expected in a tour

occupying a number of days. None was

more laughable than one which befell Mr.

Schmidt just before reaching Portsmouth.

N. II., where the arrival was made after

dark, as the departure from Boston was

made in the afternoon. The automobilists

were uncertain in regard to the direction.

and, seeing a pole with a sign on the top.

Mr. Schmidt got out and climbed to the top

of the pole. It was very dark, and nothing

could be seen except by the aid of the elec

tric flashlight, but they soon heard an un

usual sound in the direction of the guide

board. Mr. Schmidt appeared a moment

later and quietly asked Mr. Dill for the loan

of his long rubber coat. He explained that

when he got to the top of the pole his

trousers caught on a spike and he fell off.

leaving the trousers hanging in the air. The

only thing at the top of the pole, he added,

was an advertisement for somebody's soap.

Another amusing incident occurred during

the ascent through the Flume to the Profile

House. A stage loaded with passengers was

coming down, and the driver was so scared

at the sight of the automobiles that he

jumped from his seat and ran off. The pas

sengers, most of them girls, were frightened

also, and one jumped from the vehicle into a

ditch, but escaped unhnrt. The horses be

trayed no fear at all.

Mr. Dill refused a flattering offer at one

point of his journey through New-Hampshire,

where the party happened upon a travelling

circus company. The manager offered him

$25 if he would ride twice around the ring

in his automobile. When that offer and a

second one of $30 were both declined the

showman was amazed, and exclaimed: “Well,

you must be a mighty rich cuss to refuse

that!"
 

Sixteen Days on lndiana Roads.

Among long distance tourists who have

made successful trips this season, Richmond.

Ind., is represented by J. A. Spekenheier.

who, with his wife and Mr. and Mrs. Car

man, of Indianapolis, completed a six-hun

dred~mile tour of Indiana on July 28, hav

ing been out just sixteen days. Stops were

made at interesting points, and some sandy

roads and stifl hills were gone over, so that

the relation of distance travelled to the

period consumed tells of endurance rather

than speed. Fast time was made. however,

on favorable bits of road.

 

New Yorker; Drive to Chicago.

Professor Leonide Keating and Mrs. Keat

ing, J. McFarland and Mrs. Cord, all of New

York, visited Chicago last week, and left

for New York in their Winton touring car.

The party came West in the car, which was

formerly used for racing, but remodelled

into a touring car.

 

Windy City Motorists Plan Trip.

Three well known Chicago motorists.

Charles Gray, Ned Heath and Charles Tuck

er, are planning a trip to New York, Provi

dence. Boston and Block Island, If the trip

takes place it will be made early in Sep

tember.
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AUTO PATROL WAGON

I: Wanted by Philadelphia Authorities and may

be Purchased by Them.

As auxiliary to other facilities of the Phila~

delphia Police Department, Director Smyth

favors the automobile for certain kinds of

 

work, and be is considering the matter of

placing one in service as an experiment. He

says concerning this matter:

“1 am a believer in the eflieiency of auto

mobile police patrols. The Police Depart

ment of Atlantic City seems to get excellent

service from its automobiles in use there.

The ease with which the automobile runs, 1

think, would be of considerable consequence

in hauling the wounded from a fire or a riot.

The question of economy in relation to horse

feed and ‘keep,’ of course, enters into the

calculation. Nearly all the patrol wagons

now in service are in excellent condition.

“I am opposed to adopting automobiles for

the police to take the place of either the

bicycle or the horse. The Police Depart

ment in Boston has policemen dressed in

plain clothes speeding around in automobiles

to arrest automobile scorchers. The law has

limited the speed here to such a moderate

pace that the ‘automobile cop‘ is not needed.

The mounted police can patrol our suburbs

much better than it could be done in auto

mobiles. An automobile cannot jump a

fence in pursuit of a fleeing burglar. Neither

can it make much progress in such a qliesl

in a stony suburban lane. It takes a man

and a horse for work like that.”

Van Valkcnburs’s Patent Roadway.

A roadway for automobiles has been pat

ented by R. T. Van Valkenburg, of Laporte,

1nd., and it is so well thought of by capi

talists that a company has been formed,

with ample backing, to operate a line from

Toledo to Cleveland, with an eventual exten

sion to Chicago. A line of passenger auto

mobiles will be operated by the company.

and private vehicles will be permitted on the

roadway upon payment of toll.

The roadway, twenty~one feet wide and

ingeniously drained, is to be made entirely

of cement laid for the accommodation of

heavy vehicles at the outer sides and lighter

and faster ones in the centre. The wheels

run in grooves, with an appliance permitting

one to turn out at any time into the other

track running in the same direction. The

cost of construction will be low, of main

tenance almost nothing and of operating

comparatively slight. Expert engineers pro

nounce the project entirely feasible.

Plungcd Into the Clyde.

A Scottish motorist recently had a narrow

escape. His car was being driven down a

very steep descent to the steam ferry which

crosses the Clyde, when the brakes failed.

and, running away, the car crashed through

the barrier, crossed the deck of the vessel

and plunged into the river at the other side.

No one was hurt, and the three occupants,

one of whom could not swim, were safely

fished out. The car was recovered on the

following day.

Trophy Won by Frenchmen.

The Montague trophy, ofl'ered by John

Scott Montague for the best team showing in

the Bennett Cup race, now reposes in the

builds of the Frenchmen who competed in

that event, they being the only team to fin

ish the race. The trophy is an extremely

  
 

 

striking one, as will be seen from the repro

duction here shown. It is also noteworthy

as being the only trophy—outside of the Ben

nett Cup itself—emblematic of the automo

bile ofiered at the Irish meeting. The well

poised female figure holds. aloft an up-to-date

automobile, typifying—both in itself and

through its added wings—the modern con

cption of speed.

Like American Car " Principles."

The complaint comes through Britjsh

s'Hll‘t'eS from South Africa that American

automobiles are too light to find favor there.

The “principles” of the cars are admitted to

be excellent, and if they were more substan

tial a large sale would. it is said, result.

AN OPPORTUNITY LOST

Sorrow Felt That New Jersey Fee was not

Made $5 Instead of $I.

 

0n the theory that all motorists have

money, sorrow is being expressed in New

Jersey that the licensing fee was not made

$5, instead of $1, in order that the addi

tional amount might be devoted to the road

building fund.

Expecting a registration of not more than

fifteen hundred cars at the most, and getting

thirty-four hundred within four months,

the Secretary of State calls attention to the

fact that the fee might just as well have

been made $5, and a good sum of money

raised to further the State's work of build

ing good roads. This would have added to

the comfort and satisfaction of the automo

bile drivers, and would have also tended to

pacify the farmers of the State and de

crease thelr objection to the horseless ma

chines. l\'ew Jersey spends a quarter of. a

million dollars annually upon her roads, and

even with that expenditure there remains

much to be desired on the highways in many

parts of the State.

Had the automobile license fee been $5, $4

of it could have gone for good roads. This

would have meant at least $16,000 this year

for this purpose. As it is, the $1 fee just

covers the clerical expense attached to the

department.

Milbanlt': Promised Parade.

Some time during the month of October

next the people of Albany, N. Y., are to be

favored with one of the biggest automobile

displays ever organized in the form of a

parade. Such is the promise made by the

local owners of automobiles, who are re

sponding unanimously and enthusiastically

in favor of the proposition, which originated

with Dr. William E. Milhank. The parade

will be the first one held in Albany.

Autos in Arkansas.

An automobile census has been taken in

Arkansas, which shows there are fifty cars

owned and operated in the State. Little

Rock leads with fifteen. and Hot Springs is

a close second with twelve. Texarkana and

Pine Bluff are tied with six each. The num

ber is increasing so rapidly that it is thought

there will be close to one hundred cars in

use by the first of the year.

 

Two Whites on Tour.

C. G. White. son of T. H. White, of Cleve~

land, is touring New England in an automo

bile. He left Albany. N. Y., and drove

through the ('onnecticut Valley. He will

follow the New England Coast as far as

Bar Harbor. Letters received from him

from Connecticut stated that he is having a

successful trip. devoid of any accidents.

 

The New York State Fair track at Syra

cuse is being banked and repaired prepara

tory to the automobile races to be held there

during the week of September 6.
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Whipple to Erect Modern Establishment.

It. \V. “'hipple. the enterprising Bing—

hamton. N. Y., dealer, is preparing to erect a

combined garage and salcsroom that will be

one of the. largest and most complete in the

country. He has purchased the property at

.\'o. 221 and 223 Washington-st., extending

through to “filter-st, and having an area of

mix-.230 feet. Here he will erect a building

having two stories on Washington-st. and

three on Water-st. The building, while fac

ing both streets and with entrances from

both streets. will properly front on Wash

ington-st. At this end will be a large show

room, containing a carefully selected exhibit

of the standard makes of machines which

“'hipple handles. The private offices and

business offices will also front on Washing

ton-st. adjoining the show room. Large

plate glass windows will make one of the

most attractive show roolns in the city. The

remainder of the ground floor will be de

voted to the storage of cars. Side entrances

will afford access to the. garage from both

streets, obviating the passage of cars through

the show rooms. The. floor of the repository

will be cemented.

The second floor of the Washingtoirst.

front will open upon the street with display

windows, the same as those used on the first

floor. The front half of this floor will be

used as a show room while the rear half

will be equipped as a repair shop.

The position of the building permits of

large windows being placed on every side,

and the light will be further augmented by

a large skylight running through the centre

of the building. A stock rooln of alnplc size

will be located on the second floor.

There will be two separate power plants.

each equipped with heavy lathcs. drill

presses. power saws. a complete forging

plant, a complete brazing establislnncnt.

emery wheels. in fact everything cescntial

for Working both metal and wood. No ex

pense is being spared for an equipment of

the best line of bench tools that money can

procure.

.\ two-ton elevator of standard make will

give access to the different floors, and will be

capable of handling the largest cars. The

building will be of brick, and will be strictly

fireproof throughout.

A (no-Ahead Wood Working Concern.

That they have just completed a Winton

order for eight hundred tonncaus. front seats

and mud guards, should be sufficient to fat

wniny commend to notice the American

Veneer Co., of Jersey City. S. J. That they

are about to add some twenty~tivc thousand

fcct of floor space to their facilities and are

figuring with a number of important motor

car makers for their 1904 wants, are addi

tiontional items of significant interest. The

\‘cnccr ('o. know "what's what" in high

grade wo d working. and there is nothing in

iln- form of bodies or other woodwork that

they arc not in a position to supply.

 

.\n automol'iile store will be opened at Port

Huron, .\iich.. by Marshall N. Buckeridge.

White‘s New Coast Garage.

The new garage of the White Sewing Ma

chine Co. at San Francisco, Cal., is almost

ready for occupancy. It is one of the finest

cstablislnncnts in the West, having a front

age of 125 feet on Franklin street, 60 feet on

Market street and (it) feet on Page street, The

equipment is most complete. and the ar

rangement of the various departments is

wholly admirable. Six thousand dollars‘

worth of tools have been installed. and the

facilities for doing repair work of all kinds y

will, in consequence, be of an eXceptional

character.

Kella’ Metal Specialties Make a Hit.

One who has felt the increased and increas

ing popularity of the tubular or "honeycomb"

radiator is \V. J. Keils. No. 130 Highland ach

one. Jersey City. N. J. Quick to grasp its

merits when it made its appearance on "the

 

  

other side." he engaged in its manufacture.

the first l\'cils radiator being shown on the

Moyca car at the automobile show in .Ianu

ary last. Since then he has not lacked or

drrs. the best proof that his cooler is giving

satisfaction. lie is also pr ducing hoods.

water tanks and mud guards. and is in posi

tion to quote interesting figures on such

goods.
 

Huber of Detroit incorporates.

The lInber Automobile Co.. liatroit. .\licb..

has tiled articles of incorporition. giving its

capital as slooooo. with $so.2m paid in. Of

this only $21M is cash. the remainder repre

senting certain personal property formerly

owned by the copartncrship tirm doing busi

ness under the name of the Idc-Sprung

Huber Automobile Co.. consisting of me

chanical devices and certain inventions made

by Emil lluber.

Will Make the lansden Car.

.\ttcr working along quietly for more than

a year. the Birmingham Electric & Mfg. Co..

of Birmingham. .\la.. are about ready to pro

ducc in quantities and market the Lansden

car. Two of these vehicles are now ap

proaching completion. and they will be used

as demonstration cars.

 

Company for Ft. Wayne.

There is a strong probability that a com

puuy to manufacturc automobiles will be

foruch at Fort \Vayuc. lud. ti. 1‘. liudcn

liocfcr and ii. iii. liuekcr. of the City Car

riage \Vorks, and Harry Meyer. of the Meyer

Cyclc Company. are the ones most inter

ested.

_ lilllt'l‘.

Brooklyn's Finely Equipped Garage.

An ancient Brooklyn landmark, the old

brick church at Ormond I‘lace. near Jeffer

son avenue, is undergoing a transformation.

it has been leased by the Ormond Automo

bile Co., and is being remodelled into an up

to-date and finely equipped automobile

garage. The church was built in 1843, and

was for many years known as the Central

Congregational Church. It then became the

worshipping place for an Episcopalian con

gregation, and during the last days of its

career as a house of worship was occupied

by a colored congregation.

The work of remodelling the edifice was

started on July 12. and it is expected that

it will be ready for business this week, and

that before the middle of August it will be

completed and contain a full electric equip

ment. The Ormond Automobile Co. has per

fected plans to give Brooklyn one of the

finest establishments of the kind to he found.

and the building will contain many novel

features. The floor space which will be util

izcd amounts to about 8,000 square feet, af

fording room for 130 cars. The main en

trance will be locatcd on the Ormond Place

side. and the entrance to the company’s office

and reception room will be at the corner of

Jefferson avenue.

A iadics‘ reception room will be elegantly

titted up, while twenty‘tive lockers for ladies

and one hundred for men will be put in. An

electric charging plant. capable of charging

six vehicles at a time, is being installed.

Sin-mounting the old belfry will be an im

mense electrical sign containing 150 lights.

and a large portion of Brooklyn‘s population

will be able to see it at a considerable dis,

.\nothcr clectrlcal'sign will be dis

playcd at Jefferson and Bcdford avenues.

and it \\il be large enough to attract atten

tion on the latter thoroughfare from Flash

in; avenue to the Boulevard. Altogether the

establishment will be a welcome addition to

Brooklyn’s garages.

The incorporators of the Ormond Co. are

well known in Brooklyn real estate circles.

The officers are \\'ilt'rcd Burr. president; .11.

A. Lyons. secretary. and R. \V. Hafl.

treasurer.

Auto for Detroit Park Board.

Park Commissioner Bolger. of Detroit.

Mich.. is a proud and happy man. The De

troit City Council recently authorized him

to purchase an automobile. to be used by

his department in covering the large terri

tory in its charge. He selected a Cadillac

with tonneau body, and has already become

expert in its management. A ride about

Belle Isle and the length of the Boulevard.

with a side trip to Palmer Park, is anything

but a pleasure jaunt when performed daily

with a horse and wagon, in addition to the

other work of the department. and the sav

ing of time effected by the automobile has

proved a boon to Commissioner Bolgcr and

Superintendent Ilcaly. who are enabled to

cover several times the territory in the

course of a day that they formerly could.
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RUSTIC FRIGHT A FAKE

Country iiorses Less Alraid oi Automobiles"

Than Their Owners Pretend to Be.

Manchester, N. H., has an automobile club,

but the rural folks in the Granite State have

yet to overcome their prejudice against the

automobile. Some amusing stories come

from Manchester illustrative of this fact.

Two motorists from Manchester had a

queer experience near Lake Winnisquam

when returning from The Weirs not long

ago. They were hailed so vociferously and

persistently from a house which they passed

that they stopped, turned and ran back to

the place. There a man met them and in

formed them that “a man and a woman

with a very skittish horse are down that

road and if you go down it you will scare

the horse and they will be seriously hurt if

not killed.‘" This was said to them as if

the information would settle the entire mat

ter and they would beat a retreat.

"We believed that we had as good a right

on the road as any horseman," said one of

them in telling about the occurrence, “so we

continued on our way. A detour would have

taken as quite a number of miles out of our

course. The man seemed very angry be

cause we would not turn and go back the

way we had come.

“A mile or two down the road," be con

tinued, “we met a man and woman driving

a horse answering the description given us.

The man, as soon as he saw us, began to

whip his horse and acted as if he expected

it to do all kinds of stunts. He finally

jumped out and took it by the head. We

slowed up and passed by at almost a snail's

pace, and the horse, instead of. rearing up

on its hind feet, gazed quietly at us as if

really interested and did not seem a bit

afraid.

“i am strongly inclined to believe that

drivers in general are far more afraid of

automobiles than horses are," continued the

narrator. "And I firmly believe that more

harm is done. by reckless use of the whip

when an automobile comes along than would

come about if the horsc were let alone, even

if It were frightened.“

Another Manchester man. making a Sun

day run recently in the direction of London

derry. met a baker's cart in the. road. The

driver jerked on the reins and proceeded to

lash his horse, and the animal kicked so

badly that the contents of the cart were

spilled in the roadway.

“if the fellow had let his horse alone."

said the motorist. “i think we could have

passed him safely without any trouble."

A little further along the same antomobilc

come in sight of a young woman driving

alone. She at once jumped out, took her

horse by the head and led him to the side

of the road. The motorist stopped and then

slowly started to pass, keeping a close watch

on the horse, so that he might stop and as

sist the girl in case of trouble. The horse

calmly surveyed the car as if he had been

used to seeing such things all his life.

“i did just what father told me to do if I

ever met an automobile," said the young

woman to the motor car driver, “but I shall

never do it again. I believe that father is

more afraid of automobiles than any of the

horses," she added.

The experience of still another Manchester

man was equally amusing. He recently

stopped at the. "hotel" in a small country

town not more than a dozen miles out of

the city, and asked for a bucket of water to

put into his cooler. He was met with a flat

refusal from the proprietor. who told him in

language more forceful than elegant that he

could have nothing for his "d—d devil

wagon."

HODGSON'S SPEED INDICATOR

Tolls Rate oi Travel in Big Figures—Will have

“ Tell-Tale" Hand.

An exceedingly ingenious device is the

liodgson automobile speed indicator. re

ferred to in these columns two weeks ago,

and which the Speed Indicator Co., of Min

neapolis, Mlnn., is placing on the market.

One of its most strikiiig features, as the il

lustration shows, is its conspicuousness. It

is intended to be read by pedestrians on

either side of the street, so that they can

tell by merely glancing at it whether the

vehicle to which it is attached is exceeding

the legal speed limit.

  

A Coney Island Auto.

One of the big anmsement resorts at Concy

Island makes use of a fake automobile as an

advertising device, and it attracts consid

erable attention as it passes up and down

Surf avenue. An ordinary four-whcclcd (“an

riage has been fitted up to bear a distant“

very distaint—resemblance to an automobile.

The steering gear is operated by a wheel

from some other carriage, a common lantcru

swings in front of the dashlamrd. and a small

bell is kept ringing by one of the occupants.

while the "chauffeur" guides the vehicle

along the road. The "motor" is a horse hur—

ucssed in the shafts. which have been trans

ferred to the rear of the carriage. and thc

animal pushcs instead of pulls.

 

Dayton Club Incorporates.

Thollnyton Automobile (‘lub, of Dayton.

Ohio, was incorporated on July 28. with i‘.

B. “'oli‘. IV. \V. 'Inscy. A. l". Bowman and

others as incor] orators. This stcp has been

takcn with the expectation of progressive

and expansive movement on the part of the

organization,

The indicator is preferably attached to the

front axle, although it can be fastened to

the rear one or to the body of the carriage.

The dials can be made in any size and the

case in any finish. Its purpose is to ac

curately record the monientary speed of the

automobile to which it is attached :nnd

whilc this is done by the present instru

ment. it is the intention of the makers to

provide a “tell tale" hand which will con»

tiuuc to show for fifteen or twcnty seconds

the rate of speed at the time of sudden stop

l‘ilgt‘. 'i‘hc dials will also contain the regis

tered number of the vehicle. so that the on

looker can locate it at the same time any

violation of speed is noticed.

Nine Hundred Miles in Nine Days.

1". E. Dickinson afid J. 11. Howard an

rivcd in (‘lcvclund last wcck. :lftcr an au—

tomobile trip of nine hundred miles in lcss

than nine days. They started from .\lin

neapolis to go to Buffalo. where they intch

to return to Chicago by boat. .\ Winton

touring car was used on the trip.
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BOSTON'S AUTO ’BUSSES

 

Success of Experimental Line Promises Important

Extension of Routes in the City.

Boston expects a revival within two

months of a line of automobile omnibuses

from the Back Bay section to the downtown

district. The scheme as at present planned

is to have the carria‘ges start on Bay State

Road, near the Cottage Farm station, and

come into Boston over Bay State Road, Bea

con street, Arlington street, Boylston street

and Tremont street to Temple Place, where

the vehicles will make the square formed

by Washington, Winter and Tremout streets.

and will then continue back. The automo

biles which will be used will be driven by

gasolene. will seat twelve persons, and will

stop wherever passengers desire. The fare

will be moderate, and it is the intention of '

the promoters to continue the service

throughout the year. During the evening

the 'busses will be run to the theatres, and

will be in waiting when the performances

are ended.

The idea of running ’busses in Boston has

gained confidence by the success which

the scheme is meeting in Chicago. As an ex

periment to test its practicability in Boston

a line has recently been put into operation

in Brookllne, and is meeting with considera~

ble success. While being at first considered

largely as a means for sightseeing and

amusement, the line is beginning to be used

for business purposes in connection with the

streetcars. and it is on this patronage that

the line bases its continuance. At present

three gasolene carriages, seating twelve

each, are. being operated. but it is expected

that within six weeks this number will be

increased to seven.

The ‘busses start on the hour. in the morn

ing. but are increased to a half-hour sched

ule in the afternoon. “'ith the additional

automobiles which are now awaited, it is

expected to extend the trip by continuing

the route around the reservoir. Then the

vehicle. will run on twenty minute time. If

the line is patronized sufficiently by people

going to and from business, these automo

biles will also be kept in operation through

out the winter, and Brookline will have an

all-the-year automobile service.

_ Bull Came out Victor.

The hull was the victor in an impromptu

light with an automobile on a country road

near West Kortright. N. l'.. last Saturday.

The bull was owned by Frank Webley, a

farmer. who was leading the animal from

a pasture. Melvin Thomas and two of his

friends were in the automobile, which is

painted red.

When the bull espicd the automobile he

bellowed with rage. 'i‘hc automobilists rc

sponded with laughter and a toot of the,

horn. Farmer chlcy gripped the halter

with both hands, dug his heels into the earth

and prepared for trouble. There was plenty

of it soon.

Webley's efforts to hold the bull, which

was lashing his tail, pawing the earth and

shaking his horns in a frenzy of rage, were

soon over. The chauffeur, to facilitate the

sport, turned on power to the limit. Up the

hill tore the automobile, and, just as it

reached the crest, away tore the bull.

Out of a cloud of dust there first emerged

a kaleidoscopic sound—the beating of boots,

a. whirr, shouts, bellowing and a crash. The

automobile came last, and it was going on

a tangent. Struck head foremost by the

bull, it was tossed into a ditch and the auto

mobilists were pitched in a heap into a sand

bank. They were bruised and terrified, but

managed to scramble out of danger.

The hull thought he had tossed the ma

chine into the next township, and started

down the bill after it, with the shouting

farmer a badly distanced- second. The ma

chine was out of commission. A section of

the steering gear adorned the bull‘s horns in

lieu of a victor's wreath of laurel. Mr.

Thomas and a friend sought the services of

a physician, and found they had sustained

no serious injury.

Chicago's Centennial Celebration.

Automobilists are to assist Chicago in cele~

brating her centennial jubilee, which is to

be observed during the week September 26

to October 1. If the meet is not the great

est ever held, Chicago will be disappointed.

Among the famous chauffeurs who are to

be there are Barney Oldfield, Tom Cooper

and others. Big racers will contend in a

series of events, and there will be every en

couragement for the making of new world‘s

records.

An evening automobile parade, with two

thousand illuminated cars in line, three

abreast, will be one of the pageants. The

great number of vehicles, including some of

the finest in, the world, is expected to make

a blazing procession along the boulevards.

Vehicles are promised by clubs in Cleveland,

St. Louis, Toledo. Milwaukee. Indianapolis

and other cities. Prizes will be given for the

best illuminated tournouts.

How he Got the Money.

Julian Vernon, son of a wealthy Parisian,

had become deeply affected by the automo

bile mania, declares a veracious Paris cor

respondent. .\s his father refused to ad

vance him money to buy an automobile, he

broke open his safe one day with dynamite

and took out some 9.000 francs, with which

he bought a brand new automobile and dis

appeared in it from Paris.

He has been seen in various provincial

towns. but at present the police do not

know his whereabouts. He is only eighteen

years of age. and is accompanied by sev

eral young lads. who, it is supposed, had sug

gested the cscapade.

Surrogate Daniel Noble. of Queens Coun

ty. has joined the growing army of automo

biiists. and has purchased a handsome car,

which he is using to enliven his summer va

cation.

ARCTIC TOURISTS START

Departure oi the Giidden Automobile Party

From Copenhagen for the Far North.

 

Amid cheers and cheering wishes from

friends, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Glidden, of

Lowell, Mass, left Copenhagen, Denmark,

on the afternoon of July 29, in the powerful

automobile with which they will attempt to

cross the Arctic Circle. Their journey will

take them through some of the wildest

mountain scenery of Northern Norway.

From Christiania the tourists will have to

traverse more than one thousand miles of

rough country. The automobile passes

through Bergen on its way to Trondhjem.

and from that point the course will be gen

erally north-northeast for 125 miles, to reach

the coveted point north of the Arctic Circle.

The Gliddens are well prepared for the

northern latitudes. The automobile carries

stores of blankets and heavy wraps. There

are also eatables, so that if the car becomes

disabled at any lonely spot on the route they

need not go hungry. In that case a camp

will be established. Every precaution has

been taken against a breakdown. The au

tomobile is supplied with extra tires and

with tools to repair breaks in the machinery.

The Gliddens also have with them maps,

guidebooks, compasses, a fine chronometer

and a sextant. To cross the Arctic Circle

they will need to cross the sixty-sixth paral

lel of latitude, and it is believed that the

tourists will make Beieren their stopping

place when they cross the circle. Beieren is

close to the sixty-seventh parallel, and is

half a degree north of the circle.

 

Congressman "Tim" I Motorist.

Congressman "Tim" Sullivan, of New-York

City, and more specifically of the Bowery,

has long been a patron of the automobile,

hiring one whenever he has had occasion to

ride. He is now the owner of a car, which

is pronounced the warmest thing on the Bow

ery. It is supposed to have come to him as

a birthday present last week. While not

large. it is a saucy looking one, and Tim's

constituents admire it. When Croker was

leader in Tammany Sullivan was known at

times to arrive at the Fourteenth street Wig

warn in a hired automobile, and Croker sug

gested to him that the Bowery might not

like it. Tim declared that he knew better,

however, and the fact that the birthday good

will of his constituents was expressed in the

form of a motor vehicle shows that he was

right.
 

New Jersey Gets the Fees- -

The registration of automobiles in New Jer

sey shows that the greater number of them

are owned by New York, New Jersey and

Philadelphia parties; New England is also

well represented among the owners of 3,400

machines already booked. but no application

has been received for license for any owner

south of Wilmington, Del.

"i
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ELECTRICS’ FINE SHOWING

Confronted With Questions, Dealers 50 Into

Matter ol Costs—Some Figures.

 

The item of operating cost is one not usual

ly laid much stress upon in considering the

field of the electric vehicle.

ular belief is that it is greater than in the

case of gasolene cars, if not of steam ocars

At the same time, dealers are being

more and more persistently confronted with

such questions as “How much does it cost to

in fact. the pop—

as well.

run?" or “Is it more expensive than other

vehicles?" the inference being that much de

pends on the answer. In self-defence some

of them have been meeting such queries by a

comparison of costs, and although they ap

proached the matter with considerable trepi

dation at first, a study of the subject has em

boldened them, until now some of them even

welcome the formerly dreaded catechism.

“Yes, perhaps three out of four persons ask

us about comparative costs," said one dealer

in reply to the Motor World man’s question,

“and, while we never invite such a compari

son, and, indeed, prefer not to draw it, we

are-becoming less and less indisposed to

shrink from it.

“Now, take my own case. I keep a two

passenger runabout at my home regularly,

and all the charging is done in the town. My

bill for current uses during the last two

'months was just $6.15. I remember the ex

act amount as I Just had a check drawn for

it to-day. During that time the vehicle was

run a little over four hundred mlles—mostly

for demonstrating purposes, and including

a number of runs between the oflice here and

my home. That figures out, you see, at 1%

cents per mile—or perhaps a little less, for

while I haven‘t the exact cyclometer fig

ures with me, 1 am pretty sure it was quite

a little over four- hundred miles. That cost

for current corresponds to the gasolene

driver’s gasolene, lubricating oil, batteries

for ignition, etc., and, so far, the comparison

is entirely in my favor, for you will not find

many gasolene cars averaging as low as 11/;

cents a mile for operating expenses.

“There is one other item that I have to in

clude in my reckoning—that is the cost of

battery maintenance. That varies enor

mously. The number of cells, the distance

driven, the care given the batteries—these

and many more important matters enter into

the calculation. But to get it down to a fair

or average figure, a well cared for battery

should be good for five or six thousand miles

before a renewal of the positive plates be

comes necessary. The latter would entail a.

cost of about $75 or $100. Some concerns

charge as high as $150, but this is excessive,

except where the battery is in very bad con

dition; our charges, as our books will show,

run from $60 to $125, and the figures first

mentioned can be relied upon as covering

most cases. Now, taking the lowest mileage

estimate, five thousand miles, at $100, you

will see that the cost per mile is two cents;

or, at $75, which is really a more probable

figure, it comes out at 11/; cents a mile.

“Against this we have the cost of keeping

the gasolene engine in order, and, unless the

owner of a car of this kind has a strong

mechanical bent, and is willing as well as

able to do the work himself, I feel quite

sure his repair bills will cost this much.

"Besides, what a minor matter operating

cost is, after all. The motorist who goes out

for a little drive of an afternoon or evening,

covering, say, twenty or twenty-fiVe miles,

cares very little whether it costs him two or

three cents a mile.‘ Or, if he takes an all

day run, and drives one hundred miles, what

is $2 or $3 to him in comparison With the

genuine enjoyment he gets out of it."

 

.Cause of " Fierce " Clutches.

Some drivers are troubled by having a too

fierce clutch on their car. This is in its

way as bad as a slipping clutch, it not worse,

as unless the clutch can be put in gently and

the car moved ott' gradually, great strains

will be thrown on both the engine and the

gear, which in a short time will begin to

show the effects of such treatment in very

marked manner. A fierce clutch may be due,

and. chiefly is due, to one of two causes.

First, too strong a spring, and consequently

too fierce a. grip between the male and fe

male portlons of the clutch. Again, there is

a third reason which occurs with some cars,

and that is a badly designed clutch. By this

is meant a clutch in which the conical angle

is too acute, so that a sudden and big wedg

ing action occurs when the one half of the

clutch is put into engagement with the other.

in the latter case there is no real remedy,

except an entirely new clutch. The remedy

of the first named cause is very obvious, but

when slackening off the spring one should be

very careful not to get it too slack, but by

trial and error adjust it to the greatest nice

ty. It is even permissible to allow the clutch

to slip very slightly when ascending hills on

the lowest speeds, as this enables the engine

to maintain its momentum. In the second

place a dressing of oil will cure fiercencss.

Cooley is Careful.

No more careful driver than L. D. Cooley

is to be found in Kalamazoo, Mich. He is

provident, too. Wherever he goes he carries

a list of automobile decisions in his pocket

ready to flash at any local Dogberry who

may be imbued with the idea that the auto

mobile is not entitled to the full rights of

the road. “If an automobile frightens a

horse and causes it to run away theowner is

in no way responsible for damages, if run

ning within the reasonable provisions of the

law and he is driving on the right side of the

highway,” he contends.

Mansfield’s Old Home Week.

In the “Old Home Week" celebration this

year, Mansfield, Mass, vied with other

New-England towns, and the culminating

feature of its successful run of festivities

was an automobile procession in the after

noon of July 29, the closing day.

LOOK TO THE LUBRICATING

Importance of This Matter and How it is

Frequently Neglected.

 

There are one or two points upon which

even experienced motorists show extraordi

nary carelessness. Perhaps the most usual

of these is the question of lubrication. A

certain motorist rarely, if ever, changed the

oil in his base chamber, and had not the

least idea as to how much constituted a full

charge. His system was to keep on replac

ing the oil through the lubricators until the

presence of smoke proclaimed an excess.

Such a system is wrong. The oil in the base

chamber requires changing regularly, and

the foul deposit which collects should be

washed out with gasolene or kerosene. Need- . I

less to say, the engine should not be run for

this purpose, but after inserting a pint of

kerosene the starting handle should be turned

briskly a few times, and then the plug

opened at the bottom of the base chamber

and the foul mixture let run ofl.

As regards the quantity of oil required, it

varies in different engines, and if the mak

ers who supplied the car did not give the

necessary information, the owner should seek

to arrive at the quantity by experiment. He

might safely start with half a pint, and run

the engine for two or three minutes. If it

does not smoke he might add a small meas

ured quantity extra, and then run the en

gine again. The proeess should be continued

until smoke is produced at the exhaust. The

correct amount will then be in or about the

total amount poured into the base chamber

prior to the latest addition which caused the

smoke.

As regards the gear case, too, a certain

amount of attention is most necessary. In'

the first place the quality of the oil should

be right. If it is too thick it tends to hold

in suspension the tiny particles of metal

which are detached through wear, and these

form a regular grinding mixture. If it is too

thin the body may not be sufficient to sup

ply proper lubrication, and the noise of the

gears will also be increased. The owner

should seek to arrive at the happy medium.

Not content with this precaution, he should

not run the oil in the gear case for'more

than than one hundred miles, for by this time

there will be a considerable deposit of minute

particles of metal, which are bound to get

mixed up with the oil and cause damage. If

he wishes to economize, it is good practice to

run the oil off every one hundred miles and

leave it in a vessel. The particles of metal ~

which are in suspension will then sink to

the bottom, and in a few days the oil may

be drawn off and used again.

 

Find Foreign Buyers.

Less than 5 per cent of the Mercedes cars

go into the hands of German motorists.

Foreign buyers take almost the entire output,

which, by the way, is small, amounting to

less than three hundred cars a year.
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Smtoga's Impromptu Parade.

An automobile parade “happened” in Sara

toga _on Sunday afternoon. It was said to

have been unplanned, and even nnpremedi

tated. “Happened” is, therefore, the right

word. Twenty-nine automobiles participated,

gathering in front of the United States Hotel

about 2 o'clock. After a short parade

through streets of the village, there was a

run into the country, a scattering into vari

ous roads there, and a promiscuous return,

which happened to bring most of the vehicles

into Broadway about the same time in the

evening.

In the parade were E. B. Thomas, with

Mrs. Thomas and friends, in a 45 horsepower

Mercedes; a party invited by Mr. Thomas in

a. motor car; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Payne

Whitney and friends, 45 horsepower Mer

cedes; Julius Fleischmann and friends, Peer

less; G. H. McFadden, Panhard; Isidor

Wormser, Panhard; Mr. Herschfield, in a C.,

G. & V.; A. C. Bostwick, Mercedes; Stuart H.

Elliott, 20 horsepower Winton; John A.

Drake, 32 horsepower Mercedes; Henry

Black, 24 horsepower Panhard; Charles

Gates, 45 horsepower Mercedes; Dr. J. G.

Lyman, .Mercedes; “1 W. Keith, 45 horse

power Apperson; William J. Mackin, 16

horsepower Mercedes; John J. Ryan. 40

horsepower De Detreich; Walter Camp, Auto

car; A. W. Brown, Autocar; Daniel Lawton.

Oldsmobile; A. B. Proal, Mercedes; A. E.

Reynolds. Northern; S. C. Mallard, steam

vehicle; Miss M. J. Smith, Oldsmobile; Miss

Madeline Colfax, Oldsmobile; W. D. Ellis.

Northern; Dr. Cochran. Apperson; W. R.

Robertson. Rambler; Edward Murphy, 3d,

Franklin, and Arthur Redfcrn, 12 horse

power Darracq.

 

Bay State Requirements.

The Massachusetts Highway Commission

is kept busy these days by the additional

work of replying to and supplying applicants

with registration papers. So far, about 325

motorists have applied for such papers, and

as many more for a license to operate either

an automobile or a motorcycle. Over 500

have written for copies of the blank applica

tion papers, with the intention of registering.

Many have so far misunderstood the re

qulred registering fee, thus causing a delay

in obtaining their certificates. The owner of

the automobile must register, at a cost of $2,

and the person who is to drive the machine,

whether it be the chauffeur, a member of the

owner's family or the owner himself, must

have an individual registration certificate.

The number plates will not be ready for at

least ten days, and will have to be sent by

express at quite an expense to the State.

License: in St. Paul.

The new Minnesota law requiring the reg

istration and licensing of automobiles has

revealed that the number of such vehicles

now in use in St. Paul is considerably over

one hundred. Licenses for 114 cars have al

ready been issued. It is thought so rapidly

are the self-propelled vehicles being pur

chased that the number will reach two hun

dred before the year is out.

After Gasoiene Users.

Aimed especially at antomobilists, a cam

paign against persons storing gasolene or

other similar materials in large quantities

contrary to the provisions of an ordinance

recently passed by the Common Council has

been started at Milwaukee, ’Wis.

During the last week the captains of the

Police Department have been making the

rounds of all places where gasolene and such

materials were stored, and have made a re

port to the chief of all such places. Copies

of a circular containing the provisions of the

ordinance are being mailed to the owners of

the materials, and another inspection will be

made in the near future to see if the law

has been complied with.

According to the law, gasolene cannot be

kept on hand in larger quantities than five'

gallons, unless in specially constructed build

ings. ‘

Such buildings must be at least one hun

dred feet away from any other building, and

must be constructed as follows:

The walls shall not be less than sixteen

inches thick, nor more than sixteen feet high;

the floors shall be made of fireproof paving

or concrete upon the ground, which shall be

at least five feet below the street grade; the

roofs shall be of metal and have fire walls

extending eighteen inches high, all around,

no less than twelve inches thick, and have

copings of incombustible material, subject to

the approval of the inspector.

“The use of the automobile has increased

the danger from these materials," declared

the chief of police. “We find that many own

ers are storing barrels of this material in

sheds, barns and other places, and that gro

cers and other dealers are keeping large

quantities for the accommodation of auto

mobile owners. More machines are being

used each day, and we must begin to enforce

this law before the material is stored, with

out discrimination all over the city."

 

Nebmimu Like Autos.

A year ago the automobiles owned in Oma

ha, Neb., could have been counted on the

fingers of one hand. Now there are nearly

forty in the city, while every little outlying

hamlet boasts of one or more, and the buying

goes on at a rate that promises to double or

even triple the number before the year is

out.

Quite the most remarkable development,

however, is the sale of cars to small towns.

One local firm has sent in twelve months

six gasolene vehicles to Fremont, four to

Dawson, and others to Sutton, MeCook,

Stromsburg, Plattsmouth, Lincoln and many

other points. Their Lemars, Iowa, agency

has sold in a year thirty-two machines, less

than one-fourth of these going to towns with

paved streets. .

 

Bioomington’s 'Bus Line.

An automobile 'bus line to run from De

catur to Bloomington, 111., is projected. It is

proposed to form a stock company for this

purpose.

The Pneumatic:Cushion.

Motorists who suffer from excessive mental

and physical fatigue after long runs—and

many do—nse air cushions to act as buffers

between themselves and the vibration of

their cars, according to a transatlantic au

thority.

But air cushions are apt to slip and wabble

from side to side. Permanent pneumatic

cushioning has consequently come into favor.

Back, sides and seats are now being made

“pneumatic,” and are upholstered in an outer

cover of leather, corduroy velvet or whatso

ever the car owner may elect. No buttons

are allowed to interfere with 'the delightful

comfort of the pneumatic seats. Inner stays

keep the contour of the cushions in perfect

shape after inflation, and it is a very simple

matter to pump them up to the acme of ease

and soft sitting.

Such a system is invaluable to motorists of

nervous temperament. A long run induces

headache and sleeplessness in some persons.

Probably the vibration of the car and its con

sequent jarrlng of the spine, added to the

recognized nerve stimulation of motoring, is

answerable for the symptoms of exhaustion

and mental fatigue which an unusually long

run produces in some enthusiastic automo

bilists.

Pneumatic cushioning solves the problem.

Vibration and “jarring” are banished. Com

fort, ease and an ideal smoothness in run

ning are the result of applying to the seats

the principle that has been found 0 comfort

able on the tires.

 

Expansion and Contraction.

Some motorists have experienced trouble

in starting their engines after they have

been run for a time and then stopped for a

few minutes. The probable solution of this

is to be found in unequal expansion and con

traction at the inlet valve—that is, when the

engine is cool the stem of the inlet valve is

an easy sliding fit in its guide. As the tem

perature increases with the running of the

engine, so the expansion increases almost

proportionately between the valve stem and

the guide, so that it still continues working.

When the engine is stopped and it begins to

cool down, the valve guide, being of a differ

ent metal from the valve stem, contracts

rather more rapidly than the stem, thus caus

ing it to bind sufficiently to hold the valve

and prevent it from working for the time

being. Of course, when the temperature is

still further decreased almost to normal the

valve stem will contract sufllelently to re~

lease itself. and thus the engine may be

easily started.

Mayor Born is Consistent.

Mayor Born, of Sheboygan, Wis., believes

in consistency. The common council of that

town has passed an ordinance limiting the

speed of automobiles to eight miles an hour.

It was passed against the wishes of Mayor

Born, who called attention to the inconsis

tency of the council limiting the speed of

automobiles to eight miles an hour while the

street cars were allowed to be propelled at

the rate of twenty-five miles.
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SOME COOLING MIXTURES

How Those Used for Freezing Purposes Could

be Used to Cool Cylinders.

Freezing mixtures and brine solutions are

two entirely diflerent things, though the

freezing mixture usually becomes a brine so

lution after it has melted. A freezing mixt

ure is a solid, and is a mixture of either snow

or ice with some salt. The mixture is at

the temperature of ice, and therefore be

low that of the atmosphere of the object

to be cooled. The absorption of the heat by

the freezing mixture first causes the ice or

snow to melt. and to pass from the solid to

the liquid state, and in so doing to absorb a

certain quantity of heat—142 heat units for

each pound of ice or snow melted. Ice is

very often used without any addition, and

its cooling power 1 then confined to the

quantity of ice present. When the ice or

snow is melted, it remains still at the freez

ing temperature, 32 degrees F., until all is

in the liquid state. Where only ice is em

ployed, the temperature now rises, still cool

ing the surrounding atmosphere, but not to

so great an extent—only, in fact, to the ex

tent of the specific heat of water or one heat

unit for every rise of one degree of tempera

ture for every pound of water present, says

S. F. Walker in the Autocar.

But when other substances are present,

those known as being used in freezing mixt

ures, such as common salt, chloride of cal

cium, chloride of ammonia, hydrochloric acid

and other substances, a further action takes

place, which lowers the temperature of the

liquid finally formed still more. The ice or

snow, having been transformed into the

liquid state, is now able to dissolVe the salts

which are mixed with it. But the act of

what we call solution is now known, in the

light of the recently developed-science of

chemical physics, to consist of the transfor

mation of the solid which is dissolved into

the liquid state, and for it to be able to ac

complish this the necessary heat has to be

found from somewhere. In all these cases,

as is well known, heat flows from a higher

to a lower temperature, and any substance

requiring heat to accomplish certain trans

formations will take it from itself and from

surrounding bodies, wherever the conditions

necessary are present—that is, wherever a

higher temperature exists. Hence the tem

perature of the solution is lowered by the

quantity of heat necessary to convert the

solid substance which is mixed with the ice

to the liquid state. The heat necessary to

transform the solid into a liquid represents a

certain number of heat units. These are

taken from the general mass of the liquid,

and result in a lowering of its general tem

perature.

It is here that a study of the word which

has been so much squabbled about in the

engineering papers lately would come in.

"Entropy," the term in question, is the quan

tity factor where heat is the physical agent.

the source of energy. The total quantity of

energy in the form of heat present in any

body is measured by the product of tempera

ture and “entropy.” When heat is delivered

to a body it may be expended in raising the

' entropy, in raising the temperature, or par

tially in both. Similarly, when heat is de

manded from a body, the entropy may be

lessened, or the temperature, or both. When

the ice melts the temperature remains con

stant; the heat delivered. all goes to increase

the entropy. When the solid passes into solu

tion it is the temperature which suffers, as

the entropy cannot. Hence, the very low

temperatures obtained by freezing mixtures

—as low as —91 degrees F. Freezing mixtures

are used in cold storage work for small ser

vices, such as the maintaining the tempera

ture of small cold stores at a certain figure.

One method of making ice is to fill a num

ber'of ice cans, of the form the block of ice

is to assume, with distilled water and to im

merse the cans in a tank which is filled with

a brine solution. _ it is evident that one quali

fication of the brine solution must be the

ability to remain in the liquid state after the

water in the ice cans has been all trans

formed into ice, and hence its freezing point

must be below that of pure water. The

freezing points of brine solutions vary with

the quantity of the salt in solution. Common

suit and chloride -of calcium are the two so

lutions commonly employed in refrigerating

work, and of the two chloride of calcium is

used very much more than common salt. In

fact, it is unusual to find common salt used

for the purpose now. Taking the freezing

point of pure water at 32 degrees F., that of

water with 1 per cent of common salt is

31.8 degrees; with 5 per cent, 25.4 degrees;

with 10 per cent, 18.6 degrees; with 15 per

cent, 12.2 degrees, and so on. One per cent

of chloride of calcium reduces the freezing

point to 31 degrees F., 5 per cent to 27.5 de

grees, 10 per cent to 22 degrees, 15 per cent

to 15 degrees,420 per cent to 5 degrees, and

so on.

But where these brine solutions are em

ployed for cooling, another property must be

taken into account. As the freezing point

goes down, so does the specific heat, though

not in the same proportion. Thus, taking the

specific heat of pure water as 1, that of

water with 1 per cent: of common salt is

0.992; with 5 per cent, 0.96; with 10 per cent,

0:892, and with 15 per cent, 0.855. With

chloride of calcium a 1 per cent solution has

a specific heat of 0.966, a 5 per cent solution

0.064, a 10 per cent solution 0.896, a 15 per

cent solution 0.860 and a 20 per cent solu

tion 0.834. This means that, approximately.

with a 20 per cent chloride of calcium solu

tion, while the freezing point is lowered to

5 degrees F., or 27 degrees freezing, its

ability to carry of! heat from the cylinder is

reduced by about 15 per cent; or, in other

words, if a brine solution 1 used in order to

insure that the cooling liquid shall not

freeze, where provision has to be made for

approaching these temperatures, an addi

tional quantity of the cooling liquid must be

circulated round the cylinder, other things

being the same.

Where large engines have to be cooled, it

might be worth manufacturers' while to con

sider the possibility of cooling from a freez

ing mixture. Proper precautions would be

necessary to prevent the very cold solution

from approaching the cylinder, but the pres

ence of a certain quantity of a freezing mixt

ure, if it can be practically applied, should

add to the possible mileage of the car.

 

An‘lnalienable Right.

There is one everlasting right of which

people cannot be deprived by law or ordi

nance, and that is the right to kick. It is

exercised wisely or unwisely as the case

may be, and in some cases with a combina

tion of humor and common sense, as in the

case of the uutomobilist in Akron, Ohio, who

lets himself out thus:

“Long ago there was a king who made

his subjects reap the harvest of thousands

of acres every year without pay, and then

made them pay for the wheat they had

reaped for nothing. Many were the secret

remonstrunces, but to no avail. The king

was in power, and his will 'must be obeyed.

“Now there is a Council in Akron that

forces the citizens to pay for the paved

streets, or else they get none, and after

paying for this improvement, they must,

furthermore, pay for a license to run their

vehicles upon the streets already paid for.

Chauffeurs are complaining greatly about

such an inconsistent law, but as in the case

of the olden time king's subjects, they must

pay just the same.

“A law limiting the speed of automobiles,

or one demanding two lamps, is very good,

but it seems quite strange to force citizens

to pay for the privilege of running their

automobiles upon the streets, for whose im

provements they have been taxed."

 

Monterey’s Drastic Ordinance

Monterey County, California, now has an

excessively stringent automobile ordinance.

The Board of Supervisors recently took the

regulation of automobile traffic in hand, with

this result: -

On a county road the speed must not be

greater than fifteen miles per hour. On all

mountain roads autos must take the outside

of the grade to prevent accidents from

frightened animals. The chauffeur must

come to a standstill with his machine on the

uprnising of a hand by any person driving.

riding or leading any horse, horses or other

beast of burden which hows signs of fright.

On the streets of any unincorporated town

in the county the speed shall be no greater

than eight miles an hour.

Punishment for a violation of the provl~

BIODS of the ordinance is imprisonment in

the county jail for not exceeding one hun

dred days or a fine not exceeding $100, or

both such fine and imprisonment.

An ancient French dictionary defines a

chauffeur as a “warmer of a forge."
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Lamps and Their Um.

To the initiated the variety and profusion

of lamps carried on an automobile—particu

larly on a big car—is very perplexing. “Why

so many, and so many ditferent kinds?" they

ask, and go away only half satisfied with

the replies. Many cars have five, or even six,

lamps, all resplendent in brass, with big

bullseyes and glittering reflectors.

“These three are to give light," said one

motorist, to whom the question was put by

a friend. He indicated the biggest lamps

on the car—one on each side and one in the

middle. “They burn acetylene gas, and

show the road, no matter how crooked it is

or how dark the night. These two,” touch

ing two smaller ones atiixed to the front of

the car just inside the big ones, “are for use

if anything goes wrong with the acetylene

lamps; they burn ordinary kerosene, and if

they don’t give as much light, they are

handier to use if you want a light in a big

hurry or only for a few minutes. This little

one at the back of the car is to give warn

ing to those behind us', and to make use of

where a portable lamp is required. If we

stop any place, or need to look at a signpost

or inquire our way or investigate an engine

trouble, this little lamp comes in handy. See,

it has a. bale or handle, and is held in place

on the bracket only by this bolt, so that it is

only a few seconds’ work to detach it."

 

lienn‘od’s Novel Gear.

A well known French automobile con

structor, Monsieur C. E. Henriod, has re

cently brought out a new form of transmis

sion gear, in which the gear box is rigid with

the differential gear casing on the live rear

axle. The changes of speed are effected by

sliding spur wheels in and out of mesh with

one another in the ordinary way, and not

through the agency of friction clutches, as

they are in the De Dion cars. The gear box

is a portion of the diiferential casing project

ing forward from it. When on the top speed

a direct through drive is obtained in much

the usual way, and for the lower speeds and

for the “reverse,” the power is taken through

a small lay shaft. The back axle is connect

ed with the frame by radius rods as well as

by the side springs. The engine is provided

with a main friction clutch, and the power

is taken to the gearing through a universally

jointed, longitudinal shaft. The brakes,

which are of the band type, consist of one

on the forward end of the gear shaft, and of

a pair fixed to the hubs of the driving wheels.

Slump In Yacht Market.

It is said that one of the curious effects

of the interest in automobiling is a slump in

the yacht market in England. There is less

selling and chartering than has been the rule

in other seasons, and the reason assigned is

that people seem just now to prefer auto

mobile touring to the pleasure of sailing over

the summer seas. At the same time it is

noted as curious that the demand for car

riage horses in England is not affected.

For Filtering Gmlene.

Fine linen makes a very good filterer when

placed over the carburetter and when the

head of gasolene is fairly high, but it should

not be used under the carburetter when the

gasolene has to pass up through it. Linen

has a greater aflinity for moisture than it

has for gasolene. Gasolene purified contains

a very small trace of moisture. The linen

filter, after being in use for a few days, he

comes saturated with moisture, and a film

of water envelops and stretches between

the threads, the surface tension of water

being very high when brought into contact

with gasolene, and the consequence is the

film of water prevents the gasolene from

blowing upward in a regular and constant

stream, and the carburation is erratic and un

satisfactory. The linen when first used, or

after being dried, may act all right for the

first few days, and the motorist may have

some difiieulty in finding out the cause of the

mischief, says J. B. Dnnlop, the famous tire

inventor.

The Toper's Best Friend.

Advocates of the automobile need never

be at a loss for arguments in its favor, and

yet they can wisely welcome every new one

placed at their command. Hence they should

appreciate the following communication to

London Truth, which appears in that paper:

“Sir: The motor car care for drunkenness

is sure and rapid. Intemperance has been

the curse of this country for centuries, but

with increased motor propelled traffic it is

diminishing literally by leaps and bounds.

The village toper no longer dares to drink to

excess, dreading that on his way home he

may be whirled into eternity by a passing

automobile. It would be little less than

criminal were the government now to regu

late the rate of speed of automobiles, seeing

that the rapidity with which they travel i

so important an element in the new treat

ment of intemperance,"

Specific Gravity no Crlterion

Some interesting tests have just been con

ducted by the Automobile Club of France,

with a view to ascertaining the relative effi

ciency of motor spirit of varying density.

The result of the tests would seem to show

that spirit of high specific gravity gives just

as good results as the lighter variety—in

fact, in this particular case the heavier spirit

appears to have secured an advantage.. The

test was made with ordinary mote-naphtha,

with a specific gravity of .680-700, and moto

line de Lepretre (density .730). With the

motor running at 800 revolutions per minute

it was found that of the heavy spirit .660

litre per watt hour and .485 litre per-horse

power hour was consumed. The figures for

the lighter spirit were .704 litre and .518

litre, respectively.

 

Royalty in lrelmd.

An automobile tour of the Connemara

country was the order of the day for King

Edward and Queen Alexandra in Ireland

on Wednesday, July 30.

Some British Humor.

Some interesting things, and some of an

amusing character, have been said during

the debate in the British House of Lords

upon the government bill relating to auto

mobiles. Two good stories were told by

Lord Camperdown, one of them to the etfect

that a policeman who tried to halt an auto

mobilist by stepping into hi car was car

ried seventeen miles from home before the

chauffeur, who had put on speed, concluded

to stop. A more amusing story was of a

bicyclist who was nearly run down by an

automobilist and took a rough and ready re

venge. He wheeled round and fired two re—

volver shots after the automobile. observing:

“I’ve got one—one bat-k tire—and I think

I've got the other." Another cyclist rode on

and discovered that it was so. The automo

bile had stopped because both back tires

were punctured, but the driver had been

making so much noise that he never heard

the shots.

Among the humors of the debate was the

lament of Lord Lamington, who bemoaned

the decimation of the nation's poultry, and

expressed fear that the fresh egg will soon

become a thing of the past if the automo

biles are to go on demolishing the originators

of eggs.

Autos in Place of Trains.

People in England who are owners of auto

mobiles now travel from their city to their

country houses in their own vehicles, instead

of by train. The leisurely class utilize the

automobile even further than that and em

ploy it in Continental tours. Several of the

best known social lights are doing this, a

notable instance being Mrs. Reynolds, who

is soon to make an automobile trip from

London to Homburg, to meet members of

her family who are motoring there,

and she will meet there at the same time

her daughter, Mrs. Ritchie, who will arrive

on an automobile fro'n Ostend. Mrs. J. W.

Mackay has left London for Paris, with the

intention of making an automobile trip to

Castern, a health resort in Austria.

As soon as Parliament adjourns Prime

Minister Balfour will go by automobile from

London to his place in Scotland. In the po

litieal campaign which will occur during the

autumn Mr. Balfour will make his speech

making tour of Scotland and England in his

motor carriage.

New Britain’s Projected Club.

An automobile club for New Britain, Conn.,

is favored by the owners of motor vehicles

in that place. They are strong enough in

numbers to have an efiective organization,

and the matter is being discussed with an in~

ierest which appears to promise an early re

sult.
 

Organized at Ogden.

Ogden, Utah, has a newly organized auto

mobile clnb, the otilcers of which are: Presi

dent, 0. J. Stillwell; viee-preident, A. P.

Bigelow; secretary, A. V. Withee; treasurer,

I". \V. Baker; assistant secretary, John A.

Smith; captain, F. H. Blooft.
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.Iemy's Séashore Highways.

Less than a decade ago that part of New

Jersey contiguous to the Atlantic Ocean was

almost destitute of improved roads. A wil

derness of shifting sand stretched from

Sandy Hook to Cape May, broken here and

there by insignificant patches of hard roads,

most of them being at the northern end.

With these to form a basis, however, the

work of building firm, smooth roadways,

which had earlier been commenced further

inland, has gone on apace, until now proba

bly two-thirds of the coast line has been re

claimed.

Even in the pre-macadam days of New Jer

sey seashore highways, the Rumson Road

was famed as one of the most beautiful in

America. It was privately built, the Rum

son Association, composed of wealthy sum

mer residents of Long Branch and vicinity,

having been formed to lay it down. It is

now proposed to make this celebrated stretch

a stone road in place of the gravel surface

which it now possesses. State Road Com

missioner Henry I. Budd of New Jersey is

preparing plans for State co-operation with

the Rumson Association, which built the

Rumson Road. looking to this end.

Thomas N. MeCarter, William H. Have

meyer, Edward D. Adams, Fred Achelis and

Jacob H. Schiff represent the Rumson As

sociation.

After the Rumson Road has been made

over of stone one of the greatest drives in

the world will be ready for automobilists.

From Seabright and vicinity there is this

famous road over to Red Bank, pronounced

by travellers the finest drive of the kind in

the world, being flanked the whole distance

with handsome summer mansions and spa

cious grounds, beautified and adorned with

all that wealth and the art of landscape gar

dening can produce. There is another im

proved road over the Navesink Hills to At

lantic Highlands, with a branch through

Leonardsvilie to Chapel Hill. This system

of improved roads continues from Oceanic

through Fair Haven to Red Bank.

From Long Branch there is a splendid im

proved road back to Eatontown, from which

point drivers have the choice of an improved

road through Shrewsbury to Red Bank, and

thence through the Rumson Road back to the

coast, or of proceeding from Eatontown

straight inland through Tinton Falls, Scobey

ville and Colt‘s Neck to Freehold. From this

point the driver may proceed on another im

proved road through an interesting region

back to the coast at Sea Girt.

This road passes through a number of in

teresting old villages, including Turkey,

Lower Squankum, Allaire and AllenWood.

Continuing the drive, the traveller may go

from Lower Squankum by another improved

road to Lakewood, and thence back to the

coast at Point Pleasant.

From Bay Head there is a good road all

the way up the shore to Seabrlght, a consid

erable part of the way in sight of the surf.

From Bay Head southward there is an im

proved road from the coast connecting with

the inland country until Atlantic City is

reached. The so-called shore road is west of

Barnegat Bay

From Lakewood as a starting point this

road passes through Toms River, Cedar

Creek, Forked River, Waretown, Barnegat,

Manahawken, to Tuckerton. The short gap

between Tuckerton and Bass River is now

being completed. From Bass River the im

proved road continues through Port Repub

lic, Oceanville, Absecon, to Pleasantvilie, and

thence across the meadows to Atlantic City.

From this point it continues down the coast

to Longport, at Egg Harbor Inlet.

This shore road from Lakewood to Atlantic

City is one of the most interesting long

drives in New Jersey. It passes through a

number of quaint old villages, largely inhab

ited by retired sea captains and seafaring

people. There are a great many large, dense

forests and cedar swamps, and numerous

views of great stretches of salt marsh and

Barnegat Bay. \Vith the exception of two

or three miles in Ocean City, there are no

more improved roads until Cape May Point

is reached. From there an improved road

runs to Cape May Court House, and this is

the only improved road in Cape May County.

From Atlantic City, taking Pleasantville as

a starting point, there is ab improved road to

Absccon, Egg Harbor City, and thence al

most in a straight line to Camden. There is

another improved road from Pieasantville to

May's Landing over to Egg Harbor City,

and thence back to the starting point.

Old Game Tried at Swampscoll.

Automobilists passing recently through the

town of Swampscott. which is one of the

pretty seaside resorts near Boston, had to

pass through a very elaborate trap. Charles

Dunlap, the chief of police, marked ofi an

eighth of a mile straightaway on Atlantic

avenue, one of the favorite speedways. At

one end of this automobile trap he placed

Officer Charles Connell, whose duty it was to

wave a newspaper every time an automo

bile went over the starting line. At the

same instant Patrolman Joseph Shorey, at

the other end of the course, would shout

"Time!" Then Chief Dunlap would count the

seconds eiapsing while the automobile sped

from one course limit to the other. .

Screened from view behind one of the

granite gateposts at the entrance to the Es

terbrook estate, Chief Dunlap would make

a lightning calculation with pencil and a.

little pad of paper. If the speed limit had

been exceeded he would pass the word to

Shorey, who would give a handkerchief sig

nal to Officers Samuel T. Harris and Adel

bert S. Hammond, one hundred yards down

the avenue. These two would then step into

the middle of the road and halt the offending

automobilist.

Several captures were made in the trap,

but some of the motorists were too fly for

the “cops,” and among them were four wom

en, who came along one afternoon in a big

red automobile. As they passed the officers

on guard, one of them held up a watch and

cried, “You can't pull us in!" Chief Dunlap's

arithmetic showed that they were running

just within the limit.

Have Modified the Rule.

The Boston park commissioners have noti

fied the police department that they have

adopted a modified rule in regard to the

license numbers of motor vehicles. It will

no longer be necessary for the automobilist

to have the. number of his permit conspicu

ously displayed in Arabic figures not less

than one inch in height on the lamps and not

less than two inches in height on the rear

of the vehicle.

 

 

  

 

Merit, Backed up by

HAS WON

THE PREMIER
the name of being a fast touring car and a good hill climber.

The PREMIER Motor Car is built to meet the approval of

automobilists who, as the result of experience, have become

discriminating buyers.

Actual Experience

FOR

 

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. COMPANY, lndianapolis, lndiana
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THE

HAYNES-APPERSUN
Is the ONLY gasolene automobile that ran the

contest from New York to Boston and back

without repairs or adjustments of any kind.

  

 

  

It Is the only machine that has won EVERY Endurance Contest held In

America and every contest or race ever entered.

l “emzirsxsfi‘ya'ds Stock Machines.

The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely Unequaled Record. Our catalogue give: the records complete.

Send for it and ask for the “ Little Book,” too.

sumutv, u HORSE-I‘UWKR. $1800 Fran! lurid-light extra.

  

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of HaynesApperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

K k I d u 8 A TheoldestmakeruolmotorcanInAmerIca.

I

| g 0 il l; l | | Branch Storo,1420 Michigan Ave, Silage.

Members of the Alsocialion oi Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1239-41-43 Fulton Street. Brooklyn, N. Y., and 66 West 43d Street. New York.

National Automobile & Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

JOHN MAXWELL. Oneida. N. Y.. Agent for Central New York.
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The Week's Patents.

734,529. Elastic Vehicle Tire. Henry G.

Fiske, New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Electric Vehicle Company,

Jersey City, N. J., and New York, N. Y., a.

corporation of New Jersey. Filed May 17,

1899. Serial No. 717,225. (No model.)

Claim—The combination with a solid tire

of elastic material, of a plurality of sectional

locking wires embedded therein and clamps

engaging said wires also embedded in the

tire, said clamps formed with tubular con

nectors for uniting the ends of the sectional

wires.

734,546. Galvanic Battery. Henry Halsey,

New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Halsey Electric Generator Com

pany, Jersey City, N. J., a corporation of

New Jersey. Filed December '10, 1901.

Serial No. 85,308. (No model.)

Claim—In a battery, the combination of a

cell containing an excltant solution, a cover

therefor, positive and negative elements, and

a vertical shaft so journaled in said cover as

to be removable therewith and upon which

shaft is mounted one of said elements, the

other element being suspended from the

cover and said shaft extending outside of the

cell, and means for rotating said shaft, sub

stantially as described.

734,547. Electric Battery. Henry Halsey,

New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Halsey Electric Generator Com

pany, Jersey City, N. J., a corporation of

New Jersey. Filed April 18, 1902. Serial

No. 103.644. (No model.)

Claim—In a battery, the combination with

the electrolyte and the elements, of means for

maintaining a horizontal flow of the electro~

lyte in the cell, the electrolyte brushing

against the elements, substantially as de

scribed.

734,548. Electric Battery. Henry Halsey,

New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Halsey Electric Generator Com

pany, Jersey City, N. J., a corporation of

New Jersey. Filed April_18, 1902. Serial

No. 103,645. (No model.)

Claim.—-In a battery, the. combination of a

casing having a re-entrant portion, a shaft

mornttd therein. a cylindrical element

mounted upon said shaft, a similarly formed

clement supported in the casing, opposite said

first named element, an electrolyte between

the same, aml means t‘ :r rotating the shaft,

substantially as described.

734,340. Electric Battery. Henry Halsey.

New York, N. Y., assignor. by mesne assign

mcnts, to Iiafscy Electric Generator Com

pany. Jersey City, N. J., a corporation of

New Jersey. Filed April 18, 1902. Serial

No. 103,646. (No model.)

Claim—In a battery. the combination with

the electrolyte, of a plurality of open ended

concentrically arranged elements submerged

in said electrolyte. a propeller in said elec

trolyte between the elements, and means

for operating the propeller, substantially as

described.

734,562. Valve Gear for Explosive_En

gines. William H. Jones, Cambridge, Mass.

Filed November 3, 1902. Serial No. 129,843.

(No model.) .

Claim.—In a gas engine of the character

described, a cylinder provided with a suit

able exhaust port: an exhaust valve and

stem in said cylinder; a lever pivotally

mounted on the machine within the gear

case, and comprising the substantially

straight arm, and the arm provided with the

curved face; a controlling lever pivotally

supported by the machine and with its oper

ating end engaging with the curved portion

of said lever; and a lever intermediate with

the straight arm and the valve stem, where

by motion is communicated from the

straight arm of said lever to the valve stem,

substantially as described.

734,588. Wheel. Conrad Miller, Leadville,

Col. Filed October 3, 1900. Serial No. 31,

(No model.)

Claim—In a. wheel, the combination with

the hub, of spoke securing sleeves arranged

thereon and each provided with an annular

flange, said flange being provided at each of

its sides with ribs extending tangentially to

said hub, the ribs at one side being approxi

mately opposite the ribs at the other side,

whereby said ribs are arranged in pairs, one

of the ribs of each pair being inclined in a

direction reverse to the direction of inclina

tion of the other rib, a rim, and spokes ex

tending from said rim and connected to said

ribs, whereby said spokes are also arranged

in pairs, one of the spokes of each pair ex

,tending reverse to the direction of the other

spoke thereof.

734,742. Steering Device. Marshall W.

Patrick, Niles, Cal. Filed September 11,

1902. Serial No. 123,025. (No model.)

Claim—In a. steering device, the combina

tion with the steering post. of a stem at

tached thereto, a laterally movable rotatable

steering handle, and a pivotal connection be

tween the end ot said stem and the end of

said steering handle maintaining said stem

and steering handle oblique to each other.

whereby when said steering handle is turned

on its axis the stem is rotated about the

steering post, substantially as described.

734,826. Electric Battery. Henry Csanyi.

Ii‘elso-Dobsza, Austria-Hungary. Filed

March 4, 1903. Serial No. 146,141. (No

model.)

Ciaim.—.-\n electrical element or_battery

the cathode of which is immersed in nitric

acid and the anode in an alcohol solution

containing pernitrate of mercury and potas

sium cyanide, the depolarizcr being separat

ed from the solvent by means of 0. dia

phragm.

734,848. Carburctter for Explosive Eu

gines. \Villiam A. Gill, Portland, Ore. Filed

April 10, 1902. Serial No. 102,269. (No

model.)

Clalm.-—A carburettor for explosive motors

comprising an outer shell. detachable heads

closing the upper and lower ends of the shcll.

the lower head being provided with an inlet

passage, an outlet passage and an oil feed

passage and having an air inlet with an up

wardly extending threaded portion, an air

tube concentrically arranged within the

shell and forming an air passage and with

the shell an oil reservoir, said reservoir being

in communication with the inlet and outlet

passages and connecting with the air pass

age through the oil fced passage, the tube

passing through the upper head and having

an enlarged upper end to bear upon said

head and a threaded lower end engaging the

upwardly extending threaded portion of the

lower head, an overflow pipe in the reser

voir communicating with the outlet passage.

a feed pipe in the tube communicating with

the oil feed passage, and a valve governing

the oil feed passage substantially as speci

tied.

734,849. Process of Making Sulphuric Acid.

Gustave Gin, Paris, France. Filed October

6, 1902. Serial No. 126,107 (No specimens.)

Claim—The improvement in the art of

manufacturing sulfuric acid consisting in

first cooling the gases of sulfureted ores as

the former come from the furnace, and rid

ding them of the solid matters held in sus

pension, by deposit, then subjecting them to

refrigerative action, next depriving them of

sulfuric anhydrid by washing with sulfuric

acid, after that spraying them with cold

water slightly acidulated with sulfurous an

hydrid, then submitting them to a beating

action. next conducting the saturated solu

tion, by this time formed, through a bed of

'rcfractory material, when it divides itself and

begins to lose its sulfurous acid by contact

with an air mixture, and finally expelling

the sulfurous anhydrid from the liquid bed

by hot air bubbled up from beneath, which

mixes sufliciently with the sulturous an

dydrid to realize the integral oxidation in

the catalytic operation.

734,851. Electric Igniter for Explosive En

gines. George A. Goodson, Minneapolis,

Minn. Filed December 16, 1901. Serial No.

86.009. (No model.)

Claim—An electric igniter for explosive en

gines, comprising an electric generator hav

ing a rotary member, intermittently acting

means turning said member always in the

same direction and at a speed which is inde

pendent of the speed of the engine, and a

device actuated by the engine, for tripping

said means into action, substantially as de

scribed.

734,852. Electric Igniter for Explosive En

gines. George A. Goodson, Providence, R. I.

Filed March 13, 1903. Serial No. 147,558.

(No model.)

Claim—The combination with an explosive

engine, of an electric generator. an impeliing

spring acting intermittently to rotate the

movable member of said generator, always

in the same direction, at a speed independent

of the speed of the engine. an engine driven

trip for setting said impclling spring under

increased tension and ti1pping the same into

action, and a friction brake operative to

stop the spring impelled parts without jar

or vibration.

734,857. Electric Battery. Henry Halsey.

New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Halsey Electric Generator Com

pany, Jersey City. N. J.. a corporation of

New Jersey. Filed April 18, 1902. Serial

No. 103,648. (No model.)

Claim—In a battery, the combination with

the electrolyte and the elements, of a stirrer

having its central portion cut away, and

means for moving said stirrer between said

elements, substantially as described.

734,858. Electric Battery. Henry Halsey.

New York N. Y., assignor. by mesne assign

ments, to Halsey Electric Generator Com

pany, Jersey City, N. J., a corporation of

New Jersey. Filed August 2, 1002. Serial

No. 118.025. (No model.)

Claim—In a battery, the combination with

the case, of two cylindrical elements one

within the other, a porous cup surrounding

one of said element, a depolarizer in said

cap, an electrolyte surrounding the other ele

ment, and means for maintaining movement

of the element in the depolarizer, substan

tially as described.

734,864. Muffler. James G. Heaslet, Phil

adelphia, Pa., assignor to the Autocar Com

pany, Ardmore, Pa., a corporation of Penn

sylvania. Filed July 7, 1902. Serial No.

114.548. (No model.) '

Claim—A muiiier comprising a series of

cell frames arranged to afford a passage for

gases or vapors through their interior's in

succession, each frame having an external

encircling rib, plates arranged at intervals
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throughout the structure, and having each

a series of perforations for the passage of

gases or vapors, and means for securing the

parts together, substantially as set forth.

734,868. Exhaust Muffler. Christian 0.

Hill, Chicago, Ill. Filed July 28, 1902.

Serial No. 117,230. (No model.)

Claim—In an exhaust mutiier. the com

bination of a housing formed with a receiv~

ing chamber at one end and a discharge

opening at the other end, and means within‘

said casing for partitioning the bore thereof

into multiple series of closely arranged pass

ages of different lengths and affording a

divided discharge area in excess of the main

exhaust passage, substantially as set forth.

734,878. Muffler. Thomas H. Jamison,

Claysvilie, Penn., assignor to himself and

Horatio H. Miller, Claysvilie, Penn. Filed

Aug. 30. 1902. Serial No. 121,603. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A muffler, comprising a shell

having an inlet pipe extending centrally In

said shell to near the rear end thereof, a

stepped conical divider at said rear end

with its apex extending into said pipe, said

steps being arranged one without the other

till the periphery of the shell 1 reached, an

outlet from said shell at the forward end

thereof, and a breaker interposed between

the shell and inlet pipe at a point between

the conical divider and the outlet of said

shell, said breaker being in the form of the

frustrum of a cone with apertures in its

sides, as set forth.

734,891. Variable Speed Mechanism.

Harry A. Knox, Springfield, Mass, assignor

to Knox Automobile Company, Springfield.

Mass, a corporation. Filed Feb. 19, 1903.

Serial No. 144,046. (No model.)

Claim.—1. A variable speed mechanism

comprising a driving shaft and a drivmi

member loosely mounted thereon to trans

mit movement to another mechanism, a cir‘

cular member as n, rotatable with the shaft

and endwise movable thereon more or less

and a gear on said member; a second cir

cular member as e with which said driven

member is positively connected, plnious

mounted on second circular member and

meshing with the gear on the first named

circular member, a rack for said pinions

and means to hold it stationary, together

with means to clamp said first and second

circular members together.

734,596. Portable Electric Accumulator.

Lambcrtus A. Lammerts. Rotterdam, Neth‘

crlauds. Filed June 20, 1902. Serial No.

112,482. (No model.)

Claim—In a portable electric accumulator

of the kind described, the combination with

the electrodes, the terminals and the sealing

up mass, of connecting wires embedded in

said sealing mass and formed in the shape

of cylindrical helical springs. substantially

as and for the purpose stated.

734.912. Pneumatic Tire. Arthur H.

Marks, Akron, Ohio. assignor to the Dia

mond Rubber (‘ompama Akron, Ohio. a

corporation of Ohio. l'iicd Sept. 9, 1902.

Serial No. 122,698. (No model.)

Claim.—In a detachable pneumatic tire,

the combination, with the rim, of an inner

tube, an outer sheath having at its lower

edges—flanges projecting abruptly outwardly.

side plates outside of the sheath will] their

lower edges abutting against said flanges.

the outer surfaces of said flanges being flush

with the outer surfaces of said plates. and

bolts passing through the plates, the sheath.

and the rim above said flanges, substan~

tialiy as described.

734,955. Electric Ignition Generator. Ben

jamin P. Remy. Anderson, Ind., assignor to

Remy Electric Company, Anderson, Ind.. a

corporation of Indiana. Filed July 5, 1902.

Serial No.114.352. (No model.)

Ciaim.—In an electric generator, one or

more magnets, a stationary armature be

tween the poles of said magnets and an

oscillatory inductor passing through the

armature.

 

THE——

C.Z.(lll§fi.€0.

Manufacturers 0‘!

Automobile Tops

Seat Trimmings

Storm Boots, die.

Sand for Catalogue

  

  

WHAT’S THE USE

of taking chances when you can get

  

  

BRENNAN STANDARD MOTORS?

We make them In all 0110..

BRENNAN MFG. CO., Syracuse, I. Y.

  

  

 

 

 

 

A Quick Start,

A swift, smooth run and

a safe return characterize

rm

Electric Vehicles
the most serviceable autos for

everyday use. Extremely sim

ple in construction and oper

ation. Poserful batteries.

Ready to go at any time with

out tinlering. Any member of

a family can handle a National.

Our catalogue shows the latest models.

National Motor Vehicle 00.

1400 Est 22nd Street

INDIANAPOLIS iuD.
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D IX0N ’ S

GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE PRESERVATION AIIO LUBRI

OATION OF THE CHAINS 0F AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobile Graphite Lubricants

ARE UNEQUALED.

 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY crrv, n. J.

 

ARTILLEttY

WOOO

AUTOMOBILE

WHEELS.

ARTILLERY

STEEL

' AUTOMOBILE

‘ WHEELS.

‘ ‘_ Drop Forged

‘ ' Machined

~‘ " Steering Devloes

' ' i STEEL nuns for

both Wood and

ere Heels.

New Catalogue "E"

now ready.

I. ll. WESTON 60..
SYRAOUOE, N Y.

IAMESVILLE, N. Y.

“Big ljour”
WORLD’S FAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, / Indiana

and

' St. [:0uis
Write for Folders.

W. P. Deppe,

Ass't Gen'l PIA.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

  

‘ z\l‘l)\

  

 

  

  

Warren J. Lynch.

Gen'l Pass. Agt.
  

 

“IT STARTS FROM THE‘sEAT."

—THE—

“STEVENS-IIIIIIYEA"
HIGHEST TYPE OF GASOLENE CAR

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

No. 699 Main Street,

cmcopes FALLS, MAss.

' Wobi/e
We nuke ever Twenty Types of Can.

Wnte for Catalogue.

Mobile Gompany of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York Clty.

  

 

 

De Dion Bouton & Co.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturers all over

e world.

JENKINS 8C BARKER

Succussons TU CHAS. L. BURDETT,

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent causes
THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communication! to

K. A, SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I79 Clarendon St., (near Bovletoni BOSTON, MASS.

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ornns
Automobile Mountings of all lieseriotions in Polished Brass

 

Bevel gears with generated teeth, internal gears

with planed teeth, accurate spur gears and raw

hide Qinions. Get our prices.

THE new Peeotss RAW HlllE 00.3313;

  

 

 

  

 

No. 6 Tonneau Door Fastener.

The ENGLISH 8e MERSICK CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTOMOBILE FIXTURES.

  

 

 

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

. PETER FORO, Somerville, Mass.

‘ §W~%'qbé¥%-fl<a, i..."- . _.

ere/ls. ‘E. MILLER.» Anni. New York.

A. L. DYKB Agent. St. Louis, Mo.

 

  

 

 

As an efficient, first-class Spark Coil

THE

“DOW”
’ at .l HAS NO EQUAL.

  

' r

  

I

' “'1 " ‘ For furtherinformation write to < 'A. ' “ THE now PORTABLE ELECTRIC co.

. _. BRAINTRBE.. MASS.. U. 5. A.
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THE AUTOOAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effi

ciency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

' New STANDARD

guroow

  

Improve Your lilroulatlon

BY USING

THE LOBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

forall Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Cheap. Durable, Efficient, easy

to apply.

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Loboo Pump & Machinery CO.,120-138Terraco,Rufflln, or. r.

Metal Mud Guards,

Bonnets, Tanlrs,

Rotary Circulating Pumps

Radiators, Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send for circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

THE RAY AUTOIATIO

IAOHINE 00.,

| Water St. Cleveland, 0.

  

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

15 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

 

SEND five cents for our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY Aura-(mourn Co.,

3917-3939 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

figures.

 

Handsome " Panhard Spark-Gap" on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

UTOMUBI LE FOR SALE—Steam, in first‘

class condition; price, 8380.

Address 115 Bacon Street. Waltham.

 

OR SA LEI—Small, well equipped machine

shop, centrally located, good trade. 40 auto

mobiles in town, bicycling the year round; present

owner going west. For further particulars address

FRANK F. BUMSTEAD, Rear of Gazette Build

ing. Colorado, Springs Colorado.

 

TRAVELER WANTED—Wanted, a traveling

man, thoroughly acquainted with the auto

mobile trade, to represent us, selling steel castings.

Address, with full particulars and reference. , _

WHI'I‘ELEY STEEL CO , Muncie, Ind.

 

 

BOUGIE HERZ,

The only Sparlr Plug

IN THE

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

For 6 Months.

’ RUNS JU ST AS \VELL IN OIL

3* You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it?

Money refunded in 30 days if in!

satisfactory.

  

Sou: lurvon-ren roll U. 5. AND Causes,

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Park Place. New York.

 

 

Runabouts and Touring Cars.

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mesa.

  

 

BELL 8‘ COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80lh St., New York. Telephone: 2562 River.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

Better N0t . .
have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFAOTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

\VRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

nrrrrnrcnu (RI—IL oourPnuv
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

 

 

  

 

  

Steam Busses and llolivory Wagons

Three sixteen passenger busses and

two 9-h. p. delivery wagons. First

class condition. Ready to do busi

ness. One or all for sale. Address

PEOPLES RAPIO TRANSIT 00., OLNEYYILLE. R.l.

 

~ _ INITIAL nun

’ uuruorn

uuuorns

neournrn

av srm

LAWS.

The Largest Automoblle Supplv

House In America.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

97-99-IOI READE ST., NEW YORK CITY

OENTRAL OITY AUTO Olin
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Finest equipped garage in central New York.

STORAGE REPAIRS.

Prompt Service and Good Work.

RADIATOR,

  

 

 

  

TANKS, . . .
MUFFLERS WWW
FENDERS, ' 5 “mm” “P” ‘”

H0008. ‘

 

Made at the SPLITOORF LABORATORY.

Established 1868.

O. F.8PLITOORF. 17 Vlndewlter St.,N Y

 

A GOOD PLACE TO

SPEND YOUR VAOATION

during the summer months. The most pleas~

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. To those unacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force in securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“ Summzr Boak on Mir/rigors."

—

O. G. EOWAROS, Pass. Till. NU.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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TAKE A CARRIAGE WITH A REPUTATION

and you are reasonably sure the product is right. Thirty years experience in man

ufacturing, ten years in motor building, are guarantees that the

CKQ'YMQV

TOURING CAR

is right in every essential. Better than six actual horse-power; one lever control; two

independent brakes; long wheel base; full elliptic springs, are some of its features. Our

illustrated book “ W” describes its merits in detail, and is sent free on request. Write for it.

PRICE, $750.00 AT THE FACTORY.

THOS. B. JEFFERY & COMPANY, - - Kenosha, Wisconsin.

  

 

 

THE DENTRAL AUTDMDBILE DDIVIPANY

l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

2397

TELEPHONES: l COLUMBUS.

2398

_ l‘ J w‘fij ’\‘ ' Y's. 1‘

" _ f‘ MN“: 1" “L,

  

st
OPE,N DAY AND NIGHT.

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

ALL KINDS OF FRENGH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOCK

ELEDTRIDS DI'IARDED, REPAIRED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS DRDER.
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The BHAINL BUBELI. TI—~ MICHIGAN

” AUTOMOBILE

PRICE
Ta?” '_ i: .

  
   

 

  

  

 

  

 
 

  

  

A frat/linen! A’c'w York lifd/t‘)’ rank: :1:

Aug/ml 41/1 .'

“ We like it very much. and I must say that it

more than comes up to my expectations. It l

learns to have lots of power to spare. I ran it

around Central Park and tried it on some of the

hills and did not have occasion to use the low

gear."

 

8 and [2 h. p. 2 cylinder and l6 h. p. 4 cylinder

SURREYS.

J. G. BRANDES, U. 8. Agent GUDELL & 60.
28 West 33d Street. Telephone, 2754 Madison.

New YORK Acam-s For 51'. Lows Moron CARRIAGI C0.

Uptown Garage, C. L. Bell & Co., 250 West 80th Street. Telephone, :56: River.

Newark, N. J., Koehler Sporting Goods Co.

ANGIER & WHITNEY, Boston, Mass., New En‘land Reprelentatives for Cudell Cars.

  

 
  

Write for Catalog—We make ’em.

Michigan Automobile Co., Ltd.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.

AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES.

  

 

 

u00......"we..."0.....Inen000....lee- 00'..... “00......”

THE HOME OF RELIABLE CARS

BANKER BROS. CO’S.

 

 

TO THE AGENT.

We are in pneilinn to tnke on a few more Agencrea,

and can prnmlse deliveries in fifteen days from receipt

0! orde'. Would it not be advantageous [or you to add the

" ~4'l‘lr.VEN*-I)URYEA " In your line Ihia fall, In antici

pnion ul next year's business?

THINK IT OVER.

| cmwsua run THE nsma |

J. STEVENS ARMS 81. TOOL COMPANY,

690 Main Street,

CHICOPEE FALLS. MASS.

Member of Asmrailion n1 Licensed Automobile

Manufaclnrera.

’ WSTEVEQUBIEALI ,4. .

  

  

 

141-143 West 38Ih St., New YorK

LARGEST DEALERS IN AMERICA.

N0 EXPERIMENTS SOLD.

....Olflll.......00»ll.....l.e-a........n-“.Q-”Q.....Q."u..

 
 

 

PITTSBURG, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,

Blurn and Benny Sta. r41 & 143 West 38th St. 619-33 N. Broad

50 Well 43d St.

 

.00...........n......gg...-.......Q9Q.0.................."..

.00»-..u..-.u.

we.“.00u»no....u. "0.....00nu...”..ieneo..‘ .ch.--.....
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THE “)Exibe” BATTERY.
NEW YORK, 49th St. and Eighth Ave. E CHICAGO, 264 Michigan Boulevard.

PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad sum. DEPOTS FOR THE PROMPT DELIVERY 3 S1; mum 393, on" ,WL

BUFFALO. 200 Pearl Street.

ROCHESTER. l58 South Avenue.

BOSTON, 39 Stanhope St.

RENEWALS A'l' ATTRACTIVE PRICES. SPARKINO BATTERY PRICE-LIST JUST ISSUED.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and 19th St. NEW YORK. 100 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Truat Building, CLEVELAND. Cltlzena Building.

ST. LOUISI Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Nevada Block. HAVANA, CUBA, O. F.0reenwood. MIL, 34 Bmpedrado St.

\CANADA, Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto.

AND CARE OF EXIDE BATTERIES. DETROIT. Imam-on Menu-

TOLEDO, 818 Jefferson St.

 

 
 

 
 

WITH ITS TWO-CYCLE MOTOR

IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.
YUu gel MORE SATISFACTION—LESS COMPLICATION and more m every way for your money

than in any automobile yet produced. Let us tell you more about it.

 

ELMODE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Clyde, Ohio.

Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

 

  

Merit, Backed up by Actual Experience

HAS WON FOR

THE PREMIER
. v the name of being a last touring car and a good hill climber.

V p ‘ f The PREMIER Motor Car is built to meet the approval of

w ‘ ' automobilists who, as the result of experience, have become

‘ discriminating buyers.

 

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. COMPANY, Indianapolis, Indiana
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- GQODRICH

Clincher Automobile Tires

do things in a way that counts for the success

of the whole automobile industry. Their record

is a history of the best results accomplished by

American Machines.

 

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO.’

NEW YORK. 6668 Reade Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street.

CLEVELAND, 4l4 Huron Street.

MADE BY

CHICAGO, I41 Lake Street.

BUFFALO, 9 Welt Huron Street.

DENVER. I444 CIII’HI Street.

 

Akron Rubber Works. AkI‘OII,

BOSTON, 157 Summer Street.

DETROIT, 80 But Cong-run St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 392 MIqun Street

LONDON, 7 Snow I'llll., E. C.

  

 

 

    

The NEW W TE

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903

"IF/51¢

 

-LLJ h

  

NEXT TO FLYING

is the motion of the incomparable WHITE—smooth, noise

less and free from all motor vibrations—a swift, gliding

movement that affords the maximum of automobiling pleas

ure, minus its every defect.

Writa [or full fart/(141an Lr/(rlx' "port: and aflrial TIMI"

[Inform n! endurance contah.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO"

(Automobile Department)

:2 Union Square. New ork. . Y.

:Ia Woodward Ave.. e roit, ' h. 300 Post .‘ .. San FI'IDCIQCO

300 Rose Bull ling. Cleveland, Ohio.

35-3637 King SL, R

(

cgcnt SL. London, England.

509 Trem St., Boston, Mal.

, Cal.

 

CLEVKAND, OHIO.

O“%%M%M%MMM“Manna-tune

You Cannot Get

More for Your Money

than by using $2.00 of it to

subscribe to

The Motor

World

In which each week appears a

record of - all that is best,

brightest and newest in the

world of mechanical trafiic.

 

 

 

.“%%“mun/“suave%%%%%%““fl%%

“mawwwawnunamuuwwwquwU-‘H
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Emilie; Peerless

IS BUILT FOR SERVICE

BEVEL GEARS

are conceeded by the greatest engineers of today to be the moat perfect

method of transmitting power. No friction. No adjusting required.

FOR SPEED

The entire amount of power generated in the vertical motor; is trans

mitted without loss, as our bevel gears are trictionloss. The greatest

efficiency—consequently the greatest speed.

FOR HILL CLIMBING

Peerles Touring Carr have won every hill climbing contest entered.

Their success in this direction is due to a great extent to the steady,

dependable action of the gears.

 
 

Can we send you additional information?

PEERLESS TOURING CARS

16 T0 60 mass rowan. $2800 T0 moooo.

The Dccrlcss Motor Car Company

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

922 LISBON ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO.

 

S T U D E B A K E R

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.
 
 

THE

AU10MOBILE

WITH A

RBPUTA TlON

BEHIND

IT.

VERY STUDEBAKER sold has meant a satisfied

customer. It makes friends and keeps them. Agents

and dealers in territory we have not already covered should

write for our catalog and terms. Our machines are unsur

passed for hill climbing and quiet running. They are built

by a firm whose reputation is a guarantee of good work.

What Studebaker stands for is known to every prospective

customer for an automobile.

Com/#1:” line can be seen at our brunt/z home: in all frinn'pal (:I'Iiu.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. COMPANY

Studebaker Bros, Co., of New York, Broadwa and Seventh Avenue,

Cor. 48!!! St., New York lty.

Studebaker Bron. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Factory and General Offices, South Bend, Ind.

 

Easily the BEST BUILT CAR in America.

fimmlile
Runs like a littleflsewing machine.

 

A 4—cyltnder Locomobile Touring Car. Front vertical motor.

You can not possibly appreciate the good

qualities of our Gasolene Cars until you

have taken a long ride in one of them. Ar

range for a thorough trial with any branch

office. If you can arrange to visit our factory,

all the better. Then you will appreciate what

it means to produce these magnificent cars.

Advise us in advance of your coming, and we

will have a Locomobile meet your train.

()rder now in order to secure a car promptly. We

can deliver them in time for the beautiful Fall touring sea

son. All styles of bodies kept on hand ready for finishing

in accordance with the customer’s ideas about color, strip

ing, etc. “ King of the Belgians,” “Tonncau De Luxe,”

Standard 'l‘onneau, Limousine, etc. A handsome hanger

of our 4-cylinder “ King of the Belgians” car, printed in

four colors and gold, will be sent to any dealer on apph~

cation.

The scocamobz'le Company of America,

General Office: BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW YORK—Broadway, corner 76th Street.

BOSTON—15 Berkeley Street.

BRIDGEPORT—Factory, Seaside Park.

PHILADELPHIA—249 North Broad Street.

CHICAGO—1354 Michigan Avenue.

LONDON—39 Sussex Place. 80. Kenllngtol.

Members of the Asaocintion of

Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. Member: of the N. A. A. M.
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ONCE MORE I

That > .

Invincible Combination, :

BARNEY ()LDFIELD '
and

G 8: J TIRES
has brought down '

E

The Mile Record I

55 4=5 seconds. 5

i
I

. They did it at Yonkers, N. Y., July 25th.

 

INSIST ON ,

being fitted to your car if you want speed

with comfort and safety with both.

ANY REPUTABLE MANUFACTURER OR DEALER WILL SUPPLY THEN.

6&Jlint-Co.

 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

NEW YORK AGENLY, 81 Reade Street, New YYYYYYty
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Nuts Don’t Come Off,

They are locked by a spring washer. _

A small thing to talk about; and it ought to be on every

automobile.

But is it? How many makers of automobiles are partiCuIar

about these very small details, the neglect of which endangers riders

or _at least loosens and strains their machines. ‘

Machine! that’s the word.

“America’s Leading Automobile”

is a machine perfect in all its parts and in the handsomest body ever

given an automobile at any price.

“The more I use my Searchmont, the better I am pleased. You are

building the best car on the market, regardless of price.”

Send for Catalogue.

SEARCHMONT AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

NORTH AMERICAN BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

FACTORIES: Searchmont, (near Chester) Pa.
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NOTICE '
 

Te Manufacturers, Dealers, Importers,

Agents and Users of
 

 

GASULENE AUTUMDBILES

 

 

United States Letters Patent No. 549,160,'granted to George B. Selden,

Nov. 5, i895, controls broadly all gasolene automobiles which are accepted

as commercially practical. Licenses under this patent have been secured

from the owners by the following-named importers and manufacturers:

Electric Vehicle Co.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.

Packard Motor Car Co.

Olds Motor Works.

Knox Automobile Co.

The Haynes-Apperson Go.

The Autocar Co.

The George N. Pierce Co.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.

Searchmont Automobile Co.

Locomobile Co. of America.

The Peerless Motor Dar Co.

U. 8. Long Distance Automobile Co.

 

Pope Motor Car Co.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool 60.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

Charron, Girardot & Voigt Co. of America

(Smith 8; Mabley).

The Commercial Motor Co. /

Berg Automobile 60.

Cadillac Automobile 00.

Northern Mfg. Co.

Pope-Robinson 00.

The Kirk Mfg. Co.

Elmore Mfg. Co.

E. R. Thomas Motor 00.

Waltham Manufacturing Co.

These manufacturers are pioneers in this industry and have commercialized the gasolene

vehicle by many years of development and at a great cost. They are the owners of upwards of

four hundred United States Patents, covering many of the most important improvements and

details of manufacturers. Both the basic Selden patent and all other patents owned as aforesaid

will be enforced against all infringers.

No other manufacturers or importers are authorized to make or sell gasolene automobiles,

and any person making, selling or using such machines made or sold by any unlicensed manu

facturers or importers will be liable to prosecution for infringement.

 

Asseerrrlerr er Llerrrsrn Auremeerrr Mrrrurrerurrrns

7 East 42nd Street, New York.
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ITI-I a clear conscience and a clean record, no man need to fear the

investigation of an intelligent public.

Time was when everything connected with automobiles HAD to be

taken more or less on faith, but that condition no longer exists. The people have

been educated to challenge every statement not accompanied by proof—to accept

no record until fully convinced of its truth.

  

For him who registers from Missouri, the facts are always laid bare (by Pack

ard) and the closest investigation is courted from “the man who must be shown."

Our Overland trip was planned to thoroughly test our car. No American endurance contest has been severe

enough for this, so we put it against the hardest task ever attempted by an automobile.

  

 

Far from any desire to conceal the slightest detail or misrepresent a single item, we are most anxious that all who

are interested may themselves secure their own proof, and to remove every possible obstacle we give herewith the first

and most important data.

 

 

THE ITINERARY AND SCHEDULE.

Left San Francisco, Cal., June 20. Arrived Red Cliffe, July 16. ' UTAH.

Arrived Port Costa, Cal., June 20. “ Buena. Vista, July 17. Arrived Tacoma, July 2.

“ Sacramento, Cal., June 21. \ “ Florissant, July 18. “ Promontory, July 3.

“ Placervllle, Cal., June 23. “ Colorado Springs, July 19. “ Salt Lake City, July 4.

“ Sugar Loaf, Cal., June 23. “ Denver, July 20. “ Tucker, July 7.

“ Carson City, Nev., June 20. " Fort Morgan, July 25. " Price, July 8.

“ Reno, Nev., June 25. “ Sterling, July 26. “ Green River, July 10.

“ Wadsworth, Nev., June 26. NEBRASKA. “ Thompsons, July 11.

" Lovelocks, Nev., June 27. “ North Platte, July 2?. COLORADO. ,

“ Winnemucca, Nev., June 28. " Kearney. July 28. " Grand Junction, July 12. I

" Battle Mountain, Nev., June 29. " Grand Island. July 29. “ Rifle, July 13.

" Elko, Nev., June 30. " Fremont, July 30. “ Glenwood Springs, July 14.

“ Wells, Nev., July 1. “ Omaha, July 31. “ Gypsum, July 15.

  

 

It is not necessary for you to accept the mere statement of our “ ad man” for the above.

A line to the postofiice, telegraph station or the principal hotel at any or all of the above points will enable you

to check any and every day’s run of “ Old Pacific ” on its journey east.

Next week we will give you some more data on the itinerary.

Later on we will have something to say about repairs and the fact that “Old Pacific" is a standard Model F.

You will not have to take our word for that, either—but remember the Packard is carrying “A Message to Garcia."

 

“ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE.”

THE PABKARI] MllTilR BAR BUMPANY,
WARREN, OHIO.

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

  

  

 



“ N0

Misrepresentation

M DIAMOND Advertisements are

Honest.

 
 

 
 

 

 

1

l

Ii‘ DIAMOND Records are Honest.

F“ DIAMOND Guarantees are

Honest. '

DIAMOND Tires are Honest.

w Honest Tires Honestly Made

‘ and Advertised and Sold

.Without Misrepresentation.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY _

AKRON, OHIO
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TOl‘l FETCH AND ()LD PACIFIC

now en route

SAN FRANCISCO
TO ~

NEW YORK

are using

4 DIAMOND

DETATCHABLE

TIRES ' '

Full Particulars Next Week

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY

v AKRON, onro
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' iOS ANGELES, CAL—Oldsmobile CO.

  

BEEN AT IT 23 YEAR

We have been making gasolene motors and engines for 23 years, and

is more satisfaction and less trouble with

The Oldsmobil
PRICE, $650.00

than any automobile made. Years of experience in manufacture mean years of

service for the machine. Ask your local dealer to give you a trial spin in the

car that is built to run and does it.

SELLING AGENTS:

MILWAUKEE, WIS—Oldsmobile Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—A. F. Chase & C0.

NASHVILLE, TENN—John W. Chester Co.

NEW'ARK, N. J.—Autovehicle Co.

NIH-V ORLEANS, LA.——Abb0tt Cycle C0.

NE\V YORK CITY, N. Y.—()ldsmoblle C0.

OMAHA, NEIL—Okla Gas Engine Works.

PASADENA, CAL—Ed. R. Bradley.

I’A'I‘ERSON, N. J.-—F. \V. Stockbrldge.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Ol(lsmobiie C0.

PITTSIillRG, PA.—-Banker Bros. Co.

I'LAINFIELD, N. J.-—-F. L. C. Martin Co.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.-—John Van Benschoten.

RALEIGH, N. C.—Rnleigh Iron Works.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Rochester Automobile C0.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL—Locomoblle Company

  

the result

  

 

GERMANY—All Germany except Cologne)—Earnest

Weigaertner, Berlin; Cologne, L. Welter& Co.

FRANCE—Eugene Mervllle, Paris.

SWITZERLAND—Automobile Fabrik Orion AG., Zurich.

ITALY—Victor Croizat. Turin.

HOLLAND—Ringham & Company, Rotterdam.

NORWAY. SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. T. Nielsen & Co.,

Copenhagen, Denmark; L. P. Rose & Co., New York.

CANADA—Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

MEXICO—Oldsmobile Co., Mohler & De Gress,Mexlco City.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Camano & Company,

Buenos Ayres.

SOUTH AFRICA—White, Ryan & Co., Cape Town; Sher

riiT, Swingley & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

NEW SOUTH WALES—Knowles Auto.

& Power Co., Sydney. ,

VICTORIA—Hall & Warden. Melbourne.

ALBANY. N. Y.—Automobile Storage 8: Trad

ing Co.

.\'I‘I..>\.\"I‘.~\, GA.—C, H. Johnson.

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.—R. W. \Vhlpple.

BOSTON, MASS—Oldsmobile C0,

RUFF/XII). N. Y.——.iu_vm-s Automobile C0.

CHARLESTON, S. C.—Army Cycle Co.

CHICAGO.ILL.-,—Oldsmobile Co..Githens Bros.Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO—Oldsmobile.

COLUMBIA, S. C.—J. E. Richards.

DALLAS, TEXAS—Lipscomb & Garrett.

DAVENPORT, IA.—-Mason's Carriage Works.

DENVER, COLO.—G. E. Harman.

DETROIT, MICH.—Oldsmobiie C0.

ERIL' _“A.—Jacob Roth.

GRAN” RAPIDS, MlCH.——Adams & Hart.

HARRISBURG, PA.—Kline Cycle C0. of the I'nciflc.~

HOUSTON, TEXAS—Hawkins Automobile & SAVANNAH. GA.-—'l‘. A. Bryson. AUSTRALIA— Ql‘EENSLAND—James an“... & Sons,

Gas Engine Works. ST. LOUIS. MO.—Mississlppi Valley Automobile Co. Brisbane.

SO. AUSTRALIA—Duncan & Fraser,TEXARKANA, ARK.—-J. K, “’adley.

TUCSON, ARIZ.—F. Ronstadt.

“’ASHING'I‘ON, D. C.—Natlonal Capital Automo

bile Cu.

HAWAIIAN ISIIANDR—R. N. Halstead. Honolulu

GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND—Jnrrntt &' thts,

I.td.. 42': Great Marlboro St., London \\'., Eng.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE TO

Detroit, Mich.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.-—Flsher Automobile C0.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.—F. E. Gilbert.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—E. P. Morinrlty & C0.

LANSING. MICH.—W. K. Prudili-n & Co,

Adelaide.

NEW ZEAI.AND—-W. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd., Auckland.

JAPAN—Bruhl Bros, Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR, INDIA, (‘i-ZYLON. CHINA, JAVA,

SUMA'I‘RA. BORNEO, FORMOSA—New York ExportLOUISVILLE, KY.—Sutcliffe & C0.

& Import Co., New York City.MEMPHIS, TENN.—H. A. W’hlte.

I332

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, ........
PACTORIES: DETDOI'I' AND LANSING, MICII.

Members ol the Association Licensed Automobile Mnnuiacturers. - _
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CHANCE BLOW MAKES BAILEY LAW GROGGY

 

Licensing Provision as Drawn Declared'Unconstitutional by City Magistrates—This Ruling

Affects Only New York County—Decision Rendered in FlacWilliam Case Atter' "’

the Filing of Demurrer—Not a Prepared Case and the Point ’ "_ "

a Technical One—Other interesting Verdicts.

A blow that puts the Bailey law, as pugil

ists would say, on Queer Street, whence it

came, has been dealt by the New York City

Board of Police Magistrates. It was not

the clean knockout blow that it was promised

would be dealt by the law committee of the

Automobile Club, but only a punch landed

in a mixup that makes the law groggy so far

as its application in New York County is

concerned.

The Court of Special Sessions has decided

that the licensing clause is unconstitutional

because it discriminates between persons of

the same class, i. e., automobilists using the

highway. Therefore no license numbers need

hereafter be worn in New York City. This

is all the decision amounts to; for the juris

diction of the police magistrates does not ex

tend beyond Greater New York, and this de

cision may be reversed by a higher court,

though it seems unlikely. The decision will

not affect automobilists in New York State

generally, though it will relieve the few

such as the cabmcn and the owners of elec

tric coupes kept for city use exclusively.

Its prime virtue is that it clears the muddle

the trade was in with regard to the use of

demonstration cars. It now seems settled

that dealers need no longer fear being inter

cepted by the police and forced to explain in

The decision

does not by any means establish the uncon

stitutionality of licensing automobilists gen

erally and compelling them to display num

court that they are dealers.

 

here. The ruling of unconstitutionality was

made upon a technicality that an amend

ment of the law may rectify, an amendment

wiping out manufacturers and dealers as an

excepted class of automobiiists.

The decision was made in the case of

James MacWiiliam, an employe of the F. A.

La Roche Co., who was arrested on June 26.

It was handed down on last Friday, August

7, at the same time that several other in

teresting cases were disposed of by the Court

of Special Sessions.

Police Commissioner Greene was absent

from the city at the time the decision was

rendered, and for a few days the situation

was still an uncertain one. because no new

instructions were issued to 'the police, and

it was not known how they would act in the

absence of orders from headquarters, al

though the dealers were safe in operating

demonstration cars under the former order

that they would be immune it their cars dis

played their firm name and address, and

no arrests were heard 01! having been made.

The full text of the decision as rendered

by the court is given further on. It is an

able and interesting document in many

ways. ‘ .

It is broadly suggested that while the rul

ing of this petty court did not consider the

constitutionality of a State law making a

class of automobilists separate from other

users of the highways, this may he done

by a higher court. The document says that

the Bailey law as drawn, by discriminating

between automobilists, by making a class

within a class, “clearly offends the provi

sions of the Fourteenth Amendment of the

Federal Constitution." It the separation of

the manufacturers and dealers using cars

for business purposes on the highway from

those who use them for pleasure is an of

fence against the constitution, then it would

seem to the lay mind to be quite as great an

offence to separate the pleasure drivers of

the highway who choose to go out in a

motor carriage from the pleasure drivers

who choose to go out in horse-drawn vehicles

or on bicycles. This is the real issue not yet

tested by the law committee of the Auto

mobile Ciub, and the inadequate decision

against the law obtained in a police court is

only a “chance blow," for the court leaped

over the opportunity to dismiss on the

ground 01! “no offence" in order to render

the written decision on constitutionality.

Th Fourteenth Amendment of the Consti

tution oi! the United States contains five sec

tions. Sections 2 and 3 relate to the quail

fications of voters, the election or Represent

atives, etc.' Section 4 deals with the subject

of the public debt, and Section 5 gives Con

gress power to enforce the amendment. The

only part of the amendment that has a hear

ing on class legislation is in the first section,

which in full is as follows:

“All persons born or naturalized in the

United States and subject to the Jurisdiction
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thereof are citizens of the United States and

of the State in which they reside. No State

shall make or enforce any law which shall

abridge. the privileges or immunities of citi

zens of the United States; nor shall any State

deprive any person of life, liberty or prop

erty without due process of law, nor deny to

any person within its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the~laws."

W. W. Niles, of the law committee of the

Automobile Club of America, speaking of the

MacWilliam decision. said:

“This is an opening wedge for the framing

of a fair automobile law next year. I be

lieve that It will result in automobilists and

those opposed to the present methods of op

eration meeting on common ground and

thoroughly thrashing out the question. I am

sure that the decision will be sustained upon

appeal. This decision covers the operation

of machines at least in Greater New York.”

The decision:

L‘OURT OF SPECIAL SESSIONS OF THE

‘ FIRST DIVISION OF THE CITY OF

NE\V YORK.

Present: Hons. Willard H. Olmsted, P. J.;

Julius M. Mayer and William E. Wyatt,

.l. J.

The People, etc.,

vs.

James T. MacWilliams.

The complainant, a police officer, charges

that the defendant on the 26th day of June,

19103. in the county of New York. did wilfully

violate Sections 166 and 169a of the High

“ ay law as amended by Chapter 625f of the

LaWs of 1903, in that, on slid date, the de

fendant did operate an automobile along the

west drive near Seventy-second street. in

Central Park, without having the number of

the certificate issued to the defendant under

Sec.ion 166 placed upon the back of said an

tomobile in a conspicuous place so as to be

plainly visible.

The defendant demurs to the complaint on

flip. gmund that the facts set forth do not

constitute a crime, and asserts the unconsti

tuti -nali.y of the statute on several grounds.

The sections referred to in the information

arc'as follows:

Section 166 and Section 169a attached

hereto.

At the outset of Section 166 it will be

noted that every owner of an automobile is

required to tile astutement and pay a fee.

\\ hereupon the Secretary of State shall issue

to such person a certificate; but it is fur

ther provided that this section shall not ap

ply to a person manufacturing or dealing in

' automobiles or motor vehicles. except those

for his own private use and excepting those

hired out. Every person desiring to operate

an automobile as mechanic. employe or for

hire. Is also required to make a statement

and pay a registration fee. and thereupon

the Secretary of State shall issue to such

person an operator's certificate. By virtue

of Section 169a every such automobile

(inraning thereby an automobile for which a

c'irtificate has been obtained by its owner)

shall have the number of the certificate

placed upon the back thereof in a conspicu

ors ] lace. so as to be plainly visible.

The statute further provides that “a per

son who shall operate or run any automobile

upon any highway without a certificate first

had and obtained. as herein provided. or be

ing the holder of such a certificate shall rc

fnsc to exhibit the same on demand to any

peace officer, shall be deemed guilty of a

misdemeanor,” and upon conviction shall be

punishable by certain penalties of fine or im

prisonment as well as by a suspension of

his right to run an automobile for certain

periods of time.

By virtue of Section 166 it is provided that

every mechanic, employe or operator for hire

shall at all times when operating an auto

mobile carry his certificate with him; but it

is not clear whether the owner of the auto

mobile is required to carry his certificate

with him, or whether the owner‘s certificate

should always accompany the automobile

when in use upon the highway. It is thus

apparent that in certain cases where the cer»

tifieate is not obtained, and in other cases

where it is not exhibited to a peace officer

on demand, and in other cases such as that

at bar. where the number of the certificate

is not placed upon the back of the automo

bile in a conspicuous place so as to be plain

ly visible, the offender is subjected to severe

penalties.

In the case at bar it appears from the com

plaint that the defendant is the owner of the

automobile in question, and if found guilty

may be punished by a fine of fifty dollars

and a suspension of his right to run an au

tomobile for a period of not less than two

weeks. (Sec. 169a and Sec. 169b.)

It is contended that the information is in

sufficient because there is a failure to nega- '

tive certain exceptions in the statute. This

question of pleading is discussed in the cases

of the People vs. Farr and People vs. Taza,

decided herewith. The allegation in this

complaint that the defendant had a certifi

cate and that it was the number of that cer

tificate which he failed to have displayed on

his automobile presupposes that he was one

of the persons required to obtain a certifi

cate and render the negative allegations un

necessary. Had it not been for such affirma

tive allegation that the defendant was the

holder of the certificate required by the

statute the complaint would have been de

fective. The complaint therefore being good

in form. the sole question before the court

is the constitutionality of the provisions at

tacked.

The Highway law. of which the sections in

question are amendments, is a police regu

lation. enacted by the legislature for the

safeguarding of the public upon the high

ways of the State. _

It is elementary that all persons have the

right to use the public highways, subject to

reasonable regulations which make for the

safety of the community.

Under this statute the obtaining of a cer

tificate is not based upon the skill of the

proposed certificate holder. The only pun

pose which the legislature could have had

in providing for the system of registration.

certification and numbering was the identifi

cation of automobiles and'the persons oper

ating the same. so that in the event of acci

dent. injury or misconduct the identity of

the person operating the automobile could'

be readily ascertained.

It is fundamental that a legislative enact

ment is not valid which discriminates be

tween persons of the. same class. It is

claimed by the learned counsel for the de

fence that the persons of the same class in

this case are all the persons who use the

highway. Whether operators of automobiles

or persons riding or driving horses. or using

any other method of locomotion regulated by

the Highway law. Whether this contention

is correct is not necessary for us to deter

mine. it is clear that all persons operating

automobiles on the highway are in the s-imc

class. and the statute must therefore sub

ject all such persons to the same regulations.

There is, however. a class of owners or

operators of automobiles who are excepted

out of the statute. These are persons who

manufacture or deal in automobiles, and

such persons are not required to file a state

ment with the Secretary of State, nor to pay

the registration fee, nor to have a certifi

cate, nor to cause to be displayed upon their

automobiles the number of the certificate.

There is thus no statutory means whatever

of identifying the automobiles or the persons

of this excepted class. It is contended that

the exception applies to manufacturers or

dealers only when the automobiles are not

upon the highway, and in support of that

contention we are referred to the provision

of the statute that the exception section shall

not apply where a manufacturer or dealer

operates his automobile for his own private

use or for hire.

This contention cannot be sustained. The

highway law can only refer to the use of

vehicles of various kinds upon the highway.

and cannot refer to the use of vehicles

upon one’s private property. The legislat

ure would have no power to require a cer

tificate for the operation of a vehicle on one’s

own private property unless such operation

was a nuisance. Therefore the exception in

behalf of the manufacturers and dealers can

refer only to the use by them of automobiles

upon the highway for purposes other than

their own private use or hire. “Own private

use" undoubtedly refers to a use not con

nected with the display, test or demonstra

tion of the automobile for purposes of manu

facture. purchase or sale.

By the enactment of this exception a situa

tion was created whereby one class of citi

zens owning automobiles can be readily iden

tified and another class of owners cannot be

identified by the same means. For instance.

a citizen owning an automobile and operat

ing the same for his enjoyment may be

readily identified by statutory means if he

violates the speed provisions of the law or

any ordinance, while the dealer who is

demonstrating the qualities of his machine

may escape under like circumstances because

of the lack of statutory means of identifica

tion; and as a consequence a private owner

may be subjected to severe penalties which

the manufacturer or dealer may readily

escape. Thus, the statute discriminates be

tween persons of the same class, to wit:

Persons operating the same kind of vehicles

upon the highway. This is a discrimination

which clearly offends the provisions of the

Fourteenth Amendment of the federal Con

stitution. It therefore follows that the re

quirements of the law in regard to filing a

statement, registration and certification. and

the display of the number of the certificate

are um-onstituti.:nal, in so far as they are

applicable to owners of automobiles and mo

tor vehicles. and as under our construction

of the statute tl e defendant was not required

to obtain a certificate. he was not. of course,

required to display the number of his cer

tificate on the Pack of the. automobile. The

provisions of the statute in relation to the

regist'ation and the certification of mechan

ics and employes are not before us for de

termination and we do not pass upon the

same.

It is suggested by the learned District At.

torney that this court should not pass upon

the constitutionality of the statute we dis

cuss.

It is undoubtedly the policy of the lower

courts not to pass upon the constitutionality

of a statute where there is no means of re

view. and had the defendant gone to trial and

had this question arisen upon a motion in

arrest of judgment. this court. in pursuance

of well settled policy. would not have con

sidered the constitutional question; but as an

appeal lies from the allowance of a demurrer

the people have full opportunity to test the

question involved. and in any event the

grand jury has the power to indict the de

fendant us for misdemeanor—so that there

an (Continued on page 748)

l
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ENDURANCE TEST NO PLEASURE JAUNT'

 

Rules Framed for the Run to Pittsburg are Drastic—No Stops Without Penalization—All

Repairs Result in Loss of Points—Brake, Hill Climbing, Weight and

Finish—Condition Tests Provided for—Observers Change

Each Day—Time System Abolished. .

In preparing the rules for its “First An

nual Endurance Test" the National Asso

ciation of Automobile Manufacturers have

made it plain that they consider the industry

today sufficiently advanced to submit to a

contest that will lay bare the weak points of

the competing cars. For the conditions given

in minute detail make necessary a test of

character most unusual in this country. This,

the third great American endurance contest,

will be one infinitely more severe than last

year's to Boston and return, just as that one

was an immense advance over the Buffalo

run of 1901.

Drastic in the extreme are the conditions

or the run from New York to Pittsburg by

way of Cleveland scheduled to begin October

7. In brief, they provide that no stops and

no repairs shall be made either to cars or

tires without penalization; that no repairs

shall be made except in the running time, by

the operator or his mechanic accompanying

the car or the observer, and with tools and

parts carried en route or obtained at local re

pair shops; and that an account shall be taken

of all replacements, and a. charge made

against the car on account of thcm. Start

ing with a credit of 3,000 points, there shall

be a deduction of one point for each minute

stopped; and all stops between controls for

upplies shall be included in this charge.

This test, the most important of all, is but

one of five. The other four are, respectively,

a brake test, a hill climbing competition—

both to take place at the finish of the run—

and tests of weight carrying capacity and of

condition of the car at the finish. These fur

nish a maximum of 3,000 points, or 6,000 in

all, and three classes of certificates are to

be issued, based on percentages of over 90,

80 and 70 per cent, respectively.

On the other hand, the elaborate system of

time limits which characterized last year‘s

conbflt are wiped out at once fell swoop.

Running time figures not all; only stop

pages. The night controis close at midnight,

and cars arriving after that time are penal

ized. Outside of that it is go as you please,

subject to local ordinances and regulations.

 

To cap all, the observers are forbidden to

give out any times, or indeed any other in

formation. A superintendent of observers is

provided for, however, and presumably he

will give out information each night.

It is noteworthy that no change of tire

makes is permitted; cars may have replace

ments, but they must be the same make as

the original parts; and all replacements are

charged against the car.

The entrance" fee is placed at $25, and

there is no restriction as to the number of

entries one manufacturer may make. It is

provided, however—and this will probably

cause some uplifting of brows—that each

contestant must provide an observer and

pay his expenses during the contest. Such

observer, however, will be given a difler

ent car each day, and he shall never ofl‘iciate

in a car owned or controlled by the entrant

who selected him.

it is proposed to mark turnings and all

doubtful points by scattering confetti there

on. If the small boys along the route learn

of this in time, they will probably do all

they can to aid the conductors of the run.

While the route as a whole is as already

given in these columns, viz., up the Hudson

River to Kingston, and across Southern New

York to Buflalo, thence to Cleveland and

return to Pittsburg, a distance of about 827

miles, the details are yet to be settled. To

a Motor World man Manager Miles stated on

Tuesday that a decision would not be reached

until about thirty days before the start. A

number of trips will be made over the vari

ous routes, and the condition of the roads,

especially near the time of the contest, taken

into consideration.

The complete rules follow:

The contest shall consist of:

A—Run from New York to Pittsburg,

Penn., over a course whose details shall

be announced one month in advance of

the contest.

B—Brake test.

G—Hill climbing tcst.

D—Test of weight carrying capacity.

E—Test of condition of car at finish.

For each of these divisions points shall

be awarded as hereinafter provided.

2—DATES OF THE CONTEST.

The dates of the various sections of the

contest shall be as follows, regardless of

weather:

October 6—9 a. m., weighing and examina

tion of cars.

October 7—7 a. m., start of the run.

October 7 to 14—Finish of the run.

October 15—7 to 9 a. m., brake and hill

climbing tests.

October 15 and 16, and following days—

Examination of cars.

3—POINTS. '

The Run—Maximum points obtain

able . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000

Brake Test—Maximum points obtain

able . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250

Hill Climbing—Maximum points ob

tainable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 250

Weight Carrying Capacitly—Maxi

mum points obtainable . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.000

Condition at Finish—Maximum points

obtainable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,500

Possible points obtainable . . . . . . . . .. 6,000

4—ELIGIB1LI'1‘Y.

The contest shall be open to all classes of

self-propelled vehicles, subject only to the

following restrictions: 1

They must be so constructed that at

least two passengers can be carried: seated

side by side.

They must be provided with efficient

brakes, independent of the engine, and a

reversing device.

They must be regularly manufactured

and offered for sale to the public.

They must be fully equipped as specified

in the entry blank, and no change in

equipment or any deviation from the de

scription furnished at the time of entry

shall be permitted in any feature of the

contest.

They must be equipped with all the

seats usually carried.

5—CLASSIFICATION.

Vehicles shall be classified according to

price as follows:

Class A—$1,000 and less.

Class B—$1,001 to $1,500, inclusive.

Class C—$1,501 to $2,000, inclusive.

Class D—$2,001 to $2,500, inclusive.

Class E—$2,501 to $3.000, inclusive.

Class F—$3,001 to $3,500, inclusive.

Class G—Over $3,500.

0—WEIGHING AND EXAMINATION.

Weighing. examination and sealing of

cars shall commence at 9 a. m. Each con

(Cnllsd 0! Pl‘ 143-)
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The Best Automobile for the Least Money.
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SHEDS LIGHT

ON A

DIFFICULT

PROBLEM.

Immediate Deliveries
FOR THE FIRST TIIVIE IN OVER TWO YEARS. BETTER GRASP

THE OPPORTUNITY WHILE YOU MAY.

“""F’m‘mfle;12*;‘f51i33.35e5f="'=d NORTHERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, DETROIT, MICI‘I.

 

 

  

 

When it comes to equipment

you cannot overlook

“PISK TIRES“
That is, of course, if you want

the best—they are.

MANUFACTURED BY

FISK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, l‘lass.

BRANCHES: ..

BOSTON, SPRINGFIELD, NE\V YORK, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGOI

604 Atlantic Ave. 40 Dwight St. 83 Chambers St. 916 Arch St. 52 State St.

SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, DETROIT, SAN FRANCISCO.

423 80. Clinton St. 28 W. Genesee St. 254 Jefferson Ave. 114 Second St.

4.4 m
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The Way and The Leader.

Able and interesting, and even gratifying

to some extent, as it is, the decision of the

Court of Special Sessions of New York City

on the Bailey law is not satisfactory. Prac

tically nothing has been gained by it beyond

the relief from license obligations of the

small number who maintain automobiles ex

clusively for city use, and most of these have

already obtained licenses. This is not the

high court decision that was so abundantly

promised by the supporters of the Bailey

law.

DECISION ON AN ERROR.“

Furthermore, it is worth noting that the

decision seems to have been rendered through

.an error of allegation or of understanding.

.Itis stated in the decision that the defend

ant, MacWiiliam, “is the owner of the auto

mobile in question"; also that “the allegation

in this complaint that the defendant had a

certificate and that it was the number of

that certificate which he failed to have dis

played on his automobile presupposes that

he was one of the persons required to obtain

a certificate and render the negative alle

gations unnecessary. Had it not been for

such atiirmative allegation that the defend

ant was the holder of the certificate required

by the statute, the complaint would have

been defective. The complaint therefore be

ing in good form, the sole question before

the court is the constitutionality of the pro—

visions attacked."

It is difficult to understand how the alle

gation could have been made that MacWill

iam was the owner 01! the automobile and

had an owner’s license. MacWilliam, it is

understood, was not the owner, but a chauf

feur, and all he had was a chaufieur’s li

cense, as be explicitly stated at the time of

his arrest. Therefore if the allegation was

made it was incorrect, and the complaint

was defective after all, and the case should

have been dismissed on that ground; and

the question of the constitutionality was not

the sole one before the court.

COURAGIII FOR THE CRAVEN.

This rather extraordinary overreaching of

the merits in the case in order to render a

decision on the constitutionality of the law

does not, however, affect the worth of that

decision. As the first judicial opinion on

the constitutionality of any part of the great

legislative mesh that has been entangling the

progress of the most modern road vehicle,

the decision is of peculiar value in that it

illustrates how constitutionally weak are the

threads of the net woven by the obstruction

ists. The decision is valuable in the encour

agement it gives automobilists to resist the

attempt that is being made to hedge them

around with unreasonable legal restraints, as

it they were branded criminals pictured in a

rogues‘ gallery, who may not cross this or

that "dead line” of the highway, and who

are under the constant surveillance of the

police.

The craven tendency on the part of motor

vehicle users to submit to all the impositions

of the anti-automobilists has been one of the

most amazing manifestations in connection

with the development of the motor car. Men

of vast wealth and influence have puffed

with brave talk, and yet recoiled from any

actual fight for individual rights which even

a petty court would declare are fundamental.

The most abject cowardice has been dis

played in the face of the anti-automobile

sentiment, and the remark recently made by

a lawyer representing a powerful body of

automobilists, “We are not numerous enough

to oppose this sentiment against us,” seems

to have expressed the miserable fearfulness

of all. '

Now that one elfective first blow has been

dealt to the Bailey law, it is to be hoped

that at least the cur courage of the wolf

pack will be found in the automobiling ranks,

and that some of the organizations will leap

upon the crippled statute in a body, as skulk

ing wolves do upon a wounded creature that

they dare not attack when it is in fighting

form. ' -

U. s. CONSTITUTION THE KEY.

One of the most interesting features of the

decision rendered by Justices Olmsted, Mayer

and Wyatt is that which calls explicit at

tention to the portion of the Federal 00n

stitution which oppressive statutes such as

the Bailey law offend against. Ultimately

all law is grounded upon justice, and in the

final analysis the principles of equity which

are patent to common sense are found to be

threaded through all the skein of legal tech

nicalities. It is without apology, therefore,

that the Motor World asks of the lawyers

now retained in the interests of various auto

mobile organizations why they have not be

fore discovered what the police court jus

tices have promulgated, and why they do not

at once go further and establish the greater

unconstitutionality of the Bailey law which

was diplomatically passed over by.the mu

uiclpal magistrates.

There is the most obvious haste manifested

by the magistrates in their decision in pass

ing over the question of the law being un

constitutional, because of discriminating

against one set of those in the great class of

highway users. The able but politic. court

document states:

“It is fundamental that a legislative enact~

ment is not valid which discriminates be

tween persons of the same class. It is

claimed by the learned counsel for the de

fence that the persons of the same clam in

this case are all the persons who use the

highway, whether operators of automobiles

or persons riding or driving horses, or using

any other method or locomotion, regulated by

the Highway law. Whether this contention

is correct is not necessary for us to deter

mine. It is clear that all persons operating

automobiles on»the highway are in the same

class, and the statute must therefore subject

all such persons to the same regulation."

WHAT IS A CLASS?

The haste with which this contention is

put aside is suggestive of the behavior or

one who in the woods inadvertently brushes

against some noisome and dangerous growth.
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If the pleasure drivers of the highways who

go out in automobiles, behind horses or on

bicycles do not constitute a class, then in

the name of all the immortal lexicographers

what, your honors, does constitute a class of

citizens? Here we have in a colony or group

on Long Island near the hotbed of automobile

haters a number of citizens distinguished for

their wealth, their social and political emi

nence. Generally they are accepted as a

class in whatever capacity they may be act

ing. There are the Whitneys, Bostwicks,

Vanderbilts, Keenes, Bipleys, et als., citizens

of the United States and of New York State,

and frequently spoken of as the “Meadow

brook Set." They all use the highways, and

all of them use various conveyances on it,

sometimes an automobile, sometimes a sad

dle horse, at other times a phaeton or coach

or again a bicycle. Under what burlesque of

Justice and common sense can farmer legis

lators say that any one of this class of high

way users is in one class while using a

bicycle, or buggy, or brake, but that the

same person is in another class as soon as

he chooses to go over the same road, for the

same purpose, to or from his home, and do

so in an automobile? Can the same person

while doing the same thing have all his

rights under the constitution radically modi

fied by the choice of a different vehicle as a

means to an end? There is neither equity,

justice. common sense nor law in such a.

thing. Then when this group of highway

users go out in vehicles of all sorts and

mingle with the masses on the common road,

are not they [all of a class as highway travel

lers under the constitution?

FLAGRANT VIOLATION OF CONSTITUTION.

The Fourteenth Amendment says that "No

State shall make or enforce any law which

shall abridge the privileges or immunities of

citizens of the United states." The whole

aim and object of. automobile legislation up

to date has been to abridge the privileges

and immunities of citizens on the highways

when they seek to exercise with an automo—

bile the same privileges in the free use of

the roads which they enjoy in common with

all other citizens when they use a horse

and buggy, even a vicious, dangerous horse,

or a bicycle, even a creaking and untrust

worthy fright of a bicycle.

It is against this most flagrant and mani

fest infringement of the rights of citizens,

which automobilists as citizens hold inher

ently under the constitution, that the Motor

World has been from the first, and is now,

implacably arrayed. From the initial legis

lative moves the Motor World has called

,the higher courts of justice.

upon the organized bodies to make a man’s

fight for a man‘s rights, and for the free

and untrammelled use of the highway in

common with the users of all other vehicles.

The Motor World says now, as it has from

the first, that eventually the question will

have to be fought out in the courts on the

basis of constitutional rights. To tempo

rize by seeking modified laws at the hands

of the avowed enemies of the automobile is

only to postpone the fight to a finish that

must come. The sooner it comes the better.

A MOSES HAS BEEN FOUND.

Great cause for rejoicing has been found

through this MacWilliam case and the de

cision rendered in it. It has brought to

light at last one man, representing the auto

mobilists, who believes in going to the root

of the matter—one man whose speech on the

subject rings true, who seeks no compromise.

but asks boldly for the whole loaf that is a

citizen‘s birthright, and proposes to fight for

it all. In Charles Thaddeus Terry, the at

torney for the National Association of Auto

mobile Manufacturers, there has been found

a Moses who seeks the true path, and who

may yet be looked to to lead the forlornly

fearful tribe of automobilists out of the

wilderness of unjust legislation.

It is not only the question of licensing that

requires testing, but the whole bundle of

special legislation against the free use of

automobiles. In his briefs submitted in the

Farr and Ellis cases Mr. Terry ably attacks

the whole structure, and in a manner that

must crumble it when the questions reach

Some of his

utterances in those briefs should be emblaz

oned on the facade of buildings where auto

mobilists meet and pasted inside the hat of

every man who operates a motor car. We

can quote only sparingly:

SOME RINGING TRUTHS.

“The right to use the streets in conformity

with existing laws is a natural right, and it

cannot be converted into a privilege by

statute.

“This natural right is inherent in every

citizen, and cannot be made a matter of

purchase and sale at the will of the State.

His freedom to exercise this right cannot

be taken away by the imposition of a tax."

The point next raised is, we believe, a new

one, in respect to calling attention to the

fact that the Bailey law prevents the ordi

nary citizen, however competent he mny be,

from borrowing or renting a mototr car and

running it, because no one can do so unless

he is an owner or a chauffeur:

“It simply provides that two classes of in

dividuals shall be given the inestimable privi

lege of operating an automobile, if they c0m

ply with certain regulations, to wit: Owners

of automobiles and chauffeurs, or mechanics.

They are obliged to pay for the privilege and

put themselves to considerable, to be sure;

but it is to be \borne in mind that no one

else in the community can obtain this privi

lege, even by going to that trouble and pay

ing the fee. The statute is illogically and

tyrannically discriminating and unconstitu

tional when it gives the right to operate auto

mobiles to some members of the community

and denies it to others, although the distinc

tion is not based upon any reason or upon

any logical principle of discrimination."

These are ringing sentences. Further on

Mr. Terry raises the point that the license

fee constitutes a double taxation.

AN OPERA BOUFFE DECISION.

In the case W. H. Ellis, Counsellor Terry

submitted another brief that goes to the

heart of the matter. Mr. Ellis had the dis

tinction of being the first one in New York

State who was punished under the Bailey

law by being forbidden to go out in his auto.

mobile for two weeks, just as boys who tear

their trousers are punished by being kept in

The delicious absurdity of the

decision in the Ellis case has not been per

ceived by the daily press, apparently. It is

quite as good as anything in opera boufle.

The court on the same day handed down the

decisions in the MacWilliam, the Farr and

the Ellis cases. In the MacWilliam decision

the justices declared that the licensing pro

vision is unconstitutional—that therefore no

license is necessary in order to run an auto

Then the same lawgivers turned and

in the Ellis case confirmed the judgment

passed suspending his license for two weeks:

"You need no license, sir, and I suspend your

license, sir, anyhow.”

the house.

mobile.

To what a state of confusion has

the motor car brought the bench, the bar and

the farmer legislators!

Oh, my!

LET US BE FREE.

The way to end the nonsensical and ty

rannical oppression of automobilists has been

found. The Motor World first pointed it

out, and now a court itself has pointed the

way.

A man has been found who recognizes the

way, and is willing to follow it. It is the

only way, and the outcome is not in doubt.

Smash all the oppressive legislation that is

not constitutional! Let us be free men, with

automobiles as with all else!
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SPAULDING IS DROWNED

Late Head of Buffalo Concern Drives into Erie

Canal, With Fatal Result.

Henry F. Spaulding, formerly president of

the Spaulding Automobile & Supply Co., Buf

falo, was the victim of a fatal accident four

miles from Fort Plain, N. Y., on Tuesday

last. He was driving an automobile 0n the

towpath of the Erie Canal. Owing to the

muddy condition of the path, and while turn

ing out for a lineman's team, his car swerved

more than he intended. and the man and

machine plunged into the water. Two line

men rushed to aid him, but in their excite

ment they let go of a rope, one end of which

they had thrown to the drowning man.

One of them then hastened to Spraker, a

hamlet near by, for assistance, but by the

time help arrived Spaulding had gone down

for the last time. Search for the body began

immediately, and the man‘s coat, which was

presumably on the seat when the accident

happened, was soon after found. There were

papers, letters, etc., that positively identified

him. Later the body was recovered, badly

entangled in the rope which had been thrown

to him. The automobile, uninjured and with

the brakes set, was also recovered.

Besides the other papers in Spaulding’s

pockets was a draft for $5,000, payable to his

order. He was en route to Buffalo, and met

with an' accident one week ago that kept

him in Amsterdam for repairs until Tues

day. Meantime his travelling companions,

hi wife and her mother, had gone on to

Syracuse, where they were waiting to con

tinue the journey with him. The body and

the automobile were taken to Canajoharle,

and relatives at various points were notified.

The unfortunate man was the head of the

Spaulding Automobile & Supply Co., Buffalo,

which was placed in the hands of a receiver

a few months ago.

 

Increased Capacity for Hartford Plant.

Work has been commenced on a three and

one-half story addition to the Hartford Rub

ber Works, measuring 100 by 200 feet. The

addition will be of brick and brownstone,

and will be devoted to the production of

automobile and carriage tires. The power

plant of the Hartford works is also to be

doubled by the installation of a new 1000

horsepower engine. ,

Grieb Goes to Cotieyville.

H. C. Grieb, of Carthage, Mo., who had

been carrying on a bicycle repair business at

Joplin, has sold out there in order to open a

garage at Coffeyville, Kan. He will have a

power plant and all necessary equipment.

As Coffeyville already boasts of eighteen or

twenty automobiles, and expects others, the

place appears to aflord an excellent opening.

 

The first of the four-cylinder Peerless cars

has been shipped to Banker Bros, New York.

Wants Financial Encouragement.

If the “proper encouragement” is given the

enterprise, an automobile plant may be lo

cated at Nashville, Tenn. Tyndale Palmer,

vice-president and general manager of the

Union Terminal Company of New York City,

has written to Mayor Head, making inquiry

about the prospect for the wtablishment of

such a plant there. He states that he is de~

sir-ous of locating the plant in Nashville be

cause it would be convenient for the South

ern trade. He says that practical men are

behind the enterprise, and intimates that if

he is given the proper encouragement from

local capitalists he will surely bring the com

pany there.

Motor wagons for delivery purposes, bothf

light and heavy, and various other motor ma

chines will be manufactured should the com

pany succeed in getting established.

Mr. Palmer has more than one string to his

bow, however. He has written a similar let

ter to at least two other cities, viz., Du

buque, iowa, and Chester, Penn. ~ ‘

Worcester Garage Changes Owners.

The Worcester, Mass, Automobile Station

1, located at 43 Foster street, has changed

hands, Thomas C. Orndorl! and Harry G.

Orndorfl', the owners, selling the business

to a newly organized company. The company

has elected these officers: Asa Goddard, pres

ident; Frank L. Coes, secretary; Arthur Put

nam, treasurer; John W. Harrington, Fred

erick S. Wilder and B. F. Blaney, of Spring

field, board of directors. The station will be

in charge of Blaney.

Recent Incorporation.

Camden, N. J.—Continental Motor Vehicle

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $100,000

capital. Incorporators—Daniel M. Plantz,

Henry 5. Mansfield, L. Charles Bechtle, Will

iam F. Robinson and Robert C. Taylor, all of

Camden, N. J.

To Climb Louisville Steps.

On August 12 J. H. Bledsoe, of Louisville,

Ky., will attempt to ascend the courthouse

steps on Jefferson street, Louisville, in a

Cadillac car. There are about sixty steps to

climb, the landing being twenty—four feet

from the sidewalk.

Authorized Bond Issue.

At a meeting held last week the directors

of the International Power Vehicle 00..

Stamford, Conn., authorized an issue of

$250,000 first mortgage 5 per cent twenty

year gold bonds for the purpose of increas

ing the capacity of the ~plant.

 

 

Cape Town Merthant Coming.

R. B. Tyre, the head of R. B. 'Tyre & Co.,

(‘ape Town, is due in this country early next

month. bent on securing the agencies for sev

eral American cars. His firm maintains

branches in several towns in Cape Colony.

Sutciifl'e & Co., Louisville, Ky., have been

forced to ask their creditors for an extension.

The concern is a mail-order house which re

cently began to handle automobiles.

1

TO ASSESS STOCKHOLDERS

Trustee of Embarassed Remington Concern Bq'

Rabi“

‘9

gins Suit for Unpaid Subscriptions.—_ .‘l

Stockholders of the bankrupt Remington

Automobile Company, of Utica, N. Y., an?

much disturbed over a new turn the affairs"

of the company has taken. It has beep~

rumored for some little time that proceedf

ings would be instituted against themcompel them to pay their stock subscrip?

tions. This turns out to be true. ,

L. N. Southworth, the trustee in bank}

ruptcy of the Remington Automobile ComL

pany, has begun a proceeding inethe United

States District Court to compel stockholderh

of the company to pay in their stock sull

scriptions. The suit is returnable before-i:

Judge Buy on October 6, and the indication

are that it will be hotly conteted. Th

proceeding is to have the court levy an as”

sessment against the stockholders, and if

the amounts are not paid then suit will be

brought in the name of the trustee. It is

stated that the liabilities of the company

over all assets are about $42,000, and this

amount the stockholders will have to make

good if the present proceeding is success,

fully maintained. ' ‘ -

 
r

Autocar Makes an Addition. -‘

Successive additions to the plant of fife

Autocar Company, Ardinore, Penn., have

exhausted all the land owned by the cori

cern. The demand for greater facilities is

still pressing, however, and a plot of adjoin'

ing land has been leased. Upon it a large

wing connecting with the present plant wig

be erected. ‘ ;

Tales Sons into Partnership. ;

Henry P. Jones, trading as Phineas Jones

& Co., Newark, N. J., has admitted his sons

Phineas and H. Percy Jones to partnership

in the business of manufacturing automobile

and other vehicle wheels; the style oi! the

firm will remain unchanged. '3

 

)

New Model [or Studebaker. - ~"

A four passenger electric vehicle will be

placed on the market by the Studebaker

Bros. Co., next year. There has been so

much call for a vehicle of this type that do

signs for it have already been prepared. _7

I 

Assignment tor Jones-Cerbin. . 5

The Jones-Corbin Co., Philadelphia, hag

made an assignment for the benefit of ltd

creditors. An attachment for $10,000 had

been served on the concern previously, and

this undoubtedly hastened the assignment.

The concern was a new one, and made a

gasolcne runabout. '

Old Company is Dissolved.

Now that the Regas Automobile Company.

of Rochester, N. Y.. has been incorporated,

the Regas Vehicle Company is being wound

up. A certificate of voluntary dissolution

has been filed with the Secretary of State.
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TheTour thatStands f

l I 'HE now completed cross-continent

tour by that eminent surgeon, Dr.

H. Nelson Jackson, was quite un

like any undertaking of the sort ever at

tempted: It was not a trade enterprise. It

was undertaken for pleasure, not for profit

or publicity. The Doctor was not seeking advertising for anyone.

_ Dr. Jackson was not in the employ of any one connected with

the automobile industry, nor was he paid to attempt the ocean-to

ocean journey. It was not an “inspired” task, nor did the. good
i Doctor travel in company with a “press agent” or a factory expert;

nor did a factory expert follow him by train to render assistance when

assistance was required. Repair stations equipped with duplicate

parts were not established for him and were not at his command.

'He selected his own car, was accompanied by a companion of his

own choosing, Sewell K. Croker, drove the car himself, carried but

one extra tire and four extra spark plugs, paid his own bills, followed

his own route and was subject to no one's commands. He was

wholly disinterested from a trade standpoint, and had the reputation

of no car or the advertising of it in mind.

Dr. Jackson’s successful undertaking, therefore. “stands for

something.” It teaches a lesson—conveys a moral. It shows what a

good man with a good car can do when he sets out to do it. It

proved that there is one dependable car—

one that even for the most“ trying journey

need not be “kept in touch " with the

factory that produced it.

 

 

 

 

  

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN AMEDICA’S STAN

Tm: WINTON M0T01
Factories and Head Office:
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II‘ Something and Why

_

%

  

R. JACKSON drove a regular

model Winton car, purchased by

him from a private owner in San

Francisco, at a premium over the regular

purchase price of 352,500. When he ar—

rived at Cleveland (only 700 miles from

New York) the motor was in such splendid condition that he refused

to let it go into the Winton factory for a “looking over." It had gone

up and over the High Sierras, traversed the Great Desert (a feat

never accomplished by another automobile), climbed the rugged

ascents and threaded the dangerous passes of the Rocky Mountains,

rolled over the plains of Nebraska, ploughed through the black mud

roads of Iowa and continued on through Illinois, Indiana and Ohio,

but the motor was in such condition when Cleveland was reached

that no factory inspection was necessary.

This record is the more remarkable when it is considered

that no factory mechanic accompanied Dr. Jackson, and that he had

no system of relays for duplicate parts, tires or other supplies along

the route. '

Dr. Jackson left San Francisco May 23, going north through

the picturesque Oregon country, and thence east over the Great

Desert, arriving in New York July 26th, having made a total milage

of about 6,000 miles, at an average speed _—

of over 100 miles per day, although the

Doctor made no attempt at a speed record.

 

  

  

RD HIGHEST GRADE CAD, SEND POD CATALOG.

CARRIAGE COMPANY,

LEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.
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ENDURANCE TEST NO PLEASURE .IAUNT

IContinued from page 715.)

testant shall report to the official welgher

with his car equipped exactly as it will

compete in all sections of the test. It shall

be necessary for the car to conform in all

respects to the description given at the

time of entry. The ofiicial weigher, hav

ing made a record of the weight of the

car, shall attach a seal. Without the seal

no car shall be allowed to start. Each con

testant shall obtain from the weigher a

badge for himself and for one passenger,

if one be carried, said badge or badges

bearing the number of his car, which badge

or badges shall be worn conspicuously dur

ing the contest; two banners and two num

bers, which must be attached to the car.

Ballast, if any be carried, shall also be

weighed and so sealed that the weigher can

identify it at later stages of the contest.

He shall make a record of such ballast, or

if passengers only are to be carried make

note of that fact.

0n the morning of the start and each

morning thereafter he shall examine the

ballast and satisfy himself that it has not

been changed. ‘

7—THE RUN.

The run shall start at 7 a. m. on Octo

ber 7. Each contestant shall be credited at

the start with 3,000 points, representing ap‘

proximately the number of mhiutes re

quired to cover the full distance at legal

speed. From this number shall be deducted

one point for each minute or portion there

of a car is at rest, no matter what the

cause, except as hereinafter specified.

Should it be necessary for a car to stop

while nearing an ofi'lcial garage by reason

of pressure of cars ahead, and for no other

reason, the fact shall be noted by the ob

server, but there shall be no forfeiture of

points. The cars shall fall in line on the

right side of the road, no car overlapping

the one ahead.

One stop, not to exceed one hour, shall be

permitted for luncheon without penaliza

tion, the observer, meanwhile, never to be

out of sight of the car.

There shall be no penalization for un

avoidable stops to avoid frightening horses,

traffic, demands of nature, to render assist

ance in case of accident to other cars or

drivers of horses, or to light lamps. In all

these cases, motors shall be allowed to be

stopped, provided there shall be no fia

grant violation of the rules.

To secure a perfect score it shall be nec

essary for a car to make the entire jour

ney under its own power. If at any time

a car shall proceed without any part of its

load, a record of the time such load is ab

sent shall be taken by the observer, and

the car shall be penalized as if stopped.

Should a car be towed or pushed, the time

occupied in such towing or pushing shall

be considered as a stop.

8—BRAKE TESTS.

Brake and hill climbing tests shall com

mence at 9 a. m. on October 15. Each con

testant shall report to the official meas

urer, with his car equipped exactly as it

-competed in the run, and with its extra

parts, supplies and ballast on board.

To secure a perfect record in the brake

test, a car shall demonstrate to the satis

faction of the referee its ability to stop

within feet, in a speed of

miles an hour. A perfect record shall en

title a contestant to 250 points. For each

foot or fraction thereof in excess of the

 

 

said ———-— feet required to bring a car

to a standstill points shall be de

ducted.

In making the stop a car shall not be per

untted to de'viate more than three feet on

either side from the direct course in which

it has been travelling.

To secure a perfect score in the hill climb

ing tests, a car shall demonstrate to the

satisfaction of the referee its ability to

.climb a distance of feet in

minutes. on an average grade of per

cent, flying start of 200 feet being permit

ted; to back fifty feet, come to a standstill,

and then move forward fifty feet, all on an

average grade of per cent. A perfect

score shall entitle a contestant to 250

points. The following penalties shall be

enforced: For each stop, 20 points; for each

five seconds or portion thereof in excess

of the said minutes required to com

plete the distance, one point; for failure

to back the required fifty feet, 50 points;

for failure to start on the grade and com

plete the required fifty feet, 50 points.

No change of sprockets or gears for hill

climbing or for any other purpose, except

repair, shall be permitted. In case of re

placement the sprocket must Ibe of the

same size.

9—WEIGHT CARRYING CAPACITY.

Except that each car must carry an ob

server, the number of passengers shall be

optional. A record shall be made of the

weight carried either in passengers, includ

ing the operator and observer, or ballast,

exclusive of personal baggage and extra

parts. At the finish of the 'run each car

which shall have carried a load equal to

30 per cent or more of the weight of the

car shall be credited with 1,000 points, and

cars whose loads shall have been less than

30 per cent in proportion. Operators, pas

sengers and observers shall be assumed to

weigh 150 pounds apiece, but there shall

be no obvious variation from that weight.

Vehicles shall be equipped with all of the

seats usually carried. One passenger only

(hereinafter described as the mechanic)

shall be permitted to render assistance in

the matter of repairs, but only to the car

on which he is actually travelling and in

the presence of the observer.

10—CONDITION AT FINISH.

Immediately on completion of the run.

hill climbing and brake tests each car shall

be placed in the official garage in exactly

the same condition as it finishes, and there

left for official inspection. The inspection

shall be made by a board of examiners

consisting of not less than three disinter

ested engineers, whose duty it shall be to

make a record, based on the evidence be

fore them and the reports of the observers,

of the condition of each car. The board

shall note especially replacements, and the

character of the assistance rendered the

operator in making repairs. The board

shall also take cognizance of the cost of

parts replaced in proportion to the cost of

the car.

The board of examiners shall accept as

the standard of excellence the car which

it finds to have been least affected by the

test, and shall be entitled to discard as

not entitled to any award any and all cars

which in its judgment are not in fit and

safe condition for continued use without

extensive repairs. The necessity of replac

lng tires shall not be considered an exten

sive repair in this connection.

The board shall divide the cars into as

many classes as it shall consider necessary.

and shall make a written report of the con

dition of each car. with special reference

to such deterioration as it seems to have

suffered as a result of the test.

The following points shall be awarded,

according to the findings of the board of ex

aminers: To vehicles of the first class,

1,500 points; second class, 1,250; third

class, 1,000; fourth class, 900; fifth class,

800; sixth class, 700; seventh class. 600;

  

 

 

 

eighth class, 500; ninth class, 400; tenth

class, 300.

(NotcL-This examination will occupy sev

eral days. Arrangement must be made to

leave the cars at Pittsburg until the com

pletion of the report. The cars will be in

charge of a watchman, but insurance, if de

sired, must be secured by the owners.)

At the close of the test each contestant

shall furnish the board of examiners a list

of prices of parts needed for replacement

during the test, at which prices they shall

guarantee to supply the said parts to own

ers of their machines at any time within

six months. In the event that the contest

ant is not a manufacturer, he must fur

nish a list with the maker's guarantee at

tached.

11—START OF THE RUN.

Operators shall report to the starter not

later than 7 a. m. on October 7. The cars

shall be started thirty seconds apart. as

nearly as possible in the order of their ar

rival on October 6. After the first morn

ing no restriction shall be placed on the

time a car may start within the hours the

garage is open (6 a. in. until noon), except

that the hour shall not be earlier than 7

a. in. without the consent of the observer.

12—ENTRIES.

Entries shall be made upon blanks sup

plied by the association, which blanks shall

'be filled out by the entrant in every de

tail and show the following: Name of ma

chine; name of manufacturer; place of

manufacture; retail selling price; weight

of vehicle with tanks filled and complete

equipment; water and gasolene capacity;

number of passengers ordinarily carried;

number of cylinders; bore and stroke of

engine; arrangement and location of en

gine; whether two or four cycle; revolu

tions per minute at twenty miles per hour;

size of wheels; wheel base; form of igni

tion; make, size and, retail price of tires

and whether single or double tube; list of

special lubricating and other devices in

cluded in retail selling price.

The entry fee shall be $25 for each ve

hicle, and shall accompany the entry. No

entry shall be received unless accompanied

by the fee. Each entrant shall also fur

nish one official observer, whose expenses

he must defray throughout the test, for

each of his entries, and shall be responsi

ble for the performance by said observer

or observers of the duties hereinafter pre

scribed. The name and address of the op

erator and observer shall be given at the

time of entry, but a change may be made,

if necessary. at any time before 6 p. m. on

September 29.

In the event of a vehicle being disquali

fied or failing to take part in the contest,

the entry fee shall be retained by the as

soclation.

There shall be no limit to the number of

vehicles which may be entered by any

manufacturer, agent or owner.

The association reserves the right to re

fuse any entry without assigning a reason.

Entries shall be made, by mail or in per

son, at the ofilce of the association up to

4 o’clock p. m. on September 22. An entry

tendered either in person or by mail or

telegraph later than the time herein set

for the closing of entries, or unaccompa

nied by the entry fee and by all of the

details asked for in the entry blanks, shall

be rejected.

By his signature to the entry blank a

contestant shall acknowledge that he is ac

quainted with and fully-understands the

rules of the contest, and that he agrees to

abide thereby.

13—OBSERVERS.

Each competing car shall carry an official

observer, whose duty it shall be to act
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strictly in accordance with these rules and

those hereinafter provided for his guid

ance. Observers will be changed daily, and

under no circumstances shall an observer

be permitted to ride upon a car made,

owned or for the time being controlled by

the entrant by whom he is nominated.

It shall be permissible for the operator to

call upon the observer to render any rea

sonable assistance within his power only

while the vehicle is actually at rest.

14—NUMBERS.

Each competing car shall have securely

and conspicuously attached thereto, on

both front and rear, or both sides, an ofli

cial letter and number corresponding with

that given in the catalogue, which numbers

shall be obtained and applied immediately

after weighing and sealing on October 6.

Cars shall be numbered in the order of re

ceipt of entry.

15—GARAGES.

An official garage shall be established at

each night stop, at which each car shall

be placed in charge of the superintendent

of garages. After entering the garage the

operator may do nothing more to his car,

without penalization, than shut OK the gas

olene, water current and lubrication and till

tanks.

It shall be permissible for an operator or

mechanic, or either of them, to enter a

garage when accompanied by their observ

er, but not otherwise. An observer shall

not be required to remain in a garage more

than fifteen minutes after arrival.

The site of a garage will be designated

by a red flag, with the word "garage"

prominently printed thereon. A green flag

shall be placed a quarter of a mile in ad

vance of each garage.

No car with a lighted burner or lamp

shall be permitted to enter a garage, nor

shall smoking or the use of fire for any

purpose whatsoever be permitted therein.

Contestants, mechanics and observers

shall be required to exhibit their badges

to the superintendent of garages or his as

sistant in charge of the entrance in order

to gain admittance.

16—OBSERVANCE OF LAW.

Operators shall conform in all respects to

the laws of the States in which the con

test occurs, to the rules and regulations of

local officials and to the rules of the road.

Infractions of the law shall be carefully

noted and recorded by observers. Wilful

disobedience of this rule shall result in

summary disqualification.

Running with open mufflers shall be

penalized at the rate of one point per min

ute or fraction thereof.

(A synopsis of the laws of New York,

Pennsylvania and Ohio. together with gen

eral observations relative to conduct on

the road, will be found on page ——.)

17—TIME AND SPEED.

No cognizance shall be taken of time or

speed unless it shall be shown by an ob

server that there has been wilful infrac

tion of the law, the penalty for which shall

be immediate disqualification.

18—TIRES.

It shall be compulsory that the same

make and style of tire shall be used

throughout the journey. In case of tire

deflation it shall be compulsory to stop and

make a repair, unless the damage shall be

such that it cannot be repaired by the use

of ordinary roadside facilities, which fact

shall be fully reported by the observer.

It shall be permissible to replace, instead

of repair, inner tubes, but these shall be

charged as an item of expense of repair

by the board of examiners, unless repaired

and used before the end of the test.

19—OFFICERS.

The officials of the test shall be:

A board of examiners of three mem

bers;

A referee;

A starter;

A timer, a measurer, a welgher and a

superintendent of garages, all with

the necessary assistants;

A superintendent of observers;

An observer for each competing car.

Their respective duties shall be as fol

lows:

20—BOARD OF EXAMINERS.

(See Rule 10.)

21—REFEREE.

It shall be the duty of the referee to ex

ercise general supervision of the affairs

of the test, to enforce strict observance of

the rules, and to pass upon all questions

which, in his judgment, are covered by

these rules in which an immediate decision

is necessary.

He shall carefully observe the conduct of

contestants, observers and others, inter

pret rules and issue warnings, in case it

shall become necessary.

In the event of wilful infraction of any

rule by a contestant, being proved to his

satisfaction, it shall be his duty to dls~

qualify the vehicle against wh0se operator

the charge is proven.

All questions which do not require imme

diate decisions shall be referred by the

referee to the management as promptly as

may be possible after the close of the run.

It shall be the duty of the referee to

certitfy that the performance of each car

in the hill climbing and brake tests is

made in strict accordance as to time and

measurements with the provisions of the

rules governing this feature of the tests.

22—STARTER.

It shall be the duty of the starter to re

port at the starting point at 6:30 a. m. on

October 7, prepared to start the contest

ants. He shall start them at intervals of

thirty seconds, as nearly as possible in the

order of their arrival at the weighing place

on the previous day. He shall report at the

association's headquarters at the place se

lected for the hill climbing and brake test

at 8:30 a. m. on October 15, there to start

the contestants under the direction of the

referee. '

23—TIMER.

It shall be the duty of the timer to report

at the association's headquarters at the

place selected for the brake and hill climlr

ing tests promptly at 8:30 a. m. on Octo

ber 15, prepared to time the contestants.

He shall report the time to the referee, or

to such other persons as may be appointed

by the referee to receive them.

24—OFFICIAL MEASURER.

It shall be the duty of the measurer to

report at the association’s headquarters at

the place selected for the hill climbing and

brake tests at 8:30 a. m. on the morning

of October '15, accompanied by not less

than three assistants, and there to make

the necessaray measurements and a record

of the performances of the cars.

25—WEIGHER.

The official weigher, with his assistants.

shall report at Garage No. 1 at 8 a. m. on

October 6, provided with a complete set of

seals, two banners and three numbers for

each vehicle. a set of official badges for

operators and mechanics, a sufficient num

ber of copies of all printed matter and of

maps, issued by the management, to sup

ply all contestants, and a book, or books,

prepared to record the number, weight and

weight of ballast of each car or the number

of passengers carried. I

He shall weigh and examine the cars in,

the order in which they are reported to him

by the superintendent of garages. He shall

satisfy himself that each car conforms in

all respects to the description given in the

entry blank, and, having done so, shall at

tach the official seal to some immovable

part of each car, which complies with the

requirements, and to no others. He shall

instruct contestants relative to the attach

ment of flags and numbers, and furnish

them with one oiiicial badge for each op

erator and one for a mechanic, provided

one is to be carried. .

He shall assist the superintendent of

garages, so far as may be necessaray, in

preventing changes of any character in any

of the cars, and shall each morning assure

himself that there has been no change in

ballast or passengers.

26—SUPERINTENDENT OF GARAGES.

It shall \be the duty of the superintendent

of garages to report at Garage No. 1 at 8

a. m. on October 6, and to be constantly

on duty, in person, or by at least one as

sistant, at the garage for the time being in

use without intermission until notified by

the chairman of the board of examiners

that their work has been completed. There

upon he shall give notice to the entrants

or such other persons as they may have

designated to represent them, that the cars

may be removed, forty-eight hours being

allowed for such removal.

He shall record the order of arrivals of

cars at Garage No. 1, and shall see that

they are reported to the weigher in their

proper order.

He shall assign a position to each car as

it arrives at a garage, and see that at no

time shall any car, its equipment or extra

parts carried be taken from a garage. ex

cept when the operator or mechanic is ac

companied by his observer. -

Garages shall close at midnight and re

open at 6 a. m. Any car failing to report

at a garage by the closing hour shall be

penalized 360 points, representing the six

hours between the closing and opening

times. The garages shall close at noon.

On October 15 he shall pass the cars out.

as nearly as possible in the order of their

arrival on the previous day, commencing

as soon after 8 o'clock as possible, but only

so fast as the officials of the hill climbing

and brake tests advise him that they are

ready. On the return from the hill test he

shall admit only operators, accompanied

by their observers and mechanics, or either

of them, and shall see that all persons

leave the garage within ten minutes after

their arrival.

It shall be his duty to enforce the rule

relative to smoking and; the use of fuel in

garages.

Under no circumstances shall he admit

any one except operators and one mechanic

for each car, or either of them, accompa

nied by their observer;e,theqweigher and

his assistants, the board of examiners, the

referee. the starter, the superintendent of

observers and the press agent to any

garage unless supplied with theh necessary

authority from the president or general

manager of the associations. The persons

referred to shall identify themselves by

badges provided for the purpose.

He shall. record the arrivals at and de

partures from garages, and shall report to

the management as promptly as may be

possible the failure ofany car to reach any

of the stopping points. It shall be his duty

to see that he or his assistants shall be

constantly on duty, and that garages ,are

closed promptly at midnight and reopened

at 6 a. m., and finally closed at noon each

day. ._y,!
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fl—SUPERINTENDENT OE OBSERVERS.

It shall be the duty of the superintendent

' of observers to report at the headquarters

Ii of the run at 7:30 p. m. on October 6. pre

pared to give final instructions to observ

ers and contestants relative to the rules of

the contest, and to make the allotment of

observers for the first day of the test.

It shall be his duty to follow the work of

observers with the greatest care, to give

them any necessaray instructions from

time to time, and to receive from them at

the close of each day their reports for the

day, ascertaining that the record has been

made complete before acceptance.

He shall each day make assignments of

observers for the following day, and re—

cord them in a book kept for the purpose.

He shall post in a conspicuous place a copy

of the record, so that operators may inform

themselves relative to their observers for

the following day.

He shall keep a book in which operators

‘ shall record each evening the time at which

they desire to start next morning, which

record shall be open to the inspection of

observers, so that they may be informed

on this point.

It shall be his duty to immediately re

. move any observer who may be guilty of

, neglect of duty or who fails to observe

the rules of the contest and those made

' for the government of observers in every

detail, and to supply a substitute.

'28—RULES FOR onssnvnas.

An official observer shall be assigned to

each competing car by the superintendent

of observers each evening, commencing on

October 6. No observer shall be permitted

to travel upon any one car for more than

one day, or at any time upon a car owned

orcontroiled by the entrant by whom he

was nominated. A bulletin issued each

evening, showing the assignments of ob

servers for the following day, may be in

spected at the association's headquarters

each evening thereafter.

Each observer shall obtain at the asso

ciation‘s headquarters on the evening of

October 6 and each evening thereafter a

badge, whose number shall correspond with

the number of the car in which he is to

ride the following day. This badge shall

be worn conspicuously during the ride, and

it shall be surrendered to the superintend

ent of garages at the association's head

quarters each evening. Under no circum

stances shall the badge be surrendered to

any other person except in case of sick

ness, and then only as hereinafter provided.

It shall be the duty of the observer ,to

report, even to thelminutest detail. every

- incident of the run which may have any

possible bearingron the performance of a

_ car or its condition at the close of the test,

with special reference, however, to the

following details: Stops._ the cause of each

stop, duration of each stop, repairs. replace

ments and adjustments. It shall also be his

duty to report whether, in his opinion, re

pairs are made rapidly or otherwise, and

_ by whom they are made.

Each morning the observer, in company

with the operator of the car in which he is

'to ride, shall proceed to the garage, and

thereafter shall not leave the car, under

any pretext whatever, until it is placed in

the garage at the night stop. He shall

see that the operator and his mechanic

leave the garage with him. and that noth

ing is done to< the car within the confines

, 0f the garage without being timed for

penalization, except turning on or oi! the

I glel and water supply current and lubrica

on. - '

5 He shall take particular care that no at

tention whatever is given to a car except

in his presence. .

He shall prevent, as far as may be in his

power, any infraction of the law, the rules

of the road, the regulations of local au

thorities and the rules of the contest, and

‘ duly report any which may be attempted,

whether the attempt be successful or not.

Observers shall not be permitted to re

cord or make a report, official or unofficial,

of the running time on any section of the

journey to any one except in case of in—

fraction of the rules, and then only to the

referee, or to report any of the incidents

of the run except to the management upon

the report sheets furnished for the purpose.

Every observer shall attend a. meeting

to be held at 8 o'clock on the evening of

October 6 for instructions and a thorough

discussion of the rules. The roll will be

called.

In the event of such serious indisposi

tion as renders it imperative for an ob

server to leave a car, he shall turn over his

badge and record sheet to one of the pas

sengers, if any there be, or if there be

none, to the operator. The person to whom

the record is surrendered shall continue it

until the arrival at the next garage, when a

new observer shall be appointed. In such

event the passenger or operator shall be re

quired 'by the management to make an afll

davit of the correctnes of the record.

Should a vehicle become disabled and

for this or any other reason abandon the

contest, the observer shall proceed to the

next stopping place. and there deliver his

record to the superintendent of observers.

Observers' reports must be delivered to

the superintendent of observers in charge

at each night stop.

ObserVers shall report for duty at 7 a. m.

on the morning of October 7. prepared for

the start of the run, and thereafter at any

hour, not earlier than 7 a. m., selected by

the operators of the cars in which they are

to ride. Observers shall be entitled to in

sist, if necessaray, on a stop of one hour

for luncheon.

Should an observer fail to appear at 7

a. m. on any day of the test, the contest

ant shall be entitled to secure from the

superintendent of observers a substitute.

whose expenses shall be paid by the en

trant by whom the delinquent observer was

nominated.

In case of doubt as to the meaning of any

rule, it shall he the duty of the observer

to make a full record of the facts which

gave rise to such doubt and to consult the

superintendent of observers at the earliest

opportunity.

29—CERTIFICATES.

Certificates shall be awarded according

to the following plan:

Each certificate shall set forth the name,

price, name of maker, entrant, weight of

car. number of passengers carried; the

make, size and retail price of tires used,

and whether single or double tube and the

number of points scored for each feature

of the contest.

That vehicle in each class which secures

the highest number of points shall be ac

cepted as the standard of excellence in

its class and shall be rated 100 per cent:

all cars whose scores are between 91 and

100 per cent inclusive, shall receive first

class certificates: those whose scores are

between 81 and 90 per cent. inclusive, sec

ond class certificates; those whose scores

are between 71 and 80 per cent. inclusive,

third class certificates.

30-0FFIGIAL REPORT.

There shall be published, in addition to

the issuance of certificates. an official re

port of the performance of each car which

finishes the run, which report shall contain

the details shown on the certificate, the

reports of observers, the total cost of re

pairs, and the report of the Board of Ex

aminers.

31—REPAIRS.

Under no circumstances shall an operator

or any other person make, or attempt to

make, any repair or replacement or do any

work upon a competing car in the absence

of the ofiicial observer, nor shall it be per

missible to call to his assistance any other

than local repair shop facilities. The as

sistance of expert repairmen, travelling by

train or otherwise, is strictly forbidden.

No replacement shall be made, except of

tires, except of such extra parts as are

carried on the car or obtainable at local

repair shops.

There shall be no restriction placed upon

the quantity of extra part or supplies. a

machine may carry.

32—ASSITANCE OF OBSERVERS.

It shall be the duty of each operator to

furnish every facility necessary to the

preparation by the observer of a complete

report in strict accordance with thes rules

and those laid down for the observer’s

guidance, which are apart hereof, and

equally binding on contestants.

33—It shall be the duty of contestants and

observers to report to the referee any in

fraction of these dules which may come

under their notice by the operator or ob

server of any other car.

34—THE ROUTE.

There shall be deviation from the course

under any pretext. Should local~ conditions

render any change of route described in

the official programme necessary, due no

tice of the fact shall be given to contest

ants before the start on that particular

portion of the journey.

REPAIRS WHILE IN MOTION.

ho filling of tanks or repair shall be per

mitted while a car is in motion.

35—B.\NNERS.

Each car shall be required to carry two

banners bearing its name, which banners

will be supplied by the Association. No

advertising matter, except the banners pro

vided by the Association, shall be attached

to any competing car.

36—TEST 0F ENGINES.

After the trial, the bore and stroke of

the engine of any car may be checked by

the board of examiners upon the written re

quest of three operators, and if found in

correct, the penalty shall be disqualifica

tion. '

iii—CHANGE 0F OPERATORS.

It shall be permissible for the operator

of a vehicle to be changed at the end of any'

day’s run, or at any time in case of in

disposition or accident.

38—STARTING HOUR.

Operators shall record with the superin~

tendent of garages, each evening, the hour

at which they desire to start next morn~

ing, so that the observers may be fully in

formed.

39—NOTEz—(The route will be carefully

and thoroughly marked by means of ar

rows or other suitable signs of confetti

liberally distributed by a pilot car. Turn

ings will be indicated by liberal supplies

of confetti, and that there may be no mis

understanding, smaller supplies will be

distributed on straightaway roads at inter

vals not to exceed 200 yards).

The Association will make arrangements

for an adequate supply of gasolene and

water at each garage.

40—SUBSTITUTE FOR OBSERVER.

Competitors failing to supply official ob

servers shall not be permitted to take part

in the test. Should it become necessary to

supply a substitute the cost shall be borne
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by the contestant whose observer is de

iinquent.

41—REPAIRS AT GARAGES.

All repairs, replacements, adjustments

or matters of any character whatsoever

requiring a stop, whether performed within

a garage or elsewhere, shall be timed and

recorded in detail by the observer and

charged against the car, except that tanks

may be filled at each night's stopping place

without penalization.

42—DISQUALIFICATION.

Disqualification means that on notice of

disqualification being served on the opera

tor, a car shall cease to take part in the

test and shall not receive a certificate, or

being mentioned in the record.

43—DISPI7TES AND CHANGES.

Any dispute concerning the interpreta

tion of the rules shall be subject to the de

vision of the Association, whose decision

shall be final. The Association reserves

the right to alter or amend these rules in

such manner as may be deemed expedient

at any time prior to the start of the con

test.

From Duluth to Minneapolis.

Fol-ding swollen rivers, ploughing through

muddy roads and climbing sandy hills, Asa

Paine and F. E. Dickinson of Minneapolis,

made an automobile run from Duluth to that

city last week, which was the first one ever

made between the two points. The distance

is only a little more than two hundred miles,

and the actual riding time was but 17 hours

and 25 minutes, but the journey, which be

gan July 31, did not end until the morning

of August 8.

The automobile was a sixteen horsepower

Winton, and it was brought through without

breakdown or accident. Rain, which fell

in torrents, forced a. stop at Pine City, where

the automobile was tored for two days.

Shortly after leaving Duluth the tourists

found the bridge over Kettle River washed

out, and they forded the stream with the ve

hicle. A block and tackle arrangement,

rigged to a team of horses, was intended to

pull the car through, but the heavy ‘Vinton

went down the steep bank all right and

made the ford without the aid of the horses.

In fact the line fouled at the beginning and

was useless. The stream was shallow, with

a solid bed, and the car ploughed through

the water and ran easily up the other bank.

After leaving Pine City the roads found

were the worst imaginable. They were full

of deep ruts and covered with a thick loam.

Brush, stumps and sometimes fallen trees

blocked trafilc. Often the tourists found it

necessary to take an axe and chop their way

through. At one stage of the journey it re

quired five hours to cover less than nineteen

miles. The average speed for the entire run

was about twelve miles an hour.

 

Just a Family Tour.

Dr. F. A. Walsh and Mrs. Walsh, of Erie,

Pena, returned last week from a five hun

dred mile automobile tour in Pennsylvania.

They had been gone two weeks, and report

that the tour was made over good roads and

without any accidents. They went to Chau

tauqua Lakc via Ripley. and turned south

into the Allegheny River valley and moun

tains. 'l‘hey averaged 120 miles a day for

three successive days.

Tl‘lE PACKARD TOURISTS

Fetch and Krarup Receive Kindly Welcome at

Des Moines and Chicago.

E. T. Fetch and M. C. Krarup, the Packard

transcontinental tourists, are now to the

east of Chicago, having left that city for

New York on Tuesday. As reported in last

week’s issue of the Motor World, they had

reached Adair, Iowa, on the evening of the

3d inst., burdened with evidence of the pasty

condition of the roads. -

Des Moines was reached on the day follow

ing. This stage of the journey was made

over roads that were rough when they were

not muddy. It was unmarked by incidents,

but the travellers noted the fact that while

the people west of iowa treated them very

courteously there was a change in sentiment

as they came eastward. The saiutations of

the automobilists were not always returned

in a complimentary manner. Amends for

this lack of courtesy were made by the mo

torists of Des Moines, who met the tourists

ten miles out of that city and escorted

them in.

Very reluctantly Messrs. Fetch and Krarup

had to accept the cordial hospitality of their

friends in Des Moines until the 7th inst. They

would gladly have foregone it in order to con

tinue on their way, but rain compelled them

to laff of the. road. It rained torrents almost,

and to move meant endless trouble on soft

roads, with possibly something more serious

as all the roads were reported washed, and

even the railroads suffered.

Resuming their journey on the 7th inst,

the tourists made ninety-three miles over

roads which were drying, but were rough.

Two hours were spent in Cedar Rapids, en

joying the hospitality of a friend. At Me

chanicsville they were arrested on a

trumped-up charge, and settled the matter

rather than wait to fight it. They ar~

rived at Marengo, Iowa. without other

incident than trouble with poor gasolene and

being obliged for the first time to grind the

exhaust valve. Wheatland, Clinton, Dixon

and St. Charles were next points touched.

and on Monday last the travellers reached

Chicago. having been met at Oak Park by a

large delegation from the Chicago Automo

bile Club.

Erie Man’s l,500 Mile Jaunt.

C. R. Dench, an Erie (Penn) real estate

dealer, is now well advanced on a tour of

some fifteen hundred miles through New

York State and Canada. He left Eric on

August 1 in an Olds touring car, accom

panied by his wife and family, and expects

to be gone about a month.

The route arranged, which is, of course,

subject to alteration, was straight north to

Buffalo and Niagara Falls, then across Lake

Ontario to Toronto, where Mr. Dench has

relatives. From Toronto the party will con

tinue along the northern shores of Lake

Ontario to the Thousand Islands, where

they will spend a few days touring the-dis

trict. If everything is favorable the tour

will be extended to Montreal, and, after

crossing the St. Lawrence River, south to

the Adirondack country. From the Hudson

River at Albany the party will turn home

ward, and will be again in Erie about Sep

tember 1.

A Belated Report.

An exhaustive but much belated report is

that of the contest committee of the Auto

mobile Club of America on the commercial

vehicle contest held on May 20 and 21 last.

The report is now in press, advance copies

raving been sent out last week.

The report is a well printed pamphlet of

eighty-eight pages, and contains, besides the

rules and results of the competition, a cut

and a detailed description of each of the

competing vehicles. The performance of each

vehicle is discussed in detail, and then is

suuunarized and analyzed to show the aver

age speed. cost of fuel, work performed, etc.

Tables of weights, loads, weights per horse

power, ratio of paying load to weight of

vehicle and of work performed are given,

but no general comparisons of general effi

ciency, fuel consumption, proportion of stop

pages, etc., although these are figured for

each vehicle Separately.

Congressional Automobilists.

Congressman J. C. Sibley, of Pennsylvania,

with Congressmen Joseph G. Cannon, of Illi

nois; Vreeland, of Salamanca, N. Y,; Emer

son of Glens Falls, N. Y., and Hemingway.

of New York City, as guests, left Mr. Sib

ley’s summer home at Valcour, N. Y., last

Thursday morning to cross Lake Champlain

to Burlington, Vt., whence they started on a

week‘s automobile‘tour, to end at Mount

Washington. All are enthusiastic automo

bilists. .

For the accommodation of his party Mr.

Sibley had sent his two automobiles to Bur

lington in advance. They are a 2dhorsepower

Winton and a 12-horsepower Packard. An

experienced chauifeur operates each.

A Trip Through New England.

A successful long tour in a Locomobile

surrey made by the Locomobile Company of

America was completed on Wednesday, Au

gust 5, by Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Dwight,

who arrived in New York City on that day,

having covered 618 miles in their journey

from Portland, Me.

The tour was a roundabout one, made for

the sole object of seeing the country. The

route took in Portland Springs, a general

tour of the White Mountains, visits to Wood

stock (Vt.), Manchester and Saratoga Springs

and the run from Saratoga to New York

City.

 

Automobile Party Robbed.

Near Waterbury. Conn., recently a party

of automobilists hailing from Rochester,

N. Y., and including William B. Armstrong,

Eugene E. Hall, .George L. Eaton and Colo

nel Frank Allbright, were held up by

masked robbers, who had made their vic

tims hand over about $40 when the approach

of another party interrupted the seancer
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THE OLDS TRANSCONTINENTAL PARTY REACHES DENVER—~TYPICAL SCENES IN NEVADA AND UTAH.

,
lienver, (‘ol., Aug. i.—The ()lds transeon'

tinental tourists. Whitman and Hammond.

reached here to-day, after a \vearying and

lonesome trip of, eight days from Ogden,

I‘tah. The arrival at the latter place. after

an arduous ten days' run through the Great

American Desert. in Nevada. was supposed

to mark the most diiflleuit part of the trip;

and perhaps it was. But the journey to

Denver was but little behind it.

.-\t Ogden a good rest was taken, for the

purpose of eleaning the Oldsmobile and re

viving the drooping spirits of the too ad

  

venturers, and, as the cheerful Whitman out

it. "to eonih the sagebrush out of our hair."

The trip across desert and mountains was

one long sueeession of obstacles encountered

and surmounted. There were struggles up

deep ravines and laborious dragging of the

vehiele through the drifting sands of Nevada.

On the run from Ogden to Denver. whit-h

was rear-lied at 3 p. m. on August 7. the tour

ists had to cross some of the streams on rail

r nd bridges and eamp at seetion houses.

Sometimes they got a meal from the railroad

eating cars for construction crews; occasion

 

Onee theyally they had to skip a meal.

lost their way and had to sleep under a sage—

brush, with the howling wolves around them

for eompany. “If anything will make it! man

homesick. it is a night on the desert, far

from water or life. with a hand of these

eoyotes sitting around just outside the fire

light. giving vent to long-drawn howls as of

a dying or departed ghost." says “’hitman

in his graphic description of this part of the

run. “We have had to build roads in plaees.

We earry a shovel and pineh bar, often being

hung up by the axle on rocks and sagebrush.
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CHANCE BLOW MAKES BAILEY

LAW GROGGY.

(Continued from me 734-)

are sufficient opportunities whereby the de

termination of this court may be reviewed.

In determining whether to consider the

constitutionality of the provisions of this

statute which are here attacked, the court is

bound to take into consideration the actual

situation presented.

It is clearly the duty of every police oflicer

to arrest any person who fails to display

the number on the automobile where re

quired by this statute. If the person ar

rested is a dealer or manufacturer not oper

ating the machine for hi own private use

or for hire, the police officer cannot perform

any judicial function and determine whether

the arrested person is telling the truth or not,

and thus the persons who are excepted by

the statute and who would be ultimately ac

quitted are subjected to arrest and imprison

ment, with the consequent violation of their

rights through no fault of the police officer.

Such a condition of affairs. where a statute

is deemed to be unconstitutional. requires

immediate remedy, and our clear duty is to

determine whether the statute is constitu

tional or not, rather than to formally disal

low the demurrer and permit the defendant

to appeal with the consequent confusion and

delay that such a course would entail.

The demurrer is allowed and the defendant

is discharged.

Charles Thaddeus Terry, counsel for the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers, was called into the MacWilliam

case by the court. and was the attorney of

record in the Claude Farr case. He made

arguments on both cases and submitted

briefs bringing out most strongly the re

spects in which the law is unconstitutional,

and to his efforts the credit of this victory is

due, for, although it was to an extent a

chance blow, it was not such with Mr. Terry.

but the result of hard and ably directed

work. '

Mr. Terry does not consider the decision

merely an opening wedge which will enable

the automobilists to again go before the

anti-automobilists and supplicate for a more

lenient law. He intends to follow up the

matter, and while the Mac-William case is

disposed of, he already has filed notice of

appeal in the Ellis case, and on appeal all

the broad points of the unconstitutionality

0f the whole licensing Scheme will be ar

gued.

After the decision had been announced the

daily papers erroneously stated that it ap

plied only to New York County, which is

limited to Manhattan Island and the Bor

ough of Manhattan. According to Mr. Terry,

the jurisdiction of the court extends over all

the boroughs of the greater city, and takes

in the annexed territories of The Bronx,

Richmond and Kings and Queens counties.

To a Motor World representative Mr. Terry

said:

“You do not want to underrate that de

cision and make little of it. W'hile the Spe

cial Sessions may in one sense he a petty

court, it is not so very petty. The decision

was rendered by the Board of Justices of

the First Division of the Court of Special

Sessions of New York City, and it applies

to all parts of the city. if the District At

torney appeals from it—and I hope he will—

and the Appellate Court confirms the de

cision, it then becomes the law for the State.

In the mean time you want to remember

that there are many minor courts spread

through the towns and villages of the State

which are in their way more petty than the

Special Sessions, and the comity between

courts will naturally impel them, in the ab

sence of any higher decision, to respect this

one of the City Court of New York."

 

The Farr and Tesa Cases.

Among other cases disposed of by the

("ourt of Special Sessions last Friday were

those of Farr and Tesa, mentioned in the

decision in the MacWilliam case, and one

against N. Mitchell. The decision in these

was:

“In the cases against Claude Farr, Julian

Tera and Nathaniel Mitchell the court allows

the demurrers incorporated and discharges

the defendants, because of the insufficiency

of the complaints. In the Tesa case it was

also contended that a motorcycle is not a

motor vehicle within the meaning of the

statute, as it may be operated by pedalling.

The court decides against this contention."

 

W. H. Ellis's Cm.

In the case of W. H. Ellis, who was sen

tenced to have his right to use his automo—

bile on the highway suspended for two

weeks, and who raised objection through

Charles Thaddeus Terry, counsel for the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers. the following decision was ren

dered on last Friday:

“The defendant was convicted on July 20,

1903. of violating the speed ordinance of the

Highway law, as amended by Chapter 625 of

the Laws of 1903. in that be operated an

automobile at a rate greater than that. per

mitted by law. _

"Counsel for the defence objects to the

court passing sentence upon the defendant

pursuant to the provisions of Section 169a of

the Highway law, upon the ground that so

much of the penalty provided therein as re

quires the court to suspend the right of the

defendant to run an automobile is uncon

stitutional.

“The. section provides that in addition to

the penalties of fine or imprisonment re

ferred to in Section 1691) of the law. that an

offender shall ‘bc further punished for the

first oiTence by a suspension of his right to

run an automobile for a period of not less

than two weeks.’

“The learned counsel for the defence has

presented some very grave objections to the

constitutionality of this provision of the

law as violative of Article 1. Section 6. of

the constitution of the State of New York.

In this case, however. should we fail to im

pose. the sentence required by the statute.

there would be no means of testing our de

jermination on appeal.

“\Ve must therefore assume the jurisdic

tion conferred upon the court by the statute

and pass judgment in accordance therewith.

“The objection is therefore overruled."

Speed Worries British Motorists.

Much acrimony has developed in the Brit

ish Parliament over the proposed new law

relating to automobiles, and it reflects largely

the condition of popular sentiment, which is

sharply divided on this subject. The bill

passed by the House of Lords was amended

in many particulars during its pendency in

the House of Commons, where it was passed

on August 8. The amendment which will

probably provoke most discussion when the

Lords take up the bill'anew is one fixing a

speed limit of twenty miles per hour.

One of the earnest opponents of a speed

limit is the Right Hon. Walter Long, Presi

dent of the Local Government Board, who

says. in the course of a letter to the Central

Chamber of Agriculture requesting the view

of the Board:

“Mr. Long regrets that he is unable to

agree with the Chambers of Agriculture in

this matter. '

“He is advised by those who are adminis

tratively in touch with the question of safe

guarding the public that the present legal

limit of speed does not, in fact, constitute any

eti‘ectlve protection to the ordinary users of

the roads. The effect of the legal limit is

rather to distract the attention both of the

police and of the motorist from the vital

question—the safety of the public—to the

comparatively unimportant, and in all cases

highly controversial, question of the actual

speed in miles per hour at which a particular

car is travelling.

“A legal speed limit has now been experi

mentally in operation for some five years; but

the area of its observance has been practical

ly limited to the field of vision of the local

policemen, and even in that narrow field it

has often been impossible to prove its in

fraction.

“The law has been ineffective, and has been

brought into contempt. It has failed to pro

tect the public; it has failed to suppress the

abuse of the roads by motorists. '

“0n the one hand, it has produced a sys

tem of police anibushes and technical suin

nionses which have irritated the motorists.

and on the other hand it has resulted in an

embittered feeling in the general public

against all persons who use motors, which.

as a dangerous class feeling, is perhaps with

out parallel in modern times.

“Mr. Long holds that this unfortunate and

even dangerous state of afl'airs constitutes

the most trenchant condemnation of the ex

isting legal speed limit.

“It is his confident hope that by abolishing

the technical and unenforceable speed limit,

and by making the motor driver responsible

for reckless driving at any speed, he will

concentrate the attention of the motorist on

what is. after all. the only crucial question—

namely. the safety and comfort of the users

of the road, whether a car be travelling at

two or twenty miles an hour.

“Against those motorists who still disre—

gard the public danger an effectual deter

rent is provided in the bill before Parlia

ment by the provisions for identification of

cars, for the licensing of drivers, and for the

increase of penalties."
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WRECK CAUSED BY A MOUSE

Mr. Dooley's Lost Mascot Takes an Automobile

Ride With Exciting Results.

 

 

A mouse was the principal agent in wreck

ing an automobile in New York City on Sun

day last. A Great Dane dog figures in the

exciting tale which is to be told. There was

a young woman in the case. as a matter of

course. When a mouse and a maid hold a

seance something is bohnd to happen.

Miss Helen Finel'ty, the heroine of the

story, who failed to prove herself a heroine,

was the sole passenger, as she supposed, in

a big touring car which John C. McCai‘Eerty,

of 2285 Eighth avenue. was taking to In

wood to meet the other members of a party

which was to make an automobile trip to

Hastings and Ardsley. The vehicle turned

into the Boulevard Lafayette at One Hun

dred and Forty-ninth street. and a moment

later people on the street heard a terrified

cream and saw Miss Finerty fall back in

her seat.

The scream which had alarmed the pedes

trians demoralized Chauffeur McCalferty so

completely that he steered the automobile

onto the sidewalk, where it was headed for

a steep embankment, and for a fence which

it smashed. McCafferty recovered himself

in time to prevent a plunge over the em

bankment; but in escaping Scylla he ran

into Charybdls. In other words, he ploughed

along the brink until the automobile crashed

against a tree, throwing the chauffeur out

and sustaining considerable damage, but sav

ing itself and occupants from more serious

disaster. McCatTerty was unhurt.

Miss Finerty had fainted, and MeCafferty

went to her assistance. As he opened the

door of the tonneau a mouse with a green

ribbon around its neck sprang out and ran

down the roadway, with a Great Dane dog

in pursuit. Miss Flnerty was hysterical, and

it was some time before she was able to tell

what had happened to her.

Now, when a mouse gets into c10se quar

ters with a young woman, the latter. if she

is aware of its presence, usually jumps up on

anything convenient and enwraps her ankles

closely with her skirts. 'I'his mouse took

Miss Finerty at a disadvantage, and the first

she knew of its presence was when it began

to assure itself that Miss Finerty’s shoe

strings were tied all right—or something like

that.

By the time Miss Finerty had concluded

the narration of her experience. the Great

Dane reached the automobile, his tail wag

ging and a bit of green ribbon fluttering from

his mouth. hit-(laift’erty realized the situation

at once. The mouse was “Mamie Dooley,”

the mascot of John J. Dooley, candidate for

Tammany leader in the Twenty-third As

sembly District. The Dooleyites held a meet

ing the Thursday night preceding this occur

rence, and the scene of the gathering was

the building where this particular automo

bile was stored. “Mamie” escaped during

the evening, and Mr. Dooley was so discon

solate that he offered $100 reward for its

recovery.

The mouse had hidden in the upholstery of

the automobile, to emerge at the inopportune

moment which has just been described. The

Great Dane is another of Mr. Dooley's mas

cots. and was enjoying a ride with McCai

ferty. He recognized the little fugitive at

once, for the two animals are very chummy.

and, pursuing it, was successful in catching

it. On reaching the automobile the dog

opened his capacions jaws willingly enough

to turn over his little prisoner to the chauf

fear.

Subsequently Mr. Dooley gave McCaiTerty

The200 instead of the promised $100.

  

chauffeur gave half the amount to Miss

Finerty, because, so he said, she had helped

him find the mouse. But the truth of the

matter, as the story shows, is that it was

the mouse which found Miss Finerty.

Saratogans Favor Automobiles.

Ever since the automobile has been in

vogue. it has had its due amount of prom

inence at Saratoga, but it has never been so

distinctive a feature of summering at that

fashionable resort as it is this summer. The

big touring cars are very much in evidence,

attracting so much attention that the light

runabouts appear only ordinary.

Among prominent owners who have been

seen on the road to where the ponies are

running daily are Harry S. Black, in a Mer

cedes; lsidor \Vormser, Panhard; John \V.

Gates. Mercedes; Dr. J. Grant Lyman, Mer

cedes; E. It. Thomas, Mercedes; Harry

Payne “'hitney, Mercedes; John A. Drake,

Mort-HIPS, and Albert (.7. Bostwick.

 

"How to Drive a Motocycle." See “Moto

cyclea and How to Manage Them." $1. The

Goodman 00., Box 649, New York. "J

FROM KOKOMO TO HAZELTON

Banker Price Tours the Thousaud Miles Separat

ing These two Towns.

 

 

From Kokolno. Ind., to Hazelton. Pa., al

most 1,000 miles, a Haynes-Appcrson touring

car was driven without a skip or break,

the journey being brought to an end on July

29. The illustration shows the owner of

the car, J. B. Price, a Hazelton banker; Mrs.

Price. their niece. Miss Roberts. and Frank

Nutt,

piloted the Ilaynes-Apperson to victory in all

the. clever demonstrator who has

the principal contests of late years.

 
 

 

The journey was accomplished in seven

(lays, an average of nearly 135 miles a day.

The best day's run was that from Cleve

land to Buffalo, 210 miles. This was cov

ered. in ten hours. Through Southern New

York and Northeastern Pennsylvania the.

roads were had, those in Pennsylvania be

ing especially rough and mountainous.

Upon reaching Hazelton Mr. Price wired

the Haynes-Appcrson Co. that the ride had

been a remarkably successful and enjoyable

one, adding that the car “could not haVe

worked better."

 

'Bus Line for Richmond.

Richmond, Va., has a public service com

pany, organized to establish and operate an

automobile onmibus line. Sufficient funds

have been subscribed or guaranteed, and it

is expected that the first of the vehicles will

be in service by the end of this week. The

company will ask for a charter.

The vehicles to be used will be of thirty

horsepmvcr. and each capable of seating

twenty people, with which they will climb

any hill in the city.
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BANKER CHOOSES A NUMBER

Fighting Motorist Will Display

4-lI-44 on His Automobile.

Chicago's

It is a merry war which A. C. Banker is

waging with the police authorities of Chi

cago. His arrest on Friday, July 31, was

followed the next day by his conviction for

operating an automobile unmarked by any

number and the imposition of a fine of $5.

Banker was arraigned before Justice Prin

diville upon two charges. William A. Jen

nings, his counsel, in asking for a dismissal

of the charges, exhibited an injunction re

straining the police from arresting Banker

for driving an automobile without a license.

»“These two charges can ,be brought into

one, your honor,” said the attorney. “This

injunction makes my client exempt from the

charge of failing to have a license. The ordi

nance as passed by the City Council and up

held by Judge Tuley recently sets forth that

the number upon the machine or automobile

must be taken from the license. Now, when

we have no license and are exempt, how can

we have a number on the machine '2"

, “Judge Tuley in rendering his decision held

that the ordinance requiring the numbering

of automobiles was valid," said Justice Prin

diville. “He did not decide upon the ques

tion of license, which is now before the ap

pellate court, but passed over it. I will do

the same in this instance—dismiss the charge

pertaining to the license and fine the de

fendant $5 and cost for failure to have his

automobile properly numbered."

Banker's counsel, immediately after the

court imposed a fine of $5-upon his client,

filed an appeal bond. Banker is therefore in

volved now in two appeal cases. The first

is the appeal of the city of Chicago against

Justice Healy's injunction, and a decision

upon this is expected in September.

The situation as it now stands in Chicago

is thus summed up by Mr. Jennings, Bank

er’s counsel:

“The enforcement of the license ordinance

was enjoined in Banker’s case against the

city. The order granting the injunction has

been appealed by the city, and the matter is

now pending in the appellate court. Judge

Tuley did not pass on the validity of the

license ordinance. admitting its enforcement

was enjoined, and contrarily that the ordi

nance of June 8, 1903, requires the number

of the license to be placed on the automobile.

He decided that the numbering ordinance is

valid, and denied the motion for injunction

restraining its enforcement. Banker does not

have to have a license, and consequently can

not get a number from,the license; but Jus

tice Prindiville holds he must put a number

on his car. Any number will do, so' he will

put on '4-11-44.’ Banker was fined $5, from

which he appealed to the Criminal Court. We

have also appealed the case of the Chicago

Automobile Club from Judge Tuley’s decision

denying the injunction. The numbering ordi

nance might possibly stand if modified. In

its present form it is, in my opinion, void.

The licensing ordinance is void and cannot

stand. The city has no power to pass such

an ordinance, as it gives arbitrary powers to

the three persons composing the Board of

Automobile Examiners, and delegates to

them powers which cannot be delegated.

Any member of this board may, without

notice, revoke any one’s license and forfeit

his $3 for any cause deemed suflicient by

such member. This is a judicial power of

the most arbitrary kind.”

 

Two Speeds and Views.

A Winton touring car, with a full load of

passengers, went by, driven at perhaps

eighteen miles an hour over the rough block

pavements. The wheels were trembling and

shivering, jumping from one unevenness to

another, as if protesting against such scurvy

treatment. Thebody was so finely poised,

however, that but very little -of the jolting

was communicated to the occupants of the

car, and they laughed and chatted, seem

ineg unconscious of their unusual speed, al

though passersby stopped to look at the

spectacle.

“They must be in a hurry to get some

where," remarked one of the latter, and his

companions nodded assent.

In the wake of the first came another.

driven at a more decorous pace. "Now,

that’s more like it," said the man who had

first spoken, as it came on at little more

than a crawl. “Pretty slow, though,” re

turned one of the others, doubtfully. “Don't

know but what I like the first best.”

The car passed by, and then the cause of

its slowness was revealed. The right-hand

rear tire was gone, both cover and tube, and

the heavily loaded car was being driven

along on the naked rim. Even above the

noise of the engine the grinding sound of

steel on granite was heard, and it did not re

quire any great stretch of imagination to

picture the condition of the rim when home

was reached. Rather than, at the sacrifice

of pride, relieve the car of its load, the driver

was taking the chances of ruining the wheel.

Indiana Farmers Prepare for War.

Farmers in the northern counties of Indi

ana are so crazy from the development of

the anti-automobile microbe in their bucolic

brain boxes that they are getting up an asso

ciation to fight the automobile. Their lead—

ers are vitriolic in denunciation of the new

vehicle, which is charged with the possession

of more bad qualities than there are in an

anarchist's bomb. Organizers are at work in

the rural districts.

 

Horsemen Turn Motorists.

Horsemen in and around Chicago are de

veloping a sentiment in favor of the auto

mobile, and nearly all the owners of the

best horses are automobilists. “Sam” Wag

ner, the well known turfman, has just pur

chased a sixteen horsepower Peerless tour

ing car, which he takes out every day. There

is a probability that the horsemen will or

ganize an automobile club of their own.

MAGISTRATES ARE KICKING

They Object to Charges Against Automobilists

Under the City Ordinances.

 

Park ordinances, city ordinances and the

Bailey law have been making confusion in

the

Greater New York which lies over toward

Police officers of the Prospect

Park station, Brooklyn, have been arraign

ing their prisoners under the ordinances, and

as these differ in many points from the

Bailey law the magistrates are somewhat

puzzled as to how to deal with cases brought

before them.

Magistrate Voorhees, of the Flatbush court.

spoke his mind concerning this matter on

Friday morning in connection with the case

automobile cases in that portion of

the ocean.

“of James Arkell, of 524 Fifth avenue, Man

hattan, who was arrested by Mounted Patrol

man Rutherford on Ocean Parkway the day

before, charged with going at a speed of

fifteen miles an hour. Arkell, with a party

of friends, was going toward Manhattan

Beach when he was arrested. He gave bail

to appear on Friday morning, but was not

in court when the case was called, and it

was adjourned until Thursday of this week.

Before adjourning the case Magistrate

Voorhees asked the policeman why he did

not prefer a charge against Arkell under

the existing law, instead of under the ordi

nances. Rutherford replied that he did not

know anything about it, but that the arraign

ment was under instructions. The magis

trate then said that arraignments should be

made under the existing laws, instruction or

no instructions.

It is said that the commanding officers of

the Prospect Park station have as yet re

ceived no instructions from Commissioner

Greene as to the enforcement of the Bailey

law, nor have they received copies of the

law.

For Washington Pleasure Seekers.

The Great Falls Transportation and

Amusement Co., of Great Falls, Md., was

formed on July 31. The object of the com

pany is to put on two electric “carryalls‘ to

run between Cabin John Bridge and Great

Falls. The company proposes to erect an

observatory tower similar to the one now in

course of erection at Niagara Falls, with a

dance hall on the ground floor, the second

landing to be given up to various booths,

while the top landing will be used as the ob

servatory and photograph gallery. 0. Chan~

teu Nordiinger is president and general

manager.

Gabriel’s Horn Woke Them.

The Irish Figaro tells a funny story apropos

of Jarrott’s accident in the Bennett Cup

race. It describes how Jarrott and Bianci

were picked up quite dead and laid out in a

barn. covered with sheets and surrounded

by candles, and there they lay waiting for

the wake until Gabriel came along and

blew his horn, whereupon they came to life

again and wanted to resume the race.
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LIFE OF AUTOMOBILES

Experience Show: That Their Period of Use

fulness is Fully Ten Years.

 

Paris, July 3l.—There is one thing about

antomohiling that is not always taken suffi

ciently into account by the average user.

We mean the life of the vehicle, or rather

the period during which it will continue to

meet the owner's requirements. It is, of

(ourse, certain that the man who pays $3,000

for a vehicle does not expect to get full value

for his money in actual service, unless he

is a business or professional man, to whom

economy of time is a great consideration.

Except in such cases the automobile can

only pay for itself on condition of its d0

ing good service for a specified time, which

time is to be calculated according to the

class of work it has to perform—that is to

say, whether it is in constant or occasional

use or is employed for business or pleasure

purposes or both—and, in any event, it will

_ take a number of years before the purchase

value will be wiped out by the economies

which the owner is able to make by its use.

It is difficult to say how long an automo

bile should be in actual service, because this

varies with different requirements. The ques

tion of general interest therefore is the time

during which the motor vehicle is capable

of doing eflicient work. Everything is limited

by the durability of the car, because the

owner cannot work out his economies be

yond that period. What, then, is the life

of an automobile? Not so very long ago it

was generally estimated that the motor ve

hicle would do excellent service for six

years. Now, if we were limited to this time

it is evident that the majority of users

would not find it to their interest to pur

chase automobiles. They would scarcely

be able to cover the purchase money in such

a short period. Formerly no one ever,

thought of buying automobiles with the idea

of using them until they fell to pieces, but

it was the usual practice to invest in cars

either by making an immediate profit on

their resale or by disposing of them at the

end of a year or two,_so that the owner al

ways had up to date cars and usually made

a good profit on the transaction. With the

increasing production of cars there are much

fewer opportunities for engaging in this form

of investment, and the sale of second hand

cars or of new vehicles with premiums—ex

cept in a very few cases—is rapidly losing

ground.

The owner must therefore buy his car

with a special view to its durability, be

cause he may not have much of a chance of

making anything out of it by speculative

transactions, and, fortunately for the future

of the automobile, its life is found to be

much longer than was supposed in the ear

lier days of the industry, when six years

were fixed as the limit of its actual service.

As a matter of fact. it is a common thing to

see cars running in Paris—old Panhards and

Delahayes, for example—dating from 1896

and 1897, and one of the Panhard directors

told us some time ago that they took par

ticular pride in seeing their old cars on the

streets. These cars were, moreover, built

at a time when the industry was far less

advanced than it is at present, and it may

reasonably be supposed that the new ve

hicles, constructed on scientific lines with

special material and designed to resist the

maximum strains, will last for a much longer

time. There seems to be nothing unreason

able in putting this life at ten years at least,

and it will probably be found that there are

few, if any, users where a ten years’ econ

omy will not pay back the purchase money

with interest, leaving the owner with a ve

hicle which can be reconstructed at com

paratively small cost for another long period

_ of service. Of course, there is still the ques

tion of a car getting out of date; but this is

of no importance to the ordinary user, who

is quite satisfied with a vehicle that will

meet all his requirements as regards com

fort and reliability.

Two or three accidents that have happened

recently have shown the danger of drivers

allowing nervous pedple to sit beside them.

The other day the owner of an automobile

was descending a gradient when his wife

got frightened and clung to his arm, with

the result that the car ran off the road, kill

ing the owner and seriously injuring the

other occupants. At the Ostend meeting

Willy Poege was competing in the kilometre

tests with his Mercedes when he was told

that he must have a mechanlcian aboard.

One of the spectator oifered to accompany

him, and when fairly going the amateur

mechanician lost his head; he clung to M.

Willy Poege, whose coolness and promptness

in stopping probably saved, them from de

struction. According to an alleged eyewit

ness of the Fair accident—for the witnesses

in this case are getting a reputation that

would put Ananias himself to the blush—

Mr. Fair took hold of his wife‘s dress to

prevent her from jumping out of the car in

fright, and it was this which'caused the ve

hicle to swerve. There is undoubtedly great

risk in allowing nervous people to ride in

the front seats of fast cars. The driver’s at

tention is constantly on the strain, and the

slightest distraction at a critical moment

may prove fatal. 0! course, this is an argu

ment against fast speeds, but at the same

time it is by no means improbable that the

nervousness of a passenger may be a source

of peril in ordinary touring cars. When

travelling at twenty-five to thirty miles an

hour it is very desirable that the driver

should be either alone on the front seat or

accompanied by an experienced mechanician;

in any event, his seat should allow him full

freedom of movement, the same as in racing

cars.

There will be something very interesting

to say about carburants when the tests now

being carried out at the laboratory of the

A. C. F. are terminated. Judging from the

way in which new gasolene and alcohol

preparations are being presented for testing

purposes the experiments may last several

weeks and even months. They have already

given results rather surprising to those who

have always supposed that the gasolene m0

tor car can only run satisfactorily with .680

spirit. It is found that a very high efficiency

is obtained with gasolene of .700, and in one

or two cases even .730 has proven very good.

A test was made thi week with ordinary

keresone, when the results were found to be

very satisfactory, but the motor was not

run long enough to show whether the valves

and cylinder head would become clogged up

with soot and byproducts, as, of course, they

would in a very short time. All sorts of alco

hol mixtures are being tried, but so far the

carburetted product is only found to give a

high efficiency at comparatively low speeds,

and the consumption is higher than gasolene.

It is impossible to draw any safe deductions

from the tests already made, as this can

only he done by comparison with a large

number of different preparations which have

not yet been tried. It seems clear, however,

that the tests will do a great deal to modify

the usually accepted ideas about the ef

ficiency of spirit of various densities, and

they may lead to the use of gasolene of a

higher specific gravity, which is obviously

a consummation devoutly to he wished at

a time when automobiiists are looking for

ward with some concern to a possible scar

city of .680 spirit.

Belgium offers very little attraction to the

automobile tourist, who rather objects to

the granite paved roads, which try his

nerves as much as they do the car; but the

country has at all events a reputation for

hospitality that does much to smoothe the

way over the horribly bad roads. Automo

bilists have a kindly regard for Belgium as

being the only place where they can take

part in speed tests, and with the Ardennes

race and the Ostend meeting it has become

the sporting centre of Europe. This repu

tation is now in a fair way of being lost.

Alike in Brussels and Antwerp the bourg

mestres, or mayors, have promulgated regu

lations limiting the speed of automobiles to

three miles an hour. The utter absurdity of

this regulation would have been funny if it

were not so serious. Three miles an hour!

A man could cover more at ordinary walking

gait, and it is utterly impossible to keep

motor cars down to this speed without per

petually manipulating the clutch and putting

a lot of strain on the engine and gear. The

drivers will soon have enough of this. Since

the regulation came into force Brussels and

Antwerp have become deserted by automo

bilists, the garages having lost all their trade.

It is feared that the industry, which gives

employment to ten thousand hands, will

suffer badly. for what is the use of buying

cars when you can go faster on foot? The

A. C. of Belgium is agitating strongly, meet

ings of automobilists are being held, and

delegations are being sent to the mayors.

Such a preposterous regulation cannot be al

lowed to exist, and it can only be hoped that

when the iniquity of it is brought home to

the authorities they will atone for the error

of their ways by giving automobilists more

liberty than they had before.
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COMPRESSION LOSS CAUSES

Are Usually Due to Defects in the Piston Rings

—-The Remedy.

 

 

A loss of compression means a loss of

power. To discover the cause of this loss

of power is one of those things which often

battle the motorist, even though he has got

through the novltiate stage.

pression is liable to be caused by several

things—for instance, leaky induction and ex

haust valves, a badly fitting combustion

head (that is, where the head is separate

from the cylinder barrel), or by badly fitting

piston rings. It is with these latter that

we have to deal at the present time. Sup

posing that we have a single cylinder en

gine, whose compression is bad, the valves

have been taken out and ground to a perfect

fit, the joint at the combustion head has

been examined and there is no doubt that

this is perfect, but still the compression is

bad. says the Autocar.

This points to the fact that the piston rings

need some attention. It is therefore neces

mry to disconnect the cylinder entirely from

the crank chamber. so that when the former

is removed it leaves the piston atached to

its connecting rod. Care should be exer

cised when removing the cylinder not to dis

turb the piston rings, but to note the rela

tive position of the slots in these as the cyl

inder comes off. If the slots in the rings are

approximately in line, this in itself is suffi

cient to cause a loss of compression without

the rings being absolutely bad. The internal

combustion motor, as a rule, is fitted with

three piston rings, and the slots of these

should be equidistant from one another to

insure there being no leakage past them.

The cylinder now being removed, we are

enabled to carefully examine the piston and

its rings, and, provided that the slots in the

rings have not been opposite to one another,

we now have to look for the cause of the

trouble. If the rings are bad the points at

which the gas has been escaping by the pis

ton and rings will be denoted by a burnt or

brown or roughened surface on the polished

surface of the piston and the rings. It will

frequently be found that these places occur

near the slots in the rings, these being quite

discolored for perhaps a quarter of an inch

from each end of the slot, or it may be that

one ring has not been reaaly true when it

was first put in, and it has allowed the gas

to escape in small quantities at first. Con

tinued compression of the gas has caused an

increasing escape, until quite a large area of

escape has been created. This, as in the

other case, will be noted by the discoloring

of the rings.

Having discovered the bad ring, or rings,

their removal is the next question with

which we have to deal. The rings being

bad, it is practically immaterial whether

they are broken or not in the process of their

removal, but we would advise those who

Loss of _com

are fitting new rings for the first time to be

very careful in the removal, as the experi

ence thus gained will be of benefit to them

in replacing the new rings. Two pairs of

hands are really required to carry out the

operation successfully, though with a little

extra caution and trouble it may be efiicient

ly carried out by one person. The first thing

to do is to open the ring by springing the

ends apart at the slot, and this is best done

by means of two implements; practically

anything will do that will fit into the groove

of the piston. These being inserted into the

slot in the ring, they. are gently forced apart

so that the ring is expanded. Then, by in

serting a finger or fingers between the im

plement the left hand can be passed round

to the opposite side of the sylinder and the

ring lifted, so that it rests upon the edge of

the groove. It can then be forced gently off

the piston. In removing the middle ring

care will have to be taken or the ring will

drop into the groove vacated by the top ring.

If this does happen, it will, of course, have

to be removed in the manner before men

tioned. In many instances the bottom ring

can he slid over the trunk of the piston and

sprung open sufliciently to pass over the con

necting rod, thus saving the possibility of its

falling into the two grooves above and the

subsequent trouble of its removal.

When the rings are reaned it will be

noticed that they are not of the same thick

ness all the way round, but the bore of the

ring is slightly concentric, and that the slot

in the ring is placed at the thinnest part.

These rings, it may be stated, are turned

from fine gray cast iron, this having proved,

after many years of experimenting, to be

the best metal from which such rings can be

constructed. This form is given to the ring

so as to give it a certain amount of spring,

by means of which it shall of its own accord

keep in close contact with the walls of the

cylinder. It is not without interest to know

how these rings are made, and therefore we

give a brief resume of their construction. A_

concentric ring is turned off a suitable iron

casting somewhat larger than the finished

size required. The rings thus obtained are

split open at any point, and a given length

is taken from the circle.

closed together by being forced into a piece

of tube, in which state they, of course, form

an untrue circle. The tube with the rings.

in which all the slots are in a line, is passed

on to a bar provided with a shoulder at one

end and a large flange or washer with lock

nuts at the other end. The flange is put

over a bar or mandrel, and the lock nuts

are tightened up, so that the rings are held

firmly in position. The tube whic‘h has

served to hold the rings together is then

knocked 03, and the rings are turned down

to the required size, this process leaving

them thinner on the one side than on the

other.  

Baron de Zuylen and M. G. Rives have

been appointed president and vice-president.

respectively. of the Sixth Automobile. Cycle

and Sport Exhibition, to be held at Paris

this winter.

They are then.

AUTOMOBILE'S CHIEF MISSION

Will Change City Streets From Manure Yards

to Clean Thoroughlares.

 

 

That the automobile has a great future I

do not deny. Its chief mission is to change

city streets from manure yards to clean

thoroughfares, says Sylvester Stewart in the

Engineering Magazine. The horse is unfit

for use on city streets. He occupies too

much space; he is too hard to steer; he has

the wrong kind of feet on him; besides, on

crowded streets his worried driver whips,

frets and jerks 10 per cent of his energy out

of him and shortens his life.

But whatever efficiency the automobile

may attain by future improvements, it will

always remain true, that if it is put on steel

rails, the same engine and the same quan

tity of fuel necessary to null ten passengers

or one ton of freight on the best macadam

road will pull at least forty passengers or

four tons of freight on teei. So, instead of

“making railways obsolete,” the automobile

will call for light steel rails for itself in

hundreds or thousands of localities, and will’

probably be equipped in many cases with

guides, so that it can run either on or off

rails.

The automobile, instead of being a menace

to the railway, will be a feeder to it. Light

railways—T rails, piateways, etc—will

branch from main lines, and on these

branches will run freight and passenger

automobiles. In roadways there is nothing

like steel, nor anything that makes any ap

proach to it. Of course, in sections too thin

ly settled to justify two roads (0. common

road and a light railway), the business an

tomobile will have to use the common road.

but wherever it does it will be compelled to

charge a high rate for freight and passen

gers, on account of the great resistance to

progression encountered on all roads but

' steel.  

An Unbreakable Densimeter.

Motorists who are partial to the use of the

densimeter, for measuring the density of

gasolene, are well aware of its fragility, fre—

quent breakages having borne it upon them.

Taking a hint from this an English concern

has brought out a densimeter which is made

entirely of metal. The case, which is also of

metal, serves as a receptacle for the spirit

in which the densimeter is placed. On the

stem of the latter the specific gravity marks

are engraved, varying from .680 to .720, and

they are just as easily read as on the glass

instrument. A small cloth case fits inside

the metal receptacle, and in this the densi

meter is dropped. a cap put into position

and the instrument can then be carried safe

ly anywhere. - 

An automobile fast mail service is pro

posed between Knoxville and Seviervilie.

Tenn., the distance between the two points

being twenty-five or twenty-six miles._
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CANADA BECOMES ARBITRARY

American Automobillsts Crossing the Line are

Subiecfed to Troublesome Requirements.

The “modus vivendl" under which Ameri

can automobilists were admitted upon Cana

dian territory, upon identification of their

vehicles and declaration of intention to re

turn within a certain time, appears to have

been declared off, and the Canadians are en

forcing their law with vigor, as some Ameri

cans in Buflalo have learned by experience.

John Mesmer, of Buffalo, crossed the river

with his automobile on August 2, and, to his

surprise, was held up by a customs official,

who demanded that he give a bond equal to

the value of the vehicle and also deposit 5

per cent of its value in money. Mr. Mesmer

found a bondsman in the person of Alex

ander Ross, who is Reeve, or Mayor, of the

village of Fort Erie. But one bondsmsn

was not enough, it was then discovered, so

Mr. Mesmer hunted up Chief of Police Grif

fin, gave bond for $880 with these two gen

tlemen as suretles, deposited his 5 per cent

cash, the officials accepting American

money, and went his way along the Cuna

dian shore to the Whirlpool below Niagara

Falls.

On returning to the ferry in the evening to

get back to Buffalo Mr. Mesmer was again

surprised. He was olemnly informed by

the customs official that: he had gone beyond

the limits accorded in his permit, which ad

mitted him to the Black River customs dis

trict only, while the Whirlpool Rapids lie

outside of that district. The official was

considerate, and did not throw him into a

dungeon nur' confiscate his automobile or

money. On the whole. considering what

might have happened, he felt that he had got

off quite well.

Judge W. H. Hotchkiss, president of the

Automobile Club of Buffalo, in speaking of

the right of the Canadian officials to act in

such a manner. said: “We are now simply

subject to anything the Canadian Govern

ment chooses to require of us. We can take

our choice between complying with these

demands or staying on this side. Nearly

every one is choosing the latter alternative."

As to the reason for if, Judge Hotchkiss

said: “My understanding is that the rigor

ous enforcement of the existing regulations

is due to the fact that a certain Niagara

Falls man smuggled one or two machines

into Canada last fall.

“For some time," continued Mr. Hotchkiss,

“efforts have been made by the Automobile

Club to ameliorate these regulations. I have

lately received a letter from the Hon. J. R.

Stratton, Provincial Secretary of Ontario, in

which he said that this matter was under

consideration, and he hoped within a week

or so to be able to formulate a plan which

would clear away existing difficulties. What

we would like to bring about is to have Can

ada establish a regulation like the one in

force in France and other European coun~

tries, by which an automobilist entering the

country, upon presenting an identification

card, has his machine sealed with a tag

which must be allowed to remain on the

vehicle while in the country, otherwise sub

Jecting him to an importation tax. This

would be no sure proof against smuggling,

but would undoubtedly reduce it to an in

considerable minimum."

Oil Treatment of Roads.

It is now held that the reason some roads

treated with oil have turned out well and

others ii] is due to the differing bases of oils.

The San Francisco Chronicle, with the ex

perience of California roads in view, says:

“The crude oil used on the London and Al

dershot road proves to have had a paraffin

base, which in itself explains the cause of

its failure. Everything depends upon the

base of the oil used. If paraffin is the base

nothing but failure can be expected, for

when the volatile substances contained in

the crude petroleum evaporate the residuum

left is a brittle, greasy substance, which af

fords absolutely no protection to ,the road

way.

"The secret of the success of the oil treat

ment of roads in California lies in the fact

that our crude petroleums possess an asphalt

base, which leaves an asphalt covering on

the surface of the roadway after the volatile

elements have been evaporated by solar no

tion. This asphalt covering is as complete

a protection to the roadway as if its surface

were paved with a. coating of bituminous

rock. And every successive oiling received

in the treatment thickens the asphalt shield

of the crown of the road, more thoroughly

protecting the underlying foundation from

the action of water, let it rain ever so hard."

\\hat the Stork Brought.

An automobile driver was racing along the

Avenue Gumbettu, Paris, recently, when he

observed a poorly clad woman on a bench

moaning. The chauffeur stopped the auto.

and the woman complained of suffering

greatly. The woman was taken in and the

automobile was started for a hospital, but

the woman's condition became more critical

on route, and the: kind hearted chauffeur

found himself with two passengers instead

of one, the addition being a baby boy. The

mother and child were cared for at the hos

pltal.

Club for St. Paul.

The St. Paul Automobile Club has been

organized in St. Paul, Minn, with fifty mem

bers, including some of the best known busi

ness men of the city, and ofllcers have been

elected as follows: President, Paul Gotzian;

vice-president, R. C. Wright; secretary, John

Patterson: treasurer, Gustave Schollc. Sev

eral women will join the club. as there are

a number of women automobillsts in the

city.

An ordinary lifting jack is useful in a num

ber of ways. At a pinch it can be used be

hind the rear wheel in place of a block to

keep a stranded car from running backward

downhill.

FARMERS ON THE WARPATI'I

Rustics Living in the Vicinity of Evansion, lli.,

Form an Anti-Automobile League.

Farmers living in the vicinity of the auto

mobiling courses west of Evanston, 111.,

have organized an anti-automobile league.

and the organization numbers about seventy

five men, who are so indignant over the

recklessness of certain chauffeurs that they

propose to accord drastic treatment to the

first one who falls into their hands. If the

guilty one escapes they will wreak ven

geance upon the next one, whether he be

guilty or innocent.

The men represent Glenview, Niles Cen

tre, Morton Park, Jefferson, Dutchman's

Point. Welcome Park and Palatine. The

movement grew out: of a feeling developed

after an accident to a woman named Schmidt

on Saturday afternoon, August 1. With a

view to taking it out of the next automobllist

who might come along, the farmers gathered

near Glenview on a much travelled road,

where they bid a heavy truck among the

trees and waited. _

As soon as an automobile came in sight

they pushed it into the road. The result can

only be imagined, and it was only due to the

fact that the machine was running at moder

ate speed that the occupants were not killed.

The machine was a wreck, and had to be

shipped to the factory. The man gave his

name as James H. \Vllson, of Evanston, but

no such man owning an automobile resides

there, and the farmers say that the majority

of those who have been stopped have given

fictitious names.

On the following Sunday night the farmers

met at Welcome Park and organized as the

Farmers’ Anti-Automobile League. From

this organization a vigilance committee of

twenty was selected to mete out justice to

reckless chaufi'eurs. Joshua Stiles was

elected president of the league, and John

Jukcs secretary and treasurer. The farmers

declare that they will stop the automobiles or

destroy them.

What the Automobile Contained.

Burglars would betray a lack of the cun

ning peculiar to their craft if they failed to

discover a use for the automobile. That

they do not propose to allow smugglers to

monopolize it for illegal purposes was clever

ly demonstrated in Paris last week.

Bastide, a dealer in the Rue Victor Masse.

was closing his shop one evening when a

man arrived in an automobile and requested

permission to store it in the shop over night.

Bastide took the machine in, with the result

that he discovered the next morning that he

himself had been taken in. The man who

had brought the automobile was a cracks

man whose confederate was hidden in the

vehicle. During the night the pair rificd the

shop of all the valuable tools and ucccsso

rles, loadcd them into the automobile and

decamped.
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BRITISH I,000 MILES TRIAL

Tests Include Showing Regarding Brakes. Dust.

Vibration, Srnolie and Cleanliness.

Since the rules were issued for the 1903

Thousand Miles Trial of the Automobile Club

of Great Britain several amendments have

been introduced, and questions as to fuel

consumption, brakes, dust and other impor

tant matters have been dealt with by the

judges and the Trials Organization Commit

tee. The chief of these changes are as fol

lows:

A formula is to be adopted which will take

into consideration the weight of the vehicle

and the consumption per mile over the whole

trial, but speed is to be omitted from this

formula. The consumption will be worked

out in pence per ton-mile, the car showing

the least cost per ton-mile receiving full

marks and the others in exact proportion.

The price of fuel is to be taken as the whole

sale price f. o. b. London as quoted by the

makers. Three grades of spirit and one of

petroleum will be allowed for. Observers on

the first day will see that the fuel tank is

full, and will afterward record throughout

the week the quantity of spirit put into the

tanks. and at the end of the week will re

cord the amount of spirit required to fill the

tank to its original level. Special tanks from

which to replenish cars may be erected in a

suitable position, provided that they are ar

ranged so that the conttnts can be easily

measured. They must be locked up, and be

in all respects subject to the approval of the

judges. The time occupied in filling such

tanks will be counted as deducting marks

under Rule 42.

At the commencement of the trial each car

is to be brought to a standstill twice by 'each

of two independent‘brakes. There are to be

two tests for' stopping when descending

backward and two tests for stopping when

descending forward, together with a special

surprise stop on one of the days of the trials.

This test is to be made at a spot known only

to the judges, the competitors to have no

warning, but to pull up on the exhibition of

a red flag, with “A. C.” in white letters on

it, from the side of the road. 0n seeing this

the driver is to bring his car to rest in the

shortest reasonable space, i. e., without dam

aging his tires., Each of these five trials is

to count 40 marks. the remaining fifty marks

to be awarded by the judges for the design

and method of connecting the brake mech

anism. .

The suggestion by Colonel Crompton for

the dust test is that a certain portion of the

road should be covered with a given quantity

of suitable material, and the cars should be

driven at the same speed, or as nearly so as

possible, over this prepared portion of the

road. and ladders should be placed behind

the cars, and the amount of dlist should be

recorded by photograph. Preliminary exper

intents are to be made in order to perfect the

details of the scheme.

Vibration is to be measured, when stand

ing, by the personal observation of the

judges, and the cars which are considered

by them to be up to a certain standard

should receive full marks, and the others in

proportion as may be decided by the judges.

Observations as to the amount of smoke or

vapor are to be made by the judges, assisted

by observers, both at the Crystal Palace and

on various portions of the route.

Cleanliness is to be decided by observa

tions of the judges, who will be conveyed to

various parts of the routes in order to make

additional observations for noise, dustless- -

ness and the emission of smoke or vapor on

various portions of the route. If necessary,

the cars are to be stopped a quarter of a

mile before such positions, and allowed to

pioceed at one-minute intervals, it being only

intimated to them that the judges require a

control at such a place, the object of the

judges not being stated.

 

Prevalence Meet Decided Upon.

By vote of the board of governors of the

Rhode Island Automobile Club, at a special

meeting held in Providence last week, it

was decided to hold the third anual race

meet at Narragansett Park on Saturday af

ternoon, September 19. A committee of ar

rangements was appointed, consisting of R.

Lincoln Lippitt. chairman: C. Prescott

Knight, Fred E. Perkins. Herbert H. Rice.

William P. Mather, Howard D. Wilcox and

John R. Dennis. A tempting list of prizes

will be offered.
 

Race Meet for Macon.

Automobile racing is a sport which will be

new to the people of Macon, Ga., when it is

introduced there at the coming State Fair.

Director General Huff of the Macon Fair

Association announces that an automobile

race will be one of the features. '

Arrangements have been made for the

entry of severai expert chauffeurs, including

some from New York. The mile track at

the fair grounds will be banked at both ends.

and it is hoped that new records will be

made.
 

Syracuse Seeks Racing Stars.

The committee in charge of the auto

mobile races to be held at the State Fair

track, Syracuse. N. Y., on the afternoon of

September 12, under the auspices of the

Syracuse Automobile Club. has positive as:

surances that Percy Owen. L. P, Mooers and

H. S. Harknes will be present to compete

in the regular and match races. Efforts are

being made to secure the presence of

“Barney” Oldfield.

Cooper Recovers Frorn Illness.

“Tom” Cooper, of Detroit. has recovered

so far from the effects of the operation for

appendicitis which he underwent about three

weeks ago that he has left the hospital. He

is regaining his health so rapidly that his

friends expect he will be able to participate

in the annual races of the Detroit Antonio

bile (‘luln which are scheduled for Septem

ber 7 and 8.

TEST MOTOR BAGGAGE TRUCK

Gare du Nord in Paris Experiments With one-—

Seems to be Successful.

 

At the Jersey City station of the Pennsyl

vania Railroad Co. horses are still used to

haul the baggage trucks to and from the

baggage room on the station platforms. It

has been suggested that motor vehicles could

do the work much more expeditiously and

effectively, but nothing has ever been done

in this direction. At the Gare du Nord, Paris,

however, the idea has been carried out in

the shape of an electric truck, which is in

use for conveying passengers' luggage from

the trains to the customs examining sheds.

The vehicle is an experiment, but if the

working warrants it the company intends

to substitute these self-propelled trucks for

the old hand trolleys now used for all pur

poses.

In appearance the new vehicle does not

differ much from the hand trolley, except

that it has a box mounted on either end to

contain the accumulators. A small Kapsel

motor is attached to the chassis in the cen

tre of the vehicle, and drives by chain and

sprocket to the rear axle. The steering

tiller also acts as the controller, and by

slightly depressing it the circuit is com

pleted and the motor started. To stop the

motor it is only necessary to lift the tiller.

it is capable of carrying a load of half a ton

and is, of course, a great time saver as com

pared with the old method of transporting

baggage by hand.

Speed Contest at Saratoga.

A speed contest of twenty-five miles is

proposed by the automobilists now in Sara

toga. and it is expected that if the consent

of the authorities can be obtained for the use

of the roads at least twenty of the leading

owners of automobiles now at the resort

would participate.

The idea was broached at the Whitney

Widener dinner one evening last week, and

it was heartily favored. A committee will

wait upon the authorities of the township of

Saratoga Springs and old Saratoga to obtain

the necessary right of way over the course

proposed, which is from Saratoga to Schuy

lerville and return.

To Race on Churchill Downs.

"Barney" Oldfield and "Tom" Cooper, of

Detroit, will meet again, this time on the

famous Churchill Downs track, at Louisville,

Ky., on August 15. Articles for the race

were signed last week. The race will be

conducted by the Louisville Automobile

Club, and will include three races at a mile,

five miles and ten miles.

Some London "Cases."

London hospitals are having “cases” who

allege that they were run over by motor cars

when their injuries were really due to

drunkenness. They got their "tip" from the

fact that one hospital collected a fund for

the benefit of one of its inmates who made

a claim of this kind.
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Automobile interest at Harvard.

Harvard University, the biggest and oldest

college in America, naturally attracts a very

large share of the wealthy students of the

country. This fact, and the excellence of

the roads which radiate from the seat of the

university, in Cambridge, Mass, cause it to

be noted among the Bay State automobilists

as the centre of a large and active in

terest in the motor vehicle. Nearly fifty

students own automobiles, and it is safe to

say that twice that number are. interested in

the sport.

The Harvard automobilists make their

headquarters at the big station of the Har

vard Automobile Co., in Quincy Square.

Within a stone’s throw of Beck Hall, West

moriy Court, Randolph Hall, Russell Hall,

Claverly Hall and the Harvard Union, this

station is an easy rendezvous. Here from

eary morning to late at night can be found

the students of Harvard, with coats off, and

black, grease stained hands, laboring over

their machines. Each of them knows how to

care for his own vehicle, and many of them,

especially the Lawrence Scientific students,

could give a manufacturer points as to

needed improvements and the like. George

C. Cannon, of New York, who has attracted

attention by his self-built machine, is an ex

ample of this kind of student. He is taking

the course. at the Lawrence Scientific School.

Boston, New York and Chicago boys are

the most conspicuous automobile enthusiasts

at Harvard, and many of them own very

fine cars. Among them are R. Crane.

of Chicago; Charles De Young, of San Fran

cisco; J. W. Myers, of New York; E. C. Fitch,

of Boston; W. H. Yule, of Chicago; Edward

I. Cudahy, of Chicago, son of the pork

packer; Lawrence Mott, of Cambridge; H. S.

Allen and W. H. Schraflf, of Somerville; Rob~

ert Jordan, son of the department store man

of Boston; Clarence Mark, of Chicago; Aus

ten Gray, of Albany; D. C. Williams, of Chi

cago; A. Robinson, of New York; A. L.

White, of Hyde Park, Chicago; G. S. Holden,

of Cleveland; S. S. Breese and E. C. Fitch,

of Boton; James O‘Reilly, of St. Louis; P.

A. Conley, of Chicago; P. A. Prial, of New

York; Harry Hammond, of Portland; Robert

Foster, of Portland; S. H. Wolcott, the crew

man, son of \the late Governor Wolcott of

Massachusetts; F. L. Kennedy, W. R. Tuck

erman and Warwick Green. of New York;

U. B. Dabney and A. W. Jones, of Maiden;

J. Jackson, of Boston; Stanley Miller, of

Cambridge; E. P. Mosely, of Newburyport;

Thomas Curtiss, of Cambridge; W. R. Wade,

of Newton; Frederick T. Tabor, of New Bed

ford; J. A. Cangley, of New Jersey; A. R.

Beal and D. D. Peterson, of Davenport, Iowa.

 

The first Renault Car.

In 1898 the first Renault car was placed on

the market. It was propelled by a 11/4

horsepower air cooled engine. A short time

afterward the concern brought out a “more

powerful" car, it having a 31/; horsepower

engine, water cooled.

Music and Automobiles Don’t Mix.

Now it is Chicago that objects to the mix

ing of music and automobile noises. The

leaders of bands playing in the public parks

complained to the police that their best

efforts, whether in rendering ragtime or

Wagner, were nullified by passing motor

vehicles, which “pulled and snorted" and

left behind them odors that were not of

Arabia the blest. Their protests were

heeded, as an order was sent out from head

quarters to abate the nuisance.

In Lincoln Park chauffeurs were not even

allowed to drive their cars along the wooded

roadways that pass near the bandstand. A

special squad of officers stood at either en

trance to the park and forced them to use

the outer esplanade.

One automobilist in a bright red touring

car objected. He said that he had with him

a party of friends from Milwaukee who had

cast aspersions upon Chicago‘s claims as a

musical centre, and he had at once brought

them out to listen to the selections played in

the parks. This insidious appeal to local

pride almost won the day for the chaufifeur.

The police held a brief council of war, and

finally compromised by giving the party a

printed programme of the concert. It served

its purpose and the party moved on.

 

A Blacksmith's Car.

Charles Mitchell, a Searsboro (Iowa) black

smith, has found time between his black

smithing jobs to build an automobile, which

is said to be perfect in every respect and

neat in appearance.

 

THE

HAYNES-APPERSUN
Is the ONLY gasolene automobile that ran the

contest from New York to Boston and back

without repairs or adjustments of any kind.
 

SURREY, n HORSRJ'OWBR, $1800 Fm)” head-light extra.

1 Records and Awards

all earned by

The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely Unoqualod Rofiord.

Send for it and ask for the “ Little Book," too.

It Is the only machine that has won EVERY Endurance Contest held In

America and every contest or race ever entered.

Stock Machines.
Our catalogue gives the records complete.

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of Haynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

The oldest makers of motor can In Amorlca.

lilll, lllllu; “ISIAI Bnnci Sim,i420 Mlchiganiin., Chicago.

Member: of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., l239-4I-43 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., and 66 West 43d Street, New York,

National Automobile & Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents, San Francisco.

JOHN MAXWELL, Oneida, N. Y., Agent for Central New York.
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The Week's Patents.

734913. Pneumatic Tire. Arthur H.

Marks, Akron, Ohio, assignor to the Dia

mond Rubber Company. Akron, Ohio. a

corporation of Ohio. Filed Sept. 9, 1902.

Serial No. 122,699. (No model.)

Claim—In a detachable pneumatic tire.

the combination of a rim. an inner tube sur

rounding the same. a sheath outside of the

inner tube extending onto opposite sides of

the rim, plates removably carried on oppo

site sides of the rim, bolts extending through

said rim for holding said plates in place,

and short pins for locking the sheath to the

plates. said pins being carried by one of

such members at points opposite the sides of

the rim. substantially as described.

734,914. Pneumatic Tire. Arthur H.

Marks, Akron. Ohio, assiguor to Diamond

Rubber Company. Akron, Ohio, :1 corpora

tion of West Virginia. Filed March 31.

1902. Serial No. 100.055. (No model.)

(llaim.—In a detachable tirc the combina

tion of a rim having its edges bent substan

tially as shown, with a tire sheath having

external beads near its edges for engage

ment beneath the overhanging edges of the

run. the inner walls of the edges of said

sheath being inclined toward the rim, :1

locking strip having a groove in its inner

face to accommodate the spoke fastening

devices. the skies of said strip tapering

toward the rim, and an inflatable core, sub

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

734.916. Pneumatic Tire and Rim. Arthur

H. Marks. Akron. Ohio. Filed May 2, 1902.

Serial No. 1 5.575. (No model.)

('laim.—The combination of a trough

shaped metallic rim having outwardly ex

tended side flanges, an annular metal‘tire

which fits upon said flanges and spans the

space between them and is provided midway

between its edges with an external circum

ferential rib, and two retaining rings bolted

to the sides of said rim and extending well

beyond the same and provided on their outer

edges with inwardly turned flanges, with a

tire sheath having beaded edges which fit

the spaces incloscd_by said metal tire. its

circumferential flange and said retaining

rings.

734.915. Pneumatic Tire. Arthur 1!.

Marks, Akron, Ohio, assignor to the Dia

mond Rubber Company. Akron. Ohio. a cor

pmathm of West Virginia. Filed April 2.

1902. Serial No. 101,100. (No model.)

(‘laim.—In a detachable double tube pneu

matic fire, the combination of a wheel rim

provided Willi a centrally arranged periph

eral flange, plates removany secured to said

r'm iXlPlHllllfi‘ along the. sides of the same

and bent inwardly to form flanges, the pe

ripheries of the flanged portions of said plates

being in substantially the plane of the outer

surface of the peripheral rim .flange. a tire

sheath having ,ribs or beads adapted to fit

within the recesses formed between said

peripheral rim flange and the flanges of the

plates. and an inflatable tube within said

sheath, substantially as described.

734.921. Driving Mechanism for Trans

mitting Variable Speeds. William Meischke

Smith and (icorgius F. Meischke-Smith,

Paris. France. Filed Dec. 1. 1902. Serial

No. 133,485. (No model.)

Claim—1. In driving mechanism for trans

mitting variable speeds, a crank. a block ar

ranged therein and carrying a crank pin. a

sci-cw coactiug with the block. geared incin

bcrs. mechanism connecting the geared

members with the screw, and means for

holding either of the members stationary to

the exclusion of the other.

735.015. Manufacture of Electric Igniters.

Albert De Dion and Georges Bouton, Pu

teaux. France. Filed Sept. 10, 1902. Serial

No. 122.802. (No model.)

(‘laim.—An electric igniter comprising a,

longitudinally bored core of insulating ma

terial. a bottom of conducting material, a

metallic solder uniting the parts. and a con

ductor passing freely through the bore of

the core and united to the bottom by the

solder which joins said bottom to the core.

735,021. Steam Generator. Frank E.

Stanley and Freelan 0. Stanley, Newton.

Mass, assignors to the Stanley Automobile

Company, a corporation of New-York. Filed

Ilec. ii, ISilS. Serial No. 098.449. (No model.)

('laim.—The combination with a steam

generator, of a burner for heating the same

having a chamber to receive a mixture of

vapor aml air, a continuous oil supply pipe

loading to the burner and passing through

the water space of the generator. aml a

valve in said pipe between the generator and

burner, substantially as described.

735.029. Governor Mechanism for Ex

plosive Engines. \Villiam J. Wright. I'itts

burg. I‘enn., assignor of three-sixteenths to

.l. W. Lee and Fred .1. Galloway. Pittsburg.

Penn, Filed Feb. 20, 1902. Serial No.

95.700. (No model.)

(Ziaim.—The combination with the mixing

chamber. the tube 2 communicating with

said chamber, having air intakes. said tube

having a gas or gasolene feed, a hollow valve

slidable in the tube. and having an outlet

discharging in the tube at the air intake

end. said tube having a valve seat. the

valve having a seat for co-operatiug with the

tube valve seat. and inlets at a point below

its seat. and means connected with the valve

and geared with the engine shaft controlled

by the varying‘ speed of the engine, for

shifting the valve to increase or decrease

the flow of gas or gasolene therethrough, as

set forth.

735,035. Gas Engine. \Villiam II. Jones.

Cambridge. Mass. Original application filed

Nov. 13. 1902. Serial No. 129.843. Divided

and this application filed Jan. 6, 1903. Serial

No. 138.027. (No model.)

(Tlaim.—In a gas engine of the character

described. a plurality of cylinders. each pro

vided with an intake valve, an exhaust

valve. a piston and connecting rod; the gear

case; the crank shaft: the distributing box

provided with the concentric outer and inner

walls aml surrounding the crank shaft;

pipes rigidly connected with aml extending

from the said box: pipes connected at one

end with the passage to the intake valve;

and the pipe surrounding and having a slip

joint connection with the adjacent ends of

the pipes substantially as and for the pur

pose set forth.

735,030. Igniter

William 1]. Jones. (‘ambridge, Mass.

inal application filed Nov. 13, 1902.

for Explosive Engines.

Orig

Serial

No. 129.843. llivided and this application

filed .lan. T. 1903. Serial No. 138,143. (No

model.)

llama—In a gas engine of the character

described. the crank shaft and the gear 11

mounted thereon: the cam gears 12 mounted

on studs. and in engagement with the gear on

the crank shaft. and correspomling in num

ber with the number of the cylinders: a

disk of insulating material mounted on and

rotating with one of the cam gears and

formed on its peripiu-ry with notches corre

sponding in number with the number of the

cylinders; the bell crank 19 of insulating ma-'

terlal mounted on an extension of one of

said studs and independent of the cam gear;

a metallic arm pivoted to said bell crank

and provided with a suitable roller; means

for holding said arm with its roller against

the periphery of said disk; an electrical con

tact mounted ou the bell crank and adapted

to contact with said metallic arm when its

roller is in a notch, and to be out of contact

therewith when said roller is lifted out of a

notch; electric wires forming a circuit and

connected respectively with said contact and

the metallic arm; and an operating lever for

imparting rotation to the bell crank, substan

tially as described.

735.068. Speed (‘hanging Mechanism. John

I). (‘urtis, Worcester, Mass. Filed January

12, 1903. Serial No. 138,624. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a speed changing mechan

ism. the combination of two shafts, suitable

bearings therefor, 11 cries of differentially

proportioned intermeshed gears mounted

upon and connecting said shafts, the gears on

one shaft rigidly keyed thereto. the gears on

the other shaft free and provided internally

with notches or keyways, the latter shaft

formed hollow and provided with a slot.

rings surrounding the shaft between the

gears. an endwise movable member sliding

within said hollow shaft, a swinging latch

titted within a cavity in said member and

pivoted to swing outward through said slot.

a wedge block slidabie beneath said latch, a

rod connected with said block and extend

ing out through said shaft member, and

means for moving said member and for rel

atively moving said wedge block. for the

purpose set forth. .

735,213. Electrical Igniting Apparatus.

Walter H. Cotton, Chicago. Ill.. assignor to

Albert Kunze, Chicago, [11. Filed February

28. 1902. Serial No. 96.108. (No model.)

Claim—1. in an igniting apparatus for

explosive engines, in combination, an explo

sion chamber, a pair of sparking chambers,

electrodes in each chamber, a tube connect

ing the sparking chambers, a nipple provid

ing communication between the tube and the

explosion chamber, a valve for opening com

munication between the explosion and the

sparking chambers in alternation. and means

for creating a spark at the electrodes in the

chamber in communication with the explo

sion chamber.

733.250. Starting Mechanism for Oil or

iasolene Engines. Feodor C. Hirsch. New

York, N. Y.. assignor to Abbot Augustus

Low, Horseshoe. N. Y. Filed February 28.

1902. Serial No. 90.033. (No model.)

(‘laim.—1. In combination with an ex

plosive engine. a tank for storing gases

under pressure. the valve shaft. and the two

independent splines. a starting valve ar—

ranged to admit the compressed gas from

said tank to the engine cylinder. and means

carried by a continuously rotating valve

driving shaft for operating and controlling

said valve through the medium of the cam

shaft of the engine, substantially as set

forth.

735.26."). Detachable 'i‘lre. Herbert E.

Irwin. Galesburg, Ill.. assignor to Irwin

Rubber Company. Chicago, Ill..a corpora

tion of Illinois. Filed March 31,

Serial No. 150,378. (No model.)

(‘lnim.—1. The combination with a wheel

rim provided with a peripheral channel hav‘

ing overhanging sides, of a tire casing split

on its inner side and provided with marginal

flanges or lips, each of said flanges having

on its outside a head adapted to lie under

the overhanging sides of the rim and having

on its inside opposite said beads surfaces

which form between themselves a substan

1903.
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tially V or trough shape, and an inner air

tube provided with a fabric strip which in

turn secures a ring or band. thus forming a

rib on the base of the air tube, which lies in

the said trough bottom of the tire casing,

substantially as and for the purpose de

scribed.

735.329. Vehicle Wheel. Reuben 0. Wil

cox, Wichita, Kan. Filed February 24, 1903.

Serial No. 144,809. (No model.) .

Claim.—1. A wheel having springs on the

inner side of its rim provided with volute

arms, the ends of which are normally spaced

from the intermediate portions of the

springs and are free to move toward and

from the same, and spokes attached to the

intermediate portion of said volute spring

arms, substantially as cescribed.

735,370. Motor Vehicle. Robert H.

Hassler, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed January

15, 1901. Renewed January 13, 1903. Serial

No. 138,829. (No model.)

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle, a body, a

supporting truss containing journals, driv

ing shafts running in the journals and actu

ating the vehicle wheels and driven by

means of a gear wheel, an electric motor

secured to the truss, a pinion on the motor

shaft engaging with the gear, springs sup

porting the body on the truss. and a cross

spring having one portion attached to the

body and other portions attached to the

ends of the first mentioned springs.

735,373. Vehicle Tire. Charles L. Hen

derson, Berlin, Canada. Filed October 20.

1902. Serial No. 128,007. (No model.) I

Claim.—1. In a tire. for vehicles, the com

bination with the rim having side walls

forming a channel. of a tread located be

tween said side walls, and bodily movable

inwardly between said side walls and side

rings fitting in grooves in one of said parts

and contacting with the abutting surfaces of

the other part, substantia-ly as described.

735,376. Crude Oil Vaporizer. Franklin

G. Hobart, Beloit, Wis, assignor to Fair

banks, Morse & Co., Chicago, 111., a cor

poration of Illinois. Filed March 1, 1901.

Serial No. 49,397. (No model.)

Claim.—-1. A generator for forming hydro

carbon gas, comprising a heat tube, a down

ward exteusion upon said heat tube, a

vaporizing chamber entirely surrounding

said heat tube, a septum or partition in said

heat tube, forming passages on opposite

sides of said partition, and a valve located

at the upper end of said heat tube, con

structed to regulate the passage of the heat

downward at one side of said partition and

. mobiles.

thence to its outlet, substantially as de

scribed.

735,441. Apparatus for Burning Oil.

George L, Badger, Quincy, Mass. assignor

to Equitable Auto-Truck Power and Burner

Company, Lynn.. Mass. a corporation of

Maine. Original application tiled August 2,

19011 Serial No. 25,713. Divided and this

application filed September 28, 1900. Serial

No. 31,420. (No model.)

Claim—1. In apparatus of the character

described, a main burner and an auxiliary

burner, each adapted to receive a separate

supply of vapor and air. an oil vaporizing

receptacle adapted to receive a supply of oil

or hydrocarbon and to furnish a supply of

vapor to each of the burners, said vapor

izing receptacle arranged to receive the

direct heat of the flame from the auxiliary

burner, means to effect the supply of air to

said main burner in the form of a plurality

of fine jets, a group of injector nozzles com

municating with said main burner and

adapted to co~operate respectively with each

of said plurality of jets, to furnish a supply

of air to said burners, means whereby the

amount of vapor supplied to each burner.

and the amount of vapor supplied by each of

the jets may be adjusted relatively to each

other. and means whereby the amount of

vapor supplied to each burner may be regu

lated and the supply to the main burner cut

off, while the supply of the auxiliary burner

is maintained, substantially as set forth.

735,505. Charging Device for Electro

Caryl I). Haskins, Schenectady,

N. Y., assignor to General Electric Company,

a corporation of New York. Filed December

4, 1900. Serial No. 38,080. (No model.)

(Tlaiui.—1. A vending device for electric

energy, comprising a closed casing contain

ing leads to electric supply mains, circuit

terminals within the same adapted for con

nection with a battery to be charged, said

terminals being normally inaccessible, and

toll controlled mechanism for rendering the

terminals accessible.

735,550. Electric Steering Gear. Wilbur

L. Merrill, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to

General Electric Company, a corporation of

New York. Filed April 18, 1903. Serial No.

153.201. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination ot'a motor, a

series of contacts, brushes geared to said

motor and adapted to move over said con

tacts when the motor armature rotates,

means for charging a greater or less num

ber of said contacts, and means dependent

upon the position of said brushes and ot the

charged contacts for varying the motor con

nections.

  

   

 

Quick Start,

A swift, smooth run and

a safe return characterize

NATIONAL

Electric Vehicles
the most serviceable autos for

every-day use. Extremer sim_

ple in construction and oper

ation. Powerful batteries.

Ready to go at any time with

out tinkering. Any member of

a family can handles National.

Our catalogue shows the latest models.

National Motor Vehicle 00.

1400 East 22nd Street

INDIANAPOLIS IND.

  

 

  

 

 

 

._ from ' bad ones.

Something more than 5 ‘

a. micrometer is needed to
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., STANDARD

llulemehile Forgings
IN STOCK

For Heavv and Light Vehicles.

CIRCULAR A SENT ON REQUEST.

i

mpg” THE erurires & SPENCER co., I‘Illiilll’ll, Conn., U.S.l\.

Makers of the celebrated Automobile Wrench.

 

 

  

CARBURETTERS
  

‘ FLOAT FEED.

-' ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Will positively supply highly ex

plosive mixture from any grade of

gasolene. Get a good carburetter.

Get ours. It will increase the power

of your motor. Money back if not

satisfactory. Write today.

 

NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN.

  

 
 

 

  

lo the SPORT of the

We TWENTIETH CENTURY.”

C“? ARE YOU AN AUTOMOBILIST?

Then you need the Blue Book. BECAUSEH It describes

about 300 taming roule: throughout the East, giving running

dirediom, dzkfmzrzs, material, [audition and gradz's of roads, and

the name of sit/1pr and repair slalimrs', lzolc/s, elm, in every town.

PRICE, $3.00 PER COPY.

OFPIGIIL Illlfllllllllli BLUE BOOK 60., 31%“ 42"“ 3*" "W Y°Yk c“!

M“AUTOMOBILING

 

 

 

 

BHUIBE LINE er USED VEHIBLES
INCLUDING

Packard I902 - Model F.

Packard - - Model 0.

Autocar - - Type 6.

National Electric Runabout.

Peters 0ll APPueATleir

H. B. Shattuck 8‘ Son

239 Columbus Avenue

BOSTON, MASS.

 

CLEVELAND, ill-IIO.

Manufacturers

TeElwell-PkerEleetrielle.

  

Electrical

Machinery

“TlreA.B.ll. of Electricity”
will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

108 Pages.

  

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current,

 

50 Gents Per copy.

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

I24 'rmauu: BUILDING, new YORK.
 

 

THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained.  

 

  

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

GROUND TO GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

  

.__J
 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.,

cuzvaumo, onto u. s, A.
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@ SIMMONS @tr

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

"0 Centre Street. hew York City.

DIXON’S
GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE PRESERVATION AND LUBRI

‘CATION OF THE CHAINS OF AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobilo Graphite Lubricants

ARE UNEQUAl-ED.

 

 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY clrv, a. J.

 

T. P. C. FORUM, 1m, Mgr. F. E. Mar-ll, Supt.

Bedford Automobile Co.,

SALES, STORAGE,

REPAIRING.

ELECTRIC CHARGING.

IOBO BEDFORD AVENUE,

Corner Clifton Place,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Tnuwlrouu. 1490 Bnurorw.

“Big ljour”

WORLD’S FAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio,‘ Indiana

 

and Illinois

St. Ijouis
Write for Folders.

W. P. Deppe,

Asa‘t Gen‘l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Warren J. Lynch.

Gcn'l Pass. Agt.

  

“ IT STARTS FROM THE SEAT."

———THE—

“STEVENS-OURYEA"
HIGHEST TYPE OF CASOLENE CAR.

J. Stevens Arms & Tool Co.

No. 699 Main Street,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

  

 

$206179
We make over Twcnty Typel of Cara.

Wme for Catalogue.

Mobile Company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York Clty.

 

JENKINS 8C BARKER

Succusotis TU CHAS. L. BURDETT,

so Sm. St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent causes

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRBPONDENCE SOLICITED.

 

DcDion Bouton & Co.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Moton are used by leading manufacturers all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent,

I79 Clarendon 5t... (near Bovlaton) BOSTON. MASS.

 

The STA=RITE
jump spark plug has double porcelain, protected

point,air space and aelf»packing jornt, which has

made it the leading plug 1n America. Send $150 '

Ior either American or French site: your money '

back it it does not please you better than any other ‘ ‘

plug you ever used at any price. Any part OI -‘ ' '

STA-RI I‘E plug at any time for 10 cents.

DETROIT IOTOR WORKS, DETROIT, MIOI'I.

R. E. H A RDV. 26 Cortland! St.. New York City.

P. J. DASEY Cr L, 19 La Salle 51., Chicago.

  

STA-RITE

DETROIT

  

  

The ENGLISH 8L MERSICK CO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTOMOBILE FIXTURES.
 

 
 

 

 

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER. Agent, New York.

A. L. DVKB Agent, 5!. Louie, Mo.

 

 

 

 

  

As an efficient, first-class Spark Coll

’I‘HE

“Do‘vn

HAS so EQllAL.

For further inlormatiun “file to

, I‘E‘E DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO.

= ‘ BRAINTREB. mass" u. s. A.
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THE AUTDDAS

DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

clencv than anv other.

Iorall Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Rotary Circulating Pumps

BOUG I E H ERZ,

Money refunded in 31) days if not

Standard Everywhere.

Cheap, Durable, Efficient, easy

Radiators, Mufflers.

The only'Sparlr Plug

satisfactory.

New Srnunnnn

2950M?
, MAR

aseonsntmr'iunm

_mw BATTERY

  

  

 

 

WNI. ROCHE, 42 Vosoy 8t., New York.

to apply.

the best on the market.

IN THE

Improve Your Circulation

._ BY USING

m <= , TIIE. LDBEE PUMP
D Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

. o ‘ Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Lobee Pump & Machinery 00.,120-136Temce,lluftllo, n. v.

Metal Mud Guards,

Bonnets, Tairs,

Send for circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

THE RAY AUTDIATIO

MACHINE 00.,

r Water St. Cleveland, 0.

WORLD THAT IS GUARANTEED

. For 6 Months.

: .-_ RUNS JUST AS WELL IN OIL

You cannot carbonize it; why

not try it?

  

80L: luronrn roll U. 8- sun Cannon

E. J. WILLIS, 8 Part Plane. New York.

 

  

 

   

RunabOuts and Touring Cars.

GROUT BRO$., Orange, Mass.

 

WANTS AND FDR SALE.

15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

SEND five cents for our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.

 

Handsome " Panhard Spark-Gap" on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

UTOMOBILE FOR SALE—Steam, in first

class condition ; price, $380.

Address 115 Bacon Street, Waltham.

 

OR SA LIE—Small, well equipped machine

shop, centrally located, good trade. 40 auto

mobiles in town, bicycling the year round; present

owner going west. For further particulars address

FRANK F. BUMSTEAD, Rear of Gazette Build

ing, Colorado, Springs Colorado.

 

$6 50 buys New Model I) Crestmobile. Only

one left, now have agency for another

machine. GEO. S. DALES, Akron, Ohio.

 

WANTED FOR CASH—A gasolene Run

about or light Car; not particular as to style

or condition, if price is right.

A. E. DUMAN, Elbridge, N. Y.

 

ONE Toledo Steam Touring Car; has been run

75 miles; cost complete M300. Will sell

cheap; make an offer.

jAMES MILLS, Newark, Ohio.

 

OR SALE __New Waverley Electric Runabout

with top. Has no battery, but will fit with

Exide or Sperry if desired. Also Toledo Steam

Car, almost new. Both are in perfect condilion

and both are bargains. For further particulars

write to R. D. GARDEN,

()0) Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

FOR SALE-Two 1903 Wintons, one practic

ally new, 82,150.00. Forty other bargains.

FISHER AUTOMOBILE CO.

 

FOR QUICK acceptance, Type Six Autocar

just put in perfect order, top and rear sea'.

detachable, 8500. Address Box 323 Glassboro. N._I.

 

 

BELL & COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,

Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80th St.. New York. Telephone: 2582 River. .

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. l

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFADTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

AMERICAN fit cernennv
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

 

 

 

  

  

INITIAL AND
G - NUMBER

HANGERS

REQUIRED

BY STATE

LAWS.

The Largest Automobile Supplv

House In America.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

97-99-IO.I READE ST., NEW YORK CITY

DENTRAI. DITY AUTD DD"
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Finest equipped garage in central New York.

STORAGE REPAIRS.

Prompt Service and Good Work.

RADIATOR,

  

 

 

  

TANKS, ‘ ‘

. We“
FMEUNFDFElasE’R s r ‘ WWWMIWM'W

H0°03 -

 

Made at the SPLITILRF LABORATORY.

Established less.

0. F.8PLITDDRF. 17 Vandevntur St. N I

Tkafik

 

 

  

A GOOD PLACE TD

SPEND YDUR VADATIDN

during the summer months The most pleas»

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

  

  

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. ["0 those unacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force In securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our '

“ Summer Book on Afik/ulgau."

n. e. enwnnus, Pass. Tni. Mgr.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

l
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TAKE A CARRIAGE WITH A REPUTATION

and you are reasonably sure the product is right. Thirty years experience in man

ufacturirg. ten years in motor building, are guarantees that the

 
 

is right in every essential. Better than six actual horse-power; one lever control; two

independent brakes; long wheel base; full elliptic springs, are some of its features. Our

illustrated book “ W” describes its merits in detail, and is sent free on request. Write for it.

PRICE, $750.00 AT THE FACTORY. _

THOS. B. IEFFERY 8C COMPANY, - - Kenosha, Wisconsin.
 

 

THE OENTRAL AUTOMOBILE OOMPANY

l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

Renaults Mercedes

2398

OPEN AND NIGHT.

  

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

ALL KINDS OF FRENGH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOGK

ELEOTRIOS OHAROEO, REPAIBEO AND KEPT IN FlliST-OLASS ORDER.
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ONCE MORE)

That

Invincible Combination,

' BARNEYOLDFIELD _
and

(i 8: J TIRES
has brought down .

The Mile Record

55 4=5 seconds.

- They did it at Yonkers, N. Y., July 25th.

-Y---.

 

INSIST ON

G 8: J TIRES
being fitted to your car if you want speed

with comfort and safety with both.

ANY REPUTABLE MANUFACTURER OR DEALER WILL SUPPLY THEN.

 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

L 0&J‘I‘mn60. e"
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It has come to our notice that representatives of other

manufacturers who are interested in a transcontinental automo- i

bile enterprise are freely circulating a story to the effect that the

performance of the 20-horsepower WINTON TOURING g

I

CAR in successfully transporting Dr. Jackson and Mr. Croker

from San Francisco to New York City is not as represented.

They allege that Dr. Jackson purchased and used two cars on

the trip and at times found it necessary to load the car on a §

railroad train to get it over rough spots and sand.

We avail ourselves of this opportunity to emphatically

fi deny 'every statement of this malicious character and hereby offer

a reward of

  

Ten=Thousand Dollars i
 

to anyone who will prove that Dr. Jackson used other than theone car for his entire journey of over 5,000 miles, or that he g

was forced to resort to a railroad train at any stage' of his rideover mountains, desert and plains from the Pacific coast to the "

Atlantic ocean. He made the trip purely for pleasure and was g

not accompanied by a corps of expert factory mechanics. Nor .

did he have relays of duplicate parts and supplies at frequent '

points along the route. .
 

SEND FOR BOOKLET ILLUSTRATING AND DESCRIBING DR.

JACKSON'S TRANSCONTINENTAL RECORD RIDE.

 

  

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE co.,, Z}

Factories and Head Office, CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.
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‘ GOODRICH

Clincher Automobile Tires

help to achieve results that count for the success

of the whole automobile industry.

Their record is a history of many triumphs

accomplished by American Machines.

THE ORIGINAL AMERICAN CLINCHER.

MADE BY

  

  

 
 

THE B. F. GOODRICH co. Akron Rubberwm... Akron, Ohio.
FEW YORK. 66458 lie: [4! Lake Street. 8051‘ ummer Stree .

PHILADELPHIA. 922 A

  

reh street. A O, 9 West Huron Street. R IT, 80 But Congreu 5t.

, 4H Huron Street. DENVER, H44 Curfle sum. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mlsalon Street.

LONDON. 1 Snow "M., E. C.

  

  

 

A TRADE TERM:gi‘WESTUN-MOTT QUALITY"

  

 

  

GET WITH US.

WESTON-MOTT CO., Utica, N. Y.
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1$_25,000 REWARD
 

Last week we offered $10,000 to anyone who could produce the

slightest evidence showing truth in any of the various malicious stories

- told by the “anvil chorus” about Dr. H. Nelson Jackson and his

successful transcontinental ride with a WINTQN TOURING

CAR. To date no one has appeared to claim the reward. The

attacks upon Dr. Jackson's honor have pleased him no more than

they have us, and he has authorized us to add $15,000 to our

original reward, so we raise the amount and now offer

 

This amount we will pay to anyone proving that at any on _

his journey across the continent conditions of transportation were

other than represented by Dr. Jackson.

Dr. Jackson’s great triumph with his regular model Winton is a

bit discomfiting to some others interested in trancontinental “stunts,”

especially when it is considered that he is not a mechanic, nor was he

accompanied by a factory mechanic, or met at 'frequent intervals en

route by factory mechanics with parts and supplies of all kinds. But

the fact remains that aside from showing himself a clever amateur

sportsmen and a good automobilist he demonstrated beyond question

that the WINTON TOURING CAR is the best automobile for

long distance touring manufactured or sold in America.

 

SEND FOR BOOKLET ILLUSTRATING AND DESCRIBING THE FIRST

SUCCESSFUL OCEAN TO OCEAN AUTOMOBILE RIDE.

 

Factories and Head Office, CLEVELAND, OHIO, .U. S. A.

;

v

§Twcnty=Pivc Thousanvdbollars.

.1 THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE co.,
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WI'I'I'I ITS TWO-CYCLE MOTOR

IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

You get MORE. hAl'ISFACTION—LESS COMPLICATION and more m every way [or your money

than in 'any automobile yct prodvccd. Let us tell you more about it.

ELMODE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Clyde, Ohio.

Member of Association of Licenlcd Automobile Manufacturers.

 

  

 

THE CENTRAL AUTDMDBILE BUMPANY

l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

--Mers-- Peugeets

Renaults Mercedes
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

2397

TELEPHONES: 2 B .2398 COLUNI US

  

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

ALL KINDS OF FRENGH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT Ill STOGK.

ELEGTRIBS CHARGED, REPAIRED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.
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S T U D E B A K E R

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.
 
 

THE

AUTOMOBILB

WITH A

RBPUTA TION

BEHIND

IT.

  

VERY STUDEBAKER sold has meant a satisfied

customer. It makes friends and keeps them. Agents

and dealers in territory we have not already covered should

write for our catalog and terms. Our machines are unsur

passed for hill climbing and quiet running. They are built

by a firm whose reputation is a guarantee of good work.

What Studebaker stands for is known to every prospective

customer for an automobile.

Com/Id! line ran 6: .rnn at our brand! lime: in all prr'nd/nl cilia.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. COMPANY

Studebaker Bros. Co., of New York, Broadwa and Seventh Avenue,

Cor. 48th St., New York ity.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg, Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Factory and General Offices, South Bend, Ind.

 

 

The NEW WHTE

STEAM TONNEAU for 1903

 

  

NEXT TO FLYING

is the motion of the incomparable WHITE—smooth, noise

less and free from all motor vibrations—a swift, gliding

movement that affords the maximum of automobiling pleas

ure, minus its every defect.

Write for M )arliadan, zxprrtr’ "port: and afirial run!!!

a] important endurance contexts.

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

(Automobile Department) CLEVHAND, OHIO.

a: Union Square. New York. N. Y. 509 Tremont St., Boston Mass.

In Woodward Ave.. Detroit, Mich. 300 Post St.. San Francisco, Cal.

300 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

35-36-37 King St., Regent St., London, England.

 

 

 

 

 

Easily the BEST BUILT CAR in America.
 

fimmh'le
Binsiligemailittle sewingirnachirre.

  

A 4—cyllnder Locomobils Touring Car. Front verth motor.

The Best Development in

Gasolene Auto’s to date.

 

 

LUBRICATION is automatic, being started

or stopped as the spark is switched on or

off; governor acts on the mixture and also

times spark automatically; valves removable

and replaceable easier and quicker than any

other gasolene car; spark plugs won’t short

circuit and are connected to cables by chains,

instead of the usual ever-snapping wires;

throttle on steering wheel permits of speeds

from 6 to 40 miles per hour on high speed gear.

A handsome hanger of our 4-cylinder “ King of the

Belgians ” car, printed in four colors and gold, will be

sent to any dealer on application.

 

The .8ocamabile Company of America,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW YORK—Broadway, corner 76th Street.

BOSTON—I5 Berkeley Street.

BRIDGEPORT—Factory, Seaside Park.

PHILADELPHIA—249 North Broad Street.

CHICAGO—1354 Michigan Avenue.

LONDON—39 Sussex Place. So. Konsingtoa.

Members of the Association at Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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NOTICE

Tu Manufacturers, Dealers, Importers,

Agents and Users of

GASULENE AUTUMUBILES

 
 

 

United States Letters Patent No. 549,160, granted to George B. Selden,

Nov. 5, 1895, controls broadly all gasolene automobiles which are accepted

as commercially practical. Licenses under this patent have been secured

from the owners by the following-named importers and manufacturers:

Electric Vehicle Co. Pope Motor Car Co.

Winton Motor Carriage Co. ‘ J. Stevens Arms 6: Tool Co.

Packard Motor Car Co. ' _ H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

Olds Mom" works- ' Charron, Girardot 6: Voigt Co. of America

Knox Automobile Co. (Smith & Mabley).

The Haynes-Apperson Co. The Commercial Motor Co.

The Autocar Co. Berg Automobile Co.

The George N. Pierce Co. Cadillac Automobile Co.

Apperson Bros. Automobile C0. Northern Mfg. Co.

Searchmont Automobile Co. ' Pope-Robinson Co.

Locomobile Co. of America. The Kirk Mfg. Co.

The Peerless Motor Car Co. Elmore Mfg. Co.

U. 5. Long Distance Automobile Co. E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

Waltham Manufacturing Co.

 

These manufacturers are pioneers in this industry and have commercialized the gasolene

vehicle by many years of development and at a great cost. They are the owners of upwards of

four hundred United States Patents, covering many of the most important improvements and

details of manufacturers. Both the basic Selden patent and all other patents owned as aforesaid

will be enforced against all infringers.

No other manufacturers or importers are authorized to make or sell gasolene automobiles,

and any person making, selling or using such machines made or sold by any unlicensed manu

facturers or impOrters will be liable to prosecution for infringement.

Assuslrrmu or LICENSED Aurumnmrr Mruurrsrustns

7 East 42nd Street, New York.
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LL automobilists will make the first mile about alike.

The outward resemblance between the car with a

record and the untried experiment is so close that it be

comes very difficult for the uninitiated to detect the

difference.

It is the kind of work that a car will do after two or three

   

 

thousand miles of use which interests the average purchaser, and

for this reason we planned our Overland journey from San Francisco to New York, not only to

demonstrate that what had never been accomplished by any other automobile could be done by

a Packard, but to crowd into less than two months more severe usage by twenty times than

would ever be ordinarily put upon a motor car in the course of its total existence.

It has been our aim and practice from the start to make public every detail of each day’s run

that all who were interested might have a gauge with which to measure the almost limitless pos

sibilities for endurance, power and reliability of the standard Model F Packard. There has been

no attempt to conceal the slightest detail. Last week we gave the itinerary from San Francisco

to Omaha: Below will be found the route and schedule continuing eastward to Batavia, N. Y.

We will follow this with other data of even greater importance.

 

ROUTE AND SCHEDULE.
 

Left

 

u

NEBRASKA.

Omaha, August 2.

IOWA.

Arrived Atlantic, August 2.

Adair, August 3.

Des Molnes, August 4.

Marengo, August 6.

Wheatland, August 7.

Norwalk. August 1.3.

Cleveland, August 14.

Jefferson, August 15.

NEW YORK.

ILLINOIS.

Arrived Dixon, August 8.

St. Charles, August 9.

Chicago, August 10.

Arrived

INDIANA. Fredonia. August 16.

l Arrived South Bend, August 11. Batavia, August 17.

‘ OHIO.

‘ Arrived Bryan, August 12.

 

 

 

  

 

THE PABKARII mama BAR BBMPANY, ‘

WARREN, OHIO

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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The Oldsmobile transcontinental trip is the most wonderful automobile journey ever made. '

deserts through sand and mud, the Oldsmobile won its way, surmounting every difficulty and proving to the world it is “ built to run and does it.”

By this remarkable trip the Oldsmobile demonstrates its equality with the high-priced touring car.

of gasolene engines enables us to make a perfect motor.

I
l

("NT/NEW"A"

  

LTIIE OLDSMOBILE

 

-'I

 

 

Int COWBOYS SHOUJ

ilk/[N017 INTIMJT.
 

From San Francisco to New York, over mountains, across

' _

Twenty-three years experience tn the manufacture

Simplicity is the keynote of the entire mechanism, and it is this perfect mechanical construction

which leaves “ Nothing to watch but the Road,” and which made possible this runabout's wonderful trip from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

PRICE, $650.00.

Ask any of the following dealers to give you a practical demonstration on the road of how the Oldsmobile “goes.”

SELLING AGENTS.

ALBANY. N. Y.—Automobile Storage & Trad

in: Co.

ATLANTA, GA.—Oldsm0bile Co.

titNHHAM'l‘ON, N. Y.—R. W. Whipple.

BOSITON, MASS—Oldsmobile (..‘o, of New Eng

ant.

" - LO. N. Y.—.Iaynes Automobile Co.

CHARLESTON, 8. C.—Army Cycle Co.

CHICAGOJLL—Oldsmobile Co.,Githens Bros.Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO—()Iilsmobtle C0. of Ohio.

COLUMBIA, 8. C.—J. E. Richards.

DALLAS, TEXAS—Lipscomb & Garrett.

DAVENPORT. IA.—Mason's Carriage Works.

DENVER, COLO.—G. E. Harman.

DETROIT, MICII.—-Olilsmobiie Co.

ERIE, PA.—Jucob Roth Auto Co.

GRAND RAPIDS, MI('H.——Adams 8: Hart.

GIII'II'JNVILIJ‘}, S. C.—Batcis—Tunntililll CO.

HARRISBURG, PA.—Kltne Cycle Co.

HOUSTON, TEXAS—Hawkins Automobile A:

Gas Engine Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND—Fisher Automobile Co.

JACKSONVILLE FLA.—F. E. Gilbert.

KANSAS CITY, MO.—I~}. P. Moriarty & Co.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.——legvrs & (.‘u.

LANSING, MICH.—W. K. Prudden & Co.

w. for out"... book .. OLDS MOTOR WORKS, 1332 Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Mich, U. S.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.——Arktinsus Auto Co.

I OS ANGELES, CAL—Oldsmobile Co.

LOUISVILLE, KY.—Sutcitfi'e & Co.

MI'IMI'IIIS, TENN—White & Williams.

MILWAUKEE, WIS—Oldsmobile Co.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.—A. F. Chase & Co.

NASHVILLE, TENN—John W. Chester Co.

NE¥VARK, N. J.—Autoveiiicle Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.—Abbott Cycle Co.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Oidsmobile C0.

OMAHA, NEB.—Olds Gas Engine Works.

I'.-\.\‘.\I)F.N.-\. (‘AL—I‘Id. It. Braley.

PATERSON, N. J.—F. W. Stockbridge.

llllI.-\III~II.I‘HIA, PA.—-()ldsmobllc C0. of Phila

(lclphia.

PIT'I‘SBUHG, PA.—Banker Bros. Co.

I’IJAINFIELD, N. J.—F. L. C. Martin C0.

PORTLAND. (DRE—Merrill Cycle C0.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.~—John Van Benschoten.

RALEIGH, N. C.—Raletgh Iron Works.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—-Rochester Automobile C0.

SAGINA\V, MICII.—A. \V. Norris.

SAN FRANCISPO, PAL—Pioneer Auto (‘0,

SAVANNAH, GA.—'I‘. A. Bryson.

ST. LOUIS. MO.-—-Misstssippt Valley Automobile Co.

80. Mc(‘ALISTER.

Motor Car C0.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.—S_vractise Auto (‘0.

TI'JXARKANA, ARI{.—'I‘cxnrkana Auto & Re

pairing (‘0.

TUCSON, ARIZ.—F. Ronstadt.

UTK‘A. N. Y.—(‘. II. (‘hiliis & Co.

\VASIIINGTON, D. fl—Nzitional Capital Auto (‘0.

lIA\VAIIAN ISLANDS—Ii. II. Ilalstcail, Honolulu.

1. T.—-Mclntyre & Do Long

FOREIGN LIST OF AGENCIES.

GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND—Charles Jarrott

& Letts. Ltd., 45 Great Marlboro St.. London.

Enzland.

GERMANY—(Ali Germany except Coiogne)—Earnest

Welter 8: Co.Wetgaertner, Berlin: Cologne, L.

FRANCE—Eugene Merviile, Paris.

SWITZERLAND—Automobile Fabrik Orion AG., Zurich.

ITALY—Victor Croizat, 'Ihirtn.

HOLLAND—Bingham & t‘ompany, Rotterdam.

NORWAY. SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. T. Nielsen & Co..

Copenhagen, Denmark; L. P. Rose & Co., New York

RUSSIAH'i‘h. 'I‘hanskv &- (‘o.

CANADA—Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

MEXICO—Oldsmobile Co.. Mohler & De Gress,Mexico Pllv.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Camano & Company,

Bucnos Ayres.

SOUTH AFRICA—White, Ryan 8r. Co., Cape Town; Sher

rll'l', Swingley & Co., Johannesburg and New York.

NEW SOUTH WALES—Knowles Auto.

& Power Co., Sydney,

VICTORIA—Hall & Warden. Melbourne.

QUEENSLAND—James Smith & Sons,

Brisbane.

SO. AUSTRALIA—Duncan & Fraser.

Adelaide.

WEST AUSTRALIA—American Motor

Car & Vehicle Co., Fremantlc.

NEW' ZEALAND—W, A. Ryan & Co., Ltd., Auckland.

JAPAN—Bruin Bros. Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR. INDIA. CEYLON. CHINA. JAVA.

SUMATRA, BORNEO. FORMOSA—New York Export

& Import Co., New York City.

Members of the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers.

AUSTRALIA
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JEFFERY AND SELDEN

Kcnosha Maker Announces a New Car and Let:

Fall Some Remarks Bearing on his Much

Discussed Aiti ude.

There will be a Rambler touring car on

the market next year. When he was in

New York last week Thomas B. Jeffery, the

head of the well known firm bearing his

name, admitted the fact, which, indeed, is

now public property, since Jeffery & Co. are

advertising for workmen skilled in the con

struction of large cars.

This foreshadow of a big Rambler is of

more than usual significance and portent.

Ever since the Selden patent and the Asso

ciation of Licensed Automobile Manufact

urers were brought to bear on the industry,

the Jetfery attitude has been one of keen

interest to the trade in general. As one of

the firms w110sc reputation and commercial

and financial standing are beyond question,

the fact that Jeffery & Co. have not en

tered theVSelden fold has been the “talk of

the trade" from one end of the country to

the other, and has given rise to all manner

of speculation and interpretation.

And while tongues have wagged, Mr. Jef

fery himself has remained silent. When his

attitude has been discussed and efforts made

to "draw him out,” he has been prone to

smile. Mr. Jeffery has a quiet, nervous sort

of smile, and an easy but nervous manner

of speech—when he speaks, which is not

often, nor is his speech of great length. But

he is a splendid listener and an equally splen

did smiler. The smile may mean much or it

may mean little—it differs with individual in

terpretation. About all any one has ever

learned regarding his attitude toward the

Selden patent has been what appeared an

opinion that he was neither for nor against

it. He has frankly admitted that the asso

ciation of Selden licensees was capable of

much good. Similarly he has permitted it

to be inferred that it might be capable of

some things not so good, or that it might be

projecting itself into matters not exactly

within the realm of a purely patent-bound

organization.

When his announcement of a Rambler tour

ing car was persuasively remarked by :1

Motor World man Mr. Jeffery smiled. When

he was asked point blank whether it had

any bearing on the existing situation he

smiled again.

“The large car may be necessary for the

protection of my agents," he finally re

sponded. And he said "may be," not “will

be necessary.” He allowed the inference to

fall where it might. ’

Mr. Jeffery, as nearly every one knows, is

a. seasoned warrior so far as concerns patent

litigation. As pioneer builders of bicycles,

he and his then partner, the late R. P. Gor

mully. waded early and often and long and

up to their necks in the intangible gore of a

dozen patent battles. They cut right and

left, even after others had capitulated, and

the defeats they sustained were very few

and very far between. They upset a couple

of so-called master patents and made it pos

sible for any one to build bicycles who cared

to build them. The fact is historic, and

though a quiet little man with a smile that

betokens almost anything, Mr. Jeffery is in

consequence known to be an experienced

fighter whom none dare despise, and who

does not shirk battle when it is offered.

Some of his former battles chanced to be

reminiscently remarked by the Motor World

man. It was plain that he relished the recol

lections that were stirred. They led him to

let fall what appeared to be in his mind,

and what is full of significance in the light

of conditions as they now prevail in the auto

mobile trade.

“A patent license is a more serious thing

than most people imagine," he said. “Come

what may, it binds one hand and foot. It

usually costs a great deal less to get one

than it does to get rid of it, should things

occur that make it desirable to get rid of it.

Why, when we wanted to get rid of the

Pope license in the bicycle business it cost

us I can’t just recall how much money, but

it was a pretty expensive proceeding, I can

assure you."

This was a long speech for Mr. Jeffery. As

quick as it was ended, he was asked if it be

tokened that he would take out a Selden

license if he. could name certain conditions.

Mr. Jeffery was taken back by the query

and more than smiled. He laughed and

shook his head good naturedly as he

laughed—shook it. not negatively nor atiir

matively, but as if he rather enjoyed the

audacity of a question that had struck the

target squarely.

DAY AND CHAMBERLIN

Selden Chief “ Goes for ” the Chicago Lawyer

and the Letter Makes Brief RctOrt—

Selden Himself Also Talks.

The developments of the week in the sit

uation between the Licensed Association of

Automobile Manufacturers and the independ

ents, who are now being grouped for de

fence, have been largely personal, yet inter

esting.

Some strong retorts were drawn out from

the National Association of Automobile Man

ufacturers by the announcement made ex

clusively in the Motor World of last week

concerning the plans of W. H. Chamberlin, of

Chicago, formerly Assistant Commissioner

of Patents at Washington, to organize the

independent makers for a fight against the

Selden patent, and, through the agency of

the Patent Title and Guarantee Company, to

indemnify independent makers against un

favorable judgments handed down by the

courts.

After making the announcement of his pur

pose, Mr. Chamberlin left New York and

went to Atlantic City. That was last Thurs

day.

George H. Day, general manager of the

Licensed Association, called upon for an ex

pression of opinion, was jauntily defiant. Mr.

(fhamberlin had said that he would call the

hint! of the association, but Mr. Day said the

association did not scare worth a cent. Con

cerning Mr. Chamberlin Mr. Day gave out a

statement, and said it was made with the

advice of counsel. In part this statement

was as follows:

“Mr. Chamberlin came to me about two

months ago with a proposition that the As

sociation of Licensed Automobile Manufact

urers should give him an annual retainer in

consideration of his not appealing a certain

case, which one of his clients did not wish

to spend more money on. He seemed to ,

think that the decision was of great value to

the association as it stood, but if no retainer

arrangement could be made with us, be con

tcmplated getting a group together who

would employ him to carry hls case to the

Supreme Court.

“The executive committee did not see the
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matter in the same light, and declined to

make any arrangement with Mr. Chamber

lin. He remarked at that time that it would

not be long before the association would re

gret this, and would be paying him a much

larger retainer than he then asked.

“About three weeks ago Mr. Chamberlin

called at my oflice and stated that he had

discovered a patent so classified in the Pat

ent Office that it would not be likely to be

discovered in any search made for an antici

pation of the George B. Selden patent, No.

549,160, but that, in his opinion, it was in

fact a pure anticipation. He suggested that

the association should give him an annual re

tainer covering a period or until such a time

as this patent should be set up in an answer

in a suit under the Selden patent, and that,

if he was not employed under retainer, he

should feel that with such information in his

possession it would be his duty to interest

those not members of the association in a

defence against the patent, which, it would

seem he is now attempting to do.

"When Mr. Chamberlin disclosed this pat

ent it was discovered that it had been con—

sidered by the attorneys of the Electric Ve

hicle Company 'before that company made

any definite arrangements with Selden un

der his patent, and that later it was set up in

the answer of both the Winton Motor Car

riage Company and the Buffalo Gasolene

Motor Company in the suits brought against

them by the Electric Vehicle Company. In

view of these facts the asociation again were

unable to see that it was for their interests

to retain the services of Mr. Chamberlin,

and, furthermore, the patent in question is

considered of no importance.”

Mr. Day added: “If you understood this

association thoroughly you would appreciate

the fact that it is a beneficial organization,

not only for the licensees, but also for the

public and for the outside makers, as well.

Yes, it is a fact, and I can show you docu

' mentary evidence to prove it, that any one

to whom we refuse a license is better off

without it. It is saving them money to re

fuse them. There is nothing about this or

ganization that is not open and above board.

You can shower me with questions and I am

free to answer every one.”

“Well, Mr. Day, is it not true that the

doors of the association are very nearly

closed '2"

“The doors never will be closed."

“To put it the other way, then, are the

doors wide open?"

“No, they are not, and there is no reason

why they should be. We are protecting our

selves and our property, representing a great

deal of capital and brains, against persons

who have no idea of benefiting the industry,

but are willing to take the benefit of what

others have done."

“Is it true, Mr. Day, as Mr. Chamberlin

says, that no final hearing ever has been had

in a Sciden patent case, and that all cases

have been closed by consent, after adverse

ruling on demurrers?”

“Here is a history of the Selden patent

cases in court in full. We do not claim any

more than this. It is true there never has

been a final hearing, but it was enough for

the Winton company and others to go as far '

as they did. They were willing then to pay

royalty."

The history of the Selden suits, handed out

by Mr. Day, as he spoke, is interesting at the

present time, as showing the dispositions

that have been made of' the various cases.

This is the summary:

“United States Court, Southern District of

New York—Electric Vehicle Co. and George

B. Selden vs. Winton Motor Carriage Co.,

Percy Owen and A. W. Chamberlin: July 13,

1900, bill of complaint filed; September 3,

1900, demurrer setting up invalidity of patent

filed; November 9, 1900, opinion filed by Judge

Coxe overruling demurrer; November 12,

.1900, order of Judgc Coxe overruling demur

rer filed; March 20, 1903, consent final decree

upon pleadings and proofs of Judge Lacombe

sustaining patent, holding that defendant

had infringed Claims 1 and 2, and granting

an injunction restraining such infringement.

“United States Circuit Court, Western Di

vision of New York—Electric Vehicle Co.

and George B. Selden vs. Buffalo Gasolene

Motor 00.: July 12, 1900, bill of complaint

filed; September 3, 1900, demurrer filed; No

vember 30, 1900, order of Judge Hazel over

ruling demurrer. Same disposition of the

case as in the Winton case.

“United States Circuit Court, Southern Dis

trict of New York—Electric Vehicle Co. and

George B. Selden vs. Automobile Forecar

riage Co.: December 27, 1900, bill of com

_ plaint filed; May 29, 1901, vdecree pro con

fesso for failure to answer entered sustain

ing patent and claims thereof, holding the

defendant infringed, and granting an in

junction and accounting.

“United States Circuit Court, District of

Vermont—Electric Vehicle Co. and George

B. Selden vs. Charles T. Ranlet and Daniel

N. Ranlet, doing business under the firm

name and style of the Ranlet Automobile

(30.: January 10, 1901, bill of complaint filed;

May 21, 1901, consent final decree of Judge

Wheeler entered, sustaining Claim 1, 2, 3, 4,

5 and 6 of the patent, adjudging infringe

ment thereof by the defendant, Charles T.

Ranlet, and granting a perpetual injunction.

“United States Circuit Court, Southern Dis

trict of New York—Electric Vehicle Co. and

George B. Selden vs. Albert D. Smith and

Carleton R. Mabley, composing the co-part

nership trading as Smith & Mabley: Janu

ary 17, 1903, bill of complaint filed; April

15, 1903, supplemental bill filed substituting

Ch'arron, Girardot & Voigt Co., of America,

as defendant in place of Smith & Mabley;

April 15, 1903, consent decree of Judge La

combe entered sustaining the patent, hold

ing that the first and second claims had been

infringed by the defendant and granting a

perpetual injunction.”

Concluding the interview, Mr. Day said:

“This is the third attempt that has been

uuuie to organize an opposition. and thcv

have. all failed. Who has Mr. Chamberlin

got? I know one man he has not got, and

he is the biggest man outside the association.

He is going to insure against damages. Can

he insure against an injunction? That is

what counts.”

Mr. Day then handed over a statement

made by George B. Selden, the original own

er of the patent. This statement is as fol

lows: '

“No guarantee," said Mr. Selden, “can be

given by any individual firm or corporation

against an injunction of a federal court. The

proposition of the opposition is silent on

this subject—it only extends to damages. No

defendant relying on such a supposed guar

antee could be certain that his business

could not be stopped summarily by such an

injunction. Then he could only collect dam

ages to the amount of the-policy issued to

him, while his investment beyond that would

be lost.

“We have now six good and sufficient

grounds on which the court would award

an injunction, viz., five decrees and the pub

lic acquiescence—from 90 to 95 per cent of

the trade having taken licenses under my

patent—any one of which six facts is consid

ered by the courts as sufficient basis on

which to rest the injunction order. In truth,

on a motion for a preliminary injunction on '

my patent as it now stands, the only ques

tion the court would consider would be that

of infringement, and on this question all

parties have agreed that it is impossible to

build a gasolene automobile without infring

ing. On such a motion a defendant could not

be heard to raise any question except that

of infringement. He could not argue that

the patent was anticipated or invalid for

any other reason. This is a common rule of

law—the courts will not waste their time by

permitting the discussion of matters already

thoroughly settled by their decisions.

“There is nothing new or formidable in the

alleged anticipation which is now brought

forward by the opposition. I have known

of the patent in question for many years, and

it was fully discussed by the Patent Office

authorities before my patent was issued. It

was also considered by the counsel for the

Electric Vehicle Company before they ac

_ quired a license from me, and it figured with

out avail in several of the suits which have

been decided in my favor. It is for a

steam carriage of no particular merit or

novelty at its date, and of a type which has

never come into use, although the patent

has long since expired.

On Monday, when Mr. Chamberlin re

turned to New York, he was seen and asked

what he had to say to Mr. Day‘s statements

and insinuations. He promptly said that

“Mr. Day must have been angry when he

spoke so. I never have done anything un

professional.” He further said that he would

make a statement the next day. On Tuesday

Mr. Chamberlin was cheerful, but reticent

with a big "R." He had adopted the policy

of “I have nothing to say." He gave out a

brief typewritten statement, and declined

to discuss the subject further. The only re

marks elicited in reply to questioning were:

“Personalities in the papers do not pay,"

and “We propose to fight this out in the

courts, and not in the papers." His state

ment was as follows:

“On my return from Atlantic City my at

tention has been called to the interview with

Mr. Day in last week’s papers.

“So far as my talk with him some two or

three months ago, about appealing a case, I

think it is only necessary for; me to say that

my action at that time was with the full

knowledge and approval of my client in the

case referred to. .

“As to my interview with Mr. Day about

three weeks ago, there was a perfect un

derstanding between us that if I was not

retained by his association I would be per

fectly free. to accept a retainer for the de

fence in any litigation, under the Sclden pat

cut."

The manner of Mr. Chamberlain, rather

than anything he said, suggested that the

stetements of Mr. Day might figure insome

action in the courts.
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I. A. WESTON GOES UNDER

Involuntary Bankruptcy Petition Filed Against

Them—Liabilities Placed at $34,000.

A petition in involuntary bankruptcy was

filed in the United States District Court at

Utica, N. Y., on Tuesday, September '1,

against the I. A. Weston C0. of Syracuse,

N. Y., manufacturers of automobile and bi

cycle wheels, rims, steering devices, etc. The

petitioning creditors and the respective

amount of their claims are the Central City

Brass Mfg. 00., $412.93; C. W. Snow & Co.,

$146.84; the Syracuse Supply Co., Ltd.,

$167.71. Harry H. Farmer is attorney for

the petitioners.

Rumors that the company was in finan

cial difficulties had prevailed for: several

days before this action was taken, and the

company‘s factory at Jamesville, N. _Y.;

closed down about a. week previous. In ad

dition to the factory. the company has a

small shop in Syracuse. '

A statement of the company’s condition is

being prepared. The liabilities are roughly

estimated at $34,000, which is the amount

at which the company is capitalized. N0

estimate of the assets is at present avail

able.

The l. A. Weston company was formed

about seven years ago by Mr. Weston and

Frank Land, who continued in control until

two years ago, when H. Romeyn Smith

bought Land's interest. The oflicers of the

company are I. A. Weston, president; H.

Romeyn Smith, secretary and treasurer.

Want General Co. Bankrupted.

Following upon the appointment of a re

ceiver for the General Automobile and Man

ufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, as re

lated last week, proceedings have been com

menced to throw the concern into bank

ruptcy. Attorneys for the Whiteley Steel

Company, Muncie, Ind.; the John F. Mc

Canna Company, Chicago, and G. H. Slat

myer, Cleveland, took this action last week,

and seek to have a receiver appointed.

They state that the company admits an

indebtedness of nearly $60,000, and will cer

tainly not be able to pay 100 cents on the

dollar, and that it is undoubtedly advisable

that the estate should be administered

through the United States courts, rather

than through the State courts, as would

follow under the original proceedings. They

add that the concern has in process of manu

facture some twenty-five automobiles, which

can be finished at small cost, and should

be, as they would then meet with a ready

sale. '

Proceeding: Against Milwaukee Concern.

Three of the largest creditors of the Na

tiomli Automobile and Motor Company, Mil

waukee. Wis. last week filed a petition in

involuntary bankruptcy against it. They

Were the Federal Manufacturing Company,

> for some time.

J. L. Kunz Machinery Company and F. S.

Battles, and their attorneys are now eek~

ing to secure the appointment of a trustee

who will administer the assets to the best

advantage. The assets are roughly esti

mated at $3,000, with liabilities, secured and

unsecured, at $9,000.

The factory of the concern has been closed

It originally made gasolene

motors and parts, and later undertook the

manufacture of a. complete car. A removal

from Oshkosh to Milwaukee was made last

winter, but the concern was never active'

afterward.

Another Company for Detroit.

Still another addition is to be made to De

troit‘s swarming automobile manufacturing

plants. The Mohawk Automobile Co. is be

ing organized, with a capital of $400000.

Of this amount $100,000 will be preferred

stock and $300,000 is to be common stock.

James E. Davis, vice-president and general

manager of the big wholesale drug house of

"Williams, Davis, Brooks & Hinchman Sons.

will be president of the new company, which

will utilize the patents of Oliver E. Barthel,

the well known Detroit inventor.

Commercial Co. Elects Officers.

The recently incorporated Commercial Mo

tor Vehicle 00., of Detroit, Mich, met last

Friday and elected officers and directors.

The former are Dr. J. B. Book, president;

D. W. Simous, vice-president; A. F. Smith,

cashier of the Commercial National Bank,

treasurer, and F. S. Evans, secretary. The

board of directors consists 'of the above

named oflicers and M. L. Williams, presi

dent of the Commercial National Bank; Hoyt

Post, Leopold Freud, Charles Berg and K. K.

McLaren.

Recent lncorporations.

Jersey City, N. J.—Commercial Motor Ve

hicle Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$300,000 capital. Incorporators—H. O.

Coughlan, W. N. Akers and Joseph M.

Mitchell.

Rochester, N. Y.—The Trebcrt Gas Engine

Co., under New York laws, with $50,000

capital. Incorporators—Henry L. R. Trebcrt,

J. G. Wagner, jr., Thomas Corkhill, Joshua

M. Morris, Samuel P. Kay and John R.

Kay, all of Rochester, N. Y.

Chicago, Ill.—Chicago Gasolene Storage

Company, under Illinois laws, with $5,000

capital, to manufacture automobiles. Incor

porators: N. H. Miniter, D. H. Jackson and

W. A. Walker.

July Exports Increase.

Exports of automobiles and parts continue

to show an increase. The figures for the

month of July reached $150,730, as against

3133.073 for the same month of 1902. Dur

ing the seven months of the fiscal year

$878,179 worth were shipped abroad, as com

pared with $714,230 worth for the corres

ponding period of last year.

NO SHOW ALLOTMENT YET

Application Blanks for Madison Square Garden

not Ready Until Next Week.

An automobile paper which should know

better published recently the statement that

the allotment of spaces for the national

show in Madison Square Garden was to he

made at once, or, rather, last Saturday. As

a consequence Manager Miles of the Na

tional Association had three or four inquiries

by mail or telephone, all those who read the

paper desiring to know if this item in it

were true. The inference of its truth was

strong because, as a rule, the publication

prints nothing until it has been convinced

of its verity by the publication of it in all

the other periodicals and dailies. In conse

quence of the paper in question attempting

to depart from its habit and give informa

tion, Manager Miles has felt called upon to

send out the following letter:

“Dear Sirs—An erroneous impression has

gone forth relative to the allotment of space

for the next New York show. Will you

again state for the benefit of the members

of this association that application blank

will not be issued until some time between

the 7th and 10th of September, and that the

first allotment of space will be made two

weeks later. The blanks for the Chicago

show will not be issued until about Septem

ber 25; allotment will be made about the

end of October, the exact date not yet hav

ing been fixed.

"" Want Trustee for Conrad.

Efforts are being made to secure the ap

pnintlllcnt of T. Augustus Budd, a Buflalo

business man, as trustee for the Conrad

Motor Carriage Company. Three of the larg

est Bulfan creditors are behind the move

ment, viz., the Acme Steel and Malleable

Iron Works, \Valbridge 8r. Co. and W. A.

Ease & Son Manufacturing Company, with

claims of $5,200, $727.50 and $603.93, re

spectively. They say that the experience

of Mr. Budd in the machinery and manu

facturing business qualifies him exceptional

ly for the office and will result in securing

from the assets the largest possible amount

of money.

Shelby Adludged a Bankrupt.

As was expected, the Shelby Motor Car

(‘onipany,"of Shelby, Ohio, has been ad

judged a bankrupt, the formal action tak

ing place on August 20. Referee Charles Ii.

‘ lieating has issued notice that the first

meeting of the creditors of the company will

be held at his office, Mansfield, Ohio, on

September 14, at 10 a. m. At that time

creditors may attend, prove their claims,

appoint a trustee. examine the bankrupt and

transact such other business as may properly

come before the meeting.

 

The attachments issued against the Vidcx

Automobile & Carriage Co., Marlboro, Mass.

.as noted in last week‘s Motor World, have

been released,
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Recognition of Motor Vehicles.

Notwithstanding our boasted progress, our

proud preeminence in all modern move

ments, we have lagged lamentably and per

ceptibly in the matter of arranging for the

quick transport of men and munitions in

time of war. When the bicycle sprang into

Poimlarity a decade or more ago, and so em

phatically demonstrated its superiority over

the horse, the War Department either ig

nored it altogether or turned the cold should

er to those who urged that it be given a

chance to prove what it could do. Similar

treatment has been accorded to the automo

bile—an even more manifestly useful, al

most indispensable, vehicle. To the master

minds at Washington who have the matter

in charge the autombbile even to-day is non

A cal-stunt. Horses, with here and there a few

mules, are still good enough to carry officers

and men, to haul life giving and life saving

supplies. That they are slow. little enduring,

inefficient and wasteful matters not. They

were good enough for Caesar, for Napoleon,

for Grant, for Shaffer; why should any one

nsk more?

It has been left for the retiring general of

the army to’voicc the protest against this

lame and impotent policy. Not for the first

time, however. For years—both before and

after he became lieutenant general—he lost

no opportunity of saying a good word for

the bicycle and the automobile. What little

was done to utilize the former in our mili

tary establishment had General Miles for its

suggester or encourager. Now, as his last

otiicial act, he takes occasion to recommend

that these twin products of the last genera

tion be made use of. He favors the minimiz

ing of the cavalry branch of the service and

the organization of a strong corps of war

motorcycles and armed automobiles. Gen

eral Miles favors mounted riflemen, but he

says the horse is far less important than for

merly, and that the automobile will take its

place in the next war. These machines have

become a valuable means of communication

and transportation, and their availability is

being recognized by European governments,

iarticularly the French.

General Miles advises that a corps of five.

regiments be organized for thorough train

ing and constant employment in the use of

motorcycles and automobiles, the corps to be

known as a flying corps or u corps of obser

vation. Its duties would be to open the way

for the advance of an army, to obtain infor

mation, to reconnoltre the country and to

repair or build roads and bridges.

Timer and pertinent as these recommenda

tions undoubtedly are, they are no more 0

than the assertion that European nations—in

cluding the "effete" monarchies—have been

awake to the opportunities of motor vehicles.

Should it ever be our fate to meet an up to

date European nation on the field of Mars

we should have no such “picnic” as we en

joyed when pitted against proud but decayed

Spain. Our marvellous luck then would be

needed more than ever. and,the want of

a regularly organized and drilled motor corp

would be keenly felt.

0f the foreign countries, France and Ger

many have, as we may have expected, been

foremost in testing and preparing to use mo

tor vehicles. The motor corps are important

and integral parts of the huge and formi

dable war machines trained and maintained

at enormous cost by the governments of

(119:9 C‘leliil'lt‘S. In the periodical manoeu

vrcs these vehicles play a prominent and

ever increasingly important part. Their use

is extending all the time, and now from the

German Emperor down officers of note mnko

almost daily use of motor cars, finding them

more and more to their liking.

Even Great Britain, slow as she usually is

to utilize anything that was not' used in

\Vellington's time, has made a beginning.

The British army has a motorcycle corps

and an automobile corps, and should the

foot of an invader ever be placed on her soil

great reliance will be placed on them, when

used for scouting, reconnoitring, transport

ing oflicers, troops, etc. Unquestionably

they will prove of value, the automobiles

especially, as they will be in the hands of

volunteers thoroughly familiar with every

nook and corner of the section in which they

operate.

The fact that every “live” country ac

knowledges the transcendent merits of the

motor vehicle and makes use of it should

When to this is

added the knowledge that proofs accumulate

be example enough for us.

of its manifold superiority to the horse

drawn vehicle wherever used, an end should

be put to the do nothing policy that has been

pursued for too long.

Racing and Classifying.

With the running of: of the elaborate pro

gramme of the Cleveland Automobile Club

on Friday and Saturday of this week tho

‘fall racing season will be formally inaugu

rated. Close upou its heels will follow the

meets projected by various organizations at

Detroit, Mich; Nashua, N. H.; Syracuse.

N. Y.; Providence, R. 1.; Yonkers, N. Y., and

Pittsburg, Pa., all except the last two sched

uied to be run within la. month after the

Cleveland meet.

These comprise the principal events which

will close the season’s racing. A number of

others are talked of, and a few of them will

undoubtedly get beyond the talking stngo

and he carried out. But there are few, if

any. meets of prominence among them, so

that the list given embraces tho. cream of

the speed events. The meets themselves

equal in number and importance all those

held previously; and keen contests and con

sistent record breaking may reasonably ho

looked for if the conditions are at all favor

able.

At these meets, too, the new racing rules

will receive their final test. The rnccs al

ready held have not shed sufficient light 0‘]

the subject to enable a final judgment to ho

pronounced. The changes made havev un

doubtedly proved efficacious as far as our

present knowledge goes, but whcthor they
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can be regarded as definitely approved is

something that it is too early to prophesy.

Especially is this true of the new classifi

cation rule. It was drafted with the express

purpose of bettering a very imperfect condi

tion of affairs, of replacing chaos with order.

But it is doubtful if even its framers were

devoid of a feeling that it was a half meas

ure, one which, at the most, would work a

slight improvement rather than one which

went to the heart of the matter and offered

a perfect solution. To do the latter was not

easy. No man could offer a solution, so

snarled and tangled was the knot, so new

and perplexing the condition of the racing

game.

Undoubtedly the knot will be untied soon

er or later; or else some Alexander will arise

to cut it with one stroke of his sword; for

upon the proper classification or handicap

ping—the words are virtually. synonymous—

of contesting cars depends the very life of

the racing game. As we have so often

pointed out, the racegoing public wants to

see contests. Even the'hair raising exploits

of an Oldfield will pail upon spectators after‘

awhile. But a close and hard fought race,

with the result in doubt until the last sec

ond, is what they want, what they pay their

money for, and what they will go miles to

see.

Heretofore, in classifying or handicapping

cars, the matter of weight alone has been

taken into consideration. This has been due

to the difficulty of hitting upon any other

satisfactory method of equalizing matters.

Unquestionably piston displacement and

price are also prime factors, and should enter

into the equalizing process. But how?

There comes the rub. Price imposts could

he arrived at if all racing cars were stock

vehicles; but. of course, they are not. 'And

as far as piston displacement is concerned,

the establishment of a standard seems even

more difficult. But it must eventually work

itself out, and when it does the racing at

mosphere will be much clearer.

 

Light is Braking Through.

Although in some quarters \it was not

taken seriously, the new law proposed some

time ago by the Motor World to regulate the

use of horses on the highways, license their

owners and make them prove their com

petency and the docility of the animal before

being permitted to go upon the public roads,

is proving to have acted as some lcaven in

the lump of prejudice against automobiles

and their users. More than one thinking

person has come to see that the proposition

was not merely a joke, and there is a grow

ing appreciation of the fact that it is the

horse and not the automobile that is the

offender in highway disturbances.

That light is breaking into \the dark cor

ners 0f the editorial sanctums of the daily

press is being evidenced now and then by

some very. sane comment such as this from

the Springfield (Mass) “Union,” the editor

of which has manifestly read and reflected

upon the law proposed by the Motor World:

“It seems quite as reasonable for public

safety that owners of nervous and half

broken horses, which are liable to be fright

ened into a stampede at the sight of a bit of

paper, a baby carriage or an automobile, and

often held by a harness tied up with strings,

should be obliged to get and pay for a cer

tificate of ownership, and also :52 for the

privilege of using such an animal in the

highways of the State. as to demand that

the owner of an automobile shall be taxed

for the use of his carriage.

“The law say that ‘before a license to

operate an automobile is granted, the ap

plicant shall pass such examination as to his

qualifications as may be required by the

highway commission.” Also that the auto

mobile shall be supplied with ‘an adequate

brake’ and numerous other things, and shall

display lights after dark. But any man or

woman, however poorly qualified, may drive

a wild and half-broken horse, with a rotten

hariiess, anywhere, and may drive at night

without carrying a light, and no ‘license‘ for

doing this is required.

“The automobileliaw in this State, and the

infamous Bailey law ~in New York, are indi—

cations of the foolish prejudice in the popu

lar mind against novel innovations, and

Massachusetts will gladly repeal that law

some day. It may be remembered that the

inventor of the umbrella, when he carried

one in the street, was almost mobbed by the

people because of this whimsical prejudice

against the introduction of a novelty, no

matter how useful it may be. And it seems

most unjust discrimination against the own

ers of automobiles to put such restrictions

upon them, because they are pioneers in the

introduction of this new and improved

method of conveyance on the public high

ways.”

Also we find the “Eagle,” of Brooklyn, N.

Y., commenting broadly as follows:

“The hostility to the automobile is disap

pearing, just as that against the bicycle has

disappeared. It is the same hostility that

we find against anything new, whether it i

a self-driven wagon, or a cotton gin, or a

spinning jenny, or a new plank in the Pres

byterian platform. For, after all, the auto

mobile seldom misbehaves, and it shows no

meaner a disposition than do those who lurk

for it and offer to sell information against it

to the constable for a dollar. The average

driver of the ‘bubble' is not a whit more

reckless than the average driver of a horse.

Indeed, we do not know where it is safe to

run an automobile at the pace struck by

horsemen in our parkway-s.

“There never was a new mode of locomo

tion that did not in its early stages arouse

dire hostility. The opposition to Stevenson's

locomotive is historic.

"Thus it is to be in the present case. There

have been and are abuses with automobiles

—the same sort of Pack-brains which the bi

cycle scorcher showed in infringing on peo

ple‘s rights. But commonsense will prevail

in the end. We are used to horses and their

driving. When automobiles become as fa

miliar we shall be able to consider them

without prejudice. Meantime the word for

all is moderation."

Even out in Missouri the light is breaking.

as witness this from the Kansas City

“World”:

“There is really more danger to the public

from horses and their driving than there is

from automobiles. But we are used to

horses. We do not think of the danger. We

have adjusted oumelvgs to that condition.

\Vhen automobiles become as familiar we

shall be able to consider them, too, without

prejudice.

“The automobile is a vehicle of progress.

We could not stop it if we would. By get

ting in its way, by opposing it, by railing

against it, we are apt to injure ourselves

alone.

“There is little profit and less sympathy

for the caviler who stands in the way of

progress."
 

 

Occasionally a glimmer of the real common

sense that is supposed to be the foundation

of law and justice is reflected from the

bench.‘ An English justice who found a

motorist guilty of exceeding the speed limit

imposed but a light fine because the evidence

disclosed that “there was no traflic on the

road at the time."

Records made upon tracks indicate that

there are in this country one or two ma

chines capable of giving the one mile

straightaway record of 46 seconds a hard

rub. Why cannot a try be made to place

this record to the credit of America?
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DETAILS OF THE CONTEST

Arrangements are Elaborate—A Paper “Seen "

on the Course—The Night Stops.

Arrangements for the reliability contest

from New York to Pittsburg, to be held

October 7-14, under the auspices of the .Na

tional Association of Automobile Manufac

turers, are going forward splendidly, and the

indications are that the run will have

more nearly perfect details than any similar

contest.

_ _ Secretary Harry Unwin arrived at Cleve

land .Tuesday on his second survey trip of

the course. The detailed information. con

,eerning. the route is being gathered in a

‘more complete manner than ever before.

Some idea of how thoroughly the work of

Secretary Unwin is being done can be

had from the fact that while this is his

second trip between the start and finish,

he spent two weeks on the road between

New York and Cleveland. In a letter from

Mr. Unwin, writen at Buffalo, received at

the headquarters of the N. A. A. AL, on

Monday, he said that he had been traveling

through four days of rain and that it was

not possible at any time to travel faster

than eight miles an hour owing to the con

dition of the roads. Mr. Unwin wrote that

much of the time he was Operating the

Searchmont observation car and had great

difficulty in keeping it out of the ditch.

The tabulated sheets sent in by Mr. Un

win are extremely interesting. They show

that observations are jotted down on an

average of everty two miles. The observa

tions are of the most practicable and ser

viceable sort, and it is evident that there

will be no excuse for any contestant who

loses his way. Starting from the ferry on

the New Jersey side and iproceeding along

the Ramapo valley, the chart gives a record

or the sort of road, dirt, macadam, or other

material; its condition, width and the grade.

The grades are indicated in squares for

every mile or two by‘ a line either horizontal

or deflecting downward or upward at vary

ing angles, and having the percentage of

rise or fall marked on it. Every turn or

twist of the road is most explicitly de

scribed, with special attention paid to those

.most helpful details—landmarks. The sceni

cry about the taming points is given in such

a way that no one could be in doubt which

way 'to go. Such notes as “red'schoolhouse

to the left,” “big double white house with

barns on the corner" and similar ones recur

frequently. A drawing of all the sign boards

is given, and the towns passed through are

noted with a precision in fractions of miles

that leaves no loophole» for questions. Also

all the hotel accommodations to be had are

given in detail, and the places where gaso

lene and other supplies are'to be had are all

recorded with name and location and prices.

The survey is being made with two odo

meters on the car, the same as the first one

. was, and when the second trip is ended and

the variations of the four odometer records

are averaged, it is safe to say that the dis

tances given between points will be as ac

curate as it is possohle to get them without

the use of tape and transit. To cap all, a

paper trail is to be laid over the course by

a third trip to be made by Secretary Un

win a few days before the run. After he

has gone along and laid a paper "scent"

thicg enough to last for a. couple of weeks

General Manager Miles will go over the

course with nothing to guide him but the

“scent,” and note the places where it is

weak or misleading, and rectify the mis~

takes it there are any. I

The overnight stops have been practically

settled upon as follows, there being a couple

of changes from the original plan:

Wednesday, October_7, Pine Hill, N. Y.,

just out of Kingston; Thursday, October 8,

Bath, N. Y.; Saturday and Sunday, October

10-11, Buflalo; Monday, October 12, Erie,

Pa.; Tuesday, October 13, Cleveland, Ohio;

Wednesday, October 14, Pittsburg, Pa.

“Everything is going to be done with first

class thoroughness," said Manager Miles.

“The press representatives will be taken

care of as they never were before. The ob~

servers will not be allowed to give out any

information.

tendent of observers, and he will report to

the committee and be told what may be

given out. To insure all being treated alike

and to save work on the part of the news

paper men and to spare the committee men

from being bothered individually. there will

be two press agents, whose duties it will

be to dig out the information wanted by the

press and furnish it to the reporters.”

RULIS OF THE RUN CHANGED.

On Wednesday a meeting of the technical

committee of the N. A. A. M. was held, and

the rule requiring each vehicle to carry 30

percent of its tare was changed so as to re

quire the load to be only 25 per cent. This

will not include any parts or repair material.

The 25 per cent load must be made up by

passengers and ballast, and the parts car

ried will be excess weight.

Another modification made in the rules

was one permitting the contestants to renew

their supplies of gasolene at the noon stop

and to lubricate their engines then, but noth

ing else.

The load carrying rule was one that caused

the committee considerable discussion. When

the rules were first announced there was

criticism of the weight carrying provision.

It was pointed out that the rule requiring

every car to carry at least 30 per cent of its

weight would militate against such makes

as the Haynes-Apperson and the Knox.

These cars, being made to carry two passen

gers only, would find it necessary, after tak

ing on two persons of average weight, say,

150 pounds each, to add something in the

line of dead load in order to make up the

necessary 80 per cent of their tare. The

Haynes-Apperson Co., for instance, build a

They will report to a superin~ -

car that weighs 1,400 pounds to carry two

passengers. 7 Under the 30 per cent rule they

would have had to carry 420 pounds. As it

is unlikely that they could get aflriver and

an observer to make that weight, th'ey wotild

have had to carry one hundred or more

pounds of junk over the road. This would

hardly be a fair testing proposition, since

such a proceeding is not recommended when

the firm sells a machine. The Knox people

make a two-passenger machine that weighs

1,300 pounds. They would have had to get

two persons weighing 270 pounds each, or

else make up by ballast whatever their com

bined weights lacked of this total.

In explanation of the 30 per cent arrange

ment having been made, the problem as it

presented itself to the committee must be

considered. They felt obliged to impose some

uniform percentage of load to tare, and

sought to make it equitable all around so

far as possible. It was found that 30 per

cent would -be just about right for four

passenger cars of the average of 2,000

pounds, since four persons, of the average

of 150 pounds each, would weight just 600

pounds, or 30 per cent of 2,000 pounds. But

it would, as has been shown, crowd the con

ditions on the heavy runabouts for two per

sons by making them carry ballast in addi

tion to the two persons (driver and observer)

which every car must carry under the rules.

The 30 per cent, it was found, would also im

pose similarly upon the heavy four-passenger

cars, those of 2,400 pounds, for instance, but

not so much; it would not be so unreason

able to suppose four passengers averaging

180 pounds each.

On the other hand, it was seen that the 30

per cent basis would impose unfair condi

tions on the light cars of all styles. A run

about weighing 750 pounds, for instance,

would have to carry two passengers, and,

supposing them to weigh 150 pounds each,

it will be seen that while the heavy run

abouts, ballast and all, would be carrying

only 30 per cent of their tare, the lighter

cars would be carrying seventy-five pounds

more than 80 per cent, and would be handl

capped just that much. The light, four-pas

senger cars would suffer similarly, and it

was a question what to do. The rule was

first fixed at 30 per cent, therefore, because

to make it lower in order to spare the heavy

weights from carrying ballast would be to

increase the handicap of the lighter-ones.

For instance, with a rule requiring 20 per

cent of the tare to be carried, the 1,400

pound cars would 'be all right with two 140

pound passengers, but the 750 pound car

would have to carry two persons anyhow,

and yet, if the 'two weighed 300 pounds, they

would be carrying just 150 pounds handicap

in excess of the 30 per cent required.

In compromising t0 the heavyweight mak

ers, it seems a question whether the best so

lution has been reached, for the light run

abouts will carry a heavier handicap under

the 25 per cent rule than they would under

the 30. The reduction was due probably to

the fact that the makers of the light cars

have not complained.
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MILES’ RECOMMENDATIONS

Retiring General Wants Motorcycle and Auto

mobile Corps Established for Army.

Upon his retirement for age Lieutenant

General Nelson A. Miles addressed a com

munication t0 the War Department. It is in

the form of a letter to Secretary of War

Root. In it are important and sensational

recommendations for the improvement of the

army service.

General Miles regards the cavalry as obso

lete, saying the automobile will take the

place of the horse in the next war. For that

reason he advises reducing the cavalry

branch to the minimum and the building of

military roads of strategic importance

throughout the country in time of peace.

President Roosevelt and Secretary Root

have had possession of General Miles’s let

ter since August 8. They have kept it secret,

however, the reason being, it is said, that

it could not be revealed to the public until

the recommendations were acted on.

General Miles in his letter cites the Span- ‘

ish-American “’ar as an example showing

that the horse is no longer of much practi

cal value in military service. European

armies, he says, have a much smaller pro

portion of cavalrymen to infantrymen than

has the United States Army. The Euro

peans depend on more modern appliances

than the horse, using the bicycle, the motor

cycle and the automobile. Where they find

horses indispensable they employ mounted

l'ifiemen, thus quickly converting the in

fantry into cavalry. Americans, he says,

are practically raised in the saddle, and a

force of mounted riflemen could be equipped

from the infantry much quicker than in Eu

ropean armies.

He therefore advises that a corps of five

regiments be organized for thorough train

ing and constant employment in the use of

motor cycles and automobiles, the corps to

be known as a flying corps or a corps of ob

servation. Its duties would be to open the

way for the advance of any army, to ob

tain information, to reconnoitre the country

and to repair or build roads and bridges.

One of General Miles‘s most important

recommendation is that the army be used

in time of peace to build military roads of

strategic importance. He would establish

a road building corps of 5,000-as a nucleus

and equip it with the most modern road

making machinery and set it to work build

ing roads in various parts of the country.

These roads in time of war would enable

the armed automobiles he advocates to be

moved swiftly from place to place.

“ Automobile Days " for Denver.

Denver, 001., hopes to have an annual

“Automobile Day" as a result of the first

one, which is scheduled for September 10.

Nearly all the automobile dealers in the city

have signed an agreement to participate in

the occasion. Of the two who did not sign

one was out of the city. The signers are the

Colorado Automobile Co, A. T. Wilson, the

Automobile Repair Co., the Colorado Mobile

Co., the Colorado Motor Carriage Co., E. R.

Cumbe, the Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.,

George E. Hannan, Gougar & Todd, Frank

O. Browne and the EatomMcCllntock Gaso

lene Co.

The project originated with the business

men of the city, who are pushing it forward

with much energy. They have invited the

Denver Automobile Club to take charge of

the classification of events. The prizes for

the different events will be gold, silver and

bronze medals. No money prizes will be

given.

In the afternoon there will be an entertain

ment at the City Park, in which the automo

biles will participate. An endurance run on

September 9, with the finish at the part on

the following afternoon, has been suggested.

One of the features of the day will be a hill

climbing contest. In the evening it is pro

posed to have an illuminated parade. In all

the parades there will be decorative features.

To Girdle the Earth in Automobile.

Verno Churchill, an artist, who has made

a reputation as a globe trotter, started from

Atlantic City on Saturday afternoon to make

his second trip around the world. For this

Journey he bought a large touring automo

bile. The car was taken to the end of

Young‘s Pier for the start, which was mane

an (Ci'ilSlOll for some ceremony. Speech

making was a feature. Among the speakers

was the Mayor of the city, whose address

was in the form of a farewell and godspeed.

Mr. Churchill made a fitting response.

Starting amid cheers the departing auto

mobiilst drove swiftly along the pier through

a lane composed of thousands of people.

His automobile is one of the finest ever seen

in Atlantic City. Churchill will travel 25,000

miles, and expects to be gone sixteen months

or longer. He expects to go to San Fran

_cisco, whence he will cross the Pacific Ocean

to Japan, travelling through that country,

China, India and Europe.

Churchill’s first tour of the globe began

at Washington, and he started with a nickel

given to him by Admiral Dewey. When he

returned he had upward of $2,000, earned on'

the road by painting.

Spa Fete Dates Changed.

The Spa Automobile Club has changed the

dates previously fixed for its fetes, deciding

on September 4, 5, 6 and 7, thus making the

affair quite a “Spa week.” The programme

is as follows: September 4, weighing of ma- -

chines; September 5, hill climbing contest

at Malchamp, followed by the Coupe de Spa,

one-mile, standing start; September 6, tour

ing circuit, sixty kilometres; September 7,

“concours d’adrcsse" at the Velodrome; dis

tribution of prizes, banquet. Would-be com

petitors should send their entries to the Spa

Automobile Club, Hotel d'Orange, Spa, and

to the Automobile Club de Belgique, 5 Place

Royale, Brussels.

MUST HAVE LICENSES

Canadian Authorities Issue Order Requiring

Tourists to Register Their Cars.

On the first day of the current month a

new order in council adopted by the Cana

dian Government and relating to automobiles

from the United States, went into effect.

This order declares that all persons enter

ing the Dominion in automobiles from the

United States will be required to purchase a

license for the sum of $2. An additional $1

will have to be paid into the Canadian

Government's coffers for an aiuminum signv

three inches in height, to be placed by the

owner on some conspicuous part of the ma

chine, disclosing to the public the number

of his license. The precaution is to secure

recourse against violations of the speed reg

ulations, or for damages caused by careless

ness.

The Minister of Customs has agreed to per

mit the customs oificers at ports of entry to

be appointed license ofiicers for motor ve

hicles. The officer issuing the license will be

allowed 50 cents commission.

The license is good for six months only

from the date of issue. On leaving the Do

minion the driver must surrender the “mark

er,” when the $1 will be refunded. Ameri

cans found travelling in the province with

out a license or without the marker displayed

will be liable to a heavy fine.

The following ports are among those men

tioned in the new regulations: Cornwall,

Kingston, Toronto, Niagara, Hamilton,

Windsor, Walkerville, Sarnia, Port Arthur

and Sault Ste. Marie.

Suggests Invelids’ Automobile Day.

The incident of giving the children from

the Home for the Fi'iendless a ride in the

automobiles that went to meet the Packard

tourists from California, as narrated in the

Motor World last week, furnished W. J.

Morgan, who was one of the party, with an

idea worthy of consideration. He suggested

that New York automobilists set aside one

day of the year. to be known as “Invalids'

Automobile Day," when the owners of auto

mobiles, agents and manufacturers would be

invited to turn out in a body, placing their

machines at the disposal of the hospitals

and similar places. so that the sick and the

weak might be taken out into the country

for a day’s outing in athe automobiles.

The proposition was received kindly at the

time, and now it seems to need only the

efforts of persistent propagation to be

adopted and acted upon. Publicity for mak

ers and dealers could be earned in no more

worthy way.

1 Follows Example of Boston.

Following the example of the Boston Y. M.

C. A., the Minneapolis association will add

this autumn a course in gasolene engineer

ing as applied to automobiles and launches.

The course will include the study of motors

of various types, transmission gears, car

buretters. ignition apparatus and the pe

culiaritles of different fuels.
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MEET FOR MILWAUKEE

Full Program Arranged lor Races at State Fair

—Cup Contestants Expected.

 

Three events, two of them amateur and

one professional, have been decided upon for

the automobile feature of the Wisconsin

State Fair to be held at Milwaukee this

month. The races have been arranged by

Secretary John M. True, of the State Board

of Agriculture, and members of the Milwau

kee Automobile Club. Mr. True was as

sisted in arranging the events by Dr. Ralph

Emergreen, James T. Drought and Fred

Patee, of the Club. >

It is expected that at least three of the

Americans who participated in the Gordon

Bennett Cup races in Ireland will partici

pate. They are Louis Mooers with his Peer

less racer, Alexander Winton and Percy

Owen, each with \Vintou racers. It is also

hoped that Barney Oldfield, of Cleveland, as

well as Tom Cooper, of Detroit, and Carl

Fischer, of Indianapolis, may be prevailed

-upon to participate 'in the professional

events.

The programme, as outlined, is as follows.

the races to be held on Wednesday, Septem

ber 9:

Race N0. 1, amateur; two-miles; open to

all machines weighing 1,400 pounds or less;

five medals, value $100. Race No. 2, ama~

teur; three miles; open to all machines

weighing from 1,400 to 2,000 pounds; five

medals, value $150. Race No. 3, professional

iree-for-aii; ten miles; purse $750; open t0'

all machines irrespective of size or weight;

first prize, $400; second prize, $200; third

prize, $150.

All entries will be closed September 5. A

$5 entry fee will be charges for races Nos.

1 and 2, and $10 entry will be charged for

race No. 3. All entrance moneys will be

refunded to those who actually start in the

races. The races will be run under the

racing rules of the Automobile Club of

America, sanction for this having already

been applied for.

On Thursday, September 10, one hour will

be devoted to exhibitions on the racetrack

by various machines. Many local automo

biles will enter the amateur races.

 

Providence. Revises its Program.

Out of deference to numerous inquiries re

garding certain restrictions placed upon the

classes of events of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile Club race meet, to be held at Narm

gansett Park on September 19, it has been

decided to revise the list of open events,

making two of the races open to all motive

powers and removing many other restric

tions. New entry blanks have therefore

been sent out.

Tre revised list of events and prizes are as

follows:

First race (gasolene, 1,200 pounds and

under)-Five miles; first prize, full value.

$100; second prize, full value $50.

Second race (all motive power, 1,800 pounds

and under)—Five miles; first prize, full

value, $100; second prize, full value, $50.

Third race (all motive power, all weights)

—Ten miles; first prize, full value, $200; see

ond prize, full value, $100.

Fourth race (steam carriages, all weights)

—Three miles; first prize, full value, $100;

second prize, full value, $50.

Fifth race (open class; eiectrics)—Two

miles; first prize, full value, $100; second

prize, full value, $50.

Sixth race (motor bicycles, single machines;

open class)—Five miles; first prize, full value,

$50; second prize, full value, $25; third prize,

fu.- value, $10.

The events will commence at 2 p. m., and

the machines will take flying starts.

Detroit’s Bright Antleipatlons.

Ned Broadwell, secretary of the Detroit

Automobile Racing Association, anticipates

a series of brilliant events at the local meet

to be held at Grosse Pointe next Monday

and Tuesday. Among the entries of which

he is assured are L. P. Mooers and the Peen

less car wh‘icfi Mooers used in Ireland;

Hedges in a fat White car; Windsor T.

White with a new car turned out by his

company; Barney Oldfield and a big Wlnton;

Henri Page and Jules Sincholle, who will

content in a fifteen mile match race, using

the same machines which they used in the

Paris-Madrid race; Tom Cooper, who will

contend with Barney Oldfield in an Austra

lian pursuit race of five miles on each of the

two days, and some others.

One of the events arranged is a five mile

handicap for local owners. In this race

each car must have road equipments and

curry four persons.

 

Race: at Nashua Fair.

The last day of the fair to be held by the

Nashua (N. H.) Fair Association on Septem

ber 7 to 10, inclusive, will be marked by au

tomobile racing. Four events are scheduled,

as follows:

First event—All weights and powers, no

restrictions as to operators; five miles. First

prize, $75; second, $50. \

Second event—All weights, supplies in—

cluded, to be under 1,800 pounds; steam,

gasolene or electric power; five miles. Same

prizes.

Third event—All weights, supplies included,

to be under 1,200 pounds; steam, gasolene

or electric power; same distance and prizes.

Fourth event—All weights, supplies in

cluded, to be under 800 pounds; steam, gaso

lene or electric power; same distance and

prizes.

The racetrack at Nashua is a half-mile

course.  

. George C. Cannon has remodelled his

steam racing car, and expects to use it for

the first time at the meet of the Rhode Isl

and Automobile Club on September 19. It

now seats two men side by side, and is said

to be faster than eVer.

SYRACUSANS ARE SANGUINE

Expect Race Meet at State Fair to be Big

Success—Attractive Program.

There is every indication that the automo

bile race meet to be held at Syracuse, N. Y.,

on Saturday, September 12, in connection

with the State Fair, will be a complete uc—

cess. An attractive programme has been ar

ranged, comprising eight regular races and

one special three cornered‘match race be

tween F. A. La Roche, Jules Sincholle and

Henri Paige, the firt two driving 40 horse

power Darracqs and the last a 40 horsepower

Decauville. The entries close September 9,

and racing begins at 2 o'clock on the follow

ing Saturday.

The New-York State fair is an institution

of note, and it attracts an enormous number

of people. This is the first automobile race

meet that has taken place on the track—

which is a mile circuit, 100 feet wide—and

it is expected to prove popular and become

an annual affair. Many State dignitaries,

including the Lieutenant Governor, are ex

pecth to attend.

The list of events follows:

N0. 1, two miles for motor bicycles; regu

lar stock machines. No. 2, five miles for

cars of all weights, supplies included, under

1,200 pounds; all motive powers; No. 3, five

miles for Wlnton touring cars; stock models

with tonneau attached; No. 4, ten miles for

cars of all weights, supplies included, under

1,800 pounds; all motive powers; N0. 5, five

mile handicap, for club members only, each

car to have regular road equipment; No. 6.

five miles for Franklin cars; regular stock

models; No. 7, fifteen miles; open to all; No.

8, onemlle; record trials.

Yonkers’ Meei' Oct. 3.

October 3 has finally been decided upon as

the date for the third meet at the Empire

City track, Yonkers, N. Y. This is just three

days prior to the start of the endurance run

which leaves New York for Cleveland and

Plttsburg on October 7.

There will be six regular events, including

a motor bicycle race, in addition to special

match races to be arranged. Silver trophies

will be given to the first and second in each

event. An effort is being made to bring a

foreigner 'to this country to ride against

Oldsfield. Offers have been made to Janetzy,

Gabriel and Jarrott. In case a foreigner

does not visit America Oldfield may race

Tom Cooper, the latter using the machine

with which Oldfield established the present

world's record. The machine is the property

of Cooper, who is anxious to race the Amer

ican champion.

Florida Racing Dates.

The 1901 Daytona-Ormond race meet will

be held between January 25 and February 6.

Sanction covering these dates has been

granted by the American Automobile Associ

ation to the Florida East Coast Automobile

Association.
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GOOD SPORT AT COLUMBUS

Oldfield the Star in a Two Days' Brilliant

Meet Marked by Sensations.

 

The August race meet of the Columbus

(Ohio) Automobile Club, held at the Driving

Park last Friday and Saturday, was a suc

cess in every respect, the only disappoint

ment being‘the ‘non-appearance 'of Tom

Cooper. who is not yet well enough to under

go 'the severe strain of racing. He was

well represented, however, by his new part

ner, Cunningham, who shared with Barney

Oldfield and Carl Fisher the hearty favor

of the five thousand or more people who at

tended on both days.

On Friday. as a. climax to an afternoon

of strenuous pleasure, there was a sensa

tional five mile race between Oldfield, driv

ing the Winton “Bullet;" Fisher on his 100

horsepower machine, and Cunningham on

one of the Ford-Cooper racing cars. 01d

field got the worst of the start, but by speed

and generalship got the lead and finished

more than an eighth of a mile ahead of

Fisher, who led Cunningham by a 'sixteenth.‘

Oldfield was evidently the favorite with“

the spectators, but his stock was reduced

by Cunningham very pereeptibly earlier in'

the afternoon in a five mile contest between _

the two. Cunningham was too fast by a

mile for Barney, and set the pace for him

five times around the track. Cunningham

was making his fifth lap of the track when

Barney was making his fourth.‘ The former

was going. so fast and created such a fuss

with the dust that he turned-too short on

the upper curve and there was [an explosion.

It was a moment of intense excitement, for

when Cunningham was lasti seen he was

breaking for the fence and trying to pass

Oldfield, who was in his way.

Out from the cloud of dust came Oldfield

first, and lagging behind came Cunningham,

who pulled up in front of the grand stand

and was immediately surrounded by a crowd

who first asked if he had struck ()ldfieid's

machine or what 'had happened. He ex

plained it all by saying his tire had cracked,

and that was all there was to it. 'It has

been claimed right along that if a tire

should break when machines are going at

such aterrific speed it would'result fatally

to the driVer. Cunningham’s experience d'is-I

proved the general impression. ’

In the' seventh event. a free-Tonsil, Old

field, Cunn'ingham and Fisher ,took' two spins“

about the track, and after passing the big

racers they started down the stretch, with

(‘unningharn in the lead, Fisher 11 close sec

ond and Oldfield trailing behind for an op

portunity to euchre them out of position

when they struck the first turn. IIe carried

out the plan in most excellent style and

when the dust cleared away on -the back

stretch at the quarter pole Barney was lead

ing Cunningham and Fisher a merry chase.

The bigger racers all tried to turn in the

same wheel tracks and then there was a

great showering of dust. \Vhile it covered

Oldfield, who had fallen to the rear sudden

ly, there was much excitement in the stands.

. Evidently something had happened and this

became more evident when Oldfield dropped

.farther and farther back and was left by the

other two, who kept on going like rockets.

When Oldfield's machine got closer the left

hind wheel was wobbling and he wore a.

look of disgust. The axle on the Bullet

had broken, but fortunately he was far

enough from the other two automobiles to

keep from being hit or hitting them.

Fisher and Cunningham continued the

race with the utmost spirit, Fisher winning.

Summaries of Friday’s events follow:

Two-mile club run—Won by Oscar Lear‘s

8 horsepower Knox-Waterless, driven by J.

E. Cowan; Frank Avery's 20 horsepower

Winton, second; E. Seed's 6% horsepower

Sandusky, third; J. C. Sherwood's 4 horse

power Orient-Buckboard, fourth. Time,

5:45 3-5.

Threemile race for gasolene machines

weighing under 1,150 pounds; machines

equipped just as used on the road—Won by

Dr. E. W. Schiller’s 61%; horsepower Cadillac. _

driven by Joe Montgomery; Oscar Lear's

Cadillac, driven by Joe McDonald, second.

Time, 0:53 3-5.

Carl Fisher's 100 horsepower Krisa Fisher

against time for records of one, two and

three miles—Time, one mile, 1:07; two miles,

2:14; three miles, 8:20 1-5.‘ '

Five-mile race for touring cars equipped

as used on the road—Won by R. S. Rhondes‘s

10 horsepower White steamer; C. R. May

ers‘s 14 horsepower Toledo, driven by N. H.

Souies, second; F, E. Avery's 20 horsepower

Winton, third; Dr. C. M. Taylor‘s 10 horse

power White steamer, _ fourth. Time,

9:0? as. _ ‘ - , T

Five-mile race, best two in three heats—

Barney Oldfield (Winton Bullet 11), 2-1;

Cunningham (Ford-Cooper), 1-2. Timepfirst

heat,,5:16 2-5. Time by miles, 1:03 2-5, L- .

3:06 2-5, 4:10 2-5, 5:16 2-5; second heat,

5:05 2-5. Time by miles, 1.00, 2:01, 3:021-5,

4:03 4-5, 50525. , '

Threemile race for motorcycles—Won by

E. A. Net! (1% horsepower Thomas); Frank

yLowell (3 horsepower Buckeye), second; .Ern1

I. est Wolumber (3 horsepower Marsh),‘third§

I

fourth; H. A. Nichols (2 horsepower Mitch:

ell). fifth. Time, 4:391-5.‘ ' ' ‘ ' '

Five-mile race for steam touring cars—'Won

by Frank Davis’s White, drive'n‘by E. M.

Leid; Dr. C. M. Taylor’s \Vhite, second; R.

S. Rhoades's White, third. ‘Time, 9:17 2-5._

Five-mile, free-for-ali—Won by Barney Old

field (Winton Bullet II); Carl Fisher (Krisal

Fisher), second; Cunningham (Ford-Cooper),

third. Time, 5:20. Time by miles, 1:05.

2:12; 3:17, 4:19 35, 5:20.

Special race; three miles; Oldfield against

(‘unningham—Wonby Oldfield. Time,3:10 2-5.

The summaries of Saturday's events:

Obstacle race—Won on points by G. W.

Jeffrey‘s 21/, horsepower National; R. O.

' “'illiains’s 3% horsepower Oldsmobile, sec

K. B. Seeds (2% horsepower 'Hercules),:

ond; W. D. Jeffrey's 2% horsepower Na

tional, third. " " '

Oldfield-Cunningham race, final heat—Won

by Oldfield. Time, 51142-5. ‘

Five-mile handicap for gasolene machines

Weighing 1,500 pounds or more—Won by Dr.

E. W. Schiller's 61/) horsepower Cadillac.

driven by Joe Montgomery; 8. H. Hemp

stead‘s 8 horsepower Ford, driven byAvery.

second; Seeds and Evans's 6% horsepower

Sandusky, driven by Seeds, third; Herman

Hoster’s 5% horsepower Rambler, 'fourth.

Time, 10:44 2-5. (Protested on ground that

Ford and Cadillac machines. violated the

rules regulating their start.) _=

Barney Oldfield (Winton Bullet, 1}), ten

miles against record for machines'under

1,800 pounds. Time, 10:25 4-5.

Five-mile handicap for touring cars—Won

by Dunn, Taft & Co.’s 10 horsepower ,White,

driven by Jay; R. S. Rhoades’s 10 horse

power White. second; C. R. Mayers’s14 horse

power Toledo, third. Time, 7:26 2-1

. Cari Fisher (Mohawk-Fisher) failed in his

attempt to break world‘s .three-mile record.

Machine broke.

Five-mile handicap for motorcycles—Won

by E. A. Net! (1% horsepower Thomas);

Frank Lowe‘ll (3 horsepower Buckeye), sec

ond; - Ed. Adams (2 horsepower. Mitchell),

third; P. A. Nichols (2 horsepower Mitchell),

fourth; W. F. Savage (2 horsepower_.Mitch~

ell), fifth. ‘

Five~mile, free-for-all—Won by Fisher (100

horsepower Fisher); Cunningham (Ford

Cooper). second; .Oldfield (40 horsepower

\\'inton), third.- Time, 5:35 1-5. ‘

Match race; two miles; Cunningham

against Fisher—Won by 'Fisher. Time, 2:17.

' Old: Tourists Marooned at Omaha.

_ The Oldsmobile tourists, Whitmah and

Hammond, according to the latest advices

received from them, were hung up, not high

and dry, but disgusted and damp, on a high
hill in Omaha, Neb. They spentithe whole

of last week there, with no prospect of get

ting away immediately. f f ' ,

Too much water is the explanation'of the

matter. They have been gathering. experi

ence which will enable them to, describe a

real Western flood. ‘To them Omaha has

been an islandfin the middle of the United

States, surrounded by water and mud for

hundreds of miles. All travel has been sus

pended for some time, Mr. Whitman wrote

on August 30. Bridges have been swept

away in all directions. On the day ap

pointed for the departure from Omaha ten

inches of rain fell in twenty-four ,hours.

This is the largest amount'of rainfall in one

day ever recorded by the iWeathe'r Buneau in

Omaha, - H , - .

On Sunday last Mr. Whitman and trav

elling companion took out the Oldsmobile to

run over to Council Bluffs. Before reaching

there they found that the bridge at Main

street was gone and that its replacement had

proceeded only as far as the laying ofstring

ers. They obtained permission from the

superintendent to cross at: their own risk.

and did so, amid the applause of a number

of spectators. To them the feat was a trifle.

The possibility of a ten-foot fall into, two

fret of water could not appal men who had

taken a tumble down a jagged precipice in

the Sierra Nevada Mountains. -
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AUTOMOBILES ON PARADE

Bridgeport had a Big Turnout to lnaugurate

the " Old Home Week " Festivities.

“Old Home Week" in Bridgeport, Conn,

opened on Monday with unpropitious

weather, but that was not permitted to_in

teri'ere with the celebration. The city was

 

three tons, including the weight of

musielons and the two men in

charge. This great weight rested on tour

double tube tires of 3% inches diameter,

which gave no trouble during the entire pa

rade, covering a route about fourteen miles

long. The band wagon was lavishly deco

rated. J. N. Page and A. C. Schults were

in charge.

nearly

twelve

  

 
  

Northern; C. E. Hartman, Locomobile; G. B.

Houston, Locomobile; Henry Kempt, Loco

mobile; S. D. Locke, Packard; F. Lyman.

Locomobile; T. H. MacDonald, Winton; W.

S. Mills, Stanley; Edward Mora, Cadillac;

William Naramore, Locomobile; Clarence

Naramore, Oldsmobile; J. W. Noyes, Loco

moblle; Mrs. T. A. Oberly, Locomobile; J.

L. ()berly, Locomobile; Elton Perry, jr., Lo

 
 

  

THE LOCOMOBILE BAND WAGON HEADED THE PROCESSION.

in gala attire, and one of the big parades

of Monday was that of the automobiles.

The automobilists assembled at Seaside

Park: their cars representing nearly every

make. When the procession started at 9:30

a. m. it was headed by a Locomobile band

wagon, which constituted a big feature. It

was built upon an ordinary sixteen horse

power chassis, the entire outflt weighing

Among the antomobilists in the proces

sion were the following local owners: Dr.

F. J. Adams, Victor; Dr. Dow R. Beebe,

Locomobile; R. N. Blakeslee, Oldsmobile; F.

W. Bolande, Locomobile gasolene; A. H.

Chapin, Steam Stanhope; D. C. Carson, Lo

comobile; S. T. Davis, Locomobile; M. V.

Doud. Locomoblle; W. H. Evers. Locomo

bile; F. I. Gaylord, Locomobile; G. \V. Hills,

comoblle; J. O. Robertson, Stanley; A. L.

ltiker, Locomoblle gasolene; Louis E. Sage,

Locomobile; E. V. Sloan, Winton; Frank T.

Staples, Knox; W. S. Teel, jr., Locomobile;

A. K. L. Watson, Locomobile; DeVer H.

Warner, Locomoblle gasolene; Frank Wiles,

Locomobile.

A number of out-of~town motorists also at

tended and took part in the parade.
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HIGHWAY TO CHICAGO

Progress There has Been in Malling one Detailed

by Road Auoeiatlon.

The New York and Chicago Road Associ

ation, of which Colonel Albert' A. Pope is

president, has issued a statement of the prog

ress which has been made to date in the

carrying out of its plan for a highway be

tween this city and Chicago. It ls said that

the United States is the only civilized coun

try in the world which has no system of im

proved highways. With the exception of six

States—New Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecti

cut,:New York, Michigan and Pennsylvania

~there is no attempt at an organized plan

for securing better roads. In these States

the work has been done only in the last ten

The proposed route leads from New York

City up the east side of the Hudson River

to Rhinebeck, thence through Ulster, Dela

ware, Broome, Chenango, Tloga, Chemung,

Allegany, Cattaraugus and Chautauqua

counties, in New York, to Erie, Pa.; thence

it follows the lake shore to Toledo, Ohio, and

on to Chicago through Indiana. Among the

important cities and towns the route touches

are Poughkeepsie, Kingston, Owego, Elmira,

Corning, Hornellsville, Salamanca, Wells

ville, Jamestown and Westfield, in New

York; Erie, Pa.; Ashtabula, Cleveland, Lo

rain, Sandusky, Clyde, Fremont, Toledo and

Bryan, in Ohio; Butler, Goshen, South Bend.

Ia Porte, Valparaiso and Hammond, in Iridi

ana, and Chicago. Some stretches of the

road are improved and Work is started on

other portions. About 160 miles of the road

in the lower tier of counties in New York

REWARDS FOR CHAUFFEURS

ll Offered Would Prove incentive for Beier

Work in Endurance Runs.

 

It has been suggested that the committee

in charge of the coming endurance contest

of the N. A. A. M. should, in some way or

another, take cognizance of the Work of the

chauffeurs who will drive cars in that event.

Certificates are offered to the cars making

the best showing on the trip to Pittsbnrg and

in the brake and hill climbing contest, but.

as in previous years, nothing has been' con

sidered as regarding the operators.

It is true that the majority of these _oper

ators are employed by the manufacturers to

_demonstrate the full value and capability of

the cars, and are, therefore, perhaps not en

 

 

“ Big Chief Tries an Oldsmobile.

SOME OLDS TRANSCONTINENTAL lNClDENTS.

Three Methods of Transpolfitiou.
i}

  

 

years, and the limited appropriation of State

money permits of building only a few miles

of roads in each county. As it is, the roads

so far constructed have been built in patches,

leaving long stretches of intermediate roads

that are dusty in dry weather and seas of

mud in the rainy season. On these condi

tions the average road in the United States

is almost impassable, and in many localities

the transportation facilities are entirely sus

pended during many months of the year. >

In New Jersey $2,500,000 has been ex

pended in ten years,'and the increased valu

ation of taxable property reaches the enor

mous figure of $27,500,000.

Instead of devoting the millions of money

that are too often wasted annually in an un

skilled attempt at road building, the associ

ation is advocating the adoption of a system

that will result in having through lines, or

continuous roads in the United States.

When every town along this route, and

they are separated only by a few miles,

awakens to the necessity of this improve

ment and builds a good road at any time

of the year the highway will be a fact.

State will be completed this year. Efforts

are being made to have the stretch of road

in the panhandle of Pennsylvania finished

as quickly as possible. ‘

Cnieago Chauffeuses' indignation.

Chicago women are even more earnest than

the men in their objections to tagging their

automobiles. Five of them are parties 'to

the proceedings to obtain an injunction

againstit. They object on the double ground

that it marks them as belonging to a dan

gerous class, and that it dcfaces their ve

hicles. - .

Still another objection is that they do not

want to go to the City Hall and stand in line

to get their licenses. One of them remarked:

“I couldn’t have any more publicity about it

if I were applying for a saloon license."

A number of the women are so opposed to

making personal applicationjor licenses that

they send their coachmen to undergo the

necessary examination. When the license is

obtained every member of the family feels

free to run the vehicle.

 

Robert W. Goelet is touring Europe in a

‘10 horsepower Renault.

suit of this feeling many have go , _

contest, not with the intentlon‘jof'getting

the very best results out of theifim'achlnes

as much as to have a thoroughly enlozyable

time, and instances have been known 'where
a little extra care on the part of vth‘e’oper

ator Would have resulted in the cars iven

' making a better performance; 3

_,It has also been suggested that the am

elation ought to give a gold medal 'or'1some

other souvenir to the man operating the

cars that receive first class certificates for

their performances in the run. This would

not cost the association a great amount of

money, and would result in all the-men tak

ing greater pains to make a creditable per

formance. They- would take more care of

their cars, and see that they were brought

through in the very best condition. _ No

chances of receiving injury as a result of

racing on the highways—and racing there

will always be to some extent in an endun

ance contest—and, as a general thing, the

driver would be more particular of his

charge if there was a chance for him to make

some personal gain.
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THE PREMIER’S CHASSIS

Two Views Showing Careful Construction of

Working Parts of lndianapolis Car.

 

Although still in its first season, the Pre

mier car, manufactured by the Premier

Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, has already

made for itself a place among well designed

aluminum, fitted with long phosphor bronze

bearings of large diameter, while the rear

axle shell is made of two interchangeable

steel castings and is ribbed, thereby doing

away with the usual trusses.

The. frame of the Premier is pressed steel

By this construction the minimum of weight

is obtained with the maximum of strength.

The frame is suspended on 40 inch semi

elliptlc springs. The wheels are 34 inches

  

REAR VIEW, SHOWING RIBBED AXLE SHELL.

and built American cars. It embodies in

its construction many features which make

for excellence and efficiency. Among these

may be mentioned the generation of ample

power and its economical application, mak

ing the car speedy and efficient on the most

severe hills.

From the appended views of the Premier

chassis a good idea of its working parts can

be obtained. The power is supplied by a

twin cylinder 5x6 vertical engine located in

front under a bonnet. All parts of the en

gine are easily accessible and uniform lubri

cation is obtained. The engine is set well

down in the frame, making a low centre of

gravity, without sacrificing the necessary

road clearance so important with cars driven

on American roads.

The power is transmitted through the

usual leather-faced cone clutch of large di

ameter and broad face, providing ample

driving surface and little wear. The driving

member of the clutch is self-contained, thus

eliminating the end thrust of the clutch

when driving.

The engine and transmission are located

on a substantial subframe, and the main

driving shaft is in line with the crank shaft.

and is therefore so located as to prevent any

twisting or coutortion of the frame from

affecting the alignment of the parts. Long

life is assured by providing large diameter

shafts and ample wearing surfaces. The

crank case and the transmission case are

‘ in diameter, equipped with 3% inch clincher

tires.

The body is well designed and graceful in

appearance, the tonneau back being ex

tremer high. The upholsteriug is of the

The intake and exhaust valves are located

on opposite sides of the cylinders, and are

mechanically operated and interchangeable.

.it‘mp spark ignition is used. The speed of

the engine is governed by a throttle gov

ernor. which controls the speed of same at

any predetermined point while the car is

running.

The transmission is of the sliding gear

type, three speeds forward and reverse, driv

ing direct on the high gear, the latter ar

rangement being conducive to quiet running.

The three speeds and reverse are controlled

by one lever, which automatically interlocks,

making it absolutely impossible to change

speeds without first disengaging the clutch.

Wide face coarse pitch gears, fully capable

of meeting any reasonable requirements. are

used, they driving direct through cardan

Joints and bevel gears to the rear axle. The

secondary shaft is on the same horizontal

plane as the main driving shaft.

in addition to the regular foot brake on

the rear of the transmission case, large di

ameter internally expanding rear hub emer

gency brakes are fitted.

 

European Tire Dimensions.

In France and Germany the sectional and

cross dimensions cf tires are always given in

millimeters instead of inches. The milli

meter is, approximately, 1-25 of an inch; to

tXpress it exactly would require a long string

of decimals, while the figures named are

close enough for all practical purposes. A

750 millimeter tire corresponds to a. 30-inch

one, an 800-millimeter to a 32-inch one, etc.

In giving the sectional diameters the slight

inaccuracy referred to becomes more ap

parent. Thus. the equivalent of a 65>1nilli

meter tire is 2% inches, one of 85 millimeters

——or “in/m" as it is usually expressed—is 3

  

SIDE ViEW SHOWING POWER PLANT.

highest grade and lends elegance to the en

tire car. The tonneau is roomy and fully

capable of carrying three people, it being

fitted with a seat in front of the rear door.

The rear extremity of the tonneau is within

the rear extremity of the rear wheels,

thereby avniding a “teeter board" efl'cct.

lessening the strain on the tires. and at the

same time adding to the comfort of the pas

sengers.

inches, 90 m/m, 3%, inches; 100 m/m, 4

. inches, etc.

When the Brakes Need Attention.

If your brake are not acting properly

they should be seen to at once before a seri

ous accident happens. If oil or grease on the

brake bands is the trouble, clean them thor

oughly with waste or old rags. If it is due

to improper adjustment a few minutes' Work

with a wrench is all that is wanted.
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AUTOMOBILE AIDS HORSE
 

Former Paces Latter to Victory Over Father

Time. Breaking World's Record.

In hearty co-operation, instead of in hostile

striving, a horse and an automobile met at

Dayton, Ohio, last week.

Father Time, the famous trotter Cresceus

Arrayed against

was extended and drawn to victory through

the etTorts of a White touring car, which

had been placed on the track to assist in

pacing the horse in a trial for the world‘s

half mile track record; and to its efforts al

most solely the accompllshment of the task

was due.

The event was noteworthy as marking an

epoch in horse pacing methods. A number

of years ago the value of pacing for trotters

and pacers was recognized. Bicycle pacing

was tried, and with success; running horses

are employed for the same purpose on nearly

all important occasions, and with the de

sired result of stimulating the trotter or

pacer to its utmost efforts. But until last

week no one had thought of using an auto

mobile for this purpose, or, if so, it had

never been put into practice.

The trial was made under rather unfavor

able circumstances. It had been decided to

send Cresceus against the record—his own—

of 209%. on a half-mile circuit, his home

track being selected for the purpose. A run

ning horse, Mike the Tramp, had been se

lected to pace the great trotter, and almost

at the last moment it was decided to' sup

plement him with an automobile. An ordi

nary White touring car was secured, and

there was only time for a warming up heat

before the actual trial; prior to that time.

viz., August 27, neither horse had been put

alongside an automobile, and even then no

assurance could be had that they would not

resent the presence of the steel flyer. As

the result proved. however, the trial was a

complete success.

The great crowd which had assembled to

witness the trial was treated to an exhibi

tion full of sensational features.

prearranged that Cresceus should take the

rail, that his running mate, Mike the Tramp,

should run side by side with him, and that

the automobile should follow on the outside

a little behind the runner and should gradu

ally closein.

The spectators were on the qui vlve as the

trotter, the runner and the White car lined

up for the start. It was expected that

Cresceus would regard the new speed agent

with his usual stoicism, but with the run

ner the outcome was more uncertain, for, as

Dr. Ives. his driver, remarked as he drove

into the track, “It's even money that Mike

jumps the fence."

Crest-ens started out with the long. power

ful strides which have made him famous.

and the wise ones immediately predicted

that the record was in danger. Mike also

started 01! bravely, and, by comparison with

It had been '

the flying feet of the two horses, there was

something uncanny in the way that the third

moving object, the automobile, advanced

apace, the low, rhythmic sound of the en

gine being unheard in the clatter of boots.

Coming past the grandstand finishing the

first half mile, the steam car had moved up

considerably, according to schedule. When

the three-quarter pole was reached Mike for

some reason dropped behind, and the driver

of the automobile, realizing the situation,

jumped his car into the place beside Cres

ceus, and, keeping the front of his car close

to the wheels of the flying sulky, entered

the stretch, while the crowd howled with

enthusiasm.

Coming up the stretch the chauffeur opened

his throttle by degrees and, inch by inch,

drew upon the trotter. Both Cresceus and

the machine made a magnificent burst of

speed in front of the grandstand, crossing

the line on even terms, in 2.08%, breaking

the old record by half a second.

 

Chicago's Meet on Sept. 26.

The most powerful of automobiles and the

most famous of chauffeurs will contend in

the race which is to be held at Chicago on

September 26, under the auspices of the Cthi

cago Automobile Club. The contestants will

be Barney Oldfield, holder of the World’s rec

ord for a mile and other distances, who will

ride the fast Winton, “Bullet”; Mooers, who '

ride in the Gordon Bennett Cup race in Ire

land, who will drive the 100-horsepower

Peerless; Carl Fischer, in a special 100

horsepower car that is now being construct

ed for himself, and Earl Kiser. who will

also ride. The famous “999” car, in which

Barney Oldfield made his mile in 55 4-5 sec

onds, will be driven by Tom Cooper. Every

car in the race will be of not less than 80~

horsepower, and it is possible that Wash

ington Park track, which has seen many fast

races, will witness new records from one to

twenty-five miles.

 

Roller Bearing C03: New Plant.

The American Roller Bearing Co. are los

ing no time in preparing to entirely recover

from the fire which devastated their plant

at Boston a few weeks ago. They have de

cided to locate at South Framingham, about

twenty miles out of Boston, and have se

cured a factory 250x60 feet there. This is

now being equipped, and when completed

the concern will have more than double the

capacity of the old plant.

Omaha to Denver Race.

An automobile race against time has been

planned by Le Roy Austin and John Dye,

the latter an employe of H. E. Fredrickson,

Omaha, Neb., the wager being $50 a side,

and the conditions being that Austin and'

Dye, in the former‘s “’inton touring car,

run from Omaha to Denver within forty

hours.

The. Massachusetts Automobile Club has

abandoned its race meet projected for this

fall.

A. C. A. GOES TO BOSTON

Big Pleasure Tour a Certainty—Starts Sept. 25

and Reaches l'lub in Two Days.

 

The plan for a big pleasure tour from New

York to Boston and back, by the members

of the Automobile Club of American, is ge

ing through.

held a meeting, and learning that already

thirty cars had been declared for partici

Oh Tuesday the governors

pants in the trip, authorized the committee

on Runs and Tours to go ahead and ar

range the details for it to begin on Septem

ber 2.). The trip out will be from New

York by way of New Haven and Spring

field. Two days will be spent in going, and

Sunday will be spent in Boston. It is ex

pected that the return will be made by way

of Springfield and Great Barrington in the

Berkshires, and then by way of Poughkeep

sie down the Hudson to New York. Three

or four days will be consumed in the return

journey.

There will be no rules and no checking.

It will be a sort of a. go-as-you-please run,

with an appointed place for a rendezvous

each night, but there will be no penalty for

failure to arrive at the rendezvous except

the forfeiture of the opportunity for swap

ping yarns of the experiences on the road.

It is to be a pleasure trip purely, and as

such it is to be the biggest run ever under

taken by any club. Being a pleasure tour,

the behavior of the cars in the hands of

amateur operators, not subjected to any lim

itations concerning repairs and attention on

the road or at the garages.

Cup Race Without the Duke.

After all, the Duke of Mecklenburg-Schwer

in’s “disgusted” refusal to permit the Ben

nett Cup race to be run on his estate will

make no difference. Homburg wlll prob

ably be the starting point for the 1904 con

test. On Tuesday morning Herr von Bran

denstein, secretary general of the German

' Automobile Club, arrived there from Frank

fort in a'60 horsepower Mercedes belonging

to Herr Paege. A call was made upon Herr

von Manz, the burgomaster, and the entire

party made a tour of inspection over a course

upon which it was proposed to run next

year’s race.

The route is a romantic one, traversing a

pine forest and meadows. There are several

sharp turns in the road and some heavy

grades. The course is about 160 kilometres.

oralittie less than 100 miles, in length, and

extends from Homburg to Ober Ursel, along

the so-called Kanonenstrasse, by way of

Schmitteh to Branhfels, and then by way of

Giessen back to Saalburg.

The Electric Vehicle Company will hold

its annual stockholders‘ meeting at Jersey

City. N. J., on Tuesday, September 15. Di

rectors will be elected and other business

transacted.
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MAXIM’S DUST REMEDY

Mlxture oi Glue and Molasses Applied to, Roads

Makes Them Hygroscopic.

 

An inexpensive yet effective preventive of

the dust nuisance is uggested by Sir Hiram

Maxim. \Vriting to the Club Journal of the

Automobile Club of Great Britain he says:

“About two years ago I noticed at Barrow

on-Furncss that if we did not sprinkle our

earth floors the dust and grit would fly about

thev works in clouds, and do considerable

damage to our fine machinery; whereas, if

the floors were sprinkled to keep the dust

down the dampness condensed on the ma

chinery and on our work, so that they had to

be kept heavily covered with oil. The fact

that the water would evaporate out of the

earth and condense on the tools at- certain

times of the day and night suggested to me

that something might be done to render the

earth to some extent hygroscopic. It ap

peared to me that if the earth had a certain

affinity for water it would not be so apt to

part with water upon a slight change of tem

perature. I therefore had prepared a mixt—

ure of cheap glue and molasses dissolved in

a very large quantity of water. The floors

were repeatedly sprinkled with this, with

the following results: It stopped the ex

halation of aqueous vapors, the earth did

not require sprinkling so often, and, what

was more, the particles of dust were glued

down. It is well known that the cheap

grades of syrup are hygroscopic. This mixt

ure has done for as excellent service. It

keeps the water off the tools and finished

work, and is a perfect preventive against

the flying dust. Doubtless it will be remem

bered that when Professor Tyndall wished ~

to produce a blast of pure air free from

dust that he passed it through cottonwool

which had been made sticky with gelatine.

“The cost of the solution used at Barrow

on-Furness need not be more than a shilling

a barrel. There is one more point that I

should like to touch upon. and which might

be of use to the automobile world. Suppose

that we employ a fair grade of strong glue

and a moderately good kind of molasses or

glycerine, we can make a very strong Silh

stance which, when dried down to a. certain

extent, closely resembles soft rubber. It

may be as soft and starchy as a printer’s

roller, or may be made to any degree of still”

ness by increasing the quantity of glue or

diminishing the quantity of molasses. Sup

pose now that we wish to make this mixture

insoluble to some extent, we can mix with it

a solution of bichromate of potash or some

similar substance. The solution should then

be kept in the dark, and the roads might also

be sprinkled at night; the sunlight would

then render the mixture difficult to dissolve.

If we mix molasses and glue, or glycerinc

and glue simply, there is a little bacillus

which very soon finds the jelly and estab

lishes a colony which converts the whole

mass into a soft and sticky paste with a

very oflensive odor. I

“Of course, some strong mineral poison

like bichloride of mercury is the best to pre

vent this, but this could not be used in a.

workshop, so I recommended our people to

use a small quantity of carbolic acid. I do

not know what mixture would be best for

outdoor purposes, but I should say a pound

of glue to a pound of molasses or syrup,

half an ounce of carbolic acid, and fifty gal

lons of water. This, does very well in a

shop, but there, of course, we sprinkle often

until the floor has been rendered firm and

hard, whereas on a road, where only a single

sprinkling would be employed, perhaps the

quantity of water might be reduced to fifteen

or twenty gallons.”

Boston's New Club House.

Contracts for the new home of the Massa

chusetts Automobile Club have been placed.

In dimensions the building, which will be

erected in Boylston street, Back Bay, near

Fair-field street, will be 80 feet front, 80 feet

on the rear line and 96 feet 9 inches deep.

It will be three stories high, constructed of

stone, terra cotta, brick and galvanized iron,

and will cost, above the land, $40,000. Plans

were made by George F. Newton, of Beacon

street, who has filed them with the depart

ment of building inspection.

The building will be solidly constructed,

the walls of the first story to be 24 inches

thick, the second story 20 inches and the

third 16 inches. It will have steel and con

crete floors, with granollthic finish, elevat

ors, steam heating plant and artistic finish.

It will set back fifteen feet from the street

line, and will be used for automobile storage

and club.

Ready for License Rush.

Arrangements have been made by the

Massachusetts Highway Commission to cope

with the rush of applicants for licenses

which is anticipated this week. Five clerks

have been added to the office force in the au

tomobile department, and even with this in

crease the commission is anticipating a week

of night work. Up to date there have been

a few less than 1,500 applicants, but each

mail brings inquiries for blanks from others,

and as all of these must be returned about

September 1 the clerks have an idea of the

extent of the task ahead of them.

There will be no delay in the assignment

of number plates, for already 2,300 have

been received. These include the lower

numbers, some of which have already been

distributed. The figures are of white on a

bright blue background, and will be easily

legible at a distance. '

Stop and Examine.

Many motorists, if their motor stops or is

giving trouble. rush off at UIIW' to the nearest

repairer. when, had they only spend a few

moments in looking round the various parts

of. the engine. etc., they would have discov

ered the cause of the trouble and remedied

it by themselves in a few minutes. '

GERMANY'S MOTOR CORPS

Twelve Automobiles Will Participate in the Forth

coming Manoeuvres in Saxony. '

In the annual manoeuvres of the German

army in Saxony this month twelve automo

biles will be employed. The headquarters

staffs of each of the two contending armies,

will be provided with four each, and the

four commanders of the participating army

corps will each have one. I

The War Department owns six of the auto

mobiles which are to be used, and the other

six will be contributed by various German

makers. Those owned by the government

are a four-seated Mercedes, a six-seated Mer

cedes, a ten-horse power Daimler and a

twelve-horse power Benz and a sixteen-horse

power DuerkOpp. Emperor William will use

one of the four-seated sixteen-horse power

Mercedes cars belonging to the government.

The Crown Prince of Saxony, commanding

the Twelfth Army Corps, will use the sixty

horse power Mercedes which recently won a

trophy at the Ostend international compe

tition.

Of the twelve automobiles to be used four

Will be operated by civilian chauffeurs and

eight by soldiers.

Turns Out Chauffeurs.

A “school for chauffeurs" has been estab

lished by a Parisian automobile concern. Its

object is to make it possible for professional

chauffeurs to obtain a thorough practical and

technical training. The course is divided

into two branches—automobile construction

and automobile driving. In the early morn

ing machinists may learn all the details of

automobile mechanism, and two or three

times a week may go out in the conccrn‘s

automobiles, accompanied by experienced

drivers, so that they may become familiar

ized with their manipulation under practical

conditions.

Peculiar Parisian Justice.

They do some things queerly in France. For

instance, in the trial of M. Charley, the Paris

agent for the Daimler Company, for selling

Count Charles Seilern a second-hand Mer

ccdes car for a new one, resulted in an order

that the Count should pay M. Charley $400.

This judgment has been cancelled in the

Paris Court of Appeal, the decision being

that the Count is entitled to $1,000 compensa

tion, the balance of the $400 due to M. Char

ley to be paid out of the sum, M. Charley

paying all costs.

 

Automobiles Save Money.

As a result of careful investigation of the

relative cost. it has been decided by the

Board of Public Works of Saginaw, Mich,

to substitute an automobile for the horse and

~buggy used by their superintendent,’ The

estimate for keeping a $300 horse and buggy

for a year, including depreciation in value, is

estimated at $340, as against $120 for keep

ing a $650 automobile.
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Says O'Gorman Prevsriatu.

The Central Automobile Exchange, Provi

dence, R. I., does not propose to return to

Thomas A. O‘Gornian the price he paid for

an automobile which it claims he badly dam

aged by treating it to such wear and tear

as collisions with an ice _cart and a sidewalk.

Mr. O‘Gorman has sued the exchange for

damages in the sum of $4,000. He claims

that an automobile purchased for $2,000

proved unsatisfactory, and he seeks the

amount paid.

The exchange, however, states that the car

is exactly what it was represented to be.

When O‘Gorman bought it he was informed

that it was not brand new, but had been

used for exhibition purposes, and was re

quired to pay, not $2,000, but a substantial

reduction from that sum, it is said. Further,

it is claimed, he allowed green men to oper

ate the automobile, with the result that it

was subject to breakage not anticipated.

Any machine, it is said, is liable to need re

pairs t'rom time to time. but not to the ex

tent that this one needed them. Once, it is

alleged, the automobile was sent against an

ice wagon and again against a sidewalk.

And when left at the warerooms of the ex

change the machine's upholstery was in

soiled condition, it is declared. The ex

change says that the machine can be run

without trouble; that it is entirely as strong

as warranted, and that a jury will have to

say from the evidence and from observation

whether O‘Gorman’s claim is a reasonable

one.
 

Upset Car, Then Relused to Pay.

In the suit of Cyrus S. Daulcr against the

St. Louis Motor Carriage Co., of St. Louis,

an action growing out of an automobile acci

dent on the Grant Boulevard, Pittsburg, the

defendant company last week filed an affi

davit of defence in which they ask certifi

cate of set-off for $700. The affidavit says

the plaintiff bought a machine for $1,200 and

paid $500 on it. He insisted he could oper

ate it, the defendant company alleges, and

owing to his lack of knowledge in operating

an automobile he lost control of the machine

and it overturned. Immediately after the

accident the Seely Mfg. Co., the defendant

(ompany’s agents in Pittsburg, the afildavit

sets forth. examined the parts of the ma—

chlne which the plaintiff said were defec

live, and found the same to be in. perfect

working order.

Two Kinds of Overcharging.

Excessive and injurious overcharging may

take place in two ways, says the Exidc

Battery Book—by charging too long and by

charging too frequently, or every time a

vehicle has been run a short distance; for in

stance, if with a battery that will run a ve

hicle forty miles the Vehicle is run five miles,

then charged, taken out again, run ten miles

and is charged, then is given another run of

ten miles and is charged. and again a third

run of ten miles is made, followed by a

charge, the vehicle has been run only thirty

five miles, but the battery has been charged

four times. The greatest wear on the plates

of a battery occur during the final part of a

charge. In treating the battery in this man

ner it was charged three times more than

necessary, and even then did not make the

mileage it should have made on one charge.

In other words, where a vehicle is in daily

use for short runs do not charge until over 50

per cent of the capacity has been exhausted.

By following this' course, not only is money

saved on the current bill and the life of the

plates increased, but the battery will give a

greater mileage.

Miller’s Slldy Seachlight.

The danger of using unprotected lights

about steam or gasolene cars has been fre

quently dwelt upon. It is a real danger, as

experience has proved more than once. Ab

solute immunity from this, as well as great

convenience, is attendant upon the use of

the hand searchlight illustrated. It is noth

  

ing more nor less than an incandescent light

inciosed in a glass bulb, the current being

supplied by the dry batteries or accumulat

ors used for sparking the motor. The lamp

is supplied with sutilclently long wires to

enable it to be carried to any part of the

engine that may need examination. A hard

wood tube incloses the lamp, and a screw

cap protects the bulb when not in use. It

is being marketed by Chas. E. Miller, 97

Reade street, New York.

Dou Works oi Sixty l‘loms.

California has an automobile harvester

which does the work of sixty horses, and,

while it is a very expensive “farmhand,” it

pays, under the management of a company

which contracts to do the harvesting for the

farmers through the country.

The machine is 60 feet long and 30 wide,

uses oil for the production of the power by

which it is operated, and requires the at

tendance of eight men. It goes at the rate

of three and a half miles an hour, mowing a

swath thirty-six feet wide. When it is in

operation the grain is thrashed as it is

mown, the grain falling in sacks on the 0p

posite side from where it is cut, while the

straw drops into a cart behind.

 

Deer Story From Paris.

There was an unusual element of excite

ment in a race wherein an automobile figured

on a road near Paris last week on Monday.

Two well known motorists were in the car

driving along when two deer sped along the

road as it challenging to a race.

One of the creatures was ahead, and the

automobilists endeavored to overtake it, not

dreaming that the one behind would attempt

to pass, It was a stag, however, and in its

haste to rejoin its mate it jumped clear over

the automobile, both animals escaping.

To Make 3,000 Rambler Can.

The best idea of the growth and extent of

the Rambler business, and likewise the con

fidence felt in its permanency, can be ob

tained by a survey of the immense plant at

Kenosha, Wis. When the magnificently

equipped and appointed Sterling bicycle

factory at that place was purchased by

Thomas B. Jeffery & Go. there was no

thought of insufficient capacity felt. But

the need of more space was soon seen.

Additions have been made from time

to time, until almost the whole of the

seven acres of land purchased with the

factory has been covered, and the in

creased business has necessitated a recent

purchase of twenty-six acres adjoining the

present site. The first building to be erected

thereon, which is of concrete construction

throughout, and_ now almost completed, is

275x256 feet, and designs are being prepared

for a further addition to the north of the

new one. An extensive power plant is to be

installed in the new building, although this

was not contemplated when it was first de

signed; but Thomas B. Jeffery & Co. have

resolved that there should be no delay in

placing the three thousand cars they antici

pate building in 1004 upon the market at the

selling time.

It is characteristic of the head of the con

cern that, upon finding difficulty in obtaining

the proper grade of gravel for the half mile

testing track, he immediately made an in

vestigation and discovered less than a mile

from the new plant a piece of land contain

ing just the gravel he desired. The lot was

purchased and the company is now inde

pendent of the gravel salesmen.

 

Fire Engine Was not Licensed.

While speeding an automobile fire engine

on Michigan avenue, Chicago, on Tuesday of

last week, E. J. Mitchell, representative of

a New York concern, was stopped by a park

policeman.

“I want to know what right you have

going at that rate of speed and sounding

your whistle on a boulevard?" said the of

ficer to the motorman.

“Come back here and talk to me," said

Mr. Mitchell from his position on the step.

“We‘re from the Fire Department; see

Marshal Musham about it,” said the mar

shal's son, who was on the machine, the

object of the trip being to demontrate its

practicability.

This statement did not satisfy the oflicer,

who stepped up to the rear of the machine

and took Mr. Mitchell‘s name and Chicago

address. The machine was then driven

slowly back to the engine house, the last

part of the run being made without further

adventure.
 

Officers for Syracuse Club.

At a meeting of the Automobile Club of

Syracuse, held on August 24, Willard L.

Brown was elected president, in place of

'l‘errcnce D. Wilkiu, deceased. George S.

Larrabce was elected second vice-president

in place of Mr. Brown.
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GUDGEON PIN LUBRICATION

Much Difficulty is Attendant Upon Getting Oil

to This Most important Part.

The practice usually followed is to sup

ply a quantity of lubricating oil in doses

to the crank chamber and trust to its being

splashed up against the piston and cylinder

walls and to work its way—the best way it

can—to the gudgeon pin bearing. Sometimes

an additional drip lubricath feeds oil to the

cylinder walls just at the bottom of the pis

ton stroke. Unfortunately, onlyvthin oil can

be fed from the drip lubricator to the cylin

der, the very part that requires oil with most

body in it, in view of the high temperature

of the working parts to be lubricated.

So much depends on etiicient lubrication of

the piston and cylinder in order to maintain

good compression and prevent the piston

rings from “setting” that it is worth while to

pay particular attention to this part of the

engine's anatomy, says E. \V. \Vaiford in the

Autocar. '

' In some engines the bottom of the cylinder

is shut in by a plate, a slot being cut in the

plate to allow the passage of the connecting

rod. At the circumference of this plate is

turned a groove of the same diameter as the

lower end of the piston. The oil' thrown up

through the slot in this plate falls on the top

of the plate and collects in the groove; simi

larly the oil dribbling down the cylinder

walls finds its way into the groove. The

plate and grove are so arranged that the

piston at the bottom of each stroke dips its

end into the groove and hits with a supply

of oil. This is good practice.

In small engines there is no great difficulty

in lubricating the gudgeon pin bearing, but

a difficulty does arise with engines of large

bore, and consequently long gudgeon pins and

bearings. Especially is this the case in those

engines in which it is not possible or not con

venient to provide a drip lubricator to the

cylinder itself.

The writer has recently overcome a diffi

culty of this kind, and did so in the following

manner: It had been found necessary to

raise the compression, and this'had been done

by fitting an aluminum plate on to the pis

ton by a bolt passing through the centre of

the piston. The head of the bolt was on the

top of the piston, and the nut and screwed

end of the bolt came through to the under

side immediately above the middle of the

gudgeon pin bearing. The screwed end of

the bolt was first riveted over close to the

nut to prevent the latter from unscrewing,

and then the end of the screw was brought

to a pOint.

The top of the connecting rod was drilled

right in the centre, just beneath the pointed

screw, the hole being countersunk or en

larged. The gudgeon pin was drilled length:

wise, and also at right angles in one place,

that place being exactly opposite to the hole

in the connecting rod.

In this way the oil splashed up by the

cranks and collecting on the under face of the

piston dribbles oi! the lowest part of the

piston face, this part being the pointed screw

above mentioned. The oil thus feeds into the

hole in the. connecting rod and fills the

gudgeon pin and passes out to the cylinder

walls.

To assist in lubricating the pistons and

cylinder walls the pistons can be made as

skeletons—that is to say, of ordinary con

struction, down to just below the gudgeon

pin; but below that point they might be cast

as a kind of framework acting merely as. a

guide. This construction would not reduce

the necessary strength of the pistons them

selves, but would lighten them and cause

them to heat less, inasmuch as there would

be less metal in their construction to retain

the heat.

Some gudgeon pills are more prone to seize

than others, to obviate which they may be

made free, but a tight fit, in the pistons.

so that they can turn in the latter as well as

the connecting rods on the gudgeon pins. By

making the gudgeon pins a tight fit in the

pistons. under ordinary circumstances the

connecting rods will turn on the gudgeon

pins;‘ but in the event of these bearings

seizing, the connecting rod and gudgeon pin

will move together. To prevent the gudgeon

pins from shifting across the piston a groove

may be turned in the piston opposite the

gudgeon pin and a piston ring sprung in.

In some engines, to prevent an excess of

oil collecting in the crank case, an overflow

pipe is fitted. Again- in another engine, the

Beigica, exhibited at the last Paris Exposi

tion, the oil is supplied by a constant level

device comprising a float similar to that of a

float feed carburetter. It is difficult to see

how the constant level is maintained in these

cases while the engine is running, as there

is then practically no "level" of oil in the

crank case. at all.

It has been suggested that a small quantity

of water should be permitted in the crank

case. partly to lower the temperature of the

working parts and partly to act as a lubri

cant.

This is common practice in high speed ver

tical steam engines having lnciosed crank

cases, but the conditions are by no means

identical.

ployed in steam engine practice the oil used is

generally of a. saponitying nature. so that it

is churned into a lather. A saponiiying oil

can hardly be used in internal combustion

engines for ohvi..-us reasons, so that it is

doubtful whether the employment of water

in' such engines would be beneficial. Where

the crank case is, as is usual of aluminum,

water could not be used at all, owing to the

bad eifect it has on aluminium.

 

To Hold the Piston Ring.

Some makers to prevent the piston rings

turning round in their grooves drill a hole

in the slot in the ring and screw 11 small peg

into the base of the groove. Many existing

pistons can be treated in this manner. How

ever, it is not always satisfactory to do so.

for there is not always suflicient metal in the

piston into which to screw the pegs.

In the cases where water is em- p

STANDARDIZED CRANKSHAFTS

There are Cons as Well as Pros to be Consid

ered in the Matier.

At first sight the adoption of a standard

for crankshafts seem to be very desir

able and also very easy; but upon looking

into the matter further the advantages of

the plan do not seem to be very great, while

In the

first place, remarks the American Machin

its ditliculties become quite apparent.

ist, we may say that no particular advan

tage, so far as the cost of manufacture is

concerned, can be obtained from the stand

ardization unless all these crankshafts are

to be made by one concern. It is obvious

that if one concern were to make all such

shafts its expense in dies and tools would be

considerably reduced if all the shafts made

by it for a given size of cylinder or engine

were to be identical. But if two or more

concerns are to make such shafts, then it

would be no more expensive for them each

to make its sets of dies and tools diiTering

from the others than it would be to make

identical sets, and, in fact, perhaps it would

be less expensive; so that in this view of the.

case, we can see no advantage to be gained

as regards the cost of production.

One who proposes to build a gasolene auto

mobile engine can, at the present time, buy

a crankshaft, which is a regular article of

manufacture. He can buy it either in the

rough or finished state, and it is probable

that he can buy it at as favorable a figure

as he could if several concerns were making

the identical shaft; the fact being that for all

practical purposes a standard now exists for

those who can or choose to conform to it; but

it probably would always be true that cer

tain builders would prefer proportions difl‘er

ing from any standard that might be adopted

and Would be able to persuade customers

with money to spend that it was worth while

to spend it for a shaft ditl'cring in some par

ticulars from the commonly accepted stami

ard and believed to be, on that account, more

or less superior to it.

 

Having Fun With Cops.

Chicago automobilists appear to be bent

upon having fun with the police of that city.

Their latest dodge, as reported, is to have the

plate carrying the number of the vehicle sus

pended in such a manner at the rear that it

can be pulled out of sight when passing a

policcnn'tli.

in several cases where policemen have seen

automobiles going at an unlawful speed and

have taken out pencil and notebook to record

the numbers the number tags apparently

curled up beneath the vehicles and vanished.

It is said that in the case of an accident re

cently a policeman found in the wrecked au

tomobile a string connected with the number

tag and passing up to the driver‘s seat.

 

The German Automobile Club has pre

sented gold medals to the three German rep

resentatives who drove in the Gordon Ben

nett race.
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Flywheel Weights and Compression.

The necessity of giving more attention to

the flywheel is dwelt upon by M. Gaillardet.

This, he said, should be looked upon as an

accumulator of energy capable of giving up

a certain part of its energy to overcome in

ertia_ when starting a car. In other words.

more power may be needed to start the car

than that developed by the motor itself, and

thus during, say, a quarter of a second the

energy stored up in the flywheel is added to

the power of the motor to move the vehicle.

For this reason the weight of the flywheel

should be calculated according to the inertia

to be overcome~that is to say, the weight of

the car and the speed at which it is started.

M. Gaillardet is in favor of high compres

sion on account of the higher efficiency it

gives to the engine, but in practice it is im

possible to exceed a certain limit, because

very high compression would mean great

difliculty in starting the motor and in regu

lating the admission, while with small fly

wheels the force of the shock would cause

the motor to run irregularly, and it would

be nearly impossible to avoid leakages at

the valves and joints. For these reasons

the compression ought not to be much more

than tive kilos per square centimetre. He

also concludes that the motor gives highest

efficiency with a comparatively long piston

stroke and high lineal speed, and in this re

spect he is somewhat at variance with cur

rent practice, which gives a preference to

short stroke motors.

What Happens to Soit Tim.

As more than 50 per cent of tire troubles

are said to be due to them, it is well to con

sider what happens when soft. deflated tires

are used. The whole object of a pneumatic

tire is to support the weight acting on the

rims by means of compressed air. If, there

fore, there is no compressed air in the tire,

then it is quite unfit for use, and it would

be too much to expect it to do the same sen

vice as a fully inflated tire. As stated above,

it is not.the tire, but the compressed air

within it which carries the weight resting

on the tire. It, therefore, there is insuffi

cient air pressure, or no pressure at all, the

tire gets jammed between the rim and the

ground, and, if used in this state for any

length of time, will soon be destroyed. The

damage caused in this way consists in the

cutting of the edges of the outer cover, or in

the abrasion of the outside layer of rubber

in the place where it comes into contact with

the edges of the rim and the inner tube,

which, owing to its being always 'nipped,

gets full of numerous small holes and in

time becomes quite decomposed.

Automobiles at St. Louis.

It is probable that arrangements will be

made at the St. Louis Exposition for admis

sion of automobiles to a part of the grounds.

The side of the inclosure opposite that in

which the main entrance is to be located

runs alongside one of the principal drives

of Forest Park, but is so far from the main

entrance that it is not likely to be exten

sively travelled. It has been suggested, and

the plan is now under consideration, that a

piece of ground he set aside for the care of

automobiles owned by visitors and exhibit

ors, the latter being at liberty' at all times

to take their vehicles out for demonstrations.

This plan, it is supposed, may obviate the

necessity of erecting an expensive building

for stahling purposes, the cost of which ex

hibitors do not feel disposed to bear.

Who Favored Kenosha's Ordinance.

Kenosha, Wis., is the latest of the country

villages to enact a speed ordinance, which

has been set at ten miles except on the main

street, where it is limited to live miles per

hour. There apparently seems to have been

very little occasion for such an ordinance,

but, as is usual with country councils unfa

miliar with the subject and generally regard

less of the rights and privileges of others, it

seemed impossible for them to resist the

temptation to gain notoriety and, following

the example of other villages between Keno

sha and Chicago, to increase the already

large number of ridiculous ordinances. A

canvas of the vote on the question revealed

the fact that the intelligent members of the

Council voted against it to a unit; among

those insisting upon its enactment were a

beer agent, a tug owner, a laundryman and a

socialist.

Jeffery to the Rescue. ,

Everything comes to _l|im who waits, but

few care to take their first automobile ride

under the conditions involuntarily adopted

by a Kenosha man recently. Two cars of

the electric street railway line from that

town to Milwaukee had an argument as to

the right of way on the single track, reult—

ing in some of the passengers being injured.

Mr. Thomas B. Jet'fery was returning from

Racine with MES. Jeffery in their Rambler

car, and, having the only conveyance in the

neighborhood, volunteered to carry the most

injured of the passengers to Kenosha for med

ical treatment. The run was made in record

time and the promptness undoubtedly saved

the man's life.

Delivered Mail From Automobile.

A practical illustration of the value of the

automobile for public service was given on

August 9 in connection with the delivery of

rural mail on one of the rural routes covered

from Davenport, Iowa. John W. Buck in

vited Robert Arp to make his regular trip

that day in his automobile, and the invitation

was accepted.

The route is twenty-seven miles long, and

was covered in exactly two hours and a half,

Mr. Buck and the mail carrier leaving Dav

enport at 8 a. m. and reaching the city on

their return at 10:30 a. m. During the trip

120 stops were made for the delivery and col

lection of mail. '

 

On Tuesday last the drastic Massachusetts

automobile law became effective. A great

deal of trouble is anticipated, owing to its

severe and contradictory pronouncements.

Escaping Gar Caused Squeak

A motorist was vc'y much troubled by a

peculiar squeaking noise that was some

where about the vehicle, but was for some

time absolutely undiscoverable. Every pos

sible and impossible place 'was examined,

and oil put upon all necessary, and in some

cases unnecessary, parts without having any

eil'ect whatever.

it appears that the engine fitted in this

particular vehicle has the inlet valve seats

screwed into the combustion head, the joint

being made by a copper and asbestos washer.

One of these washers had slightly cracked,

and the escape of the gas on the compres

sion stroke caused the peculiar squeaking

noise referred to. It was not until the en

gine, which was a four cylinder one, came

to be tested for compression, each cylinder

separately, that the noise was discovered.

Two of the cylinders were tested and found

to have satisfactory compression, but when

the third one was reached the second time

the compression was tested, the starting

handle was pulled up rather quickly and the

squeak was heard. The operation was re—

peated three or four times, and the same

squeak occurred on each occasion. The valve

was removed for examination and found to

be in good condition, but when the packing

ring was removed and examined the cause

of the trouble was at once apparent.

Numbered Like Convicts.

"Automobiles are going to be numbered

—just like convicts," says the Los Angeles

(Cal.) Times. “That‘s so the policemen can

spot those going so fast you can hardly see

them. The policeman will tear his pad from

his pocket when he spies an auto bearing

down at more than ordinance speed. If it‘s

a Ismall number he can take it all at once.

It it's a long one he can get the first figure,

and then wait until it comes around again.

if he‘s patient and diligent, he can get the

a hole number in time.

“Councilman Bowen moved the adoption

of an ordinance prepared by him, which pro~

vides for the numbering of autos. He ex

plained that the ‘cops' are not on speaking

terms with automobillsts or chauifcnrs, and

couldn’t arrest them. If the machines are

numbered the case will be simplified. The

officers can take down the number when

there is a violation of tne ordinance and ar

rest—not the numbers—but the automobilists

corresponding to them." ‘

 

Automobiles in Delaware's Metropolis.

Automobile inter'est grows in Wilmington,

Del., and the constant increase of motor ve‘

hicles in the streets attracts attention.

Among the local automobilists are Willard

Jackson, who has a new Cadillac; Martin

Beadenkopt and 0. W. Ladd, who have Olds

mobiles; Dr. Ralph Stubbs, Cadillac; Mr.

Morris, of the Penn-Rose Land Co., Ram

bler; Alfred Du Pont, H. A. Moxham, presi

dent oi! the Hazard 00.; Pierre 8. Du Pont.

Edgar M. Hoopes, Robert M. Smith and

George K. Rudert. Mr. Rudert owns a

steam vehicle driven by an engine of his

own manufacture.
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Several weeks ago we announced the winning of the

GORDON BENNETT CUD

Continental

:1 TII’CS 1?;
We followed it up with the

VICTODIES AT YONKEDS

the most important events in America. We are now

pleased to announce that a complete stock of tires in

every size has arrived from Germany and we are

  

ready to fill any orders, for any quantity, the same

day when received. ‘.' .‘ ‘.‘ Send for Price List.
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"Old Nance" Pulsucd Them.

Sometimes the automobiiists give a horse

a scare, but near Waueonda, 11]., a few days

ago, an old mare caused a Chicago party to

let out their machine to the top notch of

speed.

“Old Nance" is a plodding nag owned by

Farmer William Brooks, and it is not looked

to for exhibitions of speed. She was stand

ing in a field near the roadside when the

Chicago party happened along.

“Now watch the old plug wake up," said

the owner of the automobile; but Nance

didn‘t scare worth a cent as the\ whizzing

vehicle sped toward her. Then the man at

the wheel tooted the horn with a vigor which

caused the sleepy looking animal to raise its

head in recognition of the fact that there was

something doing.

Awake to the fleeting presence of the auto

mobile in the road, Nance laid her ears back

and put her best foot forward. She took the

fence like a hunter. There was a rake at

tached to the harness upon her, and she took

that also. The automobile scooted with all

the speed it could develop, but the folks in

the tonneau could almost feel the mare‘s

hot breath upon their cheeks. 'I'he rake

raised a cloud of dust in the road, which

made it appear as if a tornado was sweep

ing along. .

After awhile Nance was satisfied to quit

the race. No time taken.

Value of Competency.

The 'times when a car is “en panne“—that

is, broken down—are still unpleasantly great.

it is perhaps no exaggeration to say that

fully 90 per cent of them are embari'assiiig—~

that is, cause prolonged delay—soler be

cause the protessional machinists or drivers

are only superficially acquainted with every

thail of the mechanism, and consequently

are unable to remedy matters at once. The

thoroughly competent machinist, the man

who has helped to construct automobiles and

is thus guided by a full knowledge, can, in

the majority of cases, put his finger un

erringly on the defective part and will have

his machine running again in less time than

it will take the “rule of thumb" man to try

one thing after another until he stumbles

upon the cause of the. difficulty.

Clutch Trouble and Remedy.

In a perfectly new car it may be found

that on disengaging the. clutch to put in the

low gear, the male portion may spin so much

that the gear cannot be engaged; the reason

of this is that the leather of the cone re

qu‘r s wearing down, and this may easily

be accomplished by starting up the engine

“ith the low gear already engaged and then

letting the clutch gradually in, at the same

time stopping the car from moving by the

handbrake. If this is done for a few mo

ments the leather will be worn down nicely.

To Loosen Tire Patches.

\Vhen the tires s iTer from punctures the

chief trouble is to get the necessary patch to

adhere to the tube, but it is also necessary

at times to remove such patches, and if the

operation of repairing has been successfully

performed the removal is sometimes a mat

ter of difficulty. The use of hot irons for the

removal of any patches or bandages on rub

ber goods which have been stuck down by

solution and not by vulcanization is recom~

mended by a French chemist.

An ordinary domestic flatiron immersed in

boiling water for a sufficient time to heat

the iron thoroughly is specially mentioned, as

by this means the correct heat is obtained

and there is no fear of damaging the prin

cipal part. In the event of this method not

being to hand, or a more convenient one is

required, take a clean hammer head or other

similar piece of metal, and beat this on the

cylinder head, or, better still, on the exhaust

pipe. To use the heated object it should be

held close up to the patch. or, ifthe heat is

not too great, actually upon it until the

whole of the patch and the surface of the

main rubber is heated. when the lhllit'll or

bandage may be. easily peeled off without the

use of naphtha or other rubber solvent.

 

Successful experiments have been made in

France with an invention, on the penny-in

theslot system. by which the batteries of

motors can herecharged from electric street

wires. _ -

 

 

  

 

This HAVNBs-Arrnnsou RUNABOUT (it 250 complete) was run

by 1 customer, from our factory home, :45 miles in one day

(about 14 hrs.), on eleven gallons of gasolenc and one gallon of

water. on a hot day. How many “ seasoned " cars can do this?

The machine you buy is the kind that makes this Absolutely Unoqunlod Record.

Send for it and ask for the “ Little Book,”'too.

THE

HAYNES-APPERSUN
is the only machine that has won every

Endurance eontest held in America and

every contest or race ever entered. . .

l REGQRDS AND AWARDS

all earned by

Stock Machines.
Our catalogue gives the records complete.

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of Haynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSUN 00.,Knknmn.lntl.,li.8.l

 

The oldest makers of motor can In Amerlca.

| Branch Store, 381 -385 Wabash Ave., Ghloago.

Member of the Association at Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1239-41-43 Fulton Street. Brooklyn, N. Y., and 66 West 43d Street. New York.

National Automobile & Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents. San Francisco.

JOHN MAXWELL, Oneida, N. Y., Agent for Central New York.
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SYRACUSE ' RACES

SEPTEMBER 12

BY THE

New York State Fair Association

A

The Automobile Club of Syracuse.

  

 
 

OPEN EVENTS FOR ALL

Motor Cars Motor Bicycles

SPEClAL MATCH RACES '
I INCLUDING A THREE-CORNERED EVENT BETWEEN 40 H. P. FRENCH RACING CARS

WITH FRENCH DRIVERS WHO COMPETED IN THE RECENT PARIS-MADRID CONTEST.

 

 
 

TOURlST5 i333; .Q'Ziii‘iisl“§$i ifi'é'i‘éuéfcéé’.

Reduced Rates on all Railroads
 

 

ENTRY BLANKS ON APPLICATION.

ENTRIES cLosE ' C. A. BENJAMIN,

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF SYRACUSE,

SEPT' 9’ 1903' SYRACUSE, N. Y.
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ZS-HP. CUDELL

wllh light running touring body.

CUDEL
STANDARD

CADS
 

8 IIJ’. 1 Cylinder livnnbouts 20 ILP. 4 Cylinder Touring Cars

10 “ 2 “ Touring Cars 25 “ Ii “ “ u

12 u 2 u u u u Q n u u

18 u A u u u u A u u u

60 II.D. I Cylinder Touring Cars

All fitted with honey-comb radiators, chain or bcvel lgear drive according to order.

Our standard body for above cars is divided seal, ing of Belgians 'l‘onncnu.

Our satisfied customers will attest to the excellence of the CUDELL.

J. U. S. Agent Cudell & Co.

12 West 334 Street, new YORK.

® TELEPHONE 2754 MADISON SQUARE {E}

Eastern Agent lor St. 11ml:Motor Carriage Co., 0! St. Louis, Mo.

UPTOWN GARAGE—C. L. Bell 6: Co., 250 W. 80th Street.

"OSTliN—Angler 6‘: Whitney, 43 Columbus Avenue

LOUISVILLE, KY.—C. C. Fnrsly, Jr. MIDDLETOWN. CONN—Cl. T. fleech
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Just What You’ve Been Looking For.

BUFFEE ciiiaunrmn

a,
- - VLJ Float Fad and Mixing

' ' Device inaSingie

Chamber.

SIMPLE.

OOMPAGT.

RELIABLE.

 

A notable advancement

in gas making

appliances.

  

Absolutely automatic regulation of

air and gasolene.

EASILY APPLIED TO ANY ENGINE.

R. W. COFFEE & SONS,

RICHMOND, VA.
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The Week's Patents.

736,9!4. International Combustion Engine.

Rudolph Diesel, Munich. and Hugo Guldner.

Augsburg, Geri-iany. Filed Nov. 1, 15m.

Serial No. 735,415. (No model.)

Claim.—1. In a two stroke internal com

bustion engine, the combination with the

working cylinder and its piston, ports and

valves, including an exhaust valve, of a

scaVenger pump separate from the working

cylinder, a cooling spave between the pump

and the cylinder, :1 port in the cylinder near

the end of the Working stroke for admitting

the air supplied by said pump to the working

cylinder during the last part of the Working

stroke and the first part of the return stroke,

whereby a thorough cleansing is effected and

fresh air supplied, and means for closing the

exhaust valve during the early part of the

return stroke. substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

730,939. Chain driving gear. Everett F.

'Morse, 'I‘rumansburg, N. Y., assignor to the

Morse Chain Company, Trumansburg, N. Y.

Filed March 10, 1899. Renewed March 21,

1902. Serial No. 99,329. (No model.)

Claim—l. In a rocker joint for chains or

other devices the combination with one of

the hinged parts provided with an aperture

and having a bearing surface, of the other

hinged part, also provided with an aperture

and having a bearing surface and a member

and adapted to rock on either of them.

737,048. Cooling device for explosive en

gines. Richard J. Voss, Davenport, Iowa.

Filed April 6, 1903. Serial No. 151,380. (No

model.)

Claim—The combination with a gas en

gine, of a cylinder having valved communi

cation with the Jacket of the engine, a valved

piston in said cylinder, means for operating

the piston, and a governing valve carried by

the cylinder for admitting thereinto a quan

tity of air, thereby to diminish the quality

of cooling air flowing through the cylinder

jacket.

737,202. Electrical ignition device. Ev

erett .W. Brooks. Chicago, Ill. Filed Sept.

23, 1902. Serial No. 70,309. (No model.)

(‘laim.—1. in a gas engine, the combina

tion with a valve casing having inlet and

outlet ports and an ignition port leading to

the cylinder, of an integral rotary valve body

mounted therein having longitudinally sepa

rated ports adapted to register alternately

with said inlet and exhaust ports. respect

ively of the valve casing, said valve body

having formed substantially centrally therein

and between the separated ports thereof an

annular groove constituting, with the encir

cling wall of the surrounding casing, an igni

tion chamber in constant communication

with said ignition port of the casing, a cam

projection on one wall of said annular

groove, an insulated spring pressed plunger

mounted to extend inwardly through the

valve casing and projecting at its inner end

into said annular groove and into the path

of said cam projection; and electrical connec

tions connecting said plunger and cam pro

jection respectively with opposite poles of a

source of electricity, substantially as de

scribed.

7'7,205. Tire. Edwin B. Cadweli, New

York, N. Y. Filed March 14, 1902. Serial

No. 98,161. (No model.)

Claim—In a vehicle tire, the combination

with a tire composed of a body portion of

high compressibility and a base portion of

low compressibility having a plurality of

slits running transversely therethrough, of

bridges comprising fiat pieces of suitable

material inserted in each of said slits and

having grooves therein adapted to receive re

taining wires, and wires running through

said tire resting in said grooves and adapted

to retain said tire in its channel, substan

tially as described.

737,208: Variable Speed and Reversing

Motion Driving Mechanism. Ferdinand

Charron and Leonce Girardot, Paris, France.

Filed March 22, 1902. Serial No. 99,460. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A variable speed and reversing

motion driving mechanism comprising two

gears with a toothed portion and a smooth

portion arranged opposite one to the other,

an axle on which said gears are mounted, an

operating lever adapted to drive said axle,

two racks the one of which is placed below

the first gear and is free to engage the

trotted portion of same and the other of

which is placed above the second gear and is

free to engage the toothed portion of same. a

sci of gears or movable set adapted to be

continually rotated and driven lengthwise on

its axle by the first rack, and a broad auxil

iary pinion loose on its axle and adapted to

be driven lengthwise on said axle by the sec

ond rack. substantially as and for the pur

pose set forth.

737,2. 5. Battery Element. Charles B.

Schoenmehl. “'aterbury. Conn. Filed May

19, 1902. Serial No. 107,955. (No model.)

(‘laim.—1. A battery element, comprising a

solidified and hardened flat depolarizer plate,

broadest through its 'top edge.

2. A negative electrode for a battery. com

prising a substantially flat solidified copper

oxid brick, widest through its top edge.

737.286. Galvanic Battery. (‘haries B.

Schoenmehl, Waterbury, Conn. Filed May

1, 1903. Serial No. 155,104. (No model.)

Claim—1. A battery element comprising an

annular solidified oxid of copper depolarizer.

2. A battery element comprising a tubular

solidified oxid of copper depolarizer.

 

 

Employes Wanted

A small staff of men that have

been employed in building large

touring cars.

Advertiser has capital, facili

ties and experience; wants

practical, not theoretical men,

for each branch of the busi

ness.

THOS. B. JEFFERY 8: CO.,

Kenosha, Wis.
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The B. 8r 8. Adjustable Aulcmclrile Wrench
IS WITHOUT A RIVAL.

   

THREE SIZES—IOIn., Idln. and l8ln. Case Harden Flnlsh.

SEE CIRCULAR A.

THE BILLINGS 8r SPENCER 00., - Harllcrd, Conn., U. S. A.
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Electrical

Machinery
 

Converter for Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current.

BHUIBE LINE er USED VEHIBLES
INCLUDING

Packard l902 - Model F.

Packard - - Model 0.

Autocar - - Type 6.

National Electric Runabout.

PRICES crr APPchATIcrr

H. B. Shattuck 8‘ Son

239 Columbus Avenue

BOSTON, mass.
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We TWENTIETH CENTURY.”

CS;a ARE YOU AN AUTOMOBILIST?

Then you need the Blue Book. BECAUSE— It describes

about 300 fol/ring router throughout the East, giving running

din'm'onr, dis/auras, material, condition and grades of roads, and

the name of supply and repair Malia/1:, [role/S, do, in every town.

PRICE, $3.00 PER COPY. 7
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DISC RADIATURS
The cut represents our latest

improved Celullar Cooler. It is

the most efficient and up-to-date

radiator made, and is less expen

v sive than anything of similar

- ma?“ vig‘. construction.
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g.“ 5 d best on the market.

i‘i ' ~ . .
,s', , The Whitlock C011 Pipe Co.
E r ‘

HARTFORD, CONN.

 

 

 

“TireA.B.B. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Gents Per copy.

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

l24 TRIBUNE BUILDING. NEW YORK.
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Merit, Backed up by Actual Experience

, THE PREMIER
the name of being a fast touring car and a good hill climber.

The PREMIER Motor Car is built to meet the approval of

automobilists who, as the result of experience, have become

discriminating buyers.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. COMPANY,

HAS WON FOR

 

Indianapolis, Indiana
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@ SIMMONS @il

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue sent upon application.

  

"0 Centre Street, New York City.
 

 

DIXON’S

GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE PRESERVATION AND LUBRI

OATION OF THE CHAINS OF AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobile Graphite Lubricants

ARE UNEQUAl-ED.

 

JOSEPH DIXON ORUOIBLE CO.,

JERSEY crrY, n. J. \
 

T. P. C. Forums, jR., Mgr. F. E. Manna, Supt.

Bedford Automobile 00.,

SALES, STORAGE,

REPAIRING.

ELECTRIC CHARGING.

IOOO BEDFORD AVENUE,

Corner Clifton Place,

BRQOKLYN, N. Y.

TBLEPHONI, 2490 Banronn.

“Big Four”
The

WORLD’S FAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

St. Eouis
Write for Folders.

Warren J. Lynch. W. P. Deppe,

Gen'l Paaa. Agt. Aaa't Gen'l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

 

 

 

  

  

 

If interested in GASOLENE AUTOMOBILES

the catalog of the

“STEVENS-DURYEA"

should be in your hands. Mailed tree upon requerl.

I J. STEVENS ARMS 8t TOOL CO.,

690 MAIN STREET

CH ICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

$206279
We make over Twenty Typea of Cara.

Wnte for Catalogue.

Mobile company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York Clty.

DeDion Bouton & C0.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacture" all over

the world.

  

 

 

lENKINS & BARKER
Succussoas "ro CHAS. L. BURDET'I‘,

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent causes
THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United Sta Agent,

I79 Clarendon St., (near Bovine“) BOSTON. MASS.

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

GEARS
Automobile Mountings of all Descriptions in Polished Brass

. a mi eelNo. 6 Tonneau Door Fastener.

.The ENGLISH a. MERSICK co.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.

HEADQUARTERS FOR AUTOMOBILE FIXTURES.

 

 

 

Bevel gears with generated teeth, internal gears

with planed teeth, accurate spur gears and raw

hide pinions. Get our prices.

THE NEW PROCESS RAW HIDE 00-, il'j‘i‘fiif

  

 

 

  

 

 

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORO, Somerville, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DYKB Agent. 5!. Louia, Mo.

  

  

 

 

As an efficient, first~class Spark Coll

’l‘I-IE

DOW”
HAS NO EQUAL

; For further information write to

T TEE now PORTABLE ELECTRIC co.

' W, U; BRAINTREE. MASS., U.S.A

66

“.
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THE AUTCCAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

ciencv than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

wrvr. ROCHE, 42 Vesey s:., New York.

New STANDARD

“JIU'I'OGAS‘
7:ADI MARN

GASULINE [NCINE

.DRY BATTERY

  

  
)

Ul

WANTS AND FUR SALE.
15 cents perline of seven words, cash with order.

 

SEND five cents tor our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.

WHEN YOU USE

SCHUC SPARK ClIlLS
YOU USE THE BEST IN

THE WORLD.

SCHUC ELECTRIC MFG. CC., Detroit, MICIi.
 

 

improve Your Circulation

BY USING

rur LUBEE PUMP
t

Loheo Pump & Machinery Co., 120-136Tsmcs, norm, :1. v.

Metal Mud Guards,

Bonnets, Tanks,

Rotary Circulating Pumps

l Radiators, Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send for circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

  

Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

for all Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Cheap. Durable, Eflicient, easy

to apply.

 

TNE IIAY AUTOMATIC '

MACHINE BIL,

in; Front St., Berel, O.

 

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NCTIIINC

' BUT THE BEST.

\V RITE FOR CATA LOGUE.

AMERICAN fit COMPANY
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

  

 

Handsome “ Panhard Spark-Gap" on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect SL,

Cleveland, Ohio.

NE Toledo Steam Touring Car; has been run

75 miles; cost complete M300. Will sell

cheap; make an offer.

JAMES MILLS, Newark, Ohio.

TO Capitalists and the Trade. For sale U. S.

patent of the new Hardtread spring tire for

motors, etc., to prevent side slip. Splendid oppor

tunity. Apply J. W. MOORING, 103 Church St.,

Dunstable. England.

 

FOR SALE—One two'cylinder Toledo touring

car, brand new from factory, $1,500. One

Thomas, Model r7. brand new from factory,

81,000. One Thomzts' Model r8, brand new from

factory, $r,roo. One Waverley electric with top

complete, almost new, $600. One National elec

tric, used four months, $500. One National elec

tric, used four months, solid tires, $400. One

1903 Orient, used two months, $800. And a num

ber of other models. Address

CADILLAC COMPANY, of Indiana, Indian

apolis, Ind,
 

OR SALE—1902 Winton touring car, 1902

Winth phaeton, r902 Knox, 1903 Knox.

1902 Oldsmobile, White Steam Stanhope, Mobile

Dos-a~dos, Locomobile runabout, 1902 Search

mont, at bargain prices. ADAMS & HART,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
 

U S Long Distance 1903 Gasolene Automo

' ' bile; maker’s price $1,250; willsell low;

never in accident and been carefully used; tires

never punctured and in fine condition; can send

cut of machine; want larger carriage.

M. \VOOD. 6 Ripley St.. \Vorcester Mass.
 

SURE—SWIFT—SILENT

YOUR CAR WILL RUN

IF YOU USE

Monogram ilils
The Best Product of Scientific Experiment

and Practical Experience.

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

Columbia Lubricants Co. oi New York.
i16 Bnoan Srnzc'r.

NEW YORK.

66 Summons 81 liter,

BOSTON.

 

 

 

 

  

Runabouts and Touring Cars.

GROUT BROS . Orange, Mass.

SEARCHMONT Touring Car, Type VIL, not

used over r000 miles; complete with lamps,

horn and baskets. $2,roo Address

X. Y. Z., Motor \Vorld.
 

LA‘AIINA'I‘ED

s/P?’
  

Mnnutlcturrd by

AMERICAN VENEER (20., 449 Pacific Ave.,

JERSEY cuv. N. .r.
 

 

 

  

unturrnrr srnrrunnu morons?

We matte them In all sizes.

BRENNAN MFG. $0., Syracuse. N. Y

 
 

BELL 8; COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80th St.. New York. Telephone: 2562 River.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

CENTRAL CITY AUTlI CC"
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Finest equipped garage in central New York.

STORAGE REPAIRS.

Prompt Service and Good Work.

RADIATORS,

  

 

 

 

  

  

TANKS, r,-mw , -
MUFFLERS -wWWMWWWM‘

FENDERS, ’JRMMMMMMMU
Hooos. to YAJMW~  

BRISGOE MFG. 00., - Detroit

 

are

-. Made at the SPLITDCRF LABORATORY.

Established 1868.

C. F. SPLITIICRF, I7 Vandswstsr St., N.Y.

  

 

A 6000 PLACE TO

SPEND YOUR VACATION

during the summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. To those unacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force in securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“ Summer Book on Michigan."

D. G. EDWARDS, Pass. Trai. Mgr.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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FALL TAE »

If you have the CADILLAC, is a certainty.

/ /
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SELLS ITSELF.

THE RIGHT PROPOSITION AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

 

The time to sell CADILLACS is all the time. The time to buy CADILLACS

is all the time. The rule works both ways with equal advantages to buyer and

seller.

For the first time we are in a position to take on a few more agents in

unassigned territory to whom we offer

Immediate Deliveries oi Cadillacs

for the balance of the season. If you would profit by the all the year ’round

demand for CADILLACS now is the time to speak.

 
 

 

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO., Detroit, Mich.
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ONCE_:MOR19 0

That *

Invincible Combination,

i .BARNEY‘QLDFIEL

~ (1 8:1

  

.TRES
has brought down

' The Mile Record

55 4=5 seconds.

They did it at Yonkers, N. Y., July 25th.

 

INSIST ON

G 8: J TIRES
being fitted to your car if you want speed

with comfort and safety with both;

ANY REPUTABLE MANUFACTURER OR DEALER WILL SUPPLY THEN.

GaJInn:00."
lNDiANAPOLIS. IND.

 

NEVV YORK ‘AGENCY, 81 ReadevStreet, New York ~Glty. " ‘-\

flak-“Fufibm-”m-“
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THE “IEfiOQ” BATTERY.
NEW YORK, 49th St. Ind Ellhth Ave. E CHICAGO, 264 Michigan BOIIIGVIM.

PHILADELPHIA, 250 North Broad Street. g 51-. Lou|s' 3931 on“,M

BUPPALO. 200 Peerl Street.

ROCHPSTER. l58 South Avenue.

BOQTON, 39 Stenhope 5!.

RENEWALS AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES. SPARKINO BATTERY PRICE-LIST JUST ISSUED.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. Ind l9th St. NEW YORK, l00 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

AND CARE OF EXIDE BATTERIES, DETROIT. 265 Jefferson Avenue. '5

TOLEDO, 810 Jefferson St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND, Cltlzenl Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Rillto Building. HAVANA, CUBA, 0. F.0mnwood. MIL, 34 Empedrldo St. ‘

CANADA, Clnndinn General Electric Co., Toronto. ,

 

 

 

 

TAKE A CARRIAGE WITH A REPUTATION

and you are reasonably sure the product is right. Thirty years experience in man

ufacturing, ten years in motor building, are guarantees that the

C\o._\\§o\e\~°

TOURING CAR.

is right in every essential. Better than six actual horse-power; one lever control; two

independent brakes; long wheel base; full elliptic springs, are some of its features. Our

illustrated book “ W” describes its merits in detail, and is sent free on request. Write for it.

PRICE, $750.00 AT THE FACTORY.

THOS. B. IEFFERY 8e COMPANY,

>
,)

  

Kenosha, Wisconsin.

    

 

 

Merit, Backed up- by Actual Experience f

HAS WON FOR

THE PREMIER?
the name of being a fast touring car and a good hill climber.

The PREMIER Motor Car is built to meet the approval of

automobilists who, as the result of experience, have become

discriminating buyers. l

 

 
 

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. COMPANY, lndianapolis, Indiana;

fi
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GOODRICH

Clincher Automobile Tires
again to the front with a new record for SPEED and ENDURANCE. Barney Oldfield,

at Columbus, Ohio, August 29, 1903, made two new records for machines in the

1650 lb. class and used the

ORIGINAL AMERICAN CLINCI'IER 532635;]???

1 MILE 1 00

10 MILES 10 25 2/5

27 2/5 seconds better time than the previous 10 mile record held by Louis Sincholle.

  

  

THE B. F. GOODRICI'I C(l, Akron Rubber Works. Akron, OhiO.

NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade Street and 1699 Broadway. CHICAGO, I4] Lake Street. BOSTON, 151 Summer Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street. BUFFALO, 9 West Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 that Congress St.

DENVER, I444 Curtis Street. SAN FRANCISCO, 302 Mlsllon Street LONDON, 7 Snow Hlll., E.C.

  

 

THE GENTRAL AUTUMIIBILE .GIIMPANY

l684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

2397

TELEPHONES: ; COLUMBUS.

2398

--Mnrs--- Peugents

Renaults Mercedes
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

  

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

‘ ALI. KINDS OF FRENGH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOGK

ELEGTRIGS BllllllllEIl, REPAIRED AND KEPT Ill FIRST-GLASS llllllER.
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$25,000REWARDfi
 

  

We recently offered $10,000 to anyone who could produce the

slightest evidence showing truth in any of the various malicious stories

told by the “anvil chorus" about Dr. H. Nelson Jackson and his

-\

successful transcontinental ride with a WINTON TQURING

CAR. To date no one has appeared to claim the reward. The

attacks upon Dr. Jackson’s honor have pleased him no more than

they have us, and he has authoriZed us to add $15,000 to our

original reward, so we raise the amount and now offer

218

9;;

 

Twenty=Fivc Thousand Dollars

This amount we will pay to anyone proving that at any time on

his journey across the continent conditions of transportation were

other than represented by Dr. Jackson. ~

Dr. Jackson’s great triumph with his regular model Winton is a

bit discomfiting to some others interested in trancontinental “stunts,”

especially when it is considered that he is not a mechanic, nor was he

accompanied by a factory mechanic, or met at frequent intervals en

route by factory mechanics with parts and supplies of all kinds. But

the fact remains that aside from showing himself a clever amateur

sportsmen and a good automobilist he demonstrated beyond question

that the WINTON' TOURING CAR is the best automobile for

long distance touring manufactured or sold in America.

399

  

 

SEND FOR BOOKLET ILLUSTRATING AND DESCRIBING THE FIRST

SUCCESSFUL OCEAN TO OCEAN AUTOMOBILE RIDE.

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO.,

Factories and Head Office, CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

 

9&9

f asee'
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. _ h.-.

WITH ITS TWO-CYCLE MOTOR

IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.

You get MORE SATISFACTION—LESS COMPLICATION and more m eve'y way for your money

than in any automobile yet produced. Let us tell you more about it.

 

ELMODE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Clyde, Ohio.

Member of Association of Licenled Automobile Mannlirtturrrs.

  

 

 
 

Ran MUTUR Bin 60.,
Tenth and Exeter Sts.. Beading, Pa.

MAN U FACTU RERS OI"

GASULENE MOTORS. DIFFERENTIAL SPUR GEARS’

TRANSMISSION GEARS. TUBULAR RUNNING GEARS,

RADIATING GUILS, MUFFLERS, ALUMINUM AND BRASS

HUGDS, WOOD ANII WIRE WHEELS, GARBURETTERS

Our Motors are of French Typo, Water Cooled, and Equal WWI“ DIFFERENTIAL

In Finish and Service to Best Forolgn Mates. SPUR GEAR

 

 

  

  

The Differential Gear has Manganese Bronze Bevel apitcli—tnteetli.

Gear, fitted for either 15;. 1%. or 1% inch axles. Is made

WYOl'lA OAKLENE MOTOR for Direct Drive, Rod Transmission,and also with Chain

Single Cylinder, 8-H.P.. l3§ pounds. S I’OCIKCL.

Double Cylinder, i4-I'I.P., 1'65 pound]. p

 

   

 

The Transmission Gear is built on a new sys

tem. No Bevel Gears. Gears always in Mesh.

Ball Thrust at each end of Shaft. EnclOsed in

Aluminum Case. Will transmit up to 20 H. P

  

We make a Tubular Running Gear for Ton

neaus that in a marvel or workmanship, finish

and construction. All material is of the best

and the Bearings are extra heavy. The Differ

ential on this is fitted for either Sprocket or WYOflA TRANsl-"sgou OBAR

Bevel Gear, 3 Speeds forward and | Reverse.

  

  

  

TUBULAR RUNNING GEAR FOR TONNEAUS

  

  
80-inch Wheel Base. 5a-inr'h Tread.
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S T U D E B A K E R

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

THE

AUTOMOBILE

WITH A

REPUTATION

BEHIND

IT.

“\‘Q‘

E V E R Y STUDE

BAKER sold has

meant a satisfied cus

tomer. It makes friends

and keeps them. Agents and dealers in territory we have

not already covered should write for our catalog and terms.

Our machines are unsurpassed for hill climbing and quiet

running. They are built by a firm whose reputation is a

guarantee of good work. What Studebaker stands for is

known to every prospective customer for an automobile.

Comp/rt: line can be “an a! our brand: Irma in all )rim'flfinl cilia.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. COMPANY

Studebaker Bros. Co., of New York. Broadway and Seventh Avenue,

Cor. 48th St., New York Clty.

Studebaker Bron. Mfg. Co. 378 to 388 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, Ill.

Factory and General Offices, South Bend, Ind.

 
 

 

 

THEWHIngTEAMgiG

To: Your: Semanticrun: @nmur
CLEVEhAMn~OH|o

James B. Dill, the New York corporation lawyer, when interviewed by the

Boston Journal re arding his recent trip from East Orange to _tl.e Maine

woods, said of his nite l'ouring Carl:

“ Nothing but a steam car could do the work, and that is why

I have taken all three steamers. A gasolene car could never

climb those steep hills, but a steamer can do it as gracefully as

a launch gliding over the water. With 500 or 600 pounds of steam

behind it those cars could climb the side of a house—~almost."

NEW YORK, :15 W. 48th Street SAN FRANCISCO, 300 Post Street.

BOSTON, 509 Tremont Street DETROIT, 2r: Woodward Avenue.

CLEVELAND, 300 Rose Building.

LONDON, ENG., 35-37 King Street, Regent Streot.

 
 

 

   

I!

 

Easily the BEST BUILT CAR in America.

fimmh'le
511118315; time sewing machine

 

dbsily the boat built car in rflmericn

  

A 4-cyllnder Locomoblle Touring Car. Front verttal motor.

The Best Development in

Gasolene Autos to date.

 

 

LUBRICATION is automatic, being started

or stopped as the spark is switched on or

off; governor acts on the mixture and also

times spark automatically; valves removable

and replaceable easier and quicker than any

other gasolene car; spark plugs won’t short

circuit and are connected to cables by chains,

instead of the usual ever-snapping wires;

throttle on steering wheel permits of speeds

from 6 to 40 miles per hour on high speed gear.

A handsome hanger of our 4-cylinder “ King of the

Belgians” car, printed in four colors and gold, will be

sent to any dealer on application.

 

The acocamobile Company of America,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW YORK—Broadway, corner 76th Street.

BOSTON—l5 Berkeley Street.

BRIDOEPORT—Factory, Seaside Park.

PHILADELPHIA—249 North Broad Slreet.

CHICAGO-4354 Mlchlg'an Avenue.

LONDON—39 Sussex Place. 80. Kanslngtoa.

Members 0! the Association oi Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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NOTICE

Tu Manufacturers, Dealers, Importers,

Agents and Users of

GASULENE AUTUMUBILES

   

 

United States Letters Patent No. 549,160, granted to George B. Selden,

Nov. 5, 1895, controls broadly all gasolene automobiles which are accepted

as commercially practical. Licenses under this patent have been secured

from the owners by the following-named manufacturers and importers:

Electric Vehicle Co. Pope Motor Car Co.

Winton Motor Carriage Co. J. Stevens Arms 8: Tool Co.

Packard Motor Car Co. \ H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

Olds Motor works- Charron, Girardot 6r Voigt Co. of America

Knox Automobile Co. (Smith 6: Mabley).

The Haynes-Apperson Co. The Commercial Motor Co.

The Autocar Co. Berg Automobile Co.

The George N. Pierce Co. Cadillac Automobile Co.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co. Northern Mfg. Co.

Searchmont Automobile Co. Pope-Robinson C0.

Locomobile Co. of America. The Kirk Mfg. Co.

The Peerless Motor Car Co. Elmore Mfg. Co.

U. S. Long Distance Automobile Co. I E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

Waltham Manufacturing Co. , Buttan (insolene Motor CO.

 

These manufacturers are pioneers in this industry and have commercialized the gasolene

vehicle by many years of development and at great cost. They are the owners of upwards of

four hundred United States Patents, covering many of the most important improvements and

details of manufacture. Both the basic Selden patent and all other patents owned as afOresaid

will be enforced against all infringers.

No other manufacturers or importers are auth0rized to make or sell gasolene automobiles,

and any persén making, selling or using such machines made or sold by any unlicensed manu

facturers or importers will be liable to prosecution for infringement.

Assssrrrrrsrr 0r Lrsrrrsrn Aursrrssrrr Mrrrurrrsrusrrrs

7 East 42nd Street, New York.
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IAST week we gave the total replacements upon the carburetter and ignition devices. Next in qder is

THE MOTOR.

It was originally thought that the pressure of compression which gave the best results upon the comparatively low

elevations of the east and middle-west would not yield the required power for the altitudes encountered in the western

mountain ranges, and simple metal blocks were provided for increasing the compression. The highest altitude in the

Sierra Nevada mountain (7300 feet) was scaled, however, without any necessity for a departure trom the standard equip

ment. Before ascending to the greatest height reached in the Rockies (10,400 feet), these blocks were used and the

result gave the same abundance of power in the country above the clouds that is noticeable in all Packard cars the

world over. While this was not a repair, but an adjustment only, it is mentioned here as an interesting fact concern

ing the adaptability of the Packard Motor to all ordinary and such extraordinary touring.

The first replacement of any kind upon the motor was made at Buena Vista, Colorado, where a small fibre washer

upon the inlet valve stem was renewed.

At Chicago the exhaust valve was found to be leaking, and upon being removed showed wear upon its seat. There

were not the facilities at hand for removing it, and consequently a new one was slipped into place and the old one

placed in the tool-box for machining and further use when the trip was completed. A new exhaust valve roller and

sleeve were also used on account of the same absence of facilities for repairs upon the worn parts.

At Buffalo, N. Y., the copper oil boat for the oiling of the connecting rod had worked loose and was replaced.

With the exception of the replacement of the fibre washer, exhaust valve, roller and holder and connecting rod oil

boat the same motor with which the car started from San Francisco took it into New York City and propelled it every

mile of the way. We want to call most particular attention to this, for it stands today without precedent.

Any one of the dozens of true sportsmen who journeyed up the Hudson on August zrst and formed the escort for

 

“ Old Pacific ” during the last thirty miles of its ocean-to-ocean trip, can vouch in no lukewarm terms for the magnifi

  

cent operation of the Standard rz-H. P. single cylinder Packard motor after more than four thousand miles of continu

ous travel over the hardest path that nature could devise and man select.

The last twenty miles were done at the same speed as the first twenty. Under similar conditions the results are

always the same and the repairs the minimum.

The Packard is noted the country over for its endurance and unfailing reliability.

“Ask the man who owns one."

THE PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY

WARREN, 01110

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 

~§.a.4..

 
M. “91‘
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PREPARE FOR A RAINY DAY.

  

Get out your tops and storm aprons.

THE OLDSMOBILE
THE BEST THING ON

  

You can run

WHEELS

iust as well in the fall and winter as you did during the spring and summer.

No priming necessary with the Oldsmobile Carburetter.

PRICE, $650.00.

Ask any of the following dealers to show you the Oldsmobile in winter garb.

SELLING AGENTS.

ALBANYjN. Y.—Automoblie Storage at Trad

in: Co.

ATLANTA. GA.—Oidsmobile Co.

BINGHAMTON. N. Y.—R. “I. Whipple.

BOSTON, MASS—Oldsmobile Co. 0! Ne

land.

l‘4 Jt

CHARLESTON, S. C.—Army Cycle Co.

CHICAGO.ILL—Oldamobile Co.,Githens Bros-C0.

CLEVELAND. OHIO—Oldsmobile Co. of Ohio.

COLUMBIA, S. C.—.l. E. Richards.

DALLAS, TEXAS—Lipscomb & Garrett.

DAVENPORT, lA.—Mason’s Carriage Works.

DENVER. COLO.—G. E. Hannan.

DETROIT, MlCH.—Oldnmobile CO.

ERIE. PA.-—-Jncob Roth Auto Co,

GRAND RAPIDS, MICIL—Atlnms & Hurt.

GREENVILLE, S. C.—Bates—Tannnlilll

HARRISBURG, PA.—Kline Cycle Co.

HOUSTON, TEXAS—Hawkins Automobile &

Gas Engine Co.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND—Fisher Automobile Co.

JACKSONVILLE FLA.—F. E. Gilbert

KANSAS CITY. MO.——E. P. Moriarty é. Co.

Co.

KNOXVILLE. TENN.-—R0dgt-rs & Co

LANSING, MICH.—W. K. Prudden &

OLDS MOTOR WORKS
Members oi the Association Licensed Automobile Manuiacturers.

N. Y.—Jnynes Automobile Co

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—Arkansas Auto Co.

I OS ANGELES. CAL.-—Oldsm0hile Co.

LOUISVILLE. KY.—Sutcliffe 8: Co.

MEMPHIS. TENN.—\‘Vhltc 8.: “"illlams. __ _

MILWAUKEE. WIS—Oldsmobile Co. , ,

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.—A. F. Chane & Co.

NASHVILLE. ’I‘ENN.-—John W. Chester Co.

NEWARK. N. J.—Autovehicle Co.

NEW ORLEANS. LA.—Abbott Cycle Co.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.—Oldsmoblie Co.

OMAHA, NEH—Okla Gas Engine Works.

PASADENA. CAD—Ed. R. Braley.

PATERSON, N. J.—F. W. Stockbridge.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Oldsmobile C0. 0! Phila—

w Eng—

delphia.

PITTSBURG. PA.—Banker Bros. Co.

I'LAINFIELD. N. J.—F. L. C. Martin C0.

PORTLAND, ORE—Merrill Cycle Co.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y.-—John Van Benschoten.

RALEIGH. N. C.—Rnieigh Iron Works.

ROCHESTER. N. Y.—Rochester Automobile Co.

SAGINAW. MICII.-—-A. \V. Norris.

SAN FRANCISCO. (‘AI,.—Piuneer Auto CO.

SAVANNAH. GIL—T. A. Brvson.

C0.

80. McCALISTER. I. T.—Mclnt.yre & De Long

Motor Car Co.

SYRACUSE. N. Y.-—Syrncuse Auto Co.

TEXARKANA, ARK.—-Texnrkana Auto & Re-_

natrlng Co.

TUCSON, ARIZ.—F. Ronstadt.

Ii'l‘l(‘A. N. Y.-—C. H. Childs & Co.

“'ASFIINGTON. D. C.-—-Nntlonal Car-ital Auto (‘0.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS—R. l-l. Halstead. Honolulu.

ST. LOUIS. IMO—Mississippi “Valley Automobile Co.

FOREIGN LIST OF AGENCIES.

GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND—Charles Jarrett

at Letts. Ltd. 45 Great Marlboro St... London.

England.

GERMANY—(Ail Germany exce t Cologne)—Earnest

Weigaertnor, Berlin; Cologne. Walter-6‘: C0.

FRANCE—Eugene Mervllle, Paris.

SWITZERLAND—Automobile Fabrilt Orion AG.. Zurich.

ITALY—Victor Croizat, Turin.

HOLLAND—Bingham In Company. Rotterdam.

NORWAY. SWEDEN, DENMARK—T. T. Nielsen A Co.,

Copenhagen, Denmark: L. P. Roao 8: Co., New York.

RUSSIA—Th. Thanskv & Co.

CANADA—Hyalop Brothers, Toronto. Ont.

MEXICO~OIdsm0bIle Co., Mahler & De Gress,Mexioo City.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Camnno it Company,

Buenos Ayres. t

SOI‘TH AFRICA—White. Ryan 8: Co., Cape Town:

Sherirt, Swingley & (30.. Johannesburg and New York.

NEW SOUTH WALES—Knowles Auto.

& Power Co., Sydney,

VICTORIA—Hall & Warden. Melbourne.

QUEENSLAND-James Smith 8: Sons.

Brisbane.

S AUSTRALIA— Duncan & Maser.

Adelaide.

WEST AUSTRALIA—American Motor

Car 5: Vehicle 00.. Fremontle.

NEW ZEALAND-W. A. Ryan & Co., Ltd.. Auckland.

JAPAN-Bruhl Bros., Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR, INDIA. (.EYLON. CHINA. JAVA.

SUMA'I‘RA. BORNEO. FORMOSA—New York Export

& Import Co., New York City.

AUSTRALIA—

WDITE FOR INFORMATION AND ILLUSTRATED HOOK TO

1332

’ Jeilerson Avc., Detroit, Mich.
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RACINE PLANTS UNITED

Wisconsin Wheel Works and Pierce Engine Co.

Consolidate—New Touring Model.

The Wisconsin Wheels Works, makers of

'the Wisconsin automobile and the Mitchell

motor bicycle, and the Pierce Engine Co.,

both of Racine, Wis., have been consolidated

under the name of the Mitchell—Pierce Motor

Co., with headquarters at Racine. The

Pierce Engine Co. has been making the mo

tors for the Western Wheel Works. The of

ficcrs of the new company will be W. T.

Lewis. president; A. J. Pierce, vice-presi

dent and superintendent, and W. Mitchell

Lewis, treasurer and manager. The new

company will offer next year a new model

touring car, in addition to their Wisconsin

runabout. The new car will have a three

cylinder, air cooled engine of 15 horsepower.

Its weight will be 2,480 pounds, and its sell

ing price $2,500. A distinctive feature will

be the cooling of the cylinder beads by

means of a blower, from which separate

pipes will lead to the cylinder heads near

the exhaust valve.

Mr. W. ‘Mitchell Lewis was in New York

City on Tuesday and Wednesday, and he

had a couple of conferences with George H.

Day, general manager of the Association of

Licensed Automobile Manufacturers, and the

report went out that he had taken out a

license under the Selden patent and joined

the association.

Shelby Files Schedule.

The Shelby Automobile Co., Shelby, Ohio,

which recently went into the hands of a re

ceiver, has filed a hcdule of assets and lia

bilities in the Uni d States Court at Cleve

land. -

' The schedule shows unsecured claims to

the amount of $59,964 03, and notes and bills

due $17,383.30. The total indebtedness is

$84,476.05. The total assets amount to $43,

Mii-"H, consisting of real estate, $3,378.74;

bills. tromissory notes and securities, $1,050;

stock in trade, $17,210.83; machinery, tools.

etc., $10,693.70, and debts due on open ac

counts. $10,401.27.

Receiver J. 0. Fish is still at work en

 

dcuvor-ing to straighten out the tangled af

fairs of the company. Many of the former

employcs are still in Shelby, expecting the

works to start up again, but they are begin

ning to lose hope of this, and some of them

are seeking employment elsewhere.

 

New Price on Diamond Chains.

On September 1 all quotations on automo

bile chains and parts were withdrawn by

the Diamond chain factory of the Federal

Mfg. Co. A list of revised quotations was

sent out at the same time.

Hereafter all roller chains will be furnish

ed with rivet side bars 25 per cent thicker

than formerly; rivet holes will be reamed to

size and edges not polished. The capacity

of the pinnt has been increased 300 per cent.

consequently orders will be delivered

promptly.

Dubuque is Courted.

Mayor Berg of Dubuqne, Iowa, has re

ceived a letter from the Knmmnn Automo

bile Co., Chicago, in reference to removing

to Dubuquc. it asks if a factory site would

be given should it be decided to make the

change. The letter states that'the concern

will invest $100,000, and adds that it does

not ask for any stock subscriptions.

Walthsm Air Cooled Car.

What has been a trade secret for some

time is new public property. The Walthurn

Mfg. Co. are preparing to place on the mar

kct u new four cylinder, air cooled touring

car with bevel gcar transmission. The

price will be in the neighborhood of $1.500.

 

Boston Office for Crest.

Tire Crest. Mfg. Co., Cambridge, Mass, has

opened an office at 182 Columbus avenue,

Boston. R. B. (Joburn will have' charge of

the sales department.

Friedman Co. n0 More.

The Friedman Automobile Co., of Chicago,

has made a change of name, and is to be

known hereafter us the Ideal Motor Ve

hicle Co.  

Sdnduslty Opens in Cleveland.

A sulcsroom at the corner of the Bottle

vard and Erie strcct, Cleveland, 0., has

been opened by the Sundusky Automobile

(Jo. F. X. Frantz is in charge.

LICENSEES AND AGENTS

Pressure on Dealers Begun—Some Uneasy.

Others Laugh——Coup Planned for Show.

Talk concerning the outlook for 1004 in

connection with the policy of the Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

now is rife because the effects of the men

acc promised by the licensed pool are now

beginning to show. The plan to work upon

the agents and reach the unlicensed makers

through them is beginning to show. A num

ber of agents in discussing contracts for

next year have been told that they would

have to agree not to_hundle any indepen

dent llnes before they could get the agency

of a licensed make.

How deeply impressed the dealers ure, as

a rule, throughout the country it is hard to

say. Some agents in New York are con

fessing to feelings of uneasiness, but others

seem to be merely amused by the score.

A man who was prominent in the bicycle

industry years ago, and is now disregarding

all warnings of the Licensed Manufacturers.

said:

“It is altogether funny to think of any one

getting alarmed over the matter. It is all u

very old chestnut to those in the bicycle

busirn ss. “'c went through it several timcs.

There was Pope, with his Lallement funda

mentul patent, that Jeffery finally busted.

Thcrc was the 'l‘illinghnst tire patent. They

adverilscd threatening cvrry one who used

an unlicensed tlrc, but no one ever heard of

users and dealers being scared, nor of any

factory ever being closed by injunction.

That was undcr u patent that had been sus»

tnincd. too, and not an unfought one like

the Selden. Again, there is the bottom

bracket patent, acquiesced to by Pope and

bought by the American Bicycle Co. Thnt

cnsc is just about a parallel to the Selden

patent. The bottom bracket patent never

was fought to a finish, but Pope bought it in

nnd then demanded royalty all around. They

demanded $1 on a bicycle, and were told to

go to. Then 50 cents was demanded, and

that was not paid. The threat of the bot

tom brucket fundamental patent has been
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hanging over the bicycle trade for five or six

years, and it has not yet been fought to a

finish and the patent sustained. The case is

still pending in the courts, and the patent

will expire in about two years.

"What is customary in cases such as this

and talk of prosecution is for the inde

pendent makers to guarantee protection to

their patrons and go along. That is what

Gorinully & JeiIcry did when the Clincher

tire people came here from England with a

patent that had been sustained by the House

of Lords. They sued a retailer, but Gor

mnlly & Jeffery defended the suit and won

out.

"way DON'I‘ THEY SUE?"

"What I want to know is, why don’t the

Licensed Manufacturers make good their

bluff and sue some one? It will be time

enough for the trade to swallow the scare

they are putting out when they begin to do

something. It is all press work as yet."

Some dealers are taking the situation

seriously, however.

One of the largest retailers in the city,

and one who is agent for one of the largest,

if not the largest, independent manufact~

urer, was asked point blank what he was

going to do about renewing his contract with

that independent maker. He answered: “I

do not know as yet. We have not decided

either to handle his line next year or not

to handle it. It seems to me, though, as far

as I can see'ahead, that any dealer who

handles a line of big cars and wants to deal

also in a line of small cars will have to

take on the runabout of a licensed manufact

urer.‘ His contract with the licensed maker

will compel him to do that. The agents

will have no choice but to handle licensed

cars exclusively. Of course, there will be

ways of getting around it ,the same as there

is about maintaining prices and about other

exclusive agency deals, but a firm like this

one, or any reputable dealer, will hardly

care to stoop to tricks when he has a good

field to select from without doing so.”

“Have you had any experience with cus

tomers afraid to buy a car of unlicensed

make?”

"We have not had that experience as yet;

bLt. candidly. I would expect to if I go on

:e ling unlicensed lilies. I should say that

ii. 9 buyers out of 1.000 have not even heard

I f the Licensed Manufacturers, but will hear

(I It if the association continues to adver

is~ as it has been doing. One could get

aon: all right this year. but next year I

txpect it will be different."

Arother man. and one who knows whereof

It) speaks, said: '

A COUI’ AT THE SHOW.

“After the show the situation will be dif

ferent. Then the real sway of the licensed

makers will begin. Wait until you see what

happens at the show in New York. Every

licensed manufacturer will have the fact

that he is licensed prominently displayed at

his stand. The dangers of dealing in and

buying unlicensed makes will be abundantly

set forth, and the public generally will un

derstand just what is doing. There will

be no one in ignorance of the situation after

the show. I imagine that it would be better

for the independents if they were not in

the show at all. The fact that they are not

licensedwlll be brought out plainly by the

display scheme of the licensed makers. The

public is more sensitive about such matters

than you may think. Men will not take a

chance of being annoyed and put to ex

pense, even if they consider the chance of

their being prosecuted a remote one, so long

as they can avoid the chance and still have

a wide range of selection.

MAKERS UNDER THE THUMB.

The show will be very much a show of

licensed makers, and agents will be in a

hurry to get into line, because every mem

ber of the association is bound to make his

agents subscribe to the ironclad agreement

to handle only licensed goods. A dealer will

not be able to get an agency for any big

car without signing an agreement. A man

who wants to handle any independent line

will have to stay beyond the pale, and ban

dle only the unlicensed makes. If any manu

facturer does not compel his agents to sub

scribe to the exclusive contract he breaks his

contract under his license, and can be

quickly stopped from manufacturing by in

Junctlon while yet paying his license fee. It

is a case of letting no man escape. Every

member voted for the exclusive agency con

tract at Niagara Falls, and in the spring the

ilan will be seen in full bloom.”

EXCLUSIVI CONTRACTS ALREADY.

It is a fact that already dealers seeking

the agency of licensed cars are being re

quired to sign a contract in which is em

bodied the following:

“In consideration of the fact that the party

of the fllst part has obtained a license under

Selden Patent No. 549,160, and is paying sub

stantial royalty thereunder, and has agreed

as a consideration of said license not to coli

test said patent. directly or indirectly, or aid

others in so doing.

"Now, therefore, the party of the second

part, in consideration of being appointed an

agent for the sale. and disposition of the

automobiles manufactured by the party of

the first part, agrees that during the contin

nance of such agency he will not infringe

said patent. nor sell. keep on hand or dis

pose of, directly or indirectly. any automo

biles containing the inventions claimed in

said Patent No. 549.160, not dllIy licensed

under said patent."

That is the form as adopted by the con

vention of the Licensed Manufacturers at

Niagara Falls August 1819. The resolution

under which the form was adopted, as may

be remembered. was a sweeping one, read

ing:

"Itcsolvcd. That all the members of this

association from now on embody the follow

in": clarses in all contracts made by them

’ with agents for the sale of their product, and

in any and all arrangements. either verbal

- and they must comply.

or written, in regard to the sale of vehicles.

they conform in full with the spirit as well

as the letter of these articles."

Under the articles of agreement signed in

connection with the grant of license, all the

members must conform to all such rules

adopted by the licensees. It is stated by the

A. L. A. M. that all members sign to adhere

by any rule that the association may adopt

in the future. It is this peculiar absolute

ness that throws light on the remark of

T. B. Jeffery, quoted in the Motor World

last week, to the etfect that it is not what it

costs to get a license, but what it costs 0

ge rid of it when the time comes that one

desires to get rid of it, that is most objec

tionable.

The fact that dealers are already being

required to sign this exclusive agency con

tract indicates that the ‘Licensed Manufact

urers are in earnest and that the lines are

being tightened.

RESTRAII'IT OF TRADE DODGED.

The question of how far the Licensed

Manufacturers can go in their restrictive

policy without transgresslng the laws against

monopoly and “restraint of trade” is one that

has been brought up often. It is broadly

answered by the old saying that there is no'

monopoly so great as that given by a patent

and that is legalized. The A. L. A. M. has

the counsel of several of the most eminent

patent lawyers in the country, and is aim

ing to keep well within the bounds of patent

licensees. The association is making no

contracts and no stipulations. It is not an

incorporated body. and is not dictating to

the trade in any way. Only the Electric Ve

hicle (‘0. dictates its terms to its licensees.

It is interesting to

note. that in the legal warnings sent out the

phrase “Our clients, the Electric Vehicle

(‘0., a member of the- Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers, direct,"

etc. Never by any chance does it read that

the A. L. A. M. direct. The individual man—

COULD DI CTATE Pill-CES

ufacturers deal with the agents. and every

point of "restraint of trade“ in any illegal

manner is avoided. According to an oflicial

of the licensed association: "Under the pat

ent laws the Selden licensees could go much

further than they have done—could, in fact,

dictate the price of vehicles to be made by

each licensee by dictating its size and style.

or even the price. directly. The Electric

Vehicle (‘0. could say to the Olds company.

‘Yon make a five-horsepower car, to sell at

$600. and no other,‘ and to the Winton com

pany it could say, ‘You make a twenty

horsepower car, to sell at $1,500, and no

other.’ and so on." The extent to which

the patent laws permit licensors to go in

making terms with licensees is set forth in

a pamphlet containing a number of court

decisions. some from the Supreme Bench of

the United States. and this pamphlet is now

being circulated among the Selden licensees.

It consists of four pages from the Federal

Reporter, and the ca'se quoted is one of the
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MUST PAY COMMISSION

Agents Entitled to it Even When Manufacturer

Fails to Made De'ivery.

An important decision, bearing on the

right of an agent to the commission on an

automobile sold by him but not delivered,

owing to the failure of the manufacturer to

so deliver,' has bee‘n handed down by the

Third Appellate Division of this State. The

Court holds that such agent is entitled to

his commission in spite of the non-delivery.

The case came up in a suit brought by

R. De Witt Veeder against A. J. Seaton, a

Utica (N. Y.) dealer. The Court held that

an agent employed to sell automobiles on

commission, who effects a sale of av machine

to a responsible party for the price stipu

lated by his principal, upon terms satisfac

tory to the latter, is, in the event of the

refusal of the automobile manufacturer to

perform the contract of sale by delivering

the machine and accepting the purchase

price, entitled to receive his commission.

The Court also held that the fact that the

purchaser might have taken advantage of

the absence of a written contract, which

was required by the Statute of Frauds,

“did not prevent the agent from earning

his commission when he effected a sale to

a responsible party at the stipulated price,

or terms waived, and accepted by the de

fendant.”

The Court points to the fact that “a con

tract for the sale of real estate to be bind

ing must be in writing, but an agent who

has been authorized to make a sale at a

certain price earns his commission when he

has procured a purchaser ready and willing

to purchase at the terms fixed, with whom

the vendor refuses to contract or to whom

he refuses to convey upon payment."

 

I904 Four-Cylinder Year.

In casting about to judge what will be

the characteristic changes in American

made cars for 1004 it is found that the tend

ency is still setting toward the adoption of

European patterns and methods. The for

eign ideas will be pursued further than ever

in the 1904 models. Larger and more pow

erful cars will be the rule, with the hooded

engine in front, honeycomb radiators, and

more capaeious and luxurious tonneaus.

The one thing above all others that im

presses one is the almost unexceptional

movement toward the introduction of four

cylinder engines in touring cars. Nearly

every concern that has hitherto made a one,

tvvo or three cylinder touring car will next

year present one with four cylinders, and a

number of makers who have not hereto~

fore turned out a touring car will next year

offer such a model with a four cylinder engine.

The four cylinder touring car can even now

be predicted to be the main type of Amer

ican car ter 19%.

Recent lncorporations.

New York, N. Y.—Ernest J. Willis Com

pany, under New York laws. with $75,000

capital, to deal in automobiles and electric

and other vehicles. Directors—Ernest J.

Willis and Caroline M. Willis, Manhattiu,

and William W. Myers, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Hartford, Conn—The Columbia Motor Ve

hicle Co., with $2,000 capital, to manufac

ture and deal in motor vehicles of every kind

and description, and to acquire and hold

stocks, shares and debentures of other con

porations. Incorporators—Lucius F. Robin

son, A. B. Wilson and M. Tuscan Bennett.

all of Hartford.

 

Dates for Detroit Show.

Five months in advance, the managers of

the Detroit automobile show announce the

dates for their third annual.‘ It will be held

from February 15 to 20, inclusive, these

dates being immediately following those of

the Chicago show.

The great growth of Detroit as a manufact

uring as well as a lelull L'clill't.‘ assures the

show being a greater success than ever. in

anticipation or no

space the galleries, which last year were

occupied by a bench show, wnl be planked

over and the additional space thus obtained

utilized for the display of automobile sun

dries.

Russell Goes With Locom~biie.

E. F. Russell, formerly superintendent of

the Electric Vehicle 00., has become con

nected with the Locomobile Co. of America

in a similar capacity, succeeding Superin

tendent Janney. The move is in direct line

with the declared policy of the Locomobile

Co., and is the forerunner of an advance all

along the line, designed to strengthen the

company’s forces. The factory at Bridge

port is still working a night shift in the

endeavor to catch up with its orders. Noth

ing but praiseis heard regarding the tom'

cylinder gasolene car, all who have tried

it being delighted with it.

Changed Name to Lafayette.

In view of the fact that there is a concern

in Indianapolis with a similar name, the re

cently organized Mohawk Automobile 00.,

Detroit, Mich., decided to change its name.

It is now called the Lafayette Automobile

Co.

Elects Old Officers.

On Tuesday of this week the annual meet

ing of the Board of Directors of the Elec

tric Vehicle Co. was held in this city. The

old oflicers were re-elected, headed by Presi

dent M. J. Budlong.

Hall to Sell Soian.

Hereafter Charles Hall will represent the

Badger Brass Mfg. Co. in the sale of its

well-known Solar lamp. His territory will

be between Buflalo and Denver.

increasai demand for -

MIDSUMMER ADVERTISING

It: Tells When the Fall Trade Begins, Says Man

ager Bunting oi Wanamaker's.

 

The virtue of following the policy of adver

tising extensively in midsummer, which is

not generally believed in, is being exempli

fied right now by the sales of Searchmonts

and Ramblers by John Wanamaker. All

during the so-cailed “heatedterm,” which

somehow missed fire this year, Searchmonts

and Ramblers were advertised strenuously

in the magazines and newspapers, and now

the reward is coming in the form of an un

usually early and brisk fall trade.

"iiow is business?" The question was

asked of J. S. Bunting, manager of the Wan

amaker automobile department, while he

was in New York last ‘week, by a Motor

World representative. The reply came:

"First rate. Trade is surprisingly good. 1

never saw such a thing as the way business

has picked up during the last two weeks.

There are five Searchmont cars out on the

sidewalk going to be delivered, and all were

sold within the last week. We have been

selling Ramblers at the same rate, too."

"How do you account for such an early be

ginning of the fall business? Others do not

seem to be enjoying the blessing.”

"Well, the only thing I can attribute it to

is the advertising we did during the sum

mer and the outside work by our salesmen.

While men are away and the stock market

is quiet they have more time to notice adver

tisements, and with their minds relaxed

from business the advertisements make more

impression on them. We kept talking

Searchmont and Rambler into them, and at

any rate have made the names known to

many who did not know about them before.

1 believe, too, that many, reading the ‘ads,’

determined to have a look at the machines

before buying elsewhere, and In consequence

we have caught a lot of business from per—

sons who came here as soon as they returned

to town. They came in response to our ‘ads'

to have a look at us. We saw them before

any one else did, and we sold them. Then,

again, our salesmen were not idle during the

summer. Instead of sitting still during the

dull season, waiting for trade to come, they

went out after the business. They hunted

up men in their offices and sold to them."

French Makers in Barcelona.

The imports to Barcelona under the bead

ing of “sewing machines, motor cars and bi

cycles,” increased from 305 tons in 1901 to

982 tons in 1002, and commenting on this

the British Consul General at that point

says: “The increase is entirely due to the

number of French motor cars which during

the last two years have been imported. This

is not likely to become a big trade, as the

roads are not kept in good condition."
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The Possession of a NQRTHERN

is a Sign of Good Judgment.

  

 

 T HE man who owns a NORTHERN con- * A

stantly proves the wisdom of his selection.

The sturdy NORTHERN responds to

every demand n'ade upon it and gives ‘

 

  

  

its purchaser the maximum of automobile pleasurewith the minimum of trouble and expense. ‘

The NORTHERN is the choice of discrimin

ating buyers everywhere.

Agents who wou‘d handle a car that yields

profit to themselves and gives satisfaction to con

  

sumers are invited to write now. |

PROMPT DELIVERIES.

NORTHERN MFG. COMPANY, - Detroit, Michigan.

FISK TIRES

Single Tube and Detachable.

DESIGNED RIGHT %

MADE RIGHT

RUN RIGHT
iii? ALL RIGHT

FISK RUBBER COMPANY, = Chicopee Falls, flass.

 

 

 

 

 

BRANCHES:

BOSTON. SPRINGFIELD. NE YOR , PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO,

604 Atlantic Ave. 40 Dwight St. Cham rs St. 916 Arch St. 52 State St.

SYRACUSE. BUFFALO. DETROIT. SAN FRANCISCO.

423 80. Clinton St. 28 W. Genesee St. 254 Jefferson Ave. 114 Second St.
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Cooling Methods.

As we stated in these columns nearly a

year ago, air cooling for gasolene motors is

a subject that must receive increasing at

tention. Thc time is long past when it can

be dismissed with pooh-poohs, for air coolr

ing has gone far beyond the acndcmic stage

and become a cold, concrete fact. Cars with

air cooled motors—whctber with or without

fun assistance—have conclusively dcmon

stratcd their practicability, and to-duy stand

as object lessons. As far as the smaller

cars are concerned, water cooling is not cs

sential, howchr desirable or advantageous

it may be.

The approach of the winter scason is cer

tain to again invest the subject with in

creased During the warm

weather the faulty working of pumps, the

importance.

insufficient circulation of watcr, the bond

ing or breaking 'or clogging of water pipes,

are the chief troubles encountered in con

nection with water cooling systems. But

when the mercury begins to seek the bulb of

the thermometer, and water freezes unless

kept in constant circulation or protected by

artificial warmth, then the patient user be

gins to wonder if he cannot find relief from

the ills that irk him.

His attention is easily and naturally turned

in the direction of air cooled motors. They

solve the problem, and if they do not bring

in their train disadvantages they will un

donbtcdly give the much desired relief. Are

there such attendant disadvantages? Ap

parently not; at least as far as the lighter

class of cars is concerned; and, as a mat

ter of fact, these are the only ones in ques

tion.

It is not to be wondered at that makers

are giving the subject serious consideration.

It the next season does not \vitness a num

ber of new air cooled cars it will occasion

no little surprise.

=2

Limiting the Speed.

On more than one occasion the suggestion

has been made that no automobile capable

of cxr-ecding the maximum legal rate of

spccd should be permitted on the public

roads. The proposal is, of course, too pre

postct'ous to receive serious consideration.

But a step in this direction has been taken

by a London retail firm. which has ordered

a lot of cars to be geared so that they can

never be driven at more than twenty miles

an hour—the limit fixed by the new British

motor law.

This move is one that can be viewed in

several widely differing aspects. On its face

it has merit, as for as this particular case

is concerned, for the car is of the runabout

type, and a twenty-mile spccd is not greatly

below its normal rate. To gear it so that it

can never go faster than this docs not, there

fore, materially affect it.

But when it comes to larger and more

powerful cars the matter is not such a sim

ple one. Particularly is this the case it‘ we

assume that the speed reduction will be

affected by means of gearing. In such case

there is no crippling of the power plant;

that remains unchanged. But when it is

remembered that the power is. or can be,

utilized, as usual. but is virtually wasted in

transmission, the matter assumes a much

more serious aspcct. As it is now, speed

reductions can be made through changes

of gears. But it is not always so done. In

fact, skilful operators change Spccds as little

as possible, and the practice frequently is—

cspecially with high powered cars—tomakc.

move popular prejudice.

use of the low or intermediate speeds only

at starting or upon encountering hills of un

usual steepness. Throttle governing has be

come the accepted method of control, and

throttle governing is, of course, entirely out

of the question as a means of limiting speed

in the manner referred to.

No automobile intended for everyday road

use is overpowered in the sense that its full

power is never called on. Occasions always

arise when the maximum power is needed,

and the smaller the car the more frequent

Clearly,

therefore, it is of vital importance that it

are the demands of this character.

can be called upon, hence a speed limitation

through gearing is the only one possible,

reasons that have caused

speed changes through gears to become un

and the some

fashionable would inevitably cause them to

become objectionable if they were to become

enforced.

Against Special Legislation.

War against the scorcher can be effectively

wagcd without placing all motorists indis

criminately in the category of suspects. This

is something which the average lawmaker

cannot seem to comprehend. The rebellion of

motorists against the legislation which stig

matizes them as an especially dangerous

class is not a kick against the enactment of

laws which shall conduce to the safety and

comfort of all persons making use of public

highways; it is a protcst against laws that

are not general in their application.

Let the legislation which is intended to

conserve the safety of streets and highways

be made general, as it can easily be made.

and the average automobillst will be as

eager to sustain it as any other citizen. It

must be reusmuible as well as general, how

ever, dcaiing with the speed question, for

instance, with common sense consideration

of conditions of safcty. regardless of stop

watches and measured distances.

Every now and then some newspaper edi

torial suggests that the manufacturers and

users of automobiles should co-operate to re

It is up to such

newspapers to assist in the matter by ceasing

to make the Scorchcr representative of the

class against which this prejudice exists, If

it be true, as one newspaper has suggested.

that the automobile :ige brings us in dnngcr

of reversion to that mode of touring which

Stevenson describes in his “Travcls with a

Donkey in the Cevenncs," the world is in

danger of losing much more than the auto

mobile. The same paper suggests that while

the donkey is not the swiftcst of motors, he
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laymen will ejaculate, oblivious of the fact

that a similar occurrence where a horse

drawn vehicle is concerned would have been

dismissed without adverse comment.

“'hen brakes do go wrong the value of

la sprag is most apparent. It is a sort of

an extra emergency brake, simple, always

ready, and a certain means of stopping if

made strong enough and dropped in time.

It should be ever ready; the operator should

have the cord or other actuating device at

hand and know that it is in working order.

Some careful'drivers even go so far as to

contend that the sprag should be dropped

whenever an especially dangerous hill is

reached. Trailing on the ground, it. does

no harm, while if the car should start to

go backward the bar “bites” instantly and

brings it to a stop. This may be excess of

caution, but it is sometimes better than lack

of it.

That so few automobile accidents, com

paratively, occur 1 merely proof of skilful

.designing, sound construction and careful

usage. The three make for safety. The ab

sence of any one, any break in the chain,

invites disaster. Good fortune may ward it

off for a time, but it cannot be dodged indefi

nitely.

 

A Needed Re form.

There is cause for much satisfaction in the

determined and comprehensive fashion with

which the tire manufacturers have grap

pled with that eternal problem of modern

vehicles—tire troubles. It would appear

that what can be done at the present stage

in the development of pneumatic tires to

ameliorate the difficulties of their use, the

manufacturers intend to do and will accom

plish through the excellent rules agreed

upon.

Until some satisfactory substitute for rub

ber has been found, or some process of

handling it is discovered whereby its ex

cessive vulnerability can be decreased, the

most that can be done is to attain the

greatest possible durability by the, employ

ment of the best material and workmanship,

and then seeing to it that the tires are

properly fitted to perfect rims and ‘used

with due regard to the proportion between

the weight of the tire and its load.

Some plan by which the minute attention

to details necessary to have tires and rims

fit perfectly could be insured has long been

needed. So, also, has some way to compel

the vehicle manufacturers to equip their

product with tires heavy enough for the

stress imposed 'upon them.

It has been abundantly shown that tire

manufacturers can make tires to order to

meet any upshot price a builder of automo

biles may name. It is unfortunate that this

has been demonstrated to so great an ex

tent. The chief result of it has been to

discourage the great comfort-loving public

from the use of pneumatic tires. It will be

better for the tire manufacturer to refuse to

let the vehicle maker dictate the price of

tires and then arrange the quality to suit

the price. The purpose of the tire tradejt

is understood from this new move, is to

henceforth determine for itself the grade of

goods it will offer and the prices for them.

Bearing the maker’s guarantee in mind, it ‘

is obvious that this is the better way. The

natural tendency with a guaranteed article

is toward improvement of its durability.

Ever since the invention of the pneumatic

tire its inequable liability to puncture, and

its unvarying susceptibility to wear, have

repeatedly caused the unfortunate among its

users to question whether its superior resili

cncy, with the consequent comfort and

speed, fully compensated for the troubles,

expense and worry incident to its tender

ness and lack of marrow. Since its use be

came widespread, the troubles of punctures,

bursting and rapid outwear have been per

petual problems confronting the makers and

users of all classes of vehicles that are fitted

with the penumatic. With bicycles, auto_m0

biles and the road wagons of horsemen, the

tires have become recognized as the most

expensive, least lasting and most treacher

ous part of the vehicle. So keenly' has the

fact been driven home that the prosperity of

they automobile business, and that of the

other industries mentioned, has been not

only menaced, but actually injured by the

dread of tire troubles and expensepbecause

it has led to persons withholding from pur

chase. It is beyond dispute that men and

women have abandoned the sport of auto

mobiling and of bicycling for no other rea

son than because the annoyance of tire trou

bles and the expense of keeping their ve

hicles properly tired marred their enjoy

ment.

This being all true, the eternal tire ques

tion is without qualification the most serious

one before the automobile trade, and it

should unhesitntingly be so regarded.

Whatever move is made, therefore, that

makes toward the deriving of longer and

more satisfactory service from tires should

receive encouragement from all concerned.

The user, having learned that the tires are

the most troublesome and eXpensive part of

a motor car, he should be educated thOD'

oughly t0 the axiom that “the best is the

cheapest," which applies in this case with

such peculiar force. It is understood that

the tire makers contemplate the prosecution

of a campaign-of education with the users,

and they have excellent opportunity for it

when the time for refitting comes around.

This, too, is well.

A goodly proportion of the buyers of auto

‘ mobiles now realize the folly of cheap tires.

of light tires on heavy cars and the evils of

tires imperfectly fitted to the rims. 1n the

majority of cases it will not be difficult for

the manufacturer to fit his machines with

the size and quality of tires best suited

to the weight of the car and to get from the

purchaser the extra cost of supplying the

most durable.

more anxious to see the vexing problem

The users, as a whole, are

solved than any one, and are willing to pay

for what is most durable. For the good of

all, the exceptions among users who do not

feel this way should be educated to a real

ization of the facts.

The condition is one that should be faced

frankly, and this the tire makers have done.

Until something better can be found, the

weaknesses of the pneumatic tire must be

openly conceded and the problem grasped

with a courageous determination to do the

best possible under the circumstances. By

bulwarking the weaknesses with every pes

sible precaution against malfit and over

burdening, a wise and effective step has been

taken. It expresses a belief that prospective

prosperity should not be obscured by con

siderations of present profit.

It has scarcely needed this season's experi

ence to make it clear that the decadent days

of the club run'are upon us. The glory and

glamour of the gorgeous gatherings of the

past have been pretty effectually dissipated;

the delusion that participation in a run of

dozens of cars, proceeding in single file at a

monotonous pace, each succeeding car more

completely enveloped in dust than its prede

cessor, is pleasurable motoring entirely dis

pelled. A few experiences of the sort usual

ly sufficed.  
 

There are 'indications that next year the

cardan joint and live rear axle system of

transmission gear will make even greater

advances than ever. For all but the very

largest cars its advantages have become

manifest, and it is pretty well assured that

it has come to stay.
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SINCIIOLLE BEATS LAROCHE

A Series of Interesting Automobile Race at the

 

State Fair in Syracuse.

 

Automobile races as the attraction for the

closing day of the State Fair at Syracuse.

N. Y., on Saturday last drew fully 11,000

spectators, and the sport was such as to

popular one, pleasing the spectators im

mensely. .

The tcn‘mile race for cars weighing under

1,800 pounds was soft sport for Sinchollc.

La Ror-he finishing in second place. Wurgis

with the little Olds ran a remarkably game

race and finished third.

The handicap five-mile race for members

of the local club tarnished the only real

race of the day. John Wilkinson, from

scratch, with :1 Franklin road car, won the

  

A CLOSE CONTEST FOR THE LEAD.

afi‘ord much satisfaction in spite of the fact

that Barney Oldfield, who was to have been

present, did not appear, the recent accident

at Detroit having made it necessary to can

cel the date. Henri Page also was on the

original list of experts who were to sho\

speed on the track, but the Parisian had the

same reason as Oldfield for his absence.

The race between La Roche and Sincholic.

each driving a Darracq, was originally

planned as a‘trlanguiar match, with lIenri

Page as the other contender, but Page‘s ab

sence reduced it to the character of a duel.

The cars were of 40 horsepower, both built

in France to take part in the Paris-Madrid

race. '

The event was in five-mile heats, best two

in three. From a flying start Sincholie went

away a trifle behind La Roche, but beforc

the end of the first mile was reached the

tormer was leading and was steadin gain

ing on the New York man. Miles in a few

seconds more than a minute were reeled off

and the speed of the contestants aroused the

wonder of and excited the throng.

After winning the first heat in 5:152-3'».

Sinchoile lost the second, an accident to his

car making his withdrawal necessary at the

end of the fourth mile. The Frenchman

came back strong, however, and won the

third heat and the $175 (1in handily, his time

for the third heat being 514%.

The five-mile event for Winth touring

cars with tonneau attached was won by Al

bert E. Petrie with George S. Larrabcc‘s

car. H. H. Mundy led for the first three

miles, when the oil in his machine became

ignited and he was forced to slow down.

which allowed Pctric. to pass him and win.

The victory of the Syracuse boy was a most

racc. passing two contestants on the hack

stretch of the second mile. R. M. Cornwall

in :1 Franklin, with a handicap of five-six

tconths of a mile, kept the lead to the first

turn of the third mile, when Wilkinson

passed him and won easily.

The fastest mile of the day was negotiated

  

Two miles, for motor bicycles, regular

stock machines—Won by A. S. Noonan.

Roinc, N. Y.; W. I". Murphy, New York.

sccolul; .iamcs B. Woodrui'l’, Syracuse, N. Y..

third. 'l‘imc, 2:451-5.

Fivc miles, for cars under 1,200 pounds—

\\'on by Dan \Vurgis (Oldsmobile); John

Wilkinson (Franklin), second. Time, 5:49.

Five miles, for Winton touring cars, stock

models, with tonneau attachedeon by A.

E. i‘etrie, Syracuse; R. H. Mundy, Utica.

second. Time, 9:55.

Ten miles. for cars under 1,800 pounds—

Won by Jules Sincholle, New York (Dar

racq); F. A. La Roche, New York (Darracq),

second: Dan Wurgls, Cleveland, 0. (Olds

mobile), third. Time, 10362-5.

-Spcciai match bctwecn Jules Sinchoile

(Darracqi and F. A. La Roche (Darracq);

fivc-miie heats, best two in three. Sin

chollc won first and third beats, and the

race, La Roche winning second heat. Time,

first heat. 5:152-5; second, 52484-5; third.

5:14_1-5.

Five-mile handicap for members of the

Automobile Club of Syracuse—Won by John

“'ilkinson; E. Pctrie (Winton), third. Timc.

823%.

Five miles, for Franklin cars, regular

stock models—\Von by R. M. Cornwall; Os

car .\'. Hyne, second; Forman \Vilkinson.

third. Time, 0:02 4-5.

Onemilc record trials (prize for fastest

miic by any can—Won by F. A. La Roche

(Darracq). Time, 1:04 3-5. Prize for fastcst

mile for car under 1,200 pounds—Won by

Dan “’urgis (Oldsmobile); John Wilkinson

(Franklin), second. Time, 1:08.

THE 5 MILE HANDICAP; A STERN CHASE.

in cxhibition by Sinchollc, who turned the

ring in 1:003-5 curly In tho aftcrnoon. whilc.

thc gcar of La Roche’s machine was being

changed.

Following is the summary of the day‘s

cvcnts:

The officials of the meeting were as fol

lows: ,

lici‘crw—A. R. Pardingion, chairman Rac

ing Board of tho American Autolnobilc As

sociation and chairman itacc Committee of

the Long Island Automobile Club.
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R. M. CORNWALL WINNING THE RACE FOR FRANKLIN CARS.

Judges—William Horace Hotchkisn, presi

dent Buffalo Automobile Club; Lee Rich

mond, president Rochester Automobile Club;

Charles M. Page, secretary Albany Automo

bile Club; Harry H. Mundy, secretary and

treasurer Automobile Club of Utica, and

George S. Larrabcc, second vice-president

Automobile Club of Syracuse.

Timers—ll. W. Smith, president New York

State Association of Automobile Clubs, first

vice-president Automobile Club of Syracuse;

Alexander T. Brown, Automobile Club of

Syracuse; Charles S. Averill, Syracuse Driv

lug Club; Willis B. Burns, Syracuse Driving

Club, and John A. King, Syracuse Driving

Club.

Starter—A. J. Picard, New York.

Assistant Starter—T. A. Young, Automo

bile Club of Syracuse.

Clerk of Course—F. J. Wagner, secretary

Ihlfl'alo Automobile Club.

ASsistant Clerk of Course—W. A. Fan

clier, Automobile Club of Syracuse.

Announcer—Peter Prunty, New York.

Ushers—Henry \Valtcrs, Automobile Club

of Syracuse; Oscar N. Hine, Automobile

Club of Syracuse; Forman Wilkinson, Au

tomobile. Club of Syracuse; Carl L. Amos,

Automobile Club of Syracuse.

 

  

IN THE PARKING QUARTERS; AN INTERESTED GATHERING

AW“
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THE COURSE AND THE ITINERARY.
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6.

Miles. Place. Miles Place.

1% Woodcliile, 64% Cedar Hill (‘em'

6% Little Ferry. etery. ’

67% Marlboro.

711/; Milton.

75% Highland.

86% Ulster Park.

8% Hackensack.

167,4. Ridgewood.v

18% Hohokus.

19% Waldwick.

21 Allendale. 90%, St. Remy.

25% Mahwah. 91% New Salem.

271,4 SuiIern. 91% Eddyville.

2‘.) Ramapo. 92% \Vilbur.

30% Sloatsburg. 100%; Stony Hollow.

33% Tuxedo. 102 West Hurley.

37% Southiields. 104% Olive Branch.

44% Central Valley. 108% Shokan.

45% Highland Mills. 113%I Beechtord.

47 Woodbury Sta. 114% The Corners.

50% Mountainville. 118% Phoenicia.

53 Orrs Mills, 123%, Allaben.

541/2 Vail Gate. 124% Shandaken,

577,4; West Newburg. 136%. Pine'Hill.

535/4t Newburg.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7.

Miles Place. Miles Place.

133% Griflins Corners. 202% Balnbridge.

134 Fleischmanns. 208% Afton.

140% Margaretville. 214% Nineveh.

144% Dunraven P. 0. 215% Harversville Vil

152 Andes. lage.

1651/1, Delhi. 219% Beltien.

175% Treadwell P. 0. 2251/4 Sanitaria Spgs.

182% Franklin. 228% Port Crane.

1871/4 E. Sidney P. O. 2331/, Port Dickinson.

192%I Unndilla. 23th Binghamton.

THURSDAY,

Miles Place.

2451/, Union.

2521/4 Cnmpville.

2551/; Hiawathe.

259% Owego.

265%§ Lounseberry.

268% Nichols.

270% Smithboro Bdge.

273% Barton.

278% Ellestown.

279% East Waverly.

2811A Waverly.

285% Chemung P. O.

286% Chemung Sta.

OCTOBER 8.

Miles Place.

2921/, Wellsburg.

2981/, Elmira.

303%, West Junction.

305% Horseheads Sta.

3101/; Big Flats.

313%, E. Corning Sta.

316% Gibson.

316%r Corning.

321% Painted Post.

324 Coopers.

328% Campbell.

333% Savona.

339% Bath.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9.

Miles Place.

343% Kanona.

348%, Avoca.

35114 Wallace.

356 Cohocton.

363% Patchins Mills.

3651/; Perkinsville.

369%. Dnnsville.

3781/, Itysorville.

Miles Place.

» 392% Geneseo.

401%: Avon.

408% Caledonia.

4151/, Leroy.

425% Batavia.

4371/4 Corfu.

442 Crittenden.

445 Mill Grove;

381% Sonyea, Craig4511Z. Bowznansville.

Colony.

385% Mt. Morris.

SATURDAY,

Miles Place.

472% “'oodlawn Bch.

477% \Vanakah.

481% ldlewood.

487 Evans Centre.

402% Farnham.

\

4621/, Buffalo.

OCTOBER 10.

Miles Place.

519% Portland.

526%, Westfield.

531 Forsythe.

534-34. Rippley.

537% State Line.

494% Irving Station.

494% Irving.

498 Silver Creek.

504 Sheridan Centre

510 Fredonia.

516% Brocton.

NEW JERSEY
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542% Northeast.

546}; Mooreville.

5491/, Harbor Creek.

55314 Wesleyville.

Erie.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 12.

Miles Place.

574% Miles Grove.

579 y. East Springfield.

583%. W. Springfield.

587%, East Conneaut.

588 Conneaut.

596 N. Kingsvllle.

602 Ashtabula.

Miles Place.

611% Geneva.

618%, Madison.

6;" a Painesville.

635% Mentor.

610V; Willoughby,

649 Euclld.

663 Cleveland.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13.

Miles Place.

6821/, Chagrin Falls.

600% Auburn Centre.

602% Auburn Corn’rs.

696% Troy.

7003;. Parkman.

WEDNESI)AY,

Miles Place.

736% Poland

741%, New Middleton.

746 Petersburg.

. 721w, Enon.

751% Darlington.

758%, Beaver Falls.

760% New Brighton.

765 Freedom.

765% Conway.

768% Baden.

Miles Place.

709% Southlng,

710% ~Warren. '

720' Girard.

7291,45 Brier Hill.

731% Youngstown.

OCTOBER 14.

Mlles Place.

771% Economy.

773% Leetsdale.

775%; Sewickley.

779% Glenfield.

781% Elmsworth.

783%. Avolon.

786%, Woods Run.

786% Allegheny. '

793 Hotel Schenley.
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AT THE LOWELL FAIR

Spindle City has its First Taste of Automobile

Racing and Like: it.

Automobile Day was a success at the

forty-seventh annual fair of the MlddleseX

North Agricultural Society,‘held at Lowell,

Mass, last week. Friday was largely given

over to the self-driven vehicles. The day

opened with a parade on the race-track on

the fair grounds.

mobiles circled the track several times, pre

sent a fine appearance and eliciting much

applause. Among the vehicles in the line

were the following:

Morrison Co., electric, Lowell; A. S. Lang,

Lawrence; F. S. Bascom, Stanley steam

carriage, Lowell; A. W'. Lang, Stanley, Law

rence; George H. Runels, Stanley, Lowell;

Harry K. Noyes, Lowell; T. E. Bailey, Low~

ell; A. 1). Prince, Lowell; Harry L. Stanley,

Lowell; C. Freemont Morse, Lowell; Dr. \V.

E. Hicks, Knox, Lowell; H. E. Fletcher,

Knox, Westi’ord; C. F. Cross, Knox, LOWell;

Dr. C. T. Clifford, Knox, Lowell; '1'". A. Gale,

Lowell; A. S. Sargent, locomoblle, Lowell;

P. Sprague, Knox, Lowell; Ralph Thyng,

West Derry, N. H.; H. 1!. J. Reed, Lowell;

A. S. Morrison, Peerless, Boston; L. M. Mc

Dermott, Peerless, Boston; Fred S. Bean.

Packard, Lowell; A. E. T. White, Boston;

W. H. Greene, two machines, Peerless and

Pierce; Sawyer Carriage Co., Yale, Lowell;

G. H. Wood, Lowell; Allan Parker, Lowell;

E. S. Hylan, Lowell; Jeremiah Tradir, Orient

backboard, Lawrence; W. S. Eldridge, Cad

illac, Boston, and others.

The races followed immediately after the

parade, and all the events were watched

with close interest. The summary:

Five-mile race for light steam and gaso

lene carriages—Won by W. S. Eldridge, Bos

ton (Cadillac); Jeremiah Tradir, Lawrence

(Orient backboard), second; E. C. Bascom,

Boston (Stanley), third. Time, 11:04.

George H. Wood, Lowell (Stanley), was the

other starter. _

Exhibition five-mile race between two

White cars. Time of winner, 91.32%.

Five-mile motorcycle race—Won by Fred

N. Perkins (Indian); A. Batchelder, Lowell

(Indian), second; ‘John Morin, Lowell

(Orient), third. Time, 10:15. The other

starters were John Mehan (Warwick); Wel

ledge Findle, Lowell (Orient); E. N. Emer—

son, Lowell (AutoBi), and Charles C. Mack

(Auto-BL). ‘

Five-mile race for gasolcne touring cars——

Won by A. S. Morrison, Boston (Peerless);

L. N. McDermott, Boston (Peerless), sec

ond; W. E. Eldridge, Boston (Cadillac), third.

Time, 11:11. E. S. Hylan, Lowell (Peer

less), was the other starter.

Exhibition mile against time by Louis

Ross, Newton, Mass. (Stanley). Time, 1:52.

A White steam car was recently sent up a

noted hill in Glasgow, Scotland, Scott street

hill. and ascended it without a falter. The

grade is 1 in 4.

Three abreast, the auto-~

New Zuland Motorists Form Club.

Motoring is spreading rapidly in New

anland. At Auckland the. active motorists

have formed an organization under the

name of the Auckland Automobile Associa

tion. Already there are forty-three mem

he! s, most of whom are provided with cars,

. among which may be counted Darracqs, a

Wolselcy, Olds-mobiles and Locomobiles.

Weekly runs are. regularly held, and during

the New Zealand summer, which is now ap

proaching, it is intended to organize regular

week end excursions. The honorary secre

tary is Dr. de Clive Lowe, the patron of

the society is Sir J. Dogab Campbell, M. D.,

and the president is Dr. F. Rayner.

Famous French Races are Run.

Sixty automobiles lined up before the

starter on Dea; ville Beach last_ Thursday

ready for a dash of 500 metres, or about 546

yards. The start was a standing one, and

the close. an absolute stop. Among the first

three in the finish was a woman, Mme. Deb

lou, who drove a 40 horsepower Gardiner

Serpollct. Her time was 33 3-5 seconds.

M. Leadre, on a 70 horsepower Mors, made

the best showing for heavy cars, doing the

stunt in 38 {-5 seconds. M. Becornais, on a

light Darracq, made the fastest time, requir

ing only 35 seconds.

Another California Meet.

The recent automobile meet at Del Monte,

Cal., excited so much interest that there is

talk of holding a large meet at the Ingleside

track in November, and the matter is under

consideration by the Automobile Club of Cal—

ifornia. It is probable also that an afternoon

will be devoted to automobiles at the State

Fair at Sacramento, and there is a proposi

tion for an automobile meet at Fresno during

the current month.

No Profit for Columbus.

Financial success did not attend the recent

race meet of the Columbus (Ohio) Automo

bile Club. The totalvattendance was only

3,500, and, while there will not be any loss,

-the net financial gain, if there is any, will

not exeecd $50. The members of the club

had a day of enjoyment for themselves and

friends, however, and they are lucky to have

no deficit to make up.

 

Increased Automobile Valuation.

The Cleveland (Ohio) Board of Tax Re

view has practically completed the task of

revaluing the automobiles of the city, hav

ing had conferences during the last few

days with nearly all of the owners. A sub

stantial increase has been made to the tax

duplicate in consequence.

 

Automobiles Make Horses Faster.

It was noticed by people at the fair in

Nashua, N. H., last week that in the horse

race which followed each automobile event

on the day chOted to automobile races

every winning horse got below its previous

record. The horsemen ascribed the fact to

the rolling down given the track by the

racing automobiles.

NASHUA'S GALA DAY

New Hampshire l'own out to View Motor Racing

——Some Close Contests.

Three events marked Automobile Day at

the annual fair in Nashua, N. 11., last Thurs

day. There was a good attendance, and

the interest was so general that many of

the exhibitors in various departments of

the fair closed down in order to enjoy the

sport. The grand stand was filled with

ladies, and there were a number of auto

mobiles, including a large contingent from

out of town, parked in the grounds adjacent

to the track.

Each of the events was a five-mile race.

The first was divided into two trial beats

and a final. In the first heat there were

three starters. J. 0. Snow drove a 5-horse

power Peerless, F. A. Hinchclit'f a 5%horsc

power Locomobile and Fred A. Wilson a 10

horsepower White. Wilson led for the first

two miles, when his machine went wrong.

He made one half mile in 50 seconds. The

Locomobile was out of commission for a

time, and the Peerless, which ran an even

race, won the heat. In the second heat the

starters were Louis F. Snow, S-horsepower

Stanley; Louis H. McDermott, Iii-horsepower

Peerless, and Dudley H. Marks, 10~horse

power White. Marks and McDermott were

the real contenders in this heat, Marks win—

ning. In the final Marks and Snow made

an excellent race considering that the track

is only a half mile, with no banks on the.

turns. Marks won in 8:33%.

Ross, on a ti-horsepower Stanley, won the

second event, with Snow, 16-horsepower

Peerless, second; Marks, 10-horsepower

White, third, and McDermot't, 6-horsepower

Peerless, fourth. Time, 8:45.

The third and last event was hardth

fought, and developed the fastest time. Wil

son, driving hi 10-horsepower White, won

the race in 825%; Marks, 10-horsepower

White, was second; W. E. Eldridge, 10-horse~

power Cadillac, third, and Ross, 10-horse

power Stanley. fourth.

Cmceus' Automobile Pacer.

George P. Ketcha m‘s trotting stallion Cres

ceus, driven by his owner and paced by two

runners and an automobile, covered a mile

in 2:08.14 at Lincoln, Neh., on Tuesday after

noon. The track. a half-mile affair, was in

prime condition, and the wind was very

light. The time by quarters was: 0:32, 1:04.

130% and 2:0854. In his time for the mile

Cresceus clipped half a second from his best

previous time.

At the convention of the National Car

Painters and Locomotive Palnters‘ Associa

tion, held at Chicago last week, the dele

gates and their families were driven around

the city in automobiles. All the principal

points of interest were thus visited.
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RACING AT MILWAUKEE

Automobile Events at State Fair Disappointing

and End in a Disaster.

 

 

Thousands of people attending the Wiscon

sin State Fair at Milwaukee last week an

ticipated the automobile events of Friday

and Saturday with an interest which be

trayed itself in the cheers which greeted

even the warming-up runs of the two big

racing machines, “999,” driven by S. Frank

Day, and the “Red Devil," driven by Edward

Huff. They 'were disappointed, however, in

the big event, for after the two racers got

the signal to go, and had made a terrific

battle, one of the machines failed to appear

when the other'emerged from behind a knoll

which hid the backstretch from the grand

stand.

“W'here is the other machine?" everyone

asked. They waited and waited in vain,

now following the speeding machine as it

drew to the north end of the track, and now

searching the roadway behind for a glimpse

of the second machine. The Red Devil tore

past the grandstand and around the south

curve again and past the knoll, but noth

ing could be seen of the rival racer. “It is

lost in the shuffle," said some one. The

thought went through the crowd that pos

sibly there had been some dire accident and

the mangled form of the chauffeur was

lying beside the track. No. 999 passed the

knoll and continued to the half-mile post

and rounded the curve, and was lost to

view. Neither of the racers was seen again,

and the crowd, which had been tuned to

a high pitch of excitement, let its ardor

peter out. Disgust took the place of inter

est. After a long delay the announcer

shouted that there had been an accident to

the machines, and that the race would be

postponed until the next day. In ten min

utes the grand stand was almost deserted

and the protesting, camplaining people

wended their way in solid lines to the exits.

Only a few hundred remained to see the

other race which followed. It was a five

mile event for touring cars, and was won

by W. C. Jones, of Chicago, on a Colum

bia, in 8 minutes, 21 seconds. Louis Allls’s

Stearns, driven by a colored chauffeur

known as “Black Jack,” was second. George

Odenbrett drove Louis Allls's Winton, and

Emil Estberg, of Waukesha, also drove a

Winton, but neither cut much of a figure in

the race.

T he fizzle in the big race of Friday was

ominous of the disaster which attended the

postponed contest of the gigantic machines

on Saturday. There were about 20,000 peo

ple present to witness the race. Day was

again on “999" and Huff on .the “Red Devil."

In making the turn around the north end

of the track Day's machine turned a com

plete somersault, crushing the life out of

the daring operator, and came to a stand

still, a wreck. Day lay on the track with

'a fractured skull, his collar bone broken

and his left arm fractured in four places

and the flesh torn from his right hand.

Blood gushed from his nose, mouth, cars and

eyes as he gasped a few expiring breaths.

liay had been pushing the machine for all

possible speed in order to make a. record, if

possible. It was on the forum lap of a

five-mile race that the accident occurred.

The first mile was made in 1:041/1, the sec

- 0nd in 2:10 and the third in 3:10. As he

crossed the wire in front of the grand stand

' at the finish of the third mile the chauffeur

threw away the stub of a cigar he had been

smoking and took a fresh grasp on the lever,

as if determined to push the gigantic ma

chine to the utmost on the next round.

Day was not an expert racer, being en

gaged in the place of Barney Oldfield, who

was injured in Detroit the previous week. He

had followed the business of auto racing only

a few weeks, having previously been con

nected with the automobile business as sales

man and repairer. Before entering the race

he wired his parents at Columbus. 0., ask

ing their permission to go into the contest.

After his death replies to his message were

found in his room refusing the desired per

mission. lic was twenty-two years old.

Gov. Odell's First Ride.

Governor Odell.-of New York, took his

first ride in an automobile last Friday.‘ He

was in Buffalo, and rode from the Iroquois,

in that city. to the Hamburg Fair Grounds.

His journey was quite a parade of auto

mobiles.

At 11:10 the start firm the Iroquois was

made. William H. IIotchkiss. president of

the Automobile Club. in a handsome Pack

ard, led the way, with the Governor, Wil

liam C. Warren and President John A.

Kloepfer of the Fair Association. Dr. Tru

man C. Martin came next, in a Packard,

with George 0. Matthews, County Clerk

Price and George W. Briggs. P. P. Pierce.

driving a Pierce Arrow, was next in line.

Then followed H. 0. Wilcox, W. C. Jaynes,

F. J. Wagner and William J. Conners, in

his speedy Winton. Each chauffeur carried

a party of invited guests. Crowds witnessed

the passage of the procession. and on some

favorable parts of the road the Governor

was treated to a speed of forty miles an

hour.
 

Registration in Massachusetts.

Registration under the new automobile law

in Massachusetts began on Sept. 1, and up

to the 29th the number of vehicles registered

was 2,830. Licenses were issued to 3.350

chauffeurs, professional and amateur. The

greater number of licensed operators is ac

counted for by the practice of several mem

bers of a family making application for li

censes to run the machine owned by one

member.

The First Life Member.

The first person to be proposed for life

membership in the Automobile Club of

America is W. C. Temple, of Pittsburg, vice-4

president of the Automobile Club of that

city. He was proposed by H. C. Frlck and

seconded by Charles M. Schwab.

BRITISH l000 MILES

 

Annual Trials now Under Way Have I40 En

trants—American Cars Among Them

Everything is in readiness for the 1,000

miles trials ofothe Automobile Club of Great

Britain, which began yesterday and con

tinue until September 25. .The entry list

reaches 140 cars, which are divided into

seven classes, the basis of classification be

ing the cars' selling price.

I'Wenty cars are entered in Class A, selling

at £200 or less, among which are the Olds

mobile and the Cadillac. These are cars

for men of moderate means. In (‘iass B,

cars selling' at more than £200 and up to

£300, there are seventeen entries. Class C is

for cars at more than £300 and up to £400.

There are twenty~four entries in this class.

In Class D, cars of more than £400'and up

to £550, there are twenty-nine entries, in

cluding a 10-horse White steam car.

Twenty-five cars are entered in Class E.

whose prices . range from £550 to £700.

Among those entered are n 20-horse Win

ton and a 10-horse White. Cars costing from

£700 to £900 enter in Class F. There are

sixteen entries. In Class G are entered six

cars, costing more than £900.

The Duke Went Hunting.

Following the hunt in a fast automobile,

the Duke of Roxburghe and his fiancee, Miss

May Goelet, set the pace for the big “gal

lery" who hunted along the road, leaving

the cross country riding to more adventur

ous horsemen and women, during the hunt of

the Monmouth County Hounds, near New

port. R. L, on Saturday. The duke led by'

a considerable distance at the finish, after a

ride of ten miles.

 

Moro Mount Washington Climbers.

T. P. Driver, of Melrose, Mass. and F. H.

Peabody, of Boston, are the most recent au

tomobile climbers of Mount Washington.

They made the ascent on Sunday last in a

4 horsepower gasolene runabout. Their act

ual running time was 3 hours and 20 min

utes. '

Club for Illinois Witch City.

A club has been organized by the auto

mobile owners and chauffeurs of Elgin, ii].

To the number of about twenty they met in

the Mayor's office on the evening of August

13, and, after discussing the matter, resolved

to apply for a club charter. L. B. Garrison

“as elected president and Joshua Thomas

secretary.
 

Want Place on Cup Team.

Four 'Gcrman firms, in addition to the

Daimler company. have announced their in

tention of competing for a place on the 1004

Bennett Cup team. They are Benz & t‘O..

Mannheim; the New Automobile Co., Berlin;

the Dietrich Co., Nledcrbronn, and the Adler

Motor Co., Frankfort.
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SCHEDULE OF BIG RUN

Colhued from ( page gig.)

October 8th, Nichols IIouse. Bath; October

9th, Iroquois liotcl, Buffalo; October 16th

and Sunday, October 11th, Reed House,

Erie; October 12th, Holieuden Hotel, Cleve

land; October iiith, Tod House, Youngstown,

0.; October 14th, Hotel Scheniey, Pitts-burg.

The route will be abundantly marked with

arrows indicating the direction at all times.

It has been found that 1,500 arrows will

be necessary to properly mark the route,

but these will be obtained and erected.

There will be, besides, a paper trail laid a

few days before the start of the run.

The mayors of towns and presidents of

villages along the route have been given

notice of the time at which the machines

may be expected to pass through, and have

been asked to give notice to the people so

that spirited horses may be kept off the

road and accidents prevented.

it will be necessary for each car to be

sum lied with a New York, New Jersey and

Pennsylvania license. Blank application

forms may be obtained at the office of the

N. A. A. M.

The interest being taken in the run by

residents of the towns through which it

will pass and of the outlying country is

remarkable. The officials of the towns say

that the farmers will be in from all the

country round about at the time of the

run to see the “automobile fellers."

There will be a big smoker and vaudeville

entertainment at Binghamton, and other en

tertainments have been arranged at other

stops, particularly at Bath and at Erie,

where Sunday will be spent. At Buffalo

the tourists will be entertained at dinner

by the Ellicott Club.

Pittsburg will be reached on Wednesday

night, October 14th. On Thursday there

will be brake and hill-climbing contests, and

on Friday and Saturday there will be races.

The itinerary:

Tuesday, October 6th.-—Start at Weehaw

ken, to Woodcliffe, 1% miles; Little Ferry,

6%; Hackensack, 81/1; Ridgewood, 1675;

Hohokus, 18%; Waldwick, 19%; Allendale,

21; Mahwah, 25%; Suffern, 271/3; Ramapo,

2b; Sioatsburgh, 30%; Tuxedo, South

tields, 37%; Central Valley, 441%.; Highland

Mills, 45%; Woodbury Station, 47; Mountain

ville, 50%; Orr's Mills, 53; Vail Gate, 541/2;

West Newbiirgh. 57%; Newburgh, 581/5

Cedar Hill Cemetery, 64%: Marlboro, 67%;

Mil'on, 71%; Highland, 75%; Ulster Park,

sol/g; St. Remy, 90%; New Salem, 911/4;

Eddyville, 91%; Wilbur, 92%: Kingston,

04%; Stony Hollow, 100%,; West Hurley,

102; Olive Branch. 104%; Shokan. 108151;

Beechford, 130%; The Corners, 114%; Phoe

nicia, 118%; Allaben, 123%; Shandaken,

124%.; Pine Hill, 136%,.

“’ednesday. October 7th.—Griffin's Cor

nc s, 133%; Fleischmans, 134; Margaret

viil". 140%; Dunraven P. 0., 1441/4; Andes,

152: Delhi. 165%,; Treadwell P. 0., 175%:

Franklin, 172%; East Sidney P. 0., 1871/3;

l‘n-idilla. 1921/4: Bainbridge, 202%; Afton,

2081/; Nineveh, 214%; IIarpersvillo Village.

21511.; Belden, 219%: Sanitaria Springs.

225m: Port Crane, 228%; Port Dickinson.

221111.11; Binghamton, 236%.

'i'hursday, October SOL—Union, 2451,12;

(‘ampville, 252%: Hiawatha. 2551/); Owego.

259%,; Lounsberry, 265%; Nichols, 268%;

Smithboro Bridge. 270174;; Barton, 273%;

lillcstown, 278%: East \Vaverly. 279%;

\\'avcrl_v. 281%; (‘hemung l‘. O., 285%; Che

niung Station, 286%,; \Vellsburg. 2621/3; Ei

tnira. L’ENILI; West Junction, 3061A; Ilorsc

hcad's Station, 315‘?“ Big Flats. 316%,; East

Corning Station, 313%»; Gibson, 316-34.; Corn

ing, 316:1; Painted Post, 321%; Coopers, 324;

Campbell, 328%,; Savona. 333%,; Bath. 339%.

Friday. October 9th.—Kanona, 343%;

Avoca. 348%,; Wallace, 351%; Cohocton,

2:56; Patchins Mills, 363%; Perkinsville,

365%; Dansville, 369%; Kysorville, 378%;

Sonyca. (‘raig Colony, 381%: Mt. Morris.

38'“ Jenseo. 392%; Avon, 401%: Caledonia,

408%; Leroy. 415%; Batavia, 42577;; Corfu,

437i"; (‘l‘lllt‘llilPlL 442; Mill Grove, 445;

Bowmansville. 451%; Buffalo, 462%.

Saturday, October 10th—Woodlawn Beach,

4721/}; Wanakah, 477%; ldlewood, 48133;

Evans Centre, 467; l"arnham. 492%; Irving

Station, 494%; Irving. 461%; Silver Creek.

JEN; Sheridan Centre, 504: Frcdonia, 510;

Brocton. 51674,; Portland, 519%: \Vesttield.

5261/3; li‘orsytbe. 531; Rippley, 564%; State

Line. 537%: Northeast. 542%; Moorehead

ville. 546%; Harbor Creek, 549%.; “'esleyviile,

5.1314; Eric. 5551/...

Monday. October 12th.—Miles Grove, 574%;

East Springfield. 579%; \Vest Springfield,

$354.: East ('onncaut. 587%; lonneaut, 588;

North King-ville, 596; Ashtabula, 2; tie

neva. 611%; Madison, 6181/3; I‘alnesville.

629%; Mentor. 615%; Willoughby, 6401/3:

Euclid. 619; Cleveland, 663.

Tuesday, October filth—Chagrin Falls,

6‘21/5 Auburn Centre, (INF/4.: Auburn (‘or

ners. 692%; Troy, 696%; Parkman, 700%;

Southiugton. 709%; Warren. 716%; Girard,

726; Brier Hill. 729%,; Youngstown, 731%.

Wednesday, October 14th—Poland, 736%;

New Middleton, 7421/4; Pctersburg, 746;

Enon, 7471/1; Darlington, 7511,11; Beaver Falls,

7581/4: New Brighton. 760%,: Freedom, 765:

Conway, 765%: Baden, 768774.; Economy.

771%; Leetsdale, 773%; Sewickley, 775%;

Gleufield. 779-“71; Ellnsworth, 781%; Avol 'n.

Thin/4.; \V0ods ltun. 786%,; Allegheny, 787%;

Hotel Schenley, 793 miles.

  

 

Pittsburg Tut Courses Chosen.

Courses for the hill climbing and brake

contests to be held at Plttsburg in conjunc

tion with the Endurance Run of the N. A.

A. M. have been selected. When Secretary

Unwin of the N. A. A. M. was in Pittsburg

last week he made an examination of the

roads regarded as most feasible, being ac

companied by Vice-President Burke and Sec

retary Smith.

As a result it was decided to hold the hill

climbing contest in Sheridan avenue, be

tween Bond street and Wellesley avenue,

while in the near vicinity, on the approach

of the Stanton avenue entrance to Highland

Park, the brake contest will take place.

Sheridan avenue comes near to the ideal

for a hill course. The grade runs 9 per cent

at the beginning, then rising 12 per cent and

holding that to the top of the hill. The

course is straightaway, and better time is

expected than was made in the hill-climbing

contest by the local club in Highland Park.

On that occasion the curves in the serpen

tine road hampered the machines.

The approach to the Stanton avenue en

trance to Highland Park is not level, but it

is the best stretch that could be found by the

searching party. The grade averages 4 per

cent—3 per cent running from the east tow

ard the centre, then leading 4 per cent to

the park entrance. There is a dip in the cen

trc. but the. depression is so slight that the

speed of the automobiles will not be materi

ally affected.

NO AGE RESTRICTION

Washington Corporation Counsel Gives a Com

mon Same Opinion—Competency the Test.

 

That there should be no ironclad age re

striction relative to applicants for licenses

to operate automobiles in Washington, D.

C., but that each case should be decided on

its merits, is the opinion of C011)Jl‘.lthll

Counsel Duvall, of that city.

The board of examiners has held to the

opinion that no person under the age of

eighteen years should be allowed to operate

horseless vehicles.

Duvall says:

“In a communication from the board the

board asks for instructions as to the lowest

age limit for issuing permits to operators of

motor vehicles, stating that it has refused

in two cases to examine boys fifteen and six

teen years of age. respectively, and one boy

fourteen years of age has answered the

questions asked by the board in a satisfac

tory manner, but no permit has as yet been

made out for him; and the board of exam

iners, replying to a request for an expression

of its opinion upon the subject, is of the

opinion that no person under eighteen years

of age should be allowed to operate a motor

vehicle.

“The aforesaid communication from the

board of examiners of applicants for per

mits is the occasion of the reference to me.

“I am of the opinion that the Commission

ers have authority to prescribe a limitation

of age in the matter of granting permits to

operate automobiles, etc., and that authority

may be exercised by a proper amendment to

Section 1 of said Article XXIV of the police

regulations. It may be likewise exercised

without such amendment when and as the

Commissioners pass upon the individual ap

plications. In my judgment it is not expedi

ent to amend the regulations for this pur

pose. The objet of the automobile regula

tions, their justification in law and in fact,

is the protection of the life, limbs and prop

erty of persons using the public highways

against the reckless, inexperienced or in

competent operator of automobiles, locomo

biles and motor vehicles.

“The design of the regulations is not to

prohibit the use of these vehicles, but to

regulate their use with due regard to the

rights of other users of the public high

ways.

“It seems to me the competency of the op

erator of the vehicle is not to be determined

by any ironclad rule: that in determining

the competency of applicants they should be

considered as units, and not as classes, and

that immaturity of age would justify the re—

fusal of a permit if such immaturity con

stituted incompetency to operate the vehicle.

But to adopt the suggestion of the board of

examiners and refuse a permit to every ap~

plicaut under eighteen years of age would.

manifestly, in many cases, wrongfully pre

vent the. use of motor vehicles by persons

who are quite as competent to operate them

as persons who are over the age indicated.”

Corporation Counsel
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STORAGE BATTERY FACTS

Its Function is to Deliver Current Stored up in

it—Does not Generate.

The popular impression is to the effect that

a storage battery stores up electricity, and

that the bottled up fluid is held somehow

under pressure, to be released on demand

like highly charged mineral water. The prin

ciple ot the storage battery is quite different

from this, as the entire action is chemical,

fundamentally.

The storage battery is a simple piece of

apparatus, mechanically. In its most ta

miliar form it consists of two lead plates

supporting active materials; a high oxide of

lead for the positive plate. and metallic lead

in a spongy, tiner (TlVltlttl state for the

negative. The plates are immersed in dilute

sulphuric acid, and contained in a glass jar

or wooden tank lined with lead. 'l'wo plates,

one positive and the other negative, consti~

tute a couple, and a cell may be made up of

as many couples connected in parallel as the

requirements oi.’ discharge. necessitate. That

is, all the positive plates are connected to

gether separately from the negative plates,

which are themselves joined in one aggrega

tion, independent of the positives. A battery

corsists of a considerable number of cells

connected usually in scrirs—that is. the posi

tive group of couples in each cell is joined

to the negative group of the preceding cell,

so that the electric current passes through

all the cells seriatim.

Now, “charging” a storage battery simply

means passing a continuous electric current

through it from some outside source of sup

ply, as a railway or lighting generator, and

thereby causing certain chemical actions to

take place. The energy of the current is

thus stored up as chemical changes aml re

combinations, or, in other words. it is trans

formed into potential chemical energy. Dis

charging a batfery is naturally the reverse

of the process just indicated. The battery

is connected to a general power circuit. and

it at once begins to deliver current. gener

ated by the reversed chemical actions which

begin to take place as soon as opportunity

is given for a current to flow. Back goes

the battery toward its original uncharged

condition. and the cycle may be repeated

over and over again, always with the same

resulting chemical actions caused by, and

then causing, the electric current, says How

ard S. Knowlton, in the Engineering Maga

zme.  

Against the Brussell's Motor Law.

Belt Ian manufacturers are alarmed at the.

hosiiie attitude of the government toward

motorists. The Society of Metal Workers

held a meeting last week in Brussels. at

which two hundred persons were present.

to discuss the matter and try to counter

act public prejudice. The new rule limits

the speed of motor cars in Brussels to three

miles 1,282 yards an hour—less than a walk

ing pace.

“If M. de. Mot, the maker of this order.

were on his deathbed," said one of the speak

ers, “he would rather the motoring doctor

came to him at fifty miles an hour than

three."

Delegations were arranged to call upon

the remarkable M. de Mot and get him to

revoke his preposterous order.

Took Car for a Lark.

_C. H. Gillette, of New York, left his auto

mobile, a 20 horsepower gasolene touring car,

standing unguarded in (,ireenwich, Ci)!]ll., on

Sept. ti, and when he was ready to start

SOUTH AMERICAN TRADE

High Duties and Financial Reasons Preclude

 

any Large Trade Development.

At the best only a moderate business with

South American countries can be looked for.

The duties are, as a rule, extremely high,

and the number of people able to buy an

tomobiles comparatively few. In Brazil

climatic, topographical and financial reasons

are against trade, and the 50 per cent import

duty adds immensely to the ditiiculty. The

conservative character of the people is still

sat‘stied with ox and male wagons, and not

  

 

 

  

ARRIVAL OF OLDS TRANSCONTINENTAI, TUURISTS AT DETROIT.

away with it he found it had disappeared.

He did not recover it until three days later.

Two young men, for whom warrants have

been issued, had taken the vehicle t'. r a lark

and made quite a tour with it. visiting Stam

l'ord. Not-walk. Milford and “'estpol't. At

the place last named they met with a mis—

hap and abandoned the car, which was found

badly damaged.

 

French Cars Mobilization.

The French Minister of War has issued a

circular calling on the otiicers commanding

the dlfl'erent corps to make out a list of

those going up for their ammal period of

military instruction who possess automo

biles and drivers' certificates. This list is to

be sent to headquarters. so that the owners

of the cars may be called upon in case of

mobilization.

 

Two Metropolitian Purchasers.

John Jacob Astor and (‘lyde Fitch have

purchased (‘adillac cars from the local ("adil

lac company.

six motor cars can be found in the whole of

the country. Only Sao Paulo has good roads

and a climate in which driving a motor car

is a pleasure.

In Argentina the conditions are better and

the outlook is not without promise. Twenty

eight cars were imported last year. and the

more the people s 'e of automobiles the more

popular they income. The least chances

oiTers (‘hili, where do per cent of the value

is extracted as import duties. and the pave~

ments in towns and villages consists of

ronnl cobbles. which the mechanism oi! a

motor cannot survive.

Importance of Belgian Industry.

According to statistics compiled by the

(‘hambre Syndicale de l’Automobile, over

9,000 workmen are directly employed in the

construction of motor cars in Belgimn. This

does not include the 25,000 persons nmploycd

in trades more or less connected with the

automobile industry.

The horse drawn vehicles employed in the

postotiice service in Paris are to be replaced

by motor cars.
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A NEW DEAL ON TIRES

(Continued from page orb.)

from them. Tires can be made and sup

plied to automobile manufacturers at any

price desired, but the sort of tires that have

come into demand through the exigencies

of competition during this year have in

many cases only aggravated the trouble—

some situation. It will be better for them

to furnish the goods that will last and

charge the necessary price. The advanace

in price on high grade tires has been neces

sitated by a remarkable appreciation of the

raw material. A year ago line, “up river"

Para was quoted at 68.80, while to day the

price is from $1 to $1.05 per pound. The

increase in the cost of tire fabric is even

more astonishing. In the same time it has

advanced in price nearly 40 per cent.

Another impoitant action has been taken

in relation to the rim‘ question. Some time

ago the detachable tire makers, acting in

concert with the rim makers, drew up a

table of specifications for rims for the tires

of various sizes. In the main these have

been adhered to, but it was found that slight

deviations crept in and increased so that the

tires made for the rims conforming exactly

to specifications would not fit properly. Now

the detachable tire concerns, all except the

Dunlop, of course. have arranged to have

inspectors at the various rim. factories to see

that the rims do not vary. Not the slightest

deviation from the stipulated measurements

will be tolerated. Even a sixteenth of an

inch out of the way will not do. The busi

ness of the inspectors will be to examine all

rims and mark them if they are correct, and

tires on rims not having the inspection

mark will not be guaranteed. The factories

that have agreed to have the inspectors of

the tire makers pass on their rims are as fol

lows. and the guarantee of tires will not

hold on rims other than these:

The Federal Mfg. Co.

The \Vcston-Mott Co.

The Standard Welding Co.

The American Tube & Stamping Co.

 

Wants Grand Rapids Capital.

Lycurgus C. Rothmeier, described as 11

Cleveland capitalist, arrived in Grand

Rapids last week for the purpose of enlist

ing local money in an automobile plant to

be located there. He represents an automo

bile company recently organized in the East.

and the directors are desirous of having the

plant erected in that city.

ltothmeier’s company is said to own pat

ents which will revolutionise the generating

machinery of electrically driVen autos. In

addition to this, the company owns improved

latents on gasolene driven automobiles, chief

among them being an arrangement for feed

ing tl.e fuel.

May go to Greenfield.

There is talk of moving the works of the

Motor Storage & Mfg. (‘o., (Yhiliicothe, Ohio,

to Greenfield, Ohio. Capital is offered by

citizens of the latter place. The concern

builds the Logan car.

Rand Just for Fun.

A man of quick action is Manager A. E.

Morrison of the Peerless Boston branch. Ile

(lrove to Lowell last week with a party of

friends to witness the races. Reaching there

he. just for the. fun of it, entered his car in

the five-mile race and, although he had never

driven on the track in his life. he went in

and won the race to his own great surprise.

Manager Morrison is a man always on the

alert to serve the interests of his company,

as this action testifies. He has taken hold

of things in Boston in a way that cannot

but commend him to the well known Cleve

land concern.

Moyu’s Fine Showing.

Among the cars which took part in the

run of the New York Athletic Club to Trav

ers island on Saturday was a Moyea, with

H. t‘. ‘L‘ryder at the wheel and a Motor

World representative as one of the passen

gers. It is simple truth to say that the car

ran in a manner that was in keeping with

the reputation it has made, and that reputa

tion has rarely been equalled in the short

space of time that went into its making.

It ran with a noticeable and thoroughly

delightful smoothness aml noiselessness,

taking the hills with perfect ease and re—

sponding to the slightest wish of its driver.

 

Delivered Paper by Automobile.

For some time the Denver (601.) News has

been making successful use of automobiles

for (ielchry of that paper to nearby towns

on Smiday. On Sunday, September 6, G. E.

Hannan undertook, with two Oldsmobiles, to

put the Sunday News into Cheyenne many

holds in advance of its rivals, and succeeded

in so doing. At Cheyenne the early Union

Pacific train was met, and the paper was

delivered in Ogden and other northern points

sixteen hours ahead of the usual time.

 

Paterson liolds Carnival.

A parade of automobiles, motor-cycles and

bicycles on Saturday night last marked the

close of the week's carnival held by the

business men of Paterson, N. J. All the

machines were decorated, and many of them

were brilliantly illuminated. The line of

the parade was crowded. Frank W. Stock

bridge was the grand marshal.

Moomvilie to lian 1 Plant.

The Fisher Automobile Co. has been or

ganized at Mooresville, Morgan County, Ind.,

and will establish a plant there. The direc

tors are J. S. Comer, H. C. Scearcc and D. F.

Swain, Jr.

Omaha Department Store“: Move.

The Anderson-Millard Co., Omaha, Neb.,

will open an automobile department. A rep

resentative of the concern is now in the East

arranging for different cars it is desired to

handle.

 

The new British automobile law, the Mo

tor Cnrs act. as it is termed, does not take

effect until December 31.

.IAY JUSTICE FOR MOTORISTS

Long Island Constables and Magistrates Violate

the Letter and Spirit of the Law.

 

The Jay constables and jay magistrates on

Long Island have changed the venue of their

traps for the annoyance of automobilists,

and are operating on the twelve-mile stretch

of road between Woodlynne and Far Rock

' away, chiefly in the neighborhood of Wood

mere. That they are violating both the

spirit and leter of the Bailey law can be

seen from the experience 0t Winthrop E.

Scarritt, vice-president of the Automobile

Club of America, who was on a car the

driver of which was arrested and fined on

Sunday last.

"\Ye were coming from New York and

going in the direction of Far Rockaway,"

said Mr. Scarritt. “At Woodmere we saw

an arrowed sign telling us to slow down to

eight miles an hour. This we did. The

arrow, though, pointed toward us and in the

direction of New York, as do all the arrows

along that stretch of road. In other words,

there is no notification of where the speed,

limit belt ends. \Ve had passed the thickly

built section of Woodmere. and, reaching a

point where the houses were several'hun

dred feet apart, naturally supposed we had

passed the restricted zone, and quickened

our speed to twelve miles or so an hour.

“A constable came out from the bushes

and told my host he was under arrest. He

was taken before Justice Jay and pleaded

the lack of warning, through the direction

of the arrow on the signboard, without

avail. He was fined $10. \Vhile we were

there another luckless driver was brought in

and fined.

“ ‘Oh, yes. We get a lot of 'em,’ said the

Justice. ‘We fined six of 'em yesterday.’

“The fine, you will notice, is placed at a

paltry $10, which any autoist will pay rather

than take the trouble to fight it. I have

called the attention of the Automobile Club

of America to the matter, and there will be

‘something doing’ in a few days."

Events for Kansas City.

The Kansas City Automobile Club will

hold its first annual race meet on the grounds

of the Driving Club on October 8. Besides

a number of local drivers who have entered,

there are promised entries of machines for

exhibition purposes by manufacturers in

Philadelphia, Detroit, Toledo and other

places.

Louis Curtiss will give a. speed exhibi

tion with his thirty-horsepower machine.

now being built. Other Kansas City men

who will race are: D. F. Piazzek, A. \V.

Armour, H. E. Thompson, Rechter Brothers,

E. P. Moriarty, M. C. Albertson. F. A. Hub

bard, Ned iialliwcll and Roy Sanborn.

 

Following the example of other countries,

the Russian Government is about to formu

late a law governing the use of automobiles.
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WHAT PABST NEEDS

Automobile Trucks Will Solve the Pavement

Problem Confronting Milwaukee Authorities.

 

The Pabst Brewing Co., which from the

location of its plant is compelled to haul

all of its output to the freight depots, is try

ing to secure automobile trucks that will

enable it to abandon the use of horses for

trucking, says the Evening “Wisconsin. It

would prefer vehicles propelled by electric

power to those which use gasolene or steam,

as it could charge the vehicles with its own

dynamos while they are lying idle at night.

As the Pabst establishment is one of the

largest of its kind in the world, it ships a

vast amount of its product, and uses a large

number of trucks. Success on the part of a

maker of automobile trucks would therefore

mean a large amount of business for the

lueky builder.

Chestnut street, one of the leading busi

ness thoroughfares of the West Side. is worn

out by the tremendous amount of teaming

to and from the Pabst brewery. No pave

ment has yet been found that will stand the

wear and tear of this heavy,and continuous

traflic. Some years ago the street was paved

with stone, but the blocks were worn off at

the corners and made round, and the street

was rough and noisy. After much pleading

on the part of the business men this worn

out stone surfacing was torn up and a tine

vitrified brick pavement laid. The surface

of the street looked so fine when the job

was completed that the business men were

overjoyed. They organized a celebration

and illuminated their stores and saloons.

But the bricks have been ground to powder

by the wheels of the beer trucks, and Chest

nut street is again in a sad c0ndition\of dis

repair.

The property owners along this strect are

therefore quite as deeply interested in the

automobile truck problem as the brewing

company itself. The substitution of electric

power for horses and wide tired trucks for

the beer wagons now in use would relieve

Chestnut street of the grinding trafiic

against which no surfacing but the noisy

granite block pavement can stand for any

great length of time. A brick pavement

would then be sutiicient, or asphalt, notwith

standing the steepness of the grade in some

places.

A general introduction of automobiles

would be beneficial to. both business and resi

dence streets. The ivear on residence streets

is by the feet of horses and by narrow wagon

tires. The wear from the former cause would

cease entirely, while the wider tires of the

automobiles would serve as road rollers and

keep the. roadways in good condition. More

over, there _would be less need of cleaning

the streets with automobiles doing all the

wheel traffic than there is now, when horses

are the rule rather than the exception.

Some Hoosier Combinations.

Owners of automobiles in Indiana are

obliged to carry their initials on their vc

hicles, as numbers are carried under the

Bailey law in New York. This has produced

some cm-ious combinations in Indianapolis.

George A. Gray, J. A. McKim, Dr. 0. N.

Eastman, II. A. Davis, II. 0. Smith and E.

E. Landers are some of the owners with

whose initials some fun is bad, and the

Smith and Landers outfits especially excite

comment, as one is a 11.0.8. and the other

an E.IG.L. Of the latter it is said that it

ought certainly to be smooth running.

RUN TO TRAVERS ISLAND

Annual Fall Outing oi N. Y. A. C. Motorists

was Well Attended—Who Were There.

Fifteen automobiles started in the auto

mobile run of the New York Athletic Club

on Sunday last, but reinforcements picked

up along the route increasd th numbr to

fifty-one. The start was made from the

clubhouse in (‘entral Park South shortly

after 11 o‘clock with the Travers Island

clubhouse as the destination.

 

  

OLDSMOBILE AFTER ASCENDING STEPS OI" LOUISVILLE, KY., COURT HOUSE.

 

Tempts Men to Drink.

l‘olice Captain Louis Kreuscher, of Far

Rockaway, started on his vacation last.

Thursday, accompanied by his wife, and will

spend the three weeks in an automobile tour,

during which he will visit points in New

Imglnnd and make a trip to Chicago. Cap

tain Kreuscher owns his automobile, which

he allows to be used as a police patrol wagon

in the winter, when the regular wagon is

withdrawn from that outlying precinct. The

calls for it are infrequent, but there. are men

who will take the consequences of a simple

drunk for the sake of a ride in it.

 

Poughlteepsie is Cut Out.

Owing to the fact that at Poughkeepsic a

trotting meeting will be in progress on Sep

tember 30, and the hotels unable to furnish

accommodations for the automobilists, the

route of the pleasure tour of the Automobile

(‘lub of America, September 254:0, has been

changed so that the night rendezvous on Sep

tember 30 will be at Ncwburg, and the. re

turn to New York made down the west side

of the Hudson. This will lengthen the day‘s

run from sixty~nine to eighty-two miles.

Whitney Lyon, chairman of the iiun Com

mittee, carried as guests in his automobile

(Walter). John R. Van Wormer, president

of the New York Athletic Club, George

Phillips and Fred Vilmar. Among others

who made the run were E. E. Britton (Pan

hard), who had with him Mrs. Bird S. Mel

lor and Miss Lakelan; \V. K. Vanderbilt, Jr.

(Renault). and two friends; J. M. Hilliard

ti'anhard) and Robert Gray, Mr. and Mrs.

Zittcll (Searchmont) and F. T. Lee, E. B.

Gallaher (Richard) and friends, \V. Gates

(Rambler) and party, H. Ostrandcr (Olds

mobile) and friends, Dr. S. Oppenheimer

(Winton) and guests). II. S. Elliott (White)

and friends. Hart 0. Berg (Berg) and A. I).

Iianier, IV. W. Kimball (Mors) and friends.

A. Le Maitre (De Dietrich), Morris Nason

(Clement). Ii. C. Cryder (Moyea). J. S.

Thompson (Locomobile), and Robert Smith

(Oldsmobile).

The short spell of dry Weather had made

the roads very dusty. causing great disconn

fort to all but the leading members of the

party.
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SEMI-SOLID ELECTROLYTE

For Filling Accumulator: ls Spoken oi Favorany

by a British Critic.

What is termed a new electrolyte of a

semi-solid character, designed for the filling

of accumulators, is described by the Auto

car. The strong feature of the new accum

ulator, which is put out 'by a London con

cern, was its remarkable powers of recovery,

so that it maintained its efficiency for con

lderably longer than the ordinary accum

ulator, the improvement in this respect after

a continuous series of experiments working

out at as nearly as possible one-third.

it was also found that the cells could be

subjected to the most violent use in the way

of unduly rapid charging and discharging

without the. plates sufi'ering to anything like

the usual extent.

As there is no fear of pellets dropping out

of the plates or sediment collecting beneath

them, there is no need to allow as much

space between the plates or at the bottom

of the cells as is the case in acid batteries.

it is also necessary, in order to get the elec

trolyte into the cells easily and to allow it

free action between the plates, to provide

somewhat larger vent holes, and to substi

tute separating pieces or forks between the

plates in place of the corrugated celluloid

sheet which is usually used. These and

other small points made it necessary to en

tirely alter the dinmnslons and arrange

ments of the present celluloid boxes, espe

cially in the case of the armored accumula

tor.

As to the practical work of the accumula

tor, it will, of course, be understood that the

makers are able to fully form and charge

the plates before the sulphate of lead elec

~trolyte is put in. “'hen this is done, the

accumulator can be sent out ready for in

stant use, and will continue working like

an ordinary acid accumulator. In course of

charging, a certain amount of moisture is

evaporated, and it is neccsary to add a

little distilled water from time to time, as

required, in the same way as an acid cell,

owing to the fact that in charging the water

is split up, the oxygen being absorbed on

the plates, and the hydrogen lost.

 

France's But Customer.

France rightly regards the automobile in

dustry as one of the most valuable she pos

sesses. In addition to the enormous domes

tic trade, the exports reach a splendid aggre

gate, the total for the present year already

being in excess of $5,000,000. The exact

figures are $5,643,805. Great Britain was the

chief buyer, her purchases being more than

one-half the total, or $3,833,383. Belgium

and Germany are the next best buyers,

while the United States is credited with an

astonishingly small toial— less than $100,000

Worth. The figures follow:

Exported to—(i tBritain....... . . . . . . . . . . . .. ., n, '

rea . . . 83,430

Italy

Belgium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 408.765

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 371,887)

United States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85.810

Spain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79.720

Netherlands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70,200

Switzerland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55,650

Russia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,780

Other foreign countries . . . . . . . . . . 256,310

Algeria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 227,035

Tunis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75,980

lndo-China . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.010

Other colonies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,405

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$5,643,865

 

Dispute Over Valuations.

More than $125,000 worth of automobiles

are said to be in the Appraisers' Warehouse

in this city awaiting valuation. Many of

them cannot be turned over to their owners

until disputed questions of value have been

settled by the Board of United States Gen

eral .-\ppraisers. It was said that very few

automobih s are accepted by the customs otii

cia‘s at the values appearing on the invoices,

and that as a consequence delays ill getting

the machines out of the warehouse are fre

qucnt.

Productive Pencoulion.

It is small wonder that the fining of mo

torists on various pretexts is a favorite pas

time in England. It is profitable, and at the

present rate of progress road maintenance

will be a simple matter, for motorists‘ fines

will more than pay for it.

During the last seven months of 1902 the

sum total reached $9,220. With the spread<

ing popularity of the sport, the total for 1903

to the present date has reached $20,780, the

first three weeks of August alone bringing

in $5,720.

Utilizatlng Automobiles in Italy.

The Italian military authorities are com

ing into line with the other great powers,

and in their forthcoming military manoeu

vres motor cars will be used for the first

time. A large number of automobiles have

been placed at the disposal of the principal

officers, who are expected to be convinced of

their utility for the purpose of keeping in

touch with the various points during the

pr0ceedings.

Prize for Touring . Cm.

Professor Hubert Von Iierkomer, the fa

mous artist. has presented a 2,500 trophy

to the Bavarian Automobile Club for inter

national competition, not for speed, but for

the. best tourist cars adapted to general road

work, mountain climbing, excellence of

brakes and baggage capacity. One of the

points of the award will be consideration

and courtesy shown by drivers to the non

automobiling public.

 

Oily Floor's Damage.

An immensity of damage is done to tires

through allowing cars to stand on a floor or

asphalt which has been saturated with oil.

The best preventive would he to scatter

sand or gravel on the floor of the garage and

sweep it out every few days. in many cases

sawdust is used. but if this is allowed to

lie for any period there is danger of combusr
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CARDAN VERSUS CHAIN

Frenchmen Make Comparison of the two Methods

of Transmission—Both liavc Advantages.

The respective merits of the two most used

types of transmission came in for consider

able discussion durlngthe Automobile Con

gress at Paris.

Live rear axles and side chain transmission

have their relative advantages. F.

Drouin, while being unable to conclude in

favor of one or the other, yet thought that

with the employment of the pneumatic tire

the cardan shaft with live rear axle would

tend to entirely replace the side chains and

stationary axle. Chain transmission had the.

advantage of simplicity and ease of repa'r

as well as facility for altering the gear, but

required frequent attention and caused a

number of little inconveniences. The cardan

shaft is well lnclosed, and requires no atten

tion; but in case of breakage there is no

remedy except to send the car back to the

works for repair. There was not much to

choose between the two systems as regards

eti'iciency.

Max Richard said that an objection had

been raised against the cardan system on ac

count of the weight of the axle, and it had

been said that as the axle should be as light

as possible on a fast car, there was a limit

beyond which the cardan could not be used

with advantage; but as long as there was

an elastic suspension between the wheel and

the road he thought that the weight of the

axle had no importance at all. The trans

mission running in an oil bath was always

likely to give better results than an unpro

tected chain.

Diiilcult to Denaturizc.

European countries are generally taking

up the question of the. use of alcohol as a

motive power for nutocars, and the Russian

Minister of Finance has now given permis

sion to proprietors of agricultural spirit fac

torles, for the period of three years, to use

their spirit, after having made it chemically

unfit for drinking, for such purposes as driv

ing motors without having to pay the heavy

excise duty. It is thought that this will

create a big opening in Russia for spirit mo

tors. imt it is feared that “the difficulty is

to find means of spoiling the taste of the

spirit to such an extent that the Russian

peasant will not drink it."

each

 

 

Prizes for Fright-Proof Horses.

A novel form of competition took place at

the annual show held by the North Ribbles

dale Agricultural Society at Settle, England.

Prizes were oflered for horses which stood

quietest in proximity to motor cars. All the

horses stood the test in a most satisfactory

manner. the motors meanwhile buzzing in

and about in as tantalizing a fashion as pus—

sible. Eventually the prize money was di~

vided equally among the competitors.
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SLOWING METHODS

Use of Brake Unnecessary —Throttling and

Ignition Changes Much Preferable.

 

inexperienced m0

speed

Many comparatively

torists have trouble in making

changes, especially when approaching a

town. They know that they should change

from top speed, but they also understand

that, it running on it, the second speed can

not be put in at once owing to the fact that

the car is running too fast for it. Conse

quently they put on the brake, and when

they have got the speed down to about the

right degree they put on the second, or

medium, speed, so as to run quietly through

the populated area.

It is far better to adopt a slightly different

plan. On approaching a town the clutch

should be put down and the car allowed to

slow. There is no need to touch the brakes.

unless one should be descending a hill. When

the car has slowed down suflicientiy the

second speed can be put in. It is not only

a question of using a low gear when driving

through a town, but it is always advisable

to throttle the engine, so that it is running

with the minimum amount of mixture and

as quietly as possible. With a good engine

a considerable variation of speed can be ob

tained by the ignition alone and without

touching the clutch or brakes. Of course,

in congested areas even under these cmdi

tions the second speed in the case of a three

speeded car may be too high, and it will be

necessary to go on to the first.

When running with the engine throttled

some little practice is required to avoid stop

ping lt altogether with an ungoverned en

gine, but it is very soon acquired. It is a

point which seems to be very much neg~

lected, as one so often sees cars running

through towns with the engine obviously un

throttled and working almost at its full

power, the clutch and the brakes being in

constant use, and the whole eifecet upon the

public is bad. Not only so, but the car, tires

and engine are being put to a lot of unneces

sary wear and tear.

 

Seek to Exclude From Parks.

There is friction between the Park Board

of Kansas City, Mo., and the Kansas City

Automobile Club, because the board on Au

gust 26 adopted a resolution to exclude auto

mobilists from the Ciiif Drive and all the

park driveways except the boulevards. There

is talk of asserting, in court if necessary, the

claim of the automobile to the same privi

leges as other vehicles on the public high

ways.

A point has been made by a park oiiicial,

however, that puts the question in a differ

ent light from that in which the members of

the Automobile Club are disposed to view it.

It is asserted that driveways in the parks

are not subject to the same conditions that

govern thoroughfares. The city charter vests

in the Board of Park (‘ommissioners absolute

authority over park driveways. The board

may eXelude dray wagons or any vehicles

that may interfere with the pleasure or

safety of those who use light harness ve

hicles. '
 

Mud Guard Eiuded Him.

In the trial of Dr. Henri de Rothschild

before a Parisian police court recently on a

charge of driving his automobile at an un

lawful speed there was an amusing scene.

The policeman who appeared against the

physician alleged that the automobile flew

Sl‘lE LIKES SPEEDING

Wife of Record-Breaker Oldfield Accompanies

him on his Practice Spin.

 

Mrs. Barney Oldfield, wife of the famous

automobile speed maker, accompanied her

husband on the “'inton "Bullet" in some

ot his fast practice miles at the Driving

Park in Cleveland, Ohio. last week. When

she was asked if the experience was not

rather exciting for a wuman, she replied:

   

 

 

  

 

A JOLLY PROVIDENCE PARTY 1N AN AUTOCAR.

 

down the Rue d’Amsterdam and was stopped

at the Gare St. Lazare by the policeman

seizing the mud guard. Dr. de Rothschild

argued that it would be impossible for any

person to perform such an act it the auto

mobile were going at any great speed.

To test the matter the automobile was set

in motion in the courtyard of the I‘alals de

Justice and the policeman chased it all over

the enclosure, but was unable to seize the

mud guard. This enabled Dr. de Rothschild

to escape the charge of disobeying the or

ders of a policeman in the exercise of his

duty, but the charge of excessive speed was

sustained and the doctor, as already an

neunced, was sentenced to one day‘s impris

onment, and to pay a fine of $2.

It was left for the municipality of Vaurcs,

France, to reach the height of absurdity in

automobile legislation. They passed a bylaw

enacting that “two motor cars travelling at

the same pace must not pass one another."

“It is not only exciting but borders on the

sensational. The feeling and experiences

traveling at mile a minute in a little light

racing automobile is very hard to describe.

“I don‘t think I shall ever forget the sen

sation ot the first three or four miles, al

though I have ridden a great many times

with Mr. Oldfield on road runs when he fre

quently would be driving thirty-tive miles

an hour. I have always had a desire to

ride a mile a minute with him on one of

the racing machines, but he will not per

nilt me. i worried about him a great deal

when he drove what the newspapers call the

lied Devil or 999. but since he has been

rat-ing in the new \Vintons my mind has

ieit much more at ease.

"l‘m going to ride with him a mile a

minute the first opportunity I have. as the

faster one goes the more she likes‘lt. You

have to hold on, I tell you, for dear life,

and all the time you are wondering if you

are ever going to get into the next straight

stretch.
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CANS AND CAN’TS

Provisions of British Motor Car Act Epitomized

—Its Severe Penalities.

 

Now that British motorists know they

must, after December 31, submit to the

restrictions and exactions of the new Par

liamentary motor car law, they are study—

ing it with some care. It does not appear

much more palatable at close range, the only

material advantage conferred by it being

the extension of the speed limit from twelve

to twenty miles an hour. In some quarters

even this is looked upon with disfavor. It

is held that it will prove a weapon in the

hands of anti-motorists, to be wielded with

deadly effect, inasmuch as it inflicts a hard

and fast rule applicable to all cases.

The various things which the motorist

can and cannot do under the Act are thus

epitomized:

You must not drive your car recklessly

or negligently, or at a speed or in a man

ner which is dangerous to the public. In

deciding whether the speed or manner of

driving is reckless the magistrate must take

into consideration all the- circumstances of

the case, and the amount of traffic actually

on the road, or reasonably expected to be

on the road at the time.

If you drive recklessly in view of a police

constable, and refuse to give your name and

address or produce your license on demand,

or if the motor-car does not bear the mark

or marks of identification, you can be appre

hended without a warrant.

If the car is being driven by one who is

not the owner, and the driver drives reck

lessly, and refuses to give his name and

address, the owner of the car must dis

close the name of the driver, failing which

he may be held liable.

For a first offense you may be fined £20;

for a second or subsequent offence, £50 or

three months’ imprisonment, whichever the

Court decides.

Every motoocar must be registered and a

number assigned to it by a County Coun

cil or Borough Council, for which a fee'ot'

£1 will be charged. The charge for a motor

cycle is 5s.

If you do not register your car, and you

had reasonable opportunity for so doing, or

the number becomes obscured, and you can

not proved that it is accidentally obscured

and that you have taken reasonable precau

tions to prevent it becoming obscured, you

are liable.

For a first offence you may be fined £20;

for a second or subsequent offence, £50 or

three months’ imprisonment, whichever the

Court decides.

If you are a manufacturer or dealer in

motor-cars you can, by payment of an an

nual fee of £3, use a general identification

mark on any car on trial.

You must not drive a car or employ any

one. to drive a car unless the driver be ll

ceased. The charge for a license is 5s, and

and it must be renewed every twelve

months. If demanded by a police consta

ble, you must, while driving a car, pro

duce your license. Failing to do so, you may

be lined a maximum penalty of {5.

If you are over fourteen years of age you

may obtain a license to drive a motor-cycle;

if you are over seventeen you may obtain a

car license. You cannot obtain two licenses.

If you are convicted of a first offence under

this Act your license can be suspended for

such time as the (‘ourt thinks tit, and the

Court may disqualify you from obtaining a

fresh license for as long as it thinks fit.

The (‘ourt cannot suspend your license for

a simple offence against the speed limit, ex

cept on a third conviction.

If you are convicted the Court will cause

particulars of the conviction to be written

on your license, and will send a copy of the

particulars to the place from where you ob

tained the license.

Your license cannot be indorsed for a sim

ple infraction of the speed limit except on

a third conviction.

It' you fail to produce your license for in

dorsement within a reasonable time you will

be. guilty of an offence under this Act.

For a first oiTence you may be fined £20:

for a. second or subsequent offence, £50 or

three months’ imprisonment, whichever the

Court decides.

If the Court disqualifies you from obtain

ing a license, and you think that it is not

justified, you may appeal against its de

cision. If the Court thinks fit it may defer

the suspension of your license pending the

appeal,

You must not lend your license or registra

tion number to any one, or fraudulently

alter it in any way. '

For a first offence you may be fined £20;

for a second or subsequent offence, £50 or

three months' imprisonment, whichever the

Court decides.

If you are driving your car and an_ accl

dent happens because of your car, and the

accident happens in your sight, you must

stop and, if required, give your name and

address, also the name and address of the

owner of the car, and the car number. If

you do not you may be fined £10 for a first

otTence and £20 for the second oifence. For

a third ofience you may either be fined £20

or one month's imprisonment, whichever the

Court decides.

If you sell your car the transfer of the

registration and number will ‘cost 108.

If you lose or spoil your license you can

obtain a new one for Is.

You must not drive your car at a greater

speed than twenty miles an hour.

In those places where conspicuous notices

are placed you must not drive your car more

than ten miles an hour.

If you drive at more. than the regulation

speed of ten or twenty miles, as the case

may be, you may be fined £10 for a first

offence, £20 for the second offence and £50

pounds for a third offence. The evidence of

two persons is necessary to convict you of

exceeding the twenty-mile limit.

It would appear, from the wording of the

Act, that one witness only is necessary to

convict you within the ten-mile area.

Notice of intended prosecution for exeeed

ing the speed limits must be given you-not

more than twenty-one days after the offence.

If you are fined more than £1 you may

appeal against the decision.

You must pay a yearly male servant tax

of 15s. for the driver of your car.

If your car is exceptionally heavy you may

be dcbarred from crossing over the Menai

Bridge.

It is understood that the penalties named

are. the maximum allowed. It is only in

aggravated cases that the maximum penalty

is inflicted.

British Clubwomea Active.

The Women's Automobile Club of Great

Britain and Ireland is as progressive as if it

were an American institution. Many Amer

ican women, it may be remarked parentheti

cally, are expert automobilists, but they

have not gone so far as their transatlantic

sisters and organized a club of their own.

This British women‘s club has secured for

use as a headquarters for six month from

October 1 a large drawing room on the

ground floor of the Hans Crescent Hotel, in

London, which will be fitted up as a reading

and writing room for the exclusive use of

members. Special terms have been made

for members at Harrod’s garage, which is

about two hundred yards from the hotel.

As the headquarters will be admirably

adapted to the purposes of a lecture room,

it is proposed to arrange for a course of lect

ures in the autumn by prominent automobile

experts.

Cause oi Side Slip.

That the stability of a car—that is, its im

munity from side slip—is very largely due

to the disposition of the weight is _now pretty

generally admitted. In proof of the contention

a transatlantic user tells of his experience

with two De Dion cars. The first had both

engine and transmission gear at the back.

and it was exceedingly unsteady in grease,

side slipping on the slightest: provocation.

The second had the engine in front, and the

gear is far back, while the weight of the

two passengers is pretty evenly distributed.

being practically in the centre. As a result

the car is absolutely steady in grease, and

can be driven at top speed over almost any

mud.

South Africans Open the Season.

The South African winter being over, the

motorists of that country are once more ac

tive and alert. On August 8 the Automobile

Club of South Africa ran through mud and

slush to “Groot Schurr.” Over twenty cars

left Greenmarket Square, Cape Town, at

2:30 p. m., while others joined the meet at

the rendezvous. In the list were three Olds

mobiles and two Toledo steam cars.
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CAR BESTS BULL

Naughty Monarch of Phillippi Farm Succumbs to

Automobile After Hard Fight.

“"hen Farmer I’hillippi, of Champaign,

Ill.,

did not hesitate to express uncompllmenta'ry

bought an automobile his neighbors

opinions of him for his renunciation of the

horse, which was good enough for their

use, and therefore good enough for him.

It was a strange event which caused them

to look upon the automobile with respect.

Farmer Phillippi owned a bull, which was

the terror of the vicinity. It had gored one

man to death and injured others.

bull had the run of a forty-acre lot on the

I‘hiliippi farm.

One day recently Phillippi, who had been

traveling about his farm, stopped his auto

mobile in front of the gate that led into

the bull's pasture. Attracted by the strange

Sounds of the machine, the bull stood still

in his tracks. He then made his way

slowly toward the fence, snifling sus

piciously. As he came nearer suspicion

gave way to rage, and he began to paw

the earth with his hoofs and horns.

Thinking to go away and remove the irri

tating spectacle from under the eyes of his

bull, he “tooted” the horn once and pre

pared to reverse the lover of the machine.

But the effect of the "toot" was so re

markable and instantaneous that it brought

Farmer Phillippi to a dead stop. The hull

no longer reared and plunged. From being

a very formidable animal it appeared sud

denly limp and tame. \Vith one meek look

at the automobile, the animal scampercd

across the pasture.

Farmer Phillippi was amazed. Never be

fore had he been able to frighten that un

conquerable bull. Pushing open the gate

of the pasturage, he drove his machine in

pursuit, and for a time this scheme worked

admirably. The bull, seeing himself pur

sued by a strange foe, and hearing the un

canny voice that challenged him, started on

an ignominious run. Full of elation, _the

farmer tore after him. Back and forth they

raced through the pasturage for a good ten

minutes before the bull recovered from his

scare. At the end of that time the blowing

of the horn ceased to frighten him.

Farmer Phillippi suddenly noted with dis

comfiture that the bull had ceased to run.

The animal had now planted his fore feet

in the soil, and with lowered head prepared

to attack. It was then that the owner of

the machine realized the danger into which

he had carelessly allowed himself to be

drawn. His only chance now was to turn

the power of his machine against his enemy.

Cautioust backing a few yards to ‘get a

running start, he threw the lever open and

started forward, the machine gaining in ve

locity at every foot of ground it covered.

The bull was entirely unprepared when the

machine crashed into him, almost breaking

This _

his neck with its terrible impact and throw

ing him sprawling upon the ground.

In an instant be was on his feet, and

l‘hillippi realized that the battle had but

begun. With his horns menacineg ad

vanc d and his eyes glittering, the bull made

another stand. But before he had time to

act his owner plunged at him again with

all the impetus he could summon, and again

the hull was sent off his feet.

The conflict was now becoming serious,

and every new assault only redoubled the

energy and animosity of the hull. As the

bull charged afresh, the farmer made a

swift detour, and, coming up in the back,

struck the animal‘s rump, tumbling him

head over heels. This unexpected manoeu

ver shook the bull’s courage, and as soon

as he regained his feet he struck across the

pasture, bellowing with anger and terror,

while Farmer Phillippi, who saw that his

 

  

A European Conception DI the Motor Face.

 

chance lay in pressing every advantage, tore

after him, “tooting” his horn and adding

to the fright of the unhappy beast.

Meanwhile in the neighboring fields the

news had spread that somebody was being

killed by Phillippi’s‘bull. Arming them

selves ;with nitchforks and clubs, the

farmers started on a run toward the pas

ture, but arrived in time only to witness

the utter subjection of the hitherto untam

able beast, which at last had met more than

its match.

Absurd Frcnch Spccd Regulation.

The Mayor of Riviere, France, which is

near the famous grotto of Dargilan, has

issued an order limiting the speed of motor

cars in his parish to six kilometres an hour.

Motorists must sound their horn loudly on

approaching a corner. The Mayor of Rheims,

city of champagne and jackdaws, limits the

speed in that place to eight kilometres. But

under the decree of M. Combos the prefects

have the power to countermand the orders

of mayors.

Takes the Place of Air.

Dr. Robert J. Christie, of Quincy, Ill., ac

cording to the Herald of that place, “is till

ing his automobile tires with a patent com

position which will make it unnecessary to

ever pump it again. It is a jellylike stuff

that takes the place of the air."

 

 

CLIMBS MOUNT HOOD

Portland Motorist Ascend: Loity Sierran Peak

Almost to lhc Top.

.1. B. Kelly, of Portland, 01-0., has won the

honor of being the first man to climb Mount

Hood in an automobile. His vehicle was a

single seated one, in which he left Portland

on Saturday, August 29, to carry provisions

to his family, who were camping at the foot

of the mountain. He returned to Portland

on the Wednesday following, having in the

mean time made his ascent of the moun

tain.

“I could hardly expect to reach the sum

mit," said Mr. Kelly when he returned from

his trip, “but I can tell you that an automo~

bile will bring a man within 2,000 feet of

the notch. With the machine it is possible

for a man to leave Portland on a Saturday

morning, ride 10,000 feet up Hood’s slope,

walk to the summit and be home in time for

dinner on Monday.

“The grade was steep, and the front

wheels would often fly ofl the road and

spin in the air. The run was exciting and

exhilarating, and, never thinking of danger.

I turned the power on full. The brake gave

way, but, relying upon the engine, I kept

moving up the trail that is travelled by sad

dle horses and occasionally by teams. Every

once in a while I would stick in the bogs

and would have to drive forward to make a

track, then run back and then forward

again in order to force my way through.

The trip up to the height of 8,000 feet was

a delightful one, and I belicce I could have

gone to the snow line. I had not time to

make it, however, as I had to return to the

camp and bring my wife and children back

to town. Coming home we ran slowly, on

account of the broken brake, but arrived in

six hours."

Mactcrlinck and the Candle.

Maurice Macterlinck is a poet, and is pre

sumably not in a class which understands

the mysteries of mechanical construction.

Nevertheless, he posseses a mind which will

descend occasionally from the heights of

Parnassus to gropc among prosaic facts, ab

stract and concrete. It busied itself with

the concrete facts of an automobile a few

days ago, and sought the aid of a lighted

candle in the investigation of what makes

the automobile go. As gasolene is one of the

concrete facts in the case, there was an ex

plosion which nearly put him in the same un

fortunate class of poets as Homer and John

Milton. Fortunately, however, he retains

his eyesight, together with a larger personal

fund of knowledge concerning automobiles

than he had previously possessed.

Women in French Factories.

Large numbers of women are employed in

French motor factories. They enamel, super

intend the cutting out of cogs on steel gear

wheels, working big tiles and much other

work which is usually done by men.
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New Patching Method.

Most motorists are only too well aware of

the difficulties ‘attcnding the patching of

inner tubes and of the propensity of cement

ed patches to come loose sooner or later.

Especially is this the case if the tire is used

on a speedy car. To such an extent is this

true that not a few users declare that no

patch will stay unless it: is vulcanized. This

is an extreme statement, of course, but

there is a germ of truth in it, as far as rac

ing and similar cars are concerned.

In view of this the Michelin concern has

lately introduced a perfected device for in

stantaneously repairing punctures in inner

tubes.

The device, which is called the Comete,

consists of a small rubber rivet with a hol

low stem, closed at one end. Into the opEn

end a blunt punch or tang of a tile is pushed

and the flat head of the “rivet” well solu

tioned on the underneath. The puncture is

also solutioned, and when dry the rivet or

plug is forced through the puncture, the

tube being stretched in order to increase

the diameter of the puncture and to facili

tate the pushing in of the plug.

Having pushed the plug well into position,

a shot is next introduced into the hollow

stem of the plug. and pushed well through

the inner tube, and the 'puncture is mended.

The size of the shot used depends on the

diameter of the puncture; if this be of extra

large dimensions a bearing ball as used on

cycles is recommended, but for ordinary

punctures swan shot is quite large enough.

Cedar Rapids Celebration.

Cedar Rapids, lowa, is to have a carnival

in October. and among the grand parades

promised is one for which arrangements are

being made by the Commercial Travellers‘

Club for Tralelliug Men‘s Day, October 9.

An invitation having been extended to the

Cedar Rapids Automobile Club to join in

the parade, that organization has accepted,

and will reciprocate in a novel way. About

thirty-five members of the club, with ten or

fifteen other automobile owners from nearby

places, will send each his automobile into

the parade with only the chauffeur occupy

ing a seat. The remaining accommodations

of each vehicle will be placed at the disposal

of the visiting travelling men.

 

Judge Reduced the Fine.

Justice Ely, of Evanston, 111., who has

been busy with automobilists from Chicago,

and has fined a number of them for driving

too fast. is apparently open to argument in

some cases. Sherman Rarey, operator for

Dr. lt‘rankellntau, who was arrested on a

recent Sunday and before the justice on the

following Thursday pleaded that as he was

taking the doctor to see a patient he thought

it was necessary to hurry.

This plea appeared so reasonable to the

justice that he fined the man only $10, in

stead of the usual $20, and seasoned his

leniency with a warning not to do it again.

Why Cars Slip.

The cause of side slip with automobiles

has always been understood to he. the greasy

state of the roads. but. according to .\l. Carlo

Bourlet, it is the result of a multitude of

influences in which "percussion," shocks and

centre of gravity play a more or less impor

tant part. ‘

M. Bourlet's practical conclusions are that

a car will have much less tendency to side

slip if the total weight is distributed over

the four wheels; if the heavy parts of the

mechanism are concentrated in the centre of

the vehicle; if the car has a long wheel base,

and the braking is done on the differential.

One of the cause of side slip is the defec

tive steering gear. It; is impossible to have

a perfect steering gear with levers, though

it may be sufficiently good for all purposes

except racing cars. For high speed cars it

would be necessary to have mathematically

correct steering gears, and it is not easy to

accomplish this with levers. M. Bourlet

has worked out a mathematical gear com

prising eighteen levers, which, though math

ematically correct, is not practical.

 

Use oi the time.

The proper washing and cleaning of an an

tomoblle require some little skill. In the

case of the body itself the same treatment is

necessary as with a carriage, and any ex

perienced coachman would instruct one in

the proper methods. The use of the hose

however, is simply a matter of common

sense. It is necessary, in order to remove

the. dust and mud, but if directed indiscrim

inater may cause a great am mat of trouble.

For example, in cleaning any portion be

tween the gear box \and the clutch, great

care should be taken that the water does not

reach the clutch or the leather will swell.

This may result in the clutch jamming, and

in any case will cause it to be jerky in use.

A thorough cleansing with kerosene oil will

help to put matters right, with a subsequent

treating with castor oil. Water should be

kept carefully clear of the coil and battery,

or short circuit will undoubtedly occur. It

should not be directed on to the commutator

either, and, as far as possible, should be kept

away from the wires.

In the Sheep Column.

A statement emanating from the office of

the State Auditor of Minnesota, crediting

only two automobiles to Henepin County,

has brought out a curious fact in regard to

the listing of these and other items of per

sonal property. Automobiles are listed for

the most part with vehicles, as there is no

separate column for them on the listing

sheets. One country assessor placed'auto

mobiles in the column designated for

“sheep.”
 

An up to date b-ink at Brussels' uses an

automobile to make collections. The car has

a limousine body, which is fitted up with

cash drawers, files, etc.

Efficiency of Worm Gearing.

Worm gearing is believed to have a low

efficiency, to be expensive and difficult to

make and troublesome to maintain, and to

demand, for even moderate success, a great

deal of attention, says the Engineer. Al

though it has had more learned investigation

than any other kind of gearing, and more

experiments have been made and more in

vention expended on it, it is still distrusted

as it was before modern methods of accurate

machining Were adopted and modern alloys

had been discovered. This low opinion was

originally based upon experiments con

ducted with badly designed and badly con

structed gear.

The condemnation has been wholly unde

served, and it may now be safely asserted

that for a given speed ratio worm gearing,

made according to modern methods, not only

compares very favorably in efficiency with

other forms of gearing, but in some cases

actually surpasses any other type. The

chief cause contributing to the improvement

of worm gearing is the recognition of the

[act that efliciency increases with the angle

of pitch up to about 45 degrees, but the re—

quirement of irreversibility has limited the

pitch in practice to 10 degrees To be abso

lutely self-locking the angle of pitch in a

well made and fitted gear must not exceed

6 degrees.
 

Look to the Wiring.

Nearly all cheap cars, and many cars

which cost a substantial amount, are fitted

with second rate insulation to the electric

wires, with the result that after a little use

trouble begins. Now, it is an admitted fact

that about nine-tenths of the roadside

troubles arise from ignition, and it may be

taken. for granted that a. large proportion

of these are due to the wiring being original

ly faulty. It will, therefore, be seen that if

the motorist wishes to‘avoid much incon

venience, loss of time and expense, he should

make quite sure that the wiring is the best

that can be procured for money.

 

Utilizating the Compression.

Many motorists make use of the compres

sion in combination with one or other of

the brakes for retarding the car downhill.

There are a number of makes in which the

hand brake does not disengage the clutch.

In most cases it is quite easy to disconnect

this brake from the clutch lever. One mo

torist never had the brake connected to the

lever at all, and consequently had much

greater security in descending hills, being

able to use both compression and hand

brake together, while keeping the foot brake

in reservation.

To Avoid Crank Knocks.

When cars are not provided with an igni

tion control spring to keep the spark normal

ly retarded. the novice should see that the

ignition mechanism is retarded before he

starts the motor. Otherwise he may receive

 

a nasty knock or even have his arm broken.
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Not Sniy fine Good Performance Distinguishes

THE

HAYNES-APPERSUN

AUTOMOBILES
but a consistent winning with stock machines

of every contest ever entered—l7 iN I-iLL.

The ear You Buy is the Kind That Made This Record.

OUR CATALOGUE GIVES THE RECORDS COMPLETE

  

 

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of Haynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSUN 60.,K0k0m0,|nll.,U.S.A.Bullié‘llllf'SZ'TééZ'CiifiiRISE...
Member oi the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturere.

Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co.. 123941-43 Fulton Street. Brooklyn, N. Y.. and 66 West 43d Street, New York.

National Automobile & Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents. San Francisco.

JOHN MAXWELL, Oneida, N. Y.. Agent for Central New York.
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(GHAINLESS)

Not Equailed in Quality and Price.

ll HORSE-POWER GHSOLENE MOTOR.

Beautiful. Simple.

Durable. Reliable.

Easily Handled.

@RHWLS RUNS RUSHES

5 miles. 20 miles. 30 miles.

  

NEW CATALOGUE (ILLUSTRATED).

Hrdmore, Penna.

anmimmmmmmmmm
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The Week’s Patents.

737,764. Mode of and Apparatus for Regu

lating the Charge and Discharge of Storage

Batteries Used in Conjunction with Dynamo

lilectric Machinery, etc. Robert S. McLeod,

Manchester, England. Filed January 19,

1903. Serial No. 130,666. (No model.)

Claim—1. In apparatus as herein described,

in combination with a main generator and

a storage battery, a booster the armature of

which is connected in series with the bat

tery across the generator mains, a motor

adapted to drive the booster, a series coil

on the booster field in which the current

varies as the main current, a shunt coil on

the booster field in which the current varies

as the main voltage, and a coil on the boos

ter field in which the current varies as the

difference between the main voltage and the

battery voltage. substantially as described.

737.816. Elastic The for Vehicles. Wil

helm Balassa, Vienna, Austria-Hungary.

Filed December 10, 1902. Serial No. 135,805.

(No model.)

(‘iaim—l. In a sectional elastic tire, the

combination of semicircular sections pro

vided with flattened ends adapted to abut

one against the other, lugs on said sections.

faces on said sections adapted to engage the

wheel rim, said faces being of greater de

gree of curve than the circumference of the

_tim, and bolts adapted to secure said sections

to the rim.

737,879. Means for Volatilizing Gasolene.

Francis E. Stanley and Freelan 0. Stanley,

Newton, Mass. Filed November 8, 1901.

Serial No. 81,622. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with the boiler,

vapor burner provided with a mixing tube.

intermediate combustion chamber, nozzle op

posite the mixing tube, and hood over the

b.»iler, of a vaporizing coil extended within

the hood above the fines of the boiler to be

heated by gases passing upward through

said fines, and a pipe section extending be

tween the burner and bottom of the boiler

communicating with the coil and arranged

to conduct the vapor from the coil across the

burner and to the nozzle, substantially as

set forth.

737,887. Vehicle Body. Alpha 0. Very.

Springfield, Mass. Filed January 19, 1903.

Serial No. 139,522. (No model.)

Claim—1. A vehicle body comprising a

casing at one end thereof to inciose a seat.

portions of the casing opening outwardly;

supports for said opening portions consisting

of a frame secured to said casing 111 a po

sitiou to

sition.

738,01'r1.

support said portions in open po

Vehicle 'l‘ire. Adolf l‘rinzhorn,

Hanover. Germany. Filed May 11, 1003.

Serial No, 156,658. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with a tire and

a nut held therein; of a screw having an en

larged roughened head slightly projecting

beyond the tread of the tire, substantially as

described.

738,100. Automobile-Controlling Mechan

ism. Hermann F. Cuntz, Hartford. Conn..

assignor to Electric Vehicle Co., Jersey City,

N. J., a corporation of New Jersey. Filed

June 12, 1903. Serial No. 161,220. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a motor vehicle, a brake.

means for locking said brake, source of

power, means for regulating or controlling

the application of the power, and connections

whereby x-aid brake locking means is not

effective when the power is applied.

738.110. Reversible Galvanic Battery.

Ernst W. Jungner, Norrkoping, Sweden. (frig

inal application filed April 17, 1802); serial

No. 713,428. Divided and this application

filed June 23. 1902. Serial No. 112,032. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a reversible galvanic cell, an

alkaline electrolyte and electrodes therein

having active masses of metallic oxygen

compounds, said active masses insoluble in

the electrolyte under all conditions of work

ing. substantially as set forth.

738,167. Automobile-Controiling Mechan

ism. _ George H. Day. IIartford, Comb, as

signor to Electric Vehicle Company, Jersey

City, N. J., a corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Jan. 16, 1003. Serial No. 130,321.

(No model.)

Claim. In an electric vehicle, a motor, a

source of power, a ctn'rent-controller, a sep

arate cut-out switch, means for breaking

said vehicle, and means for voluntarily lock

ing said brake in applied position, said lock

ing means co-operating with said cut-out

switch whereby the locking of ‘the brake in

an applied position co-opcratcs to prevent

the application of power to the motor.

738.241. Motor-Vehicle. Winfield S.

Rogers, Keene, N. H. Filed Jan. 24, 1002.

Serial No. 91,005. (No model.)

Claim. 1. In a motor-vehicle, the combi

nation of front and rear wheels, a vehicle

body setting down between said wheels, a

driver‘s seat at the rear of the body, and a

passenger compartment at the forward end

of the vehicle of greater width than the

body portion. and carried thereby so as to

extend out over the front wheels.

738.415. Cushion-Tire for Vehicle-Wheels.

Jules N. Dages, Brussels, Belgium. Filed

April 18, 1903. Serial No. 158,225. (No

model.)

Claim—1. A cushion-tire for the wheels

of vehicles characterized by the arrange

ment, within the hollow annular space in

closed by a rim, 1, and a flexible cover, 2.

which latter is secured by fortified edges

d, fitting into recesses in the rim 1, of three

portions, a rigid ring, 4, of metal, wood or

both; an elastic portion or cushion, 3, hav

ing a circumferential hollow, k, placed be

tween the. exterior periphery of the ring 4

and the cover, and an elastic ring, 5, having

a circumferential hollow, n, acting as a

buffer between the interior periphery of the

ring 4 and the rim 1.

738,566. Vehicle-Tire and Method of Man

ufacturing same. (‘iarence D. Nirdlinger.

St. Louis. Mo. Filed Nov. 22, 1902. Serial

No. 132,475. (No model.)

(‘iaitn.—1. The hrrein-descrilwd process

of manufacturing elastic vehicle tires, it

consisting in first forming a tube or sheath

ing of rubber, washing the interior of the

said sheathing with formaldehyde or equiv

alent material. and then filling the said

sheathing with a flowing viscid material

capable of setting or hardening, said filling

material being subjected to pressure while

being introduced and simultaneously forcing

the air from the interior of the said sheath

ing, substantially as set forth.

7391,690. Explosive-Engine.

Lion, l‘ittsburg. Pa.

Serial No. 01.501.

Claim—1. A gas-engine, provided with a

cylinder, an air-compressing chamber ex

terior to the cylinder and communicating

with the interior thereof, exhaust ports

leading outwardly from the cylinder, and a

mixtm-e-valve chamber provided with a com

pressing valve having check-controlled inlets

opening into its interior, and a port lead

ing front the compressing chamber to the

cylinder.

738,718. Galvanic Cell. Lothar Fiedier,

London, Eng" assignor of onehalf to George

l‘carson, l‘itfour, Iiford, Eng. Filed Dec.

22, 1902. Serial No. 130.281. (No model.)

Claim—1. A galvanic cell comprising a

positive-pole electrode of lead permlid, a

negative-pole electrode of cyanid zinc and

mercury and an electrolyte comprising so

dium silicate, sulfuric acid and mercuric

sulfate, as set forth.

Jesse D.

Filed Jan. 28, 1902.

(N0 model.)
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DARRACQ CARSwE LEAD

IN RACING, AS IN TOURING, THE FAVORITE OF TWO CONTINENTS.

The records of recent race meets show the DARRACQ CARS First over the wire and First in Popularity among

enthusiastic automobilists.

At Cleveland, September 5—10-Mile Handicap Race, - DARRACQ First, Time 11:52 2-5

“ Detroit, September 8~15-Mile Special World’s Record, DARRACQ “ “ 16:24 3-5

“ Syracuse, September 12—10-Mile Race, - - - DARRACQ “ “ 10:36 2-5

Also Record Fastest Mile, 1:4 3-5; Exhibition Mile, 1:00 3-5

 

 

  
   

 

  

AMERICAN DARRACQ AU ,F. fii'iib'trié co.

652-664 Hudson Street and I47 West 38th Street, NEW YORK:

BRANCHES:—CHICA00, 502-4 Wabash Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, 262 Nofll'l Broad Street. PITTSBURGH, 3094 Forben sum.

 

Speed and Power Combined with Superior

Mechanical Construction make the

“PEERLESS”
The Highest Grade Motor Car Manufactured in AmeriCa Io-day.

At LOWELL, MASS, Sept 11th, a PEERLESS stock Touring Car, after making

the trip over the road from Boston to Lowell with a party, was entered in the Five

Mile Open for heavy Touring Cars, and WON FIRST PLACE—lapping all

competitors. A PEERLESS Stock Car also won Second in same event.

Write for CA TALOGUB and further particulars to

The PEERLESS MOTOR CAD COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio

NEW ENGLAND BRANCH: 178 Columbus Ave., BOSTON.
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llyou are going into the automobile business look over

circular A-~lt illustrates Standard Auto Forgings in Stock.

  

Prcmpl We also Forge

Shipments __
cl 1;) Lo -

Slcck Forgings. ' Sneciliuaircns.

Pat. Dec. I6, l890.

THE BILLINGS 8t SPENCER CUMPANY, Hartford, Conn
MAKERS 0P

Drop Forging: of Every Description and tho Celebrated Adluslablc Automobile Wrench.

TaElrrrcll-Prrkcr Electric Co.

Manufacturers

  

Electrical

MachineryConvener lor Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current.

BHUIBE LINE cr USED VEHICLES
INCLUDING

Packard l902 - Model F.

Packard - - Model O.

Autocar - - Type 6.

National Electric Runabout.

Parcts orr APPucA'rrorr

H. B. Shattuck 8‘ Son

239 Columbus Avenue

BOSTON, mass.

 

THE BLUE BOOK

(EASTERN EDITION—I903)

(living routes in NEW ENGLAND. NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY,

PENNSYLVANIA, MARYLAND, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Also 800 Repair Stations, Many Hotels,

Condition of Roads, Grades. Distances, etc.

FIRST QUARTERLY BULLETIN—JUST our 25¢

Gives Additional Routes—Additions and Correction: to

List: Of Stations and Hotels—New Legislation to Date.

FOR SALE ATALL BLUE HOOA' STATIONS, AT A1VY

BOOA'SELLER'S. 0R IVRITE

OFFICIAL AUTOMOBILE BLUE BOOK COMPANY,
St West 42d Street, New York City.

C. H. GILLETTE, Treaaurer.

  

 

 

 

CELLULAR GUULEBS an" DISC RADIATURS

improved Celullar Cooler. It is

the most efficient and up-to-date

4 radiator made, and is less expen
v' sive than anything of similar

construction.

We also make Disc Radiators

> and we aim to make them the

best on the market.

The Whitlock Coil Pipe C0.

HARTFORD, CONN.

 

  

 

 

“TlrcA.B.B. of Electricity”

will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard Of understanding.

108 Pages. 50 Gents Par Copy.

THE GOODMAN COMPANY,

r24 TRIBUNI nuanmc. new YORK.
 

 

  

 

Merit, Backed up by Actual Experience

THE PREMIER
the name of being a fast touring car and a good hill climber.

The PREMIER Motor Car is built to meet the approval of

automobilists who, as the result of experience, have become

discriminating buyers. '

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. COMPANY,

HAS WON FOR

 

Indianapolis, Indiana
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@ SIMMONS @il

STEAM CARRIAGE

SPECIALTIES.
Attractive catalogue eent upon application.

"0 Centre Street, New York City.

DIXON’S

GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE PRESERVATION AND LUBRI

CATION OF THE CHAINS OF AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobile Graphite Lubricants

ARE UNEQUALED.

  

 

 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE 00.,

JERSEY cer, N. .l.
 

T. P. C. Forums, 112., Mgr. F. E. MAC-Bl, Supt.

Bodforrl Automobile Co.,

SALES, STORAGE,

REPAIRING.

ELECTRIC CHARGING.

IOOO BEDFORD AVENUE,

Corner Clifton Place,

BRCOKLYN, N. Y.

TELEPHONE. 2‘90 Bnnronn. -

DeDion Bouton & C0.
PARIS, FRANCE.

PRICE, $2.00 EACH.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

a v v

A ‘ , , . ‘
\‘i __,I I

' I ‘ De Dion Motors are used by leading manufacturer: all over

lmrtatron 1903 lio liron Plugs
PRICE, 5 l .00 EACH. THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

We carry in stock special plugs to fit the Autocar, Winton,

Knox, Thomas, Guomobile.

The Largest Automobile Supply House in America.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

Manufacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

97-99-IOI READE ST., NEW YORK CITY

JENKINS & BARKER
SUCCISSORS 'ru CHAS. L. BURDETT,

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents and

Patent causes

1903 lionuino llo Dion Spark Plugs

Address all communication: to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United Statee Agent,

I79 Clarendon 5L, ( near Bovletw) BOSTON, MASS.

 

 

——THE—

“ STEVENS ' DURYEA "

GASOLENE AUTOMOBILE

Highest type of Care made——Send for Catalog.

Price at fence-Dry, $1,300

Jv STEVENS ARMS Jr. TOOL CO.,

600 MAIN STlllT

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

 
 

 

WHEN YOU UsE

SCHUG SPARK BUILS
YOU USE THE BEST III THE WORLD.

Barney Oldfield. he uses them.

SCHUC ELECTRIC MFC. 00., Detroit, Mich.

INDICATES THE EXACT RATE OF SPEED.

MADE FOR

AUTOMOBILES,

MOTOR BICYCLES

AND OTHER PURPOSES.
II ND '0- CATALOGUE

7 '1' THE JONES QPEEDOME‘I'ER,

I27 W. 32d 8t., New York Ctty.

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

 

  

  

rf'

(

P

 

  

“Big four”

WORLD’S FAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

St. Eouis
Write for Folders.

Warren J. Lynch. W. P. Deppe,

Gen'l Pass. Agt. Aes’t Gen’l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

  

    

 

 

Bevel gears with generated teeth, internal gears

with planed teeth, accurate spur gears and raw

hicle pinions. Get our prices.

THE NEW PROCESS HAW HlllE 00
Syracuse,

'I New York.
 

 

 

THE FORG

Gasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHAQ. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

 
 

A. L. DYEIE Agent, 5t. Loula. Mo. 

 

As an efficient, first—class Spark Coll

TH];

“DOW”

‘ __" ,y; HAS so EQUAL~

. c "I ; For further information write to

' . THE DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO.

- ’ BRAINTREE. mass" u.s.a
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THE AUTOGAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

clency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Voeey St., New York.

improra Your Circulation

BY USING -

rnr wort PUMP
Q 1......” and we" "M"

circulation to the coolingiwater

Lolroa Pump &Naohlnary Oo., l20-lSOTamco, Buffalo, to. r.

for all Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Metal Mutt Guards,

Bonnets, Tanks,

Rotary Circulating Pumps

I Radiators. Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send Ior circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

flew Smunano

QU‘I'OGAS"

  

  

Cheap, Durable, Efficient, easy

Pply- _ _

nt on trial to responsible

parties.

THE BAY AUTUIATIC

to a

MADHINE 00.,

1:25 Front St., Berea, 0.

 

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFAOTURE NOTHING

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

nrnrnlorul on OOMPANY
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

  

 

 

SURE~SWI FT—SILENT
YOUR AUTOMOBILE WILL

RUN IF YOU USE

Monogram Oils
The Best Product of Scientific Experiment

and Practical Experience.

WRITE FOR CATA LOG.

Oolumhia Lubrioants Oo. ot New York,
‘16 Bnoao S'nlnr, 66 STANHOPI_S‘III*,

NEW YORK. BOSTON

 

 

 

 

 

  

Runabouts and Touring Cars.

GROUT BROS , Orange, Mass.

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

 

SEND five cents tor our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

 

BELL & COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

  

 

figures. Mrssrssrrrr VALLEY AUTOMOBILE_C0-. . 250 VI. 80th St., New York. Telephone: 2562 eror.

3917-3939 Olive SL- St- Louis. MO- OPEN on AND NIGHT.

A Handsome " Panhard Spark-Gap " on the

dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

ONE Toledo 4-passenger Steam Touring Car,

r903 Model, wi'h condenser, gas lamp,

fenders and automatic oiler attached; run 75

miles. Also 1903 long distance National electric

auto; 100 mile, 36cc“ batteries. tonneau style

body. Cost new $750; run :50 miles; charging

apparatus costing 8350. Car and charging outfit

$1000; cause of selling, ill health.

JAMES MILLS, Newark, Ohio.

 

Empioyes Wanted

A small staff of men that have

been employed in building large

touring cars.

Advertiser has capital, facili

ties and experience; wants

practical, not theoretical men,

for each branch of the busi

ness.

THOS. B. JEFFERY 8: CO.,

Kenosha, Wis.

  

 

 

FOR SALE

Packs" 0-, "IPI IRemington Runabout - $450

H. B. 5HATTUCK 6t SON,

239 Columbus Ave., BOSTON, MASS.

fiobi/e
We make over Twenty Types of Care.

Wnte for Catalogue.

Mobile company of America,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.

" WHAT'S THE USE

of taking chances when you can get

 

  

\

BRENNAN STANDARD MOTORS?

‘ We make them in all size.

BRENNAN MFG. (20., Syracuse, '4. Y.

  

  

 

 

OENTRAL OITY AUTO DO"
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Finest equipped garage in central New York.

STORAGE REPAIRS.

Prompt Service and Good Work.

RADIATORS,

 

    

TANKS, .. . ,, , ~

.vwmwwmmm .
M D F F L ER 8, < 'mmwnwamimmmramm -

FENDERS, .HOODS. ' “ '

BRISGOE MFG- 00" - Deli-oli

LAMINATED

in Wood

7 i Bodies

AMERICAN VENEER CO., 449 PQClflC Avc.,

JERSEY CITY, N. J.

 

 

SPLITDL RF

Established 1868.

.F.SPLITDORF.17YInd waters NY ‘

  

 

r—
A GOOD PLAOE TD

SPEND YOUR VADATION

during the summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

  

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. To those unacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force In securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“Summzr Book on Michigan."

—

D. D. EDWARDS, Pass. Tral. Mgr.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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THE STOCK IN TRADE

of a legitimate agent is his reputation,

which is based on the goods he sells.

That is why the selling agency for the

‘ 1 ,,1 Ckom‘utev"

' T0uri11g Car

is so cowted. Another reason is, the satisfaction the car gives, and its everlastingness.

It has gained its reputation in two years’ service, in every country where motoring is

possible. Our booklet “W ” describes it graphically; let us send you a copy.

PRICE, AT THE FACTORY, $750.

  

We are now up with our orders, and have room for a few live agents in good

territory. We have only one price, one set of discounts, and one way of doing bus

iness, and all of them are right. -

THOMAS B. J EFFERY 8: COMPANY, Kenosha, Wisconsin.

BRANCH HOUSES: 145 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 304 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

  

 

 
 

 
 

  

WITH ITS TWO-CYCLE MOTOR

IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF.
You gel MORE SATISFACTION—LESS COMPLICATION am more in every way tor your money

than in any automobile yct produced. Let us tell you more about it. '

ELMODE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Clyde, Ohio.

Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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ONCE MORE)

That

Invincible Combination,

BARNEY ()LDFIELD
and

G 8: J TIRES
has brought down

The Mile Record

55 4=5 seconds.

They did it at Yonkers, N. Y., July 25th.

' “u----

 

INSIST ON

G 8: J TIRES
being fitted to your car if you want speed

with comfort and safety with both.

ANY REPUTABLE MANUFACTURER OR DEALER WILL SUPPLY THEN.

GaJInmCo.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

 

NEW YORK AGENCY, 81 Reade Street, New York City

0...“...
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THE “Bribe” BATTERY.
NEW YORK, 49th St. and El hth Ava.

PHILADELPHIA, 250 Nort Broad Street.

BUFFALO. 200 Pearl Street.

ROCHESTER, 158 South Avenue.

BOSTON. 39 Stanhope 5t.

RENEWALS A'I‘ ATTRACTIVE PRICES. SEND FOR SPARKINCI BATTERY PRICE-LIST.

THEELECTRIC STORAGEBATTERYCO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DEPOTS FOR THE PROMPT DELIVERY

AND CARE OF EXIDE BATTERIES.

ST. LOUIS, 3937 OIIve Street.

DETROIT, 265 Jefferson Avenue.

CHICAGO. 264 Michigan Boulevard.

I TOLEDO, 818 Jeflenon St.

PHILADELPHIA, Allegheny Ave. and 19th St. NEW YORK, l00 Broadway. BOSTON, 60 State St.

CHICAGO, Marquette Building. BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Building, CLEVELAND, Citizena Building.

ST. LOUIS, Wainwright Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Rialto Building. HAVANA, CUBA, (I. F.0reenwaod Mgr., 34 Empadrado St.

CANADA, Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto.

 

DARRACQ CARSJwE LEA“

IN RACING, AS IN TOURING, THE FAVORITE OF TWO CONTINENTS.

The records of recent race meets show the DARRACQ CARS First over the wire and First in Popularity among

enthusiastic automobilists.

At Cleveland, September 5—10-Mile Handicap Race, - DARRACQ First, Time 11:52 2-5

“ Detroit, September 8—15-Mile Special World’s Record, DARRACQ “ “ 16:3

“ Syracuse, September 12—10-Mi1e Race, - - - DARRACQ “ “ 10:36 2-5

Also Record Fastest Mile, 1:4 3-5; Exhibition Mile, 1:00 3-5
      

 

  

  

 

  

“I. \f v I ‘ "'Io----_.--_

s» .9329 ‘ .
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AMERICAN DARRACQ AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,F.A°.°£"1°§B'E££CO.

652-664 Hudson Street and I47 West 38th Street, NEW YORK:

BRANCHES:—CI'IICAGO, 502-4 Wabash Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, 262 North Broad Street. PITTSBURGH, 3994 Forbes Street.
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Merit, Backed up by Actual Experience

HAS WON FOR

THE PREMIER
the name of being a fast touring car and a good hill climber.

‘ 3 The PREMIER Motor Car is built to meet the approval of

‘. i automobilists who, as the result of experience, have become

I discriminating buyers.

 

 

-' PREMIER MOTOR MFG. COMPANY, Indianapolis, Indiana
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A Long String of Victories

(100012ch TIRES
At the big automobile meet held in Cleveland, Sept. 4th and 5th.

THE 14 RACES RESULTED IN THE FOLLOWING AWARDS T0 MACHINES EQUIPPED WITH GOODRICH TIRES:

9 Firsts, 4 Thirds,

(3 Sec011ds, 1 Fonurtll,

1 Fiftl‘l.

Also used on the machines driven by Barney Oldfield in his 10 mile race against time. A splendid

piece of racing and a new world’s record for l800 pound machines. Time 10:06.

THE WINNERS USE THE ORIGINAL AMERICAN CLINCHER.

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO., Akron Rubber Works. Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK, 66-68 Reade Street Ind 1625 Broadway. CHICAGO, 14! Lake Street. BOSTON, 157 Summer Street.

PHILADELPHIA, 922 Arch Street. BUFFALO, 9 West Huron Street. DETROIT, 80 But Congress 5t.

DENVER, 1444 Curtll Street. SAN FRANCISCO, 392 Mlsalon Street LONDON, 7 Snow I'Illl.. B. C.

  

 

THE BENTRAL AUTUMUBILE GUMPANY

I684 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

23*" g COLUMBUS.

-- M 0 rs -

Renaulls

2398

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

  

Largest and Best Equipped Automobile Garage in United States.

ALL KINDS OF FRENCH AUTOMOBILE PARTS KEPT IN STOGK

, ELEBTRIGS BHARGED, BEPIIIRED AND KEPT IN FIRST-GLASS ORDER.
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g l H BEST.

.w M.

Sells best i _ Sells from
to those who : _II ' a 1; New England

g know it : " " _V to the 2

best. I Pacific Goast. §

"8% 5&6" g

g GQMBINES HRTIST’S TALENT AND ENGINEBR’S SKILL. g

Learn what our NEW @ATHLQGUE tells.

5 THE AUTQQHR GQMPBNY, -_ - Ardmore, Penna»;

@mmmmmmmnmm MAM!

 

 

  

A TRADE TERM:

“WESTON-MUTT QUALITY”
IN WHEELS.

ARTILLERV WOOD or WIRE.

 

GET WITH US.

WESTON-MOTT co., Utica, N. Y.
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Banker Bros. Co.

HAVE THE LARGEST SELECTION

OF CARS TO PURCHASE FROM.

  

 

 

 

" = ' PIERCE

‘ ' I , , - WAVEDLEY

m "Kiwi-"3,1033": W -. _. ‘ DhIthdClphIZt 1 Agglcgs .

629-633 P

North Broad Street ORIENT I

L STEVENS-DURYEA

8H.R1Clind no bouts zo antenna r ringCa .10 u z y“ "1.33m, Cars 25 u 4 y u" 0"“ “rs PIERCE

12 u z u u u 30 u Q n u u e18 ~ ~ “ u a I35 u i “ ~ “ Dittsburg

60 “.9. 1 Cylinder Touring Cars mum and Benny ~ AUTOCAR

"hi‘fiit‘ai'ii‘i‘iiifififlbfil‘ii‘i?affiiii‘dii32$} iiigil'éfiéfféf“ $8.2?“ 5mm WAVEDLEY

Our satisfied customeislvillalteit tithiie‘xicellence of the CUDELL.J, c, QRANDES, U. 5. Agent Cudell & Co.

12 West 33d Street, new YORK. PEERLESS

45$ TELEPHONE 2754 MADISON SQUARE ®

Eastern Agent ior St. 5&ng cal-iiing Co., at St. Louis, Mo. “1 5 “3 west 38m 5",“, WAVEDLEY

UPTOWN GARAGE—C. L. Bell 6: Co., 250 W. 80th Street.

BOSTON—Angler 6‘: Whitney, 43 Columbus Avenue.

LUJISVILLE, KY.—-C. 6. Barely, Jr. thDDLETOWN. CONN.—-O. T. fleech
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You Cannot Get

Flore for Your Money
AllllllllllCClllClli

 

“anUH

 

We have secured a modern factory

building containing 15,000 square feet

of floor space, in South Framingham,

Massachusetts.

i

5

i

5

t

5

i
We are installing an entire new §

equipment of the latest improved ma- gS

5

S

i

t

5

§

§

than by using $2.00 of it to

subscribe to

chinery and tools and will have double d

the capacity of our factory recently

destroyed by fire in Boston.

All correspondence should be ad

In which each week appears a

record of all that is best,

brightest and newest in the

dressed to

world of mechanical traffic.

American Roller Bearing Company

SOUTH FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

ounuomnwwuqiqwUr.)“marinas-noun

wwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
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S T U D E B A K E R

ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES.

THE

AUTOMOBILB

WITH A

REPUTATION

BEHIND

IT.

 
 

TO

Agents:—

DO YOU REALIZE the number of doctors in your territory

who are looking for Electric Automobiles?

DO YOU REALIZE that the well-tried Studebaker is just as

satisfactory in winter as in summer?

DO YOU REALIZE that a sale to one doctor leads to many

sales to others?

Camfkle line can be run at our branch lime: in all principal citier.

STUDEBAKER BROS. MFG. COMPANY

Studebaker Bros. Co., 01 New York, Broadway and Seventh Avenue.

Cor. 48th St., New York City.

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., 378 to 388 Wabalh Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Factory and General Offices, South Bend, Ind.

 

 

Tnserrl'lfiirAMgz'is

THE Wrrrrc jswrrrcflncrrrrrrr @nmrr
Cnsvsnnun~0u|o

A prominent mechanical engineer, recently remarked that

there were really four methods of automobile propulsion : Elec

tricity, Gasolene, Steam and “ 7711' White." He was emphasiz

ing the injustice of comparing the White with steam machines

in the common acceptance of the word. As a matter of strict

fact the WM]: 1': inmmparab/e from every point of view. It is

simple, speedy, noiseless, free from vibration, a good hill

climber, in short, a comfort to its owner.

NEW YORK, “5 W. 48th Street SAN FRANCISCO, 300 Post Street.

BOSTON, 509 Tremont Street DETROIT, zrz Woodward Avenue

CLEVELAND, 300 Rose Building.

LONDON, ENG., 35-37 King Street, Regent Street.

  

 

  
  

Easily the BEST BUILT CAR in America.
 

fimmh'le
will}? 21 lililifilig machine

  

A 4—cyllnder Locomobile Touring Car. Front vertial motor.

The Best Development in

Gasolcnc Autos to date.

 

 

LUBRICATION is automatic, being started

or stopped as the spark is switched on or

off; governor acts on the mixture and also

times spark automatically; valves removable

and replaceable easier and quicker than any

other gasolene car; spark plugs won’t short

circuit and are connected to cables by chains,

instead of the usual ever-snapping wires;

throttle on steering wheel permits of speeds

from 6 to 40 miles per hour on high speed gear.

A handsome hanger of our 4-cylinder “ King of the

Belgians” car, printed in four colors and gold, will be

sent to any dealer on application.

 

The acocamobile Company of America,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW YORK—Broadway. corner 76th Street.

BOSTON—l5 Berkeley Street.

BRIDOEPORT—Factory, Seulde Park.

PHILADELPHIA—249 North Broad Street.

CHICAGO—1354 Mkhlgnn Avenue

LONDON—39 Sumx Place. Bo. Kennington.

Members ol the Association of Licensed Automobile Manulacturen.
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NOTICE

To Manufacturers, Dealers, Importers,

Agents and Users of -

lGASlllENE AUTUMllBIlES

  

 

United States Letters Patent No. 549,160, granted to George B. Selden,

Nov. 5, 1895, controls broadly all gasolene automobiles which are accepted

as commercially practical. Licenses under this patent have been secured

from the owners by the following-named manufacturers and importers:

Electric Vehicle Co. Pope Motor Car Co.

Winton Motor Carriage Co. J. Stevens Arms 6: Tool Co.

Packard Motor Car Co. ‘ H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

Olds Motor works- Charron, (lirardot 6: Voigt Co. of America

Knox Automobile Co. (Smith 6: Mabley).

The Haynes-Apperson Co. The Commercial Motor Co.

The Autocar Co. Berg Automobile Co.

The George N. Pierce Co. Cadillac Automobile Co.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co. Northern Mfg. Co.

Searchmont Automobile Co. Pope-Robinson Co.

Locomobile Co. of America. The Kirk Mfg. Co.

The Peerless Motor Car C0. Elmore Mfg. Co.

U. 5. Long Distance Automobile Co. E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

Waltham Manufacturing Co. Buffan Gasolene Motor CO.

 

These manufacturers are pioneers in this industry and have commercialized the gasolene

vehicle by many years of development and at great cost. They are the owners of upwards of

four hundred United States Patents, covering many of the most important improvements and

details of manufacture. Both the basic Selden patent and all other patents owned as aforesaid

will be enforced against all infringers.

No other manufacturers or importers are authorized to make or sell gasolene automobiles,

and any person making, selling or using such machines made or sold by any unlicensed manu

facturers or importers will be liable to prosecution for infringement.

Assoouuou or LlliENSEI] AUTUMliBlLE MANUFAGTURERS

7 East 42nd Street, New York.
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Built to Stand Hard Roads

Lots of automobiles spin along the asphalt or boulevard

without any trouble, but some day you will want to go into

the country, and you will meet all kinds of hard hills and

bad roads that shake the life out of the average car.

When you buy your car, buy it to stand steady use on these hard roads.

The Scandt/mortl'

is built for the hardest roads that are ever travelled. It is tested over such roads. It is a

handsome car for the boulevard, but also of wonderful strength and durability.

It is easily

“ America’s Leading Automobile.”

 

Searchmont Automobile CO., North American Building, Philadelphia.

Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

FACTORIES: Searchmont, (near Chester) Pa.

  

 

 

  

AGAIN VICTODIOUS

At L0weil, I'Iass., PEERLESS I‘lotor

Cars won First and Second places in

a five mile race. Both cars were

regular stock cars and were driven

by their owners from Boston to

Lowell, I‘lass, (distance 30 miles)

and entered in the races directly

upon their arrival there.

  

 

  

 
 

TI— : MICHIGAN

AUTOMOBILE

PRICE

1’ ONLY

4. -Jv$450

A [tromr'rlenl [Vt-w York dealer write: an

Augm'l 41/! .‘

“ We like it very much, and I must say that it

more than comes up to my expectations. It

seems to have lots of power to spare. I ran it

around Central Park and tried it on some of the

hills and did not have occasion to use the low

gean"

 
 

 

 

“I.”

  

This is another proof of the ever ready-for-service

qualities of the Peerless Motor Cars. 'l‘heir construction

is simple and durable, and they can always be depended

upon for the best of service.

They are unexcelled for hill climbing and their

smooth noiseless action makes them favorites with alI'

automobilists.

LET US SEND YOU A CATALOGUE

Address Dept. B.

The PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Write for Catalog—~We make ’em.

lVIichigan Automobile Co., Ltd.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.

AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES.
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' ALL ROADS AND ALL SEASONS ALIKE TO ’

he Oldsmobile
The rubber or leather top and storm apron protect the driver and the perfected mechanical

construction makes the OLDSMOBILE the favorite vehicle for fall or winter journeys.

DRICE, $650.00.

If you need a new winter suit for your machine, any of the following dealers can supply you:

SELLING AGENTS.

ALBANY, N. Y.—Autumol-ll|- Storage & Trad—

lnl Co.

ATLANTA. GA.—Oldsmobile Co.

BINGIIAMTON, N. Y.—R. W. \Vhlppie.

BOSITOS'. MASS—Oldsmobile C0. 0! New Eng

nn .

BUFFALO, N. Y',-—-Jaynes Automobile Co.

CHARLESTON. S. C.—Army Cycle Co.

CHICAGO.IIL.—Oldsmobile Co..Glthene Bros. Co.

CLEVELAND. OHIO—Oldsmobile Co. or Ohio.

COLUMBIA, S. C.—J. E. Richards.

DALLAS, TEXAS—Lipscomb it Garrett.

DAVENPORT, IA.-Ma.aon's Carriage Works.

DENVER. COLO.—G. E. Harman.

DETROIT, MICII.—0Id8m0hlle l'u.

ERIE, PA.—.Iacob Roth Auto Co.

GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.—Adams & Hart.

GREENVILLE. S. C.—Bntea—Tannahill Co.

HARRISBURG, PA.—Kllne Cycle Co.

HOUSTON, TEXAS—Hkains Automobile 1

Gas Engine Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Fisher Automobile C0.

JACKSONVILLE FLA.—F_ E. Gilbert.

KANSAS CITY, M0.—E. P. Moriarty & Co.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.—Rodgers & Co.

LANSING, NIGEL—W. K. Prudden b Co.
  

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.—Arknnsas Auto C0.

IDS ANGELES. CALAHliismulvili- C0.

LOUISVILLE, KY.—5ulcliile St C0.

MEMPHIS. TENN.-—\Vhite 8; \K‘iillaml. i

MILWAUKEE, WIS—Oldsmobile C0.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.—A. F. Chil-Ie G CO.

NASHVILLE. TENN.-—John W. Chester 00.

NEWARK, N. J.—Autovehlcle Co.

NEIN ORLEANS, LA.—Abboi.t. Cycle CO.

NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.—Oldsm0blle C0.

OMAHA, NEE—Olds Gas Engine Works.

PASADENA, CAL.—Ed. R. Brniey.

PA'I‘ERSON, N. .I.—F. W. Stockbridge.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.——Oldsm0bile C0. of Phill—

deiphia.

PIT’I‘SBURG. PA.—Banker Bros. CO.

I’LAINFIELD, N. J.-—F. L. C. Martin C0.

PORTLAND, ORE—Merrill Cycle C0.

POUGHKEEPSIE. N. Y.‘John Van Benschoten.

RALEIGH, N. C.—Rnleigh Iron Works.

ROCHESTER. N. Y.—Rochester Automobile C0.

SAGINAW. MICIi.—A. W. Norris.

SAN FRANCISCO, PAL—Pioneer Auto CO.

SAVANNAH. GA.—T. A. Bryson.

ST. LOUIS. MO.—Mlssisslppi Valley Automobile Co.

80. McCALISTER, I. T.—Mclntyre & De Long

Motor Car Co.

SYRACUSE. N. Y.—S_vracuse Auto Co.

TEXARKANA. ARK.—Texarkann Auto & Re—

pairing Co.

TUCSON, ARIZ.——F. Ronstadt.

UTIPA. N. Y.—C, H. (‘hiids 8: Co.

\VASIIINGTON. D. C—National Capital Auto Co.

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS—R. H. Halstead. Honolulu.

LIST OF FOREIGN AGENCIES.

GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND—Charles Jarrett

at latte. Ltd.. 45 Great Marlboro St.. London,

England.

GERMANY—(Ali Germany except Coiogne)—Ea.rne|t

Weigaertner, Berlin; Cologne. L. Weiter& Co.

FRANCE—Eugene Mervllle. Paris.

SWITZERLAND—Automobile Fabrlk Orion AG., Zurich.

ITALY—Victor Croizat, 'hnln.

HOLLAND—Bingham & t‘ompeny, Rotterdam.

NORWAY. SWEDEN. DENMARK—T. T. Nielsen & Co..

Copenhagen. Denmark; L. P. Rose A Co., New York.

RUSSIA—Th. Thansky & CO.

CANADA—Hyslop Brothers, Toronto, Ont.

MEXICO—Oldsmobile Co., Mohler & De Grese.Mexioo City.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC—Ramon Camano & Company.

Buenos Ayres.

SOUTH AFRICA—White. Ryan & Co., Cape Town:

Sherltt, Swingiey A: Co., Johannesburg and New York.

NEW SOUTH WALES—Knowles Auto.

& Power Co.. Sydney.

VICTORIA—Hail & Warden. Melbourne.

QUEENSLAND—James Smith 4!; Sons.

Brisbane.

SO. AUSTRALIA—Duncan & Fraser,

Adelaide.

\VEST AUSTRALIA—American Motor

Car & Vehicle Co.. Fremantie.

NEW ZEALAN W, A. Ryan 8: Co., Ltd.. Auckland.

JAPAN—Bruin Bron. Yokohama and New York.

ASIA MINOR. INDIA. (.EYIDN, CHINA, JAVA.

SUMA'I'RA. BORNEO, FORMOSA—New York Export

st Import Co.. New York City.

  

AUSTRALIA

  

WDI'I'E I‘OR ILLUSTRATED BOOK TO

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Detroit, Mich.
Members ol the Association Licensed Automobile Manuiacturers.
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AND KINDRED INTERESTS.

New York. U. S. A., Thursday, September 24. I903. No. 26
  

TO ACT AT LAST

License Association Forced by Certain Members

to Prepare Suits Against .Ielfery and Ford,

Who are Ready for Them.

After a two days‘ session of the Associa

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,

held at 7 East Forty-second-st., New York,

at which twenty-five of the twenty-seven

members were represented, General Manager

George H. Day was asked what he had to

say about the business transacted.

1 lied:

"Well, I do not know what I can tell you

except that we have had a very harmonious

meeting, and that everything is going

smoothly."

"I suppose the talk had to do largely with

the plans for controlling the retail dealers?"

“Yes, and protecting ourselves generally.

Everyone who spoke here excepting one man

has said that he has found that the agents

accept the conditions willingly and are only

too' glad to get the licensed cars to sell. One

member said he found two agent who ob

jected, but then the circumstances were pe

culiar. We have canvassed the whole field,

and while there are more outside than inside

of the association, we find from the state

ments (.f the independent makers themselves

that our statement of the proportion of the

output made by the association makers is

just about right."

“Were there any new members elected?"

“There was one, or rather will be one.

The papers are not signed yet and I do not

like to say anything until they are.“

“Was there anything decided with regard

to the door remaining open for new mem

bers, or being closed?"

“The door will be open, but so far as those

now in the field are concerned it is very near

ly closed. There will be a piece of news,

big news in a few days.”

"Will it be something in the line of litiga

tion—something in the direction of the action

to make good for the bluff, as your critics

say?"

“i had not that in mind, but that will come.

it is something not to be discussed, but to

he. done."

He re

"What is the paper I saw the members car

rying away with them?"

“That was an amendment to the agree

ment that the manufacturers make with

agents. It has been reworded so as to be

more sweeping and more binding. and to

cover sub-agencies—to close the loopholes."

The amendment is simply a rewording of

the second paragraph, as follows:

Now. Therefore, the party of the second

part, in consideration of being supplied with

licensed vehicles by the party of the first

part under this contract, covenants and

agrees with the party of the first part (1)

that it (the party of the second part) will

not, during the continuance of this contract.

infringe said patent, nor make, sell, keep on

hand or in any manner dispose of or deal

in, directly or indirectly, any unlicensed ve

hicles, that is to say, any gasolene automo~

biles not manufactured under license of said

Selden patent; and (2) that it will not sell,

consign or deliver any licensed vehicles pur

chased from the party of the first part un

der this contract to any party making, sell

ing, having on hand or dealing in unlicensed

vehicles.

The former agreement, of which the first

paragraph remains unchanged, was in full,

as follows:

In consideration of the fact that the party

of the first part has obtained a license under

Selden patent No. 549,160, and is paying

substantial royalty thereunder, and has

agreed as a consideration of said license not

to contest said patent, directly or indirectly,

or aid others in so doing.

Now, Therefore, the party of the second

part, in consideration of being appointed an

agent for the sale and disposition of the au

tomobiles manufactured by the party of the

first part, agrees that during the continuance

of such agency he will not infringe said pat

ent, nor sell, keep on hand or dispose of, di

rectly or indirectly, any automobiles contain

ing the inventions claimed in said patent No.

349,160, not duly licensed under said patent.

From one of the untitled members pres

ent at the meeting it was learned that it

was finally decided to institute proceedings

against both Thomas B. Jeffery & Co. and

the Ford Motor Co., who are the most prom

inth of those outside the Selden fold. It

has been no secret that certain of the li

eensees who have felt most keenly the Jet

fery-Ford competition came to New York de

termined to force the Association’s hand

by either obtaining the protection promised

them or causing trouble within the ranks.

The decision to bring suit against the two

Western concerns is undoubtedly the result

of their insistence. Both the JetIery and

the Ford people are prepared for action of

the sort, however, having notified their

agents and patrons that they are prepared

to give bonds and defend any suits that may

be brought against them.

FORTY-THREE ENTRIES

Received for Endurance Contest and Ten More

Expected—List ls Withheld.

 

At four o’clock on Tuesday the entry lists

for the endurance contest of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers

were closed, but as all entries put into the

mall before that time were acceptable it was

decided not to make any announcement

about the total of entries for a couple of

days, so as to give entries from a distance

full time to be delivered.

It was learned, however, that on Tuesday

night the entries actually in hand at the

time were forty-three, and that the list of

probabilities showed ten others reasonably

to be expected. Telegrams were sent on

Tuesday to prominent makers whose entries

were not then in hand.

Last of the Meteor.

After a short existence, the Meteor En

gineering Co., Reading, Pa., will wind up its

affairs and go out of business. E. S. Youse.

46 No. Fifth street, that city, has purchased

the stock and fixtures of the company, and

will continue to supply parts for the cars.

The Meteor 00. made the Meteor and

Reading cars, having succeeded to the busi

ness of the Steam Vehicle Co. of America,

which concern failed about a year ago.

‘Pope Closes Uptown Store.

The Pope Motor Car Co.'s line will here

after be handled at the Pope branch, No. 12

Warren street, this city. Elliott Mason, for

many years in charge of the Warren street

place, will, of course, continue there, adding

automobiles to his present stock of bicycles

and motorcycles. The Pope uptown store,

No. 500 Fifth avenue, has been closed.

 

To Sell Columbia in Boston.

It develops that the Columbia Motor Ve

hicle Co. of Hartford, the incorporation of

which was noted last week, is an offshoot of

the Electric Vehicle Co. It will represent

that concern in Boston, taking our the busi

ness heretofore conducted by the company‘s

branch at that place.

An increase of capital to $315,000 has been

certified to by the George N. Pierce Co., Buf

falo. The former capital was $280,000.
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JEFFERY IN CHICAGO

Opens Store on Wabash Avenue for Sale of

Ramblers—Gunther in Charge.

Hereafter Rambler cars will be handled In

Chicago from Thomas B. Jeffery & Co.‘s own

store. The Kenosha, Wis., concern has come

to the conclusion that the interests of its

customers and its own will be conserved by

sucha move, and accordingly along lease of

the store at No. 301 Wabash avenue, immedi

ately adjoining the Auditorium, has been

taken.

The store is well adapted to the business.

having 30 feet frontage in Wabash avenue.

being 175 feet deep, and having easy access

The necessary altera

tions are. now being made, the store redeco

rated and fitted throughout with electric

lights, and on October 1 it will be opened.

under the management of J. F. Gunther.

who was for many years the manager of

the G. & J. Chicago store.

The location of this store will cause some

surprise. inasmuch as it is not located in

“Automobile Row," but is in the heart of

the shopping district. It is, however, con

sidered by the Jeflery company most con

veniently located. Special attention will be

given to visiting out of town agents, many

of whom visit Chicago without having the

necessary time to get as far as Kenosha.

Mr. Gunther's connection with the auto

mobile industry dates back to the original

Rambler made by Mr. Jefl’ery, in 1899,

which, it will be remembered, was a two

cylinder vertical engine in front, with a di

rect drive to the rear axle. His activity

for so many year in spreading the virtues

of Rambler bicycles has given him an ac

quaintance in Chicago that should be valu‘

able to his old employer in the new busi—

ness.

to Michigan avenue.

Buick Goes to Flint.

The Buick Motor Co., which was organ

ized a short time ago, has changed hands.

A number of Flint (Mich.) business men, in

conjunction with Mr. Buick, have joined to

gether and purchased the concern's holdings,

including machinery, patents, goodwill, etc.

The work of removing from Detroit to Flint

will begin as soon as a 200x60 brick building

can be completed.

Dividend ior Spaulding Creditors.

A final dividend of 4.45 per cent, amount

ing to $528.59, has been declared by T. E.

Lawrence, trustee in bankruptcy of the

Spaulding Automobile & Motor Co., Buffalo.

A dividend of 10 per cent, or $1,180.19, had

previously been declared. This makes a

total of $1,708.78 received by the creditors,

whose claims amounted to $11,801.90.

Pfcii‘fcr & Young have opened a garage

at 129 Grand River avenue, Detroit, Mich.

'biles are kept.

Recent Incorporations.

Pierre, S. D.—-Beliance Automobile Co., un~

der South Dakota laws, with $230,000 cap

ital.

Columbus, Ohio—Oscar Lear Automobile

Co.. under Ohio laws, with $30,000 capital.

Carpenters—Oscar S. Lear, E. J. Miller, B.

\V. Giltillan, W. Guy Jones and W. H. Holli

day.

New York. N. Y.-—Amerlcan Deitrlch Mo

tor Car Co., under New York laws, with

$100,000 capital. Directors—R. E. Jarrig,

Louis Frankel and Albert Lamaitre, all of

New York. N. Y.

Baltimore, Md.—Baltimore.Motor Car Co.,

under Maryland laws, with $500 capital. In

corporators—Rudolph Lipps. Edward Lipps,

Christopher Lipps. George L. Deichman and

Christopher R. Wattenscheidt.

Davenport. Ia.—The Stoltenburg & Reim

ers Co., under Iowa laws. with $5,000 cap

ital, to manufacture, repair and'sell automo

bilcs. President, Henry Stoltenburg; vice

president and secretary, John Reimers.

East Orange, N. J.—The New York Garage

('o., under New Jersey laws, with $50,000

capital; to build and deal in motor vehicles

and engines. Corporat'ors—James B. Rich

ardson, Walter H. Bond and Gardner “7.

Kimball.

Canostota, N. Y.—D. M. Tuttle Co., under

New York laws, with $00,000 capital; to

manufacture engines, boats and automobiles.

Corporators—Daniel M. Tuttle, William H.

Lindley, Frank G. Bell, Otis M. Bigelow

and James F. Williams.

Toledo, Ohio—The Kirk-Hall Co., of Toledo,

under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to

manufacture, deal in, repair and store auto

mobiles. Corporators—Edward A. Kirk,

Charles M. Hall, Edwin J. Marshall, Harold

W. Fraser and George C. Bryce.

Charge for Automobile Insurance.

Automobile risks have been engaging the

attention of the New England Insurance

Exchange, and at a meeting held at Boston

last week the matter of charges was taken

up and settled.

A recommendation from the executive

committee providing for buildings where an

tomobiles are kept an extra charge of 50

cents per $100 of insurance for vehicles

using steam power with gasolene for fuel,

and 25 cents per $100 for those using gaso

lene explosion engine power, elicited consid

erable discussion, and it was finally amended

to 75 cents and 50 cents per $100 of insur

ance carried, respectively.

This legislation applies only to establish

ments where not more than three automo

Where more than three are

stored the building is then considered a spe

cial hazard and comes under the considera

tion of the special hazards committee for

specific rating.

Ernest anson has begun to handle auto

mobiles at Brockton, Mass.

GENERAL IS BANKRUPT

Cleveland Concern is so Adjudicated—Creditors’

Meeting Sept. 30.

Efforts made to save the General Automo

bile & Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio, from bank

ruptcy have failed. In the United States

District Court for the Northern District of

Ohio last week the concern was adjudicated

bankrupt.

The first meeting of the company’s creditors

will be held at the offices of Harold Rem

ington, referee in bankruptcy, 943-945, So

ciety for Savings Building, Cleveland, on

September 30, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon.

Creditors may then attend, prove their

claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bank

rupt and transact such other business as

may properly come before said meeting.

Four Cylinder Car for Thomas.

Marked changes are to be made in the

1904 Thomas line. Two cars will be made

by the E. R. Thoma Motor Co., Buffalo—a

two cylinder 16 horsepower and a four cylin

der 32 horsepower, respectively. Both will

be of the vertical type, in place of the hori

zontal engines heretofore used.

The details of the cars are being carefully

worked out. One of the features is a new

sliding gear transmission, having three

speeds working direct .on the high gear.

This gear, for which a patent has been ap

plied, will be found on all the 1904 cars.

The other improvements will include honey

comb radiators and extremely powerful

brakes. The! cars will be built to develop a

speed of forty-live miles an hour.

ls Adiudicaied Bankrupt.

As was expected, the National Automobile

& Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., has been ad

judicated bankrupt.

Referee D. L. Jones has sent out notices to

the creditors of the company that the first

meeting of said creditors will be held at

Room 434, Postofiice Building, Milwaukee,

on September 30, at 10 o’clock in the fore—

noon, at which time the said creditors may

attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee,

examine the bankrupt and transact such

other business as may properly come before

said meeting.

Receiver for Wesichester Co.

Charley A. Molloy will be appointed re~

ceiver for the Westchcter Automobile

Company in a suit brought by Stephen H.

P. Pell, who recovered a judgment against

the company for $296 on Augut 14, which

he has been unable to collect.

Justice. MucLean, of the Supreme Court,

has now granted a motion by default for

the appointment of a receiver. The sum

mons was served on Lawrence E. Holden,

the secretary and treasurer. The company

was incorporated on December 22. 1902.

with a capital stock of $15,000, and had \

store at 523 Fifth avenue, New York.
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A. A. A. BEGINS TO EXPAND

New York to Set the Pace for a Chain of

State Divisions.

It seemed on Tuesday as it the American

Automobile Association had awakened with

a start and was going to work in earnest.

The work being done toward getting the

New York State Automobile Association to

be a State division of A. A. A. clubs, which

was told about exclusively in the Motor

World two weeks ago, was brought out in

the light at a meeting of the executive com

mittee of the A. A. A. held at the Automo

bile Club of America on Tuesday. The deal

has been made by trading the prestige of

the A. C. A. and the Long Island Automobile

Club. It is a good stroke of practical poli

tics, and is assured of success. Most of the

clubs 'in the State association, perfected at

Syracuse on September 12, are members of

the A. A. A. Now it is being held out that

the very desirable memberships o of the

Automobile Club of America and the Long

Island Automobile Club can be had on the

sole condition that all of the clubs in the

State association are members of the A. A.

A., and the State body a branch 0! that na

tional organization.

That the A. A. A. is now in earnest about

being a national body 18 further evidenced

by the fact that Chairman Pardington of

the race committee has been at work while

on the racing circuit during the summer. He

reported that a start has been made in Ohio

by the Columbus and Cleveland clubs lead

ing tle way, and the Toledo club about ready

to Join them in forming a State division. F.

(‘. Lewin was delegated to get the clubs of

Pennsylvania together.

In these State organizations they will be

known, as in New York, by the name “Au

tomobile Association," following the name of

tlze State; thus “automobile association" will

be a great national name with the Ameri

can Automobile Association as the parent

body of many State organizations.

A handsome emblematic button and an in

dividual membership card were adopted by

the executive committee in earnest of its

intention to follow the policy of extension

rigorously. ‘

The following new committee on scope

and plan was appointed: Judge W. H. Hatch

kiss, Buffalo A. C., chairman; Lee Richmond.

Rochester, A. 0.; A. H. Baechle, Utica, A.

(‘.; C. N. Page, Albany A. C.; W. F. Wait.

Auburn, A. C.; W. E. Scarritt, A. C. A., and

A. R. Pardi'xgton, Long Island A. C.

 

Thirty-Three Cars in Boston Run.

On Tuesday there were thirty-three cars

entered for the Boston and return tour of

the Automobile Club of America, to be held

Sept. 25-Oct. 1. It was decided that the go

as-you-piease idea of the run should be car

ried out by not having the participants start

in a body at a fixed time, but by allowing

them to start whenever they please after

 

 

first registering at the club house. The list

of entries up to Tuesday were:

Entrant. Vehicle.

Dr. C. T. Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Oldsmobile

F. A. La Roche . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Darracq

A. R. Shattuck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Panhard

Colgate Hoyt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....Mercedes

Sidney Dillon Ripley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

James Macnaughton. . .German-American

Henry CfCryder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Moyea

J. A. Kingman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Locomobile

C. H. Gillette . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Pope-Robinson

Geo. F. Chamberlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .White

Robert L. Morrell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Locomobile

Orrel A. Parker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Henry B. Joy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Packard

(‘oionel John Jacob Astor . . . . . . . . .Mercedes

Winthrop E. Scarritt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Whlte

JeiTerson Seligman . . . . . . ..Rochet-Schneider

John A. Hill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Pan-American

Frank Eveland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Autocar

J. Herbert Carpenter . . . . . . . . .Pan-American

Elmer Apperson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Apperson

Paul Deming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Whlte

Emerson Brooks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Cadillac

F. M. Lande and Dr. Lewis Morris... . .Flat

Frederick Glassu'p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..  

M. M. Belding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Winton

M. D. Chapman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:..Mors

J. V. Black . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -——

W. D. Sargent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Packard

Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Owen . . . . . . . . .Franklln

Albert Lemaitre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .De Dietrich

James L. Brecse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Mercedes

Dave H. Morris . . . . . . . . . ..'Rochet Schneider

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Skinner. . . . .De Dion

The itinerary, corrected to date, is as fol

lows:

Friday, Sept. 25—New York to

Hartford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121 miles

Saturday, Sept. 26—Hartford to

Boston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Sunday, Sept. 27—In Boston.

Monday, Sept. 28—Boston to

Springfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tuesday, Sept. 29—Springfield to

Pittstleld, via Huntington, West

Becket and Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

(Luncheon at Pittsfleld.)

Tuesday afternoon will be spent in

optional runs in the vicinity of

Pittsfield.

Wednesday, Sept. 30—Plttsfield to

Newburgh, via Ponghkeepsie and

ferry at Fishklil Landing.. . .

Thursday, Oct. l—Newburgh to

New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

124 miles

97 miles

55 miles

83 miles

60 miles

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 540 miles

The route passes through the States of

New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts and

New Jersey. Members should display their

New York number, which, if bearing the

initiais “N. Y." after the number, is recog

nized in Connecticut and Massachusetts.

The New Jersey number must also be dis

played whcn passing through that State.

Route cards and a list of supply stations

will be furnished before the start.

 

San Jose Witnesses Races.

Automobile races were held at San Jose,

(‘al., on September 9, the principal event be

ing a five-mile contest. open to machines of

any type or power. A White car, driven by

Ii. I). Ryns, won in 7:33.

A rat-c for gasolene cars only was won by

n Rambler, and one for gasolene cars of 20

horsepower or less was won by a Winton.

A. C. A. PREPARES TO ELECT

A Nominating Committee of Peculiar Personnel

—Bostwicl Resigns.

in the oIIices 01' President A. R. Shattuck,

in New York, the governors of the Automo

bile Club of America held a meeting on

Tuesday and appointed a nominating com

mittee to name a ticket to be voted for at

the annual election on the third Monday in

November. The committee was formed so

as to represent the different interests in the

club, so it was said. The governors were

recognized as having an interest in some

way distinct from the members, so this is

the way the committee was formed:

George F. Chamberlin, representing the

governors.

S. '1‘. Davis, Jr., representing the manu

facturing interests.

H. Rogers Winthrop,

members.

Mr. Winthrop, the “representative of the

members,” is the chairman of the law com~

mittec, who left the afl'alrs of that commit

tee with regard to the Bailey bill in the

hands of President Shattuck, and the action

of which committee in this regard was repu

diated by the members of the club at the

biggest general meeting ever held.

The personnel of the nominating commit

tee led some to think that an independent

ticket is likely at the club this fall.

The resignation of? Albert C. Bostwick

from the board of governors was tendered

with the explanation that ill-health and ab

sence from the country would prevent him

from serving. A resolution expressing high

appreciation of Mr. Bostwlck's services and

regret at losing him was adopted. The res

ignation was accepted.

The governors decided that the club would

support the A. A. A. in its efforts to estab

lish State divisions by joining the New York

State Automobile Association on the condi

tion that all the clubs of that body must be

members of the A. A. A.

The following were elected to membership:

W. C. Temple, Plttsburg, life member; P. F.

Collier. active; Ernest Groesbeck, active; H.

P. Robbins, active; P. D. Martin, active; C.

K. G. Billings, active; Hugh J. Grant, active;

(‘hnrles E. Miller, active; Lyman Delano.

associate.

Mr. Temple is the first man elected to

life membership In the club.

representing the

 

No Racing at Pittsburg.

The automobile race meet which was con

templated as a windnp of the endurance run

to Pittsburg has been declared off. The

racetrack is on Grand Island, which can be

reached only by boat from that city. and as

the boats have discontinued running for the

season there is no' means of transportation

to the island.
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The Choice of Discriminating Buyers—

THE NORTHERN.

The man who knows enough about auto- 7 v1" ' V - '$
mobiles to distinguish between worth and Y i ,. __-' "

mediocrity invariably chooses the Northern. v 4 '

Just what it looks to be—a carriage for

constant service.

  

  

Anyone can operate it.

We are now able to make prompt de

Iiveries.

NORTHERN MFG. COMPANY, - Detroit,

  

  

W

Michigan.

 

When You Want to Remove It You Can.

When You Want to Put It On You Can.

= " FISK DETABHABLE
IS PERFECTION.

LET US SEND YOU OUR PAMPHLET REGARDING IT.

  

—

O

FISK RUBBER COl‘lPANY, - Chlcopee Falls, Flass.

BRANCHES:

BOSTON. SPRINGFIELD, NEW YORK. PHI DELPHIA, CHICAGO,

604 Atlantic Ave. 40 Dwight St.. 83 Chambers St. Arch St. 52 State St.

SYRACUSE. BUFFALO, DETROIT, SAN FRANCISCO, -

423 80. Clinton St. 28 W. Genesee St. 254 Jefferson Ave. 114 Second St.
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Two Passenger Cars’ Handicap.

Two points connected with the endurancc

contest are causing no small amount of cogi

tation ainong the firms which have entered

vehicles. We refer to observers and repairs.

That the two are intimately connected is, of

course. obvious.

The observer may aid the operator of his

car in making repairs. We say “may” ad

visedly. There is no rule compelling him to

do so, and none could be enforced. If the

observer happens to be a decent: sort of

fellow, and is not hampered by orders from

“higher up," he will cheerfully lend assist

ance should his car run in hard luck. But

whether he helps or not is a matter that is

left entirely to him, or the “higher up"

power, which is, it should be remembered.

a hostile or at least not a wholly friendly

power.

In the case of four passenger cars it is

not of vital importance whethcr the observer

renders assistance or not. Such curs may

and almost certainly will, carry a mechanic

for this purpose. The rules say that “ex

cept that each car must carry an observer,

the number of passengers shall be optional.”

It is further provided that “one passenger

only shall be permitted to render assistance

in the matter of repairs."

It will thus be seen that two passenger

cars have only the operator and a very

doubtful observer to make repairs, while

four passenger ones may carry a factory

hand for the sole purpose of rendering as—

sistance.

What etfect on their showing such a ban

tllCtip on the runabout type of car will have

is problematical.

runabouts carried off the honors, with a

considerable margin to spare. But that was

In last: year’s contest the

an easy run, whereas the approaching one

will be Just the reverse. The comparative

simplicity of the small car renders it much

easier to keep in order or to put to rights

when it goes wrong. But whether the ratio

is sufliciently great to equalize matters is u

matter of great doubt, and only the contest

itself can set the matter at rest.

 

Fire on a Ferry' Boat.

Panic caused by fire occurred on the terry

boat Atlantic of the South Ferry line be

tween Manhattan and Brooklyn on Mon

The boat was in midstrenm. All was

“Full speed ahead” was sig

the whistle

shriekcd an alarm, and women passengers

day.

i-Xcitement.

nailed to the engine room,

went into hysterics.

It wasn‘t an automobile with its gaso

It was a truckload of

oakum on the driveway next to the engine

lene tank on fire.

room. All the same, passengers were ready

to jump overboard. At the ferry slip hose

men stood ready to deluge the boat as soon

as it entered. _

Some of the newspapers mentioned the

matter, but others did not. It wasn’t an

automobile with its gasolcne tank on fire.

That would have been :1 different story. It

would have afforded opportunity for a tirade

against the danger of fire from gasolcne

motors. Fire is fire, and the small quan

tity of gasolcne carried in the tank of an

automobile is not the only combustible

commodity that travels upon the ferry

boats plying the waters about the great

metropolis.
 

Other Points of Excellence.

In all past and projected endurance runs

the great desideratum was and is to get

there in some sort of fashion. Formerly it

did not matter much how or in what condi~

tion; in this year’s run condition will play

an important part, which is as it should be.

No car which does not reach Pittsburg in

good order can carry OK the highest honors.

But condition, whether at the beginning

or end of a run, is not the only thing to be

considered. There are other qualities insep

arable from a really first class car that are,

if of secondary importance, still of great mo

ment, and an integral part of any really com

prehensive test of the standing of a car.

One of the chief of these qualities is noise

iessness. Who will deny the value of this

quality? Let two cars start out on a run

and arrive safe at their destinations; one

runs smoothly and silently, responsive to the

slightest turn of the steering wheel, the

swiftest change of the gears; the other rum

bles along, with strident, insistent noise

from the exhaust, creaking and rattling of

the gears, groaning ot.‘ the springs and other

parts, a terror to other users of the road, a

nuisance to its occupants. Will any one con

tend that the former has not made a better

run and is not a preferable car?

In British tests these matters are all taken

into consideration in determining the rating

of competing cars. The elimination of noise

is an object much to be desired. To fittingly

reward the designer or builder who best

combats it, while penalizing him who of~

feuds most conspicuously, is both fitting and

just.

receive encomiums equally with the silent

one, there would be little incentive to pro

duce cars improved in these respects.

It has been truly observed that noise is

nothing more or less than lost or dissipated

Consequently to lessen noise is to

conserve power, as well as to remove one of

the great objections to the motor vehicle.

When gears grind and shriek it is a certainty

that they are working badly—that they are

dissipating the power communicated to them

by the engine and intended to be conveyed

to the driving wheels. A silent gear, on the

other hand, denotes its satistactory work

ing and boars mute testimony to the exch

Werc it otherwise, did the noisy cur

lJO‘VQl'.

.lence of design and soundness of workman

ship of the car in question.

Let us address ourselves to the minimiza

tion it not the entire elimination of noise.

Let us put a premium on silepce, impose a

penalty on noise. The noisy cur merits, and

sometimes receives, opprobrium, just us the

silent one has praise showered upon it. “'lin

has not watched a steam car go by with no

sound save the subdued sob ot the exhaust.
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and compared it with some especially noisy

specimen of the gasolene ‘type, to the mani

fest disadvantage 01' the latter? If the

steamer can demonstrate its equality in other

respects it would deserve to, and almost cer

tainly would, win out on this issue alone.

 

Rain and the Roads.

It was a frequent subject of remark in the

1902 endurance contest that “if it should

rain there would be a different story to tell.”

I'nquestionably it was true. for only with

dry roads could the remarkable showing be

tween this city and Boston have been made.

Now that we are almost on the eve of an~

other annual contest, the same remark is be

ing made. Tliis'time it is felt that excep

tionally bad weather may almost ruin the

event; and this. ls, of course, earnestly to be

deplored. Many so called roads are tem

porarily rendered absolutely impassable by

violent or continued rains, and all accounts

agree that some of them are to be found

along the route of the present contest.

Therefore anything even remotely resem

l.ling a prolonged deluge is to be deprecated.

But is it altogether desirable that good

weather should prevail during the entire

run? Should the contesting cars not have a

\taste of the bad along with the good in

order to bring out their strong points? Is

not the object sought by the contest the se

lection of the best cars as well as elimina

tion of the poorer and weaker cars, the weed

ing out of the halt, the lame and the blind?

Is it sufficient to say, in effect, that 25 per

cent of the starters are equal, that another

25 per cent are but a trifling distance behind

and that only 10 or 15 per cent failed to

secure certificates for meritorious perform

ances? Would not a greater variance in per—

formances be a better ending?

It may be said that as planned the con

test is severe enough, even in good weather.

But the point made to us last week by one

prospective competitor answers this. “The

course is not such a hard one that any really

good car cannot get through all right," he

said. “The real test will come it bad

weather is encountered. Then it will be

seen which are thoroughly first class cars

and which only fair ones. There is no car

that has been used much for touring that

has not been put to as severe a test this

summer as will be the run to Pittsburg.

Many of them have been up against infinite

ly worse propositions and come through suc

cessfully. What we want next month is a

test that will include all sorts and conditions

of roads and weather; that will show which

are the best cars."

That there is considerable truth in the

point is undeniable. At the same time, we

should not pray too earnestly for rain, lest

we get entirely too i‘nuch of it. And. be

sides, we don't have to pray for rain this

year.

A HandicaPping Plan.

Another attempt is to be made to devise

a workable plan for handicapping racing

At the Empire City meet on October

3 the plan will be given a test. A race at

five miles, the handicapping being by dis

tance and with a standing start. will be

run, the starts being allotted by a committee

of three appointed for the purpose. The cyl

inder bore and stroke, number of cylinders

and the ratio of engine shaft and rear wheel

revolutions, will all be taken into considera

tion in making the allotment; and from this

basis something feasible ought to be evolved.

(‘ll l'h'.

The outcome will be awaited with inter

est. Close contests are the most needed ac—

companiment of race meets, and no labor

is too great to bestow upon the task of

bringing them about. The lack ‘of them de

stroys all interest, once the novelty of auto

mobile speeding has worn off.

An indispensable requisite to the success

of the present attempt is the procurement

of accurate data. The smallest inaccuracy

swells to immense proportions in working

out the ultimate figures, and it cannot be too

carefully guarded against. Unintentional

errors will prove just as serious as inten

tional ones, hence it will not do to assume

too much, even when the assumption is en

tirely honest.

Individual Chain Drive's Growth.

In spite of the inroads made upon it by

the cardan joint and live rear axle system

of transmission, the individual chain drive

to the wheels manages to hold its own. What

it loses in one direction it gains in another.

If it is used on a constantly decreasing num1

ber of light and medium weight cars, it re

tains its lead almost unimpaired on the

heavy ones. and is being made use of on

other types of vehicles.

It is now found on a very respectable num

ber of steam cars—all of them. of course,

indeed.

it is scarcely going too far to say that. as

heavier vehicles than the runabout.

far as steam touring cars are concerned, the

individual chain drive promises to play one

of the most prominent parts. It lends itself

remarkably well to the transmission of

power on such' vehicles. its reliability and

eflecti'veness being undeniable.

Until the present time no attempt has been

made to utilize it in connection with elec

tric vehicles. But its merits are such that

it could not always be confined to the gaso

lcne car, where it has won its chief victories.

It has now made its appearance on an elec

tric business wagon, and if it proves as suc

cessful as is anticipated it will be much

used in the future. The outcome will be

awaited with no small degree of interest.

 

The average persdn takes an interest in

everything of an unusual nature. The slight

est out of the ordinary happening will at

tract a crowd even in the most sparsely pop

ulated section, and each minute adds to the

gathering. And in nothing does the curious

person take a livelier interest than in an

automobile en panne. Every movement of

the chauffeur or mecanlcien is watched with

close attention, and if the seat of trouble is

quickly detected and remedied and the car

continues on its way keen disappointment is

evinced. The onlookers want to learn what

“makes the wheels go round," and if this

laudable desire is balked they are not un

naturaily indignant.

 

That all gasolene automobiles do not smell

. vilely is testified to by'the fact that one oc

casionally does. We may pass a score of

comparatively inoffensive cars, and then one

goes by which perfumes the atmosphere over

a wide area, leaving in its wake an odorons

trail almost thick enough to cut with a knite.

At such times we should reflect upon the

vast improvement in this respect that has

taken place in the last few years.

 
 

Who will deny that the automobile has

progressed, now that horsemen recognize it

and sometimes welcome it with open arms?

It is announced by a horse exehange in this

city that a'semi-annual auction sale of auto

mobiles will be inaugurated by it in a few

weeks. Without forsaking the horse, it will

be sidetracked for a brief period and its

hated rival given the centre of the stage.

 

There are signs that President A. R. Shat

tuck of the Automobile Club of America

will seek uvindication" this fall in the form

of a nomination for a third term. The cam

paign slogan in such event will probably be:

“Bailey! Petrol! Me! Me! Me!"
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BIO FEAT OF LITTLE OLDS
 

Whitman Delivers San Francisco’s Message to

New York and Goes on to Portland.

At 11 o‘clock on last Friday morning a

mud stained runabout of the Oldsmobile pat

tern, with flags flying from each corner of

the body, and two weatherbeaten men on

the seat in picturesque costume, came pant~

ing along Centre street to the plaza in front

of the City Hall. A box on the rear bore

the legend, “San Francisco to New York,"

and a. policeman stationed at the removable

iron posts that guard the entrance to the

llaza quickly lifted one of the posts and

the little motor carriage of wonderful stay

ing power silently entered, followed by an

who had been notified of the arrival of the

couriers and was awaiting them.

In Park Row the fall of a sparrow is taken

cognizance of by a crowd, and the unusual

appearance of the automobile at once caused

to form a crowd of unusual proportions.

Whitman, who operated the runabout,

whirled it in upon the plaza 'in a curve, belly?

ing toward the Postoffice, so as to get a

“take of!” for the two high and broad steps

that lead to the wide landing that spreads

at the foot of the front steps to the City

Hall. Six feet away from the two steps the

car was halted, and then started forward

again on the slow speed. It was not jumped

up the step, but made to take them slowly

and with becoming dignity. First, the front

wheels, one step at a time, and then the rear

wheels mounted, as if the car was a long

bodied quadruped. A an observer remarked,

the carriage “just stepped up." A multitu

IN CITY HALL PARK, NEW YORK.

Mayor's Office,

San Francisco, July 6, 1903.

Hon. Seth Low, Mayor of New York.

My Dear Mayor: Mr. L. L. Whitman is

starting from here at 11 o'clock this morning

to make a tour across the continent from

San Francisco to New York on an Oldsmo

bile. SanFrancisco sends her greetings to

the great metropolis of New York.

Any courtesy that may be extended to Mr.

L. L. Whitman by you will-be greatly ap

preciated by yours very truly.

E. E. SCI-IMITZ, Mayor.

In reading the letter in a low tone the

Mayor stumbled over the word “Oldsmo

bile,” repeating “automobile” after it, as

if correcting some obvious error of writing.

Then he said:

“I am pleased to receive a message by so

novel a method. It is the first message from

San Francisco I ever received by auto

 

 

 
 

 

 

POLICEMAN CLEARING THE WAY.

other one, new and shining, that acted as

its escort.

The travel stained car was, of course, the

regular stock model Oldsmobile of 800

pounds and 5 horsepower ,which had just

succeeded in following the heavy cars across

the rough roads of the continent and com

pieting the journey from the Pacific Ocean

to the Atlantic. Its occupants were Lester

L. Whitman and E. I. Hammond. of Pasa

dena, Cal., who left San Francisco in the

little car on July 6 last, with a message

from Mayor Schmitz of that city to Mayor

Low of New York. They had arrived in the

metropolis the day before, seventy-three

days out from San Francisco, of which

time only forty-five and a half days were

actually consumed in travelling, the rest of

the time having been lost at different stages

when the adventurers were stormbound.

The escorting car contained G. R. Howell, of

the New York Oldsmobile Co.; a newspaper

man and a photographer. They were intent

upon delivering the message to Mayor Low,

dinously murmured “Ah!” punctuated by a

few cheers, expressed the admiration of the

crowd as the runabout swung around broad

side to the main steps and came to a halt.

Messrs. Whitman and Hammond, bronzed

as Ind-fans, strikingly garbed in flannel shirts

with rolling collars, cordurory trousers.

khaki leggins, leather coats and chauffeur

caps, became immediately the target for a

score of camera snapshots while sitting at

ease awaiting the pleasure of the Mayor.

In a few minutes word came from Private

Secretary J. B. Reynolds that the Mayor

was ready to receive them, and they entered

the reception room of the city's executive.

They were introduced by Secretary Reynolds

to Mayor Low, and Whitman handed to him

a large envelope bearing the seal of the San

Francisco Mayor and inscribed, “Hon. Seth

Low, Mayor of New York City, New York.

Courtesy of L. L. Whitman."

Opening the letter the Mayor read the fol

lowing:

UNDER THE MAYOR’S WINDOW.

mobile.

here?"

Whitman responded:

“Seventy-three days have elapsed since

we started, but our actual running time was

forty-five and a half days."

“And were you much delayed by acci

dents?"

“We made, of course, some repairs, as all

tourists do in even shorter runs, but we had

no serious breakdowns.”

“Ah! That is excellent. By what routi

did you come?“

“We made some detours, but, generally

speaking, we followed the route of the South

ern Pacific to Ogden, the Union Pacific to

Omaha, the Northwestern to Chicago, and

then the Lake Shore, New York Central and

Hudson River route."

“I am pleased to see you and congratulate

you."

Mayor Low then yielded to the requests

of the reporters for the letter from Mayor

Schmitz, and, handing it to the Motor World

How long did it take you to get
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representative, said, pointing his finger at

the word "Oldsmobile"; “'[hat evidently is

a typographical error. It should be ‘automo

biie,’ I take it."

“Oh, no. That is the trade name of this

particular automobile," explained the Motor

World man.

The Mayor smiled and remarked as he

lassed on: “I have much to learn yet about

automobiles."

So was completed the mission of the two

plucky travellers in delivering the message

from the Pacific Coast metropolis to the Em—

pire City on the Atlantic Seaboard, but this

did not terminate the trip of tremendous

length and roughness which the confident

pair had undertaken. Their design was to

make the longest continuous run from point

to point ever accomplished in the United

States, and Portland, Me, was their ulti

mate objective point. The next morning,

therefore, they left the Oldsmobile garage in

Thirty-eighth street and set out for the run

through New England.I They arrived at

Portland on Tuesday night, completing the

'ilistance of nearly 4,700 miles in seventy

cight days from time of starting, or forty

cight and a half days of actual running time.

The pair arrived in Boston on Monday morn

ing and left there Tuesday morning.

The trip of the Oldsmobile tourists into

New York was finished in a driving rain

storm on last Thursday evening. This made

the third automobile that had succeeded in

crossing the continent under its own power.

and yet in some respects it was the most

wonderful performance of the three. Look

ing at the dapper little car. it was hard to

believe that it had braved all the hardships

of the great alkali deserts, with their al

most imperceptible trails through the sage

brush, leading across the dead watercourses,

\vashouts and steep sand bills, the terrible

roads of the Rockies, the binding sinkholes

of gumbo mud and the rutty, rock strewn

roads of the great farming States. There

was scarcely a mark on the car to tell of

mishap—n0 dents or missing pieces, but only

a few signs of wear and travel through mud

and dust. The wheels looked strong and

true, and the tires good for many hundreds

of miles; albeit a few spokes needed tight~

ening and there was a reinforcing patch on

one of the steel rims. The chain ran sweet

ly and the engine pulsed rhythmically.

though a. bit of repairing with wire showed

where a gasket of the muffler had been

broken. The springs and axles, untouched.

stood stanch as at the start, though a couple

of the small steering lever springs had

broken and been replaced. The most re

markable feature about the trip was the ex

perience of the tourists with their tires. Dia

mond tires were used, and in the whole

Journey only two punctures were sustained.

One of these occurred west of Denver, but

the other three tires were not even pumped

up in that first stage of nearly 1,000 miles.

The first new tire was put on at Omaha,

the second at Chicago, and two more at De

troit. The first tire put on replaced a punct

ured one that had been run on fiat and prac

[

tically ruined, but the other three can all

be repaired. The second set of tires all were

in prime condition when the car reached

New York. In figuring out the tire cost of

the trip, it was found that it was 1.6 cents a

mile. These statements and the condition of

the tires and the whole car caused every one

‘ to marvel.

On the day of the arrival of the travellers

G. R. Howell went up to Yonkers to meet

them, but arrived at the hotel there only to

learn that they had left. He started in pur

suit, and on Jerome avenue, near the Sev

enth avenue bridge, he came in sight of

them. The men who had travelled more

than 4,000 miles were too quick, however,

and got away and were lost to sight again

in the city streets.

As has been intimated, the last stage of

THE MEN WHO DID IT.

     

 

L. L. WHITMAN. E. I. HAMMOND.

the iiigjourney was made in a terrific gale

and rainstorm. I

Wednesday night was spent in Poughkeep

sic, and the noonday stop on Thursday was

at Yonkers. Central Bridge was crossed at

3:30 o’clock in the afternoon, the tourists

then going over to Riverside Drive and end

ing the day’s run at the garage in “lest

Sixtieth street.

The journey was entered upon more as a

pleasure and sightseeing tour than as an at'

tempt to make records. Both tourists are.

automobile enthusiasts, who believed they

could cross the continent in a light vehicle.

By the route they followed they estimate

the distance travelled at between 4.200 and

5,000 miles. To Ogden they covered practi

cally the same route as taken in E. T. Fetch's

record ride, and at Omaha they came on the

trail of Dr. JackSon‘s car, which they fol

lowed most of the way to Chicago.

The highest altitude they reached was

8,000 feet, in the ,Sierra Nevadas. For the

sand they covered the tires of the wheels

with canvas.

For nine days they were held up in Omaha

by a flood, while heavy rains detained them

six additional days in other parts of Ne

braska. From Omaha the trip to New York

was made in eleven and a half days, which

established a record between those points.

The worst roads were encountered in the

run to Denver, which occupied thirty-one

days to reach. Rain was met with almost

daily on the stage between Denver and

Omaha, and after the delay in the latter

city the first actual good running time was

begun.

From Omaha to Chicago was made in four

days. from Chicago to Detroit in two, and

from Detroit to New York in five and a half

days. The best roads of the trip were rid

dcn over in Indiana and in the Province of

Ontaria, Canada, between Windsor and Ni

agira Falls. The most difficult roads were

in Nevada and Wyoming.

Many amusing experiences were related

by the tourists. When lost near Granger, in

the Wyoming Desert, a pack of coyotes

howled around them all night. They built

a fire of sagebrush and one sat up and

watched while the other slept. Near Battle

Mountain they came suddenly upon a lone

lnz‘ian tending a camp fire at dusk. The

Imban gave a frightened glance at the horse

less carriage and disappeared with a yell of

terror.

(‘owboys came to their assistance on one

ociasion in the nick of time. The car had

|.l(lil;_'_l‘.0tl deep into a sand drift. Night was

ccming on fast, and the automobilists had

many miles to go in order to reach the near

e.~t shelter. They had begun to slowly ex

tricate the machine when a party of plains

llN“l hove in sight and promptly aided them.

'1‘; c cowboys roped the car, and their horses

soon had the automobile out of the drift.

iiammond was the snake killer of the

lai'ty. He estimates that he killed at least

twenty of them during the trip. -

The pair could plainly see the trail left by

the Packard machine, which had preceded

them two weeks before, and they followed

this trail for many miles.

They carried an army canteen filled with

a gallon of water across the desert, and

only on one occasion did they run short.

They were approaching Kelton, Utah, and

saw ahead of them a building at which they

thought they would get water, so they

emptied what was in the canteen into the

engine water tank. When they reached the

building they found it deserted and not a

drop of water to be had.

The points passed through on the trip were

Sacramento and Placerville, Cal.; Carson

Reno, Wadsworth, Winnemucca, Elko and

Wells, New; Ogden. Utah; Rawiins and

Laramie, Wyo.; Fort Collins, Denver.

and Julesburg, Col.; Elwood, Mind n.

Hastings, Lincoln, Ashland and Omaha.

Neb.,; Council Bluffs. Des Moines, Cedar

Rapids and Mechanicsville, Iowa; Sterling.'

and Chicago, Ill.; Hammond, Ind.; Toledo.

Ohio, Detroit, Mich.; Windsor, London.

Brantford, Hamilton and St. Catherine, On

tario, and Niagara Falls, Lockport, Roches~

ter. Syracuse, Utica. Albany, and Pough

kcepsie, New York State.

Whitman, who is an automobile dealer in

Pasadena. (3211., said he would not repeat the

trip for $100 a day. Hammond was not so

positive, intimating a desire to return to the

Coast even though in an auto as he came.

Whitman suffered a loss of twenty pounds

in weight on the trip. Hammond lost fifteen

pounds.

~_*_ _‘
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RACE MEET AT PROVIDENCE

Big Attendance at Narragansett Park and a

Series of Well Contested Events.

Every highway leading to Providence,

R. 1., was thronged with automobiles on

> Saturday during several hours preceding the

which opened with a five-mile race for mo

tor bicyclcs, was an attractive one. and sev

eral of the races were of the highest order.

As a special event Chnrlcs Schmidt, on the

"Gray Wolf," went an exhibition five miles

in 5:32. George C. Cannon also went a mile

for a record, but could do no better than

1:07. The oflicials of the meet, in addition

to Mr. Peck, included Dr. Julian A. Chase,

  

CANNON WINNING RACE FOR STEAM CARS.

president of the American Automobile As

sociation, referee, and B. H. Deming, Henry

Fosdlck and Colonel James T. Souttcr.

judges.

While fast time was made in several of

the contests, no records were broken. Among

the prominent owners who appeared was

Alfred G. Vanderbilt, who entered a Merce

dcs, driven by Paul Satori, and won third

money in the ten-mile open- The same ma

chine qualified in a trial test for the five-mile

race for 1,800 pound cars, but was hopeless

ly beaten in the finals.

In the match race between Page, In

Roche and Schmidt, the former got the lead

at the start, but at the backstretch La Roche

went up on the outside, passing the French

man. Schmidt came up to second position.

In the second mile Schmidt came down the

stretch abreast of La Roche, with Pagc

hanging to them, and at the turn from the

home La Roche gained on Page. As they

turned into the homestretch on the fourth

mile the thrce were abreast. Leaving the

homestretch, La Roche took the pole, Page

dashed into second, Schmidt taking the third

position. Rounding the turn Into the home

strctch, Schmidt passed Page, but he could

not do more than come abreast of La Roche.

  

hour announced for the third annual race

meet 01’ the Rhode Island Automobile Club

at Narragansett Park. The attendance was

a flattering one, and included representa—

tives of the fashionable element of Newport.

Narragansett, New York, Providence, Lenox

and Boston. There were between 7,000 and

8,000 people present. The grandstand was

well filled, and along the rail on each sidc

ot the track were about one thousand auto

mobiles, representing almost every known

make of vehicle, American and foreign.

Many of the people best known in the auto

mobile world were among the attendants,

and the day, with perfect weather condi

tions for both racers and spectators, was

one of keen enjoyment.

Neither mishap nor failure marred the oc

casion, and much credit was given to Starter

A. D. Peck, who kept the clerk of the course

busy and permitted no delays. The card,

START OF RACE FOR ALL POWERSv

  

  

F. A. LA ROCHE CAPTURES FIVE MILE OPEN RACE.
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who won by half a length, with Schmidt sec

ond.

There were only two actual starters in the

five-mile race for gasolene cars weighing

1,200 pounds and under. A. R. Bangs jumped

and Ross had the leading positions, while

‘ Cannon and his new so-cnlled fiying ma

chine was pocketed in third position. In

the first mile the machines got strung out.

and as they made the turn into‘the home

  

THE CANNON STEAM CAR.

right away from L. H. Roberts, while W. E.

Eldridge failed to get started. Bangs ran

right away from his opponent, winning by

one and one-half miles. All entries save

those of H. H. Rice and A. J. Feltham were

withdrawn in the electric class, and the lat

ter won with ease.

The five-mile invitation race for Peerless

cars, with owners driving, brought out five

contestants. H. Emmet Rogers soon took

the lead, while A. E. Bradley pushed his

way up to second position, and Edward Hy

lan took third position. E. Bay Speare sur

rendered the position of honor in the rear to

R. M. Garfield. Rogers gained yards on his

opponents on each lap, winning by almost

half a lap, while Ed. Hylan had 100 yards

over E. Ray Speare.

Six cars battled in the three-mile for steam

vehicles, all weights. At the start Marriott

stretch on the first lap Cannon came out

from the ruck and went up on the outside

  

as close to Cannon as safety permitted all

the way to the bell. Even then the “little

low down machine“ of the Harvard student

could not seemingly get away, for Ross

trailed him all the way home, being only

forty yards to the bad when the tape was

crossed. Durban, Boss‘s running mate, fin

ishcd third.

F. A. La Roche and Henri Page were the

only men to appear for the start in the first

heat of the class for all motive powers for

cars weighing under 1,800 pounds. The men

got a good fair start, La Roche immediately

openlng’up a gap of twenty yards. The first

mile was ridden in 1:09 21-55. At each turn

Page came up abreast of La Roche, but just

as soon as the stretches were reached La

Roche would always regain his lost distance.

In the fifth mile La Roche opened up an ad

ditional ten yards on Page, who again closed

the distance, and at the finish was all but

up on even terms with the New Yorker. It

was as close and hotly fought a contest as

was ever witnessed on the automobile track,

as shown by the times of tour of the miles,

as follows: 1:05 1-5, 1:05 2-5, 1:05 25, 1:05 1-5.

In the second heat Raffalovich, Cannon.

l‘aul Satori, on A. G. Vanderbilt‘s Mercedes:

Schmidt and Snow were the starters.

Schmidt got the lead at the start, Iollowed

by Satori, Ross, Snow, Cannon and Rattan!

ALl-‘RED G. VANDKRBKLT'S STRIPPED MERCEDES.

like a flash and took the pole.

Marriott and trailed Cannon.

Ross passed

Ross hung

 
 

  

 

 

AN ADVANTAGEOUS VIEW POINT.

ovich. On the first mile Schmidt opened up

100 yards on Satori, both of these machines

running away from the field, and at two

miles Schmidt had a quarter of a lap on

Satori, who led the others by 250 yards. At

this time Cannon went by Ross, who led

Snow by a considerable distance, while Raf—

ialovich was away in the rear. In the fourth

mile Schmidt overhauled Rzlt’falovich, and

then Snow, and in his last mile scored a full

lap on every one save Satori, he catching

Cannon right on the tape, Satori then being

three-quarters of a lap to the bad.

In the final heat all qualifiers save Cannon

started. La Roche took the lead, Page came

next, Satori went into third and Schmidt in

fourth position. In the first mile La Roche

gained twenty yards on Page, who led the

others by about 100 yards, Schmidt having

passed Satori. Page, on the second mile.

gained on La Roche, and on the turn from

the home went right by, taking the pole.

and the race was now between these tvvo.

Once to the fore Page and Schmidt gained
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on La Roche. At four miles Page had 100

yards on La Roche, who in turn had that on

Schmidt, and the race finished in that order.

The final event was at the ten-mile dis

tance for all motive powers and all weights.

Page took the lead, followed by Satori, La

Roche, Schmidt, Snow. Raffnlovich and Bow

den far in the rear. On the backstrench

Schmidt went by Sat'ori and La Roche, and

it was another fight between Page and

Schmidt, who drew away from the field. At

three miles Page went by Bowden and Raf

falovich and passed Snow in the fourth mile.

Schmidt at this time was about a quarter

of a mile behind the leader. Satori was in

third position a mile behind Page, who over

hauled him at six miles. Page had every

thing his own way in this contest, and at

seven miles was after Schmidt, the only

man he had up to this time failed to gain a

lap on. Schmidt, however, was able to hold

Page down to his half-mile advantage, which

margin separated them at the finish. Satori

finished third. Following is the summary:

Five-mile race for motor bicycles—Won by

J. Derochier (Metz); James Myers (Orient).

second; Walter J. Zeiglcr (Columbia), third.

Time, 6:14.

Five-mile race for gasolene cars, 1,200

pounds and under—~Won by A. R. Bangs_

(Franklin), Boston; L. H. Roberts (Buck

board), Boston, second. Time, 6:25 2-5.

Three-mile race for steam carriages—Won

by George C. Cannon (Cannon), Boston:

Louis S. Ross (Stanley), Boston, second;

Frank Durbin (Stanley), Boston, third. Time.

3:49 4-5.

Fivemile race for electric carriages—Won

by A. J. Feltham (Waverley); H. H. Rice

(Waverley), second. Time, 4:48 4-5.

Five-mile race for cars of all motive pow

ers—First heat won by F. A. La Roche (Dar

racq), New York; Henri Page (Decauville).

Paris, second; time, 52301-5. Second heat

won by Charles Schmidt (Packard); Paul

Satori (A. G. Vanderbilt‘s Mercedes), second;

George C. Cannon (Cannon), third; time,

5:85 4-5. Final heat won by Henri Page

(Decauville); F. A. La. Roche (Darracq), sec

ond; Charles Schmidt (Packard) third. Time,

5:28 4-5.

Invitation five-mile race for Peerless cars

—Won by H. Emmet Rogers, Boston; Ed

ward Hylan, Lowell, Muss, second; E. Ray

Speare, Boston, third. Time. 8:18.

Five-mile match race—Won by F. A. La

Roche (Darracq); Charles Schmidt (Pack

ard), second. Time, 5:32 1-5.

Ten-mile race for cars of all motive pow

ers—Won by' Henri Page (Dccauville);

Charles Schmidt (Packard), second; Paul

Satori (A. G. Vanderbilt's Mercedes), third.

Time, 10:42 2-5.

To Try Automobile Racing.

“Bobby” Walthour, the well-known cycle

racing man, is said to be contemplating en

tering the automobile field. He has ex

tracted about all the gold and glory pos

sible from the cycle game. and regards the

automobile as a vehicle for further work in

this line.

, latter won by a length in 1:471/2.

PATERSON CELEBRATES

Has a Race Meet in Conjunction With Carnival

—Seven Events Contested.

Seven events constituted the card for the

automobile races at the old Clifton racetrack,

which were the big feature of Friday in the

\vcck's carnival held by the business men of

Paterson, N. J., September 7 to 12. F. W.

Stockbridge had' charge of the matter, and

-the programme was carried out smoothly.

There was a large crowd present.

every race was close.

The first race was between four Oldsmo

biles, in charge of Bnmford, Rusllng, Nor

wood and Bcatty. Bamford won the race

by about three lengths. The time was 2:41.

The second event was a trial against time

by D. M. Shanley, of Newark. He covered

the mile in 1:48.

The thiid event was between the Oldsmo

bilcs, and Bsmford again finished first, but

Not-wood beat Rusling for second place, the

latter getting second in the first race.

The fourth event was between cars of a

different type. Foley, of Pass1ic, with a

Prescott, won the race in 137%. Van Sickle,

with an auto-car, was a poor second. Fletch

cr’s Darracq car was third.

The fifth event was another race against

time by D. M. Shanley, of Newark. In thi

event Shunlcy covered the mile in 1361/2.

Holt, of Paterson, with a Prescott machine,

then covered a mile against time in 1:48.

The sixth event was a race between Van

S'ckle in an auto-car and Fletcher in a Dar

incq. The latter won by three lengths in

2:06. _

The seventh race was between Shnnley, of

Newark, and Hoff, in a Prescott car. The

The eighth

and last event was between two Prescotts,

and was the best race of the day. The ma

chine in charge of Foley won, although

Holt's machine led for half a mile. The

time was 1:43.

Nearly

Wanted too Many Gauranteu.

Chicago is not to have the two days of

automobile racing which had been planned

by the Chicago Automobile Club as one of

the big incidents of the centennial celebra

tion in that city. The club has been up

against it in more ways than one ever ince

the matter was broached. In the first place,

the dates selected had to be changed in on

der to get the sanction of the American

Automobile Association. September 28 and

29 were the dates finally settled upon.

Now a larger trouble has appeared, with

the rcsnlt 0t side-tracking the entire busi

ness. The rnccs were to be held\ at Wash

ington Park. and arrangements ‘had pro

grossed so far that a bond for $50,000 had

bcen givcn to the “’ushington I’urk Club

to insure it against loss through damage

to the property. A further demand of a

' bond. of $50,000, to insure the owners of

the park against liability in case of acci

dent, has just been made, and, in the face

of this obstacle the Automobile Club has

concluded that it does not care to carry the

project any further. Accordingly, the races

have been declared off.

 

Seals Over the Engine.

The fitting of an extra seat to a car is

not at all unusual, and one sees plenty of

steam and even gasolene cars with such

seats placed in front of the operator's seat

and made to do duty when extra passengers

are carried. With gasolene cars having the

engine in front, however, this arrangement

is rarely met with. On Broadway last

week, however. just such a car was noticed.

It was a small, two-passenger car, with a

singlecylinder upright engine, covered

with the regulation bonnet. A scat designed

to accommodate two persons had been built

over the engine and parallel with the rear

seat. One would think that its occupants

would be anything but comfortable, seated

directly over the hot, throbbing engine, and

that the'seat must be used only in emer

gencies.

Drove 500 Miles Without Stopping.

Loxton Hunter, a well known London

chauli’eur and member of the English Auto

mobile Club, won :1 singular bet, which was

that he would travel a distance of more than

five hundred miles without once stopping his

motor.

He quitted London at 9 o’clock on Tuesday

morning, Sept. 8, with his challenger seated

beside him on his automobile. On Wednes

day evening Mr. Hunter arrived at Invcr

ness. Scotland, without having once halted

or taken a single instant’s rest on the way.

The distance covered was 588 miles. so

that he largely won his bet. The average

pace during the trial was fifteen miles an

hour, the roads being in many places very

bad.

Some Big Mileagcs.

Seventeen thousand miles without out‘ay

for renewals is the remarkable claim put

forth by a British motorist on behalf of his

car. This does not, of course, include tires.

Another user claims 15,000 miles without

cost for repairs, and several over 10,000

miles.

 

Meet at Brighton Beach.

The American Automobile Association has

sanctioned a race meet to be given by the

Long Island Automobile Club at Brighton

Beach Oct. 31. Sanction has alo betn

granted for a meet at Bull’an on Oct. 10.

 

A Austria In Cup Competition.

The Austrian Automobile Club sent to the

German Automobile Club on Wednesday a

notification of its intention to participate in

the international cup race next year. Three

Wiener-Neustadt cars will be entered.
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MANUFACTURERS APPROVE

Agreement of Tire Makers Deemed a Step in

the Right Direction.

The agreement between the makers of

detachable tires to compel makers to stop

using tires too light, to insure proper rims

being made and to make new prices of

their own—the story of which was told ex

clusively in the Motor World last week—

has been well received, on the whole, by

Scarcer

anyone can be found who disapproves of it.

George H. Day, of the Electric Vehicle

Company, when questioned regarding it,

said:

“The move is all right, and generally has

been well received, because it is realized

that it is for the best interests of the tire

makers, the automobile manufacturers and

the public. It will be better for all to have

better tires, even though they cost more.

The use of a poor quality of tires and of

tires too light for the weight of the cars

was inflicting a serious injury upon the

industry."

W. D. Gash, of the Searchmont Company,

said: “There is no denying the fact that

American tires have not been made up to

the quality of European tires. The foreign

tires have been much more serviceable.

There is a demand for better quality in

American tires, and when, through igno

rance or otherwise, manufacturers have fit

ted lighter tires than required the need for

something to be done became stronger than

ever. While this action of the tire makers

may not remedy the whole trouble, I think

it is a step in the right direction. The point

is just here: A manufacturer builds a car

for two or three thousand dollars that is

equal to going two or three hundred miles

without any fussing, but of what use is

that when the buyer starts out and, in

twenty-five miles, has tire trouble? Yes, it

is a step in the right direction. I believe

there will be no trouble about the increased

cost. Every one will be willing to pay more

to have more serviceable tires.”

the automobile manufacturers.

 

Judgement Against Syracuse Concern.

A- judgment secured against the Central

City Automobile Co., Syracuse, N.'Y., by

George W. and Edward Frick formed the

basis of a motion made last week to seques

trate the property of the judgment debtor.

The amount of judgment is $70, and the

papers in the motion et up that there are

other judgments against the company. For

this reason a temporary injunction was

issued by the court restraining the other

creditors from commencing any proceedings

which will in any way affect the rights of

the Frick brothers.

Accompanying the moving papers in the

argument was the affidavit of George W.

l-‘rick, stating that he desired to sequestrate

the property of the company on the ground

that it is an insolvent corporation. It is also

claimed that on another judgment, secured

by John G. Garrett, an execution has already

been issued. The proceedings were com'

menccd to restrain other creditors from in

terfering.

To go for Track Records.

The White steam automobile which made

new records at Cleveland a few weeks ago

is to be sent for the ten-mile figures at the

Empire City track’s automobile meet on

October 3. This is one of the few steam

machines that can travel ten miles at ex

treme speed.

The management of the Empire meeting

has scheduled two special classes—one for

16 h. p. gasolene Locomobiles at five miles

and another event at the same distance for

Columbia gasolene maihines. There are

seven entries for cach race.

Severe Test for Trucks.

The capabilities of the six ton Hersch

mann steam truck were well tested last

week, when it was sent by its makers, the

Columbia Engineering Works, Brooklyn, to

Plainfleld, N. J., with a heavy load. The

distance covered was more than sixty miles.

The next time this trip is made it is ex

pected to make the journey each way in

eight hours on a consumption of about 90

cents’ worth of coal.

 

Chaney Sell: Out.

Ambrose Chaney, vice-president and gen

eral manager of the Chaney Automobile

Co., Terre Haute, lnd., has sold his interest,

and is planning to leave Terre Haute and

start a similar company in another city. A

new manager will be elected in his place.

Adds Automobiles to Locomotives.

It is announced that the Prouty-Pierce

Locomotive Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo., will

embark upon the manufacture of automo

bilcs. The concern is of recent formation,

and is buildinga large plant at Armourdale,

a suburb of Kansas City.

Geared to Legal Limit.

Jarrott 8r. Letts, the English agents for

the Oldsmobile, have ordered all their Olds

mobiles built with gearing of such a ratio

that, while they will run well up to the new

legal limit of twenty miles an hour, they

cannot exceed it.

New Davenport Compaey.

The Stoltenburg & Reimers Co. has been

formed at Davenport, 1a., and will manu

facture, repair and sell automobiles. The

capital stock is $5.000.

 

A $200,000 company is reported to have

been formed at Shelbyville, lnd., to manu

facture automobiles. The stock is said to

have been all subscribed.

The Cadillac car is being sold in Omaha,

Neb., by the Andersen-Millard Co.

QUICK INSPECTION TOUR

Brooklyn Street Cleaning Officials Make Record

Breaking Trip in Automobile.

Several officials of the New York Street

Cleaning Department made a tour of inspee

tion last week, traveling in an automobile.

They were Superintendent Clarke of Brook

lyn Borough and Captain Gibson and Dr.

Wallace of Manhattan. A thorough inspec

tion was made. The start was made from

Borough Hall shortly after 8 o'clock in the

morning, and the party went to the Eastern

District, where the inspection of Stable D,

Kent avenue and Thirteenth street, was

soon completed. A long ride to Jamaica ave

one and Gillen Place in East New York fol

lowed, and after Stable E was inspected the

party arrived at the stable located on Nos

trand avenue, near the Penitentiary hill, but

not before a few short stops had been made

on the way down. The chaufleur now sped

the big machine along the Ocean Boulevard

to Coney Island, and from there to Benson

hurst. The inspection of two stables in

South Brooklyn followed, completing the

tour.

“I arrived in my office at 12:55," said Su

perintendent Clarke when asked about the

trip. “Remarkable time when one considers

the territory covered and the length of time

spent at the various stations. None of our

party expected such quick work, or there

would have been a number of watches out

timing the delays and the speed between

stops. 0n the next inspection I intend to

time the trip myself.

“The ride," he concluded, “goes to show

the superiority of the automobile over the

horse. If we had made the journey by the

old method of carriage riding I doubt very

much as to whether we would have been

through at 8 o’clock in the evening."

Wants Only a Site.

The Toledo (0.) Chamber of Commerce

has been approached by the Union Terminal

Co. of this city on behalf of a client who

seeks a location for an automobile factory.

The company “indicates that no local finan

cial aid was required other than a good

site."

Springfield Tradesmen Shift.

Whitten & Cameron, Springfield, Mass.

have dissolved partnership, C. E. A. Cam

eron retiring from the firm. J. E. Whitten

and E. R. Clark have formed a partner

ship, and will continue the automobile busi

ness at 280 Worthington street and 157

Dwight street.

Devine Gets Back.

Joseph Devine, of the National Battery

Co., who has been abroad for some time in

the interests of that company, has just re

turned to Buffalo.
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FOR BAY STATE MOTORISTS

The Two Certificates They Must Carry, and

Their Intimate Personal Details.

Since September 1. when the new Massa

chusetts automobile law went into effect, no

well posted motorist ventures into that State

without being provided with the two ccr

tificates here shown. On'e covers the auto

  

her, method of power, propulsion, horse

power and color are noted on the certificate.

The latter also contains an extract from the

law, showing how the license number and

the number on the lamps shall be displayed.

together with the size of the latter.

Altogether the system bears a strong re

semblance to that in vogue where rogues

are concerned. Presumably Massachusetts

motorists are to be congratulated on the fact

that they are not photographed and made to

Commonwealth at Massachusetts

Massachusetts Highway Commission

20 PEIIERTOI SQUARE, IOSTOI

MASSACHUSETTS iiUTOMOBlhE REGISTER m.,..39i ............ ..

This certifies that an automobile owned by or under the control

residing at N0.v

this day beenrregistered in accordance with the provisions of chap er 473 of l

..... .., Man, has

cu of 1903.

  

DESCRIPTION OF MACHINE.

Type of machine, ..; Name of CO;..;

OMLJTLQJ...........Maker's number,....... WHO , Character of motor posh“...

Horse power, . . . i . . - . . . - . . - . . ---------------- -_ ; Predominating color,.... ,,,,,,,,, _,

The register number, which will be furnished by the Massachusetts Highway Commission, shall be displayed

at the front and back of the vehicle in conspicuous plecesso as to be always plainly visible.

The automobile shall carry two lamps showtng white lights visible at lens! two hundred feet in the

direction toward which the vehicle is proceeding. The register number shall be displayed on the sides or

fronts of said lumps, in such a manner as to be plainly visible when the lamps are lighted. The figures

are to be in Arabic numerals not less than one (I) inch in height.

  

Countersigned:

Date . 1903.

Q6;Not valid unloel countereignedsi H

mobile, the other its operator, and each is

described in a manner to leave no doubt of

identification.

The form of the operator's license appears

  

.. ,

Secretary.

M C. 11‘ Immanuel“

wflm Highway

00mm“.

carry the counterfeit presentment of them

selves along with their license number, so

that it could be used as evidence against

them in case of need.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Massachusetts Highway Com-mission

20 PEIBERTOK SQUARE, BOSTON

MilSSliGHUSEiTS AUTOMOBILE REGISTEZUPgCAIOR'S LICENSE him

This Certiflea a... W lode residing at MM

MSM / as. has this day been licensed

to create an automobile or motor cycle in : ordancemi e provisions 0! ohm 473 at the Acts of 1903.

Dcscrlpflon of Pars-on Licensed.

L: Sex.
  

Counterslgnedr s ,

Not valid unless couneonlgned.

to have been modelled after that framed for

dogs. The applicant is required to give the

date of birth, and to state the sex, height.

weight and color of the hair and eyes, and

these details being forthcoming, and the

other requirements having been fulfilled. the

license is granted. In the case of the car

searching questions are also put. The type

of car, name _ot maker and maker's num

l

M;Height,_£tr.,i,/_‘Jndiflt

1m.; Color ofMKM; Color of"AM

a , 1%.

8 he

W. 8. 7w!

WM?

Marcellus!" Highway CM

Does Work of Six Horses.

Bournemouth, England. has an automobile

watering cart. The hills are high there

abouts and it has been necessary for the

authorities to furnish six horses for the cart

before the automobile principle was invoked.

The Bournemouth watering cart tank carries

four tons of water. 0n steep grades this is

a heavy pull for horses. The automobile

handles it easily.

MORE THAN FOUR THOUSAND

Is the Estimated Number of Motorists in Mass

achusetts—Permits for Parks.

Slightly more than 4.000 is the revised

estimate of the number of automobiles

owned in Massachusetts. Previous to the

passage of the automobile law it was

thought that the number would reach "5,000,

but the registration has shown that estimate

to be too high.

Up to Saturday, Sept. 19, the highway

commission had granted 3,806 licenses to

individuals to run automobiles or motor

cycles in Massachusetts, and had issued 3,201

homes or numbers for motor vehicles. This

includes about 350 motorcycles. The rush is

practically over at the highway commission

oiiice, but there are a few applications for

licenses coming in each day, most of which,

however, are changes.

So far there has been very little trouble

reported to the highway commission. There

have been no arrests reported for people run

ning motor vehicles without a license and

numbrr. One source of trouble with some

automobilists seems to be on the bridges

around Boston. Some people do not under

'stand the laws governing the running of ve

hicles on these bridges. The “law of the

road" is:

"When persons meet on a bridge or way,

traveling with carriages, wagons, carts,

sleds, sieighs, bicycles or other vehicles, each

shall seasonably drive his carriage or other

vehicle to the right of the middle of the trav

elcd part of such bridge or way, so that their

respective carriages or other vehicles may

pass without intereterence.

“The driver of a carriage or other vehicle

traveling in the same direction shall drive to

the left of the middle of the traveled part

of a bridge or way; and it it is of suflicient

width for the two vehicles to pass the driver

of the leading one shall not wilfully obstruct

the other."

Some people do not yet seem to compre

hend the fact that “motor vehicles in the

Boston parks are required to have permits

from the Board of Park Commissioners,"

and are subject to the park rules governing

vehicles. A motor vehicle for pleasure travel

\ “can be used only between 8 p. m.'and 11:30

a. m., except on Commonwealth avenue, Au

dubon Road west of Brookllne avenue, Belle

vue Road, Glen Lane, Forest Hills Road or

a side road of Arborway, or in going by the

shortest route to the nearest public way to

take a person to or from a house on a park

way.

“A motor vehicle for carrying merchandise

shall be used only on Glen Lane, Forest

Hills Road or Bellevue Road, or in going by

the shortest route to the nearet public way

to take merchandise to or from a place in

the reservation in which the vehicle is be

ing used."
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EXEMPTS SIGNAL CORPS CAR

Washington Commissioners Permit it to Pet

ambulate Without Number or Licenses.

 

There will be one instance of exemption

from examination and license in the opera

tion of automobiles under the new Washing

ton (D. C.) automobile regulations, which

have been promulgated by the District Com

missioners and which are now in effect.

This was recommended to the Commisi

sioners by Commissioner West last week.

and was in response to a request received

recently from Major George P. Scriven, Act

ing Chief Signal Otiicer of the United

States Signal Corps. Commissioner West

addressed Major Scriven before the new

regulations went into eiTect, asking to be

made acquainted with the facts relative to

the fact that under present army regula

tions the commanding officer of the Signal

Corps post located at Fort Myer, Va., has

occasion at times to send a military auto

mobile, in the performance of public duty.

into the city of Washington and other

points. \

“This automobile,” stated Major Scriven,

“which passes through Washington on the

way to Fort Washington, Md., is run

sometimes by one enlisted man of the Sig-'

nal Corps and sometimes by another, there

being a number of competent men. It is

not presumed that the Commissioners in

tended that the automobile ordinance,

which, by general consenus of public opin

ion, is necessary for the public safety,

should be so construed as to be practically

prohibitory to the use of automobiles for

military purposes by the army of the United

States, which would be the case if every

enlisted man we obliged to obtain a cer

tificate of his competency from every- mu

nicipality.

“It is proper and desirable, save on the

occasions of the gravest public emer

gencies, that reasonable speed and other

regulations of municipalities should be con

formed to by the army. It is evident, how

ever, that it would be tantamount to for‘

bidding the use of such vehicles by the

army if every chauffeur or driver was re

quired to submit to municipal examination.

"The Signal Corps automobile is regu

larly used not only in the District of Co

lumbia but in Alexandria and other corpo

rate towns while repairing the military tel

egraph lines to Fort Washington and in

performing other public duties. These ma

chines were likewise used at New London,

Conn., and other points in New England

last year, at Fort Riley, Kan, and this

year at Portland. Me. Should the drivers

of these machines, who are enlisted men

and subject to change from day to day, be

liable to arrest for nom-ouformity with mu

nicipal regulations? As to identification, it

is to be said that the Signal Corps machines

have the designating Signal Corps device,

so that identification is easy."

After a consideration of the excellent rea

son set forth by the oflicer, Commissioner

West recommended to his associates the

adoption of the following order, which was

done: “That military automobiles in the per

formance of public military duty, operating

in the District of Columbia, to and from

Fort Myer, Va., and other military posts,

when operated by members of the Signal

Corps who have been completely instructed

in the operation of said automobiles, be ex

empted from the provisions of article 24 of

the police regulations concerning automo

biles in the District, so far as said regula

tions direct the numbering of machines and

the licensing of operators."

 

Bailey Law Again Attacked.

Once more the constitutionality of the

Bailey law is attacked, this time at Syra

cuse. The case is that of Albert E. Ballou

against the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co. for in

juries received in being run down by an au

tomobile while upon a bicycle. The action

was brought some time ago in the Syracuse

Municipal Court for $1,000 damages for the

accident, which happened at Salina and

Temple streets. The defendant's machine

was being operated by an employe, and the

first answer was a denial and an allegation

of contributbry negligence.

Now comes the amended answer, that

urges that Sections 163, 166 and 169A of the

Highway law, as amended by Chapter '25 of

the Laws of 1903, referred to in the com

plaint, is unconstitutional. The answer

states that the law has already been found

unconstitutional in the City Court of New

York.

The sections referred to are those relating

to the fixing of speed, the registration of au~

tomobiles, the stopping of cars on signal and

the licening of automobiles.

 

Indiana Court Upholds Automobile's Right.

The automobile has won its first victory

in the courts of Indiana. The county judge

at Sullivan County was recently called upon

to decide just what rights the automobilist

has on the public highways of that county,

thereby setting a legal precedent for the rest

of the State. The case was a suit for dam<

ages brought by Homer Trimble against Dr.

George Pirtle, at the passing of whose auto

mobile Trimble's horse had become fright

ened and smashed the buggy to which it

was hitched. The rights of all automobilists

in the State were involved, for the litigation

raised the question whether the horse, hav

ing antedated the automobile by several cen

turies, had any greater rights on the county

roads than his mechanical rival. Trimblc’s

attorney contended that this was the case,

but the judge decided differently. The court's

ruling was that the automobile had as much

right on the roadway as the horse, and that

it was Trimble's own concern if his steed

did not behave as it should. The suit was

dismissed at the expense of the plaintiff.

ALMOST [0,000 POINTS

ls Maximum Score of Cars in British Trials—

How They are Apportioned.

In the Britih 1,000mile trials, now in

progress, the highest number of points a

car can score is 9,83%. But the possibility

that any G1!“ will come out with a perfect

score is so remote as to be scarcely worth

considering, so elaborate is the method of

conipution and so severe the conditions. Of

the nearly 10,000 marks, only 2,652 are

awarded for reliability—that is, for the work

of the car on the daily runs. The remaining

7,000 odd go for a variety of items, that for

"adjusting, cleaning and replenishing" be

ing the most important, viewed from the

point standard. Condition after trial, brake

and steering efficiency, uoiselessness and the

absence of vibration, vapor or smoke and

dust being among the items in which a car

may excel.

The system of marking is shown by the

following table, giving the maximum num

ber of marks obtainable:

Marks.

Reliability . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,652

Adjusting, cleaning and replenish

ing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .312

Hill-climbing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,000

(‘ondition after trial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.000

Tests of brake-power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250

Efficiency of steering gear . . . . . . . . . . 250

For absence of noise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.‘

For absence of vibration. . . .. .. . 250

For absence of vapor or smoke. 2.30

For absence of dust-raising . . . . . . . . . 500

General appearance before and after

trial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 250

General cleanliness of motor and gear, 125

Speed on the front at Brighton. . 500

Ease of restarting on a hill. . . .. . 250

Economy in fuel consumption. . . . .300

Accuracy in stated H. P . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.30

Cheapness of vehicle: Seven marks

- for every £1 per cent. that the price

is below the maximum price in the

class up to a maximum of 2550

marks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250

Total . . . . . .‘. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

For replacements of worn or broken parts

marks may be deducted from the total

awarded, up to a maximum of 1,000.

No Dodging in Hennepin.

There is to be no “dodging” of taxes on

automobiles in Hennepin County, Minn, in

which Minneapolis is situated, if Assessor

C. .1. Minor can prevent it. He sent out

one of his emissaries last week to hunt for

taxable cars, and in three wards alone there

were found-180, with an average assess

ment of $468. He says that the figures for

all the wards will show at least 250 auto

mobiles, with an average valuation of nearly

$500.

Is Most EXpoled. .

An obsergaat motorist has noticed that a

very considerable proportion of the lamps

found on automobiles'have the front glass

cracked.
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DILL REACHES HOME

He Toured Nearly I400 Miles in his White Car

-—Some Interesting Experiences.

James B. Dill, New York lawyer and mem

ber of the Automobile Club of America.

rounded up an interesting summer experi

ence late Sunday night when he returned

to his home in East Orange, N. J_., on his

automobile, with which he had covered 1,398

miles of all sorts of roads since July 15.

On that date Mr. Dill, accompanied by mem

bers of his family, started from East Orange

with three White touring cars for the an

nual journey to his

Rangely, Maine.

summer place at

He was accompanied as

far as Boston by Winthrop E. Scarritt,

vice-president of the Automobile Club of

America. whose car completed a quartet of

automobiles. The journey, of which ac

counts a-ppeared in the Motor World from

time to time, was in several respects a re

markable one, including several experiences

of very stiff hill-climbing. It was made over

a roundabout route and in a thoroughly

leisurely way. ‘

On his return Mr. Dill laid out for himself

a still more difficult route, traversing the

Dead River region of Maine, a wilderness

so dense that even ordinary vehicles rarely

enter it. One day and a half was

occupied in passing through it, and the last

ten miles were made after'dark. Three

deer were seen, one of them during the night

ride, when the acetylene lamps of the one

automobile with which the return trip was

made acted as fine “jacks,” as the hunters

call the torches used in hunting. This deer

was a mabgnificent buck, which permitted

the automobile to approach him within

twenty-five feet. Dazzled by the bright

iight, he stood with his head raised high.

and would have been struck by the car had

not a toot of the horn sent him scampering.

The natives, Mr. Dill says, were inclined

to regard the automobile with something

like fear. Lumbermen and others who had

never seen such a vehicle before were ter

rified by it, but some of them overmastered

their fear so far as to indulge in the short

rides which were offered them.

As one of the results of his experience

Mr. Dill is of the opinion that it is perfectly

feasible to go from Ranger to Portland in

two days and a half through the Dead

River region. It is necessary, however, to

ford some of the streams, as the bridges

are too light for a heavy machine, but the

streams are shallow and have good bottoms.

After quitting the Dead River region Mr.

Dill followed the Maine coast to Portland

and took an inland route to Boston. Com»

ing from that city, he left the established

route at West Warren, Mass, reaching

Northampton by way of Belchertown, South

Amherst and Hadley. By climbing West

Warren hill and turning slightly to the left,

Mr. Dill says, one can avoid the bad bills

around Ware, but will find "many blind

roads. Of this route he says:

"The West Warren hill gives one a hard

climb of one and one-half miles, but there

are easy rests on the way up. The auto

mobilist who takes this climb should be

prepared for it, being sure that his brakes

are all right and having his machine well

in ham '

“By this route it is only twenty-three

miles from West Warren to Northampton.

instead of forty-six, as it would be by way

of Springfield. There is only one serious

obstacle in this short cut from Boston to

Lenox, and that is the big hill known as

Ladder, betweenJacob’s Chester and

A TOURING CHICAGOAN

President Chas. W. Gray and the Peerless Car

in Which he Journeys.

 

 

One of the most confirmed tourists in the

West is President Charles W. Gray of the

Chicago Automobile Club. His run to the

Mammoth Cave, last summer.

where he was one of the only two members

of the party to complete the Journey, will

be recalled.

Early this month he began a tour through

Northern Illinois. Southern Michigan and

Kentucky,

  

 

Becket, which gave me trouble on the way

out.”

The rest of the return trip was unevent

ful, but Mr. Diil was delayed somewhat in

the upper part of New York State by the

poor condition of the roads. During the en

tire journey to Maine and back Mr. Dill

says he did not have one serious accident.

His most serious trouble was in obtaining

good gasolene along the route. At one point

an unscrupulous dealer mixed kerosene with

the gasolene, but, fortunately, Mr. Dill

tested the fluid before starting out, and

thus avoided what might have been serious

trouble.

Automobile ’Buses for l‘loboken?

Dissatisfaction with the trolley car service

in Hoboken, N. J., threatens the Public Ser

vice Corporation of that city with competi

tion in the shape of automobiles running be

tween the several ferries. Corporation Coun

sel James Minturn is one of those agitating

the matter, and he is quoted as saying that

several local financiers are interested in the

proposition.

French automobiles are beginning to make

their appearance in Portugal. According to

a consular report from Oporto, eleven were

imported in 1901 and twelve in 1902.

'Northern Ohio, touching at Detroit and

Cleveland. His departure from the latter

place in a Peerless touring car is shown.

His companions are John C. Ross and J. A.

Ellis, both of Chicago. It was Mr. Gray’s

intention to make a quick trip from Cleve

land to Chicago, but heavy rains made the

roads so bad that speeding was out of the

question.

Much rain was also met with on the run

from Chicago to Detroit, where the party-'

which then included Mrs. Gray—went to at

tend the races. By dint of determined plug—

ging through almost impassibie roads, from

which test the Peerless car emerged tri

umphantly, the Straits City was reached at

3 o‘clock in the afternoon, the car being in

cased in mud until little more than its shape

was visible.

Who Pays the Fines.

An English motorist has a novel agree

ment with his chauffeur. As stated by the

latter, it is as follows:

“The first time I am fined he will pay; the

second time I pay, and the third time I get

dismissed."

In spite of this the unfortunate man was

arrested for “furious driving." He asserted

that he was going slow at the time.
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BATTERY FALLING OFF

Some of the Causes That Reduce the Capacity

of the Cells.

The apparent falling off in the capacity of

a battery can always be traced to some

cause, and when a battery gives indications

that something is wrong, take it out of the

vehicle and look for the trouble. There may

be a dry cell, due to a leaking Jar; sulphated

plates, due to the battery having been run

too low and not properly charged; the cells

may need cleaning (and this trouble is al

ways indicated by short capacity on dis

charge and heating very quickly on charge),

and when a cell is cut apart the deposit or

sediment in the bottom of the jar is found to

be up to the plates, short circuiting them.

or some of the cells may be short circuited,

due to broken separators, says the Exide

Battery Instruction Book.

It‘ the trouble cannot be located by the

eye. connect the battery in series, and

discharge it at the normal vehicle rate by

running the positive and negative wires

either to rheostats or a receptacle filled with

very weak acid or salty water. To the end

of each wire attach a lead or iron plate,

and by suspending them from sticks across

the top of the vessel the flow of current can

be regulated by moving them closer or fur

ther apart. If all cells can be reached, the

battery need not be removed from the ve

hicle, but can be discharged by using the

charging plug connected to resistance as set

forth above.

As the discharge progresses, the voltage,

as indicated by the voltmeter connected to

the terminals of the battery, should be fre

quently read, and as soon as it shows a no

ticeable drop the voltage of each cell should

be read with a low reading voltmeter, and

such cells as read 1.70 volts or less marked.

These individual cell readings to be con

tinued until all cells reading lower than the

average are located. While the readings are

being taken the discharge rate should be

kept constant and continued until the ma

jority of the cells read 1.80 volts. This dis

charge should be followed by a charge until

the cells which read 1.80 volts are up, when

the low cells should be cut out and examined

for the cause of their lowness.

If the acid is low in gravity and the plates

have a whitish appearance, and there is no

mud or deposit in the bottom of the cell, the

plates are sulphated. They should be put

back in the same solution and given a long,

slow charge at quarter the normal vehicle

rate. This will cause the gravity of the elec

trolyte to rise and the cell to come back to

its full capacity. Continue this charge for

forty-eight hours, or until the gravity of the

electrolyte stops rising and the voltage is

about volts per cell. Then discharge

at the normal rate, and it full capacity is

not reached give another low rate charge.

if the temperature of the cells gets too high

(100 degrees F.) reduce the charging rate or

stop charging for a time until the tempera

ture falls.

As a rule, more than one cell will be found

in this condition, and all of the weak ones

should be grouped by themselves and

charged in series as a separate battery. If

there is not enough resistance in the charg—

ing rheostat to cut the current down to the

proper point, use water resistance referred

to above in series with it, as shown on page

30.

While a cell is being treated, the cover

should be removed (the sealing compound

can be loosened by using a hot putty knife)

and not replaced until the cell is again ready

for service.

Standards for Automobile Bodies.

The merits and defects of the different

forms of automobile bodies employed are

pointed out by M. Auscher, who, before the

Paris Congress, insisted upon the necessity

of providing plenty of room for entering the

car sideways by means of movable seats or

otherwise.

He did not offer any suggestions of his

own as to carriage design, but presented

the following propositions to the congress:

The adoption of standard sizes of frames,

usually manufactured in series, of 1m 80x

80cm. for voitures, 1m.90 or 2m.x8()cm. for

light carriages, and 2m. 10 or 2m. 20x8-Iicm.

for big cars; the designing of bodies with

ample side openings which will permit of

the wheel base and length of frame being

shortened; the fitting of the mechanism in

such a way that nothing will project above

the level of the frame; the placing of the

tanks below the frame so that they will not

interfere with the carriage body; arranging

the footboard so that it will form part of

the chassis and not of the carriage body, by

which means the body could be easily re—

moved from the frame without its being

necessary to pull up the footboard.

 

 

Supt. Buli was “Interested.”

Percy 1’. Pierce ran his Arrow automobile

at a speed exceeding the lawful limit at

Buffalo, N. Y., on, Saturday last, getting

from Gates Circle, in Buffalo, to the Inter

national Hotel, at Niagara Falls, in just

thirty-eight minutes. He had as guests

Mayor Knight, Superintendent of Police Bull

and Frank W. Hinkley, the Mayor's secre

tary. Superintendent Bull said he had long

desired to get a first hand idea of automobil

ing speed. Pierce furnished it for him.

When the automobile stopped in front of

the International Hotel Mayor Knight looked

relieved as he stepped out safely. Saperin

tendent Bull acknowledged that his instruc

tion in speed had been interesting, and he

emphasized the "interesting."

 

Pleasant Prairie a Pleasant Place.

The farmers of Pleasant Prairie, Wis.

who have been suffering at the hands of

reckless automobilists, have literally taken

up arms against the automobile. They have

gchn notice that guns have. been procured.

and that automobiles venturing into their

m-ighborhood will get their tires punctured

with buckshot.

COST OF GASOLENE

Worries Users of Steam Cars—Retail Pljces are

Reaching Prohibitivc Stage.

 

“Users of steam cars are feeling the ef

fects of the successive increases in the price

of gasolcne," remarked a well-known trades

man to a Motor World representative, “and

if they continue it is hard to say what will

happen.

“A motorist can’t afford to buy his gaso

lene in small quantities nowadays. The

price demanded by retailers, and especially

by country storekcepers, is so high as to be

almost prohibitive. No one but a rich man

can stand it now, and there's no telling

where it will end.‘ I rarely venture far

away from \home any more unless I have

a supply of gasolene sufficient to last until

I get back.

"A little calculation is all that is needed

to make the matter clear. You can go 100

miles on from 10 to 15 gallons of gasolcne.

depending on the way you use it. the sort

of roads you travel over, etc. Now, by

purchasing gasolcne in quantities you can

get it down to about 10 cents a gallon, and

at that your IOU-mile ride does not cost you

very much—between 1 and 1% cents a mile.

But if you are compelled to buy it at re

tail it will cost you double; and there are

places where they will stick you even more

than this. and give you vile stulI that is

not worth half the money. The matter has

become a serious one to men of small

means."
 

Got What They Asked for.

When next the employes of the Locomobile

~Co. of America address a petition to the com

pany they will probably exercise greater

care in its preparation. Some time ago they

petitioned for a “nine hour day with ten

hours’ pay,” or at the then regular weekly

wages. The company decided that the re

quest was reasonabie and granted it exactly

as the wording called for, closing the works

up 5 o'clock on Saturday instead of 6 o’clock.

as heretofore.

Thus the employes get a nine hour day

with ten hours' pay—but they get just one.

A. L. Biker is the man who is given the

credit of seeing the point presented by the

faulty syntax.

Toward the Hundred Mark.

Although slow to get started, the auto

mobile is increasing in numbers at Albany.

N. Y. A tradesman of that city places

the number of cars now owned there at be

tween 75 and 100, and says that scores will

be sold during the remainder of the season.

Flower Parade for Omaha.

In connection with the carnival at Omaha.

Nell" next week. an automobile flower

parade will be held on Wednesday, October

Tlh. There are some sixty automobiles in

Omaha, and it is expected that a large num

ber of them will take part.
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HORSE POWER DEFINITION

Cause of the Present Discrepancy and the

Difficulty of Correcting it.

 

Manufacturers and purchasers alike are at

present hopelessly at sea in the matter of

definition of the actual horsepower of the

gasolene motor, and it is high time that

some standard rating should be adopted in

the interests of all concerned, says a trans

atlantic contemporary.

The matter should not present any great

difficulty if honestly set about by a commit

tee appointed by manufacturers themselves,

or by the automobile club, who possess all

the material for arriving at a satisfactory

definition.

The difficulty would appear to be not so

much a mechanical one as a political one on

the part of certain makers, having reasons

of their own for over-stating or understating

the power of their respective patterns, and

indeed it 'is no uncommon thing to find dif

ferent types or patterns of cars of'varying

power which, although made in the same

works and presumably designed by the

same designer, bear no consistent relation

to each when the cylinder sizes are com

pared with the catalogued horsepower. Thus,

in one case, we find a so-called 6 horsepower

is in reality of that power only when run

ning at maximum engine revolution and

under the most perfect conditions; probably

4% horsepower would here be nearer the

mark under common usage. Then, how

ever, when we turn to the 10 horsepower, in

all probability it will be explained that that

is the “nominal” power and a full brake

horsepower of 14 guaranteed; thus in one car

allowance is made for a drop in the maxi

mum, and in the other the full and usually

unattainable power is stated.

It would appear that this state of chaos

has been arrived at largely by the different

methods in which manufacaturers have

sought a market for their products, and the

particular circumstances surrounding them

in the evolution of their cars from the initial

efiort to the latest type.

Firm A enters the business, say, with a

single pattern of 417‘; horsepower voiturette

selling at £150, but B comes along with a car

at the same price and gives the purchaser 6

horsepower for his money, so that, in order

to maintain his position, A must increase

his car to 6 horsepower or call it that: but,

as the car is already cut fine in price, it is

sought to obtain the increased power at the

least increase of cost, so a few millimetres

are chopped ofllthe stroke, the bore some

what enlarged, and up goes the speed of the

engine, and, consequently, the power; but

the design has now been altered to suit a

particular purpose. and is no longer as pro

jected by the original designer. It may be

better for the change, but the chances are

it is worse. Take another case, where low

price is not the prime factor. Here the de

signer is given a chance. He requires a cer

tain power, and knows he can produce a

a steadier running and more satisfactory en~

gine by employing two cylinders, and run

ning at moderate maximum speed with a

fairly long stroke in proportion to bore,

which arrangement will extract more work

from each explosion, and so give better value

in actual power from the amount of gaso

lene consumed. Thus in the 12 horsepower

De Dion, the working speed is given at 1,400

revolutions, with cylinders 100x120 mm.,

whereas a Clement of the same listed horse

power runs at but 750 revolutions, though

with four cylinders of 7531120, as against

two cylinders on the De Dion.

It will be noticed what a wide diflerence

there is in the bore of these two engines,

though the stroke is the same, and assuming

for argument that at the speeds given the

stated horsepower is reached in each case in

a workshop brake test, aiso assuming work

manship to be equal, there is almost double

the cost of manufacture in the case of the

four cylinder car.

The uninitiated purchaser may well be ex

cused if he fails to follow the reasoning of

this widely varying practice, for in the case

cited he apparently gets the same power

from two cylinders as from four, at presum

ably less cost, and yet another firm will give

at lower cost the same power from one cyl

inder.

The true horsepower that this class of pur

chaser wants to arrive at is the actual avail

able power under all round conditions on

the road in combination with reliable run

ning at the least expenditure of gasolene,

for it is obviously a wasteful policy to un

duly shorten the stroke in order to gain

greater power by the medium of higher

piston speed if by so doing the fullest pos

sible calorific value is not extracted from

the gasolene consumed.

In any case it would appear that to arrive

at a standard definition of power it will be

necessary to make the speed factor the basis

of calculation, and also to deduct some pen

centage from the maximum test speed to

provide a road working margin more nearly

representing the actual power recoverable

from the motor in the hands of ordinary

drivers on ordinary roads. '

 

The Bishop’s Estimate.

The Bishop of St. Asaph constituted him

self an expert in speed measurement in an

automobile case tried at Rhyl, England, on

September 7. A Mr. Buckley, of Rycroft

Hall, near Manchester, was the offender

against the speed regulations. The Bishop

attended court, he said, at great personal in

convenience because he regarded it as a

most scandalous case.

According to the prelate’s testimony Mr.

Buckley passed the ecclesiastic on the road

at a speed of fifty miles an hour. When the

court imposed the maximum fine of £10 the

Bishop expressed regret that the magistrate

could not inflict a penalty more severe.

HIS MISTAKEN DIAGNOSIS

Blamed the Spark Plug for the Faulty Ex

plosions—Its Innocence.

 

It was the spark plug that was giving all

the trouble. The mecaniclen knew it be

cause—well, principally because he was sure

that everything else was 0. K., the car hav

ing had a most thorough overhauling and

put in perfect order. So it must be the

spark plug, he declared.

A new plug was procured and put in. ' It

was a slight improvement—enough to confirm

the mecanicien in his belief, but leaving a

great deal to be desired in the way of per

fect sparking. At his wits' end, the man be

thought himself of a certain cur designer

who had been called upon in the past to set

tle a number of knotty questions. Fortu

nately he happened to be in the garage at

the time, and was sent for and appealed to.

He listened to the mecauicien’s voluble ex

planations without a word. Then he tried

the two spark plugs—the new one and the

old. A close examination of both followed,

and then the old one was put aside. Taking

out a penknife he proceeded to carefully en

large the space between the sparking points

of the new plug. When the two wires were

for enough apart to permit the thick

part of the knife blade to pass be

tween them he seemed satisfied. “Now.

try it," he said. The mecanlcien did so, and

a great change was apparent The spark

was good and fat and it leaped across the

space in fine style. Then the engine was

started, and the explosions came as regu

larly as clockwork. “I said it was the spark

plug!" exclaimed the mecaniclen trium

phantly. .

“But it wasn't the spark plug," returned

the man who had succeeded where the work

man had failed. “The trouble was some

where else. Probably in the explosion cham

ber, due to a slight defect in the compres'

slon or to the fact that the mixture of gas

is not just right. Whichever it was affected

the spark plug, or rather it imposed on the

latter a task which it was unable to perform.

“You see," he went on, addressing the Mo

tor World man, who was an interested listen—

er, “the sparking points were pretty close

together in both plugs, and while this would

have exploded a perfect mixture without

any trouble, when it came to an imperfect

one it failed. Now, with the points set fur—

ther apart, the distance the spark had to

Jump was increased, and it was Just that in

crease that gave the plug greater efllciency.

The trouble is still there—in the cylinder—

and it will have to be removed sooner or

later. The spark plug as I have fixed it

works very well now, but the trouble will

probably become more pronounced and the

plug will have to be treated again; and,

finally, it will reach a point by which fur

ther manipulation of the plug will be use

less."
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WILL MAKE MECHANICS

Familiarizaiion with Automobiles will be an

Education for Their Users.

 

“One thing that the increasing use of an

tomobiles is doing, and will do still more in

the future, is the gradual familiarization of

its users with mechanics," remarked Man

ager Starratt of the John Simmons Co. to

the Motor World man.

-“Since we got into the automobile business

—a quite natural move, by the way, as we

make and sell steam fittings of every kind—

we have been giving the matter very careful

attention. It is quite clear to us that auto

mobile users are going to be divided into two

classes—those who have mechanics to look

after and often to drive their cars, the other

composed of men who know or learn suffi

cient about mechanics to look after them

on most occasions. The latter will be much

the larger class, while the former will con

sist of the men who now have horses and

carriages with coachmen to attend to them.

“The ordinary user, however, will be the

man who buys an automobile because it is

the best way to get around quickly—to get

to and from the office, to take short trips or

more ambitious tours during the summer,

when his vacation time comes, etc. Not be

ing rich, he will not, as a rule, buy the

higher priced cars. Runabouts and so-called

light touring cars will be the great sellers.

not only because of their moderate price,

but by reason of their all around adaptabil

ity and their low maintenance cost. In the

hands of such men they will be made to pay

for themselves by the saving in care fare,

etc.

“Everybody knows that the best motorist

is he who understands his car and uses it in

telligently. To do this he must give some

time to it, learn its principles and its pecul~

iarities, know where to look for trouble and

how to remedy it when found. By so doing

he will not only be able to continue inter

rupted journeys, but even to prevent inter

ruption. He will get more satisfaction out

of his car than he could possibly if he left

it to the care of a mechanic. It will, in

short, make an amateur mechanic out of

him. The ordinary American possesses con

siderable natural ability in this line, whether

he has done any actual work at it or not.

He has the brain to understand how a steam

or gas engine works, and by a little applica

tion he works into the way of using his

hands to made adustments and to put things

to rights. There are scores of little things

to look after; and time and money are both

saved by attending to them one's self. No

one grasps this quicker than the average

motorist, and the result is going to be a great

cxicus on or dissemination of mechanical

knowledge that will prove of vast benefit. The

automobile manufacturer will benefit almost

as much as the individual user, for the for

mer will have his product treated with an

intelligence and a skill that cannot help

causing it to give greater and more general

satisfaction than could be obtained in any

other way."

The Noise Jarred Him.

Perhaps the point where the steam car

user scores most heavily over his gasolene

rival is in the item of noise—and particularly

the noise of the transmission gear. To watch

the driver of a steam car when he is brought

face to face with an aggravated ease of the

kind is a study.

Conversing with Manager Paul H. Dem~

ing at the new White salesroom and gar

age, in West Forty-ninth street, last week,

an instance was witnessed by the Motor

World man. One of the chief charms of

the White touring car is its almost absolute

silence. A big gasolene car went rolling by

on the smooth asphalt, the exhaust popping

loudly. Almost exactly in front of the White

place the driver made a gear change. Either

he was particularly clumsy at it or his gears

were in shockingly bad condition, for there

ensued such a grinding, shrieking, protest

ing sound that passers by turned to see the

cause of the outcry. Finally the reluctant

gears shot into place with a shrill, long

drawn cry like that of a child in pain, that

got on one’s nerves and left them shattered.

“How would you like to have that for a

steady diet?" asked Deming, with a look of

disgust on his face. -

 

A Novel Shooting Box.

M. T. Reeves, of Columbus, Ind., who has

been unable for some time to use his legs,

bought an automobile to use during the

summer vacation on his farm in Rushville.

Last week he used it in a squirrel hunt.

The woods in the vicinity of Rushville

have nearly all been cleared, and grass

planted among the trees for pasture. Mr.

Reeves took a shotgun, boarded his car

and ran the machine into the woods. Seeing

a g00d location, he stopped the machine and

waited for a squirrel to put in an appear

ance. He did not have long to wait, and

killed one with the first barrel.

Seated in the automobile, he moved about

in the woods, and in ten shots killed nine

squirrels. After the hunt was over he drove

the machine around and picked up the game.

During all the time the shooting had been

going on Mr. Reeves did not leave the seat

of the automobile.

Automobile Routed Strikers.

Sugar Berry, president of the Berry Candy

Company, of Chicago, driving his big auto

mobile on Friday last. routed a crowd of

striking candy makers and their sympa

thizers, who attempted to obstruct his path

as he dashed toward the factory at San

gamon street and Washington boulevard,

carrying three of the non-union girls who

are at work in the plant.

A whirr and a dash of the machine scat

tered the would-be blockaders, and with a

triumphant smile Mr. Berry reached the fac

tory in the midst of a volley of missles

which the crowd hurled at his automobile

as he passed their rank.

FENDERS FOR CARS

A: Necessary as Cowcatchcrs for Locomotives,

mam; Dr. mm

Dr. Americus Miesse, of Lima, Ohio, is a

man who believes that a tender is just as

necessary on an automobile as a cowcatcher

is on a locomotive. This is partly due to the

fact that the doctor has invented a fender

and is seeking to organize a company to

place it on the market. He is now in Toledo

with this purpose in view

The framework of the Miesse fender is

made of steel, while the body, or surface, is

made of rattan, closely woven. This frame

is fastened to the steering rod of the auto

mobide, this being necessary in view of the

fact that the front axle of an automobile

remains stationary.

With a streetcar fender, the device is fast

ened to the bed of the car. and as the car

makes a turn there is no protection in front

of one side of the trucks, as the wheels are

thrown out of line with the body of the car.

In the construction of Dr. Miesse‘s automo

bile fender the frame is attached to the

steering bar and turns with the wheels,

never leaving the wheels without the fender

directly in front at all times. This action

is acquired through a swivel and a com

pound coupling device.

There is another important part of the

fender, found in two compressed air boxes,

one on each side and located in the upper

part of the fender. In case of a collision

with some object ,the air boxes, or springs,

allow the fender to be pressed toward the

automobile, thus making a sort of cushion

to keep the fender from being broken. The

fender is held up by means of two chains,

and will support the weight of at least 500

pounds.

Provides Quarter: for Automobile.

Accommodation for the owner's automo

bile is to be provided on one of the largest

steam yachts which will appear in Ameri

can waters during the season of 1904. The

yacht has been designed for a wealthy man

whose name is kept in the dark at present,

but who, judging from the special features

contemplated in the plans, must be an ama

teur photographer as well as an enthusi

astic automobilist, and probably contem

plates extended voyages, as there are to be

quarters for a physician and a dispensary.

He is alo a family man, as the plans in~

elude a complete nursery and a playroom

for children.
 

Big ’Bums for Eric.

The Erie Auto Coach Company, which pro

poses to give to Eric, Pa., a public automo

bile service, put the first of its coaches in

operation on Wednesday of last week. Some

of the coaches to be used will be large

enough to accommodate forty passengers.
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PARK BOARD RECANTS

Framers of an Anti-Automobile Ordinance Votes

to Purchase an Automobile.

There was an amusing discussion in the

South Park Board of Chicago. at its meet

ing, held on September 16, when Commis

sioner Hodgkins made a motion for the pur

chase of an automobile for the use of the

superintendent. It was followed by a vote

of 3 to 2 in favor of the proposition, and an

official automobile will now travel over the

very boulevards from which the board de

barred automobiles by an ordinance passed

two years ago. Some extremely pertinent

and suggestive points against speed regula

tion as it is carried on were made during the

discussion.

“As long as an act by this board regulates

the speed of automobiles to eight miles an

hour,” said Commissioner Crilly, “and it me

mains an indisputable fact that a benzine

wagon is no good unless it exceeds this limit

by twice the prescribed rate, the only ad

vantage I can see for u to take this ad

ditional expense is to aflord this board an

opportunity to violate its own ordinance.”

“An automobile isjust the thing we want,”

said Commissioner Best. “It is the most

economical. Three neighbors of mine in

Drexel Boulevard have recently disposed of

their horses and carriages to replace them

with automomiles. They find their new pur

chases a great saving.”

“An automobile is always an expense,”

insisted Commissioner Crilly. “It 1 com

stantly in need of repair. It is a nuisance."

President Foreman assured the dissenting

members that the automobile would cost

only $1,800, and if any repairs were neces

sary they could be made by park employes.

Commissioner Hodgkins referred to figures.

“We are now paying $80 a month for the

maintenance of the four horses and phaeton

used by the' superintendent and the members

of this board," he said. “If an automobile

is purchased, in two years it will pay for it

self, and the phaeton horses can be utilized

for some other department of park work or

can be sold."

“Time is the most important advantage to

be gained by the automobile," declared Com

missioner Best.

“Time?” asked Commissioner Crllly. “I

ask you to refer to the ordinance passed by

this body. It regulates the speed of autos

to eight miles an hour. You will be losing

time if you' intend to abide by the ordinance,

for it is no secret that our horses go at a

much faster clip than that.”

It was after Mr. Crllly’s last remark that

the vote was taken. He might take his re

venge by introducing and pressing a new

.ordinance permitting to automobiles a rea

sonable rate of speed.

 

Never use chloride of zinc for soldering, as

it eats through the wires. Resin is the most

suitable material. 1

on the other side by the sea.

Fight Fire With Automobile.

An interesting experiment was recently

tried on the Raser estate at Ashtabula, Ohio.

where sparks from a passing train on the

Nickel Plate Railroad had set fire to the

grass in the adjoining meadows, says the

Scientific American. To cope with the fire

ploughing was necessary, and, the horses not

being available at that hour, the owner's au

tomobile was pressed into service.

Ropes from the ends of the slngletree

were attached to the rear axle of the ma

chine. Mr. Raser held the plough handles

and his brother operated the automobile.

Furrows were turned, but it was found to

be impossible to operate the machine slowly

enough to get the best results. The tendency

of the plough was to skim the ground in

places, and it was with difficulty that the

man at the plough handles could keep up.

The automobile, however, served the place

of a plough horse sufficiently well for the

purpose of breaking up the surface of the

ground, and the work was done more rapidly

than it could have been done in any other

way.

‘ This first test led to another in a few days,

when an acre and a half of grass was to be

mowed. Here, too, it was found impossible

to operate the machine as slowly as was de

sirable. However, it was proved that a piece

of grass which would require three hours

with horses could be mowed in one hour

with an automobile as the motive power.

The machine, which is of the gasolene type,

weighs 1,800 pounds, and has a seating ca~

pacity for four persons. .

Antwerp Regulations Withdrawn.

The absurd Antwerp automobile regula

tions limiting the speed to five kilometres

an hour have been withdrawn. The reason

given for the withdrawal is the fact that the

festivities in celebration of the centenary of

the Antwerp docks are now ended, and that

consequently the town has resumed its nor

mal aspect and traffic is no longer congested.

The real reason was, however, the outcry

raised by motorists and manufacturers, who

declared that motoring was impossible under

these rules, and that an end to the motor in

dustry would follow their continued enforce

ment.

The Burgomaster’s proclamation which

notifies the withdrawal of the obnoxious reg

ulations, points out that the regulations

made in 1899 remain in force. These limit

the speed of automobiles in country districts

to thirty kilometres an hour.

 

Course for German Trials.

Several courses have already been sug

gested for the trials for the 1904 Bennett

Cup race. One is that they should be held

on the sandy seashore of the northeastern

end of the island of Usedom, where the sand

is quite hard enough to support the weight

of the heaviest car. There is a course there

of fifty kilometres in length which is fre

quently used by automobiles. The road is

flanked on one side by precipitous cliffs, and

Another sug

gestion is to hold the eliminatory trials on

a 250 kilometre course along the uninhabited

shores of the Gulf of Dantzig, between Dive

now and Putzig. _

KINDLY AUTOMOBILISTS

Good Deeds Which Prove That the Motorist

Has a Good Heart.

Some recent incidents in connection with

automobiling might be commended to the

attention of those opposed to it, to disabuse

their minds of the idea that motorists have

no regard for the safety or comfort of others

than themselves. The man who, without

hesitation, converts his own vehicle into a

temporary ambulence is apt to carry hi

heart in the right place.

On Saturday night a cabman, who gave

his name as William Cox, attempted to

drive across Columbus avenue, New York

City, while driving through Sixty-fourth

street, and came in collision with a north

bound trolley car. The man was thrown

to the ground, where he lay unconscious.

Charles Young, of 52' West Forty-third

street, happened along in his big touring

automobile at the time of the accident.

“l’ll take him to Roosevelt Hospital; he

may 'be in a serious condition," Mr. Young

said to the policeman who had gone to the

man‘s assistance. The policeman lifted the

man into the car, and Mr. Young started

full speed for the hospital, where the in

jured man was cared for.

The other incident occurred in Chicago

‘ one day last week, when a despondent man

named John Vaughn took carbolie acid with

suicidal intent. As soon as it was known

what had occurred the man was placed in

an automobile, which was driven swiftly

to the nearest point where relief could be

obtained for the poisoned man. Death was

too swift for the automobile, however, and

the run which it began as an improvised

ambulance it ended as a hearse.

 

Why Tlres Heat.

The emciency of tires in respect to trac

tive effort depended upon their spreading on

the road surface; in other words, the effi

ciency increased up to a certain limit with

the surface of contact, says M. Arnaux, one

of the speakers at the Paris congress. It

was therefore advisable not to pump the

tries too hard, and if they were pumped

hard on racing cars it was solely because, if

they were soft, they would get very hot, and

this heat must necessarily mean a loss of

motive power.

It was really curious to observe the quan

tity of energy that could be stored up in

rubber, the speaker went on. He had car

ried out a number of experiments with rub‘

her, the results of which be communicated

to the congress. and the conclusion to be

drawn from them was apparentlyithat this

remarkable capacity for storing energy was

the cause of their lower efficiency on fast

cars when the tires had to be pumped hard

to prevent heating through the continual

expansion and contraction of the rubber.

He expressed the opinion that the outer

cover alone heated, and not the air in the

inner tube.
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Funeral lor Baron Rothschild.

The sentence of one day’s imprisonment

passed upon Baron Henri de Rothschild by

a police magistrate in Paris upon his con

viction on a charge of driving his automo

bile too fast is in accordance with the policy

of the French authorities to send rich auto

mobillsts to prison because of their indif

ference to fines.

Under the law the Baron is a criminal

convict, but he is a very wealthy, very

kindly and very popular physician, and he

is to be given an apotheosis, a. martyr's

crown, a hero’s laurel, or any other old thing

in the line which history records as having

been conferred upon thoae who did great

stunts—but generally after they were dead.

For twenty-four hours, at some time

within three months from the. passing of

the sentence, the Baron will be civilly dead

and buried. The law considerately makes

him the arbiter as to the exact date of his

interment. The funeral will be a grand

affair, for the Baron will be escorted to the

gate of the prison of La Saute by a pro

cession of the most beautiful and fashion

able women in Paris, who will carry hou

quets of flowers and hand embroidered ban

ners, while musicians will furnish strains

which will be consolatory or exhilarating,

according to the individual mood of the

hearer.

The return to life will be another occasion

for graceful pageantry, and the Baron will

be welcomed anew to the world by the same

beautiful women, the saer similar—

sweet flowers, and the same tuneful dis

pensers of hot air whose clarinets, trumpets,

oboes. et al.. will turn loose siroccos of

triumphal notes. It's great to be a rich mal

efactor—someh'mes.

 

lndispcnsible at Clam Baku.

A new phase in the varied adaptability of

the automobile to purposes of business or

pleasure was recently developed by a party

of automobllists from Orange, Mass, who

went for a clamhake to a distant woods,

near a nice spring of water. where the feast

is usually given. The clams and all the

fixings were loaded on the car, and when

the destination was reached the material for

the bake was placed for the cooking. Two

of the automobiles generated steam, which

was applied to the raw material. and the

cook-while-you-wait process began. When

- the covers were laid the steamed clams, corn.

chicken, sweet potatoes, oysters, etc., were

thoroughly cooked, and in the same way

coffee was made and water heated for wash

ing the dishes. Before starting for home

the woman members of the party turned on

a little steam to refresh their crimps, and a

most successful'clambake was at an end.

 

The next International Automobile Con

gress is to be held in Milan in 1904. The

Automobile Club of that city has voted a

sum of $2,000 for the entertainment of the

members of the congress.

Seeing New Yorlt.

On lower Broadway a short time ago many

passersby paused long enough to bestow a

look of astonishment upon a vehicle which

was slowly making its way toward the Bat

tery. It was one of the many dismal days.

with a slight drizzle of rain that had a de

pressing effect on nearly every one. But

that did not seem to bother the occupants of

the vehicle. It was a huge, lumbering af

fair, with high perched seats running iat

erally, thus causing all the passengers to

face frontward. Of these passengers there

must have been more than two score, every

seat being filled. Of both sexes and all sizes,

most of them wrapped in waterproof gar

ments and some holding aloft umbrellas,

they presented a bizarre appearance, which

was not lessened when it was seen that this

wheeled ark was horseless. To the initiated

the sight of a number of large battery boxes

made it plain that electricity was the motive

power. It lurched on its way, winding in

and out the traffic, proceeding at a decorous

pace behind trolley cars, and pulling out to

go by them when the opportunity ofi'ered.

Curious glances were cast at the vehicle,

and most of them were rewarded, for a neat

brass plate stated that this was the “Seeing

New York” coach.

Where Gutta Perch: Grow.

The limited output of guttapercha, practi

cally all of which is obtained from the East

Indian Islands (Borneo, Java and the Straits

Settlements), has been the subject of much

concern owing to its steadily increasing use

in electrical equipment. An investigation

made in the Philippine group has shown that

several localities produce both rubber and

guttapercha in large quantities. Guttapercha

is plentiful in Mindanao, but in the South

ern Philippines it is of fair to poor quality,

containing a considerable amount of dirt

and resin, but by a cnemical process the

pure gutta is extracted from it, and is said

to be equal to the best on the market. The

felling and ringing of guttapercha trees,

which has wrought havoc in other gutta

producing countries, has been practised

throughout the southern islands despite reg

ulations to the contrary. Dichopsis gutta,

the best variety, seems not to be found in

the Philippines.

The Aborigine and the Car.

Chief Joseph, of the Nez Perces, the tribe

of Indians which gave the United States

troops some hard fighting about twenty-five

years ago, and himself one of the doughtiest

fighters in that war, took an-automobile

ride through the streets of New York on

Monday, accompanied by another brave.

both in war paint and feathers. It was a

striking conjunction of aboriginal barbar

isin and twentieth century progress. Chief

Joseph has been caught in that vortex

which draws to itself all sorts of odd peo

picktlte show business. He is the star in

a troop of Indians, who are in the city at

present.

Wedded It Thirty Per.

L. C. Woodward and Mrs. A. Franklin, of

Los Angeles, 0211., were married at Fresno

last Thursday, and secured worldwide men

tion of the event by having the ceremony

performed in an automobile going at the rate

of thirty miles an hour. The Rev. Duncan

Wallace, pastor of a Presbyterian church,

tied the knot, and one of the two witnesses

was W. Parker Lyon, president of the Fres

uo Automobile Club, who loaned his racing

automobile for the occasion. There he cyni

cal persons who will find a suggestion in the

event for remarks about marrying in haste.

It was to be expected that the automobile

would do its full share of figuring in re

mances. This wedding on the fly was not

the first, nor was it the most exciting. One

of the best stories comes fresh from France,

and relates to a merchant who went for an

automobile ride near Paris last week. tak

ing with him his daughter, and both going

as guests of his business partner. Suddenly

the machine was sent along at a terrific rate,

and the merchant begged his partner to

slow down. Instead of so doing the part

ner demanded the daughter's hand in mar

riage. Otherwise, he declared, he would

drive the machine against a tree.

It was a case of life or death, a smashup

or a son-in-law. The young woman was

evidently in the plot, so the merchant chose

life and a son-in-law. A prosaic incident

of the aiIair was the taking of the automo

bile’s number by the police and the sum

moning of the driver to court. He was fined,

and paid the‘penalty with smiles. Having

won out, the price was paltry.

 

Alcohol’s Good Showing.

Some interesting experiments have recent

ly been conducted in Austria with a view to

ascertaining the relative heating values of

gasolene and denatured alcohol. The tests

were conducted with two engines of 8 horse

power nominal, one designed for gasolene

and the other for alcohol as fuel. The gaso

lene used had a specific gravity of .700, and

a calorific value of 7,700 calories per litre.

The alcohol had a strength of 90 per cent.

with a value of 4,000 calories per litre. The

consumption in the case of gasolene was 3-10

grammes per horsepower, and 373.5 grammes

for the alcohol. The efliciencies worked out

at 16.5 per cent for the gasolene and 28 per

cent for the alcohol.

Pittsl'lcld Motorists to Entertain.

President Brandon and Secretary Mer

chant, of the Berkshire Automobile Club,

have made arrangements for the care of

the members of the Automobile Club of

America, who will spend the night in Pitts

field on September 29, on the return trip

from Boston to New York. Rooms have

been reserved for the party at the Wendell,

Maplewood and New American hotels, and

the automobiles will be cared for by Harry

E. Jeifers at the Central station and sheds

near by.
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’Bus Line to White Mountains.

Lucius J. Phelps, of Stoneham, Mass., who

recently made the ascent of Mount Wash

ington in an automobile in remarkably quick

time and without an accident, is an enthusi

astic advocate of the idea of establishing

a regular summer line of automobiles be

tween the Glen and that famous summit.

The proposition, which has already been

noted in the Motor World, was broached

by Mr. Phelps to every automobilist visiting

the Glen House during his sojourn there,

and he was surprised at the favor it met

with.

The scheme has been discussed among

automobile men in Boston, and they gen

erally believe it is feasible if the vehicles are

built specially for the hard service which

would be required of them. Local experts

say that even a large ten or twelve-seater

could make the climb under present condi

tions.

The proprietors of the Mount Washington

road have taken pains this year to adver

tise that the thoroughfare is not suitably

constructed for the use of automobiles.

Still, Mr. Phelps believes that twelve-seated

brakes could be constructed which could

travel over the present road at an eight

mile rate. He believes that these could be

built with bodies weighing no more than

those of the present mountain wagons, and

that the machinery to operate need not

weigh more than twelve hundred pounds.

The present road is not hard enough to

present an ideal surface for the motor ve

hicle, but the chief drawback is the water

ways—“thank-you-ma‘ams," as the sum

mer tourist is pleased to call them—which

prevent a motor carriage from travelling

fast without jolting the passengers. Mr.

Phelps would advocate the control of the

road by the State, under whose auspices

he would like to have it surfaced with

macadam. Then he believes that it would

be possible to operate the cars with ease.

Even with the present surface Mr. Phelps

thinks that the carriages could be run on a

regular schedule, making both the ascent

and descent in one hour’s time. It would

be his idea to have the ’buses run on such

a schedule that they would not interfere

with horses and wagons which might use

the road.

Cleveland's Sight Seeing Bus.

An automobile 'bus, seating twenty-six per

sons and designed to be used for sightseeing

purposes, is now being built in Cleveland,

Ohio. J. Murray, No. 171 Merwin street, is

its builder, and he has it nearly completed.

Although built on such a massive scale,

this car will go at a speed of from six to

twelve miles an hour. It has a 30 horse

power gasolene engine, has a tank holding

ten gallons of gasolene, and carries sixty

gallons of water.

“The Motor: What It Is and How It

Works.” See “Motocycles and How to Man

age Them." $1. The Goodman 00., Box 640,

New York. '”

Only a Motorist.

The persecution of British motorist by

petty magistrates has caused a victim to

burst forth into rhyme. Under the sugges

tive pseudonym of “A Mangled Motorist,"

he sings this sanguinary song of the auto

phobe:

Here is a motorist,

Smash all his bones,

Get ready brickbats,

Pile up some stones.

Heave a big rock at him,

Douse him with mire,

Pelt him with stocks,

Set him on fire.

Bash his poor head in,

Whang him around,

Only a motorist

Brought to the ground.

Bake him alive,

Boil him in tar,

Cut him in pieces,

Mangle his car.

Break off the wheels,

Murder his wife,

As for the chauffeur,

Embezzle his life.

Members of Parliament.

Justices high, too,

Tell you that this

Is the right thing to do.

So blacken his eyes,

And flatten his nose,

Only a motorist,

Fell him with blows.

Fracture his face,

Pommel his head,

Then in the ditch

Leava him for dead.

If he hits back

During the fights,

(‘all the police,

For he has no rights.

Drink up his gore,

Heed not his pain,

Though weary of hitting,

Hit him again.

 

Winners st Duuvllle.

In the automobile races at Deauville on

September 10 the winners in the tourist sec

tion. arranged according to the selling prices

of the cars. were as follows: Value 4,000

francs. M. Caballlot. 8 horsepower De Dion

Bouton; value 4,000 franacs to 8.000 francs,

M. Renaux. 10 horsepower Peugeat; value

8.000 francs to 12,000 francs, M. Pelzer,

Gardner-Serpollet; value 12.000 francs to

10,000 francs, M. Rasson, Clement; value

16.000 francs to 25.000 francs, M. Gasté.

Automotrice. -
 

All Types Represented.

Of the 140 entries in the British 1,000

miles trials 83 are British and 55 foreign

cars. There are 129 gasolene cars and nine

are steam cars. There is one car driven by

an internal combustion engine, using ordi

nary petroleum as fuel; three of the steam

cars use parafflne as fuel, and one is a com

bination of the gasolene and electric sys

tems.

Peculiaritics of License Applications.

Clerks of the Massachusetts Highway Com

mission are puzzled by applications for

duplicate number plates sent in by automo

bilists to whom the two plates required by

law have already been issued. The law

does not allow the same numerals to be

used on more than one machine, and the

question is as to why the duplicates are

_wanted. Some plates may be lost in one way

or another, but while taking account of this

tendency for plates to get lost, the commis

sioners' officers are disposed to keep an eye

out for any scheme to evade the law by a

confusion of numbers.

Another noticeable matter in the Massa

chusetts registration is the number of appli

cants from outside the State. A little story

of three Pawtucket physicians, out automo

blling of a Sunday, shows the reason for

this "foreign" demand for registration. They

started from their home city and took the

road toward Boston. Everything went well

until somewhere in Mansfield they were held

up by a policeman.

"Where’s your number?" he inquired.

“We don’t have to have any numbers in

Rhode Island," replied the physicians.

“No,” was the gruff response, “but you

have to have them in Massachusetts; and

you’re in Massachusetts now. It‘ll be all

right this time, but don‘t let it happen

again." -

And that is why the Pawtucket men sent

one of their number up to that city last

week to apply for three sets of number

plates and Massachusetts registration. The

physicians didn‘t care to be restricted to

their own side of the State line.

Several applications have come from New

Hampshire men, and a number from those

living just across the border in Connecticut.

One New Hampshire man had to get a li

cense because, although he lives and does

most of his pleasure riding in New Hamp

shire, he runs over into this State every day

to his regular business.

 

Nantucket Resident's Fmr.

Four miles an hour is the limit for automo

biles on the island of Nantucket, Mass.

Some of the residents petitioned the Select

men to prohibit the use of automobiles on

the island altogether. They were too con

siderate to go that far. As to the speed

limit, they were probably afraid that an

automobile going at any reasonable speed

might jump the island and give it a bad

name. Nothing exciting ever happens at

Nantucket.

Regulating German Automobile Traffic.

Count Posadowsky, German Secretary of

State for the Interior, is said to have ap

proached the governments of the several

federal States with a view to the introduc

tion of a law regulating automobile traflic

throughout the empire. It is said further

that, all the States having assented to his

proposal. a bill will probably be submit

ted to the Reichstag during its next session.
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Automobile Pitted Against Trains.

Races between automobiles and railway

trains are possible in localities where the

tracks and the highway are parallel, and the

Motor World has already recorded one of

an impromptu nature between East Litch

field and Torrington, Conn., which resulted

in the automobile beating a New York, New

Haven and Hartford train, the engineer of

which was the challenger. Such races are

more likelylto be unpremeditated than other

wise, but a premeditated series of contests

is to take place in Georgia as a means of ad

vertising the interstate fair to be held at

Atlanta in October. Secretary Weiden has

mapped out a schedule as follows:

Central of Georgia train from Atlanta to

Macon; Atlanta and West Point train from

'Atlanta to West Point; Western and Atlantic

train from Atlanta to Chattanooga; Seaboard

Air Line train from Atlanta to Elberton:

Southern train from Gainesville to Atlanta,

and Georgia train from Union Point to At~

lanta. It is thought that the race against a

Central train will be the first of the series,

and it is proposed to pit the automobile

against the passenger train leaving Atlanta

at 7 :50 o'clock in the morning. This train

makes the trip to Macon, a distance of 103

miles, in three hours and twenty minutes.

The dirt roads along the several routes men

tioned parallel the railroad for a consider

able distance, and should the train and au

tomobile be together at these points in

creased excitement and interest will be

added to the contest. The automobile will

be manned by the chauffeur and an adver

tising representative of the fair association.

Bolee on Steering.

A remarkable theory is put forward by M.

Bolée, the French maker. The most perfect

form of steering, he said, was to place one

steering wheel at each end, with the drivers

midway between them on each side of the

car. An alternative arrangement, suitable

for electric cars, was to couple up the steer

ing and driving wheels diagonally—that is

to say, with motors on a front and back

wheel on opposite sides of the car, and the

other front and back wheels connected for

steering.

Transporting Coffee in Motor Cm.

An enterprising colony of American citi

zens in Nicaragua have adopted the auto

mobile to transport their coffee from the

plantations to the railway. They have built

a macadamized road between the town of

Matagalpa and a station near the city of

Leon, which is smooth and hard enough to

permit them to run automobiles, and they

are now extending similar roads in other di

rections, which is very important because

of the lack of ordinary transportation facili

ties.

These enterprising gentlemen are \V. H.

Desavlgny, of Minnesota; A. Fromberger, of

New York; Isaac Manning, of Indiana, and

Peter Delany, of California, who have asso

ciated with them the Potter Brothers, of

London, England. They have plantations at

Matagalpa, which is a delightful part of the

country, where there is an abundance of

water from mountain streams, extensive

areas of fertile soil and vast forests of ma

hogany, Spanish cedar and similar valuable

cabinet woods. But the highways to the

coast and to the little railway system of

\ Nicaragua have been impassable for several

months every year during the rainy season,

and they have been compelled to store their

coffee because they could not get it to

market.

To Levy on Automobiles in War Time.

That the automobile may be made a use

ful accessory in war has just been recog

nized anew in the decision of the French

War Office to include automobiles among

articles upon which it will be advantageous

to levy in war times. Hereafter, in the

same manner as horse owners are obliged

to cede their horses on requisition, so auto

Inobile owners will be obliged in time of

war to cede their cars to the Government.

It is calculated that a corps of automo

bilists twenty thousand strong might thus

be formed in time of emergency and used

for rapid transport or scouting purposes.

The Superior Council of War has also de

cided to create companies of chauffeurs at

tached to the sappers and engineers, and

all new recruits having certificates as

chauffeurs will be subjected to a special

classification.

Automobile Road at Aslwille.

What is said to be the first, and. one of the

finest, mountain roads for automobiles pos

sible to be constructed in America is_prac

tically completed at Asheville, N. C. This

road is exactly ten miles long and extends

around two mountains. There is not a grade

upon it in excess of five per cent. Along its

line can be seen the Blue Ridge, the Great

Smokies, the Elk Ridge, etc. Looking down

into the city of Ashevilie is Sunset Moun—

tain. Up to a few weeks ago a trolley road

ran up to a park at the top of the moun

tain, and beyond that to Locust Gap, the

point at which Rich Mountain joins Sunset.

The electric road and Sunset Mountain are

the property of the Howland Improvement

Company, of which R. S. Howland, ’of Ashe

vllle, is president.

This corporation is interested in the de

velopment of the lumber industry in that

section, and it became necessary to con

struct a road six.miles long from Locust Gap

around Rich Mountain and beyond it into

the heart of the lumber district. The ex

tension of the trolley road into this terri

tory being impracticable, tarction engines

were utilized. The working of these

showed the advisability of continuing them

along the road from Locust Gap down Sun

set Mountain to the city of Asheville, and

there nnolading the lumber. This necessi

tated the removal of the trolley tracks and

the abandonment of the car line up Sunset

Mountain. Mr. Howland then conceived the

idea of creating an automobile route of both

roads, and the plan is now being carried into

execution.

It is said that, the Homburg course chosen

for the 1904 cup race is over very bad roads.

with sharp curves abounding and also dan

gerous hills.

fiabi/e
We nuke over Twenty Types of Carl.

Write for Catalogue.

Mobile company of Amerloa,

Broadway and 54th Street New York City.
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The Week's Patents.

738,772. Charge Inlet Device for Explo

sive Engines. Ferdinand Charron and

Leonce Girardot, Paris, France. Filed

March 22, 1902. Serial No. 99,493. (No

model.)

Claim—1. An improved device for supply

of combustible fluid in explosive motors,

comprising a gas supply pipe fixed in po

sition and terminating in a joint, in combina

tion with a pipe pivoted at one end in the

said joint and terminating at the other end

in a cap which bears on the seat of the suc

tion valve, 21 erosshead revoluble on a stand

ard and bearing on the cap, and a nut which

Screws onto the screw threaded end of the

standard and is adapted to press against

the crosshcad or to leave the latter free, sub

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

738,831. Electric Ignition Device. Arthur

R. Mosler, Newv York, N. Y. Filed Septem

ber 25, 1902. Serial No. 124,746. (No model.)

Claim—1. An electric ignition device com

prising a hollow base, a cup engaging the

same, an insulating back secured within the

base and cap and projecting beyond the cap, a

conducting wire within the block, a protector

surrounding the exposed portion of the said

block, and means engaging the conducting

wire for forcing the protector against the

cap and securing it in position around the

block.

738,858. Exhaust Muffler. George F.

Swain. Harvey, Ili., assignor of one-half to

Henry E. Kellogg, Harvey, Ill. Filed Octo

ber 20, 1902. Serial No. 128,050. (No model.)

Claim—1. In an exhaust muffler for gas

engines, the combination with a chamber

for confining the exhaust gas and having in

let and outlet passageways of a rod mounted

in the chamber, a series of cones mounted

on the rod of alternately different diameters.

and passageways in those of the largest di

ameters near the rod.

738,860. Explosive Engine. William ‘V.

Tuck, Richmond Hill; Abbot A. Low, Horse

shoe, and August Wassman, Hallet's Point.

N. Y., assignors to said Low. Filed Janu

ary 8, 1902. Serial No. 88.849. (No model.)

Claim—1. The combination with an ex

plosive engine, of an exhaust pipe leading

therefrom, an ejector connected with the

lower end of said exhaust pipe, said ejector

having a diaphragm extending beneath such

connection with the exhaust pipe. means for

forcing a stream of water from beneath said

diaphragm across the discharge opening of

the. exhaust from said ejector above the

diaphragm, and a common discharge for the

exhaust and water from said ejector, sub

stantially as shown and described.

738,942. Storage Battery. Frederick A.

Redmon, Chicago, Ill., assignor of one-half

to Albert W. Holmes, Chicago, Ill. Fi!ed

March 16, 1903. Serial No. 147,956. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a plate for storage batteries.

the combination with a perforated metallic

envelope, of absorbent substance inclosed in

said envelope, and active material carried

by said absorbent substance.

738,992. Sparking Plug. Henry C. Folger,

Somerville, Mass. Filed June 4, 1903. Serial

No. 160,015. (No model.)

Claim—1. A sparking plug having a central

conducting spindle provided with a terminal.

an exterior conducting shell provided with a

second terminal, a double insulation separat

ing the spindle and the shell, said insulation

'alputds am punom pun 0.100 on; u;
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738.997. Steering Mechanism for Motor

Driven Vehicles. Elwood Haynes. Richard

Wiley and Herbert Murden, Kokomo, lnd.,

assignors to the Haynes-Apperson Co., Koko

mo., lnd., a corporation of Indiana. Filed

December 29, 1902. Serial No. 136,928. (No

model.)

Claim—1. In a steering mechanism for mo

tor driven vehicles, the combination with the

stcering wheels. and the vehicle body pro

vided in its floor with a slot, of n rotative

shaft which extends downwardly through

said slot below said flonr, a worm gear met-n

anile below the floor opcratively connecting

said shaft with the steering wheels, a frame

located beneath said floor in which said

shaft has rotative bearing and which sup

ports said worm gear mechanism, said frame

being pivoted to a part below said fl00r.

whereby the upper end of the shaft may

swing toward and from the vehicle seat, said

worm gear mechanism partaking of the

swinging movement of the shaft.

739,053. Vehicle W'heel. Louis Biava. New

York, N. Y. Filed November 28, 1903. Serial

No. 133.079. (No model.)

Claim—1. A vehicle wheel comprising a

ring attached to the outer ends of the spokes.

a radially rigid felly having a rounded outer

surface atached to the ring by interpOscd

springs, a transversely flexible tire attached

to and bent over the rounded edge of the

telly, and a soft rubber strip interposed be‘

tween the telly and the tire.

789.095. Bicycle Alarm. Reinhold Lcwltz.

New York, N. Y. Filed April 1, 1903. Serial

No. 150,604. (No model.)

Claim—1. A vehicle alarm, consisting of a

hammer mounted to strike the vehicle frame.

and means connected with a wheel of slid

vehicle for operating said hammer, substan

tially as set forth.

 

A Steering Wheel That Qan Be Placed In Any Position

The Gperator, or Shoved Glear Gut fit The

“F Way Instantly, Ht Rest or In

Motion Is Found iny In The

HAYNES-APPERSUN

 

BUNABUUT $1250 GUMPLETE

; AUTOMOBILE.
OUR CATALOGUE GIVES FULL INFORMATION.

Inquirers are urged to visit our factory where every detail of Haynes-Apperson superiority can be seen and fully understood.

HAYNES-APPERSUN 00.,Kuknmn,lml.,U.8.A
Member of the Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

The oldest maker! a! motor car: In America.

| Branch Store, 381 -385 Wabash m., Chicagt.

Eastern Representatives: Brooklyn Automobile Co., 1239-4143 Fulton Street. Brooklyn. N. Y., and 66 West 43d Street, New York.

National Automobile & Manufacturing Co., Pacific Coast Agents. San Francisco.

JOHN MAXWELL, Oneldl, N. Y., Agent for Central New York.

  



(the motor Worth.

seHRADER
  

 

 

K, ,'e

UNIVERSAL VZ-ILVE.
Trademark Registered April.

SIMPLE AND HBSGLUTELY AIR TIGHT.
 

 

ii MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

a -.i£:' shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve

{I SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SQHRHDER’S SQN, Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York.
 

ltyou are going into the automobile business look over

circular Afilt illustrates Standard Auto Forgings in Stock.

Prompt We also Forge

Shromfenls m

o

Specifications.
Stock Forgings.

  

IPat. Dec. i6, l890.

THE BILLINGS 8r SPENBER COMPANY, Haritord, Conn
r'lAKERS or=

Drop Forgings of Every Description and the Celebrated Adjustable Automobile Wrench.

TeElwell-Parker Electric Co.

3* ' CLEVELAND, UHIO,

Manufacturers

 

  

Electrical

MachineryConverter for Charging Automobile Batteries from

Alternating Current.

BHUIBE LINE or USED VEHICLES
INCLUDING

Packard l902 - Model F.

Packard - - Model C.

Autocar - - Type 6.

National Electric Runabout.

PRIBES orr APPLchTrorr

H. B. Shattuck 8: Son

239 Columbus Avenue

' BOSTON, mass.
 

 

 

THE BLUE BOOK

(EASTERN EDITION—I903)

Giving routes in NEW ENGLAND, NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY,

PENNSYLVANIA, MARYLAND, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Also 800 Repair Stations, Many Hotels,

Condition of Roads, Grades. Distances, etc.

FIRST QUARTERLY BULLETIN-JUST our 25¢,

Gives Additional Routes—Additions and Corrections to

Lists of Stations and Hotels—New Legislation to Date.

FOR SALE ATALL BLUE BOOA' STATIONS. ATA/V}

BOOKSELLER’S. 0R WRITE

OFFICIAL AUTOl'lOBlLE BLUE BOOK corrPANv,

3] West 42d Street, New York City.

C. H. GILLETTE, Trealurer.

  

 

 

THESE HUBS are drawn from Sheet

Steel.

Extremely light and strong Hubs with

a smooth surface for finish are

obtained.

Center line of Spokes is close to Steer

ing Head. Smooth and Easy Steering

is obtained. 

Races are GROUND IN POSITION.

Cones and Cone Seats on Spindles are

  

 

 

 

  

GROUND T0 GAUGE.

We manufacture for the trade only.

 

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING 00.,

CLEVELAND, our. u. MA.
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SIMMONS

KEROSENE BURNER
FOR STEAM cARRIAcEs.

l04-IIO Centre St., New York

DIXON'S

GRAPHITE

Motor Chain Compound.

ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR THE PRESERVATION ANO LUBRI

OATION OF THE CHAINS OF AUTOMOBILES.

Dixon’s Automobile Graphite Lubricants

ARE UNEQUALED. '

  

 

 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

JERSEY CITY, n. J.
 

T. P. F. Forums, JR., Mgr.

Redford Automobile 00.,

SALES, STORAGE,

REPAIRING.

ELECTRIC CHARGIN G.

F. E. Mann, Supt.

I060 BEDFORD AVENUE,

Corner Clifton Place,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

TELEPHONE. 2490 BnDFoRD

“Big lfour”

WORLD’S PAIR ROUTE

From the

Leading Cities of

Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois

St. Ljouis
erte tor Folders.

W. P. Deppe,

Ass’t Gen'l P. A.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

 

    

  

Warren J. Lynch.

Gen'l Pass. Agt.

  

1903 Genuine tle liion Spark Plugs
PRICE, $2.00 EACH.

 

Imitation 1903 De [lion Plugs
PRICE, S I .00 EACH.

We carry in stock special plugs to fit the Autocar, Winton,

Knox. Thomas, Gasomohile.

The Largest Automobile Supply House In America.

CHARLES E. MILLER,

ManuIacturer, Jobber, Importer and Exporter,

97'99'IOI READE ST., NEW YORK CITY

JENKINS & BARKER
Succzssons T0 CHAS. L. BURDETT,

50 State St., HARTFORD, CONN.

Patents am!

Patent Gauses

AUTOMOBILE PATENTS A SPECIALTY

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICTTED.

 

DeDion Bouton & Co.
PARIS, FRANCE.

Standard Gasoline Motors and

Automobiles of the World.

De Dion Motor: are used by leading manufacturer! all over

the world.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

Address all communications to

K. A. SKINNER,

Sole United States Agent, _

I79 Chrendon St., ( near Bovlltml) BOSTON, MASS.

 

 

II interested in GASOLENE AUTOMOBILES

the catalog of the

“ STEVENS - DURYEA ”

shouch he in your hands. Mailed true upon request

J. STEVENS ARMS dz. TOOL CO.,

600 MAIN STREET

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

SOHUG JUMP

' SPARK OOILS
FOR

AUTOMOBILE, LAUNCH

AND STATIONARY

GASOLENE ENGINES.

Sehug Electric Mfg. Co.

lirtruit, ‘rlir ll.
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987 SEPARATE AND DISTINCT IIRDBR‘S

WERE RBGctVl-LD by US FOR

from March at to Sept. r, 1903. and during that PRICE

time we have bou lit 37.000 sets of porcelain. The

reason [or this is Eecause our plug Stays Right

longer than any other plug in the world. Try a

set now and commence your “ plug happiness,"

Detroit Alutor worlxs

l54 Jellerson Ave . Detroit Mich.

R. E. HARDY, 26 Cortlandt St..

New York City, Factory Rep.

P.,I.DASEY & BRO.,43§ Wabash Av..Chic. “

A. I.. DYKE. Auto Sup Co., St. Louis, Mo.

THE POST & LESTER CO.. Hartford. Conn.

  

.w“>*\"~"’--3' ‘
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AND OTHER PURPOSES.

STA

sr.so

INOIOATES THE EXACT RATE OF SPEED.

MADE FOR

AUTOMOBILES,

OTOR BICYCLES

SEND TO! CATALOGUE

THE JONES SPEEDOIVIETER,

127 w. 32d s:., New York cuy.

=RITE SPARK PLUGS

gm 1 '1'

  

STA-RITE

DETROIT

 
 

  

(iasolene Burner.

Best and Most Effective

Burner Manufactured.

PETER FORG, Somerville, Mass.

CHA5. E. MILLER, Agent, New York.

A. L. DV‘IB Agent, 5!. Loull, Mn.
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As an efficient, first-class Spark Coll

THE

DOW”
HAS NO EQUAL

For further information write to

66

m

THE DOW PORTABLE ELECTRIC CO

- BRAINTREE, MASS.. u. s. A



THE AUTDCAS
DRY BATTERIES.

80 per cent. more effl

clency than anv other.

Standard Everywhere.

WM. ROCHE, 42 Vesey St., New York.

Improve Your Girouletlon

BY USING

THE LIIBEE PUMP
Increases and gives a positive

circulation to the cooling water

torall Gasolene Motors. Simple,

Cheap, Durable, Efficient, easy

to apply

Sent on trial to responsible

parties.

Loheo Pump & Maohinery Co., 120-135 Terrace, Buffalo, or. r.

Metal Mud Guards,

Bonnets, Tanks,

Rotary Circulating Pumps

| Radiators, Mufflers.

The best on the market.

Send for circulars and price

list, stating quantity.

  

  

 

THE BAY AUTOMATIC

MACHINE 60.,

1x25 Front St.. Berea, O.

 

Better Not . .

have any ignition outfit

than to have a poor one.

WE MANUFACTURE NDTI'IINC

BUT THE BEST.

WRITE FOR CATALOGU E.

nmrnronu (fit oompnuv
W. SOMERVILLE, MASS

  

 

 

SURE*SWI FT——SILENT

YOUR AUTOMOBILE WILL

RUN IF YOU USE

Monogram liiis
The Best Product of Scientific Experiment

and Practical Experience.

' wru'rs FOR CATALOG.

Columbia Lubricants Co. of New York,
116 Bnoso Srnuz'r. 66 STANHOPE Srneer,

NEW YORK. BOSTON.

 

 

 

 

  

Runabouts and Touring Cars.

GROUT BROS., Orange, Mass.

 

CDC mOtOt‘ WOI‘ID.

WANTS AND FDR SALE.
I 5 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

 

SEND five cents tor our illustrated catalogue of

second-hand automobiles. Big variety, low

figures. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY AUTOMOBILE Co.,

3927-3939 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.

A dashboard cures ignition troubles. Circular

free. AUTO-NOVELTY CO., 946 Prospect St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Handsome “ Panhard Spark-Gap” on the

 

ONE Toledo 4-passenger Steam Touring Car,

1903 Model, wi'h condenser, gas lamp,

fenders and automatic oiler attached; run 75

miles. Also 1903 long distance National electric

auto; roo mile, 36cc" batteries. tonneau style

body. Cost new $1750; run 250 miles; charging

apparatus costing $350. Car and charging outfit

$rooo; cause of selling. ill health.

JAMES MILLS, Newark, Ohio.
 

AN expert machinery salesman is Open to en

gagement as Eastern representative or sales

manager on salary and commission or any other

reasonable basis. Experience in steam, electric

and gas machinery and familiar with otiice details

and other agency matters. Trade acquaintance

throughout Eastern states, address, BUSINESS

RECORD, care Mo'l'oit WORLD.
 

FOR SALE— Haynes-Apperson 6 1-2 h. p.

motor;aluminum crank case, coil, mufiier,

carburetters, tanks, pnmp and radiator; little used ;

very cheap. W. ROBERTS, 350 W. Mulberry

St , Springfield, 0.
 

OR SALE—Searchmont Automobile,a 1903

red car, Type 7—5 lamps, to baskets, 4 r_2

inch tires, driven less than five hundred miles.

Good as new. For particulars, apply to, JOHN

GAENZLE, Reading, Pa.

= FOR SALE
We offer a limited amount of stock in the

Packard Motor Car Company, oi Warren, Ohio,

AT PAR, in lots of fifty or more shares until the

entire IQ! is cold.

LAMPRECHT BROTHERS a! 60-,

BANKERS

l97 Superior 8%, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

 

 

_—‘1‘“..—

BELL & COMPANY,

Automobile Garage,
Specially designed building for storage

and repairs for all types.

250 W. 80th St.. lien Yorlr. Telephone: 2562 River.

OPEN our AND NIGHT.

CENTRAL CITY AIITII CD-r
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Finest equipped garage in central New York.

STORAGE REPAIRS.

Prompt Service and Good Work.

RADIATOR,

  

 

 

 

  

TANKS, . - '
MUFFLERS m~ “PM”

FENDERS' ’ u ammonium:

H0008.

BRISGOE MFG- 00" - Detroit.

 

Menulured by

AMERICAN VENEER C0., 449 Pacific Ave.,

JERSEY CITY. N. J.

 

 

bah -
i W Made attire SPUTDURF LABORATORY.

Email-ried teas.

" C. F. SPLITDORF, ‘l7 stdswstsr Sh, N.Y

  

 

ELECTRIC STANHDPE FUR SALE.

coon AS new.

E. C. DAVIS, 2 Kill)! 8t., Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK AGENCY

Selling agency for one of the

most widely known popular priced

motor cars, is open for Manhattan

and the Bronx. Present line will

be increased for next season, and

agent in position to supply almost

every demand. Applicants must

have sufficient capital to conduct

the business in a representative

manner, and must bear the strictest

investigation as to business integ

rity.

MOTOR CAR,

Care of MOTOR WORLD

 

 

 

 

  

A GOOD PLACE TO

SPEND YDUR VACATION

during the summer months. The most pleas

ant resorts in the world are in Michigan.

The various resorts extend all along the

east coast of Lake Huron from Detroit to

Machinac. Accessible from Cincinnati and

the South via

 

 

  

in from eight to twenty hours according to

location. To those unacquainted with the

Michigan resorts we offer the service of our

passenger force in securing rooms and boat

reservations. Before starting on your trip

write us for our

“ Summer Book on Michigan."

D. C. EDWARDS, Pass. Tlli. Mgr.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

Exclusive Design, Luxurious Appointments and the Most Perfect MechanicalEquipment Ever Installed in an Automobile Characterize the

24 Horse=P0wer

Gasolene Touring Car

WE ARE NOW MAKING IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES OF THIS CAR.

l

COLUMBIA 24 H. P. GASOLBNE TOURING CAR.

MemberAssociation of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED IN UNASSIGNED TERRITORY.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., Hartford, Conn.

NEW YORK SALESROOMS: lib-136438 West 39th St. BOSTON, 74-76-78 Stanhope Si. CHICAGO, 1413 Michigan A".

WE can also supply our

latest model Electric

Runabouts and Victorias at

short notice. Orders ior

BROUGHAMS,

LANDAUS,

HANSOMS.

COUPES,

DELIVERY WAGONS

and TRUCKS

should be placed NOW to

insure early Fall delivery.
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RECORDS
(A Few of Many,“

THE DUNEOP TIRES

STANLEY STEAM CAR—

First award in Massachusetts Automobile Club Hill Climbing Contest, Boston, April

20th, with “ Dunlops."

DURYEA CAR—
First award in same Contest (in the (iasolene Class), fitted with l'Dunlops."

-KNOX DELIVERY AUTO—

First award In New York Commercial Contest, on May 20th and 2Ist, with

“ Dunlops " (weight of vehicle, 3800 pounds).

STANLEY STEAM CAR——
WORLD'S MILE RECORD, at Readville, Mass., on May 30th, with H Dunlops."

C. II. CURTIS “HERCULES” MOTORCYCLE—

First award in New York Motor Cycle Club’s Hill Climbing Contest, May 30th,

with "Dunlops."

THEY CAN BE RELIED UPON TO STAND THE TEST ON ALL KINDS

OF MOTOR VEHICLES.

BRANCH HOUSES: I ' BRANCH HOUSES:

BOSTON, DETROIT,
494 Atlantlc Avenue. 68 State Street.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO,

97 Chambers Street. f r 136 East Lake Street.

NEW YORK. MINNEAPOLIS,

I773 Broadway. 117 South Sixth Street.

PHILADELPHIA, DENVER,

910 Filbert Street. 1564 Broadway.

BUFFALO, - ’ SAN FRANCISCO,

22 W. Chippewa Street. 46] Mission Street.

CLEVELAND, A R * ‘ RD ATLANTA, 0A.
77 Bank Street. H 1 B 0 ’ CONN' 66 North Broad Street.

  



     

 

 
 

 

Insist on

“ WHITNEY ”

STANDARDS 7

for dimensions

of Roller Chains.

They have

been adopted by

many of the

leaders, including,

“Cadillac,”

“ Rambler,”

“ Ford,"

“Knox,”

“ Columbia,’

“Corbin,”

“Baker,”

“Stearns”

“ Mitchell,"

“Eldredge,”

“Acme,”

“Star,”

“Grout,”

7

“Long Distance,”

“ Tourist, ”

Investigate the I 904

Models of “WHITNEY”

Chains for

Main Drive,

Starling Device,

Circulating Dumps,

Cooling Fans,

etcl

and

Motor (chles.

llllilC Whitney Mfg. (Co.

_ Hartford, (Conn.

 

“WHITNEY” SINGLE REPAIR LINK.

Patent. Pending.
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From Boast to Coast *

at |% Gents gar Mile " 1‘

[III DIAMUNU TIRES

This was L. L. Whitman’s tire

cost on his transcontinental

 

 

 

  

 

journey In a runabout. Ocean to ocean in a runabout—Whitman's arrival at Ogden, Utah.

Notice how ruts have worn side walls of tires.

Mr. Whitman and E. 1. Hammond left San Francisco on July 6th. Their machine was equipped with

Diamond tires and none others were used throughout the trip. They successfully crossed vast deserts, great

mountain chains, wildernesses of sage brush, and miles and miles of mud and rough sun-baked earth, reaching

New York on September 17th, having been delayed in the west by floods.

THEIR TIRES SUFFEREI] BUT TWlI PUNBTUBES III THE WilllLE liliiiNTll} JUUIIIIEY.

meESan Francisco to Denver—nearly 1,000 miles, over indescribable roads—but one puncture occurred.

The other three tires were not even pumped.

One new tire was put on at Omaha, replacing one which had been run flat, practically ruining it.

The second new tire was put on at Chicago and two more at Detroit. When New York was reached all

the second set of tires were in good condition, and three of the tires discarded can be repaired.

MakingIthe fullest allowances for deterioration, including the new set of tires, the tire cost on the ocean-to

ocean trip was 1 6-10 cents—

SIXTEEN MILLS PER MILE!

THUSIONCEJAGAIN IS IT UNOUESTIONAILY SHOWN

That DIAMOND Tires are Honest Tires,

The Best because they are the Most Economical,

And the Most Economical because they are the Best.

 

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO., Akron, Ohio.

BRANCHES-INIPRINOIPAL CITIES
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